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(anadalumberman
£ Wood * 1 ^A/V^l^vWorker

HAMILTON CANADA

SWASTIKA Long Life Babbitt
Copper Hardened

OBERTSO/y
SWASTIKA

Is Specially Alloyed For Saw Mill Machinery
Our experience of 50 years in the Saw Business has en-
abled us to design a Babbitt for Saw Mill Machinery.

At Minimum Price with Maximum Quality

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

The J^mes Robertson Co. Limited
144 William Street - MONTREAL, QUE.

Agents for Vancouver : The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Vancouver, B.C.

M
THAMI LTON ,CA NADACool Bearings

We Make

SPECIAL BELTS
for

Special Work

Guarantee Results

WRITE OUR NEAREST WAREHOUSE

D. k. McLAREN, Limited
Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West jcw Kinf West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JOH«, N.B.
ii St. Peter St. 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
l Wholesale Manufacturers 01"

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. SONS
Peterborough*, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails, WaterproofCovers.Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags. Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptive*.

J. J. TURNER <a SONS
Cor.George.KingSt Water Su., Peterborough. Ont., Can.

ii

THE GREAT BELT
beats all rivals every time

Strength
TTniformity
Reliability
Endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

for WET or DRY WORK.
SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Statf. MONTREAL.

n WAT ERPROOF LEATHER BELTING FOR THE^ «

"-«|i^EJ, PLACES^ THF SAWMILL ! '"

i

Jan r l l ^ : • . Toronto
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Reliable Carriages
Specially Built for Hard Work

Jarring by the canter wil not break them, neither will it effect the quality of

the lumber.

You can cut with them as fast as you like.

Some features :

Steel headlocks and Oak frame.

Heavy cross girders and steel rods to make the carriage rigid.

Extra heavy set shaft and axles.

Racks and pinions milled from solid steel forgings.

If you put on the 4 inch Steam Set Works you can't make bad lumber.

It will also increase your daily cut, 2,000 feet.

Send for Catalogue 20
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
80 St. Francis Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesale

l^umber
and Timber

Car ami Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimen>.ion Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINK, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

WE are in the market and p:»y

the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A W. EYER « CO.
43 Adelaide Street East

TORONTO, OMT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

L0VELAND& STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Jhe Ontario Lumber

Co • Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills: French River. Ont. Water Shipment.

Yard: Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Prices

HomellifeBu^ding. TorOtltO, Oflt.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock

On Temiskaming Railway, 103
miles north of North Bay

HAILEY6URY, ONT.

" Well bought is half sold
"

Annual Inventory

is about finished; then

Business

Give us a list of

your wants early

either Rough or

Dressed.

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock

Lumber

501 Traders Bank Building, TorOIltO, Ollt.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Mercbants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

WE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds

of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,

Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short

and Long Leat Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-

wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINGLES
Pine, Hardwood and Hemlock Floorings
and Ceilings. Sash and Doors, Wood
Turnings, Etc. All Dressed Lumber Kiln
Dried if desired. End Matched Flooring a
Specialty.

COOD PINE SIDINCS A SPECIALTY

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Wanted:—
Dry Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

Write for special prices on

White Pine, Sprvice, etc.

The Syer
Lumber Co.

416 Continental Life Building
TORONTO

We can supply your needs promptly and at

the right price in

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Birch,

Basswood, Maple, Ash, Elm, Etc

Correspondence solicited from parties wish-

ing to buy or sell.

s

Ralph Loveland, Pres.
L. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH
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Split Posts
Posts Good
Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Campbell & Carman
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Straight or Mixed

Cars, New Bruns-

wick Spruce Floor-

ing, Lath, Etc.

1523-24 Traders Bank Building;

Telephone main 5299 TORONTO

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE ONT.

MANUFACTURERS

L
UMBER, TIMBER,

JOISTINC, LATH,

BOXES and SHOOKS

California Sugar Pine
for your shop lumber. It is as sott as
White Pine and no snake

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood

Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

C. A. Larkin
WHOLESALE

Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock

Toronto, Ont.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.

Wc have a nice assorted stock of

Pine and
Spruce
Lumber and
Timber
Sawn all Sizes

Send for our latest List just issued

We are prepared to execute special orders for

Timber promptly

sssr **** «*«•

MIRAMIGHI

LUMBER COMPANY

CHATHAM, N. B.

LUMBER

LATHS

SHINGLES

R. Laidlaw
Lumber
Company

Limited
Room 913 Traders

Bank Building. Toronto

Ferguson Lumber Co
London, Ont

CHINGLES^ ¥ UMBER
Lath

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirement*.

Prompt Shipment!.

Thk

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Staff

And all kinds ot SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

PLANING AND MATCHINC
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, oniiia
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING,
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots
Factory near Station Write for Prices

phone 113

THE

WELLER SILLS CO
LIMITED

COLBORNE - ONT.

TIMBER and LUMBER
DEALERS

A SPECIALTY IN

Masts and Spars, Long Timbers,both

Pine, Soft Wood and Hard Wood

LEAK & CO.
Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce,

Basswood, Maple, Birch

and Black Ash

Send us list of what you have and your best

Cash Prices
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We are Buyer* of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops

Heading
WRITE TO

James Webster & Bro., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

Cable Address : Sawmill. Liverpool

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed. .Matched

or Rough. Pulpwvxxl. Railway Ties, Box

Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought anj

sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.WHIM inns SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed F.-ame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, TelegTaph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

McLennan Timber Lands

and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwuod
Flooring

End Matched,

Bored, Polished

and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto
EAD1E & DOUliLAS,

2a St. John Street. Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest vou

BIRCH LUMBER j^;":
Muskoka Birch is better color and Id-I rules

ter quality than any grown. Enquire w idths

WHITE PINE LUMBER WANTED
I 1 half million 4/4, 5/4. 6'4. 8/4

P. W. T. ROSS
Tel. Main 5009 Toronto 25 Toronto St.

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

Geo. Gordon & Co,
Cache Bay. Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

Red Deer Spruce
stands for the Best Soft White

Spruce manufactured in Canada.

Our Strong Points are

Flooring', Finishing,

Ceiling, Siding',

Dimension and
Bright Spruce Lath

Shipments made with utmost

dispatch.

Red Deer Lumber Co.
General Offices - 306-316 Union Bank Bldg., WINNIPEG, Man.

Yard and Mills - - - BARROWS, Sask.

SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address :"Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith, Tyrer & Co., Keith Building,

41^ Barrington Street

Qant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers

Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

British Columbia Timber .

is the best investment to-day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, li. C.

Do You Want

To Sell

second-hand machinery of

any kind? Many a mill man
or manufacturer has one or

more machines for which he
has no further use. They
may be in good shape but
for some reason or other

they have been displaced.

Somebody Wants

To Buy
just such machines. You
can get in touch with
that somebody by advertis-

ing in the "Wanted and
For Sale" Department of

the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker. A tri-

fling expense will do the

trick.
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F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

I^JQjjgJ^ I^th aild ShillgleS limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and La.th

Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE, ONT.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
J. B. MILLER, President. W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer.

Manufacturers of

ROUGH and DRESSED

Pine, Hemlock » Hardwood lumber

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks, Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at

PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Head Office: Traders Bank Building, TORONTO
Toronto Telephone Main 1016 Telegraph Codes : Lumberman's Standard

; Anglo-An,

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE COMPANY AT TORONTO.

erican.

If You Want THE BEST
in

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
let us figure on your next bill. The stock we furnish will fill your most
exicting requirements. It is perfectly milled, correctly graded and has a
reputation to uphold. We are particularly well equipped to give Canadian
trade prompt service.

We are in a position to get out timbers up to 36 ft. in length and to
surface sizes up to 6 x 12. All timbers larger than 6x 12 we can arrange to
have dressed in transit.

Big Sandy Lumber Company
HULL, ALABAMA, U.S.A.

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co. Limited
103 Bay Street, Toronto

WE ARE BUYERS OF

10/12 Standards is & 2s Rock Maple

ij in. x 9 in. & up wide

3 in. x 8 in. & up wide

State what lengths can be supplied

About 100,000 feet is & 2s. Rock
Maple strips (undressed)

ii in. x 3J in. o£ in. and multiples

of 9| inches

100 Rock Elm Logs
15 in. diameter at small end & up
20 to 30 feet, average 24 feet

Always in the market for Hardwoods
suitable for export
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CAMERON & GO., Limited

LUMBER

LATH

SHINGLES

MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

ASH
BASSWOOD

TIMBER

POLES

POSTS

MILL AND YARD: OPEONGO, ONT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA ONT.

Hardwood Flooring
Birch, Maple, Oak

We make a specialty of $4" end matched Hardwood
Flooring. The quality is the highest, and work-

manship first class.

SEND US A TRIAL ORDER

J. R. EATON & SONS
ORILLIA - ONTARIO

Toronto Agent: A. A Begg, 45 Howland Ave.
Phone College 1862

James J. Murphy
85 ST. PETER STREET. QUEBEC

Spruce and Hemlock Timber and Dimension Tim-

ber, White and Red Pine Lumber and Dimension

Timber, Birch Plank and Timber, British Columbia

Fir and Cedar, Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar

Fence Posts, Cedar Culvert Timber, Hemlock and

Cedar Railway Ties, Pulp Wood, Etc.

Anything in Lumber. Correspondence Solicited

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.

Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath

ROUGH OR DRESSED
How is your stock of Red Pine Joisting, we have a nice lot

in 2x6, 8, 10, and 12, x 12 feet and up ; also

3 x 10 and 12 x 12 feet and up.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

the McLENNAN LUMBER CO.
LIMITED

Everything- in

Lumber, Rough and Dressed
Wholesale and Retail

WE ARE OPEN TO BUY BASSWOOD AND BIRCH

21 Dorchester St. West MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone .Main 5554 55 St. Francis Xavier St., MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
I'AUTK'l'LARLY

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,

British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

takes this opportunity of wishing you

A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

and respectfully Invites Your Enquiries or Offerings in the above lines

J. H. Redfern
A large line of

I in. Mill Cull Pine,

in lengths principally 6 to 1 1 feet, including

some i in. x 12 in. 12 and 13 feet. Also

3 in. and 1 in. Pine Mill and O Culls.

OFFICE, YARDS, AND P.O. ADDRESS

920 Charlevoix Street,

Tel Main 56 MONTREAL. QUE.

Wholesale

Lumber
and

Timber

I Buy, Sell, and Deal in all

kinds— Spruce, Hemlock,

Pine, Birch, Basswood, Maple,

Ash, Elm, &c.

WRITE ME

E. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Montreal
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, B. C. E. H. HEAPS <fe CO.,
VANCOUVER.. B.C.

Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish
Specialties: A Al HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER—Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed
special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3- in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills. Limited
VANCOUVER, B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINGLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON, 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W. J. LOVERING. 112 Mall Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

C. R. LAMB, President, Minneapolis, Minn. OTTO LACHMUND, Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager, Arrowhead, B.C.

ARROW LAKES LUMBER COMPANY, Limited
Formerly Lamb-Watson Lumber Company, Limited. (Name changed by Supplementary Letters Patent)

'

Manufacturers of

MILLS AT

AR-ROWHEAD, B.C.
and KAMLOOPS. B. C.

Cedar, Fir, Hemlock,
Pine and Spruce

Address all Correspondence to the

Head Office: ARROWHEAD. B. C.

Lumber

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, 541 Hastings Street,
Logs, Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Cable Address—Gillisco.
( American Lumberman Telecode.

Codes Used
\ Western Union.

C. H. GILLIS
» ,. a„d »"^-^ s( Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
and 125,000 feet

LUMBER
Bowman Lumber Co.

LIMITED
R.EVELSTOKE, B. C

Manlkacti rbrs of

Ceded\ White
Pirve e^r\d

Fir ProcKicts
Shiplap, Boards, Dimension Siding, Finish,

Lath, Shingles

Annual Capacity, 50,000,000 feet

Mills at

Revelstoke, B. C. Comaplix, B. C.

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mass.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

16 AGNES STREET
ST. HENRY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
T. FRANKFURD STORY, MONTREAL, P.Q.

The Fernie Lvimber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch

Rough and Dressed Lumber
Dimension and Bridge Timber

a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE - - B.C.

T5he

Yale- Columbia Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : Nelson, B. C.

Mills at Nakusp. Westly, Cascade and Nelson B. C.
We use American Lumberman Telecode.

MANUFACTURERS OF

All Kinds Rough and Dressed Lumber,

Mouldings, Lath, Etc.

DEALERS IN

Cedar and Fir Piles, Telephone and Telegraph

Poles, Fence Posts, Etc.

75heRat Portage Lumber Co. Limited
WITH MILLS AT WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER. HARRISON RJVER. KENORA. RAINY RIVER AND BANNING.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shooks and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple Flooring,

Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac Piling, etc.

Our Vancouver Mill cuts High-Grade Cedar, Fir and Spruce Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles. Winnipeg Mills cut Pine, Tamarac and Spruce Lumber,

head
d
o
r
f
e
f
s
ICe RAT PORTAGE LUMBER. COMPANY, Limited. WINNIPEG. MAN.

D. C CAMEROON. PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER.
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Guaranteed Grades
Rail or Water Shipments

The Western Lumber & Shingle Co.
Molson's Bank Building p. o. Box 5291 VANCOUVER, B. C.

-WHOLESAI.H-

PACIFIC
COAST LUMBER a„d SHINGLES

Attractive Prices Send Us Your Enquiries Prompt Delivery

THE EAST KOOTENAY

LUMBER COMPANY Limited
Saw and Planing Mills at Ryan, Cranbrook and Jaffray. B. C.

Capacity 150.000 Feet per Day.

BUY
E. K. L. Ccvs

LARCH
PINE AND FIR

Lumber, Timber, and all kinds of Mouldings,

also Dealers in Railway Ties, Piles and Poles.

Large Stoeks of Well Seasoned
Dry Material always on hand.

HEAD OFFICE

CRANBROOK, B.C.

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Correspon Jence Solicited. Room 4. .

Hochelaga Bank Building, QuebeC, QuC
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Amount #10.000. W*A00O0.
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Policy is in the Standard Form of the Stai

°f New York, New Jersey, North Carolina, etc.—

in Addition to thes* standard requirements
it con-

jl** the absolute guarantee of fifteen

Mermen Underwriters for the payment of
J

°*>s under this policy. /
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Managed by Lumbermen—and confined to insur-

ing lumber and lumber working plants exclusively

LUMBER UNDERWRITERS fire insurance business is strictly a lumber
trade proposition and is the practical result of the trade association idea of co-

operation. It stands for the low and right premium charge and for the equitable

adjustment of losses.

LUMBER UNDERWRITERS policy of insurance is non-assessable and
is issued in the standard form required by New York and other states.

STRENGTH OF THE POLICY
Deposit in cash by the Underwriters, - - - $1 00,000.00
Reserve, maintained at 50% of outstanding premiums, 95,594.97

Over and above the cash assets every policy is guaranteed for payment
of any loss by the below fifteen Lumbermen Underwnters—

F. R. BABCOCK Pittsburg
E. V. Babcock & Company.
Ex President Pittsburg Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n
Trustee National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

C. H. CARLETON Cleveland
The Mills-Carleton Company.
President Cleveland Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n
Member National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

FRED'K W. COLE New York
Frederick W. Cole.

Member New York Lumber Trade Ass'n
Treasurer National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

GEORGE F. CRAIG Philadelphia
George F. Craig & Co.
Ex-President Philadelphia Lumbermen's Exchange.
Vice-President National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

LEWIS DILL Baltimore
Lewis Dill & Company.
Ex President Baltimore Lumber Exchange.
Ex-President National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

ROBERT W. HIGBIE New York
Robert W. Higbie Company.
Member Adirondack Manufacturers and Shippers Ass'n
Vice-President National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

W. A. HOLT Oconto, Wis.
Holt Lumber Company.
Ex-President Northwestern Hemlock Mfrs. Ass'n
Trustee National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

Toronto, Canada

Buffalo

W. C LAIDLAW
R. Laidlaw Lumber Company.
Member Lumbermen's Association of Ontario.

Member National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

H. SHUMWAY LEE
Mixer & Company.
Member Buffalo Lumber Exchange.
Member National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

ROBERT C LIPPINCOTT Philadelphia
Robeit C. Lippincott.

Ex-President Philadelphia Lumbermen's Exchange.
Ex-President National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

EUGENE F. PERRY New York
Secretary National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

C. H. PRESCOTT, Jr. Cleveland
Saginaw Bay Company.
Ex-President Cleveland Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n
President National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

FRANK C. RICE Springfield, Mass.
Rice & Lockwood Lumber Company.
Member Adirondack Manufacturers and Shippers Ass'n
Member National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

HORACE F. TAYLOR Buffalo
Taylor & Ciate.

Member Buffalo Lumber Exchange.
Member National Hardwood Lumber Dealers Ass'n

M. S. TREMAINE Buffalo
Montgomery Brothers & Company.
Member Buffalo Lumber Exchange.
Member National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Ass'n

We ask YOUR CO-OPERATION and patronage. YOU CAN-
NOT SECURE LOWER PREMIUM RATE OR SAFER PROTECTION IN
THE INSURANCE MARKET.

IVrite us at The Home Office for any Infor-

mation Concerning Lumber Fire Insurance

LUMBER UNDERWRITERS, 66 Broadway, New York
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COLUMBIA" Brand Shingles
NONE BETTER FEW AS GOOD

Daily Shipping Capacity

3,000,000 SHINGLES
Write for Prices

Marriott & Company - Vancouver, B.C.
Wire orders at our expense

JAMES GILLIES JOHN GILLIES J. S. GILLIES
President Vice-President Sec.-Treas.

Established fZJ\ f fITQ H.U OQ Mills <& He^d Office

!873 VJlLsLslE^O DlVVO. BRAESIDE, ONT.
Limited

Manufacturers of

WHITE PINE
RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

New York City

pianmg Miu. Ye.rd <a office capacity 40.ooo.ooo Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
MOR.R.1STOWN, N. Y.

A word to the Trade about Hot Air,

3,000,000 a day shingle advertisements

The FULL daily capacity of the 200 shingle machines in British Columbia is 4,000,000 shingles. On an average during the

months of operation about ten per cent or more of these machines are idle ; and it is also well within the truth to state that almost

the WHOLE Shingle Industry of the Province is closed down tight from three to four months during every year ;
and the

local consumption of shingles in the Coast cities and towns—about 300,000 per day, must be deducted from the rail shipping

^capacity; also as shingles are now being marketed, it is safe to state that fully one-third of the out-put will be sold by

•_ manufacturers DIRECT to the retail trade. The net resultFof the above is about 2,200,000 B.C. Shingles per day available for

rail shipment, and to be divided amongst ALL the brokers and wholesalers in Canada and the United States who handle our shingles.

From the above facts, Lumber Dealers can judge for themselves as to how much truth there is in an advertisement which states

C a SHIPPING CAPACITY of 3,000,000 shingles daily.

ioiwe are the OLDEST established strictly Wholesale Lumber Dealers in British Columbia, and are in a position to supply the

Trade with their lumber and shingle requirements.

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
Wholesale Lumber and Shingles
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Officer! and Directors:

R. H. DOWNMAN, PRESIDENT

I'REDHRIC WII.HKRT, 1ST V1CEPRKS.

GEO. W. DODCE, iNl) VICE-PEEK.

r. It. WILLIAMS

WM. L. BURTON

J. C RIVBS

J. A. HILLIARD,
Secretary & General Manage

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

J Krectors

:

john intum
Gl'K DHEWS

KDUARI) HANSON

L, H. PRICE

II. M. COTTKK

h. b. snrM

Shumm hy Kail or Ska,

Cable Addr<« " REDCYPRESS "

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress Lumber,

Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets
m

Daily Capacity: 3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We Handle only the Genuine

Louisiana Red Cypress

"THE DUNBAR 99

New and Improved

STEAM LOGGING ENGINES

This is the machine for which we claim all the good Qualities possessed by any othe
and a great many valuable improvements besides.

Best on the Market
This time we wish to call your attention to one of

many important points which prove conclusively the
superiority of the Dunbar Logging Engines: that
of the Hydraulic Apparatus for raising and lowering
the Boiler, an invention of our Mr. Dunbar, Sr. (for
which patents are pending). By this device all danger
from rush of water to either end of the Boiler, caused
by irregularities of the road, is avoided. One of the
most serious drawbacks in other Engines is the fact
that the Boiler is stationary on the frame, consequent-
ly a source of great anxiety because cf the danger to
both the Crown Sheet and the Tubes. You can readi-
ly understand that in going up or down hill either the
Crown Sheet or the Tubes are bared, causing them to
become so heated that they will leak badly, and after
repetition for a time the Boiler will be practically
ruined.

This improvement, which supersedes our previous
method for raising or lowering the boiler, has been
added since cut herewith shown was made.
Should you contemplate putting in a Logging

Engine we shall be glad to take the matter up with
you and give you all particulars.

Quotations for Logging Sleds furnished.

Write Us for Particulars

The Alex. Dunbar <fe Sons Company
Woodstock, N.B. Limited
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DEFIANCE" WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
INVENTED AND BUILT BY

The Defiance Machine Works

12 Hand Planer with Boring Attachment
No. 8 Variety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off

Defiance,

Ohio

For Making
Hubs, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles,
Neck-Yokes,
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and General
Wood-Work 28" Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer.

MOWRY & SONS - Gravenhurst, Ont

Write LOG LOADERS
Quotations

and

Catalogue.

are used all over the country in Large Mills.

Always makes Half Revolution towards Carriage.

Very strong and heavy. Will load but one log at

a time. Large Cylinders. Any number of arms

with any number of spacing.

Cant-Flips, Board-Flips, Stock Lifters

We can Build any kind of a Flip that you want and they will do their work.

WE BUILD UP-TO-DATE SAW AND SHINGLE MILL MACHINERY

The Best is None Too Good for You and We Build the Best.

JEFFREY
CONVEYERS

are the Best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Refuse, etc.

Catalog 57 B

Reliance Saw
Mill Chains

made in all standardizes. Write for

Pi-i*-*» T ief\

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Canadian Office and Works MONTREAL.
Main Office and Works - COLUMBUS, OHIO, U.S.A.

ATKINS s
moss 'cut

1SAWS
ATKINS'

L \N
cEJ"°0TH

,.L nmgmgnsniii

are in active demand wherever the finest saws are appreciated. They're

just as perfect as money and brains can make them.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

E. C. ATKINS & CO. INC.
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY: INDIANAPOLIS, IND-

Canadian Works — HAMILTON. ONT.
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SIMONDS
Orescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saws

This is the identical Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saw which has for years^ been
recognized as the best made or used > the United States. Since beginning the
manufacture of these saws at our Canadian .'factories, we have found and are supply-
ing a greatly increased demand throughout the Dominion. The Saws are made of
Simonds Steel, and Simonds Steel is the best saw steel made. They run easy cut
fast and give good results. Sold by the hardware trade or direct from our offices

Every Saw Covered by an Absolute Guarantee

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que. - Vancouver. B.C. - St. John, N.B.

Will

Not

K
I

N
K

All

Sizes

in

Stock

All

lengths

HOPE

• MANUFACTURED BY •

THE DOMINIOnWB^RQPE CO. LIMITED

•MONTREAL-

t

Will

Not

R
0
T
A
T
E
With

or

With-

out

the

Load

We are Specialists on

Lumber andSaw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offices
GROUND FLOOR
CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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A National Journal

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President

THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, Business Manager

JAMES FISHEE, Toronto, Advertising Manager

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:
VANCOUVER - - - Telephone 2010. 26 Crowe & Wilson Chambers

GEO. A. GALL, Representative

TORONTO - Telephone Main 2362. Confederation Life Building
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"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest

of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and al-

lied Industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely in-

formation on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion
by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-

worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade at

home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.
Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For manu-

facturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of

owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp
mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the most
direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed to the
"Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.
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A Profitable Side Line
A profitable side line for a retail lumber yard is always a matter

which will prove interesting to the owner. This will account for the

fact that the handling of cement has recently become quite a common

business with retail lumber dealers. The way the matter is looked upon

is summed up by a dealer in a town possessing two yards, who recently

said: "Do you know the cement business is getting to be a big thing

in our trade these days ? We have sold enough cement this spring and

summer to average practically a carload a week. And yet we haven't

bad a great many specially big jobs. It has just been a steady demand

for cement, and its use is increasing so that it is getting to be a big

tbing in connection with the lumber business."

Tbis man's experience and that of many others should convince

those who have not already taken up this business that it will be well

worth their while to investigate the point. Cement has recently ob-

tained so great a prominence in th ebuildiug business that to a certain

extent it advertises itself, and the handling of both cement and lumber

by one dealer must be a source of much convenience to contractors who

are able to lay in stocks of both supplies at one yard. A dealer handling

both articles does not need 10 worry about any falling off in lumber de-

mand on account of the competition of cement. In the United States

tbis combination of business has become extremely popular, although

it is but a short time since it scarcely existed. The dealer in building,

material is the proper man to push the sale of cement. He is in touch

with the demands of the market and is in a good position to regulate

the grade of cement which is sold to the public. For this reason he can

be of much benefit to the cement business as well as to himself. Al-

though the sale of cement has only recently become an important fac-

tor in business, it has already been surrounded by quite a well-defined

system of ethics, which is daily making the conditions of the trade more

pleasant. Both the demand and the supply of cement have increased

extensively, and the retail lumber dealer who takes advantage
of the opportunity thus afforded by adding a new leature to

his business will in most cases make a considerable profit out

of his new venture.

Importance of Good Salesmen
The education of a good lumber salesman is quite an intricate mat-

ter, but his work is of the utmost importance to a firm. Owners of

lumber yards have realized this from the first and it is a common ex-

perience to find the most successful yards manned by the best salesmen.

In the United States there are schools where salesmen are taught to

"hypnotize" customers, that is to say. by means of suggestion, to in-

fluence customers to purchase goods. At first thought one might

imagine that this class of salesmanship would result to the disadvantage

of the customer. With an unscrupulous salesman it would have this

result, but the same customer would not be bitten twice. The success-

ful salesman will not only persuade the customer to purchase, but will

sell him something which be absolutely needs. The customer will find

out subsequently that the salesman was more conversant with his

needs than be was himself. A salesman in a yard frequently knows

very minutely the extent of a customer's needs. He can be a real as-

sistance to the customer as well as a source of profit to his firm.

The same process of business reasoning can be made use of by yard

merchants. Every merchant has his own ideas as to how to persuade

customers to come to him. Some resort to advertising, offering prizes,

issuing circular letters and hand bills, etc. These methods are all fol-

lowed for the one purpose of suggesting to the customer that he needs

something and that he can best supply his need at a particular mer-

chant's yard or store. The gist of all this is that lumber merchants of

all kinds, if they wish to carry on successful business must be supplied

with salesmen who not only know the goods which they have to sell,

but are also good judges of human nature and of the necessities of

consumers, so that they may take advantage of every instance, however

trifling, to turn custom their way.

The British Columbia Timber Laws
Opinions are divided in British Columbia regarding the effect of

the provincial timber laws.. Under the present law it is probable that

speculation, which was formerly the greatest bane of the timber business,

will be to some extent lessened. It is believed, however, that these

laws were enacted too late to prevent a great deal of loss to the pro-

vince. One prominent operator, speaking upon the subject, recently

said that the Provincial Government had sold licenses far too readily,

when they were in need of a revenue. Many men had obtained licenses

who could not tell the difference between a fir and a cedar. This

opened the door for speculation, and the result had been extremely

injurious to the industry. Much of the best timber bad been taken up

under these licenses, and in many cases had been resold at enormous

advances. The selling at an advance, in itself was not such an injury,

but the fact that much of this timber was sold to Americans was a

source of material loss to the province. The Americans, although their

money would assist in developing the country, would have no l'eal in-

terest in the development other than that which concerned its money

value to them. If they remained in possession and cut down the tim-

ber the profits would go out of the country and the only benefit to

Canada would be in the employment of the necessary labor. If the

United States tariff upon Canadian lumber were taken off, by Congress,

little or none of the money mada by Americans in manufacturing Can-

adian lumber would be left in Canada. In the end Canadians would

be deprived of their timber without having obtained any profit.

The same authority, referring to the subject further, instanced the

cases of Eastern Canadian provinces as examples of a much wiser method

of administering the timber resources. The British Columbia Gov-

ernment should have followed these examples by putting the privilege

to cut lumber up at auction and selling it to the highest bidder. By

this method they would have reaped a substantial reward and have

obtained a good price for their timber. Tbis would be an improvement

upon the system under which all the profits went to the speculator
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Men vvlio were inclined to speculate might think twice before investing

their money, but a desirable result would be that those wlio would
invest would be men of keen business ability who would understand
thoroughly the proposition they were undertaking, and whose interest

in the country would doubtless result in the timber resources being

developed according to businesslike methods. Whatever the result, it

would be at least certain that in return for the timber the province would

receive something commensurate in the way of money. This would mean
that the people would benefit instead of the speculators. According to

the plan of selling licenses which was formerly in operation the advan-

tage! had all been for the speculators. The Government realising that

it was dissipating its resources, had shut down upon the speculators, but

it was rather late in the day. However, it was better late than never and
under the new regulations they could look for better things.

Statistics of Export and Import of Lumber for Canada
The trade and navigation statistics issued by the Dominion Gov

eminent covering the year ending March 31, 1908, afford some inter-

esting comparisons relating to the imports and exports of forest products.

The gross value of exports for 1908 was $44,504,371, whereas for the

period ending March 31, 1907, the value was $46,017,000. It will be

seen, therefore, that the period of business depression which continued

until the fall of 1908, had been well under way 'for some time previous

to March 31, 1908, and was responsible for the decline in the value of

exports amounting to nearly $2,500,000. The greatest decline was in

lumber, the value of the exports being only $35,911,288, a decrease of

about $3,200,000 from the value of the exports of 1907. Timber exports

amounted to $1,830,701, against $2,294,995, a decrease of nearly $500,-

000. The exports of paper showed an increase of $1,400,000, amount-

ing in value to $3,511,104. The value of the manufactures of wood
exported was almost identical with that of 1907, being $5,091,230. The

export of logs showed a slight increase and amounted to $099,138.

The imports of wood and their manufactures shewed an increase

during the year. The total value of imports was $2,070,613, an in-

crease of about $140,000 over the corresponding period of 1907. The

imports of paper and its manufactures amounted in value to $3,987,981,

an increase of about $400,000 over 1907. The free goods imported

amounted in value to $9,953,164, against $7,490,081 in 1907. It is

noticeable therefore that the imports, while increasing slight!}', as

against a deerease in exports, nevertheless give interesting evidence

of the great preponderance of the export lumber business of Canada.

The produce of the. forests exported ranked third in value among

Canadian exports, being exceeded only by agricultural products and

animals and their produce. The details are as follows

:

Produce of mines $39,177,133
Produce of fisheries 13,867,368

Produce of forests 44,170,470

Animals and produce 55,101,260

Agricultural products 66,069,939

Manufactures 28,507,124

Miscellaneous 67,674

Total 246,960,968

Canadian exports of the products of the forest for the month of Sep-

tember, 1908, amounted in value to $3,982,984. In September, 1907,

the total was $5,979,198. In September, 1906, the total was $5,373,-

829. The total for the nine months ending with September 30, 1908,

was $26,820,294, against $32,203,435 for the same period in 1907 and

$33,020,552 in 1906. The total exports of forest products for the twelve

months of 1907 amounted in value to $45,285,118, against $46,113,903

in 1906. It is to be expected therefore that the exports for the twelve

months of 1908 will fall about ten million dollars short of those for 1907.

Following are the statistics contained in the reports

:

Exports of Forest Products

1908

Ashes, pot and pearl
" leached
" all other

29,777
20

58,276

1907 6 months end- Sept.
• ing Sept. 1908 1908

41,690 $ 20,525 $ 5,287
4,243 5,255 55

56,675 30,481 7,660

Total, ashes 88,073 $ 105,608

Bark for tanning $ 34,215
Firewood 83,813

Knees and futtocks 18,896

Lathwood (5,376

Logs, cedar, capable of being

made into shingle bolts .
.".

. 4,224

bogs, elm 18,967
" hemlock 31,489

36,623
63,630
17,133
25,824

20,479
10,133
19,362

88,156
41,954

7,788
680

559
8,444

27,628

13,899
8,307
1,894

oak
pine
spruce
all other

1908

2,796
2,891

101,231

541,761

1907

1,427
5,197

204,860
444,986

6 months end-
ing Sept. 1908

2,868
20,535
52,265
393,105

Total, Ions $ 699,138 $ 685,965

Lumber, viz. : Battens
basswood

" deals, pine
" spruce & other

" " ends
" laths
" palings

pickets

planks and boards
" joists
" scantling
" shingles
" shooks

staves and headings. .

" all other lumber,
N. O. P

Total, lumber . . .

17,585
95,410

1,677,159
6,670,673
318,509

1,562,578
13,105

164.803

21 ,092,297

100
1 ,046,365

2,547,985
208,960
216,172

i-79,587

39,548
135,294

2,466,857
8,779,696
384,672

1,921,616
1,601

135,482
21,167,877

356
1,142,726
1,941,999
362,010
174,839

480,001

$

$35,911,288 $39,134,574

Match blocks $
^_
275

Masts and spars 7,262
Piling 301,372
Poles—hop, hoop, telegraph

and other 117.406
Posts, cedar, tamarac and other 29,757

Shingle bolts—of pine or cedar 51,694
Sleepers and railroad ties 657,521

Stave bolts 100
Timber—square, viz. :Ash 24,786

birch 127,085
elm 213,268
maple 26,525
oak 401,800

" pine, red 6,097

pine, white 998,298
all other 32,842

20,098
8,679

169,875

136,375
19,287
29,958

524,372
2,617
4,821

246,233
338,413

1,257

399,281
97,927

1,171,847
35,216

3,246
44,494

1,095,363
3,181,394
209,203
766,322

955
97,396

9,967,040

546^312
1,349,926

59,904
50,284

211,098

1,529

9,965
52,092

24,861
19,883
24,866

184,612
1,050
7,607

64,323
73,135
11,394
87,080
17,399

201,951
20,949

Sept.
1908

6,816
58,382

» 304
7,623

191,777
444,391
28,130

157,499

" '23,802

2,203,782

103^319
291,740

4,748
9,719

21,190

681
234

12,809

3,204
2,708
4,256

12,282
75

671
3,589

5^749
57

665
4,673
4,756

Total timber, square . . 35 1,830,701 $ 2,294,995

Wood, blocks & other, for pulp SJ

Other articles of the forest ....

> 4,656.721
5,521

$ 2,720,500
9,408

$2,898,497 8

4,991
5 359,645

14

Wall . .

.

Felt ...

Wrapping
Printing

N. O. P.

Total, forest $44,504,371 $46,017,000

Exports of Paper.

$33,864 $ 27,787 $ 14,704

125,188 11,550

36,942 2,106,685 182

2,834,705 1,643,657

480,405 132,857

85
8

Total, paper $ 3,511,101 $ 2,134,472

Wood Manufactures.

Barrels, emptv $ 66,246 $ 52,327

Household furniture 180.802 209,994

Doors, sashes and blinds .... 129,92^ 109.068

Matches and match splints 83, 407 63,390

Mouldings, trimmings and
other house furnishings . . . 8.317 12,710

Pails, tubs, churns and other

hollow woodenware . 12,217 7,140

Spool wood and spools 27,675 160,255

Wood pulp, chemic'v prepared 1,385.754

Wood pulp,mechanieallv ground 2.652.098 4,027,759

Other manufactures of 544,790 439,887

Total, wood $ 5,091,230 $ 5,082,530

29,001
143,559
28.281
27,218

1,293

4,718
3.141

862.475
,050.8-8

152,221

367,605
27,727

4,036
24,025
2.720
2,261

10

15

li8.980
278.4P8
32,819

N. O. P.—Not Otherwise Provided For.

Imports of Dutiable and Free Coods.

3,187
Dutiable :

—

Paper and manufactures
Wood and manufactures

1907

of $3,522,323

of 1,860,382

1908
$3,987,981
2.076.613
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Details of Dutiable Goods Imported for 1908:

—

Handles. D, shovel, wholly of wood $ 67,633

Handles of all kinds—ash 61,109

Handles of all kinds—hickory 35,598

Lasts of wood 52,496

Mouldings, plain, gilded or otherwise further manufactured 79,016

Woodenware, viz.:—Churns, NOP., wash boards, pounders and
rolling pins 9,583

Woodenware pails and tubs 18,830

Manufactures of wood. NOP 1,130,711

Sawed boards, planks, deals, planed i r dressed on one or both sides,

when the edges thereof are jointed or tongued and grooved . . . 104,566

Lumber and timber manufactured, N.O.P 1,502

Veneers of oak, rosewood, mahogany, Spanish cedar and walnut, not

over 3-32 of an inch in thickness 174,887

Veneers of wood, N.O.P., not over 3-32 of an inch in thickness .... 41,514

Wood pulp 57,582

Imports of Paper:

—

Printing paper (for newspapers) in sheets or rolls, valued at not

more than 2%C. per pound $ 1,493

Printing paper, N.O.P 481,137

Ruled and bordered and coated and boxed papers 130,216

Tarred paper 338
'
4^

Window blinds of paper of all kinds
Wrapping paper

36
78,978

All kind!. N" 6. P 1,056,852

Free Goods Imported :— 1907

Corkwood $ 68,709

Ivory nuts 29,511

Fence posts and railroad ties 412,217

Logs and round unmanufactured timber . . . ; 655,750

Lumber and timber, planks, boards, etc 5,871,415

Other articles 452.479

1908

! 107,638
44,023

599,544
526,182

8,000,931
674,846

Total $7,490,081 $9,953,164

Details of Free Goods Imported :

—

Year ending
March
31. 1908
107,638

608

49,647
119,647
57,470

Corkwood, unmanufactured $
Hark, hemlock
Felloes of hickory or oak, not further manufac-

tured than rough sawn or bent to shapo ....

Handle, heading, stave and shingle bolts, N.O.P.

Hickory billets

Hickory and oak spokes, not further manufac-

tured than rough turned and not tenoned,

mitred or sized, and scale board for cheese

boxes
Hub, last, wagon, oar and gun blocks, and all

like blocks 01 sticks rough hewn or sawn only

Ivory nuts (vegetable)

Fence posts and railroad ties

Logs, and round unmanufactured timber

Lumber and timber, planks and boards, when
not otherwise manufactured than rough sawn

or split or creosoted, vulcanized, or treated

by any other preserving process, viz. :

—

Cherry, chestnut, gumwood. hickory and

whitewood
Mahogany 213,339

Oak .. 2,173.793

Pitch pine 2
>
179'i^

Redwood
Rosewood
Sandal wood
Spanish cedar
Walnut
White ash
African teak, amaranth, black heart ebony,

boxwood, cocoboral, dogwood, lignum

vitae, persimmon, red cedar and satin wood
Timber, hewn or sawn, squared or sided, or

creosoted 190,685

Planks, boards and other lumber of wood,

sawn, split or cut and dressed on one side

only, but not further manufactured ....

Pine and spruce clapboards

Laths
Shingles •• • •

Staves of oak, sawn, split or cut, not further

manufactured than listed or jointed

Sawdust of wood, of all kinds

Treenails

6 months
ing Sept.,

1908

$ 35,629

9,683
15.597
17,243

249,752 51,835

52,896
44,023

599,544
526,182

684,252

2,279
4,652

68
8,393

34,370
106,499

28,978

2,012,315
1,160

12.345
12,921

344,739
15,334

745

13,534
7,112

358,310
307,056

155,723
44,610

626,055
475,550

1,100
1,174

1 ,539

11,380
25,248

25,937

48,189

Sept.
1908

$ 8,049

448

l,9i5

10,835

388

39.221
87,953

32,226
7,358

120,352
58,563

155
306

1 ,305

3,345
45,000

919

586,909 146,521

2,040
8,157

101,703
10,328

wood for iuei::::;:::: :. 128,747 59,351

Total, forest $9,953,164

208
1,992

9,709
1,269

'

6 ,130

N.O.P. -Not Otherwise Provided For.

A new Canadian Trade Commissioner has been apointed, to look

after trade interests in Glasgow, Scotland. The establishing of a com-

mercial agencv at Glasgow will assist in taking advantage of transporta-

tion facilities afforded by the direct line of steamships plying between St.

John, N.B., and that city, which for some years has been receiving

subsidies from the Government and to a certain extent is under the super-

vision of the Department of Trade and Commerce.

Reflections on the Tariff Issue
The tariff issue is uppermost at present in the minds of United

States and Canadian manufacturers of lumber and will remain so until

Congress faiths whatever steps it finds advisable in regard to changing

the duty on lumber from foreign countries. It is interesting to watch

the course of effans on the other side of the line and to study the motives

which actuate lumbermen in the presentation of their cases before the

tariff committee. The "American Lumberman," in a recent issue, made

the following cynical remark: "Canadian exports of lumber were affected

by the American business depression, but whenever someone makes a

noisi over here like tinkering with the tariff, hope begins to spring eternal

in the Canadian breast." What about the American breast? Are there

not a few manufacturers in the great republic whose breasts throb now

and again with a similar class of hope, when the tariff is about to be

tinkered
r

. It could be easily shown that the motives which actuate most

of the witnesses who have appeared before the tariff committee are those

of supreme self interest.

Take the case of Mr. Edward Hines, who appeared before the com-

mittee on November 20th, and compare his statements at that time with

the statement which he is reported to have made on Dec. 20th. On Nov.

20th Mr Hines was a strong supporter of the tariff, thinking that if any-

thing it ought to be increased. During the month intervening between

then and Dec. 20th, something seems to have occurred to change his

views, for Mr. Hines was quoted in the press throughout the country as

having made the following statement: "We are hoping that a further

reduction may be made in the cost of lumber to American consumers

by the taking off of the tariff. The greater part of our land is in Canada,

and this would enable us to bring the Canadian lumber into the United

States, a thing that the tariff practically prohibits now." This statement

was, according to report, made by Mr. Hines in an interview during

which he discussed the formation of the $20,000,000 lumber merger to

be known as the Virginia & Kainy Lake Lumber Company. According

to Mr. Hines' reported intervied, the new company has an area of tim-

ber which includes a large tract in the Kainy Lake District and another

north of Virginia.

If the reports of Mr. Hines' views are both correct, he has made a

most remarkable change of front. In his evidence before the committee

he laid great stress upon the number of lumbermen employed in Michi-

gan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa, which was in the neighborhood of

100,000, whose living would be taken away and whose great purchasing

power would be destroyed if the tariff were reduced. Since the reported

merger of his interests in the new company he has apparently forgotten

all about these people and is anxiously looking forward for an opportunity

to take Canadian lumber into the United States.

Probably if the records were carefully read many a similar example

could be found and all of them would help to prove that the principal

matter at stake is that of self-protection. The time seems to have come

when lumber manufacturers in the United States realize that the future

of their business is in serious jeopardy from competition from Canada and

also from shortage of raw material. For this reason many are in-

clined to injure their own markets for the sake of preserving their raw

material. In the face of such a course there is probably only one logical

course to be pursued by Canada. In spite of the inclination on the part

of some manufacturers to sell all the lumber they can in the United

States, Canadian legislators will perhaps soon see the necessity for pro-

tecting Canadian timber resources against the inroads of United States

speculators. The best method of doing so and, in fact probably the only

effective method, would be to impose an export duty upon lumber. If

this were done, the situation would be relieved of much of its uncertain-

ty. The temptation to these Canadians who favor free entry to the

United States would be removed and the whole industry would be placed

on a more satisfactory basis. Incidentally Canada would become possessed

of a good source of revenue which is now held by the United States.

The steamer "Kristiana" is reported loading pulpwood for a British

port, at Seven Islands, Que. This port is 600 miles from the open sea

and the sailing of the "Kristiana" will constitute a record for winter

sailing. The "Kristiana" is a steel screw steamer of 1,672 tons and is a

new vessel, being built by J .Brumer & Company, of Sunderland, last

year. She is owned in Norway.



CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER

New Vice-Gerent Snark
for Eastern Canada

Mr. -J. I > . Campbell, of the firm of Campbell A: Carman, lumber
dealcis, Toronto, lias been appointed to the position of V ice-Cerent Snark
of the Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo for Eastern Canada. The appoint-
ment was recommended by the retiring Vice-gerent Snark, Mr. W. J.

MacBeth, of the Parry Sound Lumber Co., Mr. Campbell, w hose portrait

is published herewith, commenced in (he lumber business in 1890 at

Melita, Man. His business is still going on at that place and includes
a line of yards at four points, carried on under the name <.f Campbell &
Ferguson, Limited. Mr. Campbell was president for several years of the
Western Retail Lumbermen's Association, a body which included all the
wholesalers and retailers of note from Fort William to Vancouver. About
four years ago he came to Toronto and two years ago the firm of Camp-
bell & Carman was established.

Mr. Campbell is one of the oldest members of the Hoo-Hoo in Can-
ada. He was among the first twenty-five to be initiated. This occurred
about nine years ago. Although he lias been so intimately connected
with the lumber business and with the Hoo-Hoo order, he has as yet

refrained from holding office in the order. He was approached, however.

J. L. Campbell, Toronto The New Vice-Gerent Snark for Eastern Canada.

by a number of influential members who persuaded him to accept the
honor and promised him their heartiest support in his work.

It is expected that the next concatenation will be held in Haileybury,
Ont., some time before the end of January. The date and the place,
however, have not been actually determined.

A Washington despatch says that during the examination of

southern lumber manufacturers before the Ways and Means Committee,
Chairman Payne made it very apparent that he is strongly in favor of ad-
mitting foreign lumber to American markets free of duty. Mr. Payne has
given intimations to this effect heretofore, but never so pointedly as when
he undertook to lecture a southern lumberman for asking for protection
on his product, when his state persists in voting the Democratic ticket.

Only one member of the Ways and Means Committee seems favorable to
the retention of the $2 duty on lumber. One witness when asked whether
they could manufacture cheaper in the United States than in England or
France said: "T think we can, from the fact that we sell our goods in

those countries. We have improved methods in all lines of manufacture
in this country, which benefit us m the manufacture of our goods."

The Big Bay Lumber Company, of Kalamazoo, Mich., has sold to

the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company 12,000 acres of hardwood tim-
ber land located in Marquette County, Mich. The timher is of high
quality, consisting of oak, maple and walnut of exceptional quality and
size. This is the second large timber tract these people have bought in
Michigan during the past few years; their previous purchase being 3,700
acres in Waxford County. They also have large timber land interests in
North Carolina. Logging operations have already been commenced by the
purchasers of the property and the sawmill will be in operation within
the course of the next few months.

Personal Mention.
Robert E. Carter, of the Carler-Stevens Lumber Company, Limited,

108 Hay street, Toronto, has left lor England on a business trip.

William M. Boner, manager of the \\'e\ erhaeuser Lumber Company,
was recently in Vancouver.

F. A. Sullivan, cashier of the Portland Lumber Company, Portland,
Ore, made a business trip to Vancouver, B.C., last month.

D. H. McLennan, of M >ntreul, Que;., has been spending a few days
in New York on some lumber "ontract business.

W. H. Magoon, vice-president of the Howard Cole Timber Invest-
ment Company, of Vancouver, B.C.. is spending several months at the
Chicago offices of the company.

K. J. Witherspoon. timber land dealer of Vancouver. B.C., made a
recent trip to Seattle, Wash. .Mr. Witherspoon was formerly engaged in

the logging business on the Columbia River,

Dr. 1). P. Brooks, of the Brooks-Scunlon Lumber Company, lumber
dealers, Minneapolis, Minn., made a tii|» to Vancouver, B.C., a short
time ago, and it is reported lh.it he bought some limber while there. Dr.
of material from the Pacific coast next year.

Leonard B. McOleary, of Thorold, Ont., is looking into the lumber
and timber business in Seattle with the idea of locating somewhere in

western Washington. Mr McCleary has been in the logging business in

Ontario for some years. He is a nephew of W. L Ewart, the Seattle
timber land dealer.

Mr. Peter Whelen, manager of the Shepard & Morse Lumber Com-
pany, has been elected, by acclamation, president of the Ottawa Board
of Trade. He will be head of the movement just started by the board
to spend $5,000 a year on advertising the city's advantages as a manu-
facturing centre. The Ottawa Council proposes to spend $10,000. and
steps are under way to secure the co-operation of Hull to conduct a
joint publicity campaign.

Mr. Charles A. Barclay, of Brougham, Ont., returned a short time
ago from British Columbia. His company, the Algonquin Lumber &,

Power Company, have acquired large timber limits in that province, which
they propose to operate, and Mr. Barclay's visit was in connection with
the inspection of these properties. He speaks enthusiastically of the
great timber resources of the western province and anticipates a won-
derful development of the lumber business within a few years. It is Mr.
Barclay's intention to return west again early this month.

Forestry Students' Good Work.
The first senior class of forestry students of the University of Toronto

were not employed by the Government last summer, but by the Turner
Lumber Company, in making forest surveys. The result of the work,

having been just delivered, has called forth the following appreciation by
the president of the Turner Lumber Company, showing what practical

men think of the University-bred men

:

Dr. Fernow, dean Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto. Dear
Sir,—We have received a topographical map of lots 1 to 12, concessions

0 to 0, of the Township of Wilson, which was made by students of your
department, after they had made an examination of the territory. This

map shows accurately the character of the country, the location of roads,

streams and lakes, and also the tirnher. with the kind designated.

We do not believe that we could hire a timber cruiser or an engineei

in Canada who could get up a map as valuable to us for the purpose for

which it will be used.

We sincerely hope that next summer you will be able to recommend
to us students from your department who can do similar work for us on

this township and others, as we are anxious to have all our holdings ex-

amined and maps made of them in the same accurate and intelligent

manner as the work performed bv Messrs. White, Dwight and Mitchell.

Yours truly, DWIGHT J. TUBNEB, president.

Japanese imports of wood during the ten months ending Oct. 31st

last were as follows

:

October. Ten months ended October 31.

1008 1908 19D7 1906
ven. yen. ven. ven.

Teak 8.544 397,627 799,109 489,194

Oregon pire, fir and cedar

—

156,027 283.232 45,593

Timher. round, squared or

22,799 603,903 643,645 267.519

The Campbellton "Graphic" states that Mr. Daniel McDougall, of

that place, was arrested recently by I.C.B. Officer Savoie charged with

the theft of nine carloads of pulpwood. Mr. McDougall claims the owner-

ship of the pulpwood, assertiug that his claim is justified, he having ob-

tained it under a contract with Auger A Sons, also of Campbellton. The

case will be tried at New Carlisle.



News from the Maritime Provinces

May Settle St. John Rivet Troubles.

At last there is a prospect of an understanding between Canadian

and American lumber manufacturers in legard to the legality or illegality

of the placing of obstructions in the St. John River at the points where

the river forms a part of the boundary between the Province of New
Brunswick and the State of Maine. The question has always been a

vital and important one to St. John lumber manufacturers, and, indeed,

to all who cut logs on the upper water of the St. John or its tributaries.

The trouble arose at first because of the action of the Van Buren Lumber
Company and the St. John Lumber Company, of Van Buren, Maine,

in holding the logs at that place by means of booms while they sorted

out those that bore their marks. This, of course, meant a great delay,

and each hour the logs remained stationery reduced their chances of being

driven into safe water, the point at which they were held being many
miles above safe water.

The matter has been the cause of much friction between the lum-

bermen on the New Brunswick side and the members of the two Ameri-

can firms mentioned above. On one occasion, when the late Levi W
Pond ,who for many years had charge of the St. John River Corpora-

tion drive) attempted to force matters by cutting the booms which had

been placed across the river in order to let his drive go by. he was

threatened with firearms, and for many days the neighborhood was in a

ferment. The Canadian Government and the American Government

have at last taken the subject up, and a special commission has been

appointed to deal with the matter. Each Government will appoint two

representatives, and the four thus appointed will appoint a fifth.

Canada will be represented on the commission by A. P. Barnhill,

barrister, and John Keeffe. both of St. John Mr. Barnhill is one of the

most widely known barristers in the provinces, and Mr. Keeffe is quite

as widely known in the business world, he being manager of the James

Robertson Company's local branch. No arrangements have as yet been

made in regard to meetings of the commission.

A case brought in the New Brunswick courts by the Attorney-Gen-

eral of the province as a result of these troubles has been in the courts

some years, and it was said recently that it would probably remain un-

tried pending the results of this commission's work. The Canadian

commissioners will have as counsel Hon. H. A. McKeown. of St. John,

and Hon. W. P. Jones, both of whom have occupied the position of

Solicitor-General of New Brunswick Parliament at its last session ap-

propriated $20,000 for the expenses of this commission, and the Imperial

Government has »iven its assent to the arrangements between the two

Governments.

Scaling Discrepancies Cause Trouble.

A discussion of considerable dimensions has taken place between

Messrs. The J. B. Snowball Company, of Chatham, the Fredericton.

"Gleaner" and others.

Some days ago a paragraph appeared in the "Gleaner" to the effect

that a scaler'named W. P. Kirk, who worked in district No. 23, North-

umberland County, made returns totalling to 3,355,388 square feet. A

second survey was made, then a third, with the result that the quantity

was increased to 12,934,000 feet. The Chatham firm's name was men-

tioned in connection with these incidents in such a manner that they

considered that they had practically been accused of improper practices.

In a letter to the "Gleaner" Mr. W. B. Snowball, president of the

J. B .Snowball Company, takes that journal severely to task and as-

serts that his firm has been designedly put in a false light.

As a matter of fact, according to Mr. Snowball's letter, they had

made no sworn statement of their logs to the Government, Nor were

they responsible for any settlement of the stumpage dues. They had cut

only two millions of logs in Kirk's territory last year, and upon these

logs thev had paid full stumpage. Any other logs they had subsequently

owned, and which had been surveyed by Kirk, had been purchased of

third parties, namelv Ronald Loggie, J. W. & J. Anderson, and G. W.

Buchanan, and with the stumpage upon these the Chatham firm had

nothing to do. Mr. Snowball in his letter furnished all the figures and

referred the "Gleaner" to the Crown Land Office for verification.

A letter from the Surveyor-General of the province to the "Globe"

in the same regard read as follows

:

Fredericton, N.B.. Dec. 16, 1908.

To the Editor of the Globe:—
Sir, As there has recently been quite a discussion m respect to

stumpage matters in the County of Northumberland, and especially in

reference to the scale of one Wm. P. Kirk, a scaler appointed by the

recent government, I think it is well that a correct statement of the

matter be presented to the public, and for that purpose I beg to say

that Mr Kirk was scaler on District No. 23, which covered the region

of the Tabusintac, Burnt Church and Bartibogue Rivers and branches,

on which territory Messrs. F. & J. Anderson, the Miramichi Pulp &

Paper Company, Fox & Connell, Robert Buchanan, Donald Loggie,

Damery & McDonald and James A. Rundle operated in the logging

season of 1907-8.

Of these, the Andersons, Messrs. Buchanan and Loggie operated

for the J. B. Snowball Company. The scaler at the close of the season

returned the cut on the district at 3,355,388 s. feet.

The superintendent of scalers being dissatisfied with the return, by

my direction called upon Mr. Kirk, and with him visited the scene of

the operations, with the result that the scaler, added 2,000,000 s. feet

more to his previous return, making a final return of 5,355,388 s. feet.

The superintendent being still dissatisfied with the return. I sent a

special scaler into the district, who afterwards made a return, by which

7,578,012 s. feet were added to the previous final return of Mr. Kirk, so

that the Crown Land Department collected stumpage on 12,934,000 s.

feet. The 12.934,000 s. feet was the final return from the entire dis-

trict, and the stumpage w as paid by the several operators named above.

Yours truly, W. C. H. GRIMMER.

Sale of Alfred Dickie Company's Properties.

One of the biggest timber deals in the history of the Maritime Pro-

vinces is reported to have been put through in England, under which the

properties of the Alfred Dickie Lumber Company, in Nova Scotia, pass

to an English syndicate headed by Sir Thomas Trowbridge, the chief

promoter of the Blacksod steamship enterprise from Ireland to Canada.

The price to be paid for the Dickie properties, which include 405,000

acres of timber land and eight mills, is $1,507,500. A stipulation of the

deal is that the purchasers are to build a line of railway from Halifax

eastward to Guyshoro and the Strait of Canso. This railway will tap all

the properties except that at Tusket, in the western part of the pro-

vince, and will be subsidized by the Government. The Tusket property

consists of 00,000 acres, and is disposed of at the rate of $0 an acre. The

345,000 acres in the east are being sold at $3.50 an acre. Alfred Dickie

lias large timber areas in Labrador and Newfoundland. These are not

included in the deal. The manager of the new company will be T. N. Mc-

Grath, who is now in charge of the mills at Tusket.

Rains Doing Good In Nova Scotia.

A New Glasgow, N.S.. report to the "Canada Lumberman and

Woodworker" states that the recent snow and rains will greatly benefit

the pulp and paper industry. There has been a scarcity of water all

summer and the pulp mills have not been able to get anything like their

production. In consequence, there is a scarcity of pulp. The prices,

however, have not been so good as last fall. As soon as the mills can

start running their full capacity, this shortage will soon be made up.

The mill owners here are not very enthusiastic over the prospects, as

they think that for the next two or three years prices as well as trade

will be very slack indeed.

The lumber trade generally is not very bright at present, although

some of the lumbermen have bright hopes for the coming spring. Most

of the trade is with Great Britain. The prices for spruce for the coming

winter will probably not average more than £7 10s. c.i.f. Liverpool and

Manchester.

Obituary.

The death of the late Air. Peter Owen, a partner in the well-known

firm of Farnworth & Jardine, will be learned of with much regret by

Canadian timber shippers, many of whom have done business with his

firm in the old country. Mr. Owen was born in 1822 and served his ap-

prenticeship with Edward Chaloner & Company, whom be left in 1801 to

join the firm of Farnworth & Jardine. He was made a partner of the

firm in 1880 and remained as such until the time of his death.

The death of the late Henry Marshall Taylor, a partner of the tim-

ber firm of Churchill & Sim, which was reported briefly in our last issue,

will cause a great loss to the timber trade of Great Britain. Mr. Taylor

was an old Lincolnshire man and a well-known member of various Hunts

He met his death while hunting with the old Surrey Foxhounds, being

thrown when his horse stumbled over some hidden barbed wire fencing.

The horse fell on top of Mr. Taylor, causing serious internal injuries,

which resulted in death two hours later. Mr. Taylor was well-known to

Canadians who export to the markets of Great Britain, and was highly

esteemed by all who met him.

Mills supplying interior woodwork in Ottawa are fairly busy furnish-

ing stock for the many blocks and buildings nearing completion.



Lumber Prices Advancing* in Sympathy with
Price of* Log's.

High

The scarcity of logs in British Columbia continues, anil, in fact, they
are growing even scarcer. During the last year there has heen a ten-
dency to reduce the lumber cut to the actual requirements. The tight-

ness of money has been the principal cause for this, and the reduced cut
accounts in a large measure for the scarcity . There has heen an advance
already of $1 a thousand, and even at that price it is a difficult matter
to get logs. Fortunately this advance in the price of logs has at last

caused the price of lumber to increase, and the panic quotations pre-
vail no longer. Not long ago rough lumber was secured in Vancouver
at $0.50 and later it could be bought at $8. This price also prevailed in

Victoria for some time. When logs were selling at $10, these were
certainly bargain-counter prices and could not be expected to prevail
for long.

Lumber at present has advanced in Vancouver for fche local market
from about $7 to from $10 to $14, and is still on the increase. There is

practically no market at present for British Columbia timber on the
prairies. Building operations will not be renewed there until the spring.
This will be in April, or March at the earliest. But dealers on the prairies

must lay in their stocks for the spring buying and business will prob-
ably be moving thither about the end of February. During the past

summer lumber and shingle manufactures have been selling at about the
cost of production. It is the general opinion that as soon as the spring

opens there will be a decided advance all along the line.

Shingles are selling at $1.60 at the mills. Two-thirds of the output
goes to the United States, so that there is duty and freight bo add. The
result is that little more than the cost is obtained from the shingles. Hie
transpacific lumber trade has become more active during the last month
and prices have stiffened. The Australian and Mexican markets are im-
proving. The Fraser Biver Lumber Company, of FYaser Mills, the Vic-

toria Lumber & Manufacturing Company, of Chemainus, and the Hast-
ings Mills at Vancouver have placed a quantity of business in the last

thirty days. These three firms are the largest exporters in the province
and their business is an indication of general trade conditions.

There is great activity on the other side of the line. Brokers from
the Puget Sound country bave been in British Columbia offering business

for outside points. This indicates that the movement towards better

times is not of a local character.

A number of vessels have recently been chartered for lumber, and
while the rates have not stiffened materially, transportation agents, in

some instances have refused quotations on future business at the present
rates. No company cares to contract for business several months ahead
on an advancing market, preferring rather to wait for the probable ad-

vance.

The mills in the interior are just concluding one of the most unsatis-

factory years on record. It is estimated from the returns for the past
fen months that the mountain mills have not produced during 1908 more
than 25 per cent, of their aggregate capacity. Shipments have been cor-

respondingly disappointing. Prices have been very low for some four or

five months, but it is expected that they will improve shortly, in accord
with prices elsewhere.

Washington Shingle Men Alarmed.

Mr. B. W. Douglas, of Seattle, Wash., claims that the failure of the
railroads to perform their common carrier obligations is the cause of the
great decrease in shingle exports from the Pacific Northwest during the
past three years. In 1905, the State of Washington produced 68.6 per
cent, of the entire shingle output of the United States. In 1906 the per-

centage dropped to 61.5, and the year 1907 shows the shingle exports
from Washington have dropped to the small percentage of 57.6. The
shingle shipments from Washington dropped from 52,550 carloads in 1905
to 34,443 carloads in 1907. An average carload is estimated to equal
200,000 shingels.

Mr. Douglas says there are in Washington 498 shingle mills in opera-
tion with a cutting capacity of 53,700,000 shingles a day. Based on a

run of 280 days a year, as at present, the yearly output is 15,036,000,000,
or approximately 75,000 carloads. He declares that the lack of transpor-
tation facilities rendered retail lumber dealers, who are in effect the shin-

gle manufacturers' salesmen, unable to supply the ultimate consumers all

over the country.

In pointing out that the present tariff does not properly protect the
shingle industry in the United States against the Canadian manufactur-
ers, he submits figures which show that 80 per cent, of the employees in

the British Columbia mills are foreigners or Asiatics, who can be hired

at much less expense than white men, enabling the Canadian mills to

turn out shingles at a much lower figure than the shingle manufacturers

of Washington and other Northwestern states. The nearness of great
quantities of excellent shingle timber to the mills of British Columbia;
lower cost of stumpage and taxes; more nearly efficient transportation
service to the American markets and more humane treatment of shingle
manufacturers by the Canadian railways than that afforded Washington
shippers by the railroad companies on which they must depend for trans-
portation, are cited as some of the advantages that the British Columbia
manufacturers held over the Washington manufacturers of shingles.

The records in the Customs house at Port Townsend, he says, show
that the exports of shingles by the United States have dropped from 191
carloads in 1903 to 91 carloads in 1907.

If the tariff were abolished, he says, the Washington shingle industry
would be ruined, even though the Canadian Government should immedi-
ately place an export tariff of 30 cents per thousand on shingles exported
to the United States. Under these conditions it is reasonably certain that
4,500 cars of shingles from Canada would be shipped into the United
States each year; that the American Government would not receive any
of the big tariff benefit and that in such a case the Canadian Government
would profit enormously by reason of the increased revenues. The so-
called United States protective tariff of 30 cents a thousand had not pre-
vented Canadian manufacturers from doubling their shipments to the
United States during the last five years, and a tariff that would assure
the Washington manufacturers full protection would have to be placed
at a figure not less than 40 cents a thousand, if not 60 cents.

Outlook is Much Improved.
Mr. R. 11. Hall, of Peterboro, Ont., vice-president of the Big Bend

Lumber Company, of Arrowhead, B C. who was one of the organizers of
the Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, of Vancouver, says that the outlook for
the lumber industry is exceedingly bright. Last year's depression was due
to bad crops in the new provinces and the financial stringency. Condi-
tions have lately shown much improvement, and the effects of the set-
back will soon disappear, as the requirements east of the Rockies are
greater than ever. I am interested in the ownership of 13,000 acres of
timber on Indian River at the head of the north arm of Burrard inlet,

Brooks stated that every indication points to a good demand for all classes
3nd while the question of erecting a sawmill has been discussed, no action
will be taken at present. British Columbia timber iB a sound investment,
though it will never approximate anything like its real value until the
Government makes the titles more secure. At present the tenure is too
uncertain. It strikes me as peculiar that in an age when everybody is

talking of forest conservation, the timber laws of British Columbia should
be so framed as to encourage the millmen to cut their limits as fast as
possible. The right to cut in perpetuity should be granted, and ground
rent should be reduced together with an increase in stumpage dues. Brit-
ish Columbia might with advantage adopt some of the features of the
Ontario regulations. A lot of timber there is worth $15 on the stump.

Why the Price of Logs is High.
It may be difficult for lumber people in Eastern Canada to under-

stand why the mills of British Columbia have to pay from $10 to $12
for logs. One eastern journal says such prices look very high, without
knowing the conditions. They point out that a few years ago we had
virgin forests in British Columbia with a dense growth of trees right down
to the water's edge, aud claim that, even with the large cut since then,
the forests must be still very dense and the prices at present are abnor-
mal . As a matter of fact, previous to 1890 no timber was cut in British
Columbia which involved any serious expense in logging. Since that
time, however, the timber has been ever receding as a result of lumbering
operations. Logging has now become quite an expensive business. With
the high wages, the great expense of reaching the timber with skid roads
and the running of donkeys, there is little or no money even in logs at

$10 a thousand.

Mr. E. J. Palmer, manager of the Victoria Lumber & Manufactur-
ing Company's mill of Chemainus, B.C., says in regard to the tariff ques-
tion : "I can not for the life of me see why the abolition of the United
States lumber tariff is going to hurt the Pacific coast. Of course, we are
interested on both sides of the line, which makes our case a little differ-

ent from those who have mills only in the United States. But we get $1
less for our product south of the boundary, and as long as we can ship
to the Canadian Northwest and get a higher price we would be foolish to
send our lumber to the United States. The admission of lumber free to

the States may hurt the east and south, but ought not to affect this coast,

and particularly the mills of Washington and Oregon.
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Interesting B. C. Short Lengths

Mr. Albert Cotton, shingle manufacturer of Vancouver, B.C., has

recently had a complete electric lighting system installed in his mill.

The assets of the B. C. Tie & Timber Company are on the market
to satisfy a mortgage of $60,000. There is an attempt being made through

the courts to stay proceedings until a purchaser can be found.

Mr. E. J. Palmer, manager of the large mill at Chemainus, B.C., is

reported to have said to his chief, Mr. J. A. Hubbard, a millionaire lum-
berman of St. Paul, who owns three mills in the North-West, "I cannot

for the life of me see why the abolition of the United States lumber tariff

is going to hurt the Pacific Coast. We are interested on both sides of the

line, but we get a dollar less on the United States side, and it pays us to

ship to- the Canadian North-West. The removal of the duty may hurt

the East and South, but will not affect the Coast."

A large meeting of Western lumbermen from Winnipeg to Vancouver
will be held at Calgary some time during the month of February, if the

suggestion of Mr. P. Lund, president of the Mountain Lumber Associa-

tion, is carried out. The intention is to call together the brokers, whole-

salers, manufacturers and retailers, as well as the contractors and con-

sumers. This would mean an attenanee of about 1,000 delegates from

the four provinces. The object of the convention would be to have a

heart to heart talk upon business conditions, and to settle many of the

differences of opinion which now exist.

Enquiries now being made among the mills of Vancouver lead to an

estimate that next spring there will be a demand of from five to seven

million feet of lumber from Prince Rupert, where the material will enter

extensively into wharf construction.

Contractors who are figuring on the contract for the wharf which the

Government intends to build there are now enquiring about prices at the

mills and gathering data as to the cost of transportation. The timber in

the north is spruce and hemlock. The necessary fir will have to be drawn

from Vancouver. In Vancouver the lumber business is still very quiet,

although prices have improved There is little movement in the shingle

Mr. J. C. Turner, president of the J. C. Turner Lumber Company,
which has large interests in the Southern States and yards in New York,

in a recent interview said: "I regard British Columbia timber as a good

investment. It is certain that the lumber schedule will be revised at the

next Congress. Any reductions that may be earned out will tend to help

the Canadian lumber industry. When the tariff was last revised I did not

see the wisdom of allowing foreign lumber to swamp our market at a

period when the trade was depressed, but then took occasion to declare

that different conditions would likely prevail at a later period. I feel con-

fident Congress will make some reductions, but it is improbable that the

duty on lumber will be removed."

In his budget speech Hon. R. G. Tatlow, Minister of Finance for

British Columbia, said that lumber was the backbone of the country. He
thought there was one thing to guard against, and that was over-specula-

tion in timber. If the lumber laws could be changed to the advantage

of the millmen and lumbermen generally, while still protecting the inter-

ests of the province at large, they should be changed. If any attempt

was made to raise the price of logs beyond reason the Government re-

serves would be thrown open. The total forest area of British Columbia

was 182^000.000 acres, and for as far north as Alaska the Coast was

heavily timbered, the forest lines following the indentures of the Coast.

He predicted much prosperity tor the industry in the future.

Mr. James Leamy, Diminion Timber Inspector, in a recent report

stated that he had not lost five million feet of timber last season. In

spite of this, however, he strongly advocated a more effective force of

timber rangers. His force at present consists of eight men, who have to

cover a belt 40 feet wide from Point Moody to the Rockies. Mr. R. J.

Campbell, chief of the forestry department, is understood to be of the

same view as Mr. Leamy on this point, and it is thought probable that the

fii-;-fighting force will be increased in the near future. Mr. Leamy also

state b that he hopes to see the provincial government's fire fighting force

increased on account of the extensive losses in their timber during the

present year.

Mr. E. Smallwood, president of the Smallwood Stone Company, of

Elyria, Ohio, recently visited Vancouver. Mr, Smallwood is closely con-

nected with some of the men at the head of the pulpwood industry in the

United States. A study of conditions has convinced him that the shift-

ing of the centre of the pulpwood industry to the Pacific coast is inevit-

able in the near future owing to the abundance and cheapness of the raw
material.

With a view to getting detailed information, which he will submit

to business associates, he had an interview recently with a Vancouver
citizen who controls large pulpwood areas on Vancouver Island and the

mainland. Mr. Smallwood stated that he is convinced that the raw ma-
terial exists in almost unlimited quantities in British Columbia. He ex-

pects that he will shortly be in a position to submit a proposition which

will result in the erection of a pulpmill at some point along the coast.

A good deal of business is being done in timber limits, a number of

large sales being in prospect. Several are said to have been closed. This

business is looking much better than it has for the past three months.

It was depressed by the elections, both here and in the United States.

A group of men representing large financial interests, who deal in

lumber across the line, have been in Vancouver for some time, and their

business is to investigate timber with a view to buying. These men say

that the lumber mills of Puget Sound are all working and have orders

booked ahead, some having several months' work in sight, with orders

still coming in. They claim that the duty on lumber will be modified

or done away with and that as a result a large market will be opened to

British Columbia timber. They want, therefore, to be ready for these

good times. It is needless to say that the revival of the lumber business

means a great deal to the Canadian Pacific coast. Activity in lumber

means good times in business generally.

Mr. J. W. Coburn, of Nanaimo, B.C., recently visited Toronto and in

an interview said that thj lumber trade of British Columbia would be-

come more brisk next spring. The recent slump in the price of lumber

had affected no point outside of Victoria The conditions in the fall of

1908 were in no way similar to those which confronted the mill owners

at the same time in 1907. Then there were logs being sold at a sacrifice

owing to the danger of destruction by teredos. In 1908, however, there

were comparatively few available. Already there were indications of a

stiffening in prices elsewhere and he predicted that there would be a sharp

raise within a few months.

Speaking of the foreign market Mr. Coburn said that the prospects

were that the demand for the product from outside points would be heavy

during the forthcoming year. It was likely that much lumber would be

sold also in the Northwest, to an extent that would influence local condi-

tions, as the coast mills supplied over half of what was sold there. The

other portion went to the interior companies.

The Canadian West's Great Future.

Canada's growing importance in the commercial world was forcibly

described by the Wall Street Journal (New York) in a recent issue, in

which it said

:

"Facts are stubborn things, and they won't down. Mr. Hill and Mr.

Harriman are clamoring for higher freight rates, notwithstanding the fact

that they are dividing up twice and three times the profit that the Can-

adian Pacific is dividing among its security holders. These are great,

bold, stubborn facts, and Wall Street should study them seriously. The

Canadian West in 1884 had only a million bushels of wheat for export,

this year it had 100,000,000 bushels, and in ten years it will have 500,-

000,000 bushels. It has a great railroad half completed between Duluth

and Dawson City. The Canadian Northern is only sixty miles away from

Duluth, and has 1,200 miles more to build before it reaches Dawson
City. This year the Canadian Northern has handled 30,000,000 bushels

of wheat, and the Canadian Pacific 70,000,000 bushels. In five years

these two railroads will haul more wheat to the seaboards of the contin-

ent than all the railroads of the United States combined." The Journal

goes on to say: "The Canadian West is fast becoming the granary of the

world. Kansas grows but twelve bushels of wheat to the acre. Alberta

has an average winter wheat production of 33 bushels to the acre this

fall, and in the Canadian West there are 200,000,000 acres of virgin soil

wheat lands. Alberta and British Columbia possess the greatest quantity

of coal in the world, outside, perhaps, of Pennsylvania, and its adjoin-

ing states. British Columbia possesses lumber resources greater than all

the states of the Union east of the Rocky Mountains. British Columbia

is moreover now recognized as the orchard of the Empire. The Can-

adian West is now drawing 100,000 of the best farm population of the

United States away to the virgin lands to the north. That country is

being developed, and be it remembered that the climate of Alberta and

Saskatchewan is the climate of Germany, and that Edmonton and Berlin

have the same climate and latitude. The Mackenzie Valley will grow finer

wheat and more of it than the Missouri Valley or the Arkansas, just as

the valley of the Neva will grow it, and for like causes. However unplea-

sant these facts may be to the people of the States, it is folly to blind

one's self to the fact that the Canadian West is destined to supply beef

and pork, and cheese and butter, and bread to the world. It has the

soil, the climate, and the cheap transportation, and it will have the

people."



CAMP DEPARTMENT
Christmas in a Lumber Camp.

There arc evenings and evenings in "lumber camps, and our Can-
adian forests afford the finest opportunity for an aggregation of male
laborers to spend the autumn and winter months in healthful and re-
munerative employment, that there is to be found in the whole universe,
says L. E. Mackay, Keewatin, Ont., in the Manitoba "Free Press."
Christmastide spreads a spirit all its own through the civilized world of
to-day, and to the half hundred or more woodmen, sitting about the great
stove in the sleeping apartment of a lumber camp, this spirit has found
its way. Tokens in the form of Christmas cards, letters of good cheer,
boxes of socks, mitts and underclothing, from anxious wives, mothers
and sisters, arrived with every tote team, and by dawn of Christmas day
few there were indeed who had not received some reminder of the season
from relation or friend. What a miscellaneous gathering presents itself
after the Christmas Eve meal. Baptiste Chasson, his mind reverting to
a, celebration of 12 o'clock mass in a quaint old Quebec church; with
Alexander McLaughlin, scion of a one tune Covenanter and Nova Sco-
fian, with four-horse teamsters from Minnesota and Wisconsin, and Eng-
lish-speaking recruits from the Ottawa and Rideau Rivers, lumbermen
to the very core, each one of them shoulder to shoulder they sit, their
aim and object in life identical at the present, but their past experience
as widely diversified as the 7>oles. Sunny France, the icy slopes of Nor-
way and Sweden, the deep snows and frozen depths of the Ottawa and
Rideau Rivers. The Yuletide celebrations of the countries, each one
owns allegiance to, occupy the thoughts in every heart. Tn each there is

some^ remembrance of the central figure of trie Christmastide festival.
Baptiste and his 12 o'clock mass; the Presbyterian and Methodist and
their Christmas Eve services. To one and all it means at least a semh
lance of worship to the Christ Child, the central figure of the world's al

legianee. The spirit of Christmas has penetrated to the offices of the
companies employing their half-hundred men, and sleighs laden with
turkeys and geese, ducks and chickens, and all the accessories have been
despatched to reach the domain of the cook- in time for the Christmas fes-

tival, for, by the way, the cook of a lumber camp is the camp's autocrat,
and though the foreman be the camp's nominal commander, vet to the
cook the individual members owe allegiance

Christmas Eve! There have been other evenings with holidays fol-

lowing them, but Christmas Eve and the day to follow it has a signifi-
cance that is not attachable to other holidays and the evenings preceding
them. There have been Saturday nights and Sundays following them,
but on Saturday nights there has been some preparation for the Sabbath,
and on the Sabbath there has been some necessary work to accomplish
either in the interest of self or for the company. But Christmas Eve!
There is but a preparation for a day of nothingness to follow as far as
manual labor is in concern. Christmas day in the lumber camps is not
desecrated by so much as the shoeing of a horse or the filing of a saw. Tts
hours are given to all that the day bides for. Tt is to be devoted to feast-
ing and enjoyment, and is a day on which the woodsman stands on a par
with his employer, and certain it is he is enabled by virtue of toil and the
fragrance of pine and balsam imbibed by him daily to nartake of the
viands set before him with a relish unknown to the greatest gourmand
that ever lived. His lot it has been to wrestle with the standing timber
mid crisp mornings and the clear sunshine of the noontide, and both him-
self and the noble animal whose services mean so much in the warfare
have benefitted to the tune of thoroughly invigorated systems and a fur-
ther lease on life ; and here on Christmas Eve the woodsman's compan-
ion, the horse, is not forgotten. A slightly more liberal supply of bed-
ding, perchance a feed of boiled oats or a more careful selection of hay.
greets him on his arrival at the stable, while his master, if he be a true
lumber woodsman and lumber-woods teamster, wends his way to the
bunk house scarcely less grateful at his own cheer than at that of his
friend. With the true driver the horse shares in the spirit of the season
and the softening of the master's heart finds an outlet in the care of his
animal friend

Breakfast on Christmas morning is much the same as usual, though
there is an air of expectancy afoot. Dinner is to be the one great meal
of the season, and the cook in his castle lined with building paper and
decorated with all the available catalogues and illustrations purloined
from the latest illustrated papers, sets himself to the task of doing jus-
tice to the battalion under his charge. When the dinner gong sounds
(he men sit down to roast turkey and goose, generous slices of beef and
pork, a plentiful supply of the tenderest vegetables, pastry of all kinds,
and last, but not least, in the centre of the long, well-polished table a
huge plum pudding capable of supplying the requirements of double the
number.

With labor and health whetted appetites what wonder these con-
science-clear artisans do a justice to the repast described that would
appal n less favored being.

Social and Domestic Arrangements in Camp.
Unless it is an old logging camp at a landing, the ordinary camp is

likely to be a temporary affair, buiM of inch lumber and with a pole
frame, says the "American Lumberman" in an article on "River Camp
Life." The office may be protected with tar paper against the cold winds
of the spring, lait this luxury is no* always added to the bunkhouse of
the ordinary drive camp. This is no hardship, however, as almost any
bunkhouse will stand some ventilation There generally are three build-
ings—the cook shanty, the bunkhouse and the office. The cook shanty
serves as a kitchen, and also is the sleeping chamber of the cook and
cooke.es

.
if there be two of them. The cookee. needless to say, is the

cook's assistant. That worthy gentleman also has the assistance of the
"bull cook," who in the city would be called the "fall guy," because all

the bad food and bad language are hurled at the head of that unfortunate
individual. The bull cook is the hewer of wood and the drawer of water.

Four meals a day are served—breakfast at 4.30 a.m., lunch at 9
a.m., lunch again at 2 p.m., and supper at 7 p.m. The breakfast is select-
ed from the following nourishing items, or may contain all of them:

—

Pancakes with molasses, oatmeal, raisin or prune stew, fried ham, fried
bacon, eggs, bread and oleomargarine, drop cakes, fried cakes, ginger
cakes, tea and coffee with condensed milk.

The lunch packer usually carries boiled eggs, cold ham. hot bacon,
drop cakes, cookies, fried cakes, fruit cake, bread and oleomargarine, tea
and pickles, often with beans and potatoes added.

For supper the following is the customary bill of fare: Beef stew,
baking powder biscuit, dressing, raisin stew, beans, corn starch pudding,
tea. The three meals include a plentiful supply of all kinds of cakes.
Beans never are served more than four times a day in a camp where no
more than four meals are served. Yet there is considerable variety and
the food is not lacking in quantify. A crew of 40 men will consume in

one day MO eggs, two 14-pound hams. 100 cookies and huge quantities of
canned goods, such as tomatoes, corn and pumpkin. One day's cooking
requires 100 pounds of flour. Tnfo a pudding for 40 men the cook will

put 75 eggs and ten quarts of water, besides large quantities of other
things, and it is not likely that anything will be left.

There never was a river rat who did not object lo the grub furnished
him ; neither is there often a river rat who has any cause to complain in

regard to the food.

The cafeteria of the city has its counterpart in the river camp. The
tea is served in one steaming can. into which the men dip their cups. The
beans and each other item on the bill of fare are deposited in separate
dripping pans. The hungry river driver arms himself with tin plate,

tin cup. tin knife, fork and spoon and helps himself, and he is at liberty

to eat as much as he pleases. When he has heaped the platter full he
generally adjourns to where the bull cook has built a number of fires. As
in the logging camps, the meals usually are eaten in silence. The man
who attempts to start a conversation generally is greeted by growls and
glowering looks.

The social distinction in the camp is conferred by the office. It is

there that the walking boss or head push sleeps when in camp. The push
boss, or foreman as you choose to call him—"push" will be most readily

understood—also has his bunk there. There the clerk sleeps and also the

night watchman, if there be one. and any other individual in the crew
who can boast a specific title. Tt is a place where visitors are entertained.

It is the only spot in the cam]) that has any apparent show of exclu-

siveness.

Over the drive camp, as- in other ean.ps, the push reigns supreme.
He hardly, however, is more independent than the cook, whose import-

ant function of providing four meals a day clothes him in a dignity com-
mensurate with the usefulness of his office. The cook is amenable to the

push alone, and in the cook shanty he reigns supreme. "Directly under

his orders are the cookee and the bub cook. The cookee who is wise

works hard and talks little, for of such are the cooks of the future.

"Is the cookee supposed to express an opinion of the cook's cook-

ing?" asked a visitor at camp.
The reply of the cook was characteristic :

"Not unless the opinion is good," he said.

There is always a great rivalry between the culinary departments of

neighboring camps as to which shall enjoy the better reputation for the

skill of its cooking. Needless to say the, matter is never decided. The
men at each camp insist that their own ecoking is the worst, no matter

how good it may be. Kicking on the "chuck" is a pastime that the river

rat enjoys as much as bis pipe, or a "long five"—the technical name for

a five minutes' rest of twenty minutes' duration in a sunny spot on the

river afar from the push. Yet the drive serves to bring out in men their

best qualities. He who js afraid of cold, exposure, long hours and hard

work has no business on - the drive, and he will not last long at that

business.



THE MACHINERY WORLD
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Equipment are Doing

An Ingeniously Devised Edger.

The accompanying cut illustrates the Tower 32-inch planing mill

edger, manufactured hy the Gordon Hollow Blast (irate Company, of

Greenville, Mich., who make the Gordon hollow blast grate and the

Tower line of edgers and trimmers. While the rear tahle is not shown,

it will be understood that it is included. The saws are shifted by means
of racks and pinions actuated by hand-wheels. The pinions are made
large, so as to make the saws exceedingly responsive. The company
state that one-twenty-fourth of a revolution of the hand-wheel suffices

to move the saw one inch. The racks are so located and encased that the

company assert they cannot become clogged with sawdust or dirt. They

Tower 32 inch Planing Mill Edger.

also claim that there is no lost motion in the shifting mechanism, which

therefore guarantees accurate work.

All of the pulleys, etc., are on one side (whichever may be speci-

fied in ordering). The bridge-tree on the other side is removable, to give

quick access to the saws without the necessity of disturbing the arbor.

The movable guide, the company claim, is the simplest and most ac-

curate yet devised.

The edger is made either with or without a front pressure roll, as

may be desired. This roll is hung so as to be as effective as possible. Tt

requires no lever to raise it, and hides the saws very little.

The machine is provided with ingeniously designed double-feed works.

To start, stop or change the fced. the company say that all that is neces-

sary is to slip a collar over the feed shaft. Further particulars can be

obtained from the company

A Useful Wood-working* Machine.

The Goldie & McCulloeh Company, Limited, of Gait, Ont., have re-

cently added to their iist of wood working machines one that should be

of interest to all concerns that turn out mouldings of any description,

hVoring. etc. The machine is of the most modem and improved type

and is suitable !or heavy or light mouldings, all kinds of flooring and

Goldie & McCulloch's New Wood-working Machine.

niatcning. It has a capacity of 12 inches wide working four sides, Six

inches deep with three variations of feed.

The cvlinders are solid steel forgings and of ample size and strength

to handle extra heavy work. The side heads are of steel, 6% inches in

diameter bv 6 inches' deep, and are slotted on four sides, allowing knives

to swing in a 10-inch circle. The spindles are 1 13-16-inch diameter and

run in long non-pinchable bearings. The lower part runs in oil on a

bronze step/ The heads are adjustable vertically, horizontally and angu-

larly, and when set at an angle can be moved out or in without changing

angle. Both heads have instantaneous locking and releasing devices.

The three variations of feed are 20, 40 and 60 feet per minute, which

may be changed instantly to suit conditions. The countershaft is sep-

arate from the machine. This eliminates the vibration caused by having

the countershaft attached to the machine.

The company will be pleased to mail to any address their new il-

lustrated bulletin describing this machine and also their new catalogue

of wood tools just from the press.

A Practical Wood-working Vice.

There are few industries which have not some use for one or more

vises. Little interest, however, is generally manifested in the common
parallel screw vise, because, as a rule, they are so alike in general fea-

tures of construction. The Canadian Fairbanks Company, Montreal, St.

John, Toronto. Vancouver, Calgary, and Winnipeg, are handling an im-

proved patented type of this tool which, they claim, can be instantly

thrown and fixed into any required position to suit the convenience of the

workman, and with the least possible annoyance.

No single parallel vise, they claim, even though provided with ad-

justable jaw and swivel bottom, can be adapted to the varied shapes of

articles to be held in the positions required for rapidity in shaping, fin-

ishing and fitting. "Necessity is the mother of invention," and the

necessity for such tools as the Emmert Universal vises prompted them to

bring these tools to the attention of the public.

There is hardly a conceivable position, they assert, in which the

Emmert Universal woodworkers' vise cannot be placed, and, as they are

especially quick in action, they save the time and temper of the oper-

ator. This quickness has won for them the nick-name of "The Acrobat"

Emmert Universal Vice.

from the actual users of the vise, which may be considered the highest

praise

.

The Emmert New Universal Toolmarkers' Vise, "The Acme of Suc-

cess," is their latest innovation in labor-saving devices. The jaws are

adapted for holding various work, such as filing and fitting round or fin-

ished rings, segments, tapers, etc., and holding them in position for the

operator to do the best work and do it most quickly. In short, they claim

it is the most efficient vise sold to day. For general straight work the

Emmert "Tiger," they claim, holds its own against the field for finish,

weight, strength, durability and price

Better cutting and increased output can be obtained from a planer

through simple accessory devices for truing the knives while running. Tt

has been determined, according to the results of recent investigations,

that neither the cutter-head speed, nor the rate of feed alone determine

the output, but that it depends greatly on the perfection of the cutter-

head itself. Onlv where each knife does an eqtial share of the work can

the most cuts be made per inch, and only then is the finish the finest that

can be secured at the given rate of feed.

A cutter-head standing at vest cannot be jointed so perfectly that all

knives will cut exactly alike wdien it is run up to speed. When the cen-

trifugal force comes into play, the slightest distortion shows on the sur-

face of the resulting product. It seems to be proven that only when tin-

knives are trued while running can this be overcome.. Then they may be

made to travel in exactly the same cutting circle.

Other things being equal, the quality of finish is all a matter of the

number of knife marks per inch. By accurate truing they may be doubled

—the result of making four knives cut instead of two—then, of course,

the stock may be fed twice as fast and the original fineness of finish main-

tained and the quality improved.
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Advertisements other than "'Employment Wan-
ted" will be inserted in this department at the
rate of 15 cents ptr line each insertion, on the
basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements ot " Employment Wanted "

will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisement^ must be received not later than
the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

W'ANTED—200 M. 4/4 AND 6'4 BASSWOOD
and Ash, grade common and better and mill

cull. Apply Box 673, Canada Lumbebman, Toronto. 2

MAPLE WANTED.—750 M. FOR 1909 DE-
livery. Also quantity of Beech and Bass-

wood. Either rail or water shipment. Apply Box
653, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 2

Wanted
TWO MILLION FEET TWO INCH HEM-

lock, for immediate delivery. Gold Medai.
Furniture Mfg. Company, Limited, Toronto. 2

WANTED — TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tf

Wanted
QUANTITY OF RED OAK, MILL RUN,

mill culls out, inch to three inches thick.

Send prices and particulars to Robert Cox & Co.,

Hope Building, Ottawa, Ont.

Wanted
WANTED TO BUY IN LARGE QUAN-

tities Prime round BIRCH LOGS—20"

and up diameter, 8 ft. and up, long. Address
Box 672 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 2

Wanted
ONE TO FIVE MILLION FEET HEMLOCK

Logs delivered in boom on Georgian Bay, also

Spruce and Pine Logs. Box 662 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 1

Wanted
ABOUT 200,000 OF GOOD, ASSORTED

Hardwood Logs. Maple preferred, to be taken
out this winter and delivered at any good shipping
point on Georgian H ay. Apply, Box 664, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 2

Wanted
1" Cull Soft Elm and Basswood.
z'A" Maple and Birch C & B.
a", vVi" 3" Rock Elm, C & B.

The R. E. Kinsman Lumber Co., Limited,
Hamilton.

Wanted
TANK LUMBER—3 BY 6/7 AND 3 BY 10/12.

Lengths 18-24, White Pine.

Address Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co..
Toronto. Ontario. 7

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale

?fi nnn FEET CHOICE ELM LUMBER,£U,VUU one ancj two j nches
Frkd Tknnant, Caintown, Ont.

For Sale
Offtft CEDAR AND • TAMARACK POLES

suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 2s to
so ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont. tf

For Sale
SIXTEEN MILLION MIXED TIMBER, FIFTY

per cent, pine, good proposition for small mill,
price twenty-five thousand, close to railway, old
license. Apply Box 499, Parry Sound. 2

Rock Elm and White Oak.
WE ARE PREPARED TO CUT TO ORDER

a few cars of Rock Elm and White Oak in
lengths up to 36 feet. Address Merritt & Co.,
Stratford, Ont. .

For Sale
1 00'M '.V*, Log r n n

.

'

Ceda r

.

20 1" Log run, Cedar.
Cull Ash.
Pine Box Strips 12/16.
Pine Mill Culls shorts 6/1 1.

H. BouRGOUiN, Montreal.

200
20U

'600

All 1907 Cut

Geo. C
Montreal.

FOR SALE
3 cars 3" B. Ash C. & B.
3 " 2" Soft Elm C. & B.
Cedar posts cgt to order.
2 cars Extras, Cedar Shingles
3 " Clears, " "

3 " 2nd Clears,

4 " Clear Whites, Shingle

Goodfellow, 528 Board of Trade,

For Sale
1 Car 3x4 Merchantable Spruce
' " 3"5
1 " 3 x 6 "

1 " 3" Refuse and Fourths
A small amount ot 3 x 3, 3 x 7 and 3x9 and up

Spruce Merchantable
No. 1 Spruce Lath 4' iij^x^i

Somerset Vale Lumber Co.
Bathurst Village, N.B.

Red Pine For Sale
103,000 tt. 1x4" and up x 10 tt. and up. Box & Better
100,000 " 2x4" x 10 ft. and up, Box & Better
150,000 " 2x6" x 10 ft. " " " "

86 000 " 2x8" x 10 ft. ' "

16,000 "2Xio"x 10 ft.
11 " " "

200,000 " 2x5" and up, " " " "

200,000 11 2" Carfloonng, 9 and 18 ft. long
50,000 " 1" and 2" Shorts, 6 to 9 ft. long
Rate to Toronto and Hamilton 11% cents, Buffalo
H lA cents, Tonawanda i6Jj cents. Pembroke ioJ4
cents, Ottawa 12^ cents, Montreal 13!^ cents.

Pine Lumber Co.,
Pine. Ont.

FOR SALE—MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale

A 15 H, P. ENGINE AND A 25 H. P.
Boiler in good running order. Will exchange

for lumber, lath, shingles or brick. J. T. Rowe,
Aylmer, Ont. 4

FOR SALE

tubular Boilers
2 72" x 18', 36 6" tubes

4 72" x 18', 704" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wickes, NEW
4 72" x 16', 704" tubes, 125 lbs, pres., Wickes, NEW
2 72" x t6\ 64 4" tubes
5 66" x 18', 52 4" lubes, plug1 hat dome
6 66" x 16', 36 3

W tubes plug hat dome
4 66" x 16', 52 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wickes, NEW
3 60" x 17' 3", 20 6" tubes, cross dome
2 54" x ib', 41 4" tubes

CORLISS ENCINES
24" x 48" L.H., girder frame, Wetherill
22" x 42" L.H., heavy duty frame, Allis
22" x 42" R.H., girder frame, Vilter
20" x 48" R.H., girder frame
20" x 42" L.H., girder frame, Allis
18" x 48" L.H , girder frame, Wheelock
16" x 36" R.H., Webster, Camp & Lane
16" & 30" x 48" cross comp. Hamilton
14" x 48" R.H., girder frame, Harris
14" x 36" L.H., girder frame, Manitowoc
14" x 30" R.H., heavy duty, Ohio

AUTOMATIC ENCINES
28" x 56" L.H.. Buckeye, heavy girder frame
18" x 27" L. H, tangye fiame, Russell
18" x 24" R.H , heavy duty, Atlas
16" x 18" Atlas, centre crank
16" x 24" L.H., girder frame, Brownell
16" x 16" center crank. Ideal
14" x 20" L. H. Atlas
12" x 18" L. H., Lansing
11" x 18" R.H., Buckeye, class B
10" x 12" center crank, Erie City

THROTTLINC COVERNOR ENCINES
R.H., box bed, top rock valve
L.H., Lane& Bodley

box bed slide valve, at Minneapolis
Fulton
box bed top piston valve

, box bed, Fulton
R.I I., box bed, Union Iron Works
L.H., box bed. side slide valve
center crank, Wickes, NEW
Smalley

x 34
x .16'

x 30'
' x 4a'

x 24'
' x 30
x 24'

x 20
x 14'

' X 16

L.H.,
L.H.,
L.H.,
R.H

Wickes Brothers
Saginaw

Seattle Office

For Sale
ONE LOMBARD STEAM LOG HAULER IN

fine condition, together with nine sets of
logging sleighs, all in fine shape. A trade if taken
quickly. Apply to Tracadik Lumber Company,
Chatham, N.B.

ircula

Toronto.
Box 670 Canada Lumberman,

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

One 400 H. P. return tubular internallv fired boiler
One fit 1.1K17 single acting plunger pump

Several first class second hand heaters
One 16 x 20 right hand slide valve engine-
One 14 x 18 R. II. Waterous straight line saw mill

engine
One 14 x 20 R. H. engine
One 11x10 centre crank Waterous engine

Several fly wheel pullevs in stock
One Waterous L. H. Reliance carriage 40" opening
One Wm. Hamilton carriage L. 11. 46" opening
One No 3 friction nigger
One Corey and Baker steam setter
Two No. 1 Waterous double acting set works
One 8x12 Cunningham feed

The above machinery has been fully repaired and
in first class condition.

Write for prices, cuts and full particulars

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
lt BRANTFORD. CANADA

FOR SALE

Mich.

410 White Bldg.

SAW, SHINCLE AND LATH MILLS

1 nearly new No. 2 Lane, R.H. three block sawmill
1 refitted No. 2 American. R.H three block sawmill
1 refitted No, 1 Lane, L.H. three block sawmill
1 refitted No. 1 American, R.H. three block sawmill
1 refitted R.H, three block sawmill complete
1 rebuilt American automatic sawing machine
1 refitted No. 1 gang edger, 3-18" saws
2 nearly new edgers, 3-16" saws
1 new double edger, 2 16" saws
1 refitted double edger, 2-16" saws
1 new horizontal shingle machine, 40" saw
2 new upright swing shingle machines, 40" saws
1 refitted Boss automatic shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted Dauntless shingle machine, 38" saw
1 refitted Boss automatic shingle machine, 36" saw
1 refitted Canada Favorite shingle machine, 35" saw
1 refitted Smallwood automatic shingle machine
1 refitted Sewery automatic shingle machine
1 refitted four knife shingle jointer, 42" wheel
1 new shingle jointer, 40" saw
1 refitted Ackert shingle jointer, 2-36" saws
1 refitted six knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel
1 refitted four knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel
2 new adjustable shingle packers
2 refitted adjustable shingle packers
1 new No. 2 lath machine and bolter
1 nearly new No. t lath machine and bolter
1 new wood frame lath machine and bolter
2 refitted self-feed lath machines complete
1 nearly new No, 2 lath bolter, 24" saw
1 refitted wood frame lath bolter, 20" saw

SAWMILL ENCINES

1 13" x 23" x 30" L.H, Wheelock compound
1 14" x 34" R.H. Wheelock automatic
1 13" x 30" R.H. Corliss automatic
1 12" x 30" R.H, Corliss automatic
1 8" x 24" L H. Brown automatic
1 i6"x24" L.H. throttling governor, rocking valve
1 n?^"xi4" L.H. throttling governor, slide valve
1 I2"xi5" C.C. throttling governor, slide valve
1 I2"xi2" C.C. throttling governor, slide valve
t \o%"x 14" C.C. throttling governor, slide valve
1 io%"x\f>" R.H. throttling governor, slide valve
1 io"xij" C.C. throttling governor, slide valve

SAWMILL BOILERS

1 48"x2o' semiportable fire box boiler
2 44" xi8' semiportable fire box boilers
1 39"xt4'8" semiportable fire box boiler
1 36"xi3' semiportable fire box boiler
1 48"xn'6" semiportable return tube boiler
1 48"xio'g'' semiportable return tube boiler
1 66"xi4'7" horizontal return tube boiler
1 63x"i4' horizontal return tube boiler
1 S4"x>4| horizontal return tube boiler
1 50 X14' horizontal return tube boiler
1 44"xio' horizontal return tube boiler
We carry a full line of engineers' and millmen's

supplies.

A copy of our supply catalogue or machinery
stock list for the asking.

H. W. PETRIE. Ltd.

T
For Sale

IE MILL SECOND-HAND SUITABLE
for cutting j.oexi'ties per day. Write us for

Particular and Price.

Waterous Km.ink Works,
Brantford, Oat.

Wanted
SMALL SAWMILL OUTFIT, SWAGE AND

side dresser for circulars, automatic sharpener
JOT '** I 9 *** U t~* a u a _ a V a

Machinery Sales Agents Wanted
UNITED STATES FIRM MANUFACTUR-

ing a select line ot wood working barrel and
cooperage machinery wants responsible individual
or firm to act as Canadian sales agents. Some
good sales have already been made to large Canadian
plants. This is a good opening for a young firm
with a good reputation. Address Box 660, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. tf

For Sale
DUNBAR CLAPBOARD MACHINE AND

clap-board planer. These machines are in
perfect order and only offered for sale because we
cannot keep them constantly running ; also one re-
turn tubular boiler, used only eight weeks, in perfect
order, sixteen feet long, five feet diameter, sixly-
six three inch tubes, tested tor one hundred and
twenty pounds working piessure.

Murray & Gregory, Limited,
tf St. John. N.B.

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC,

Wanted
A SECOND-HAND HEAVY FOUR-SIDED

moulder and tenon mechine. John
McCormick. Lawrence. Ont. 1

Wanted
GOOD SECOND-HAND RATCHET SET
Works for heavy carriage. Shaft 2 V'6 di

meter. Address Merritt & Co., Stratford" Ont. 1

A

WANTED- EMPLOYMENT

Employment Wanted
AS LUMBER SALESMAN. GOOD CON-

nection Ontario, Toronto and West. Box 671
Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

Position Wanted
BY A FIRST CLASS BANDSAWYER, .2

years' experience in best steam mills in Eastern
Canada. Good mill mechanic and can give A 1 refer-
ences. Address Box 667, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. .

Wanted
POSITION BY A PRACTICAL MECHAN-

ical Millwright, twenty-three years experience
in charge of high capacity modern saw mill machin-
ery. Open to engagement either to build cr
opperate, permanent position tavoured. Address
89 Church Avenue, Verdun. P.Q.

POSITION WANTED
PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN. FAMILIAR

with the work from cruising t mber to selling
the product open to consider any intelligent propose,
tion on share of profits or other basis, either retail
yard or logging and manufaciuring. Address Box
613 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. tf

Position Wanted
PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN FAMILIAR

with all branches of the lumber business from
stump to consumer, open to undertake position as
Manager or Assistant Manager. Address Box 665,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

1

Situation Wanted
BY ENERGETIC. CONSERVATIVE Ac-

countant and lumberman. Twelve years
of thorough and detailed experience, from purchase
ot timber to sale of lumber, including railroad
accounting by most approved methods. Will show
monthly costs and results ot all departments. Now
employed by manufacturing company. Box 660
Canada Lumberman, Toronto

Toronto Montreal Vancouver

Position Wanted
WANTED BY A MAN OF FAMILY 3Syears old, whose home is now in Texas, a posi-
tion of travelling salesman in Western or Eastern
Canada, or would take a position as retail vard
manager to get started. Has had iS years experi-
ence of sharp c .mpetition in Texas and Oklahoma,
U.S.A. both retail and wholesale, and understands
every branch of the business in this capacity. Would
hke to come north about 1st of February. 1909,
Address H. A. Clem, care of Clem Lumber Co.,
San Angelo, Texas, U.S.A. ,
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Wanted
POSITION AS STEAM ENGINEER. HAS

about tourti-rn \ears experience with both sta-

tionery and marine and small locomotive and over
two years as operator in an electrical power plant ot
over two thousand h.p. Can produce the nest ot
references. Box 074 Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. 1

WANTED
POSITION AS MANAGER OF MEDIUM

operation or assistant to manager of large
enterpri.se. Have had practical training in Woods,
Mill and Office up to general superintendent and
know modern methods and conditions from Ontario
to interior B.C. Close estimator on costs and am
good »ystemati7er. Replying, state salary, limit

and living condtions tor married man. Address
Box 61a Canada Lumberman, Toronto. tf

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

\I7ANTEP A PARTY WITH THREE TO" four thousand dollars, to take active interest

in good sawmill proposition. Box 66; Canada
Ll'MBCRMAN. Toronto. 2

MISCELLANEOUS

T WOCLD LIKE TO HEAR FROM MILLS
A equipped to cut 18" and jo" WhiteCedar Shingles.
Have a good proposition to offer.

C. A. Larnei). Ph.i-nix. N.Y. 1

For Sale
FIVE SQUARE MILKS OF TIMBER. SITL--

ated three miles from Crow's Nest Pats
Railway, near Cranbrook. B C. estimated to
contain w million feet. Easy logging and down
hill roads. Also good saw mill.

Apply to
Mrs. E H. Husband,

3 IJ9 Main St.. Hamilton, Ontario.

Timber Berths for Sale

Two virgin berths, Kitchener

and Roberts. Also Berth No. 107

in District Algoma,—tributary to

Spanish River. For further par-

ticulars, apply to

Nipissing- Lumber Co., Ltd.
HAMILTON

Valuable Saw Mill
and Manufacturing Site for Sale

Sealed tendeis addressed to the undersigned and
marked " Tenders Re T. H. DeCew and Son Estate

"

will be received up to twelve o'clock noon, on the
•ST DAY OF FEBRl'ARY, 1909. for the purchase
of the lands, plant, machinery, equipment and other
assets hereinafter described of the said " T. H. De-
Cew and Son Estate."
The Land consists of an excellent mill or manu-

facturing site in the Town of Bruce Mines, situate
right at the terminus ofthe Bruce Mines and Algoma
Railway and in a good harbor, and consists of ten
to fifteen acres, surrounded by a twenty three acre
water lot.

On this site there is a twenty five thousand feet
capacity saw-mill, well equipped with the latest
machinery, dry-kiln, machinery for making staves,
railway siding, office building, etc. A large quantity
of valuable trap rock is located on these lands easy
of access, and can be readily shipped to all ports on
the Great Lakes.

In connection with the saw-mill and machinery
theie is a full equipment of sleighs, wagons, trucks,
carts, camping outfit, chains, blocks and tools.
One hundred and sixty acres of well timbered

lands in the Township of Aberdeen, distant only-
some eight miles.

To any person wishing to engage in the lumbering
business or wooden manufacturing of any kind,
these lands and site are particularly desirable, as
Bruce Mines is a centre of a large area where for
ears to come an unlimited supply of pine, pulpwood,
ard and soft wood and other timber can be readily

obtained.
The site above referred to is especially adapted

and suitable for a saw -mill, veneer mill, stave fac-
tory, pulp mill or any other kind cr wooden manu-
facture, and is exempt from municipal taxes for
about seven years.

Inspection of the property may be had at any time.
Terms of Sale :— to per cent, cash; 40 per cent,

within 30 days and balance within 60 days. The
tenders must be accompanied by a marked cheque,
payable to the undersigned for 10 per cent, of the
amount of the tender, which cheque will be returned
if tender is not accepted.
The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
For further particulars write or apply to the

undersigneJ.
Dated at Bruce Mines this 1st day of December,

A. D. 1908.

N. H. PETERSON.
Barrister, Solicitor, Etc.,

Bruce Mines, Ontario 2

Timber and Pulpwood Limit
For Sale

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVE FOR SALE
a Timber and Pulpwood Limit having an area

of 156 square miles, situate on the Coulonge River
in the Province of Quebec. This s a very desirable
limit and contains lar£e quantities ot Spruce pulp-
wood and Pine. For price and terms apply to Thk
East Tb.mpleton Limber Company, Limited,
East Templeton, Que. Canada. 4

Australia's Paper Imports.

Mr. J. S. Larke, Canadian Trade
Commissioner at New Zealand,
says in a recent report that the
importations of printing paper into

Australia show a steady increase,

there having been an amount of

£18,000 since 1905. The importa-
tions from foreign countries were
onlv £2.382 out of the £51,588 im-
ported. The importations from
Great Britain have increased from
£00.100 in 1005. to £78.038 in

1007. The importations from Can-
ada w ere very much larger in 1005
than was given in the returns, for

undoubtedly, the importations in-

stead of being £18.000 therein were
at least £47,000. The increase in

1007 over that of 1905 is, there-

fore, not so large as the figures

would indicate. Still, it is pro-

mising. As the paper is now giving
satisfaction to users there is every
probability that a larger .proportion

of the trade will fall to Canadian
manufacturers.
New Zealand has two paper mills

which do the bulk of the trade in

wrapping paper, the importations
for 1907 having been 9,817 cwts.
Of this amount 5,428 cwts. came
mainly from Germany. Canada,
apparently, contributed nothing.
The United States paid a duty of
7s. 6d. per cwt., as against 5s. per
cwt. that would be levied upon
Canadian paper.

Splendid Spruce Trees.

Mr. A. Ti. Young, timber cruiser
of Victoria. B.C., has been engaged
with Mr. Harry E. Hopper, of In-
dianola, Iowa, in cruising timber in

the neighborhood of Queen Char-
lotte Sound, and in preparing these
sections for sale. Mr. Young re-

ports having cut a cross-section of

a spruce tree, which was 76 inches
in diameter, or 6 feet 4 inches in

diameter. This spruce tree was
300 feet in height and produced
21.000 feet of lumber, in boards of

one inch in thickness. No less than
60 per cent, of this extraordinary
quantity of lumber is clear grade,
or clear stock, while the balance,

the remaining 40 per cent., is mer-
chantable. Mr. Hopper has pur-
chased many claims in the immedi-
ate vicinity of Queen Charlotte
Sound, on Eivers Inlet, where an
area which is estimated to contain
40,000 acres has been found to

cruise 41,000 feet of best to good
merchantable timber to the acre.

During the past six months Mr.
Hopper has purchased over 400,-

000 acres of good timber land in

the Queen Charlotte Sound district

at an average cost of about $5 an
acre ; which means the payment of

the sum of about $2,000,000 or

over.

Forestry in B.C.

At the annual meeting of the
British Columbia Timber & Fores-
try Chamber of Commerce recently
Mr. E. P. Bremner, president, con-
gratulated the Provincial Govern-
ment on its efforts to conserve the
forest wealth of British Columbia.
He expressed the opinion that the
next legislature would amend the
Bush Fires Act in order to assist

the movement having for its ob-
ject the prevention of forest fires,

which in the past have resulted
in the loss of valuable timber
areas. A committee entrusted with
the task of making various recom-
mendations was appointed. It in-

cludes members of the association,

the Loggers' and the Lumber &
Shingle Manufacturers' Associa
tions. The following officers were
elected : Hon. President, William
Shannon

; President, E. P. Brem-
ner; 1st Vice-President, M. S.

Logan; 2nd Vice-President, Wil-
liam Ellis ; Secretary-Treasurer,
William Clark The Executive
Committee is composed of Messrs.
3 McMillan, A. F. Sutherland, F.
J. Paterson. E. H. Moore, W. De-
Beck, Captain M. M. Garland, Dr.
G. E. Davenport, T. Mathews,
Lambert Bond and C. N. Dunlevy.

At the Michigan convention in

Grand Rapids some points were
brought out which may be of value
to central station companies at-

tempting to install motors in saw
mills and woodworking plants to

replace steam plants using wood
refuse for fuel, says the Electrical
World. Because of the argument
that such wood refuse costs the
woodworking plant nothing, it has
been difficult for some electric

power plants to secure this busi-
ness. Apparently the value of
this refuse has frequently been
overlooked by the owner of the
woodworking establishment. Mr.
William Chandler, of Sault Ste.
Marie, said that his company had
as a customer a woodworking con-
cern which formerly burned its

refuse under its boilers. It now
bales these shavings, etc., and sells

them, and is operating with elec-
tric power, as this is found more
profitable than burning the shav-
ings for power. Mr. Crosby, of De-
troit, cited the case of a plant
which before installing electric

power substituted coal under its

boil ers for refuse, and found that
it was more profitable to burn the
coal and sell the refuse than to
burn the latter, in fact, saving
about half the value of the coal.

Later the plant took electric ser-
vice at a still greater saving.

According to the agreement be-
tween China and Japan the head
of the New Yalu River Timber
Company is to be Chinese, with
two business managers, one of

whom must be Chinese, and all la-

borers employed by the company in

felling and moving timber, includ-
ing the rafting of logs, must be
Chinese.

Authorized Capital $250,000 (,£50,000)

Imperial Timber and

Trading' Co., Ltd
P.O. Box 930, Vancouver. B. C.

Cantvda

Export Lumber Standing Timbei

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOUGLAS FIR (Columbian Pine) REDCEDAR and SPRUCE, ALASKA PINE, CYPRESS and CALIFORNIAREDWOOD (Sequoia).

Can be shipped in Small Parcels. Straight or Mixed Cargoes

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western Canada
Lumberman
Molson's Bank Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

Following upon the recent report that the 1909 output of deals of one
of the large Ottawa manufacturers had been sold at last year's prices in
the English market, comes the reporl thai the whole deal output of the
Ottawa valley for next season has been similarly placed, with but a small
decline in prices for first quality. This will surely act as a stimulus to
the whole lumber industry in the Ottawa valley' and should do some-
thing to improve matters throughout Ontario.

'

There is a better de-
mand for box lumber from the United States, so that taking it all round,
the prospects for next season's trade are already looking bright. An ex-
ample of the better feeling is afforded by the case of one-inch good pine
strips, which are selling at about $2 per thousand advance. Several
lines are selling at small declines, but the general belief is that the\ w ill

soon stiffen up and follow the lead of those which have already advanced.
There has been a very brisk demand for lath and very little is offering,
even at $3.50 for l^-inch and $3.25 for l^-inch. There has been "a

great revival in orders for nearly all kinds of lumber, and the\ are ar-
riving from all quarters, indicating a decided renewal of good business
conditions. On account of short stocks it is becoming a problem in some
instances to purchase lumber in advance, as manufacturers feel that thev
will be able to get better prices for new stock in the early spring.

In Central and Western Ontario there is practically nothing to report
in the way of business development. Dealers are making an inventory of
their stocks and this will keep them busy for a week or two. Tt is gen-
erally expected that when the inventories have been completed, stocks
will begin to move, as reports indicate that all over the country retailers
are short. With the improved building outlook for the coming spring
retailers will be inclined to lay ir. better stocks, and prospects therefore
are quite promising. What little trade is being done is at stead\ prices.

Eastern Canada.

The most noticeable feature in the lumber trade during the past
fortnight in the eastern provinces was the improvement in the price of
spruce lath, on account of the increase in the demand from the eastern
states. This is an event which occurs annually and has come to be looked
forward to. It is even to be expected that this improvement has not gon'e
as far as it will later on. Stocks are quite light and it is expected that
as soon as vessels can be obtained they will be cleaned up. Present fig-

ures range from $3.10 per thousand for non-dutiable, and $2.75 to $2.85
for dutiable, f.o.b. schooner St. John. In this connection it is note-
worthy that during the last two weeks there has been a scarcity of vessels
to Boston, New York and Sound ports as a result of the low freight rates
which have prevailed throughout the summer and fall. Freight rates
have accordingly advanced extensively. It is now a certainty that the
quantity of logs cut along the St. John, the Miramichi and Restigouche
Rivers will be much smaller than formerly. In fact, it is pretty generally
figured at about sixty per cent, of the average.

The demand from the United States is not very large f< , shingles,
and buyers do not expect to do any purchasing until prices are some-
what lower. At Boston the best cedar extras in some cases are offering
at $3.95. Some manufacturers, however, are holding for $4. Lath are
somewhat easier and are offering in Boston at $4 to $4.15 for 1%-ineh
and $3.25 to $3.40 for 1%-inch. There is no improvement to note in
spruce and the lack of demand is reported to have caused an easing off
in prices. Frames of 9-inch and under are offering at $26 at Boston,°but
very few dealers will sell in advance at anything less than this. On ac-
count of the mills not being in a position to accept large orders promptly.

SPRUCE
1x4, 5& 6x10/16 ft. Spruce Flooring

N. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of Tra.<U Building, Montreal

it is expected that prices nun advance shortly. Random is in good de-
mand with slightly easier quotations. There is quite a good demand for

spruce from the Mew York market and prices are remaining firm,
Random is also bringing better prices than a month ago.

Western Canada.

Reports from British Columbia indicate a decided improvement in
the lumber market. The prices of lumber have been advanced and panic
figures no longer prevail. This has been brought about by a great ad-
vance in the price of logs. The improvement in lumber was, however,
very tardy in arriving. In Vancouver the price of lumber has advanced
about $7 and is still on the upward trend. Tt is not expected, however,
that there will be much improvement in the demand from the prairies
until spring has well set in. ft is the general belief that by the end of
April at the latest both lumber and shingles will show a decided improve-
ment. A factor in the improvement in lumber prices has been the better-
demand from Australia and Mexico There is quite an activity in the
demand from the Puget Sound country, which also indicates that better
limes are drawing near. There is a fair amount of business being trans
acted in timber limits, although many of them are dependent upon the
course which will he taken by the United States Government in regard
In (be alteration of the tariff on lumber. The manufacturers in the in-
terior report that they have had the poorest season on record but they
are joining in the belief that an improvement will arrive shortly.

United States.

(generally speaking, there has been very little new business during
the past fortnight in any particular line. There is a general belief that
the New Year will see a great improvement. There is reported to be a
steady buying movement in the country yards. The trade in fir at Chi-
cago has been very quiet with little change expected until the middle of
January. There is quite an activity at Chicago in red cedar shingles,
which has resulted from the report from the coast that a 2.

r
)-cent ad-

vance is to be made on both (dears and stars on Jan. 1st. This has re-

sulted in sales being made at small advances. It is confidently believed
that red cedar shingles will bring higher prices early this year than for

several years past. White cedar shingles are steady. Prices on cooper-
age at Chicago have shown some improvement on nearly every line, but
no general improvement in the market is expected until early spring.
It is expected that there will now be an improvement in the demand
for northern pine at Chicago. At New York there is a demand only for

the staple stocks, but they are finding a good trade with steady prices
and a good outlook. Woodworking plants report that business is im-
proving. There is an especially firm demand in New York for hemlock
and the demand at Buffalo has also improved.

Great Britain.

Spruce and white deals have been arriving freely at Liverpool and
values have shown a little improvement, especially for scantling sizes,

for which there is a good inquiry. Pitch pine planks and lumber are also

arriving in fair quantities. The Canadian business has been rather quiet
and nothing much was expected until the new year, when it was be-

lieved that trade would revive all round. At Hull, business has been
quite dull. Deal sizes have been improving in price as it has been dis-

covered that most of the merchants have been carrying lower stocks than
usual. One largi. importer has already raised the price and expects to

be able to obtain a further advance during January. At Cardiff all buy-
ing is of a hand-to-mouth character but the tone of the market is better.

R. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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The

Cleveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co.

Limited

We Want Our Statements Tested

We say that our Lumber is giving entire satisfac-

tion wherever shipped. We declare it to be bright,

clean, well-milled and up-to-grade. We assert that

it will please both you and your trade. Will you

not put us to the test by ordering a trial car?

" Everything in White Pine and Norway."

Cutting Special Bills is our " Long Suit."

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co.
Limited

Sarnia - - Ontario
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One serious drawback to the trade at present is the depressed state of
the freight market, which hns caused the laying-up of a large number of
vessels. Only a moderate amount of work is going on at Glasgow. The
Quebec and Montreal season is now at an end for another year, and a
most uneventful season it has been. The import has been small, com-
paratively speaking, although it was quite ample except perhaps for
Quebec spruce, which was rather too scarce on account of the poor
prices. There are at present low stocks in waney pine, ash, birch, spruce
deals and low grade pine deals. There are plentiful stocks of best pine
deals and sidings and oak and elm logs. Spruce deals are meeting with
ready sale and their position has been improved by the recent advance in

the price of Riga deals of from five to ten shillings per standard, It is

thought quite probable that prices may advance further before long. The
best quality broad pine deals are in poor demand. Two recent small
shipments which averaged about 10-inch could not be sold from the
ship's side, in spite of the fact that such stock- is scarce, which goes to
indicate that prices are loo high. Good 2-inch and 1%-ineh pine sidings
are scarce and in demand, and the few occasional consignments have
been sold without trouble at firm prices. Quebec 3rd and 4th pine deals
are rather scarce and there is practically no demand for them.

Market Correspondence

Ottawa Valley Deal Output all Placed.
Ottawa, Dec. 26.—The deal output of the Ottawa valley for the next

season has been all placed. Cox & Burstall again bought J. R. Booth's
cut, and in nearly every instance the lumber passed into the same hands
as the previous year. The only change in price was the slight decline
on first quality. The strength maintained by the deal market conformed
with the attitude of some of the buyers, who, any «time during the past
summer would have contracted for a further quantity of deal. The 12-
inch market is also firm. These circumstances have the effect of ad-
vancing other lines. The only weakness noticeable now is in mill and
dead culls, but they too are fast being picked up. With the prospective
brisker trade in box lumber with the United States, which promises to
develop still more in the new year, manufacturers expect to get good
prices for all their ordinary grades of pine that is fit for shipping.

Recent sales of one-inch good pine strips have been made at from
$34 to $36 per thousand, showing a slight advance. The thicker sorts in
this class are commanding a coupie of dollars more a thousand than last

month, benefitting even more by the firmer tone of the market. The
large stocks on hand enable buyers to get a cut of a dollar or two a thou-
sand on shipping cull shorts and strips. The 8 s.e. and better 12 to 16
feet are down to $24 and 7 up shipping cull sidings are selling at am
average of $23, instead of $25. Pine shipping cull strips are offered at
$19 and range up to $22, a drop of a couple of dollars. The manufac-
turers, however, are of the opinion that the weak lines of the present
day will be equal in demand to the others after this month. Mr. C.
Jackson Booth told the "Canada Lumberman" that he looked for. no
change in quotations till then.

Two of the largest manufacturers of Ottawa are completely sold out
of lath. In consequence dealers are looking for No. 1 white pine and are
unable to get it at $3 a thousand. The ruling quotations appear to be
$3.25 for 1%-inch and $3.50 for 1%-inch. In other sorts small advances
are noted in sympathy with the brisk demand for the superior brand.

Some of the Ottawa valley manufacturers have found that a new line
of lumber in the class of shipping cull and betters, clears out, meets re-

quirements so well that a iarge quantity of it has been sawn. Seven
different varieties are made out of the small logs which formerly were all

thrown in together. The sizes range from 1x4 up to 1x10, and the prices
starting at $20 to $21, vary according to width up to $26 to $28. The
new method of sorting is reported on favorably by purchasers, who used
to complain of great inconvenience and waste in buying lumber of ir-

regular widths all included in one class.

A few mill owners are not busy shipping, but orders are pouring into
others, which indicate a genuine revival of trade. The sales are usually
small but their frequency, together with the numerous inquiries, show
that stock is light at points of consumption. It is more difficult to buy
lumber in advance now than a few months ago. The manufacturers are
of the opinion that they stand to gain by selling the new cut in March
rather than now. The outlook for 1909 is therefore better for the one to
two-inch lumber than the deals, though they have produced prices not
unsatisfactory to the manufacturers.

The building prospects give assurances of a better demand for Ottawa
Valley lumber in all localities that it reaches. Last year it was difficult

to borrow more than half the value of a prospective building. If the
money can be raised easily there will be considerable building next sea-
son in Ottawa to meet the almost unprecedented demand for dwellings.
The rents are excessive and the lumbermen see in the situation a possi-

bility for very heavy local consumption of their product.
The water power situation has improved slightly during the last few

days, with the result that J. R Booth is ahle to operate part of his pulp
mill for the first time in two months. The mill was beyond the help of
the auxiliary plants, which were used in the emergency by the E. B
Eddy Company and other manufacturers. Still the water supplv at
Booth's is far from adequate and the Ottawa lumber and paper long is

buying most of the ground pulp needed for his paper mill.
The heavy snows of the past week helped to relieve a situation in

the shanties which was seriously retarding the winter's work. The haul-
ing of logs is beginning in earnest since enough snow came to make good
roads. In some years, this period of the season's operations was tlie
occasion for engaging more men, but the present is an exception. Tht
only extra activity is the despatching of a few additional teams. Men
who went away to the woods on the chance of being hired had to return
disappointed.

Freight and Tonnage Scarce at St. John.
St. John, N.B., Bee. 24.—The most interesting feature of the lum-

ber trade during the past fortnight has been the scarcity of tonnage for
freighting purposes to Boston, New York and Sound ports. The very
low freight rates which prevailed during the past summer and early fall
have been the cause of most of the schooners going into winter quarters
earlier than usual, and the result is that it has been hard to make char-
ters during the past fortnight or three weeks. Another cause of this
scarcity of tonnage is that a number of the lumber freighting fleet have
been recently wrecked. Freight rates by schooners to New England
ports have jumped amazingly. Where $2 on long lumber to Boston was
asked a few weeks ago, $2.50 has been paid during the last week, and it
is asserted that charters have been made as high as $2.75 per thousand.

Logging conditions in the woods and the prospects in that regard
are uppermost in the minds of the New Brunswick manufacturers at
present, and will continue so for many weeks to come. So far the condi-
tions for getting logs have been very favorable throughout the province.
While there is ample snow upon the ground there is not too great a quan-
tity, which condition would be a serious and expensive obstacle. The
weather throughout the present month has been uniformly frosty and the
ground has been frozen hard, so that teams can work to great advantage.
The curtailment in the volume of the winter's cut of logs along the St.
John River and its tributaries, as mentioned in earlier letters, is paral-
leled by conditions on the Restigouche and on the Miramiehi Rivers.

At the annual meeting of the Wm. Richards Companv of Campbell-
ton, held a few days ago, it was stated that the company's logging opera-
tions during the present winter will be about forty per cent, below the
average. The cut of the Shives Lumber Company, of the same town,"
will also be somewhat curtailed; their total quantity will probably not
exceed twenty millions of feet, The usual cut on the Restigouche River
is between sixty and seventy millions of feet. This year, with the best
possible conditions,, the total cut will not exceed forty millions of feet.

There has been little to report in the way of fluctuations in market
prices. Transactions of importance are few and, in spruce deals for ex-
port, trade is remarkably quiet. Shipments of spruce deals by the winter
liners to Great Britain have been so far remarkably light.

The feature of the fortnight, so far as prices are concerned, has been
a decided stiffening in the price of spruce lath, due directly to a decided
increase in the demand for this line of goods in the principal distributing
centres of the Eastern States. The present stimulation is in line with
the history of the lath trade for a number of years past, and it has grown
to be an expected event, this boost in the value in the late fall or early
winter. One reason is that, with any increase in the demand for lumber
generally, stocks of lath are absorbed much more rapidly than is the
case with long lumber, hence a scarcity is always much more imminent
in the case of lath than in the case of deals, boards and scantling. Under
the circumstances, it would not be remarkable to see a further gain in
values in this line in the near future . As far as can be learned there are
only nominal stocks—and in many cases less than nominal—of spruce
lath throughout the provinces. Speaking of this section in particular,
local holdings are probably about as usual at this time of year. The
quantity would range from five and one-half to six millions, the much
greater part of which are the dutiable article. As only three mills are
running, these stocks will no doubt be rapidly shipped and cleaned up
as soon as tonnage is obtainable.

An enquirer would be quoted from $3 to $3.10 per thousand on the
non-dutiable article and from $2.75 to $2.85 on the dutiable lath, f.o.b.
schooner at St. John.

The present municipal campaign in Ottawa is marked by an agita-
tion to get rid of some lumber piles permitted in one of the wards. The
residents claim the lumber is a menace on account of the possibility of
fire breaking; out.

The Customs authorities at Portland, Me. . are on the lookout for

the laths from the bark "Shawmut" which was wrecked near that place
a few weeks ago. The laths were shipped at St, John, the cargo con-
sisting of two millions. The duty is 25c. per thousand.
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Inventory May Show Increased Stock
Place the Additional Insurance by wire at our expense

CANADIAN HEADQUARTERS

Lumber Insurance Company
OTTAWA, Ont.

of New York

42 Central Chambers,

E. D. Hardy, General Agent
Agents fm- .Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

J. A. Christie & Co., Winnipeg, Man.

Agent for Maritime Provinces

J. G. Rainnie, Halifax, N. S.

The Lombard Steam Log Hauler
In the economi-

cal transportation

of Logs, Lumber,

Pulp wood, etc.,

above four miles

on woods' roads

the Lombard
Steam Log Hauler

has thoroughly
made good.

'UVl,
l tauUt 1 '} K l. twin .S\u/Ju«Kl

S^cUvto
. 55 000

It will haul more

logs in quicker time

and for less money,

by far, than can be

done by horses

with the same

outlay.

«19

Bulletin 950 tells all about it. Ask for a copy.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited

General Offices : Sherbrooke, Que.

Sales Offices

:

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.
Sherbrooke St. Catharines Cobalt Vancouver Halifax

Our Travellers are

all Experienced and

Expert Sawmakers

You will profit by a half-

hour spent with any of them.

We make only one Grade
Saw THE BEST.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS NOW

THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH
J

SOLID TOOTH 1
CIRCULAR

CROSS-CUT - BAND - CANC

AND OTHER SAWS

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT jt jt

FULLY GUARANTEED

SAW CO., Limited
TORONTO, CANADA

REPAIRS

OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. >

ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED
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TEON BELTING
Teon and Stretch

Every Belt is passed
through a specially devised
stretching apparatus, so that

all undue stretch is taken
out, and the total result is a
sound, reliable and high
grade Belt.

Heat, Steam, Water and Frost Proof

P. H. WILBY,
PHONE MAIN 193

124 Richmond St. Wkst,

TORONTO
SOLE AGENT FOB CANADA

We Can Protect You
Against Loss of

Property

Profits

Use and Occupancy
Credits

Rents
Contracts

Or Anything Else

Occasioned by

Any Insurable Hazard

Burnett, Ormsby & Clapp, Limited

38 Wellington St. East, TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited
National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, tadamta

(Telephone Main 6244). 1 UKUIN 1 U, UIN 1 .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in carlots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

EDGINGS

I

Ontario

creaSTb^llttorf^w £f
CS^M Tool Company has been ,n-M.aMd by letters patent from the sun. oi $15#J0 to the sum of $40 000

rhe Freeman Lumber Company, Limited, Midland, Ont has been incorporated with a capital of $40,000 J Hill F V, Sill r w n I J
others, all of Midland, are the incorporators. '

Demorest and

The Charters Lumber Company, Limited of Kant Tnr„„i„ i\..< 1 u

fflff of £od&£ TheSntiporotor a^'w 'c' CharS'S. L. Blade, R P. Allen and others, all of East Toronto.
carters,

The Uosedale Sawmill Company, Limited, of Toronto, Ont. has been m-•orporat,,! w,th a capital of $40,000. The incorporators are T H HancockV. H. Hurlburt, Edmund Ounn and others, all of Toronto.
'

Fire recently^destroyed the building, machinery and part of the materials

mon than $100,000. 1 he plant was owned by .J. H. McNairn, of Toronto
J he Faplin Timber Company, Limited, of Toronto, Ont., has been incor-porated with a capital oi $40,000. The incorporators are V. E. Tapl >. of \ vLlBkeard, Ont., and \Y. R. Smyth, M. Peer, and J. P. Langley, of Toronto
I he Golden Lake Lumber Company, Limited, Eganville, Ont., has beenmcorporated with a capital of $75,000. Incorporators, M. J. O'Brien and J A

(MJnen, Renfrew, Ont
; .1. 1). McRae, 6. I)' McRae and R. C. Mcltee all oi

The Colonial Wood Products Company, of Niagara Falls, N.Y., have pur-
chased twenty acres o! land .„ Thorold, Ont., for a factory site, and will begin

"l":
1"!1 ol a

P«-
OOUncil will submit to the ratepayers a by-law

to grant the Concern a fixed assessment of $2,500 for ten vears and certainwater and light privileges. '
l"in

Owing to the refusal of the proprietors of the two pulp mills already inoperation at I horold, Ont., to give their consent, which is necessary to theproposed by-law givmg the ..<•« pulp mill being erected by United States capi-
tal tree electric light, reduced assessment and free lire protection, the new in-dustry will have to get along without assistance from the town.

Joseph Frost of Ke.iora, Out., had a terrible experience with two timberwolves last month near Garwood. He was returning from the bush, where hehad been cutting and u as armed only with an axe, when two large wolves
sprang at him. Using his axe freely he managed to keep the animals at bay
tor a few minutes, and just when the battle seemed hopeless a freight train
passed and the animals ran into the bush. The man's torn clothes and bloodv
axe showed the terrible experience he had been through. Owing to the scar-
city oi rabbits, wolves this winter are very bold, and appear more numerous
than lor several years past.

The City of Toronto has awarded to Reid & Company and Arthur Bryce
contracts tor the annual supply of lumber for bridges and "wharves. Following
are details: Reid & Company, 1-inch pine lumber per 1,0000 feet, 11M

, $22 73-
hemlock umber, l-i,,ch $18.77, 2-inch, $18.77; 3-inch $18.77; curbing, pine,'
-inch x 10-inch, $25.77; white cedar, 4-inch x 10-inch, $21.77; scantling, pine

4-inch x 4-mch, $22.53; cedar, 4-inch x 4-inch, $18.77
;
pine timbers, 16-inch x

lb-inch, 16 feet long, $32.79; 12-inch x 12-inch, 24 feet long, $33.79; hemlock

V'v1 -r?' }n'
m

°} 1 x 12-inch
>
12 fpet 'o"g- $21.79; 12-inch x 12-inch, 16 feet long,

$21.79; 16-inch x 16-inch, 16 feet long, $26.79; 12-inch x 12-inch, 20 feet long,

'i : 12-inch x 12-inch, 24 feet long, $28.79; 16-inch x 16-inch, 24 feet long,
*38.,9. Arthur Bryce, 2-inch pine lumber, per 1,000 feet, B.M., $23- 3-inch
pine lumber, $24.43; pine timbers, 12-inch x 12-inch 12 feet long, $28; 12-inch
x 12-inch, 16 feet long, $28; 12-inch x 12-inch, 20 feet long, $30; 16-inch x 16-
lnch, 24 feet long, $42. RHd & Company were the sole tenderers for the sup-
ply of cedar paving posts.

Eastern Provinces
The woodworking factory of T. A. Barnhill & Company at Bellmont, N.S.,

was destroyed by fire last month at a loss of $6,000.
At the animal meeting of the William Richards Lumber Company, Fred-

encton, N.B., H. H. Gunter, J. Howard Richards and David Richards were
elected directors. H. H. Gunter was re-elected president and J. Howard Richards
secretary-treasurer. The company operate in Restigouche.

The visit of the Mann Congressional Committee to Quebec centres has
aroused new interest in the question of future lumbering relations between Can-
ada and the United States. Mr. Mann and his committee have been touring
Canada for the purpose of securing information regarding the lumber supply of
the United States.

At a Cabinet meeting of the Provincial Government held in Montreal the
question of establishing a forestry school was taken up and it was decided to
introduce a bill to provide for one at the next session of the Legislature. Al-
ready two members of the staff have been engaged and are pursuing studies in
European universities.

A Montreal despatch states that lumber trade conditions in this vicinity
have improved somewhat during the last few weeks. However, lumber exports
from this port for 1908 show a decrease of almost 1,000,000 feet, board mea-
sure. In 1907 the amount exported was 96,260,794 feet and 95,307.754 feet in

1908, showing a decrease of 953,220 feet.

John Keefe and A. P. Barnhill, of St. John, N R.. have been appointed a

commission by the Dominion Government to investigate the matter of boom
obstructions on the upper portion of the St. John Hiver, which have been the
cause of clashing between Canadian and American lumbermen. The American
Government has also appointed a commission.

Quebec lumbermen are complaining of the low water which has handi-
capped them in their work. In many cases supplies of pulpwood coming to the
mills have been stranded in the river beds and the owners have been compelled
to resort to teams and waggons to haul it to their mills. The question of stor-
age reservoirs is receiving more attention and it is felt that the Government
will soon be compelled to adopt some measures for the regulation and conserva-
tion of the water supply. In the Ottawa River a difference of nearly 36 feet

exists between the height of wnter now and the height last spring.
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The Eagle Lumber Company, Limited, of Montreal, Que., has been incor-

porated with a capital of $20,000. The incorporators are L. Villeneuve, of
Quebec, Que. ; and A. Beaupre, V. Martineau and Patrick Murphy, of Montreal.

The Rhodes-Curry Company, car builders of Amherst, N.S., recently closed
a contract with the Canadian Northern for 1,000 box cars and a number of
passenger cars for the same roud. This contract is sufficient to keep the plant
of the company at Amherst running for several months.

Western Canada
Recent British Columbia incorporations include: Heaps Timber Company,

capital, $1,000,00, and the Tidewater Lumber Company, capital $100,000.
The Winnipeg Board of Control have recommended for acceptance T. D.

Robinson & Sons' tender for the supply of 1,500,000 feet of lumber, their tender
being the lowest received.

The logging operations of the International Timber Company, Vancouver,
B.C., on the Campbell River ha^e ceased until the damage done during the
recent floods can be repaired.

\\
.

T. Fannell, shingle manufacturer, of North Vancouver, was thrown
out of his rig while driving, the horse becoming unmanageable. He escaped the
horse's heels, but the buggy was reduced to splinters.

The sawmill of the Trail Lumber Company, at Paulson, B.C., is running
full capacity. This is a new and modern plant. Sufficient large contracts have
been entered into and orders received to assure the success of the company

John Lineham. who owns mills at Okotoks and High River, Western Al-
berta, is completing his contract for 10,000 ties for Grand Trunk Pacific do-
livery. Both his High River and Sheep Creek camps are in operation this
winter.

Alderman Gray, of New Westminster, B.C., states that if a start is made
at once with the new bridge in that city one of the largest box factory busi-
nesses will establish 'a plant on Lulu Island, as well as other prospective in-
dustries.

Plans are being prepared for the erection of a match factory at Selkirk,
Man., to employ hfty hands at the outset. The officers of the company are: R.
C. Moody, president; Dr. Ross, vice-president, and J. Mantion, managing di-
rector. The concern is capitalized at $40,000.

The British ship ' Lord Shaftesbury" has been taken to load lumber at a
British Columbia port lor Sydney at 28s. I'd., which is a reduction of Is. <Jd.
from the last figure taken by a sailing vessel for that voyage. That was the
British barque "Sardhana," although steamers have since accepted 27s. 6d.

The sale of 1,500,000 feet of logs, belonging to the British Columbia Tie &
Timber Company, and now at their sawmill at Seal Harbor, near Prince Ru-
pert, has been postponed as the property was seized by a deputy sheriff on a writ
for wages, executed bj Japanese. The British Columbian Government also has
a claim for stumpage.

The Crow's Nest Lumber Company, while its mill at Wardner, B.C., is still
working, has posted notices stating that all men employed after Nov. 1, 1908,
are to sign a contract to the effect that no money would be paid as wages until
May 1, 1909, as it is only on that condition that the mill and the camps could
go on for the winter months.

A singular accident occurred at the mill of the Bowman Lumber Company,
Revelstoke, B.C., last month. The governor on the engine failed to work,
causing the engine to speed up rapidly. This caused the big flywheel and heavy
pulleys to burst, causing considerable damage to the machinery and resulting
in the shutting down of the plant.

J. S. Emerson, Vancouver, says that the export of cedar cleaned the mar-
ket of logs, and his mill at Port Moody is temporarily shut down until a supply
arrives from the north. This was delayed, owing to storms. He has plenty of
orders on hand. Although these logs were cut for his own use, he declares it
is a fact that cedar is scarce ever on the northern coast.

Some of the prominent loggers of Vancouver and district are criticizing the
action of the Fraser River Lumber Company, which has a very large plant at
Millside, on the Fraser River. Six new camps have been opened at Vancouver
to supply logs for the mill, and under present conditions it is felt that this is
only slashing the timber, without proper appreciation of the situation.

A young man named Fred Andeison was instantly killed last month while
loading logs at the Wood-McNab mill at Fernie, B.C. He was engaged in rolling
a log up a skidway when his canthook slipped and caused the log to roll on
him, breaking his neck. Life was extinct when he was picked up. The body
was taken east to his home in Campbelltown, N.B., where his parents reside.
It was his intention to spend Christmas at home.

The Victoria Lumber & Manufacturing Company are operating their mill
at Chemainus, B.C., twelve hours a day having considerable foreign as well
as domestic business on hand. The British barque "Inverclyde" loaded for South
Africa, and the British ship "Ditton" for Adelaide. South Australia. About
the first of this month the Alley liner will take 700,000 feet of lumber to New
Zealand. This company have completed the installation of a new blower systenm their planing mill to convey the shavings and sawdust to the boiler fires.

Several tows of logs, which are reported to have been sold to American mill
men prior to the prohibition of export, failed to get across the line owing to bad
weather, and the Provincial Government has at least one tug patroling the
eastern coast of Vancouver Island on the lookout for booms. It is reported that
it is the intention of the Government to place a patrol boat in service between
Vancouver and Blaine so that no log smuggling can occur. So far as can be
learned it is not known that any logs have been taken across the border lately,
but for some time, at least, the Government agents will be on the alert to pre-
vent illegal export.

Between seventy and eighty business men of New Westminster, B.C., re-
presenting the City Council and Board of Trade, recently visited the plant of
the Fraser River Lumber Company, being the guests of the management. The
occasion of the visit was auspicious, inasmuch as it marked the resumption of
foreign export business, the barque "Ivanhoe" having arrived at the mill earlier
in the day to load for Chile. The "Ivanhoe" is the first of a fleet of lumber
carriers that has been chartered to load at the big mill at the rate of two a
month. Mayor Keary, President Cunningham and Secretary A. E. White, of
the Board of Trade, headed the delegation of civic visitors. They were received
at the mill by A. D. McRae, managing director; W. S. Rogers, R. L. Craig and
H. J. Machin. These gentlemen personally conducted the party over the big
plant, and in the course of the tour of inspection gave much interesting infor^
mation.

JOHN DONOGH, JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM. A. II. MACABE,
President. Vice-President. Secretary

30 Years in the Trade

John Donogh Lumber Co., Limited

-Wholesale Dealers in-

WHITE PINE
Red Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Lath, Shingles

Exporters of Deals and Sidings

1212 Traders Bank Chambers, TORONTO

The Old Reliable

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate

BURNS SAWDUST PROM FROZEN LOGS,
RIGHT OCT OF THE WATER,

GIVES AS GOOD RESULTS WITH WET, GREEN OR FROZEN
SAWDUST AS A DRAFT GRATE GIVES WITH DRV WOOD.
INCREASES THE EFFICIENCY OF A BOILER FROM 25 TO 50%.

6,000 SETS IN USE.
OVER 50I) VOLUNTARY TESTIMONIALS.

Saves labor in firing.- Lasts forever. Only expense first cost.—
Equally efficiency in ordinal-, furnaces or Dutch ovens.—Adapted for any
number of boilers from one up.—No change in construction necessary.A hole must be made through each wall, for the pipe ; aside from this,
not a brick need be disturbed.—The largest outfit can be installed between
quitting time Saturday and starting up time Monday morning.—No
difficulty about maintaining a fire all night, when the blower is idle, and
no objection to so doing.

Sample Testimonial :

" We are using EROZEN LOGS RIGHT OUT OF THE PONDWITH ICE HANGING ALE OVER THEM, and have no trouble to
burn the dust and wood." Kilgore & Thomas, Tip Top, Va.

SOLD ON APPROVAL.
THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL GIVEN.

In case of rejection.
WE PAY THE FREIGHT BOTH W^AYS.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.,
Greenville, - . Michigan

Manufacturers of the Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
and the famous "Tower" line of Edgers and Trimmers

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.
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H VTHE R. BROS
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth jfaitre Saw Patent Groover or Dado Head

"A m

A
For either Rip or Cross Cutting: Can be used on any Circular Saw M.indn-I

Will cut equally as smooth in i-itliL-r Ripping Cross- For cutting any width groove from i,8"
cutting or cutting at an angle of 4,5 degrees, with to 2" wide. Will cut cither with or across
grain of wood. the grain (Sent on approval).

Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do.

HUTHER BROS. SAW M WG CO, Inc. - . Roohe«ter. N.V

RUBBER BELTING

For

Transmitting

and

Conveying

Rubber

Bo. 9

for

Water

Steam

Air

Suction

Fire

Protection

THE GUTTA PERGHA & RUBBER MFG. GO.
OF TORONTO. LIMITED.

HEAD OFFICES: 47 YONGE STREET, TORONTO, CAN.
Branches s Montreal. Winnipeg, Ca.Iga.r.r. Vancouver

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

WICKES GANGS
produce lumber at

the lowest possible

cost.

They are built

in various sizes

suitable for mills of

any capacity.

They will pro-

duce more and bet-

ter lumber from

the log than either

band or circular

mill.

Ten different

types
;

power or

steam press rolls
;

steam or belt driv-

en machines to be

placed on cement

foundation or not

as necessity de-

mands

Send for cata-

talogue.

Wickes Brothers
Seattle Office 410 White Bldg. Saginaw, Mich.

MERSHON
Horizontal Saw Mill Resaw

Wm. B. Mershon & Co.
Saginaw, Mich., U.S.A.
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New Brunswick
Foundry and Machine Shop

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson
Fredericton, N. B.

Solo Manufacturers of the Celebrated

Patented

Dunbar
Shingle
Machine

Universally admitted to be the

BEST SHINGLE MACHINE
made

•"^HESE Machines are used all over Canada and can be used in all kinds of lumber (large or small). We have been manufacturing these
* machines for over twenty years and have heen improving on them from time to time. For compactness and durability it leads them

all, being 500 lbs. heavier than any other machine on the market. It is built to run and work in any kind of lumber or in any country and
will produce more and better shingles from the same stock than any shingle machine made. All high speed arbors of highest grade polished
steel running in ring oiling boxes, something that no other machine in the market has at the present time doing away with all hot boxes.
Improved adjustment on Leatherboard friction and many other strong features. We also manufacture a machine similar to the above cut
that can be adjusted to cut box wood as well as shingles from 14 inches to 22 inches in length. We also manufacture complete line of
Shingle Mill Machinery and Casting of every description. Over 1,000 now in use by the largest mill owners in Canada.

Read what some of them have to say
McFarlane, T. & Anderson Mfg. Co., Fredericton, N, B. Price, Que., Aug. 27, 1908.
Gentlemen :

—

We have received yours of the 26th and in reply would say that we are glad to have an opportunity of expressing to
you our opinion of the merits of your patented Dunbar Shingle Machines which we have purchased from you. We hereby
bear our testimony that we have never used nor seen in operation any other shingle machines which embodied so many o-ood
points as the sixteen machines that you built for us in 1902. These were built, at our suggestion, with a countershaft tcTrun
the jointer saw, which we found was a notable improvement on the friction device, and we understand you have since adopted
the use of the countershaft principle for the operation of the jointer saw. The machines that you build are extra strono-, well
proportioned, and our experience with them has convinced us that with due care they are economical and will do a great deal
of work at a minimum of cost for Repairs. We remain, yours truly

METIS LUMBER CO.,
per Wm. Seale.

Salmon Lake, Que., Aug, 15, 1908.
Messrs. McFarlane. Thompson & Anderson Mfg. Co., Fredericton, N.B.
Dear Sirs :

—

Your letter of the 11th hnst. to hand and would sav that we have duly received the 4" Grooved Friction Pullevs
ordered from your firm for our 7 Dunbar Shingle Machines.

We might say that with the exception of having had to renew the above frictions we have had no trouble with the 7Dunbar Shingle Machines purchased from you in 1905, our machines running continuously night and day throueout the
sawing season, Truly yours,

PRICE BROS. & CO., LTD.

WRITE US FOR CATALOGUE AND FURTHER PARTICULARS

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson Fredericton, N. B,
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

CAR OK CARGO LOTS

OTTAWA, ONT. SHINGLES.

i inch No. i Pine
cuts& better... $40 00 44 00

1 % inch No. 1

cuts and better. 50 co 52 00
2 ' No. 1 Cuts and

Better 52 00 54 00
1% in. No. 2 Pine

cuts and better 38 00 45 00
2" No. 2 Pine Cuts

and Better. ... 40 00 47 00
1 % inch No 3 Cuts

and Better.... 32 00 36 00
2" No. 3 Cuts and

Better. 38 00 42 00
1 in. Pine Dressing
and better shorts 24 00 27 00

iX4,6and8common 24 00 26 00
1 x 10 box 21 00 23 00
1 x 10 common and
dressing 27 00 29 00

1X12 common. ... 28 00 30 00
2x10 common .... 25 00 27 00
2 and 3 x 1 2 common 28 00 30 00
1 x 10 inch box and
common . . 24 00 26 00

" mill run meting*? 23 00 25 co
1 x loand 12 mill

culls 20 00 21 00
1 in. mill cull siding's 1700 1900
1" dead cullsidings 13 50 14 00
1 % inch flooring 28 00 30 00
Spruce mill run 17 50 19 00

HARDWOODS—PER

Ash White ists and
2nds, 1 to 2''.

. . .$50 00 60 00
Ash, black, istsand

2nds 1 to 2'' ... . 33 00 37 00
Ash, black common

and better. ... 23 00 25 00
Birch, common and

better 1" 23 00 24 00
Birch, common and

better, 1 J^to 2" 25 00 27 00
Birch, 3 to 4' 28 00* 32 00
Birch, 1" x 4" and

up 10/ 6 29 00
Basswood, common

and better, 1 . , 23 00 25 00
Basswood, common

and better \%,
to 2" 28 00 31 00

Basswood mill run 20 00 21 00
Soft Elm, common,

and better 1%
to 2". . . .... 25 00 27 00

Soft Elm, common
and better 1"... 22 00 24 00

Rock Elm, common
and better 1''

. . 28 00 30 00
Rock Elm, 1 % to 2"

.

1 sts & 2nds . . 50 00 53 00

Spruce mill culls 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to Sin. i(> 50
2x4 lo8in.,ioto 16ft. 16 00
2x4 to 10 inch 1 8ft. 18 50
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried
Clear in. B.C. cedar

air dried boat
lumber

Douglas fir dimen-
sion timber up to

32 ft
;

,

Fir flooring, edge
grain

i^'
r
No.i 4 ft. Pine

Lath
i

lA" No. 2 4ft. lath

M" .v" pine
\%" No. 1 4ft.

hemlock lath. .

.

XX Pine Shingles
X Pine Shingles.

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2''

XXXX 6 to 23-16"
XX XXX 5 to a". .

.

Red pine, c & c f 1"
'.

16 o°
18 00
17 00
19 00

J4 00

Red Pine, common 22 00

34 5«

45 00

4 00

3 5°
1 00

3 5°
2 25

75

2 25
2 90
3 13

3 55
28 00
30 00
31 00
24 00

M. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1" 21 00 22 00

Soft maple common
& better 1 }4 to 3" 25 00 30 00

Hard Maple i"x$"
& up taf10 common
and better 28 00
Hard Maple 4"x 4"

& up to/xocommon
and better
Oak, red plain,

ists and ands \"

Oak, red. plain.
ists and ands, 2"

Qak, red, plain,
ists and 2nds, 3"

Oak, red, plain.
ists and 2tid«, 4"

Oak, white, plain.

1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, i$f*X4*
and up io'i6 .

.

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1"

Oak, quartered,
istsand 2nds, \%
to 2" 82 00

Hickory ists and
ands h'vy i/^to 3" 62 00 72 00

44 00

50 00

54 00

56 00

44 00

48 00

77 00

30 00

47 °°

56 o<>

47 00

49 00

80 on

SARNIA, ONT.

FIN , COM. AND BETTER.

1x6 and 8" 45 00
1 in., 8" and up wide S3 00
1% and 1%" " 55 00
2" " 50 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 44 00

6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 ft better 52 00

8/4 ,, ,, ,. 54_oo
6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 ,, 44

_
oo

8/4 t , ., 46 00
6/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 40 00

8/4 , , ,, 42*00

NO. 1 CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 3Q 00
iK 48 00
i}4 in. " 48 00
2in. 50 00

2J4 and 3' " 70 00

4 >n - 75 00

no. 2. CUTS.
r in., 6" and up wide 24 00
i'A" 37 00
ij4 37 00
2 40 00
2K< 3 and 4" " 55 00 60 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
iji and \%" 26 00
2 ' 26 00
2*4, 3 and 4" " 38 00 43 00

MILL RUN.
1" x 4" 23 00
>" x 5" 25 00
1" x 6 and 8" 25 00

1 x 10
1" x 12"
1" x 13 and'up .

1^x4 and 5 . .

.

NO. I BARN.

1 in

K- 'M and 2" .

2 lA and 3"
4'

27 o"
29 o°
29 o°
26 00

35 00
31 00

33 00
38 00

NO. 2 BARN.

1 in 26 00 29 00
1% and 2" 26 00

z lA and 3" 28 00

NO. 3 BARN.

I in 23 OO
• Ji, 'H and 2" 23 00

No. 1, 1, iV, \y2 ,
2" 20 00

No. 1 mill culls, 1,

1M • 1% and 2"
. . . . 16 00

26 00
26 1 o

23 00

19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" 15 00
1. iJt. and 2" i5 00
No. 2 14 00 15 00

LATH.

No. I, 32" 1 50 2 OO
N.°- 2'48;;., 3 so
ino. 1, 48 pine 4 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAFT. cts.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average 40
First class Ottawa waney, 18

' average, according to lineal.! 62 68

RED PINE—IN THE RAFT.
Measured off, according to average and quality none
Shipping order " ' lnaking.

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality fx, OJ

ELM.
By the dram, accordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 6? -o

30 to 35 feet. <o cc
ASH.

10 inches and up, according to average and quality 2 s ^QA verage 16 inch ^
BIRCH.

'4 inch ,6 00
16 " 28 32
1 ,\ 30 3»
,8 34 36

MAM'I'Al IT

Pine good sidings :

1 in. x 7m and up 40 00 44 00
andi^-'x

8' and up 50 00 55 00
a" x 7" and up 52 00 56 00
No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up . „ 34 00 36 00

Pine good strips :

i 34 00 36 00
1^" and i'A". 3800 4200
» ' 42 00 45 00

I'ine good shorts :

I x 7" and up . 3K 00 37 00
1 28 00 30 OO
iJi"and 40 00 43 00
2

' 42 00 45 00
7" to 9" A Sidings 25 00 27 00

Pin*', No. 1 dressing
sidings 32 00 36 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips 26 00 31 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
shorts 22 00 26 00

Pine, 10 s. c and
better 12' to 16' 26 00 30 00

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-
ter 12' to 16'

. . . . 24 00 25 00
Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings 23 00 24 00
Pine, s. c. strips. . 19 00 22 00
Pine, s. c. shorts.

. . 18 00 20 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4 20 00 21 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

<X5 21 00 22 00
Pine. s.c. and better.

1x6 22 00 23 00
Pine. s.c. and better.

1 x 7 22 00 23 00
Pine. s.c. and better,

1x8 23 00 24 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9 23 00 24
Pine. s.c. and better,

1 x 10 26 00 28 00
Pine, box boards.. 19 00 21 00
1 x 10 No. 1 barn . 29 00 32 00

ma pricks

1 x 10 No. 2 " 23 00
1 x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn 23 00
1 x 8 ft 9 No. 2 " 20 00
Pine Shorts 6' to 11'

x 10' 22 00
Pine mill culls.... 1800
Pine O. culls 1 2 OO
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out. .. . 1700
Spruce, i"x 4" ft up 1600
Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10''
. . 17 00

Spruce 1" clear (fine-

dressing and B) 24 00
Hemlock 13 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out. 20 00
Birch 18 00
Soft Elm, common,
and better 1 , 1 23 00
Ash, black common

and better. . . 2s 00
Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
1 3/8" 3 00
N '. 2 white pine 2 50
Spruce, mill run 2 25
Red pine mill run 2 25
No. 1 white pine
>" & lX ...... 3 00

No. 2 white pine
I "ft 1M ,

2 00
Spruce mill run

1 " & 1 Vt 2 00
Red Pine mill
run 1" & 1 75

32" Lath 1 30
Pine Shingles

xxxx. 18" 3 30
Clear Butt 18" 2 75
xx, 18" t 70

White Cedar Shingles :

xxxx, 18' ... 4 25
Clear Butt, 18" 3 25
x. x 18" 1 8,s

25 00
26 00
22 00

23 00
20 00
14 00

19 00
17 00

26 00

5 00

24 00
20 00

26 00

28 ou

3 So
2 75
2 s°

*Zs°

3 25

2 25

2 25

2 00
2 00

4 00

3 25
2 00

4 50

3 75
2 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. 1 PINE, SPRUCE AND TA M A R AC"

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. I S. AND I P..

6 ft

12 'OO

14 SO
2 X IO . . . . 15 OO
a X '2 15 SO

2"4
2x6 and 2x8

8 ft

1500
5 00
5 SO
16 50

10 ft

16 50
16 50
18 OO
19 OO

14 X 16 f

16 so
16 so
18 00
19 00

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH

D

x 61
x 8 (

MOUNTAIN STOCK

Flooring
4 or 6.'inch No. 1 $32 00

" 2 30 00
3 22 50

2 x 4-12 $19 00
2 X 4-8-14-16 19 OO
2 X 4-IO-18-20 21 OO

to 16 19 Shiplap—Finished
4 inch 19 00

8, 10, 12 inch 22
21 S°

=,0

Siding
6 inch No. 1 3, 00

" No. 2 29 00
" No. 3 22 00

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
6 " 21 50
8 " 22 50
10 " 22 50
12 *' 22 50

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 4 75
No. a " " " 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
12 ft.

3x6 and 3x8 . .20 00

3 * «° 21 50
3x12 22 00
4x4 to 6x8 20 00
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 22 00
8 x 8 22 00 21 00
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 28 30

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

2 X 4, 2 X b, 2 X 8, 8 to 16 ft . .

" 18 to 32 ft...

2 X IO, 2 X 12, 8 tO l6 ft

l8, 20, 22 ft.

24, 26,* 28, 30, 32
2 X 14 Up tO 32 ft

3x4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft

3 X 4 to 4 X 12, 18 to 32 ft. .

6 x 6 to 6 x 12 no to 32 ft

3 x 14, 4 x 14

14 and 16 ft

20 00
20 50
22 50
20 OO
21 OO

$19 50
21 SO
20 OO
23 00
2f OO
25 OO
22 SO
25 OO
25 OO
25 ro

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x
up to 32

10 x 20
8 x 20

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & a Red Pine. 4 in

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring

16,

$24 80
. 26 80

3° SO
37 00

37 00

31 00
29 00

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce
8 to 16 ft., 6 in

B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16' .

.

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16'

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch

mixed w'dth»

20 00

7 50
20 so
'9 5°

»2S OO
20 00

«5 so
10 50

XXX B. C. Cedar
X X B. C. CedarXXX Dimension

J3.10

22J
2-55

LATH.
No.
No.

Mixed W & B Pine.
B. C. Fir

$3-00
4-«o

HARDWOODS, CAR LOTS, F. O. B. WINNIPEG.
THE PREVAILING PRICES, PER iM FEET, FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER
1 C/2ndn plain Oak

Ash

Birch

Maple

Flooring Canadian Clear.
American "

.

are:-
$60 00

6s 00
75 00
78 00
63 00
70 00
78 00

45 °o
49 00

53 00
43 00

47 00
50 So

it so
52 00

55 00

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.

Uppers i, ij^, and 2

in. $82 00
2ji and 3111 90 00

_ 4 in ...
_ 95 00

Selects 1 in 73' 00
ij^ to 2 in 72 00

and 3 in 8s 00
,4 in 90 00

Fine common, Mn 57 00
and 1% in .59 00

61 00
80 00
85 00

45 00
54 00
58 00
28 00

4 3 00
32 00

35 00
42 00

WHITE PINE

(Wholesale selling price.

in. .

.

3 in

4 in

Cutg up. No. 1, tin. .

J^and 1% in
2" No. 1 Cuts
No. 2, 1 in
No 2. 1 X, ft 1 % in . .

.

No. 3, and \% in
No 3 ft 2" ...

Dressing 1% in

40 00
42 00

'X x 10 and 12 45 00 I

The followin

Shelving, No. 1, 13 in and
up. in 45 00

No. 1 Mold Ft'p* 1 to 2 in. S4 00
No. 2 Moulding Strips, 1

„ to * in
: - 42 00

Barn, JVo. 1, 12 in 3700
6 8 and 10 in 32 00
No. 2. 10 in 32 00
No. 2. 12 in 33 00
No. 3, 10 in 27 00
No. 3 12 in 28 00

Box, 1 x 4 a , 00
1 X 6 & up 24 00
1 x »o 24 00
1 x ,J ij 00
1X13 and up 26 00
1 M and 1 ft 2 11, 23 00

Mill Cull«, 1 20 00
Yt< 1 % and 2 in . . .... 20 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

WHITE ASH.

40 00 42 00 '

44 00 46 00 I Strips
48 00 54 00 I Com. and culls

1 st & 2nd, 1 inch.

.

1 \i to 2 inch ... .

2?4 to 4 inch . .

.

BLACK AND BROWN ASH.
1st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 42 00

|
Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

22 00 24 00
14 00 22 00

1 st & 2nd 6 inch ft

up. red 4n

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up 32 00

Common and culls. 15 00

1st and 2nd hand 20 00
Common and culls 14 00

I 1st ft 2nd, white, 6
I inch and up 30 00 32 00
I Common and good

culls 16 00 18 00

st and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up .... 26 00 28 00

Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

23 00

15 00
1st and 2nd, soft. .

Common and culls.

20 00
12 00

BOSTON, MASS.
White Pine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch $85 00 to
Selects, 1 to 2 inch *jg qq
Fine Common, 1 inch 58 00

iJi to 2 inch ... 63 00
No. 1 Cuts, 1 inch.. 45 qq

1 M to 2 inch
. . 54 00

No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch 35 00
i'A to 2 inch 38 00

Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 45 00
No. 1 1 ix 10 . 36 00
No. 1, 1 x 8 3s 00
No. 2, 1 x 12 35 00
No. 2, 1 x 10 34 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 33 00
No 3, 1 x 12 32 00
No. 3, 1 x 10 30 00
No. 3, ix 8 29 00

'

Spruce, loand 12 in. dimension
9 in. and under

10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up .... 25 00
2x2. 2x4, 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up 21 50
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft...

and up 22 00
S in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. ft up, p, is 20 00
Canadian Spruce boards 23 00
Vermont Spruce boards, matched .. 21 50
1 x 2 and.i x 3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundled 20 00
iH" Spruce laths 4 00
'X* . .. 3 50

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras $3 9°
t-lears 3 40
Second clears 2 45
Clear Whites 2 40
Extra is (Clear whites out) : ,20
Extra is (Clear whites in) 1 60

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.

Red Cedar Extra, 16" 5 butts to 2* 3 65
" Eurekas, 18" " _j"

Perfections, s butts to 2ji" 4" 60

$90 00
80 00
60 00
63 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
48 00
38 00

37 00
38 00

35 00
34 00

33 00
31 00

30 00
26 00
24 00
26 00

23 00

23 00

24 00
22 50
22 00

4l2S

$4 10

3 60
2 75
2 45
45

1 60

3 75
4 «5
4 75
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" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

"

of good lumber is a good deal like a

short preacher. You can't always see
" it," but it is there just the same. And
that leads us to remind you that if pre-

sent indications point to anything it is

that there is going to be a short supply

of good lumber in many kinds of stock

between now and Spring. We've seen it

coming and we're fixed for it, and would

like to help fix you up on stocks for your

Spring wants by sending you in a car or

two of our silk finish No. 2 Quebec
Spruce and our New Brunswick White

Cedar Shingles. Both of these products

are manufactured under our personal supervision from our own timber lands and mills,

and are put up to suit the most critical trade. They will win and keep your custom-

ers and make you a permanent customer of ours, if you will only give them a trial.

Our plant in the Province of

Quebec is one of the most mod-
ern and complete mills manu-
facturing Canadian Spruce

and New Brunswick Cedar
Shingles.

We aim to carry at all times

a full stock in all sizes, and
can furnish, dressed in any de-

sired way, on short notice.

No. 2
Quebec Spruce
and White Cedar

Shingles

This Spruce is a small tight

knotted grade, and when
worked in the characteristic

Fenderson "silk finish" style,

there is nothing on the market

that can beat it.

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
SAW & SHINGLE MILLS:

SAYABEC, P. Q. ST. MOISE. P. Q.
SALMON LAKE, P. Q. RED RIVER P. Q.

Sayabec, P. Q. SALES OFFICE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS

U.S.A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS : Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,
Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTED STOCK OF DRY SPRUCE IN CANADA
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Reliable
Veterinary
Remedies
No logging outfit is complete without a

supply of reliable veterinary remedies.
Getting the wrong kind means the loss
of the use of your horses when time is
valuable.

Johnson's Veterinary Remedies
are guaranteed never to fail when used
as directed. You get your money back if
they ever do.

They are
Johnson's Horse Liniment No. I.

A penetrating Alcoholic Liniment.
Put up in one gallon jugs, with full
directions, per imperial gal. $4.50

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. a.
A combination of the best oils used
as liniments, imp gallon . $3.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy.
A sure and speedy cure for colic
Imperial gallon $5.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Oint-
ment.
Positively the best all-round healing
ointment made. In use by the larg-
est owners of horse flesh in Canada.
Put up in 2 lb tins, each . . fa. as
or In \{ lb tins, per dozen . . $3.50

Johnson's Condition Powders. (Con-
centrated).
Put up in bulk, per lb ... . 30c.

These goods being put up in bulk are
more economical than others, as cost of
bottling, etc., is saved.

CAMP REMEDIES.
In addition to our Veterinary Reme-

dies we make a line of medicines for lum-
bermen, including a strong, penetrating
liniment, healing ointment, cholera cure,
liver pills cough syrup, in fact anything
in the form of Camp Drug Supplies. We
know that there are no better remedies
made than those we offer. There may be
others nearly as good, but they lack our
guarantee. Satisfaction or money back.
A trade discount of 10^ allowed off all
orders amounting to $100.

Send postal for printed matter.

A. H. JOHNSON
WholeseJe Druggist

Colllngwood, - Ont.

The

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Have for sale Second-Hand Machinery, com-
pletely overhauled ready for shipment:

1 Tubular Boiler, 30 in. diameter x 10 ft. with
all fittings.

1 Horizontal Slide Valve Engine 9% x 12 in.

For Logging, Tramway Switches
Etc. New and Second-HandRAILS

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

The . . .

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO., Limited

Head Office: TORONTO

HIGHEST GRADES OF

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS

If y(0 m WORTH
ADVERTISING,

Cranbrook Sash and

Door Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DOWELL DOORS, INTERIOR FINISH
WINDOWS, TURNINGS, BRACKETS

DETAIL WORK A SPECIALTY

Lumber Shingles

Lath
Shipments in Straight or Mixed

Carloads.

Address Cranbrook, B.C.

UNCLH RASTUS SAYS:

" De queshon has been

axed me, 4 What am de dif-

feruns between Heben and
some odder place from which
dere ain't no redemshun ' ?

"Well, beloved Bredern
and Sistern, ah don't think

ah cain lustrate de point ob
de queshun better'n to tell yuh
about two men what run a

saw mill in thish yere town.

"One of 'ems a fightin'and

a kickin' along with de most
oldenest and beatenest w a\ ob turning his Hand Wheels
and towing his logs up hill, same kin' ob way dot Paul
wrote his epistle to the efeshuns, de old, old way. Dat
feller is a livin' in the dark regions, while de odder saw
mill feller I has in mind has some ob de " Midland "

Wheel Grinders and Hoisting Engines. Dey makes
his existence a Hebenly one. Am de mattah puffickly
clear to yuh."

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
P. O. BOX 425

Midland - Ontario

Our special

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of Iron, are

stronger, longer lived, lower in price and
lighter for their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and samples of

metal.

MIDLAND ENGINE WORKS GO-
MIDLAND. ONT.

The R. M. BEAL LEATHER CO.,
Limited.

LINDSAY

Manufacturers of

Larrigans
Lumberman's and
Prospector's Boots

Sporting Boots

Lumberman's Aprons

and Tanners of the Celebrated

English Oak Harness Leather
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If You Would Save Time

IB:

Si ?

3-4- 5- 10 12-20 Ton;

Do Your Hoisting

with a

Yale & Towne
Triplex Block
It cuts out wasteful friction and returns in foot

pounds of lifting, the maximum percentage of the

operator's pull on hand chain.

The liberal factor of safety in Triplex Blocks

has unquestionably saved many lives. Send for

Catalogue.

If You
Would Increase Your Output

Sharpen Your

Saws and Knives
with

Alundum Wheels
They are the quickest and sharpest grind-

ing wheels known to science to-day. They
will do your work in half the time usually
required.

They are made just of the right grade
and grain to suit your needs. They will keep
your saws and knives in condition to do the
very best work. Send for circular.

The Canadian Fairbanks Co. Ltd
Montreal Toronto St. John, N.B. Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

MILL supplies
WOOD WORKING MACHINERY
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Beardmore Leather Belting
72 inch 3 ply 175 feet long

Made only of Extra Selected No. i Packer Steer

Hides, Oak Tanned

Beardmore Extra Waterproof Cement Leather

Belting for the Wet Places in Pulp, Paper and Saw

Mills, Etc.

The Maximum of Stretch is taken out of Beardmore

Belting by improved appliances, without impairing its life.

Every belt guaranteed as to quality of material and

workmanship.

The Largest Leather Belt ever made
in Canada Complete Stocks Carried by:

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank Street, OTTAWA, ONT. 147 Bannatyne Avenue East, WINNIPEG, MAN.

FLECK BROS., Limited Vancouver, B.C.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter Street - Orillia, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawmill Shingle

and Lath Machinery

We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting,

Pulleys, Belting, Ewart

Chain, Saws, Portable Forges

and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue

on application.

Three Saw Lath Bolter.
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There are more DISSTON BRAND Band
and Circular Saws used than any other make,
and by a large majority.

WE MAKE THIS STATEMENT

WHY?
Because millmen and sawyers recognize by the

use of the DISSTON SAWS they obtain the

greatest results for the least cost.

WITHOUT FEAR OF SUCCESSFUL CONTRADICTION.

POINTS OF MERIT
MATERIAL Finest

Crucible Steel

HARDENING
AND

TEMPERING

DlSSTON

Method

GRINDING

TENSIONING

DlSSTON

Method

Disston

Method

In the DlSSTON BRAND of SAWS you
saw factory, the LARGEST IN THE WORLD
itself—the superiority of which has been demon
each process is performed by mechanics of

UNIFORMITY.
TOUGHNESS.
GREATEST TENSILE STRENGTH AND ELASTICITY.

Being Manufacturers of our own steel, and thoroughly familiar with its makeup, we
are able to absolutely adjust the hardening and tempering processes to the degree
giving that perfect combination of hardness and toughness that produces the
"edge, tension-holding and standing up qualities" for which the DlSSTON SAWS
are renowned.

By the DlSSTON METHOD all Band Saws are ground perfectly flat and uniform in
thickness, thus making possible a very close adjustment of the guides without
creating any friction or heat when in operation at the highest rate of feed; and all

Circular Saws, whether tapered or of even thickness, are perfectly flat ground on
the surface, thus insuring in all saws perfect clearance and true balance.

The uniformity of the material, temper and grinding is a large factor in the proper
adjustment of tension; and this, together with the Disston process of tensioning,
is the reason why the DISSTON SAWS will manufacture more lumber, under the
same conditions, than any other brand of saw.

have the advantages of the product of a progressive, up-to-date
, and where saws are made throughout, from the making of the steel
strated for the past fifty-three years— to the finishing operation, and
long experience and highest order of skill.

WE HAVE BEEN MAKING SAWS FOR OVER 68 YEARS

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street, East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.
KEYSTONE. SAW, TOOL, STEEL, AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

Is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-
ing machinery, just
from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
ONTARIO
QUEBEC AGENTS

ROSS & GREIG, MONTREAL, QUE.

CANADA
B. C. SELLING AGENTS

ROBT. HAMILTON &CO., VANCOUVER, B.C.

GALT
WESTERN BRANCH :

248 McDERMOTT AVE , WINNIPEG, MAN.

WE MAKE S^r^E63
'

C£USS
u
deal ^K™5

' fist™ Valve Saw Mil1 Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and Power
Machinery, Safes, Vaults andVamt' Doors ^ M*ch™>*, Oatmeal Mdl Machmery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and E.evating

ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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More Bad Lumber
There is More Bad Lumber made in the Filing

Room than in any other department of the Mill.

To equip your Filing Room with anything but the

Best Filing Room Machinery is false economy.

Profit by this advice, and eliminate the expense

and trouble of trying to trade an inferior machine

for a good one, a few months after you install it.

We trade machines every day, But We Don't

Lose Money on the Trade.

Buy a COVEL Machine and run it 20 years, as

many of our Customers have done.

Covel Mfg. Co.
Saw Sharpening Machinery 12YJ Fisher Bldg.,

and Tools Chicago, U.S.A.

Detachable Lumber Trucks
With

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

For Saw Mills, Planing

TL„ Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills
With Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In yz , and 1 Cord Capacity—Extra Strong ofThor-

oughly Seasoned Hardwood and Bolted Throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
With Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in Trains or Singly for Platform Work.

Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co.
Limited

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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SAW
GUMMIMG
WHELLS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian I

Hart Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranteed the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

Imporlers and Contractors for
all kinds of Electrical Work

Lighting Plants
Watchman's Clock and

Telephone Systems
FOR

LUMBER MILLS

Motors, Dynamos Repairs

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

the NORTHERN ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.

Electrical Contractors

ORILLIA - ONT.

Long? Logs

and heavy logs are handled

just like any other kind by the

McGIFFERT Log Loader
It does heavy work and lots of it and does it

under many conditions impossible by other

methods. It saves money in skidding too.

May we send our catalogue?

Clyde Iron Works, o U i u th. Minn., u.s. a

Sole Manufacture™ of In,

McG.fWt 4 Oecker Patent Self Propell

Steam Logging Machinery

Branch Office and Warehouse :

NEW ORLEANS, Louisiana 421 Oarondelet Street

Hanchett Automatic Band Saw Sharpener.

A New Automatic

Saw Sharpener
with an old name (HANCHETT)

And in our new sharpness we have
maintained the same high standard
set by the Hanchett Swages.

Smooth running, durable machines, free

from vibration, insuring evenly

ground, perfect saw teeth.

No jar or vibration in the Sharpener,

—

no variation in the grinding.

We have materially simplified auto-
matic sharpener construction.

Write for full particulars,—catalog No.
6, showing the complete line of
saw fitting machinery and tools

manufactured by

Hanchett
Swage Works

Hanchett Band Saw Swage.

Hanchett Automatic Circular saw Sharpener
for Rip and Cross-Cut Saws.

Big Rapids, Mich. U. S. A. Hanchett Circular Saw Swage, with Bench Attachment and
Combined Jointer and Side File (Style E).
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JOHN R. COLLINS, Manager.

FRED T. SMITH, Sales Manager.
RAIL AND

WATER SHIPMENT.

Haskell Lumber Co., Limited
M».i\\ifek.ct\irers Canadian Lumber Fassett, Que.

Band Sawed Hemlock, Spruce, Pine, Basswood, Birch, Oak,

Butternut, Maple, Cedar and Ash Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Specialties : Hemlock* Spruce and Pine Timbers
We own and operate the Salmon River & Northern Railway, which delivers our logs direct to mill [no logs
being floated] and enables us to furnish special length timbers promptly at any time of year.

Saw Mills and Planing Mills located on C. P. R. and Ottawa River 70 miles west of Montreal

CALT MACHINE KNIFE WORKS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTIONMACHINE KNIVES
for Woodworking Machines

. . Send for Frlco I^ist . ..... •

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited - Gait, Ont

Commercial and

Art Calendars

GRIP LIMITED
Calendar Dept. 50 Temperance Street, Toronto

Wire Rope
All kinds and sizes
and for All Purposes

Standard and Lang's
Patent Lay

Prices Right

Prompt Ship-
ments

The B. Greening Wire Company
HAMILTON, ONT. Limited MONTREAL. QUE.

DcLoach "Prince"
Hand Feed Shingle Mill

JOHN H. CRANE
Manufacturer of Lumber and Shingles

DeLOACH MILL MFG. CO., Monterey, Ala., July 2, 1907.
Bridgeport, Ala.

Gentlemen,— I purchased from you in 1905 a "Prince" hand feed shingle machine.
I have operated it and find it all you claim for it. We cut at the rate of 30,000 shingles in

10 hours and made first class shingles. I consider your machine a very' light running
machine. If I wanted another hand machine I would certainly buy a DeLoach Prince.

With best wishes for your success, I am
Yours very truly,

John H. Crane.

Send for Catalogue of Engines, Boilers, Gasoline Engines, Saw Mills,
Shingle Mills, Planers, Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills,
Water Wheels, Etc. Complete Circular and Band Mill Equipment.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co.
Box 511,

BRIDGEPORT, ALA.
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Waterous Engine Works Co.
Brantford, Canada

Limited

Canadian Manufacturers of

COVEL
Saw Filing Machinery

Am. Lumberman
photo and eng.

A View of the Great Southern Lumber Company, Bogaluso, La., equipped with Covel Machinery
Capacity Six Hundred Thousand Feet per Day.

The New Covel No. 90 Improved Automatic Band Saw Sharpener,
four of which are shown in above view, represents the acme of perfection
in filing- machinery, is substantially built and fitted throughout with cut
gears, brass and malleable parts.

We also Manufacture full line of Sawmill Machinery, Band Mills,
Steel Carriages, Engines, Boilers, etc.

Write us for Prices and any information you may desire.



FIRE INSURANCE
BY LUMBERMEN FOR LUMBERMEN

Address

We ask your co-operation and patronage. If you
cannot send your line, give us $1,000 or $2,000 or $5,000.

LUMBER UNDERWRITERS
66 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

STAVED COLUMNS
PRICE LIST

OF

Stock Columns
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AY rite us for pikes

on Veneered Doors,

Newel Posts, etc. Our
Stock Doors are well

manufactured. We
make doors in all the

cabinet woods.

BATTS LIMITED
48 Pacific Avenue, WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

OUR
rr

THATS
KNOWN

EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

PINK LUMBERING TOOLS
Send for
Catalogue and

Price List The Standard Tools
l° E
N%I^Al£,£°£L°

i°°

Pink Duck Bill Winter Cant Hook Handles
In Spilt Maple

Finest Quality Spi.it Maple
CANT HOOK and PEAVEY HANDLES, Car Load or Dozen, BOOM
CHAINS, PIKE POLES, SKIDDING TONGS, BOAT WINCHES, ETC.

Sold throughout the Domlaioa by all Wh ties tie and Retail Hardware Merchants

Thomas Pink, Pembroke, Ont.

Round Bill

Peavey Hand*
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HAMILTON CANADA

SWASTIKA Long Life Babbitt
Copper Hardened

feERTSoTyJ-
SWASTIKA

,

t^BBITX MET&L.

XJBERTSOrJg'
swastika

3&88ITT MET

Is Specially Alloyed For Saw Mill Machinery
Our experience of 50 years in the Saw Business has en-
abled us to design a Babbitt for Saw Mill Machinery.

At Minimum Price with Maximum Quality

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

The Jerries Robertson Co. Limited
144 William Street • MONTREAL, QUE.

Agents for Vancouver : The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Vancouver, B.C.

^TAHTI FHiCTIOii M 5& J.N]AyftN&S0NS
Thamilton,canadaCool Bearings

We Guarantee Every Belt

" D.K." Balata

Genuine Oak

BELTING
D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West 200 King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC
St. Peter St.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. (EL SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents. Awnings, Flags, Sails, WaterproofCovers.Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptive.

J. J. TUR.NER. <a SONS
Cor. George. King & Water Su., Peterborough, Ont., Can.

ii

THE GREAT BELT
beats all rivals every time

Strength
"Cniformity
Reliability
Endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

for WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Srreer. MONTREAL,
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PETERBORO SAW MILLS
•MaHtBaCsxwXB

" Hamilton
"

Lath Mill
This is the mill that cut over

17,000 pieces of Lath in one hour,
a short time ago.

We guarantee a capacity of 60,-
000 Lath per day.

The frame is all of iron, heavy,
rigid and strongly braced.

The table is extra wide so that
any unfinished bolts can be passed
back to sawyer.

It carries six 14 in. saws.

.
We build a complete line of Lath

Mill Machinery to suit any require-
ments. Get our special catalogue.

Let us quote you on anything; you need

Our Garland Gang
Edgers are made in

all widths, with anv
number of saws to

suit requirements.

They work in all

kinds of timber.

Like all our ma-
chinery the\ are
strong and durable,

specially built for fast

and accurate cutting.

We have a special

catalog of Edgers,
too. May we send
it to you.

WILLIAM HAMILTON Co LIMITED

PETERBORO ONTARIO
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Logging by Steam
Send for Particulars and Illustrations

CABLEWAY SKIDDERS, SLACK ROPE SYSTEM,

SNAKING AND LOADINC OUTFITS LOC HANDLING CABLEWAYS,
PORTABLE PINE LOGGERS, LOC LOADERS,

PULL BOATS, YARDINC AND ROAD ENGINES.

All Important Features Patented. 52 Logging- Machine Patents.

Lidgerwood Mfg. Go.
Originators and Manufacturers of High-Grade Logging Machinery.

96 Liberty Street. New York. N. Y.
Logging Machinery Branch Houses : Agency :

Atlanta. Ga. Seattle, Wash. Woodward. Wight & Co., Ltd.. New Orleans, La

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited

J. B. MILLER, President. W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer.

Manufacturers of

ROUGH and DRESSED

Pine, Hemlock «• Hardwood Lumber

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks, Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at

PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Head Office: Traders Bank Building, TORONTO
Toronto Telephone Main 1016 Telegraph Codes : Lumberman's Standard ; Anglo-American.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE COMPANY AT TORONTO.

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Manufacturers of dumber, Lath and Shingles Umited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and La^tKManufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO, ONT.
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Split Posts
Posts Good
Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Muir & Terry
Wholesale Lumber

While and Red Pine
Hemlock, Spruce, Lath,
Shingles, Cedar Posts

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

3. K. Ml'IK Hi .1. TERRY
Phone, Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE - ONT.

MANUFACTURERS

L
UMBER, TIMBER,

JOISTINC, LATH,

BOXES and SHOCKS

Use

California Sugar Pine
for your shop lumber. It is as soft as
White Pine and no snake

G. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO,

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood

Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

C. A. Larkin
WHOLESALE

Pine, Spruce
&„d Hemlock

Toronto, Ont.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.

Wc have a nice assorted stock of

Pine and
Spruce
Lumber and
Timber
Sawn all Sizes

Send for our latest List just issued

We are prepared to execute special orders for

Timber promptly

Lath, Shingles
and Pickets Pembroke, Ont.

MlRAM ICHI

LUMBER COMPANY

CHATHAM, N. B.

LUMBER

LATHS

SHINGLES

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED

Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

OHINGLES^
f UMBER
Lath

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling: and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirement!.

Prompt Shipments.

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Staff

And all kinds or SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

PLANING AND MATCHINC
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, oniHa
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING,
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots
Factory near Station Write for Prices

phone 113

THE

WELLER SILLS CO
LIMITED

C0LB0RNE - ONT.

TIMBER and LUMBER
DEALERS

A SPECIALTY IN

Masts and Spars, Long Timbers, both

Pine, Soft Wood and Hard Wood

We can quote close prices for

quick shipment on :

1 in. and 2 in. dry Hemlock

1 in. and 2 in. dry Norway

1 in. dry Spruce

Edward Clark & Son
123 Bay Street, TORO NTO
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
80 St. Francis Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesale

^timber
ftnd Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specially : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

\A/ E are in the market and p ty
*^ the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you
iow have to s;ll. Correspondence
•vilh mills solicited.

A W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street Ea«t

TORONTO, OMT.

RALPH LOVELAND E. A. STONE

L0VELAND& STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUM3ER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Ontario Lumber
Co • Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River. Ont. Water Shipment.
Yard: Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Prices

Home
3
£ife Bmlding, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock
On Temiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of North Bay

HAILEYB VRY. ONT.

ii

Well bought is half sold
"

Annual Inventory

is about finished; then

Business

Give us a list of

your wants early

either Rough or

Dressed.

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

501 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng- Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limtte J

Lumber
IVIerchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in siock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

YATE Bu >'. Sell and deal in all kinds
v * of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch. Wal-
nut. Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
Pi" e

- Hardwood and Hemlock Floorings
and Ceilings. Sash and Doors. Wood
Turnings. Etc. All Dressed Lumber KilnUned if desired. End Matched Flooring a
Specialty.

COOD PINE SIDINGS A SPECIALTY

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Wanted:—
Dry Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

Write for special prices on

. White Pine, Spruce, etc.

The Syer
Lumber Co.

416 Continental Life Building
TORONTO

We can supply your needs promptly and at
the right price in

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Birch,

Basswood, Maple, Ash, Elm, Etc

Correspondence solicited from parties wish-
ing lo buy or sell.

hi

s

lalph Loveland, Pres.
1.. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH
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We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(,i or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops

Heading
WRITE TO

James Webster & Bro., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

Cable Address : Sawmill, LIVERPOOL

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough, Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and

sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwood
Flooring

End Matched,

Bored, Polished

and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Lite Bldg., Toronto
EADIE & DOUCiLAS,

22 St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Ir\ter«>t vou

BIRCH LUMBER'ERJSJ.-2-
and ti 1- I rule;Muskoka Birch is better color «

ter quality than any grown. Enquire widths

WHITE PINE LUMBER WANTED
half million 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4

P. W. T. ROSS
Tel, Main 3009 Toronto 3 < Toronto St.

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

Geo. Gordon & Co,
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
— and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

Red Deer Spruce
stands for the Best Soft White

Spruce manufactured in Canada.

Ou Strong Points are

Flooring, Finishing,

Ceiling, Siding,
Dimension and
Bright Spruce Lath

Shipments made with utmost

dispatch.

Red Deer Lumber Co.
General Offices - 306-316 Union Bank Bldg., WINNIPEG, Man.

Yard and Mills - - - BARROWS, Sask.

SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address :"Walmor," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith, Tyrer 8c Co., Keith Building,

41 Harrington Street

f!ant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVEL8TOKE, B. C.

Do You Want

To Sell

second-hand machinery of
any kind J- Many a mill man
or manufacturer has one or
more machines for which he
has no further use. They
may be in good shape but
for some reason or other
they have been displaced.

Somebody Wants

To Buy
just such machines. You
can get in touch with
that somebody by advertis-

ing in the "Wanted and
For Sale" Department of

the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker. A tri-

fling expense will do the
trick.
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CAMERON & CO., Limited
MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

SHINGLES basswood POSTS

LUMBER

LATH

TIMBER

POLES

MILL AND YARD: OPEONCO. ONT, HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA. OUT.

Hardwood Flooring
Birch, Maple, Oak

We make a specialty of ^" end matched Hardwood
Flooring. The quality is the highest, and work-
manship first class.

SEND US A TRIAL ORDER

J. R. EATON & SONS
ORILLIA - ONTARIO

Toronto Agent : A. A Begg, 45 Howland" Ave.
Phone College 186a

James J. Murphy
85 ST. PETER STREET. QUEBEC

Spruce and Hemlock Timber and Dimension Tim-
ber, White and Red Pine Lumber and Dimension
Timber, Birch Plank and Timber, British Columbia
Fir and Cedar, Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar
Fence Posts, Cedar Culvert Timber, Hemlock and
Cedar Railway Ties, Pulp Wood, Etc.

Anything in Lumber. Correspondence Solicited

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & GO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

How is your stock of Red Pine Joisting, we have a nice lot
in 2 x 6, 8, 10, and 12, x 12 feet and up ; also

3 x 10 and 12 x 12 feet and up.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

™ Mclennan lumber co.
LIMITED

Everything1 in

Lumber, Rough and Dressed
Wholesale and Retail

WE AR.E OPEN TO BUY BASSWOOD AND BIRCH

21 Dorchester St. West MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone .Main 5554 55 st. Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
PARTICULARLY

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,
British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

YOUR ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

J. H. Redfern
A large line of

I in. Mill Cull Pine,
in lengths principally 6 to 1 1 feet, including
some 1 in. x 12 in. 12 and 13 feet. Also
3 in. and 1 in. Pine Mill and O Culls.

Tel. Main 56

OFFICE. YARDS. AND P.O. ADDRESS
920 Charlevoix Street,

MONTREAL, QUE.

Wholesale

Lumber
and

Timber

T Buy, Sell, and Deal in all

A kinds— Spruce, Hemlock,

Pine, Birch, Basswood, Maple,

Ash, Elm, &c.

WRITE ME

E. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Montreal
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Guaranteed Grades Rail or Water Shipments

The Western Lumber & Shingle Co.
Molsons Bank Building P. O. Box 529

1

WHOLESALE-

VANCOUVER, B. C.

PACIFIC
COAST LUMBER and SHINGLES

Attractive Prices Send Us Your Enquiries Prompt Delivery

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, TADAMTrk rMviT
(Telephone Main 6244). 1 UKU1X 1 KJ, UfN 1 .

MANUFAl'Tl'RKKS OF

Lumber an<* Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in carlots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont«

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hanp

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1

", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited. Room 4.

Hochelaga Bank Buildinp, V2UCneC, l^UC
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COLUMBIA" Brand Shingles
NONE BETTER FEW AS GOOD

Daily Shipping Capacity

3,000,000 SHINGLES
Write for Prices

Marriott & Company - Vancouver, B.C.
Wire orders at our expense

JAMES GILLIES
President

JOHN GILLIES
Vice-President

Established

1873 GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE
RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Ya.rd GL Office CAPACITY 40.000.000
MORR.ISTOWN, N. Y.

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

Mills <a Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and
Railway Ties

New York City

Gvjy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

A word to the Trade about Hot Air,

3,000,000 a day shingle advertisements

m™P 6

^
ULL da ' ly c^Pacity of the 200 shingle machines in British Columbia is 4,000,000 shin<?le« On an average during thp

ITwVoLl^st^^^nirv^r ?
m ° re

°
f ^ 5 " »™" *»^ ^"r^We tttXls

local consummin Vf u- t

7
u
the/rovin« ls closed down t.ght from three to four months during every year; and the

apacS aTso as sLekf are now
™* ?™-f*>ut 300,000 per day, must be deducted fromVe rail shipp ng

man P icture s DIRFCT tn rh ,

m^keied
> * <s safe to state that fully one-third of the out-put will be sold by

^shiptent and^ J*
6 "!^j**6^ ^bout 2,200,000 B. C. Shingles^er day available for

From the Jbove^alts LumheTnS
the brokers and wholesalers in Canadaand the United States uho handle our shingles.

a SHIPPING SiVA^^t^^^^X " " " ^ * * " which sfa,es

Trade^hn^ Lumb- Dealers ! " British Columbia, and are in a position to supply the

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
Wholesale Lumber and Shingles
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, B. C. E. H. HEAPS <fc CO., Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C

VANCOUVER. B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties : AAl HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR_ TIMBER— Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HIGH GRADE RED CEDAR SHINGLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W. J. LOVERING. 112 Mail Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

C. R. LAMB, President, Minneapolis, Minn. OTTO LACHMUND, Secretary-Treasurer and General Manager, Arrowhead, B.C.

ARROW LAKES LUMBER COMPANY, Limited
Formerly Lamb-Watson Lumber Company, Limited. (Name changed by Supplementary Letters Patent)

Manufacturers of

Cedar. Fir. Hemlock.
Pine and Spruce Lumber

MILLS AT

ARROWHEAD. B. C.
and KAMLOOPS. B. C.

Address all Correspondence to the

Head Office: ARROWHEAD, B. C.

Lumber. Lath. Shingles. 541 Hastings street.

Logs. Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Cable Address— Gillisco.
_ .. ( American Lumberman Telecode.
Codes Used

j Western Union .

C. H. GILLIS
Rooms " and " rair

iToZ% le s,, Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping* Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
and 125,000 feet

LUMBER
Officers and Directors

:

K H. DOWNMAN, PRESIDENT

FRIDERIC W1LBERT, 1ST \ ICE-PRKV

UtO. W. DODGE. 1ND VICE-PRES.

r. B. WILLIAMS

WM L. BL'RTON

J. C RIVES

J. A. HIL1JARD.
Secretary Sc General Manager

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

Directors

:

JOHN DEBL1EUX

Gl'S DREWS
EDWARD HANSON

L. H. PRICE

H. M. COTTEN

H. B. HEWES

Shipment by Rail or Sea,

Cable Address " REDCYPRESS "

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress Lumber,

Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity: 3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, r, 000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We Carry Everything in Standard Grades and Sizes of Rough or Dressed

Louisiana Red Cypress
FRED J. DAVENPORT, Box 425, Detroit, Michigan, Canadian Representative

Superior Facilities Count for Much
in the prompt handling of orders. You want what you want promptly, and
we are depending on our quick and efficient service to build up one Canadian
trade. Write us about your requirements in

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
The satisfaction experienced by buyers in dealing- with us is daily

adding- to our list of customers the most prominent firms everywhere.
We are in a position to get out timbers up to 36 ft. in length and to

surface s : zes up to 6 x 12. All timbers larger than 6 x 12 we can arrange
to have dressed in transit.

Big Sandy Lumber Company
HULL, ALABAMA, U.S.A.

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co. Limited
103 Bay Street, Toronto

WE ARE BUYERS OF

10/12 Standards is & 2s Rock Maple

1 J in. x 9 in. & up wide

3 in. x 8 in. & up wide

State what lengths can be supplied

About 100,000 feet is & 2s. Rock
Maple strips (undressed)

1 4 in. x in. q£ in. and multiples

of 9^ inches

100 Rock Elm Logs

15 in. diameter at small end & up

20 to 30 feet, average 24 feet

Always in the market for Hardwoods
suitable for export
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DEFIANCE" WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
INVENTED AND BUILT BY

The Defiance Machine Works

12" Hand Planer with Boring Attachment
No. 8 Variety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off

Defiance,

Ohio

For Making
Hubs, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles,
Neck- Yokes,
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and General
Wood-Work

LUMBER
DRY KILNS

Natural Draft Moist Air System
Steel Roller Bearing' Trucks

Shaving' Exhaust Systems

Hot Blast Heating' Systems

§hdbon6, §Jimittb - dalt, Ontario

28" Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer.

The Alligator

Steam Warping' Tug
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with

flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST & PEACHEY
SIMCOE - - - ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals

DAVENPORT
The Ideal

Logging Locomotives

MANY TYPES ANY CAUCE

ALL SIZES PROMPT SHIPMENT

The DAVENPORT is designed for service under all

practical conditions, and will do the work of a geared

engine on any grade up to 6 per cent.

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES

United Steel Equipment Co.
NORTHWEST REPRESENTATIVES:

SEATTLE, WASH. PORTLAND, ORE.
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New Brunswick
Foundry and Machine Shop

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson
Fredericton, N. B.

Sole Manufacturers of the Celebrated

Patented

Dunbar
Shingle
Machine

Universally admitted to be the

BEST SHINGLE MACHINE
made

•"THESE Machines are used all over Canada and can be used in all kinds of lumber (large or small). We have been manufacturing thees
machines for over twenty years and have heen improving on them from time to time. For compactness and durability it leads them

all, being 500 lbs. heavier than any other machine on the market. It is built to run and work in any kind of lumber or in any country and
will produce more and better shingles from the same stock than any shingle machine made. All high speed arbors of highest grade polished
steel running in ring oiling boxes, something that no other machine in the market has at the present time doing away with all hot boxes.
Improved adjustment on Leatherboard friction and many other strong features. We also manufacture a machine similar to the above cut
that can be adjusted to cut box wood as well as shingles from 14 inches to 22 inches in length. We also manufacture complete line of
Shingle Mill Machinery and Casting of every description. Over 1,000 now in use by the largest mill owners in Canada.

-Read what some of them have to say
McFarlane, T. & Anderson Mfg. Co., Fredericton, N, B, Price, Que., Aug. 27 1908
Gentlemen :— >•••».

We have received yours of the 26th and in reply would say that we are glad to have an opportunity of expressing: toyou our opinion of the merits of your patented Dunbar Shingle Machines which we have purchased from you We hereby
^fL™^^°Z_ _.^f-_^? n5ver "se^,n„

or seen in operation any other shingle machines which embodied so many good
ft to run
adopted

proportioned, and our experience'with them has convinced us that with due carTthey are"c7onomical'ancT will do Tereat dealWe remain, vours truly,
METIS LUMBER CO.,

per Wm. Seale.

Salmon Lake, Que., Aug, 15, 1908.
Messrs. McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson Mfg. Co., Fredericton, N.B.
Dear Sirs :

—

Your letter of the 11th inst. to hand and would say that we have duly receive ! the 4" Grooved Friction Pullevsordered from your firm for our 7 Dunbar Shingle Machines.
Jruueys,

lVe ^ht
i

Sa
i?r

with the excePtion of having had to renew the above frictions we have had no trouble with the 7Dunbar Shingle Machines purchased from you in 1905, our machines running continuously night and day throu^ont thesawing season,
0

Truly yours,
8

"PRICE BROS. & CO., LTD.

WRITE US FOR CATALOGUE AND FURTHER PARTICULARS

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson - - Fredericton, N. B.
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SIMONDS
Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saws

This is the identical Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saw which has for years been
recognized as the best made or used in the United States. Since beginning the
manufacture of these saws at our Canadian factories, we have found and are supply-
ing a greatly increased demand throughout the Dominion. The Saws are made of
Simonds Steel, and Simonds Steel is ihe best saw steel made. They run easy, cut
fast and give good results. Sold by the hardware trade or direct from our offices.

Every Saw Covered by an Absolute Guarantee

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que. - Vancouver. B.C. - St. John, N.B.

"VEELOS"
BALATA

BELTING
Thoroughly Waterproof and

Absolutely Guaranteed

ALL SIZES AND PLIES IN STOCK

Our "Veelos" Belt has been on the Canadian
market 20 months without even one claim for

replacement or allowance. May we not have an
opportunity to demonstrate its quality to you ?

TURNER BROS. CANADA
(LIMITED)

18 St. Peter St. - MONTREAL

We are Specialists on

Lumber andSaw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offices :

GROUND FLOOR
CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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Uniformity of Grading Needed
Suggestions frequently reach the "Canada Lumberman and Wood-

worker" that steps should be taken to bring about an improvement in

the methods prevailing for the grading of lumber. The lack of uniformity
has been a great drawback to the trade, and at present there seems to be
little prospect of a change. This is one of the matters which make the
recent formation of a Canadian Lumbermen's Association of much im-
portance. If anyone can bring about an improvement in this direction

the association should be able-. If they receive the support of the trade

in general in their work, they can undertake a reform of this nature with
a feeling that they can accomplish something".

There are undoubtedly very serious obstacles in the way of accom-
plishing any results in the matter of more uniform grading. The local

conditions and variations in quality, to say nothing of the differences

of opinion of cullers, would seem to make it almost impossible to arrive

at a standard which would be acceptable to everyone. Indeed, some in-

stances have been known where the same culler has culled precisely the

same lumber in a different way ; that is to say, his inspection of a parcel of

lumber at its destination was different from that which he put on it at the

point of shipment. Then again those in the trade know pretty well what
grades they are going to get when they are buying from the different mill-

men.

It is easily seen, therefore, that there are very great objections to

any proposal for bringing about uniformity of grading, not the least of

which is the universal difficulty in upsetting existing conditions, even
though a suggested change might be acknowledged all round as a desir-

able thing. There is, however, just on account of these difficulties and
their peculiar nature, all the more reason for attempting a solution. The
existence of peculiar local conditions should be a matter which could be

overcome both by persistent effort and by natural forces. As to the dif-

ferent manner in which the same person may at different times cull the

same lumber, this is a strong argument in favor of attempting to intro-

duce a change which will do away as much as possible with the personal

element. It may be a visionary scheme, but it is a vision-.which a great

many lumbermen have indulged in from time to time, and there are

many of them who could be counted upon to assist any movement in the

direction suggested.

The Effect of Cheaper Money
The tightness of the money market has had a more serious effect upon

the lumber market in the last year than it had upon almost any other

line of business one can name. The lumber business in all its branches,

manufacturing and trading, depends very extensively upon the state of

credit. A tight money market prevents people from borrowing money
for building purposes and so acts as a serious deterrent upon the demand
for lumber. It has also the effect of preventing manufacturers from be-

ing able to borrow for their operations. In this way it tends to provide a

natural cure for the troubles of over-production. This is what has hap-

pened during the past season and the prospects as a result are quite

promising. When operators were considering the amount of timber they

would cut in the woods this winter they had to face a tight money mar-
ket as well as a discouraging demand for lumber. Accordingly they de-

cided in many cases to reduce their cut. Subsequent conditions over

which they had little control forced a number to increase their operations,

but on the whole the season's cut will be a great deal smaller than it was
in previous years. Manufacturers will face the opening of the business

season with only moderate stocks. The improvement in the money mar-
ket which has already set in, and which promises to provide money on
much more reasonable terms for the coming season of building, will

cause a firm demand to appear for lumber. If nothing unforeseen occurs

the improvement which is now in progress can be depended upon to bring

about these results and to place the lumber business upon its feet again

before the summer has advanced very far. Under last summer's condi-

tions it was impossible to borrow more than about 59 per cent, of the

money needed for building purposes. There were few people who could

put up one-half of the money they needed, and the result was that build-

ing returns for the year fell off seriously, although towards the end of the

year they improved greatly. The improvement now under way will

probably mean that money will become plentiful enough to permit bor-

rowers to obtain about 75 or 80 p.c. of the amount they wish to spend

upon building. The effect of such an improvement would be far reaching.

Better Prices for the Asking
The present state of the market for lumber is well summed up in a

remark which was recently made by a lumberman, who was asked as to

his views on the matter. He stated that some of the mills would get

more for their money if they asked for it. This is so true a statement

that it is being put to the test by a number of mills at present. Lumber-
men have been waiting patiently for the arrival of the present market

conditions and they should be quick to take advantage of them. For

several months their hands have been tied to a large extent by the heavy

stocks and the money stringency. To-day matters are on quite a differ-

ent footing. Unless overproduction is allowed to interfere the coming

RETURN THE TRADE CIRCULARS
With a view to obtaining a reliable estimate of the extent of the lum-

ber business in Canada in 1908 and for the purpose of being able to present

a review of the conditions prevailing, the "Canada Lumberman and

Woodworker" sent circulars to lumber manufacturers throughout the

country recently asking for statistics. The intention ; s to publish in an
early issue a complete survey of the lumber business. The editor wishes

to impress upon those who still have not filled in and returned the circu-

lars that they will be assisting materially by doing so at once. A few of

the circulars sent out have not been returned as yet. Those which have

been sent in are remarkable for the unanimity of the report that condi-

tions are improving rapidly.
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season will see the lumber manufacturers again able to obtain something
like an adequate return for the money expended in the production of

their stocks. In the past half-year there has been a fairly philosophic
tendency among the lumber manufacturers generally and they have been
content to accept what they could get without seeking to increase busi-

ness at the low rates. But there have been some among the manufac-
turers who have pursued a suicidal policy and have done a great deal bo

demoralize the trade. They have sought for business even at figures

which involved a loss on the mistaken assumption that they were avoid-
ing st

:

ll heavier losses. If they had been more far-seeing they would
have held on longer and partaken in the improvement which was
sure to come sooner or later. "Sooner," however, was the key
to the situation with many of them, and as they had to have money to

meet the demands of their creditors the only way they could raise it was
by sacrificing their stocks. These unfortunate ones are to be commiser-
Hted rather than blamed, but there weie still others who by their readi-
ness to acoepi any price rather than remain idle, contributed materially
to the general feeling of panickiness which brought about the trouble for

(he unfortunate ones who were obliged to raise money.
The money market, however, has eased off now and then- is a better

feeling prevailing in nearly every section of the trade. A few months
ago it was almost impossible to create any demand for lumber at how-
ever an alluring price one sought to stimulate it. To-day the demand is

picking up of its own accord and there is much truth in the assertion
that better prices could be obtained if only the manufacturers would ask
for them.

Little Matters of Much
Lumber manufacturers and dealers are credited with being as wide-

awake to matters which affect their financial cond : tions as any other
class of business men. It is hard to understand, therefore, why so many
of them have failed to pay proper attention to matters of insurance. No
form of risk can be imagined which should make its owner more careful

as to the prevention of fire possibilities, yet there is a lamentable lack
of interest shown in many cases where one would least expect it. Taking
up the question of careful attention to details, "Lumber Insurance" in

a recent issue discussed a number of seemingly trivial matters which,
however, go a long way towards making an insurance company feel com-
fortable regarding a risk, and which therefore result in a lowering of the
rate if they are given proper attention. The article referred to is as
follows

:

So general are the faults noted by our inspectors in their observations

of lumber plants that with the exception of those risks which are above
criticism in the matter of complying with insurance requirements a uni-

versal class
:

fication can be made. The chief criticism is not due so much
to the absence of the agencies which go to make up a good risk, but rather

results from a neglect of the different forms of apparatus which have
been installed in many cases through the suggestions of insurance com-
panies for the general improvement of the property, and which usually
entitle the assured to a reduction in premium. Next to construction the
question of private fire protection is of primary importance in its effect

upon the rate of any woodworking establishment or lumber yard. But
even after such a system has been properly installed, the efficiency of

such protection is often greatly lessened through certain general
defects.

The use of the hose house for other purposes than that for which it

was originally intended is one manifestation of neglect worthy of com-
ment. We have seen this tendency to misuse such a building develop
to an extent which greatly lessens the efficiency of its service as a means
of fire protection. This tendency to interfere with the proper working
of such appliances has even gone so far that one outlet of the hydrant
would be coupled on to a pipe to supply water for drinking purposes. The
difficulty experienced in removing such an obstruction in case of fire

might result in a delay which would allow the fire to get beyond the con-

trol of the available protection, thereby entailing a serious loss either to

the insurance companies, to the assured, or both.

It is so easy for the nozzle to become misplaced and for the hose

Importance to Insurers
to be carried away to some other part of the plant, thereby leaving some
p«it of the property unprotected, that it is always desirable for the nozzle

to be attached to the hose and the hose to the hydrant or standpipe. By
properly tightening the valve or by boring a small hole on the under side

oj the pipe, where the drip comes, the criticism that the leakage will

injure the hose is easily overcome, and no one can gainsay the desira-

bility of having everything in readiness for instant use when a fire occurs.

It is important that any form of fire protection, whether it be an
extinguisher in the mill, a water barrel and bucket or standpipe with

hose, should be so situated that it is easily accessible and readily adapted
for use. Through thoughtlessness it is not infrequently the case that ex-

tinguishers have been allowed to become incapacitated through neglect;

that water barrels have been covered up and rendered inaccessible

through piling manufactured stock or refuse around them until they are

a 'most hidden from view. Standpipes are occasionally found in obscure

places, and so located that a part of the mill building in which they are

s'tuated is left entirely unprotected. By giving the same care and at-

tention to the appliances which are used for the protection of the pro-

perty as to the machinery, the result would be fewer fires and better rates.

As even- hydrant is provided with two outlets, it is desirable that

every hose reel should be provided with sufficient hose and nozzles in

order to derive the greatest benefit from such protection. In the con-

fusion which usually follows the cry of "fire" it is not improbable that

a hose reel might be run out without thought of the appurtenances which

are required after reaching the hydrant. If all necessary articles are

kept attached to the hose reel, instead of hung on the wall of the hose

house, any oversight, such as the failure to take nozzles and spanners,

will be less liable to occur. Oftentimes a hand reel is found with no rope

attached. Care should be observed that a rope is always fastened to

the handle of the reel for the convenience of the men who may be called

upon to move it.

\Yh :

le the criticisms and suggestions noted above are not applicable to

every risk, and all might be applicable to any risk, there may, neverthe-

less, be those of our readers who will find some point which they can

use in improving the standard of their own plant. As our experience

has proved the desirability of observing care in these seemingly small

details, we commend such to policyholders and others, confident

that by their careful observance the interests of both the insurer and the

assured will be conserved.

The Stumpage Situati(
On account of the interest which is being taken in the tariff removal

proposals in the United States, one of the subjects which is being dis-

cussed frequently is that of the price of stumpage in Canada. If the
tar'ff on lumber should be removed and Canadian lumber admitted into

the United States free of duty, the price of stumpage in this country
would become a material factor in the regulation of the price of lumber
ii: the United States. Manufacturers at United States Pacific coast
points are anxiously combatting the proposal to remove the tariff, as they
believe that it would involve them in ruin. They point with some reason
to the difference in the cost of stumpage in the two countries. In the
State of Washington the average price of standing timber is now $2.50,

m in British Columbia
while some of it is held at $4 to $5. Washington operators who have

been looking into the question assert that the maximum price for stand-

ing timber in British Columbia to-day is $2, while much of it is held at

$1.25 to $2 per thousand. These prices, so far as British Columbia is

concerned, refer to timber held under the provincial licenses which took

the place of the former provincial leases. Under the lease system timber

can be held for a period of 21 to 30 years and the lease can be renewed

indefinitely. The royalty cannot be increased during the current term of

the lease and the taxes vary only from 5 to 15 cents per acre. Most of

this class of timber is held by old operators, and is therefore very good.

Sales of timber held under these leases have been made as low as 25
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cents per thousand, and in some instances a smaller sum has been ac-

cepted. One authority speaking upon the matter states that the high

mark is about 50 cents. Whichever way one looks at the question there-

fore, the owners of timbpr in British Columbia can afford to operate or

sell at prices which in open competition with the operators in Washing-

ton would give them a decided advantage. It is little wonder that the

latter are making a strong campaign against the removal of the tariff.

There is another aspect of the question, however, which should re-

ceive more attention than it is gett : ng. This is the fact that a great deal

of the British Columbia timber is being bought up by, or has already

passed into the hands of, United States operators or speculators. The

ruin of the Washington mills, if effected by the tariff removal, would be

to the advantage of United States owners in British Columbia, and the

dispute is really one between rival factions in the same country. Can-

adians have little to worry about in the matter. If the duty remains they

will still occupy the strategic position of having in their country the finest

t
:mber left standing on the continent. If the duty is removed they will

have their timber exploited perhaps to a much greater extent than it

would otherwise be, but they will have a remedy in their own hands in

case there should be any danger of wholesale destruction of Canadian

timber resources for the sake of supplying the United States markets.

The imposition of an export duty on lumber manufactured in

Canada would have a similar effect to that which the export duty on

logs has had in some of the provinces. It would practically

leave" conditions as they are at present, with the exception

that whatever lumber went to the United States would pay
a duty to the Canadian governments instead of the United

States.

The Margin of Profit on Western Shingles
Among the varying opinions which have been presented in the

United States regarding the proposed reduction or removal of the tariff

on lumber, the most noticeable fact is that the majority of them are—as

one would expect—based upon business interests. The situation in re-

gard to shingles affords an instance worth discussing, as it provides un-

usually interesting evidence relating to the state of affairs on the Pacific

coast. One finds in a recent issue of the" Pacific Coast Lumber Trade

Journal," published at Seattle, a clear, comparatively concise and well

reasoned argument in favor, not of a reduction of the duty on shingles,

but of an increase. The writer of the article is Mr. R. W. Douglas, and

so far as the facts wlrch he produces are concerned, they point inevitably

to the conclusion that with less duty the Pacific Coast shingle business

of the United States would be ruined. The causes of this are worth

studying.

Mr. Douglas lays great stress upon the claim that the Hill-Harri-

man railway companies place an unfair burden upon shingles destined

for eastern markets, and he makes a comparison with the treatment af-

forded to the British Columbia shingle manufacturers by the Canadian

Pacific Railway. If there were any considerable difference in the treat-

ment afforded by the railways, this would be a strong argument in Mr.

Douglas' case, but the facts, so far as they relate to points in the Eastern

States, such as Buffalo and Rochester, do not bear out the claim. The
freight rate by C.P.R. is indentical with that by American roads for de-

livering shingles at such points. This being the case, the matter resolves

itself into a consideration of the cost of manufacture and the quality of

the goods produced. In this regard Mr. Douglas has a strong case. He
claims that the Oriental labor so generally used in British Columbia, the

proximity of the timber to the shipping pouits, and the better quality of

the timber, militate strongly against the Washington product. Accord-

ingly he suggests that the duty should be raised from 30 to 45, or even

GO cents per thousand. If a duty of this nature were imposed he be-

lieves that the mills of Washington would be able to take care of them-
selves, as they would then be exactly on a par with the Canadian

mils which shipped to Washington markets. The Washington mills, he

further believes, would be entirely unable to continue in business if

Canadian shingles with their superior quality were allowed to

enter free.

This claim by Mr. Douglas would lead dealers in Eastern Canada
to conclude that he is pretty well conversant with the conditions which
have frequently existed in Eastern Canada. During the business depres-

sion of the past season, shingles have been selling at rock bottom prices,

bu' in previous times when business was gcod, British Columbia shingles

were shipped to points in Ontario and sold there at prices as high as they

brought at points across the border, such as Buffalo. The conclusion is

that manufacturers in British Columbia are able to absorb the duty of

30 cents per thousand and still make a profit at American points, wher-

ever they are on an equal basis in regard to freight rates. Apparently

they have a margin of at least 30 cents per thousand profit on the goods

which they can sell in Canada, over and above the ordinary manufac-
turing profit. This margin would have to be considered in the matter

of tariff changes and apparently Mr. Douglas has cons ;dered it very care-

fully, as the duty which he proposes would just exactly counteract it.

Dealers in Eastern Canada have been of the opinion for some time that

they have been paying an unfairly high price for British Columbia
shingles. In view of Mr. Douglas' presentation of the case—and he

claims to have based it upon the result of a very minute inquiry—the

situation will bear close examination. Possibly the manufacturers of

British Columbia can show that they have net charged unfair prices for

the product in Eastern Canada, and if so the "Canada Lumberman"
would be glad to hear from them and present their views.

Proposed Convention of
A general lumbermen's convention, to be held at Calgary, Alberta,

some time early this year, probably about the middle of February, has
been proposed by Mr. P. Lund, of Wardner, B. O, president of the
Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company, Limited, and prominently identi-

fied with other large concerns in the West. Discussing the proposition
with the Lumberman, Mr. Lund pointed out that it should be in no
sense an association meeting, but a general meeting of all the interests
connected with the lumber business, from the stump to the finished

product. "We have spruce mills in Northern Alberta and Saskat-

chewan," said Mr. Lund, "pine mills in Western Ontario, and the

Mountain and Coast mills of British Columbia. All the different deal-

ers, wholesalers, lumber travellers, commission merchants, contract-
ors, and the different industries that are users of wood products, would
be benefitted by a general convention of this kind. Calgary is sug-
gested as the place of meeting, because it is not only very centrally
located with regard to the different interests mentioned, but it is now
an important city, prominent as a wholesale centre, shipping large
quantities of produce, in the way of meats, butter, eggs, poultry, grain,
hay, etc., together witlv numerous manufactured articles, into the lum?

Lumbermen at Calgary
ber camps of British Columbia, and might look forward with a great
deal of satisfaction towards a meeting of the kind mentioned, where
they would have an opportunity of meeting the representatives of the
different interests connected with the lumber industry. There is no
question as to the advisability of the manufacturers from the different
districts meeting together from time to time in general convention.
One of the great features that must be met in this country, and must
be met by the lumbermen, is the bush fire question. Judicious and
conservative logging is also an important matter. Proper and uni-
form manufacture, and establishing uniform grades, is also very im-
portant both to the consumer and manufacturer.

"Transportation, car supply, and equitable freight rates are im-
portant features which might properly be discussed at this meeting,
also the best and most equitable possible method of handling the lum-
ber products of Western Canada to the very best advantage of all
concerned, as well as the perpetuation to future generations of the
timber growth of the country." Other matters of equal importance
to lumbermen generally, would doubtless arise for discussion at the
time of meeting.
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Evils of Ovcr-Production—Forcible Letter to the "Canada
Lumberman."

Mr. A. E. Watts, of Wattsburg, B.C., writes to the "Canada Lum-
berman and Woodworker" as follows:

Industries, like individuals, are subject to diseases. At the present
time the lumber industry 13 suffering from a disease that has proved
nearly fatal to some operators, who have attempted to commit commer-
cial suicide, like the small boys who got a surfeit of green fruit, they
are howling and are now going through the painful ordeal of taking their
medicine, which is being applied in homeopathic doses by the' banks.
What is the reason they require it? Simply their inordinate selfishness,
the senseless race after the quickly made dollar. During prosperous
times a mill-owner with one mill doing well says, "If I had another
mill I would double my earnings, my bank is generous, my creditors
are easy." He goes into debt with the intention or hope of doubling
his earning capacity, and like the dog crossing the stream with a solid
chunk of meat, he drops the substance in grabbing for the reflection
of what he already has, and worse than that, he absolutely kills the
goose that lays the golden egg, by over-production. This is further
increased by his desire to be considered clever when he is making money
he advertises the fact to the whole world, thereby inviting competition.

Associations of lumber producers hold semi -public meetings, their
secretaries, proud of their position of transient power, supply details of
production and consumption, showing that the former cannot keep pace
with the latter, indicating that future profits might exceed those then
being made. The natural result is that others erect mills, and those
originally having one now have from four to ten mills, until the capacity
of production is over double the possible consumption in the most pros-
perous times. This is not a guess; statistics prove it. When bank as-
sociations meet, do they advertise the fate that one and all agree to
pay 3 per cent, for deposits, and charge the gentle public from 7 to 17
per cent, for interest ? Does the insurance combine let their secretary
give full reports of how they have decided to fleece the insured ? Ditto
the steel trust. In fact in every other trade and calling, the spirit of
combination is in vogue; but the lumbermen are not up-to-date, they
are behind the times, their ability is branded "mediocrity."

Then on a falling market vain attempts by appealing to brother
mill-owners are made to keep up the price on their word of "honor"?
All but one promise to say by each other. That one is ostracised
simply because he points out the absurdity of the ludicrous proposition,
and points out that the inevitable law must prevail. "Prices of all

products are ruled by production and consumption," which means in
times of depression the survival of the fittest. It is an easy matter for
persons of mediocre ability to conduct a business profitably in boom
times.

The innate selfishness of human nature has never been better dem-
onstrated than by some men in the lumber trade. For a short period
they were simply coining wealth, but not satisfied with that, they
grabbed for more, attempting not only to do the wholesale trade but the
retail also, and succeeded in crushing out of existence many retail deal-
ers, some milling concerns at the present time controlling from 20 to
GO retail yards, and in many districts obtaining an absolute monopoly of
the trade. At the present time the boomerang is on its return journey
and smiting those who deserve it.

You ask what is the outlook for 1909 ? Personally I am inclined to
be optimistic, but the real situation does not warrant that view for the
simple reason that there is more than enough lumber already manufac-
tured to supply the normal demand for a period of two years. The
mills now in existence running full time can manufacture more lum-
ber in one year than is required in two years, and more mills are being
erected; the demand in 1909 is not at all likely to be equal to that of
1906. That year a greater amount of lumber was used than in any
other year in the Northwest, and the history of panics shows that re-

covery from the effects is always slow, and the extravagance of the Can-
adian people, through the Government whose actions they have en-
dorsed, has had a depressing effect on European investors in Canada.

The wise and patient operator will eventually make more money
by letting his timber stand in the forest than by slaughtering it.

Wilful waste of timber and forest destruction is caused by railway
companies which are permitted to violate the law by allowing inflam-
mable rubbish to accumulate along their right-of-way, although both the
Dominion and provincial laws distintcly specify that railway companies
shall keep their right-of-way free of inflammable material. Prospectors
and others, through gross carelessness, burn millions of feet of valuable
timber every year, but the greatest offender of them all is the lumber-
man who takes out the cream, the pick of the finest logs, and is per-
mitted to leave logs with slight defects, with tree tops, cut brush and
other debris; he leaves a trail of veritable fire traps behind him, and

wh:-ic fires strike such spots it is beyond human power to stop them,
they destroy all young trees, and the possibility of future forest growth,
except a dense and rank crop of useless jack pine. It would entail no
hardship on the lumbermen if they were compelled to clear up all the
tree tops, brush, etc., provided the law were enforced all over Canada,
and a duty imposed on American lumber.

Mr. Watts has struck a number of nails on the head, in regard to
the evils growing out of reckless over-production. His views will appeal
to manufacturers in all parts of Canada. The "Canada Lumberman and
Woodworker" would like to receive the views of others on the same or
similar subjects.

Small Mill-Owners Seeking Government Relief.

A number of small sawmill owners and loggers in British Columbia
have started a movement to secure relief from the Provincial Govern-
ment at the next session of the legislature. They claim that they are
unable to obtain sufficient standing timber for their legitimate immediate
needs, alleging that practically all the timber on the British Columbia
coast is being held by speculators.

These small millmen and loggers possess no supplies of standing tim-
ber like some of the big lumber manufacturing companies, and since the
Provincial Government placed a reserve on all Crown timber lands they
have used up their holdings, and are now in the position of having to buy
from the people they declare are holding for speculative purposes at such
prices as are alleged to be prohibitive.

According to a statement made by one of the interested parties it is

the intention to petition the Government to enact amendments to the
regulations governing the holding of timber lands by special license,
which will result in forcing the present owners to "loosen up" at reason-
able prices. As all holdings under special license are subject to such
changes in regulations as the government from time to time may see fit

to enact, the present owners would have no recourse—their contracts
with the Provincial Government being perfectly plain on this point.

In the alternative, the government will be asked to throw open the
Crown reserve to bona fide loggers and millmen so that they shall be
enabled to log off these lands for their immediate needs.

It is explained by those behind the movement that it is not their

intention to seek any confiscatory legislation, but merely a measure of

protection against what they term extravagant demands of present tim-
ber-holders. Arguing that the Act respecting sale of government timber
does not contemplate the holding of that timber for speculative purposes
it will be sought to have the regulations so changed that it will become
unprofitable to hold timber lands from year to year for an indefinite

period without operating them.

Sayward Company's New Victoria Plant.

The new plant of the Sayward Lumber Company on Store Street.

Victoria, has recently been put in operation after about eight months of

construction work, involving the expenditure of nearly $150,000. Fur-
ther improvements are yet to be made after which the capacity of the
plant will be 250,000 feet per day.

The machinery of the plant is the most modern obtainable, and is

operated by a Corliss engine of 1,700 horse power of the latest type. A
dynamo operated by the engine also provides lighting power for the plant.

The engine room and boiler house are of a most substantial character.

A drying kiln of concrete construction is in course of construction.

The machinery will be further increased by the addition of another band
saw, and other special machinery, such as a Stetson post sizer and a
Mashond roller band and small edger, which will be manufactured by the
Allis-Chalmers Company, of Milwaukee With the exception of the spe-

cial machinery, all the machinery installed has been manufactured in

Victoria.

Washington Lumbermen Oppose Duty Removal.
Lumbermen in Spokane, Wash., have enlisted the aid of the

Chamber of Commerce and the 150,000 Club to make formal protest

against removal of the duty on lumber. The argument advanced is that

Washington is one of the chief lumber- producing states ; that a large

proportion of the prosperity in this state depends upon the development
and advancement of the lumber industry ; that if the present duty of $2
per thousand feet on foreign lumber is removed the British Columbia
lumber kings will practically control the lumber trade in this state and
that one of the most important industries of Washington will be
throttled. The senators and representatives in Congress from the State

of Washington are opposed to the removal of the tariff duty on lumber,
and will oppose any attempt to place it on the free list.
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The Fraser River Lumber Company's Splendid Plant.

The plant of the Fraser River Lumber Company, Limited, of Fraser

Mills, B.C., is one of the nmst complete in the world and is a source of

much pride to the people of that city. The machinery in the mill is pro-

pelled by three engines which develop 3,000 horse-power. The largest of

these is a Reynolds Corliss twin. All the shafting in connection with the

machinery is located in the basement entirely away from the employees.

The boiler house contains 10 boilers, which are connected overhead by
smoke tubes, which in turn join the great smoke stack eight feet in dia-

meter and 50 feet in height. Above each boiler is a circular hole leading

to the furnace through which a stream of sawdust enters from pipes, thus

feeding the fire constantly without manual labor. The full capacity of the

mill running several shifts is 700.000 feet in 24 hours.

Recently a visit was paid to the mills by some 80 or more business

men at the invitation of the manager, Mr. A. D. McRae.. The visitors

were shown all over the extensive works and paid a visit also to the
wharves, boarding houses and other parts of the company's property. At
the wharves the Chilian barque "Ivanhoe" was receiving a load of a

million feet of lumber. It requires about nine vessels to carry the lum-
ber purchased from this mill. The company intend to extend their

wharves greatly, so as to enable them to have at least seven vessels load-

ing at the one time. The wharves themselves will accommodate over

Hugh A. Rose, Eastern Represenative of the Fraser
River Lumber Company.

twenty million feet of lumber. The company's town, consisting of the
office block, store block and some twenty houses, in addition to a hospi-
tal, is a centre of much interest. The town provides many comforts for

its residents, including electric light, a telephone exchange and a supply
of the purest water to be obtained.

The eastern representative of the Fraser River Lumber Company is

Mr. Hugh A. Rose, whose portrait we publish herewith. His office is

located at 3 Toronto street, Toronto, and he is busily engaged in looking
after the requirements of his customers.

Trade Enquiries.

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain the
following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman" may
obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped envelope
and stating number of enquiry

:

1906. Hardware, wooden handles, etc.—A prominent firm of hard-
ware dealers in Antwerp, Belgium, is in the market to purchase and
handle on commission all kinds of wooden handles and general hardware.

1910. Ash butcher blocks.—A firm in Hull, Eng., is in the market
to purchase dry ash blocks, 48, 60 or 72 inches long, 20 to 30 inches wide,
and 4 to 6 inches thick, of Canadian manufacturers. Will order 20 to

40 blocks at a time.

1931. Box shooks.—A firm of general merchants and importers
largely interested in the sale of Canadian goods would like to hear from
shippers of box shooks into Liverpool or Manchester.

1934. Broom handles.—A firm of general smallware merchants and
importers desires quotations from Canadian shippers into Manchester of

broom handles.

1952. Curtain poles.—-A Manchester firm requests description and
prices of curtain poles from Canadian manufacturers.

1953. Wood pulp.—A Chesterfield firm wishes to correspond with
Canadian exporters of wood pulp.

1956. Mouldings.—A Liverpool firm wishes to get prices and de-
scription of plain and fancy mouldings from Canadian manufacturers.

1959. Box boards.—A Manchester firm asks for description and prices
of box boards from Canadian manufacturers.

1960. Laths.—A Lancashire firm asks for prices of plasterers' laths
from Canadian manufacturers.

1961. Box boards.—A Manchester firm asks for prices c.i.f. Man-
chester of box boards planed on one side of the following dimensions

:

Sides, 18>£xll%x 5-16, in two pieces; ends, 12%xll%x%, in two pieces:
T. and B., 16%xl3%x5-16, in three pieces; four bars, ll%x%.

1962. Maple block flooring —A Carlisle firm asks for description and
prices of maple block flooring from Canadian manufacturers.

1971. Lumber.—A Cape Town commission merchant and general
agent, with branches at Port Elizabeth, East London, Durban, Johannes-
burg, Lorenzo Marquez and German South-West Africa, desires to be
placed in touch with Canadian exporters of lumber.

2017. Deal ends and ooards.—A Birmingham firm can purchase large
quantities of deal t-nds and boards.

2032. Wheel t -ruber.—A Cape Town firm of wholesale general mer-
chants aud comnr'ssion agents desires to be placed in communication
with Canadian manufacturers and exporters of wheel timber for cart and
waggon work.

20q9. Door sashes and mouldings.—A Cape Town commission agent
desires to be placed in communication with Canadian manufacturers of

door sashes and mouldings.
2010. Pine.—A Cape Town commission agent desires to be placed in

touch with Canadian exporters of clear pine.

20-16. Box shooks.—A former Canadian now resident in Mexico is

anxious tc get in touch with Canadian exporters of box shooks interested
in Mexican trade, and thinks that an extensive market exists in his dis-

trict. He would be glad to undertake the handling of a few first-class

2058. Wood pulleys.—Inquiry has been made by a well-established
firm of engineers' merchants and agents who desire to hear from Can-
lines. Excellent Canadian references.

adian manufacturers of wood pulleys suitable for English use.
2064. Oak.—A timber importing firm established in Liverpool, Brad-

ford and Hull, is open to consider lowest c.i.f. prices to Liverpool from
Canadian shippers of plain, white and quartered white oak, 1 inch thick
by 12 and 10 feet lengths.

2005. Carriage woodwork.—A north of England firm is a buyer of

A'Sieel spokes, bent hickory rims, hubs and carriage work generally, and
wishes to be introduced to Canadian firms who could supply them to re-

quirements.

2067. Wood casings.—A firm of timber importers will consider speci-
men samples and prices for c.i.f. shipments to Liverpool of wood casings
for electric lighting purposes, which they now buy in the United States,
of whitewood. Sizes: 1% to 4 inches thick (mainly 1% to 2 inches) by
8 to 16 feet in length.

2068. Picture mouldings and requisites.—A firm largely importing
foreign made picture mouldings would be interested in receiving illustrat-

ed catalogues from Canadian manufacturers of all kinds of picture mould-
ings for c.i.f. shipments to Liverpool. They are also buyers of sundries
and appliances used in the picture framing trade.

2069. Picture backing.—A firm of importers, merchants and agents
are in the market to purchase picture backing cut from pine planks, c.i.f.

prices desired for shipments to Liverpool. -

2078. Wood dowels.—Inquiry has been received from a firm of timber
importers for the names of Canadian makers of dowels /^-inch by J^-inch
thick, c.i.f. prices desired for shipments to Liverpool or Manchester.

2080. Wood pickets.—A Sunderland (Eng.) firm are buyers of pine,
basswood or spruce pickets, 48 inches long by 1 inch by 1 inch, and wish
t hear from manufacturers who can send large and regular shipments.

2082. Box shooks.—A manufacturing firm in the north of England
are buyers of box shooks for packing purposes, and wish to receive par-
ticulars of sizes and prices from Canadian manufacturers with a view to
shipments into Manchester.

2083. Wood dowels.—A Sunderland (Eng.) firm wishes to get into
touch with Canadian manufacturers of wood dowels % and %-inch dia-

meter by 36 inches long.

2091. Lumber.—A London firm of timber exporters and merchants
wishes to get into touch with Canadian lumber exporters.

2098. Machinery.—Inquiry has been made by a London firm for the
names of Canadian exporters of woodworking machinery.

Mr. W. R. Smith, M.P., Rydal Bank, Ont., states that the amount
of timber cut in the woods of Northern Ontario this winter will be only
about 70 per cent, of what it was last year. The most of the timber cut,
too, will be that which has been scorched by forest fires. A good many
railway ties are being got out this winter.

Dr. B. T. Galloway, of the U. S. Bureau of Plant Enquiry, stated
to the House Committee on Agriculture recently that a material had been
discovered by which print paper can be produced in competition with
wood pulp.



News of the Maritime Provinces
Useful Sizes Growing- Scarce at St. John.

The London "Timber Trades Journal" in a recent article upon the
spruce business said :

So far as the quality of spruce from the lower ports is concerned, it

has long been a tradition that the shipments from St. John constituted
the criterion. Could this reputat'on have rested solely upon its city
cut deals, the position of St. John as the permier port in point of quality
would not be the trade fiction it unfortunately is to-day. It is, however,
well known that, apart from the quantities cut in St. John, several other
productions are blended therewith to furnish the well known St. John
"mixtures." The mils along the banks of the St. John River—itself
some 450 miles long—together with those on its numerous tributaries,
of course find an outlet through that port; and thither from a dozen or
so small ports from each side of the Bay of Fundy : also voyage lighters
laden with spruce, while the railway systems having their termini in
St John also furnish considerable quantises, the produce of mills in the
interior. After over a century's history as a timber port it is not alto-
gether surprising that the specifications of the cargoes shipped from
this port no longer contain the large percentage of wide deals which they
formerly did. Even a decade or two back cargoes containing 20 per cent
of elevens could be obtained without much difficulty; but nowadays
buyers have perforce to be content with 5 to 7% per cent, of this useful
size. In these degenerate days of the wood trade it is specification which
is the determining factor as to whether a. cargo is cheap or dear, rather
than the c.i.f. price.

While the manufacturers, whose usual outlet for their production
was the port of St. John, seem during all these years to have been ani-
mated chiefly by a desire to get the timber off their lands in the shortest
possible period of time, and at whatever prices that may have been rul-
ing, in the Restigouche district more far-seeing methods have prevailed,
the benefits of which are now becoming apparent. The boundary line
between New Brunswick and Quebec for part of the distance and with
numerous tributaries, the Restigouche taps some of the best forest
districts of both provinces. The timber limits in this distiict having been
held by a few large firms with, capital, the small producer, who in the
aggregate figures so largely in the shipments via St. John, has had to
keep away; the result being that the shipments from Campbellton and
Dalhousie, coming from a few large mills, are very regular in quality.
Hold'ng their timber lands for the appreciation in deal values, which it

has all along been obvious must ultimately obtain, shippers exporting
through these ports are to-day in the fortunate position of being able to
offer attractions by way of specification with which hardly any other of
the Icvvei ports can hope to compete. As regards manufacture, gang
saw mills are the rule, and for quality, precision of manufacture, and
condit'on the deals have already won a high reputation. At Campbell-
ton, as the result of dredging, the shipping facilities have been greatly
improved, and such large steamers as the "Fridtjof Nansen," upwards of

3,200 tons gross register and some 326 feet in length, have cleared out-
wards this season with ease. As a shipping district, the importance of

the Restigouche has not yet come into the prominent position in the
spruce trade which, unless we are much mistaken, it is destined to oc-
cupy. While in other districts felling has for years been pursued with a
prodigality almost reckless, manufacturers along the banks of the Resti-
gouche River have been content to conserve their forests, and, with-
freights now at the lowest in the history of the trade, are able to secure
C.i.f. prices yielding a f.o.b. return which affords full compensation for

the long period of self-imposed restraint.

Steamers Entering- the Coasting Trade.

An important occurrence in the history of St. John, N.B., shipping
('and one which has a direct bearing upon the lumber industry) took place
a few days ago when the steamer "Beatrice" reached that port to load
latli for New York City. The event was remarkable from two standpoints.
The "Beatrice" was the second steamer to load above the falls and the
first to take an entire cargo of short lumber from St. John.

She was loaded by Stetson, Cutler & Company and consigned to
Stetson, Cutler & Redman, of New York City. The "Beatrice" has been
chartered for four trips at 60c. per thousand on lath and $3.00 per thou-
sand feet on long lumber. The cargo mentioned above consisted of two
and one half millions of spruce lath. The "Beatrice" carries about five

hundred thousand superficial feet of long lumber.
Messrs. Gushing & Company have also chartered a steamer to carry

several cargoes. It was stated by one of the interested parties that the
reason for bringing steamers into the coasting trade (which has been con-
fined entirely to sailing craft) was the increasing scarcity of schooners due
to wrecks and to the condemning of many of the fleet of sailing vessels

which ply between New Brunswick ports and ports in the United States.
Owing to this scarcity there had been recently a considerable boosting
of freight rates; as high as $3.50 having been paid on long lumber and

70c. per thousand on lath to New York. The result of the introduction of
these steamers into the lumber freighting fleet is looked upon by many
as the beginning of the end so far as the sailing vessel is concerned, al-

though the growing scarcity of schooners has long been indicative of
some such condition.

Some Details of the Alfred Dickie Sale.

The Alfred Dickie properties in Nova Scotia, the sale of which to an
English, syndicate, headed by Sir Thomas Trowbridge, was reported in

the last issue of the "Canada Lumberman and Woodworker," are lo-

cated at eight different points, seven of them east of Hal ;fax harbor, and
one in the western part of the province. The eastern areas cover .'115.000

acres, and the western 60.000 acres. They are: Stewiacke, 80,000 acres;
Musquodoboit Harbor, 50,000 acres; Lawrencetown, 10,000 acres; Ship
Harbor, 45,000 acres; Moser River, 20,000 acres; Liscomb, 50,000 acres;
Sherbrooke, 90,000 acres; Tusket (Yarmouth), 60,000 acres; total, 405,-
000 acres. .

Each of these areas has a thoroughly eouipped mill, and the sale

includes the company's timber areas, sawmills, dams, wharves, stores,
warehouses, and blacksmith shops—all in running order. The price of
the properties, $1,567,500, was readied by computing at $3.50 per acre
for the eastern 345,000 acres, and $6 per acre for the 00.000 acres »t
Tusket.

The manager of the new company, .Air. T. N. McGrath, of Tusket.
will probably make his headquarters at Halifax. Mr. McGrath was an
associate with Mr. Dickie, snd is thoroughlv acquainted with the busi-
ness. It is reported that the purchasers will erect a pulp mill in con-
nection with their plants.

Nova Scotia Capital for New Mexico Timber.
A number of Nova Scotia capitalists, among whom are Mr. R. H.

Chappell, president of Chapped Bros., Limited, and his brother, Mr.
Wm. Chappell, of Windsor, N.S., have acquired a valuable timber pro-

perty in Mexico. The tract consists of about 250.000 acres. The inter-

ested parties own the land outright. A part of it was formerly owned
by a Picton man named Cameron. The purchase is s ;tuated in the State
of Tampa, about 175 miles southwest of the City of Tampico. The land
has been cruised in the. interests of the new owners and the estimates
furnished put the quantity of lumber standing thereon at 2,000.000,000
feet. Of this lumber the greatest quantity is pine. Oak is also very
plentiful, and there is an abundance of black walnut, sweet gum, Spamsh
cedar, rosewood, Mexican mahogany, hickory and boxwood. The growth
is said to be exceedingly luxuriant and it is also stated that lumbering con-

ditions are very favorable. It is expected that the new owners will erect

mills and, with a view to looking thoroughly over the situation, Mr
R. R. Chappell will leave shortly for Mexico.

Northern Maine Logging Railroad Proposed.

A story comes from Bangor, Maine, to the effect that it is pro-

posed to build a logging railroad from the northern border of Maine
through the forests of Western Aroostook and Northern P ;s^ataquis to

connect with the main lines of the Bangor & Aroostook at West Sebois.

thence to the sea via the Northern Maine Seaport division of the Bangor
& Aroostook with termini at Searsport and Stockton on Penobscot Bay.
The estimated cost of such a road is $6,000,000. The object of this

road it is stated, is to tap the lumber woods in the section known
as the Allegash territory. The logs cut on this territory have been, for

generations, driven down the Aliegash River to the St. John, to be manu-
factured on the New Brunswick side. The land comprises some of the

best lumbering properties in the state. It is probable that the story is

somewdiat premature ; at any rate it has caused little interest on the

part of local lumbermen, who would be greatly affected should such an

outlet for lumber from the sections described be provided.

The Macleod Pulp Company, Limited, of Liverpool, N.S., which re-

cently acquired the pulp and paper mills on the Mer-sey River from the

Indian and General Investment Trust, Limited, have made many addi-

tions and improvements to the property. The capacity of the mills has

been increased and the management erected several additional buildings

in the new plant. Over 100 men are employed about the plant, and in

the winter season large quantities of pulp wood are purchased, giving

employment to perhaps 300 woodsmen. The president of the company
is John R. Macleod, and the vice-president Frank Stanfield, of Truro.

One of the greatest leather belts in the world recently was completed

at a Philadelphia factory. Three-ply, it was 150 feet long by five wide,

and required 300 hides in its manufacture,
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News Notes from the Maritime Provinces.

The Berlin Lumber Company, operating near Sable River, Shelbume
County, have completed the construction of 5}/£ miles of railway which
taps the H. A- S. W. Railway at Wiikins' Siding. The company expects
to ship 10,000,000 feet of lumber next season.

A Washington despatch states that President Roosevelt has appoint-

ed George A. Murehaie and Peter C. Keegan, of Maine, as commissioners
to associate themselves with the Canad'an commissioners recently ap-

pointed for the purpose of investigating and reporting upon the lumbering
difficulties on the St. John River.

Though the lumber business has been dull in Nova Scotia during the
year, as well as elsewhere, some of its allied industries have not suf-

fered much. The firm of McKenzie, Crowe & Company, Limited. Bridge-
town, manufacturers of the "Lumber King" shoe packs and larrigans

now employ forty men, and during 1008 they manufactured 60.000 pa : rs

of shoe packs and larrigans, which were shipped to every province in

Canada.

Several members of the New Brunswick Government held a con-
ference re^entlj with lumbermen over matters affeotmg lumber inter-

ests. It was suggested, but not decided upon, that the Government
at next session of the House should appoint a commission to draft an
act to regulate the survey and expert of lumber, and adopt a uniform
scale throughout the province, having special reference to small lumber,
as there is now no scale under eleven inches at the top.

It is reported that the North River Lumber Company, North River.

N S., is being reorganized with an increased capital. Mr. Frank J. D.
Barnjum, the president and general manager of the reorganized company,
is at present in the United States making arrangements for the resump-
tion of the company's operations. It is expected that a large scaluig mill

will be erected during the winter and that the foundations will be laid for

a large pulp and paper mill which will cost in the vicinity of half a mil-

lion dollars.

Middleton, N.S., boasts among other industries of a large wood-
working factory, that of A. W. Allen A Son. During 1008 the mill was
running continuously on the 10-hour a day system, and will operate in

the same manner all winter About 45 hands are employed both in the

mill and at outside work. Additions have been made to the plant during
the past season, the principal one being a barrel factory. The firm expect
to do a full season's logging at Albany this winter, and carry the out-

put to Middleton in the spring They report that prospects for business
in 1000 are good.

St. John Exports to U. S. for 9 months.
According tc a United States consular report the forest products ex-

ported into the United States from St. John, N.B., during the first nine
months of 1008 showed a decrease in value amounting to $687,076, or

30.3 p' r cent. In only one article, piling, was the value of the exports
reported this year in excess of those of 1007. The value of the different

articles is given in the subjoined table :

Article. 1007 1008
Lath $ 786.233 $ 475.104
Lumber 1,202,370 0C8 073
Shingles 161.030 110,820
Staves 6,128 3,686
Piling 11,202 10,700
Clapboards 3,031 1 090
All other articles 847 400

Totals $2,236,939 $1,578,963

Relative to the transatlantic lumber trade with Great Britain it is

said that the low prices and light demand in England were due to the
strike of cotton mill workers, which not only paralyzed that industry but
brought about a decrease in the demand for lumber, particularly for the
grades used by the manufacturers of boxes and packing cases.

The depressed condition of the American market brought about a
decrease in the demand, as building in the north Atlantic coast cities

was very light during the early part of the year. A change for the better
has taken place within the last three months and conditions have materi-
ally improved in the lumber trade, as well as in other lines. The consul
reports a betterment in the English markets, although it is not so pro-
nounced as in the United States. Relative to the log input this winter
the report states that it probably will be reduced anywhere from 35 to 50
per cent, as compared with the cut during former years.

An Important Ontario Legal Decision Regarding Timber
Lincense Rights.

The case of Martin v. Romleskie which was recently tried before
Judge McMahon dealt with a point of much interest to lumbermen. In
his judgment, Mr. Justice McMahon, after summing up the evidence
outlined the principal points in the case in part as follows:

The plaintiffs were lumber dealers in the County of Renfrew. The
defendants were saw millers and lumber manufacturers operating in the
same township. The pla :ntiffs obtained by transfer a license to cut tim-
ber on 16 square miles of the Township of Sherwood, which had formerly
been held by McLachlin Bros. Patents under the Free Grants and Home-
steads Act were issued to the defendant, John Romleskie, a free grant
settler, on various dates from 1900 to 1904 on lots covered by the timber
licenses owned by the plaintiffs.

All the patents contained the following reservation :".Also saving,
excepting and reserving unto us, our he ;rs and successors, all pine trees
standing or being on said lands, together with the right to enter upon said
lands to remove said timber." The plamtiffs alleged that the defendants
had cut trees and parts of pine trees from the lots covered by the li-

censes, not necessary to be cut for building and fencing purposes, or in the
course of clear'ng and cultivation and had sold or manufactured pine
timber and trees and parts of trees not necessary for the purposes of
building, clearing, etc. The defendants claimed that the nlaintiffs had no
right under the licenses to cut anything except the "standing" pine trees.

Mr. Justice McMahon pointed out that there is in the patent a re-

servation "of the pine trees stand'ng or being" on the lots patented, and
that it is provided that the Commissioner of Crown Lands shall have
"full authority to grant licenses to cut timber on lots located or sold

under the Free Grants and Homesteads Act of 1868."

The Act made it clear that when a patent issued the pine trees were
reserved to his Majesty and authority conferred on the Commissioner of

Crown Lands to grant licenses to cut such pme trees, subject to the pat-
entee's prior right to cut for necessary building and for the actual clearing

of the land.

In giving his decision Mr. Justice McMahon said: "The only other
question to be determined is as to the pine trees which were blown down
and the parts of p

;ne trees which were left on the ground in the course of

cutting and removing other timber, excepting therefrom such pine trees

as were necessary for the building and fencing purposes of the patentees
of the lots or which were necessary to be removed in the actual course
of clearing of the land for cultivation.

"As, by the patents issued to the several defendants, all pine trees

standing or being on said lands are reserved to h ;
s Maiesty, this includes

by its very terms pine trees being on the land although thev are not stand-

ing, and therefoi'e trees blown down and known as 'windfalls,' and any
person holding a license has a right to enter on the lands and remove the

windfalls, as well as the standing pines provided for by sec. 14 of the
Free Grants Act, and the butts of the nine trees felled by him and left

on the lands which can be cut into sawlogs.

"The trees felled by the license- holder were all his, although he onlv

used parts of them at the time, and the butts of such trees as were left

on the lands he is entitled to under his license to manufacture into square
timber or cut into sawlogs. And this applies to the trees felled hv Mc-
Lachlin Bros., whose rights thereto were assigned to the plaintiff Marthi.
This, of course, is subject to the prior rights of the locatees or patentees
to use such windfalls or butts for building or fencing purpose or clearing

their lands, and in the latter case they could convert them into sawlogs
pursuant to the provis ;ons of sec. 14.

"There will be judgment for the plaintiffs declaring that they are

entitled to all the pine trees growing or being on said lands, subiect to

the declarations of the rights of the defendants in the above findings."

An authority on the building question asserts that Winnipeg will

break all Canadian records next year, stating that the building in 1909
will aggregate over $16,000,000.

C. A. Speucer, Montreal, has purchased two million feet of mer-
chantable spruce, now sawn, from MaeLarens, Buckingham,

Interswitching Decision at Walkerville.

Judgment has been given by the Dominion Board of Railway Com-
missioners in a case involving switching charges which (though not in-

volving lumber matters in this instance) will prove of general interest (to

all lumber shippers) inasmuch as it concerns a case of discrimination in

favor of one point to the disadvantage of another.

Hiram Walker & Sons, Limited, of Walkerville, Ont., complained
of discrimination in favor of Windsor in rates from points on the C.P.R.
and Pere Marquette to Walkerville. The C.P.R. solicitor offered to quote,

a through rate from these points to the exchange track at Walkerville.

but a hitch occurred over the question of who should pav the switching
charges. The chairman insisted that under the order of July last con-

cerning intersw'tching the contracting company must absorb one-half the
charge for switching made by the G.T.R. at Walkerville. Mr. Ma^-
Murchy contended that this ruling should not apply because it would
bring the earnings of a car below $8 per car, as part of the freight paid

would go to the Pere Marquette the intermediate road. An order wa-
made fixing the rates from the various points at the figures suggested

by Mr. MacMurchy and establishing a minimum car weight of 40,000

pounds, the C.P.R. to absorb one-half the G.T.R. switching charges at

Walkerville and the Pere Marquette to pay its proportion of the amount.



The Arrangement of Shippers and Belt Guides

Hardw ood shippers and hardwood devices of various patterns for ship-

p
;ng and guiding belts are quite common, says Geo. H. Melrose in the

"Woodworkers' Keview." While there are a great many belt . shipping
contrivances constructed from metal, or part metal and wood, there is a
goodly proportion made entirely from wood. The hardwoods are chosen,
as a rule, although one may traverse through many shops and mills and
notice evidences of almost any kind of soft or hard wood used as shown

Fig. i Fig.

in fig. 1, for steering the belt over the wheels. The illustration is given
to show how carelessly some of the shipping devices are rigged.

First there are the supporting drops, made from wood and arranged
with a block at the lower ends to receive the shipper bar in slots made
therein. These drops are often very carelessly nailed almost anywhere
to the joists above. Often the drops are too short or too long. Some-
times they are set up unevenly. Frequently the drops art not parallel.

Nevertheless, the blocks for making the bar bearing are attached thereto,
and the bar is inserted.

The bar carries the side pieces A and B in this drawing. While the
drops, the liar and the supporting bearings may be in order, the side

pieces are exceedingly defective. The wood is not properly chosen. The
pieces should be regular in size and of even grain and finish. It is im-
portant that the guiding pieces be secured firmly to the bar. Nails won't
do. Screws or bolts are better. Hence the combination wooden belt
shipper shown in this cut is imperfect. Still you can find many like it

and even wort,e by visiting the mills and shops.

"iou will likewise find incorrectly designed shipping devices arranged
for transferring the belt from one wheel to another, as in fig. 2. A board
is used as the means for shipping and this board soon gets cut into as at

C This not only makes the shipping difficult, but it wears the belt pre-
maturely.

Often the millwright constructs a shipping device with both hard-
wood and metal, as in fig. 3. This illustration shows the shipper properly

Fig- 3 Fig. 4

constructed with the regulation side drops, made of hardwood, and se-

cured to the woodwork of the ceiling above. The proper block and slotted
bearings for the shipper bar are fixed to the drops as shown. Bolts are
used for this purpose. The shipper bar is adjusted in the slots and then
the metal prongs are affixed. Instead of using hardwood side pieces for

giving the running belt the necessary side to side motion in shipping, the
two bolts are fixed in. These bolts are cut with threads so that a nut can
be screwed on from either side of the bar. Hence the prongs can be fixed
very firmly in place.

Another style of hardwood shipper noticed in manufacturing plants
is shown in fig. 4. Here the running belt is guided along its course by the
X shaped pieces of lumber combined at D. These pieces are nailed to
the cross piece of timber above.

]n fig. 5 is still another design, in which all of the parts are made of

hardwood. The drops are of the usual pattern. The slotted blocks for

the bar are not unlike the ones formerly mentioned. The bar is also simi-

lar, but the side pieces, instead of being defectively arranged pieces of
wood, are straight and properly fixed. Bolts are used to fasten the pieces
to the bar.

The movement of the bar in all of these shipping devices is effected
in various ways well known to the profession. Sometimes no mechanical
arrangement is made and the bar is simply pushed backward and forward
in the bearings a« desired, using a stick or broom handle for the purptwe.
Then again we find pulleys and ropes rigged up so that when necessary

Fig. 5 Fig. 6

the shipper bar can be pulled to the right or to the left without leaving
the floor. I have seen ladders used so that workmen could go up and
adjust a shipper. This is not necessary when ropes, sticks or levers are
used. The lever system calls for a drop-stick, pivoted up near the ship-
per; by swinging the base of the lever the shipper proper is moved to and
fro. There are some shippers moved by gearing.

The hardwood roller system of belt shipping is used in some estab-
lishments. When the edges of the belt rub on the revolving surfaces of
the rollers, as at E and F in fig. 6, the rolls form an easy, cushion-like
surface and the belt is not damaged.

In the roller system, care has to be taken to select tough and well
seasoned stock for the cylinders. It will not do to have them warp and
crack. They must remain true and solid to do the work right.

The excessive cost of the installation of automatic sprinklers for fire
fighting has to a large extent prevented their installation up to date. This
cost is attributable to the expense of submitting provisional plans and
providing for inspection, and also to the exacting demands which are
made by the companies as to the character and extent of the equipment.
Sprinkler contractors have each to send a representative to inspect, mea-
sure and lay out equipment, and the aggregate cost of this service must
be added by all contractors to the general cost of the business. A mea-
sure of relief will probably be afforded by a course which has recentlv
been adopted by the insurance department of the Canadian Manufactur-
ers' Association. This department is now in a position to prepare plans
and specifications and to superintend the erection of sprinkler systems
under the regulations of any existing insurance organization. A saving
can be effected in this manner of from $200 to $500 for each installation,
and in many cases even more may be saved. This should result shortly
in a material reduction in the cost of such installations. Another fact of
importance in connection with the same subject is that modified systems
of sprinkler protection, involving much less cost and carrying reductions
in rates, are receiving the attention of the department. There are many
manufacturers who were not prepared to install these systems up to the
exacting demands of the companies, but would readily provide a more
modest outlay in consideration of receiving commensurate benefit.

When the modern planer doubles the output of one built only a few
months or years ago it's time for the mill man to find the reason why.
He can no longer remain complacently satisfied with a feed of 50 to 60
feet per minute. Modern machines embody features that give the cutter-
head a chance to do all that it is capable of doing. They provide for
more accurate grinding and setting of the knives and, most important of
all, for their sharpening while the machine is in motion. They make
possible an equal distribution of the work done by the cutter-head so that
each knife does its share. Thus the distance between individual knife
marks is reduced, the finish is finer and faster feed is made possible.

The vast coniferous forest zone of Siberia is yielding ever-increasing
quantities of timber, say the United States consular and trade re-

ports. On January 1st, 1906, the state forests of Bussia in Asia in-

cluded 361,945,497 acres, exclusive of the Amur region, which had
288,742,000 acres; total 650,687,497 acres. The timber industry has
scarcely begun to be developed in Siberia.
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News Items from Ottawa.

J. R. Booth has begun the usual transportation of logs by train

from his Madawaska limits to the mills at Ottawa.

As a New Year's gift J. R. Booth was presented with an oak and cut

glass cabinet by the officers of the 43rd Regiment, Duke of Cornwall's

Own Rifles. The gift was in recognition of Mr. Booth having on many
occasions loaned his commodious private car to the regimental officers

and for contributions he made to the funds of the regiment. In accept-

ing the gift Mr. Booth praised the militia for service in times of labor

riots and the graver troubles of rebellion and war.

When the Ottawa Board of Trade holds its annual meeting on Jan.

22nd, two of the city's best known lumbermen will be declared elected by

acclamation to the offices of president and second vice-president, in the

persons of Peter Whelen and J. R. Booth. Mr. Whelen. who becomes

president, was the first vice-president during 1908 and has for many
years been one of the most active members of the board. Mr. Booth has

served on the Committee of Arbitration for many terms, but never before

undertook the important duties of an executive officer.

Gifford Pinchot, head of the Forestry Department of the United

States, visited Ottawa recently with an invitation to Canada to attend

the convention in the United States for the purpose of considering the

conservation of the natural resources of the North American continent.

He delivered his message to Earl Grey and Sir Wilfrid Laurier. It is

understood that both the Governor-General and the Prime Minister cor-

dially accepted the invitation on the part of Canada and assured Mr.

Pinchot that the Dominion would be adequately represented at the

conference. Mr. Pinchot remained in Ottawa several days as the guest

of Earl Grey and was also the guest of the Canadian Club at a dinner

where he delivered an address.

A press report says that despite reports to the contrary, as much
lumber will be cut in the woods along the Ottawa and St. Maurice Rivers

this winter as in any previous year. A lot has been said recently about

the lumber people refusing to bring out any logs this season owing to the

low prices of last year having left most of the yards full of timber, and

it is undoubtedly true that the slackness in the building market in the

United States, Europe and Canada caused a considerable amount of tim-

ber to be held over: but inquiry among some of the chief lumber people

revealed the fact that preparations nre being made for an extensive cut.

In the Ottawa Valley McLaughlin Bros., Gillies, the Pembroke Lumber
Company and the Colonial Lumber Company of Pembroke, all state that

they expect to cut as much as ever, and that they have a large number

of men in the woods. In the St. Maurice Valley a similar state of affairs

exists. The Laurentide Pulp & Paper Company will cut as many as

1,800,000 logs, the Union Bag & Paper Company 1,000,000 and the Belgo-

Canadian people about the same number, while other concerns are cut-

ting smaller quantities. Altogether there are at present in the woods in

the St. Maurice region something like 5,000 men cutting logs for next

season's trade.

An important step in the control of the Chaudiere water power

was reached recently when the 49th pier of the huge dam built in con-

crete was finished. The promptness with which this portion of the

undertaking was finished was due in a measure to low water. Although

the contract does not require the dam to be handed over until Dec.

1st, 1909, it is likely to be completed about next midsummer. The cost

will be about $300,000. The w ater will then be held back by large stop

logs of British Columbia Douglas fir. These fit into steel lined slots

rising verticallly at the centre lines in the sides of each pier. According

to position the logs are in three sizes, 14 inches by 16 inches, 16 inches

by 16 inches, and 16 inches by 18 inches. The openings between the

piers are 22 feet in the clear and the length of the stop-logs a little more

than that to allow insertion into the slots. The logs are lowered and

raised by means of a special electrically operated travelling winch with

fi lifting capacity of fifty tons. The machines also have a thrusting power

in order to force the logs into position against the pressure of the water.

The winch will travel on rails laid upon the broad reinforced concrete

roadbed which will connect the tops of the piers. In all 550 pieces of

Douglas fir were needed, amounting to about 300,000 board feet in lum-

ber. The first consignment ordered October 27th was delivered No-

vember 27. The time for the second order was only 16 days. Cameron

& Company, who supplied the lumber, say that considering the distance

and quality of the order the delivery was the quickest ever made in

Canada.

According to an analysis of the through freight traffic published by

the Canadian Pacific Railway from points in Great Britain to points west

of Port Arthur in Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan, on general mer-

chandise and commodities, the through class rates, all rail and lake and

rail, are considerably higher than the rates in effect from the seaboard.

They are apparently arrived at by adding certain arbitraries to the rates

from the seaboard. The same relation exists, generally speaking, in con-

nection with commodity rates. Among 1,240 rates which were checked,

it was found that there were only three cases where through rates seemed

to be lower than from Montreal, namely on musical instruments, settlers'

effects and green fruit, to Regina, Lethbridge, Calgary and Edmonton.

Personal and Trade Notes.

Mr J. B. Reid. of Reid & Company, lumber dealers, Toronto, will

leam for a trip to the Mediterannean about February 1st.

A new wholesale lumber firm, Messrs. Muir & Terry, recently started

business in the Confederation Life Building, Toronto. They are both

practical men and are well equipped to supply the wants of the trade.

Mr. J. K. Muir has lived at St. Catharines and has been in the sawmill

business for many years. Mr. H. J. Terry has been for the past seven

years travelling representative for Mr. C. A. Larkin, is well known
throughout Ontario, and needs no introduction to the trade. Their ad-

vertisement appears in another column.

It is announced that Alex. Gibson has retired from the presidency

of the Alex. Gibson Manufacturing Company. Mr. Gibson's career has

been almost meteoric When a youth he worked at a dollar per day in a

sawmill at Milltown, N.B., later conducting mills of his own at Lepreaux

and Nashwaak and subsequently founding the town of Marysville, N.B.,

and the great lumber industries in that district. Mr. Gibson is not only

widely interested in lumber but also in the cotton manufacturing busi-

ness, railways and other iines of activity. At eighty years of age he is

still hale and hearty.

The DeLoach Mill Manufacturing Company, Bridgeport, Ala., have

favored the "Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" with copies of their

new general catalogue, their power catalogue and of their complete price

list, which includes a list of their net selling prices. In doing so they

report that they are well on the road to prosperity along with the balance

of the country. The catalogues are issued in an extremely convenient

form and are generously illustrated. They are attractively made up and

present a wealth of useful information. The complete price list is a

new departure in this line of business which should assist in increasing

the popularity of this company's products.

Calendars Received for 1909.

Keenan Brothers, Limited, wholesale lumber dealers, Owen Sound,

Out., have issued one of the most attractive calendars of the new year.

It contains, in addition to a large calendar block, a beautiful colored pic-

ture entitled "Midst Rock and Heather, Dartmoor." The picture is a

splendid example of the printer's art.

C. A. Larned, wholesale dealer in lumber, lath, shingles and posts,

Phoenix, N.Y., has favored us with an attractive calendar, bearing a

handsome picture entitled "Water Lilies." The dates are in large fig-

ures, making the calendar useful as well as attractive. The picture is re-

produced by color photography from an original painting by James Arthur.

C. A. Spencer, wholesale lumber dealer, 55 St. Francois Xavier

street, Montreal, has issued an attractive calendar on light brown board

with a bit of woodland scenery by way of decoration. The "Canada

Lumberman" has been favored with a copy. C. A. Spencer has special

facilities for supplying pine, spruce, hemlock, basswood, birch and Brit-

ish Columbia timber.

The Winnipeg Development and Industrial Bureau have issued a

useful calendar with handsome views of the city and its surroundings and

containing a number of interesting facts relating to the city and its various

attractions for business men. The statistics presented on the calendar

go to prove what everyone knows, that Winnipeg is one of the most at-

tractive commercial centres in Canada.

The B. Greening Wire Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont., have

favored the "Canada Lumberman" with a copy of their 1909 calendar,

which takes the usual form of a large pad for office use, with an attractive

view of the company's works. The firm are at present engaged in the

preparation of new catalogues for all branches of their business, which will

be ready for distribution some time in February.

Edward Clark & Fen. wholesale lumber dealers, Stair Building, To-

ronto, have favored the "Canada Lumberman" with a beautiful art

calendar for 1909. The calendar is mounted on light green board and is

accompanied by a colored picture entitled "Congenial Friends," from

are original painting by Wm. Verplanck Birney, A.N. A. The picture is

of a group of friends seated about a fireplace smoking, sipping wine and

listening to a reading by one of their number. It will be a welcome

present to those who receive it.

A meeting of great importance to all who are interested in the

lumber trade was called at St. John on Jan. 7th, when a number of prom-

inent lumber manufacturers met members of the Provincial Govern-

ment with the object of going into the matter of Government protection

of forests. The lumbermen desire to obtain a grant from the Government

and also want the co-operation of the Government in other protective

measures and matters in the same connection.

The British Columbia Lumber & Shingle Manufacturers, Limited,

have adopted a new mode of procedure in reference to their price lists,

in that their latest standard list, known as "D" list, has been compiled

on a higher basis than former lists, prices on same being subject to dis.^

count.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICE
Advertisements other than "Employment Wan-

ted" will be inserted in this department at the
rate of 15 cents per line each i-sertion, on the
basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Employment Wanted"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than
the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

W'ANTED—200 M. 4/4 AND 6'4 BASSWOOI)
and Ash. grade common and belter and mill

cull. Apply Box 673, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. ^

MAPLE WANTED -^o M. FOR 1909 DE-
livery Also quantity of Beech and Bass-

wood Either rail or water shipment. Apply Box
653, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

Wanted
TWO MILLION FEET TWO INCH HEM-

lock, for immediate delivery. Gold Medal
Furniture Mfg. Company, Limited, Toronto 2

WANTED — TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity oi

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tt

Wanted
CLEAR CEDAR LUMBER KOK BOAT

building. H. E. GlDLEY & Co., Penetan-
guishene, Ont.

^

Wanted
ONE CAR. OR MORE, ONE INCH NO. ,

White Pint- Lath. DeWAR & Co.. 29a Huron
Street, Toronto, Ont.

Wanted
QUAVT1TY OF RED OAK. MILL RUN,

mill culls out, inch to three inches thick.
S-nd prices and particulars to Robert Cox & Co..
Hope Building Ottawa, Ont. ~

Wanted
WANTED TO BUY IN LARGE QUAN-

tities. Prime round BIRCH LOC.S-20''
and up diameter, 8 ft. and up, long. Address
Box 672 Canada Lumberm n, Toronto.

Wanted
'V and 4x4 Maple C & B.
3x8orup. 16 ft. long. Merchantable Spruce or

Tamarac. Apply Box 678 Canada Lumberman.
Toronto.

Wanted
ABOUT 200.000 OF GOOD, ASSORTED

Hardwood Logs. Maple preferred, to be taken
out this winter and deli\ered at any good shipping
point on Georgian Hay . Apply. Box 664, Canaih
Lumberman, Toronto. .

Wanted
TTANK LUMBER—3 BY 6/7 AND 3 BY 10/.

2

1 Lengths 18-24, White Pine.
Address Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
Toronto, Ontario.

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale

?fl fifiO FEET CHOICE ELM&V,UUU one and two ; nr j,es thick

.

Fred Tennant, Caintown, Ont.

For Sale
iu cars inch Birch No. 1 Common & Hitter. 4 cars

'''4 Birch No. 1 Common & Better. 4 cars 8 '4 Birch
No. 1 Common A Hetter. 20 cars 4/4 and 8/4 Spruce.
10 cars i"and 2" Hemlock. Address T. L. Baii.i.ii
Box 268 North Bay.

For Sale
,S,ooo 8 toot Cedar Posts 4!^" and up top end,
900 10 foot Cedar Posts 5" and up top end.
The Standard Lumber & Stone Co. Longford

Mills. Ont.

LUMBER.
Apply to

For Sale

?C0fl CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLESavyw suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to
SO ff. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. TH«Muskoka Wood Meg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont tf

For Sale
100 MJ3" Loe run, Cedar.
20 ,, 1" Log run, Cedar.

200 ,, 1" Cull Ash.
200 ,, 1" Pine Box Strips 12/16.
600 ,. 1" Pine Mill Culls shorts 6/n.

All 1907 Cut H. BoUROOUIN. Montreal.

For Sale
SIXTEEN MILLION MIX El) TIMBER, FIFTY

per cent, pine, good proposition for small mill
price twenty-five thousand, close to railway, "old
license. Apply Box 499, Parry Sound. 2

For Sale
ONE OR TWO CARLOADS ROCK ELM

Cuttings iyt " by 6" an J wider, 2' 6" to 3' 6" in
length. Price Right J. Fi.vlay $ Sons Co.,
Nowrood, Ont,

FOR SALE
; cars 3" B. Ash C. & B.
3 " a" Soft Elm C. 8c B.
Cedar posts cut to order.
2 cars Extras, Cedar Shingles
3 " Clears, " "

3 " 2nd Clears,

4
" Clear Whites, Shingle

Geo. C. Goodpellow, ,28 Board of Trade,
Montreal.

For Sale
Car 3 x 4 Merchantable Spruce

1 "3*5
1 " 3x6
1 " 3" Refuse and Fourths
A small amount or 3 x 3, 3x7 and 3 x 9 and up

Spruce Merchantable
No. 1 Spruce Lath 4' x \y2 x }i

Somerset Vale Lumber Co.
Bathurst Village. N.B. ' 2

Red Pine For Sale
103,000 tt. 1x4" and up x 10 tt. and up. Box & Better
100.000 " 2x4" x to ft. and up. Box & Better
150,000 " 2X6" x 10 ft. " " "
86 000 u 2x8" x 10 ft. *' " " "
16.000 "2Xlo".\ 10 ft. " " " '•

200000 "2x5" and up, •*
*

200 000 " 2" Carflooring. 9 and 18 ft. long
so.ooo " 1" and 2" Shorts. 6 to 9 ft. long
Rate to Toronto and Hamilton 11)$ cents. Buffalo
11^ cents. Tonawanda i6i^ cents, "Pembroke 10' ,

cents, Ottawa 12K cents, Montreal 13% cents.

Pine Lumber Co.,
1 Pine. Onl.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
A 15 H. P. ENGINE AND A 25 H. P

* ,

B°,ler
,

in Sood running order. Will exchange
tor lumber, lath, shingles or brick. I. T. Rowe
Avlmer, Ont.

4

Machinery Sales Agents Wanted
TJNITED STATES FIRM MANUFACTUR-W ing a select line of wood working, barrel and
cooperage machinery wants responsible individual
or firm to act as Canadian sales agents. Some
goodsaleshave already been made to largeCanadian
plants. ihis 1, a good opening for a Young firm
with a good reputation. Address Box 660, CanadaLumberman, Toronto.

t f

FOR SALE
TUBULAR BOILERS

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

One 400 H. P. return tubul ir internally fired boilerUne SY2 x 3
«

'
x 7 single acting plunger pump

Several first class second hand t.caters
One 16 x 20 right hand slide valve engine
One 14x18 R. H. Waterous straight line saw millengine
One 14 x 20 R. H. engine
One 1

1
x 10 centre crank Waterous engine

Several fly wheel pulleys in stock
One VVaterous I II Reliance carriage 40" openingOne Wm. Hamilton carriage L. H. 46" openingOne No 3 friction nigger
One Corey and Baker sieam setter
Two No. 1 VVaterous double acting set works
One 8x12 Cunningham feed

The above machinery has been fully repaired and
in first class condition.

Write for prices, cuts and full particulars

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
II HKANTFORD, CANADA

72" x 18', 36 6" tubes
4 72" x 18'

, 70 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wickes, NEW
I "V. 70 4" tubes, 125 lbs, pres., Wickes. NEW
i 72' x ifV, 64 4" tubes
5 66* x 18', 52 4" 'ubes, plug hat dome
6 66 x 10 , 36 ," tubes plug hat dome
4 66" x 16. « 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wickes. \ EW
1
60" x 17' 3", ao 6" tubes, cross dome

2 .54" x 16', 41 4
" tubes

CORLISS ENCINES
*4^ x 48" L.H., girder frame, Wetherill
M x 42" L IL, heavy duty frame, Allis
2/ X 42" R.H.. girder frame, Vilter
to x 48" R IL, girder frame
2./' x 42'' L H., girder frame, A'hs
18" x 48" L.H girder frame. Wheelock
.6"x36" K.IL. Webster. Camp & Lane
16 & 30" x 48" cross comp. Hamilton
4* x 48^ R.H.. girder frame, Harris
l 4

j

x 36" L.H., girder frame, Manitowoc
'4' x 30" R.H., heavy duty, Ohio

AUTOMATIC ENCINESV x 56" L.H.. Buckeye, heavy girder frame
18 x 27" L.H

, tangyef ame Russell
18 x 24" R H , heavy duty. Atlas
i6|| x 18" Atlas centre crank
6" x 24" L. H., girder frame, Browned
16 x 16" center crank, Ideal
14" x 20" L. H. Atlas
12" x 18" L.H., Lansing
11" x 18" R.H.. Buckeye, class B
ur x 12" center crank, Erie City

THROTTLINC GOVERNOR ENCINES
2°" x 34" R.H., box bed, top rock valve

x 36" L.H.. I.ane& Bodley
24" x io" L.H., box bed slide valve, at Minneapolis
22^x4." L.H., Fulton
20" x 24" L. H., box bed top piston valve
18* x 30" R.H , box bed Fulton

x 24" R H., box bed, Union Iron Works
12' x 20" L.H.. box bed. side slid- valve
12" x 14" center crank. Wickes, NEW
10" x 16" Smalley

Wickes Brothers
Saginaw . . Mich
Seattle Office 410 White Bldg.

FORJSALE
WOOD WORKING1 MACHINERY

' '°« J**
0**™* b<"d. double surface planer complete

1 27 Cowan revolving bed, double surface planer
1 26 Cowan revo ving bed. double surface planer
2 refitted 24" double surface planers complete
1 refitted 24" double surface planer and matcher
1 new 24 ' planer and matcher
1 refitted 24" planer and mat. her complete
1 refute 1 24" revolving bed surface planer
3 refitted 24" surface planers complete
1 refitted 24" pony planer, in good order
1 refitted x\" wood trame surface planer
2 refitted 16" pony planers, in good order
1 nearly new 13" ligntning flooring planer
1 refitted 12" pony planer
1 nearly new 24" "buzz planer with counte shaft
3 new 16" buzz planers with c 'untershafts
6 new 12" buzz planers with countershafts
1 new Cowan hand mitre machine
1 new No 3 Fox foot power mitre machine
1 refitted 8

" 4 side moulder, in good order
1 refitted 8" 3 side Cowan moulder
1 refitted graduating stroke power morti>er
1 nearly new improved p uver mortiser
2 new foot power mortisers
1 new 44" Ober handle and spoke lathe
1 refitted 27" wood turning laihe complete
1 refitted 18" wood turning lathe compleu
3 new 16" wo >d turning lathes
1 refitted 25"x47"x8' pattern makers gaplathc
1 refitted h.'iizontal single spindle car borer
3 new post bo ing machines
3 refitted rod and dowel machines with heads
1 new wood top two spindle wood shaper
1 new iron top two spindle wood shaper
1 refitted wood too two spindle wood shaper
1 new 36" pedestal hindsawing machine
1 nearly new 20" pedestal bandsawing machine
1 new 10" Crescent bandsawing machine
1 refitted 40" circular resawing machine
1 refitted 48" band res iwing machine
2 refitted 54" band resawing machines
3 new iron frame swing cut off saws
1 new wood frame cut off saw with table
2 nearly new roller t pcordwood sawiab'es
1 refitted Cowan saw table ?nd dado machine
4 refitted variety saw tables complete
1 new No. 1 Crescent saw table
1 refitted MacGregor Gourlav ripsaw table
new dimension saw table with tilting- attachment

i refitted power feed gang rip 'saw table
1 refitted Cowan power feed rip *aw table
1 New No 6 power feed ripsaw table
1 new iron frame scroll sawing machine
1 refitted 24" single drum sander
1 nearlv new 32" disc sander with boring attachment
1 new No. 6 E Fov universal wood trimmer
1 new No. A Fox universal wo -d trimmer
3 new No 4 A Fox universal wood trimmers
A copy of our supply catalogue or ma hinery

stock list for the asking.

H. W. PETRIE. Ltd.
Toronto Montreal Vancouver

For Sale
'TIE MILL SECOND-HAND SUITABLE
I for cult ng a 000 lies per day. Write u. lor

Particular! and Price.

Waterous Engine Works,
11 Brantford, Ont.

For Immediate Sale
1 aoo II. P. AUTOMATIC McEWEN ENGINE.

18 x 18 centre • rank (with heavy extra iron bed
n first class running order.) Apply ,o Kearney
I imber Mfc. Co.. Kearney, Ont. t |

For Sale
f )NE LOMBARD STEAM LOG HAULER IN

fine condition, together with nine sets oflogging sleighs, all in fine shape. A trade if taken
quickly. Apply to Tracadik Lumber Company
(. hatham, .N.B.

Tug For Sale
\/T ADE OF y, STEEL, 4o FEET LONG
11 ?

fce
' b"m

- 7 x 7K engine, uprig+t boilerallowed .40 P. of Heam. Every.hing as go. d a.new. May be seen in the Soo. Mich. Price $,. joo.Vddress Box 675, Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 3

For Sale
I)CNBAR CLAPBOARD MACHINE AND

,

clap-board planer. These ma, bum are inperfect order and. only offered for sale because wecannot keep them constantly running.

Mcrray & Gregory, Limited.
St. Johr. N.B.

WANTEO-EMPLOYMENT

Wanted
POSITION BY A PRACTICAL MECHAN-

. ,

,cal Millwright, twenty-three \ears experience
in charge of high capacity modern s 3w mill machin-
ery. Open to engagement either to build cr
opperate permanent p.-sition favoured. Address
89 Church Avenue, Verdun. P.Q.

POSIT ON WANTED
PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN, FAMILIAR
I with the work fr.>m cruising t mber to selling
the product open to consider any intelligent proposi-
1 ion on share of profits or other basis, either retail
yard or logging and manufac uring. Address Box
613 Canada Lumberman. Toronto. tf

Situation Wanted
DV ENERGETIC. CONSERVATIVE AC-L» countant and lumberman. Twelve years

of thorough and detailed experience, from purchase
of timber to sale of lumber, including railroad
accounting by most approved methods. V\ ill ,howmonthly costs nd results of all departments. Now
employed by manufacturing company. Box 669Canada Lumberman, Toronto

WANTED
POSITION AS MANAGER OF MEDIUM
1 operation or assistant to manager of large

M-n
rpr

'^eKiiaVe had PracticaI training in Woods.MUI and Umce up to general superintendent andknow modern methods and . onditions from Ontario
to interior B.C. Close estimator on costs and amgood systematizer. Replying, state salary, limitand living rondtions tor married man. Addressbox 612 Canaoa Lumberman, Toronto. tf

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

YyANTED A PARTY WITH THREE TO
four thousand .lollars. to take active in erest

in good sawmill proposition. Box 663 Canada
Lumberman, Toronto.

MISCELLANEOUS

For Sale

1NJ
INETV-EIGHT ACRES OF TIMBER.

*
. .

a
.
Muskoka. Virgin growih; large maple

predominating, with birch, beecti and hemlock. Near
good sawmill with siJing. Address Box by-,
t-ANADlAN LUMBRMAN. Toronto

For Sale
Ul\ E SQUARE MILES OF TIMBER. SITU-
1 ated tnree miles from Crow's Nesl Pass
Railway, near Cranbrook. B C. estimated to
contain 22 milhon feet. Easy logging and down
lull roads. AUo good saw mill.

Apply to

Mrs. E. H. Husband,
3 - • '20 Main St., Hamilton, Ontano.
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Agency Wanted

BY PARTY WHO HAS COOD CONN'EC-
t :on w th the KiilJing tiade

Box 676, Canada Lumberman. Toronto. »

For Sale
"I'O CLO«E ESTA IT, I.ATE JOHV IX)WS-

I \\c'\. Planing Mill in liv- village and « cal'hy

farming '-omn-unilv. Lair nwrfrwas a skilled mr-
rhanic nd nvll » as unnsiialh II equippeJ. James
Po L. Adminitra'or. Oulton.Ont. 3

Timber and Pulpwood Limit

For Sale

THE UNDERSIGNED HAVE FOR SALE
a Timher and Pulpwood Limit having an area

of 156 «qu.Te mile« - tuatr on 'ho I ou'onge Rivr-r

i" thr Pr,.\ incr. | Q • b. c. This sa very d. siraMe

limit ,nd contain* lar^r quantities ol Spruce pulp-

wo d and 1 ine For price and trrtns appl» to I HE
East Tkmpi pt'-v Limbi-r Company. Limitep.

East Templelon. Que. CanaJa. 4

Valuable Saw Mill

and Manufacturing Site for Sale

Sealed lendeis addressed to the undersigned and

ma'ked " lenders Re 1'
. 11. Del ew and Son Estate

"

»ill b<- received u (
> to twclvt o'cl. ck ncu'll, on the

ist DAY OF FEIIKUAKY. 1909. lor the purchase

of the land.. pl..nt. in .chinecy. equi| m. ni and other

BkBria lieiiinaltei desenbed ot the s^id "T. H. Dc-

Cew and Son Estate."

1 he Land . oi>sist- of an exc. llent mill or rnanu-

facturi. g s te in the To» n ot Bruce Mil es. situate

right at the irrmiiiui .-Ithe Bruce Mines and Algoma
Railway and in a good harbor, and c< nsists of ten

t.< fifteen acre», surrounded by a twenty three acre

water lot.

On thi- site there is a twenty five thousand leet

capacity saw-mill, well equipped with the latest

machin. rv. dr\-k'h , macl mer\ for m..king Have-.,

railwav w'dmg. office building, etc. A larg. quantity

of valuable trap rock i- located 01 time lands easy

of are — . a"d can be readil) shipped to all ports on

the Crral Lake*. .

In connection with the saw-mill and macl tnery

Ih. le is a fu I equipmetit of »lr-gh«. wagon*, tiucks,

carts, .ampinir outfit, chains blocks at d tools.

One htin.lred and sixt> a -es .>f well timbered

lands in th.- Township of Aberdeen, distant only

some eight mile>. ... .

To a"> per on wishing to engage in the lumbering

husine*s or wivJrn manufai luring of »n> kit d.

these land- » d -itc aie particularly desirable, as

Bruce Mines is a ce tre of a la-ge area where for

yea s to come *n unlimited Mipplv o pine, p Ipwood.

hard and soft wood and other timber can be readily

obtained.
The Mie a^ve referred to is especially adapted

and i-uitab'e for a saw-nvll. vrn.er mill, stave fac-

tory, p lp mill or any other kind • r wood, n maru-
facture. and is exempt from muni, ipal taxes for

ah. ut *ev, n \ ear«.

I-spection of 'he property may be had at any time.

T.rms of Sale :- to rer cent cash: 40 per cent,

within 10 days and ba'ance within 60 da\s. The
ten 'ers mu-t be arcompan d hy a marked cheque.

pa< ab'e to the un.ter* ;gne 1 for to per rent, rf the

amount the tei-dr • . «huh cheque will be returned

it t^ni'er is not accepted.

The highest or any lender not necessarily accepted.

For fnnhfr particulars write or apply to the

undersigned.
Dated a' Bruce Mines this ist day of December.

A. D. .908.
N.H.PETERSON.

Barrister. Soli itor. Etc.,

Briue Mines. Ontario a

Steel Mill Buildings.

Steel construction, which is grow-

ing in favor among the builders of

modern sawmill plants, is a de-

cisive step toward the goal whither

all woodworking industries are

trending, that of practically fire-

proof construct'on, says the "Am-
ericsn Lumberman," It was for-

merly considered the most hazard-

ous risk on the part of insurance

people to insure a sawmill or wood-

working establishment, but" now
this can be changed if the steps al-

ready taken are followed up by

others along the same line. With
a steel frame and the boiler and en-

gine room with brick or concrete

walls and floors the average saw-

mill is pretty well started on the

road to fireproofing. There is sel-

dom any great accumulation of dry

lumber in the sawmill and it is

the wooden frame that catches fire

from smoldering sparks in the dust

or in some trashy corner. There

are the floors, of course, and more
or less timber, but a decided step

toward fire prevention is this steel

construction in a sawmill.

Among the woodworking factor-

ies the use of a combination of

steel and brick or steel and con-

crete is an additional step of im-

portance, and while it is not prac-

tical everywhere, in some instances

it is practicable to make a wood-

working inst :tution fireproof,

-euo u jo A'jnxnj aqj u; sSrnpn; pin?

i>u;>Lio.Y\poOA\ v joj 3jnpn.i}s A9.io}s

Where there- is room to spread out

institution there are opportunities

of making the place practicallv safe

from fire. The building itself can

be made proof against it and the

floor also, so that the only damage
that might be done would come
through ihe bunvng cf stock in fl e

factory in the process of manufac-

ture or stored inside the building.

By having the storage rooms sep-

arate there would remain only such

stock as is being manufactured

and there is seldom enough of this

to create much of a fire. Even
where it is necessary to build

buildings two or three storeys lrgh

there are opportunities now with

electric transmission to make them
practically fireproof. The electric

transmission eliminates the neces-

sity of cutting beltholes through

the floors and making drnftholes

and connections from one depart-

ment to ant tlier that encourage

the spread of fire. There always

remains, of course, the elvator

shaft, but it can be safeguarded

from fire, and if trasny accumula-
tions are kept out of the way.

floors kept clean, and the stock

stored in a separate warehouse the

modern woodworking factory can

be made practically as safe from

fire as the modern office building.

The Chicago lumber record for

the year just closed shows a loss

in receipts of approximately 20 per

cent. : shipments show a deelin'

of a little more than 20 per -cut.

The total receipts for the year w„A re

2.053.639.000 feet, against an ag-

gregate of 2.479.458.000 feet for

1907. a- decline of more than 425.-

000.000 feet. From Chicago was
distributed a total of 771,539.000

feet. For 1907 shipments aggre-

gated 977.746.000 feet. The dis-

tribution in 1906 was 1.041.491.-

000 feet, or nearly one-half of the
receipts, which for the year ag-

gregated 2,362,856,000 feet,

Acording to a decree issued by
the President of Colombia, woods
or timber proper for furniture

manufacture, and including Span-
ish cedar and mahogany, may be

exported without the payment of

export duty. The duty removed
by this decree was $2 gold per

thousand. These woods form one
of the most important articles ol

export from the Atlantic (or Car-

ibbean) coast of Colombia, and in-

terest in their exploitation is grow-
ing. Three large American com-
panies are now interested in the
extraction and export of cedar and
mahogany from Colombia.

If
YOU* Mi WORTH
ADVERTISING,

LEAK & CO.
Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce,

Basswood, Maple, Birch

and Black Ash

Send us list of what you have and your best

Cash Prices

R.. SPr NCE&CO,
BEECH FILE WORKS

HAMILTON, ONT.
FILE AND RaSC MANUFACTURERS

A* D RE CuTTtRS
A Trial or.ler solicited.

Write for price list and terms.
C. P. MORE. Proprietor

The

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Have for sale Second-Hand Machinery, com-
pi lely overhauled ready for shipment:

i Horizontal Sliile Valve t'ngine 6in, x 10 in.

i Vertical SliJe V„lve Engine 4 in. x 6 in.

1 Portable Eneine, 7^ in. x 11 in.

p J^J
For J-°&ffin S'' Tramway Switches,

Etc. New and Second-Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

0C

A

URTS^Sl!^^
J. C. McCORMACK
DEER AND CARIBOU MITTS AND

MOOSE M0CC/-SINS
Dealer In Ram Fura and Hides

PEMBROKE - - ONTARIO

OUR SPECIALTY

SUPERIOR MFCTCO.
nUUBEH A STECL STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT.

Appearances are All-Important

in lumber as in everything, else.

You cannot dispose of your lumber readily or at the most advan-
tageous prices unless it is properly EDGED AND TRIMMED.

we ah.. xhc World's Headquarters
for High Grade

(but not Hljfh PriccJ)

Edgers and Trimmers

Our line is exceedingly complete, comprising

60 Different Sizes and Styles of Edgers 60
and

10 Different Sizes of Trimmers 10

This means that those who buv of us are ahle to select a machine
PERFECTLY ADAPTED TO THEIR REQUIREMENTS—one large

enough for the work, yet not too large, thereby wasting neither room
nor power.

Every machine we make is the product of THOROUGHLY PRAC-
TICAL DESIGNERS, and built of the BEST MATERIALS BY" UN-
USUALLY COMPETENT WORKMEN.

We endeaver to make EVERY MACHINE A STANDING AD-
VERTISEMENT; and we are almost daily in receipt of letters speaking
in terms of the highest praise of our goods.

The general recognition of the superiority of our machinery is

most strikingly shown by the fact that there are

OVER 3,500 "TOWER" EDGERS
and

OVER 750 " TOWER" TRIMMERS
IN USE

If you want the best specify ours.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co-
Greenville,

Manufacturers of the Celebrated Ccic'cn Fr'Vw First

Grate and the "Tower" line of Edgers and Trimmers

Michigan



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

Continued quietness is the feature, of the lumber trade in Ontario.
In the Ottawa Valiey lumbermen report very few sales during the last

two weeks and prices are steady though firm. The only weakness of

any sort is in the lower grades of pine, but it is expected that with the
improvement in the money market which is already under way the de-
mand for box lumber will increase. There is sufficient demand for lath

to encourage the manufacturers in a policy of extensive production for

1909. There is quite a demand for pickets and other small stuff from
Michigan. Prices for these are quite firm. Conditions in the woods of

the Ottawa Valley are fairly good although there was a serious soft

period which threatened to prohibit the use of the rivers as highways.
This has been succeeded by a good period of cold weather and many of
the large manufacturers are now sending in extra teams. The amount
of operations in the woods will be small in pine but probably just as ex-
tensive in spruce as last year. In Georgian Bay and Western Ontario
conditions remain dull, though there is a little better feeling as a result
of the taking of inventories, which show that a better demand may be
expected in many short lines before long.

Eastern Canada.

Reports from St. John state that the prices for English deals have
improved slightly during the last fortnight. The prospect for business
is better than it has been for two seasons past. This is the case in spite
of the fact that during the holiday season actual business was rather
slight. English spruce deals are now quoted at $13.50 to $13.75 f.o.b.

St. John. This is a dollar higher than the prices which prevailed at
this time last year. Shingles are in strong demand, at prices ranging
around $3 a thousand for dutiable extras and $2.50 per thousand for

dutiable clears. Spruce lath is in fair demand at about $2.75 f.o.b. St.
John for dutiable. There is very little being done in American spruce
bring considerably more than $14.50 f.o.b. St. John. The demand for

spruce from the United States is reported not to be quite so brisk. It
is reported that some mills are accepting orders at lower prices, although
others are inclined not to force sales. A number of the winter mills
opened during the last fortnight and are looking for orders. They have
been the cause of reducing prices. Frames are fairly firm though sales
have been reported of nine -inch and under at $25. Some of the mills
have been ready to accept $24 rather than see the order go elsewhere.
Still other mills are standing for $26 and expect to get it before long.
Planking is in fair demand with fair prices. Eandom is only in moderate
demand but prices are steady, though a few dealers are accepting orders
for small random at a slight decline.

Western Canada.

The lumber market has changed little in the last fortnight. Although
there has been a good deal of inquiry, buyers and sellers have failed to
come together. There will in the near future be a big demand for lum-
ber in Mexico and the probability is that it will be bought in British
Columbia, but the local market is holding firm and the buyers will have
to meet the prices in order to do business. Australian buyers, however,
are taking just as much lumber as ever. All the subsidized steamers are
taking full loads and there is a good demand all the time. This, to a
large extent, makes up for the slackness of the coastwise business. The
business with the prairies remains quiet, although there are many in-

quiries. The material is being sold at $12 a thousand at the mill. This

SPRUCE
1x4,546x10/16 ft Spruce Flooring

N. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of Tra.de Building. Montreal

is dimension prices. Little lumber is used on the prairies at tins time of
year, where work cannot be carried on during the winter, but as soon as
spring opens, and even before, there w ill be a lot of it on the way to sup-
ply the demand of the development tbere.

In limits there has been some movement. One tract of 17 square
miles on Vancouver Island has changed hands very recently, botb buyers
and sellers being local firms. A good price was realized. As soon as the
weather improves Eastern capitalists will have many cruisers in the field

to look over the limits. Everything points to increase of business through-
out the province in all lines, and this is bound to affect the timber
business.

Great Britain.

English advices slate that the market will probably improve from the
sellers' point of view very shortly. Although the new year opened with
mixed prospects, the brisk market which was hoped for had not yet
arrived and a state of suspense was prevalent. Shippers generally are
asking much higher prices than the trade feels inclined to meet at pres-
ent. There is little indication as yet that English buyers will be able to
meet shippers' views, as the building trade in Great Britain is in a state
of stagnation. Taking everything into consideration, however, the con-
ditions which prevail are encouraging to the sellers. Liverpool reports
that during the last week of the year business was considerably brighter
and the holiday season did not seem to have caused much depression, as
the demand for most classes of timber was good. The outlook for 1009
is reported as most encouraging. Pitch pine is only in moderate demand
but prices are well maintained, in the face of recent advances made by
the shippers. Very little hewn wood of any kind is changing hands.
Spruce deals have a slightly firmer tendency and white floorings are also
showing an inclination to advance. The production of battens has re-

cently been more remunerative to shippers than floorings. Manchester
reports a very quiet holiday season. At Hull, orders are coming in very
slowly. For the near future there is no prospect of a better state of things
and most merchants believe that the improvement will not be really no-
ticeable until the early spring. Prices, however, are being gradually ad-
vanced, especially in a few very scarce sizes. At Bristol the quiet
condition of business has resulted in several of the wood-consuming
concerns shutting down for rather extended periods, one company, for
instance, for ten days. As far as can be learned no contracts have been
entered into for next season's shipments, although some negotiations are
on foot relating to floorings. Business is reported to be as bad as it can
be, leaving no margin for importers. Glasgow reports a very quiet mar-
ket. Stocks on hand are much lower than usual but imports continue
on a very meagre scale.

United States.

The frequent prediction that the new year would bring about an im-
provement in the lumber trade seems to have been well founded. There
has been a gradual increase in orders and in enquiries. The inventories
which were under way a fortnight ago among country yards have been
completed, and the result is a large number of enquiries for lines of
stock which have been shown to be short. There has been no important
improvement in prices but the buying movement is expected shortly to
assume average conditions for this time of year. The demand from the
railroads has continued steadily. Northern pine at Chicago is steady

(Continued on page 28).

R. Laidlaw Lumber Go.
Limited .

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A. F. H olden, Pres. J- M Diver, Genl. Mgr.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.

The

Cleveland - Sarnia

Saw Mills Co.
Limited

Is There Anything You Want Right Quick?

If its yard stock, our supplies are well assorted and

in good shipping condition. Maybe a mixed car

to-day, would appeal to you ?

If its a special bill, we'll cut it to your specifications

in a hurry. No order too large for our capacity or

too small for our careful attention.

Heavy Construction and Bridge Timbers, Ship Tim-

ber, Ship Timber, Ship Decking, Tank Stock and

Silo Material are among our Specialties.

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co.
Limited

Sarnia - - Ontario
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ESTABLISHED 1878

Hanson's Woollen Mill
Hull, Que.

Manufacturers of The "Hanson" Sock and Mitt.

Nothing in the Market
to equal them for Lum-
bermen.

ALL MY SOCKS BEAR THIS STAMP \J K/ MARK^/
Can be obtained from any Wholesale Dry Goods House in Canada

WICKES GANGS
produce lumber at

the lowest possible

cost.

They are built

in various sizes

suitable for mills of

any capacity.

They will pro-

duce more and bet-

ter lumber from

the log than either

band or circular

mill.

Ten different

types ;
power or

steam pre^s rolls
;

steam or belt driv-

en machines to be

placed on cement

foundation or not

as necessiiy de-

mands.

Send for cata-

talogue.

Wickes Brothers
Seattle Office 410 White Bldg. Saginaw, Mich.

JEFFREY
Conveyers

are the best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Ties,

Pulpwood, Refuse, etc.

See Catalog No. 57 B.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Company,
Canadian Office and Works

:

MONTREAL
Main Office and Works : Columbus, Ohio

with a good demand for shop and pattern lumber and for wide boards,
above $3.90. Laths are quiet although the price of 1%-inch stock at
The demand for cull lumber and piece st'iff is rather light. At Buffalo
dealers are all expecting an improvement in business, while prices are
firm and the demand has held good through the holiday season. In
New York white pine is steady with strong indications of a busy trade
within a short time. There is an upward tendency in the price for every
grade and size. Fir prices in Chicago have shown a slight advance with
an improvement in the demand, especially for shop and tank lumber.
At New York the buying is confined to small lots, principally for sizing
up purposes. Cooperage stock is almost idle in Chicago, the outlook
is not encouraging either for slack or tight barrel cooperage. It looks as
though the supply were a great deal larger than the demand. The ad-
vance of 25 cents on red cedar shingles which was expected at Chicago
went into effect during the first week in January. There were very
heavy sales of stock in transit even before the beginning of the year and
the local situation is as yet unchanged It is believed that the country
yards are short on red cedar shingles and that they will have to buy
-heavily before the end of March, in order to be ready for the building
season. Manufacturers therefore are showing no tendency to make con-
cessions. White cedar is unchanged. In Boston shingles are only in
light demand and buyers expect to see a small decline. The retail stocks
are large enough to last for a few months yet. Four dollars is the quoted
price for the best cedar extras, but there is little being sold at anything
New York has strengthened on account of a good demand. The prices
are from $3.50 to $3.75. Prices for 1%-iuch lath are quiet at $4.

Market Correspondence

Good Outlook in Maritime Provinces.
St. John, N.B., Jan. 9.—In looking backward over the year 1908

there are many features of the local lumber trade and industry which
are quite remarkable. Generally speaking the year has been a disap-
pointing one to locai lumbering people. It was one which called for ex-
treme caution in buying and operating and required the closest economy
in manufacturing expenses and expenditures. The year will long stand
out as a landmark of depress ;on in trade, with its attendant quiet in
manufacturing and logging circles

The great factor in the local lumber trade is the manufacture of

spruce deals for the English market. The trade in this line has been
marked by nothing that could truthfully be called a healthy stimulation.
At no time did the demand in the chief distributing centres of Great
Brita :n promise more than, at the best, a nominal price. The year began
with the markets in that direction at the lowest ebb, with little of an
encouraging nature in sight. The manufacturers of New Brunswick con-
tinued the policy of curtailing their logging operations, a policy which the
prospects at the close of 1907 seemed to warrant. The result was that
the total cut of logs in the province was 40 per cent, less than the aver-

age. There was no anxiety to hurry sawing operations, and the conse-
quence was that the mills were iate in starting and the manufacturing
season of 1908 was the shortest (by from ten to twelve weeks) for many
years.

A uniform dulness continued to reign in the English markets all

through the year and at no time did prices approach the figures which
were current before the depression set in, which was in the spring of

1907. During the autumn the demand for English deals has grown slowly

but surely and at present writing the outlook is brighter than at any time
in the past two seasons. Local prices have gained some ground, although
during the holiday season but little has been done in the way of buying
and selling. At present writing an enquirer for English spruce, deals

would be quoted from $13.50 to $18.75 on a specification containing say
50 per cent, sevens and eights, 35 per cent, nines, balance elevens and
wides, f.o.b. St. John, two-thirds price for fourths and ends. At this

time last vear the same enquiry would have met with a quotation of

from $12.50 to $12.75.

Perhaps the most remarkable phases of the year's trade developed in

the cedar shingle business. Prices which prevailed in this line may be
truthfully described as extraordinary. Not only did they reach a high
level but, instead of the jump being of a spasmodic nature, values con-

tinued remarkably high for months. During the hot months lack of

stimulation in the shingle trade materialized and, as is almost always the
case, prices suffered considerably. It was felt by most of those interested

that, considering the high figures from which prices had tumbled, there

would be no rally, but, contrary to expectations, the early fall brought
a further boost in price and values climbed again to the point reached in

the spring.

Cargo after cargo of New Brunswick cedar shingles were disposed of

in Boston and vicinity at prices which would leave, at St. John. $3 per
thousand for dutiable "extras" and $2.50 for dutiable "clears," and in

many cases returns showed slightly better figures. At present writing

shingles are strong at figures very similar to those quoted above.
(Continued on page 30.)
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The

•

Lombard Steam Log Hauler

In the economi-

cal transportation

of Logs, Lumber,

Pulp wood, etc.,

above tour miles

on woods' roads

the Lombard
Steam Log Hauler

has thoroughly
made good.

It will haul more

logs in quicker time

and for less money,

by far, than can be

done by horses

with the same

outlay.

Bulletin 950 tells all about it. Ask for a copy.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited

General Offices : Sherbrooke, Que.

Sales Offices

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.
Sherbrooke St. Catharines Cobalt Vancouver Halifax

Blowers and Dust

Collecting Systems

for all purposes

A. MAHONY
621 KING STREET WEST. - TORONTO

Phone Main 4095

Saw Mill at Yards and Planing Mill al ^
Rairvy Lake. Ont. Hamilton, Ont.

THE

M. BRENNEN &S0NS
MFC. CO. LTD.

HAMILTON, Canada

FOR SALE
43 Steel Flat cars in perfect condition

suitable for Lumber or Dry Kilns Stand-

ard Gauge. Capacity 5 to 7 tons. Will

sell cheap to a quick buyer.

Also New and Re-laying rails from 1

2

to 60 lbs. with Fastenings.

For further particulars apply

—

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

Our Travellers are

all Experienced and

Expert Sawmakers

You will profit by a half-

hour spent with any of them.

We make only one Grade

Saw THE BEST.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS NOW

THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH ) -.„.„,.
SOLID TOOTH \

CIRCULAR

CROSS-CUT - BAND - CANC

AND OTHER SAWS

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT j» Jt

SAW CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

REPAIRS

OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. J-

ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

FULLY GUARANTEED CORRESPONDENCE INVITED
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J I CAMPBELL P, JOHNSON I). I, CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Oar Builders Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

UNCLE RASTUS SAYS:

"Again de queshon has

been put to me, wh' for yo'

all tellin' about de good
things to come? Why don't

dem good things come right

now? Well dat jes reminds

me ob one of them epistles

of St. Paul, which says 'it

may be good for man to live

alone.' Dat is all one of de

bestes' ones I done run across.

To Live Alone Is Great, but

to live and let de odder feller

dat has brains live too is bettah ! Ah would just lak

to tell yuh about dem fellers dat don't put in the latest

invenshuns in machinery, dey live alone, an don't do
no good for nobody. But the odder ones what uses

de "Midland" Band Wheel Grinder and Log- Hoist-
ing Machinery dey do de whole country good. Does
yuh grasp de idea ?"

Georgian Bay Engineering' Works
P. O. BOX 425

Midland - Ontario

HUTHER. BROS. PATENT GROOVER. OR. DADO HEAD
For cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to 2 inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material. Will cut a perfect groove with or across the grain.
This is the only Dado Head on the market that gives entire satistaction on all classes ol work. No

screw adjustment. For different width grooves, simply remove or add inside cutters. Sold by builders
and dealers of woodworking machinery in all parts of the United States. Will send on approval, in
competition with any other make on the market; if not the best return at our expense.
HUTHER BROS., SAW MFG. CO., Inc.. 1170 University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., manufacturers

Circular Saws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box C utters, Concave Saws, etc.

The year in the spruce lath trade wan marked by little snap during
the first eight mouths. At times the trade was very draggy and price*
suffered.

^

Any hurried sale could be made only at the sacrifice of cum nt
prices. The autumn brought better conditions; demand grew rapidly and
prices stiffened in a gratifying manner. To-day lath could not be bought
locally at a less figure than $2.75 f.o.b. St. John for the dutiable article.

Business in spruce deal for the New York market has had a remark-
ably poor year. Prices at times were so low as to be almost prohibitive
to those located as far away from the trade centres as the manufacturers
and dealers of this province. The demand during the year ran almost
entirely to 3x8, 3x10, and 3x12, there being little demand for nines, and
sixes being practically eliminated so far as local business was concerned.

While the outlook now shows great improvement and a good volume
of business is looked forward to during 1909, the change of front in the
"American" spruce deal market did not take place until the fall, and
during the spring and summer some extremely low prices were offered
and accepted. Specifications made up of eights, tens and twelves in
about equal portions sold at figures that left not more than $14.50 f.o.b.
St. John. At present so little is being done in this line that it is diffi-

cult to name a figure, but there is no doubt that any inquiry would meet
with a quotation considerably higher than the figure mentioned above.

The spring of the year 1908 was remarkable for the favorable driving
conditions which prevailed on all the principal streams of this province.
Few logs were left and the cost of driving operations was quite nominal.
As for results, it is many years since the rivers were driven as clean as
was the case in 1908.

A feature of the year was the strike among the shingle workers at
the local mills, which curtailed the manufacturing season from nine
months to two, and resulted in a truly tremendous loss to both men and
employers. The result was a victory for the latter.

A feature also was the remarkable fluctuation in freight rates on
lumber by schooner from N. B. ports to U. S. ports. As an example,
charters were made early in the season on deal to New York at $2.50
per thousand feet (the lowest figure which has prevailed for a decade),
and two months later $3.50 was asked and given.

Lath Arc Active at Ottawa.
Ottawa, Jan. 11.—Local lumbermen have made few sales in the

last fortnight and prices have not fluctuated. An outstanding feature of
the situation is the firmness of quotations in the face of small buying. The
lower grades of pine seem to be the only sorts showing signs of weakness,
but large holders contend that the gradual improvement of the money-
market promises an early demand for box lumber which will affect that
and similar classes of pine. The lath market appears to be the most
active and the number of orders warrants a large production in the mills
next season. Another evidence of coming prosperity for the lumber
trade is the good offer by Stewart Harthorne & Company, of Muskegan,
Michigan, for pickets and other small stuff. They have made purchases
from Gillies Bros., Whitney Lumber Company, W. C. Edwards Com-
pany, McLachlin Bros., Sheppard & Morse and Gilmour & Hughson. In
some quarters it had been feared prices would shrink from last year, but
only in rare instances was any cut made.

The intense cold days beginning January 5th, when the temperature
sank to 15 degrees below zero, were welcomed by lumbermen who were
beginning to fear that hauling of logs over lakes and rivers would be
greatly retarded owing to poor ice. The water had scarcely been well
frozen in December when the heavy snowfall covered every sheet of water
so as to protect it from further freezing. The hauling for the latter part
of December was consequently restricted to the bush roads because lake
and river tracks were unsafe for teams with heavy loads. It looked for

a while as if the lumbermen would not be able to remove all their logs,

but the present cold weather following the thaw in early January has
afforded almost a complete remedy.

J. B. Booth and the E. B. Eddy Company are sending away extra
teams, the operations of the latter being on the DesMoines and Rouge
Rivers. The Eddy Company's spruce logging on Temiskaming is done
chiefly by jobbers. Beth J. R. Booth and the Eddy Company are log-
ging as extensively in spruce as last year, although pine cuts everywhere
are smaller. W. B. Bartram has sent several teams to Nominingue,
Que., this month, and a few also have been sent to Massey and Kip-
pewa by Ottawa employment agents.

The Ottawa River is rising rapidly and the manufacture of pulp at
the Chaudiere has been resumed at Booth's and Eddy's, whose pulp
mills are running nearly at full capacity.

The Chaudiere dam, on account of the low water, was pushed for-

ward so rapidly that the contractors, Quinlan & Robertson, of Montreal,
expect to complete it by next midsummer instead of December 1st, 1909,
as provided in the contract. The main portion of the dam, consisting of
49 piers and two abutments, is now complete and work has been sus-
pended for the rest of the winter. Each pier is of reinforced concrete con-
taining a powerful network of steel rods attached by anchor bolts to the
solid rock of the river bed and completed by filling in with concrete. The
platform over the piers and the stop logs are all that remain to be placed.
A temporary coffer dam which held back the water during the construction
of the new one is being cleared away.
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ALUS - CHALMERS BULLOCK
LIMITED

WATER WHEELS
OP ALL CAPACITIES L'P TO 20.000 H.P
\NI) FOR AM. HEADS I T TO 600 FT.

SEND FOR H V L I.ETIX 303.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR PLANING MILLS

AND SASH AND DOOR FACTORIES.
SEND FOR B J I. LET] N 301.

NEW BAND MILL
BiTi.r W ITH 8. 9.

SEND FOR
10 AND 11
BULLETIN

FT. WHEELS.
1700.

REMEMBER TH AT WE SUPPLY NOT ONLY THE LATEST SAW MILL
MACHINERY BUT ALL AUXILIARIES INCLUDING WATER WHEELS,
STEAM ENGINES, ELECTRIC MOTORS, DYNAMOS AND TRANSFORMERS;.
WHITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETINS.

SALES OFFICES NEW CLASCOW MONTREAL

WORKS: MONTREAL
TORONTO COBALT WINNIPEG CALCARY VANCOUVER

Iron Frame "Simplex" Shingle Machine

IN
this, our latest design of Shingle Machine, we
have incorporated all the advantages contain-

ed in our wood frame 'Simplex" and added
several improvements.

The arbor has been made heavier and a third

bearing added to support it outside the driving

pulley. The method of putting lead in the saw
arbor has been greatly improved. This is now
done by swinging on a centre directly under the

saw the whole frame which carries the arbor. Thus
the alignment of the bearings is not in any way
affected and there will be no danger of hot bearings
after the lead has been changed. The change may
be made while the machine is running and without

stopping the carriage.

An improvement has also been made in the

method of driving the edger. It is belted direct

from a shaft running at right angles to the main
arbor from which it is driven by means of a beve!

friction. This m<kes a very neat compact drive

and has proved satisfactory in the mill.

The rail on which the carriage travels is made
of square steel and when worn can be renewed by
simply turning upside down.

Over three hundred of our

Upright Machines (wood and
iron frames) are in use in

British Columbia and
Washington.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

Letson <fc Burpee, Limited, Vancouver, B. C.
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JOHN DONOGH, JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM. A. H. MACA BE,
President, Vice-President. Secretary,

30 Years in the Trade

John Donogh Lumber Co., Limited

-Wholesale Dealers in-

WHITE PINE
Red Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Lath, Shingles

Exporters of Deals and Sidings

1212 Traders Bank Chambers, TORONTO

Burnett. Ormsby & Clapp, Limited

38 Wellington St. East, TORONTO

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock Red Cedar Shingles White Pine Lath Bass and Poplar Siding

JAMES GILLESPIE

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH and SHINGLES

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED 1892.

V OILLE 8c MgKEEN v
Wholesale Lumber

NORTH TONAWANDA. - N. Y.

TRADE WITH 0-A-TST_A_:D_A. SOLICITED.

We Can Protect You
Against Loss of

Property

Profits

Use and Occupancy
Credits

Rents
Contracts

Or Anything Else

Occasioned by

Any Insurable Hazard

EDGINGS

Ontario
•Jas. Cameron has put up a shingle mill at Fallbrook, Ont.
The Carnegie Milling Company are building a sawmill at Port Perry, Ont.
George White & Sons' new woodworking plant at London, Ont., is now in

operation.

MeArthur's sawmill at Murillo, Out., was recently damaged by fire.

The McMaster Lumber Company, Kemptville, Ont., will erect a large saw-
null at Hull, Que.

Die box factory at Rodney, Ont., is shortly to be enlarged.
The North American Bent Chair Company are making extensive additions

to their buildings in Owen Sound.
M. J. O'Brien, of Renfrew, Ont., has formed a stock company to take over

the sawmill business of J. D. MoRae at Eganville, Ont.
The Evans Company, Limited, have almost completed the erection of a

planing mdl and sash and door factory in Sudbury, Ont.
P. Kyle is rebuilding his sawmill at Merrickville, Ont., which was de-

stroyed by fire last summer. It will be operated by J. Bigford and John Wilson
as a custom sawmill.

The Welland Vale Manufacturing Company's premises at St. Catharines,
Ont., including a large stock of hoe, rake, spade and other handles, were de-
stroyed by fire. Loss, $50,000, mostly covered by insurance.

John McGrath, Peterborough, Ont., is erecting a sawmill at Lakefield. The
machinery has been bought, and it is expected that the mill will be ready for
operation, with a daily capacity of $15,000 feet, this month.

Tlx; Sanderson-Harold Screen Works, at Paris, Ont., have been destroyed
by fire, with a damage of $50,000. ' The firm made chiefly screen doors, refriger-
ators, etc. Over a hundred men are employed. The factory is to be rebuilt
at once.

Two brothers, William and Louis Warriher, aged 19 and 22 respectively,
were burned to death in a fire which destroyed a log camp in the township of
Matohedash. The young men were cutting wood in the vicinitv and boarding
themselves.

Delahey Bros., of Pembroke, Ont., proprietors of the National Manufac-
turing Company, which was recently burned out, have taken over the plant of
the Cossitt Company, makers of agricultural implements, Brockville, and will
rnahc Jarge extensions to the factory.

Rolnh Loveland, of the Saginaw Lumber & Salt Company, operating at
Thesr and Loveland & Stone, operating at Cutler, Ont., estimate the season
cut in ...<it district at two-thirds that of last winter, but say it will be much
larger than it would have been but for damage done to timber by forest fires.

The Tudhope-Mclntyre Company, a combination of the Tudhope Carriage
Company, Orillia, and W. H. Mclntyre, president of the W. H. Kiblinger Com-
pany, of Auburn, End., who make a specialty of high-wheel motor carriages,
will manufacture this line of goods extensively in Orillia during the coming
season.

The City Solicitor of Ottawa has prepared a report on the subject of piling
lumber in the area between Preston, Bronson and Somerset streets. The report
is a review of all the by-laws passed regarding lumber piling. There was a limit
fixed December, 1906, when certain piles should be removed, but in the consoli-
dation of the by-laws over a year ago this clause for some reason was left out.
The City Solicitor expresses the opinion, however, that permission needs to be
secured for the yards there established.

Recent Ontario incorporations include : The Charters Lumber Company,
Limited, East Toronto, capital $100,000; incorporators, W. C. Charters, S. L.
Slade, R. P. Allen, all of East Toronto, and others. Taplin Timber Company,
Limited, Toronto, capital $40,000; incorporators, V. E. Taplin, New Liskeard,
Out., J. P. Langley, W. R. Smyth and M. Peer, all of Toronto. Rosedale Saw-
mill Company, Limited, Toronto, capital, $40,000

;
incorporators, T. H. Han-

cock, F. H. Hurlburt and Edmund Gunn, all of Toronto, and others. Freeman
Lumber Company, Limited, Midland, capital, $40,000; incorporators, J. Hill,

F. G. Hill, J. W. Demorest, all of Midland, and others.

Guy Coulthrop, of Bay City, Mich., one of the members of the Moulthrop
Lumber Company, operating a saw mill at Johns Island, Ont., says there is

little lumber now being carried on the mill docks in the Georgian Bay district

which has not been sold. All the stock on the dock of his company7 has been
sold to Saginaw Valley firms. He estimates that about a two-thirds stock of
logs will be put in this winter compared with last, but the mills will be pretty
fairly stocked. Conditions for logging are excellent. This company has 400
men in the woods. All the stock on the mill docks of the Eddy Bros. & Com-
pany plant at Blind River has been sold. The firm manufactured about 27,-

500,000 feet last season and are carrying over some logs.

Eastern Provinces
Simard & Mercure, lumber dealers, Montreal, Quebec, have dissolved part-

nership.

The premises of the Quebec Wood Specialty Company, Quebec City, were
destroyed by fire recently.

A Shelburne, N.S., despatch says that it is expected that the Lewis Miller
Company will build a large lumber mill at Jordan Falls this year.

The Mount Royal Box & Lumber Manufacturing Company, Limited, Mont-
real, have sold several lots adjoining their premises to Antoine Viens.

Damage to the amount of $20,000 was .done to booms of the St. John River
Log Driving Company by the severe storms during the first week of January.

A young girl named Bernadette Belleau, employed in Rochettes' box fac-

tory at Ancienne Lorette, Que., got her clothes entagled in the belting of a
machine. Her body was frightfully mangled and her injuries proved fatal.

Mr. G. B. Hall, aged 56, a well-known lumber merchant and prominent
Liberal, died suddenly at his residence, Grande Allee, Quebec, on January 10th.

Deceased was the second son of the late G. B. Hall, in his lifetime a leading
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lumber merchant of the Province of Quebec, and owner of an extensive property

at the Falls of Montmorency, including the Kent House.

The Silliker Car Works, Halifax, N.S , held their second general meeting

last month, and the statement showed net earnings of $13,800. This was con-

sidered quite satisfactory in view of the fact that works have only been recently

started.

T. A. Barnhill's sawmdl at Truro, N.S., has been destroyed, together with

the property destroyed were a gang-saw, planer, matcher, pony and buzz planer,

sanding apparatus, etc.

A. H. Vanwart, Fredericton, N.B., has purchased the sawmill of R. Kirk-

patriek at Debec Junction. In the spring the machinery will be brought to

Fredericton and will be placed in a new structure to be built by Mr. Vanwart.

The mill is fitted with rotary, planer, lath and shingle machines.

The car building firm of Rhodes, Curry & Company, of Amherst, N.S., are

buying large quantities ct quartered oak lumber for interior finish from the

Virginian mills and are shipping this lumber by sea to Halifax. This oak is

being used entirely for the finish in the new cars which are being built by the

company for the Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad of Canada. The company
heretofore have bought all their oak in the New England States.

The St. John River Log Driving Company. Fredericton, N.B., suffered

serious loss from the recent floods. The company's sheer booms from Crock's

Point, 10,000 feet in length, were stored in the Nashwaaksis River as usual for

many years, and the ice on this river breaking up, the booms were destroyed,

a quantity of machinery, which had only been in operation a few days. Among
the great timbers of which they weie composed snapping like matches. Lewis

H. Bliss, manager of the company, estimates that it will require at least $20,000

to replace the booms, which must be done before the ice breaks up next

spring.

Recent Quebec incorporations include: Simplex Floor Finishing Appliance

Companv. Limited, Montreal, capital $2o.000 ;
incorporators, T. B. Gould, J.

T. Hackett and J. W. McDonald, all of Montreal. Floor Planning A Surfacing

Companv, Limited. Montreal, capital $100,000: incorporators, T. B. Gould. J.

T Hackett, H. Martin, J. W. McDonald and Kenneth McPherson, all of Mont-

real. Eagle Lumber Company, Limited, Montreal, capital $20,000: incorpor-

ators, L. Villeneuve, Quebec, and A. Beaupre, V. Martineau and Patrick

Murphy, all of Montreal.

Harry Harding, of Musquash, NR. was drowned recently while trying to

save a mill dam at the Inglewood Pulp A Paper Company's works. The water

pressure on the gate became so great as to cause fear of its bursting through.

Harding bravely walked out alon« a narrow plank to the dam. His weight re-

sulted in the plank being overturned in the water, where it was under great

pressure. Those who were with him could render no assistance. He was car-

ried over the dam and drowned. Deceased was 31 years of age and greatly re-

spected. Since the accident, the freshet has caused the old stone dam on the

Musquash to <:i\e way and the surrounding land has been inundated.

Authorized Capital $250,000 (^50,000)

Western Canada
The Selkirk Match Company, Limited, Selkirk. Man., have obtained a

charter. The concern is capitalized at $40,000.

The lumber sheds, store and office of the William Cowan Company, Prince

Albert, Sask., were destroyed by fire recently.

A Vancouver despatch states that the log market on Puget Sound is in an

unprecedented condition, as every boom of logs has been sold.

Mayor E\ans of Winnipeg proposes that the city should open a lumber camp
at the city's limits, at Lac Du Bois, for the relief of the unemployed.

The Wash Sash A Door Company, of New Westminster, B.C., recently

reported running time and a quarter, or twelve and a half hours per day.

The Victoria & Barkley Sound Railway Company are applying for a charter

from the Dominion and Provincial Governments. The road will run through

some splendid timber limits.

Recent Vancouver incorporations include: P. D. Hillis Logging Company,
capital, $100,000; Glen Valley Logging Company, capital $25,000, and Robinson

& Lequime Lumber Company, capital $15,000.

Seaton Bros., boat builders, New Westminster, B.C., have purchased the

Crane yards and will immediately cairy out improvements. It is proposed to

open a machine shop, wood working plant and, later on, a steel forging plant.

The Fernie Lumber Company's new mill to replace the one destroyed in

the recent conflagration, is now in operation, and is cutting and shipping lumber.

The entire plant is not yet completed. It will subsequently have a capacity of

between 50,000 and 60,000 feet per day.

A. F. Johnson, 703 North Main street, Paris, Texas, proposes to establish

a factory in Western Canada for the production of shovel handles, and is en-

quiring where there is a supply of white or grey ash timber, which is growing

scarce in the United States, and is the only timber that can be used in the

manufacture of shovel handles.

H. M. Hillis, representing the Hillis Bros., timber merchants, in the Metro-

politan Building, Victoria, B.C., took twelve cruisers to Nootka Sound, West
Coast, recently. These men will inspect over 120 sections before their return.

Messrs. Hillis have sold over 100 sections of timber during the last four months.

The prospects in the lumber business are brighter and it is expected that within

a short time the activity formerly prevailing will have returned.

Judgment has been given in favor of plaintiffs in the action of the Pigeon

River Lumber Company, the Lake Superior Tug Company, Limited, and the

Arrow River and Tributaries Slide & Boom Company, against Mr. George

Mooring. The Pigeon River Lumber Company appeared in the suit as manager

of the other two companies, who were awarded, the Lake Superior Tug Com-
pany, $2,180, and the Arrow River Company, $1,539, with costs to each. The

case was tried at Port Arthur, and arose out of the handling of lumber for the

defendant.

A Vancouver despatch says that Portland, Oregon, sawmills have been

beaten out of a first instalment sale of 400,000 feet of lumber to the Government

by Seattle dealers, who will deliver the material in that city from British Col-

umbia and pay the $2 per thousand duty on it. The lumber is Douglas fir, in-

tended for the Panama Canal, and is to be loaded on a transport at Seattle to

be landed at the western terminus of the canal. Arthur Camwell, who got the

contract, is an exporter of .'umber from Vancouver Island. The average bid of

Oregon firms was $10 a thousand, and as the foreign manufacturer has to pay

the $2 duty on unloading the lumber in the canal zone, he will really sell the

material at $8 a thousand or less.

andImperial Timber
Trading Co., Ltd.

P.O. Box 930, Vancouver, B. C.
Canada

Export Lumber Standing Timber

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOUGLAS FIR (Columbian Pine), RED
CEDAR and SPRUCE, ALASKA PINE, CYPRESS and CALIFORNIA
REDWOOD (Sequoia).

Can be shipped in Small Parcels, Straight or Mixed Cargoes

3
Complete Log Way, consisting of Steam Nigger, Log Stop

and Jack Ladder Unloader

Manufactured by

Penetanguishene, - Ont.

End View of Heavy Modern
Sawmill Carriage

Catalogue on Request

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mass.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

ddress all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
6 ^rHsENsRTrT MONTREAL, P.Q.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

i inch No. i Pine
cuts& better.

.

i
lA inch No. i

cuts and better.
z ' No. i Cuts and

Better
i % in. No. 2 Pine

cuts and better

a" No. 2 Pine Cuts
and Bt tter. . .

.

i % inch No 3 Cuts
and Better. . . .

2" No. 3 Cuts and
Better ...

1 in. Pine Dressing
and better sborts

1 X4, 6 and Scommon
1 x 10 box
1 x 10 common and
dressing1

1 x < 2 common ....

2 x in common
2 and 3 x 1 2 common
1 x 10 inch box and
common .

" mill run siding*

1 x 10 and 1 2 mill

culls

1 in. mill cull sidings
1" dead culjsidings
1 % inch flooring
Spruce mill run

40 00 44 00

50 co 52 00

52 00 54 00

38 00 45 00

40 00 47 00

32 00 36 00

38 00 42 00

24 00 27 00
24 00 26 00
21 00 23 00

27 00 29 00
28 00 30 00

CARGO LOTS

Spruce mill culls.. 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to Sin* 16 50

25 00
28 00

27 00
30 00

24 00 26 00
23 00 25 CO

20 00
17 00

3 50
28 00

»7 SO

21 00
19 00
14 00
30 00
1Q OO

2x4 to8ia. t
10 to 16ft.

2x4 to "o inch 18ft.

Clear inch B.C.
cedar, kiln dried

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber

Douglas fir dimen
sion timber up 10

32 ft

Fir flooring, edge
grain

i^Nci 4 ft. Pine
Lath

iVz" No. 2 4 tt. lath

*W' 32" pine
i%" No. 1 4tt.

hemlock lath.

XX Pine Shingles
X Pine Shingles.

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2''

XXXX 6 to 23-16"
XXXXX 5 to 3". .

.

Ked pine, c & c f 1".

i<> 00
18 50

17 00
19 00

Red Pine, common 22 00

54 00

34 50

45 00

4 00

3 5o

1 50

3 50

75

2 25
2 90
3 13

3 55
28 00
30 00

31 00
24 00

HARI>\V

Ash White ists and
2nds, 1 to 2'' ...

. $50
Ash, black, istsand

2nds 1 to z' ... . 33
Ash, black common

and better 23
Hirch, common and

better 1" 33
1 ir h, common and

better, i^to 2" 25
Birch, 3 to 4'' 28
Birch, 1" x 4" and

up 10/16
Basswood, common

and better, t'' . . 23
Basswood, common

and better 1 %
to 2" 28

Basswood mill run 20
Sott Elm, cvimmon,

and better \%
to 2". . . . ....

Soft Elm, common
nnd better 1". .

.

Rock Elm, common
and better 1"

.

.

Rock Elm, 1% to 2"

1 sts & 2nds . . 50

OODS—PER

00 60 00

00 37 00

00 35 00

00 24 00

00 27 00
00 32 00

29 00

00 25 00

25

28

00 31 00
00 21 00

00 27 00

00 24 00

00 30 00

00 53 00

Mi FEET, CAR LOTS.

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1"

Soft maple common
& better 1 ^ to 3"

Hard Maple t
f,x^"

& up io'i6 common
and better
Hard Maple 4"x 4"
& up 10 16 common
and better
Oak, red. plain,

ists and 2nds 1"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 2"

Oak, red, plain.
ists and 2nds, 3"

Oak, red, plain,
ists and2nd*. 4"

Oak, white, plain.
1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, i^".\4"
and up 10/16 .

.

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1"

Oak, quartered,
ists and 2nds, 1

1/7
to

'

21 00

25 o°

44 00

50 00

54 00

5° 00

44 00

48 00

77 00

Hickory ists and
2nds h'vy 1 %to 3"

OTTAW
MANUFACTUR

Pine good sidings :

tin. x 7in and up 40 00
1%" and i}4" X
8" and up ... 50 00

2
f/

x 7" and up 52 00
No. 2 cuts 2x8

'

and up 34 00
Pine good strips :

»" 34 00
iji" and 38 00
2 ' 42 00

Pine good shorts :

1" x 7" and up . . 35 00
1" .. 28 00
1

l
/i " and i%" . . . 4000

2" 42 00
7" to 9" •* Sidings 25 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
sidings 32 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips .... . . 26 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
shorts 22 00

Pine, 10 s. c and
better 12' to 16' 26 00

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-

ter 12' to 16' ... 24 00
Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings 23 00
Pine, s. c. strips. . . 19 00
Pine, s. c. shirts. . . 18 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6 22 00
Pine. s.c. and better,

1x7 22 00
Pine, s c. and better,

1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

I X IO 26 OO
Pine, box boards.. 19 00
1 x 10 No 1 barn . . 29 00

55 00
56 00

36 00

36 00

42 00

45 00

37 00
30 00

43 00

45 00

27 00

36 00

31 00

26 00

30 00

25 00

24 00
22 00
20 00

21 00

22 00

23 00

23 00

24 00

24 00

28 00
21 00
32 00

A , ONT.
r's prices

I x 10 No. 2 " 23 OO
1 x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn 23 00
1 x 8 & 9 No. 2 " 20 00
Pine Shorts 6' to 11'

x 10 22 00
Pine mill culls.... 1800
Pine O. culls 12 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out. . .. 17 00
Spruce, 1" x 4" & up 16 00
Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10" .. 17 00
Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B) 24 00
Hemlock 13 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out... 20 00
Birch 18 00
Sott Elm, common,
and better 1, 1^,2" 23 00
Ash, black common

and better. . . 25 00
Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine

1 3/8" 3 00
No. 2 white pine 2 50
Spruce, mill run 2 25
Red pine mill run 2 25
No. 1 white pine

" & 1 300.
No. 2 white pine
I "& I

lX 2 OO
Spruce mill run

itf 2 00
Red Pine mill

run 1" & t%.. 1 75
32" Lath 1 50
Pine Shingles

xxxx. 18" 3 50
Clear Butt 18" 2 75
xx t

18" 1 70
White Cedar Shingles :

xxxx, 18' . . . 4 25
Clear Butt, 18" 3 25
x, x 18". ...... 1 85

22 00

30 00

28 00

30 00

47 00

52 00

56 00

58 00

47 00

49 00

80 00

82 IXJ

25 00
26 00
22 OO

23 OO
20 OO
14 OO

19 OO
17 OO

26 OO
15 00

24 OO
20 OO

26 OO

28 OO

3 5o

2 75
250
2^50

3 25

2 25

2 25

2 00
2 00

4 00

3 25
2 00

4 50

3 75
2 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE—IN THE RAFT. cts.

Square w hite pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average 40 50
First class Ottawa waney, 18 'average, according to lineal.. 62 68

RED PINE— IN THE RAFT.
Measured off, according to average and quality none
Shipping order " " making

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality 60 65

EI.M.

By the dram, accordin to average and quality, 40 to 4,5 feet. 65 70
" " .30 to 35 feet. 50 5<

10 inches and up, according to a\erage and quality 25
Average 16 inch 35

BIRCH.
14 inch 16
:6 " 28
7 " 30

'8 " 34

30
40

3a
3*
36

SARNIA, ONT.
FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8
' .... 45 00

1 in., 8" and up wide. ... 53 00

\yt and " 55 00
a '

" 50 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 44 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 52 00
8/4 .. ,, . 54 00
6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 ,, 44 00
8/4 ,. ., ,, 46 00
6/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 40 00
8/4 .. ,. ,1 42 00

NO. 1 CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 31) 00
'A !»• 48 00
K m. 48 00
ain. 50 00
2}4 and 3' " 70 00
4*n. .... 75 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 24 00

37 00
37 00
40 00

>K. 3 and 4" " (j 00 to 00

NO. 3 cuts.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
iSJ and i%" " 26 00
a ' " 26 00
X A< 3 and 4" " 38 00 43 00

MILL RUN.
1 x 4 23 00
1 x 5' 25 00
1 x 6 and 8" 25 00

1" x 13 and.up
,'/t x 4 and -5*...

27 OO
29 OO
29 OO
26 OO

NO. I BARN.

1 in 28 00 35 00
'A- iK and a" 31 00
a^ and 3" 33 00
4 ' 38 00

NO. 2 BARN.

1 m 26 00 29 00
' Ji. 'A and a" a6 00
1% and 3" 28 or>

no. 3 BARN.

1 in 23 00 26 00
''A- 'A and a" 23 00 26 00

BOX.

No. 1, 1, I
1/, 1%, 3" 20 00 23 00

No. 1 mill culls, 1

,

l A* l A and 2".
. . . 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1".

1. >A< ''A and 2".

No. 2

15 00

15 00
14 00 15 00

LATH.

No. I, 32" I 50 2 o„
No. 2, 48" 35°
No. 1, 48" pine 40

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. . PINE. SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS,

6 tt

a x 4 12 00
a x 6 and a x 8 14 50
ax 10 15 00
J x ,a 15 50

ROUGH OR S. I S. AND
8 ft

[500
15 00
"5 50
16 50

10 ft

16 50
16 50
18 OO
19 OO

14 x 16 ft

6 50
16 50
18 00
19 OO

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

ax 4-ia $19 00
2 x 4-8-14-16,. 19 00
a x 4-10-18-20 21 00
ax6
2x8 8 to 16. 19 00

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
6 44 31 50
8 " 22 50
10 " aa 50
la " 22 50

Flooring
4 or 6 ,'inch No. 1 . . .

.

$32 00
a 30 00
3 aa 50

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch 19 00

8. io, 12 inch 22 50

Siding
6 inch No. 1 31 qq

" No. 2 29 00
" No. 3 22 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 4 75
No. a " " " 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
12 tt. 14 and 16 It

3x6 and 3x8 20 00 20 00
3 x 10 21 5° 20 50
3 x 12 22 00 22 50
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 20 00 20 00
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 22 00 21 00
8x8 22 00 21 00
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 28 30

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
S. AND E.

a x 4, a x b, 2 x

DIMENSIONS. S.

8 to 16 ft $19 So
18 tO 3a ft 21 50

3 X IO, 3 X 12, 8 to 16 tt. 20 OO
18, 20, 22 ft. 33 OO
34, 36, 38, 30, 33 2t OO
2 X 14 Up to 32 ft 25 OO
3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 25 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 12 up to 32 ft 25 00
3 x 14. 4 x 14 25 ro

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8, IO X IO, IO X 12, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x
up to 32 .

IO x 20
8 x 20. . .

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine. 4 in

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
F. G. No. 1 and 3 Flooring
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce
8 to 16 ft., 6 in ,

B. C Fir 8", 10;' and 12" Shiplap 10/16'

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16'

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.
No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch

$24 80
26 80

3° 50
37 00
37 00
31 00
29 00

mixed w dths

20 00

»7 50
ao 50
'9 50

$25 00
30 OO
l8 50
'5 So
10 50

XXX B. C. Cedar
X X B. C. CedarXXX Dimension

SHINGLES.
3- 10
a. aj
a 55

No. 1 Mixed W & R Pine.
No. , B. C. Fir

LATH.
$3 00

HARDWOODS, CAR LOTS, F. O. B. WINNIPEG.
THE PREVAILING PRICES, PER IM FEET, FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER ARE:—
1" C/ands plain Oak $60 00
2" 65 00
3„ ' " ' 75 00
4 78 00
1" " Ash 63 00
2 ' 70 00

78 00
45 00

49 00

53 00

43 00

'„ ;; ;;
« 00

\„ .. „ *» *>
4 55 SO

Birch

Maple

Fborcclg CanKdistn Cbar si oc
American " '

. . 55 oo

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.

Uppers i, t'X, and a
in. $82 00

i'A and 3in 90 00

_ 4 in
• . 95 00

Selects 1 in 73 00
1A to a in 7a 00
2 lA and 3 in 85 00
4 in 90 00

Fine common, tin 57 00
i'A and 1% in 59 00
2 in 61 00
3 in 80 00
4 in 85 00

Cut'g up, No. i, lin. . . 45 00
''A and i'A in 54 00
2

' No. 1 Cuts 58i 00
No. 2, 1 in
No. 2. i%, & 1% in...
No. 3, \ and \% in
No 3 1%" & 2"

Dressing 1 !^ in

WHITE P1NR

(Wholesale selling price.

<X in.

28 00

43 00
32 00
35 00
42 00

Shelving, No. 1, ij in and
up, in

No. 1 Mold nt'ps 1 to 2 in.
No. a Moulding Strip*

to a in
Barn. No. 1. lain
6 8 and 10 in
No. 3. 10 in

No. a, 1 a in

No. 3, 10 in

No. 3 12 in ....
Box, 1 x 4

1 x 6 & up
1 x 10
ix la

1 X 13 and up
i'A and & a in..

Mill Cull.. 1

'A- ''A and a in.

.

40 co
43 00

45 00
54 00

4a 00
37 00
3a 00
Ja ro

33 00
27 00
28 00
at 00
24 00
24 00
25 00
26 00
as 00
30 00
ao 00

i/^ x 10 and 13 45 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobfcf
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

W HITE ASH.

1st & 3nd, 1 inch.

.

1 A to 2 inch . . .

*K to 4 inch . .

.

40 00 42 00 I

44 00 46 00 I Strips aa 00 24 00
48 00 54 00

I
Com. and culls 14 00 22 00

BLACK AND BROWN ASH.

1 st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 4200
I

Com. good culls 1400 2000

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red

BIRCH.

40 00 42 00
1st Si and, white, 6
inch and up 30 00 33 00

Common and good
culls 16 00 18 o„

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up

Common and culls.

1st and 2nd hand
Common and culls

ELM.

I 1st and 2nd, soft, 6
32 °o 35 00 I inch and up .... 36 00 38 00
15 00 17 00

I
Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE

20 00 23 00 I 1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00 23 00
14 00 15 00

I Common and culls. 12 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
White Pine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch $85 00 to
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 75 00
Fine Common, 1 inch 58 00

iA to 2 inch 63 00
No. 1 Cuts 1 inch.. ; ^ qq

iA to 2 inch
. . 54 00

No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch 35 00
iA to 2 inch 38 00

Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 45 00
No. 1,1x10 36 00
No. 1, 1 x 8 35 00
No. 2, 1 x i3 3S 00
No. 2, ix 10 34 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 33 co
No. 3, 1 x 12 32 00
No. 3, 1 x 10 30 00
No. 3, 1 x 8

_
29 00

Spruce, 10 and 12 in. dimension
9 in. and under

10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up .... 25 00
2x2. 2x4, 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up 21 50
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft ..

and up 22 00
5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up, p. is 20 00
Canadian Spruce boards 23 00
Vermont Spruce boards, matched .. 21 50
1 x 2 and 1 x 3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundled 20 00
1 H" Spruce laths 4 00

• 3 5°

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES

p.
xtras -

: $390
Clears

3 40
Second clears . 2 az
Clear Whites .""."."."."a Jo
Extra is (Clear whites out) : 1 20
Extra is (Clear whites in) 1(0

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.

Red Cedar Extra, 16" S butts to 2" 3 65
*' " Eurekas, 18" " " .

Perfections, 5 butts to 2H" . 460

$90 10
80 00
60 00
65 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
48 00
38 00
37 00
38 00

35 <o
34 00
33 00
31 00
30 00
26 00
24 00
26 00

23 00

33 00

24 00
32 5O

22 OO

4 25

$4 10

3 60
a 75
2 45
45

1 60

3 75
4 25

4 75
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" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

"

THE
MOST
CRITICAL
BUYERS

have failed to find a better grade of No. 2 Spruce than our Fenderson "Silk

Finish" Quebec Stock, manufactured at our Sayabec, Que., plant. We do

not claim it is a No. 1 grade, but just the finest thing in No. 2 that timber can

produce. A small sound knotted -stock, sound as a dollar, finished like silk

and an article that will please and keep your customers a-coming. Get a car.

THE PATTER OF THE SHINGLE—Our New Brunswick White

Cedar Shingles, also a product of our own plants and timber, are just

pattering down the retail line in great shape. Try a car and see.

2 New Brunswick

White Cedar ShinglesQuebec Spruce

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.

SAW <&. SHINGLE MILLS:
SAYABEC. P. Q. ST. MOISE. P. Q.

SALMON LAKE. P. Q. RED RIVER P. Q.

Sayabec, P. Q. SALES OFFICE.
SPRINGFIELD. MAS S

V.S.A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS : Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,

Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTED STOCK OF DRY SPRUCE IN CANADA
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The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter Street - Orillia, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawmill Shingle

and Lath Machinery

We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting,

Pulleys, Belting, Ewart

Chain, Saws, Portable Forges

and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue

on application.

Three Saw Lath Bolter.

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

Is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-
ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may he instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
western BRANCPALT 9J!.Te^JS?

CANADA
^TTr

C™T^' W ' NN,PEC
*

MAN
-

R°SS * WKVSSRW QUE- ROBT. IwSl^&^oWwWE MAKE Smo^Con^serL
C
p£r M M"

10
™' ^ En^ines

'
Pist0n Valve Saw MiU Eneines '

BoUers
>
Heaters

>
Tanks

-
Steam and Power

Machinery, Safes, Vaults and vZt Doors
' ' Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating

ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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Fast Feed Planer and Matcher M. 227

Cowan's Fast Feed Planers and Matchers
are built for the manufacture of flooring and for general mill requirements.

These machines are adapted for working hard or soft wood and contain man}- new features of special

advantage in modern mill practice.

THE WEDGE PLATEN provides for distributing the cut between the top and bottom heads as desired.

THE CUTTER HEAD ADJUSTMENTS compensate for wear of knives and insure better work.

THE GENERAL ACCESSIBILITY permits all adjustments to be made without loss of time or energy.

The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Ltd.
Montreal

St. John, N.B. Toronto Winnipeg Calgary

SALES AGENTS
Vancouver



The

Maple Leaf Saw Works
Shurly <fc Dietrich

GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular Saws

Gang Saws

Mill Saws

Band Saws

Cross-Cut Saws

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hand Saws

Buck Saws

Plastering Trowels

Butcher Saws

Straw Knives

Maple Leaf Saw Set
MANUFACTURED BY

SHURLY & DIETRICH, Gait, Ont.

Directions.—Place the set on the point of tooth, as shown in the accom-
panying cut, and strike a very light blow with a tack hammer. If
you require more set, file the tooth with more bevel.

If you follow directions you cannot make a mistake. Be sure and not
strike too hard a blow, and it will set the hardest saw. On receipt
of 40 cents we will send one by mail.

We are the only manufacturers in the world who
export Saws in large quantities to the

United States.

GROUND THIN ON BACK
Save Labor Save Gumming

Save Time Save Files

Tbis Saw Stands Without a Rival
AND IS THE

FASTEST CUTTING SAW IN THE WORLD I

Its Superiority consists in its Excellent Temper. It

is made of " Razor Steel," which is the finest ever used in
the manufacture of Saws. We have the sole control of
this steel. It is tempered by our secret process, which
process gives a keener cutting edge and a toughness to
the steel which no other process can approach.

We Manufacture

HIGH GRADE BAND SAWS
Of All Widths and Lengths.

These Saws are made of Refined Razor Steel, and tempered by our Secret
Process ; for Fine Finish and Temper are not excelled.
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There are more DISSTON BRAND Band 1AII I \/ ^% Because millmen and sawyers recognize by the

and Circular Saws used than any other make, lflf H V m use of the DISSTON SAWS they obtain the

and by a large majority. WWII greatest results for the least cost.

WE MAKE THIS STATEMENT WITHOUT FEAR OF SUCCESSFUL CONTRADICTION.

MATERIAL

HARDENING
AND

TEMPERING

Finest

Crucible Steel

Disston

Method

GRINDING

TENSIONING

Disston

Method

Disston

Method

POINTS OF MERIT
UNIFORMITY.
TOUGHNESS.
GREATEST TENSILE STRENGTH AND ELASTICITY.

Being Manufacturers of our own steel, and thoroughly familiar with its makeup, we
are able to absolutely adjust the hardening and tempering processes to the degree

giving that perfect combination of hardness and toughness that produces the

"edge, tension-holding and standing up qualities" for which the DISSTON SAWS
are renowned.

By the DISSTON METHOD all Band Saws are ground perfectly flat and uniform in

thickness, thus making possible a very close adjustment of the guides without

creating any friction or heat when in operation at the highest rate of feed; and all

Circular Saws, whether tapered or of even thickness, are perfectly flat ground on
the surface, thus insuring in all saws perfect clearance and true balance.

The uniformity of the material, temper and grinding is a large factor in the proper

adjustment of tension; and this, together with the Disston process of tensioning,

is the reason why the DISSTON SAWS will manufacture more lumber, under the

same conditions, than any other brand of saw.

In the DISSTON" BRAND of SAWS you have the advantages of the product of a progressive, up-to-date

saw factory, the LARGEST IN THE WORLD, and where saws are made throughout, from the making of the steel

itself—the superiority of which has been demonstrated for the past fifty-three years— to the finishing operation, and

each process is performed by mechanics of long experience and highest order of skill.

WE HAVE BEEN MAKING SAWS FOR OVER 68 YEARS

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street, East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.
KEYSTONE, SAW, TOOL, STEEL, AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"THE DUNBAR 99

STEAM
New and Improved

LOGGING ENGINES

This is the machine for which we claim all the good Qualities possessed by any other
and a great many valuable improvements besides.

Best on the Market
This lime we wish to call your attention to one of

many important points which prove conclusively the
superiority of the Dunbar Logging Engines: that
of the Hydraulic Apparatus for raising and lowering
the Boiler, an invention of our Mr. Dunbar, Sr. (for

which patents are pending). By this device all danger
from rush of water to either end of the Boiler, caused
by irregularities of the road, is avoided. One of the
most serious drawbacks in other Engines is the fact

that the Boiler is stationary on the frame, consequent-
ly a source of great anxiety because of the danger to

both the Crown Sheet and the Tubes. You can readi-

ly understand that in going up or down hill either the
Crown Sheet or the Tubes are bared, causing them to

become so heated that they will leak badly, and after

repetition for a time the Boiler will be practically

ruined.

This improvement, which supersedes our previous
method for raising or lowering the boiler, has been
added since cut herewith shown was made.

Should you co-it ^mplate putting in a Logging
Engine we shall glad to take the matter up with
you and give you all particulars.

Quotations for Logging Sleds furnished.

Write Us for Particulars

The Alex. Dunbar <fc Sons Company
Woodstock, N.B. Limited
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A GIGANTIC ORDER
13.108 FEET - 24" WIDE

7.000 FEET n 36' WIDE

1.944 FEET » 42 WIDE

This series of BELTING was

supplied in one order by

The SOUTMWARK MANUFACTURING Cftl?

Zu.SouifiwdrK Bridge Road

LOMDON

England

SOLE CAN ADIAN AGENTS :

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
Ottawa, Ont. stock carried in Canada Winnipeg, Man.

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INQUIRE INTO THE MERITS OF OUR

New Tie or Log Siding Machine
It slabs both sides of the logs accurately and rapidly at the one operation. Both
saws movable to or from the centre simultaneously by means of a lever within
the sawyer's easy reach, and the spacing indicated on a quadrant in plain sight.
This machine will cut over 3,000 ties in ten hours. In any mill using a Gang

this machine, if used for preparing the cants, will
increase the output 20%. It is a compact machine,
strongly built, as the cut indicates, to withstand hard
and continuous usage. It is without an equal, let

alone a superior, in this line, because it meets the
requirements perfectly. Let us have an opportunity
of sending descriptive matter, and price.

WE CAN ALSO INTEREST YOU IN

Saw Mill Machinery
We build a complete line for any desired capacity.

Our Triumph Turbines are unexcelled. They will give more power than any other Water Wheel on the market.

CATALOGUES FOR THE ASKING.

Head Office and Works
Eastern Representative :

H* E. Plant, 1790 St. James Street, Montreal, Que.

Lindsay, Ontario
Western Representative :

Canadian Fairbanks Company, Vancouver, B. C.
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SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

Hart Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranteed the best wheel
on the market.

Ha\e you got our Catalogue'''

Saw Filers
ROCERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding: Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

Imparl era and Contractors for

all kinds of Electrical Wotk

Lighting Plants
Watchman's Clock and

Telephone Systems
FOR

LUMBER MILLS

Motors, Dynamos Repairs

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

the NORTHERN ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.

Electrical Contractors

ORILLIA - ONT.

DcLoach "Prince"
Hand Feed Shingle Mill

JOHN' H. CRANE •

Manufacturer of Lumber and Shingles
DeLOACH MILL MFG. CO., Monterey, Ala., July 2. .907.

Bridgeport. Ala.

Gentlemen,— I purchased from you in 1005 a "Prince "hand teed shingle machine.
I have operated it and find it all you claim for it. Wc cut at the rateof 30.000 shingles in

to h *urs and made first class shingles. I consider your machine a very light running
machine. If I wanted another hand machine I would certainly buy a DcLoach Prince.

With best wishes for your success, I am
Yours very truly,

John H. Crane.

Send for Catalogue of Engines, Boilers, Gasoline Engines, Saw Mills,
Sningie Mills, Planers, Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills,
Water Wheels, Etc. Complete Circular and Band Mill Equipment.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 511,
BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

The SAV01E-GUAY CO.,

"Top-Saw"
The accompanying cut repre-

sents our regular saw bench, light

or heavy pattern, equipped with

"l op Saw," which can be adapted

to our ordinary carriages.

This Top Saw is especially

made to cut large logs.

The frame of Top Saw is of

solid cast iron. The Top Saw

arbor slides from top to bottom,

by means of screws, visible on

cut, which allows using saws of

different sizes. This Top Saw

is equipped with a tightener,

handy to the operator, to set in

motion or stop the saw, at will.

PLESSISVILLE STATION, P. Q.

MAKERS OF
Turbine water wheels of all sizes, Gasoline and steam engines, Circular Saw Mills, Houble edgers, Shingle mills, Planer and matchers, Buzz planers, Shaping

machines. Lath Machines, Band saws. Polishing machines, Trimmers of all Descriptions, Butter and Cheese factory outfits, Acetylene Gas Generators, Shifting, Han-
gers, Iron and wood pulleys, machinery of all descriptions for factories and saw mil's.
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A Popular Cutter Head
for afPopular Service

rphllllidC
1

That of matching single tongue and groove flooring, ceiling
or plank, with bits interchangeable and readily set up by a
standard gauge to bring all the tool edges into equal cutting rela-
tion around the head centre. This forms first of all a perfect
cutting tool wherein every cutter does its share of the work—no
more. The cutters 'being circular and secured to incline bit
seats establishes a system of perfect edge and point clearance,
enabling them to cut in any lumber without binding or burning
the wood.

Every practical man should understand the use of THE
SHIMER CUTTER HEAD. We publish a large catalogue
giving full description of the tools as well as manv hints to prac-
tical men. Send for a copy free. Address

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons,
Milton, Pennsylvania

If You Want
any kind of Machinery, see us and we will show it

to you right in Vancouver.

We cater especially to the logging and saw--
mill industries, carrying the largest stock of new
and second-hand machinery in Vancouver.

Some of Our Specialties

Washington Iron Works Logging Engines

Hiester Geared Logging Locomotives

Logging Trucks

Leonard Engines and Boilers

Good Second-Hand Machinery bought and sold

Hoisting and Logging Engines for rent

Warehouse and Storage Accommodation for rent
«

Vancouver Machinery Depot
Limited

Office: 441 Seymour St. Warehouse and Wharf: Foot of Alder St.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Robb-Mumford
Water Tube Boiler

Free Expansion of Tubes—Perfect Water

Circulation—Dry or Superheated Steam

—

Half the usual number of handholes.

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST, N. S.

DISTRICT f
Traders Bank Building, Toronto, William McKay, Manager

OFFICES I

Bel1 TelePhone Building, Montreal, Watson Jack, Manager
Union Bank Building, Winnipeg, J. F. Porter, Manager

Turn Over a New Leaf
Father time has once more said "go", and
another year has started on its swift race
around the circuit.

It isn't the only race. There's the race in
commercial life, in which the best equipped
mill man wins out.

Take this tip—make your shingles this year
on a

Columbia Shingle Machine
And watch your shingle profits increase and
and your shingle expenses decrease. Catalog
for the asking

PERKINS & CO.. Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Waterous Engine Works Co.
Brantford, Canada

Limited

Canadian Manufacturers of

COVEL
Saw Filing Machinery

A View of the Filing Room of the Great Southern Lumber Company, Bogalusa, La., Equipped with Covel Machinery.
Capacity Six Hundred Thousand Feet per Day.

The New Covel No. 90 Improved Automatic Band Saw Sharpener,
four of which are shown in above view, represents the acme of perfection
in filing machinery, is substantially built and fitted throughout with cut
gears, brass and malleable parts.

We also Manufacture full line of Sawmill Machinery, Band Mills,
Steel Carriages, Engines, Boilers, etc.

Write, us for Prices and any Information, you may desire.



FIRE INSURANCE
BY LUMBERMEN FOR LUMBERMEN

We ask your co-operation and patronage. If you
cannot send your line, give us $1,000 or $2,000 or $5,000.

Address

LUMBER UNDERWRITERS
66 BROADWAY, NFW YOR

Are You

Getting the

Door Trade?

Retail lumber dealers

should be getting a share
of the Door trade in their

communities. If you stork

or handle Batts' Doors
you can do a nice door
business at a good profit.

We manufacture veneered
doors in all the cabinet
woods. They are well 1

made and sell easily.

Staved Columns

Plain J-Cut
Oak. Oak.

Price of 2—10 x 6—10 $6.00 $6.50
Price of 3— 0 x 7— 0 $6.25 $6.75

Tliese Doors are stocked in the above
sizes only and are i^" thii k. These pieces are
f.o.b.. West Toronto. If required to be crated
add is cents per door.

BATTS LIMITED,

Have you given us a
trial order o n Staved
Columns. This is a line

you should be pushing.

Our Columns are giving

satisfaction everywhere.
Write for prices.

48 Pacific Avenue,

West Toronto

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS

our KNOWN

"EXTRA"

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

H. WALTERS & SON, hull, Canada
VANCOUVER BRANCH : Corner Powell and McLean Streets.

MANCFACTl'RERS OF
AXES, ALL KINDS AXE HANDLES, MACHINE KNIVES, ALL KINDS LUMBERINC & LOCCINC TOOLS

LONG distance PHONE. We supply the Largest Lumbermen in Canada.
J. R. Booth, Ottawa, On..; W. C. Edwards & Co., Rocki xnd, Ont. ; McLacbJan
Bros., Arnprior ; E. B. Eddy Co., Limited, Hull ; A. & B. G rdon & C o., Pem-
broke ; G. Perley & Co., Calumet, Que.; Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Hawkes-
bury, Ont.; A. Fraser Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont.; Shepherd & Morse Lumber
Co., Oitawa, Out.; Hull Lumber Co., Oltawa, Ont.; Gilmour & Hujjhson, Hull,
P.Q.; Imperial Paper Mills of Canada, Sturgeon Falls, Ont. ; Algoma Com-
mercial Com., Limited, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.; Graves, Bigwood & Co., Byng
Inlet, Out.; Turner Lumber Co., Worthington, Ont.; J. J. McFadden, White-
fish, Ont.; St. Anthony Lumber Co., Ottawa, Out.; Northern Timber and
Lumber Co., Markstay, Ont.

MACHINE ALL 1 write |
KNIVES-'J Kl NDS.IIcatalScueII

H.WALTERS & SONS Lumbering #
Logging Tools
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Worker

HAMILTON

/ ?

CANADA

SWASTIKA Long Life Babbitt
Copper Hardened

Is Specially Alloyed For Saw Mill Machinery
Our experience of 50 years in the Saw Business has en-
abled us to design a Babbitt for Saw Mill Machinery.

At Minimum Price with Maximum Quality

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

The James Robertson Co. Limited
144 William Street - MONTREAL, QUE.

Agents for Vancouver: The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Arctic Metal
For Cool

Bearings
Tallman Brass & Metal Co.

HAMILTON, - 0NT.

We Make

SPECIAL BELTS
for

Special Work
and

Guarantee Results

WRITE OUR NEAREST WAREHOUSE

D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West 200 King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.

21 St. Peter St. 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,

Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,

Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. SONS
FeterborovjgK, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents.Awnings, Flags, Sails, WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,

Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Sriowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptive^.

J. J. TUR.NER. m. SONS
Cor. George, King& Water Sts., Peterborough. Ont., Can.

THE GREAT BELT
beats all rivals every time

Strength
TTniformity

5?

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J, S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Street. MONTREAL,
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PETERBORO SAW MILLS

"Hamilton"

Lath Mill
This is the mill that cut over

17,000 pieces of Lath in one hour,
a short time ago.

We guarantee a capacity of 60,-
000 Lath per day.

The frame is all of iron, heavy,
rigid and strongly braced.

The table is extra wide so that
any unfinished bolts can be passed
back to sawyer.

It carries six 14 in. saws.

We build a complete line of Lath
Mill Machinery to suit any require-
ments. Get our special catalogue.

Edgers
Let us quote you on anything: you need

Our Garland Gang
Edgers are made in

all widths, with any
number of saws to
suit requirements.

They work in all

kinds of timber.

Like all our ma-
chinery they are
strong and durable,
specially built for fast

and accurate cutting.

We have a special
catalog of Edgers,
too. May we send
it to you.

HHHBBH&ffimi

WILLIAM HAMILTON C
PETERBORO ONTARIO

0. LIMITED
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
So St. Francis Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesale

J^timber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specially : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

\X7E are in the market and pay
** the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what . you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & GO.
43 Adelaide Street Eaat

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

L0VELAND& STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Jhe Ontario Lumber
CO. Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River, Ont. Water Shipment.
Yard : Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Prices

Home £ife Building, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock
On Temiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of North Bay

HAILIYBURY, ONT.

"Well bought is half sold"

Annual Inventory

is about finished; then

Business

Give us a list of

your wants early

either Rough or

Dressed.

Graves,

Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock

Lumber

501 Traders Bank Building, TorOIltO, Ollt.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

YATE Bu >. Sell and deal in all kinds

* * of Lumber and Timber in Can-
ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,

Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
Pine, Hardwood and Hemlock Floorings
and Ceilings. Sash and Doors, Wood
Turnings, Etc. All Dressed Lumber Kiln
Dried if desired. End Matched Flooring a
Specialty.

C00D PINE SIDINCS A SPECIALTY

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

W arvted

:

Dry Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

Write for special prices on

W^lte Pine, Spruce, etc.

The Syer
Lumber Co.

416 Continental Life Building
TORONTO

We can supply your needs promptly and at
the right price in

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Birch,

Basswood, Maple, Ash, Elm, Etc

Correspondence solicited from parties wish-
ing to buy or sell.

s

talph Loveland, Pres.
K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.

C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH
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Split Posts
Posts Good
Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Muir & Terry
Wholesale Lumber

LATH
No. i, 2 and 3 White Pine Lath

tor immediate shipment

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

.1. K. MUIB H. J. TERRY
Phone, Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE - ONT.

MANUFACTURERS

L
UMBER, TIMBER,

JOISTINC, LATH,

BOXES and SHOOKS

Use

California Sugar Pine
tor your shop lumber. It is as sott as
White Pine and no snake

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood

Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

C. A. Larkin
WHOLESALE

Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock

Toronto, Ont.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.

Wc have a nice assorted stock of

Pine and
Spruce
Lumber and
Timber
Sawn all Sizes

Send for our latest List just issued

We are prepared to execute special orders for

Timber promptly

Lath. Shingles
and Pickets Pembroke, Ont.

MIRAMIOHI

LUMBER COMPANY

CHATHAM, N. B.

LUMBER

LATHS

SHINGLES

R. Laidlaw

L \j m b e r

Company
Limited

Ferguson Lumber Co
London, Ont.

OHINGLES^ ¥ UMBER
Lath

B.C. Rod Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
T jlegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirement*.

Prompt Shipments.

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stuff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

PLANINC AND MATCHINC
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, oniiia
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING,
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots
Factory near Station Write for Prices

phone 113

THE

WELLER SILLS CO.
LIMITED

C0LB0RNE - ONT.

TIMBER and LUMBER
DEALERS

A SPECIALTY IN

Masts and Spars, Long Timbers,both

Pine, Soft Wood and Hard Wood

LEAK & CO.
Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce,

Basswood, Maple, Birch

and Black Ash

Send us list of what you have and your best

Cash Prices
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We are Buyer* of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
, or more pl> ) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops

Heading
WRITE TO

James Webster & Bro., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

Cable Addr**» : S.wvwn.t. Liverpool

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed. Matched

or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Tics, Box
SluHiks, Hardwood Flooring bought and

sold. Accountant, Auditor. Liquidator.

General and Real Estate Agent.

CURRKkPONDEN'CE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 E 1184

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwood
Flooring

End Matched,

Bored, Polished

and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : ^09 Confederation LifeBldg.. Toronto
EAD1E & DOUCiLAS,

12 St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest vou

BIRCH LUMBER}*"
Muskoka Birch is better color and bet- I rules
ter quality than any grown. Enquire widths

WHITE PINE LUMBER WANTED
half million 4/4, 514, 6/4, 8/4

P. W. T. ROSS
Tel. Main 3009 Toronto 25 Toronto St.

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

Geo. Gordon & Co.
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
\\ e have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

Red Deer Spruce
stands for the Best Soft White

Spruce manufactured in Canada.

Our Strong Points are

Flooring, Finishing,

Ceiling, Siding,
Dimension and
Bright Spruce Lath

Shipments made with utmost

dispatch.

Red Deer Lumber Co.
General Offices - 306-316 Union Bank Bldg., WINNIPEG, Man.

Yard and Mills - - - BARROWS, Sask.

SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD ACENTS
Cable Address :"Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith, Tyrer & Co..

Picktord & Black's Wharl

Pant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on applirai ion to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, B. C.

McDonald -Rowland— Lumber Co.—
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

Hardwoods, Pine
and Hemlock

Soft Elm Wanted for prompt
shipment several cars each 1"

and H": state quality and price.

Owen Sound, Ontario

Do You Want

To Sell

second-hand machinery of

any kind? Many a mill man
or manufacturer has one or
more machines for which he
has no further use. They
may be in good shape but
for some reason or other
they have been displaced.

Somebody Wants

To Buy
just such machines. You
can get in touch with
that somebody by advertis-

ing in the "Wanted and
For Sale" Department of

the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker. A tri-

fling expense will do the

trick.
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F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Manufacturers of "V 1_ T" j i «Lumber, Lath and Shingles limited

JMtoat Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres.

G. E. Clemens, Secv.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and La^th

Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO. ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
J. B. MILLER, President.

Manufacturers of

W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer.

ROUGH and DRESSED

Pine, Hemlock » Hardwood Lumber

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks, Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at

— PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Head Office: Traders Bank Building, TORONTO
Toronto Telephone Main 1016 Telegraph Codes : Lumberman's Standard

; Anglo-American.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE COMPANY AT TORONTO.

High Grade

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
The superior qualhy of our stock is nol an accident. It is a result

of a sound busmess policy. First, we made sure of an adequate supply
of the Best Long Leaf Yellow Pine Timber in ,he south. Next, we
eqmpped ourselves with modern facilities. These are the reasons why
our dressed stock is n,ee ing with such favor everywhere. Special
facilities for handling Canadian tr.vde promptly.

We are in a position lo set out limbers up to 36 ft. in length and
to surface sizes up to 6 x .2. All timbers larger than 6x12 we can
arrange to have dressed in transit.

Big Sandy Lumber Company
HULL, ALABAMA, U.S.A.

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited
National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, thdamta(Telephone Main 6244). ' TORONTO, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber ™* Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in carlots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.
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CAMERON & GO., Limited

LUMBER

LATH

SHINGLES

MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

ASH
BASSWOOD

TIMBER

POLES

POSTS

MILL AND YARD: OPEONCO, ONT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA ONT.

Hardwood Flooring
Birch, Maple, Oak

We make a specialty of end matched Hardwood
Flooring. The quality is the highest, and work-
manship first class.

SEND US A TRIAL ORDER

J. R. EATON & SONS
ORILLIA ONTARIO

Toronto Agent : A. A Begg, 45 Howland Ave.
Phone College 1862

James J. Murphy
85 ST. PETER STREET. QUEBEC

Spruce and Hemlock Timber and Dimension Tim-

ber, White and Red Pine Lumber and Dimension

Timber, Birch Plank and Timber, British Columbia

Fir and Cedar, Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar

Fence Posts, Cedar Culvert Timber, Hemlock and

Cedar Railway Ties, Pulp Wood, Etc.

Anything in Lumber. Correspondence Solicited

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath

ROUGH OR DRESSED
How is your stock of Red Pine Joisting, we have a nice lot

in 2x6, 8, 10, and 12, x 12 feet and up ; also

3 x 10 and 12 x 12 feet and up.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

the Mclennan lumber co.
LIMITED

Everything1 in

Lumber, Rough and Dressed
Wholesale and Retail

WE AR.E OPEN TO BUY BASSWOOD AND BIRCH

21 Dorchester St. West MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone .Main 5554 55 st. Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
PARTICULA HLY

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,

British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

YOUR ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

J. H. Redfern
A large line of

I in. Mill Cull Pine,
in lengths principally 6 to 1 1 feet, including

some 1 in. x 12 in. 12 and 13 feet. Also

3 in. and 1 in. Pine Mill and O Culls.

Tel. Main 56

OFFICE. YARDS. AND P.O ADDRESS

920 Charlevoix Street,

MONTREAL, QUE.

Wholesale

Lumber
and

Timber

I Buy, Sell, and Deal in all

kinds— Spruce, Hemlock,

Pine, Birch, Basswood, Maple,

Ash, Elm, &c.

WRITE ME

E. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Montreal
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, B. C. E. H. HEAPS <fc CO., Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C

VANCOUVER, B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties
: AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER— Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed
special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3- in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER, B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON, 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W. J. LOVERING. 112 Mail BIdg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

C. R. LAMB, President, Minneapolis, Minn. OTTO LACHMUND, Secretary-Treasurer and General Managei, Arrowhead, B.C.

ARROW LAKES LUMBER COMPANY, Limited
Formerly Lamb-Watson I.nmhpr rnmnanr T Imifad u.- c i . t

*Formerly Lamb-Watson Lumber Company, Limited. (Name changed by Supplementary Letters Patent)

Manufacturers of

Cedar, Fir, Hemlock,
Pine and Spruce Lumber

MILLS AT

AR.R.OWHEAD. B.C.
and KAMLOOPS. B. C.

Address all Correspondence to the

Head Office AR.R.OWHEAD, B. C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, 54i Hastings street.
Logs. Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timb«r Lands VANCOUVER B C
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Cable Address—Gillisco.
_ ,. i American Lumberman Telecode.
Codes Used

{ Westers Union .

C. H. GILLIS
Kooms " and " ra,r

^™5;„. s,., Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping* Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
and 125,000 feet

LUMBER
Bowman Lumber Co.

LIMITED
R.EVELSTOKE, B. C.

Mam'facti rbrs of

Cedaa-

, White
Pir\e e^rvd

Fir Products
Shiplap, Boards, Dimension Siding, Finish,

Lath, Shingles

Annual Capacity, 50,000,000 feet

Mills at

Revelstoke. B. C. Comaplix, B. C.

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office, Springfield. Nut.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln
Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address ail correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

116 AGNES STREET
ST. HENRY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

T. FRANKFURD STORY, MONTREAL, P.Q.

The Fernie Lumber
Co.. Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch
Rough and Dressed Lumber

Dimension and Bridge Timber
a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE - - B.C.

T5/>e

Yale-Columbia Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : Nelson, B. C.
Mills at Nakusp. Westly, Cascade and Nelson B. C.

We use American Lumberman Telecode.

MANUFACTURERS OF

All Kinds Rough and Dressed Lumber,
Mouldings, Lath, Etc.

DEALERS IN

Cedar and Fir Piles, Telephone and Telegraph
Poles, Fence Posts, Etc.

Rat Portage Lumber Co• Limited
WITH MILLS AT WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER. HARRISON RIVER. KENORA. RAINY RIVER AND BANNING.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shocks and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple FlooringHardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac Piling, etc.

Our Vancouver Mill cuts High-Grade Cedar, Fir and Spruce Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles. Winnipeg Mills cut Pine, Tamarac and Spruce Lumber.

heaB
d
oWisce RAT PORTAGE LUMBER. COMPANY, Limited. WINNIPEG. MAN.

D. C CAMER.ON, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER.
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Guaranteed Grades
Rail or Water Shipments

The Western Lumber & Shingle Co.
Molson's Bank Building .p. o. Box 5291 VANCOUVER B. C.

-WHOLESALE-

PACIFIC
COAST LUMBER SHINGLES

Attractive Prices Send Us Your Enquiries Prompt Delivery

THE EAST KOOTENAY

LUMBER COMPANY Limited
Saw and Planing Mills at Ryan, Cr&nbrook ar\d Jaffray. B. C.

Capacity 150.000 Feet per Day.

BUY
E. K- L. Co/s

LARCH
PINE AND FIR

Lumber, Timber, and all kinds of Mouldings,

also Dealers in Railway Ties, Piles and Poles.

Large Stocks of Well Seasoned
Dry Material always on hand.

HEAD OFFICE

CRANBROOK, B.C.

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

head omct!(|.'

1
VANCOUVER.^.'^

nmcruiiNGCO.™
1 1 c

Ma.nufaLCtur«ra of

Fir and CeddLr

LUMBER
Specialty

R.ed Cedar Shingles
Correspondence Solicited

fSawmill, MoodjTrilU, • C

MILLS; J "^I^Tm-.w, S C.

j
SUwtl Bidibf Mill, TnwiiiiM, a c.

( ShuLfl* Mill ». 1 Ta*CO(IT„, B c

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,
also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Correspondence Solicited. d .

Hochelagra Bank Suildinp Quebec, QllC
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COLUMBIA" Brand Shingles
NONE BETTER FEW AS GOOD

Daily Shipping Capacity

3,000,000 SHINGLES
Write for Prices

Marriott & Company - Vancouver, B.C.
Wire orders at our expense

JAMES GILLIES
President

JOHN GILLIES
Vice-President

Established

1873 GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE
RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

Mills <& Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

Planing Mill. Y&rd <& Office

MOR.R1STOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

A word to the Trade about Hot Air,

3,000,000 a day shingle advertisements

The FULL daily capacity of the 200 shingle machines in British Columbia is 4,000,000 shingles. On an average during the

months ot operation about ten per cent or more of these machines are idle ; and it is also well within the truth to slate that almost

the WHOLE Shingle Industry of the Province is closed down tight from three to four months during every year; and the

local consumption ot shingles in ihe Coast cities and towns—about 300,000 per day, must be deducted from the rail shipping

capacity ; also as shingles are now being marketed, it is safe to state that fully one-third of the out-put will be sold by

manufacturers DIRECT to the retail trade. The net result of the above is about 2,200,000 B.C. Shingles per day available for

rail shipment, and to he divided amongst ALL the brokers and wholesalers in Canada and the United States who handle our shingles.

From the above facts, Lumber Dealers can judge for themselves as to how much truth there is in an advertisement which states

a SHIPPING CAPACITY of 3,000,000 shingles daily.

We are the OLDEST established strictly Wholesale Lumber Dealers in British Columbia, and are in a position to supply the

Trade wiih their lumber and shingle requirements.

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
Wholesale Lumber and Shingles
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Authorized Capital $250,000 (,£50,000)

Imperial Timber and

Trading Co., Ltd
P.O. Box 930, Vancouver, B. C.

Canada

Export Lumber
and

Standing Timber

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOUGLAS FIR (Columbian Pine) REDCEDAR and SPRUCE, ALASKA PINE, CYPRESS and CALIFORM \REDWOOD (Sequoia).

Can be shipped in Small Parcels. Straight or Mixed Cargoes

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedlyabig

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

Send us your orders for

SHINGLES Our prices always
consistent with
the market.

// you have not received our njcx, Calendar drop us a post card

Olivers ani Directors :

R. H. DOWNMAN, PRESIDENT

FREDERIC WILBERT, 1ST VICE-PRES.

GEO. W. DODGE, 2ND VICE-PRES.

K. B. WILLIAMS

WM. L. BURTON

J. C RIVES

J. A. HILLIARD,
Secretary & General Manager

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

Directors

:

JOHN DEBLIEl'X

GIS DREWS
EDWARD HANSON

L. H. PRICE

H. M. COTTEN

H. B. HEWHS

Shipment by Rail or Sea.
Cable Address "REDCYPRESS'

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress Lumber,
Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity: 3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We Carry Everything in Standard Grades and Sizes of Rough or Dressed

Louisiana Red Cypress
FRED J. DAVENPORT, Box 425, Detroit, Michigan, Canadian Representative
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DEFIANCE" WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
N/ENTEP AMI Bl/ILT BY

The Defiance Machine Works

3^ m

12 Hand Planer with Boring Attachment
No. 8 Variety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off

Defiance,

Ohio

For Making
Hubs, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles.
!Neck-Yokes,
ll Singletrees,

. Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,*

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
"and General
Wood-Work 28 Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer.

M o w r y
& Sons

Gravenhurst - Ont.

Mam i At ri K i:rs or

Saw Mill Machinery
Lath and Shingle Mill Machinery

Carriages, Niggers, Kickers, Loaders, Ed^ers, Trimmers, Transfers, anything that you want for an up-to-date circular

mill. Live Rolls with Connected Stands, Chilled Tooih Rolls, Concave Rolls for your Log Deck, Screwed Rolls with

Sharp Thread, any length or diameter thai you want. Also Friction Roll Drives, Cant Flips, Board Catchers, etc.

Let us know your wants, Write to us for prices and cuts, Large orders or small ones will have our prompt attention.

MOWRY
& SONS
Gravenhurst,

Ont.

JEFFREY

"Reliance"

The

SAWMILL CHAINS
are interchangeable with other riveted chains ot corresponding styles

and sizes. These chains are made of the highest quality malleable

iron; all links are uniform and true to pitch.

For Conveying

LUMBER, REFUSE, SAWDUST. SLABS, ETC.
Write for Catalogs, Series " T ".

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.
NEW YORK

COLUMBUS, OHIO, U.S.A.
CHICAGO BOSTON ST. LOUIS MONTREAL DENVER

ATKINS SILVER STEEL QAM/

3

GROSS CUT ORVtQ

are in active demand wherever the finest saws are appreciated. They're

just as perfect as money and brains can make them.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

E. C. ATKINS & CO. INC.
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY:

Canadian Works

INDIANAPOLIS, IND
HAMILTON. ONT.
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MflHHI

SIMONDS
Crescent-Ground Cross-Gut Saws

This is the identical Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saw which has for years been
recognized as the best made or used in the United States. Since beginning the
manufacture of these saws at our Canadian factories, we have found and are supply-
ing a greatly increased demand throughout the Dominion. The Saws are made of
Simonds Steel, and Simonds Steel is the best saw steel made. They run easy, cut
fast and give good results. Sold by the hardware trade or direct from our offices.

Every Saw Covered by an Absolute Guarantee

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal. Que. - Vancouver, B.C. - St. John. N,B.

• MANUFACTURED BY •

THE DOMINION^^RQPE CO. LIMITED

•MONTREAL-

Will

Not

R
0
T
A
T
E
With

or

With-

out

the

Load

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specially, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, hut
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertakingyou may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offices :

GROUND FLOOR
CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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A National Journal

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH C. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President

THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, Business Manager

JAMES FISHER, Toronto, Advertising Manager

OFFICES AND BRAN'CIIES:

VANCOUVER - - - Telephone 2010. 26 Crowe & Wilson Chambers
GEO. A. GALL, Representative

TORONTO - Telephone Main 2362. Confederation Life Building

F. W. SCHERBARTH, A. M. FISHER, Representatives.

MONTREAL - - Telephone Main 2299, B34 Board of Trade
D. BURNSIDE, Representative

WINNIPEG - - Telephone 224. Commercial Travellers' Building
ROLAND F. HILL, J. R. HOOPER, Representatives

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per Year, in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3.00.

"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest
of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and al-

lied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely in-
formation on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion
by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-
worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade at
home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For manu-
facturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of
owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp
mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the most
direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed to the
"Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.
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Price Cutting and Other Evils
In one way and another during the period of business depression

which prevailed in the lumber business throughout last year, the "Canada
Lumberman and Woodworker" has tried to impress upon its readers the

simple but oft-ignored truth that price cutting should be discourage.d, and
that one of the most effective methods for bringing about better business

conditions was to refuse to accept prices which were so low as to mean a
loss both to the manufacturer and retailer. It has taken a long time for

the importance of this to reach home in some quarters, but it is more
generally recognized to-day than a few months ago, and it is expected

that this spring will see the last of the depressing conditions which have

been prevalent.

In the retail business, this price cutting has been accompanied by

many other lesser evils, which have had their share in the causing of

business depression. Bad business methods are responsible for more
serious trouble than they are generally given credit for. One class of re-

tailer will say that he is too busy when he has been told that he should

introduce improvements. In his yards one will see many a badly kept

pile and will note also that there are numerous evidences of material go-

ing to waste which could be saved if there were a systematic method of

taking care of the yard. There are men who will always be too busy to

attend to matters of this kind, and there are other men who will always

find time to see that thej* are properly attended to. Even in dull times

the former will be so busy in his own mind that he cannot look after the

small things nor give instructions to have them properly attended to.

Such a man is always busy but his business and his profits never increase.

He has reached the limit of his capacity and must sooner or later fall

behind. There is another class of man who always puts things to rights

wherever he goes, and does it so automatically that no time is lost. This

man is always ready when there is a chance for increasing business. He
gets the business and is able to handle it.

A lumber yard in order to be in proper condition for doing a capacity

business should be kept in the most systematic manner. The piles should

be carefully cared for and no waste should be allowed by the leaving of

fallen boards on the ground. There are a thousand and one suggestions

occurring to the dealer for keeping his yard in good condition and ha

should act upon them quickly before allowing something else to interfere.

It would be a difficult matter to name a yard which is kept in an ideal

manner. Even well kept yards are scarce. One will find evidences of

waste in many directions. Loads of dimension and boards are to be seen

in many a yard which have become cracked or been broken and which
are allowed to go to waste as though there were no such thing anyhere

as a handsaw. They become dirty and are thrown into a common pile.

What becomes of them it is hard to say, but it is not stretching the point

very far to say that in their neglected state they become, not only a loss

to the dealer, but a material addition to his fire hazard.

A man who has seen probably more retail lumber yards than any
other, was talking upon this subject recently and drew attention to a

number of the evidences of waste which he frequently came upon. A
matter which he referred to particularly was that of allowing doors to

be stored in places where they were injured by exposure to the light.

Stock doors, he said, should not be permitted to stand. They should be

piled carefully and the top door covered with building paper, cloth or lath.

Molding, too, was a line which he had seen going to waste in large quan-

tities. It is allowed to become covered with dust and dirt and is handled

in a manner which results in much of it being spoiled. Summing the mat-
ter up the same authority said: "Wherein, then, should we aim to im-

prove ? In stopping waste, which implies good sheds and the proper

care of stocks. In so serving our customers that it will be a pleasure for

them to come again. In treating our competitors as we would
wish them to treat us. In having the backbone to ask, and

to get fair prices." Here are the principle points in the good

management of a business. If they were followed by most retailers

there would be little to fear in dull times and good times would be a feast

for everyone.

Canada's Strong Position
The '"Southern Lumberman," of Nashville, Tenn., takes issue with

the "Canada Lumberman" on the subject of a recent editorial entitled

"Reflections on the Tariff Issue." The editorial in question discussed

the Canadian point of view in regard to the tariff on lumber entering the

United States and also referred to the stand taken by Mr. Edward Hines,

showing that the position he took before, the Tariff Committee and the

position he is reported to have taken a month later were opposed to one

another, inasmuch as on the former occasion he wished to have the tariff

maintained and on the latter occasion wished to have it removed. The

"Southern Lumberman" takes the matter much too seriously in imagin-

ing that the editorial was the result of an outburst of anger on the part

of the "Canada Lumberman." Mr. Hines' views are not of much im-

portance in the long run, as no doubt the United States Government will

take whatever steps it considers best for the general advantage of the

country. Mr. Hines' views were cited for the purpose of showing that

consistency is a jewel just as rare in the United States as in Canada or in

any other country, and that a gratuitous scoff on the part of the "Ameri-

can Lumberman" regarding the desire of Canadians to invade the United

States market was uncalled for by the facts and was based upon a mis-

taken idea of the case.

The matter simmers down to this, that Canadians have a whip hand

in the matter of lumber production because they have the natural re-

sources. If the United States does not wish to face Canadian competition

in lumber they will retain the tariff and the Canadian timber will benefit

by tije prevention of exploitation by United States capitalists and specu-

lators. On the other hand, if the tariff is removed it may be that Canada

will ruffer by the wholesale cutting of her timber, but she will have her-

self to blame very largely if she does not take the necessary steps to

prevent it. It will be within the power of the Canadian Government

under such circumstances to take speedy measures for the prevention of

such destruction of timber resources by imposing an export duty on lum-

ber similar to that which the United States may remove. Both countries
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desire to preserve their timber resources, and it would be just as natural

for the Canadian Government to impose a duty as for the United States

to remove it. As to the other matter, the accuracy of the report relating

to Mr. limes' views, the "Canada Lumberman" refrained from stating

that Mr Mines had gone back on his former position and was content

with simply reporting the interview as published in the press. This

interview was no "vague" matter as supposed by the "Southern
Lumberman." It appeared in several of the Chicago newspapers

at the time of the report of the merger of the Weyerhaeuser, Cooke and

Hines interests. It was also published in a number of the other United

States and Canadian newspapers, and, so far as the "Canada Lumber-
man" knew, had not been publieh contradicted.

An Experience
Not many years ago the A. A. Griffing Iron Company was an im-

portant trade factor on the Pacific coast . Its advertising was extensive,

systematical and practical. To-day the A. A. Griffing Company is un-

known. There is a reason for this, of which the company's former
advertising manager, Mr. S. E. Bryn.er, tells in the September number
of the Selling Magazine of New York. He says:

"My judgment relative to the use of advertising space in trade

papers is, be liberal. The keep-it-down-to-a-quarter-page policy is by
far the most expensive in the long run, as I have just warrant to assert,

from personal experience. No breach of confidence or business eti-

quette will be violated if I quote here a few facts in regard to the effect

of ceasing trade paper advertising by the old, well-established and
thoroughly reputable A. A. Griffing Iron Company, well known from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. For a number of years I had charge of the
publicity department of that company, and made careful note of the
results of some t/pes of advertising while it was yet aggressive. When

in Advertising
it ceased altogether to advertise, which was about eighteen months pre-

vious to the time it passed into the receiver's hands, I instituted a check
system, whereby I could note the falling away of inquiries. During the

first three months there was no appreciable difference; by the end of

six months the inquiries had dropped off about 50 per cent. ; at the end
of nine months this was increased to approximately 75 per cent. ; and
by the end of the year they had virtually ceased, so far as new names
were concerned. Now, here was a house whose product had enjoyed
most liberal advertising during a considerable term of years, and one

would quite naturally assert, with some degree of justification, too, that

they could not so effectually drop out of existence in a period equal to

about one and a half years, that practically no new names would be

coming in through the mails. Yet, that is precisely what happened. I

merely quote the above facts as prima facie evidence of the unques-

tioned value of an aggressive and perpetual campaign of advertising

on the part of any manufacturer who would woo and win

Tariff Campaign C
The length to which some people will go in their efforts to obtain

their own ends is remarkable. The latest instance in the lumber business

is afforded by the appearance in Toronto during the last few days of repre-

sentatives of United States manufacturers who are seeking for the re-

moval of the duty of $2 a thousand on lumber. The campaign which is

being carried on by those who desire to see the duty remain has been so

vigorous that those who are opposed to it—and who in many cases are

interested in Canadian timber—are anxious about the outcome and are

working up a counter campaign. They have sent their representatives

into Canada to look for support. Possibly they will find a small measure

of support from some Canadians who have not much to do at present, but

saner minded Canadians will be inclined to look upon this move as savor-

ing a little of audacity. After all, the matter is a concern of their own,

purely, for the manufacturers and dealers of the United States. The
lumber industry of Canada can stand pretty firmly on its own legs. With
the handicap of a $2 duty it has been able to flourish and to invade United

States markets quite extensively. No doubt it would do better still with-

out the duty, but looking at it from a business point of view, Canadians

might kill the goose that lays the golden eggs, if they found free access

to United States markets. The advocates who are seeking Canadian as-

sistance in their campaign against the duty may indeed find that such

a weapon would become a boomerang.. If a tariff revision committee of

Congress were persuaded that Canadian manufacturers of lumber wanted

the duty removed, they would be justified in fearing injury to the United

States manufacturers, and in leaving the duty as it is.

The opinions of those who favor the removal of the tariff contain a

number of interesting points. They are well outlined in a letter from Mr.

J. W. Wells, of Menominee, Michigan, which is in part as follows:

"] am interested in mills and stumpage on both sides of the boun-

dary, although much Heavier on this side than in Canada, and can, I

think, give a disinterested opinion. The most important point seems to

be whether or not the price of lumber to the consumer will be reduced

by the reduction in tariff. I think there is no doubt but that it will and,

paradoxical as it may seem, without much reducing the manufacturers'

selling price. We would accomplish this In taking advantage of our geo-

graphical situation. Georgian Baj lumber would go to the nearest mar-

ket, largely to the Eastern and Middle States. .Minnesota pine into the

Winnipeg territory; Wisconsin and Michigan hardwoods, of which Canada

has but little, would go all over Canada. We must remember that we

must meet Canadian competition anyway ; they much market this sur-

imed into Canada
plus. Why not let it in under favorable freight rates, giving our con-

sumer the benefit and replace their lumber with ours in other markets

where our lumber has the favorable rate ? The south could replace Can-

adian lumber in the West Indies, Cuba, Mexico and like territory with

their cheap freight rate. Why compel Canada to ship their lumber 2,000

miles to the West Indies to compete with the lumber from the south

when the same lumber could be used by us at their back door, and we be

compelled to ship lumber from the south or west at very high freight

rates to the same back door, charging all this excess to our consumer ?

I own a good deal of unsold lumber in Canada to-day that would go to

an American consumer for less to him with duty removed. Increased

supply over widening territory at lower cost will always reduce and create

uniformity of price. It would have been much better if Canadian lumber

had been let in free to supply the abnormal demand existing during 1906

and 1907, which caused such overproduction with its attendant evils.

"The question is asked : 'Can we compete with Canada ?' The answer

is: 'Yes.' We are competing with her now in the markets of the world,

and if so. we can certainly compete with her on our own soil.

"It is amusing to hear the one-sided testimony before the Ways and

Means Committee in regard to lumber schedule. Mr. Tift, of Georgia,

says: 'It is not a question of price, but of market.' Price will always

make a market. Mr. Hines, in his very able argument for high tariff,

says he cannot compete with Georgian Bay lumber at Buffalo, Pittsburg

and St. Louis territories, as the freight rates are against him, and gives

the following figures : Canadian lumber against American lumber, de-

livered Buffalo, freight Georgian Bay to Buffalo $1.75, duty $2; total,

$3.75. For Canadian lumber delivered at Pittsburg, freight from Georgian

Bay to Cleveland, $1.75; freight from Cleveland to Pittsburg, $1.50; duty

$2 ; total, $5.25. For Canadian lumber delivered to St. -Louis : Freight

from Georgian Bay to Chicago, $1.75; duty, $2; freight from Chicago to

St. Louis, $2.50; total, $6.25. Mr. Hines gives the total for lumber de-

livered St. Louis at $5.25, but he evidently made an error of $1 in ad-

dition and he is also wrong in his comparison. He is comparing cargo

shipments with car shipments The former, in lots of usually 600,000

to 800,000 feet, millrun stock, must be unloaded and handled through a

yard at some lake point, say m Mr. Hines' Chicago, Buffalo and Cleve-

land yards, sorted into probably 150 different grades, widths, lengths

and thicknesses, piled and dried. After remaining in pile several months

it is taken down, planed and worked to all kinds of material, and sold.

Mr. Hines is not noted as working for fun and would not expect to stand
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the expense of handling this lumber for less than $5 a thousand feet to

pay him for yard rent, sorting, piling, insurance, taxes, interest, deprecia-

tion, bad debts and profits on the operation. Five dollars is small

enough. The car of lumber from the south or west which Air. Hines com-

pares with Canadian cargo does not have to stand this heavy yard ex-

pense. It has been produced from stump to car at the originating point

cheaper than Georgian Bay lumber has been produced from stump to boat

at its originating point. When Mr. Hines gets through with his Can-

adian cargo it will stand him about the following prices for deliveries : I

have added 25 cents more freight than Mr. Hines has, as his figures art

too low by at least 25 cents for the last ten years' average. Lumber de-

livered in Buffalo: Freight from Georgian Bay, $2; duty, $2; Chicago

yard expense, $5; total, $9. Air. Hines says he can deliver Wisconsin

lumber in Buffalo for $7 Lumber delivered in Pittsburg will stand him

as follows : Freight from Georgian Bay to Cleveland, $2 ;
duty, $2 ; freight

from Cleveland to Pittsburg, $1.50; yard expense in Cleveland, $5; total.

$10.50. Air. Hines says he can deliver lumber from Wisconsin to the

>dme point for $7 Lumber delivered at St. Louis will figure as fol-

lows: Freight from Georgian Bay to Chicago, $2; duty, $2: freight from

Chicago to St. Louis, $2.;">0: yard expense Chicago, $5; total for Can-

adian lumber delivered St. Louis, $11.50. Mr. Hines says he can deliver

lumber from the south for $8.10. A carload of Canadian lumber would

draw a crowd at a sideshow in St. Louis, although he says it can com-

pete with southern lumber at that point. In the same issue of the

'American Lumberman' reporting Air. Hines' testimony before the com-

mittee when he said that Canadian \ellow or Norway pine could compete

with southern yellow pine as far south as St. Louis, a correspondent

from Toronto said 'Southern pine is not only maintaining its strength in

Ontario, but is taking the place of Norway pine.' For the sake of fail

play, abolish the tariff and stop this game of shuttlecock between Toronto

and St. Louis at the consumers' expense.

"As to the cost of stumpage in Canada and the United States, there

is but little difference. Late sal^s by the government have been on a basis

of $11.50 to $12, log scale. Cost of logging in Ontario is at least $2 a

thousand more than in Wisconsin and Alichigan, caused mostly by rough-

nesd of the ground, labor and supplies being somewhat higher also.

"The cost of sawing at our Georgian Bay mills is at least 20 per

cent, more than in our Wisconsin and Alichigan mills, caused mostly by
higher wages to millmen and high tariff on mill supplies and machinery.

We pay a duty of 30 per cent, on machinery and supplies, and the Can-
adian manufacturers take full advantage of it by adding the duty to their

cost price.

"As to conservation of our forests, free lumber will help by prevent-

ing exorbitant prices, which induces cutting of small trees. There was
nev t so much deforestation as was practised during high prices of 1900

and 1907 Millions of young pine, spruce, jack pine, etc., were cut for

lumber and lath that at normal prices would be left to grow to fair size.

There has been a great deal said about the effect of the tariff on low

grade timber. The tariff has nothing to do with it. I have lately been
through many operations in the south. They are practically clearing the

land, which present prices of stumpage and lumber warrants, and about

the only thing left is the small trees, which, with prices as they were in

1906-1907, would now be cut, instead of being allowed to grow to fair

size In the north we are practically clearing the land ; most of my mills

are cutting the cord wood, and the lower the price for lumber the more
careful we are to economize by saving everything to make ends meet.

"As to the Pacific coast : If the tariff was $10 a thousand they would
not cut clean. Whether the price be high or low, the waste goes on.

Many of th >ir largest mills use the circular saws, which waste three-

eighths of the timber in sawing inch boards, as against one-eighth waste

with modem band saws, but their stumpage has cost them next to noth-

ing which is the cause of the waste. So we need shed no tears over

them The only party that can possibly be adversely affected by the re-

moval of the duty is the stumpage owner, and where there is one stump-
age owner there arc probably ten thousand consumers that will reap the

benefit.

'

Competition of Canadian Lumber Feared
A meeting of the board of governors of the National Lumber Alanu-

facturers' Association of the United States was held recently at Wash-
ington to discuss the tariff issue. The matter was discussed from many
points of view, and the unanimous opinion was in favor of the adoption

of a resolution opposing a reduction of the tariff. A resolution was there-

fore drawn up and adopted which embodies the reasons held against the

proposed removal of the duty. The resolution will prove interesting to

Canadians engaged in the lumber business. It is as follows

:

Whereas, the press dispatches from Washington, forecasting the

probable action of the Ways and Means Committee on the various tariff

schedules, recite the fact that lumber is being named as one of the com-

modities to go on the free list, or to sustain a heavy reduction, and

Whereas, such action would mean serious and widespread demoraliza-

tion to all business interests, in that further depression in lumber prices

would permanently cripple many of the sawmill and other woodworking

industries, and at the same time affect disastrously the wage earning

power of a vast army of day laborers, and

Whereas, the lumber industry of the United States to-day ranks first

in the consumption of farm products, third in the volume of tonnage fur-

nished the railroad and transportation line, and second in the employment
of labor, agriculture alone employing a large; number of hands, and

Whereas, a bushel of corn, or wheat, a ton of hay, a bale of cotton,

or any other farm produce will purchase more lumber to-day than at any

previous time, and

Whereas, the present specific duty of $2 a thousand feet amounts

to an ad valorem tax of about 11 per cent, and reduces the tariff on lumber

to the basis of a tariff for revenue only, as illustrated by the fact that the

present law represents an average of about 40 per cent, on all dutiable

commodities, and

Whereas, the repeal of the tariff on lumber, lath and shingles would

prove disastrous to the industry throughout the whole country for the

reason that lumber produced in Canada, and that which would be pro-

duced in Mexico, is largely by Oriental and peon labor at a cost far below

that in this country, and cut from stumpage varying in price from one-

quarter to one-half less than American timber, and at a vastly less tax,

and

Whereas, lumber lath and shingles from Canada can be delivered

in the Atlantic, Pacific "and Great Lake states ports on a much lower

freight rate in foreign and American bottoms than we have from the south

and west, or from any other lumber producing district to the same ports,

where much of the American lumber is marketed and consumed, and
would therefore deprive American manufacturers of many of their princi-

pal markets, which in turn would seriously affect the banking, shipping

and other interests allied with lumber, and

Whereas, the recent election has emphatically demonstrated that an

overwhelming majority of the people are in favor of the protection of

American industries, and believing that the disturbance of existing tariff

would result to the extreme detriment of American capital and labor, and

Whereas, the class of lumber which our foreign competitors would

seek to dump into the markets of the United States would prevent the

conservation of our forests, which should be utilized to the fullest possible

extent; therefore, be it

Resolved, First, that the National Lumber Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, in convention assembled, representing the lumber interests of the

United States, do most earnestly protest against any change in the pres-

ent tariff on lumber, lath and shingles

;

Resolved, Second, that the president and secretary of this associa-

tion be, and they are hereby instructed, to transmit a copy of these reso-

lutions to the Ways and Means Committee, and furnish the senators and

representatives in Congress with a copy of same, requesting their support

and co-operation with that of their own people to prevent any repeal or

modification of the present lumber schedule of the Dingley tariff, upon

the ground that the lumber industry of the United States has become an

integral part and so interwoven with the banking, transportation, ship-

ping, railroad, manufacturing, commercial and industrial interests that

any legislation harmful to lumber would sooner or later disastrously affect

labor and every other interest

,

Resolved, Third, that we favor the conservation of the forest re-
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sources of this country and stand ready to co-operate with the forest ser-
vice of the Government for the promotion of this great principle; yet we
assert that the removal or reduction of the present tariff on lumber will

hasten rather than delay the destruction of our forests and defeat rather
than accomplish an enlarged and more successful practice of this great
work already inaugurated. We predicate this statement upon the fact
that the average sawmill to be operated successfully must cut at least
its minimum capacity. If, therefore, the mill man is compelled to leave
25 per cent, of the trees in the woods to rot and burn that he now uses,
because of no market for the manufactured product thereof, he will find
it necessary to cut approximately 25 per cent, more trees to keep his mill
logged and make good this shortage, and in equal proportions reduce the
forest area of this country 25 per cent, faster.

The argument in the last clause of the resolution is so wonderfully
conceived as to be difficult to understand. How it can. be that the pre-
vention of the cutting of United States timber will result in the timber
resources being destroyed is not clear. There would undoubtedly be
more Canadian lumber consumed in the United States if the duty were
removed and one would think that this would mean less cutting of United
States timber. But according to the resolution it would mean increased
cutting as the sawmills, being hard put to sell their material, would waste
about 25 per cent, of the timber cut, and would at the same time have
to cut at least enough to keep their mills going to their minimum capacity.
The more logical conclusion would be that competition would force out
of business those mills which could not find enough business for their
minimum capacity and that there would be a proportionately smaller cut.
The question is not of much importance to Canadians, except inasmuch
as it shows to what extremes the opponents of the reduction of the tariff

are being driven in order to maintain their case.

In the Courts—Recent Legal Decisions

Conversion of a Shingle Machine.—Chief Justice Mulock recently
gave judgment in a Divisional Court of Ontario in the case of the
CJtterson Lumber Company v. H. W. Petrie, Limited, in which the
plaintiffs appealed from a judgment dismissing an action for the con-
version of a shingle machine. In the judgment Chief Justice Mulock
stated that according to the evidence, H. W. Petrie had supplied to one
J. M. Bird a shingle machine upon certain terms which included $200 in

cash and the balance in instalments, with ownership remaining with the
defendants until completion of payment. Mr. Bird had sold his mill to

the Messrs. Martin, and the latter had sold it to the plaintiffs. Subse-
quent to the last sale the defendants had removed the machinery from
the mill, whereupon the action had been brought. The court held that

under the terms of agreement for the sale the defendants were justified

in the course they took and the appeal therefore was dismissed with costs

Shareholder's Application to Wind Up Lumber Company.—Chief

Justice Wetmore, of Saskatchewan, recently gave his decision in the case

re Nelson Ford Lumber Company which came before him. Application

had been made under the Winding Up Act of the Dominion of Canada
on behalf of Grant Robinson, a shareholder in the company, to have a

liquidator appointed and the company wound up. The question was
raised whether this application could be made under the Dominion Wind-
ing Up Act. The Chief Justice held that the company could not be
brought before the court under the Dominion Winding Up Act, inasmuch
as it did not come under either of the clauses providing for such a course.

An attempt had been made to show insolvency but the evidence was of

a very vague character. Inasmuch as he thought that the application

could have been made under the Companies Winding Up Ordinance, he
declined to entertain the application, but made no order for costs.

Payment for Tie Driving—The case of the Pigeon River Lumber
Company v. Mooring which recently came up for trial has been concluded
and judgment has been given by Judge Britton. The action was taken

by three companies for work done, services rendered and materials sup-

plied to the defendants in respect of certain ties. The claim of the Pigeon

River Lumber Company was only a small one. The claim of the Arrow
River and Tributaries Slide & Boom Company was for driving and run-

ning ties belonging to the defendants over their improvements on the

Arrow River and Pigeon River and for dues for the use of these improve-

ments. The claim of the Lake Superior Tug Company was for towing

these ties from the mouth of the Pigeon River to Port Arthur. The de-

fendant claimed that he made no use of the improvements, and even if

he did the company could not recover, because of non-compliance with

the requirements of the statutes in such cases. Judge Britton held that

the defendant did make use of these improvements and was liable for

the same, and he found that the amount charged therefor was reasonable

as it was less than the amount of toll the company was entitled to charge

under the statute. The company was therefore entitled to recover $2,180

with costs for the use of the improvements. The Lake Superior Tug Com-
pany was given judgment of $1,539 with costs for towing the ties.

An Under Cutting Circular Sawing Machine

An invention which will be of much interest to lumber manufac-
turers has recently been perfected by Messrs. John Gillies and William
Douglas, of Braeside, Ont., in the form of an "undercutting circular saw-
ing machine." A number of practical and experienced manufacturers
have seen the machine in operation and speak of it with enthusiasm.
After a thorough course of demonstration as to its working qualities, the
machine will be put into operation next spring. The illustration shown
herewith does not afford a very good idea of the machine on account of
the fact that it was installed temporarily and the posts and other obstruc-
tions prevented a good view from being obtained.

The principle on which this machine is constructed is to feed the
log to be sawn, to the saws, in such a way that the saws cut with the
k'rain of the wood, thereby ensuring easier cutting and less pressure on
the saws than if cutting against the grain or end wood. To obtain this
end, the logs, when being fed to the machine, pass under the arbor, in-

stead of over. Consequently the log and the saws travel in the same
direction, instead of in opposite directions, as is the case when fed to the
saws over the arbor.

The gang circular is simple in construction and consists of a double
frame, the lower frame carrying the four feed rolls only, and the upper
frame carrying the saw arbor and saws only. The feed rolls are driven

Under Cutting Circular Sawing Machine invented by
John Gillies and Wm. Douglas of Braeside, Ont.

from below by face plate and friction, with chain feed connecting with
second feed roll, and the rolls are continued in motion by gears. The
speed of the feed is regulated by the friction and face plate to which the
chain feed is connected, and can be immediately reversed so as to back
the log out of the machine, if necessary.

The binding rolls are contained in a sash or frame, to which the
screw is connected at the bottom, and with face plates and friction placed
below the floor which controls them, and connected with levers. The
binding rolls can be raised or lowered from a cant of two inches in thick-

ness, to a height of fourteen inches, if desired. The sides of the sash or
frame carrying the binding rolls are slotted to allow them to work freely

on the outside of the feed rools (the ends of which project through them),
when the sash or frame is being raised or lowered by the screw and fric-

tion which operate them. The pressure of the binding rolls is obtained
by spiral springs placed between the top of the yoke which carries the
binding roll boxes, and the inside of the top of the sash or frame which
contains the binding rolls.

The arbor is constructed of 3%-inch steel, carried on three bearings.
On one side of the arbor is a solid collar, and the arbor where it carries

the saws is feathered and a groove is cut in the saws corresponding with
the size of the feather in the arbor. Collars eight inches in diameter, and
varying in thickness according to the thickness of lumber desired to be
cut, are placed between the saws. The collars are held in place by a)

strong threaded nut. The arbor boxes are adjustable, so that the arbor
can be lowered according as the saws decrease in size from filing and
wear. The outside bearing is carried on a removable bridge which can
be taken out quickly by taking out a jib key at each end of the bridge.
The bridge is then slid out on to an attachment on the side of the
machine.

The saws can be removed and replaced in from five to seven minutes.
When the saws are in place, the bridge is so constructed that it passes
into place by giving it a slight shove from the supports, when the jibs are
replaced and the machine is ready for operation. The arbor carries eleven
saws, 12 gauge, 32 inches in diameter. The guide bar is constructed of a
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solid bar lx3-inch, V-grooved, and slotted to receive the bolt which holds

the guide arm in place. The slot in the bar is protected below by a strap

cf iron, so that when the nut is taken off the guide bolt, it cannot drop out

The guides for holding the guide block or pin are made of spring

steel, split up to the guide bar, and on each side is a dovetailed recess

which holds the guide block in place. Adjusted to each guide arm on top

is a bolt and nut whereby the guide can be spread and adjusted to each
saw There is placed on top of the guide bar an iron pipe in which is

inserted small pipes closed at the end ; one of these pipes is placed be-

tween each saw, and is perforated to allow water to be applied to the
saws, if necessary. The guides are placed on top of the cant to be sawr.,

and are self adjustable ; as, for instance, when sawing an 8-inch cant fol-

lowed by a 6-inch cant, the guide drops two inches, and will rise if a 6-

inch is followed by an 8-inch.

The inventors of this machine claim that it can be run with a groat

deal less power than a machine which cuts against the grain of the wood.
Tt is run or driven by a 14-inch belt, and by actual test has sawn 72
small logs, six and eight-inch cants, in 25 minutes. The machine requires

no special foundation, but can be set up on the ordinary mill floor.

Orders Obtained in New Zealand.

Mr. J. S. Larke, Canadian Trade Commissioner for Australasia, in

» recent report says that some newspapers in Canada have published
statements that Australia is going to ship its butter in a box recently in-

vented made up of clay and straw. The information appears to have been
obtained from an Irish newspaper. The report has for its foundation,

that some time ago two very small samples of this material were brought
to Sydney. The proposed box is a wooden box lined with the alleged ma-
terial. No one here appears to have thought that it could be a substitute

for the present wooden box either on the plea of economy or of quality.

There is no doubt that the butter manufacturers are concerned as to

the material for their boxes. Prices are 80 per cent, higher than they
were 12 years ago; a box which could be had for lOd. is now Is. 6d. Some
sample boxes have been ordered from Norway, made of what is termed
here, white pine. The material has the texture of Canadian spruce, but
is somewhat darker in color, and in all probability contains more resin.

Boards cannot be cut wide enough to make the side of a box and hence
the material has to be tongued ?nd grooved. This is a very strong ob-

jection. The price is, as yet, uncertain, but so far as known will be
somewhat higher than the butter boxes made from New Zealand white
pine.

If it were not for the advantageous duty of fid. per 100 superficial

feet given to New Zealand on the pine, it is probable that spruce could be

imported from Canada, but Canadian boards would be required to pay 2s.,

if undressed, and 2s. fid. if dressed, per 100 feet above the rate of the

New Zealand pine if of inch or less than inch board stuff. New Zealand
pine can be purchased at slightly under lis. 6d. per 100 feet, duty paid,

at the present moment. Shooks bear a duty of 25 per cent.

There are advices of 56 cargoes of timber from the west coast of

America and the Baltic ports on the way to Australia, but not one of these

is from British Columbia. The prices were so low at the Sound ports for

Oregon that Canadian timber for nearly a year has been practically out

of the market. The advance in the prices in the United States market
has enabled British Columbia mills to again enter this trade, and orders

for several million feet have just gone forward.

Forestry Convention in Toronto.
A special convention of the Canadian Forestry Association is to be

held in Toronto on Feb. 11th and 12th. The sessions will be held in the

Convocation Hall of the University of Toronto. As in previous years, the

railways are granting a single-fare rate for the meeting. As forestry has

of late years come so prominently into public attention, a large attend-

ance is expected. The membership of the association is now nearlv

1.700. The association is nine years old, having been founded in 1900

by Mr. E. Stewart, then Superintendent of Forestry for the Dominion.
Its membership includes many prominent lumbermen and officials of

the Federal and Provincial Governments. The work of the association

has been largely educational in character. Its objects include the advo-

cacy of more rational and scientific methods of dealing with the forests,

the exploration of public land (with a view to ascertaining the areas not

suitable for agriculture and the setting apart of these for permanent
forest land), and the dissemination of knowledge.

The president for 1908-09 is Mr. W. B. Snowball, of Chatham, N.B.,

and the secretary, Mr. A. H. D. Ross, of the Faculty of Forestry, Uni-
versity of Toronto.

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain the

following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman" may ob-

tain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped envelope and
stating number of enquiry

:

9. Turned wood.—A Manchester firm wishes to correspond with Can-
adian manufacturers of all kinds of turned wood.

11. Whitewood.—A Carlisle firm wishes to correspond with Canadian
shippers of planed whitewood.

Short Lengths from British Columbia

American lumbermen operating in British Columbia are combining in

a campaign for the repeal of the United States tariff on lumber. Among
those interested are Arthur Rogers, president of the Rogers Lumber Com-
pany, operating retail yards in North and South Dakota, and having two
or three mills in British Columbia; S. H. Bowman, of the Bowman Lum-
ber Company,' and also head of the Union Lumber Company; Otto
Lachmund, manager of the Lamb-Watson Lumber Company, and M. J.

Scanlon, of the recently incorporated Brooks- Scanlon-O'Brien Company.
If a further market is found for British Columbia lumber, more cutting
is likely to follow, and this would be a reason for the government to con-
sider the extension of the license limit of 21 years. This request has re-

peatedly been made by timbermen, who claim it will be a preventive
against slashing.

There is an agitation in New Zealand ports against the importation
of sawn British Columbian and American lumber. The people responsible
for this are urging the importation of the logs roughly squared to make
safe stowing, so that they can be cut up in the New Zealand mills and
thus provide more work for the people of the southern Dominion saw-
mills. According to shipping men acquainted with the situation, in order
tc do this new mills would have to be constructed on modern lines, for

at present there is not a mill in New Zealand which could handle the
huge logs which are grown on the West Coast. They have no machinery
for the handling of the big timber, and so until their mills are brought up
to date the exportation of sawn lumber from the west coast will continue.

Mr. Fred Fraser, a prominent timber limit owner of Revelstoke,
B.C., reports that leading up-country lumbermen are urging upon the
Hon, Thos. Taylor, Minister of Public Works for British Columbia, the
necessity for changes in the timber regulations with a view to securing
greater security of title in connection with timber leases. The mill owners
feel that the Provincial Government should go a step farther than to guar-
antee licenses for a period of more than 21 years. They realize that the
present Government does not contemplate any policy of confiscation after

the expiration of the 21 years period, but realize that future administra-
tions might adopt a vastly different policy. During a visit to England
last year for the purpose of selling timber limits, Mr. Fraser found that
he was handicapped by the existing regulations. All the financiers he met
entered objections, claiming that British capital would not be invested
until the Government amended the timber laws. In one or two instances
people who had bought limits were anxious to sell, and actually gave him
options on several large tracts.

A petition signed by several hundred hand loggers has been forwarded
to the British Columbian Government, requesting that the hand logging

privilege, which had been cancelled in a majority of timber areas of the
province, be restored. The hand loggers are very much in earnest over
this matter and a deputation of the leading men in that industry will wait
upon the Government in the near future to press their claims for a restora-

tion of the cancelled privileges. The petition sets forth the fact that
there are approximately 1,500 hand loggers idle in the province under the
present condition of the industry. The majority of these hand loggers

have capital invested in outfits which run all the way from $500 to

$3,000. They claim that there are large districts throughout the province
which can only be logged successfully by hand loggers on account of the
inaccessibility of the timber, which cannot be reached by logging engines,

so that they claim the timber will never be removed unless cut by hand
loggers.

Although Canada subsidizes a line of steamers to Mexico, there is

no parcel post service between the two countries. Canadian fourth class

matter addressed to Mexico must go via England, leaving here about
every ten days and taking a month to reach destination. To secure direct

delivery it is necessary to forward to some United States postmaster, en-

closing U.S. stamps sufficient to carry it from there on. This virtually

amounts to double postage. A movement is on foot to ask the Govern-
ment to establish a direct service.

C. E. Sontum, Canadian trade agent, quotes an interview in the

Sundsvalls "Tidings," in which it is stated that the falling off in the

Swedish sawmill industry will be much greater than has generally been
expected. The export of wood products in 1909 will probably mean a

reduction of Swedish export values by about 25,000,000 kroner or a re-

duction of about 25 per cent. Under present conditions this industry

does not pay; log prices in Sweden are, according to this authority, by far

too high in comparison with the prices for wooden goods abroad.

Messrs. Smith, Tyrer & Company, lumber and commission agents,

Halifax, N.S., have recently moved into new offices on Pickford & Black's

wharf.
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Modern Machines Demand Skilled Operators.

Only yesterday the mill man had to be satisfied if his machine
turned out work at a feed of 40 to 50 feet per minute; he thought he
was doing something extraordinary if this was exceeded. To-day he is

neglecting opportunities if he doesn't produce absolutely smooth work
at a rate of feed of over 100 feet per minute. How much he can exceed
this with the best modern machine depends solely upon the operator and
the use he makes of the accessories with which they are provided.

In a word, the man must be brought up to the standard of the
machine. Jf the machine itself is perfectly capable of running 'at a feed
of over 150 feet per minute, the operator is responsible if this rate is not

maintained.

We need more brains at the machine ; it's only a matter of ability

and of price. Fifty cents or a dollar per day is a small amount in wages
compared with the value of the increased output which may be obtained
by more intelligent operation Such operation also means improved
quality of product, decreased expense for repairs and less time lost

while the machine is out of commission. It is a matter which every mill

man should seriously consider.

A Practical Woodworkers' Tool.

There is a general current of unrest among woodworkers who are

keenly watchful for new and practical methods to take them away from
the beaten paths of their forefathers. The demand for better machines

—

better tools or appliances is greater to-day than it has ever been. The
illustration published herewith is of the Shimer Blade's Cylinder, a prac-

tical tool for surfacing, beading and siding, lately put on the market b\

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons, Milton, Pennsylvania.

This new cylinder provides for the use of thin blades of high speed

steel, which when properly tempered and treated serve for one or two
days of work on hard maple, oak or hickory. Knives made of this ma-
terial in the old, heavy slotted fashion would be too costly to use owing
to the first cost of the steel and the trouble in working it, yet the expense

for the thin blades does not exceed that of the ordinary machine knife.

By reference to the illustration it w ill be noticed that the thin blades

Uses for Quarter Cut Slabs.

In connection with quarter sawing a log into lumber there is slabbed
< II usually about eight V-shaped corners, says an exchange. That is, if

the log is split into quarters, when the quarters are turned down on the
carriage for sawing into boards or flitches in slabbing to get a face of four

or five inches, whichever the sawyer slabs for, there is cut off a little cor-

ner slab two sides of which are sawed in V-shape with bark on the back
These pieces run in varying sizes from three to five inches on the two
sides of the V.

One millman in speaking of this matter says that usually these pieces

were thrown into the slab fire at his mill, but he concluded it was too
good stuff to throw away, so he had been having the corners saved. He
said it has been a little difficult to discover a market which could utilize

to advantage these corner pieces or a product that could be made from
them. They probably could be worked best by cutting up into short
lengths and some of them might make small table legs or they might be
cut up into small dimensions for furniture stock of some kind. It appears
that there has not been enough continued effort at developing a market
specifically to utilize these pieces and, as this millman says, they are too

good stuff to go to waste. The average furniture factory has need of a

wide variety of pieces of oak of smali dimensions, and in this there is an

opportunity to have oak with quartered face or in squares.

It would seem preferable to work it into smaller dimensions for the

quartered face, as squares can be made from plain slabs. Some of it may
be spoiled by sap, but in some oak the sap is very thin. However, here

is where some good oak in small dimensions is g'>ing to waste and what is

wanted is a market that will utilize it to advantage. There ought to be a

market through which oak could be supplied to the mutual advantage of

those needing small dimensions and those who have these quarters going

to waste at their mills.

Here is an old-time recipe for finishing mahogany. Probably some of

you have tried it, but to others it may be worthy of attention Take one-

third linseed oil, two-thirds turpentine; coat woodwork and wipe off clean.

When thoroughly dry, coat with bichromate of potash ; then fill with a

The Shimer Blade's Cylinder for Surfacing, etc.

of this head are reinforced by special knife holders, which fit snugly in

grooves made in the cylinder, enabling the blades to withstand the strains

to which they are subject during operation. These knife holders are made
of tool steel and form part of the chip-break, which when worn or injured

may be replaced without discarding the cutter head or causing delay and
inconvenience.

These blade's cylinders have superior advantages in point of simpli-

city, durability and efficiency. The blades may be kept in good working
shape with less grinding, less trouble in setting and fastening to the head.

They are also less liable to get out of balance, owing to the lighter weight

of the knives used.

The ease by which the chip-breakers can be renewed, and the abso-

lute security of the thin blades when reinforced with the holding clamps,

together with the many other advantages which will be apparent to the

wide-awake woodworker, makes is seem certain that this will be a

favorite tool wherever good work is desired.

Further information can be secured from the makers, who will gladly

mail ibeir latest book of cylinders to any one making the request. Ad-
dress Samuel J. Shimer & Sons, Milton, Pennsylvania.

dark, rich filler, then shellac and give three coats of varnish and rub with

pumice stone and water; give woodwork one heavy coat of polishing var-

nish after being rubbed in water ; then rub again in water, and polish. In

finishing mahogany some use the bichromate of potash without oiling,

but they do not get as good a color. All mahogany hould be oiled first,

unless you want a very light color; then it should have a thin coat of

shellac first.

When a splinter has been driven deep into the hand, it can be ex-

tracted without pain by steam.. Nearly fill a wide-mouthed bottle with

hot water, place the injured part over the mouth of the bottle, and press

tightly. The suction will draw the flesh down, and in a minute or two
the steam will extricate the splinter and the inflammation will disappear.

The Tri-State Retail Lumber Dealers' Association opened its second

annual convention at Evansville, Ind., on Jan. 20th. The convention was
an unusually successful one, and the members were warmly welcomed

by the mayor of the city. Many important matters of business were at-

tended to and an enjoyable banquet was held.

Plenty of Steam from Frozen Logs.

It scarcely seems possible to generate sufficient steam in a sawmill

boiier with sawdust from frozen logs, right out of the water, with ice

hanging all over them, yet that is precisely what the Gordon Hollow Blast

Grate Company claim that many users of their grates are doing. This

grate stimulates combustion to a wonderful extent, adding to the effi-

ciency of a boiler, and making it easy to keep steam with fuel in such a

condition that it is out of the question to burn it on an oi'dinary grate.

It saves labor in firing, is equally efficient in ordinary furnaces or

Dutch ovens, and is adapted for any number of boilers, from one up. No
change in construction is necessary. A hole must be made in each wall

through which the pipe is to pass ;
beyond this not a brick need be dis-

turbed. The largest outfit can be installed between quitting time Satur-

day and starting up time Monday morning. There is no difficulty about

maintaining a fire at night, when the blower is idle, and no objection to

so doing.

The manufacturers will ship the grate on approval, subject to thirty

days' exhaustive test, they paying the freight both out and back if the

outfit is rejected.

The Keewatin Lumber Company, of Keewatin, Out., are making
their first shipment of lumber to the eastern markets of the United

States, comprising 1,000,000 feet of white pine, which is going by rail

to Fort William and by water to North Tonawanda, N.Y. Smaller lots

have been shipped by the same company during the season to the Min-

neapolis and Chicago markets.

The annual meeting of the Baliantyne Lumber Company, Limited,

was held on January 15th at its head office, 123* Bay street, Toronto. The
following officers and directors were re-elected : President, Edward Clark

;

vice-president, W. S. Kelly; manager, W. J. Foster; secretary-treasurer.

A. E. Clark. The board of directors, in addition to the officers, is com-

posed of W. J. Kelly, T. N. D. Kelly and R. L. Clark. The members
then discussed the best method for operating their holdings and took up

in complete detail the improvements they proposed to inaugurate at an

early date.



THE MACHINERY WORLD
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Equipment are Doing

Thinner Gang* Saws and Faster Work.
To use thinner saws, thereby producing more lumber from the log,

and to «a>\» faster, thereby increasing capacity and reducing cost, are

results striven after by progressive sawmill men; and every wide-awake
machinery manufacturer does his utmost to make these results at-

tainable.

In the. design of gang sawing machinery, the effort has been to effect

such a movement of the saw blade? as to equalize the work and strain

so that the work should be equally distributed to all the teeth and to

clear them effectually from sawdust op the return stroke. This seems
easy, but is not. It has puzzled the best designers in the business, for

years. The best that could ever be done was to approximate the desid-

eratum, at the average rate of feed to be carried, and be satisfied with

indifferent results when this average feed was departed from.

Wickc3 Brothers, of Saginaw. Mich., specialists in gang saws and
among the leading builders for nearly half a century, now announce the

perfection of a new line of gang sawing machines embodying an entirely

new principle, by means of which thinner saws may be used and faster

cutting done, than heretofore possible. The work on the saw teeth is so

evenly distributed that they all cut exactly the same advance into the

cant and continue to cut the same length or chip throughout their path

through the timber. At the end of the cutting stroke, the saws swing
sharply back, away from the cant and drop their dust, and returning up-

ward meet the cant at the top of the return stroke and commence sawing

immediately and without loss of stroke.

Furthermore, by means of ingenious but simple mechanism, the ad-

vance of the saws is automatically regulated in unison with the feed so

that the sawing is always done at full stroke and full efficiency, regard-

less of the rate of feed.

The new gangs are heavy, simple machines with large pins and bear-

ings and, though new in design, embody the results of the wide experi-

ence of the makers. The new model Wickes gangs have already made
some astonishing records of output, and with very thin saws at that. They
are built in seven different styles and an endless variety of sizes to suit

all conditions.

Machinery Trade Notes

The Alert Bay Lumber Company, of Alert Bay, Vancouver Island,

have purchased a 66-inch, style "K" Saginaw band resaw, latest 1909

type, from W. B. Merschon Company, of Saginaw, Michigan.

The Canadian Pacific Lumber Company, of Port Moody, B.C., have

purchased a 06-inch, style "K" Saginaw band resaw, latest 1909 type,

from the W. B. Merschon Company, of Saginaw. Michigan. The sale

was effected by Mr. R. H. Mader, the manager of the Seattle branch of

tho Merschon Company, Saginaw, Michigan.

A Wicks Brothers' gang saw, model No. 15, 32 inches wide, recently

installed at the Fidalgo Mill Company's plant, Anacortes, Washington,

established a new record when it made 300 strokes per minute, carrying

a half-inch feed per stroke, the stroke being eight inches deep and No.

18 gauge saws being used

We are in receipt of a handsome little booklet from the Dodge Manu-
facturing Company, of Toronto, entitled "Quality in Transmission Ma-
chinery." Wlule containing only eight pages, the bool: »t is very

complete, showing the various designs of pulleys and hangers for shafting

and friction clutch pulleys manufactured by this company.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, of Columbus, O., have issued

a catalogue, No. 67D, referring to the Jeffrey rubber belt conveying ma-
chinery. It contains a number of splendid illustrations showing the nu-

merous uses to which these belt conveyors can be put. Among the il-

lustrations are pictures of the Jeffrey "Century" Rubber Belt Conveyors.

These Conveyors, they state, are made of the very best duck underlaid

with a special high grade rubber of a composition to withstand the abra-

sion of the material handled.

The Hespeler Machinery Company, Limited, Hespeler, Ont., have

purchased the plant, machinery, patterns, raw material, finished and

partlv finished stock of the Clark-Demill Company, Limited, and will con-

tinue the manufacture of all standard lines of woodworking machinery, to-

gether with some new specialties. The officers of the new company are:

President, 0. D. Forbes; Vice-president, W. A. Kribbs ; Sec.-treas. and

managing director, W. G. Chater. Mr. Chater was formerly with the

Goldie & McCulloch Company, but for the past eleven years has been

with the Jenckes Machine Company.

Henry Disston & Sons, the big saw manufacturers, have prospered
in Canada. About three years ago Ibey started business in small pre-

mises at 112 Adelaide street east, Toronto. A little later a modern fac-

tory was erected and the firm felt that they were established in quarters
which would fill the requirements of their Canadian business for many
years to come. However, under the energetic management of Mr. W. E.
Radcliff, they have developed trade to such an extent that a fine site has
been purchased on Eraser avenue, Toronto, and in a few weeks the erec-

tion of two factory buildings will be commenced. The site comprises
several acres, so there will be abundant room for extensions. The loca-

tion is one of the most desirable in Toronto, being close to the tracks of

the leading railways, where the shipping facilities will be of the best.

Good Lasting- Qualities of Cypress.

For years visitors to New Orleans from northern points have been
curious regarding the above-ground cisterns in the shape of cypress tanks
with which the city is supplied from one end to the other. The purity of

the water from these tanks has also been a source of surprise, in view of

the fact that mam' such tanks in use to-day are fifty years or more old.

Each household is supplied with one or more tanks (or cisterns) and the

residents are very strenuous in their opposition to the order, which will

become effective soon, to remove the tanks and depend entirely upon the
new waterworks system now being installed.

In olden times, considerably more than one hundred years ago, there

were many wealthy French and Spanish families residing in New Orleans
who decided upon a waterworks system of their own, to supply running
water for general use and for fountains in their courtyards, and it was
during the French sovereignty of Louisiana that the system was built.

Cypress Water Main over a Hundred Years Old.

The mains were of cypress logs eighteen feet long, and averaging twenty-
two inches in diameter, through which, end to end, were bored five-inch

holes. The sections of pipe were joined end to enel by iron connections
driven into the end of each log. Wooden plugs made of cypress were
useel at the ends of the various mains and to cut off the supply from a

delinquent consumer. The system started at the foot of Canal street,

extended to Chartres, and for several blocks out of Chartes, with branches
running each way. A large wooden tank w as constructed at the foot of

Canal street, wooden pumps were installed, and slaves were constantly

employed pumping water into the tank by hand. The water mains were
connected with this tank and the gravity system of distribution employed.

It is not known just when this system was installed, but it is known
that Benjamin Latrode was granted certain privileges and took over the

system in 1811. Presumably the system had been installed quite a number
of years before, but it is impossible to state how many. Latrode evi-

dently had his troubles anel failed in the extension of his waterworks sys-

tem, as the plant passed into the hands of the Commercial Bank in 1833.

The bank operated the plant for a great many years thereafter, and it

was only superseded by the more modern system installed some years ago.

The cut shown herewith is a section of the old main, and there is

also a connecting pipe and a plug. The cypress is in as sound condition

as when it was installed, although the metal connection is badly corroded.

This section of pipe was dug up in Chartres streets a few years ago, hav-

ing been underground for more than one hundred years. The owner of

this old relic insisted upon the decorations before he would allow the pho-

tograph to be taken.

When an injector "kicks off" and refuses 'to work well do not try

jarring it with a hammer, but look for sediment or scale in some of

the valves. The feed pipe to the boiler will sometimes accumulate
enough scale to seriously interfere with the working of an injector, and
for this reason should be arranged so it can be examined.



CAMP DEPARTMENT
Lumber Gang's Staying- in the Camps.

The gangs of workmen in the lumber camps of the Tipper Ottawa tins

season ha.ve not changed in mid-winter to the extent that is usual. Fre-

quently the log maker or teamster lias a new bunk male aft it the

Christmas holidays. But this season the chums are sticking together.

The reason is akin to that which makes the lumber king stick to his

stocks of oawn pine and spruce. There are no tempting offers of money
in either case.

So the crowds of jolly shanty men back in the cities to spend their

earnings before their "time" expired were smaller this winter. Few of

them "jumped" their jobs, the employers said. The hiring agents knew
it, too, for they received no fresh orders to replace men early in Janu-
ary as is the custom. True enough, some shanty men left the woods
after a couple of months toil and returned to more refined society. They
were soon sorry. Just as soon as their wad of wages was gone. The;

agent who sent them- up in November shook his head when the deserter

turned up for re-engagement. None of the companies wanted any men.
Letters pass to and fro between even the remotest shanties and friends

at home, and it was not long till the news was well disseminated among
the crews who had stayed with their jobs that there was no wild demand
for men in Ottawa or other hiring points. This intelligence was received

in the region of the tall timbers soon enough to check the annual exodus
from the shanties cityward.

The lumbermen are deriving a benefit from not having their gang-
broken up. The amounts saved in transportation of new shanty hands
is a considerable item alone. Then the experienced workers make better

progress when they are left with their companions the season through in-

stead of being thrown in with raw and uncongenial fellows in the middle
of winter. The steady men are better off under the peculiar conditions

of this season and financially all will be ahead when the time for paying
off in the spring arrives. The long unbroken months to their credit will

net them a better sum than would the higher wages if they abandone d

work for a spell and squandered the first two months' earnings.

Logging Methods in Southern Camps.

Logging methods in use in the Southern States vary materially from
those in Canada. A correspondent of the "American Lumberman" gives

the following account of conditions in the south Atlantic territory

:

In some sections where the timber is scattered and the land is level

and dry, logging is a very simple operation. The trees for a distance

of a mile on each side of the track are sawed down, usually by hand, and
hauled into the log cars by either mules or oxen. A great deal of the

logging in western Florida and southern Georgia is done in this manner,
although the up-to-date logger finds it more economical to use steam
skidders, even under these conditions.

The interesting part of logging, however,- is in securing timber which
30 years ago was considered absolutely inaccessible, and the land conse-

quently worthless, and here is where modern machinery appears to great

advantage. I will endeavor to depict the almost impossible task of con-

quering these conditions, and compelling nature to give up this valuable

timber, from personal observations in the Everglades of Florida.

To begin with, a great deal of this land has no bottom, and men and
animals frequently sink into the earth to appear no more. The first

thing necessary is to get a piledriver at work and build a solid foundation

for the main track and in this case it is often necessary to drive one pile

on top of another to reach bottom.
After getting started the ties are laid for a short distance, rails se-

curely fastened, the engine is placed on rails, and everything is ready

to work slowly through land that never before has been entered by human
beings since the beginning of the world.

Crews with axes proceed with the engine, cutting down timber, driv-

ing piles and extending the track as they go on their slow journey. When
they get far enough they put on another crew to start getting out the

timber, and all the while the pile driving and laying of track go on and on.

A steam skidder and loader is then placed on the rails (there are

too many styles and makes to describe right here), some with two drums,
some with three or four, and on up to 25, according to the thickness of

the timber. Some are overhead trolley affairs, and some have lines ex-

tending down to the ground from swinging booms, but the former style

are used almost altogether in thickly timbered swamps.
In the case of the overhead machine a pulling line with a hook on

the end recedes on a trolley wire to a point at which men are waiting

with a log; the hook is_ lowered, the man slings the rope around one end

of the log, the engine is started, the end of the log is raised almost up to

the trolley wire, and then is hauled in and dropped in a pile alongside

the railroad track.

Tn the case of the boom skidders, wherever possible, a mule is used

to carry out the line to the log, a sling is made and fastened around the

log, the engine is started, and that log proceeds to do some funny stunts,

tearing through the woods, pulling down saplings and small trees, wind-
ing around stumps, zigzagging here and there at the rate of 250 feet a
minute, until it is brought up alongside the track.

Usually twice a day—noon and night—log trains are run out with a
steam loader fitted with wire rope, the logs are hoisted on cars and taken
to a pond alongside the tracks and back of the mill, where they are drop-
ped off into the water. They are then in the hands of the log riders,

who each mount one of the logs, with a long pikepole with a sharpened
spear in the end, and jumping from one log to another the riders pole
them up to the hopper of the mill, where a conveyor that is constantly
moving carries them up and drops them on a slanting platform. A lever

in the hands of the sawyer is then moved, one of the logs slides down on
to the saw carriage; by the movement of another lever it is clamped down
to the carriage, carried on to the saw, run through and cut up into any
size desired. The outside or refuse is separated as it leaves' the saw, and
run on rollers worked automatically along a sort of trough about 300 feet

outside the mill to a brick wall, and deposited on the farther side of the
wall in a fire, which is kept going all the time.

Some sawmill men utilize a great deal of the refuse, cutting it up
into bundles of building lath, fifty to a bundle, for which they get 10 cents

a bundle from the dealer, and one lath cutter can turn out 300 bundles
a day. at a daily cost of $10, making a profit of $20 net.

It may be that some who read this account have overlooked this

feature and may find it profitable to do so. In the case of cypress logs,

many cut off the butt, which is hollow in the centre, and throw it away,
whil > other long-headed men find that it pays to cut them up into

shingles

Reverting to the subject of wire rope, it might be stated that the size

and quality generally used, of course, depend on the size and weight of

the timber, but as a rule %-inch diameter is used on pine and % inch

on cypress, which alwa}7s grows in swamps and is loaded with water

Where the timber is situated on the banks of a body of water, in-

stead of ski iders what are known as pull-boats are used, which are very

similar t-> the former except they are used in the water, and are guyed
and anchored along the banks. They are fitted with steam engine and
drums with wire pulling rope, usually % or 1-inch in diameter, and fre-

quently are »un out for a mile, or even two.

Many operators use large cones on the end of the line, which fit over

the eud cf the log and guide and keep it from getting "hung up," to use

the logger s expression, in coming through the woods. The rope, or ropes,

used on a pullboat usually are endless; this is, a heavy rope which does

the pulling is fastened to a lighter rope that is used to pull the heavy
rope back from the machine to the log ; at the extreme end of the line

in the woods a large block is fastened to a tree and the line is pulled back
and forth through this block.

The lines usually last a great deal longer on a pullboat than a skid-

der, as they are heavier, do not drag on the ground as much, and have a

straighter pull.

Assisting the " Logger-in-Town."

The "logger-in-town" has always been a person of much interest,

and lately the philanthropic people of Vancouver, B.C., have been doing

a great deal for him. The conviviality of the lumberjack is proverbial.

After bis hard season in *the woods he is altogether prone to make for the

Water street saloons where there is lots of life, companionship and drink.

Very often his entire wages, saved during his strenuous sojourn among
the tall timber is dissipated in a few days, and he gets into debt to the

bar. Cursing his foolishness he travels up the coast again on borrowed
money to labor in the hardest kind of way to get more money to "blow
in." This has been known to be the case for a generation past, but not

until recently have philanthropic persons undertaken to give the hard-

working lumber-jack a home to go to when in town.
The work of the Vancouver Sailors and Loggers' Society, Limited,

as the enterprise is known, is receiving a large measure of support even

at this early stage in its life. The institute provides amusements for the

mind and body. The reading room is kept well supplied with literature

and a billiard table has been installed. The lunch counter and bedrooms
are clean and wholesome. To give an idea of the methods pursued the

following programme provided for one week is reproduced : Monday, 8

p.m., limelight lecture by Bev. I. Waters, subject, "Travel in Zulu-

land"; Tuesday and Friday nights at 8 p.m., lectures by Captain C. Ed-
die, subject, "Seamanship and Navigation"; Thui'sday, 8 p.m.. Bible

class; Saturday, 8 p.m., social and musical evening, provided by the

young people of the various denominations; Sunday, 4 p.m., men's social

hour, carried on by the members of the Ladies' Guild; 7.30 p.m., short

Gospel service.
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R. H. SMITH CO., Limited
St. Catharines, Ont.

turers of Saws under the of Cev iAixtia.

There is no process its equal for tempering circular saws. Other makers recognize this fact, as some

of them, in order to sell their goods, claim to have the same process. All such Claims are FALSE,

as the patentee in the U. S. and ourselves are the only firms in the world who use it.

INSERTED TOOTH SAWS
Notice the improved shank. We call particular

attention to the swell which strengthens it at the weakest

part and which gives it more wear than the old style.

Shanks made in usual gauges and to fit your saws

perfectly.

SHINGLE SAWS
The quality of the " Simonds " Shingle Saws is

proven by the fact that the largest shingle and machine

manufacturers in Canada are using them.

Run a " Simonds" and you will increase your n

output.

The Simonds Temper and

slyle of tooth make the

" Leader " the fastest and

easiest cutting saw man-

ufactured.

Write for prices.

R. H. SMITH CO. Limited St. Catharines, Ont.



WANTEDSFOR SALE DEPARTMENT
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment Wan-
ted" will be inserted in this department at the
rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on tin-

basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
Ordered a discount of 95 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements ot " Employment Wanted

"

will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than
the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue

WANTED LUMBER, ETC.

ta/ ANTED — TEN THOUSAND CORDS
^ » Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. II

B
Wanted

IRCH LOGS. 16" AND UP IN DIAM-
eter. BUEFALO Veneer Co., Buffalo. N.Y. 9

Wanted
CLEAR CEDAR LUMBER FOR BOAT

building:. H. E. Gidi.ev & Co., Penetan-
guishene, Ont. 5

Wanted
ONE CAR, OR MORE, ONE INCH Nil. 1

White Pine Lath. Dewar & Co., 290 Huron
Street, Toronto, Ont.

1 1/2 Inch Soft Elm Wanted
IMMEDIATELY: WILL

. r rice. McDonald-Rowland
Lumber Co., Owen Sound 6

SEVERAL CARS .

pay good cash price.

Wanted
BASSWOOD, BLACK ASH, SOFT ELM,

Chesnut, Oak, Birch and Maple, sawn to our
sizes, log* run, for Spring- or Summer delivery. Box
679 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 6

Wanted
ONE CAR LOAD OF " UPPERS QUA L-

ity White Pine. Quarter .WV and °"

thick. Average width 15 inch and 12 to lb feet
long-. William Kay, Timber Mere ant, Bolton,
Eng-Iand. 4

Wanted
i%" Dry Soft Elm
1 Y2" Dry Beech
i%" Winter Sawn White Basswood New Cut.

Log: run, mill culls out. Box 680 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto. 6

Wanted
Quantity of Red Oak

MILL RUN, MILL CULLS OUT. INCH TO
three inches thick. Send prices and particu-

lars to

ROBERT COX & CO.,
tf Hope Building- Ottawa, Ont.

Wanted
TANK LUMBER—3 BY 6/7 AND 3 BY io/ 12 .

Leng-ths 18-24, White Pine.
Address Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.,
Toronto, Ontario. 7

For Sale

OCflfl CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLESLOW suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to
.50 It. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont. tf

For Sale
10 cars inch Birch No. 1 Common & Better. 4 cars

0/4 Birch No. 1 Common & Better. 4 cars 8/4 Birch
No. 1 Common & Better. 20 cars 4/4 and 8/4 Spruce.
10 cars l" and 2" Hemlock. Address T. L Baii.lik
Box 268 North Bay. 5

For Sale
5,000 8 foot Cedar Posts 4^" and up top end.
900 10 foot Cedar Posts 5" and up top end.

The Standard Lumber & Stone Co. Longford
Mills, Ont. <

For Sale
lOofMfo" Log run, Cedar.
20 ,, 1" Log- run, Cedar.

200 ,, 1" Cull Ash.
200 ,, 1" Pine Box Stripsfi 2/16.

600,, 1" Pine Mill Culblahorta 6/11,

All 1907 Cut H. Bourgouin, Montreal, tf

FOR SALE
scars 3" B. Ash C. & B.

" 2" Soft Elm C. & B.
Cedar posts cut to order.
2 cars Extras. Cedar Shingles
3 " Clears, " "

3 " 2nd Clears.

4 " Clear Whites, Shingle

Geo. C. Goodfki low, 328 Board of Trade
Montreal.

Red Pine For Sale
103,000 ft. 1x4" and up x 10 tt. and up. Box & Better
100,000 " 2x4" x 10 ft. and up. Box- S Better
1,50,000 2x6" x 10 ft. "

86 000 " 2x8" x 10 ft. " " " "

16,000 " 2x10" X 10 ft.

"

200,000 " 2x5" and up, " " " "

200.000 " 2" Carfloonng, 9 and 18 ft. long
50,000 " 1" and 2" Shorts, (> to 9 ft. long
Rate to Toronto and Hamilton 1 1 % cents, Buffalo
11^ cents, Tonawanda if>!< cents, Pembroke \o%
cents, Ottawa 12^2 cents, Montreal \$% cents.

Pine Lumber Co..
Pine. Ont.

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC.

U ANTED SECOND HAND MACHINERY.
One log nigger, 300 ft. slab and refuse convey-

or chain, Jeffrie- make preferred. 200 boom chains.
Apply to W. L. Chandler, Ogdensburg, N.Y. 3

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale

ONE- 3 SAW AND ONE 4 SAW EDGER-
both very heavy iron frames and feed rollers

—

good as new. Apply A. G. Chew, Wanbashene 4

FOR SALE

TUBULAR BOILERS
2 72" x 18', 36 6" tubes

4 72" x 18', 704" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wickes, NEW
4 72" x 16', 70 4" tubes, 125 lbs, pres., Wickes, NEW
2 72" x 16', 64 4" tubes

5 66" x 18', 52 4" lubes, plug hat dome
6 66" x 16 , 36 tubes, plug hat dome
4 66" x 16', 52 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wicked, NEW
3 60" x 17' 3", 20 6" tubes, cross dome
2 54" x t6', 41 4" tubes

CORLISS ENCINES
24" x 48" L.H., girder frame, Wetherill
22" x 42" L. H., heavy duty frame, Allis
22" x 42" R.H., girder frame, Vilter
20" x 48" R.H., girder frame
20" x 42" L.H., girderframe, AUis
18" x 48" L. H , girder frame, Wheelock
16" x 36" R.U., Webster, Camp & Lane
16" & 30" x 48" cross comp. Hamilton
14" x 48" R.H., girder frame, Harris
14" x 36" L.H., girder frame, Manitowoc
14" x 30" R.H., heavy duty, Ohio

AUTOMATIC ENCINES
2S" x 56" L.H.. Buckeye, heavy girder frame
18" x 27" L.H., tangye frame, Russell
18" x 24" R.H

,
heavy duty. Atlas

16" x 18 Atlas, centre crank
16" x 24" L. H., girder frame, Brownell
16" x 16" center crank, Ideal
14" x 20" L. H. Atlas
r2" x 18" L.H., Lansing
11" x 18" R.H.. Buckeye, class B
10" x 12" center crank, Erie City

THROTTLINC COVERNOR ENCINES
26" x 34" R.H., box bed, top rock valve
24" x 36" L.H., Lane& Bodley
24" * .1°" L.H., box bed slide valve, at Minneapolis
22^x42" L.H. , Fulton
20" x 24" L.H.. box bed top piston valve
18" x 30" R.H , box bed. Fulton
|5" x 24" R.H., box bed, Union Iron Works
12" x 20" L.H., box bed, side slide valve
12" x 14" center crank, Wickes, NEW
io" x 16" Smalley

Wickes Brothers
Saginaw . . Mich.
Seattle Office 410 White Bldg.

For Sale

AU H..P. ENGINE AND A , s II. P.
Boiler in good running order. Will exchange

tor lumber, lath, shingles or brick. J. T. Rowi-:.
\ylmcr, Ont.

4

Machinery Sales Agents Wanted
UNITED STATES FIRM MANUFACTUR-

ing a select line of wood working barrel and
cooperage machinery wants responsible individual
or firm to act as Canadian sales agents. Some
good sales have already been made to large Canadian
plants. This is a good opening for a Young firm
with a good reputation. Address Box 660, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. tf

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

One 400 II. P. return lubul ir internally fired boiler
One s'A x 3if x 7 single acting plunger pump

Several first class second hand heaters
One 16 x 20 right hand slide valve engine
One 14 x 18 R. H. Waterous straight line saw mill

engine
One 14 x 20 R. H. engine
One 11x10 centre crank Waterous engine

Several fly wheel pulleys in stock
One Waterous L. H. Reliance carriage 40" opening
One Wm. Hamilton carriage L. H. 46" opening
One No 3 friction nigger
One Corey and Baker steam setter N

Two No. 1 Waterous double acting set works
OneSx 12 Cunningham feed

The above machinery has been fully repaired and
in first class condition.

Write lor prices, cuts and full particulars

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
tt BRANTFORD. CANADA

FOR SALE
SAW, SHINCLE AND LATH MILLS

i nearly new No. 2 Lane, R.H. three block sawmill
1 refitted No. 1 Lane, L.H. three block sawmill
1 refitted R.H. three block sawmill complete
1 rebuilt American automatic sawing machine
1 refitted No. 1 gang edger, 3-18" saws
3 new double edgers, 2-16" saws
2 new uptight swing shingle machines 40" saws
1 new horizontal.shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted Boss automatic shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted Dauntless shingle machine, 38" saw
1 refitted Boss automatic shingle machine, 36" saw
1 refitted Canada Favorite shingle machine, 35" saw
1 refitted Smallwood automatic shingle machine
1 refitted Sewery automatic shingle machine
1 refitted four knife shingle jointer, 42" wheel
1 new shingle jointer, 40" saw
1 refitted Ackert shingle jointer, 2-36" saws
1 refitted six knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel
1 refitted four knife shingle jointer. 34" wheel
2 new adjustable shingle packers
2 refitted adjustable shingle packers
1 new No, 2 lath machine and bolter

1 nearly new Nc. 1 lath machine and bolter

1 new wood frame lath machine and bolter

2 refitted self-feedlath machines complete
1 nearly new No. 2 lath bolter, 24" saw
1 refitted wood frame lath bolter, 20" saw

SAWMILL ENCINES

i3"x23"x3o" L.H. compound Wheelock
i4"x34" R.H. Wheelock automatic
i3"x3o" L.H. Corliss automatic
i2"x3o" R.H. Corliss automatic
i6"x24" L.H, throttling governor, rocking valve
n#"xi4" L.H. throttling governor, slide valve
i2"xi2" C.C. throttling governor, slide valve
i2"xi5" C.C. throttling governor, slide valve
io^4"xi4" C.C. throttling governor, slide valve
io l/i"\i6" R.H. throttling governor, slide valve
io"xi5" C.C. throttling governor, slide valve
1

1
''xi 1" C.C. throttling governor, rocking valve

SAWMILL BOILERS

1 48"x2o' semiportable fire box boiler

2 44"xi8' semiportable fire box boiler

1 39"xi4'8" semiportable fire box boiler

1 36"xi2'i 1" semiportable fire box boiler

1 48"xio'9" semiportable return tube boiler

1 ^"x^Vborizontal return tube boiler

1 63"xi4' horizontal return tube boiler
1 6o"xi7'6" horizontal return tube boiler
1 6o"xi2' horizontal return tube boiler

1 ,^4"xi4' horizontal return lube boiler

1 so"xi4' horizontal return tube boiler

1 54"xi2' horizontal return tube boiler

We carry a full line of engineer's and millmen's
supplies.

A copy of our supply catalogue or machinery
stock list for the asking.

H. W. PETRIE. Ltd.
Toronto Montreal Vancouver

For Sale
TIE Mil. I. SECOND-HAND SUITABLE

tor cutting 2.000 ties per day. Write us for

Particulars and Price.

Waterous Engine Works.
" Brantford. Ont.

For Immediate Sale
»oo H. P. AUTOMATIC McEWEN ENGINE,

18 x 18 centre crank (with heavy extra iron bed
in first class running order.) Apply 10 Kearney
Timber Meg. Co , Kearney. Out. tf

1

For Sale
ONE LOMBARD STEAM LOG HAULER IN

fine condition, together with nine sets of
logging sleighs, all in fine shape. A trade if taken
quickly. Apply to Tracadik Li'mkp.r Company.
Chatham, N.B. „

Tug For Sale
MADE OF ye STEEL. 40 FEET LONG,

ofect beam, 7x7^ engine, upright boiler
allowed 140 P. of steam. Everything as good as
new. May be seen in the Soo, Mich. Price $i,}oo-
Address Box 675. Canada Lumberman, Toronto! 3

For Sale
TAUNBAK CLAPBOARD MACHINE AND
l~J clap-board planer. These machines are in
perfect order and only offered for sale because we
cannot keep them constantly running.

Murray & Gregory, Limited,
tf St. Johr, N.B.

WANTED- EMPLOYMENT

A 1 LOG BAND SAWVEK AND FILEK
wants position for coming season.

R. Berry. 6 Lappin Avenue, Toronto. 3

Wanted
POSITION BY A PRACTICAL MECHAN-

ical Millw right, twenty-three years experience
in charge of high capacity modern saw mill machin-
ery. Open to engagement either to build cr
opperate. permanent position favoured. Address
89 Church Avenue, Verdun. P.Q. 4

POSIT'ON WANTED
PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN, FAMILIAR

with the work from cruising timber to selling
the product open to consider any intelligent proposi-
tion on share of profits or other basis, either retail
yard or logging and manufacturing. Address Box
6i-j Canada Lumberman, Toronto. tf

Situation Wanted
BY ENERGETIC, CONSERVATIVE Ac-

countant and lumberman. Twelve years
of thorough and detailed experience, from purchase
ot timber to sale ot lumber, including railroad
accounting by most approved methods. Will show
monthly costs and results of all departments. Now
employed by manufacturing company. Box 669
Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

WANTED
POSITION AS MANAGER OF MEDIUM

operation or assistant to manager of large
enterprise. Have had practical training in Woods.
Mill and Office up to general superintendent and
know modern methods and conditions from Ontario
to interior B.C. Close estimator on costs and am
good systematizes. Replying, state salary, limit
and living condtions for married man. Address
Box 612 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. tf

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Salesman Wanted
L-IKM .MANUFACTURING SAW AND LATHr Mill Machinery wants to secure a first-class

travelling saleman, who fully understands both how
to use and sell such machinery. Address Box 682
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 6

Wanted

A REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE CITY OF
Winnipeg by an Eastern Hardwood Flooring

-Manufacturer. Address Representative. B34
Board of Trade, Montreal.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CAPABLE ACCOUNTANT AND OFFICE
Manager of twelve years thorough and detail-

ed experience in wholesale and manufacturing lum-
ber business, wishes to buy working interest in saw-
mill operation where his services can be used.
Prefer B. C. Box 682 Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. g
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MISCELLANEOUS

\\
i, E ARE IN THE MARKET FOR CROWN
V GRANT Timber Limits. Must be well located

and g*Kxl timber. Either British Columbia or Paci-

fic Coast. John C. Spry. Dealer in Timber Lands,
wjo Corn Exchange Bank Building. Chicago, III. tf

For Sale
|)LAN1NC MILL AND RETAIL LIMBER
I Business in best local icy in Ontario. Every-
thing complete and a bargain. Apply 681, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. *>

For Sale
*yO CLOSE ESTATE, LATE JOHN DOWS-
L well. Planing Mill in live \illage and wealthy

farming community. Late owner was a skilled me-
chanic <*nd mill was unusually will equipped. Jam t

s

Poc L, Adminstralor, Uutton. Ont. 3

Wanted
TO PCRCHASE A BAND SAW MILL

capacity 10,000 feet per day or would let con-

t act to saw pile and ship say from three to five

million feet lumber per season for a term of years.

We have good mill site near town ol Pembroke.
Address Box No. Westneath. Ont.

For Sale
THE PROPERTY OK THE J. E. MURPHY

Lumber Company, situated on St. Joseph's
Island, Lake Huron, comprising Saw Mill and
Shingle Mill. Store. Dwelling Houses and Stables,

all at Millord Haven; also Shingle Mill, and Saw
Mill at Mud Lake, and House and Barn: together
with stock of saw- logs at both places, and timber
limits in the vicinity. Apply to C. S. Scott,
Liquidator, Spectator Building, Hamilton, Ont

For Sale

FIVE SQL'ARE MILES OF TIMBER. SITU-
ated three miles from Crow's Nest Pass

Railway, near Cranbrook. B C estimated to

contain 22 million feet. Easy logging and down
hill roads. Also good saw mill.

Apply to
Mrs. E H. Husband,

3 119 Main St.. Hamilton, Ontario.

Timber and Pulpwood Limit

For Sale

'PHE UNDERSIGNED HAVE FOR SALE
1 a Timber and Pulpwood Limit having an area

of 156 square miles, situate on the Coulonge River
in the Province of Quebec. This s a very desirable
limit and contains large quantities ol Spruce pulp-
wood and Pine. For price and terms apply to Tim
East Templeton Limber Company. Limited,
East Templeton, Que. Canada. 4

Saw Mill and Billion and a Half

Feet Timber Limits For Sale

TO CLOSE AN ESTATE A COMPLETE
sawmill plant and timber limits are offered for

sale. Situated on Pacific Coast, British Colnmbia.
Limits estimated to contain one and a halt billion

feet of red and yellow cedar, spruce, fir, larch and
hem!ock, all within 3 miles of tide water. Plant
consists of saw and planing mills, dry kilns, box
and sash and door tacto-ies, etc., large vessels can
load direct from yard. For price and terms address
—F. E. Lel'SHNer, 75 Yonge St.. Toronto, Ontario'

Trade Department Report on
Wood.

"Millions of wood blocks are used
annually in Great Britain for the
paving of streets. These blocks are

of various sizes and are made from
a hardwood that at the same time
is susceptible to creosote. Tenders
for large quantities are periodically

invited by the municipalities, and
if Canadian firms are anxious to

take up this line of business they
should write to the city surveyors

requesting that their names be
placed on the list of firms invited

to tender. Arrangements for creo-

soting can be made at several ports

if desired.

"The following are the names of

the surveyors or engineers in some
of the larger municipalities. A com-
plete list can be obtained from this

office if required : Henry E. Stil-

goe, city surveyor, Birmingham ;

James Lord, city surveyor, Hali-

fax ; E. G. Mawbey, city surveyor,

Leicester; T. de Courcey Meade,
city surveyor, Manchester; C. R.

S. Kirkpatrick, city surveyor. New-
castle-on-Tyne ; A. Brown, city

surveyor, Nottingham; E. C.

Foote, city surveyor, Oldham; W.
T. Lancashire, city surveyor,

Leeds; J. A. Brodie, city surveyor,

Liverpool ; A. Evans, city surveyor,

Salford ; C. F. Wike, city survey-

or, Sheffield ; J. A. Crowther, city

surveyor, Southampton ; J. M.
Moncur, citv surveyor, Sunder-

land.

"Canada's trade with Great
Britain in railway sleepers has not

increased to any extent during the

last ten years. On the other hand,

since 1902, a decrease is appar-

ent. Tenders are periodically in-

vited, and if Canadian firms are

anxious to secure a portion of the

trade it would be advisable for

them to write to the managers of

the large railway companies for

permission to tender. Their names
and addresses can be obtained from
this office on application.

"Figures have alreartv been quot-

ed indicating the trade done by

Canada in staves. Many of the

larger breweries manufacture their

own barrels. Canadian firms an-

xious to transact their business

without the assistance of an inter-

mediary should communicate with

the breweries direct. It would also

be advisable to write direct to the

cooperages in this district who use

staves and other timber in the

manufacture of barrels, boxes and
tubs. Names and addresses can

be obtained by writing this office.

"During the last five years this

office has continually dravi* the at-

tention of Canadian manufacturers
of wooden goods to the almost in-

exhaustible demand for handles in

this district. A few firms have in-

timated that they wish to supply
these goods, and the names of buy-

ers have been forwarded to them ;

but investigation as to results has
revealed great disappointment.

"The representative of a first-

class Birmingham firm toured

Canada last year and interviewed

almost every handle manufacturer
in Canada. He concluded arrange-

ments whereby large trial orders

were to be filled by a firm in Nova
Scotia, but the firm went into li-

quidation in spite of their intima-

tion that unlimited capital was at

their service. Two Ontario firms

visited Birmingham a few months
ago. studied the requirements of

the market, and assured me thai

their arrangements on this side

were quite satisfactory. They have
returned to their factories equipped
with the necessary knowledge and
anticipate a continuous and in-

creasing trade with this district.

This is the right course to pursue.

"There are no board of trade re-

turns specifying the amount of

business done in wooden handles,

but Birmingham and Sheffield

alone must consume enormous
quantities. The United States are

large exporters of all kinds of wood-
en hardies to Great Britain."

J L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON D. E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building- TORONTO

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street TORONTO

Always in the market for

HARDWOODS
suitable for export

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT,
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John

Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

Business is somewhat flat as yet, the improvement which was ex-
pected with the new year not having materialized to any great extent
The quantity of business being done is not so large as was expected by
far. There is, however, a firmer feeling generally. In hardwoods trade
is also flat just now, though in some quarters it is said to be strengthen-
ing a little on account of a better demand from the United States. It

is expected that a general improvement will occur within the next two
months. Basswood is a little firmer and so is oak, the latter being scarce.
There has been a fair demand in the Ottawa district for certain lines

during the present month, such as square southern pine and certain sizes

of hemlock. Dressing pine is quoted at $32 to $35 a thousand
; common

stock boards, as No. 1 and grade, $24 to $28; cull stock, $20; sidings,

$17.50. Hemlock continues to sell freely and in car lots brings $16.50
to $17. Spruce flooring is quoted at $22 in car lots. The season being
practically over for shingles, there is but little movement in them, and
prices are weak though unchanged at $3.20 for British Columbia. White
pine lath are scarcer, No. 1 especially. It brings $4 for No. 1 and $3.50
for No. 2 firm. A good deal of varied stuff is moving, not so much good
pine as cheaper goods, such as hemlock and spruce.

Eastern Canada.

The New York demand for spruce has declined somewhat during the
past month, but the'prices are steady. It is feared, however, that there
may be a reaction in February. There is a good demand for spruce
frames, which are selling at prices to bring about $24 in Boston, for nine-
inch frames and under. Prices, however, are unsteady and there is no
tendency on the part of buyers to anticipate their wants. "Random is

bringing lower prices. Shingles are in poor demand and have fallen off

about ten cents during the past fortnight. Cedar extras will bring
about $3.80 to $4 in Boston, but there is not much doing at the
latter prices. There is only a small demand for lath. The
splendid conditions for getting out logs which have existed so
far during the winter have tempted operators to take advantage of them
to the utmost extent. The probability is that every contract will be fully

carried out. There is about eighteen inches of snow in the woods in

many places and yarding conditions are also excellent. Large logs are
in more than usually good demand, especially for spruce, and this is re-

sulting in the contractors picking their logs more carefully than ever.
Portable mills are doing rather poorly, many of them being tied up, as a
result of the low prices which have prevailed. Trade conditions generally
are dull with no indication of improvement for some weeks to come. The
St. John district reports only three mills running. Winter liner ship-
ments have increased to a slight extent. It has been said that shingles
are showing a tendency to weaken, but the St. John trade shows no indi-

cation of it as yet. The St. John shingles have been pretty well shipped,
and it is not expected that a full cargo could be made up before April.
Probably the prices at present would be about $3 for dutiable "extras"
and $2.50 for dutiable "clears." English deals promise to be in much
better demand during the coming season than they have been for a
couple of years back.

Western Canada.
Vancouver reports a fair demand for logs, with prices for a good

average quality of fir running $9 or $9.50. Few independent camps are
operating, the mill companies mostly providing their own supply. It is

thought that when the demand is heavy and the price is high there will
be so many going that the' market will be glutted.

SPRUCE
1x4, 5&6x 10/16 ft. Spruce Flooring

IN. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of Tre.de Building. Montreal

The past year was a pretty bad one for the mills in the interior, the
returns showing that only about 25 per cent, of the aggregate capacity of
the mills was produced. Even with this, the stocks on hand are huge
enough to provide for any reasonable demand. Out of 00 mills in the
Mountain Lumber Manufacturers' Association, only five or six are now
operating.

Great Britain.

The renewal of the public sales in London has given an appearance
of business, and the demand is a little more lively though not so good br
at this time last year. Liverpool reports that there is no change in the
general character of the market at present. Stocks on hand in the nor-
thern ports are still too heavy and are being reduced only in small quan-
tities. On account of the firm position taken by the Ottawa producers
the holders of pine stocks in Liverpool are sitting down upon their stocks
and not making sales unless they get what they wish in the way of priee.
There is no change in the spruce deal market, the demand being still dull.
Some dealers report a better tone in spruce but are unable to give par-
ticulars. No shipments from St. John or Halifax are reported 1o be under
way, and as stocks are not excessive holders 'ought soon to find them-
selves in a good position. The stock of sawn and pitch pine timber at
Liverpool and Manchester is still far too heavy and is largely of inferior
character. This is causing a drag upon the market for future transac-
(ions. Olasgow reports show that business has again started after the
holiday season, but that it is difficult to estimate what the demand will be
during the winter and spring months. There has been quite a movement
of American hardwood from the docks Inquiries for spruce deals con-
tinue to be numerous, but so far there have been no imports this year.
Tt is now believed that the consignments by winter liners will not be very
plentiful. Quotations on a c.i.f. basis are particularly firm and higher
prices are expected shortly, but buyers are not much impressed with this
idea.

United States.

The general improvement in trade conditions which was confidently
expected during the month of January did not materialize to so great an
extent as was hoped, yet in spite of this, the volume of trade is much
larger than it was at this time in 1908, prices are now stronger and the
country yards are coming forward with their orders. These, together with
the regular manufacturing demands, are helping to bring about a gradual
improvement. Yellow and Norway pine and hemlock for building stock-
are in fairly good demand in most places and prices have advanced on
these li*es. Northern pine at Chicago has experienced an improvement
in demand and for the better grades there is a fairly active business. Wide
boards are scarce. It is expected that by the opening of the spring there
will be a shortage of shop lumber and the current opinion is that its price
will advance and also the prices of pattern lumber and low grade wide
boards. At Buffalo, white pine is about steady and the demand light. In
Chicago there is a freer movement of fir in the better grades. Lower
grades, however, are in poor demand because of the competition of yel-
low pine. Shingles in Chicago are not maintaining the 25c. advance very
well. Prices for all grades of red cedars are varying a great deal. White
cedars remain unchanged. Minneapolis reports that the advance in prices
has put a temporary stop upon business. In Buffalo another advance
of ten cents a thousand has been made on red cedars from the Pacific
coast, but the demand continues good. An effort is being made to sell
Vancouver red cedars in Buffalo to compete with the Washington shingles,
but prices so far are too high. White cedars are quiet.

R. Laidlaw Lumber Go.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres.

J. M Diver, Genl. Mgr.

E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.

The

Cleveland - Sarnia

Saw Mais Co.

Ask The Man Who Has Tried Us

He is the best judge of the service we give. The

customers who have been handling our lumber for

years are constantly wiring for "more of the same."

Our modern plant and up-to-date ideas enable us to

produce stock that is perfect in quality and mill work.

Try a car and see.

Everything in White Pine and Norway. Special

Bills cut to order in a hurry.

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co,

Limited

Limited

Sarnia Ontario
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Market Correspondence

Favorable Logging^Weather in the East.
St. John, N.B., Jan. 24.—The' winter so far in this province and

throughout the Maritime Provinces generally has been favorable to the
getting of logs, and operators are taking advantage of conditions to the
greatest possible extent. Judging from present conditions it would seem
as if contractors would be able to get out the full quantity of the con-
tracts. Advices from the up river logging sections state that there are
from fourteen to eighteen inches of snow in the woods. Conditions for
yarding have been excellent all through the season and this part of the
winter's work is drawing close to its end.

A marked characteristic of logging operations of the present whiter on
the St. John and its tributaries is the quest for larger logs. This is the
case particularly in spruce. It has been stated that the larger contractors
are picking their logs with greater care than for many years and that the
result will be that during the coming manufacturing season the local mills
will have a better class of logs, so far, at least, as dimensions arc con-
cerned.

The portable mill industry will have one of the poorest winters in its
history. Many of these small plants are tied up with little prospect of
sawing this season. The cause is found in the fact that the prices of
the manufactured article during the fall were not such as to encourage
operations with plants of such a nature, where the cost per thousand is

necessarily considerably higher than is the case with the output of the
large mills.

The trade so far this year has been very quiet in this section and
promises to continue so throughout the present month. Only three mills
are running, so that the volume of manufactured material will not be im-
portant. Shipments by the winter liners have been somewhat in excess
of last month's, but are not by any means more than the average.

The most important feature, of the week- is the rumor that shingles
are weaker. If such is the case there is no indication of it in local trade
circles, nor has it had any effect upon local prices. Any quotations made
locally would be for delivery some time during the spring, as local stocks
of shingles have been shipped up completely. Judging from present in-
dications it will be well along in April before a quantity sufficient to
make up a schooner's cargo will be ready for shipments at this port. An
enquiry for a quotation on shingles with these conditions would bring some
such price as $3 per thousand on dutiable "Extras" and $2.50 per thou-
sand on dutiable "Clears" on the wharf at St. John.

The indications for trade on "English" deals are of a much brighter
nature than has been the case since early in 1906, before the slump came.
Local manufacturers and dealers are confidently expecting that the op-
timistic view of the situation as regards English deals is well founded and
will be fully borne out. This feeling of optimism is having its natural
effect upon prices and an enquirer for "English" spruce deals would be
quoted from $14.50 to $15 per thousand, on a specification containing say
50 per cent, sevens and eights, 35 per cent, nines, and 15 per cent,
elevens and up, on wharf at St. John.

Ottawa Manufuacturers dispose of Season's Pine and Spruce.
Ottawa, Jan. 27.—Several lumbermen of the Ottawa valley have

sold the coming season's cut of thin pine and spruce at almost as' high a
rate as last year. Gilmour & Hughson recently sold to Shillings, Whit-
ney & Barnes and Ritchie Bros, have sold to Bryson & Fraser, a new
lumber company of Ottawa just capitalized at $40,000. In nearly all

cases where the complete output of a mill is usually taken by one buyer
prices have been agreed upon lor the 1909 cut. Sometimes certain pro-
portions of high grades are guaranteed. When the classification is speci-
fied there is usually a slight reduction in price of first quality. In this
respect the thin lumber is affected by the market similarly to deal which
was sold earlier in the season to British agents.

Frequency of inquiries for pine shorts and sidings give an indication
of an early revival in the trade which otherwise is not overly promising.
The limited number of the sales keeps quotations at a standstill. Stand-
ard grades of lumber are not likely to undergo a reduction in price, al-

though owners of small mills sometimes sell lots of irregularly graded
'umber below .current rates.

The large manufacturers are using the slack period in sales for the
purpose of stock taking. While they find the yards well filled and ship
ping dull, there is one feature much more favorable than last year. On
the corresponding date in 1908 neither English nor American buyers had
put in an appearance in the Ottawa valley and there was no evidence of
their corning. Compared with a year ago, the quantity of unsold Ottawa
lumber at the present time is small. Manufacturers are also better pre-
pared to reduce the output of sawmills next summer than they were
last. In addition to this, a loosening up of the money market is in evi-
dence everywhere promising a more active building season." The stock of
lath is exhausted in yards where every other sort of lumber is plentiful.

The latest price quoted for white pine is $3.50 per thousand for No. 1

variety, and $3 for No. 2. The shingle market remains steady, the de-
mand being the same as about a year ago.

Statistics made up from building permits issued in Ottawa last year
show that 86 per cent, of the houses were either brick or brick veneer.
The value of the latter is one million dollars, compared with half a mil-
lion dollars' worth of solid brick building. The wood or frame structures
are valued at $125,000. There was a large increase over the previous
year in the number of building permit.,, but the total value of the build-
ings was less. This circumstance was due to the fact that in the last
year the majority of buildings erected were houses of medium size, where-
as in 1907 such large structures as the Y.M.C.A. building, the Collegiate
Institute addition and new wing of the House of Commons were started.
The total number of building permits issued during 1908 was 507, this
being 152 more than the previous year. The total value of the buildings
erected in 1908 was $1,794,075, as compared with $2,304,950 in 1907. •

J. R. Booth is building a power house at the Chaudiere on the site
of his first sawmill, erected half a century ago. The new structure will
house a plant for the generation of energy to run Mr. Booth's new box
board mill which is to start in the spring. The present enterprise is in-
teresting as an indication of the gradual growth of the paper making in-
dustry in the Ottawa valley. Eight or ten years ago Mr. Booth launched
into pulp grinding, and ha« since erected mills for producing news print,
sulphite and box board. The output of Booth's lumber industry was
once in the neighborhood of 150,000,000 feet a year, while now the pro-
duction is a little less than 100,000,000 feet The ground which is now
being levelled off for the foundation of the power plant was the site of a
busy lumber mill until the big Ottawa-Hull fire cleared it in 1900. At
that time Mr. Booth was beginning to manufacture spruce into pulp
instead of deal and thin oards, so he never reconstructed that portion
of his lumber factory. Any decline in his output of lumber is more than
counter-balanced by the immense trade in pulp and paper.

Mr. Robert Connely, manager of the Bay Shore Lumber Company,
St. John; N.B., reports excellent conditions for lumbering and that all

the operations of the company are in full swing. The prospects are that
all contracts will be rilled without trouble. Mr. Connely recently returned
from New York and Brunswick, Maine, where he went in connection with
the business of the company. He says that about Feb. 20 they will re-
sume the export of pulp wood from St. Martins and Great Salmon River
to Maine by means of barges and tugboats. It is their intention to over-
haul thoroughly the wharf property recently acquired by them in St.
Martins and put it in good condition for business.

Gordon Grant & Company, Trinidad, report under date of Jan 9th
that all yards are amply stocked with lumber of all kinds, and the market
is gradually recovering from its depression.

Lumberman President for Ottawa Board of Trade.
Mr. refer Wkelen, the well-known lumber merchant, has been

elested president of the Ottawa Board of Trade. Mr. Whelen is the only
sen of the late George Whelen, contractor, of Ottawa, who came from
County Ma,yo, Ireland. His mother was Harriet Goodwin, a daughter of
th'i late John Goodwin, of Dublin, Ireland, and sister of the late James
Goodwin, the well-known Ottawa contractor. Both parents died when
he was quite a boy. He was educated at the County of Carleton Model
School, Ottawa.

At the early age of 21 he became manager of the Law & Johnston
sawmills in Ottawa and afterwards was general manager for their suc-
cessors, John Rochester & Company. Upon their retirement from busi-
ness Mr. Whelen became the Canadian manager of the Sheppar & Morse
Lumber Company of Boston, Mass., a position which he still retains, as
well as being a large shareholder. Their business in Ottawa is largely an
export one, the trade extending to the United Kingdom, the United States
and South American states in addition to Canadian trade.

Mr. Whelen, as vice-president of the Ottawa Board of Trade, was
one of its representatives at the Congress of the Chambers of Commerce
of the Empire, which met in London, England, in July, 1906. He was
one of the original promoters, and is vice-president of, the Ottawa Electric
Railway Company. He is the founder and president of the Ottawa Invest-
ment Company, Limited ; a director in the Ottawa Transportation Com-
pany, and a director of the Canadian Railway Accident Insurance Com-
pany. Mr. Whelen was a member of the City Council for four vears, from
1881 to 1884.

Strict account is beginning to be taken by the authorities in the
Province of Quebec of waste in lumbering. Stumpage dues are to be
levied on (1) all stumps over one foot in height, measuring from the be-
ginning of the roots; (2) all timber above six inches in diameter left in

the tops; (3) all merchantable timber used for skids and not hauled;
(4) all lodged trees; (5) all merchantable timber used for building
bridges or making "corduroy" roads; (6) all logs left in the woods. A
circular has been issued notifying lumbermen of these regulations. The
first account for dues imposed for the above causes was recently filed

and amounted to $167.30. This was for only one river valley, and cov-
ered the cutting for fifteen days only !
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Insurance Economy
Only Lumber
Specializing Com-
pany regularly
licensed by the

Dominion Govern-
ment. Deposit at

Ottawa $100,000 in

Ontario Govern-
ment I>on<l>.

FOR

Lumbermen
Lumber Insurance Company of New York

By careful discrim-
ination in the selec-

tion of risks, and
by direct dealing
with the assured
this Company is

able to effect a ma-
terial saving in the
cost of insurance
to lumbermen.

Canadian Headquarters - 42 Central Chambers, OTTAWA, Ont.

E. D. Hardy, General Agent for the Dominion

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta Agent for Maritime Provinces

J. A. Christie & Co., Winnipeg, Man. J. G. Rainnie, Halifax, N. S.

The Lombard Steam Log Hauler

Not too early for enterprising lumber operators to begin planning for one for next year.

Full particulars sent to anyone interested, on request.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited

Sherbrooke * - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Halifax

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Our Travellers are

all Experienced and

Expert Sawmakers

You will profit by a half-

hour spent with any of them.

We make only one Grade

Saw THE BEST.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS NOW

THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH

SOLID TOOTH )
C,RCULAR

CROSS-CUT - BAND - CANC

AND OTHER SAWS

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT Jt

SAW CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

REPAIRS

OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. >

ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

FULLY GUARANTEED CORRESPONDENCE INVITED
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TEON BELTING
Teon and Stretch

Every Belt is passed
throug-h a specially devised
stretching apparatus, so that

all undue stretch is taken
out, and the total result is a
sound, reliable and high
grade Belt.

Heat, Steam, Water and Frost Proof

PWW fYfTT T> TT '-'4 Richmond St. West,

• II. WiJUDl, TORONTO
PHONE MAIN SOLE AGENT FOR CANADA

We Can Protect You
Against Loss of

Property

Profits

Use and Occupancy
Credits

Rents
Contracts

Or Anything Else

Occasioned by

Any Insurable Hazard

Burnett, Ormsby & Clapp, Limited

38 Wellington St. East, TORONTO

HUTHER. BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw Patent Groover or Dado Head

For cither Kip or Cross Cutting Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandrci
Will cut equally as smooth in cither Kipping Cross- For cutting any width groove from 1,8"

cutting or cutting at an angle ot 45 degrees, with to 2" wide. Will cut either with or across
grain of wood. the grain (Se nt on approval).

Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do.

HUTHER BROS, SAW MFG- CO., Inc- - - - ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Ontario

for slfrT

business of the City Sash & Door Company, London, Ont., is advertised

The McMaster Lumber Company, Kcmptville, Ont., will erect a lamesawmill. 6

W oTBuUook*'
& S°n*' IUmber numufacturerB

>
1>0,fc Elgin, have assigned to

stro^by°i\li
Br°0m Manufacturin8 Plant at Kingston, Ont., was recently de-

Bryson & Eraser a recently incorporated lumber company at Ottawa Onthave commenced business. '

The box factory at Brantford, Ont., owned by W. J. Hampel was destroyedby fire recently at a loss of $10,000 J

*r;u
1?e^xLeodJP?1? * P»Per Mills have started to manufacture boxboard at

.Mi ton Ont., and intend to manufacture paper in the near future. The null)
mills ot this company arc turning oiit about 80 tons of pulp per day.

Recent Ottawa incorporations include: W. D. Morris, Limited, incorporated
to deal m lumber, brick etc.

; capital, $150,000. Incorporators, W. D. Morris,
,
G. B. Acheson, R. G. Code and others, all of Ottawa.

The Tomiko Mills Limited, Tomiko, Ont., lumber manufacturers, have ob-
tained a charter wl£ cap^al of $75,000. Incorporators, E. J. Buckham and
A. S. Duff lom.ko Ont.

; \\ Anderson, Ottawa, Ont. ; G. B. Ferguson, Renfrew,
Ont., and J. J. McFadden, Toronto, Ont.

1

or
E
\
R

-
C
A

Clarkson
>
of Toronto, made an appeal against an assessment of9o cents a thousand feet on 40,000 acres of timber land located near Salmon

river on the Psclson <fe Port Sheppard Railway in the Kootenay. It was heard
at JNelson when expert witnesses were examined, with the result that the court
sustained the valuation.

+ i

T
.u
C

c?
r
.

d
u"

P
v
lp & P*per CoD1Pan y. Dryden, Ont., hape closed a contract

with the Stebbins Engineering & Manufacturing Company, of Watertown, N J
lor the entire equipment of machineiy and apparatus required for their 40-iton
sulphite plant now in course of construction. The company has at this point on
the Uabigoon river a good water power and mill site, where 5,000 horse-power
will be developed under a head of 46 feet. Samuel Ncsbitt, Brighton, Ont., is
president of the Gordon Pulp & Power Company, and Chas. B. Gordon secretaryand general manager.

The Carnegie Millling Company are erecting a sawmill at Port Perry, Ont
Loveland & Stone, Cutler, Ont., and the Saginaw Lumber & Salt Company,

Ihessalon Ont estimate the entire loss of timber in the Georgian Bay country
by forest fires last summer at not to exceed 40,000,000 feet, and believe these
are outside figures. This is increasing the input of logs to some extent. They
say there is little unsold lumber in the hands of manufacturers in their district
at this time and some lumber firms already have contracted their entire cut for
the ensuing season. The market there is decidedly stronger, and indications
point to a good demand in the spring.

Eastern Provinces
E. I. White & Son, lumber- dealers, Oxford, N.S., have discontinued

business.

V E. Paradis has been appointed curator in the affairs of E. Forcier, lumber
manufacturer, St. Pierre, Que.

A young lumberman of Millville, N.B., named George Hallet, aged 28 years,
was killed in the Miramtchi lumber woods last month by a falling timber.

Shearer, Brown & Wills, Buckingham, Que., are getting out a lot of sawlogs
this winter to be cut up at their mills above the Landing, under the superin-
tendence of their new manager, Mr. Phehn, of Montreal.

At Fredericton, N.B., a timber berth consisting of two square miles on the
north side of the Cocagne river, Kent county, was bid in by the C. E. Lockhart
Company, of Kent county, at the upset price of $20 per square mile.

The St. Maurice River Boom & Driving Company, Limited, Three Rivers,
Que., have been incorporated with a capital of $25,000. Incorporators, R F
Grant, J. M. Dalton, A. Baptiste and V. Burrill, all of Three Rivers, Que., and
others.

John Scott, a timber cruiser of Glassville, N.B., recently met with a bad
accident. He was out in the woods cruising and was carrying a rifle in his hand
through the brush when, by some means, the rifle discharged, taking three fin-
gers off his right hand.

A charter has been granted to the Labrador Pulp & Paper Company, Mont-
real, Que., capttal, $1,500,000. Incorporators, E. Hutcheson, J. A. Richards
and B. Stephens, all of Montreal, Que., and R. Smith and E. H. Weatherall,
both of Westmount, Que.

An operator named Bradford Smith, of Summerfield, N.B., met with a ter-
rible death last month while working in a sawmill. In some way his foot be-
came entangled with a shaft and his body was thrown around and when found
was completely torn to pieces.

O. Chalifoux & Son, Limited, St. Hyacinthe, Que., have been incorporated
to manufacture agricultural and logging machinery and implements, capital.
$100,000. Incorporators, H. T. Chalifoux, P. T Chalifoux, A. Sauve, all of
St. Hyacinthe; H. J. Chalifoux and J. L. Chalifoux, both of Montreal.

The St. John Lumber Company, whose plant is on the American side of the
St. John river, two miles above Van Buren, has 1,500 men and 300 horses in the
woods this winter getting out 30,000,000 feet of logs for next season's sawing,
and this quantity, with logs carried over from last season, will give a total loe
stock of 45,000,000 feet for 1909.

At Halifax, N.S., Judge Russell recently gave a decision in favor of de-
fendant in the case of Mason, of Montreal, v. Captain Howard, of the schooner
"H. J. Logan," as the vessel was compelled to put into Halifax through stress
of weather. The plaintiff, a lumber merchant, demanded delivery of a cargo of
lumber consigned to him, which the defendant was too late for St. Lawrence
navigation to bring up.
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A St. George, N.B.. despatch states that about 800,000 feet of lo>is recently

broke loose because of the overflowing of Mm Piskchegan stream. The dam gave
way and the water and logs rushing down carried all the piers and booms. The
logs wen- carried into a canal which leads into Lake Utopia, and the logs and
ice were jammed in a mass at Young's Bridge a mde and a half above St. George,

'lhe logs are the property of the St. George Pulp Company.

Western Canada
T. R. Brigham, Vancouver, will erect a large saw mill at Fort Essington,

B.C.

A contract for 7>,000 ties has been let by the C.P.R. to Wallace & McLeod,
of Nanaimo, B.C.

The Sayward mills at Victoria, B.C., are running again with a complete
outfit of new machinery.

A shingle mill will be built at Esquimalt, Vancouver Island, by H. Bacus, of

Seattle, who has already selected the site.

J. S. Emerson, of Vancouver, is building a planing mill and sawmill at

Eburne, on the Fraser River, near the mouth.

C. A. McGilivray, of Bellinghani, Wash., has purchased a site on the corner

of Strathcona and Boundary avenues, Vancouver, B.C., for the erection of a

large sawmill.

The Western Canada Pulp A- Paper Company, Limited, Victoria, B.C., capi-

talized at $1,500,000, are considering the immediate erection of a large pulp and
paper mill on Quatsino Sound.

The Canadian Industrial Company, Vancouver, B.C., will erect a large paper
and pulp mill at a site on the Powell river. Mr. A. Carmichael, hydraulic en-

gineer and contractor, is now engaged upon plans.

Pennsylvania and Chicago capitalists have been inspecting 117 square miles

of timber on Moresby Island, B.C., owned by Messrs Wallace, McMillan A Mur-
ray, of Queen Charlotte. Several sites for a sawmill were also looked at.

The Canada Chemical A Wood Distilling Company, Limited, Chilliwack, B.C.,

capitalized at $20,000, are applying for incorporation. Arrangements are now
being made for the erection of a building and the installation of machinery.

The Heaps Telephone Company, Limited, New Westminster, B.C., are plan-

ning to construct a railway, to be operated by either steam or electricity, for

the logging of their timber limits located along the west side of Stave river.

While two rafts of lumber for the railway camps were being floated down
stream in the Kitsumkalum district, B.C., they were caught by the cold snap

and frozen in the ice. The rafts aggregate many thousand feet of lumber, all of

which will be a total loss.

A Victoria, B.C., despatch states that the Western Canada Wood Pulp A
Paper Company have acquired the entire pulp limits, foreshore rights and water
privileges from the Quatsino Power A- Pulp Company ami will at once erect a

large mill on Marble Bay. Quatsino Sound.
It is reported that owi.ig to the depression, the Crow's Nest Lumber Com-

pany at Wardner is not paying any wages this winter and that men taken on
have to sign an agreement to wait until May 1 for their pay, as it is only by

doing this that the mill and camps can be kept operating during the winter.

Small sawmill owners and loggers in British Columbia will ask the govern-

ment to make the timber holders sell logs at a reasonable price, and, failing

that, to throw open the government reserve for bona tide loggers and millmen

that they may cut for their immediate needs. They claim that handy timber is

about exhausted, the rest of the available supply being held by speculators.

Eastern capitalists will take over the holdings of the British Columbia Tim-

bers, Limited, on the upper Fraser river, comprising about four and a half bil-

lion feet. Several parties were inquiring after these limits, which are conven-

iently situated for lumbering operations. The British Columbia Timbers, Lim-
ited, is a Montreal company, with iiead office for British Columbia in

Revelstoke.

During the last five months about 110 sections of timber located on the west

coast of Vancouver Island have been transferred through the agency of P. D.

A- H. M. Hillis, of Victoria, B.C. It is stated that, in the majority of instances,

the buyers have been American capitalists who, being interested in the lumber
business, contemplate actively exploiting their new holdings. The movement is

still active, and 12 cruisers recently went up by the steamer "Tees" to Nootka
Sound to report on 122 sections of timber there.

The Heaps Timber Company, of Vancouver, which was recently incorpor-

ated with $1,000,000, is planning the construction of a railway to log 20,000

acres of timber located along Stave river and lake. Surveyors are now working

on the line, and it is the intention to have the first section in commission before

midsummer. E. H. Heaps & Company, which might be called the main com-
pany, have a saw and shingle mill at Ruskin, at the junction of the Stave and

Fraser rivers, about forty-six miles from Vancouver, on the main line of the

Canadian Pacific. Most of the timber will be manufactured there, but some will

be boomed and brought down the Fraser river and around the headland to

Vancouver.

Preparations are being made by the Brooks-Scanlon-O'Brien Company to

carrv on operations on an extensive scale in the neighborhood of Vancouver. An
office has been opened there, with H. D. Blackford in charge. Twenty-five men
have been put to work to make roads and camps for logging operations on the

limits near Harrison, acquired last year. In connection with what was pro-

posed, Mr. Blackford said that the'eompany was incorporated for $1,750,000, and

was amply supplied with funds to carry out the great scheme undertaken.

Ground has been bought at Harrison, but it was not yet decided if a mill would

be erected there. Three mills will be erected, and though the locations had not

yet been selected two of the mills will be accessible for ocean vessels, while the

third will be designed more to handle the retail trade.

C. A. Lillesburg, of Kitsumkalum, B.C., reports an eventful journey on

foot over one hundred miles of the frozen surface of the Skeena river, with the

thermometer at twenty below zero. While rounding a certain point he was

blown from his footing by a sudden gust of wind and swept out upon the thin

ice, which bent and cracked beneath him. Lying prostrate so as to distribute

his weight, and prevent the ice from breaking, he was swept across the thinly-

covered surface and reached the other side in safety. Mr. Lillesburg owns a saw-

mill at Kitsumkalum, and reports doing a good business. The railway camps

along the Skeena have created a demand for lumber, and his mill has been kept

running steadily until last week when the Skeena froze over, and was forced to

shut down. The men are now engaged in logging, and in the spring the mill

will be started up again.

JOHN DONOGH. JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM, A. H. MACABE,
President. Vice-President. Secretary.

30 Years in the Trade

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Wholesale Dealers in

Limited

WHITE PINE
Red Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Lath, Shingles

Red Pine Flooring Strips Dressed or Rough at Special Prices

1212 Traders Bank Chambers TORONTO

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Company
Greenville - Michigan

Manufacturers of

The 01,1 Reliable Gordon Hollow Blast Grate and

The "Tower" Line of Edgers and Trimmers

The Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
affords the best

FORCED DRAFT SYSTEM
FOR SAW MILLS, ETC.,

on the market. It adds from
twenty-five to fifty per cent, to the
efficieney of boilers, many users
declaring that it

MAKES TWO BOILERS DO
Till': WORK OF THREE.
It also enables the user to dis-

pose of all of his refuse, actually -*«*sraw^HHW='1

converting into a SOURCE OF
CONSIDERABLE PROFIT what is usually a SOURCE OF EXPENSE.
In other words, it places him in a position to

RUN HIS MILL WITH HIS REFUSE and
SELL HIS WOOD.

Time and experience have conclusively demonstrated that it

GIVES AS GOOD RESULTS WITH WET, GREEN OR FROZEN
SAWDUST AS A DRAFT GRATE GIVES WITH DRY WOOD.
NO EXPERIMENT.—20 YEARS ON THE MARKET.—OVER

0,000 SETS IN USE.—OVER 600 VOLUNTARY" TESTIMONIALS.
Saves labor in firing.—Lasts forever. Only expense first cost.

—

Equally efficient in ordinary furnaces or Dutch ovens.—Adapted for any
number of boilers, from one up.—No change in construction necessary.
A hole must be made through each wall, for the pipe ; aside from this,

not a brick need be disturbed.—The largest outfit can be installed

between quitting time Saturday and starting up time Monday morning.

—

No difficulty about maintaining a fire at night, when the blower is idle,

and no objection to so doing.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.,
Greenville, - - Michigan

The Largest Manufacturer of Grates, Edgers and Trimmers in the World.

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

52

i inch No. i Pine
cuts& better. . $40

1 % inch No. 1

cuts and better. 50
a ' No. t Cuts and

Better
1 14 in. No. 2 Pin

tuts and better 38
2" No. 2 Pine Cuts

and B» tter. ... 40
. 1 % inch No 3 Cuts

and Better. ... 32
2" No. 3 Cuts and

Better ... 38
1 in. Pine Dressing
and better shorts 24

iX4,6and8conimon 24
l x 10 box 21

1 x 10 common and
dressing-

27

CAR OR

00 44 00

co 52 00

00 54 00

00 45 00

00 47 00

00 36 00

00 42 00

00 27 00
00 26 00
00 23 00

1 x 12 common. ... 20

2X 10 common 25

2and,ix izcommon 28

1 x 10 inch box and
common - 24

" mill run siding 23
1 1 x 10 and 12 mill

culls 20
1 in. mill cull sidings 17
1" dead cullsidtnus 13

.
ij^ inch flooring 28

• Spruce mill run 17

00 29 00
00 30 00
00 27 00
00 30 00

00 26 00
00 25 to

50

00 21 00
00 19 00

50 14 00
00 30 00

19 00

CARGO LOTS

Spruce mill culls.. 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 16 50
2x4 to8in., 10 to 16ft. 16 00
2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 18 50
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried
Clear in. B.C. cedar

air dried boat
lumber

Douglas fir dimen-
sion timber up to

.
32 *t

Fir flooring, edge
grain
No.i 4 ft. I'inc

Lath
1 %" No. 2 4 ft. lath

>K" 32' ' pine. .

.

i#" No. 1 4ft.

hemlock lath.

XX Pine Shingles
X Pine Shingles..
XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2''

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXX 5 to 2". .

.

Red pine, c & c f 1"
'• >A"

HARDWOODS—PER
' Ash White ists and

2ilds, 1 to 2''.
. . .$50 00 60 00

Ash, black, istsand
2nds 1 to 2"

. . . . 33 00. 37 00
Ash, black common

and better. .. . 2300 2500
Birch, common and

better 1" 23 00 24 00
\ in h, common and

better, 1 V^to 2" 25 00
Birch, 3+te>4'' '28 00
Birch^ 1" x 4" and

up 10/16 ists and
2nds ^

Basswood, common
and better, 24 00

Basswood, common

27 00
32 00

2y 00

25 OO

and better *%
to 2". 28 00 30 00

Basswood mill run 20 00 21 00
Soft Elm. common,

and better 1%
to 2" 25 00 27 00

Soft Elm, common
nnd better 1". 22 00 24 00

Rock Elm, common
and better 1"

. . 28 00 30 00
Rock Elm, 1 y2 to 2"

1 sts & 2nds . . 5o 53 00

Red Pine, common 22 00

M. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1"

Soft maple common
& better 1 % to 3"

Hard Maple i"X4"
& up 10' 16 common
and better
Hard Maple 4"x 4"
& up to 16 common
and better
Oak, red plain,

ists and 2nds 1"

Oak, red, plain,
ists and 2nds, 2"

Oak, red, plain,
tsts and 2nd*. 3"

Oak, red, plain,
ists and 2nds, 4"

Oak, white, plain,
1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, \
lA"x$"

and up 10 16
Oak, quartered,

1st and 2nds 1"

Oak, quartered,
istsand 2nds, \

lA
to 2"

Hickory ists and
jnds h'vy i^to 3'

16 00
18 00
17 00
19 00

54 00

57 00

4 00

3 So
SO

3 So
2 25

75

2 2.^

2 90
3 12

3 5S
28 00
30 00
31 00
24 00

25 oO

44 00

50 00

56 00

56 OO

44 00

62

22 50

27 OO

30 00

47 00

52 00

60 00

60 00

47 00

49 00

80 00

Pine good sidings :

lin. x 7in and up
i

lA" and 1^" X
8" and up

a'' x 7" and up
No. 2 cuts 2x8"
ard up

Pine good strips :

iK" and V%" ..

2"

Pine good shorts :

1" x 7" and up .

!^"a'nd 1%"'.,'.

2"

7" to 9" Sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

strips

Pine, No. 1 dressing
shorts. ...

Pine, 10 s. c and
better 12' to t6'

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-
ter 12' to 16'

. .

.

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

,
ings .

Pine, s. c. strips. .

.

Pine, s. c. shorts.
.

.

Pine, s.c. and better,

.
1x4

Pine, s.c. and better,

.
' X5

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6
Pine, s.c. and better,

.1x7
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8
Pine, s.c. and better,

i*X9
Pine. s.c. and better,

1 x 10 . .....

Pine, box boards .

.

1 x 10 No 1 barn .

OTTAWA, ONT
MANUFACTURE R*S PRICES

x 10 No.
40 00 44 00

50 00
52 00

55 00
56 00

34 00 36 00

34 00
38 00
42 00

35 00
28 00

40 00

42 00
25 00

32 00

26 00

22 00

26 00

24 00

23 00
19 00
18 00

20 00

21 00

22 00

22 00

23 00

23 00

26 00
19 00
29 00

36 00
42 OO

45 00

37 00
30 OO

43 00

45 00

27 00

36 00

31 00

26 00

30 00

25 00

24 00
22 00
20 00

23 OO

23 OO

24 00

24 00

28 00
21 CO
32 OO

23

23 OO
1 x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn 23 00
1 x B & 9 No. 2 " 20 00
Pine Shorts6' to 11'

x 10 22 00
Pine mill culls.... 1800
Pine O. culU 12 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out 17 00
Spruce i"x4"&up 16 00
Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and id' . . 17 00
Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B) 24 00
Hemlock 13 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out. 20 00
Birch 18 00
Sott Elm, common,
and better 1, i% t z"
Ash, black common

and better. . ,

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
1 3/8".. .........

N . 2 white pine
Spruce, mill run
Red pine mill run
No. 1 white pine

& <% .......

No. 2 white pine
1 "& .Ji.
Spruce mill run

'X
Red Pine mill
run 1" & ij^..

32" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Putt 18"

xx, 18"
White Cedar Shingles

xxxx, 18' ... 4 25
Clear Butt, 18" 3 25
x, x 18" 1 85

25 00
26 00

23 00
20 00
14 00

19 00
17 00

26 00
15 00

24 00
20 00

26 00

25 00 28

2 50
2 25
2 25

3 00

75
50

!
SO

• 75
70

3 50
2 75
2 50
2 50

3 »S

2 25

2 25

2 OO
2 OO

4 OO

3 2S
2 00

4 So
3 75
2 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINK—IN THE RAFT, cts.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average 40 tap
First-class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal.. 62 68

RED PINK -IN THE RAFT.
Measured off, according to average and quality none
Shipping order " » making

OAK—MICHIGAN ANIJ OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality 60 65

ELM.
By the dram, accordin to average and quality, 40 to 4,5 feet. 6j 70

" 30 to 3.5 feet. 50 55

10 inches and up, according to average and quality 25
Average 16 inch 35

14 inch .

6 "
16
28
30

34

3*
3*
36

SARNIA, ONT.
FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

i x 6 and 8" 45 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 53 00
1^ and \%" " 55 00
2

'
" 50 00

CUTS AND RETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 44 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 52 00
8/4 1. .• 54 00
6 4 x 6 & up No. 2 ,, 44 00
8/4 ,. ., ,, 46 00
0/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 40 00
8/4 ,, ,, ,, 42 00

NO. 1 CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 39 00
'A in.

i
lA in.

2in.

x]4 and 3'

4 in.

48 00
48 00

So 00

70 00

75 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 24 00
1

lA" 37 00
*2jS • • • • 37 00
2 40 00
»K. 3 and 4" "

55 00 60 00

no. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
lU and \ %" " 26 00
a 26 00
2K. 3 and 4" " 38 00 43 00

mill RUN.
'" x 4"
' "5'
1x6 and 8"

r x 10
1 " x 12"
1" x 13 and up
1^x4 and.s ' .

NO. I BARN.

1 in 28

'A- 'A and 2"

2^ and 3"

27 00
29 00
29 00
26 00

35 00
31 00

33 00
38 00

NO. 2 BARN.

'A' 1A and 2"

2A and 3"

NO. 3 BARN.

26 OO 29 OO
26 OO
28 00

i in 23 00

''A' ''A and 2" 23 00
26 00
26 00

.. 23 00
. . 25 00
. . 25 00

No. 1, 1, i'A, >A- 2" 20 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

K. 'A and 2".
. . . 1600

mill CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1"

•1 ''A* 'A and 2"

No. 2 14 00

LATH.

No. I, 32" 1 50
No. 2, 48"
No. 1, 48" pine

23 00

19 00

15 00
15 00
15 00

2 °o
3 S0
4 o„

NO.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. 1 S. AND I E.

»M
2x6 and 2x8
2 x 10
2 x 12

8 it

15 00
5 00

5 50
16 50

10 ft

16 50
16 50
1800
19 00

6 ft

12 00
14 50
IS co
"5 SO

PINE, SPRUCE. TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

a^x 4-12 $19 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00
2 x 4-10-18-20 21 00

2 x 8 }
^ to 16 19 00

14 x 16 ft

16 50
16 50
18 00
19 CO

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
6 " 21 50

22 5o
22 50
22 50

Flooring
4 or 6 ,'inch No. 1 . .

.

$32 00
2 30 00
3 22 50

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch 19 00

5 " V-V " SO
o, 10, 12 inch 22 50

Siding
6 inch No. 1 31 qq

" No. 2 29 00
" No. 3 22 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 4 75
No. a " "

' ** 3 2S

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
12 ft. 14 and 16 ft

3x6 and 3x8 20 00 20 00
3 x 10 21 50 20 50
3 x 12 22 00 22 50
4x4 to 6x8 20 00 2000
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 22 00 21 00
8x8 22 00 21 00
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 28 30

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

2 X 4, 2 X b, 2 X 8, 8 tO 16 ft $19 50
" " '* 18 to 32 ft 21 50

2 X IO, 2 X 12, 8 tO 16 ft 20 OO

18, 20, 22 ft. . 23 OO

24, 26, 28, 30, 32 at 00
2 X 14 up to 32 ft 25 OO

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50

3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 25 OO
6 x 6 to 6 x 12 no to 32 ft 25 00

3 x 14, 4 x 14 25 co

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8. 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 16,

up to 32 - • * . . $24 80
IO X20 26 80
8 x 20 • 27 30

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine. 4 in 30 50
E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring 37 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. t and 2 Flooring 37 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring 29 00

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce 20 00
8 to 16 ft.. 6 in. . .

(

17 50
B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16' 20 50
B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16' 19 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch $25 00
11 20 00
" 1850

mixed w dths 15 50
" 10 50

SHINGLES.
XXX B. C. Cedar ...
X X B. C. CedarXXX Dimension

»-»S
» SS

LATH.
No. 1 Mixed W & R Pine $3 .0
No. 1 B. C. Fir.

4 so

HARDWOODS, CAR LOTS. F. O. B. WINNIPEG.
THE PREVAILING PRICES, PER 1M FEET, FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER ARE:-
1" C/ands plain Oak $60 00
2" 65 00
3„ " " 75 00

7» 00
63 00
70 00
78 00

4S 00
49 00

: S3 00
43 00

» 47 00

3, ::
s° «°

4" ." " ss so
Flooring Canadian Clear 52 00

•' American "
, , 55 00

Ash

liir, 1,

Maple

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.
WHITE PINE

(Wholesale selling price.

Uppers 1, i'A, 1 A. and a

in. $82 00
2% and 3in 90 00
4 "in . . .

_ 95 00
Selects 1 in 73 00

i'A to ain. 72 00
2% and 3 in 85 00
4 in 90 00

Fine common, lin 57 00
1 'A and 1 54 in

.

3 ;n

4 in

Cut'g up. No. 1, lin. .

•Ji and >A in

2 ' No. 1 Cuts
No. 2, 1 in

No 2, i'A. ft i
lA in ...

No. 3, 1'/. and \A in

No 3 1 A" & a" . . . .

Dressing 1
lA in

\% x 10 and 12

59 00
61 00
80 00
85 00

45 00

54 00
58 00
28 00

4 3 00
32 00
35 00
42 00

45 00

•X in.

Shelving, No. 1, 13 in and
up, in

No. 1 Mold st'ps 1 to 2 in.

No. 2 Moulding Strips,
to 2 in

Barn, No. 1. 12 in
6 8 and 10 in
No. 2. 10 in

No. 2, 12 in

No. 3, ioin
No. 3 12 in ....

Box, 1 x 4
1 x 6 & up
1 x 10
ix la

1 X 13 and up
1 M and 1% & 2 in

Mill Cull«. 1

''A- 'A and 2 in

40 00
42 00

45 00
54 00

4a 00

37 00
32 00
Ja to

33 00
27 00
28 00
21 00
24 00
24 00
25 00
26 00
25 00
20 00
20 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the j< 1 1 er
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

W HITE ASH.

1st & 2nd, 1 inch... 40 00 42 00 I

1 A to 2 inch . . . . 44 00 46 00
I Strips

2 lA to 4 inch 48 00 54 00
I
Com. and culls ,

22 00 24 00
14 00 22 00

BLACK AND BROWN
1st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 42 00

|
Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red 40 <

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up 32 00

Common and culls. 15 00

1st and 2nd hand 20 00
Common and culls 14 00

35 00
17 00

23 00

15 00

1st & 2nd, white, 6
inch and up 30 00

Common and good
culls 16 00

1st and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up ... . 26 00

Common and culls. 10 00

1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00
Common and culls. 12 00

8 o0

23 00
13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
White Pine Uppers, i to 2 inch
Selects, 1 to 2 incn $76 00
Fine Common, 1 inch 58 00

1 5^ to 2 inch 63 00
No. 1 Cuts 1 inch.. . 45 00

1% to 2 in h . . 54 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch 35 00

\~% to 2 inch 38 00
Barn Boards, No. i, 1 x 12 46 00

No. 1,1x10 36 00
No. 1, 1 x 8 35 00
No. 2, 1 x 12 37 00
No. 2, 1 x 10 34 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 33 00
No 3, 1 x 12 32 00
No. 3, 1 x 10 30 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 29 00

Spruce, 10 and 12 in dimension
9 in. and under 24 00

10 and 12 in. random lengihs, 10 ft. and up .... 25 00
2x2. 2x4, 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 It. and up 19 50
All other ran.'om lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft .

and up ..... 23 00
5 in. and up merchantahle boards, 8 ft. & up, p, is 19 00
Canadian Spruce boards 23 00
Vermont Spruce boards, matched .. 21 50
1x2 and 1x3 furring1

p. 1 s clipped and bundled 20 00
1 H" Spruce laths 4 00

3 4°

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES

Extras $3 90
•Clears 3 40
Second clears 2 45
^"lear Whites 2 40
Extra is \Clear whites out) : 1 20
Extra is (Clear whites in) 1 to

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.

Red Cedar Extra, 16" s butts to 2" 3 65
** ,; Eurekas, 18" *' "
" " Perfections, 5 butts to 2^" 4 60

$94 00
80 00'

60 00
65 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00

37 °o

39 00
35 00

34 00

33 00
31 00
30 00
27 00
25 00
26 00

23 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
22 50
22 00

4 25
3 5°

$4 10

3 60

2 75
2 45
» 45
1 60

3 75
4 25

4 75
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" QUALITY IS THE BEST POUCY"

SUPERLATIVE

ARTICLE

Spruce is

it against

See the connection between this Darktown

study and our No. 2 Quebec Spruce and New
Brunswick White Cedar Shingles ?

They are both gotten up REGARDLESS of

everything to PLEASE the gentleman in the

case. This mammy is out to make a killin, and

she's fixed to do it. We're out for the same thing

and we're fixed to do it. Our plants in Quebec are

equipped and run with one purpose, and that is

to turn out the best stock possible for the most

critical retail buyers, and we are doing it. Our
a small, sound-knotted grade, dressed in our "Silk Finish " style, and for a No. 2 grade we will back

anything in the market. Our Shingles are put up with the same care and precision. Give them a trial.

N o. 2
Quebec Spruce
and White Cedar

Shingles

The Goods

The Real Goods

The Real Good Goods

WRITE US

John Fenderson (b Co., Inc.

SAW <S. SHINGLE MILLS:
5AYABEC, P. Q. ST. MOISE, P. Q.
SALMON LAKE. P. Q. RED RIVER P. Q,

Sayabec, P. Q. SALES OFFICE,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS

U.S.A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS : Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,

Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINGLES

LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTED STOCK OF DRY SPRUCE IN CANADA
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RUBBER BELTING

For

Transmitting

Elevating

and

Conveying

Rubber

Hote

for

Water

Steam

Air

Suction

Fire

Protection

THE GUTTA PERGHA & RUBBER MFG. GO.
OF TORONTO. LIMITED.

HEAD OFFICES : 47 YONCE STREET, TORONTO, CAN.
Branches i Montreal, Winnipeg. CaJgaL.ry, Vancouver

DcLoach "Prince"
Hand Feed Shingle Mill

JOHN H. CRANE
Manufacturer of Lumber and Shingles

DeLOACH MILL MFG. CO., Monterey, Ala., July 2. 1907.

Bridgeport. Ala.

Gentlemen,— I purchased from you in 1905 a " Prince" hand feed shingle machine.
I have operated it and find it all you claim for it. Wc cut at the rate of 30,000 shingles in

10 hours and made first class shingk-s. I consider your machine a very light running
machine. If I wanted another hand machine 1 would certainly buy a DeLoach Prince.

With best wishes for your success, I am
Yoxirs very truly,

John H. Crank.

Send for Catalogue of Engines, Boilers, Gasoline Engines, Saw Mills,
Sningle Mills, Planers, Gang Edgcrs, Lath Mills. Grinding Mills,

Water Wheels, Etc. Complete Circular and Hand Mill Equi, mcnt.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co.
Box 511,

BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

TVTE have some interesting

facts to give you re-

garding our new type of

Gang. You must know
about the new oscillation.

You ought to know it right

away. Just write us that

you want full particulars of

our No. 10, 15 and 16 Gangs
and learn of the greatest

achievement in the con-

struction of saw mill ma-
chinery in years.

Wickes Brothers
Seattle Office 410 White Bldg. Saginaw, Mich.

MERSHON
Horizontal Saw Mill Resaw

Wm. B. Mershon & Co.

Saginaw, Mich., U.S.A.
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McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson
Fredericton, N. B.

Sole Manufacturers of the Celebrated

Patented

Dunbar
Shingle
Machine

Universally admitted to be the

BEST SHINGLE MACHINE
made

Are You in the Market for Shingle Mill Machinery?
If so, we can supply you with everything in a Shingle Mill. The largest Shingle Machinery Manufacturers in

Canada. The satisfaction experienced by lumber men in dealing with us is daily adding to our list of customers

the most prominent firms in Canada. We are the only firm in Canada that makes ring oiling boxes in our Shingle

Machines, which does away with all hot boxes.

Sapper ready for work. Sapper showing "Disc^and^Knives.

Our Sappers are the best money savers in a Shingle Mill. Will bark the blocks for 8 or 10 Shingle Machines

easily. Is made very heavy and wonderfully well balanced. No Shingle Mill is complete without one.

Write us for Catalogue and further particulars
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Reliable
Veterinary
Remedies
No logging outfit is complete without a

supply of reliable veterinary remedies.
Getting the wrong kind means the loss
of the use of your horses when time is

valuable.

J >hnson's Veterinary Remedies
are guaranteed never to fail when used
as directed. You get your money back if

they ever do.
They are

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. i.

A penetrating Alcoholic liniment.
Put up in one gallon jugs, with full

directions, per imperial gal. 94.50
Johnson's Horse Liniment No. a.

A combination of the best oils used
as liniments, imp gallon . $3.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy.
A sure and speedy cure for colic
Imperial gallon $5.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Oint-
ment.
Positively the best all-round healing
ointment made. In use by the larg-
est owners of horse flesh in Canada.
Put up in 2 lb tins, each . . )i,aj
or In \i lb tins, per dozen . . $3.50

Johnson's Condition Powders. (Con-
centrated).
Put up in bulk, per lb ... . 30c.

These goods being put up in bulk are
more economical than others, as cost of
bottling, etc., is saved.

CAMP REMEDIES.
In addition to our Veterinary Reme-

dies we make a line of medicines for lum-
bermen, including a strong, penetrating
liniment, healing ointment, cholera cure,
liver pills, cough syrup, in fact anything
in the form of Camp Drug Supplies. We
know that there are no better remedies
made than those we offer. There may be
others nearly as good, but they lack our
guarantee. Satisfaction or money back.
A trade discount of \o°/, allowed off all
orders amounting to $ioo.

Send fioatal for firin ted matter.

A. H. JOHNSON
WhoIeseJe Druggist

ColHngwood, Ont.

The

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Have for sale Second-Hand Machinery, com-
pletely overhauled ready for shipment:

1 Heading Turner.
1 Heading Packer.
2 Hand-swing Shingle Machines.

DA II C For Tramways, Sidings, Etc.nnlLO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

The . . .

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO., Limited

Head Office: TORONTO

HIGHEST GRADES OF

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS

_ 'office. scH0OLT~v^3J|^^r?

DRUG STORE FITTINGS.^L^^slSEND FOR CAI&^^

Uncle "Rastus" has

gone on a Vacation

But the

'MIDLAND*'
Band Wheel Grinders

arc still working away. The)
never stop making' money lor

the saw mill men who use

them.

Remember one setting grinds both wheels
Prices and descriptive circular on request

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
P. O. BOX 425

Midland - Ontario

Our special

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of Iron, are

stronger, longer lived, lower in price and
lighter for their strength than any other

wheel. Write for prices and samples of

metal.

MIDLAND ENGINE WORKS GO
MIDLAND, ONT.

THE DEWEY DOOR

Cranbrook Sash and

Door Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DOWELL DOORS, INTERIOR FINISH
WINDOWS, TURNINGS, BRACKETS

DETAIL WORK A SPECIALTY

Lumber Shingles

Lath
Shipments in Straight or Mixed

(iarloads.

Address Cranbrook, B.C.

The R. M. BEAL LEATHER CO.,
Limited.

LINDSAY

Manufacturers of

Larrigans
Lumberman's and
Prospector's Boots

Sporting Boots

Lumberman's Aprons

and Tanners of the Celebrated

English Oak Harness Leather
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Woodworking Machinery
For Every Requirement

Fast Feed Planer and Matcher M. 204

Fast Feed Planer and Matcher M. 227

Cowan's Fast Feed Planers and Matchers
are built for the manufacture of flooring- and for general mill requirements.

These machines are adapted for working- hard or soft wood and contain many new features of special

advantage in modern mill practice.

THE WEDGE PLATEN provides for distributing' the cut between the top and bottom heads as desired.

THE CUTTER HEAD ADJUSTMENTS compensate for wear of knives and insure better work.

THE GENERAL ACCESSIBILITY permits all adjustments to be made without loss of time or energy.

The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Ltd.
Montreal

St. John, N.B. Toronto Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

SALES AGENTS
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Beardmore Leather Belting
72 inch 3 ply 175 feet long

Made only of Extra Selected No. i Packer Steer

Hides, Oak Tanned

Beardmore Extra Waterproof Cement Leather

Belting for the Wet Places in Pulp, Paper and Saw

Mills, Etc.

The Maximum of Stretch is taken out of Beardmore

Belting by improved appliances, without impairing its life.

Every belt guaranteed as to quality of material and

workmanship.

Complete Stocks Carried by:

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank Street, OTTAWA, ONT. 147 Bannatyne Avenue East, WINNIPEG, MAN.

FLECK BROS., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

The Largest Leather Belt ever made
in Canada

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter Street - Orillia, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawmill Shingle

Three Saw Lath Bolter.

and Lath Machinery

We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting,

Pulleys, Belting, Ewart

Chain, Saws, Portable Forges

and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue

on application.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Williams & Wilson
St. James St., MONTREAL
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There are more DISSTON BRAND Band
and Circular Saws used than any other make,

and by a large majority.

WE MAKE THIS STATEMENT WITHOUT

WHY?
Because millmen and sawyers recognize by the

use of the DISSTON SAWS they obtain the

greatest results for the least cost.

FEAR OF SUCCESSFUL CONTRADICTION.

MATERIAL

HARDENING
AND

TEMPERING

Finest

Crucible Steel

Disston

Method

GRINDING

TENSIONING

DlSSTON

Method

Disston

Method

POINTS OF MERIT
UNIFORMITY.
TOUGHNESS.
GREATEST TENSILE STRENGTH AND ELASTICITY.

Being Manufacturers of our own steel, and thoroughly familiar with its makeup, we
are able to absolutely adjust the hardening and tempering processes to the degree

giving that perfect combination of hardness and toughness that produces the

"edge, tension-holding and standing up qualities" for which the DISSTON SAWS
are renowned.

By the DISSTON METHOD all Band Saws are ground perfectly flat and uniform in

thickness, thus making possible a very close adjustment of the guides without

creating any friction or heat when in operation at the highest rate of feed; and all

Circular Saws, whether tapered or of even thickness, are perfectly flat ground on

the surface, thus insuring in all saws perfect clearance and true balance.

The uniformity of the material, temper and grinding is a large factor in the proper

adjustment of tension; and this, together with the Disston process of tensioning,

is the reason why the DISSTON SAWS will manufacture more lumber, undtr the

same conditions, than any other brand of saw.

In the DISSTON BRAND of SAWS you have the advantages of the product of a progressive, up-to-date

saw factory, the LARGEST IN THE WORLD, and where saws are made throughout, from the making of the steel

i, self—the superiority of which has been demonstrated for the past fifty-three years— to the finishing operation, and

each process is performed by mechanics of long experience and highest order of skill.

WE HAVE BEEN MAKING SAWS FOR OVER 68 YEARS

Canadian Works

:

112 Adelaide Street, East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.
KEYSTONE, SAW, TOOL, STEEL, AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

Is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed t© svtit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
ONTARIO
QUEBEC AGENTS

ROSS & GREIG, MONTREAL, QUE.

CANADA
B. C. SELL|M« AGENTS :

ROBT. HAMILTON & CO., VANCOUVER, B.C.

GALT
WESTERN BRANCH :

248 McDERMOTT AVE., WINNIPEG, MAN.

"IXT-O TWr A T^Th Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tank*;, Steam and Power
VV II lVl/\r^IZ. pumps, Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Tra«s««sion and Elevating

Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.
ASK FOR CATALOGUES. PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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More Bad Lumber
There is More Bad Lumber made in the Filing

Room than in any other department of the Mill.

To equip your Filing Room with anything but the

Best Filing Room Machinery is false economy.

Profit by this advice, and eliminate the expense

and trouble of trying to trade an interior machine

for a good one, a few months after you install it.

We trade machines every day, But We Don't

Lose Money on the Trade.

Buy a COVEL Machine and run it 20 years, as

many of our Customers have done.

Covcl Mfg. Co.
Saw Sharpening Machinery Y1YJ Fisher Bldg.,

and Tools Chicago, U.S.A.

Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

For Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mi
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Ifi Yi> Y\ and 1 Cord Capacity—Extra Strong ofThor-
oughly Seasoned Hardwood and Bolted Throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in Trains or Singly for Platform Work.

Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co.
Limited

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED • ELASTIC
Canadian

Hart Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
C'uarante *d the best .u-rl

on the market.
!la\ e you got our Catalogue V

Saw Filers
ROGERS HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

Importers and Contractors for

all kinds of Electrical Work

Lighting Plants
Watchman's Clock and

Telephone Systems
FOR

LUMBER MILLS

Motors, Dynamos Repairs

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

the NORTHERN ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.

Electrical Contractors

ORILLIA - ONT.

Branch Office and Warehouse :

New Orleans, Louisiana 121 Carondelet Street

We Make All Kinds of Machinery and Tools for the Care of Saws

Hanchett Automatic Rip and
Cross-Cut Circular Saw Sharpeners

All our automatic sharpeners have the same general principles of con-
st ruction, with the friction feed, direct drive, adjustable cam, strong frame
construction, and other improvements embodied in our band saw
sharpeners. Also, in connection with the device for beveling the teeth of
cross-cut saws we have made further improvements, the value of which is

readily apparent, as also is the case with our adjustments of the emery
wheel. Any amount of hevel can secured, or any change made in the
bevel, by simply turning a hand wheel, and this can be done just as easily
while the machine is in motion as when it is still. This is an improvement
over stopping the machine to change the bevel, and also permits any
bevel wanted, instead of allowing for only two or three changes, as on
other machines. These machines will either bevel both sides of the teeth
or bevel front and square hack, and vice versa. In other words, they will
give any system of sharpening desired. Unless otherwise specified, we
send out the machines equipped for beveling both sides only.

We furnish the same adjustable cam with t hese sharpeners that is used
on our band saw sharpeners, and furnish two cams with each machine

—

one for rip saws and one for cross-cut saws.
The emery-wheel has two adjustments and works through a double

head. An up-and-down adjustment is afforded bv means of a gate, and
is adjusted for depth of throat, in saw by means' of a hand wheel situated
at the top of the head. A lateral adjustment is effected by a horizontal
gate situated at the top of the: vertical gate, and this also is'adjusted by a
hand wheel, independently of the verti al adjustment, and thus all that is
necessary in order to adjust t lie emery-v, heel so as to perfectly center the
different saws is to turn the hand vhee changing the horizontal adjust-
ment, in this way adjusting the inery-wheel to fit the saw instead of
trying to adjust the saw to fit the emerv-wheel, in the crude way
attempted with other sharpeners.

Hanchett Swage WorksHanchett Automatic Rip and Cross-Cut Circular Saw Sharpener
Approximate

Size For Saws Shipping Wt. Price List
No, [ ic-84 in. 1400 lbs. $275.00
No. 2 9-68 in. 1 100 lbs. 200.00
No. i For Rip Saws only (without beveling attachment) 250.00
No. 2 For Rip Saws only (without beveling attachment) 180.00

These Machines equipped with Electric Motors. Prices on application.
Send for discounts.

Big Rapids Mich., U.S.A.
Let us send you our new 1909 Catalog, No. 6. It is the most comprehensive and

up-to-date filing room catalog in existence.
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|OHN R. COLLINS, Manag, r.

FRED T. SMITH, Sales Manager.
RAIL AND

WATER SHIPMENT.

Haskell Lumber Co., Limited
Ma^rvvifa.ctvirers Canadian Lumber Fasiett, Que.

Band Sawed Hemlock, Spruce, Pine, Basswood, Birch, Oak,

Butternut, Maple, Cedar and Ash Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Specialties : Hemlock, Spruce Otnd Pine Timbers
We own and operate the Salmon River & Northern Railway, which delivers our logs direct to mill [no logs
being floated] and enables us to furnish special length timbers promptly at any time of year.

Saw Mills and Planing Mills located on C. P. R. and Ottawa River 70 miles west of Montreal

GALT MACHINE KNIFE WORKS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTIONMACHINE KNIVES
F0R Woodworking* Machines

. . Send fo-r T=-rlce List . .

The Petej Hay Knife Co., Limited - Gait, Ont.

Wire Rope
Special Alligator

Rope*, any length*.
fitted with pro, er at-
tachments.

Saw Carriage Ropes.
Haulage Ropes.
Smoke Stack Stays,

Standard and Lang's Patent Lay.

The B. Greening Wire Company
Limited MONTREAL. QUE.HAMILTON, ONT.

"THE DUNBAR 99

New and Improved

STEAM LOGGING ENGINES

This is the machine for which

The
»u, which we claim all the good Qualities possessed by any other

and a great many valuable improvements besides.

Best on the Market
This time we wish to call your attention to one ol

many important points which prove conclusively the
superiority of the Dunbar Logging Engines: that
of the Hydraulic Apparatus for raising and lowering
the Boiler, an invention ol our Mr. Dunbar, Sr. (lor
which patents are pending). By this device all danger
from rush of water to either end of the Boiler, caused
by irregularities of the road, is avoided. One of the
most serious drawbacks in other Engines is the fact
that the Boiler is stationary on the frame, consequent-
ly a source of great anxiety because if the danger to
both the Crown Sheet and the Tubes. You can readi-
ly understand that in going up or down hill either the
Crown Sheet or the Tubes are bared, causing them to
become so heated that they will leak badly, and after
repetition for a time the Boiler will be practically
ruined.

This improvement, which supersedes our previous
method for raising or lowering the boiler, has been
added since cut herewith shown was made.
Should you contemplate putting in a Logging

Engine we shall be glad to take the matter up with
you and give you all particulars.

Quotations for Logging Sleds furnished.

Write Us for Particulars

Alex. Dunbar <fe Sons Company
Woodstock, N.B. Limi'ed
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Waterous Engine Works Co.
Brantford, Canada

Limited

Canadian Manufacturers of

COVEL
Saw Filing Machinery

A View of the Filing Room of the Great Southern Lumber Company, Bogalusa, La., Equipped with Covel Machinery.
Capacity Six Hundred Thousand Feet per Day.

The New Covel No. 90 Improved Automatic Band Saw Sharpener,
four of which are shown in above view, represents the acme of perfection
in filing machinery, is substantially built and fitted throughout with cut
gears, brass and malleable parts.

We also Manufacture full line of Sawmill Machinery, Band Mills,
Steel Carriages, Engines, Boilers, etc.

*

Write us for Prices and any Information you may desire.



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
You have your books audited by firms of expert accountants, you have your plants appraised by expert appraisers
companies—Why ? To get the best at the lowest cost.

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance—Our inspector and adjusters are lumbermen as well as insurance men. We can
handle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessable policy, and absolutely sound indemnity.
Drop us a line and we will explain our methods fully.

By Lumbermen

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway - NEW YORK

For Lumbermen

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

STAVED COLUMNS
PRICE LIST

OF

Stock Columns

inch 4 feet.

" 5 " •

" 6 "
.

S "
.

" 9 " •

" 10 "
,

IO

IO

IO

IO

IO

IO

] 2

I 2

4
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4
5
6
8

9
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.$3.00

• 3- 20

• 3-35
. 4. 10

4 55
• 4.90

• 4-7C

• 5-5°
• 5- 80

7.70
8 25

. 8.60

6.75

7- 30
. 7 60
. 8.70

• 9-5°
. 10.05

Write us for prices

on Veneered Doors,

Newel Posts, etc. Our
Stock Doors are well

manufactured. We
make doors in all the

cabinet woods.

BATTS LIMITED
48 Pacific Avenue, WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWN

OUR
ft mm

EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

PINK LUMBERING TOOLS

JlinU. |Jnntiriil>T.

in LuiiilicniH'ii!-' I ooK

wii iiiuiiiif.-K'tiirr.

—

Send for
Catalogue and

Price List
TFlA ^tanHarH Tnnle In Every Province of the Dominion.
I IIC OldllUdrU I OOIS New Zealand, Australia, Etc.

Pink Ouck Bill Winter Cant Hook Handles
In Split Maple

Finest Quality Split Maple
CANT HOOK and PEAVEY H INDIES, Car Load or Dozen, BOOM
CHAINS, PIKE POLES, SKIDDING TONGS, BOAT WINCHES, ETC.

Sold throughout the Oomlalma kv til Whitesxli and Re' all Hardware Merchants

Thomas Pink, Pembroke, Ont.

Pink Round Bill

Peavey Hand-
les in Split

Maple.
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ESTABLISHED 1878

Hanson's Woollen Mill
Hull, Que.

Manufacturer, of f^g " HailSOD " Sock and Mitt

Nothing in the Market
to equal them for Lum-
bermen.

ALL MY SOCKS BEAR THIS STAMP

My Socks are sold Direct only through Travellers of My Own

SWASTIKA Long Life Babbitt
Copper Hardened

Is Specially Alloyed For Saw Mill Machinery

Our experience of 50 years In the Saw Business has en-
,

a bled us to design a Babbitt for Saw Mill Machinery.

At Minimum Price with Maximum Quality

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

The James Robertson Co. Limited
144 William Street MONTREAL, QUE.

Agents for Vancouver: The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Arctic Metal
For Cool

Bearings
Tallman Brass & Metal Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

We Guarantee Every Belt

" D.K." Balata

Genuine Oak

BELTING
D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West 200 King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC
21 St. Peter St.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
.Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
1 ncluding

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,

Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,

Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. <a SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents.Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,

Horse Blankets. Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal

Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins. Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER. <a SONS
Cor. George. King & Water Sts., Peterborough, Ont, Can.

itTHE GREAT BELT
beats all rivals every time

Strength
TTniformity
Reliability
Endurance

J*

Test it

Try rr

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Street. MONTREAL.

I WATERPROOF LEATHER BELTING FOR THE
^' :;,

*VViET PEACES thf SAWMILL :!i

m* SADLER^AWORrxl

1
PRICES?^ <f

SAMP LES
M O NT RE

TORONTO;
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The

Maple Leaf Saw Works
Shurly <fc Dietrich

GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular Saws

Gang Saws

Mill Saws

Band Saws

Cross-Cut Saws

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hand Saws

Buck Saws

Plastering Trowels

Butcher Saws

Straw Knives

Maple Leaf Saw Set
MANUFACTURED BY

SHURLY & DIETRICH, Gait, Ont.

Directions.— Place the set on the point of tooth, as shown in the accom-
panying cut, and strike a very light blow with a tack hammer. If
you require more set, file the tooth with more bevel.

If you follow directions you cannot make a mistake. Be sure and not
strike too hard a blow, and it will set the hardest saw. On receipt
of 40 cents we will send one by mail.

We are the only manufacturers in the world who
export Saws in large quantities to the

United States.

GROUND THIN ON BACK
Save Labor Save Gumming

Save Time Save Files

This Saw Stands Without a Rival
AND IS THE

FASTEST CUTTING SAW IN THE WORLD!

Its Superiority consists in its Excellent Temper. It

is made ot " Razor Steel," which is the finest ever used in

the manufacture of Saws. We have the sole control ot

this steel. It is tempered by our secret process, which
process gives a keener cutting edge and a toughness to
the steel which no other process can approach.

We Manufacture

HIGH GRADE BAND SAWS
Of All Widths and Lengths.

These Saws are made ot Refined Razor Steel, and tempered by our Secret
Process

;
for Fine Finish and Temper are not excelled.
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LIDGERWOOD LOGGING ENGINES
(52 Logging Machine Patents)

Udgerwosd Tandem Ya-dlng Engine.

All Important Features Patented

These cvits show two of ovir latest
improved types for

PACIFIC COAST LOGGING
NOTE THEIR FEATURES
For Further Particulars Address

LIDGERWOOD MFG. CO.
Originators and Manufacturers of High Grade Logging Machinery

96 Liberty Street. NEW YORK, N.V.

Alaska Building -

° R
SEATTLE, WASH. Lldgerwood C-D Type Road Engine

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited

J. B. MILLER, President. W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer.

Manufacturers of

ROUGH and DRESSED

Pine, Hemlock Hardwood Lumber

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks, Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at

PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Head Office: Traders Bank Building, TORONTO
Toronto Telephone Main 1016 Telegraph Codes : Lumberman's Standard ; Anglo-American.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE COMPANY AT TORONTO.

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Ma„ua ,urers of j^mber, Lath and Shingles Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Manufacturer of Lvimber and L».tK

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO, ONT.
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Split Posts
Posts Good
Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Muir & Terry
Wholesale Lumber

LATH
No. [, 2 and 3 White Pine Lath

for immediate shipment

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

J. K. MUIR H. .). TEBR1
Phone, Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE - ONT.

MANUFACTURERS

I UMBER, TIMBER,
L

JOISTINC, LATH,

BOXES and SHOOKS

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & GO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

*

Hardwood

Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

C. A. Larkin
WHOLESALE

Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock

Toronto, Ont.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.

Wc have a nice assorted stock of

Pine and
Spruce
Lumber and
Timber
Sawn all Sizes

Send for our latest List just issued

We are prepared to execute special orders for

Timber promptly

Lath, Shingles
and Pickets Pembroke, Ont.

MIRAMIGHI

LUMBER COMPANY

CHATHAM, N. B.

LUMBER

LATHS

SHINGLES

R. Laidlaw
Lumber
Company

Limited •

Room 913 Traders
Bank Building. Toronto

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

HINGLES
LUMBER
ATH

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.
Prompt Shipments.

Thh

Brockville
Wholesale and Retail

Lumber
Lumber,

Company
Lath,

LIMITED Shingles,
Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y. Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

PLANINC AND MATCHING
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, onina
?i
L
niM

I

r-
NG,^IAICHING -

RESAWING,SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS
in Car Lots

Factory near Station Write for Prices
PHONE 113

THE

WELLER SILLS CO
LIMITED

C0LB0RNE - ONT.

TIMBER and LUMBER
DEALERS

A SPECIALTY IN
Masts and Spars, Long Timbers, both
Pine, Soft Wood and Hard Wood

We can quote close prices for
quick shipment on :

1 in. and 2 in. dry Hemlock

1 in. and 2 in. dry Norway

1 in. dry Spruce

Edward Clark & Son
123 Bay Street, TORONTO
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
80 St. Francis Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesale

J^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

WE are in the market and pay
the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lnmber,will contract tor

tbis season's cut or buy what you
low hive to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A W. EYER & GO.
43 Adelaide Street Ea»t

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

L0VELAND& STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER GO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work. *

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Jhe Ontario Lumber
Co • Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River, Ont. Water Shipment.
Yard: Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Prices

Home^,ife Building, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock
On Temiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of North Bay

HAILEY BURY, ONT.

"Well bought is half sold"

Stock at Midland

1907 Cut

2 cars 1X4 &

5
11

I x8 in.

15
<i 1x4 &

5
(i 1x4 &

2 11
1 X4 in.

3
II

1 x 4 &
in.

2 cars 6/4 x 12 in. Common & Box.

1
44 2x10 in. Mill Run.

" Bone Dry " is getting scarce

This may interest you

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock

Lumber

1007-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng- Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumbep
JMIex*Gla8>nts

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in slock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, M.S.

A \ TE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds

* * of Lumber and Timber in Can-
ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,

Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-

wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ing., Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

I. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
Pine, Hardwood and Hemlock Floorings
and Ceilings. Sash and Doors, Wood
Turnings, Etc. All Dressed Lumber Kiln
Dried if desired. End Matched Flooring a
Specialty.

C00D PINE SIDINGS A SPECIALTY

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Wanted:—
Dry Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

Write for special prices on

White Pine, Spruce, etc.

The Syer
Lumber Co.

416 Continental Life Building
TORONTO

We can supply your needs promptly and at
the right price in

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Birch,

Basswood, Maple, Ash, Elm, Etc

Correspondence solicited from parties wish-
ing to buy or sell.

s

talph Loveland, Pres.
i-,. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH
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We are Buyerg of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops

Heading
WRITS TO

James Webster & Bro., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

Cable Address : Sawmill, LIVERPOOL

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building-

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough, PtllpWOOdi Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and

sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 E 1184

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Ortllia. Ont

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

flardwuod

Flooring

End Matched,

Bored, Polished

and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto
EADIE & DOUGLAS,

22 St. John Street. Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest \ou

BIRCH LUMBER NH
L. A.

Muskoka Birch is better color and bet- I rules
ter quality than any grown. Enquire widths

WHITE PINE LUMBER WANTED
hall million 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4

P. W. T. ROSS
Tel. Main 3009 Toronto 25 Toronto St

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

Geo. Gordon & Co,
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

Red Deer Spruce
stands for the Best Soft White

Spruce manufactured in Canada.

Our Strong Points .are

Flooring', Finishing,

Ceiling', Siding',

Dimension and
Brig'ht Spruce Lath

Shipments made with utmost

dispatch.

Red Deer Lumber Co.
General Offices - 306-316 Union Bank Bldg., WINNIPEG, Man.

Yard and Mills - - - BARROWS, Sask.

SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address :"Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith. Tyrer & Co.,

Pickford & Black » Wharf

Qant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tfxtona," Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to day. Lint of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVEL8TOKE, B. C.

LEAK G CO.
Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce,

Basswood, Maple, Birch

and Black A«h

Send us list of what you have and your best

Cash Prices

Do You Want

To Sell

second-hand machinery of

any kind? Many a mill man
or manufacturer has one or
more machines for which he
has no further use. They
may be in good shape but
for some reason or other
they have been displaced.

Somebody Wants

To Buy
just such machines. You
can get in touch with
that somebody by advertis-

ing in the "Wanted and
For Sale" Department of

the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker. A tri-

fling expense will do the
trick.
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CAMERON & GO., Limited

LUMBER

LATH

SHINGLES

MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

ASH
BASSWOOD

TIMBER

POLES

POSTS

MILL AND YARD: 0PE0NC0 ONT. HEAD OFFICE: OTTAWA. ONT.

™e
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

fi u « WHOLESALE cor s
»> ST

RedP

A
Timl

YOUR TIP J

1 S
*

«3 * fc«

INQUIRIES
o- 2

I si
SOLICITED lingliber

> c/^ J

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

A Selected Lot of Mill Run

White Pine and
Spruce Lumber

also

1 y2 and 1 H White Pine and Spruce Lath

Selling Agents for Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street - - - OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath

ROUGH OR DRESSED
We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-

ing stfips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

the Mclennan lumber co.
LIMITED

Everything- in

Lumber, Rough and Dressed
Wholesale and Retail

WE AR.E OPEN TO BUY BASSWOOD AND BIRCH

21 Dorchester St. West MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone .Main 665

1 55 St. Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
particularly

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,

British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

YOUR ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

J. H. Redfern
A large line of

I in. Mill Cull Pine,
in lengths principally 6 to 1 1 feet, including

some i in. x 12 in. 12 and 13 feet. Also

3 in. and 1 in. Pine Milt and O Culls.

Tel. Main 56

OFFICE. YARDS, AND P.O. ADDRESS

920 Charlevoix Street,

MONTREAL. QUE.

Wholesale

Lumber
and

Timber

I Buy, Sell, and Deal in all

kinds— Spruce, Hemlock,

Pine, Birch, Basswood, Maple,

Ash, Elm, &c.

WRITE ME

E. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Montreal
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Guaranteed Grades Rail or Water Shipments

The Western Lumber & Shingle Co.
Molson's Bank Building (P. O. Box 529) VANCOUVER, B. C.

-WHOLESALE-

PACIFIC
COAST LUMBER and SHINGLES

Attractive Prices Send Us Your Enquiries Prompt Delivery

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, tadamta rv\!T
(Telephone Main 6244). * \JIS\jn I \J, SJl\ I .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in carlots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 ST. PETER STREET, QUEBEC

Spruce and Hemlock Timber and Dimension Tim-

ber, White and Red Pine Lumber and Dimension

Timber, Birch Plank and Timber, British Columbia

Fir and Cedar, Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar

Fence Posts, Cedar Culvert Timber, Hemlock and

Cedar Railway Ties, Pulp Wood, Etc.

Anything in Lumber. Correspondence Solicited

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, • .~
Hochelag-a Bank Buildinp V^lieDCC, QuC
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A word to the Trade about Hot Air,

3,000,000 a day shingle advertisements

The FULL daily capacity of the 200 shingle machines in British Columbia is 4,000,000 shingles. On an average during the
months ot operat.on about ten per cent or more of these machines are idle ; and it is also well within the truth to state that almost
the WHOLE Shingle Industry of the Province is closed down tight from three to four months during every year; and the
local consumpt.on of shingles in the Coast cities and towns-about 300,000 per day, must be deducted from the rail shipping
capacity

;
also as shingles are now being marketed, it is safe to state that fully one-third of the out-put will be sold by

manufacturers DIRECT to the retail trade. The net result of the above is about 2,200,000 B.C. Shingles per day available for
rail shipment, and to be divided amongst ALL the brokers and wholesalers in Canada and the United States uho handle our shingles.

From the above facts, Lumber Dealers can judge for themselves as to how much truth there is in an advertisement which stales
a SHIPPING CAPACITY of 3,000,000 shingles daily.

We are the OLDEST established strictly Wholesale Lumber Dealers in British Columbia, and are in a position to supply the
Trade with their lumber and shingle requirements.

Export Lumber & Shingle Company, Limited
Wholesale Lumber and Shingles

VANCOUVER - . British Columbia
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, B. C. E. H. HEAPS <fc CO., Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

VANCOUVER. B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER— Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W. J. LOVERING. 112 Mall Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Hastings street.

Logs. Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands VANCOUVER, B. C.

JAMES GILLIES
President

JOHN GILLIES
Vice-President

Established

1873 GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE
RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Ye.rd <& Office CAPACITY 40.000.000
MOR.R.ISTOWN. N. Y.

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

Mills (& He&d Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and
Railway Ties

New York City

G\iy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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Cable Address—Gillisco.
_ ., / American Lumberman Telecode.
Codes Lsed

J western Union.

C. H. GILLIS
Rooms 18 and 19 Fairfield Bldg., VfttirAHVOf R «P'

445 Granville St., dnCOlIVer, D.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping- Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
and 125,000 feet

LUMBER
Officers .Mil Dirritors:

R. H. IIOWNMAN. PRKSIPENI

FREPKRIC WIIBERT, 1ST VICB-PHBS

CitO. W, IK)D>iK, VICE-PRBS.

r. B. WILLIAMS

\V>1 L. BCBTON

j. c Ryvn

J. A. HILLIARD.
Secretar) it General Manager

Loui Redlsiana i\e

Cypress Company

Directors

:

JOHN DEHLIEIX

(US DREWS
EDWARD HANSON

L, H, PRICE

, K. M. GOTTEN

H. B. HEWKS

Shipment bv Rail or Sea,

Cable Address " REDCYPRESS'

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress Lumber,

Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity: 3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We Carry Everything in Standard Grades and Sizes of Rough or Dressed

Louisiana Red Cypress
FRED J. DAVENPORT, Box 425, Detroit, Michigan, Canadian Representative

If You Want THE BEST
in

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
let us figure on your next bill. The stock we furnish will fill your most

exacting requirements. It is perfectly milled, correctly graded and has a

reputation to uphold. We are particularly well equipped to give Canadian

trade prompt service.

VVe are in a position to get out timbers up to 36 ft. in length and to

surface sizes up to 6 x 12. All timbers larger than 6x 12 we can arrange to

have dressed in transit.

Big Sandy Lumber Company
HULL, ALABAMA, U.S.A.

The Carter - Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street TORONTO

Always in the market for

HARDWOODS
suitable for export
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DEFIANCE" WOOD-WORKING MAHINERY
PATENTED AND BUILT BY

The Defiance Machine Works

12" Hand Planer with Boring Attachment
No. 8 Variety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off

Defiance,

Ohio

For Makini;
Huba, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Pole.,
INeck-Yokes.
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,*

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and General
Wood-Work 28 Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer.

LUMBER
DRY KILNS

Natural Draft Moist Air System
Steel Roller Bearing Trucks

Shaving' Exhaust Systems
Hot Blast Heating' Systems

ghtlbona, $imittb - gait, Ontario

The Alligator

Steam Warping' Tug'
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with
flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST & PEACHEY
SIMCOE - - . ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals

DAVENPORT
The Ideal

Logging Locomotives

MANY TYPES ANY GAUGE
ALL SIZES PROMPT SHIPMENT

The DAVENPORT is designed for service under all

practical conditions, and will do the work of a geared
engine on any grade up to 6 per cent.

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES

United Steel Equipment Co.
NORTHWEST REPRESENTATIVES

:

SEATTLE, WASH. PORTLAND, ORE.
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The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter Street - Orillia, Ontario

Three Saw Lath Bolter.

Manufacturers of

Sawmill Shingle

and Lath Machinery

We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting,

Pulleys, Belting, Evvart

Chain, Saws, Portable Forges

and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue

on application.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Williams & Wilson
St. James St., MONTREAL

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask" for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT — ONTARIO — CANADA

WESTERN BRANCH : QUEBEC AGENTS B. C. SELLING AGENTS :

248 McDERMOTT AVE , WINNIPEG, MAN. ROSS & GREIG, MONTREAL, QUE. ROBT. HAMILTON & CO., VANCOUVER, B.C.

"\A/"E IVEA-IC^F Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and Power
Pumps, Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating

Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.
ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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NO. 22

SIMONDS
Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saws

This is the identical Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saw which has for years been
recognized as the best made or used in the United States. Since be/innin^ themanufacture of these saws at our Canadian factories, we have found and are supply-
ing a greatly increased demand throughout the Dominion. The Saws are made ofb.monds Steel, and Simonds Steel is the best saw steel made. They run easy cut
fast and g.ve good results. Sold by the hardware trade or direct from our offices

Every Saw Covered by an Absolute Guarantee

CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que. - Vancouver, B.C. - St. John. N.B.

"VEELOS"
BALATA

BELTING
Thoroughly Waterproof and

Absolutely Guaranteed

ALL SIZES AND PLIES IN STOCK

Our "Veelos" Belt has been on the Canadian
market 20 months without even one claim for
replacement or allowance. May we not have an
opportunity to demonstrate its quality to you?

TURNER BROS. CANADA
(LIMITED)

18 St. Peter St. - MONTREAL

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
Gener.il Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offirps • fiROL'ND 1 loor
. CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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A National Journal

Issued on the 1st and loth of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President

THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, Business Manager
JAMES FISHER, Toronto, Advertising Manager

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:

VANCOUVER - - - Telephone 2010. 26 Crowe & Wilson Chambers
GEO. A. GALL, Representative

TORONTO - Telephone Main 2362. Confederation Life Building
F. W. SCHERBARTH, A. M. FISHER, Representatives.

MONTREAL - - Telephone Main 2299, B34 Board of Trade
D. BURNSIDE, Representative

WINNIPEG - - Telephone 224. Commercial Travellers' Building
ROLAND F. HILL, J. R. HOOPER, Representatives

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per Year, in -advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3.00.

"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest
of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and al-
lied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely in-
formation on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion
by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-
worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade at
home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For manu-
facturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of
owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp
mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the most
direct and profitable advertising me.lium. Special attention is directed to the
"Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.
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The Lumber Trade in 1908.

The statistics published in this issue give a good idea of the volume
of the lumber business in Canada during the past year and afford a useful

basis up in which to estimate the conditions which will prevail during the

season of 1909. In a review of the trade conditions for 1908 a few salient

points stand out above all the others. To begin with the season opened
under circumstances of financial depression which augured ill for the

trade. The partial failure of the crops in 1907 and the heavy production

of the period preceding the small crop, provided conditions which were
idea lfor a financial panic. Had it not been for the good sense of those

who foresaw the trouble and came forward with counsels of conservatism

and patience there would have been a much more serious tale to record

for 1908 than the actual one.

The lumber trade opened with a dull period and the demand fell off

steadily throughout the spring and summer until it had become stagnant.

Fortunately for lumber manufacturers the financial depression commenced
early enough in 1907 to give them good warning and they curtailed their

winter operations to some extent. This prevented the accumulation of

extensive stocks in the dull summer of 1908. Much of the timber cut of

1907-08 was not manufactured. Although there was no business in 1908

which could be called profitable, there was nothing in the form of a panic.

Manufacturers in a majority of the cases were sound enough financially

to weather the storm. Indications of a good crop for 1908 materialized

early in the summer and manufacturers foresaw that if they waited quietly

they were certain, sooner or later, to have their innings. The improvement
commenced gradually when the crop was assured, but it was met with

seme heavy rebuffs which involved serious results. In New Brunswick
the shingle operators went on strike about the end of April. They re-

fused to accept a cut in wages for the sawyers and bunchers. The strike

continued until early in October, when the men agreed to the reduction.
In the meantime the shingle mills had been idle all summer to the irre-

parable loss of both owners and workmen. This will have a great effect

upon the cut of cedar logs this winter, as most of last winter's cut is still

in store and will last well into the season of 1909.

Another serious matter, which affected the operators in the Ottawa
Valley more than those in other parts of the country, was the strike in

the cotton mills of England. The demand dropped off for the class of

pine lumber known as "squares" or "rollers" which are used in the
manufacture of cotton. All this lumber was manufactured in Ontario
and many manufacturers were injured. The Ottawa lumber trade was
also seriously affected by the low water in the Ottawa River, which pre-

vailed for several months at the end of the summer.
In Western Canada the trade was depressed by over-production

throughout a great portion of the year and by a disagreement between
the coast and the mountain manufacturers. Prices fell to a level which
meant a loss, especially in regard to shingles, and for a period, the con-
dition prevailing was one of every man for himself. The selling arrange-

ment under which the orders for shingles were allotted to the different

mills in proportion to their equipment was abandoned, and ruinous prices

were adopted. An improvement has set in at last, but it is not a result

of wis^r counsels. It is the direct outcome of a better demand for shin-

gles in the United States. Were this demand to fail again, the same un-

fortunate conditions would probably return. Along with the improvement
in the demand for shingles has come a similar improvement in lumber,
and the result is an increase of $2 per thousand feet on common grades
in Vancouver. It is expected that this advance will become general at

other points It is generally hoped therefore that the depression has come
to an end and that 1909 will see a much better demand in every line.

Tho depression was aggravated for the manufacturers in British Col-

umbia by the high price of logs. For much of the season of 1908 fir logs

were selling for more than the price of the lumber into which they could

be manufactured The only cure for this condition, which seems to be
apt to continue for some time, is a better price for lumber. Fir logs are

still high hi price and cedar logs have advanced since the Government re-

placed the embargo upon their export to the United States.

Looking over the whole country one finds that in Ontario, trade was
quieter than anywhere else, but that at the same time it was less beset

with serious loss to the manufacturers. They adopted from the first a
policy of patience, and though they are still waiting, the improvement
has commenced, and they hope to do a fairly good trade in 1909. There
are many factors which can be counted upon to assist in bringing about
an improvement. The money received from last year's crop is already

in circulation and the banks have plenty of money to lend at cheap rates

of interest. Operations in the woods this winter have been greatly cur-

tailed. The demand in Great Britain and Europe has revived and good
prices have been received at St. John and at Ottawa for 1909 product.

As the summer advances it is believed that these prices will be greatly

stiffened.

It may be said therefore that the year 1908 was not so bad a year

after all. It was a trying period for everyone in the lumber business, but

most of them have come through safely and their position is all the

sounder for the purging which the trade has experienced. Still there is

need for caution. Careful appreciation of the character of the demand is

needed more now than at any other time. Above all it is necessary that

an end should be put to the policy of price cutting which was responsible

for more of the depression than most manufacturers would care to admit.

Every manufacturer at one time or another has reason to complain of this

on the part of some other manufacturer, but it would be difficult to find

one who is entitled, on the score of innocence, to cast the first stone. The
exigencies of the situation for the time being forced many a manufac-
turer to accept orders which went sorely against his good judgment.

The story in regard to the prices which have been in force throughout

the past year is quickly told. In practically every line they declined, and
the drop varied from $2 to $10 per thousand. The average difference

between the prices prevailing at the beginning of 1908 and those which
prevail to-day is about $4 per thousand. All through the season of 1908

it was almost an impossibility to obtain accurate quotations which applied

generally, as much of the business was accepted at whatever price could

be obtained. The variations in price were extensive, though they seemed
to be touching bottom nearly all through the year.
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Annual Review of the Lumber Trade
Statistics of the Year's Operations Throughout Canada A Slightly
Reduced Cut and Lower Prices Outlook Gradually Improving

ONTARIO
The lumber production in the Ottawa Valley during the summer of

1908 was not affected by the dull market. The total output is in the
neighborhood of 500,000,000 feet, or about the same as the last few pre-
vious years. The drop of 10,000,000 feet in the cut of Booth's mill was
due to low wafer which necessitated running the mill only intermittently
for the last couple of months of the season. Gillies Bros., Braeside, and
the Hawkesbury Lumber Company had a slightly smaller production] due
to the same cause. The latter had to close several weeks before the usual
time. Owing to the motive energy being supplied by steam the W. ('.

Edwards Company produced the average quantity, 75,0(30,000 feet. In a
few instances, as with the two lumber companies of Pembroke, there were
larger productions than the jear before, owing to more night work. The
Shepard & .Morse Company sawed 18,000,000 feet at its own mill mid
bad a few million sawed by Richie Bros., of Aylmer, bringing their amount
up to 14,000,000 feet. A considerable quantity of the lumber is being
carried over to next summer but the large sales 'of the 1909 cut that have
been made at this comparatively early date give assurance that the mar-
ket is not likely to be overstocked.

Ottawa Valley Production.

J. E. Booth, Ottawa
W. C. Edwards & Co., Rockland it New Edinburgh
McLachlin Bros., Arnprior
Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Hawkesbury
St. Anthony Lumber Co., Whitney .

Gillies Bros., Braeside
Gilmour & Hughson, Hull
Pembroke Lumber Co
East Templeton Lumber Co
A. Hagar & Co., Jcssop's Falls
G. H. Perley & Co., Calumet
R. & T. Ritchie, Aylmer ,\
J as. McLaren Co., Buckingham
J. R. & J. Gillies, Arnprior
Estate late R. Hurdman, Ottawa
Rideau Lumber Co., Ottawa
Shepard & Morse Lumber Co., Ottawa
Fraser & Co., Ottawa
.Tames Davidson, Fort Coulogne
Colonial Lumber Co., Pembroke
Bucknam Bros. Co., Whitney
Other points

1907—feet.

!X),000,000

75,000,000
00,000,000
35,0(MI.IMHI

35,000,000

40,000,000
25,000,000
16,000,000
8,000,000
r.,000,000

8,000,000
14,000,000
1 2,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
6,000,00!)

18,000,000
21,000,000
8,000,000

17,000,000
3,000,01X1

I5,oro,ooo

Total 532,O(X),0O0

1908—feet.

80,000,000
7.->.ono.OOo

W),000,000

33,1 (00,000

33,000,000
3,1,000,000

30,000,000
I 7.000,000

8.000,000
.-,,000,000

s,oo0,000

14,000,000
12,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
5,000.1 K HI

18,000,000
22,000,000
8,000,000

20,000,000
4,000,000

16,000,000

503,000,000

Georgian Bay and Trent Valley Production.

The Georgian Bay and Trent Valley lumber production for the year
1908 showed some falling off, the decrease being about 71,000.000 feet.
This is accounted for largely by the decrease at the larger centres, such
as Gravenhurst, Byng Inlet, Midland and Parry Sound. Generally speak-
ing the cut was a little lighter, though not by any means so much less as
one might have expected. Gravenhurb*t showed a decrease of 17,000,000
feet, Byng Inlet 12,000 feet, Midland by 7,000,000 feet and Parry Sound
by 10,000,000 feet. Places where the cut increased included Little Cur-
rent, 500,000 feet; Thessalon, 20,000,000 feet, and Spanish Mills, 4,-

rent 5,000,000 feet. Places where the cut increased included Little Cur-
tricts on the Georgian Bay and Trent Canal and districts tributary thereto:

1907—ft,

Midland 52,132,000
Parry Sound 34,000,000
Little Current 60,000,000
Byng Inlet 50,000,000
Blind River 61,352,941
Thessalon 26,494,000
Collingwood 14,000,000
Waubaushene 29,000,000
Longford Mills *. 4,500,000
French River 12,000,000
Penetanguisbene 21,000,000
Cutler 25,900,000
John's Island 17,000,000
Gravenhurst 31,500,000
Sarnia 28,800,000
Spanish Mills 30.000,000
Braeebridgc 14,000,000
Warren 800,000
Callander 23,000,0(X1
Powasson 1,750,000
Cache Hay 25,000,000
Huntsvillo 5,000,000
Fesserton 9,750,000
Owen Sound 29,850,000
Rainy Lake 5,000,000
Latchford 5,000,000

1908—ft.

45,880,000
24,000,000
65,000,000
38,000,000
57,000,000
46,600,000
16,000,000
29,000,000
4,500,000

11,000,000
20,000 000
17,700,000
16,000,000
14,000,000
30,100,000
24,(MX»,000

13,750.000
400,000

16,250,000
2,250,000

20,000.000
4,000,000

10,000,000
27,650,000
4,500,000
9,000,000

Trout Creek
Undo Lake
Collins' Inlet
Sault Ste. Marie 23
Herkeloy

j

Hepworth
.Magnetawan

\

Wiarton a

Goderich ..' 3
Lion's Head 3
Chesley
Miscotasing

](,

Echo Bay 2
Pino ... 2
Lorimer Lake J
Lakefield \\ ] r
K inmount •.

\\

Marmora \\ 2
Peterborough #
Other places flg

.37.-,, 000

,600,000

,600,000

,820,000
,600,000
500.000

400,000
.750,000

,760,000
000,000
400,000

,000,000
000,000
,500.000

,000,000
,700,000

,000,000

,600,000
,600,000

,000,000

2,260,000
5,000,000
3,500,000

23,392,000
2,000,000
500,000
400,<X:o

4,000,000
1 .750,<;o:i

3,600,000
2<X),(XXl

10,000,000
.Nil

2,000.090
2,760,000

14.(X(0,<XKI

2,000,000
2.000,000
8,5<XJ,<XMI

60,760,000

704,072,000Total 775,523,911

BRITISH COLUMBIA
The lumber, business in British Columbia during 1908 was even less

satisfactory than in Eastern Canada. Poor crops and tight money re-
sulted in a very small demand from the prairie provinces, while for export
little business could be carried on, and the prices were unsatisfactory.
Losses will be sustained to the extent of the stocks of lumber on hand
and of such logging and lumber or timber making as could not be avoided.
British Columbia, however, is fortunately situated inasmuch as the log
is near the mill and adjustment of supply to demand can be quickly
made. As a result there is a better outlook already and it is confidently
believed that the trade will be in a healty condition before long. The
stringency in money did not affect the value of standing timber, although
perhaps some speculators may have been forced lo sell at a concession.

The clos.e of the year 1908 found a considerably improved state of
affairs on the coast. Stocks both of lumber* and logs were much reduced.
At the commencement of the year it was estimated that there were 175,-
000,000 feet of logs in the water along the coast, and the stock of lumber
was extremely heavy. The latter has been materially reduced and there
are not now in the water more than about 75.000,000 feet of logs. This
is an inadequate supply, and logs are both scarce and high in price at
present. The price in fact is so high that it does not pay to manufacture
lumber at present.

Interviews with a number of mill men resulted in a general consensus
of opinion that the lumber business itself proved a failure for the vear
and that logs sold at little above cost. This was owing to the unsatis-
factory financial conditions of the country at large and to the bad weather
conditions which prevailed locally. In the early part of the year logs
were a drug upon the market. The mills and the toredos had a race for
the possession of the cedar logs. Matters came to such a crisis that an
appeal was made to the Provincial Government to permit the sale of
second and third grade cedar in the United States. This course was
adopted, with the result that the Government received a stumpage rev-
enue of $35,000 from this source, relieved the log market from the glut,
and put, $500,000 in circulation. Fir logs, however, continued in no de-
mand, even at the low price of $0. Logging camps were obliged to shut
down in many quarters. When the lumber business revived weather
conditions were unfavorable for logging. The logs alreadv in the water
w ere gradually consumed by the mills, and the price rose' from $6 to as
high as $10. Many of the mills, however, at this time, closed down for
repairs, and the lack of demand for logs put a complete stop to logging.

The local lumber trade was an important factor with the local mills
and in some cases saved them from suspending operations during a part
of the year. The local prices for a period were better than those which
could be obtained for export. The net result of the season's business was
that about 60 per cent, of the mills sold their cut for about $12 while
paying from $6 to $10 for logs.

Manufacturers and retailers generally arc inclined to believe that the
outlook to-day is much better than it was at this time last vear. The
stocks on hand are by no means so enormous as thev were at that time
The revival of the demand is expected to result, without any doubt, in
an upward movement of prices.

The quantity of logs scaled on the coast for the twelve months of
1908 amounted to 403,273,739 feet, which is considerably less than the
figure for 1907. The monthly figures were as follows : Januarv 30 372 142
February. 22,802,805; March, 19,837,395; April. 28,244 682 • May

'

36 -

126,457; June, 37,547,903; July, 44,681,142; August, 29 265 783 •' Sep-
tember, 50,357,480; October, 38,286,821; November, 32 146 141- Deceni-
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ber, 33,654,728. Tho timber revenue obtained by the Provincial Govern
meat amounted to $2,657,6%.

The comparative statement of timber revenue for 1007 and 1008 is

as follows :

1907 1908
Rentals for timber leases $ 83,045.37 $ 83.045.37
Timber licenses 1,363,131.00 2,301,499.47
Timber royalty 256,045.38 255,095.15
Scaling fees 18,430.03 17,579.50

Total $1,723,023.28 $ 2,657,696.39

The price of lumber for ali grades did not exceed, the year round,

$14 a thousand. Inasmuch as it costs about $6 to manufacture lumber,

the manufacturers claim that the consumers had by far the best of the

bargain. Some of the manufacturers claim that their mills show a heavy
loss on the year's sales.

Tiie shingle business during 1008 was in a most unsatisfactory con-

dition. Apparently there are too many mills in the province, with the

result that the keen business competition prevented profits from being

obtained. The United States trade was the salvation of the shingle busi-

ness. Although there was but a slight margin of profit on sales of shin-

gles in the United States it was better than in Canada. Manufacturers
claim that it was difficult even to obtain cost price in Canada during 1008.

A matter which attracted much attention during the year is the fact

that the quantity of timber in the province, which is readily accessible,

is growing scarce. Many exaggerated opinions have been expressed re-

garding the amount of marketable timber in the province. Some claim

that the generally accepted estimates are in excess of the actual quantity
by quite one-half.

The mills of the interior of British Columbia at the beginning of

1008 had on hand 100,(100,000 feet of sawn lumber and 120,000,000 feet

of logs. It was then estimated that January, 1000, would find them with

about 410,000,000 feet, or 100,000,000 feet added to the total. The year

1008 was far from a good one. The principal cause was the stringent

financial condition of the whole continent. The present year opens
with much better prospects tor the lumbering industry in the Kootenay
and elsewhere throughout the province. A decided improvement in the

demand is expected. A fortunate result of the small demand for lumber
during 1008 has been the settlement < t many accounts which were over-

due from the previous year. A ^<><>d many lumbermen kept their stocks

in their yards, rather thai; sell them on account. As a result the finan-

cial conditions were greatly improved. The expense of cutting for the

year was much reduced, on account of the large supply of logs on hand.
Mill men are quite hopeful about the season of 1000. They base their

optimism upon the fact that they have large forests at hand which are

attracting the attention of the civilized world, and they believe that in

the near future prices will advance to such an extent as to make timber
holdings extremely valuable.

QUEBEC
The lumber trade in Quebec was far from satisfactory in 1008. The

figures of the year's business indicate that the trade is decreasing steadily.

The available timber for export is gradually diminishing and even ad-

vanced prices have not assisted in increasing the production. Consump-
tion also is restricted by the higher cost. The exports of wood goods
from St. Lawrence ports during the season of 1908 showed a decrease of

48,180,321 feet as compared with 1907. The totals were: 1008, 214,473,-

751 feet
; 1007, 262,6-14,072 feet For shippers from Canada and importers

into Great Britain the year was alike unsatisfactory. This was accounted
for largely by the great falling oft in business generally. Shipbuilding

was greatly affected, as many of the leading yards were for a time abso-

lutely empty. The building trade of Great Britain was also greatly af-

fected and has as yet shown no signs of improvement. There is a general

belief, however, that the worst has been passed and that better prices

may soon be counted upon. A decided improvement has already been
made in the better grades of pine lumber as a result of an improved de-

mand from the United States, while in Great Britain, spruce deals and
Baltic goods show a very marked recovery from the low figures to which
they had fallen. Renewed confidence is steadily gaining ground.

The timber trade in Quebec showed a decrease even from the year

1007, when there was so great a decrease in the amount of the trade. The
only class of wood in which there was an increase in the production was
oak, which increased from 404,160 cubic feet to 506,160 cubic feet. There
was a large falling off in the production of ash and elm. Other classes

were only slightly less than in 1007. The figures are as follows :

Timber production for Five Years in Cubic Feet.

1904 1905 1906 1907 1908
Square pine 240,176 137,440 76,720 136,200 132,560
Waney pine 2,256,352 1,210,920 676,600 1,148,840 1,060,880
Red pine 15,920 1,200 13,400 8,400 8,200
Oak 328,360 193,920 578,120 404,160 596,160
Elm 262,800 484,720 602,160 212,360 87,640
Ash 14,640 10,440 8,880 25,880 8,040
Birch and other woods. . 125,920 156,360 214,760 99,480 91,640

Tho statistics of square timber measured at the office of tho Super
visor of Cullers, Quebec, from 1800 to 1008, show a tremendous falling

off in timber shipments from the port. From a total of over eleven mil-

lion cubic feet in 1800, they have now fallen to less than two million

cubic feet. Following arc the returns:

1890.

1891.
1892.
1893.
1894.

.11.092,203

. 4.295,112

. 7,841,227

. 6,687,077

. 5.342,709

189.').

1896.
1897.
1898.
1899.

. .5.498,500

. .5,181,173

. .7,764,297

. .4,990,950

. .4,247,710

1900.
1901 .

1902.
1903.
1904.

. .4,010,838

. .4,155,353

. .3,854,880

. .4,072,560

. .3,244,168

1905.
1906.
1907.

1908.

.2,195,000

.2,167,640

.2,035,320

.1,985.120

Details of Quebec Trade.

The particulars of the Quebec trade, as furnished by J. Bell Forsyth
& Company's circular, published by the Quebec Chronicle. Printing Com-
pany, are as follows, the quantity being given in cubic feet for all but
spruce and pine deals, which are given in Quebec standards :

The statistics of the Canadian export trade in wood goods from the
St. Lawrence ports for the season of 1908 are as follows:

Shippers. Montreal.

W & J. Sharpies 10.288,185
Dobell, Beckett <fc Co 6,705,569
J. Bui stall & Co 11,207,212
The McArthur Export Co.. Ltd 4,702,898
Price Bros., Ltd
H R. Goodday & Co
Harold Kennedy
A McCall
Watson & Todd 28,659,623
It Cox A Co 20,578,119
E. H. Lemav 5,700,659
E M Nicholson 2,492,797
Graddon & Owens 2,424,393
Cos. Long & Co 2,310,541
Charlemagne <fc Lac Ouareau Lumber Co.,

Ltd 909,680
Railways, steamships and sundry shippers 12,026,483

East of

Montreal

17,816,189
14,750,129
9,273,747

5,459,112
27,675,000
19,602,011
10.077,148
1,213,956

Total ft.

Bd. meas.

28,104,674
21,455,698
20,480,959
10,162,010
27,675,000
19,602,011
10,077,148
1,213,956

28,659,623
20,578,119
5,700,659
2,492,797
2,424,393
2,310,541

909,680
12,626,483

Totals. 1908 108,606,459 105,867,292 214,473,751
Shipments, season 1907 115,246.324 147,407,748 262,654,072

Total decrease. 1908 6,639,865 41,540,456 48,180,321

Canadian exports via ports outside the St. Lawrence are not included in the
above, and complete returns of spruce shipments from ports below Quebec arc
not obtainable.

Number of steamers cleared from the port of Quebec lumber laden for

the past five years

:

Total steamers cleared 1904—165 strs., 506,702 tons, for part and entire cargoes.
1905—177 " 535,215
1906—198 " 669,779
1907—170 " 578,604
1908—165 " 595,878

Number of cars of deals, timber, pulpwood, etc., carried by the Que-
bec i Lake St. John Railway for the year ending Nov. 1st, 1008

:

Ties 175 cars
Square timber 156 cars
Pulp wood 2,828 cars

Deals and lumber 3,502 cars

Cordwood 2,101 cars
Pulp 572 cars

Number and tonnage of sea-going vessels entered in the port of Mont-
real for the past five years :

Years Ships Tonnage

1904 796 1,856,697
1905 833 1,940,056
1906 : 820 1,973,223
1907 742 1,925,986
1908 739 1,958,601

Quebec's Average Trade for Five Years.

Statistics showing the average supply, export and stock for five-

year periods from 1899 to date afford some interesting comparisons. They
show that the supply and the export fell off regularly for all classes of

wood. The average stock for the five-year period from 1904 to 1908 in-

creased as compared with the previous five years, for the following classes :

Oak, birch, waney white pine and spruce. For all others it decreased.

The table is as follows

:

Articles Average of 5

years' supply
Average of 5
years' export

Average of 5
years' stock

Timber—cu. ft. 1899-03 1904-08
Oak 634,905 428,144
Elm 637,689 335,430
Ash 84,464 13,576
Birch 288,456 178,892
White pine—
Square 510,475 144,619
Waney 1,688,095 1.272,942

Red pine 88,430 13,024
Deals—Quebec standard

Pine 224,069 26,746
Spruce 5,474,639 3,207,078

1899-03
680,577
570,154
74,145

290,635

1904-08
433,904
355,707
18,713

179,551

1899-03
348,364
353,889
25,486
5,657

1904-08
410,710
322,264

7,817
6,262

2,557,086 1,447,299
123,779 22,495

226,118 26,316
5,603,668 3,199,985

670,245 167,220
509,852 670,235
85,253 21,910

21,353
327,803

7,648
486,435
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White Pino.—Tlio stock of waney pine, though light, is somewhat over that

of last year, while that of square pine is smaller than any previous record. The
supply of both those woods seems certain to show a further falling off for the
OOmiUg season.

Supply. Export. Stock.
1908—Square 132,500 1,098,779 50,770

Waney 1,000,880 372,081
1907—Square 130,200 1,311,252 07,000

Waney 1,159,900 207,913

Red Pino.—The manufacture and export of this wood have fallen to figures

that indicate an early termination of the business in it.

Supply. Export. Stock.
1908 8,200 9,022 4,591
1907 8,400 20,853 7,087

Oak.—The supply has fallen short of what at one time seemed probable, and
the production for next season will be greatly restricted. The light export has
left a heavier stock than the extremely small one of last year, but not at all too
heavy, if a moderate recovery in the amount shipped takes place.

Supply. Export. Stock.

1908 590,100 317,453 395,720
1907 444,100 598,143 107,509

Elm.—Reduced stocks in Canada and in the leading markets of the United
Kingdom, coupled with an estimated supply that will certainly be under the

very small one of the past season, indicate that at last consumption has over-

taken production in this wood. There is every probability of the stock being

reduced to a minimum before the close of the coming season.

Supply. Export. ' Stock.

1908 87,040 193,781 193,730

1907 239,860 311,462 330,187

Ash.—The trade in this wood, formerly a large one, seems drawing to an
end. The wood can no longer be supplied in any quantity, and appears not to

be wanted.
Supply. Export. Stock.

1908 8,040 7,671 3,965

1907 25,880 24,425 3,048

Birch.—The competition of cheap African mahogany, and the increased ship-

ment of sawn birch, have seriously restricted the demand for this timber in the

hewn log. Producers would be wise to avoid making more than they can readily

dispose of.

Supply. Export. Stock.

1908 . 150,920 145,285 4,190

1907 99,942 124,252 *

Spruce Deals.—The value of snruce deals in the markets of the United King-

dom has been seriously affected by the competition of Baltic goods, especially

of Riga white deals, all through the past year. This, together with dull general

business, depressed prices to a very low level. Recently there has been a marked
recovery from the lowest point reached, and prospects have decidedly improved.

Supply. Export. Stock.

1908 2,217,134 2,409,722 249,890

1907 3,140,882 2,942,392 502,478

Pine Deals.—The export business in pine deals is no longer a Quebec one.

The produce of the Ottawa mills is shipped from Montreal. There seems some
probability of more pine deals being cut for export during next season than of

recent years, but only if the export demand justifies it.

Supply. Export. Stock.

1908 3,9C'0 6,583 3,600

1907 2,409 1,932 6,223

Sawn Lumber.—The year has been a trying one for both Ottawa and West-
ern millowners. Though the season commenced with no accumulation of stocks

it was marked with absence of demand and continued dulness in the markets of

the United States and the United Kingdom. Recently there has been an active

demand at improved prices for the upper grades, but the medium qualities con-

tinue depressed and box and cull lumber appears difficult to sell even at con-

siderable concessions.

Freights.—Pine deal and timber freights ruled low during the season, at

one time falling to extremely low figures. Quebec timber rates for hardwood and

pine alike fell to 50s. for Manchester, an unprecedented rate. For Greenock

and Liverpool 55s. to 57s. 6d. was booked. From Montreal, Glasgow and Liver-

pool ruled at 30s. for deals, and 35s. was general current rate for London, all

with 5s. additional for sidings.

THE MARITIME PROVINCES
The improvement in the markets upon which New Brunswick and

Nova Scotia depend for the sale of their lumber, which was confidently

expected during the early part of 1908, did not materialize. The cut for

the previous winter was larger than had been estimated and the stocks

on hand were already large. On account of the stringency in money, many
dealers in the Baltic and elsewhere were obliged to sell at a sacrifice, so

that the European markets were flooded with cheap lumber, at a time

when the demand for lumber was at a minimum. Stocks abroad, how-

ever, are now lowered. This winter's cut will be even smaller than last

winter's, and it is expected that spruce may to some extent be made

into boards for other markets, instead of into deals. A decided improve-

ment in prices and volume of trade is already evident according to recent

cable advices.

The most important factor in the New Brunswick lumber trade dur-

ing 1908 was the manufacture of spruce deals. It was characterized by

continued dulness. The year opened with the markets of Great Britain

at a low ebb so far as demand was concerned, and little encouragement
in sight. Dulness continued with uniformity all through the year in

the English markets and prices failed to approach those of 1907. During
the autumn months the demand for deals in Great Britain revived and
prices advanced. The cedar shingle business provided the most remark-
able phase of the year's trade. Values remained at extremely high prices

for months. During the hot months, however, the demand fell off and
prices declined. In the early fall a rally occurred and prices returned to

the figures which had prevailed in the spring. The spruce lath trade

throughout the first eight months of the year was very dull, but im-
provement set in in the autumn and prices stiffened in a gratifying man-
ner. Spruce deal for the New York market had a very poor year, al-

though a change for the better occurred' about the middle of the autumn.

In Nova Scotia the lumber trade for the past year was not conducted
with satisfactory results. The financial stringnecy which commenced
with the autumn of 1907 caused a serious drag upon the lumber busi-

ness. The depression which spread throughout the commercial world re-

sulted in a curtailment of labor in the United States which had a marked
effect upon the South American market. As American purchases of

South American products were largely reduced, the South American de-

mand for lumber fell off heavily. In previous years the export of lum-
ber from Nova Scotia to South America was carried on at a profit, but
during 1906 it was practically impossible to sell anything in that market.
In Great Britain profits were practically wiped out by competition. Ship-

ments, however, were fairly well maintained and stocks are now probably

less than at this time last year. Freight rates to American ports and for

trans-atlantic business were on a satisfactory basis for the shippers, but
the carriers claim to have lost money.

There was a fairly good demand for Cuba and South American stock

at the beginning of 1908 but exporters were not in a position to accept

large orders. One prominent firm's shipment in 1907 was 34,000,000

feet and in 1908 23,500,000. Of this 15,000,000 were shipped to the

United States. Other firms, however, were active shippers throughout
the year and the total exceeded the previous year's exports.

The cost of production for the year was higher, on account of the in-

creased cost of supplies. Labor was plentiful because of limited opera-

tions. The demand for lumber commenced to improve about September,
and there was a ready demand from that time on, with better prices.

This was especially the case with hemlock shipped to the United States.

The season of 1909 is looked upon as promising much better business.

A prominent lumber producer in Nova Scotia states that the pro-

duction in the province was not more than one-half the usual quantity.

White pine for the English market was the best seller, but it is feared

that during 1909 the price may be lower because a great quantity of ter-

ritory which was burnt over must be logged. Hemlock was the worst

seller and spruce afforded only a small margin. The United States was
the worst market during the year. In Great Britain spruce was pur-

chased in much smaller quantities than usual. The same producer in

summing up states that there are heavy stocks on hand on the Ottawa
and in New Brunswick., In Great Britain there is about an average stock

and in the United States the same.

The result of the unsatisfactory trade of 1908 is that nearly, all aper-

ators in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia have decided to reduce their

cut during 1909 by at least 40 per cent. This will mean a curtailment

in the Nova Scotia cut of about 100,000,000. There will be about 40,000,-

000 less carried over from the shipping season of 1908, so that during

1909 there will be available for export only about one-half the quantity

annually shipped during recent years.

The shipments from New Brunswick by ports during 1907 and 1908,

excluding Shediac, were as follows :

Port 1907—Sup. ft 1908—Sup. ft.

St. John 207,054,632 135,508,971
Campbellton 17,592,977 35,583,102
Dalhousie 17,500,000 15,000,000
Bathurst 10,787,900 10,087,319
Chatham 35,931,982 50,698,668
Newcastle 36,436,115 24,917,440
Richibucto 1,623,549 2,455,120
Buctouche 1,254,750 463,288
Outports of Sackville 3,722,652 11,683,896
Hopewell Cape 19,072,568 7,224,504
Harvey 3,688,082 10,728,448

Total shipments 354,665,207 304,351,756

According to this statement if will be seen that there was a large in-

crease in the shipments from several north shore ports, notably Camp-
bellton and Chatham.

The exports of lumber from New Brunswick for the past four years

were as follows

:

No. of Deals, etc.

Year Vessels Tons Sup. feet.

1905 370 644,823 343,494,502

1906 379 754,274 420,182,246

1907 312 722,157 355,053,363

1908 292 718,726 304,351,756
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Value of shipments from New Brunsv. ick to United States ports dur-

ing March, June, Septemher and December quarters, 1907 and 1908:

1907

Canadian lumber:
Laths $113,084.21

March Quarter.

1908 1907 1908

Lumber
Shingles . .

.

Shooks
Stares
Ship knees .

Piling

Clap boards

52,481.24

6,632.57

1,423.13

$22,488.01
13,970.62
2,283.77

American
Laths
Lumber . .

Shingles . .

Shooks
Staves

lumber

:

$ 14,915.65 $ 5,074.50

485.33
845.85 Ship knees

820 0) Piling ....

Clap boards

•,795.19

9,496.78

422.

27,388.97
10,075.85

Total $174,467.00 $40,047.73

Grand total

Total $102,630.37 $42,539.32
1907 1908

. ... $277,097.37 $82,587.05

June Quarter

Canadian
Laths
Lumber
Shingles
Shooks ....

Staves ....

Ship knees
Piling

Clap hoards

1907

lumber

:

. . . $88,440.54
42,449.86
13,592.25

173.2(1

301.25
502.50

1908

$74,062.80
33,487.12
1,466.00

'i,bm.oo

American
Laths

1907 1908
lumber

:

$ 16.747.15 $ 27.489.92

Lumber 168,970.44
Shingles . . .

Shooks
Staves
Ship knees .

Piling

Clap boards

20.762.13
256.045.04

9,591.05

112.00

Total $145,459.60 $114,298.69

Grand total

Total $206,591
1907

.... $352,051.32

September Quarter.

1907
Canadian lumber:

Laths $136,442.18
Lumber 50,344.55
Shingles
Shooks
Staves
Ship knees .

Piling

Clap boards

12,388.45
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1908

$63,163.61
63.895.9fi

496.37

"
644 !06

72 $293,126.01
1908

$407,424.70

19081907
American lumber:

Laths $ 22,776.26 $ 9.920.09
Lumber 195.334.78 130,825.83

6,192.95 2,513.00
1,000.00 Clap boards

Shingles
Shooks
Staves
Ship knees
Piling ....

22,796.42

Total $206,607.28 $130,713.00

Grand total

Total $240,907.46 $140,745.97
1907 1908

.... $447,514.74 $271,458.97

December Quarter.

Canadian
Laths ....

Lumber
Shingles
Shooks ....

Staves ....

Ship knees
Piling

Clap boards

1907
lumber

:

, . . $ 70,599.19
40,095.39

. . . 18,507.32

566.43

6,171.80

1908

$75,005.66
55.897.79
3,411.85

4,402.62
74.00

1907 1908
American lumber :

Laths $ 23,308.44 $ 22,521.60
Lumber 171.802.70 121.658 50
Shingles . . .

Shooks
Staves
Ship knees .

Piling
Clap boards

20,855.06
399.50

3.990.94

Total $135,940.13 $138,791.92 Total $216,365.70 $148,171.04
1907 1908

Grand total $352,305.83 $286,962.93

Canadian declared lumber exports, grand total .

American declared lumber exports, grand totals

1907
$1,498,969.26

766,495.25

1908
$1,048,433.68

624,582.34

The year 1908 was a very unsatisfactory one from the standpoint of

the lumber trade between New Brunswick and transatlantic ports. This

is accounted for largely by the general dulness in business. The ship-

ments were much less than in 1907 and far below those of 190G. In its

wood exports during the year 1908 St. John showed a very heavy decrease,

the figures being as follows

:

Year

1907
1908

No. of

Vessels

166

Tons
592,770
567,770

Deals, etc.,

Sun. ft.

207,054,632
135 508,971

The shippers from the port of St. John were as follows :

1905 -1906 1907 1908
sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft.

J. E. Moore & Co., Ltd 44,640,316 71,827,340 70,294,047 43,727,541

W. M. Mackay . . 45,223,887 57,215,918 75,017,207 40,060,416
A. Gibson Ry. Mfg. Co 28,121,386 33,508,352 29,915,822 25,173,212

G. McKean 21,653,228 20,118,116 24,822,944 15,970,059
Others shippers 22,111,142 7,909,759 7,004,612 10,677,743

Totals 161,749,959 191,579,485 207,054,632 135,508,971

It will thus be seen that the export for last year represents a very

considerable shrinkage. From all accounts the figures for the coming

season may be expected to reveal a still further shrinkage, more particu-

larly since the pronounced revival of business activity in the United

States.

TRADE WITH GREAT BRITAIN
The demand for sawn and planed wood in the United Kingdom

showed a remarkable reduction during the year and was by far the small-

est recorded for twelve years past. The exports from Canada fell off

about 40,000 standards. This was all the more remarkable as it fol-

lowed a reduction of about 80,000 standards in the previous year. The
exports to Bristol Channel ports were about the same as during 1907.

Exports of Canadian timber to London during 1908 were on a very

modest scale, but they served to satisfy the very limited demand. Waney
pine suffered on account of the contraction in the shipbuilding and textile

machinery industries. Oak was very dear at Quebec and shippers were
unable to place many orders at the advanced prices. On the whole the

London market was quiet througliout 1908, though prices held firm at

old rates. Spruce was generally firm and permitted a small profit to mer-

chants and yard keepers. Oregon pine met with less demand during the

year on account of the general trade depression. The revival in the

American demand, however, made prices advance during the closing

months of the year and strangthened the values in London. Canadian
pine deals again declined in the quantity of their export to London. This

is ascribed largely to the strong demand from United States markets. The
export of spruce deals to London also declined as a result of weak de-

mand at the prevailing prices, rather than scarcity of supply. Canadian
hardwoods did very little business in London.

The values of the exports of Canadian woods to the. United Kingdom
during 1900-7-8 were as follows :

1908 1907 1906

Sawn and planed $14,488,340
Hewn •. 1,471,170

$16,662,025
1,772,725

$20,941,930
2,405,045

Exports of Canadian woods to London during 1900, 1907 and 1908

were as follows

:

Number of Pieces

Pine deals, etc., from tho St. Lawrence
Spruce deals, ete., from the St Lawrence
Birch dsals, etc., from the St Lawrence
Spruce deals, etc., from New Brunswick, etc...

Birch deals, etc., from New Brunswick, etc. . . .

Timber

Yellow pine from Quebec.
Bed pine
Elm
Ash
Hickory
Oak
Birch
Birch, Nova Scotian, etc.

1906
898,000

1,967,000
217,000

1,389,000
255,000

1907
801,000

1,081,000
318,000
884,000
219,000

1908
521,000
815,000
208,000
434,000
198,000

Number of loads
1906

1,009

1,336
75

1907

58
34

1,075
252

1908

1,162
210

213
3,259
802

837
123

899
310

The figures of consumption at Glasgow show a drop of two million

cubic feet as compared with 1906. Compared with 1905, the decrease is

three million. Canadian birch has found a serious competitor during the

year in Gaboon mahogany, on account of its cheapness. Canadian yellow

pine has lost ground on account of the high prices asked. It is still, how-
ever, as popular as ever. Quebec ash met with less demand at Glasgow.

Apart from the new warship orders there is not as yet anything to war-

rant expectation of immediate improvement in the general conditions of

the trade.

The exports of wood goods direct to Clyde ports for 1908, 1907, 1906

a.'id 1905 from Quebec, and lower ports and Maine, U.S.A., were as

follow

:

From Quebec.

Logs. Logs. Logs.
556 ... 1,895
423 ... 1,837

188 1,938
1,159 301 2,090

During
During
During
During

Logs.
1908 1,789
1907 2,334
1906 2,541
1905 5,191

Logs. Logs.
1,374 370
2,097 1,559
5,165 641
3,199 502

Logs.
2,671
2,302
5,911
3,768

Pieces.

986,009
1,205,099
1,502,865
1,500,249

From Lower Ports and Maine, U.S.A.
Logs. Pieces. Pieces.

During 1908

1,642

69,155 1,295,798

During 1907 546 204,715 1,786,176
During 1906

3,999

210,861 1,887,621

During 1905

3,593

119,482 1,043,630

At Glasgow the timber trade suffered, in common with all others,

from the depression of the year 1908. The volume of business was greatly

curtailed and prices dropped considerably in some directions. Buyers'

-

wants were not extensive enough to induce them to lay in large stocks and
their demand througliout 1908 was for immediate requirement only. At

the opening of the season of 1909 there is nothing to indicate an increase

of consumption. It is necessary, if confidence is to be restored, that im-

ports should be only commensurate with the requirements of the market.

The trade with Canada during 1908 was marked by a decrease in the con-

sumption of log timber, resulting from small requirements of shipbuild-

ers for waney and square white pine and elm. The consumption of pine

deals and sidings was nearly equal to the import. The consumption of

spruce exceeded the import. The values of Canadian timber, deals, etc.,

did not vary much, except that the lower grades of pine deals were slightly

higher, and show signs of going higher still. The market has not even
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yet recovered from the flood of United States consignments during the
first part of 1908. On the basis of the business of 1908, it would be a
difficult matter to forecast that for 1909. Tt may be noted, however, that
as a resuH of careful attention l<> the market conditions, slocks on hand,
willi few exceptions, arc now light. Aii improved demand would probably
bring about increased prices. Improvement having set in throughout
Canada and the United Stales, it is believed that it will result in re-
stricted consignments until I lie demand improves and prices advance.

B. C. Lumber Companies Incorporated in 1908.

The following lumber companies were incorporated during the year
1908 under the laws of British Columbia, either as provincial concerns,
with headquarters in (he province, or as extra provincial companies, with
headquarters elsewhere :

"Adams-Powell Timber Co., Ltd.," incorporated October 10, 1908. Capital,
$lo(i,000. Shares, $100 each. The office of tins company is located at ill Sey.
mour street, Mr. Roland D. Craig being manager in charge. The company is at
present exclusively a. timber holding concern.

"Albernethy & Lougheed, Ltd.," incorporated May 20, 1908. Capital, $50,-
000. Shares, $100 each. To carry on a business as lumber and shingle manu-
facturers. The office is located at Port Moody, B.C.

"Brooks-Scanlon-O'Brien, Ltd.," incorporated November 10, 1908. Capital,
$500,0o(). Shares, $100 each. To carry on a business as timber merchants an.]
sawmill owners. The address of the oompany is Williams Block, Vancouver,
Mr. H. D. Blackford being the manager in charge.

"Bell Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated December 1, 1908. Capital, $100,000
Shares, $1.00 each. To carry on a business as timber merchants, etc.

"Babinc Timber Co., Ltd.," incorporated November 13, L90*8. Registered as
an extra provincial company. Capital, $75,000. Shares, $100 each. The head
office of the company is in the city of Seattle, Wash. The head office for British
Columbia is in Vancouver, B.C. Mr. W. H. D. Ladncr is the manager in charge.

"British American Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated September 29, L908.
Capital, $50,000. Shares, $100 each. To carry on the business of saw-operators.

"Barnet it McDonald Lumber Co., Ltd., incorporated May L8, 1908. Capi-
tal, $300,000. Shares, $100 each. This concern is operating a shingle mill at
New Westminster, B.C., Air. Hugh McDonald being manager in charge.

"The Cariboo Timber Co., Ltd.," incorporated September 10, 1908. Capital,
$300,000.^ Shares, $100 each. Messrs. Mahon-McFarland-Mahon

, real estate
agents, Vancouver, and H. J. Duncan, barrister, of Vancouver, are interested
in this concern.

"Central Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated September 21, 1908. Capital,
$150,000. Shares, $1.00 each.

"The Chehalis Lumber Co., Ltd., incorporated August 18, 1908. Capital,
$150,000. Shares, $100 each.

"Capilano Timber Co., Ltd.," incorporated August 12. 1908. Capital, $300,-
000. Shares, $100 each.

"The Crown Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated July 8, 1908. Capital, $150,-
000. Shares, $100 each.

"Chase Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated January 17, 1908. Capital, $10,000.
Shares, $100 each. Mr. W. H. Chase, 1154 9th avenue West, Vancouver, is

head of this company.

"Duncans Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated September 14, 1908. Capital,
$25,000. Shares, $100 each. To acquire the sawmill plant and timber interests
of Hooper Bros., at Duncans, B.C.

"The Ellis Thompson Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated July 31, 1908. Capi-
tal, $15,000. Shares, $10 each. To carry on the business of lumbermen in
British Columbia.

"The Emerson Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated July 27, 1908. Capital,
$500,000. Shares, $100 each. The head office of this company is in the Fair-
field Block, Vancouver, their mills being located at Port Moody and New West-
minster.

"Eastern British Columbia Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated February 17,
1908. Capital, $500,000. Shares, $100 each. This company succeeded the
North American Land & Lumber Company. Limited. The head office and plant
of the company are located at Fernie, B.C.

"Federal Timber Co.," registered as an extra provincial company June 17,
1908. The head office of the company is at Indianapolis, Ind. The local office

of the company is at 633 Hastings street, Vancouver, B.C., Henry W. Magoon
being manager in charge.

"C. H. Gillis A- Co., Ltd.," incorporated December 15, 1908. Capital, $25,-
000. Shares, $25 each, to take over the wholesale lumber business carried on
by C. H. Gillis. Head office in the Fairfield Block, Vancouver, B.C.

"Glen Vallov Logging Co., Ltd.," incorporated November 1G, 1908. Capi-
tal, $25,000. Shares, $100 each.

"Globe Lumber Co.. Ltd.," incorporated .July 13, 1908. Capital, $50,000.
Shares, $1.00 each. It is undeistood at the time of writing that this company
has disbanded.

"The Jedway Lumber & Development Co., Ltd.," incorporated February
2!), 1908. Capital, $20,000. Shares, $100 each.

"Heaps Timber Co., Ltd.," incorporated October 13, 1908. Capital, $1,000,-

000. Shares, $100 each. To carry on a timber and lumber business in British

Columbia. The bead office of the company is located at 541 Hastings street,

Vancouver, .John Heaps being manager in charge.

"Herron Timber Co., Ltd.," incorporated March 7, 1908. Capital, $50,000.
'-hares, $100 each. The office is located at 653 Granville street, Vancouver.

"The Independent Lumber Company, Ltd.," registered as an extra provincial
company December 11, 1908. Capital, $250,000. Shares, $100 each. The head
office of the company is in Regina, Sask. The British Columbia office is located

at Ashcroft, Dennis Murphy of that place being attorney for the company.

"The Jordan River Lumber Co., of Nfow York," registered as an extra pro-

vincial company on October 13, l!)iix. Capital, $500,000. Shares, $100 each.

The head office of the company is in .New York City, the local office being at

Victoria, B.C. Mr. J. 1). Lutz of that place is attorney for the company.
"John Murray Co., Ltd.," incorporated August 24, 1908. Capital, $50,000.

Shares, $10 each; to carry on business as lumber manufacturers.

"The P. D. Hillis Logging Co., Ltd.," incorporated November 30, 1908
Capital, $100,000. Shares, $100 each. The head office of this eompaO] is in
Victoria, B.C.

"The A. T. Kellihcr Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated September 19, 1908
Capital, $100,000. Shares, $100 each. Mr. W. Hart-McHarg, solicitor, of
\ ancouver, is attorney for the company.

"The Kelowna Saw-Mill Co., Ltd.," incorporated .June 19, 1908. Capital
$100,000. Shares, $100 each.

"Lost Lake Timber Co., Ltd., incorporated February 1, 1908. Capital, $30,-
000. Shares, $1.00 each.

"McFaddon Lodging Co., Ltd.," incorporated September 3, 1908. Capital,
$50,000. Shares, $100 each. The office of this company is in the Victoria
Chambers, corner of Homer and Pender street, Vancouver.

"Malcolm Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated April 10, 1908. Capital, $500,-
000. Shares, $10 each. It is understood at the time of writing that this com-
pany has disbanded.

"The Nans River Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated March 11, 1908. Capital,
$300,000. Shares, $10 each.

"The I'ufrh At Livingstone Lumber Co., Ltd.," registered as an extra pro-
vincial oompany December 15, 1908. Capital, $75,000. Shares, $100 each. The
head office is at Okotoks. The provincial office is at Elkmouth, B.C., Wm.
Stewart Herron of that place being attorney for the company.

"Port Neville Timber Co., Ltd.," incorporated September 2G, 1908. Capital,
$150,000. Shares, $100 each.

"Okanagan Timber & Land Co., Ltd.," incorporated August 29, 1908. Capi-
tal, $25,000. Shares, $100 each. Incorporated to take over the business of
Morgan & Jackson, Armstrong, B.C., to carry on business of saw proprietors, etc.

"Patterson-Eckerl Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated March 2G, 1908. Capital.
$20,000. Shares, $100 each. Incorporated to acquire the mill and lumber busi-
ness at Chilliwack, B.C., carried on by Messrs. Eugene Patterson, Henry Eckert,
Jas. H. H. Nelson and Chauncy Eruin Eckert.

: Procter Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated January 20, 1908. Capital,
$250,000. Shares, $1.00 each. Plant located at Procter,' B.C.

"The Robinson A' Liquimc Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated November 27,
1908. Capital, $15,000. Shares, $1.00 each.

"Quamichan Mill Co., Ltd., incorporated November 30, 1908. Capital,
$20,000. Shares, $1.00 each. Plant located at Cowichan, B.C.

"Rock Creek Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated January 11, 1908. Capital.
$50,000. Shares, $10 each. Mr. Simon Taylor, Cranbrook, B.C., is interested
in this company.

"The Skeena Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated August 22, 1908. Capital.
$75,000. Shares, $100 each.

"Star Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated September 21, 1908. Capital, $75-
000. Shares, $1.00 each.

"Seymour River Lumber Companv, Limited," incorporated March 30, 1908.
Capital, $500,000. Shares, $100 each.

"The Sunset Mills, Ltd.," incorporated April 27, 1908. Capital, $250,000.
Shares, $1.00 each. Mr. N. Wolverton, of Nelson, B.C., is interested in this
company.

"The Sanderson Moore Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated April 18, 1908.
Capital, $100,000. Shares, $50 each.

"The Tidewater Timber Co., Ltd.," incorporated October 29, 1908. Capital,
$100,000. Shares, $100 each.

"Trail Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated July 20, 1908. Capital, $60,000.
Shares, $10 each. Head office of this plant is at Paulson, B.C. Mr. W. Mark
DcCkmn

,
manager in charge.

"Vancouver Cruising Co., Ltd.," incorporated November 2, 1908. Capital,
$20,000. Shares, $1.00 each. To carry on a business of manufacturing lumber,
shingles and wood products.

"Vermillion Tie & Timber Co., Ltd.," incorporated October 15, 1908. Capi-
tal, $50,000. Shares, $50 each. W. Hart-McHarg, Vancouver, B.C., is solici-

tor for this company.

"The Valdes Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated March 2, 1908. Capital, $75,-
000. Shares, $10 each.

• West Pacific Shingle A- Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated December 1G.

1908. Capital, $50,000. Shares, $100 each. Office of the company is in the Em-
pire Building, Vancouver, Mr. R. H. McKee being the manager.

"The Y'ellow Head Pass Lumber Co., Ltd.," incorporated Mav 15, 1908.
Capital, $250,000. Shares, $100 each.

Recent British Columbia Lumber Incorporations.

The following new lumher companies have been incorporated un-

der the laws of British Columbia during the past month:

West Pacific Shingle & Lumber Company, Limited, capitalized at

$500,000; shares, $100 each. The head office of this company is located
in the Empire Building, Hastings street, Vancouver, B.C. Mr. R. H.
McKee, manager for the company.

The Independent Lumber Company, Limited, capitalized at $250.-

000; shares, $100 each. This company has its head office at Regina.
Sask.. and is registered as an extra-provincial company in British Col-
umbia. The head office in this province is located at Ashcroft. Dennis
Murphy, barrister, Ashcroft, B.C., is attorney for the company.

The Pugh & Livingstone Lumber Company, capitalized at $75,000;
shares. $100 each. The head office of this company is located at Oko-
toks, Alta. The concern registering as an extra-provincial company,
under the laws of British Columbia, the head office in this province
being located at Elkmouth, B.C. Wm. Stewart Herron, Elkmouth. B.C..

is attorney for the company.

The Western Canada Wood, Pulp & Paper Company, Limited, is

also incorporated under the laws of British Columbia, with a capital of
$1,500,000; shares, $1 each. Mr. (Ireely Koltz, of Vancouver, B.C.. is

interested in this company.
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Canadians Inspect the Long-Bell Properties.

A part; of Canadians recently visited the sawmill plants and timber
lands of the Long-Bell Lumber Company at Kansas City and at Wood-
worth, Yellow Pine. Longvi'le, DeRidder, Bon-Ami. and Lake Charles,
Louisiana. The party was organized by Mr. N. L. C. Mather, of the Do-
minion Securities Corporation, Toronto, and was accompanied by mem-
bers of the Long-Bell Lumber Company and of Clark L. Poole & Com-
pany, bankers and timber land brokers, Chicago. The party included the
following: Robert Gill, manager Bank of Commerce, Ottawa, Out. ; Henry
K. Egan, managing director Hawkesbury Lumber Company, Ottawa,
Out. F. W. Awry. Hull Lumber Company, Ottawa, Out.; F. W. Powell,
Rideau Lumber Company. Ottawa, Ont. ; Robert A. Hurdman, lumber-
man, Ottawa. Ont. ; John C. Browne, Fraser & Company, lumberman, Ot-
tawa, Ont. ; Hon. W, A. Charlton, lumberman and dealer in timber lands.
Toronto, Ont. ; X. L. C. Mather, Dominion Securities Corporation. To-
ronto, Ont.; J. A. McLauchlin, Clarke L. Poole £ Company. Detroit,
Mich. ; diaries L. Crawford, timber cruiser, Boston, Mass. ; C. B. Sweet,
vice-president Long-Bell Lumber Company. Kansas City. Mo. ; F. J.

Bannister, secretary-treasurer Long-Beli Lumber Company, Kansas City,
Mo.; J. F. Burnham, jr., Long-Bell Lumber Company, Kansas City. Mo.
So distinguished a party of Canadian lumbermen never before visited the
timber sections of the south. All the visitors were enthusiastic over what
they saw and brought home interesting stories of the lumbering operations.

While inspecting the timber at Bon-Ami Mr. W. F. Ryder and Mr.
W. A. Charlton made a prac tical investigation to establish the minimum
of fire risk in the pine districts of that section. A fire was set out in the
heavy timber to be photographed for the purpose of showing the difference

between the fire risk in the southern United States and in the Dominion

Canadian Lumbermen in the Sunny South.

of Canada. At this operation the party saw the. felling of the trees and
the skidding and loading on cars.

The Dominion Securities Corporation recoived a number of enthusias-
lic opinions from those who took the trip. They expressed themselves as

greatly impressed by the properties and one of the members presented an
exhaustive report upon them. The Dominion Securities Corporation have
now completed arrangements for handling the Long-Bell Lumber Com-
pany's 0 per cent, first and refunding mortgage gold bonds in Canada and
are arranging to place them on the Canadian market.

"Lumber Insurance" Stockholders' Annual Meeting.
The annual meetings of stockholders and directors of the Lumber

Insurance Company of New York and the Adirondack Fire Insurance
Company were held at the office of the companies February 3rd. Directors
for the succeeding year were elected as follows

:

Lumber Insurance Company of New York: Pi. K. Albright, G. A.
Mitchell, Guy White, North Tonawanda, N.Y. ; B. W. Arnold, Albany*
N.Y. ; S. M. Clement. W. H. Gratwick, William Hamlin, John D. Larkin
and Robert W. Pomeroy, Buffalo, N.Y. ; Silas M. Johnson, Spuyten
Duyvil, N.Y. ; John Jay McKelvey and R. S. McKelvev. New York ; F.
W. Mattocks, Closter, N.J.; John Mitchell. Cleveland, Ohio; Guy H.
Moulthrop, Bay City. Mich. ; Clark L. Ring, Saginaw, Mich.

; Dwight J.

Turner, Toronto, Ont.
Adirondack Fire Insurance Companv: 11 K. Albright, G. A. Mitehell

and Guy White. North Tonawanda, N.Y. : S. M. Clement, F. C. Gratwick,
W

. H. Gratwick, William Hamlin, John D. Larkin and Robert W. Pom-
eroy, Buffalo. N.Y. ; William G. Frost, E. A. Lightner, John Jay McKel-
vey and R. H. McKelvev, New York: Elias M. Johnson, Spuyten Duyvil,
N.Y. ; F. W. Mattocks, Closter. N.J. ; John Mitchell, Cleveland, Ohio:
Guy H. Moulthrop, Bay City. Mich.

The executive committee and officers of the companies were con-
tinued as heretofore. The executive committee consists of Messrs. W. H.
Gratwick, J. J. McKelvey, G. A. Mitchell and Guy White, the officers of

both companies being: G. A. Mitchell, president; W. H. Gratwick, vice-

president: Guy White, treasurer; R. H. McKelvey, secretary.

The directors reviewed the progress of the companies in the preced-
ing year. The fact was brought out that it requires the services of twenty
road men to do the necessary travelling and inspecting of risks throughout
the field, and that the managers of the companies, the Lumber Insurers
Gelreral Agency, are now maintaining branch offices, with one or two men
stationed at each, at Atlanta, Philadelphia, Boston, Halifax, Ottawa,
Ohio, Minneapolis, Winnipeg, and Portland, Oregon. Among the active
representatives present at the meetings was Mr! E. D. Hardy, of Ottawa,
manager of the Canadian office of the Lumber Insurance Company.

Taking: a Well-Earned Rest.

Mr. Thos. P. Egan, head of the firm of Fay & Egan, woodworking
machinery manufacturers, Cincinnati, Ohio, was paid a high compliment
a few days ago by the business men of Cincinnati. Mr. Egan has just
completed his term of office as president of the Cincinnati Chamber of
Commerce. His administration of the Chamber's affairs was the most suc-
cessful in its history. He infused into the organization the same enthusi-
asm and ambition which made his own firm famous. A unanimous offer
of the office for another term was made to Mr. Egan but he was com-
pelled, on account of a proposed trip to Europe, to decline the honor and
there was universal disappointment at his withdrawal. Mr. Egan, to-
gether with his wife and daughter, are now enjoying a four months' tour

T. P. Eagan, Head of Fay & Egan, Cincinnati, Ohio.

in Europe. Mr. Egan, whose portrait is published herewith, was born
in Ireland in 1847. He was brought, as a child, to Hamilton, Ont., and
as a boy worked in dry goods houses in Hamilton and Detroit for a salary
of $2 a week. He was educated at Hamilton and went to Cincinnati
at the age of 15 and entered the employ of Steptoe, McFarlan & Com-
pany. After two years he started business for himself with two partners.
Mr. Egan was the organizer and first president of the National Association
of Manufacturers.

Two Unique Calendars.

The Lumber Insurers' General Agency, 84 William street, New York,
have favored the "Canada Lumberman" with a copy of their attractive
calendar for 1909 and 1910. The calendar consists of a large piece of
bristol board with a reproduction m colors of a disastrous fire which oc-
curred in the yards of the Sawyer-Goodman Company, Marinette, Wis.,
on August 1st, 1908. The picture is a splendid one and affords a graphic
illustration of the importance of carrying lumber insurance with good
companies.

W. F. Huntting's calendar is very appropriate to their business, the
body of the calendar consisting of a 12-inch wide straight grain, clear
cedar shingle and a medallion hanger having on it the following words :

"Cheer up, the worst is over Order your shingles from W. F. Huntting
Lumber Company." Further down on the calendar Messrs. Huntting
claim that their shingle output has no limit.

Freight on Shingles to Be Increased.

A Vancouver despatch announces an intended advance of the C. P.
R. freight rate on shingles to Western Ontario, from 72% and 7,") cents
to 77 cents, to become effective in about thirty days.
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U.S. Buyers After B.C. Shingles.

A number (if lumber buyers from the American side have been in

Vancouver recently purchasing for the United States market the higher
grades of lumber and shingles. It is estimated that American buyers .re-

cently in Vancouver placed orders with local mills for approximately
10,000,000 feet of high grade fir and cedar, the demand for the latter

being especially heavy. In some instances mills were forced to refuse
orders, as it was beyond the capacity of their plants for delivery in the near
future. .Practically all orders were placed for delivery as soon as the lumber
can be manufactured. The prices obtained are all based on the American
list. The demand for British Columbia shingles on the American side at

present is good, and the market now possesses- an upward tendency. Sev-
enty-five per cent, of the shingles cut in British Columbia are sold in the
United States.

Hoo-Hoo House at Seattle Fair.

The lumbermen and those interested in the lumber industry arc
to be well provided for at the Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition, which
lakes place at Seattle this coming summer, commencing in June. Nbl
only will a magnificent forestry building similar to the one built at
the Portland Fair, but on a larger scale, be a part of the Exposition,
but the Hoo-Hoo Order are going to have their own building at the
fair, this similar to the "House of Hoo-Hoo" at the St. Louis Fair
of 1904.

This building will be the headquarters of the order at and during
the fair, which is to be called the "Hoo-Hoo House," and will be a
club as well as a haven of rest for the lumbermen, railway traffic offi-

cials, saw mill machinery and supply men and lumber trade newspaper
men visiting the fair.

A special feature of the Hoo-Hoo House will be the ladies' recep-
tion and retiring room, in charge of maids. In this way the wives and

British Columbia Market.
Vancouver, B.C., Feb. 8.—There is a good demand for high grade*

of uppers and it is difficult i<> find enough stock to supply the local and
prairie markets. There is Also a fair demand for "common," though
there are still large stocks on hand in the prairies. The general opinion,
however, is that there will be a good demand for all grades in the North-
west in the near future. It is not expected that there will be much of an
advance in rough lumber in the Kootenays as there is a large stock of
"common" on hand and in the retail yards. Fir logs have advanced
again and are now selling at $9 to $10, which is almost as high as the
price which prevailed before the drop. At the present market price for
lumber, and with logs selling at $0 to $10, lumber cannot be manufac-
tured and sold at much above cost. The profit, therefore, must be made
on "uppers" if it is to be made at all. The recent advance of $2 on
"common" lumber in Vancouver has improved matters a little. At the
former pi-ices the only sales that could be made were for the job lots

which mill owners were tired of seeing piled in their yards. Cedar logs
continue much cheaper since the embargo was replaced.

The market for shingles has improved and prices have advanced as a
result of the increased demand from the United States. The basic price
for some time was $1.00, but few are now being sold at less than $1.7/3

and it is believed that the price will go still higher.

Annual Meeting- of Mountain Lumbermen.
The annual meeting of the Mountain Lumbermen's Association

was held at Nelson, B.C., on January 29 and 30, and closed with a ban-
quet tendered by the Nelson Board of Trade. Nothing definite was an-
nounced as to a change of prices, but a committee was appointed to go
over the price list. Another committee was appointed to act in con-
junction with the Coast Association, and to back up the stand taken
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"Hoo-Hoo House" at the Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition.

daughters of members can rest and be entirely secluded. It frequently
happens that a man and his wife are interested in different exhibits
at an exposition and this can be their meeting place.

Plans have been prepared for the building along the lines of a
bungalow, with a wide porch all along one side and parts of two other
sides. The site secured is on the grounds near the forestry building
and provides a magnificent view of Lake Washington and the Cascade
Mountains in the distance. "While it is proposed to have a building
every bit as comfortable and attractive as the St. Louis building, it

is not the intention to put up so expensive a structure. The funds
for the building will be raised by disposing of memberships in the
Hoo-Hoo House, -which will cover the entire liability of a member, as
there are no dues. It is not essential that subscribers to membership
in Hoo-Hoo House be members of the Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo
in order to join the club, but it is necessary that all subscribers be
eligible by virtue of their occupation or calling to membership in the
Hoo-Hoo order. This will mean that all members of the Hoo-Hoo House
will be lumbermen, railway traffic officials, lumber newspaper men and
saw mill supply men. It is expected that some members will take out
more than one membership and the privilege will be given to transfer
the surplus memberships to other people, providing, however, that
these other people are elisblc for membershp in connection with the
House of Hoo-Hoo at the St. Louis Exposition. The Hoo-Hoo House
lias not only the approval but the strong endorsation and earnest sup-
port of the Supreme Nine, and the Western Lumberman takes this

opportunity of expressing its hearty recommendation of the scheme,
believing that all of its readers visiting the fair next summer will find

a hearty welcome al the Hoo-Hoo headquarters. All remittances to

this scheme should be made payable to the Treasurer, Wm. Trving

Ewart, Alaska Building, Seattle, while the Secretary, Mr. Fred II. Gil-

man, 1008 White Building, Seattle, will be pleased to furnish further

information upon request.

by the Vancouver lumbermen. The officers elected were: President,
Otto Lachmund, Arrowhead; vice-president, Otis Staples, Wycliffe;
secretary-treasurer, W. A. Anstie, of Nelson, B.C.

A prolonged discussion took place on the market conditions, and
details were referred to a special committee. There was a very large
attendance, including representatives from the coast and territories.
Revelstoke was represented by Mayor C. F. Lindmark and F. W. Hess,
of the Revelstoke Sawmill Company, and F. E. Sine, of the Bowman
Lumber Company, and H. G. Happins and O. Lachmund. of the Arrow
Lake Lumber Company, from Arrowhead.

Offshore Lumber Freight Rates are Bearish in British
Columbia.

A Victoria, B.C., report says that offshore lumber rates are inclined
to be bearish, the last week showing a reduction from the freights which
have been in force for some time. The weekly freight circular of the
Shipowners' Association of the Pacific coast gives notice that the rate
from Gray's Harbor, Willapa Harbor, Columbia River and Puget Sound
is now 42s. 6d. to Valparaiso, for orders, 2s. 6d. less, direct. The previous
quotation was 45 shillings. The present rate from the North Pacific to
Callao is 40 shillings, which i* a drop of 2s. 6d. Freights to Australia
and steamer rates to Japan and North China remain the same. Present
quotations are 30 shillings to Sydney, Port Pirie, Shanghai and North
China; 32s. 6d. to Hong Kong, Melbourne and Adelaide; 37s. 6d. to Fre-
mantle and Geraldton. The circular for some time has not quoted rates
to the Hawaiian Islands and Gulf of California ports, as all recent char-
ters to these ports have been made at private terms. The prevailing rate
to South Africa remains at .~>0 si pilings. Coastwise freights remain firm
and steady and a moderate amount of business is being done. No change
is noted but recent fixtures are at association figures.
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PUMPING MACHINERY
OF ALL CAPACITIES FOR ALL PURPOSES

WORTHINGTON
VOI.l'TE IH'MI' I OK ll \Snt.lNG I'l l I' \I I UK I. A 1' K ENTI I)K PAPER CO..

CRAM)MERE. QUE. SEE BULLETIN 104

WORTHINGTON
BOILER FEED PUMP. SEE BULLETIN W. 117-A-

THE JOHN McDOUGALL
CALEDONIAN IRON WORKS CO., mm.™

Works : - Montreal
Sales Offices : New Glasgow, Montreal, Toronto, Cobalt, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

WE OFFER
6°/ Timber Bonds

First and Refunding Mortgage Gold Bonds
of

The Long Bell Lumber Company
of Kansas City, Mo.

(Capital and Surplus, $15,632,203)

Bonds dated ist May, 1907. Due serially on 1st May and November from 1913 to 1922, inclusive. In denominations of $1,000 each.

Interest payable ist May and November at the Central Trust Company of Illinios, Chicago, and the Canadian Bank of Commerce,
Toronto. Bonds may be registered.

Trustee : GENERAL TRUST COMPANY OF ILLINIOS, CHICAGO

The Bonds are secured by about 375,000 acres of Long and Short Leaf Yellow Pine Timber Lands, OWNED IN FEE SIMPLE,
located in Louisiana and Texas, containing over FOUR BILLION FIVE HUNDRED MILLION (4,500,000,000) feet, log scale, of

merchantable pine timber and seven large lumber manufacturing plants (including at each plant, saw mill, planing mill, brick dry kilns,

machine shop, water works and electric light plants, logging equipment, houses and other buildings necessary for a modern plani) with

a daily capacity of one million (1,000,000) feet per day.

The net earnings (profits) of the Long Bell Lumber Company for the year ending January 1, 1907, (after crediting stimpage account

and charging profit and loss account $4.00 per thousand feet), were $2,330,488.25, over two and one-half times the largest annual

payment of principal and interest. The average net earnings (profits) of the Long Bell Lumber Company for the past three years were

$1,629,679.03, over three times the interest charge on this bond issue.

The total assets of the Long Bell Lumber Company, according to official statement, exceed $25,000,000 ; it possesses the highest

credit and has successfully conducted a large lumber business for over thirty years under the same management.

Timber located in the Southern States has never been destroyed by fire. This statement will be verified by lumbermen and other

persons familiar with Southern Timber. Any serious damage by fire is practically impossible because of the absence of undergrowth

and the height of the trees. This is one of the most important facts in connection with this security.

PRICE : PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST YIELDING 6% SPECIAL CIRCULAR AND MAP UPON REQUEST

THE DOMINION SECURITIES CORPORATION, LIMITED
Canada Life Building, MONTREAL 26 King St. East, TORONTO 67 Cornhill, LONDON, E.C., ENG



WANTEDS FOR SALE DEPARTMENT
r

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

,
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;
ments other than "Employment Wan-

tad will be inserted in this department at the
rate of is cents per line each insertion, on the
basis of 14 hnes to an inch, payable in advance.When tour or more consecutive insertions are
"rdered a discount of aS per cent, will be allowed.
Advertisements of "Employment Wanted'

.
will be inserted at the rate of one cent aword, net. Cash must accompany order.
Advertisements must be received not later than

the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue.

Lumber Wanted
200,000 ft. 1x10" hemlock
......... ft inch common and better basswood
1 million ft. or more inch mill run spruce.

Will pay cash less 2 per cent. Address Bo\ 688Canada LUMBERMAN, Toronto.

FOR SALE

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

\ITANTED - TEN THOUSAND CORDS
V V Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcok Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. (t

B
Wanted

IRCH LOGS, 16" AND UP IN DIAM-
eter. Bukfalo Veneer Co,, Buffalo, N.Y. 6

Wanted
CLEAR CEDAR LUMBER FOR BOAT

building. H. E. Giuley & Co., Penetan-
guishene, Out.

^

CEDAR WANTED
f - OOD CLEAR BOAT CEDAR WANTED AT
V I once. Send us a list of what you have and
your price. Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited. 4

1 1/2 Inch Soft Elm Wanted
SEVERAL CARS IMMEDIATELY: WILL

pay good cash price. McDoNALD-RoWLANn
Lumber Co., Owen Sound 6

Wanted
BASSWOOD, BLACK ASH. SOFT ELM.

Chcsnut, Oak, Birch and Maple, sawn to our
sizes, log run, for Spring or Summer delivery. Box
679 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 6

Wanted
ONE CAR LOAD OF " UPPERS" QUAL-

ity White Pine. Quarter z"-4"s" and 6"
thick. Average width •- —u ~~A --

long. William Kay,
England.

Lumber and

Shingles

W L
.
ARE OPEN TO CONTRA- I 10

* ...handle *"* cut of a Spruce Mill, of from 10 to
jo million capacity per annum, rail shipment, provid-
ing same is located so that quick shipments on
frames can be nvde. Guarantee deliveries to Ik- 10davs to 2 weeks from dates of orders.We are also open to contract to handle the upper
grades of White Cedar Shingles. Quality must beAi and shipments prompt.
We will buy Spruce, random; Hemlock Boards,

l-.l.S. and clipped 10, 12, , 4 and 16 ft. lengths, orrandom
; (a limited quantity of rough). Shingles and

Laths, for water shipments.
We give special attention to consignments. Write

us. We may be able to do business.

The Knott Sampson Lumber Co,
20 Central Street, Boston. Ma-s.

Geo. C
Montreal.

3 cars 3" B. Ash C. & B.
3 " 2" Soft Elm C. & B,
C edar posts cut 10 ordei

.

2 cars Extras, Cedar Shingles
3 " Clears, " •'

3 " 2nd Clears,
4

" Clear Whites, Shingle

GOOBtSUSW, 528 Board of Trade,

For Sale
f)NE 3 SAW AND ONE 4 SAW EDGEK

-

both very heavy iron frames and feed rollers -
good as ncu

.
Apply A. G. Cimw. Wanbashene 4

For Immediate Sale
1 200 H. P. AUTOMATIC MeEWEN ENGINE

18 x 18 centre crank (with heavy extra iron bed
in first class running order.) Apply 10 KEARNKf
J IMBBR Mfg. Co.. Kearney, Out ,1

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
( VNE LOMBARD STEAM LOG HAULER IN

»'"«. condition, together with nine sets oilogging sleighs, all m fine shape-. A trade il taken
quickly. Apply to 1r.u-ai.ik LUMBER Company

.C hatham. N.li.

POR SALE OR EXCHANGE TWO BOII -

1 ers and two engines of i.s and 20 horse-power
each, for one boi er and engine of 4„ or 50 horse-power. Apply to James I'mhikhson, Lavant Sta

I

For Sale at Your Own Price
/COMPLETE SAW AND STAVE MILI

practically new, with iron steam boxes. Will
sell any part separately if desired. Reply Box 686Canada Lumberman. Toronto.

For Sale
nUNBAR CLAPBOARD MACHINE AND

,

clap-hoard planer. These machines are in
perfect order and only offered for sale because wecannot keep them constantly running.

Murray Gregory, Limited,
St. John, N.B.

CITUATED AT KALADAR, ONT.-SECOND-
hand sawmill, consisting of ,6 h.p. portable

h"~
C N

;'-"r7
,ramc

',
N
;

0
- " "Khi-hand log car-nage, 48 solid saw, slab saw mandrel, uprightswingshmgle machine. saw jointer, shingle packer

etc. Waterous. Brantford.
PaiKer

Engines for Sale

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale

2500 C?DAA ^ND TAMARACK POLESt"*™ suitable for Pile-sand Telegraph Poles, 25 to
50 ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. TheMuskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville. Ont. tt

\XTILL. TRADE FOR LUMBER OR SJI1V
* * gles, twin engines, cylinders 16 x 24, speed . . c

revolutions, plain slide valve, developing 250 to toon.p.. American system rope drive. Judsot, Governor
piped for indicator. Wainwright water heater, will

AkJ T J
.

,0
.,
deerecs, engine now running.

Also four 20 ft. boilers, equipped with Crosby popsafety valves, equipped with Jenkins blow off ValveDean pump 8 x .0. single action. Reason for selling

r V v'
aM'"Ker equipment. Address Dock & Mil?

i-O., JNorth lonawanda.

CEDAR FOR SALE
A L

t.j-
ENGTHS AND SIZES CEDAR POLES,

Piles and Posts—Immediate delivery—Cedar
lies, Squares and Shingles. Write ToM AWilson, Cannington. J

inch and 12 to 16 feet
Timber Merc ant, Bolton.

4

Wanted
YOU TO CORRESPOND WITH

you have any kind of dry lumber foi

For Sale
/•VNE OR TWO CARLOADS ROCK ELMV-V Cuttings ih ' by 6" and w.der. 26" to 3'6" in
length. Price Right. J. Finlay & Sons CoNorwood, Ont,

US. IF
j, juu Liaiboii; iuuu oi uiy lumucr for sale, or

stock of hardwood or basswood logs to saw to order.
The R. E. Kinsman Lumber Co. Limited.
Hamilton.-

For Sale

Wanted
iji" Dry Soft Elm

Dry Beech
1 H" Winter Sawn While Basswood New Cut.

Log ru , mill culls out. Box 680 Canada LUM-
BERMAN, Toronto. 6

Wanted
'"TANK LUMBER—3 BY 6/7 AND 3 BY .0/,.
1 Lengths 18-24, White Pine.

Address Ontabio Wind Engine & Pump Co.,
Toronto! Ontario.

Wanted
Quantity of Red Oak

MILL RUN, MILL CULLS OUT, INCH TO
three inches thick. Send prices and particu-

lars to

ROBERT COX & CO..
tf Hope Building. Ottawa, Ont.

I
" '

WANTED DRY SPRUCE LUMBER
Box Grade

EOR HOME TRADE

2jo M ! x 7 I
" to .0 feet lengths. Delivered

2<o M 1x8 f
Ncw ' ork '

1 to 2 <ars weekly, May
2.50 M . x 9 J

to Ma>' ")•"

FOR EXPORT—4 to 6 cars monthly delivered
Boston by rail ONLY:

M feet Spruce Shorts 4 to 11 feet lengths.
Good average widths— 1 x 4 to 10 iuches and up.

Rout, C, Lowhy & Co., Exporters,
4 1170 Broadway, New York,

cars inch Birch No. 1 Common & Better. 4 ears
0'4 Birch No. 1 Common & Better. 4 cars 8/4 Birch
No. 1 Common & Kctter. 20 cars 4/4 and 8/4 Spruce
10 cars 1 and 2" Hemlock. Address T. L. Baii i if
Box 268 North Bay.

For Sale
0,000 8 foot Cedar Posts 4^" and up top end.
900 10 foot Cedar Posts 5" and up top end.

-> T,
he Standard Lumber & Stone Co. Longford

Mills, Ont.

For Sale
100 M 3" Log run, Cedar.
20 ,, 1" Log run, Cedar.

200 ,, 1" Cull Ash.
zoo ,, 1" Pine Box Strips 12/16.
600 ,, 1" Pine Mill Culls shorts 6/1 1.

All 1907 Cut H Bourgouin, Montreal.

White Pine for Sale
2.500 ft.

11.500
"

^0,000 "

1 1 ,000 "

Culh
I J, (XX) ft.

Culls

S 000 ft.

1.200 "

24*000
"

27.000 "

5.000 "

7,000
"

12,000 "

2,000 11

49,000 14

Cull
13.CXK)

"

30,000 "

21,000 "

i"x4"x 10/16 ft. Box
''x.s"x 10/16 ft. Mill Run. Culls out
1 x6"x 10/16 ft. do. do.
"x 7". 9", >" and i i"x io,'i6 ft. Mill Ki
out
"X4" and up (all wtdths)xio/l6ft. Mill Run
out

\ III],

Is out
x 10" x 10/16 ft. Mill K„„

i'<f x 12" x 10/16 ft. do.
iK''x4"&upxio/i6ft. do.
I 4"x4" & up x 10/16 ft. Jo.
-"x6" X 10/16 ft- J0 .

2"x 8" x io/t6 ft. j0.

2" x 10" x 10/16 ft. do.
**JCJi" x 10/16 ft. do.
»" x s", 7". 11" & 13" x 10/16 ft. Mill Run,

I Ollt

1" to »" x 6/0 (t. Shorts. Mill Run. C'ulls out
1 to 2" x 6/16 ft. Mill C'ulls
"and 2" x 6/16 ft. Dead Culls

PINE LUMBER CO.,
Pine, Ont, (near Sudbury)

Cull
d

do
do

do,
do.
do

FOR SALE

WOOD WORKINC MACHINERY
1 ^revolving bed, double surface planer comple
. 27 Cowan revolving bed. double surface planer

rrftST*" T M
Vmg

r
ed

'

d
?
ub 'e surfacc P ,a"'

fi»^
24

»
d
°"u

e sur
f
ace P'aners complete

. refitted 24 double surface planer and matcher
' new 24 planer and matcher
1 refitted 24" revolving bed surface planer
1 rehtted 24 surface planers complete
1 rehtted 24" wood frame surface planer
3 refitted 24" pony planers in good order
1 rehtted 23 wood frame surface planer
rehtted 16' pony planer with countershaft
nearly new 13" lightning flooring p laner

'
"earl >- new 24" buzz planer with countershaft

5 new 16 buzz planers with countershafts
6 new 12 buzz planers with countershafts

rehtted 12" buzz planer in good order
1 new Cowan hand mitre machine
' '"TJ

1^ F°? foot
P.ower mitre machine

1 refitted 8 4 side moulder in good order
1 refitted 8" 3 side Cowan moulder
1 refitted graduating stroke power mortiser
1 nea lv new improved power mortiser
2 new foot power mortisers with chisels
1 new 44" Ober handle and spoke lathe
' refitted 2S ''x47"x8' patternmaker's gap lathe
1 reh'ted 27 wood turning lathe complete
rehtted 18' wood turning lathe complete

- new 16 wood turning lathes
1 refitte horizontal single spindle car borer
3 new post boring machines
3 refitted rod and dowel machines with heads
2 new wood top, two spindle wood shapcrs
> new iron top, two spindle wood shaper
2 refitted wood top, two spindle wood shapers
1 new 36" uedestal bandsawing machine
'
ne
cV°j' °J,

^

cen} panel bandsawing machine
refitted 54 band resawing machines
refitted 48" band resawing machine

1 refitted 40" circular resawing machine
1 new wood frame swing cut off saw with table
3 new iron frame swing cut off saws
a nearly new roller top ccrdwood saw tables
' refitted Cowan saw table and dado machine
i refitted variety saw tables in good order
' refitted MacGregor Gourlav rip saw table
1 new dimension saw table with tilting attachmentnew No 6 power feed rip saw table
refitted Cowan power feed rip saw table complete
refitted power feed gang rip saw table completenew iron frame scroll sawing machine
refitted 24" single drum Sander in good order
nearly new 32^' disc sander with boring attachmentnew No. 6E Fox universal wood trimmers
newNo. 5A Fox universal wood trimmer
new No. 4A Fox universal wood trimmers

tock^foftasking"
5'

Cata'°^ °'

H. W. PETRIE. Ltd.

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

One 400 H. P. return tubul,r internally fired boilerUne ,1$ x jKx 7 single acting plunger pump
Several first class second hand heaters

One 16 x 20 right hand slide valve engine
One .4 x .8 R. H. Waterous straight line saw millengine
One 14 x 20 R. H. engine
One 1

1
x 10 centre crank Waterous engine

Several fly wheel pulleys in stock
One Waterous L. II Reliance carriage 40" openingOne \\ m. Hamilton carriage L. H. 46" openingOne No 3 friction nigger
One Corey and Baker steam setter
Two No. 1 Waterous double acting set worksOne 8x12 Cunningham feed

The above machinery has been fully repaired and
in brat class condition.

Write for prices, cuts and full particulars

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
" BRANTFORD, CANADA

FOR SALE

TUBULAR BOILERS
2 72" x 18 , 36 6" tubes
4 72" x 18

, 70 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wickes, NEW
4 72 X 16. 70 4 tubes. 125 lbs, pres

, Wickes. NEW
2 72 x 16 . 64 4" tubes
5 66" x 18', 52 4" ubes, plug hat dome
??„

x io
. 36 ," tubes plug hat dome

4 5 „
x ,6

.' ^ 4" tubcs
. >25 lbs. pres., Wickes, NEW

3 60 x 17 3'
, 20 6" tubes, cross dome

2 54 x 16 , 41 4" tubes

24 x

18"

16"

.6"

14"

'4
14"

2S"
18"
18"
.6"

16"

16"

4"

x 42
x 42"
X 48"
x 42"
X 48"
X 36"
& 30"

X 48"
x 36"
x 30"

L.H.
L H.
R.H.
R.H.
L H.
L.H
R.H.

' x 48"
R.H.,
L.H..
R.H.,

x 56"
x 27"
x 24"
x 18"

X 24"
X 16"

x 20

CORLISS ENCINES
girder frame, Wetherill
heavy duty frame. Allis
girder frame, Viltcr

, girder frame
girder frame, A'lis
girder frame. Wheelock
Webster, Camp & Lane
cross comp. Hamilton
girder frame, Harris
girder frame, Manitowoc
heavy duty, Ohio

AUTOMATIC ENCINES

' X 18"
' X 12"

26"

2+"

Toronto Montreal Vancouver

L.H., Buckeye, heavy girder frame
L H.. tangyef ame. Russell
K H , heavy duty. Atlas
Atlas, centre crank
L. H., girder frame, Brownell
center crank. Ideal

' L. H. Atlas
L.H., Lansing
R.H., Buckeye, class B
center crank, Erie City

THROTTLINC COVERNOR ENCINES
R.H., box bed, top rock valve

I

L.H., Lane& Bodley

1 J" ™" l^* bed sKde %:alve
.
at Minneapolis

L.H., l ulton

\ fc'U''
box bed toP P's'on valve

K.H
, box bed Fulton

R H., box bed. Union Iron Works
L.H., box bed. side slide valve
center crank. Wickes, NEW
Smallej

Wickes Brothers
Saginaw . . Mjch
Seattle Office 410 White Bldg,

18"
16"

x 34
x 36
X 30
x 4a'

x 24
x 30
x 24'

x 20
X 14'

X 16'
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For Sale

A

.

5 B. P. ENGINE AND A *.< H. P.

Boiler in g.xnl running order. Will exchange

lor lumber, bib. shingles or brick. J. T. Ko« E.

Ajbacr. Ont. I

For Sale

TIE Ml LI. SECOND-HAND SUITABLE
for cutting i.ouo ties per day Write us lor

Particulars and Price.
W'ATtRols Engine Works.

„ Branttord. Ont.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE CHEAT. A LARGE RIGHT
Hand Saw Mill Engine. « eight about S.coo lbs.

Cylinder is 1
3" x 18" ; Shatt 7'x 7

,r diam.
;
Ely wheel

diam. and 11* lace. The engine has been thor-

oughly overhauled at an expense of $180,000, and

not used since. Apply C. Norswortiiy & Co.. St.

Thomas, Ont. 6

Machinery Sales Agents Wanted

UNITED STATES EIRM MANUFACTUR-
ES a select line ot wood-working, barrel and

cooperage machinery wants rr sponsible individual

or firm to act as Canadian sales agents. Some
good sales have already been made to large Canadian
plants. This is a good opening for a young firm

with a good reputation. Address Box 660. Canada
Lumberman. Toronto. «

WANTED- EMPLOYMENT

Position Wanted

AS BAND SAW FILER. DOUBLE OR
single cut. Saw Maker by trade. Best ol

reicrences. 13 years experience in mills. Apply

box 687 Casaoa LUMBERMAN, Toronto, .s

Wanted
POSITION BY A PRACTICAL MEGHAN

ical Millwright, twenty-three years experience

in charge ot high capacity modern sa» mill machin-

ery. Open to engagement cither to build cr

.-operate, permanent position favoured. Address

89 Church Avenue. Verdun. P.Q. 4

Position Wanted
A BAND SAWYER OF STRICTLY TEM-
I\ perance habits wishes a position for coming
season. 10 seasons experience around Band saws

and can furnish good reference if necessary. \\ ould

be satisfied as spare sawyer. Address Box 085.

Canada Lumberman, Toronto. Ont. '

.s

POSITION WANTED
PRACTICAL LUMBERMAN. FAMILIAR

with the work from cruising t'mber to selling

the product open to consider any intelligent proposi-

tion on share of profits or other basis, either retail

vard or logging and manufacturing. Address Box
611 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. tl

WANTED
POSITION AS MANAGER OF MEDIUM

operation or assistant to manager of large

enterprise. Have had practical training in Woods.
Mill and Office up to general superintendent and
know modern methods and conditions from Ontario

to interior B.C. Close estimator on costs and am
good systcmati/cr. Replying, state salary, limit

and living condtions lor married man. Address

Box 611 Canada Lcmbkrman. Toronto. tl

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Salesman Wanted
FIRM MANUFACTURING SAW AND LATH

Mill Machinery wants to secure a first-class

travelling saleman. who fully understands both how
to use and sell such machinery. Address Box 682

Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 6

Wanted
FOUR STRICTLY HIGH CLASS SHINGLE

saw vers lor Dunbar machines. Steady work
the year around. Mill heated during w inter.

Commence in May. Nepisigi it Li mber Co. Ltd.,

Springfield, Mass.

Wanted
FIRST CLASS ACCOUNTANT. CAPABLE

ot taking charge of large lumber manufac-
turing office. One thoroughly conversant with
cost systems preferred. Address drawer "D
Cranbrook. B.C. 7

Wanted
BY WHOLESALE LUMBER YARD TOK-

onto, a smart young man who has a know-
ledge of hardwood culling. Salary $^.00 per day.
steady employment with excellent chance for ad-

vancement. Box 68^ Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CAPABLE ACCOUNTANT AND OFFICE
Manager of twelve years thorough and detail-

ed-experience in wholesale and manufacturing lum-
ber business, wishes to buy working inlertst in saw.
mill operaticn where his services can be used.

Prefer B. C. Box C82 Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. o

Wanted
PINE LIMITS IN GEORGIAN BAY Dis-

trict. Address Box 684 Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. 5

W E ARE IN THE MARKET FOR CROWN-
GRANT Timber Limits. Must be well located

and good timber. Either British Columbia or Paci-
fic Coast. John C. Si*rv. Dealer in Timber Lands.
1 230 Corn Exchange Bank Building. Chicago. III. tf

For Sale
PLANING MILL AND RETAIL LUMBER

Business in best localiey in Ontario. Every-
thing complete and a bargain. Apply bSi, Canada
Lumberman. Toronto. 6

Wanted
TO PURCHASE A BAND SAW MILL

capacity -$0,000 feet per day or would let con-
t act to saV pile and ship say from three to five

million feet lumber per season for a term of years.
We have good mill site near town ot Pembroke.
Address Box No. v. Westneath, Ont.

For Sale
•yilK PKOPKKTY OF THE J. K. Ml'RPHY
1 Lumber Company, situated on St. Joseph's
Klanth Lake Huron, comprising Saw Mill and
Shingle Mill. -Store, Duelling Houses and Stables,
all at Miltord Haven; also Shingle Mill, and Saw
Mill at Mud Lake, and House and Barn; together
with stock of saw logs at both places, and timber
limits in the vicinity. Appl> to C. S. Scott,
Liquidator, Spectator Building, Hamilton. Ont.

For Sale

OVER louo ACRES OF TIMBER LAM),
with about iuo acres ot clearing on all lots,

.ind some buildings, and lots of cedar, hemlock,
birch, maple, oak. pine, and other merchantable
timber, including a good mill site on Thessalon
river close to a railway with good shipping facilities.

Lots all patented and most cover the mining rights.

Splendid chance to nunc a good saw mill, at other
timber can be had also. Price onl\ $3,000 Apply
to P.O. Box 100 Bruce Mines. Ont. 7

Timber and Pulpwood Limit

For Sale

THE UNDERSIGNED HA\'E FOR SALE
a Timber and Pulpwood Limit having an area

of 150 square miles, situate on the Coulongc River
in the Province of Quebec. This s a very desirable
limit and contains large quantities of Spruce pulp-
wood and Pine. For price and terms apply to The
East Temtletox Lumber Company, Limited.
East Templeton, Que. Canada. 4

Saw Mill and Billion and a Half

Feet Timber Limits For Sale

TO CLOSE AN ESTATE A COMPLETE
sawmill plant and timber limits are offered for

sale. Situated on Pacific Coast. British Colnmbia.
Limits estimated to contain one and a hall billion

feet of red and yellow cedar, spruce, fir, larch and
hemlock, all within 3 miles of tide water. Plant
consists of saw and planing mills, dry kilns, box
and sash and door lacto'ies, etc.. large vesse's can
load direct Irom yard. For price and terms address
— F. E. LkUSHNER, 75 Vonge St.. Toronto. Ontario.

An Important Consolidation

Announcement is made of the or-

ganization of the American Timber
Holding Company at Minneapolis.

The company now holds title to

about 1,500,000,000 feet of timber,

located principally in western Brit-

ish Columbia, accessible to tide-

water, with a very small tract in

north-western Washington. The au-

thorized capital stock of the com-
pany is $6,000,000. In effect the

company means the consolidation

of a number of important timber

holdings in British Columbia which

heretofore have been owned by in-

dividuals. The object of the com-
pany is to acquire additional tracts

from time to time and additional

issues of stock will be made to

cover the value of the timber. The
company's plans do not contem-
plate engaging in the manufacture
of lumber at present, although such

a course may be adopted later.

The officers of the company are:

President, M. J. Scanlon, Minne-
apolis, president of the Brooks-

Scanlon Lumber Company ; Vice-

Presidents, Former Governor Ed-
ward Scofield, Minneapolis, and P.

M. Starnes, a heavy owner of Brit-

ish Columbia stumpage : Treasurer,

W. S. Dwinnell, president of the

Fraser Biver Tannery Company,
British Columbia ; Secretary, Theo-
dore M. Knappen.

All the officers, with the excep-

tion of the secretary, will serve in

the capacity of directors and, in

addition, the following gentlemen
have been elected to the board of

directors: F. B. Lynch, vice-

president of the Union Lumber
Company, Minneapolis, operating
mills in British Columbia; E. C.

Warner, identified with the Piper,

Douglas, Warner elevator interests
;

Fred E. Kenaston, president of the

Minneapolis Thresher Company,
vice-president of (be Northwestern
National Bank, Minneapolis, and
also connected with the Union
Lumber Company, operating in

British Columbia: Henry Salzer,

La Crosse, Wis., president of the
Henry Salzer Seed Company and
owner of large timber holdings in

British Columbia: E. E. Pinney,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, president of

the E. E. Pinney Coal Company,
and also interested in the timber
holdings in British Columbia:
Judge C. C. Chittendon. Cadillac,

Mich., president of the Chittendon
Lumber Company, with holdings in

Washington; M. J. Landon, Wino-
na, Minn., director of the First Na-
tional Bank of Winona.

The president of the Newfound-
land Pine & Pulp Company, Mr.
H. J. Crowe, who has been visit-

ing Montreal recently, spoke enthu-
siastically on the resources and fu-

ture of the Ancient Colony in regard
to its pulp and paper trade. The
Harmsworth people have already
expended $5,000,000 in the pur-

chase of lands and the erection of

extensive paper and pulp plants.

Also the Reeds, who are the most
extensive paper manufacturers in

Great Britain, will rival the Harms-
worths in the extent of their opera-

tions. Since May last a large mill

has been erected at Point Leam-
ington, which has already turned
out over two millians of choice lum-
ber, all of which will be held in re-

serve for the shipping season. The
Badger mill has also turned out-

over a million feet of good pine,

and extensive lumbering operations
will be prosecuted at these two
places during the coming winter.

U. R. Consul-General William
Martin reports that until lately all

large quantities of lumber and tim-

ber landed at Hankow came from
the Staffs of Washington and Ore-
gon. Japan has recently come into

l>ossession of the timber lands of

the Yalu district, and is supplying
the Hankow market with timber
from 2% feet square down, as well

as all the lumber required. Tf is

like American white pine. The
timber costs about $26.50 gold per

thousand, and lumber about $34.50
per thousand, delivered in Hankow.

The

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Have for sale Second-Hand Machinery, com-
pletely overhauled, ready for shipment:

i Upright Boiler. 30 ins. in diameter. 4 feet high.
A large assortment of adjustable Hangers,

from 1 3/16 to 3 3/8 in.

DA II C For Tramways, Sidings, Etc.
llnlLaO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

HAPIAHQI

FFICE. SCHOOL. ,

OOURT HOUSE & ^nuHCHi^U™^==^^^
DRUGSTORE FITTINGS ^^^StND FOR CATB>f5

R. SPENCE & CO.
BEECH FILE WORKS

HAMILTON, ONT.
File and Rasp Manufacturers

and Re-Cutters
A Trial order solicited.

Write for price list and terms.
C. P. MORE, Proprietor

LOG STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

s

u

peri 0 r mTcTc oT
rtUUBfcU A.S1FCL STAMPS

TORONTO. ONT.

J.C.McCORMACK
DEER AND CARIBOU MITTS AND

MOOSE MOCCASINS
0cal«r In Raw Furs and Hides

PEMBROKE - . ONTARIO



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

The lust fortnight has witnessed an improvement in the demand for
lumber in Ontario. There is a good demand for lath. Some of the large
manufacturers in the Georgian Bay district are reported to be running
short of lath. American buyers are buying freely and prices are expected
to stiffen. It will be the middle of the summer before the new cut can
come to the relief of the situation. British Columbia shingles in Ontario
have advanced in harmony with the increased prices on the coast. XXX
are now selling at $3.05 and XXXX at $3.30. It is expected that a fur-
ther advance of about 20 cents will be made in the near future. There is

quite a tendency all round for higher prices a.nd it begins to appear as
though the long-looked for improvement is about to materialize. It
would not be wise, however, to take the present improvement as a cer-
tain indication of continued better conditions. There is a great quan-
tity of lumber still to be manufactured from last year's cut.
There is need for caution. Some dealers expect that it will be well
on in the season before stocks commence to look short and that
no general improvement can be looked for before that time.
The lumber trade in the Ottawa Valley has been quite dull during the past
fortnight and a tendency towards weakening is apparent in the best nine
siding, shingles and hardwoods. Taking into consideration, however, the
good prices which are being obtained for the season's cut by some of the
manufacturers, it is believed that the present summer will see as good
prices all round as last year. Some of the large manufacturers believe
that there will be a good and steady business throughout the coming sea-
son. Lath are in good demand but shingles are dull. The only trade in
shingles which has been r.? rried on to any extent is in white cedar and in
the XX pine variety. The latter is selling at about $1.50 to $1.75 per
thousand. Number one white pine lath, 1%-inch, is selling at $3 to $3.50
per thousand. Spruce mill run is selling at about $2.25. It is expected
that the present prices will be maintained throughout the season. In
Western Canada high grades of pine are firm with a considerable tendency
towards an advance. Shingles are tending towards lower prices, except
red cedar, which are advancing.

Western Canada.

There has been an advance of $2 a thousand on "common" lumber
at Vancouver and it is expected that this will affect the whole of British
Columbia and Central Canada. Shingles have also been advanced in
price. The former price was about $1.60 and few are now selling at less
than $1.75. "Common' lumber is in good demand also. In the country
there is a large stock of "common" on hand and .the advance does not
effect that district so sharply. Fir logs have again advanced and are now
about as high as they were before the decline, selling at from $9 to $10.

Eastern Canada.

Throughout Eastern Canada there is a firm tone in the market for
spruce, resulting largely from a shortage of stocks in United States
points. Orders, however, have been only for small amounts and the
cargo business is not so strong as it was at this time last year. It is not
expected that the yards will commence hardwood buying until the open-
ing of the building season. At Boston prices are a little higher. Terms
have advanced to a basis of $25 to $26, and a few sales have been made
at the former price. There is not much call for random and prices are
steady. Boards are in small demand. St. John reports that there have
been very few transactions during the last fortnight. Only a few parcels
of English spruce deals have gone forward by winter liners. Local

SPRUCE
1x4, 5&6x 10/16 ft. Spruce Flooring

N. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of Tra.de Building, Montreal

holders of English spruce deals have only average stocks and many of the
mills will be late in starting. It is apparent, however, that English deals
will become quite scarce before new stock commences to arrive on the
market, The logging conditions on the upper St. John and its tributaries
have been quite favorable. It is generally believed that spruce deals for
export to Great Britain will be in excellent demand and prices will advance
materially during the coming season. There has been a fair quantity of
trade in spruce lath during the winter, but prices are firm. The stock is
rapidly being reduced.

United States.

Quite an improvement has been apparent in trade during the la*t
fortnight, and most of the yards are already coming into the market with
their requirements. It is" believed from present indications that the
spring trade will be greater than it was last year. Railroad enquiries are
also increasing and a number of orders have recently been given for im-
mediate repairs and for bridge construction. Stocks of uppers are small
and prices show a tendency to advance, especially for number three
"common." Low grades are plentiful. At New York northern pine prices
are firm. It is even expected that an advance will occur at the opening
of navigation. There is a poor demand for white cedar poles at Chicago.
Hardwoods have been in good demand at Buffalo, especially for oak, both
plain and quartered, in the one-inch size. Boards are also in better de-
mand and other hardwood remains strong. At Boston the demand for
quarter-cut oak is only an average one, but prices are firm. Fir and
spruce are in good demand at Chicago with short supplies in some lines.
Bed cedar shingles are in light demand at Chicago. "Clear" are quiet at
$3.40. The trade in Chicago is dull at this price and manufacturers are
not accepting orders. White cedar shingles are more in demand and may
advance as a result of the increased price of red cedar. Prices are quiet
at $3.15 for extras and $2.75 for "standards." In Boston the best cedar
extra shingles are quoted at $3.90 to $4 and some business has been
offering at both prices. "Clears" are quoted at $3.40 to $3.50. There is

a fair demand for lath, with steady prices. In New York lath is selling
a little low. One and one-half inch lath are $4 for cargo and $4.10 for
carload lots. Quotations in Boston are: 1%-inch, $3.90 to $4; 1%-inch,
$3.25 to $3.50. Cooperage usiness is dull at Chicago and Buffalo.

Great Britain.

There is a fair amount of business in progress at London, especially
in contracts "to arrive." Canadian spruce batten prices, in sympathy
with other white wood results, have been distinctly higher. For 3x7 2nd
Quebec, £8 15s. was obtained at Churchill & Sim's last sale. One or two
lots sold at one pound ten shillings. The latter price was also paid for
3x7 3rd quality. Arrivals at Liverpool have been light, consisting largely
of hardwoods. Spruce values especially are continuing very firm and for
the latest arrivals per liner higher prices are being asked, viz., £8 for
3x7 and 8, £9 for 4x9, and £10 10s. for 3x11. Scantling are in good re-
quest, 6-inch being in particularly good demand. Shippers' ideas as to
the future are that prices Mill be higher and present quotations show a
marked advance.

In the Ottawa correspondence of the "Canada Lumberman" a report
recently appeared that Ritchie Brothers had sold the coming season's cut
of thin pine and spruce to Bryson & Fraeer. We are advised that this
purchase was made, not by the above company, but by Fraser Bryson
Lumber Company, Limited.

B. Laidlaw Lumber Go.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. The
J.
M Diver, Genl. Mgr.

E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.

Cleveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co.

Limited

Logging Scene on Our Limits at Diver, Ont.

Quality Counts in Lumber
€fl

In the maintenance of quality Cleveland-Sarnia Lumber has set the standard. Exacting and cautious

dealers will find just what they want in our stock, and it is this trade we are particularly desirous to

hear from.

«H Cutting Special Bills to order is a hobby with us. Let us know your requirements in White Pine

and Norway.

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co.
Sarnia Ontario

Limited
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Market Correspondence
Little Activity at St. John.

Business Quiet at Ottawa.
Ottawa, Feb. 11.—Sales have been few in the Ottawa valley lumbermarket during the last fortnight. There has been a weakening tendencym the prices of the best pine sidings, shingles and hardwoods. Shipping

is very dull. To offset the effect of the present lull in the outlook, manu
tacturers have sold more promptly than usual, whole cuts of the comingsummer. Following the big contracts made by the Hawkesbury LumberCompany, J R. Booth and the W. C. Edwards Compam for deals to beshipped to the English market, entire cuts of the coming season's lum-
ber have been sold by (iilmour & Hughson, Colonial Lumber Company
and St, Anthony Lumber Company. It is generally concede! bv the
manufacturers that taken all around prices arc as good as last year In-
c-indmg the Ottawa. Valley and Georgian Bay districts, about a million
cubic feet, ol waney timber was being taken out this winter and lias al-
ready been sold to Quebec houses.

A manufacturer who ranks among a few of the largest in the Ottawa
lumber trade tells the •'Canada Lumberman" that good steady business
is likely to be done the coming season. He anticipates no boom in the
trade but relies upon a considerable number of large orders coming in
from the United States in vi, w of the depleted state of the lumber yards
" liu h he recently observed in some of the large centres. The stocks of
pine are very large in the Ottawa Valley but no substantial reductions in
prices arc likely to be made.

The lath trade continues brisk but there is scarcely any demand for
shingles. The activity in building benefits the lath trade because the
interior work on houses is scarcely checked by the winter. On the other
hand, the local demand for shingles and the demand in northern New York
where much of the Ottawa Valley shingles are sent, is reduced almost to
the vanishing point, When the shingle trade revives the trade will be
chiefly n, white cedar XXXX and clear butts. The latter arc purchasable
at $d per thousand f.o.b. Ottawa, and there is a considerable stock on

y^yvv Tg
,°

thG dm 'u]ty °f getting pine good enough to turn out
-\\.\X or clear butts of that variety the supply is run down. In fact the
shingle trade is confined largely to white cedar except in the XX pine
variety, which commands from $1.50 to $1.75 per thousand. Only an
occasional car has been shipped this month but dealers believe the state
ot the market be be more attributable to the difficulty of shingling houses
ban to any serious paralysis of trade. No. 1 white pine lath 1%-inch
brings from $3 to $3.50 per thousand, and the narrower sell at 25 cents
less. The spruce mill run brings $2.25 per thousand. There is no evi-
dence of a famine of lath in Ottawa, though the supply is exhausted at
other Ottawa Valley points. Dealers figure on the present prices bein"
maintained till the end of the season

°

J. R. Booth has begun hauling logs by train to his mill in Ottawa.

+i at j
sawed into lumber early .in the spring. These logs from

the Madawaska limits are shipped at considerable expense over the O T R
hne, but Mr. Booth finds that the stream is so difficult for driving that
the rapid transportation pays in the end. If the logs were not brought
to Ottawa now they would not be available until late in the summer
probably not till next year.

The first gang to return from the shanties arrived in the city last
week when 25 men from Englehart, above Cobalt, reached Ottawa. They
report the winter to be especially favorable for lumbering operations as
the snow so far has not been deep enough to hinder the work in the bushNo new men have been sent to the woods since December. One of the
largest employment agents shipped 1,000 men, and nearly all were sent
to the district below Quebec and to the vicinity of Sault Ste. Marie.

Mr. Peter Whelen, manager of the Shepard & Morse Company in
his inaugural address as president of the Ottawa Board of Trade, made
conservation of forests the chief point to be attained. The great losses
he said caused by fire in Ontario and Quebec last year could not be re-
placed by reforestation in the next 100 years. The loss was caused
largely through railway construction and operation and the carelessness

"V"?™
1 PresPef'tf>''s. settlers and lumbermen.

''Some time ago," he said, "a system of fire ranging was established
and its great success should warrant the different governments interested
in doubling the present force employed, placing a government inspector,
who should be a thorough and practical woodsman, in charge of, say,
every hundred miles, more or less, as conditions might warrant, who
would have full charge of all the rangers for the district, with strong
flowers for prompt action against all offenders who break regulations for
fire pretention. The cost would be small in comparison to the good that
experience has shown would be accomplished. Also, when a government
throws open a limit held by lumbermen to mining prospectors and then-
operations the government should be held responsible for the reasonable
safeguarding of those limits bom fires resulting from their action in
granting these rights. There is nothing more certain than that where
prospecting and mining operations are allowed on timber land fires will
be started and sooner or later the district is made a barren waste."

St. John, N.B., Feb. 4.—The fortnight has been a quiet one in thelumber trade so far as important transactions are concerned. In shipping
circles little activity has developed beyond the shipment of an occasional
parcel of English" spruce deals by the winter liners. In this respect
the season has so far been rather behind last year, there being an apparent
ack of anxiety on the part of the local dealers and manufacturers to place
their deals on the market at this particular time. This feeling is due
principally to two conditions, first, that local holdings of "English"
spruce deals are. not by any means in excess of the average and, second
that in the majority of cases the mills will be several weeks later than"
usual in starting. The existence of this latter condition gives local people
ample time to place such quantities as are available on the market before
the re-eomrnencement of sawing operations causes stocks to increase to
any important extent. Local stocks of "English" deals have dwindle!
little by little until the combined holdings in this line at local wharves and
yards would not total more than five and one-half millions of superficial
feet.

1

That the quantity will be much less before it is greater is quite cer-
tain. At present there are only two sawmills in operation on the St
John River. These are the plants of Stetson, Cutler & Company, one of
which is located at Indiantown, the other at Pleasant Point. The latter
mill lias five shingle machines and the daily sawing of these five machines
represents the total output of cedar shingles in this section. It will be
readily Been how quiet the winter has been in lumber manufacturing
circles. In regard to the prospects for sawing, one of the local mills will
begin operations late in March, several in April, the much greater num-
ber from the 10th to the 20th of .May, and t wo of the larger plants will not
commence until June.

Reports having to do with the getting out of logs on the upper St.
John and its tributaries tell of continued favorable logging conditions.
The snow is present in such quantities as to be ample and vet not great
enough to hamper operations to any marked extent, The depth of the
snow on the St. Francis, the Tobique, the Green River and the other
branches of the St. John in that section of the country ranges from two
and one-half to three feet.

A feature of local trade circles is the growth of the feeling of optimism
in regard to spruce deals for export to Great Britain. Such transactions
as are being made are not of a nature to indicate with exactness the
prevailing prices and conditions, but it is safe to say that an enquirer for
this hne of goods would meet with an offer of $15 to $15.50 per thousand
feet on a specification containing say, 35 per cent, sevens and eights, 50
per cent, nines and 15 per cent, elevens and up, f.o.b. St. John.

Local business in spruce iath has been of considerable dimensions
during the past fortnight. Prices in this line are holding their own but
no advance in price is expected in the near future. Shipments through-
out the winter have been considerable and stocks are consequently be?ng
rapidly cleaned up. Between two and one-half and three millions would
cover the available quantity at present writing. An enquirer at this date
would be asked from $2.75 to $2.85 per thousand for the dutiable article
f.o.b. schooner St. John. The ruling freight rate on lath to New York
City by water is 60c. per thousand.

Good Sawing Prospects in New Brunswick.
According to a despatch from St. John, N.B., the prospects in regard

to the sawing season at the local lumber mills are for a fairlv good year.
A number of local mill owners were interviewed recently, and the infor-
mation gathered points strongly to this conclusion. While in a number
of cases the starting of the mills will be considerably later than usual the
majority of the lumber manufacturing plants will be in full swing by the
middle of April. An unlooked for slump in the deal market might have
the effect of upsetting any plans made by the mill owners for the season's
work, but the chances are that such a contingency will not occur It is
thought generally by those most interested that market conditions will
become more favorable as the season advances.

In several cases a delay in starting will be caused by a scarcity of
spruce logs. Several of the manufacturers sawed their entire stock last
fall and will have to wait until the first rafts from the Fredericton booms
reach the city, which will probably be about the last week of May The
alternative is to buy "bank" logs, which are cut on the lower river and
which are the first available. These bank logs are, however nearly all
contracted for, and no really important quantity will go on the market

The cedar shingle manufacturing season promises to be a °ood one
Last year was the poorest at the local mills in the history of the industry
owing to the strike among the operatives. The result is that cedar logs
are very plentiful this year, and, barring labor troubles, the season should
be a busy one.

A Sarnia correspondent reports that there is an upward tendency to
prices and that advances are expected in the near future.

The advance of $2 per thousand on lumber in British Columbia will
mean a similar advance m Winnipeg, according to a recent report.
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The Lombard Steam Log Hauler

Not too early for enterprising- lumber operators to begin planning" for one for next year.

Full particulars sent to anyone interested, on request.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited

Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Halifax

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Blowers and Dust

Collecting Systems

for all purposes

A. MAHONY
621 KING STREET WEST, - TORONTO

Phone Main 4095

Saw Mill at Yards and Planing Mill al

R»lr\y Lake. Ont. Hamilton, Ont.

M. BRENNEN &S0NS
MFC. CO. LTD.

HAMILTON, canada

FOR SALE
43 Steel Flat cars in perfect condition

suitable for Lumber or Dry Kilns Stand-

ard Gauge. Capacity 5 to 7 tons. Will

sell cheap to a quick buyer.

Also New and Re-laying rails from 12

to 60 lbs. with Fastenings.

For further particulars apply

—

SBSSENWBIN BROS.
Montreal

THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

Our Travellers are

all Experienced and

Expert Sawmakers

You will profit by a half-

hour spent with any of them.

We make only one Grade

Saw THE BEST.

SAW GO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH )
C|RC||LAR

SOLID TOOTH I
C,RCULAR

CROSS-CUT - SAND - CANC

AND OTHER SAWS

REPAIRS

OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH

—

RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. J-

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT Jt jt SEND IN YOUR ORDERS NOW ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

FULLY GUARANTEED CORRESPONDENCE INVITED



THE MACHINERY WORLD
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Equipment are Doing

A Remarkable Band Sawing* Record.
It would be difficult to find a testimonial which gives more reason-

able cause for satisfaction than a letter which was recently received byWm. B. Mershon & Company, manufacturers of band sawing machinery
Saginaw, Mich. The letter is as follows:

Messrs. Wm. B. Mershon & Company,
Saginaw, Michingan.
Dear Sirs

:
I desire to let you know what I did with your 60-inch

band resaw at the North Arm Lumber Company at Eburue, B.C. I was
superintendent and filer at the time (last summer). I ran the saw about
10,000 feet per minute and had 18 gauge saws.

We could split 2" by 12" fir with some knots in it 1%" in diameter,
at the fastest feed that was on the mill, 0r about 200 feet per minute'
that is, it would make a 12" cut at the rate of 200 feet per minute, or saw
200,000 feet of lumber in ten hours

Please let me know if you have ever heard of any one doing any
better than the above.

Yours truly,

W. Austin Kennedy,
Nanaimo, B.C., Canada.

This is a record of which Wm. B. Mershon &, Company are justly
proud. When it is considered that the class of work mentioned might
properly call for one of their heavy sawmill resaws and that the work was
actually done on one of their new Standard 60-inch band resaws, a ma-
chine which is designed for factory use, the results are all the more re-
markable. When this class of work can be done on a machine which
calls for a 7-inch saw blade and has but 5-foot wheels it makes on wonder
what limit would be reached if the work were done on one of their heavy
sawmill resaws, which carry both heavier and thicker saws.

fiont of an Alhs-C .aimers improved horizontal band resaw, which allows
. slab 65 inches ,n width and 12 inches thick to pass hrough. The
. heels are 0 feet in diameter by 9% inches face and carry a 10-inch saw
It has a travelling bed feed and broken press-rolls, the feed works beinavariable and driven from the machine A vertical adjustment of 4%inches can be made. 'J

There are many other interesting features in the equipment of this
11, winch are described ,n the bulletin. Allis-Chalmers' Bullock supplynot only sawmill machinery proper, but also all auxiliaries, sueh as waterwheels, steam engines and elect rie generators and motors.

A Well Equipped Wire Weaving Mill.

The new weaving mill of the B. Greening Wire Company, Limited,
Hamilton, Ont., which is probably one of the best structures of its kind
in Canada, is 260 feet long by 130 feet wide. The building is devoted en-
tirely to wire weaving machinery, and contains many ponderous looms,
some over 15 tons in weight. These make, with apparent simplicity, ev-
tremely heavy smoke stack netting, mining screens, etc., as wide as 72
inches. The fast running smaller looms are engaged in making meshes as
fine as No. 70 of brass wire, for sleeping car ventilators. The other build-
ings of the plant are the wire mill, cleaning house, which has a capacity
of 50 tons per day, and the carpenter shop, which is isolated from the
other buildings, the increased yard room being used for the different kinds
of lumber. Among the interesting features of this industry are : Wire rope
spinning, wire drawing and galvanizing, poultry net making, twisting op-
erations, perforating metals, and making Greening's chains with automatic
wire chain machines.

Equipment of a Model Sawmill.
Allis-Chalmers-Bullock, Limited, Montreal, have published bulletin

No. 1712, on sawmill equipment. The bulletin gives an interesting de-
scription of a model sawmill and its equipment. The mill described is

that of the Virginia Lumber Company, Virginia, Minn. The equipment
includes a new style of band mill, an Allis-Chalmers product. These
mills have wheel 8 feet in diameter by 11% inches face. A particular
feature is the absence of machinery for operating the upper guide. This
work is now done by the use of a brass cylinder and piston, the cylinder
being secured to the guide arm which travels up and down; the piston
is stationary, with valve attached to the guide slide. The piston rod is a
pipe and is used, as such, to convey the pressure to one end of the pis-
ton. It also carries an internal pipe for conveying the pressure to the
other side of the piston head. Water under pressure, compressed air or
steam may be used. The guides have a quick-opening device. In the
upper guide it is to admit the back teeth of double-cutting saws to pass
out between the guide strips and to facilitate the changing of either double
or single-cutting saws. The lower guide opens not only for the above
purposes but also much more widely in order to admit shims to pass
downward. The lower guidi is pivoted to the centre and is readily
aligned by a tail screw. The boards from each band mill go to a No. 2
Allis-Chalmers heavy timber edger. This has a lumber space 72 inches
in width with an arbor 4% inches in diameter. The front press rolls are
4 inches in diameter. They are set forward so as to swing in when the
stuff is fed against them, without the assistance of the operator. The
back press rolls are 10 inches in diameter and will also raise for a 6-inch
piece without assistance from the operator.

Slabs and cants from the band mills are transferred to live rolls in
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Pefc?' Li™ted, of Toronto, have incorporated theirBritish Columbia branch as a separate institution, the name of thewestern branch being H. W. Petrie (B.C.) Limited. The new company
is capitalized at $100,000; shares, $100 each. The head office of thecompany is situated at 422 Abbot street, Vancouver, B.C., Mr Emil Hall-man being the manager in charge.
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sale* manager of the John Bertram & Sons Com-pany Limited, for many years past, has moved his headquarters to Mont-eal where he will be associated with the Canadian Fairbanks CompanyLimited, the general sales agents of the Bertram Companv On Zcounio the importance of the Montreal machine tool market this move is an

banks Company" ^ ^ C°mpa^ &nd the Cana*an

The Vancouver Machinery Depot report the following sales : A 10x12-mch double cylinder, double drum Washington road engine to the Cow-.chan Lumber Company, of Duncans; a 10^xl0%-inch compound gearedW ashington yard engine to the False Creek Lumber Company *
Vaneouver; a 9xl0%-inch double cylinder, double drum, road engine! to theThur ow Lumber Company, of Vancouver, to be used on their limits ofThurlow Island; a 10xl2-mch special "Halfbreed" yarder to J. M. Mc-Cloy, and a 10xl2-inch "Halfbreed" yarder to M. Whitman.

Eddy Bros. & Company, Limited, of Bay City, Mich., have just re-ceived from the Lidgerwood Mfg. Company a special logging macl me foruse m their operations in Ontario. They are also having the LidgerwoodMfg. Company build for them a second plant for use in their spruce operations m the mountains. This will be a cableway sk.dder. It will bedelivered m the spring. A duplicate of the skidding plant is being builtby toe Lidgerwood people for the Bathurst Lumber Companv for opera-
tions m .New Brunswick. 1

Calendars From Machinery Firms.
Many calendars have been received since the first of the year at theVancouver office of the Canada Lumberman."
The A. J. Burton Saw Company, Limited, Vancouver, have again

given expression to their taste in animal pictures. Last year a beautiful
tiger s head represented the Burton Saw Company. This year a lion'shead is doing honors for this company, the Burton people claiming that
their saws are the King of the West.
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r Ir0I\W0^s, of Everett, Wash., have chosen the paint-

ing, An Old Time Melody ' by Wm Verplanck Birney, to representthem for the ensuing year. This is a beautiful painting and well worthv
of the firm using it.

Mr Lobert M. Carrier, the recently elected president of the Hard-
wood Manufacturers Association of the United States, is a son of the
well known Cass.us M

-
Carrier, vice-president of the Bathurst LumberCompany of Bathurst, N.B.
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HUSK FRAMES
Made in many different sizes ; so that we have one just to suit your requirements.
The frames are well designed and are all made of cast iron, and are strong enough to last for years.

We plane them all over—top and bottom, and line the boxes with a special babbitt we make ourselves.

The mandrels are of forged steel and have collar forged on.

We usually equip these frames with our famous Parkhurst steel guide.

We are Specialists in the design and erection of Sawmills and their Machinery.

WE BUILD Log Deck Machinery, Band Mills, Carriages, Steam Feeds, Steam Set
Works, Edgers, .Trimmers, Slashers, Gangs, Gang Circulars, Lath and Shingle Mill
Machinery, Engines and Boilers.

They are all of the same good quality which has made " Peterboro Machinery " famous
whereever lumber is made.

Don't forget to make use of our Supply Department when you want any Saws, Belting, Chain,
Packing, etc. You can save money here.
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IOHN DONOGH, JAMES I'. CUNNINGHAM, A. II. MACABE,
President. Vice-President, Secretary.

30 Years in the Trade

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Wholesale Dealers in

Limited

WHITE PINE
Red Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Lath, Shingles

Red Pine Flooring Strips Dressed or Rough at Special Prices

1212 Traders Bank Chambers TORONTO

We Can Protect You
Against Loss of

Property

Profits

Use and Occupancy
Credits

Rents
Contracts

Or Anything Else

Occasioned by

Any Insurable Hazard

Burnett, Ormsby & Clapp, Limited
38 Wellington St. East, TORONTO

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock Red Cedar Shingles White PraE Lath Bass and Poj-lar Siding

JAMES GILLESPIE

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH and SHINGLES

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED 1893.

V OILLE 8c MoREEN V
Wholesale Lumber

NOR.TH TONAWANDA. - N. Y.
TFIA.TDK! WITH C A. TNT A.ID A. SOLICITED.

r EDGINGS

Ontario
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vll 't"'\v'N woodworking shop at Milton, Ont., was recently damaged

by tire to the extent of over $1,000.
The sawmill property owned by the McAlistcr Lumber Company at Hawkcs-

vilie. Ont., has been purchased by H. E. Unix
The River street boat and planing factory at Parry Sound, Ont., has been

GalEea over by the Ihompson & King Manufacturing Company.
James Covey, employed at the Strathroy, Ont., furniture factory, caught hisngat hand in the machinery. Mis thumb was torn off and two turners badrv

lacerated. J
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,
have carried a by-law in favor of a bonus

01 IflUjUUUto the Worm with Piano Company, whoso premises were recently de-
stroyed by fire.

Heory Disston A Sons, saw manufacturers, 112 Adelaide street east, To-
ronto, have purchased a site 011 Fraser avenue and will short!} commence the
construction ot two factory buildings.

The G. Walter Greene Company, Limited, Peterboro, Out., which will manu-
lactuic all kinds ot sawmill machinery, have elected officers as follows: President,
(». Walter Greene; vice-president, S. Greene; secretary-treasurer. T 0
Donaldson.

George Nieol, of Nieol Bros, sawmill, Owen Sound, was engaged in operating
a shaper when the plank slipped and his fingers came in contact with the ma-
Chinery. The points of the first three fingers were taken off. and it was foundm cessary to amputate the top joints.

The Lincoln Paper Mills Company, of Monition. Ont.. have granted the
usual annual bonus of 6 per cent, on their wages to their employees. This is
tire eighth yearly bonus that the employees have received from this company,
notwithstanding the financial stringency, the loss of one of the mills by fire, and
the heavy expense of refitting another large mill.

Recent Ontario incorporations include . Frankford Cooperage Company
Limited, Frankford, Out., capital $40,000: incorporators. C. IJ Mott and E .1

Mott, both of Frankford, Out.; G. A. Graham, II W. Ackerman and W. S
Mordcn, all of Belleville, Ont. Trenton Cooperage Company, Limited, Toronto.
Out., capital $40,000; incorporatoi s, E. R. Lynch, J. D. Montgomery, both of
Toronto, and others. Eraser Bryson Lumber Company. Limited, Ottawa, Ont..
capital, $40,000; incorporators, J. R. Fraser, W. A. Eraser, J. A. Storey and
H. N. Fraser, all of Ottawa, Ont., and others. Rudd Paper Box Company, Lim-
ited, Toronto, Ont., capital $60,000; incorporators, A. E. Rudd. T. H." Butler
and others, all of Toronto. Bartram Bros., Limited, Ottawa. Ont., incorporated
to manufacture lumber, capital $20,000; incorporators, W. B. Bartram and A
B. Bartram, both of Ottawa; J. B. Bartram, C. B. Bartram and L. A. Neil, ali
of Toronto.

qua

Eastern Provinces
The Dawson Lumber Company's mills at Yarmouth, N.S., have resumed

operations.

The Lewis Miller Company will probably build a large sawmill at Jordan
Falls, N.S.

A. W. Allen & Son recently added a barrel making plant to their wood-
working factory at Middleton, N.S.

Lefaivre & Taschereau have been appointed curators in the affairs of J. B.
Rheault, lumber manufacturer, Lac Aux Sable, Que.

A carriage factory is being erected at Mahone Bay, N.S. There is stated to
be an excellent opening for a woodworking plant at this place.

MacKay Bros., of Charlottetown, P.E.I., have bought the Nova Scotia Car-
riage Company's factory at Kentville, N.S., and are resuming operations.

C. Jobin & Company, St. Augustin, Que., have been incorporated to operate
sawmills. Jos. Jobin and P. Rochetto, of St. Augustin, Que., are members of
the concern.

Rhodes, Curry & Company, Amherst, N.S., are buying large quantities of
rtered oak lumber for interior finish from Virginian mills. It is being used

for the finish in the new cars being built by the company for the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railroad. *

The Cobalt Island Company, Limited, Montreal, Que., has obtained a char-
ter, with a capital of $1,000,000, to carry on business as lumbermen and oper-
ators of saw and planing mills. The members of the concern include G. R.
Lighthall, of Westmount, Que.

Joseph Brochu, an employee of J. P. Goulet's sawmill at St. Lazare, P.Q..
attempted to replace a belt upon a wheel when his clothing became entangled
and he was whirled round by the machinery several times before the engine
could be stopped. He died shortly afterwards.

Montreal reports indicate that the cutting along the Ottawa and St. Maurice
Rivers this winter will be larger than ever. The number of men in the woods
is larger than for years. In the St. Maurice River section renewed activity is

evident. The Laurent ide Pulp & Paper Company will cut 1,800,000 logs; the
Union Bag & Paper Company, 1.000,000, and the Belgo-Canadian Company.
1,000,000; others, smaller amounts. In this district over 5,000 men are at work.

H. J. Crowe, president of the Newfoundland Pine & Pulp Company, savs
that a big publishing house in London has already expended $5,000,000 in the
purchase of timber lands and the erecting of pulp and lumber mills. The Reeds
English paper manufacturing concern, has expended almost an equal amount. A
large mill has been erected at Point Leamington, which has already turned out
over 2,000,000 feet of choice lumber. The Badger mill has also turned out over
1,000,000 feet of good pine.

The absence of snow in Nova Scotia is now becoming a serious matter, par-
ticularly with the lumbering interests. The lumbermen have gone into the woods
as usual, but so far the ground in many localities is bare and the question is

how are the cuts to be removed from the woods. Snow is needed badly in some
localities and unless some comes soon but comparatively little lumber will be got
out in those places. It is reported that in somo lumber camps men are now
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loafing away time waiting for snow to como to help the work of moving the cuts.

According to advices received from St. John, N.B., Stetson, Cutler & Com-
pany's two mills at Indiantown and Pleasant Point are the only two in the city

tunning at present. The "Big Mill" will close down soon for a month of repairs.

The sawmill of A. Cushing & Company, Union Point, will resume operations

early in March. Charles Miller's mill at Pokiok will be started late in March,
ii weather conditions are not too unfavorable. The mill of Miller Bros., Strait

Shore, will probably not make a start before May. due to a scarcity of spruce

logs until the up-river logs are available. Hilyard Brothers' plant will bo under
way as soon as the first up-river logs from Fredericton are available, between
May 20 and June 1. Randolph A Baker's two-gang mill, at Randolph, will begin

operations about the middle of April. The mill of J. R Warner & Company.
Strait Shore, will begin operations as soon as the ice has melted out of South

Bay, where they have their logs stored. Murray & Gregory expect to begin

sawing spruce and cedar about April 1. John E. Moore's mill at Pleasant Point

will begin sawing operations between May 15 and 20. Randolph & Baker's two-

gang mill, at Randolph, will begin operations about the middle of April, with

every prospect of having a good year's sawing. The mill of J. R. Warner &
Company, on Strait Shore, will begin operations as soon as the ice has melted

out of South Bay, where they have their logs stored. This condition usually

begins to exist between the 10th and 20th of April. Murray & Gregory expect

to begin sawing spruce and cedar about April 1st and expect to continue with-

out any cessation throughout the soason. John E. Moore's mill, at Pleasant

Point, will begin sawing operations from the loth to the 20th of May, depend-

ing upon the quantities in which Mr. Moore's logs reach the city.

Western Canada
The Davidson-Ward Lumber Company are erecting a 20-niachine shingle

mill at Loughborough Inlet, B.C.

The West Pacific Shingle & Lumber Company, Victoria, B.C., has been

incorporated with a capital of $50,000.

C. A. McGilivray, of Bellingham Wash., ha3 purchased a site on the cor-

ner of Stratlieona and Boundary avenues, Vancouver, for the erection of a large

sawmill.

C. H. Gillis Company, Limited, Vancouver, has been incorporated to take

over C. H. Gillis' shingle business in that city, and to build sawmills, etc.

The Pugh A- Livingstone Lumber Company, Limited, has boon incorporated

with a capital of S'ojOOO, to carry on business at Elkmouth, B.C.. with head
office at Okotoks, Alta.

L. A. Lewis, of the Brunette Saw Mills Company, has sold timber holdings

on the Coquitlam River to Lament Bros., of New Westminster, who will begin

at once to get out shingle bolts.

The Kelowna Sawmill Company, Kelowna, B.C., are adding new machinery
for the manufacture of fruit packing boxes. A new planer and a conveyor for

handling slabs havo been put in.

The Canadian Industrial Company will erect a large paper and pulp mill at

a site on the Powell River, near Vancouver, B.C. Mr. A. Carmichael. hydraulic

engineer and contractor, is now engaged upon plans.

John Hendry, president of the B. C. Mills Timber A: Trading Company, has
placed an order for a $15,000 motor launch, which will be the finest in local

waters. It will be of 80 tons register, 70 feet over all and 16 feet beam.

The Canadian Pacific Sulphite Pulp Company, which have a mill at Swanson
Bay, have been awarded the contract by the Provincial Government for $3,-

500,000 feet of spruce lumber, which will be used for street improvements at

The newly organized Western Canada Wood Pulp & Paper Company, Lim-
ited, will erect a largo pulp and paper plant at Quatsino Sound, B.C. Mr. G.
Kolts may be addrossed.
Princo Rupert.

Mr. Royal A. Jcnnoy, a prominent business man of Ann Arbor, Mich., is in

Vancouver awaiting the report of his timber cruiser, who is examining timber
limits up the coast. If Mr. Jenney's expectations are realized he will invest

about $75,000.

The Sayward Lumber Company, Victoria, B.C., now have their plant in

operation, though additions of machinery are still to bo made which will bring
the total capacity up to 250,000 feet per day. A concrete drying kiln is also

being constructed.

The Independent Lumber Company. Limited, Regina, Sask., have been li-

censed under British Columbia laws to build and operate saw and shingle mills

and sash and door factories in that province. Denis Murphy, of Ashcroft, is

the company's representative.

The Swift interests, which were behind the purchase of the mill at Millside,

now the Eraser River Lumber Company, have secured the tannery at New West-
minster, in which the chief shareholders were W. S. Dwinnell, of Minneapolis,
and Captain Garland, of Vancouver.

R. A. Jennings ,of Ann Arbor, Mich., representing a syndicate, in which
are Junius E. Beale, Mr. Sheran, M. J. Fritz and others, is in British Columbia
buying timber. Options have been secured and if the inspection is satisfactory

deals will be carried through It is understood the investments will reach
$200,000 or $250,000.

Flood water in the Pitt and Fraser Rivers caused considerable trouble and
expense to the Fraser River Lumber Mills. Millions of feet of logs, caught in

the flow of ice and water, were swept down the Fraser River out into the Gulf
of Georgia. The tugs at the mouth of the river were able to get most of the
booms and the loss will be comparatively small.

A San Francisco dispatch states that the agitation for tariff reform is having
a very disquieting effect there, as the leading lumber firms are heavily inter-

ested in American built steam schooners costing from $100,000 to $300,000 each.
In addition to severely injuring the lumber dealers, the proposed reduction in

the tariff, it is thought, would take tramp steamships there with British Col-
umbia lumber and destroy the remnant of the American merchant marine in

the Pacific.

S. J. Mackin, sales manager for the Fraser River Lumber Company, Lit-
ited, Fraser Mills, B.C., states that the last three months have shown a strength-
ening in the market greater than his most optimistic anticipations. The Fraser
River Lumber Company does an extensive export business, as well as shipping
by rail to the prairie provinces. Mr. Mackin says the demand for lumber in

Australia and other foreign markets has been better than at any time during
the last two years. Values, as a result, have strengthened and in view of the
present log situation he believes that the top price for offshore contracts has
not been reached.

Authorized Capital $250,000 (£50,000)

Imperial Timber and

Trading Co., Ltd.
P.O. Box 930, Vancouver, B. C.

Ca.n&.dev.

Export Lumber Standing Timber

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOUGLAS FIR (Columbian Pine), RED
CEDAR nm) SPRUCE, ALASKA PINE, CVPRESS and CALIFORNIA
REDWOOD (Sequoia).

Cm be shipped in Small Parcels. Straight or Mixed C argoes

Hardwood Flooring
Birch, Maple, Oak

We make a specialty of end matched Hardwood
Flooring. The quality is the highest, and work-
manship first class.

SEND US A TRIAL ORDER

J. R. EATON & SONS
ORILLIA - ONTARIO

Toronto Agent : A. A. Begg, 45 Howland Ave.
Phone College 1862

Montreal Agent : C. A. Spencer, St. Francois Xaxier St.
Telephone Main 5554

J. I.. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON 1). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,

Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building - TORONTO

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mass.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,
Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY, TZST1 MONTREAL, P.Q.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

1 inch No. i Pine
cuts& better. . .}

i$4 inch No. i

cuts and better.
2 ' No. i Cuts and

Better
i A in. No. a Pine

cuts and better
»" No. i Pine Cuts

and B. tter

i % inch No 3 Cuts
and Better....

2" No. 3 Cuts and
Better

1 in. Pine Dressing
and better shorts

1 X4, 6 and 8common
1 x 10 box
1 X 10 common and
dressing

1X12 common ....

2 x »o common ....

2 and 3 x 1 2 common
1 x 10 inch box and
common

i'' mill run siding
1 x toand 12 mill

culls

1 in. mill cull sidings
i
v dead cullsidinh.' s

iA inch flooring
Spruce mill run

»4<> 00 44 00

50 00 52 00

52 00 54 00

38 00 45 00

40 00 47 00

32 00 36 00

38 00 42 00

24 00 27 00
24 00 26 00
21 00 23 00

27 00 29 00
28 00 30 00
25 00 27 00
26 00 28 00

24 00 26 00
23 00 25 CO

>8 ,50 20 00
16 50 17 50
12 50 13 50
25 00 27 00
17 50 IU 00

HARDWOODS—PER
Ash White ists and

2nds, 1 to 2"

CARGO lots

Spruce mill culls.

.

Hemlock 1x4 to 8in.

2x4 to8tn.,iolo ibft.

2x4 to 10 inch 18ft.

Clear inch B.C.
cedar, kiln dried

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber

Douglas fir dimen-
sion timber up 10

. 3»
.

Fir flooring, edge
grain

OA No.i 4 ft. Pine
Lath .

i'A" No. 2 4 »t. lath

'A" 3a" pine
1 A" No. 1 4 ft.

hemlock lath. .

XX Pine Shingles
X Pine Shingles.

.

XX
_
B.C. Cedar

Shingles
XXX 6 butts to 2"
XXXX 6 to 2 7- 1

6"

XXXXX 5 to a", .

.

Ked pine, c&cf i".

14 00

"a 50
».S So
18 00

16 00
17 OCl

19 OO

54 00

Red Pine, common 18 00

4 ».S

3 75
' 5"

3 So
2 25

7S

2 40
3 05
3 3°
3 70

28 00
30 ou
31 00
2 1 00

2nds 1 to z''

Ash, black common
and better

Birch, common and

Bir h, common and
better, iAto 2"

Birch, 3 to

4

Birch, 1" x 4" and
up 10/16 ist> and
2nds

Basswood, common
and betler, 1''.. 24 00

Basswood, common
and better 1%
to 2" 28 00

Basswood mill run 20 00
Soft Elm. common,

and better iA
to 2"

. .

.

Soft Elm, common
and better 1".

.

.

Rock Elm, common
and better 1"

.

.

Rock Elm, 1% to 2"

1 sts & 2nds . .

$50
I

00 60 00

33 00 37 00

00 25 00

23 00 34 00

*S
28

00
00

27
32

00

25 00

30 00
21 OO

50 00 S3 00

Mi REST, CAR LOTS.

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1"

Soft maple common
& better 1 A co 3"

Hard Maple i"x4"
& up io'zo common
and better
Hard Maple 4"x 4"
& up 10 16 common
and better
Oak, red plain.

ists and 2nds 1"

Oak, red, plain.
ists and 2nds, 2"

Oak, red, plain,
ists and 2nd-, 3"

Oak, red, plain,
ists and2nd«, 4"

Oak, white, plain.
ist and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, iA"M"
and up 10 16

Oak, quartered,
ist and 2nds 1"

Oak, quartered,
1 sts and 2iids, 1A
to 2"

Hickory ists and
2nds h'vy 1 J^to 3"

21 <x>

ij oO

44 00

50 00

56 00

5<> 00

44 00

48 00

77 00

62 00

Pine good sidings :

lin. x 7in and up
iX" andij£"x

8' and up
2' x 7" and up
No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up

Pine good strips :

1''

iX" and iA"

.

2
Pine good shorts :

1" x 7" and up

.

i'
r

\X" and iA"

23 00 25 00
barn 23 00 26 00

20 00 22 00

7" to 9" A Sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

strips
Pine, No. 1 dressing

shorts
Pine, 10 s. c and

better 12' to 16'

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-
ter 12' to 16' ...

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

.
ings

Pine, s. c. strips. .

.

Pine, s. c. shorts.

.

Pine, s.c. and better.

i_
1 *4

Pine. s.c. and better,
«X5

Pine, s.c. and better
1x6

I'ine. s.c. and better.
1x7

Pine, s.c. and better,
1x8

Pine, s.c. and better.
1X9

Pine. s.c. and better,
1 X 10

Pine, box boards
1 x 10 No. 1 barn .

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTl'R! r'S PRICES

I X 10 No. 2
40 OO 44 OO I X 8 & 9 No. .

i x b & 9 No. 2

S° 00 5500 Pine Shorts 6' to 1.

52 00 56 00 x io' 22 00
Pine mill culls. ... 18 00

34 00 36 00 Pine O. culls 10 00
Red Pine log run,

34 00 36 00 mill culls out 17 00
38 00 42 00 Spruce i"x4" & up 16 00
42 00 45 00 Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

7, 8. 9 and 10"
. . 17 00

35 00 37 00 Spruce 1" clear (fine
28 00 30 00 dressing and B) 24 00
40 00 43 00 Hemlock 1 j 00
42 00 45 00 Basswood log run,
25 00 27 00 dead culls out 18 00

Basswood log run
32 00 36 00 mill culls out. 20 00

Birch ,8 00
26 00 31 00 Soft Elm, common.

and better 1. ij^, 2" 20 00
2200 2600 Ash, black common

;
and better. . . 24 00

26 00 30 00
I

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
24 00 2j 00 1 3/8"

N . 2 white pine
23 00 24 00 Spruce, mill run
1900 2200 Red pine mill run

No 1 white pine

No. 2 white pine
'"& 'X .. ...
Spruce mill run

20 00
13 00

19 00

26 00
IS 00

24 00
20 00

24 00

26 00

22 00 23 00

23 00 24 00

23 00 24 00

Red millPine
run 1" &

32" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18"

26 od 28 00
15 00 18 00
29 00 32 00

xxxx, 18'

Clear Bull,
x, x 18"

18"

3 00 3 So
2 50 2 75
2 25 2 So
2 25 2 50

3 00 3 25

2 00 2 2.5

2 00 2 2S

' 7S 2 OO
< So 2 OO

3 So 4 00
2 75. 3 25
' so ' 75

es :

4 25 4 5"
3 00 3 5°
1 50 » 75

IO inchM and up. according to axcrage and uualitx , cAverage if, inch * ' **

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAPT. c|gSquare white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average. .

10" s„
First class Ottawa waney. 18" average, according to lineal.. 62 6°

KUD PINE-IN THE RAPT.
.Measured off, according to average and qualitv noneShipping order " " " . .rl " makingOAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, act ording to average and quality. („,

BLM.
Bj Iho dram, accordin to average and quality, 40 lo 45 feet. 05 7o

30 to 3s feet 50 55

* 4 inch
19

"

7 "

18 "
25
28

30
32
36

SARNIA, ONT.
PINK, COM. ANI1 BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" 45 ,

1 in., 8" and up wide. .

.

iXandiX" •' ...
53 00
55 00
5" 00

CUT! A NP BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 44 00
6/4 x8S up No. 1 & better 52 00

1 x 10 27 °°
1
" X 1 2" 29 00
" x 13 and up 29 00

•X x 4 and If 26 00

8/4

6 4 x 6 & up No. :

8'4

6/4X 6 & up No. 3
8/4

,'/, in.

i'A in.

2U1.

1% and 3'

4 in.

54 00
, 44 00

46 00
• 40 00

t, ,, 42 00

NO. I CUTS.
8" and up wide 3" 00

• . 48 00
. . 48 00
. . .so 00

. 70 00

75 00

NO. I BARN.

'I?- ....... 28 00 3c 00'^Kand2» %Z
*A and 3" 33 00
4 38 00

NO. 2 BARN.

•; 26 00 29 (X)

iA and 2" ,6 00
2^ and 3" :8<»

NO. 3 BARN.

1 111. •y 23 00 26 00
A and 2 23 00 26 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
6" and up wide.

.

24 00
37 00
37 00
40 00

55 00 60 00

1 in.

18*
2 1

iA. 3 and 4" '

no. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
1^ and 1 J," » 26 00

,
„" 26 00

3 and 4 , 38004300
KILL RUN.

1
„

x
\, 23 00

x 5 • 25 001x6 and 8 25 00

No. 1

No.

'X

' >.%• #
1 mill cullis,

and 2"

.

20 00 23 00

16 00 19 00

MUX CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1"

'X- iJ4 and a"......
No. 2

•5 00
15 00

14 00 ig 00

LATH.

No- . 32" 150 2
No. 2, 48" °.

gNo. 1, 48" pine

2 00

So
4 o

2x4
2x6 and 2x8
2 x 10
2 x 12

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. i S. AND I E.

8 ft IO ft

16 50
16 go

15 00
15 00
'5 50
16 50 19 00

6 ft

12 00
'4 SO
15 00
'5 50

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

2 x 4-12 $19 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00
2 x 4-10-18-20 21 00
2x6
2x8

14 x 16 tt

16 50
16 50

1

1 8 to 16 19 00

Common Boards

4 inch $19 .

21 50
22 50
22 50
22 50

Flooring
4 or 6 . inch No. 1 $32 DO

„ * 30 00
3 22 50

Shiplap— Finished
inch

10, 12 inch

Lath

6 inch No.
" No. 2.

No. 3.

Siding

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce.
No. 2

'

3x6 and 3x8
3 x IO

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
12 ft.

*' 2000
"5°

3 x ,2 22 00
4 X4to 6x8 20 00
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 22 00
8x8 22 00
6 x 14 up to 32 ft

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 8 to 16 ft

" " 18 to 32 ft

2 X IO, 2 X 12, 8 tO l6 tt

1 8, 2C, 22 ft.

24, 26, 28, 30, 32
2 X 14 Up tO 32 ft

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft

3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft

6 x 6 to 6 x 12110(0 32 ft

3 X 14. 4 X 14

19 OO
21 50
22 go

31 OO
29 00

4 75
3 25

14 and 16 tt

20 00
20 so
22 50
20 00
21 00
21 00

3028

$19 50
21 JO
20 00
23 00
2f OO
2SOO
22 SO
25 OO
23 OO
25 ro

XXX B.C. Cedar
SHINGLES.

X X B. C. Cedar "V. .

3"'°

XXX Dimension *'*s

2.JJ

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8. IO X IO, IO X 12, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 16
up to 32

10 x 20
8 x 20. .... -

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir

FLOORING.
No 1 it 2 Red Pine. 4 in -„
E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring ^~
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring 37
F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring X,

E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring
'

2g

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce. 2o
8 to 16 ft.. 6 in..
B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16' 20 50
B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16' iQ 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. , S.
No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch

No. 1 Mixed W & R Pine
No. 1 B. C. Fir

LATH.

$24 80
26 80
27 to

50

'7 5°

mixed w dths

$25 00
20 00
850
5 50
10 50

$3-oo
4«o

HARDWOODS, CAR LOTS. F. O. B. WINNIPEG
:'

,

C/7ndrpla,
!

n
0
Oak

C
.

E!,>

*" '°R LUMBER are :--

2" *' " « POO 00
3" ' 6$ 00

<; '.'.'.'."...'.'.v. 25
°°

" " Ash 7° 00
2" •• • 03 00
3' " •• 70 00

78 00
4S 00

3" •• •• 49 00

•
" " Maple.. : S3 °"

2" •• •• 43 00
3" " •' 47 00
4" " •• \\\ 3° So
Flooring Canadian Clear.'

'.'" 55 50

American •• $' ot>

SS 00

Birch

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. V

Uppers and
'"• $82 00

i% and 3m 90 00
4 in

,

SelectB 1 in

i\i to 2 in

i'A and 3 in

4 in .
.'.

Fine common, lin....

i'A and
1A in

2 in

WHITE PINE

(Wholesale selling price.

in...

Cut'g up,
'% and
J' KT- .

No.
A in

Cuts

1, mi

No.
No. 2, :

No 2 , ft in
No. 3, iM, and >A in
No 3 1 A" & -

Dressing 1^ in.

.

i)( x 10 and 12

.

95 00
73 00
72 00
8.5 00
90 00
57 00
59 00
61 00
80 00
85 00
45 00
54 00
.58 00
28 00
43 00
32 00
35 00
42 00

45 00

Shelving. No. ,. 13 in and
up, in

No. , Mold H ps , to 2 in. ci
No. 2 Moulding Strips, 1

40 00
42 00

to 1 in
Barn. No. 1. 12 in.

6 8 and 10 in. . .

.

No. 2

No. 2. 12 in
.

No. 3, 10 in.
No. 3 12 in.

.

Box, 1 x 4

42 Of)

37 00
32 00o «n 32 co

33 00
27 00
28 00
21 OO
24 OO
24 OO

' * »••••. 25 00

Mill Cull-, ,

'A and 2 in.

.

1 x 6 & up.
1 x 10

2J 00
20 00
20 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent thebuying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda: P™™« f«-

WHITE ASH.
ist & 2nd, 1 inch... 40 00 4200 I

ig to 2 inch 44 00 46 00 I Strips
48 00 54 00 j Com. and culls

,

jobber

*A to 4 inch 22 00
14 00

24 00
22 00

BLACK AND BROWN
1st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 42 00

1
Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

ist & 2nd 6 inch &
up. red 40

ist and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up 32 00

Common and culls. 13 00

ist & 2nd, white. 6
inch and up 30 00

Common and good
cuB» 16 00

st and 2nd, soft. 6
inch and up .... 26 00 28 00Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

ist and 2nd hand 20 00
Common and culls l4 00

MAPLE

23 00
I ist and 2nd. soft. . 20 00
Common and culls. 12 00

23 00
13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
White Pine Uppers. 1 to 2 inch $Q2 ,„
Selects, 1 to 2 incn 80
Fine Common, 1 inch o

°°
.1/ . •" ". 50 00
1 to 2 inch

No. . Cuts 1 inch .

63 00

•Xt0 2 inch A ™
No. 2 Cuts. 1 inch

iX to 2 inch..'.'.'.'.'.'..:

Barn Boards, No. , , x 12
3f

N°' ....'38^,
No. 2, 1 x 10 '

No. 2. ,x 8 £J~n° 3..X.2 :::::: 52No. 3. 1 x 10
No. 3, 1 x 8

; 2QOOSpruce, io and 12 in dimension
9 in. and under \\\

10 and 12 in. random lengihs. 10 ft. and up 2 s 00
2 x 2. 2x4. 2x52x6 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up . . 22 00All other random lengths. 7 in. and under! Vo ft

'

and up ......
IfJ^'Ju '£ merc

t
ant«h,e boards, 8 ft. & up ,'

p ,

'

Is %
~

Canadian Spruce boards
Vermont Spruce boards, matched 2 ,

°°

1x2 and 1 x 3 furring p. 1 s clipped and bundied 20 lo
1 **" Spruce laths . „
1 A" .

4 00
3 40

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras »
Clears 3 9°

Second clears 3 4o

Clear Whites. 2 SS

Extra is Clear whites out)
Extra is (Clearwhites in) . .... '.*'.".'. '.'.'.'.".'.['.'.

, f°

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16" < butts to 2"
" " Eurekas, 18" " "

" " Parfactions, 3 butts to 2^"
.

.'

.

. . .

'

4 6o

$94 OO
82 00
60 00
65 OO

58 OO

37 00
46 00
So 00
38 00
37 00
40 00
35 co
34 00
33 00
}i 00
30 00

25 00
26 00

20 00
24 00
22 so
22 00

4 25

5 50

$4 I o

3 So
2 50
2 35
' 45
1 60

3 75
4 25

4 75
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"QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY"

Our Quebec Mills
No. 2

A Direct Connection on

Good Goods on Spruce

and Shingles

Quebec

Spruce

New Brunswick

White Cedar

Shingles

Our Wholesale Office, Springfield, Mass.

We Sell to the Trade Only

Write Us

John Fenderson & Co.
Sayabec, P. Q.

Saw & Shingle Mills;

Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q.

Salmon Lake, P. Q. Red River, P .Q.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition,

Novelty Siding, Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick

Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada

are our lead-

ers and are

recognized
as such by

retail buyers

in the eastern

markets.

Sales Office,

Springfield, Mass
U. S. A.
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HUTHER. BROS. PATENT GROOVER. OR DADO HEADFor cutting: any width groove from one quarter inch to 2 inches or over

4 i4!>

tS?.{? h . ny
.

C
'.
r
.

uli
i
r S

?u
Mat

f'
a1

-,
Wl 1 cut a perfect groove with or across the grain.U 'e on >' D"*0 Head on the market that gives entire satisfaction on all classes of work. NoS adjustment. For different width grooves, simply remove or add inside cutters. Sold by buildersand dea ers of woodworking machinery in all parts of the United States. Will send on approval in

hut%vr ;t« y *S

w

m^n^e r rket; if
.
n
,v
tthe bcst re,urn at °ur «p«£

approva1
'

HUTHER BROS SAW MFG. CO Inc.. .

.

7o"University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., manufacturers-Circular Saws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Rox Cutters, Concave Saws, etc.
nuracturers

JEFFREY
CONVEYERS

are the Best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Refuse, etc.

Catalog T 57 B

Reliance Saw
Mill Chains

mad in all standard sizes. Write for

Price List.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Canadian Office and Works
Main Office and Works

- - MONTREAL.
COLUMBUS, OHIO, U.S.A.

\\^E have some interesting
facts to give you re-

garding our new type of
Gang. You must know
about the new oscillation.

You ought to know it right
away. Just write us that
you want full particulars of
our No. 10, 15 and 16 Gangs
and learn of the greatest
achievement in the con-
struction of saw mill ma-
chinery in years.

Wickes Bothers
Seattle Office 110 White Bldg. Saginaw, Mich.

Iron Frame "Simplex" Shingle Machine

I

N this, our latest design of Shingle Machine, we
have incorporated all the advantages contain-
ed in our wood frame "Simplex" and added
several improvements.

The arbor has been made heavier and a third
bearing added to support it outside the driving
pulley. The method of putting lead in the saw
arbor has been greatly improved. This is now
done by swinging on a centre directly under the
saw the whole frame which carries the arbor. Thus
the alignment of the bearings is not in any un-
affected and there will be no danger of hot bearings
after the lead has been changed. The change may
be made while the machine is running and without
stopping the carriage.

An improvement has also been made in the
method of driving the edger. It is belted direct
from a shaft running at right angles to the main
arbor from which it is driven by means of a beve'
friction. This makes a very neat compact drive
and has proved satisfactory in the mill.

The rail on which the carriage travels is made
of square steel and when worn can be renewed hy
simply turning upside down.

Over three hundred of our
Upright Machines (wood and
iron frames) are in use in
British Columbia and
Washington.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

Letson <fe Burpee, Limited, Vancouver, B. C.
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Woodworking Machinery
For Every Requirement

Fast Feed Planer and Matcher M. 204

Fast Feed Planer and Matcher M. 227

Cowan's Fast Feed Planers and Matchers
are built for the manufacture of flooring" and for general mill requirements.

These machines are adapted for working hard or soft wood and contain many new features of special

advantage in modern mill practice.

THE WEDGE PLATEN provides for distributing the cut between the top and bottom heads as desired.

THE CUTTER HEAD ADJUSTMENTS compensate for wear of knives and insure better work.

THE GENERAL ACCESSIBILITY permits all adjustments to be made without loss of time or energy.

The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Ltd.
M ontreal

St. John, N.B. Toronto Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

SALES AGENTS
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Uncle "Rastus" has

gone on a Vacation
But the

''MIDLAND*'
Band Wheel Grinders

are still working away. They
never stop making money for

the saw mill men who use

them.

Remember one setting grinds both wheels
Prices and descriptive circular on request

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
P. O. BOX 425

Midland - Ontario

Complete Log Way, consisting of Steam Nigger, Log; Stoo
and Jack Ladder Unloader

Manufactured by

End View of Heavy Modern
Sawmill Carriage

P. Payette

& Co.

Penetanguishene, - Ont.

Catalogue on Request

Branch Office and Warehouse :

New Orleans, Louisiana 421 Carondelef Street

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Company
Greenville - Michigan

Manufacturers of

The Old Reliable Gordon Hollow Blast Grate and

The "Tower" Line of Edgers and Trimmers
The Gordon Hollow Blast Grate

affords the best

FORCED DRAFT SYSTEM
FOR SAW MILLS, ETC.,

on the market. It adds from
twenty-five to fifty per cent, to the
efficiency of boilers, many users
declaring that it

MAKES TWO BOILERS DO
THE WORK OF THREE.
It also enables the user to dis-

pose of all of his refuse, actually
converting into a SOURCE OF
CONSIDERABLE PROFIT what is usually a SOURCE OF EXPENSE
In other words, it places him in a position to

RUN HIS MILL WITH HIS REFUSE and
SELL HIS WOOD.

Time and experience have conclusively demonstrated that it
GIVES AS GOOD RESULTS WITH WET, GREEN OR FROZENSAWDUST AS A DRAFT GRATE GIVES WITH DRY WOOD

NO EXPERIMENT.—20 YEARS ON THE MARKET OVFR
6,000 SETS IN USE.-OVER 600 VOLUNTARY TESTIMONIALS.
.

,
Saws labor

.

in firing.—Lasts forever. Only expense first cost.—
Equally efficient in ordinary furnaces or Dutch ovens.—Adapted for anynumber of boilers, from one up.—No change in construction necessaryA hole must be made through each wall, for the pipe ; aside from this'not a brick need be disturbed.—The largest outfit can be installed

T̂
etv

y.
e
Jl
n qmttmg time Saturday and starting uptime Monday rnornintr —No difficulty about maintaining a fire at night, when the blower is idleand no objection to so doing.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.,
Greenville,

The Largest Manufacturer of Grates, Edgers and Trimmers in the World.

Michigan
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There are more DISSTON BRAND Band

and Circular Saws used than any other make,

and by a large majority.

WE MAKE THIS STATEMENT WITHOUT

WHY?
FEAR

Because millmen and sawyers recognize by the

use of the DISSTON SAWS they obtain the

greatest results for the least cost.

OF SUCCESSFUL CONTRADICTION.

MATERIAL
Finest

Crucible Steel

HARDENING
AMD

TEMPERING

DlSSTON

Method

GRINDING

TENSIONING

DlSSTON

Method

Disston

Method

POINTS OF MERIT
UNIFORMITY.
TOUGHNESS.
GREATEST TENSILE STRENGTH AND ELASTICITY.

Being Manufacturers of our own steel, and thoroughly familiar with its makeup, we
are able to absolutely adjust the hardening and tempering processes to the degree

giving that perfect combination of hardness and toughness that produces the

"edge, tension-holding and standing up qualities" for which the DISSTON SAWS
are renowned.

By the DISSTON METHOD all Band Saws are ground perfectly flat and uniform in

thickness, thus making possible a very close adjustment of the guides without

creating any friction or heat when in operation at the highest rate of feed; and all

Circular Saws, whether tapered or of even thickness, are perfectly flat ground on

the surface, thus insuring in all saws perfect clearance and true balance.

The uniformity of the material, temper and grinding is a large factor in the proper

adjustment of tension; and this together with the Disston process of tensioning,

is the reason why the DISSTON SAWS will manufacture more lumber, under the

same conditions, than any other brand of saw.

In the DISSTON" BRAND of SAWS you have the advantages of the product of a progressive, up-to-date

saw factory, the LARGEST IN THE WORLD, and where saws are made throughout, from the making of the steel

itself— the Superiority of which has been demonstrated for the past fifty-three years— to the finishing operation, and

each process is performed by mechanics of long experience and highest order of skill.

WE HAVE BEEN MAKING SAWS FOR OVER 68 YEARS

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street, East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.
KEYSTONE, SAW TOOL, STEEL, AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

"THE DUNBAR 99

New and Improved

STEAM LOGGING ENGINES

This is the machine for which we claim all the good Qualities possessed by any other

and a great many valuable improvements besides.

Best on the Market
This lime we wish to call your attention to one of

many important points which prove conclusively the

superiority of the Dunbar Logging Engines : that

of the Hydraulic Apparatus for raising and lowering
the Boiler, an invention of our Mr. Dunbar, Sr. (for

which patents are pending). By this device all danger
from rush of water to either end of the Boiler, caused
by irregularities of the road, is avoided. One of the

most serious drawbacks in other Engines is the fact

that the Boiler is stationary on the frame, consequent-

ly a source of great anxiety because of the danger to

both the Crown Sheet and the Tubes. You can readi-

ly understand that in going up or down hill either the

Crown Sheet or the Tubes are bared, causing them to

become so heated that they will leak badly, and after

repetition for a time the Boiler will be practically

ruined.

This improvement, which supersedes our previous

method for raising or lowering the boiler, has been
added since cut herewith shown was made.

Should you contemplate putting in a Logging
Engine we shall be glad to take the matter up with

you and give you all particulars.

Quotations for Logging Sleds furnished.

Write Us for Particulars

The Alex. Dunbar <fe Sons Company
Woodstock, N.B. Limited
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Sole Canadian Agents Stock Carried in Canada

The
147 Bannatyne Ave.

Winnipeg:, Man.

General Supply Co.
of Canada, Ltd. 219-221 Bank St.

Ottawa, Ont.

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INQUIRE INTO THE MERITS OF OUR

New Tie or Log Siding Machine
It slabs both sides of the logs accurately and rapidly at the one operation. Both
saws movable to or from the centre simultaneously by means of a lever within
the sawyer's easy reach, and the spacing indicated on a quadrant in plain sight.
This machine will cut over 3,000 ties in ten hours. In any mill using a Gan^

this machine, if used for preparing the cants, will
increase the output 20%. It is a compact machine,
strongly built, as the cut indicates, to withstand hard
and continuous usage. It is without an equal, let
alone a suparior, in this line, because it meets the
requirements perfectly. Let us have an opportunity
of sending descriptive matter, and price.

WE CAN ALSO INTEREST YOU IN

Saw Mill Machinery
We build a complete line for any desired capacity.

Our Triumph Turbines are unexcelled. They will give more power than any other Water Wheel on the market.

CATALOGUES FOR THE ASKING.

Head Office and Works : Lindsay, Ontario
Eastern Representative : Western Representative :

H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James Street, Montreal, Que. Canadian Fairbanks Company, Vancouver, B. C.
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SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

Hart Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranty *d the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

Importers and Conlrai tors for

all kinds of Electrical Wo k

Lighting Plants
Watchman's Clock and

Telephone Systems
FOR

LUMBER MILLS

Motors, Dynamos Repairs

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

the NORTHERN ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.

Electrical Contractors

ORILLIA ONT.

DeLoach "Prince"
Hand Feed Shingle Mill

JOHN H. CRANE
Manufacturer of Lumber and Shingles

DeLOACII MILL MFG. CO., Monterey. Ala., July 2, 1907.

Bridgeport, Ala.

Gentlemen.— I purchased from you in 1905 a "Prince" hand feed shingle machine.
I have operated it and find it all you claim for it. We cut at the rate of 30,000 shingles in

10 hours and made first class shingles. I consider your machine a very light running
machine. If I wanted another hand machine I would certainly buy a DeLoach Prince.

With best wishes for your success, I am
Yours very truly,

John H. Crane.

Send for Catalogue of Engines, Boilers, Gasoline Engines, Saw Mills,

Sningle Mills, Planers, Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills,

Water Wheels, Etc. Complete Circular and Band Mill Equipment.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

The SAVOIE-GUAY CO.,

"Top-Saw
The accompanying cut repre-

sents our regular saw bench, light

or heavy pattern, equipped with

"Top Saw," which can be adapted

to our ordinary carriages.

This Top Saw is especially

made to cut large logs.

The frame of Top Saw is of

solid cast iron. The 1 op Saw

arbor slides from top to bottom,

by means of screws, visible on

cut, which allows using saws of

different sizes. This Top Saw

is equipped with a tightener,

handy to the operator, to set in

motion or stop the saw, at will.

PLESSISVILLE STATION, P.Q
MAKERS OF

Turbine water wheels of all sizes. Gasoline and steam engines, Circular Saw Mills, Double edgers, Shingle mills, Planer and matchers, Buzz planers, Shaping
machines, Lath Machines, Band saws, Polishing machines, Trimmers of all Descriptions, Butter and Cheese factory outfits. Acetylene Gas Generators, Shafting, Han-
gers, Iron and wood pulleys, machinery of all descriptions for factories and saw mills.
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A Helpful Tool
Is a Reliable Tool one that is strong- and
safe—that saves time, labor and materials.
Such a tool is THE SHIMER CUTTER HEAD

It is c-nnsiiuclcd to suit any matcher, moulder or benoner. Ii is

.specially built to fit YOUR machine and cul YOUB pal terns. it is
easy to keep in order and produces t he same shape of mould for all time.

Oueof the special feat tires of the Shimer Cutter Head is the divided
shearing or shave cut, which is produced by arranging the Kits into
upper and lower series, and fixing them upon seats alternately arranged
around the Head flange, the seats being inclined to give freedom of cut
and clearance protection to all leading points.

All the fitting is saved by this tool, which reduces to plain work the
otherwise difficult and tedious patterns. If, therefore, helps out the
machine operator and also makes possible an increase of daily output.

Why not give them a trial for 30 days and compare with your
present methods. They are made specially to your order and sent to
reliable lumbermen anywhere returnable if not satisfactory. Address

Samuel J. Shimer 6 Sons,
Milton, Pennsylvania

If You Want
itany kind of Machinery", see us and we will show i

to you right in Vancouver.

We cater especially to the logging and saw-
mill industries, carrying the largest stock of new
and second-hand machinery in Vancouver.

Some of Our Specialties

Washington Iron Works Logging Engines

Hiester Geared Logging Locomotives

Logging Trucks

Leonard Engines and Boilers

Good Second-Hand Machinery bought and sold

Hoisting and Logging Engines for rent

Warehouse and Storage Accommodation for rent

Vancouver Machnery Depot
Office: 441 Seymour St

VANCOUVER, B. C

Limited

Warehouse and Wharf : Foot of Alder St.

Robb-Mumford
Water Tube Boiler

m

Free Expansion of Tubes— Perfect Water

Circulation—Dry or Superheated Steam

—

Half the usual number of handholes.

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST, N. S.

DISTRICT fTraders Bank Building, Toronto, William McKav, Manager
OFFICES 1 Telephone Building. Montreal. Watson Jark", Manager

[Union Hank Building, Winnipeg, J. F Porter, Manager

None Better
Do you know of any Shingle Machine as good as

The Columbia?
No sir, because no better shingle machine exists.

The Columbia has led the list for over 33 years, and
is to-day the fastest cutting and most economical

operated shingle machine on the market. Don't
you want a catalog ?

PERKINS & CO.. Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Waterous Engine Works Co.
Limited

Brantford, Canada
Canadian Manufacturers of

COVEL
Saw Filing Machinery

A View of the Filing Room of the Great Southern Lumber Company, Bogalusa, La., Equipped with Covel Machinery.
Capacity Six Hundred Thousand Feet per Day.

The New Covel No. 90 Improved Automatic Band Saw Sharpener,
four of which are shown in above view, represents the acme of perfection
in filing machinery, is substantially built and fitted throughout with cut
gears, brass and malleable parts.

We also Manufacture full line of Sawmill Machinery, Band Mills,
Steel Carriages, Engines, Boilers, etc.

Write us For Prices and any Information you may desire.



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
You have your books audited by firms of expert accountants, you have your plants appraised bv expert appraisers
companies—Why ? To get the best at the lowest cost.

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance—Our inspector and adjusters are lumbermen as well as insurance men. We can
handle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessable policy, and absolutelv sound indemnity.
Drop us a line and we will explain our methods fully.

Lumber Underwriters

By Lumbermen
66 Broadway NEW YORK

For Lumbermen

Door No. 3. L. 302.

Plain i-Cut
Oak. Oak.
$6.00 $6.50
$6.25 $6.75

Price of 2—10 x 6—10
Price of 3— 0 x 7— 0

These Doors are stocked in the above
sizes only and are thick. These prices are
f.o.b.. West Toronto. If required to be crated
add 15 cents per door.

BATTS LIMITED,

Are You

Getting the

Door Trade?

Retail lumber dealers

should be getting a share
of the Door trade in their

communities. If you stock

or handle Batts' Doors
you can do a uice door
business at a good profit.

We manufacture veneered
doors in all the cabinet

woods. They are well

made and sell easily.

Staved Columns

Have you given us a
trial order o 11 Staved
Columns. This is a line

you should be pushing.

Our Columns are giving

satisfaction everywhere.
Write for prices.

48 Pacific Avenue,

West Toronto

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWN

'extra'

MONTREAL TORONTO

WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

AXE

H. WALTERS & SON, hull,canada
VANCOUVER BRANCH : Corner Powell and McLean Streets.

MANUFACTURERS OP
AXES, ALL KINDS AXE HANDLES, MACHINE KNIVES, ALL KINDS LUMBERINC & LOCCINC TOOLS

LONG distance PHONE. We supply the Largest Lumbermen in Canada.
J. R. Booth, Ottawa, Ont.; W. C. Edwards & Co., Rockland, Ont.; McLachlan
Bros., Arnprior ; E. B. Eddy Co., Limited. Hull ; A. & B. Gordon & Co., Pem-
broke ;.G. Perley & Co., Calumet, Que.; Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Hawkes-
bury, Ont.; A. Fraser Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont.; Shepherd & Morse Lumber
Co., Oltawa, Ont.; Hull Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Gilmour & Hughson, Hull,
P.Q.; Imperial Paper Mills of Canada, Sturgeon Falls, Ont. ; Algoma Com-
mercial Com., Limited, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.; Graves, Bigwood & Co., Byng
Inlet, Ont.; Turner Lumber Co., Worthington, Ont.; J. J. McFadden, White-
fish, Ont.; St. Anthony Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Northern Timber and
Lumber Co., Markstay, Ont.

H.WALTERS & SONS Lumbering #
Logging Tools
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Our special Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mix-

ture of Iron, are stronger,

longer lived, lower in price

and lighter for their

strength than any other

wheel. Write for prices

and samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.,
MIDLAND,
ONTARIO.

SWASTIKA Long Life Babbitt
Copper Hardened

Is Specially Alloyed For Saw Mill Machinery
Our experience of 50 years in the Saw Business has en-

abled us to design a Babbitt for Saw Mill Machinery.

At Minimum Price with Maximum Quality

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

The James Robertson Co. Limited
144 William Street - MONTREAL, QUE.

Agents for Vancouver: The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Arctic Metal
For Cool

Bearings
Tallman Brass & Metal Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

We Make

SPECIAL BELTS
for

Special Work

Guarantee Results

WRITE OUR NEAREST WAREHOUSE

D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West 200 King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.

2 1 St. Peter St. 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
1Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,

Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,

Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. (SL SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS* SUPPLIES

Tents.Awnings, Flags, Sails.WaterproofCovers.Oiled Clothing,

Horse Blankets. Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptive*.

J. J. TURNER <& SONS
Cor.George.King& Water Sts., Peterborough, Ont., Can.

THE GREAT BELT
BEATS ALL RIVALS EVERY TIME

Strength
TXniformity
Reliability
Endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J, S, YOUNG, 14 Hospital Street. MONTREAL,

WATERPROOF LEATHER BELTING FOR THE
WET PLAGES."* the SAWMILL if

Am *b 1

A

PR I C E S '••-C^W'-v.;

SAMPLES
M QNTREAi

JRONTvO:
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WILLIAM HAMILTON Co LIMITED
PETERBORO ONTARIO

HUSK FRAMES
Made in many different sizes

; so that we have one just to suit your requirements.
The frames are well designed and are all made of cast iron, and are strong- enough to last for years.
We plane them all over—top and bottom, and line the boxes with a special babbitt we make ourselves.
The mandrels are of forged steel and have collar forged on.

We usually equip these frames with our famous Parkhurst steel guide.

Wc arc Specialists in the design and erection of Sawmills and their Machinery.

WE BUILD Log Deck Machinery, Band Mills, Carriages, Steam Feeds, Steam Set
Works, Edgers, Trimmers, Slashers, Gangs, Gang Circulars, Lath and Shingle Mill
Machinery, Engines and Boilers.

They are all of the same good quality which has made " Peterboro Machinery " famous
wherever lumber is made.

Don't forget to make use of our Supply Department when you want any Saws, Belting, Chain,
Packing, etc. You can save money here.

ownniiriiiuiMMiiijmwwwtiJDww

PETERBORO SAW MILLS
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Mason, Gordon 6* Co.
So St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesalb

|^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

V\7E are in the market and pay
the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street Eaat

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

L0VELAND& STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Tlmbtr a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER
White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock

Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and
Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Jhe Ontario Lumber
Co • Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River, Ont. Water Shipment.
Yard: Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Prices

Home ilife Building, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturbr of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock.
On Temiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of North Bay

HAILKYBVRY. ONT.

"Well bought is half sold"

Stock at Midland

1907 Cut

2 cars 1x4 &

5
u

1 x 8 in.

15
u

1 x 4 &

5
(1 1x4 &

2 1 X4 in.

3
((

1 x 4 &
in.

2 cars 64x12 m. Common & Box.

1 " 2 x 10 in. Mill Run.

" Bone Dry " is getting scarce

This may interest you

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock

Lumber

1007-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in slock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

"I1TE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds

" * of Lumber and Timber in Can-
ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,

Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short

and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER & SON
QUEBEC

I. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
Pine, Hardwood and Hemlock Floorings
and Ceilings. Sash and Doors, Wood
Turnings, Etc. All Dressed Lumber Kiln
Dried if desired. End Matched Flooring a
Specialty.

C00D PINE SIDINCS A SPECIALTY

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Wanted:—
Dry Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

Write for special prices on

White Pine, Spruce, etc.

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stuff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

S

ialph Loveland, Pres.
fJ . K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.
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Split Posts
Posts Good
Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Muir & Terry
Wholesale Lumber

LATH
No. i, 2 and 3 White Pine Lath

for immediate shipment

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

.J. K. MUIR H. .). TKRRY
Phone, Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE - ONT.

MANUFACTURERS

L
UMBER, TIMBER,

JOISTINC, LATH,

BOXES and SHOCKS

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

G. A. SPALDING & GO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood

Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

C. A. Larkin
WHOLESALE

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock

Toronto, Ont.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.

We have a nice assorted stock of

and
Spruce
Lumber and
Timber
Sawn all Sizes

Send for our latest List just issued

We are prepared to execute special orders for

Timber promptly

Lath, Shingles n u 1 t\

and Pickets Pembroke, Ont.

MIRAMIGHI

LUMBER COMPANY

CHATHAM, N. B.

LUMBER

LATHS

SHINGLES

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED

Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo

Ferguson Lumber Co.
London, Ont.

OHINGLES^ ¥ UMBER
JL/ATH

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegrraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

PLANING AND MATCHINC
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, omiia
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING,
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots
Factory near Station Write for Prices

phone 113

LEAK & CO.
Aberdeen Chambers,

.

35 Victoria St - TORONTO

We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce,

Basswood, Maple, Birch

and Black A»h

Send us list of what you have and your best

Cash Prices

Do You Want

To Sell

second-hand machinery of

any kind ? Many a mill man
or manufacturer has one or
more machines for which he
has no further use. They
may be in good shape but
for some reason or other
they have been displaced.

Somebody Wants

To Buy
just such machines. You
can get in touch with
that somebody by advertis-
ing in the "Wanted and
For Sale" Department of

the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker. A tri-

fling expense will do the
trick.
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We are Buyer* of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops

Heading
VRITE TO

James Webster & Bro., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

Cable Addre»§ : Sawmill, Liverpool

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched

or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties. Box

Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and

sold. Accountant. Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRKIPOSDKNCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 E 1184

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

McLennan Timber Lands

and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St Peter St

Hardwood

Fioorino

End Matched,

Bored, Polished

and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto
EAD1E & DOUGLAS,

22 St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest you

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVEXSTOKE, b. c.

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

Geo. Gordon & Co.
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

Red Deer Spruce
stands for the Best Soft White

Spruce . manufactured in Canada.

Our Strong Points are

Flooring, Finishing.

Ceiling', Siding'.

Dimension and
Bright Spruce Lath

Shipments made with utmost

dispatch.

Red Deer Lumber Co.
General Offices - 306-316 Union Bank Bldg., WINNIPEG, Man.

Yard and Mills - - - BARROWS, Sask.

SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address :"Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith. Tyrer & Co.,

Pickford & Black's Wharf

Qant & Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

DA II Q ^*or Tramways, Sidings, Etc.
MrAILO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

The

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Have for sale Second-Hand Machinery, com-
pletely overhauled, ready for shipment:

A large assortment of Iron Pulleys from 3 in.

up to 5 ft. diameter.
1 Sawyer-Massey 14 Horse Portable Engine,

excellent condition.

The . . .

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO., Limited

Head Office: TORONTO

HIGHEST GRADES OF

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS
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F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. WalDjE, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
MW.Cur.rs of J^,]^^ Jj^fy an<J ShallgleS Um"ed

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
L\jirvber and Le^tK

Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East. TORONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT.

Officers and Directors:

K. II. IWWSMAN, PKKSM1KNT

I REHKRIC WII.BKRT, 1ST VICB-PRKS.

CEO. W. DOOOB, JNII VICE-PRCS.

I. K. WILLIAMS

WM. L. Kl'RTON

J. C RIVBS

J. A. MILLIARD.
Secretary & General Managei

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

I Kracton

:

IOHS DKHLIKCX

Cil'l DtlWI
KnWA>D HANSON

I . H. PRICE

II. M. COTTKN

II. B. HEWRS

S mkm us- Kail or Ska.

Cable Addrru " REDCYPRESS'

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress Lumber,

Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity: 3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We Carry Everything in Standard Grades and Sizes of Rough or Dressed

Louisiana Red Cypress
FRED J. DAVENPORT, Box 425, Detroit, Michigan, Canadian Representative

Superior Facilities Count for Much
in the prompt handling of orders. You want what you want promptly, and
we are depending on our quick and efficient service to build up one Canadian
trade. Write us about your requirements in

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
The satisfaction experienced by buyers in dealing with us is daily

adding to our list of customers the most prominent firms everywhere.
We are in a position to get out timbers up to 36 ft. in length and to

surface S'zes up to 6 x 1 2. All timbers larger than 6x12 we can arrange
to have dressed in transit.

Big Sandy Lumber Company
HULL, ALABAMA, U.S.A.

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street - TORONTO

Want to Buy
One carload 1st and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x 18^ in., 10 ft.

6 in to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.
Four carloads 1st and 2nd Rock Elm Strips \% in. X2>£ in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be well
manufactured and free of defects.

Four carloads 1st and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up, wide.
Coffin lengths.
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CAMERON & GO., Limited

LUMBER

LATH

SHINGLES

MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

ASH
BASSWOOD

TIMBER

POLES

POSTS

MILL AND YARD: OPEONCO. ONT. HEAD OFFICE: OTTAWA, ONT.

n
' Hurdman Lumber Co.

Red

Pine

Hemlock

d

Timber

OTTAWA, CANADA

WHOLESALE

YOUR
12 a §
<« k«

INQUIRIES

J b| SOLICITED
!^ CO —3

Limited

P S- S-

S*3 g^ ft-o

3 srr
2 w 3

C/J 2

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

A Selected Lot of Mill Run

White Pine and
Spruce Lumber

also

1 ! i and 1 i White Pine and Spruce Lath

Selling Agents fob Fraser & Company. Lumber Manufacturers

74 Ncpcan Street - - - OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8M x 12/18 good fine dress-

ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything in

LUMBER
Rough and Dressed

\\ c are open to buy

Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholsale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West - - - MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone .Mai,. 6664 55 St. Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
PARTICULARLY

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,

British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

YOUR ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Wholesale

Lumber
and

Timber

I Buy, Sell, and Deal in all

kinds— Spruce, Hemlock,

Pine, Birch, Basswood, Maple,

Ash, Elm, &c.

WRITE ME

E. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Montreal
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 ST. PETER STREET. QUEBEC

Spruce and Hemlock Timber and Dimension Tim-

ber, White and Red Pine Lumber and Dimension

Timber, Birch Plank and Timber, British Columbia
Fir and Cedar, Cedar Telegraph Poles, Cedar
Fence Posts, Cedar Culvert Timber, Hemlock and
Cedar Railway Ties, Pulp Wood, Etc.

Anything in Lumber. correspondence Solicited

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Hochelaga Bank Building-, QliebeC, QllC
CorrcsponJence Solicited.

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY £> CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOGH,
President.

JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM.
Vice-President.

30 Years in the Trade

A. H. MACABE,
Secretary.

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Wholesale Dealer* in Limited

WHITE PINE
Red Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Lath, Shingles

Red Pine Flooring Strips Dressed or Rough at Special Prices

1212 Traders Bank Chambers TORONTO

J L. CAMPBELL
J. P. JOHNSON 1). E. CARMAN

Campbell 6 Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,
B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,
Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited
Nationa. Ufc^j^^ronto Street, TORONTO, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in carlots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber = Lath Shingles

Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

MIDLAND, ONT,
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A word to the Trade about Hot Air,

3,000,000 a day shingle advertisements

The FULL daily capacity of the 200 shingle machines in British Columbia is 4,000,000 shingles. On an average during the
months ot operation about ten per cent or more of these machines are idle ; and it is also well within the truth to state that almost
the WHOLE Shingle Industry of the Province is closed down tight from three to four months during every year ; and the
local consumption of shingles in the Coast cities and towns—about 300,000 per day, must be deducted from the rail shipping
capacity; also as shingles are now being marketed, it is safe to state that fully one-third of the out-put will be sold hy
manufacturers DIRECT to the retail trade. The net result of the above is about 2,200,000 B.C. Shingles per day available for
rail shipment, and to be divided amongst ALL the brokers and wholesalers in Canada and the United States who handle our shingles.

From the above facts, Lumber Dealers can judge for themselves as to how much truth there is in an advertisement which states
a SHIPPING CAPACITY of 3,000,000 shingles daily.

We are the OLDEST established strictly Wholesale Lumber Dealers in British Columbia, and are in a position to supply the
Trade with their lumber and shingle requirements.

Export Lumber & Shingle Company, Limited
Wholesale Lumber and Shingles

VANCOUVER - - British Columbia
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Cedar Cove Mills, Tl
Vancouver, B. C. JEl« H. HEAPS & CO., Buskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

VANCOUVER, B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER—Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC,

HICH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W. J. LOVERING. 112 Mail Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Repreaentative

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs, Piles* Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street

VANCOUVER. B. C.

JAMES GILLIES
President

JOHN GILLIES
Vice-President

Established

1873 GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

Mills <& Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and
Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Ya.rd ®. Office

MOR.R.ISTOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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Cable Address— Gillisco.

_ | American Lumberman Tflecodf.
Codes L sed

[ WbsTON Cnion.

C. H. GILLIS & CO
LIMITED

Fairfield Bldg.,

445 Granville 1,., Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping1 Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
..i 125,000 feet

LUMBER
Bowman Lumber Co.

LIMITED
R.EVELSTOKE, B C.

MAM KACTl REKS OF

Ced^r, White
Pine ^r\d

Fir ProcKicts
Shiplap, Boards, Dimension Siding, Finish,

Lath, Shingles

- Annual Capacity, 50,000,000 feet

Mills at

Revelstoke, B. C. Comaplix, B. C.

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mass.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

ddress all correspondence to our Canadian Representative.

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
6 EIST MONTREAL, P.Q.

The Fernie Lvimber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds oi

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch

Rough and Dressed Lumber
Dimension and Bridge Timber

a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE - - B.C.

15he

Yale-Columbia Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : Nelson, B. C.
Mills at Nftkusp, Westly, Cascade and Nelson B.C.

We use American Lumberman Telecode.

MANUFACTURERS OF

All Kinds Rough and Dressed Lumber,

Mouldings, Lath, Etc.

DEALERS IN

Cedar and Fir Piles, Telephone and Telegraph
Poles, Fence Posts, Etc.

T5heRat Portage Lumber Co• Limited
(WITH MILLS AT WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER. HARRISON R.IVER. KENORA. RAINY RIVER AND BANNING.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shocks and Packing- Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple Flooring,

Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac Piling, etc.

Our Vancouver Mill cuts High-Grade Cedar, Fir and Spruce Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles. Winnipeg Mills cut Pine, Tamarac and Spruce Lumber,

HEad
d
o
r
f¥ice RAT POR.TAGE LUMBER. COMPANY, Limited. WINNIPEG. MAN.

D. C CAMER.ON, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER.
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Authorized Capital $250,000 (,£50,000)

Imperial Timber a„„

Trading' Co., Ltd
P.O. Box 930, Vancouver, B. C.

Ca.n&dei

Export Lumber
am

Standing Timber

D
[A

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOUGLAS FIR (Columbian I'.n.
) RE

^m,^nS
/c
KUCE

\
AUSKA PINE

'
CYPRESSand CALIFORN]KKDWOOI) (Sequoia).

Can be shipped in Small Parcels. Si raight or Mixed Cargoes

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-
ion.

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers'
Vancouver, B. C.

Braitch at Wi

THE EAST KOOTENAY

LUMBER COMPANY Limited
Saw and Planing Mills at Ryan. Cr«.nbrook and Jaffray, B. C.

Capacity 150.000 Feet per Day.

BUY
E. K. L. Co.'s

LARCH
PINE AND FIR

Lumber, Timber, and all kinds of Mouldings,
also Dealers in Railway Ties, Piles and Poles.

Large Stocks of Well Seasoned
Dry Material always on hand

HEAD OFFICE

CRANBROOK, B.C.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
J. B. MILLER, President. w. B . TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer.

Manufacturers of

ROUGH and DRESSED

Pine, Hemlock » Hardwood Lumber

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks, Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.
Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at

PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Head Office: Traders Bank Building, TORONTO
Toronto Teiephon. Main ,o,6 Telegraph Codes : Lumberman's Standard

; Ang.o-American.
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE COMPANY AT TORONTO.
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DEFIANCE" WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY

12" Hand Planer with Boring Attachment

PATENTED AN D BUILT BY

The Defiance Machine Works

Defiance,

[Ohio

For Making
Hube, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rime, Shafts,

Poles.
Neck-Yokes,
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and General
Wood-Workariety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off 28 Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer.

Mowry & Sons

Our Model "D"
Steam Feed Valve

is the very best Steam Feed Valve

in use. It has large steam openings.

—

They will not leak, stick or kick. Used

by hundreds of Saw Mills. We make
Steam Feed Cylinders 8 in.

, 9 in. , 10 in.,

11 in. and 12 in. Bore and any length

you want.

Gravenhurst, Ont.

Pneumatic
Carriage Buffers

18 in. Cylinder, will stop any carriage,

saves wrecks, it gives your sawyer confi-

dence, does net cost much.

Wc make up-to-date Saw and Shingle Mill Machinery. Let us know your wants. New Machinery or repairs.

Get our prices on large orders or small. We can please you no matter what you want in the Mill Line.

Mowry & Sons, Gravenhurst, Ont.

JEFFREY
Conveyers

are the best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Ties,

Pulpwood, Refuse, etc.

See Catalog No. T 57 B.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Company,
Canadian Office and Works

:

MONTREAL
Main Office and Works: Columbus, Ohio

ATKINS SILVER STEEL OA MlQ
GROSS CUT OMWfO

ATKINS'
'

• -f,Ci TCC7H
S ' i ' l " l^'®

S

™ ,"' 1 ' !3

--

are in active demand wherever the finest saws are appreciated. They're

just as perfect as money and brains can make them.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

E. C. ATKINS & CO. INC.
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY:

Canadian Works

INDIANAPOLIS, 1ND
HAMILTON, ONT.
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SIMONDS
Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saws

This is the identical Cresceni-Ground Cross-Cut Saw which has for years beenrecognized as the best made or used in the United States. Since beginning themanufacture of these saws at our Canadian factories, we have found and are supply-ing a greatly increased demand throughout the Dominion. The Saws are made ofSimonds Steel, and Simonds Steel is the best saw steel made. They run easy cut
fast and g.ve good results. Sold by the hardware trade or direct from our offices.

Every Saw Covered by an Absolute Guarantee

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que. - Vancouver, B.C. - St. John, N.B.

Will

Not

ROPE

• MANUFACTURED BY-

THE DOMINION^WD^fiQPE CO. LIMITED

•MONTREAL-

Will

Not

R
0
T
A
T
E
With

or

With-

out

the

Load

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Off jrpc • GROUND FLOORVMlIVCd . CORNER OK THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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A National Journal

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President

THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, Business Manager

JAMES FISHER, Toronto, Advertising Manager

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:

VANCOUVER - - - Telephone 2010. 26 Crowe & Wilson Chambers
GEO. A. GALL, Representative

TORONTO - Telephone Main 2362. Confederation Life Building

F. W. SCHERBARTH, A. M. FISHER, Representatives.

MONTREAL - - Telephone Main 2299, B34 Board of Trade
D. BURNSIDE, Representative

WINNIPEG - - Telephone 224. Commercial Travellers' Building
ROLAND F. HILL, J. R. HOOPER, Representatives

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per Year, in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3.00.

"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest
of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and al-

lied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely in-
formation on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion
by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-
worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade at
home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For manu-
facturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of
owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp
mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the most
direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed to the
"Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.

Vol. 29 Toronto, March 1, 1909 No. 5

The Yellow Pine Competition Evil
The competition of southern yellow pine with Canadian white pine

in the markets of Canada was a source of trouble to manufacturers dur-

ing the period of trade depression through which they have recently

passed. As a factor in intensifying the evil effect of the depression, the

invasion of yellow pine into the Canadian markets weakened the al-

ready small demand for Canadian woods and reduced the price for the

small amount of Canadian lumber which could be sold. Canadian lumber

manufacturers bad to face the competition of an almost unlimited supply

of this product and they could not. with profit, quote equally advantage-

ous prices How it came that yellow pine could be shipped such a long

distance by rail and still sell at so low a price as to injure the local trade

was scarcely understood.

Much light is thrown upon the situation by an address which was

delivered by Mr. N. W. McLeod at the meeting of the yellow pine manu-

facturers which was held recently at New Orleans. Mr. McLeod's ad-

dress was upon the present methods of yellow pine accounting. He weiyt

mnutcly into the matter of stlimpage cost, and showed that a manufac-

turer of yellow pine who invested in to-day a sufficient stumpage to keep

his mill going for fifteen years (the average life of a mill), would have

to obtain for his stumpage during the first year of operation $9.48 per

thousand. As the years progressed and the amount of the stumpage

held decreased with the cutting, the stumpage cost to be counted in the

cost of manufactured lumber would be reduced, until in the last of the

fifteen years it would be down to $5.07 per thousand. The average for

the fifteen years would be $7.28 per thousand. Inasmuch as the best

price which is now being obtained for this lumber by the mill men is $14

per thousand, it can be readily seen that, with an average cost of $7 to

$8 per thousand for manufacturing and marketing, there will be a loss

during the first year of something like $2 per thousand feet and that the-

manufacturer will not be obtaining more than $2 per thousand for stump-

age which ought to bring about $8.50 at the current prices. As the years

progress the chances of making a profit will improve and in the last few-

years of the operations there will probably be a small profit.

The bearing of these figures upon the competition of yellow pine in

the Canadian markets is to be found in the fact that this method of ac-

counting was not so common among the speculative manufacturers of the

South as it should have been. Many of them bought large areas of

stumpage in the expectation of an early increase in its value. The in-

crease came about, to a certain extent, though it was greatly hampered
by the financial depression which prevailed in 1908. With plenty of

money behind them, speculative manufacturers would have stood to win

handsomely in the long run, but many of them went into the operations

with borrowed capital. They couid not afford to hold the timber in the

woods. It must be manufactured to pay the interest on the borrowed

capital. The movement gained such proportions as to make it necessary

to manufacture in large quantities. This was done. Mills were put in

and a great quantity of lumber came out of the woods which had to find

its way quickly into consumption. The local demand and that of the

usual markets fell off in an alarming manner, and as the lumber had to

be sold at any price which would enable the manufacturers to meet their

interest indebtedness it was slaughtered. Canada afforded a good field

for this, and yellow pine soon became the serious menace to the Canadian

producer which it has now been for many months. The matter is ag-

gravated by the economic fact that the more stumpage the manufactur-

ers in the South had bought, and the more they had paid for it; the more

they had to cut, and the more congested the market became. The prices

which resulted could not be approached by Canadian producers with any-

thing like a profit. They had to stand aside for a time and let the south-

ern pine come in. Once having obtained a footing in a market it is

natural that a product will remain there for a long time if not perman-

ently, and this invasion of the southern product therefore is all the more

to be regretted from the point of view of the manufacturer in Canada.

That the situation is viewed with some alarm in the South is also

natural, as it involves a struggle among those who are now in the business

which will result in the survival of only the very fittest. This aspect of

the case is forcibly described in an article which recently appeared in

the "Southern Lumberman," of Nashville. The article said in part:

"It is a condition that has operated for harm in both directions, to

boom up the price of stumpage and the cost of lumber, and then to boom

down the price at which the lumber must be sold, and creates the anoma-

lous situation in which-the concerns which, in any 'other line of manu-

facture, would constitute factors of safety and strength and conservatism,

are the elements of greatest weakness—a condition of affairs that will,

with recurring slight ameliorations, continue until such time as the di-

minution of stumpage reaches the point where it automatically curtails

the output of lumber, despite this forced operation of the mills, below

the actual demands of consumption, when will set in such a dizzy

mounting of lumber prices as will make the doings of the most effective

trust that was ever devised in any line of business seem but

a butter-fingered sort of thing at best. It will be a great

time for the manufacturer who is still in the ring with some

timber to cut."

An Invention Badly Needed
According to a recent estimate based upon a canvass of the mills

there are about five million cords of slabs destroyed in Canada and the

United States each year, and the wood used for pulp last year amounted

to about five million cords. It has been estimated that mills having an

actual cut of 5,440,000,000 board feet had a final waste of 1,870,000

cords of slabs. It can be seen therefore that there is a crying need for

inventors to establish the fact that this refuse can be used for the manu-

facture of pulp. We have been told that it can, but the fact has not been

demonstrated. Iron furnace slag heaps have been seized upon by the

brick maker, and the screening dumps of the coal mines have been a

valuable source of raw material for the briquette maker. Just as good

use can be made of the waste heaps of the mills if slabs and sawdust can

be converted into pulp.
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The Forest Resources of Ontario
Interesting Address by Mr. Aubrey White
before the Canadian Forestry Association.

One of the most practical and interesting addresses delivered at the
recent special meeting of the Canadian Forestry Association was that by
Mr. Aubrey White, Deputy Minister of Lands* and Forests for Ontario,
on "The Forest Resources of Ontario." Mr. White said in part:

"When Confederation took place, we found that 12,000 miles of
Ontario's best pine timber, the easiest of access, had already been
placed under license. 10,000 miles of this territory was disposed of at
50 cents a mile with no bonus, and 2,000 miles of it at 40 cents per mile
with very small bonuses, the whole 2,000 miles bringing about $100,000.
The timber so disposed of was along the Ottawa River to the head of
Lake Temiskaming, along and tributary to the Mississippi, the Bonne-
chere, the Madawaska, the Petawawa, the Mattawa and the Amable du
Ford, all these streams being tributaries of the Ottawa River. In the
centre of the province the timber on the Trent and its tributaries had
been disposed of. In the west the timber on the Nottawasaga, the Sev-
ern, the Muskoka, the Moon, the Seguin and the Magnetawan Kiver
flowing into Georgian Bay had been placed under license. The
timber on this immense area was subject only to Crown dues at 50 cents
per thousand, payable as the timber was cut.

"Almost immediately after Confederation the Government of tin-

Province of Ontario had to consider ways and means, and one of the first

things it did was to pass regulations increasing the ground rent from 50
cents to $2 a mile, and the Crown dues upon timber from 50 cents per
thousand to 75 cents per thousand. It also passed new Crown timber
regulations, which provided that all timber limits should for the future
be sold by public auction."

Mr. White then reviewed the principles which had guided the de-
partment in its timber sales, commencing with the passage of the Free
granto and Homesteads Act in 1868, under which the territory between
the Ottawa River and the Georgian Bay was given to settlers, although
the pine timber was reserved until the patent issued, except that the
settler might take what he needed for building fencing, etc., and remove
what was in the way of clearing his land. Settlement commenced to
flow into Muskoka and it was found necessary to sell the timber out of
the settlers' way. The first timber sale of the new territory was held in

1871, when 487 miles were offered for sale. A condition was imposed
that no pine trees less than 13 inches in diameter on the stump should be
cut. The Crown dues were raised to $1.50 per thousand and on this sale
a bonus of $241 per mile was realized. In 1876, on account of the de-
pression in the lumber trade, the dues were reduced to 75 cents. The
diameter limit was never enforced because it was found that if the licensee
left the small trees, the settler cut them or they were destroyed by fire.

In 1872, 5,031 miles on the north shore of Lake Huron were sold and a
number of other sales have been held since then. All the sales were
held by public auction after due advertisement. The sale of 1872 covered
an enormous area, almost one half what has been sold since Confedera-
tion. It was entirely in advance of the necessities of the time, as an
enormous quantity of pine timber is still standing on the territory then
sold. The dues and ground rent remained the same until 1887, when
the Government increased the ground rent from $2 to $3 per mile and
the dues from 75 cents to $1 per thousand. In 1890 a sale was held
of Rainy River region timber on which the dues were $1, and pine
timber only was sold, and for the first time it was provided that the
timber cut on these limits should be sawn in Canada. In 1892 another
large sale occurred, in which the dues were fixed at $1.25 and the ground
rent remained the same. A regulation was passed in 1897 which has
since remained in force, that all logs cut on licensed lands of the Crown
must be sawn in Canada. This condition has been extended to spruce
and hemlock. In subsequent sales a time condition was inserted for the
removal of the timber. At the last sale by public auction, in 1903, the
ground rent was increased from $3 to $5 per mile and the dues to $2
per thousand feet. The average bonus at this sale was considerably
over $4,000 a mile. Since then only small areas have been sold, and the
condition has been applied that the bid must be by the thousand feet,

so that the Government receives pay for all timber and the purchaser
pays only for what he gets Upon one berth which was sold in this

way, the highest bid was $10.52 per thousand feet bonus. -Under these
new regulations the department measures the timber.

"At the end of 41% years, we find that we have sold in that period
about 12,000 miles, or the same extent of territory that was under license
when we took over the management of the timber. For that timber
we have received in bonus, ground rent and timber dues about forty
million and a quarter of dollars, nearly a million dollars a year.

Now in that period of 41 V2 years we have cut and disposed of 24,000,-

000,000 feet of pine, or an average of 578,000,000 per annum. We hear
a great deal about the rapid cutting away of our timber but there has

5SS
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,ncrease in quantity in the past ten or eleven years. In
7° ] -'°7 nclusive

.
^e average cut was only 673,000,000 per annumand lor the last two years the cut has been 710,000,000 per annum oran increase of 37,000,000 over the average of the last eleien years, and

tins is largely attributable to railway construction in the West and Imay say that a very large percentage, of it consisted of jackpine.
I have taken considerable pains to ascertain what we still haveon licensed territory, and as a result of that enquiry we estimate that

there is about 7,000,000.000 feet B.M. of red and white pine, besides
jackpine hemlock and spruce, of which there are also large quantitiesHemlock has been called the "skirn milk" of the forest. Well when weoamntg -t cream or fresh milk we are glad to get skimmed milk, and itmay be said of our hemlock that it is coming more and more into use
tor purposes for which pine is too expensive. Of the jackpine it may be
said that it is rapidly increasing in value as its adaptability is admitted
tor railway purposes, especially ties. Millions of ties are now got out
consisting principally of jackpine timber. Spruce will soon be as valu-
able as pine.

Mr. White then dealt with the regulations for the prevention of de-
struction of timber by fire, explaining the measures taken by the Depart-ment of Crown Lands, and stating that last year on licensed lands there
were 329 rangers, for which the Department's share of the wages and
expenses was $40,600, the licensees paying an equal amount. On the
railways the Department had 147 rangers, costing $53,235 The total
fire ranging cost therefore, was $146,478 for the Department exclusive
Of what was spent on forest reserves and unlicensed territory. Tn con-
sidering the question of the amount of timber on unlicensed 'territory inthe province, Mr. White said that the policy of the Department in recent
years had been to keep from settlement areas on which they knew therpwere considerable quantities of pine or spruce, and which were notdeemed suitable for farming purposes. He subdivided the country for
the sake of convenience into three sections, drawing a line from the town
of Mattawa, up the Mattawa River, across Lake Nipissing and down the
trench Bnr«r to Georgian Bay. The timber he referred to was all north

* 5? * n

area he subdivided as follows
:
First, all territory east

f I . ^ "4 SOUth °f the hei?ht of land
:
second

-
territory east

° I , ^ .t
Ur and of the height <>i land; third, all property west

of Port Arthur ,n the Thunder Bay and Rainy River Districts. In the
first of these divs.ous the bulk of the white and red pine was locatedand the following reserves had been set aside: Temagami, area 5 900
square miles; Mississaga, area 3,000 square miles; Nepigon, area 7 300
square miles, and Thunder Cape, 80 square miles, a total of 16280
square miles or 10,419,000 acres.

"The Temagami Reserve is a very important one, and contains a
large quantity of pine timber, variously estimated at from three to four
billions of feet B.M. of pine. A large percentage of this timber is of
first class quality, and from its situation it will bring a large stumpaee
price per thousand feet. The timber will go partly down the Ottawa
waters and partly down the Sturgeon to the Georgian Bay. I think we
are safe in assuming that on this reserve there is about three and a half
billions of white and red pine. We are surveying it into blocks, and esti-mating it from year to year, and shall know with some degree of close-
ness what the quantity of timber is.*'

"North of the Temagami Reserve, extending through to Abittibi,
north and west of the Frederickhouse River, we have found some blocks
of pine timber, not any large areas, but sufficient to warrant the opinion
that we shall find in that region some 250,000,000 of feet. Then south of
the Temagami Reserve are a number of townships still in the Crown
containing a large quantity of first class white pine timber. This timber
will go down the Sturgeon River and its tributaries to Georgian Bay or
it can be manufactured on Lake Nipissing and have the timber shipped
by rail. Having regard to the quality of this timber and its accessibility
it has as high a stumpage value as, perhaps even higher than the Tema-gami timber. In ihis area the berths are surveyed, and we have esti-mators each year and we shall soon have an accurate idea what the
actual quantity there is. At present it is estimated at two billions of
feet B.M. In territory north and west of Temagami Reserve, extending
westerly towards Port Arthur, and covering Lake Nepigon and tributary
waters our explorers have come across blocks of pine here and theresome of it north of the height of land, and some of it south. I think wemay fairly put the timber in that region at, say, a billion and three-
quarters. There is no settlement as the region is far away from railway
communication. We have not much information about this region beyond
the reports of surveyors and our explorers, but we think we shall be
within the mark in placing the quantity of pine that will be found there
at a bilhon and three-quarters of feet B.M In this division is situated
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the Nepigon Fort-st Reserve, in which there is a considerable body of

pine, notably up the Gull River. Thunder Cape Reserve is only 80 miles

in extent and it was Bet apart to protect the timber on the promotory

called Thunder Cape and to preserve it from destruction by fire.

"On the Mississaga River, which flows into the Georgian Ba}7
, we have

created a forest reserve wth an area of 3,000 square miles, or 1,920,000

acres. On this we had last year a staff of 21 men, at a cost of $7,600.

A little timber was damaged by fire just at the close of the season, which

we are now offering for sale We have also surveyed this reserve into

blocks and are carefully estimating the timber, but it will take some
time to complete the estimate. The timber in this reserve is so close

to Lake Huron and so easily lumbered that it should bring a very high

stumpage. The quantity of pine on this territory has been estimated at

from three to four billions of feet."

"In the territory west of Port Arthur, that is in the Thunder Bay
and Rainy River Districts, we have a very large body of pine timber,

much greater than we believed to be the case some years ago. One of

our most expert men is now of opinion that south of the C. P. R. in the

territory from Port Arthur to the western boundary we have probably

two billions of feet B.M. of pine, and in the territory north of the C.P.R.

in the same district, about three hundred millions of feet B.M. This

timber, owing to its proximity to the prairie country and to the immense
railway construction that has taken place, has also a very high stumpage
value.

"I now come to the great region lying north of the height of land on

waters flowing towards the Hudson Bay. Here in the not distant future

will, in my opinion, be found our greatest timber asset. This northern

slope is covered with a great growth of spruce timber, becoming smaller

in diameter, of course, the further you go north, but all the timber there

will con.e inio use if we can preserve it from destruction. For my present

purpose I will take only the best spruce area on that slope, commencing
at the eastern boundary of the province and extending along the route

of the Transcontinental four hundred miles, with an average width of 100

miles to the. south and 50 miles to the north of the line. On this terri-

tory there is estimated to be 250,000,000 of cords of pulpwood. The best

quality and size is found on the territory between Ogoke and Kenogami
Rivers, and extending from one stream to the other. These pulpwood

areas cmer parts cf the Districts of Nipissing, Sudbury, Algoma and

Thunder Bay. West of Fort Arthur, on waters flowing north, there is

estimated to be 50,000,000 cords, so that here in this northern region

we have an estimated quantity of 300,000,000 cords of pulpwood timber,

which will in a short time have a considerable stumpage value. I sup-

pose I am quite within the .nark in putting its value now at 75 cents a

cord, for a considerable percentage of the spruce and jackpine, probably

15 to 20 per cent., will make merchantable lumber. It may be said that

this territory is not immediately available. That is so, but within the

next few years the Transcontinental Railway will be constructed through

it, and in my opinion that railway will be taxed to carry the enormous

quantities of pulp, rather may I hope paper, that will be produced there.

Consider the fact that there are seven or eight large rivers all flowing

towards the railway line, down which will pour enormous quantities of

sawlogs and pulpwood to feed the mills that will certainly be erected

at points where these rivers cross the railway. I apprehend that in the

not distant future, the Transcontinental wili not be the only railway in

that region, and one's imagination is not equal to picturing the possi-

bilities there. 300.000,000 cords of pulpwood would mean about 150,-

000,000,000 feet B.M. How much of this would make merchantable

lumber it is impossible at the present moment to state accurately, but

the quantity will be much larger than some of our theoretical friends are

willing to admit. Much of this timber is situated on what is called the

"Clay Belt," through which the railway will run, and there will be no

doubt a large influx of settlers in that country as soon as it is opened up.

Thei our responsibility will be increased

"The total area of the Province of Ontario, exclusive of the Great

Lakes, is estimated to be 140,000,000 acres. Of this there are surveyed

46,000,000 acres, leaving an area unsurveyed of 94,000,000 acres. There

have been alienated by sales, location, etc., 24,000,000 acres, leaving

still in the Crown 116,000,000 acres. The situation may be summed up
as follows :

Licensed before Confederation miles 12,000

Licensed since Confederation, about miles 12,000

Total miles 24,000

Still subject to license, nearly. 20,000 miles.

Total receipts from timber since 1807 to the end of 1908.. . $41,250,000

Total receipts from lands and mines from 1867 to end 1908 9,000,000

Total $50,250,000

Pine timber cut since 1867 to end of 1908 feet 24,000,000,000

Average cut from 1867 to 1908 feet per annum 578,000,000

Average cut from 1896 to end of 1907 ... feet per annum 673,000,000

Average cut for last two years, 1907-8 feet per annum 710,000,000

Estimated quantity on licensed lands, still standing, .feet 7,000,000,000
Timber still standing on unlicensed lands

—

Red and white pine feet 13,500,000,000
Pulpwood on unlicensed territory cords 300,000,000

About 15 per cent, of this, or two and a half billions, will probably be
suitable for sawlog timber.

Value of timber on licensed lands, 7,000,000,000 feet, at

an average of $1.50 per thousand $ 10,000,000
13,500,000,000 feet of pine on unlicensed territory, at

an average of $10 135,000,000
Spruce logs, pulpwood, tie timber, etc 225,000,000

Total $370,000,000

Fire Ranging Last Year.

Men Cost.
No. of men on licensed territory 376 $46,621.45
Rangers on railways 147 53,235.71
Rangers on forest reserves Ill 45,805.18
Rangers on Crown lands 58 17,398.50
Proportion paid by licensees 46,621.45

Total expended for forest protection 692 $209,582.29

U. S. May Remove Duty on Ground Wood.
A reduction in the duty on newspaper print from $6 a ton to $2 a

ton; thi: placing of ground wood on the free list; and the establishment
of a duty of 112 per cent, per pound on mechanically ground wood pulp
w*re recommended by the select committee on pulp and paper investiga-

tion, which made a report to the House of Representatives of the United
St ties recently. The committee's report stated that it would seem
that the production of newsprint paper or the other very cheap grades
of paper are to-day dependent upon the continuation of cheap ground
wood produced from spruce trees and that that condition is likely to pre-

vail in the future. The amount of spruce consumed in the United States
in 1907, according to the report, was about 1,260,000 cords for ground
wood, about 1,420,000 cords for sulphite fibre, and about 3,450,000 cords

for lumber. The amount of standing spruce is variously estimated, but is

roughly guessed to be about 70,000,000 cords east of the Rockies. An
appeal is made for the conservation of the forests.

The paragraph recommended for insertion in the tariff bill, placing

a duty of 1-12 of a cent per pound on mechanically ground wood pulp,

provides that this article shall be admitted free of duty from any coun-

try, dependency or other subdivision of a Government which does not

forbid or restrict' the exportation or does not impose an export duty on

mechanically ground wood or pulp for use in the manufacture of wood
pulp. The duties recommended for print paper are: On print paper

valued at not over two and one-quarter cents per pound, 1-10 of a cent

a pound ; and on paper valued at over two and one-quarter cents

pound and not over two and one-half cents a pound, 2-10 of a cent per

pound. It also recommended that the forest service investigate the

question of the production of ground wood and sulphite fibre from other

kinds of wood than those now used.

Wholesalers Want Greater Recognition.

It is a moot question in British Columbia whether wholesalers should

attend mill men's conventions. Although they are not recognized offi-

cially as a necessary adjunct to the lumber business, the mills of British

Columbia with few exceptions do some business both in the prairie pro-

vinces and elsewhere through the wholesaler. The wholesaler has come
to be recognized, and before long he, or "the broker," as he is sometimes

wrongly called, will probably have to be recognized officially. In the

United States wholesalers are admitted to the deliberations of the mill

men whenever the mutual interests make it advisable. The wholesalers

in Vancouver think that the millmen and timber owners should recognize

the legitimacy of their business by inviting them to attend their meet-

ings. Before the wholesaler came into existence in British Columbia

there was little or no transpacific business done from Vancouver, except

by vessels chartered specially for that purpose. During the past few

.years there has scarcely been a tramp steamer or a freighter leaving

Vancouver without a consignment of lumber or shingles. This is almost

entirely due to the wholesaler. The wholesaler also claims that of late

3'ears he has been instrumental in maintaining prices. He admits that

there are black sheep in his flock as in others, who will cut prices, but

claims that the object of the legitimate wholesaler, as much as any one

else, is to maintain prices.

The Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada have made an order

doing away with the stop-over charge of one cent a hundred pounds on

lumber at Cartier, North Bay and Sarnia. Cars which arrive at these

points are held over while a message is wired to Toronto for directions as

to their further destination.
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A Modern and Thoroughly Equipped Mill
Nepisiguit Lumber Company's Plant at Bathurst,

N. B. Description of its Organization and Facilities.

The Nepisiguit Lumber Company, Limited, of Bathurst, N.B., was
organized during the summer of 1907 and received its charter from the
Dominion Government on October 23rd, 1907, the present officers being

:

President, Ralph W. Ellis; Vice-President, Charles D. Ordway; Trea-
surer, Fred S. Morse; Secretary, Alex. W. MacRae ; Assistant Secre-
tary, Edward A. Appleton. The company purchased all the cedar tim-

Nepisiguit Lumber Company Rear View of Mill Showing Logs Piled Out.

ber on 318,000 acres located along and near the Nepisiguit River, the
purchase also including two mills, the large one at Bathurst and a smaller
one on the Nigadoo River, ten miles north. The company immediately
started operations in the woods and, although the fall was extremely
wet and men were scarce, they succeeded in cutting a little over two
million feet. An additional length of 35 feet was built on the Bathurst

Nepisiguit Lumber Company—A Log Loading.

mill, the entire floor raised two feet, two new boilers of 150 h.p. each
installed, the engine and all machinery thoroughly overhauled, and, in
fact, a new mill was practically made by the installation of every up-to-
date system and appliance.

The mill, with eight Dunbar shingle machines, started up on June
23rd, and ran nearly every working day up to January 23rd, turning out

Nepisiguit Lumber Company—View of Office, Shops, etc.

over 100,000 per day. This winter the small mill at Nigadoo has been
taken down and moved to Bathurst, where it will be put up as an addi-
tion to the large one, on the foundations put in last fall. This will give
the new mill an increased capacity of 50 per cent., making the daily
product from 100,000 to 180,000. The improvements will be completed
in May, whereas the main mill will start up in the early part of March.

To enable the mill to run after freezing time in the fall, a Lidger-
wood oableway piling rig was installed With this the logs are taken- log*
out of the water and piled up in the mill yard ; then with the same rig
they arc taken from the pile and landed on the haul-up at the mill. A
Murteyant blower system for heating the entire mill has been in opera-
tion all winter and has proved very successful; by this means the tem-

Nepisiguit Lumber Company A Camp Scene.

perature is such that it makes the mill a pleasant warm place for themen to work in. Because of these up-to-date improvements the mill is
able to run the year round, which enables the company to keep up a
higher standard of organization, and the best men are attracted.

The management started with the direct purpose of manufacturing
a shingle second to none. This they have accomplished, as all their cus-
tomers testify. Besides doing this, they have also given special atten-
tion to the packing. Their shingles are therefore very closely packed
that is, with less open spaces than any other shingles. This means a
great saving to the users of shingles, and cannot be overlooked by the
dealers. The product has been sold right up to the saw on all grades
ever since the company started, and if they had permitted, it could
have been several million over-sold. Customers who have had these
shingles are anxious to continue buying them, for their "gilt ed^e" and
exacting trade. Outside of the local sales through the Maritime Pro-
vinces, the entire output is handled by the Fred S. Morse Lumber Com-
pany, of Springfield, Mass.

Mr. William G. White, the manager, besides being thoroughly fa-
miliar with the timber, logging operations, etc., of the company is a
practical mill man and takes great pride in looking after every detail
necessary to the turning out of a high class product. The limits from
which the cedar is taken are so located that practically all of it comes into
and down the Nepisiguit River. The quality of the cedar from this sec-
tion has always been considered second to none anywhere in Canada.

The logging operations for this season' were begun early last Sep-
tember and pushed along so that the cutting and yarding were completed

Nepisiguit Lumber Company-The Retail Department.

before Christmas, and now the logs are all on the banks of the streams
ready for the open water this spring. Some of these logs, on the far end
of the limits, are 85 miles from Bathurst. which not only makes a Ions
distance to drive them, but also is a long and tedious road to haul camp
supplies over the portage This road, however, is good in winter with
sleds, but practically inaccessible in the summer with loaded wagons
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The Real Situation in Shingles.

The real situation in regard to tha shingle business in British Col-

umbia has been difficult to get at authoritatively. Now that the selling

system has been discontinued, however, former members are more willing

to talk. A prominent dealer who does a good deal of shipping to the

United States, when discussing the matter, stated that although the two
selling firms through which all the shingles for the open market were

supposed to have been handled, were still carrying on business as brokers,

the selling arrangement on which the association had been based was no
longer in operation. He thought that the system had been a good one,

but it had required absolute loyalty for its mainspring, and this main-

spring was found to be defective.

When asked to be more specific he said: "Something over three

years ago the shingle manufacturers decided that if something was not

done to save the annual price slaughtering, many of them would be

forced out of business. All sorts of schemes were evolved and I attended

most of the meetings. Talk about high finance. I used to elaborate

schemes in my sleep and was bordering upon a nervous collapse in my
efforts to plan some proposition agreeable to all parties concerned, when
the opposition factions which existed among the shingle makers finally

came to terms, the agreement to last one year. The plan was a good
one, and if it were in operation to-day, mills could have been asking a

reasonable profit on their shingles instead of sluffing them off on the

Canadian market at about cost. This would have been brought about

not by bolstering up prices, but by preventing ruinous price cutting.

"Roughly speaking, the manufacturers agreed that all business offer-

ing should be done through two selling companies; that each mill should

be allotted a percentage of the total sales made, and that this allotment

should be on the basis of 26,000 shingles a day for every shingle machine
installed. Thus all mills reported to the selling companies, which balan-

ced their books every month, enabling them to keep the whole situation

well in hand.

"The proposition was an ideal one for the industry and was fairly suc-

cessful during the first year, although some murmurs were made by the

smaller mills. It was then decided to enter on two more years with the

same agreement, and many more small mills were included in the ar-

rangement. It was understood, however, that, if at the end of the second
year, less than 25 per cent, of the shingle mills wished to continue, the

plan would be abandoned. During the third year there was a good deal

of murmuring, and it was decided that mills should be allowed to sell

direct to customers, with the understanding that they report back these

sales, and not go over the limit of their allotment.

"This was the cause of the commencement of trouble. I am not

prepared to state that some of the big mills deliberately sold over their

allotment, in fact sold as many shingles as suited them, as some have
said, and thus gave those of the shingle mills doing business in a small

way the worst of it, but some of the little mills made this accusation,

and asked for a committee of investigation. This committee did not ma-
terialize, so far as I know. A rather stormy meeting resulted in the dis-

continuance of the arrangements. There is an agitation now on foot to

establish a shingle bureau similar to that in the State of Washington,
but this has not proved a success over there, and would not here. After

all, it comes down to the old solution of all price questions, supply and
demand, and the supply in British Columbia is too heavy for the

demand."

Hand Loggers Meeting Opposition.

The hand loggers of British Columbia will probably meet with some
opposition in their application for the restoration of their licenses. Their

privileges were curtailed a year ago, so as to apply only to logs handled
north of Rivers Inlet. In the past the hand loggers reaped a rich harvest

in taking the fringe off the Government timber along the water front.

They were quite expert in their basiness and worked without the modern
equipments. As they paid a stumpage rate to the Government they
were encouraged. The Government holdings along the water front which
were not under license, however, became scarce, and in many cases the

hand loggers commenced to nibble off the frings of the licensed holdings.

To make matters worse, many of the larger hand loggers made a wrong
interpretation of the Hand T.oggerc' Act. They did not consider that it

meant that they should operate by hand only, and many of them used
horses and established plants to work the water front timber.

These plants necessitated the expenditure of large sums of money.
When license holders complained of the aggressiveness of the hand logger

the Government amended the Act so as to make it impossible for hand
loggers to conduct their business. A large number of men were thrown
out of employment and their plants became useless. They now wish to

have the licenses operative under the old conditions and to this the license

holders strongly object.

It is regrettable, however, that so many men have been obliged to

stop work. They were revenue producers and the majority of them no
doubt adhered to the law, or what had become the general interpretation
of the law. But it seemed necessary that men who were operating large
tracts under license at large expense should be protected. Timber holders
who had to work back from the water, considered the timber nearest the
water a most valuable asset and could not afford to have it snipped off

bit by bit. While it is true that these operations have been stopped, all

the hand loggers can be absorbed in the woods, in operating licensed tim-
ber. It would seem, taking all things into consideration, that the day of
the hand logger had passed, and that the Government should stand by its

decision to allow hand loggers to operate only in sections where they may
not interfere with the operations of license holders.

The Western Canada Pulp & Paper Company have acquired the
entire pulp limits, foreshore rights and water privileges of the Quatsino
Power & Pulp Company. An area of 55,000 acres of timber lands thus
changes hands. The company will erect a large mill at Marble Bay.

Short Lengths from British Columbia.
H. W. Petrie, Limited, Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver, have

favored the "Canada Lumberman" with a copy of their machinery stock
list for February, 1909. The list includes an exceptionally wide range
of machinery and will weil repay perusal.

The Heaps Timber Company, Limited, of Vancouver, B.C., are
opening up their Narrows Arm camp of Sechelt Inlet and will continue
to operate it in addition to the Jarvis Inlet and Hardy Island camps
which have been running steadily all winter with the exception of the
period during the recent cold spell. The company is about to start
work on the construction of a new seven-mile logging railway at Rus-
kin, B.C.

The first general meeting of the British Canadian Wood Pulp &
Paper Company was held recently. According to the secretary's report
the property and assets of the company amount in value to $232,000.
The plant of the company is almost ready for operation and will, it is

claimed, be the first large industrial enterprise in Western Canada
ever starting operations without owing a dollar. The capacity of the
present plant is 150,000 pounds of fibre paper per week. The plant will
be started in a few weeks.

The British Columbia Government is being criticized in several
quarters, noticeably by the "Victoria Week," upon its pulp concession
policy. The claim is made that these concessions have been frequently
abused. It is further asserted that parties to whom the concessions are
granted on condition that they erect pulp mills within a stated period
often break the agreement and obtain extensions of time so that they
may be able to dispose of their limits at a profit. A result of this con-
dition of affairs, it is claimed, is that large tracts of timber lands are
continually tied up. Such a condition of affairs ought to be carefully
watched, and measures taken to prevent it.

Messrs. A. S. Brake, of Vancouver, B.C., representing the Joseph
Peace & Sons Saw Works, of Sheffield. England, have recently secured
several good trial orders for the English saws from the following Ameri-
can firms

:
The Canyon Lumber Company, at Everett, Wash. ; the Wyer-

haeuser Lumber Company, at Everett, Wash. ; the Claw-Hartly Shingle
Company, at Everett, Wash. ; the Puget Sound Lumber Company, at
Bellingham, Wash, and the E. K. Woods Lumber Company, of Bell-
ingham. These orders, Messrs. Brake state, are significant as demon-
strating the good qualities and lower prices of English saws in compari-
son with the American, in that they are able to lay down old country
saws in Washington territory at lower prices than those of local manu-
facture.

Mr. J. M. Patullo, of Vancouver, in addressing the recent joint
meeting of the City Council and the railway representatives, regarding
the alleged high price of bis property in False Creek Basin, Vancouver,
where the railways desired to make terminals, said that he was carrying
on a box factory there and used nothing but spruce, that he was able
with his two lots, valued at $30,000 by him, and containing fifty feet
front, to make from ten to twelve per cent, for his company. He said
that he was confident that the duty on lumber would be removed and
conditions would then improve very much. At the same conference Mr.
W. T. Gillman, assistant to the president of the Northern Pacific, stated
that the Great Northern and Northern Pacific desired to establish ter-

minals in Vancouver and enlarge their facilities to secure a portion of

the growing trade, particularly lumber carriage. He said that those
who could read the signs of the time were sure that the tariff would be
taken off American lumber, and that meant opening up great markets in

the prairie sections of the States for the Canadian mills. They antici-

pated a great activity in lumber on that account and wished to prepare
for it.
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Canadian Forestry Association

Convention

The Canadian Forestry Association held a special meeting at the
Convocation Hall of the University of Toronto on February 1 Ltfa and 12th.
The meeting was well attended and was especially fortunate in being
patronized by bis Excellency, Earl Grey, Governor-Genera] of Canada
who officiated at the opening of (lie convention. On Thursday, the first

day, the chair was taken by (lie president, Hon. W. IV Snowball, Lieu-
tenant-Governor of New Brunswick. His Excellency, Earl <lrey, in
opening the proceedings, said that if was hardly necessary to comment
on the extreme importance of forestry He pointed out as a proof of
this the fact that the President of the United States had recently called
the attention of the people of that country to the reckless misuse of
their forests. He urged that the forests should be managed under care-
ful and well conducted regulations and upon lines which would increase
the public revenues, and at the same time steadily advance their capi-
tal value.

Hon. J. M. Gibson, Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, who followed
his Excellency, alluded to the steps which had been taken when he was
Minister of Crown Lands to set aside and develop forest reserves, notably
those of Algonquin Park and Temagami.

Hon. Sydney Fisher, Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion of
Canada, also spoke, and laid stress upon the necessity for conservation
of the forests, which he said was the basis of the conservation of all

other resources.

Mr. Watson, president of the Toronto Board of Trade, spoke along
similar lines and was followed by Hon. W. C. H. Grimmer, Surveyor-
General of New Brunswick; Mr. Frank Hawkins, secretary of the Can-
adian Lumbermen's Association. Prof. McClement, of Queen's Uni-
versity, Kingston, Ont, ; R. Bergerin, Quebec; J. Kelly Evans, Toronto;
J. B. Laidlaw, of the Canadian Fire Underwriters' Association, and
Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean of the Faculty of Forestry of the University of
Toronto.

President Snowball, in his annual address, referred to the establish-
ment of a faculty of forestry at the University of Toronto, and a depart-
ment of forestry at the University of New Brunswick. He thought thai
each province should have the whole of its wooded area carefully sur-
veyed and mapped, so as to show the class and quantity of timber on
each block, the nature of the soil and its suitability or unsuitability for
farming. This was work which forestry students could do more satis-
factorily than anyone else. He proposed that at the head waters of all

the principal streams there should be forest reserves for the regular
water supply. Referring to the export of small spruce and balsam for
Christmas trees, he said that the question which arose in his mind was,
why they should prohibit this, and allow trees of a larger size to go out
of the country instead of manufacturing them into pulpwood and paper
here, so as to leave hundreds and thousands of dollars in the hands of
our own people, and why they should permit the cutting of small logs
off the public domain if they would grow larger. In conclusion, Hon. Mr.
Snowball dealt at some length with the question of the preservation of
the forests, and with the attitude taken by the public in the United
States, many of whom are calling for a reduction of the duty on lumber
so that Canadian lumber may go into the country and thereby release
the drain upon the forests of the United States.

A paper prepared by Mr. A. T. Drummond on the forestry question
was read by his secretary. He dealt principally with the question of

fire in the destruction of timber, and suggested that a Bureau of For-
estry be established in connection with the Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec similar to the Bureau at Washington.

President Falconer, of the University of Toronto, delivered an ad-
dress to the delegates and commended the services of the faculty of

forestry in the University.

An excellent paper was read by Mr. Aubrey White, Deputy Minister
of Lands and Forests of the Province of Ontario, upon "The Forest Re-
sources of Ontario." This paper is published in detail elsewhere in this
issue.

Mr. F. C. Whitman, president of the Western Nova Scotia Lumber-
men's Association, delivered an address upon "Forestry Conditions in

Nova Scotia," in which he dealt with the method under which the land
is held, the system of fire protection, the forestry services which are

needed, and the difficulties encountered. His paper was brief and to

the point.

Mr. R. B. Miller, M.A., M.F., of the Department of Forestry of

the University of New Brunswick, read an instructive paper upon general
forestry conditions and forestry education. Mr. Miller urged strongly
that the most effective method for preserving the forests was by means
of education. He illustrated this by showing the advance which had
been made in the United States, and the advances which have been
obtained by the steps which have already been taken in Canada.

IV. I'.. E. Fei now
,
Dean of the Faculty of Forestry of the University

ol Joronfo, delivered an addlteM entitled "What We Want." DrFemow fl main point was that the Governments of the Dominion and
lie provinces should make radical changes in their attitude towards the

forest resources of the country, the present attitude of the Governments
he characterized as "The devil take the hindmost," or, "What has pos-
terity done for us?" The Government should be brought to realize that
a rational, properly directed technical management would secure all
the value of the forests without reducing the capacity for further pro-
duction. No simple provisions, sueh as setting a diameter limit in cut-
ting the timber, would suffice. Dr. Fernow dealt at some length with
the importance of preventing destruction by fire. He thought that a
great deal ol the failure of present day methods of forestry management
was due to the lack of definiteness in the propositions for reform The
existing methods of disposing of timber, which benefit an influential
class of citizens (the timber limit holders), who would naturally battle
or their continuance, were a serious influence against practical reform.
He suggested the creation of provincial legislative committees, composed
of influential members of the Forestry Association, who would study
local conditions and urge necessary reforms upon the Government.

Mr. Abraham Knechteh Inspector of Dominion Forest Reserves,
delivered an address upon "The Dominion Forest Reserves." Other
interesting addresses were, "Waste Land Planting," by E. J. Zavitz
of the Ontario Agricultural College; "The Interest of the Paper Manu-
facturers in Conservative Forestry," by Carl Riordan, of the Riordan
Paper Mills Company, and addresses by J. B. Miller, vice-president of
the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, and Elwood Wilson, of the
Laurentide Paper Company.

A number of resolutions were adopted during the meeting among
them being the following:

Commending the Dominion Government for its proposal to appoint
a Parbamentary committee to investigate the whole subject of the forest
wealth of Canada and the methods of forest conservation.

That the Provincial Governments controlling Crown lands be re-
quested to withdraw from location all townships under timber license at
present open for settlement, which are found to contain less than 50
per cent, of arable land, and that in the case of townships now under
license which are found to contain more than 50 per cent, of land suit-
able for agriculture, the licensee be given a reasonable time to remove
the merchantable timber before the land is opened for settlement.

That the Provincial Governments be urged to place in permanent
forest reserves all non-agricultural lands at the bead waters of streams.

That a text book of forestry be compiled from the reports and other
literature published by the association, and be distributed for use in
schools and colleges.

Cheaper Labor in the United States.

So much discussion of the tariff question has appeared in the United
States press that practically every point of view has found its adherents.
There seems, however, to have been a unanimity of opinion to the effect
that lumber could be manufactured more cheaply in Canada than in the
United States. Many reasons were given for this, chief among them
being that Oriental labor was used in Canada and was cheaper than the
white labor used in the United States, and also that stumpage was much
cheaper in Canada than in the United States. It is interesting therefore
to have the views of a Canadian wholesale dealer on these matters.

The head of a prominent wholesale firm in British Columbia when
asked whether lumber could be manufactured more cheaply in the United
States than in Canada was very decided in declaring that it could. A
good proof of this was afforded by the fact that his firm had been buying
lumber in the State of Washington and shipping it to the Northwest at
less than it could be handled for from British Columbia. This included
all grades above "rough." The profit on all grades of British Columbia
lumber between "rough" aud "clear finish" was hardly a living one.
The Washington mills were able to sell more cheaply because the first
cost of their machinery was less. Moreover they could obtain competent
white labor at $1.50, and one white man could do as much as three
Orientals. These conditions indeed were not unusual. They prevailed
generally throughout the year. He did not believe that the 'removal of
the duty from Canadian lumber would improve matters.

An important reason which was having a strong influence against
the removal of the duty was the fact that, with one exception, all the
members of the delegation of American lumbermen who went from the
West to Washington to ask for the removal of the tariff, "owned timber
in British Columbia. The chairman of the Ways and Means Committee
at Washington drew their attention to this and said that evidently they
had strong personal reasons for desiring the removal of the tariff/ This
led the committee to the belief that these men voiced their own opinions
rather than those of the mill and timber owners generally. The whole-
saler referred to above, said finally that so far as he could gather from
the mill owners of British Columbia they were indifferent as to whether
the tariff was to be removed or not. He himself would prefer to see
things remain as they are.
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In the Courts An Important Case

Free Grants and License Holders.—The case of Mr. John W. Martin,

of Barry's Bay (license holder), against John Romleskie and several

other free grant settlers in the township of Sherwood was. mentioned in

our number of 15th January last. No appeal was taken from the judg-

ment and it therefore stands as the established law of the province.

All questions of title which could possibly be raised were raised and

argued and determined in that case and we publish for the benefit of

license holders and free grant settlers a summary of the actual formal

iudgment which has been issued by the High Court of Juctice.

(1) This court doth declare that tbe plaintiffs (the license holders)

have been and are entitled under and by virtue of the Crown timber li

cense to all the pine trees growing or being on the lots in the township

of Sherwood which are included in the letters patent issued to the sev-

eral defendants (the free grant settlers), inclusive of the fallen pine trees

and parts of pine trees cut by the plaintiffs (the license holders) on the

lots in the course of the cutting and removal of pine timber, and left on

the lots; subject to the rights of the several defendants (the free grant

settlers) (1) to cut and use such pine trees and parts of pine trees on

the lots as may be necessary for the purpose- of buildings and fences on

the lots ; and (2) to cut and dispose of such pine trees and parts of pine

trees which require to be removed by the several defendants (the free

grant settlers) in the actual clearing of their lots for cultivation; but

subject to the condition that no pine trees or parts of pine trees except

for the necessary buildings and fences shall be cut beyond the limit of

such actual clearing.

(2) And this court doth order and adjudge that it shall be referred

to the Local Master at Pembroke to take all necessary accounts and make
all necessary inquiries and report the pine trees and parts of pine trees

which have been cut and removed by the several defendants (the free

grant settlers) from the several lots, and the lumber and other product

thereof, and the proportion which was necessary for the purpose of

buildings and fences or which was required to be removed in the course

of tbe actual clearing of tbe land for cultivation.

(3) And this court doth further order and adjudge that the

injunction restraining the defendants (the free grant settlers)

from cutting or removing any pine timber or trees, or

parts of pine trees, growing, standing or being on the several lots, and

from selling, offering for sale, dealing with or disposing of any of the

pine lumber, lath, shingles or other product of the logs cut and re-

moved by the defendants (the free grant settlers) from the lots, except

the proportion thereof which has been manufactured from logs cut and

removed in good faith for necessary buildings and fences or in the course

of actual clearing of the land for cultivation—be and the same is hereby

continued.

The reference under this judgment was proceeded with at Pembroke,

and the value of the lumber and other product from the logs which were

wrongfully cut and removed in violation of the principles of ownership

declared by this judgment, was arrived at and ascertained. This lumber

and other product which had been wrongfully cut and removed, belong

to the plaintiff, and he might under the judgment have taken possession

of it and removed it, but at that stage a settlement was arrived at be-

tween the license holder and the free grant settlers, and he sold the lum-

ber to them at a valuation.

We publish this judgment because it establishes on clear and definite

principles the lawful rights between the license holders and the free

grant settlers, and proves that no one can get any title to pine trees or

parts of pine trees cut and removed in violation of the rights of a li-

cense holder, and that no one can ever get any title to lumber or other

product of the logs wrongfully taken or removed. The logs, and all the

lumber and other product from them, belong in law to the license holder,

and he is not even liable to compensate a free grant settler or any other

person for the wrongful cutting and removal of logs or the manufacture

of them into lumber. The lumber and product belong to the license holder

wherever they can be found, and if they cannot be found the person

wrongfully cutting and removing them is liable to pay the value of them.

In this case the defendants were Polish settlers, and two of them
bad sawmills in full operation, and were more timber and lumber dealers

than free grant settlers, but having become good British subjects they

have been obedient to the law and have bought and paid for the lumber

from the logs which they had wrongfully taken from the license holder.

A petition for reciprocal demurrage was introduced before the Rail

way Commission at Winnipeg on behalf of the local government by At-

torney-General Campbell. The petition asked that the railway companies

in Manitoba be required to pay a demurrage in all cases where they fail

to furnish cars within one week after being ordered, the demurrage to be

at the same rate as is charged when a car is not loaded or unloaded in a

given time. The case was laid over for argument.

Publications and Reports.

A pamphlet entitled "Forestry, the New Profession, and its Open-

ings for Young Men," written by Robert B. Miller, M.F., head of the

new forestry department of the University of New Brunswick, has just

been published by the university, which has favored the "Canada Lum-
berman" with a copy. The pamphlet is quite brief and states in a

forcible manner the arguments in favor of the adoption of this profession

by wirag men.

A practical and convenient handbook which should prove invaluable

to woodsmen has just been published by Harvard University. The author,

Professor Austin Cary, is an experienced woodsman himself, and he has

brought together in this book the information which he found most useful

in his work. The best quality of canvas has been used for the binding

with a folding flap to protect the edges of the pages. The book contains

a mass of useful information in the shape of tables, diagrams, etc., to-

gether with a clear statement of the methods employed and the principles

involved in the survey and valuation of logs, standing timber and forest

land. Land surveyor's, scalers, cruisers, and others will find in it in-

formation which they need to have with them when at work in the woods.

Students of forestry in schools and colleges will find the book particularly

valuable for its clear, practical descriptions of the best methods now in

use. Although much of the material is general and may be applied any-

where, all the special problems taken up are, as the title indicates, those

of the region north of Maryland and east of the Dakotas, including Can-

ada. The work is divided into five parts, which deal with land surveying,

map making, log measurement, estimating standing timber, etc.

The first figures of the inventory of the forests of the United States

which the National Conservation Commission has made were presented

to the conference recently by Senator Reed Smoot, of Utah, chairman of

the section of forests of the commission.

The report in part is as follows

.

The forests of the United States now cover 550,000,000 acres, or

about one-fourth of the country. The original forests covered not less than

850,000,000 acres, or nearly one-half. Forests publicly owned cover one-

fourth of the total forest area, and contain one-fifth of all timber stand-

ing. Forests privately owned cover three-fourths of the area and contain

four-fifths of the standing timber. The timber privately owned is not only

four times that publicly owned, but it is generally more valuable. The

yearly growth of wood does not average more than twelve cubic feet per

acre/ This gives a total yearly growth of less than 7,000,000,000 cubic

feet. There is taken yearly, including waste in logging and in manufac-

ture, 23,000,000.000 cubic feet of wood from the forests.

The consumption each year includes 100,000,000 cords of firewood,

40,000,000,000 feet oi lumber, more than 1,000,000,000 posts, poles and

fence rails, 118,000,000 hewn ties, 150,000,000,000 staves, over 133,000,-

000 sets of heading, nearly 500,000,000 barrel hoops, 3,000,000 cords of

native pulpwood. 165,000,000 cubic feet of round mine timbers, and 125,-

000,000 cords of wood for distillation. Only 320 feet of lumber are used

for each 1,000 feet which stood in the forest.

The lumber cut has increased less than 15 per cent, in the last seven

years. But the average price of all kinds of lumber at the mill has risen

49 per cent., and the rise will continue.

Trade Enquiries.

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain

the following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman"
may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped

envelope and stating number of enquiry

:

50 Staves.—A north of England firm dealing largely in sundries and

supplies used in the fishing trades, asks for lowest c.i.f. prices to Hull

or Manchester from Canadian shippers of staves suitable for herring

barrels.

65. Wood pulp.—An Italian firm claiming to have a good connection

among paper manufacturers wishes to secure the agency of Canadian

manufacturers of wood pulp.

81. Newspaper.—A South African firm of wholesale suppliers to

printers desire to be placed in communication with Canadian exporters

of newspaper, white and tinted, in reams.

89. Plywood.—A firm of manufacturers are buyers of plywood for

trouser stretchers and desire prices for c.i.f. shipments to Manchester

(500 boards at a time). Sizes: 28-inch x 28-inch x 9-16-inch thick; the

latter divided into five equal plys, the outside ply being both of oak or one

oak and the other birch.

109. Lumber. A London firm is desirous of being placed in com-

munication with Canadian lumber exporters.

The Northern Electric & Manufacturing Company, Limited, have

been awarded the contract for a Western Electric 200 k.w ,
2.200-volt,

60-cycle, polyphase alternator and switchboard for the town of Macleod,

Alberta.
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Better Designing- Needed in Wood-working1 Machinery.

Manufacturers of machinery will tell you that every machine they
make is modern and up-to-date in .every detail, yet the very parts of these
tools that should he handy to the operator and of easy and rapid manipu-
lation are not given enough consideration in the designing, says R. John-
sou in "Wood Craft." I am now referring to woodworking tools and
machinery. One maker gives as his reason: "This class of tools must be
made very cheaply, consequently every additional detail that is not re-
quired adds to the cost of manufacture." True. But why should this
be the rule when designing and making woodworking tools and just the
opposite when making ironworking tools ?

We have in the shop one of the best band saws that money can buy,
yet the belt shifter on this machine has in the past two years been
the cause of more profanity than all the other tools put together. It is

almost impossible to move this shifter back and forth, and the reason
for this condition is "faulty design." There is no provision whatever
for oiling the sliding rod as the bracket that carries this rod is located
directly under the centre of the small table.

After struggling with this shifter two years the boss finally con-
cluded to drill through the table and slide bracket and insert a piece of

Collar

Diagram and Details of a Rope Drive for the Band-saw.

orass tubing through which the oil is fed to the sliding or shifting rod.
But why should this be left to the purchaser to attend to ? To my way
of thinking this should be one of the important details in the designing.

In this one department are employed eleven workmen. There is

not a moment in the day that this saw is not being used by some one of
these men.

Now, let us suppose that the belt-shifter was designed to be oper-
ated by power instead of by hand and that the designer neglected to
provide a means for oiling the sliding parts, would there not a mighty
howl go up about the designer or maker of the machine ?

No change that I know of has been made in the belt drive in the
last thirty years. Of what use is a wide space between saw and frame
if the belt runs either vertically or at an angle in the path of the work
at the back of the saw ?

Herewith is a sketch of a band saw which was supplied with a rope
drive and friction clutch and has been in constant use for seven years.
This change was made by the proprietor of a shop in Chicago and at a
very small cost. The rope is out of the way and the clutch is operated
by a foot-lever.

Another tool that is often overlooked by the workman in this respect
is the vise—either wood or metal worker's. T have one of these modern
woodworker's vises which has two round rods sliding in four lugs secured
to the bottom of the bench. If the reader has never oiled his vise, let

him try just a little on it and learn what a big difference it makes. I
have provided a self-oiling device which is simple yet it answers the
purpose. I fitted a wood block under the sliding rods and in it Ur<-d
holes which I filled with waste saturated with oil; this block was made
fast to the bottom of the bench so that the oily waste pressed up against
the bottom of rods. In this way the rods were lubricated and yet the
oil did not come in contact with the work held in the vise. This lubri-
cating feature can be put on by the manufacturer without adding one
penny to the cost.

The Term " Mill Run " a Misnomer.
The term mill run as applied to cooperage stock, which has been the

subject of quite a lot of discussion at the slack cooperage association
meetings, is really in this day and time a misfit, a misnomer or what-
ever term you want to call that which is out of date and should have
passed away with the history of bygone days. The origin of the term
in the lumber industry came years ago when nothing but good timber
was used, nothing realy but the cream of the forest. To make what was
then considered a good clean up in the disposition of the product of the
tree, sales were frequently made to include along with the clear stock
whatever defective pieces were found in the same logs, provided they
were good enough to be useful. In other words, the manufacturer liked
t> have the consumer take, when he could, the run of the logs in stock,
so that he "ould simply sort out the worst part and ship the balance
without grading out the absolutely clear stock. The cooper would take
a lo: of mill run stock, use the clearest of it for high grade barrels and
that which was sorted out, as not being quite up to the standard, would
be used for lime and cement barrels, apple and produce barrels, etc.,
wher- it wa-s not necessary to have the same high order of quality as
flour and sugar

At that time the term log run was a fit one, and not only that, but
it harmonized with early business methods. They made contracts in
those days off-hand, or rather in an open-handed manner, and what
might be termed close business practice was never thought of. There
was no sharp pencil figuring, no trimming of small margins, no sand
papering of spare ribs to get a little meat, and everything was done on
broad, liberal lines and it was through this method of business that only
the cream of the forest was used for lumber, and mill run stock was
both practical and fitting.

Time has brought changes; changes in both the timber supply and
the method of doing business. There is timber used for slack staves
now that would not have been thought of 20 years ago, and some stock
that is now classed as mill run would have been classed as culls by some
of the old timers. The scarcity of timber alone, to say nothing of the
multiplicity of defects in the scrap leavings from which lots of cooperage
stock is made, is enough to make necessary the doing away with of the
general term "mill run," and the introduction of accurate specifications
of grades so that there need be no room for misunderstanding.

But this is not the only factor which argues for the discontinuance
of the term mill run. Business methods themselves have changed so
that people figure more closely now and look after small things that were
never thought of in the earlier days, that would have been even con-
sidered picayunish, but the tendency to look after and take advantage
of the little details connected with business makes it necessary to have
specifications now covering the stock complete in all its small details
to avoid leaving openings for unscrupulous people to take advantage of
or to avoid misunderstandings between people who are scrupulous enough
to look at matters in a different light.

The difficulty of defining mill run stock furnishes evidence of the
impracticability of it, but it doesn't matter, even if the trade should get
to the point of specifying how much No. 1 and how much No. 2 should
be included in the mill run and the culls to be thrown out, there is so
much difference in timber and the manner of cutting it that the mill run
stock from one lot may look worse than No. 2 from another, while that
from some other may look almost as good as some in No. 1. So appar-
ently the only thing to do to avoid trouble is to set forth clearlv each
grade, by whatever name you desire, No. 1, No. 2, No. 3. It might be
said that the term mill run could be perpetuated and used to designate
a grade, but there is an objection to it in that the term itself would
likely be more or less_ misleading, no matter how clearly specifications
are set forth, because it naturally suggests everything made in the mill.

_

Then, entirely aside from the matter of indefiniteness, and the con-
fusion attached to the term mill run, it carries with it the perpetual
temptation for the mill man to take out the high grade stock and then
sell the balance as mill run. This applies to both lumber and cooperage
stock, and while in the lumber world there is still some business done
in what is termed log or mill run stock it is frequently so unsatisfactory
that the chances are decidedly in favor of the term either being aban-
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dooed entirely or discontinued by a part of the trade at least. To get

an idea of how it works in the lumber world, one of the most prominent
box manufacturers in the country when offered mill run stock said he
would prefer buying straight No. 1 common. When it was suggested
to him that by buying the mdl run stock he had the chance to get some
bigh grade stock that would cost him lots of money, if bought on grade,

he said, yes, he would get a little of it but only a very little, and on the
other hand he would have to take in such a large percentage of No. 2
and other low grade stock and there would really be no gain. Anyway,
his business required a certain grade of lumber and the only way to get

that grade was to buy it, and it didn't pay to buy some other grade that
didn't fit his work, even though he could get it cheaper. This is the
way it is when it comes to slack staves. When a man has a specified

kind of barrel to make it requires specified stuff to make that barrel,

and it is a matter of buying a pig in a poke and then not being sure of

anything but the squeal. What the trade seems to need more of is

thoroughly specified grades to eliminate misunderstandings and to furnish

positive bases for prices, and then there won't be so much need for all

this argument about what should and should not constitute mill run stock.

When the jointer knows his stock is mill run he doesn't take so much
pains with it and then, in the end: they pick out some of the best No. 1

when it gets to the cooper, but it will frequently be found so poorly
jointed that it will have to be re-jointed before it can be used for flour

barrels, and this adds materially to the expense. There is very little

excuse for poor jointing, but it is a well known fact that jointers will

not take as much pains with low grade staves as they will with the high
grade ones and, if staves are carefully sorted as to grades instead of

being bunched together in mill run, the jointer will be inspired thereby to

at least take more pains with the jointing of the No. 1 stock and, if he
is going to shirk his duty, he will do it on the lower grades. To sum the
whole thing up in a nutshell, it looks as if there is really not much ad-

vantage in buying or selling mill run stock and not much to be gained
in keeping the term "mill run" in use, and inasmuch as it furnishes a
bone of contention, it looks as if it might be a good idea to eliminate the
term entirely and in its place put a straight set of specifications covering

definitely the different grades of staves in common use.—Packages.

Planer and Cutter-Head Knives Should be Well Trued.

Harder knives, better grinding and more accurate setting have all

had a share in improving the product of the planer and increasing the

output. But their effect is slight compared with that of truing the

knives while in motion so that each does its full share of the work. Care-

fully conducted experiments have proved that no matter how accurately
the edges may be jointed while at rest, the different knives will always
show unequal work when run up to speed. Undoubtedly this is due to

distortion under the influence of centrifugal force and to some extent to

the lack of even structure of the material. It can only be overcome by
truing the knives while running, so that allowance is made for distortion.

Experience shows that when the knives are trued in this way the rate

of feed may be considerably increased and that the finish is finer and
more even. Logically it makes possible the maintenance of the same or

better grade of finish at from 50 to 100 per cent, higher feed.

You buy the best planer. You give it floor space, belt it up, provide

power and—then what ? Do you get out of it every ounce of work, every
foot of lumber that it is capable of turning out ? Ten to one—experienced
manager though you are—there's reserve capacity in the machine that

could be gotten out if you only did one thing. And that "one thing" is

to set the knives accurately and to keep them trued so perfectly that

not every other one or a single one does the burden of the work—but that

every one cuts an equal amount of stock. When you have done this you
have brought the knife marks two to four times closer at the same feed.

And what does this mean ?—simply that you can feed faster and get the

same finish as you usually get when only one or two knives cut.

The cutter-head sets the pace for the rest of the machine. If only

one knife in a four-knife head does practically all or even an undue share

of the cutting, it stands to reason that it won't do to feed the stock as fast

as though every knrfe did its duty. But when each knife does its equal

share it's up to the machine behind the cutter-head and to the man
behind the machine. With accurately set and perfectly jointed knives

the stock may be fed faster than most people dream. The first step

is to set the knives themselves with the greatest possible accuracy,

which can only be done by measuring from the shaft itself. This step is

only preliminary to that of truing up the edges while running, refining

the work of setting, overcoming possible distortion due to centrifugal

force and giving final and absolute accuracy.

Compression couplings that can be attached without keys are

convenient for small powers, but for larger sizes of shafting these

should be pinned and keyed, thus affording all the convenience of ad-

justment of the smaller sizes. When made this way they may be
easily removed whenever repairs or changes are necessary, a thing that

is usually very difficult in the case of a flange coupling.

Improving- The Planer.

A short time ago I was employed in a general jobbing shop. From
five to ten were employed in this shop nearly all of the time. Everything
moved along swimmingly until one day the boss took a job of dressing two
sides of one-inch mahogany, about 3,000 feet in all.

After working up about 500 feet, trouble began with the workmen
owing to the dust that came from the planer. The trouble was not con-
fined to this shop alone but to the one next door. Something must be
done, and that at once, or the workmen would quit. A dust collector
was just then out of the question. The next best thing was a hood which
was made from sheet metal. This was made the width of the planer,
secured to the pressure bar with machine screws and extending back to
hinge A and down the sides as indicated by dotted lines. This scheme
only served to shoot the dust out from the back of the machine owing to
the agitation of the air caused by the revolving cutter-head. To over-
come this, an extension was made from hinge A and back 9 inches from
the table top, the sides overlapping as shown. The top rounding down
about 3% inches left about 3 inches between top of table and bottom
of this rounded edge. Through the top was rut an opening about 6 by
14 inches and in this was fastened a piece of mica such as is used for
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automobile shields; this made it possible to see the work as it came
through the planer.

After this hood was put on you could not notice the dust six feet
from the planer. When so desired, the back section can be folded up on
top of front.—P. Hand, in "Woodcraft."

Hints on Band Saw Work.
Many beginners will be stuck when they are to mark off a pattern for

a step-scroll when the band saw kerfs are too fine to get a pencil in. Lay
the pattern on the outside pencil marks and then pour a little band saw
dust through the fine cuts, remove the pattern and mark with pencil
where the dust lies.

When band sawing yellow pine that is full of pitch and which natur-
ally gums up the saw so that it won't cut well, if you will tie a piece of
turpentine-saturated waste on a small stick and now and then let it rub
the saw your trouble will be over.

In slabbing off the corners of circle work on the band saw before it

goes to the shaper, take a piece of stuff, about 2x3 inches, and cut a
notch in the centre for the edge of the circle stuff to run in. Clamp on
the band saw and push through.

If the man, whether he be the turner or not, who is cutting off the
5x5, 6x6, or 8x8 squares on the band saw for turned tops in lengths of
10 or 12 inches long, will centre them while he has them in his hand, it

will save time. To do this, run them with. one corner in the slot between
the two sides of the table, making but a scratch with the saw; next place
another corner in the slot and you have the centre.

In cutting rake brackets, don't tilt the table top, but build a rack-
to lay the block in. Have it the proper pitch of the roof, then all the
cuts can be made O.K.—but not by the tilted table.

Throwing off the belts every night, or at least every Saturday, not
only relieves the strain on the belting, but also on the shafting ; a rest
for both is good.

The death occurred on Feb. 7th, at his residence, of Mr. James H.
West, secretary of the Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Company, of Chicago
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Will Seek a Duty against American Lumber.
The Board of Tirade of Nelson, B.C., met recently to discuss the

necessity for a duty on lumber coming into Canada. The following reso-
lution was unanimously adopted :

"Whereas, the lumber industries of British Columbia and western
Canada are still suffering from the unfair competition of rough lumber
coming into Canada free of duty ; and

"Whereas, railway companies are still placing large orders for lumber
on the American side, such railway companies having been heavily sub-
sidized by the Canadian people, of which subsidies British Columbia has
to pay her proportion ; and

"Whereas, large quantities of Lumber are waiting sale and mills are
idle, which lumber was produced with protected machinery, and pro-
tected supplies ; and

"Whereas, the manufacturers of western Canada have to-day in

stock as much lumber as they have ever marketed in the best year here-
tofore experienced, and have increased their manufacturing capacity to
such an extent that they are now able to supply a market at least three
times greater in any one year than sold in the best year so far experi-
enced, viz., 1900; and

"Whereas Hon. Mr. Fielding assured the lumber manufacturers of

this district some years ago that the dumping clause would give us ample
protection from American labor; which is not the case for the reason
that during the past 18 months the American markets have been so de-
moralized that their mills have been selling lumber for less than two-
thirds of its cost, and consequently exporters to Canada are willing to

make affidavits that the price at which they are dumping lumber into

this country is the "fair market value if sold for home consumption";
and

."Whereas, owing to the excessive capacity to produce lumber it is

important to preserve to Canadian mills our entire market ; and
"Whereas, the produce of the mountain mills is from 75 to 85 per

cent, of common lumber the unfairness should be manifest of allowing
American mills to dump into Canada their surplus low grade material,
which represents by far the larger portion of our output; and

"Whereas, the most vital industry in the welfare of this province
is the only great industry on the American continent which is not af-

forded reasonable protection, and as there seems to be no just grounds
to continue to sacrifice our interest

:

"It is .therefore resolved, that the Dominion Government he urged
to give this matter prompt investigation for the purpose of verifying the
claims advanced in this petition, and to place a duty of $2 per thousand
on rough fir, cedar, spruce, larch and pine lumber and of 30 cents per
thousand on shingles at the earliest possible date."

Trade Notes.

The A. J. Burton Saw Company, Limited, of Vancouver, B.C.,
report several good orders of recent date, amongst them a complete outfit

of belting, comprising the Balata waterproof leather and rubber belting,

also a large quantity of link belting for conveyor sprockets for the entire

re-equipment of the Revelstoke Company's plant at Revelstoke; com-
plete outfit of 20-inch conveyor chains and of band resaws, gang saws,
slasher saws and trimmer saws to the Arrow Lakes Lumber Company, at
Arrow Head, B.C. ; a complete new outfit of 24 shingle saws to Woods
& Spicer, Vancouver; the same to the Erie Shingle Mill, of Blain,

Wash. ; and a smaller supply to Robert McNair Shingle Company, Van-
couver ; the Hastings Shingle Manufacturing Company, for their No. 2
mill, Vancouver, and the full equipment of shingle saws for two Simplex
shingle machines installed at the Cedar Cove Lumber Company's plant
just east of Vancouver, B.C. TIip latter company has been purchased
by Mr. T. T. Gadd from its former owners, Messrs. T. F. Paterson and
associates.

Fred Wood & Son, of 102 Adelaide street west, Toronto, are well

known as manufacturers of saws and planer knives. Mr. Wood has a
wide acquaintance in the saw trade. He was for many years foreman
for the James Robertson Company, Toronto and Montreal, and also oc-

cupied a similar position with the Canada Saw Company, Montreal.

The DuBois Iron Works, DuBois, Pa., have issued a new 1909 cata-

logue of their gas engines and producer plants. The catalogue is at-

tractively prepared and well illustrated. It will prove useful to those

interested in this class of product.

"Money is so easy now," says a Montreal paper, "that bankers are

beginning to protest when brokers pay off their loans.

"The other day a broker paid off a large loan with a bank, and the

banker called him up over the 'phone :

" 'Why are you paying us off?' asked the banker.
" 'Because T don't need the money,' replied the broker.
" 'Well, keep our money and pay off somebody else,' said the

banker.'
"

A wealthy syndicate has decided to spend half a million dollars

on a lumber mill on Esquimault Harbor. Property has been secured to

the value of $300,000. It is said that the mill will employ 300 hands.

Simplifying- the Inventory.
In a recent address at Detroit upon. "The Inventory," Mr. F. 1)

Jenks said: "The word inventory means to find out, to make a list, in
other words, to make a detailed statement of property to determine its
value. The value of any property may be placed at its cost juice, its
selling price, or its worth to the owner for a particular purpose, but in
our business our stock in trade is on sale every business day of the year
and therefore its value is what we can get for it. If this is conceded it

follows that the starting point in an inventory of merchandise is the selling
price, not necessarily the asking price in every instance, but in the case
of some lots of stock the price will have to be made in order to sell it.

The inventory, then, being made up on this basis is a true and correct
statement of the selling value of the stock at the time it is taken.

"I think we have all graduated from the practice that was current
in the days of cheap lumber, of adding so much a thousand to our cost
price to make the selling price, and have joined other successful mer-
chants by the adoption of the percentage plan, and have now a certain
per cent, that we must average on our stock to cover cost of handling,
rent, interest and other expenses, as well as our expected profit. As, of
course, this percentage varies in different places under different condi-
tions of conducting the business, we will assume for the purpose of easy
figuring that we have found 2"> per cent, to be the amount above cost
that we must obtain. Therefore, if we take the selling value inventory
and deduct therefrom 20 per cent, the balance will be the true cash
value of our stock at the time taken and the amount that determines
our actual profit or loss.

"This method is simpler and quicker than others, as we all know
what our stock will bring, while it is often a difficult question to deter-
mine the cost of some lots from invoices, if the price has varied in each
purchase, and its accuracy and fairness can not, I think, be questioned.
In case of loss by fire this basis gives at once the true cash value and
simplifies much the making up of proofs of loss. This, of course, applies
to our stock of merchandise only, and in regard to sheds, horses, wag-
gons, etc., it is probably best to deduct from cost a percentage based upon
the >• condition and probable life of usefulness.

"It might be suggested against this plan that our stock on hand
should be charged a certain amount of unloading and piling, rent, in-
terest, insurance, etc., but as these are regular costs of doing business
and with most of us our stock does not vary materially in value at in-
ventory time from year to year, these items may well be eliminated. If,

as some do, we figure a different percentage on different classes of stock,
this method will still give the fairest results by merely dividing the in-

ventory into groups and figuring each at its own percentage.
"I do not see why we should be bound by our invoices at inventory

time, as I think we are entitled to show as a profit at the end of the
year any increase of value on our stock in our local market as well as
the result of careful and profitable purchases, and, on the other hand
if our market goes against us, or our purchases have not been wise, or
we have had to take on some emergenev stock at an unprofitable figure,

it seems to me that we should not delude ourselves, but should at in-

ventory time mark off our loss and hope for "better luck next time."

Canadian Talc Deposits May Be Developed.
Talc is imported into Canada in extensive quantities for various pur-

poses. A chief use is that in connection with the manufacture of paper.
It is used to add strength and weight. Other uses are in connection
with chalkstone, china, clay, sulphate of lime, talcum powder, whiting,
etc. A deposit of talc in Canada was found some time ago which, ac-
cording to the analysis obtained, is of excellent quality. It has not yet
been placed on the market, though preparations to this end are being
made. According to returns from the Customs Department the importa-
tions of talc and its products for one month are valued at about $7,000.
There should therefore be a fair inducement for the development of the
Canadian product, as Canadian paper manufacturers and others would
.surely give preference to a Canadian product which is equal in quality
to the imported.

Lumber Convention at Calgary, March 23.

A date has been fixed for the proposed ronvention of those who are
interested in lumber business in Western Canada which is to be held in

Calgary. March 23rd has been selected, and it is expected that the con-
vention will be. attended by representatives of the lumber industry from
Port Arthur to the Pacific Coast. All sorts of questions will be brought
up for discussion. Among the interesting subjects, which will be taken
up, are those of trade ethics, car supply, the requirements of the coming
season, freight rates, etc.

The tariff committee of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association
will urge the Dominion Government to impose an import dutv of $2 a
thousand on certain specified grades of rough lumber similar to those pro-
duced in British Columbia. Mr. Charles S. Meek, a well known Toronto
man who is on a visit to the coast,, is authority for this statement and
says further that continued exemption of duty of certain hardwoods used
in the manufacture of carriages will also be sought.



CAMP DEPARTMENT
The Elaborate Duties of the Camp Cook.

Within ten or fifteen \ears the camp fare furnished hands in the log-

ging operations of the old pine states has notably improved, says the

"American Lumberman." Time was when salt pork, salt beef, beans,

potatoes, bread, coffee and lea were considered a sufficiently elaborate

menu for the c amp. As years passed a change was gradually evolved in

this particular. The increase of operations, the rising wealth of lumber-

men, the competition between operators to secure sufficient crews, the

clamor of the men for better board, combined gradually to improve the

bill of fare at camp tables.

The motives that actuate operators in general in making up then-

food supplies for the camps are well expressed by a leading operator.

He savs: "We find it necessary to take good care of our employees in

the woods, as in that way we secure the better class of help and less of

the floating population. We find that it costs about $3 a week for each

man for supplies furnished the cook's shanty, and we can not expect to

get good results from our men unless we take care of them. T am unable

to call to mind many articles we do not use, but you will see by the ac-

companying list that we do not use any mutton, chickens, turkeys or

fresh tropical fruits. These we would consider a little too expensive. In

taking meals at these camps I have noted with curiosity the fact that

there^are always several kinds of bread and cake on the table, and gen-

erally pie twice a day. I have not attempted to make a bill of fare, but

one can judge as to what such fare could be made by the skillful use of

the articles in the following list

:

Meats.

Bacon . Freeh pork. Salt codfish.

Smoked ham. Salt beef. Fresh fish.

Fresh beef. Salt pork. Eggs.

Oysters on Christmas.

Granulated sugar.

"C" sugar.

Baking powder.

Lard.

Coffee.

Beans.
Canned tomatoes.

Dried apricots.

Raisins.

English currants.

Canned apples.

Canned pumpkin.
Jelly.

Canned string beans.

New Orleans molasses.

Oleomargarine.

This is a list of food goods elaborate enough with which to start a

grocery and provision store. A lumberjack who would complain of a bill

of fare made up of so many and such a variety of edibles would kick at

the menu of a first-class hotel. The life of the camp hand is one that

induces a keen and enormous appetite, and a digestion that would suc-

cessfully tackle a bootleg steak. The task of feeding such a gastronomi-

cal capacity with a toothsome list like the foregoing would be a herculean

one.

Other Supplies.

Canned corn.

Canned lima beans.

Canned peas.

Cheese.
Pickles.

Potatoes.

Beets.

Flour for bread.

Flour for pastry.

Buckwheat flour.

Graham flour.

Bolted meal.

Rolled oats.

Bice.

( 'abbage.

Parsnips.

'Bagas.

Green corn.

Evaporated apples.

Pried peaches.

Pried prunes.

Crackers.

Extract of vanilla.

Fx tract of lemon.

Corn starch.

Mincemeat.
Catsup.

Onions.

Nutmegs and all kinds of seasonings.

Pried peas for soup.

Queer Frequenters of the Tote Road,

Woodsmen in the forest regions disappear "over the edge of things"

into the big north woods during a long and cold winter, and most of the

world forgets them. There are some folks, however, who make thor-

oughfares" of the "tote roads" between the scattered camps. "In one

camp I was in last winter," says Holman Pay, author of "King Spruce,"

"there was hardly a day when we didn't have a visitor. There were men

with watches and cheap jewelry. There were photographers to take

group pictures of the crew—and one would be surprised to know how

eagerly the men welcome photographers. There were men who doctored

horses and filed their teeth. There were peddlers of all kinds of trinkets

—and these always drive good trades, for all payments are made in or-

ders on the firm, and that doesn't seem like spending real money.

"One day an old man came into camp, avant-courier of one of the

biggest snowstorms of the season. He stayed a week, snowbound. He

announced himself as an evangelist and held services every evening in the

cookhouse. As he sang hymns with a deal of gusto the men tended out

on the meetings, and when the week was up contributed a liberal collec-

tion. They were encouraged in this by the boss, who had discovered that

the old man was as good an eater as he was singer—and hospitality is

without price in lumber camps. The boss reckoned that a good fistful

of cash would encourage the old man to move on—and the boss cashed
the men's orders and passed the money over. Thereupon the delighted

preacher, wishing to show his gratitude and earn the money, said that it

had been revealed to him that he ought, to stay another week and make a

still more earnest try for the souls of men who had been so good to him.
Then the boss could only sigh and let him stay."

The Supper Horn in Camp.
When it comes to likin' music, then I figure in my breast

Thet I've got a soul fer music thet's as soulful as the rest.

I appreciate a fiddle tunin' up on ".Money Musk,"
Fer it brings a smell of perfume floatin' softly in the dusk.

1 kin even git some pleasure from a Swede's accordion

In the ban's of a performer like our Ole Peterson.

But for music, purty music, ever heard since I was born
There is nothin' quite as tuneful as that good, old supper horn.

Susie's ban' may be a dandy, beat all other ban's a block,

But there isn't any ditty in the whole of Susie's stock

Like thet trumpet call to supper windin' gladly up the hills,

Like that merry invitation for the men to feed their gills.

Not an artist with a trombone ner no fellah with cornet

Ever gurgled any music thet was equal to it yet,

Thet was equal to the music from that old, tin trumpet torn

By the sour-dough jest at twilight when he toots the supper horn.

It is busted an' it's battered, it is twisted an' it's bent,

Rut he blows a fine selection on that simple instrument.

Other men with flutes er fiddles bring you visions from the sky,

Angel ban's together singin', soldiers brave a-marchin' by,

Rut the cook he plays his solo an' you know jest what he means

—

Rrings you thoughts of steamin' coffee, brings you visions then of beans,

Rread an' pie an' cake an' sinkers, fried potatoes, stews of corn,

Are the visions he awakens with that rusty supper horn.

[ kin live without the music thet great Susie makes to come
From a battery of bugles an' the trombones an' the drum,
I kin live without the fiddles scrapin' dances square an' round,

Rut I'd bate to think I'd never hear ag'in that pleasant sound
When the cook upon the doorstep puts that trumpet to his lip

An' from that piece of tinware lets his pleasant message slip.

I fergit about my troubles an' my heart's no more forlorn

When I hear the cook start tootin' on his blessed supper horn.—"The American Lumberman.'

The Language of the Forest.

The language of the forest—not as the term is usually construed,

however—was heard in all its native complexity at a Michigan hospital

the other day when a lumberjack toploader painfully explained how it

happened that he was laid up with a broken leg. After it had been set

and the patient made reasonably comfortable, one of the nurses attempted

to get an account of the accident for a waiting newspaper man. The
big woodsman was ready to be "interviewed," but the nurse with a

puzzled expression informed the reporter that he would have to get the

account first-hand, and this is the way the lumberjack put it

:

"You see, mister, I'm what they call a 'sky-hooker.' Well, we were

shy a grounder that morning, when a gazaboo blew up the tote road

from somewhere, and the main squeeze bired him on the representation

that impersonatin' a grounder was his long suit. Well, the first thing he

sent up to me was a blue butt, and I yelled back at him to throw her a

Saginaw, and instead of that he gave her a liner, and she came up and

caught my stef and snapped it just as you see it, and here I be."

"I—I don't quite understand
—

" began the reporter.

"Neither do I," exclaimed the woodsman, eagerly, "a geezer with

no more judgment than that must be either bughouse or has bats in

his belfry."

The Canadian Manufacturers' Association, at the request of the Na-

tional Union of Conservative and Constitutional Associations (London),

will make a collection of photographs showing the methods of producing,

packing and forwarding domestic articles suitable for consumption in the

United Kingdom, the object being to prepare lantern slides and show by

means of comparisons that Canada under a preferential tariff can supply

better articles than those from Germany.



WANTEDI FOR SALE DEPARTMENT
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment Wan-
ted" will be inserted in this department at the
rate of ij cents per line each insertion, on the
basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will he allowed.

Advertisements ot "Employment Wanted"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than
the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue.

WANTED- LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED - TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcok Woon and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tf

Wanted
CLEAR CEDAR LUMBER FOR BOAT

building. H. E. Gidley & Co., Penetan-
gruishene, Out.

^

Wanted
BASSWOOD, BLACK ASH, SOFT ELM,

Chesnut, Oak, Birch and Maple, sawn to our
sizes, log: run, for Spring- or Summer delivery. Box
679 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 6

Wanted
2 and 3" Soft Elm

1" Spruce, Mill Culls and Common and Better
1" Basswood, Mill Culls and Common and Better

Box 693 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 5

Basswood Wanted
qnfi 000 FT

- 4/4 WINTER CUT, LOG«wv,uvu run> dead cul | s out _ State amount
you have and lowest price. Box 694 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto. 8

Wanted
YOU TO CORRESPOND WITH US, IF

you have any kind ot dry lumber for sale, or
stock of hardwood or basswood log's to saw to order.
The R. E. Kinsman Lumber Co. Limited,
Hamilton.

7

Wanted
i

lA" Dry Soft Elm
t'A" Dry Beech

Winter Sawn White Basswood New Cut.
Log run, mill culls out. Box 680 Canada Lum-

berman, Toronto. 6

Lumber and

Shingles

WE ARE OPEN TO CONTRACT TO
handle the cut of a Spruce Mill, of from 10 to

20 million capacity per annum, rail shipment, provid-
ing same is located so that quick shipments on
frames can be made. Guarantee deliveries to be 10
days to 2 weeks from dates of orders.
We are also open to contract to handle the upper

grades of White Cedar Shingles. Quality must be
Ai and shipments prompt.

We will buy Spruce, random
; Hemlock Boards

P.I. S. and clipped 10, 12, : 4 and 16 ft. lengths, or
random

; (a limited quantity of rough), Shingles and
Laths, for water shipments.

We give special attention to consignments. Write
us. We may be able to do business.

The Knott Sampson Lumber Co,
20 Central Street, Boston, Mass.

B
Wanted

[RCH LOGS, £16" AND UP IN i'DIAM-
eter. BUBFAu£VsNBBft Co., Buffalo. N.Y. 6

WANTED PUMP SQUARES
up to 200,000 ft. White Pine, Quarter Cut.

Lengths—9-18 ft. Size—5 x 5 to 8x8.
Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Limited,

Toronto, Onl. 7

Wanted
Quantity of Red Oak

MILL RUN, MILL CULLS OUT, INCH TO
three inches thick. Send prices and particu-

lars to

M 3'100
20 ,,

1'

200 t
1

200 ,,
1'

600 ,, i
J

All 1907 Cut

For Sale
Log run, Cedar.
Log run, Cedar.
Cull Ash.
Pine Box Strips 12/16.
Pine Mill Culls shorts 6/1 1.

H. Bourgouin, Montreal.

FOR SALE

Geo. C
Montreal.

3 cars 3" B. Ash C. & B.
3 " 2" Soft Elm C. & B.
Cedar posts cut to order.
2 cars Extras, Cedar Shingles
3 " Clears, "

3 " 2nd Clears,

4 " Clear Whites, Shingle

Goodfellow, 528 Board of Trade,

Red Pine and Jack Pine for Sale

54.°ooft. i"x4/6"xio/i8 ft.

2,000 " i"x7 & up x 10/18 ft.

22,000 " 2"x4"xio/i8 ft.

63,000 " 2"x6''x 10/18 ft.

41,000 " 2"x8"xio/i8 ft.

I4,000 " 2"XI0"X I0/18 ft.

2,000 " 2"X!2"xio/l8 ft.

52,000 " 2"xs", 7",9", ii"xio/i8 ft.

6o 'o0° " Wan«y Culls for cratingWe are also offering our current season s cut
consisting of about 3'/, million feet Red and White
.Fine.

PINE LUMBER CO.,
tf Pine, Ont, (near Sudbury)

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Immediate Sale
200 II. P. AUTOMATIC McEWEN ENGINE,

18 x 18 centre crank (with heavy extra iron bed
in first class running order.) Apply to Kmnn
Timber Mfg. Co., Kearney, Ont. tf

1

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale

?10fl CEDAR ANI) TAMARACK POLES
suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, a ? to

50 ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont. tf

CEDAR FOR SALE
ALL LENGTHS ANDSIZESCEDAR POLES,

Piles and Posts— Immediate delivery—Cedar
Ties, Squares and Shingles. Write Tom A
Wilson, Cannington.

7

For Sale
10 cars inch Birch No. 1 Common & Belter. 4 cars

6/4 Birch No. 1 Common & Better. 4 cars 8/4 Birch
No. 1 Common & Better. 20 cars 4/4 and 8/4 Spruce.
10 cars i"andj" Hemlock. Address T. L. Baillie
Box 268 North Bay.

,

For Sale
5,000 8 foot Cedar Posts 4^" and up top end.
900 10 foot Cedar Posts 5" and up top end.

The Standard Lumber & Stone Co. Longford
Mills, Ont.

FOR SALE

For SaleQNE 50 H P. AUTOMATIC CUT OFF EN-
. 1

8
L
me "ISopd running order. Will exchange

tor lumber. D. Aitchison & Co., Main St., Hamil-
ton. 0

For Sale
r\NE LOMBARD STEAM LOG HAULER IN

,

V-y
.

hne condition, together with nine sets oflogging sleighs, all in fine shape. A trade it taken
quickly. Apply to Tracadik Lumber Company,
(.hatham. N.B.

( j

SAW, SHINCLE AND LATH MILLS
1 nearly new No. 2 Lane, R.H. three block sawmill
1 refitted No. 1 Lane. L.H. three block sawmill
1 refitted R.H. three block sawmill complete
1 rebuilt American automatic sawing machine
1 refitted 12" X 16" twin engine steam teed
: refitted No. i gang edger, 3-18" saws
3 new double edgers, 2-16" saws
2 new upright swing shingle machines. 40" saws
1 new horizontal shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted Ross automatic shingle machin», 40" saw
1 refitted Dauntless shingle machine, 38" saw
: refitted Boss automatic shingle machine, 36" saw
1 refitted Canada Favorite shingle machine, 35" saw
1 refitted Smallwood automatic shingle machine
i refitted Sewery automatic shingle machine
1 refitted tour knife shingle jointer, 42" wheel
1 new shingle jointer, 40 saw
1 refitted Ackert shingle jointer, 2-36" saws
1 refitted six knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel
1 refitted four knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel
2 new adjustable shingle packers
2 refitted adjustable shingle packers
1 new No, 2 lath machine and bolter
1 nearly new Nc. 1 lath machine and bolter
1 new wood frame lath machine and bolter
2 refitted self-feed lath machines
1 nearly new No. 2 lath bolter, 24" saw
1 refitted wood frame lath bolter, 20" saw

SAWMILL BOILERS
1 48"x2o' semiportable fire box boiler
2 44"xi3' semiportable fire box boilers
1 39"xi4' 8" semiportable fire box boiler
1 48"xio'9" semiportable return tube boiler
1 66"xi4"7" horizontal return tube boiler
1 63"xi4' horizontal return tube boiler
1 6o"xi2' horizontal return tube boiler
1 54"xi4' horizontal return tube boiler
1 54"xi2' horizontal return tube boiler
1 5o"xi4' horizontal return tube boiler

SAWMILL ENCINES
1 !3"x23"x3o" L.H. Wheelock compound
1 I4"x34" R.H. Wheelock automatic
1 i3"x3o" L.H. Corliss automatic
1 i2"x3o" R.H. Corliss automatic
1 i6"x24" L.H. throttling governor, rocking valve
1 11 V'xi4" L.H. throttling governor, slide valve
1 I2"xi5" C.C. throttling governor, slide valve
1 I2"xi2" C.C. throttling governor, slide valve
1 io^"xi4" C.C. throttling governor, slide valve
1 io'4"xib" R.H. throttling governor, slide valve

For Sale at Your Own Price
OMPLETE SAW AND STAVE MILIpractically new, with iron steam boxes Willnj pari separately^ desired. Reply Box 686.

C

c
sell

Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

POR SALE OR EXCHANGE TWO BOIL-
ers and two engines ot l< and 20 horse-power

each, for one boiler and engine of 40 or 50 horse-
power. Apply to James Umpiibrson, Lav'ant St.,..
Ont.

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

One 400 H. P. return tubuhr internally fired boiler
Ones'A x gU x 7 single acting plunger pump

Several first class second hand heaters
One 16 x 20 right hand slide valve engine
One 14 x 18 R. H. Waterous straight line saw mill

engine
One 14 x 20 R. H. engine
One 1

1
x 10 centre crank Waterous engine

*•!»•*) " heel pullevs in stock

JJ
ne

JJ
aterous L. H Reliance carriage 40" opening

One m. Hamilton carriage L. H. 46" opening
One No 3 friction nigger
One Corey and Baker steam setter
Two No. 1 Waterous double acting set works
One 8x12 Cunningham feed

The above machinery has been fully repaired and
in first class condition.

Write for prices, cuts and full particulars

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
lt BRANTFORD. CANADA

For Sale
"TIE MILL SECOND-HAND SUITABLF
J. for cutt ng 2.000 ties per day. Write ut for

Particulars and Price.

Waterous Engine Works,
..

Brantford. Oat.

CITUATED AT KALADAR. ONT.-SECOND.°
.

hanJ »awmill. consisting of .6 h.p. portableeng.ne. No. „ saw frame. No. o right-hand W „r!r.age. 48» solid saw, slab saw mandrel. uLX

tf
ROBERT COX & CO..

Hope Building, Ottawa, Ont.

Boilers for Sale
\A7ILL TRADE FOR LUMBER OR SHIN-
V V gles, twin engines, cylinders 16 x 24, speed , ,revolutions, plain slide valve, developing 2,0 to tooh.p. American system rope drive, Judsor. Governor,

piped lor indicator, Wamwright water heater, will
Meat water to 210 degrees, engine now running.
Also four 20 ft. boilers, equipped with Crosby popsafety valves, equipped with Jenkins blow off valveDean pump 8 x io, single action. Reason for sellingmust have larger equipment. Address Doc k & Mill
CO.. North lonawanda.

HOISTINC ENCINES
1 io"xi2" double cylinder, single drum hoisting en-

gine without boiler

1 7"xi2" double cylinder, double drum steam hoist
with boiler

4 7''xio" double cylinder, double drum steam hoists
with boilers

1 6 lA"x8" double cylinder, single drum hoisting en-
gine without boiler

' sH"xi" double cylinder, double drum steam hoist
with boiler

A copy of our supply catalogue or machinery
stock list for the asking. 1

H. W. PETRIE. Ltd.

F m SALE C,, EAP. A LARGE RIGHTI Hand Saw Mill Engine, weight about 8 000 lbsCylinder ,s ,3" x ,8"
; Shaft 7 'x 7*diam. ;

Fly wheei
7 diam. and ,5" face. The engine has been "h"oughly overhauled at an expense of $,8o.£o. and

Thomas' On,
1" ^ C ^ORSWOKTHY & Co'..^

For Sale
T\ UNBAR CLAPBOARD MACHINE AND
tri ,

l la
'
,,-,x,ard

)
P'?""- These machines are „perfect order and only offered for sale because wccannot keep them constantly running. "eCaU8e we

Murray & Gregory. Limited.a St, John, N.B.

FOR SALE

2 72

4 72"

4 72"

2 72"

5 66"
6 66"

4 66"

3 60"

2 .54"

x 18

x 16'

X 16',

X 18'

X 16

x 16'

X 1

TUBULAR BOILERS
36 6" tubes
70 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wickes, NEW
70 4 tubes, 125 lbs, pres , Wickes, NEW

, 64 4 tubes
, .52 4" lubes, plug hat dome
, 36 ," tubes plug hat dome
, S2 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wickes, NEW
3 , 20 6 tubes, cross dome
,414" tubes

CORLISS ENCINES

(

x 48 L.H., girder frame, Wetherill
x 42 ' L.H., heavy duty frame, Allis

7
* 42

„ **.H., girder frame, Vilter
x 48" R.H., girder frame

/

X 42" L-H-' girder frame, Allis
x 48" L.H , girder frame. Wheelock

,
* 36 R-H.. Webster, Camp & Lane

(
& 30 x 48" cross comp. Hamilton

(

x 48^ R.H., girder frame, Harris
,
" 36

„ t girder frame, Manitowoc
x 30 R.H., heavy duty, Ohio

AUTOMATIC ENCINES
" S6"„ f S- Bucke>'e, heavy girder frame
x 27 L.H., tangye frame. Russell
x 24' R.H., heavy duty. Atlas
x 18" Atlas, centre crank
x 24" L.H., girder frame, Brownell
x 16' center crank. Ideal

L. H. Atlas
L.H., Lansing
R.H., Buckeye, class B
center crank, Erie City

THROTTLINC C0VERN0R ENCINES
R.H., box bed, top rock valve
L.H., Lane& Bodlev
L.H.. box bed slide valve, at Minneapolis
JL.ri., t ulton
L.H.. box bed top piston valve
K.H

, box bed Fulton
R.H., box bed, Union Iron Works
L.H., box bed. side slide valve

12 x 14 center crank, Wickes, NEW
10" x 16" Smalley

Wickes Brothers
Saginaw . . Mich
Seattle Office 410 White Bldg.

X 20'

* 34
x 36'

x 30'

X 4a'

x 24'

X 30'

X 24'

x 20'

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC.

RANTED SECOND HAND MACHINERY
V V to be used in Canada. One log nigger. 300

ft. slab and refuse conveyor chain, Jeffries make pre-
ferred 200 boom chains. Apply to W. L. Chand-
ler, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

Toronto Montreal Vancouver

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

Position Wanted
riRST-CLASS ASSISTANT FILER WANTS

position for coming season, any kind of saws
c W. L. MAGUTRK, Delhi, Ont.
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Position Wanted
a S BAND SAW FILER FOR COMING
x\ -t'ason can turni-»h tx-M of reference and euar-
entee satisfaction. Address J. S. Birton. Bucking-
ham. Que. 8

A
Position Wanted

S BAND SAW FILER, DOUBLE OR
single cut. Saw Maker bv trade. Best ot

references, la years experience in mills. Apply
box 687 Can ada Lumberman, Toronto. 5

Position Wanted
WANTED SITUATION AS BAND SAW

filer. 18 years experience in cutting all kinds

of timber. Can send good references. Address
Fifer P. O. Bo\ 115 Midland. Ont. 5

CAPABLE ACCOUNTANT AND OFFICE
Manager of twelve years thorough and detail,

ed experience in w holesale and manufacturing lum-

ber business, wishes to buy working interest in saw-

mill operation where his services can be used.

Prefer B. C. Box 681 Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. 9

Position Wanted
A BAND SAWYER OF STRICTLY TEM-
X». perance habits wishes a position for coming
season. 10 seasons experience around Band saws
andean furnish good reference if necessary. Would
be satisfied as spare sawyer. Address Box t>85.

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5

WANTEDEMPLOYEES

Wanted
LUMBER SALESMAN. STATE EXPER I-

ence and salary expected. Box (>8y, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 5

Wanted
A SETTER FOR A 3 TO 4 MONTHS JOB.

$1.50 wa^es per day. Capacity mill 1a to

30 M. per 10 hours. Expect to start March 15th.

Apply to Jas. Harris, Da> Mills, Ont.. Algoma. 5

Wanted
A GOOD RELIABLE TURNER FOR

hardwood balusters, newel posts, etc. A
quick reliable man required. Address Box 695 Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto. Ont. 5

Wanted
FOUR STRICTLY HIGH CLASS SHINGLE

sawyers tor Dunbar machines. Steady work
the year around. Mill heated during winter.
Commencein May. Nepisigiit Lumber Co. Ltd.,
Bathurst, N ,B.

'

Wanted
FIRST CLASS ACCOUNTANT. CAPABLE

ot taking charge of large lumber manufac-
turing office. One thoroughly conversant with
cost systems preferred. Address drawer " D

"

Cranbrook, B.C. 7

Wanted
BY WHOLESALE LUMBER YARD TOR-

ontn, a smart young man who has a know-
ledge of hardwood culling. Salary $2.00 per day.
steady employment with excellent chance for ad-
vancement. Box 68 i Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

tf

Lumber Salesman Wanted
A FIRST-CLASS LUMBER SALESMAN

can find an exceptionally good opening with a
leading Ontario firm. Rare opening for a high-class
man with a good connection. Your application will
be treated as confidential. Box 602 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto. c

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Splendid Opportunity for Lumber
Business

FOR SALE. SAWMILL. COMPLETE
also Planing Mill, Lumber Yards, General Store

and Post Office, Timber Limits, (Log Camp in oper-
ation) improved Streams and Booming Grounds
situated on main line of Canadian Pacific Ry. Store
doing good cash business and no opposition. Re-
tail lumber business, (through yards, already esta-
blished in nearest towns). Tnis is a rare chance to
get into the lumber business in New Ontario.
$15,000 cash, balance easy terms. Apply " New
Ontario", care of Box 691 Canapa Lumberman,
Toronto. 6

MISCELLANEOUS

Wanted
PINE LIMITS IN GEORGIAN BAY Dis-

trict. Address Box 684 Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. 5

Wanted
SECOND-HAND FIRE-PROOF SAFE. AND

Typewriter. The Kai fman Lumbrr Co.,
Shawanaga, Ont. 5

W E ARE IN THE MARKET FOR CROWN
GRANT Timber Limits. Must be well located

and good timber. Either British Columbia or Paci-
fic Coast. John C. Spry. Dealer in Timber Lands,
U30 Corn Exchange Bank Building, Chicago, 111. tf

For Sale
PLANING MILL AND RETAIL LUMBER

Business in best localiey in Ontario, Every-
thing complete and a bargain. Apply 681, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 6

For Sale
TIMBER LIMIT ON LAKE HURON, CON-

tains i.jooacres mixed timber, sawmill, dock,
etc. Plenty more timber can be bought. Will be sold
cheap as proprietors have other business. Box 47,
Hepworth. Ont. 8

Wanted
TO PURCHASE A BAND SAW MILL

capacity 30,000 feet per day or would let con-
tact to saw pile and ship say from three to five
million feet lumber per season for a term of years.
We have good mill site near town ot Pembroke.
Address Box No. 9, Westneath, Ont. 6

For Sale
THE PROPERTY OF THE J. E. MURPHY

Lumber Company, situated orL St. Joseph's
Island, Lake Huron, comprising Saw Mill and
Shingle Mill. Store. Dwelling Houses and Stables,
all at Miltord Haven; also Shingle Mill, and Saw
Mill at Mud Lake, and House and Barn; together
with stock of saw logs at both places, and timber
limits in the vicinity. Apply to C. S. SeOTT,
Liquidator, Spectator Building, Hamilton. Ont.

7 AAfi ACRES 01 DEEDED LAND FOR
' V»'e in N. ft. on the line of the

C.P.R.. six miles from a prosperous town, on it there
is over .30,000,000 feet ot standing, mixed, timber
consisting of Maple. Birch, Ash, Spruce and Hem-
lock. The land will make good farms when the
timber is cut-off. This is a splendid opportunity for
the right man as the price is exceedingly reasonable,
or the formation ot a company to operate the proper-
ty would be considered. Mark Armstrong. Mark-
dale, Ont. ,

For Sale
OYER 1000 ACRES OF TIMBER LAND,

with about 100 acres of clearing on all lots,

and some buildings, and lots of cedar, hemlock,
birch, maple, oak. pine, and other merchantable
timber, including a good mill site on Thessalon
river close to a railway with good shipping facilities.

Lots all patented and most cover the mining rights
Splendid chance to move a good saw mill, as other
timber can be had also. Price only $3,000 Apply
to P.O. Box 100 Bruce Mines, Ont. 7

Saw Mill and Billion and a Half

Feet Timber Limits For Sale

TO CLOSE AN ESTATE A COMPLETE
sawmill plant and timber limits are offered for

sale. Situated on Pacific Coast, British Colnmbia.
Limits estimated to contain one and a hall billion
feet of red and yellow- cedar, spruce, fir, larch and
hemlock, all within 3 miles of tide water. Plant
consists of saw and planing mills, dry kilns, box
and sash and door factories, etc., large vessels can
load direct from yard. For price and terms address
—F. E. Leishner, 75 Yonge St., Toronto. Ontario.

6

Engleman Spruce
Engleman spruce is a compara-

tively small tree of rather slow
growth whose range is on the high
slopes of the interior mountain sys-

tem from British Columbia south-

ward to Arizona and New Mexico.
Within this range it is used to some
extent for lumber, mining timbers,

ties and general construction, but
it has not been considered a very
valuable lumber tree, and it is em-
ployed only because of lack of bet-

ter material. No estimate of the

total amount of standing timber is

available, but reports of stands

show more than one and one-half

billion board feet as occurring on
four of the National Forests, and
this is probably only a small part

of the actual quantity standing.

Throughout its entire range there

is much material in the form of

dead and mature timber.

The existence of such quantities

of a wood of seemingly little value

his induced the United States For-

est Service to undertake experi-

ments to determine whether this

wood can be used for making paper

pulp. Samples have been received
from the National Forests of Wy-
oming, Colorado and Utah. These
have been treated by the sulphite
process, and a pulp has been ob-
tained which, unbleached, is in

color nearly as good as pulp made
from Eastern spruce under similar

conditions, and in strength clean-

liness, and other qualities seems to
be fully as good. The results of

preliminary trials on seasoned wood
show that it cooks without difficulty

and gives a yield of fibre nearly
equal in volume to that from its

eastern relative. The amount of

screenings is very small, being be-
tween two and three per cent.
Tests made on the fibre show that
it bleaches quite easily, the amount
of bleach varying with different

cooks, but in general it may be said

to require about the same quanti-
ties as fibre produced from eastern
spruce.

A few cooks have been made on
green wood, cooked within two
months of the time the trees were
cut, and the indications are that it

will require a little higher tem-
perature than the seasoned wood.
The fibre produced from green
wood, however, seems to be fully

equal to that from seasoned wood,
and is superior to it in color.

The fibre of Engelman spruce
seems to be slightly shorter than
that from eastern spruce, but is of

sufficient length to be used for the
latter in nearly all of the manu-
factured products, and there is ap-
parently no reason why it should
not be so used, provided the other
conditions of manufacture and
transportation are favorable.

Exports of Timber
Canadian exports of undressed

timber to Australia during 1907
were valued at $21,990, against
$27,970 in 1906 and $31,355 in

1905. These figures are from the
Australian statistics, which say
that the importations of timber are

almost wholly of undressed Ore-
gon from British Columbia, though
in it are included laths, shingles
and staves. The trade is very
considerably more than is credited
to Canada in the returns, but
nevertheless, the total imports
stated to have come from Canada
in 1907 were not much more than
one-half of the amount which the
Canadian returns showed to have
been exported from Canada in nine
months of the year ending March,

A report of the Government
Trade and Comerce Depmartment
shows that Canada bought only
$2,000,000 worth of lumber, tim-
ber, planks, boards, etc., from the
United States during the siv

months between April and Septem-
ber last. The imports for the cor-

responding period of 1907 amount-
ed to $5,000,000, and the year be-

fore $2,500,000. This lumber was
all free of duty, the dutiable lum-
ber amounting to only a few thou-
sand dollars each year.

This Government report shows
also a falling off in the lumber
sales of Canada to the United
States, although the difference is

less. In 1906 the value of planks
and boards sold in the six months
ending with September was $9.-

000,000; in 1907, $8,750,000, and
in 1908 $7,500,000. The next big-

gest item—shingles—fell from $1,

500,000 in the six months of 1907
to about $1,330,000 in the six

months ending with September
last. The sales of lath, palings
and pickets dropped from $1,000,-
000 to $750,000 last summer.

FINE

BANK.OFFICE

OOURT HOUSE &
DRUG STORE FITTINGS.H^SSag-SEND CQR CAlft

Reliable
Veterinary
Remedies
No logging outfit is complete without a

supply of reliable veterinary remedies.
Getting the wrong kind means the loss
of the use of your horses when time is
valuable.

Johnson's Veterinary Remedies
are guaranteed never to fail when used
as directed. You get your money back if
they ever do.

They are
Johnson's Horse Liniment No. i.

A penetrating Alcoholic Liniment.
Put up in one gallon jugs, with fuli
directions, per imperial gal. $4.50

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. a.
A combination of the best oils used
as liniments, imp. gallon . $3.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy.
A sure and speedy cure for colic
Imperial gallon $5.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Oint-
ment.
Positively the best all-round healing
ointment made. In use by the larg-
est owners of horse flesh in Canada.
Put up in 2 lb tins, each . . $2.35
or in # lb tins, per dozen . . $3.50

Johnson's Condition Powders. (Con-
centrated).
Put up in bulk, per lb ... . 30c.

These goods being put up in bulk are
more economical than others, as cost of
bottling, etc., is saved.

CAMP REMEDIES.
In addition to our Veterinary Reme-

dies we make a line of medicines for lum-
bermen, including a strong, penetrating
liniment, healing ointment, cholera cure,
liver pills, cough syrup, in fact anything
in the form of Camp Drug Supplies. We
know that there are no better remedies
made than those we offer. There may be
others nearly as good, but they lack our
guarantee. Satisfaction or money back.
A trade discount of 10% allowed off ali
orders amounting to $100.

Send postal for printed matter.

A. H. JOHNSON
Wholesale Druggist

Coll I ngwood, - Ont.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

There is so little business being done in lumber in Ontario that it is
impossible to mention any important features. With the exception of
spruce, prices are unchanged. Spruce mill run is about $1 higher, sell-
ing in car lots at Toronto at from $18.50 to $'20. This is (be result of a
better demand from Boston and New York. There is more spruce being
used now in Ontario also than formerly. In Toronto it is used more
largely in flooring than at any time in its history, having usurped the
place of pine for this purpose. There are quite a. number of enquiries for
various lines, but they result in nothing, as a rule. The cause for this
seems to be that retailers are waiting to see how the building season will
open. Retail stocks throughout the country are light but are not being
replenished. There is apparently no incentive to buy, but there is more
than a probability that when the building season does open there will
be an unusually brisk trade. In the larger cities and towns in western
Ontario, such as Hamilton, Stratford and London, trade is at a stand-
still. Lath are' scarce now, and consequently good prices prevail. No. 1
4-foot pine 1%-inch sells at $4.25 in Toronto, and No. 1 4-foot hemlock
i/a-inch at $3.50. At Ottawa the indications are that an improvement
will soon occur in the market for thin lumber. This will result prob-
ably in a smaller cut of deal than was expected. Better conditions seem
to be coming into existence in England now and prices of woods which
compete with those from Canada are becoming firmer. In fact, one-inch
lumber is in better demand from all quarters.

Western Canada.

Vancouver reports state that the shingle market is in fairly good
condition. Many of the United States mills have shut down, and will
so continue for some time to come. This is causing an improvement in
the British Columbia business, as the market there is regulated almost
entirely by conditions on the United States side. The XXX shingle is

now selling at $1.85 in the United States and Canadian dealers who buy
in British Columbia must pay this price, as Canadian shingles can easily
be sold at this figure across the line, and British Columbia mill men can-
not make a profit at the prices which formerly prevailed. An indication
of the condition of the trade is afforded by the fact that the government
scale of logs on the British Columbia coast for the month of January
showed 16,833,288 feet. This is a decided falling off as compared with
the month previous, and it is expected that a further decrease will have
occurred during February. The enquiries for timber are quite numerous,
and if the tariff upon lumber going into the United States should be re-

duced the value of standing timber will be much increased. Many Ameri-
cans, counting upon a reduction of the tariff, have purchased large tracts
with the apparent intention of holding them indefinitely. It is now be-
lieved in British Columbia that in spite of the fact that 80 per cent, of
the consumers of the United States are in favor of free lumber, the cam-
paign of the manufacturers and the labor unions will result in the duty
being retained.

Eastern Canada.

The demand for spruce from New York is quite dull. New York
State spruce mills have done very little logging this year on account of
bad weather, the condition of the market, however, is quite strong. At
Boston the market is still firm and some dealers are asking $26 for spruce
frames, but are not obtaining much business. Sales are more often made
at $25 and some have changed at $24. The demand for shingles at
Boston is inactive. The best spruce extras are held at $4, but sales

SPRUCE
1x4, 5&6x 10/16 ft. Spruce Flooring

N. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of Tre.de Building. Montreal

have been made at $8.00. Clears are quiet at $8.40 to $8.50. Lath arem poor demand at $3.00 to $4 for 1%-incb and $3.50 for V/2 -\nch.There has been rather an unusual dulness in the lumber trade in New
Brunswick during she pas! foi l night. The quantity of deals being
shipped by winter liners is quite light, It is expected that on account
of the small stocks of deals and the fact (hat sawing operations will not
commence until late in the spring, better prices will be in vogue by
early summer at latest. The winter has been a favorable one for getting
out logs, and this condition still prevails. St. Join, lumbermen have
cut very few cedar logs this season. The short season for shingle manu-
facturing in 1908 resulted in many cedar logs being kept for the winter.
St. John dealers are rapidly getting rid of their stocks of short lumber,
and cedar shingles have practically disappeared. There are not more
than 2,r>00.000 spruce laths on the St. John wharves. It is almost cer-
tain, however, that the best lines of cedar shingles will show no decline in
prices. At present they are bringing from $3 to $3.10 for dutiable
"extras, ' and $2.50 to $2.00 for dutiable "clears." There are indica-
tions of a good demand for "second clears" for export. Thev are selling
at present at about $1.00 to $2.10.

United States.

There has been a decided improvement in the tone of the lumber
market at Chicago. Retail yards and the railroad companies have both
increased their enquiries and many orders for rolling stock have been let.
Hemlock and white pine are reported scarce and the demand for hem-
lock and white pine is strong. There is a steady demand for cedar posts
at Chicago. The upper grades of hardwoods are in fair demand, par-
ticularly red and white oak. Hemlock stocks are badly broken. There
is little change in the fir situation. The demand for western spruce con-
tinues stiff. Shingles and lath are steady. Cooperage business is very
dull. Northern pine at New York is only in light demand, awaiting for
an improvement in the building demand. There is much room for im-
provement in the demand for hardwoods at New York. Hemlock is in
fair demand and prices are firm. At Buffalo white pine is reported to
be in good demand. Prices are firm and are about $1 more than they
were at this time last year. Hardwoods are in better demand than they
were a fortnight ago and it is expected that normal business conditions
will soon have returned. Hemlock is falling off a little on account of
bad weather conditions, which have delayed building operations.

Great Britain

The lumber trade in London is practically stationary. No improve-
ment in the demand lias occurred and buying is almost entirely of a
hand to mouth character. Deliveries are still lower than last year! when
they were very unsatisfactory. Reports indicate that there is no prob-
ability of any improvement in the immediate future. There is a fair
amount of f.o.b. business going on, and speculation is to a certain extent
still under way. Stocks throughout the country are believed to be much
lower than normal. This is the one redeeming feature of the present
situation. The market for pine deals continues to drag, although what-
ever is sold obtains high prices. The supply and the demand both appear
to be shrinking at about the same rate. Spruce prices during January
were quite firm. The dock stock in London, and the consumptions were
decidedly low. Oak, elm, ash and yellow pine have been dull. Birch is

in better demand at slightly improved prices. The trade at Liverpool
has been quite dull. The demand for spruce shows no change and prices

les are continuing firm with small arrivals. At Manchester there are few

R. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. The
J. M Diver, Genl. Mgr.

E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.

CIeveian1 -Sarnia
Saw Mills Co., Limited

Logging Scene on Our Limits at Diver, Ont.

Some of Our Specialties
We manufacture White Pine and Norway Lumber in all the different grades and thick-

nesses. Cutting special bills to order is a hobby with us. We can furnish any length from

ten feet to sixty feet.

We are always ready to quote on heavy construction timbers for the erection of build-

ings, bridge timber, ship timber and strip decking. We make a specialty of Tank Stock

and Silo Material, any thickness, width or length.

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co.
Sarnia Ontario

Limited
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signs of improvement. The trade at Bristol is about stationary with a
quiet demand, although there is a feeling of confidence as to the future
At Southampton there has been a slight improvement recently enquiries
haying increased to a small extent. At Glasgow trade has been rather
quiet. Imports are very small. A small shipment of spruce deals ar-
rived recently from St. John and were disposed of on ex-quay terms
1 rices are very firm, and are not expected to go much higher, as it is
believed that large arrivals will shortly be on hand. There is some en-
quiry for birch planks, both Quebec and Lower Port, as the shippers, in
first hands are exhausted. Contracts with Quebec shippers for delivery
at Glasgow are growing scarcer, the local firms being content to take
their chance of obtaining supplies from consignments.

Market Correspondence

Good Logging- Conditions in New Brunswick.
St. John, N.B., Feb. 22.—The week has been productive of little

apparent activity in local lumber trade circles in this direction. Ship-
ments of spruce deals by the winter liners have been light, in fact this
condition has been singularly true of the entire season. Such a condition
is due to the fact that, as it will be quite late in the spring before sawiii"
operations are, generally speaking, under way, local people are in no
hurry to hurry their holdings of deals onto the market, preferring appar-
ently to wait in the expectation that the late spring or early summer will
be productive of more favorable values than are at present prevalent.

A feature of the industry at present is the continued favorable condi-
tions governing the getting out of the logs. The season has been a re-
markable one in this respect. During the yarding season, which ended
about Feb. 1st, there was from one and a half to two feet of snow in the
most important lumbering sections. Since the finish of the yarding and
the beginning of the hauling from off the yards, there has been from a
foot or one and a half feet more snow, which makes ideal hauling condi-
tions. The falls of snow have taken place sufficiently far apart to allow
the hauling roads to be thoroughly broken out after each fall. The con-
ditions described refer more particularly to the lumbering sections situ-
ated along the up-river districts of the St. John, but may be taken as
indications of the province in general.

A feature of the logging season is the lightness of the cut of cedar
logs for local lumbermen. Owing to the shortness of the shingle manu-
facturing season of 1908 (due to a protracted strike among the shingle
workers) large quantities of cedar logs were wintered by local manufac-
turers and these wintered stocks will be sufficient, in nearly every case
to provide their owners with raw material throughout the season.

At present writing the two plants of Stetson, Cutler & Company are
the only ones running in this section. Few, if any, of the other mills
will begin operations before the last week of March or during the first
week in April.

The time is rapidly approaching when local dealers and manufactur-
ers will be practically out of the short lumber market until the first of
the new stock is ready to be shipped. The local holdings of cedar shingles
are practically cleaned up now and the quantity of spruce lath on the
local wharves would not total to more than two and one-half millions.

Judging from present indications it will be well on toward the first
of May before the first cargo of the highest grades of cedar shingles will
be available. The feeling among local people in regard to the market for
this line of goods leads to the conclusion that no weakening of prices is
looked for; on the contrary it would seem as if the belief is that cedar
shingles will at least hold their own during the months of spring. An
enquiry foi cedar shingles at the present time would no doubt brincx
quotations of from $3 to $3.10 on dutiable "Extras" and $2.50 to $2 60
on dutiable "clears," f.o.b. schooner or cars at St. John.

It is expected that the export business in "2nd clear" cedar shingles
will be much greater in volume during the present year than has been
the case for a decade. Ten years ago the "2nd clear" would usually
ngure very prominently in shipments from local mills, but during that
period the demand seemed to diminish and die out. Last year there was
considerable indication that this phase of the trade would grow and
thrive again and it is expected that the present year will bear out these
expectations. The present local value of dutiable "2nd clears" is from
fci.yu to $2.10, with none available for shipment until mid-April

Freight rates by schooner to United States ports have shown no

i Tf ' xt T1?8 nr
,

evalent at Present being 60 cents per thousand on
lath to New York and 25 cents per thousand on shingles to Boston.

Better Demand for Thin Lumber at Ottawa.
Ottawa, Feb. 26.—The market for thin lumber promises to improve

as soon as any change in present trade conditions takes place. Manu-
facturers are counting therefore upon a continuance of current prices
and improved sales. Owners of mills west of Ottawa who earlier this
season had decided to cut a large quantity of deal at the expense of thin

lumber, have abandoned this idea and the corning season will witness
operations carried on by them in the usual way. J. R Booth W CEdwards Company and the Hawkesbury Lumber Company, having con-
tracted for the sale of their 1909 cut of deal to British buyers, are obliged
to produce a considerable quantity, but the improving signs with regard
to other sorts of lumber may have much to do with the course to be pur-sued by others. If the two dollar per thousand duty on Canadian lumber
is abolished by the United States, as is proposed, a large market will beopened tor the low grade of pine sawn in the Ottawa valley. During the
last year boxboard has been a drug on the market and there is a large
quantity being carried over. The existing tariff adds ten per cent, to
tins lumber when delivered in the United States, and consequently the
tax is a great deterrent when the market is dull. Good pine sidings
strips and shorts, ranging in price from $35 to $45 per thousand, can
better stand the tariff of $2 per thousand, and manufacturers do not
hgure on seeing trade in these lines benefit so much by the proposednew arrangement. Ottawa Valley manufacturers find encouragement
also in reports from England showing that the prices which come into
competition with those of Canada are becoming firmer. Much heavier
sales of lumber have been made for local consumption in Montreal than
Ottawa dealers were able to make in the corresponding months of January
and February last year. J. R. Booth reports the market conditions
steady so far as large transactions are concerned. The export to South
America is considerably better than last year and from all quarters there
is evidence of brisk trade in one-inch lumber.

Lumbering operations on the Lievre River, Que., are being carried
on briskly, although more sawn lumber is held over in Buckingham than
tor many years past. The James MacLaren Company heads the list
along out about 15,000,000 feet board measure. Shearer, Brown &
Wills are taking out 50,000 pieces to be sawn in their mill in Bucking-
ham, and Gilhes Bros, have 30,000 logs for W. H. Kelly and 20 000 of
their own almost ready for the drive. Repairs are being made on the
Government locks at Poupore and the coming season promises to be
active on the Lievre. A large quantity of the logs have been delivered
by jobbers, whose prices are 10 per cent, lower than last year.

*ui
The U,PPer Ottawa Improvement Company, including most of the

Ottawa Valley lumber men, met on Feb. 24th and decided to purchase anew steel tug to operate on Chats Lake. The new tug will replace a
wooden one that has been in service many years. To meet the cost of

conn™
ot

.

lmProvements the company will raise debentures for
$oU,U00 covering 15 years.

a™ Luml
?
er for build>ng in the mining district of Gowganda is costing
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ousand smce the closing of a sawmill that had been operating
there. The mill, being on a forest reserve of the Ontario Government
was running without a permit and upon being discovered by the authori-
ties an order went forth closing it and declaring that trespassers' dues
should be paid on all the timber cut. Since the mill was closed lumber
can be brought into the camp only by hauling a distance of 40 miles from
the railway. This has practically doubled the cost.

The heaviest snow in many winters is reported from the Temiskam-
ing district. There has not, however, been enough snow to delay opera-
tions m the woods and, in fact, lumbermen are glad that generous spring
floods are promised. If the water is high the drive can be conducted at
a moderate cost and there will be less danger from a repetition of the
set-back to manufacture caused by low water in the summer of 1908.

The Ottawa River has risen sufficiently for the last month to supply
almost all the needed power for the pulp mills of the E. B. Eddy Com-
pany and J. R. Booth. Conditions are better now in this respect than
on any previous occasion since August last. J. R. Booth is running two-
thirds of his pulp grinders and part of his sawmill making dimension
paper. °

S. P. Musson, Son & Company, Barbados, report under date of
Jan. 30th, as follows:

Lumberstuff.—Arrivals during the fortnight consist of the trn
schooner "Georgeina Roop," with a deckload of 193m. feet white pine
which was sold at $29 per thousand for merchantable, and $20 50 per
thousand for second quality, and the schooner "Kestrel " from Shel-
b
t
u™' N

-f"J° ^r8
'
with 83m

-
feet white Vine, which we placed at

$29.25 and $20. 75 for merchantage and second quality respectively and
our market is now fairly supplied with this description of lumber Spruce
is still in good supply, and the demand for crop requirements is at
present light owing to the backwardness of the crop. Pitch pine—No
arrivals to report, but a cargo which has been sold to arrive is now about
due Shingles—There have been no receipts of any description and
stocks of long cedar are getting exhausted, so that next arrivals should
do fairly well. Cedar laying are still in fair supply, but there should
be some enquiry for these in a short time. Shooks—No receipts, but a
cargo of Portland is about due, which, owing to the heavy stocks al-
ready in market, will have to be held over until next season. Wood
hoops—No arrivals to note, and demand is not brisk, owing to lateness
of crop. Lotting rates $22 per thousand for long, and $19 per thousand
lor short.
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Lumber Insurance Company of New York
DIRECTORS:

B. W. Arnold, Albany, N. T.
Of Arnold & Company, Albany, N. Y.
Alger, Smith & Company, Duluth, Minn.
Spanish River Lumber Company, Spanish

River, Ontario.
R. K. Albright, Buffalo, N. T.

Vice-President Buffalo Bolt Company.
S. M. Clement. Buffalo, N. T.

President Marine National Bank.
W. H. Gratwick, Buffalo. N. T.

President Split Rock Lumber Company, Du-
luth, Minn.

President Chamber of Commerce, Buffalo,
N. Y.

William Hamlin, Buffalo, N. Y.
Capitalist.

Elias M. Johnson, New York, N. Y.
President Isaac G. Johnson & Company.

John D. Larkin, Buffalo, N. Y.
President The Larkin Company.

a. W. Mattocks New York. N. Y.
Attorney.

Only Lumber Specializing Company regularly

Licensed by the Dominion Government

Deposit at Ottawa $100,000.00

in Ontario Government Bonds.

Capital and Surplus Paid in $300,000.

Gknkral Agent for the Dominion:

E. D. HARDY, l-> Central Chambers,

Ottawa, Ont.

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta :

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg. Man.

Agent for Maritime Provinces :

J.G. RAINNIE, Halifax, N.S.

DIRECTORS:
J. J. McKelvey, New York, N. Y.

Attorney.
R. H. McKelvey, New York, N. Y.

Secretary.
G. A. Mitchell, Buffalo, N. Y.

President White, Gratwick & Mitchell, North
Tonawanda, N. Y.

President Stevens-Eaton Co., New York,
N. Y.

John Mitchell, Cleveland, Ohio.
Of The Cleveland Steamship Company.

Guy H. Moulthrop, Bay City, Mich.
President Moulthrop Lumber Company, John

Island and Little Current, Ontario.
Robert W. Pomeroy, Buffalo, N. Y.
Clark L. Ring, Saginaw, Mich.

Of Merrill & Ring, Duluth, Minn., and
Seattle, Wash.

Dwight J. Turner, Toronto, Ontario.
President Turner Lumber Company, Toronto.
Midland and South River, Ontario.

Guy White, North Tonawanda, N. Y.
Of White, Frost & White.

The Lombard Steam Log Hauler

S^tols >. Cc 55 000

Not too early for enterprising- lumber^operators to begin planning- for one for next year.

Full particulars sent to anyone interested, on request.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Halifax

Our Travellers are

all Experienced and

Expert Sawmakers

You will profit by a half-

hour spent with any of them.

We make only one Grade
Saw THE BEST.

SEND IN YOUR ORDERS NOW

THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH
] CIRCIII AR

SOLID TOOTH I
C,RCULAR

CROSS-CUT - BAND - GANG

AND OTHER SAWS

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT Jt j»

FULL.Y GUARANTEED

SAW CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. j*

ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED
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TEON BELTING
Teon and Stretch

Every Belt is passed
through a specially devised
stretching apparatus, so that
all undue stretch is taken

*^ out, and the total result is a
sound, reliable and high
grade Belt.

Heat, Steam, Water and Frost Proof

PWW "|> \7 l2 -+ K'chmond St. West,

• II. WILDI, TORONTO
PHONE MAIN i93<» SOLE AGENT FOR CANADA

Gait Machine Knife Works

Machinery Knives
OP EVERY DESCRIPTION FOB

WOODWORKING MACHINES
Send for Price List

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited - Gait, Ont.

HVTHER. BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw Patent Groover or Dado Head

For either Rip or Cross Cutting Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandrel
Will cut equally as smooth in cither Ripping Cross- For cutting any width groove from 1,8"

cutting or cutting at an angle of 45 degrees, with to 2" wide. Will cut either wilh or acrossgrain of wood the grain (Sent on approval).
Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do

HUTHER BROS, SAW MFG. CO.. Inc- . . . ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Tenders addressed to W H, Elliott, Town Clerk, Fort Frances, Ont. willreceived until March 1st for suj.pl> of 27:, cedar poles.
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«"'d Ik»x factory ... the district of St. Catharines, Ont
I h.-.\ a.e now oficrmg for sale 30,000 of their capital stock for the purpose.

The McBurney Lumber Company, with a capital of $50,000 and head officeat Joronto has been incorporated. The directors are .James McBurney, who

.John Grey
busi "<'«« »' Collingwood for several years; H . H. Shaver and

A
^
large number of logs taken out in the Ottawa Valley by J. R. Booth onthe Madawaska River have been brought by train to bis ' sawmill and will besawn early ... the spring Mr. Booth has nearly a whole season's cut of logsaneao all the time.

There was recently issued an order for the winding up of the Weller-SillsCompany Limited, oi Colborne, Ont., formerly of Belleville. The company was
incorporated in 190o, to trade in and manufacture all kinds of wood, timber andlumber, with nominal capital of $20,000.

It is stated that all th-; machinery is on the ground for the new lumber
null oi the b ischcr Lumber Company, Wabigoon, Ont., on the line of the
1 ranscontinental Railway near Good Lake. 'J his mill will take the place of atemporary affair, and is expected to be in commission in the early summer.

Thomas Jackson, of Trenton, Ont., was operating a portable saw last monthwhen he became entangled in the runway. Before he could be released his armwas ton. oS. He was so terribly injured in other ways that he died soon after-
wards. He was about fifty years old and leaves a widow and eight children.

The Durham Furniture Company, FLssherton, Ont., have purchased the
Kockvale mills and timber limits. The property is situated four miles east ofthe village, and consists of saw and veneer mills, with stables, shops and houses,
nine acres of land, and 800 acres of timber, of which 700 acres are unculled
lne price is said to be $28,000.

Activity is indicated in the Ottawa Valley. Many logs are being shipped
to local mills. I< rom western Ontario or within a distance of about 145 miles
the Grand Irunk Railroad is conveying thirty carloads daily, chiefly from the
Georgian Bay district, to Booth's mill and will continue to do so until the ap-
proach of spring renders work in the bush impossible.

Manley Chew, of Midland, Ont., has been given judgment against Caswell
ct Company for $5,962.30. The bank financed Caswell & Company, for whomChew contracted to saw logs. While the sawn timber was in Chew's yards at
Sturgeon Bay it was burned. Chew sued for the work already done. In giving
judgment, Mr. Justice Riddell said that it would be an unfortunate result if
the bank were to be allowed, by reason of the fire, to take the benefit of plain-
tiff s work without paying for it.

Eastern Provinces
David M. and David S. Hiltz, New Ross, N.S., have gone into partnership

to manufacture lumber.

George Othmer & Sons, of West Derry, are. building a new sawmill at Buck-
ingham, Que., to replace the one destroyed by fire a year ago. The new mill will
be larger than the old one, with a 50 horse-power boiler to furnish steam to a
30 horse-power engine, providing a sawing capacity of 15,000 feet a day. They
expect to begin sawing in May, having acquired a nearby limit well wooded.

The Quebec Government has decided to take stringent measures to prevent
undue waste in lumbering. It has decided to levy stumpage dues on all stumps
over one foot m height, measuring from the beginning of the roots; all timber
above six inches in diameter left in the tops ; all merchantable timber used for
skids and not hauled; all lodged trees; all merchantable timber used for build-
ing bridges or making corduroy roads

; all logs left in the woods. A circular has
been issued notifying lumbermen of these regulations. The first account for
dues imposed for the aboxe causes was recently filed and amounted to $167.30.
This was for one river valley and covered the cutting for fifteen days only.

Murray & Gregory, St. John, N.B., are optimistic regarding spring busi-
ness. Originally this firm manufactuied only rough lumber in their sawmill for
export to foreign markets. About three years ago they added to their plant an
up-to-date wood working factory. Since then they have added to their office
staff a competent architect, and now they have added a department for the
manufacture of art glass, bevelled plates, etc. They claim that no firm in New
Brunswick is in a better position to supply house building materials than they
are as they cut the logs in the forest, prepare plans and furnish all the wood-
work for buildings, and their latest department now provides the art glass
necessary. They propose still further developments as their trade increases.

Several important lumber deals are reported from Weymouth, N.S. The
largest, probably, was that by Emile Stehelin, Jr., who, acting, it is said, for
Bridgetown parties, has purchased the extensive holdings of his father, Emile
Stehelin, at New France and other sections of the country. The Campbell
Lumber Company have purchased a large quantity of pulpwood from the Blacka-
dars, which will be rafted down to their mill as soon as the river opens. G. 0.
Hankinson, of Weymouth, has purchased the Charles Doucette property, in
New Tusket, and the Stehelins have secured the contract for sawing the timber.
This, says our correspondent, taken in conjunction with the fact that Dickie *
McGrath have had their representatives over almost every foot of the ground
between Meteghan and Bear River, would indicate that the lumber market is

looking up and that the operators are leaving no stone unturned in the way of
securing new holdings.
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Western Canada
The Faust Lumber Company, of Moose Jaw. Sask., have purchased the In-

dependent Lumber Company's business at Rcgina and 24 branch yards, which
gives them control of a large part of the lumber business of the province.

One hundred and forty thousand acres of timber land were disposed of

last month by an English syndicate to Vancouver capitalists for a figure in the
vicinity of $81)0 000. The plans are for the erection of pulpwood and sawmills
on the property situated on the east coast of Vancouver Island, one hundred
miles north of Vancouver.

An important convention is to be held in Calgary this month. Representa-
tives of the leading firms from the Atlantic to the Pacific are expected to be
present It will be one of the most important gatherings of those interested

in lumber ever held in Canada, and the occasion will undoubtedly be seized upon
to, discuss all matters of general interest, with a view of minimizing the possi-

bility of future friction.

The Michigan Pacific Lumber Company has been formed in Grand Rapids,
with a capital of $1,500,000. Most of the stock is held bv Michigan men. The
company undertakes to log and market 2. 5-37,000,000 feet of pine, spruce,

cedar and north-western hemlock, covering 51 square miles, in the virgin forests

of Vancouver. A logging road, tugs, docks, buddings and a complete lumber-
ing equipment are being installed in the district, which lies 30 miles west of

Vancouver.

During the last week or two a number of lumber buyers from the American
side have been in Vancouver purchasing for the United States market the
higher grade lumber and shingles, the prices being on the basis of the American
list. All of th'- oiders call for delivery as soon as the lumber can be manufac-
tured. The demand for British Columbia shingles on the other side of the
boundarv line is good at present and recent sales of clears have been at the rate

of $1.85 to $1.90 a thousand.

A timber deal involving nearly a million dollars has been completed by
which a syndicate of United States capitalists has acquired the timber lands
about Cowichan Lake, formerly held by the C.P.K. as a part of the E. & N
land grant. The sale of the timber, it is said, is conditional upon the early
construction of the Cowichan Lake branch of the railway. The company have
about completed the location of the line, which will reach the E. & N. main
line a few miles out of the centre of Duncan. The timber will he brought over
this line to salt water probably, where it will be manufactured into lumber for
shipment.

An interesting case, Nichols v. Hunter, is being heard by Chief Justice
Hunter in the B. C. courts. The plaintiff and defendant were the original

stakers of the Big Central mine, near Central Lake on Vancouver Island. They
had prospected together and discovered the mine. When it was bonded the
proceeds were divided. While the plaintiff remained in Victoria to look after

the bonding of the property under a power of attorney given him by the de-

fendant, th-:> latter staked timber near Bear River. The plaintiff claims a half

interest in that also, and contends that the mine was bonded to get money to

stake the timber. The defendant disputes the claim.

A deputation of prominent B. C. lumbermen interviewed the Provincial
Government last month on the policy to be adopted in regard to the timber
legislation. The principal request was that the 21-year licenses now granted bo
made perpetual, thus assuring certaintv of tenure. The deputation was intro-

duced by A. H. B. Macgowan, Vancouver, supported by Osborne Plunkett. The
deputation consisted of R. F. Taylor, manager of the Merchants' Bank of Vic-

toria ; Mr. Beach, manager of the Royal Bank; N. S. Logan, J. M. McMillan.
\V. N. Garland and W. .1. I'aterson, Vancouver; R. H. Buckland, New West-
minster; M. J. Scanlan and W. S. Dwinnell, Minneapolis, who have large tim-
ber holdings in that province. The matter remains in abeyance

Tenders for spruce lumber, required bv the Edmonton, Alta., City Council
during the year, were recently opened by the commissioners. The tenders were
based on the amount of spruce used last year, which totalled 828.000 feet. For
the different sizes the tenders were: Edmonton Lumber Company, $20.40,
$21.25, $20.40,$21.25; D. R. Fraser & Company, $20, $21, $20; John Walter,
$20.40, $21.25, $20.40, $21.25; Mclnnes Lumber Company—on cars, $18.50,
$19.50, $18.50, $18.50; delivered from yaids, $19.50, $20.50, $19.50, $19.50;
Gushing Bros., Company, $19, $20, $21, $21; W. H. Clarke & Company,
$20.40, $21.25, $20.40, $21.25; Alberta Lumber Company, $20, $21 to $23.
$22, $21.50 to $23. The commissioners recommend the acceptance of the
Gushing Brothers Company, Limited, tender, the Mclnnes Company having
made certain stipulations with which th? board could not comply.

Forty-eight square miles of timber limits in the Harrison Lake district, esti-

mated to contain eight hundred million feet of standing timber, have been ac-

quired by purchase by C. S. Battle, a well known timber operator of Vancouver.
The vendors were Davidson Bros., John A Tees and John R. Brown, of Van-
couver. Mr. Battle has disposed of a portion of his interest to A. F. Sutherland,
also of Vancouver. Although both parties to the deal decline to give figures,

rumor has it that the selling price was $175,000. No plans have yet been made
by the new owners. If they decide to operate the limits, a large sawmill may
be erected on Harrison Lake, along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, or
else a plant at Vancouver or New Westminster. If the latter alternative is

adopted the logs will have to be floated down the Fraser River. The limits are
located at the north end of Harrison Lake, Fire Creek, Fire Lake and the
Lillooet River. Mr. Battle is credited with being one of the most extensive
owners of timber limits in British Columbia. His holdings are said to consider-
ably exceed one and a half billion feet.

At Victoria, B.C., last month the T. N. Hibben Company exhibited an ex-
tensive group of large pictures of the British Canadian Wood Pulp and Paper
Company, showing the progress of their big plant now under course of erection,

at Port Mellon, near Vancouver. Much interest was manifested in this plant
owing to the fact that there are a large number of local stockholders and that
this is the pioneer pulp F.nd paper mill of British Columbia. The photographs
gave a good interior view of the plant, showing the four-drier paper machine,
cylinders, beating engines, etc., already installed. One of the views showed the
huge digesters being swung into place by heavy cranes. These digesters are
capable of treating five tons of wood per charge, and were manufactured by the
Pusey-Jones Company, Wilmington, Del. The machinery is being rapidly in-

stalled and the big plant should be in operation in six weeks' time. The paper
machine already installed is capable of turning out about 150,000 pounds of book,
ledger and fibre paper per week. The erection of this plant marks an epoch in

the development of the wood pulp and paper industry of British Columbia, and
the opening of the plant is being looked forward to with great anticipation as
it not only will employ a vast number of men, hut will be the means of further
developing the industry.

Highest Efficiency is what
you look for in your
plant and what you
get when you install

Western Electric
Generators

J-JIGHEST Efficiency day-in and day-out—under

heavy loads or light ones.

That's what the Western Electric Generators will

give you.

Thirty years of constant working" to improve is

back of every machine.

$230,000,000 worth of apparatus put into service

in the past five years—that is the Western Electric

Company's record—figures that must prove to you,

better than anything-

else we could say, that Western

Electric Generators give the highest satisfaction.

Those parts in which heat is developed are so

generously and so well ventilated that the heating- is

kept at a minimum.
Perfect regulation is obtained by so proportioning

the parts as to reduce to the lowest possible value the

quantities which tend most strongly to prevent good
regulation.

You who own a plant should know more about

Western Electric Apparatus. Our Bulletin No. 510
shows you all the details and we will gladly send

you a copy. Write for it to-day.

Manufacturers and Suppliers of all apparatus and
equipment used in the construction, operation and
Maintenance of Telephone and Power Plants

Montreal Winnipeg"
Toronto Vancouver
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Hardwood Flooring
Birch, Maple, Oak

We make a specialty of ^6" end matched Hardwood
Flooring. The quality is the highest, and work-
manship first class.

SKND US A TRIAL ORDER

J. R. EATON & SONS
ORILLIA - ONTARIO

Toronto Agent : A. A. Begg, 45 Howland Ave.
Phone College 1862

Montreal Agent : C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xaxier St.
Telephone Main .5554

Wire Rope
Special Alligator
Ropes, any lengths,
fitted w ith proper at-
tachments.

Saw Carriage Ropes.
Haulage Ropes.

Smoke Stack Stays,

Standard and Lang's Patent Lay.

The B. Greening' Wire Company
HAMILTON, ONT. Limited MONTREAL. QUE.

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY Limited

Manufacturers of

Larrig'aus
Lumberman's and Prospector's Boots

Sporting Boots

Lumberman's Aprons
and Tanners of the Celebrated

English Oak Harness Leather

THE DEWEY DOOR

Cranbrook Sash and

Door Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DOWELL DOORS, INTERIOR FINISH
WINDOWS, TURNINGS, BRACKETS

DETAIL WORK A SPECIALTY

Lumber Shingles

Lath
Shipments in Straight or Mixed

ttarloads.

Address Cranbrook, B.C.

WESTERN

LUMBER

SHINCLE *

VANCOUVERi'~niMbMj
t B.C.

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

I SEND US;.'
1 11. » 1 .1 1, 1

fOUR

iJNOUlRlESyii

RAIL OR WATER
SHIPMENTS
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Detroit Columns make Attractive Homes
For Superiority of Finish and Durability our Colonial Columns have never been duplicated

We are the

largest and most ex-

tensive shippers of

Colonial Columns and

Composition Capitals

in the United States.

\V e furnish
Columns in any size

or length, and have

the most perfect

fitting Lock Joint

Column made.

Prompt ship-

ments and careful at-

tention assured.

Lumber dealers

who sell Detroit

Columns get the bulk

of this class of busi-

ness.

They advertise

the local lumber dealer

and get him a repu-

tation for carrying

up-to-date stock.

Write for cata-

logues, prices and

discounts.

Residence Showing Some Styles of our Columns

DETROIT COLUMN & MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Holden Avenue and M. C. R. R., DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.

WE OFFKR
6 „ Timber Bonds

First and Refunding Mortgage Gold Bonds
of

The Long Bell Lumber Company
of Kansas City, Mo.

(Capital and Surplus, $15,632,203)

Bonds dated ist May, 1907. Due serially on 1st May and November from 1913 to 1922, inclusive. In denominations of $1,000 each.
Interest payable ist May and November at the Central Trust Company of Illinios, Chicago, and the Canadian Bank of Commerce,

Toronto. Bonds may be registered.

Trustee : GENERAL TRUST COMPANY OF ILLINIOS, CHICAGO

The Bonds are secured by about 375,000 acres of Long and Short Leaf Yellow Pine Timber Lands, OWNED IN FEE SIMPLE,
located in Louisiana and Texas, containing over FOUR BILLION FIVE HUNDRED MILLION (4,500,000,000) feet, log scale, of
merchantable pine timber and seven large lumber manufacturing plants (including at each plant, saw mill, planing mill, brick dry kilns,

machine shop, water works and electric light plants, logging equipment, houses and other buildings necessary for a modern plant) with
a daily capacity of one million (1,000,000) feet per day.

The net earnings (profits) of the Long Bell Lumber Company for the year ending January 1, 1907, (after crediting stumpage account
and charging profit and loss account $4.00 per thousand feet), were $2,330,488.25, over two and one-half times the largest annual
payment of principal and interest. The average net earnings (profits) of the Long Bell Lumber Company for the past three years were
$1,629,679.03, over three times the interest charge on this bond issue.

The total assets of the Long Bell Lumber Company, according to official statement, exceed $25,000,000 ; it possesses the highest
credit and has successfully conducted a large lumber business for over thirty years under the same management.

Timber located in the Southern States has never been destroyed by fire. This statement will be verified by lumbermen and other
persons tamiliar witti Southern Timber. Any serious damage by fire is practically impossible because of the absence of undergrowth
and the height of the trees. This is one of the most important facts in connection with this security.

PRICE : PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST YIELDING 6% SPECIAL CIRCULAR AND MAP UPON REQUEST

THE DOMINION SECURITIES CORPORATION, LIMITED
Canada Life Building, MONTREAL 26 King St. East, TORONTO 67 Cornhill, LONDON, E.C., ENG
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE

i inch No. i Pine
cuts& better. ..$40 00 44 00

1 % inch No. 1

cuts and better. 50 00 52 00
2 ' No. 1 Cuts and

Better 53 00 54 00
%\i in. No. 2 Pine

cuts and better 38 00 45 co
2" No. 2 Pine Cuts

and Bettor. ... 40 00 47 00
1 % inch No 3 Cuts

and Hotter 3a 00 36 00
2" No. 3 Cuts and

Hetter ... 38 00 42 00
1 in. Pine Dressing
and better shorts 24 00 27 00

iX4,6and8common 24 00 26 00
1 x 10 box 21 00 23 00
1 X 10 common and
dressing 27 00 29 00

1 x 12 common. ... 28 00 30 00
2 x 10 common 25 00 27 00
2 and 3 x 1 2 common 26 00 28 00
1 x 10 inch box and
common . . 24 00 26 00

1" mill run sidings 23 00 25 co
1 x toand 12 mill

culls 18. 50 20 00
1 in. mill cull sidings 16 50 17 50
t" dead cultsidings 12 50 13 50

inch flooring 25 00 27 00
Spruce mill run 18 50 20 00 I

TORONTO, ONT.
CAR OR CARGO LOTS

Spruce mill culls.. 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 15 50
2x4 to8in.,ioto 16ft. 1550
2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 18 00
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried
Clear in. B.C. cedar

air dried boat
lumber.

Douglas fir dimen-
sion timber up to

32 ft

Fir Mooring, edge
grain

1^ N0.1 4 ft. Pine
Lath

i'A" No. 2 4ft. lath

•A" 32" pine
iji" No. 1 4ft.

hemlock lath.
XX Pine Shingles
X Pine Shingles
XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2"
XXXX 6 to 23-16
XXXXX 5 to 2". .

.

Red pine, c & c f i"
" iW

16 00
17 00
16 50
19 00

54 00

Red Pine, common 18 00

4 H
3 75
1 So

3 5°
2 25

75

2 40
3 05
3 30

3 70
28 00
30 OD
31 °o
2 I OO

HARDWOODS—PER
Ash White ists and

2nds, 1 to 2''.
. . .$50 00 60 00

Ash, black, istsand
2nds 1 to 2'' ... . 33 00 37 00

Ash, black common
and better 23 00 25 00

Birch, common and
better 1" 23 00 24 00

Birch, common and
better, l^to 2" 25 00 27 00

Birch,3t04' 2800 3200
Birch, 1" x 4" and

up 10/16 ists and
2iids 2 00

Basswood, common
and better, 1''.. 24 00 25 00

Basswood, common
and better i%
to 2 28 00 30 00

Basswood mill run 20 00 21 00
Soft Elm, common,

and better iA
to 2". 25 00 27 00

Soft Elm, common
and better 1". . . 22 00 24 00

Rock Elm, common
and better 1"

. . 28 00 30 00
Rock Elm, 1A to 2"

1 sts & 2nds . . 50 00 53 00

M. FEET, CAR I.OTS.

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1"

Soft maple common
it better 1 A to 3"

Hard Maple i"X4"
& up 10/16 common
and better
Hard Maple 4"x 4"
& up bo/xocommon
and hetter
Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds 1"

Oak, red, plain.
ists and 2nds, 2"

Oak, red, plain.
ists and 2nds, 3"

Oak, red, plain,
ists and 2nds, 4"

Oak, white, plain,
1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white,
and up 10/16 .

.

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1"

Oak, quartered,
istsand 2nds, iA
to 2"

Hickory ists and
2nds h'vy i^to 3"

21 00

25 00

44 00

5° 00

56 00

56 00

44 00

48 no

22 50

27 00

28 00

30 00

47 00

52 00

60 00

60 00

47 00

49 00

80 00

62 00 72 00

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTU

Pine good sidings :

iin. X7in.andup 40 00 44 00
iA" and i}4" x
8" and up 50 00 55 00

2" x 7" and up 52 00 56 00
No. 2 cuts 2x8'
and up 34 00 36 00

Pine good strips :

l
'',m
—

•
34 00 36 OO

i« and iK •• 3800 4200
2 42 00 45 00

Pine good shorts :

1" x 7" and up.. 35 00 37 00
1" 28 00 30 00
iA" and . . . 40 00 43 00
2 42 00 45 00
7" to 9"A Sidings 25 00 27 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
sidings 32 00 36 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips 26 00 31 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
shorts '. ... 22 00 26 00

Pine, 10 s. c. and
better 12' to 16' 26 00 30 00

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-
ter 12' to 16'. ... 24 00 «5 00

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings 23 00 24 00
Pine, s. c. strips. . . 19 00 22 00
Pine, s. c. shorts.

. . 18 00 20 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4 20 00 21 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

Xj 21 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6 22 00
Pine. s.c. and better,

_
1x7 22 00

Pine, s.c. and better,
1x8 23 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1 X9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1 x 10 26 00
Pine, box boards., ij 00
x 10 No. 1 barn . 29 00

17 00
16 00

22 00

23 00

23 00

24 00

24 00

28 00
18 00

32 00

RSR'S PRICES
I X 10 No. 2 " 23 00
1 x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn 23 00
1 x 8 & 9 No. 2 " 20 00
Pine Shorts 6' to 11'

XXO 22 OO
Pine mill culls. .. 1800
Pine O. culls 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out
Spruce, 1" x 4" & up
Spruce, 1" stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10''
. . 17 00

Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B) 24 00
Hemlock 13 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out. . . 2000
Birch ,8 00
Soft Elm, common,
and better 1, iA,x" 20 00
Ash, black common

and better. . . 24 00
Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
13/8"

No. 2 white pine
Spruce, mill run
Red pine millrirn
No. 1 white pine
1" & iK.

No. 2 white pine
1 "& 1yA
Spruce mill run
ifA tU
Red Pine mill
run 1" &

32" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18"

xx, 18"

White Cedar Shing
xxxx, 18'

Clear Butt, 18"
x, x 18"

25 00
26 00
22 OO

23 OO
20 OO
13 OO

19 OO
IT 00

26 00
15 00

24 00
20 OO

24 OO

26 OO

3 00 3 SO
2 5° 2 75
2 *5 2 SO
2 *5 a 5°

3 00 3 as

2 00 2 »S

2 00 *5

X 75 2 00
.X So 2 00

3 SO 4 00
2 7S 3 »5
X SO 1 75

es

4 2S 4 50
3 OO 3 So
X So X 75

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAFT. Cts.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average 40
'

cQ
. First class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal.. 62 6

RED PINE— IN THE RAFr.
Measured off, according to average and quality none
Shipping order " •' " making

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality 60 65

ELM,
By the drama accordin to average and quality, 40 to 4s feet. 6j 70

" 30 to 35 feet. 50 55

ASH.
10 inches and up, according to average and quality . 3 c
Average 16 inch «

BIRCH.
'4 mch 6

;|
;;

•

2 30
3*
36

SARNIA, ONT»
FINE, COM. AND HETTER.

1x6 and 8"
4S 00

1 in., 8" and up wide S3 00
ift and i%" "

SS 00
a " 5" 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 44 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 52 00
8/4 ,. 54 00
6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 ,, 44 oo
8/4 • ., ,, 46 00
6/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 40 00
8/4 .. ,1 ,, 42 00

NO. I CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 39 00
>% " 48 00
'A '"• 48 00

. , " So 00
2% and 3' ' 70 00
4 in -

7S 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 24 00

!& - •••• 3700
*a ••3700
2„ ,

„ " 40 00
2A. 3 and 4 SS 00 60 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
iff and iA" " .....'.' 26 00

,
„" 26 00

2A. 3 and 4" 38 00 43 00
MILL RUN.

'„ X
J,

23 OO
' * K. * * -

j'ii *S 00
i x 6 and 8" 2g ^

1x12" 29 00
x x 13 and.up ... 29 00
1^x4 and s 26 00

NO. I BARN.

1 in 28 00 35 c>o
• 'A. i^anda" „ «,
2
ft

and 3" 33 00

NO. 2 BARN.
1 m

' • • 26 OO 29 OO
'A- 'A and 2" 26 00
2A and 3" 28 00

NO. 3 BARN.

*3 00 26 00
1 A 1 A and 2 23 00 26 00

No. 1, 1, ,V, ,54, a" 20 00 23 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

'A- 1% and 2" 16 00 19 00

Mil l. CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" 15 00
1. 'A. i$i and 2" 15 00

14 00 1 5 00No.

LATH.

No.M '• 3» 1 50 » 00
«« » 4# 3 So
No. 1, 48" pine 4 00

»*4
2x6 and 2x8
2 x 10
2 x 12

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. . PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. I S. AND I E.

8 ft ,0 ft6 ft

12 OO 15 OO
'4 So 1500
'5 00 i s 50
>5 50 16 50

PINE. SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

16 50
16 so
1800
19 00

'4 x 16 ft

16 so
16 so
18 00
19 00

2 x
2 X
2 X
2x6
2 X

4-'* $19 00
4-8-14-16 19 00
4-10-18-20 21 00

to 16 19 00

Common Boards

4 inch $19
6 41

8 "

00
21 50
22 so
22 so
22 so

Lath

Flooring
4 or 6 3rich No. 1 $32 00

„ ' * 30 00
3 22 so

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch
6 "
8, 10, i2 inch

9 00
1 5°
2 So

6 inch No.
'• No. 2
" No. 3

Siding

31 00
29 00
22 00

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce.
No. 2 " " " 4 75

3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
12 ft.

3x6 and 3x8 ao 00
3»'0 21 50
3 * " 22 00
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 2000
4 x 10 to 10 x to ,22 00
8x8 22 00
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 2g 3Q

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

a X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 8 to 16 ft Jloen
18 to 3a ft

2 X IO, 2 X 12, 8 tO l6 ft

18, 20, 22 ft

24, 26, 28, 30, 32
2x14 up to 32 ft

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft

3 X 4 to 4 X 12, 18 tO 32 ft 25 OO
6x6 to 6 x 12 up to 32 ft 2500

4. 4 x 14

14 and 16 ft

20 00
20 50
22 so
20 00
21 00
21 00

21 so
20 00
23 00
20 OO
250O

So

3 * 25 CO

$24 80
26 80
27 30

30 SO

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 16,

up to 32
10 x 20
8 x 20. .... ,

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine. 4 in . .

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring 37 00
R. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring 37 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring 3, 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring. . . 29 00

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce 20 00
8 to 16 ft., 6 in . 17 so
B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16' 20 50
B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16' 19 s°

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.
No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch $25 00
" 2 '*

11 11 20 00
" 3 " " ." X850
" 4 " mixed w dths 15 50
"5 " • • io 50

XXXBCCeda SHINGLES.

X X B. C. CedarXXX Dimension ....... 254

LATH.
No. Mixed \V & R Plne *
No. . B. C. Fir *3 °°

4-/J*

HARDWOODS, CAR LOTS. F. O. B. WINNIPEG.
Tm PREVAILING WUCM. PER ,M FEET, FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER ARE-
1 C/ands plain Oak »,ji .. .. »6o 00
," «. • > 65 00

4" 16 00

1" •• Ash
2" •• •• 63 00

3
> •• •> 70 00

• Birch"::::"::::; 78 °°

a" '• •• 45 «X>

j» <• ; 49 00

" " Maple"..' .'. « 00

2" ..' 43 00
47 00

4" ' SO S*

Fhcrcng Can.-d:un Clear *f ?•' American "
SS 00

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.
WHITE PINE

(Wholesale selling price.

• X in..
Uppers 1, i'A. and a

j
n

- Wa 00
iA and 3m 90 oo

c i 95 00
selects 1 in 73 00
1% to a in 7 a 00
xA and 3 in 85 00
.4 m 90 00

Fine common, iin 57 00
i'A and

1 A in S9 00
» 'n 61 00
3 m 80 00

r \.'n ; 8S 00
Cut g U p, No. , un. . . 4s 00
'K and iA in . .54 00
2 No. 1 Cuts s8 00
No. 2. 1 in 28 00
No. 2, iA. » iA in.... 43 00
No. 3, ij£, and iA in . 3a 00
No 3 ,A" & a" as 00

I'ressmg iA in 42 00
<A x 10 and 12 4S 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobberbuying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:
joneer

W HITE ASH.

Shelving, No. 1, 13 in and
up, in

No. 1 Mold Ft ps 1 to 2 in.
No. 2 Moulding Strips, 1

to 2 in : .

.

Barn. No. 1, 12 in
6 8 and 10 in
No. 2. 10 in
No. 2, 12 in . ...
No. 3, 10 in

No. 3 1 2 in
Box, 1 x 4

1 x 6 & up
1 x 10
ix 12

1 X 13 and up
• A and 1A & 2 in..

Mill Culls, ,

'A- 'A and 2 in. .

.

40 00
42 00

45 00

54 00

4s 00

37 00
32 00
J2 <x>

33 00
27 00
28 00
21 00
24 00
24 00
25 OO
26 OO
25 OO
20 OO
20 OO

1st & 2nd, 1 inch.
1 A to 2 inch ....

2A to 4 inch .

.

1 st & 2nd 6 inch up

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red

22 00 24 00
»4 00 22 00

40 00 42 00 I

44 00 46 00 I Strips
48 00 54 00

I Com. and culls .

BLACK AND BROWN
.40 00 42 00

1
Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

BIRCH

1st & and, white, 6
40 00 42 00 inch and up 30 00 3a 00

Common and good
"'Is 16 00 18 00

1st and 2nd, rock. 6
inch and up

Common and culls.

1 st and 2nd hand
Common and culls

1st and 2nd. soft, 6
32 00 35 00 I inch and up .... 26 00 28 00
15 00 17 00

I
Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE

20 00 23 00 I 1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00 23 00
14 00 15 °o

I
Common and culls, vi 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
White Pine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch
Selects, 1 to 2 incn
Fine Common, 1 inch

1 A to 2 inch
No. 1 Cuts 1 inch

1A t° 2 inch '.'

No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch

xjf to 2 inch. . . _
Barn Boards, No. 1,1x12...

No. 1 , 1 x jo
No. 1, 1 x 8 ::
No. 2, 1 x 12
No. 2, 1 x 10
No. 2, 1 x 8
No. 3, 1 x 12
No. 3, 1 x 10
No. 3, 1 x 8

Spruce, 10 and 12 in dimension
9 in. and under

10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up
- .2x4, 2x5.2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 randon

$92 00
. 80 00
• 58 00
63 00

• 45 00
• 54 00
• 35 00
• 38 00

. 46 00
36 00

3.5 00
38 00

34 00
• 33 00
. 32 00
. 30 00
29 00

24 00
25 00

lengths, 10 ft. and up
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 It ..

and up .

.

5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up. p. is
Canadian Spruce boards
Vermont Spruce boards, matched . . . . . . . .

'.V o
nd 1 x 1 rum'ng p. 1 s clipped and bundied

i n Spruce laths

'A" , „ '

22 00
19 00
23 00
21 50
20 00
4 00

3 40

$3 90

3 40

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras
Clears
Second clears
Clear Whites ....'.".'.*.*;..".'.*.'."."

Extra is vClear whites out) , 2D
Extra is (Clear whites in) ........::.. 160

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16"

.5 butts to 2"
" " Eurekas, 18" '* " .........

" Perfections, 5 butts to 2ji" .....:.','::
. ...: 4 60

$94 00
8a 00
60 00
65 00

.58 00

37 00
46 00
So 00
38 00

37 00
40 00
35 00
34 00
33 00
31 00
30 00

26 00

25 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
22 50
22 00

4 25

3 50

$4 00

3 SO

35
45
60

3 7S
4 25

4 75
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Passing

Up a

Good

Thing
That's what these

men are doing.

That's what the

Retailer is doing

who hasn't tried a

car of our

No. 2
Quebec

Spruce

"QUALITY IS THE BEST POtlCY"

Remember
That what pleases you pleases

your customer, and what pleases

your customer pleases the next

man.

We're aiming to please every-

body, so don't pass up a

Good Thing. Get next.

New Brunswick White Cedar

Shingles

John Fenderson

& Co., Inc.

Sayabec, P. Q.

Saw & Shingle Mills:

Sayabec, P.O. St. Moise, P. Q.

Salmon Lake, P. Q. Red River, P .Q.

Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Floor-

ing-

,
Ceiling-, Partition, Novelty Siding-,

Bevel Siding-, Moulding-, New Bruns-

wick Cedar Shing-les, Lath, etc.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY

LUMBER AND SHINGLES

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of

Dry Spruce in Canada
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RUBBER BELTING

tor Transmitting

Elevating and

Conveying".

Rubber

Hose
for Water, Steam,

Air Suction, and

Fire Protection.

The

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, Limited

Head Offices : 47 Yonge Street, TORONTO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

DeLoach "Prince"
Hand Feed Shingle Mill

JOHN H. CRANE
Manufacturer of Lumber and Shingles

DbLOACH MILL MFG. CO., Monterey, Ala., July 2. 1907.
Bridgkport, Ala.

Gentlemen,— I purchased from you in 190,5 a " Prince" hand feed shingle machine.
I have operated it and find it all you claim for it. We cut at the rate of 30,000 shingles in
10 hours and made first class shingles. I consider your machine a very light running
machine. If I wanted another hand machine I would certainly buy a DeLoach Prince.

With best wishes for your success, I am
Yours very truly,

John H. Crank.

Send for Catalogue of Engines, Boilers, Gasoline Engines, Saw Mills,
Shingle Mills, Planers, Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills,
Water Wheels, Etc. Complete Circular and Band Mill Equipment.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 511,
BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

W^E have some interesting

facts to give you re-

garding our new type of

Gang. You must know-
about the new oscillation.

You ought to know it right

away. Just write us that

you want full particulars of

our No. 10, 15 and 16 Gangs
and learn of the greatest

achievement in the con-
struction of saw mill ma-
chinery in years.

Wickes Brothers
Seattle Office 410 White Bldg. Saginaw, Mich.

MERSHON
Horizontal Saw Mill Resaw

Wm. B. Mershon & Co.
Saginaw, Mich., U.S.A.
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McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson
Fredericton, N. B.

Sole Manufacturers of the Celebrated

Patented

Dunbar
Shingle
Machine

Universally admitted to be the

BEST SHINGLE MACHINE
made

Are You in the Market for Shingle Mill Machinery?
If so, we can supply you with everything in a Shingle Mill. The largest Shingle Machinery Manufacturers in

Canada. The satisfaction experienced by lumber men in dealing with us is daily adding to our list of customers

the most prominent firms in Canada. We are the only firm in Canada that makes ring oiling boxes in our Shingle

Machines, which does away with all hot boxes.

Sapper ready for work. Sapper showing; Disc and^Knives.

Our Sappers are the best money savers in a Shingle Mill. Will bark the blocks for 8 or 10 Shingle Machines

easily. Is made very heavy and wonderfully well balanced. No Shingle Mill is complete without one.

Write us for Catalogue and further particulars
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The
ffMIDLAND"

Band Wheel Grinder
will grind both Wheels
at one setting—We will send

you a list of satisfied users

and testimonial if you

will let us have your

address.

Our Catalogue tells all

about them on page 14.

Send for one.

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
P. O. BOX 425

Midland - Ontario

A Guaranteed 1,200% Investment

your'own business^
1" ° r m°re pron,a,,1 <-' I»a<e *> Invert your money than In

Without^lnWnSS^^M*'^!!? tHe ef"'-|encV Of your entire plant.
In nn „Y\\... ..

V to add another name to your pay roll.

yoATilffiStbZ^oSSLy*** 80 ",U<-" l° y°Ur W*«E therefore, to

theJM^Sj^^baTOra^ WUh the ^«on») increases

If ^%^Ltv?^or^Xlag but sawdU8t
- if de8lred -

gas
8 y°U t0 C°ntr01 y0Ur fires as Perfectly as though you were burning

It greatly lightens the labor of firing,

grate * S° extremely dura»»e that in the end it is far cheaper than any draft

wSmmU'J ^
0U

.

" ke *° have a" the steam you wanted all the time'
millTfflS^Mj c

V
o
0
n
r

dition"
Siderable t0 y°U l° >'e ab,e to burn'any kind of

and M^toeml*
' ncreaSe y°Ur profits if you could save >">ur *nd slabs

r«?Fd" -k - «WK n^or^^pTou^m^as2

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Company
Greenville - Michigan

"THE DUNBAR"
STEAM

New and Improved

LOGGING ENGINES

This is the machine for which we clai
and ZZ^n , t','

thc g°od Q-'*Kties possessed by any otherand a great many valuable improvements besides.

Best on the Market
This time ,we wish to call your attention to one ofmany important points which prove conclusively the

supenority of the Dunbar Logging Engines: that
of the Hydraulic Apparatus for raising and lowering
the Boiler, an invention of our Mr. Dunbar Sr (forwhich patents are pending). By this device all danger
from rush of water to either end of the Boiler, caused
by irregularities of the road, is avoided. One of themost serious drawbacks in other Engines is the fact
that the Boiler is stationary on the frame, consequent-
ly a source of great anxiety because ( f the danger toboth the Crown Sheet and the Tubes. You can readi-
ly understand that in going up or down hill either theCrown Sheet or the Tubes are bared, causing them lobecome so heated that they will leak badly, and after
repetition for a time the Boiler will be practically
ruined. J

This improvement, which supersedes our previous
method for raising or lowering the boiler, has beenadded since cut herewith shown was made.
Should you contemplate putting in a Logging

Engine we shall be glad to take the matter up with
you and give you all particulars.

Quotations for Logging Sleds furnished.

Write Us for Particulars

The Alex. Dunbar <fe Sons Company
Woodstock, N.B. Limited
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Woodworking Machinery
For Every Requirement

Fast Feed Planer and Matcher M. 204

Fast Feed Planer and Matcher M. 227

Cowan's Fast Feed Planers and Matchers
are built for the manufacture of flooring and for general mill requirements.

These machines are adapted for working" hard or soft wood and contain many new features of special

advantage in modern mill practice.

THE WEDGE PLATEN provides for distributing the cut between the top and bottom heads as desired.

THE CUTTER HEAD ADJUSTMENTS compensate for wear of knives and insure better work.

THE GENERAL ACCESSIBILITY permits all adjustments to be made without loss of time or energy.

The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Ltd.
M ontreal

St. John, N.B. Toronto Winnipeg Calgary

SALES AGENTS
Vancouver
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Beardmore Leather Belting
72 inch 3 ply 175 feet long

Made only of Extra Selected No. i Packer Steer

Hides, Oak Tanned

Beardmore Extra Waterproof Cement Leather

Belting for the Wet Places in Pulp, Paper and Saw

Mills, Etc.

The Maximum of Stretch is taken out of Beardmore

Belting by improved appliances, without impairing its life.

Every belt guaranteed as to quality of material and

workmanship.

Complete Stocks Carried by:

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank Street, OTTAWA, ONT. 147 Bannatyne Avenue East, WINNIPEG, MAN.

FLECK BROS., Limited, Vancouver, B.C

The Largest Leather Belt ever made
in Canada

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter Street Orillia, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawmill Shingle

and Lath Machinery

Three Saw Lath Bolter.

We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting,

Pulleys, Belting, Ewart
Chain, Saws, Portable Forges

and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue
on application.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Williams & Wilson
St. James St, MONTREAL
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There are more DISSTOX BRAND Band
and Circular Saws used than any other make,

and by a large majority.

WE MAKE THIS STATEMENT WITHOUT

WHY?
Because millmen and sawyers recognize by the

use of the DISSTON SAWS they obtain the

greatest results for the least cost.

FEAR OF SUCCESSFUL CONTRADICTION.

MATERIAL
Finest

Crucible Steel

HARDENING
AND

TEMPERING

DlSSTON

Method

GRINDING

TENSIONING

DlSSTON

Method

Disston

Method

POINTS OF MERIT
UNIFORMITY.
TOUGHNESS.
GREATEST TENSILE STRENGTH AND ELASTICITY.

Being Manufacturers of our own steel, and thoroughly familiar with its makeup, we
are able to absolutely adjust the hardening and tempering processes to the degree
giving that perfect combination of hardness and toughness that produces the
"edge, tension-holding and standing up qualities" for which the DlSSTON SAWS
are renowned.

By the DlSSTON METHOD all Band Saws are ground perfectly flat and uniform in

thickness, thus making possible a very close adjustment of the guides without
creating any friction or heat when in operation at the highest rate of feed; and all

Circular Saws, whether tapered or of even thickness, are perfectly flat ground on
the surface, thus insuring in all saws perfect clearance and true balance.

The uniformity of the material, temper and grinding is a large factor in the proper
adjustment of tension; and this, together with the Disston process of tensioning,
is the reason why the DISSTON SAWS will manufacture more lumber, under the
same conditions, than any other brand of saw.

In the DISSTON BRAND of SAWS you have the advantages of the product of a progressive, up-to-date

saw factory, the LARGEST IN THE WORLD, and where saws are made throughout, from the making of the steel

itself—the superiority of which has been demonstrated for the past fifty-three years— to the finishing operation, and
each process is performed by mechanics of long experience and highest order of skill.

WE HAVE BEEN MAKING SAWS FOR OVER 68 YEARS

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street, East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.
KEYSTONE, SAW, TOOL, STEEL, AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT

WESTERN BRANCH i

248 McDERMOTT AVE. , WINNIPEG, MAN.

ONTARIO
QUEBEC AGENTS

ROSS A GREIG, MONTREAL, QUE.

CANADA
B C. SELLING AGENTS :

ROBT. HAMILTON A CO., VANCOUVER.B.C.

TT7"p TV/T A X£"p Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and Power
»V C lVlzi.rvJ__« Pumps, Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating

Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.
ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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More Bad Lumber
There is More Bad Lumber made in the Filing

Room than in any other department of the Mill.

To equip your Filing Room with anything but the

Best Filing Room Machinery is false economy.

Profit by this advice, and eliminate the expense

and trouble of trying to trade an interior machine

for a good one, a few months after you install it.

We trade machines every day, But We Don't

Lose Money on the Trade.

Buy a COVEL Machine and run it 20 years, as

many of our Customers have done.

Covcl Mfg. Co,
Saw Sharpening Machinery 12YJ Fisher Bldg.,

and Tools Chicago, U.S.A.

Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

For Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mi
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In Ya and 1 Cord Capacity—Extra Strong of Thor-
oughly Seasoned Hardwood and Bolted Throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in Trains or Singly for Platform Work.

Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co.
Limited

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

Hart Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranteed the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

Importers and Contractors for

all kinds of Electrical Woi k

Lighting Plants
Watchman's Clock and

Telephone Systems
FOR

LUMBER MILLS

Motors, Dynamos Repairs

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

the NORTHERN ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.

Electrical Contractors

ORILLIA - ONT.

Branch Office and Warehouse

:

NEW ORLEANS, Louisiana 421 Carondelet Street

We Make All Kinds of Machinery and Tools for the Care of Saws

If TRADE MARK

riANCHETT
U S.REC.59J52. JAN 4.190?

Hanchett" Circular Swage Shaper
A very useful machine in every filing room is the "Hanchett" Circular Swage Shaper.

It combines all the necessary qualities for the giving of a perfect finish to the work of the
saw swage. By its use every tooth is pressed into perfect shape, as in a mold, widest on
face, widest at extreme points, tapering downward from the points and backward from the
face. In this manner a perfect shape and a perfect clearance is obtained and the shape of
all the teeth is absolutely uniform.

The "Hanchett" Circular Swage Shaper is adapted for side dressing log, shingle and
small circular saws, and makes the successful cutting of good smooth lumber possible. The
shaper is easily adjusted to the circular saw. When the saw swage has done its work, it is

removed from the pin and the shaper is substituted. Simplicity and speed are distinctive
qualities of the shaper. From 30 to 40 teeth per minnte can be dressed with it.

"Hanchett" Adjustable Circular Saw Swage
That filers everywhere appreciate a good machine, has been demonstrated to us by the

phenomenal success of our swages. The "Hanchett" Circular Saw Swage is easily the most
desirable in the market. The special points of excellence that are combined in this machine
are: Simplicity of Construction, Great Speed, Ease of Operation, Perfect Adjustment,
Remarkable Durability.

let us send you our new catalog no. 6. large, up-to-date, interesting.
Tells all about Modern Filing Room Equipment.

Because of the trouble arising through the mamifacture of imperfect parts by outside
parties, we have adopted as a trade-mark the name "Hanchett," so that our customers can
prevent themselves from being imposed upon by being supplied with inferior parts, and
hereafter all our dies, clamp screws and anvils will be stamped with this name "Hanchett,"
and if any of our customers receive these parts without our name stamped upon them, they
may know at once that they are not genuine, and they should be returned and the proper
parts secured from us.

We absolutely guarantee our swages and all swage parts, and any part furnished by us
which fails to be perfect in every respect, both in workmanship and material, will be
promptly replaced by us without charge.

HANCHETT SWAGE WORKS
Big Rapids, Michigan, U.S.A.

f TRADE MARK

Hanchett

Hanchett Circular Swage Shaper
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The

Maple Leaf Saw Works
Shurly <fe Dietrich

GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular Saws

Gang Saws

Mill Saws

Band Saws

Cross-Cut Saws

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hand Saws

Buck Saws

Plastering Trowels

Butcher Saws

Straw Knives

Maple Leaf Saw Set
MANUFACTURED BY

SHURLY & DIETRICH, Gait, Ont.

Directions.—Place the set on the point of tooth, as shown in the accom-
panying cut, and strike a very light blow with a tack hammer. If
you require more set, file the tooth with more bevel.

If you follow directions you cannot make a mistake. Be sure and not
strike too hard a blow, and it will set the hardest saw. On receipt
of 40 cents we will send one by mail.

We are the only manufacturers in the world who
export Saws in large quantities to the

United States.

GROUND THIN ON BACK
Save Labor Save Gumming

Save Time Save Files

This Saw Stands Without a Rival
AND IS THE

FASTEST CUTTING SAW IN THE WORLD

!

Its Superiority consists in its Excellent Temper. It

is made of " Razor Steel," which is the finest ever used in
the manufacture of Saws. We have the sole control of
this steel. It is tempered by our secret process, which
process gives a keener cutting edge and a toughness to
the steel which no other process can approach.

We Manufacture

HIGH GRADE BAND SAWS
Of All Widths and Lengths.

These Saws are made of Refined Razor Steel, and tempered by our Secret
Process; for Fine Finish and Temper are not excelled.
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Waterous Engine Works Co.
Limited

Brantford, Canada
Canadian Manufacturers of

COVEL
Saw Filing Machinery

A View of the Filing Room of the Great Southern Lumber Company, Bogalusa, La., Equipped with Covel Machinery.

Capacity Six Hundred Thousand Feet per Day.

The New Covel No. 90 Improved Automatic Band Saw Sharpener,
four of which are shown in above view, represents the acme of perfection

in filing" machinery, is substantially' built and fitted throughout with cut

gears, brass and malleable parts.

We also Manufacture full line of Sawmill Machinery, Band Mills,
Steel Carriages, Engines, Boilers, etc.

Write us for Prices and any Information you may desire.



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
^p£K > °U h™ +~ praised by expert apprai-er.

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance-Our inspector and adjusters are lumbermen as well as insurance men. We canhandle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessable poficv. and absolutely sound indemnityDrop us a line and we will explain our methods fully. ' y

By Lumbermen

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway NEW. YORK

For Lumbermen

Price of 2—10 x 6—10
Price of 3— 0 x 7— 0

Plain
Oak.
$6.00
$6.25

J-Cut
Oak.
$6.50
$6.75

Tliese Doors are stocked in the above
sizes only and are thick. These prices are
f.o.b., West Toronto. If required to be crated
add 15 cents per door.

Are You

Getting the

Door Trade?

Retail lumber dealers

should be getting a share
of the Door trade in their

communities. If you stock
or handle Batts' Doors
you can do a nice door
business at a good profit.

We manufacture veneered
doors in all the cabinet
woods. They are well

made and sell easily.

Staved Columns

Have you given us a
trial order o n Staved
Columns. This is a line

yon should be pushing.
Our Columns are giving
satisfaction everywhere.
Write for prices.

BATTS LIMITED, 48 Paci&e
A
st xUnto

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT 5

OUR KNOWN

EXTRA
a£ oak^a
/ t * _ __ _

" 1

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

Iuuiuk. |!iiuf . JJrmfrrnttr.

I.Ali'ihil hi l uinlin iiicii^' fools'.

<>i' bis 'own niuiilifartiire.

PINK LUMBERING TOOLS
Send for
Catalogue and

Price List The Standard Tools ^^!^^JSs£^
Pink Duck Bill Winter Cant Hook Handles

In Split Maple

Finest Quality Spi.it Maple
CANT HOOK and PEAVEY HANDLES, Car Load or Dozen, BOOM
CHAINS, PIKE POLES, SKIDDING TONGS. BOAT WINCHES, ETC.

Sold throughout the Dominion by all Wholesale and Retail Hardware Merchants

Thomas Pink, Pembroke, Ont.

PinkRound Bill

Peavey Hand-
les in Split

Maple.
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(anadafumbermanV* c WnnH J—i Worker
Established 1878

Hanson's Woollen Mill
Hull, Que.

Manufacturer, of Jfoe " Hanson
99

Sock and Mitt

Nothing in the Market
to equal them for Lum-
bermen.

ALL MY SOCKS BEAR THIS STAMP

My Socks are sold Direct only through Travellers of My Own

SWASTIKA Long Life Babbitt
Copper Hardened

tSBERTSOtff^,
SWASTIKA , )

Is Specially Alloyed For Saw Mill Machinery
Our t xperience of 50 years in the Saw Business has en-
abled us to design a Babbitt for Saw Mill Machinery.

At Minimum Price with Maximum Quality

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

The James Robertson Co. Limited
144 William Street • MONTREAL, QUE.

Agents for Vancouver : The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Arctic Metal
For Cool *

Bearings *
Tallman Brass & Metal Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

We Guarantee Every Belt

" D.K." Balata

Genuine Oak

BELTING
D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West 100 King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC
21 St. Peter St.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,

Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,

Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.j

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. (Si SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptives. ^nnii'

J. J. TURNER <& SONS \
Cor. George, King & Water Sts., Peterborough, Ont., Can.

THE GREAT BELT
beats all rivals every time

Strength
TTniformity
Reliability
Endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Street MONTREAL.
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WILLIAM HAMILTON Co
PETERBORO ONTARIO

LIMITED

Th<

"Grand Triumph"

Shingle Machine
has a minimum capacity of 30,000 shingles per day,
and many operators have cut over 60,000 shingles in
ten hours using this machine.

The frame is all of heavy cast iron, and all parts
are securely bolted together.

It does not require much power to drive it, and it
is an economical machine to operate.

Let us send you the name of some one near you
using this machine

; so you can easily see it operating.

We Build Everything that Manufactures Lumber Economically

Our

Combined Lath Mill

and Bolter

has a capacity up to 60,000 lath in ten
hours.

It can be adapted for cutting pickets.

All the feed rolls are driven from a
countershaft, which is incorporated in
the machine.

Its frame is all iron, and it will stand
up to the hardest kind of service.

Our catalogues are all interesting—send for them

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., of Vancouver, are our Sales Agents for British Columbia

PETERBORO SAW MILLS
nmnrnniiimiininiiKni
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Logging by Steam
Send for Particulars and Illustrations

CABLEWAY SKIDDERS, SLACK ROPE SYSTEM,
SNAKING AND LOADING OUTFITS LOG HANDLINC CABLEWAYS,
PORTABLE PINE LOGGERS, LOG LOADERS,
PULL BOATS, YARDING AND ROAD ENGINES.

All Important Features Patented. 52 Logging- Machine Patents.

Lidgerwood Mfg. Go.
Originators and Manufacturers of High-G rade Logging Machinery.

96 Liberty Street. New York, N. Y.
Logging Machinery Branch Houses : Agency :

Atlanta Ga Seattle. Wash. Woodward, Wight & Co., Ltd.. New Orleans. La

Detroit Columns make Attractive Homes
For Superiority of Finish and Durability our Colonial Columns have never been duplicated

We are the

largest and most ex-

tensive shippers of

Colonial Columns and

Composition Capitals

in the United States.

We furnish
Columns in any size

or length, and have

the most perfect

fitting Lock Joint

Column made.

Prompt ship-

ments and careful at-

tention assured.

Lumber dealers

who sell Detroit

Columns get the bulk

of this class of busi-

ness.

They advertise

the local lumber dealer

and get him a repu-

tation for carrying

up-to-date stock.

Write for cata-

logues, prices and

discounts.

Residence Showing Some Styles of our Columns.

DETROIT COLUMN & MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Holden Avenue and M.C.R.R., DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Man a u 0 Lumber, Lath and Shingles L m ted

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and Le^th

Head Office, 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE, ONT.
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Split Posts
Posts Good
Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Muir & Terry

LATH
500,0)0 pieces 1 .V^" 4 No. 1 White Pine Lath,

ioo.coo " 1^x4' No. 2 White Pine Lath.

500,000 " i
lA x 4' No. 3 White Pine Lath,

for immediate shipment

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

J. K. MUIR H. J. TERRY
Phone, Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE ONT.

MANUFACTURERS

L
UMBER, TIMBER,

JOISTINC, LATH,

BOXES and SHOOKS

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood

Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

C. A. Larkin
WHOLESALE

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock

Toronto, Ont.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.

Wc have a nice assorted stock of

Pine and

Spruce
Lumber and
Timber
Sawn all Sizes

Send for our latest List just issued

We are prepared to execute special orders for

Timber promptly

Lath, Shingles pemhrnke ftntand Pickets remDroKe, MI.

Geo. Gordon & Co
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

R. Laidlaw

Lumber
Company

Limited

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

SHINGLES
¥ UMBER
WATH

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirement*.

Prompt Shipment*.

Thk

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stuff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

e can quote close prices for

(juick shipment on :

in. and 2 in. dry Hemlock

in. and 2 in. dry Norway

in. dry Spruce

Edward Clark & Son
123 Bay Street, TORONTO

The M. Brennen

& Sons Mfg. Co.

Limited

Hamilton - Canada

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont

Yard* and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont.
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Mason, Gordon 6* Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholksalk

J^umber
Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : DimenMOO Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRl'CE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspond Solicited

A. W.EYtR&CO.

WE are in the market anil piy

the hi^he^t cash prices for

all kinds of lumbf r,w ill contract tor

this sea.on's cut or buy what you

low htve t > sell. Correspondence

.vith m'<lli solicited.

A W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street Ext

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVFLANP E. A. STONE

L0VELAND& STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Saslies and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Jhe Ontario Lumber

Co • Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River, Ont. Water Shipment.

Yard: Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Prices

Home £ife Building, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock
On Temiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of North Bay

HAILEYbVRY, ONT.

" Well bought is half sold
"

Spring Trade
means

Hemlock Sales

Our Selected No. 2
means

Duplicate Orders

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock

Lumber

1007-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in slock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

"\17"E Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds

* " of Lumber and Timber in Can-
ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,

Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
Pine, Hardwood and Hemlock Floorings
and Ceilings. Sash and Doors, Wood
Turnings. Etc. All Dressed Lumber Kiln
Dried if desired. End Matched Flooring a
Specialty.

COOD PINE SIDINCS A SPECIALTY

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Wanted :-

Dry Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

Write for special prices on

White Pine, Spruce, etc.

S

Jalph Loveland, Pres.
j^. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.

FOR SALE
43 Steel Flat cars in perfect con-
dition suitable for Lumber or Dry
Kilns Standard Gauge. Capacity
5 to 7 tons, will sell cheap to a
quick buyer.

•Also New and Re-laying rails

from 12 to 60 lbs. with Fastenings.

For further particulars apply

—

SESSENWEIN BROS.

Montreal
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We are Buyer* of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops

Heading
WRITE TO

James Webster & Bro., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

Cable Address : Sawmill, Liverpool

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched

or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and

sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 E 1184

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwood
Flooring

End Matched,

Bored, Polished

and Bundled '

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation LifeBldg., Toronto
EAD1E & DOUGLAS,

22 St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street Toronto, Ont.
Our Prloea will Interest you

PLANINC AND MATCHING
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, OriiHa
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots
Factory near Station Write for Prices

phone 113

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

*

Iff
WESTERN

» » fa *l V II ,

LUMBER

SHINGLE

C°

VANCOUVER 1*1

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

SEND UST
YOUR \

INQUIRIES

"IV

RAIL " OR WATERS
SHIPMENTS

1

SMITH 4 TVRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD ACENTS
Cahle Address :"Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Picklord & Black's Wharf

Qant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to day. Lint of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on apphcalion to

E. A. Haggen
REVEL8TOKE, B. C.

LEAK & CO.
Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce,

Basswood, Maple, Birch

and Black Ash

Si-nd us list ol what you have a- d your best

Cash Prices

Do You Want
To Sell

second-hand machinery of

any kind ? Many a mill man
or manufacturer has one or

more machines for which he
has no further use. They
may be in good shape but

for some reason or other
they have been displaced.

Somebody Wants

To Buy
just such machines. You
can get in touch with
that somebody by advertis-

ing in the "Wanted and
For Sale" Department of

the Canada Lumbermax
and Woodworker. A tri-

fling expense will do the
trick.
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CAMERON & CO., L
MANUFACTURERS

, JMITED
MANUFACTURERS

TIMBER

POLES

LUMBER PINELumui-n
spRUCE
HEMLOCK

LATH CEDAR
BIRCH

SHINGLES basswood POSTS

MILL ANO YARD: 0PEOHC0, OHT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, OHT.

Th. Hurdman Lumber Co.
OTTAWA, CANADA

K A S T K K N

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W ESTKB

N

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all grades and a "SPECIAL BRAND" cheaper

and bettor than Ka-stcrn Char Butts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

A Selected Lot of Mill Run

White Pine and
Spruce Lumber

also

1
x/2 and 1 p s White Pine and Spruce Lath

Selling Agents for Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & GO.

Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath

ROUGH OR DRESSED
We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-

ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything in

LUMBER
Rough and Dressed

We are open to buy

Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholsale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West - - - MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone Main 55^1 55 st. Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
PARTICULARLY

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,

British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine
Also selling EATON'S (Orillia) celebrated

EMPIRE BRAND HARDWOOD FLOORING

YOUR ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Wholesale

Lumber
and

Timber

I Buy, Sell, and Deal in all

kinds— Spruce, Hemlock,

Pine, Birch, Basswood, Maple,

Ash, Elm, &c.

WRITE ME

E. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Montreal
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Oyamel Company
B. A. SCOTT, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mill, at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank BIdg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.
and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals. Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
CorrcsponJence Solicited.

Hochelaga Bank Buildings Quebec, Que.

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY 6 CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOGH, JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM. A. II MACABE
I ri-sulcnt. Vice I'm sidi-nt. Secretary.

30 Years in the Trade

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Wholesale Dealers in Limited

WHITE PINE
Red Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Lath, Shingles

Red Pine Flooring Strips Dressed or Rough at Special Pric

1212 Traders Bank Chambers TORONTO

rices

J L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,
B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,
Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. .. .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited
Nationa! ^^b^sToronto Street, TORONTO, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in carlots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR
D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber - Lath - Shingles

Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

MIDLAND, ONT,
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Send us your ordeis for

SHINGLES Our prices always
consistent with
the market.

// you have not received our icjocj Calendar drop us a post card

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited

J. B. MILLER, President. W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer.

Manufacturers of

ROUGH and DRESSED

Pine, Hemlock » Hardwood Lumber

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks, Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at

PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Head Office: Traders Bank Building, TORONTO
Toronto Telephone Main 1016 Telegraph Codes : Lumberman's Standard

;
Anglo-American,

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE COMPANY AT TORONTO.
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Cedar Cove Mills, -pi
Vancouver, B. C tl* H. HEAPS <fc CO., Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C

VANCOUVER, B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AAl HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER—Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed
special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AMD SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH GRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W. J. LOVERING. 112 Mail Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

A Suggestion— To the Trade

!

We believe that the Lumber Trade in the Prairie Provinces and Ontario will make a mistake
by not stocking up as heavily as possible with British Columbia Lumber and Shingles at
present prices—which are very low: in fact lower prices with $9.00 to $10.00 log? and
$5.00 shingle bolts, are an impossibility.

A word to the wise should be sufficient. Send us your order.

Export Lumber & Shingle Company, Limited Wholesale Dealers

Flack Block, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs, Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street,

VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Cable Address—Gillisco.

J American LUMBERMAN Telecode.
Codes Used

I Western Union.

C. H. GILLIS & CO
UMITED

Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping' Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
».« 125,000 feet

LUMBER
Officers and Directors :

K H. DOWNMAN. PRESIDENT

FREDERIC W1LBKRT. 1ST V1CE-PRE.S.

GEO. W. DODGE, 2ND VICE-PRES.

E. B. WILLIAMS

WM. L. 81'KTON

J. C Rl\ lis

J. A. MILLIARD.
Secretary & General Manager

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

1 Krectori- :

J 'HN DKBUEUX
Ol'S D.KKWS

EDWARD HANSON

L H. PRICE

M. M. COTTEN

H B HEWKS

Shipment bv Rail or Sea,

Cable Address " REDCYPRESS '

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress Lumber,

Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity: 3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We Carry Everything in Standard Grades and Sizes of Rough or Dressed

Louisiana Red Cypress
FRED J. DAVENPORT, Box 425, Detroit, Michigan, Canadian Representative

OUR

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
IS what is wanted on the market to-day. Why? Because it is the

BEST. On your next bill give it a trial. We will guarantee to fill

your most exacting requirements. Rigid regulations in the pro-

duction of our stock have built up for us a strong reputation.

We are giving Canadian trade the promptest and most effii-

cient service possible.

We are able to get out timbers up to 36 feet in length and
to surface sizes up to 6 x 12. All timbers larger than 6 x 12 we can

arrange to have dressed in transit.

Big Sandy Lumber Company
HULL, ALABAMA, U.S.A.

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street TORONTO

Want to Buy
One carload ist and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x 18^ in., 10 ft.

6 in to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.
Four carloads ist and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1 ^ in. x 2^ in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be well

manufactured and free of defects.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up, wide.

Coffin lengths.
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DEFIANCE * WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY

12" Hand Planer with Boring Attachment

PATENTED AND BUILT HY

The Defiance Machine Works

L=i Defiance,

Ohio

For Making
Hubs, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles,
Neck-Yokes.
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and General
Wood-WorkNo. 8 Variety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off 28" Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer

LUMBER
DRY KILNS

Natural Draft Moist Air System
Steel Roller Bearing' Trucks
Shaving' Exhaust Systems
Hot Blast Heating' Systems

ghelbora, pmittb - dalt, ©ntaric

The Alligator

Steam Warping' Tug'
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with
flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST & PEACHEY
SIMCOF, - - . ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals

JAMES GILLIES
President

Established

1873

JOHN GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

Mills <a Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and
Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing *1fil. Yard <& Office

MOR.RISTOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

G\iy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter Street Orillia, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawmill Shingle

and Lath Machinery

Three Saw Lath Bolter.

We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting,

Pulleys, Belting, Ewart

Chain, Saws, Portable Forges

and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue

on application.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Williams & Wilson

St. James St., MONTREAL

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT

WESTERN BRANCH :

2,8 McDERMOTT AVE ,
WINNIPEG, WAN

ONTARIO — CANADA
QUEBEC AGENTS B. C. SELLING AGENTS :

a ,8 McDERMO l~T AVE. , WINNIPEG, man. ROSS A G3EIG, MONTREAL, QUE. ROBT. HAMILTON A CO., VANCOUVER, 8 C

\A7"Ih lX/T A Tc^Th Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and Power
VV JZ, IVlX^-IVIZ, PumpS) Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating

Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.
ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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SIMONDS
Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saws

This is the identical Crescen. -Ground Cross-Cut Saw which ha. for years ber-n
recognized as the best made or used in the United Slates. Since hei/inning .he
manufacture of these saws at our Canadian factories, we have found and are supply,
ing a -greatly increased demand ihrrugHoift the Dominion. The Saws are made of
himonds Steel, and S.monds Steel is .he best saw steel made. They run eisy cut
fast and give good results. Sold by the hardware trade or direct from our offices

Every Saw Covered by an Absolute Guarantee

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que. - Vancouver, B.C. - St. John, N.B.

Red Deer Spruce
stands for the Best Soft White

Spruce manufactured in Canada.

Our Strong- Points are

Flooring', Finishing,

Ceiling', Siding',

Dimension and
Bright Spruce Lath

Shipments made with utmost

dispatch.

Red Deer Lumber Co.
General Offices - 306-316 Union Bank Bldg., WINNIPEG, Man.

Yard and Mills - - - BARROWS, Sask.

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specially, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection ol such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated

several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customer:-.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
Gener.l Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offirps • eR0UKD floorV/IUICS . CORNER OF 1 HE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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A National Journal

Canada lumberman
£ Wood WnrkftrWorker
Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President

TH08. 8. YOUNG, Toronto, Business Manager

JAMES FISHEB, Toronto, Advertising Manager

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:

VANCOUVER - - - Telephone 2010. 26 Crowe & Wilson Chambers
GEO. A. GALL, Representative

TORONTO - Telephone Main 2362. Confederation Life Building

F. W. SCHERBARTH, A. M FISHER, Representatives.

MONTREAL - - Telephone Main 2299, B34 Board of Trade
D. BURNSIDE, Representative

WINNIPEG - - Telephone 224. Commercial Travellers' Building

ROLAND F. HTLL, J. R. HOOPER, Bepresentatives

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per Year, in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3.00.

"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest
of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and al-

lied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely in-

formation on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion
by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-
worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade at
home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For manu-
facturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of
owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp
mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the most
direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed to the
"Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.
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The Scalpers a Serious Menace
The present dulness in the lumber business throughout Canada is

accompanied by many difficulties which render the lot of the lumber
dealer unpleasant. Low prices and small demand are bad enough in

their way, but when they are accompanied by unbusinesslike and unfair

methods of obtaining trade, they result in evils which have no compen-
sating benefit for anyone concerned. This is the state of affairs at

present, and one of its most pernicious manifestations is the. appearance

in the retail field of a number of so-called lumber merchants who have
neither the experience nor the capital to earn,' them through. When
times are good, such men might hope to be able to do a profitable busi-

ness if they would content themselves with reputable methods, but their

whole stock in trade is a readiness to cut into the business of others in

the hope that after establishing themselves temporarily by means of a

few sales, they may be able to make a big haul in an underhand manner
and, if necessary, clear out. If not obliged to clear out they are so

much the better off and continue their operations.

The method by which these "scalpers"' proceed is a simple one,

but it has been worked so often that the trade should be warned that at

this particular time there are more of them operating than usual. By
watching the market closely for a time they obtain information as to

the requirements of a few consumers of lumber and approach them with

offers of lumber at prices which cannot be duplicated by anyone who is

carrying on a legitimate business. Then they look about for the stock

to supply these orders and probably meet with no success. If they have
contracted to supply the lumber at some future date they are able in

the meanwhile to make a great deal of trouble for the trade. Firms
wh-ch ar edoing business on businesslike methods will probably seek to

obtain orders from the same parties as the "scalpers" have approached,

and will be told that they can obtain the lumber at a cheaper price. The

"scalperb" may be able to avoid the necessity for making immediate

delivery and to keep their would-be customers in suspense. Until the

customer finally realizes that he will not obtain the lumber, the business

in general suffers on account of the reports which gain extensive cur-

rency that prices have been reduced. Possibly the "scalper" in one or

two instances will obtain the necessary stock by some peculiar proceed-

ings and be able to make delivery. His ability to injure the trade is

thereby greatly increased and unless his operations are quickly stopped

(he result is very serious. If they succeed once or twice the chances are

that they will impose upon the trade and obtain lumber stocks for

which they will only pay when closely pressed, and possibly never at all.

If these "scalpers" were simply endeavoring to sell their own stocks

in the face of the general competition of the trade, there would be little

which are doing business on businesslike methods will probably seek to

depress prices by spreading reports of fictitious orders, which does the

damage. They strive to obtain stock at less than manufacturing prices

and to sell them at anything they can obtain which will afford a profit,

however small. In some cases the more unscrupulous of their tribe are

content to take orders and postpone delivery and, if possible, obtain a

deposit upon the promise of delivery, and then, retaining the money,

never supply the lumber. They can operate with a great deal of im-

punity because they have no capital to risk and no stock whatever in

the trade. Being wholly irresponsible in a monetary sense, they are not

amenable to court proceedings and can do very much as they please so

long as they do not over-step the boundary of criminal law. Several of

this class of operators have recently been working throughout Ontario.

Some of them have been turned down by the trade, but they have suc-

ceeded in causing a great deal of trouble before being forced out. It

would be a boon to the lumber industry at large if some concerted mea-

sure could be taken to eliminate them and to prevent them from preying

upon the public in future.

Tariff Campaign Growing Hotter
The reports which have recently come from Washington in regard

to the matter of the tariff on lumber have been of great interest to Can-

adians. The campaign in favor of the reduction of the duty on lumber

has been going on for many months, and has developed rather into a

campaign against the proposed reduction. Every interest which could

possibly be affected by a change has been heard from, and those who
have made the most stir in the public press are the opponents of the

reduction. They feared that a complete removal of the duty, which had

first been suggested, would ruin their business, as it would open the

markets of the United States to Canadian lumber, and the lower grades

of Canadian lumber, which cannot now compete in those markets, would

be able to find a good sale across the border. This objection has appar-

ently had a strong influence upon the members of the Ways and Means
Committee of the House of Representatives, as it is reported now that

they have reached an agreement and decided in favor of reducing the

duty from $2 per thousand feet on rough lumber to $1.50 per thousand

feet. This would be a certain amount of solace to those who desire

cheaper lumber—those for whom lumber is a raw material of manufac-

ture—and if the lower grades of lumber which are mostly feared by

American lumber producers, there will be little to cause them anxiety,

if the duty is left as high as 1.50 per thousand feet. The generally ex-

pressed opinion is that $1.50 per thousand feet will suffice to keep out

tiie low grades.

To American manufacturers of lumber a reduction to $1.50 per

thousand feet will in a measure be a satisfactory solution of the situation,

as it will relieve them, possibly for a long time, of any further anxiety

in regard to the permanence of their markets. It is reported that the

change as proposed will receive the support of the Republicans and of a

large number of the Democrats. If this report is correct the reduction

will probably be brought about. There is, however, an element of doubt

about the whole affair, inasmuch as reports have also come from Wash-
ington quite recently to the effect that the reduction will amount to

one-half of the duty, which would maen a duty of $1 per thousand feet

on rough lumber instead of $2. A duty of $1 would probably open the

markets of the United States to a large class of Canadian lumber and, so

far as the Canadian producer is concerned, this would be to some extent
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a temporary benefit, although it is to be feared tlmt any material reduc-
tion in the duty would have the effect of encouraging too rapid a de-
struction of Canadian timber resources.

This whole question of the protection of the timber resources of

Canada and the United States has come so prominently before the public
of late that it cannot be overlooked. Canadians have a forcible lesson
before them in the history of the United States lumber industry. Many
forest reserves in the States have been completely destroyed and serious
injury caused to a large section of the country by the disappearance of

the forests, which act as a restraining force in preserying the regular
flow of water in the large rivers and streams. The question of conser-
vation has occupied an important position in the tariff campaign of the
United States, though it is to be suspected that those who were most

active had less thought of forest preservation that) of profit preservation,
and desired more particularly to retain control of their markets. This
is borne out by the fact that those Americans who are interested in
Canadian timber resources have not scrupled to call loudly for a reduction
of the tariff

Up to the present the campaign has been waged wholly in the open,
i.e., in the press and at pubic meetings. From now on it will centre at
Washington and will be all the more intense. If the report, however, ig

correct that the Ways and Means Committee have come to a definite

conclusion of the question, the speeches and other measures taken from
now on will be largely for the purpose of placing those concerned on
record, as the will of the Ways and Means Committee will probably be
made law in the end.

Licenses Should Be Renewable in British Columbia
There is little reason to doubt that it would be more advantageous

to the Province of British Columbia if, after the expiration of twenty-one
years the timber licenses were renewable from year to year. Timber
owners with one accord are in favor of it, and the mill men also desire
it. The mill men, however, pay the royalties, and would oppose an\
arrangement with the Government for increasing the royalties in con-
sideration of the renewal of the concession. The matter should be
settled on a purely business basis. At present a licensee pays $140 for a
license west of the Eockies, which entitles him to one square mile of the
timber which he has located The rental and royalty, or both, are sub-
ject to increase. At the end of twenty-one years, when the license is

nearly run out, the ground will probably have changed hands several
times, and the owner may have paid a large sum for the holding. If the
original licensee is the holder of the -ground he will have paid $2,940.

The greater part of the areas now under license cannot possibly
be logged off in their twenty-one years. Moreover, in the public interest
it is desirable they should not be logged off. The most important con-
sideration, however, is the value of the timber land which has not been
touched during the twenty-one years, for a licensee would not wish to
renew his license on land which has not been logged off. An exchange
deals with the question in this way: "The first consideration that will

occur to most people is that such land would revert to the Crown to be
again disposed of, and at first sight this seems a reasonable proposition.
Nevertheless certain objections to it suggest themselves. First, what
advantage would it be to the people to have the lands revert to the

Crown? The natural answer to this is that lands will be worth more
when the license terms elapse than they are now, a proposition that
cannot be disputed. But under the law the Government can require the
holder of the license to pay the increased value either by increasing the
rental, or royalty, or both. Therefore, so far as the revenue derived
from the land is concerned, the Government would have just as much
power to increase it, if the licenses were made indefinitely renewable from
year to year, as it would have if they must lapse at the end of twenty-
on years

"But it will be said if the timber lands are put up for competition
at a date from fifteen to twenty years from the present, there will be keen
competition for them and the Government will get in very many cases
substantial bonuses in addition to the rental. This would, no doubt be
the case. But the Government should conserve the forest wealth, and
act in the best interests of the province at large. If the licensee knows
that his tenure is permanent as long as he chooses to pay what rent the
Government may demand, his policy will be to conserve his timber so
as to increase the value of his holdings. This would be of distinct value
to the province. It would insure that in logging off his sections a logger
would proceed systematically, so as to save as much of the timber as
possible for the years to come. It would also mean that the holder of
every license would have a direct personal interest in the prevention of
forest fires. It would also make possible the introduction of an intelli-

gent system of reforestration, or at least the adoption of regulations
whereby the smaller timber could be preserved."

United States Takes Curious Stand on Pulp Question
Apropos of the campaign for the reduction of the duty upon lumber

and other wood products entering into the United States, it is interesting

to note what has occurred in regard to the proposal for a reduction of

the duty on pulp and paper. A select committee of the House of Repre-
sentatives took up this question and travelled through every section of

the United States and Canada where pulp and paper are produced. They
have reported to the House of Representatives in favor of certain re-

ductions and have occompanied the report with a number of provisos
which are of much interest to Canadians. The report states that about
5,280,000 cords of spruce were consumed in the United States east of

the Rocky Mountains in 1907, and that 924,491 cords were imported
from Canada in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1908. The amount of

standing spruce in the United States east of the Rocky Mountains is

estimated roughly at an amount equal to seventy million cords, and the
annual production at 1,540,000 cords. "It is quite evident," says the
report, "that there is not to-day enough spruce forest standing in the
United States to furnish a future constant supply based upon the pres-
ent methods of manufacture.

The recommendations which this special committee have made are
based upon a policy of encouraging the importation from Canada, of

ground wood pulp and spruce wood. It is proposed to admit mechanically
ground wood pulp free, from any country or Province which does not
impose an export duty, or any duty or fee levied with the same object,
upon pulpwood. If such a duty be imposed the tax will be one-twelfth

of one per cent, per pound, dry weight. The duty on chemical wood pulp
unbleached is to be one-sixth of one per cent, per pound dry weight, and
on bleached one-fourth of one per cent, per pound dry weight, provided
no export duty or similar charge is imjiosed. If it be imposed the amount
is to be added to the duty on the chemical pulp. The duty on news-
print paper is to be reduced to about $2 per ton, equivalent to five per
cent, ad valorem, unless the paper comes from a country which imposes
an export duty. In the latter case the amount of the export duty and
an additional duty of two-tenths of one cent per pound are to be added.

The provision relating to export duties is one which will not meet
with much approval in Canada. It might, without injuring the proposed
arrangements have been left out entirely. Canadians wish to export the
products of their spruce forests in the form of paper instead of in the
form of wood. American manufacturerers of paper are entirely welcome
to Canadian spruce if they will come into Canada and establish mills
for the manufacture of paper, instead of shipping raw material to the
United States to be turned into paper there. Any export duty which
may be imposed by Canada will be for the sole object of encouraging the
manufacture of paper in Canada and discouraging the export of raw ma-
terial. The position taken by the special committee is one which should
not recommend itself to the House of Representatives. It is based upon
a wrong assumption as to the situation so far as it has an international
bearing. It is based upon the assumption that Canadian paper and pulp
are seeking to displace the American articles, whereas the real situation
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is that there is an imperative demand in the United States for more

paper than can be produced in the country itself. Under such circum-

stances the United States are not the parties to dictate terms. Canada

has the natural resources which are needed for producing paper to supply

the American demand, and it is for Canada to say under what conditions

these resources shall be allowed to cross the border. Any amount of

legislative enactment on the part of the United States cannot alter the

situation, and no considerations should be allowed to persuade Canada

to permit of raw material, such as spruce, leaving Canada without being

worked up into a manufactured article.

A Proposed New Car-Stake Order
The Dominion Board of Railway Commissioners have published the

following draft of an order which they propose to issue in connection

with the proper safeguards for the handling of lumber shipments

:

"That every railway company subject to the legislative authority of

the Parliament of Canada operating a railway by steam power, adopt

the following rules and regulations to govern the loading of lumber and

logs :—

"That cars be so loaded that one hand brake shall be accessible and

operative ; and that there be at least six (6) inches between the brake

wheel and the lading.

"That all stakes, clamping pieces, bearing pieces, and braces be

sound, straight-grained lumber (hardwood preferred), and free from

knots that would materiallv impair their strength. (Hemlock must

never be used.) Care must be taken to keep the stakes from spreading

at the top while cars are being loaded, and in no case must the load

exceed the width of the car Unless otherwise specified, stakes must

not be less than four inches wide by five inches deep, or saplings five

inches in diameter at the centre, tapered at the ends to fit accurately,

extend through and completely fill the stake pockets, which should not

be less than three and one-half inches wide by five inches deep.

"That opposite stakes be always fastened together. When the

specified fastening is by means of boards, there must be two boards not

less than one by six inches in dimension, unless otherwise specified, and

fastened at each end by not less than three ten-penny wire nails. (Hem-
lock imust never be used.) When the specified fastening is by means

of wire, the wire used, unless otherwise specified, must be equal to six

strands or three wrappings of No. 8 telegraph wire (or wire of equal

strength), and the wire must- be secured, to prevent it from slipping.

"That shippers and the railway companies and their operators and

employees shall see that all open and flat cars are loaded, and the loads

protected in accordance with the terms of this order.

"That every such railway company shall be liable to a penalty not

exceeding fifty dollars for every failure to comply with the foregoing

regulations.

"That every employee of such railway company, and every shipper,

shall be liable to a penalty of a sum not exceeding twenty-five dollars

for every failure to comply with the foregoing regulations."

The matter will be taken up and gone into at the sittings of the

Board to be held at Ottawa on the first Tuesday in April, 1909.

If these regulations should be put in force an additional expense

would be incurred, which, although not specifically placed upon the ship-

per, is made binding upon all. Shippers should be safeguarded in this

matter, so that any additional expense will not fall upon them and

thereby upon the public.

New Lumber Organization in British Columbia
A new organization, known as the British Columbia Lumber, Log-

ging and Forestry Association, with which is amalgamated the Britsh

Columbia Chamber of Commerce and the Forestry Association, has been

formed in Victoria by prominent lumbermen, representative of the dif-

ferent provincial sections. Several meetings have been held, and all

were largely attended. The objects of the body, according to the an-

nouncements made, are varied, but the principal ones are to secure

stable titles to timber lands, to support legislation for the protection

and in the interests, generally, of the industry, and to endorse and assist

in carrying to fruition, plans for the conservation of British Columbia's

forest wealth.

Following are the officers of the association : President, A. D. McRae,

president and manager of the Fraser River Saw Mills, Limited, New

Westminster; 1st Vice-President, Otto Lachmund, president of the

Mountain Mills Association; 2nd Vice-President, M. S. Logan, of Logan

A Stinson, Vancouver; 3rd Vice-President, Peter Lund, general manager

of the Paterson Lumber Company, of Wardner, B.C.

Executive and advisory committees also have been appointed. The

former consists of seven and the latter of forty-two members. On the

executive are two Victorians, namely, A. C. Flumerfelt and Michael

Carlin. The other five represent the coast and mountain districts as

follows: Capt. M. N. Garland, president and general manager of the

Nimkish Lake Logging Company; J. McRae, managing director of the

Rat Portage Lumber Company, of Vancouver; George Small, president

and general manager of the Small & Bucklin Lumber Company, New
Westminster; Ottis Staples and T. Kilpatrick, of the Kootenays. The

association has two secretaries, Dr. Judson Clark, secretary-treasurer of

the B. C. Chamber of Commerce and Forestry, which amalgamates with

the new organization, and Mr. W. A. Anstie, secretary of the Mountain

Mills Association.

Mr. W. A. Anstie is one of the most capable men in lumber circles

in the province. He will retain his former connection with the Mountain

Association.

Mr. Judson F. Clark, B.S.A., Ph.D., is one of the most widely

known foresters on the continent, having been associated with Mr. Pin-

chot, of the United States Department of Agriculture, at one time pro-

fessor of forestry in Cornell University and late forester of the Ontario

Government, who has been secretary of the British Columbia Chamber of

Commerce and Forestry. Dr. Clark's duties in connection with the

eastern people he represents in this province would not permit of him

giving his full time to the work of the new association, but the executive

have been fortunate in securing his services in the capacity of advising

forester. Dr. Clark has, since going to the coast, delivered some of the

ablest addresses on the subject of forestry that have been heard, and his

services will be invaluable to the Government, as well as to the lumber-

men of the province.

Lumbermen in Spokane and throughout the United States inland

empire believe that business will be better this spring and summer than

at any time in the history of the western country, for the reason that

there is every indication of great activity in building, not only in the

cities and towns, but also in the country and more especially in the

new towns recently opened along the line of the Chicago, Milwaukee &

Puget Sound Railway Company in Washington, Idaho and Montana.

Work on the North Coast Railroad, between Spokane and the coast, of

which Robert E. Strahorn, of Spokane, is president, and the building

of the Big Bend Transit Company's line from Spokane into the Big Bend

wheat belt, by Frederick E. Goodall, president of the Spokane Chamber

of Commerce, and his associates, and the line in the Okanagan country,

projected by Colonel Albert M. Dewey, of Spokane, will mean much for

this part of the Northwest. The farmers and orchardists have had a

good season and many of them will make improvements in the way of

residences and barns and storehouses, and there is a more than usual

influx of settlers into the newly opened irrigation districts.

A newly imported wood, used for high-class cabinet and piano work,

is the Tasmanian myrtle. It is of a rich pink color, hard and very close-

grained.
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Use of Norway Pine for Door Making
Interesting Opinions Pro and Con by Manu-
facturers Methods of Working Followed

A question which has frequently been asked of the "Canada Lum-
berman" is whether good doors can be made of Norway pine. Corre-
spondents often state that they have trouble with it on account of its

tendency to warp. They therefore use other woods such as white pine,
southern pine or cypress. With a view to obtaining the ideas of those
who have had experience upon the question, enquiries were .mad^ of a
number of door manufacturing companies, and some useful information
was received in the replies. It appears from these that there is a strong
objection to the use of Norway pine for the reasons stated, in some
quarters, but that others who have studied the matter closely have come
to the conclusion that a good door can be made from this wood if it

is properly handled. Stress is laid more often thai) anything else upon
the importance of having the wood thoroughly kiln dried. Several
manufacturers in the Southern States are loud in their praise of red
cypress for doors and believe that it gives more satisfactory results than
any other. A number of the replies received in connection with this
subject are published herewith and will make interesting reading.

In Favor of Using Norway Pine for Doors.

Those who believe Norway pine can be used successfully for doors
write as follows

:

The Bryan Manufacturing Company, dealers in Lumber, lath, shin-
gles, doors, etc., Collingwood, Out., say:

"We have made large quantities of doors of Norway pine and have had no
complaints of same warping and do not think they are nearly as liable to warp
as doors made from Southern or Georgia pine, and if they are properly manu-
factured we think there will he little trouble from this cause.

"Our process of manufacture is to thoroughly dry-kiln material in the
rough, then to rip it up and cut it to sizes and plane it out of wind on the buzz
planer or jointer. This insures the door being straight and out of wind when
leaving the factory, and, after that, if it is given the ordinary care that any
panel door should have and not put into a damp building, we do not think it
is any more liable to warp than a door made from white pine. We think you
will find in a good many cases where people have had trouble with warping, that
the doors have either been made from stock not thoroughly kiln dried or else
it is not dressed out of wind in manufacture, in which case the door would be
warped before leaving the factory. In our case we do not mortise and tenon out-
doors but put them together with hardwood dowels, which, we claim, makes a
superior job and does not weaken the stile of the door nearly as much, and
therefore it is not nearly so liable to warp, as if it was mortised and tenoned."

The G. W. Murray Company, Limited, Winnipeg, say:
"We have never attempted to manufacture doors out of Norway pine. At

the same "time, we think that the material can be made to answer the purpose
if properly treated in the kiln-drying. British Columbia fir at present takes
the place of most of the materials which would be used for natural finish, the
Norway fir is consequently not a factor in the door business in this western
country."

John Piggott & Sons, Windsor, Ont., say.

"We have made quite a lot of doors out of Norway pine and have always
been very particular about selecting the stuff. When we get good material
and dry, we do not find that it warps much more than any other wood, and if

it comes out of good large logs we think that it will stand as well, if not better
than, Southern pine."

Siemon Brothers, Limited, Wiarton, say:

"Our experience in this has been limited, but a firm which the writer
worked for, made the doors out of cheap material glued up, and veneered them
with Norway or Georgia pine, in fact anything, and that way makes the best
door."

John Harrison & Sons' Company, Limited, lumber lath and shingle
dealers, Owen Sound, Ont., say:

"We get some very nice Norway or red pine here, which we find very suit-
able for inside doors. It is not nearly so hard or liable to warp as Southern
pine."

Some Reasons Against Norway Pine Doors.

Those who do not favor the use of Norway pine for doors write as
follows

:

Ed. C. Nicholson & Son., contractors and builders, St. Catharines,
Ont., say:

"We have never made or used a door made of Norway pine material, as it

is not satisfactory to work. It is too heavy. The fibre is too dense. It is

too easily splintered and warps and twists. It will not stay straight after
sawing. For instance: take a 2-inch plank 8 x 10 inches wide. Saw through
the centre. It will either go- convex or concave. It is given to checking and
has too much sap, which discolors and turns green. We have made some sash
with Norway, but they were not satisfactory. Norway is all right for framing in
buildings, where it is covered up, such as timber jointing, sheeting, etc., but
not for finishing. It does not take the paint very well. The paint is apt to
peel off. We have used it for flooring, but if left bare and washed frequently
it soon gets very dirty and begins to peel."

The Gilmour Door Company, Limited, Trenton, Out., *a\
;

"Neither Norway nor yellow pine makes a satisfactory solid door, because
both of these materials warp badly. White pine holds its shape better. We
never make any solid Norway doors, but sometimes use Norway panels and
yellow pine panels in white pine framing. These panels are held straight in
the grooves of the framing. We make a great many solid yellow pine doors,
but m most cases persuade our customers to permit us to build the framing
up in three parts, which construction gives it a less tendency to change its
shape. The only way to overcome the twisting or warping of lumber is to make
it up with glue in two or more parts, i.e., the principle of the veneered door,
and even then they will sometimes change their shape under very trving con-
ditions."

The M. Brennen & Sons Manufacturing Company, Limited, whole-
sale dealers in lumber, lath and shingles, Hamilton, Ont., say:

"In our opinion neither Southern pine nor Norway pine is suitable for
making doors, excepting for the panels. We use both the Southern and Nor-
way pine for the panels, some people prefer the Southern pine to the Norway
pine for panels. We find that the Southern pine for panels is more liable to
twist and split than Norway.

"We do not think either Norway or Southern pine would be suitable for
stiles or rails of doors, and we have not attempted to use either of these except
on one or two occasions some time ago, when they gave very poor satisfaction."

The Schultz Brothers Company, Limited, contractors and builders,
Brantford, Ont., say:

"We make nothing but a No. 1 door, and in our experience soft white
pine is about the only thing that can be relied upon for rails and stiles, not to
spring or warp, except cypress or cedar, which is sometimes used with very
good results.

"Norway would make a very poor material for doors on account of it being
sc hard in nature, and the same might be said of Georgia or Southern pine.
Where Georgia pine or any other particular finish is wanted, it is customary
for us to veneer on a white pine core."

The S. Hadley Lumber Company, Limited, Chatham, Ont., say.

"We are unable to give you any information from personal experience, as
we have never made any doors from Norway pine, believing that it would not
be satisfactory, and consequently we have never experimented with it."

W. C. Edwards & Company, Limited, Rockland, Ont., say:
"We never before heard of manufacturing doors from red pine. We use

white pine altogether for doors, excepting where we use oak or some of the
hardwoods."

Red Cypress Favored in the Southern States.

Among those who advocate red cypress for doors are the following:
The Standard Millwork Company, Norwood, Ohio, say:
"We cut up a considerable quantity of Louisiana red cypress every year in

the manufacture of doors, sash and blinds. We make various other items in
The millwork line of cypress. We regard cypress as the nearest wood in all

respects to the old Michigan and Wisconsin white pine, of any wood now in
general use. It will hold its place and remains straight in doors. It will take
a natural finish easily, and makes a fine finish. It will paint equally as well
as any wood, and there is no doubt that it is more durable than any wood in
use. Regarding the Southern yellow pine for millwork, we manufacture a great
many doors from the short-leaf yellow pine. It makes an elegant door finish
in the natural, is beautiful, has a fine grain, stands well, and is but a little
heavier than cypress or white pine. Consumers who have used these yellow
pine doors and are able to secure well manufactured doors, continue to use
them.'*

The Louisiana Bed Cypress Company, of New Orleans, La., say:
"We do not manufacture anything but Louisiana red cypress lumber, which

is exceptionally well adapted to the manufacture of sash, doors and blinds.
Tt is being used to-day where white pine was used in the past, and will make
the very best doors on the market, not only on account of their durability, but
because of the beautiful grain of the wood, and also on account of its character,
as it does not warp."

The Huttig Sash & Door Company, St. Louis, Mo., say:
"We have been using cypress lumber largely for the past fifteen years and

are using same more and more each year, which takes the place of the old Wis-
consin white pine. The fact is, that during the last five years we have been
using from four to six million feet of cypress lumber each year and believe
that it is coming more and more into the general use."

The Baltimore Sash & Door Company, Baltimore, Md., say:
"We cornsider cypress one of the best substitutes there is for Northern

pine. As to our method of treating the lumber, would say it may be treated no
different from white pine, the main object is to have the lumber dry and when
it is properly dried it makes excellent material.

As a result of the Alberta elections being called for March 22nd, the
convention of lumber manufacturers and retailers between the great lakes

and the Pacific coast, which was to have been held at Calgary on March
23rd, has been postponed until April 13th.
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Some Reforms which are Much Needed.

There is a considerable difference of opinion as to the outcome of

the requests which have been made by numerous delegations on behalf

of the lumber and timber industries to the Provincial Government. A

prominent dealer in discussing the subject recently said that he did not

think the delegations would have much effect. The Government had a

settled policy upon the question, which he believed was sound, and

which they would not change upon the request of any delegations. Con-

tinuing, be said: "I believe more effective work could be done with the

Government, by employers of labor asking for redress under the Em-
ployer's Compensation Act and the Boiler Inspection Act. respectively.

I do not see why the unfortunate employer should imperil his position

commercially by being mulcted in heavy damages for unavoidable acci-

dent occurring to the workman, when the whole province shares in the

benefit accruing from the manufacture. In regard to the boiler inspec-

tion, British Columbia is the only province in which manufacturers have

to pay for Government boiler inspection and the insurance of the boiler

as well. By paying for Government boiler inspection the manufacturer

gets nothing out of it. If the boiler exploded next day, the manufacturer

would have to settle for the damages. I think that the inspection of

the insurance company should be sufficient. In the latter case, when

boilers explode, the insurance company must pay the damage. It seems

then, very unjust that double it should be paid by the British Columbia

manufacturer.

An official who is closely in touch with the Government gives it as

his opinion that the Government would have much difficulty in changing

the tenure of annual licenses and at the same time establishing an

equitable rental. If an equitable rental were established, an increased

tenure would not improve. conditions materially as conditions were bound

tc change in the near future and licenses would become more valuable

than leases. When the term of a lease was about to expire the Gov-

ernment would probably increase the rental of the lease, but the license

rental, if some of the timber men had their own way, would continue

the same from 21 to 42 years The Government would find it difficult

to legislate in such a way as to decrease the value of leases and increase

the value of licenses.

Washington and Minnesota Dealers Purchase
Vancouver Limits.

Some 32.000 acres of timber hind on the Jordan River, Vancouver

Island, have been purchased from J. A. Sayward, of Victoria, by the

Michigan-Pacific Lumber Company. Seattle lumber dealers who are

operating in British Columbia are heavily interested in the newly formed

company, which was organized at Grand Bapids, Mich, with a capital

stock of $1,500,000. Another big timber deal has also been recorded,

30,0(Kj acres of timber lands having been purchased from a Vancouver

syndicate of capitalists by J. M. Tuller, manager in British Columbia

for F B Pendleton, H. S. Gilkie & Company, a United States syndi-

cate, the members of which reside in Minnesota and Wisconsin. The

land;; are situated 200 miles north of Vancouver and include a valuable

tract of cedar. It is the intention of the owners to erect lumber and

shingie mills on the property. They will also construct several miles of

railway this summer. This is the second large tract of land in British

Columbia, which has passed into the possession of Messrs. Pendleton &

Gilkie, a purchase of a considerable acreage of fir timber having been

made by them some months ago. The property, which was taken over

last year, and which lies about 70 miles to the north of Vancouver, will

also be developed this summer.
It is estimated that there are about 350,000,000 feet of timber on

both the tracts just purchased and on the property which the company
took over last summer.

It is stated that the company have also under consideration the

purchase of several other timber tracts in different parts of British

Columbia.

feet. The trade with California in this class of lumber has for years

been held by Puget Sound, Gray's Harbor and Oregon ports. According

to shipping authorities this cargo will create a precedent. Much interest

will be taken in the outcome of the transaction, as it will cast an in-

teresting sidelight upon the tariff issue, which occupies so prominent a

position in lumber circles at present.

B. C. Lumher Invading California Market.

Much speculation has been caused by the recent loading of a vessl

at the Fraser Biver mills, near New Westminster, B.C., with a cargo

of fir lumber for California. Owing to the duty of $2 a thousand feet

on lumber, it is thought hardly possible to make a profit on this ship-

ment. It is understood that the vessel will take a cargo of clears, and

while this grade of lumber is known to be somewhat scarce at the mills

on Puget Sound, the only solution millmen can offer for this shipment

being made from British Columbia is that it is sold very cheaply. This

quality of lumber is quoted by Puget Sound mills at about $23, and if

the sale of this cargo is based on that figure, it might prove an expensive

shipment when the duty is added. The cargo consists of about 1,500,000

Interesting B. C. Short Lengths.

The Elk Lumber Company, of Fernie, B.C., have purchased a Stet-

son-Boss Beady-Sizer, size 10 x 30, with shiplap attachment.

J. D. McArthur, of Winnipeg, says that he regards British Columbia

timber as one of the safest possible investments. He has purchased til)

square miles of timber limits in the Kitamaat Valley, B.C., which he

acquired simply as an investment.

The mill of the Fairview Cedar Lumber Company, owned by John

Hanbury, of Brandon, on the south shore of False Creek near Granville

street bridge, Vancouver, has been destroyed by fire. It has been partly

dismantled in preparation for removal to another site, and there was

not much machinery inside. The damage was about $5,000.

A number of Victoria and New York capitalists have purchased from

the Prince Bupert Tie A Timber Company 50 square miles of timber

lands, situated on Vancouver Island, for $275,000. The Prince Bupert

Tie & Timber Company is composed of Vancouver and Ottawa men, and

has its headquarters in Vancouver.

An amendment to the Bush Fire Act, introduced by the Chief Com-
missioner of Lands and Works, has been passed. It sets forth that no

person shall light fires in any fire district for the purpose of clearing

land or for other purposes, between May and October, without a written

permit from the Fire Warden, Assistant Fire Warden; Timber Inspector;

Government Agent; Gold Commissioner; Forest Banger; Mining Be-

corder; Provincial Police Officer, or Constable.

By an Act of the Legislature at Victoria, the law against exporting

logs to the United States from British Columbia has been extended to

take in the whole province. When the law was originally passed it only

applied to the coast, the Legislature deeming that it would be impossible

for logs to be exported east of the Cascades. Of late, however, a great

deal of timber had been taken out from the Kootenays and manufac-

tured in Idaho. The new law will not go into force until July.

Mr. Alan M. Stewart, secretary-treasurer of the Western Betail

Lumbermen's Association, in a letter to the "Canada Lumberman" says :

'

' We have just passed through one of the worst years in the history of

the lumber business and I am glad to see that all prospects are looking

like better times. I think that by the end of this year the lumber business

will get on to a living basis, which it certainly has not been for the last

two years."

Walter Thomas, of Vancouver, formerly manager of the Vancouver

Gas Company, claims to have solved the secret of manufacturing gas

out of mill refuse. He is demonstrating his system daily by a 40 horse-

power engine, and says he can sell illuminating gas at 50 cents a thou-

sand and make a large profit, besides utilizing valuable sub-refuse. The

hundreds who have seen the engine operating say that Thomas has

either nothing or something very big in possibilities. The small engine

turns out very fine illuminating gas, and several by-products.

In the case of the purchase of the Harrison Biver Mills Timber &

Trading Company, by Douglas Cameron, of Winnipeg, there appear to

have been certain deficiencies in the estimates of the assets as sub-

mitted, and as the agreement of sale called for arbitration proceedings,

the question was submitted to F. C. Wade, J. H. Senkler and H. O.

Alexander for arbitration. Messrs. Senkler and Alexander found the

value of the deficiency to be $9,842, but Mr. Wade disagreed, and as all

three did not find alike the judge has set aside the award of Messrs.

Senkler and Alexander.

Under the supervision of Cecil M. Bryant, A.B.S.M., A.I.M.M., an

experimental plant has been operating at Vancouver for making turpen-

tine from pitch wood, the patent being issued to F. T. Snyder. It is now
claimed that the result of these experiments is that a method has been

discovered for extracting, with little expense, chemically pure turpen-

tine, tar oil, resin, charcoal and pitch, from 'a cord of pitchy wood pur-

chased at $5, the entire value of the products- being $24.70. The total

expense is $12.50, and it is claimed that a thousand cords of wood can

be treated daily by a comparatively inexpensive plant.

An idea of the slaughter of timber annually in the Canadian woods

may be gleaned from the fact that 12,000,000 acres of timber lands is

required to furnish Canada's annual export of pulpwood, and something

like 8,000,000 acres to supply Canada's railways annually with ties.
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Court Decisions Affecting Lumber

Dispute Regarding Payments from a Sale of Logs. I„ the case of
Johtie v. Ash et a \, winch recently came before Judge Morrison at Van-
colver, judgment was given in the following terms:

"This is in reality a ease of a claim by two rival trading concernsup coast for the payment of their respective accounts for merchandise
out of the proceeds of a certain boom of logs belonging to the defendants,
Ash, Brown & Bartlett.

"The plaintiff undertook to go good for supplies to be furnished tothose defendants, whereupon they signed the following memorandumIn consideration of J. Joliffe going security, with W. H. Galley ofHarbledown Island, for our supplies for Harbledown on Vancouver
Island we Claude Ash, Thomas Bartlett and D. Brown, do agree toallow J. Joliffe to sell our boom and handle the proceeds of same forthe purpose of paying W. H. Galley for supplies and anv money orgoods supplied by himself.' J

"The goods were supplied by one Galley and paid for by the plaintiffpursuant to this memorandum. The logs were cut and bound and thedefendants, Ash, et a!., notified the plaintiff of the fact. He, however
did not succeed m selling them and gave as his reason that the marketwas against him They allege that after the lapse of a sufficient periodthey told him that they intended trying to dispose of the boom them-
selves and straightway sold them to the defendants, Merrifield & Lloyd
to whom they owed a bill for the amount of the purchase money J do
not tnmk the plaintiff assented to the defendant's selling the" lo^s or
ev,,n understood the purpose of the conversation, assuming it took place.The plaintiff alleges that he notified the purchasers of his charge on the
logs as above set out, and that with such knowledge they made the said
purchase in question. From the best consideration I can give the evi-dence after seeing and hearing the witnesses and closely reading the
transcript of the proceedings at the trial, I find that Merrifield was
notified by the plaintiff of the claim he had against this boom of logs
1 do not accept Merrifield's evidence in denial, mainly from his de-meanor in giving evidence and from the inherent probabilities of thesurrounding circumstances. Having regard to the locality in which the
parties carried on their work and business and the few traders thereand their methods of trading, it is a fair inference, that apart from the
plaintiff s evidence, Merrifield & Lloyd were put fairly upon inquiryand that they knew that the plaintiff had an adverse interest in theproperty I do not think that they have shown that they are bona fide
f urohasers without notice In coming to this conclusion I am assistedby th3 case of Forest v. Smith, et. al., a decision of the full court de-
livered December 11, 1908, and not yet reported.

"There will be judgment against Ash, Bartlett & Brown for theamount of the plaintiff's bill, $484, and a declaration (1) that the logsm question were bought by the defendants, Merrifield & Lloyd withthe notice of the plaintiff's interest therein; (2) that the logs be sold
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Sale be Paid forthwith thereafter into court;and (3) that the plaintiff he paid the amount of his claim and costs out
ot the amount so paid in."

...

''
Aid

f
t0 Shippers" is the title of a 72-page book containing a quan-

tity of information of value to all engaged in the export or import trade.The book is issued by Oelnchs & Company, of New York, for more than
forty years the American representatives of the North German LloydSteamship Company who by reason of long experience are qualified to
advise. The table of foreign moneys with United States equivalents,
together with^ weights, measurements, tariffs, Customs requirements,
etc will be found of great value. "Aids to Shippers" will be sent

rz^iz^t 0^ & Company
'
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Interpretation of an Agreement to Cut—The case of the Lauren-

n«L Tr
?°miTŷ - ? a

T
pti8t Came Up on aPPeal recen% in the Su-preme Court and Chief Justice Sir Charles Fitzpatrick delivered an

interesting judgment. The point to be determined, he said, was the
right acquired under a deed passed between two private individuals
conveying the right to cut timber. The appellants on January 25th.
1887, through their agent, Forrnan, bought from one Reynar, "the right

Z°?
W°°?' W

n
Ch 18 t0 be f0und " on the Iote in

<i
uestion,

with the right to make all necessary roads and buildings for such pur-pose (to wit, said cutting) on all the aforesaid lots; for the said Forrnan

f?omthe7LTtl^J^ng during the ^iod of *~*
Subsequently, said the Chief Justice, Beynar sold the lots to oneValheres under whose title the respondent holds. The question at issue

is
.
What is the character of the title given by Beynar to Forrnan ? Didthe purchaser, Forrnan, now represented by the appellant, acquire or

take a title in the land or merely a license to cut, not all the standing
timber, but the trees or soft wood to be found on the lots mentioned
which when cut and removed became his property? In other words can
it be gathered from the words of the contract that the vendor intended to
sell growing timber which might remain on the land, drawing nutriment

theiefrom for the benefit of the purchaser during twenty years, or dide acquire a right or license to cut a certain portion of t'L timber thenstanding which right was to be exercised at any time during went!years? After referring to the evidence and to the* precedents L3to the case the Cine Justice concluded by dismissing the appeal withOOstB his judgment showed the Court of Appeal to be in accord withhe judgment of Mr. Justice Bosse in the court below, who was of opinion tftal the right in question was a mere personal obligation
Membership in a Lumber Company Being Wound Up—Judge Latch-ford recently gave judgment in the case of re Nipissing Planing MillsLimited, Rankin's case. This was an appeal by a liquidator of the «2*

TlHhT^ of
,
wl
?dmfUP- fro™ w order or report of the local masterat North Bay, refusing to plaee B. Bankin on the list of contribute**,of the company. Rankin was not one of the applicants for incorpora-

t.on and did not sign the memorandum of agreement executed in
duplicate, which was filed with the Provincial Secretary, although hesigned a memorandum in the same form, under which it was agreed

held SLHfi!
;PP,hcatlff01- shares in the company. Judge Latchford

held that although probably Rankin intended to apply for shares thememorandum which he signed was only an agreement to become incorporated and to take certain shares. It was not an agreement with the

. ^ ™OWed> allot-ent of shafes and acceptance
0 stock, , iank , u t h been tQ deny that ^ w^ J

! . t„?m re
u ^ ^ be

f
n SUch an cement and accordinglyJudge Latchford upheld the order of the Master at North Bay in re-fusing to place Rankin on the list of contributories.

English Imports for 1908 and 1907,

f
.

I

Th « imP°rt8 of hewn and sawn timber at the twelve principal portsof the United Kingdom for the years ending 31st December, Wand
11)07, were as follows:

London
Cardiff

Hull V.'.W-.V.
Liverpool

West Hartlepool
Manchester (including Runcorn)
Newport, Mon
Grimsby
Grangemouth
Borrowstrounness
Swansea
Gloucester

. Loadf

To end of To end of

Dec. 1908. Dec. 1907.
1,440,020 1,580,058
1.208,773 1,101,114
820.231 829,378
591,858 040,879
507.533 559,011
515,043 497,932
379,010 330,435
300.950 300 050
285,315 201.273
224.387 190.5",1

190,945 101.738
188,083 178.453

Trade Enquiries.

fk« Si
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l

niT Go™rnment Trade and Commerce reports containthe following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman-may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stampedenvelope and stating number of enquiry p

134. Soft birch -A Manchester firm desires to correspond withCanadian shippers of soft birch.
1

140. Veneer -A Manchester firm asks for prices of 3-ply wood ve-neer from Canadian manufacturers.
143. Pine deals.-A Manchester firm asks for prices of pine dealsfrom Canadian exporters of same.

1

StJ46
*

SP°kes -A Manchester firm now buying in the Unitedmt^" deSCnPtl0n
°f ^ *P"m Canadian

TTtn+Jf
6 dT%~\ Manc^ter firm now obtaining supply from

^:d

j:;^Lior descnption and prices °f ^ Can-

148. Machinery.-A Yorkshire firm manufacturing wood-working

io?
1
"

LoL A'LonTn
68 ^ Tl ^ actions in SanaZ15d Logs.—A London manufacturing company is open to contractfor regu ar supplies of logs, with the bark on, in lengths of and o

12 and 14 feet with about 18 .inches diameter inside the bark in birchash elm, white oak, beech, bird's-eye maple and ordinary mi and

in wooden trays

and other turned goods.
melons, and also of wooden utensils

188. Representation -A Glasgow firm of commission merchants de

z\uZT^;rcKs m offlce dcsks -4 - p".n~:

parcels of clean wood squares of pine spruce Z h7 '
regular

inch x 1%-inch and 00 inch z lSffl/ 48"mch X ^
castle-on-Tyne.

A 1/i-mch. Shipments to New-
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Items of Interest from Miscellaneous

Points

Rockvale Mills Purchased by Dr. Jamicson.

Dr. Jamieson, M.P.P., of Durham. Ont., president of the Durham

Furniture Company, acting for the company, has purchased from Mr.

Mark Armstrong, administrator for the estate of the partnership of him-

self and the late W. A. Armstrong, what is known as the Rockvale Mills

property and timber limits connected therewith. The mills are situated

five miles north-east of Flesherton station on the Collingwood gravel

road. There are nine and one-half acres of land, on which there are

about a dozen buildings in all. The limits consist of 800 acres of fairly

good land on good road and within easy distance of the mill. Seven

hundred acres of the limits are choice, unculled bush, nearly all being

hardwood, and well suited to the manufacture of furniture. The price

paid wis i'i the neighborhood of $28,000.

Serious Damage to St. John River Booms.

The St. John River Log Driving Company, of Fredericton, N.B..

sustained a heavy loss recently by a sudden thaw accompanied by a

prolonged rain storm, which caused considerable damage all over New
Brunswick, to bridges and other property. The company's sheer booms

are always stored for the winter in a- small stream, named the Nash-

'

St. John River Booms Destroyed by freshet.

waaksis, which enters the St. John River a mile or so above Fredericton.

The thaw caused a tremendous rise in the stream and about $20,000

worth of booms were torn from their moorings and driven out onto the

ice of the main river. Heavy sheer booms of 5 timbers, 10x12, bolted

side by side, were snapped off by the force of the rush, which lasted

but for a few minutes. Some booms were actually driven under the

main river ice for some 250 feet. Very little was saved from the wreck

and the company is hard at work preparing new booms for the spring

run of logs early in May. The accompanying illustration gives a good

idea of the damage done.

Cooperage BusinessIinlNorthernlNew York.

Mr. Geo. B. Oberton, of North Bangor, Maine, in a letter to the

"Canada Lumberman," gives the following account of the cooperage

business at St. Regis Falls, N.Y. :

"The present winter's output of hardwood logs in this locality is

approximately 23,000,000 feet. These are to be used exclusively for

cooperage stock at the St. Regis Falls plant of the Brooklyn Cooperage

Company (a subsidiary concern of the American Sugar Refining Com-
pany). Four different sawmill firms sold their output of hardwood logs

to this company at an average rate of $9 per thousand, delivered at mill

or track. These firms have heretofore sawn their logs into lumber, but
owing to the state of the lumber market, find it more profitable to dis-

pose of their logs in this way.
"Wages in the camps have been as follows: 'Short-stops,' $13 to

$20 per month; experienced men who stayed a reasonable length of

time, $30 per month; teamsters, $30, with a bonus of $5 added to

each month for those who stayed till the end of hauling operations; $1.75

to $3.00 per day for team. This includes board for man and team and

use of sleds.

"A firm which has a contract for taking out 3,000,000 feet per year,

delivers its logs at the stave mill by a trolley line five miles long. A
gasoline locomotive was first tried and proved a failure, on account of

the steep grades—in some instances ten per cent. The road is a 3-foot

gauge. Two carloads of logs are easily hauled by the motor.

"From a bulletin issued by the Department of Commerce and

Labor, I have gleaned the following facts, relative to the slack cooper-

age industry : Pennsylvania ranks first in the manufacture of staves,

followed by Missouri, Michigan, Arkansas, Virginia, Maine, and New
York, ranking in the order named.. Twenty-one different woods were

used in the manufacture of staves. The lowest average value was shown

for chestnut staves, $4.53 per thousand; the highest average value,

$7.96, was reported for ash Gum wood produced the largest amount

of staves, followed by pine, elm, beech, maple and spruce in the order

named. Virginia was credited with the largest number of pine staves.

These are largely used in the low grade barrel circular packages, etc.

Over seven-eighths of the spruce staves were reported for Maine. These

are chiefly used for butter tubs, pails, and other circular packages.

"Pennsylvania ranked first in the production of beech, birch and

maple staves. Michigan furnished 98 per cent, of the elm staves. Ohio

was credited with the largest number of elm hoops."

Washington Lumbermen Campaigning Against
Tariff Reduction.

That the presentation of a report by the Ways and Means Com-
mittee of the House of Representatives at Washington, does not involve

an end of the campaign against the reduction of the duty on lumber is

forcibly shown by the steps which are now being taken by Washington
State lumbermen. Statistics are now being obtained from Washington
and other Pacific coast states to show the extent of the imports into

those states from the dairying and agricultural states of the middle West
and the heavy shipments of lumber which are sent in return by the

Pacific coast country. Figures have been received to show that Wash-
ington imports about $1,000,000 worth of dairy products from Minne-
sota, about $1,500,000 worth from Iowa, about $500,000 worth from
North Dakota, and similar amounts from other rich states in the middle

West. Figures are being obtained to show the extent of other imports.

It is claimed that from Minnesota alone Washington takes from $3,-

000,000 to $5,000,000 worth of products, both agricultural and manu-
factured.

In return, the State of Washington ships about $1,500,000 worth of

lumber to Minnesota and corresponding amounts to other states in the

middle West. The lumbermen claim that as soon as the duty is re-

moved the low grade lumber from Canada will immediately flood the

middle Western States of Minnesota, the Dakotas, Wisconsin, Illinois,

Iowa and Nebraska, driving out the Pacific coast lumber. The natural

effect, it is claimed, will be to drive the trade of the Pacific Northwest
up into Canada, and the Middle Western States will lose a rich market
for their products. This statement will be laid before the Ways and
Means Committee and placed in the hands of all members of Congress.

Estimating Rules for Ties, etc., in Pennsylvania.

In the State of Pennsylvania the number of board feet of lumber
contained in ties, poles, posts, etc., is estimated by means of the fol-

lowing table

:

Railroad tie 44 board feet

Mine tie 25

Telegraph pole 150

Trolley pole . 100

Fence post 10

Fence rail 8

. .Mine prop 18

Car of mine props 5,460

7,500 lath 1,000

3,500 shingles 1,000

Cord of wood 1,000

John G. Hall & Company, wholesale lumber dealers, 114 State

street Boston, Mass., have issued an attractive calendar for 1909, a

copy of which they have sent to the "Canada Lumberman." The calen-

dar is mounted on a large light brown board and is decorated with a

beautiful copy of a painting of a young lady. The picture is designed in

rich greens, reds and browns, which harmonize delightfully and make the

calendar an exceptionally welcome one.

In the annual trade review published recently in the "Canada Lum-
berman," the 1908 cut of Gilmour & Hughson's mill at Hull. Que., was
placed at a greater amount than the 1907 cut. Their cut in 1908 should

have been stated as about 25,000,000 feet, which was less than they

cut in 1907.
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Facts vs. Theory in Modern Logging

rife t '"r
116 m°tber °f inven*ion, most inventions are natur-ally a.med at the "'Largest Fixed Expense." In other words, efforts toCut Costs are usually directed at those expenses which form thelarges proportion of the finished cost. This being true, it is the moreremarkable that, while every other branch of the lumber business haslong since been modernized and highly developed, the logging end (which

3 the most expensive end) has until the past few years, continued in
its primitive methods, and only after a radical departure from the oldways has the economic handling of logs been solved.

Because these changes have taken place so recently, and the really
successful devices are so few, only those who have studied the question
thoroughly and become intimately acquainted with conditions as the-*
exist in the various sections of the country can discuss the subject evenm a general way, intelligently.

Since these labor saving machines for handling logs have been on
the market, many arguments have been advanced and much has been
written concerning their fitness or unfitness under certain conditions
but facts are facts, and machines which have been theoretically con-
demned, as impractical under certain conditions, have sometimes proven
the reverse in real practice therefore, the only proof is in the actual
operation and results obtained.

As few industries vary so much in their local environments as the
lumber business, the machine best adapted to the general handling of

Good Results Obtained by the Use of Log
Loading Machinery By Norton Mattocks

be simple in construction and easj for the average man to operate Itmust burn either wood or coal and be adaptable to both standard and
narrow gauge track.

Pig. 1 shows the general design of the McGiffert, the style of frame
its massive construction and (he regular position occupied when pro-
pellmg itself along the track. Fig. 2 shows the truck frames raised and

Fig. 3. A wet spot in the South. Skidding from both sides of the track.

the machine supported by the four curved legs, leaving the rails clearto permit the passage of cars under it for the purpose of loading Byrunning a spotting line over a forward sheave, then under and back to

into position under the boom to receive their load. When in this posi-

^? wi £
rests

I
w
?
h a wide base and with 8tability to skid

SiZJTH d!StanCe
-
B iS thuS evident that an e°tiretrain may be loaded at one setting or each car in the train may be

Fig- Regular position of Loader
resting on truck frames while

propelling itself.

Fig. 2.—Loader resting on broad base
with truck frames raised, ready

to pull empty car under
boom for loading.

logs is that which can and does most nearly adapt itself to all condi-
:ions; not in the mind of the theorist, but in actual practice. The best
criterion, therefore, as to the comparative efficiency of one device over
mother would naturally be in the larger number of machines in use to-
jether with the duplications of these machines. If this assumption is
orrect there can be no question, but what the McGiffert log loader takes
_

foremost place among loading devices. Anyone who has traversed the
imber sections of North America and seen the large number of these
/lachines operating successfully, under all conditions, and handling all
inds of timber, will admit this to be the case.

To appreciate more clearly the manifold advantages possessed by
tais machine, a brief enumeration of the requisites necessary for a suc-
cessful log loading device together with a short description of the Mc-
Giffert design, and its method of operating will be of assistance. In the
first place to load logs most economically on cars the loading device
must be self-propelling, able to move itself or its cars to any point and
at any time. It must also be capable of permitting both cars and loader
to pass each other on the same track. It must be able to load under all
track eruditions as well as all conditions of the teritory immediately
surrounding. It must be of powerful construction, to guard against all
possible breakdowns, as it frequently is a long way from its base of sup-
plies. It must have ample power to handle rapidly any log required of
it as well as propel a loaded train when the occasion demands. It must

Fig. 4.-A McGiffert handling some of the "questionable" kind in California.

switch engine""^
6^ al°Ug track and a11 witW the aid °f *

Fig^ 3 clearly indicates its advantages in wet and swampy countrywhere the use of horses would be impossible. It is at once apparent thatSSjr^^" 18 6\Uai t0 ^ounTorVrkTonditnwhere logging could be carried on with cars, and figs. 4 and 5 afford proof
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as to its power to handle any size logs that could be gotten to it fast-

enough to keep it busy.

While McGiffert loaders have been, for a few years past, in general

use in all other parts of the United States, it was not until early in 1907

that the first machine of this type was installed in the heavy timber

region of the Pacific coast. So gratifying, however, were the results fol-

lowing its installation that a second and third machine were immediately
ordered by the same people Prior to the introduction of this loader,

all the lumber in that territory was being bandied either by the old horse

and man method, by donkey engine, or by roll-ways, simply because no
better means had thus far proven successful.

The actual accomplishments of these machines, their ability to handle

logs advantageously, up to and over six feet in diameter and scaling as

high as 3,946 feet, were soon learned in other sections on the coast, until

at the present time about 20 McGiffert loaders, besides other special

steam logging machines, have supplanted former methods and by their

results are opening the eyes of the skeptic and disproving the conclusions

of theorists. In this connection it should be stated that while the Mc-
Giffert, self-propelling, steam log loader and skidder has made good

under conditions previously considered impossible, there is a certain class

of timber which can never be handled by any lifting device or moved to

mill on wheels. If a machine could load such logs it would not prove

profitable, for with such a loading capacity it could load more timber

in a day than any logging road or mill capacity could take care of.

As further evidence that the efficiency of this type of machine is

not confined to only certain localities in the West, they are distributed

in California, Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, Idaho, and Mon-
tana. To show what they are doing and bow they are valued by their

f £|

Fig. 5. Large Logs in Northern California. Largest Logs scaled 3,946 ft. Total

scale 23,330 ft. loaded with McGiffert Self Propelling Steam Log Loader

owners, the following extracts from testimonials should afford food for

thought.

The McCloud Biver Lumber Company, of McCloud, California, who
are operating three McGifferts, say in part

:

"... We will admit that we were somewhat sceptical as to the ma-
chines being able to load and handle the extremely heavy timber which we have,

but we have picked up with your machine and placed on the cars logs scaling

thirty-nine hundred and some odd feet so far, and with no apparent effort for

the machine ; so far as the ability of the machine to handle the size timber that

we have, or I might say almost any one else, has been thoroughly demon-
strated to us, and I feel confident that the machine will load any log that we
have in our woods.

"Upon the first day, and when the first machine was worked for the first

time, we loaded 73,000 feet of logs scattered along the right of way in one hour

and twenty minutes, the machine moving and placing its own empties at seven

different landings.
"I might add that every statement made by your representative has been

fulfilled in every respect, and in most cases more than what was promised, and
our every expectation has been gratified ....

"We have already wired an order for the thiid machine and we hope to be

able to do more business with you in the future."

In a later letter from the same people is the following

:

"... Would say that our three log loaders purchased from you last

spring .... have given entire satisfaction and we have not been disap-

pointed in them in any particular."

The Weed Lumber Company, Weed, California, say:

"We are using two McGiffert loaders, purchased during the year of 1907

. . . . , and consider them very efficient machines. Up to the present time

they have loaded all the logs they have been called on to load. We are oper-

ating two shifts and cutting about 200,000 feet per day.

"If we purchase further loaders, without doubt they will be McGiffert's."

From Washington, the Lamb Davis Lumber Company write :

"... We used your McGiffert for about ten days working off a trestle

about twenty feet high across the Wenatchee River. We took out about half

a million feet across a dried river bed, then hoisting them onto the cars on

the trestle. We found it necessary to move the loader several times during this

operation, and found that this could be done in a very few minutes. We are

very much pleased at losing so little time moving. The machine was not situ-

ated so that we could put out a guy line, except to attach it to the trestle itself,

but we were enabled to haul these logs, some of them as large as 3% feet in
diameter and 18 feet in length, with no trouble at all. We are very much im-
pressed with the operation of this machine, and feel convinced we have made
the best choice on the market."

The George Palmer Lumber Company, of LaGrande, Oregon, say

:

"We have had one of your McGiffert loaders at work in our logging camps
since last November, and are pleased to state that it has fully met our greatest
expectation in every way, handling the iogs quickly, safely, and economically.

"Our company completed the construction of its sawmill plant and com-
menced active operations only last fall, but for a few weeks previous to having
our McGiffert loader set up, we used horse teams to load our logging cars.
In this connection will state that those few weeks will always stand out as a
mountain on our cost record, as compared with the present cost of logging
operations."

Another McGiffert at Loyalton, California, operated by the Marsh
Lumber Company, is spoken of as follows

:

"We cannot speak too highly of your McGiffert loader because it has done
and is doing such excellent work in about halt the time, or less, than thei

former way of log loading ... It has saved us money from the start. The
self-propelling feature and method ot spotting the cars makes it the ideal outfit
for anyone who has many logs to handle and wants it done the cheapest way.
It handles any timber and is as near indesti uctable as such a machine could be.
If we needed another machine we would not hesitate to duplicate our order to
you. We cannot speak too well of it."

The Arrow Lake Lumber Company, British Columbia, shortly after

receiving the loader, say

:

"... We do not for a moment doubt that we will be entirely pleased
with the McGiffert."

The Northern California Lumber Company, Silt, Washington, say

:

"We believe that the machine is going to be everything that you claim for
it and, as far as we can see, it is built along lines which should eive it a lontr
life."

'

If what the McGiffert log loader has actually accomplished under
varying conditions and at widely separated points is not positive proof
of what it can do elsewhere under similar conditions, then facts mean
nothing and theorists will not be convinced.

A Good Outlook in the Prairies.

The situation in the lumber business in central and western Canada
is improving. Indications are for a good season, with probably better
prices.

Everyone connected with the lumber business at the present time is

waiting and hoping for an early spring. If the spring opens out early
the building trades will go forward with a rush. At present writing,
the architects in Winnipeg and at most points throughout the West
are very busy with plans and preliminary sketches for buildings of all

classes. There seems to be a change this year in the class of buildings
to be erected, and very few apartment houses are projected at the
present time. The plans seem to run more into business buildings and
stors, with a few residences scattered here and there.

The price of material has not gone up to any great extent and the
chances are very favorable for a splendid year from the builders' point
of view. Lumber is plentiful and can be obtained anywhere at a resaon-
able price. Money is easier and the loan companies have already in-

dicated a desire to advance same at a favorable rate of interest upon
legitimate propositions.

Taking everything into consideration the year is progressing just
as was expected by those who looked forward to a prosperous year.

The building totals for 1908 show that Western Canada "was not
only ahead of the United States, but also ahead of Eastern Canada in
the pro-rata amount of actual building accomplished. This, in the face
of many obstacles, shows that the march of progress in Western Cana-
da has not been changed to the^degree it has obtained in the older sett-
led districts. The building totals show that as a whole, the reduction
was comparatively small, while in some districts the increase was far
in advance over 1907.

The year has started off with a splendid record for the first two
months, and it is really wonderful the number of permits and building
projects that have been taken out and gone ahead with during the cold
weather which we have experienced. Up to the present writing, how-
ever, there has been no general resumption of building activity, such
as we saw in 1905 and 1906, but we expect it, nevertheless, and the next
two or three months ought to tell the tale.

The retail lumbermen are able and willing to supply material at
the lowest possible rate and they are looking forward confidently to a
good year's business.

If the architect is busy, the builder is likely to be busy later on.
The lumber and supply trades wTill be made busy, and everything will
be prosperous.

This year ought to mean better average profits to the builder, who
will be able to figure work on a fair percentage on each work, rather
than be striving on some work to make up for the obvious under-eal-
culations of the predecessors.



THE MACHINERY WORLD
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Equipment are Doing

An Automatic Woodworkers' Grinder for General
Grinding- Purposes.

nark
< The. Lindsay Automatic Universal Woodworkers ' Grinder"

tor all grinding purposes in woodworking establishments, such as sharp-ening saws, kmves, etc. The machine is built either in a combustion for

ball bearings and by the use of a sliding weight the knives can be bal-anced without removing them from the grinder. As is shown by Fig
•

the ™achme contains adjustable cushion guards, which may be placed
in any desired position. These guards fill two important functions pre-
venting the flying of grit in the operator's face, and protecting his lifem case of a bursting wheel.

h

The table of the saw sharpener moves automatically by an eccentric

Fig. i_The Lindsay Automatic Universal Woodworker's Grinder.
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' ^ Saw sharPenei? a* thfether. Both of these can be operated automatically at the same time,

motion at right angles to the knife bar, which carries the saw with itus shown m illustration. The machine can be adjusted to suit anv sizeof saw, or any pitch of tooth, and tilted to suit any bevel for cross cutsaws, or arranged to sharpen band resaws.
Figure II shows the knife bar and saw sharpening device withcarnage of knife bar turned down and a steady rest bolted on where theknife comes off. Kg. H. also shows the knife wheel removed and

Fig. 2—The Lindsay Automatic Universal Woodworker's Grinder.

>r independent of each other, as desired. The carriage travels auto-
matically on a square steel bar driven from reversing belt in rear of
machine. The knife bar on the left end of the machine, as shown in Fig
i, contains a water jacket, which, when the knife is bolted on, renders it
impossible to burn the knife and draw the temper. This is an entirelynew feature in the grinding of knives, and Mr. Lindsay claims that it
has never before been adopted by any makers of grinders. At a public
demonstration recently, given at the works of the Martin Pump & Ma-
-hine Company Toronto, this feature was clearly demonstrated to be
practical. The knife bar also swings on centre at the end brackets on

wheels for moulding and sticker knives substituted. This does not require any removing of parts excepting the wheels to convert it intothis class of machine, which can be done instantly. Fig 11 also showshe cooling tank placed in the shelf at the centre of theMachine fordipping knives.
mB Aur

A practical demonstration of this machine was given on Feb 17that the works of the Martin Pump & Machine Company, Toronto where
it was seen by a number of practical mill men, and a machine 'wis atonce bought by the Toronto Junction Lumber Company, who recentWequipped large planing mills. Tt is now in daily use there

recentl?
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Notes of the Machinery Trade

Allis-Chalmers-Bullock, Limited, Montreal, have favored the "Can-
ada Lumberman" with a copy of their 1909 calendar, which is one of

the most attractive calendars that has reached us. It is handsomely
designed in a rich deep brown color and contains a large calendar block,

making it serviceable for office use. It is decorated with a cleverly con-

ceived and well executed picture in colors, entitled "The First Engin-

eer* " The picture portrays several beavers felling trees and piloting

logs across stream for the purpose of building a dam. Allis-Chalmers-

Bullcck. Limited, manufacture all kinds of hydro-electric power machin-

ery as well as electric motors, transformers, dynamos, switchboards,

steam turbines, gas engines, Corliss engines, water wheels,, mining,

crushing, cement, flour mill and sawmill machinery, hoisting engines,

turbine pumps, etc. The painting on the calendar is from the brush of

Mr Arthur H. Hider, a well known Canadian artist, and was designed

especially for Allis-Chalmers-Bullock, Limited.

The Berlin Machine Works, Beloit, Wis., whose Canadian plant is

at Hamilton, Ont., have issued one of the finest and handsomest cata-

logues which have reached the "Canada Lumberman" for some time.

The catalogue deals with the Berlin woodworking machinery, and by
means of numerous excellent illustrations and carefulhy prepared de-

scriptions, gives one a splendid idea of the Berlin sanders, sizers, planers,

moulders, surfacers, band resaws, pony band-mills, edgers, rip-saws, cut-

off saws, glue jointers, shapers, knife grinders and other tools. The cata-

logue is published upon fine glazed paper and bound in a stiff cloth cover

which makes it a much more substantial publication that the usual class

of catalogue. All who are interested in woodworking machinery should

send for a copy, and at the same time mention the "Canada Lum-
berman."

The Georgian Bay Engineering Works, Midland, Ont., have pub-

lished an attractive catalogue of their hoisting machinery. This com-
pany has become well known for its endeavor to produce substantial

«;nd practical machinery. Its designs have met with the approval of

many of the largest users in Canada, as evidenced by the large number
of repeat orders received. The company devote their entire time and

attention to the manufacture of hoisting machines and accessories. A

copy of this catalogue will be of much interest to those who make use of

this class of machinery and they will be able to obtain it by writing to the

company.

Jeffrey conveying machinery for sawmills, pulp mills and wood-

working plants, is attractively described in a special catalogue, No. 57E,

which has been issued by the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, Columbus,

Ohio. The catalogue is extensively illustrated and attractively gotten

up. It will prove interesting to all who are concerned with this class of

machinery.

Mr. Donald M. Silass, of Eel River, N.B., has recently ordered

from the Robb Engineering Company a stationary sawmill, consisting of

:

A 70 horse-power return tubular boiler with Dutch oven setting, a 70

horse-power Robb- Armstrong stationary engine, a No. 4 rotary mill, etc

Mr. Joseph Moulton, of Burin, Nfld., has recently ordered a 35

horse-power Robb-Armstrong engine, 35 horse-power Robb-Mumford
Brady portable boiler, and a No. 4 rotary mill, trimmer, etc., from the

Robb Engineering Company, of Amherst, N.S.

An amusing mistake was made by John Oliver, M.L.A., in his ar-

raignment of the British Columbia Government's policy in the House

at Victoria recently. He attacked the Government for parting with land

at a nominal rental, the timber on which was worth $100,000 an acre,

and quoted a Mr. Sutton as his authority. Mr. Sutton, in explanation,

said that what he did say was that the land referred to carried 100,000

superficial feet to the acre. Mr. Oliver himself later explained, according

to the "Victoria Colonist," that the timber was worth $100,000 a square

mile. The truth is that timber in British Columbia under license will

not run on an average more than from 30,000 feet to 40,000 feet on acre,

although there might be choice sections here or there which would

contain 100,000 feet to the acre. A square mile of timber land often

contains a large proportion of rock and barren land. Timber near the

water and easily logged would be worth as high as $1 a thousand, but

timber generally would not average more than from twenty-five to fifty

cents a thousand. Out of curiosity a timber broker's list was recently

studied to get the average price of timber for sale. It was found that a

lair average would be from $5 to $8 an acre, but in special cases as high

as from $15 to $35 has been paid. At $8 an acre a mile of timber would

be worth $5,280.

THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH )

SOLID TOOTH )
Cl "

CROSS-CUT - BAND -
AND OTHER SAWS

CIRCULAR

- CANC

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT jt j*

FULLY GUARANTEED

IF YOU HAVE
never used BURNS SAWS

YOU HAVE
never used the best

WE DON'T CLAIM
to be the largest Saw Makers

BUT WE
do claim our saws give better

actual results than any others

"We Know How"

SAW CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

REPAIRS

OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. >

ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

Lindsay ^^Woodworker's Grinder

Three machines

in one. Indepen-

dent machines

also built.

The mos* up-to-

date machine on

the market for

Woodworking
Establishments.

Prices and full

particulars on

application to

A. J. LINDSAY, 55 Gould street, Toronto

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-

trate our Ad-

vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg



WANTEDS FOR SALE DEPARTMENT
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment Wan-
ted" will be inserted in this department at the
rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the
\?s'S of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
ordered a discount 0} 25 per cent, will be allowed.
Advertisements ot " Employment Wanted

"

will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than
the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED - TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tt

Wanted
BASSWOOD, BLACK ASH, SOFT ELM,

Chesnut, Oak, Birch and Maple, sawn to our
sizes, log run, for Spring or Summer delivery. Box
679 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 6

Basswood Wanted
500,000

FT CUT, LOG
run, dead culls out. State amount

you have and lowest price. Box 694 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto. 8

Wanted
YOU TO CORRESPOND WITH US, IF

you have any kind ot dry lumber for sale, or
stock ot hardwood or basswood logs to saw to order.
The R. E. Kinsman Lumber Co. Limited,
Hamilton. h

Wanted
K" Dry Soft Elm

1 Yz" Dry Beech
1%" Winter Sawn White Basswood New Cut.

Log run, mill culls out. Box 680 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto. 6

Lumber and

Shingles

WE ARE OPEN TO CONTRACT TO
handle the cut of a Spruce Mill, of from 10 to

20 million capacity per annum, rail shipment, provid-
ing same is located so that quick shipments on
frames can be made. Guarantee deliveries to be 10
days to 2 weeks from dates of orders.
We are also open to contract to handle the upper

grades of White Cedar Shingles. Quality must be
Ai and shipments prompt.
We will buy Spruce, random; Hemlock Boards,

P.I.S. and clipped 10, 12, 14 and 16 ft.' lengths, or
random

; (a limited quantity of rough), Shingles and
Laths, for water shipments.

We give special attention to consignments. Write
us. We may be able to do business.

The Knott Sampson Lumber Co,
20 Central Street, Boston, Mass.

Wanted
Quantity of Red Oak

MILL RUN, MILL CULLS OUT, INCH TO
three inches thick. Send prices and particu-

ROBERT COX & CO.,
Hope Building Ottawa Ont.

B
Wanted

IRCH LOGS, 16" AND UP IN DIAM-
eter. BUEFALO Veneer Co., Buffalo, N.Y. 6

WANTED—PUMP SQUARES
up to 200,000 ft. White Pine, Quarter Cut.

Lengths—9-18 ft. Size—5 x 5 to 8x8.
Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Limited,

Toronto, Ont. 7

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

IT EMLOCK,
J. L some pine.
Esq., Madoc, Ont

For Sale
OAK,
Apply

BASSWOOD AND
to C. M Wallkridgk

lars to

Wanted
1" Coffin Elm 12" and up wide
1" Soft Elm common and better
1" Hard Maple common and better
i%" Soft Elm common and better
i'X" Basswood, winter cut
• '/(" Hard Maple, plain, white and quartered

Write us for prices. We can use one million feet
mill cull Birch, Maple, Bcecb, Soft Elm and
Basswood. Apply to Keenan bros., LIMITED,
Owen Sound, Ont. 8

For Sale
CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

50 ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mpo. Coy., Huntsville, Ont tl

2500

CEDAR FOR SALE
ALL LENGTHS AND SIZES CEDAR POLES,

Piles and Posts—Immediate delivery—Cedar
Ties. Squares and Shingles. Write Tom A.
Wilson, Cannington.

For Sale
100 M 3" Log run, Cedar.
20 ,, 1" Log run, Cedar.

" Cull Ash.
Pine Box Strips 12/16.
Pine Mill Culls shorts 6/1 1.

All 1907 Cut H. Bourgouin, Montreal.

200
200
600

For Sale
T7IVE SQUARE MILES OF TIMBER, SITU-
-1- ated three miles from Crow's Nest Pass
Railway, near Cranbrook, B. C. estimated to
contain 22 million feet Easy logging and down
hill roads. Also good saw mill.

Apply to
Mrs. E. H. Husband,

9 129 Main St., Hamilton Ontario

FOR SALE
3 cars 3" B. Ash C. & B.
3 " 2" Soft Elm C. & B.
Cedar posts cut to order.
2 cars Extras, Cedar Shingles
3 " Clears, " "

3 " 2nd Clears,

4 " Clear Whites, Shingle

Geo. C. Goodfellow, 528 Board ot Trade,
Montreal. r

For Sale
24M. ft. 2" Cedar log run d.c. out
100M. ft. 1" Birch mill cull d.c. ont
300M. tt. 2, 2%, 3" Birch mill cull d.c. out
17M. ft. 1" Maple log run d.c. out
50M. ft. 2" Maple 1st and 2nds
6$M. ft. 2" Maple 1 and 2 common
60M. ft. 1" Ash log run d.c. out
200M. ft. 3X5x6"xi6' Merch Spruce
200M. tt. 3x5x10/15' "

200M. ft. 3x6x10/15' " "

Horace Hartley,
54 Guardian Bldg., Montreal

Red Pine and Jack Pine for Sale

54,000 ft. i"x4/6"xio/i8 ft.

2,000" i"x7 & up x 10/18 ft.

22,000 " 2"X4"x 10/18 ft.

63,000" 2"x6''x 10/18 ft.

41,000 " 2"x8"xio/i8 ft.

14,000 " 2
//xio"xio/i8 ft.

2,000 " 2"X!2"xio/l8 ft.

52,000 " 2"x5", 7",9", n"xio/i8 ft.

60,000" Waney Culls for crating
We are also offering our current season's cut

consisting of about 2^million feet Red and White
Pine.

PINE LUMBER CO.,
tf Pine, Ont, (near Sudbury)

For Immediate Sale
1 200 H. P. AUTOMATIC McEWEN ENGINE.

18 x 18 centre crank (with heavy extra iron bed
in hrst class running order.) Apply u> Kearney
Iimbfr Mfc. Co., Kearney, Out. tf

o
For Sale

NE COMPLETE SAWMILL, ROTARY
type, capacity 30,000 feet per day; 2 boilers;

p., belts, etc. Apply to Box 52

9

engine, 125 h
Chapleau, Ont.

For Sale
QNE LOMBARD STEAM LOG HAULER INW fine condition, together with nine sets of
logging sleighs, all in fine shape. A trade it taken
quickly. Apply to Tracadib Lumber Company,
Chatham. N.B. ,1

For Sale at Your Own Price
/COMPLETE SAW AND STAVE MILL
V--- practically new, with iron steam boxes. Will
sell any part separately if desired. Reply Box 686
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 6

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70. 60 & 40 h.p.
Locomotive Boilers: 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.
Sawmill Engines: 25, 30, 35 40, 50, 60 and 70 h.p.
Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 25, 30,

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30,000 feet per day.
I H« ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO.
Limited, .1

For Sale
T^IE MILL SECOND-HAND SUITABLEX for cutt ng 2,000 ties per day. Write us for
Particulars and Price.

Waterous Engine Works,
Brantford. Ont.

CITUATEDAT KALADAR, ONT.—SECOND-vj hand sawmill, consisting of 16 h.p. portable
engine. No. o saw frame, No. o right-hand log car-
riage, 48' solid saw, slab saw mandrel, upright
swing shingle machine, saw jointer, shingle packer,
etc. Waterous, Brantford.

F°h SALE ,9?EAP '
A LARGE RIGHT

I Hand Saw Mill Engine, weight about 8 000 lbs,
Cylinder is 13 x ,8"

; Shaft 7 'x 7" diam.
;
Fly wheel

7 diam. and 15 face. The engine has been thor-
oughly overhauled at an expense of $180,000, and
not used since. Apply C. Norsworthy & Co., St.
I homas, Ont. c

For Sale

P) UNBAR CLAPBOARD MACHINE ANDi-y clap-board planer. These machines are in
perfect order and only offered for sale because we
cannot keep them constantly running.

Murray & Gregory, Limited,
8 St. John, N.B.

For Sale
1 54" iron pulley, 20" face with 24" dodge clutch (new)
2 54 iron clutch pulleys, 20" face.
1 sand sucker—8" suction.
1 pair horizontal twin engines.
1 three block saw carriage. •

Address Eddy Brothers & Comp. ny, Limited
Blind River, Ont.

^

Boilers for Sale
WILL TRADE FOR LUMBER OR SHIN-

gles, twin engines, cylinders 16x24, speed lie
revolutions, plain slide valve, developing 250 to 300
h.p. American system rope drive, Judson Governor
piped for indicator, Wainwright water heater, will
heat water to 210 degrees, engine now running.
Also four 20 ft. boilers, equipped with Crosby pop
safety valves, equipped with Jenkins blow off valveDean pump 8 x 10, single action. Reason for sellingmust have larger equipment. Address Dock & Mil?
Co. North Tonawanda.

FOR SALE

OFor Sale
NE ,0 H P. AUTOMATIC CUT OFF EN-
gine in good running order. Will exchange

tor lumber. D. Aitchison & Co., Main St., Hamil-
ton.

g

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

TUBULAR BOILERS
2 72" x 18', 36 6" tubes
4 72" " 70 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wicke*. NEW
4 7* " 16'. 70 4" tubes, 125 lbs, pres , Wickes, NEW
2 72" x 16', 64 4" tubes
5 66" x 18', 52 4" mbes, plug hat dome
6 66 x 10, 36 ," tubes plug hat dome
4 Jo" x 16', 52 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wickes. NEW
3 60 x 17' 3", 206" tubes, cross dome
2 54 x 16', 41 4" tubes

One 400 H. P. return tubular internally fired boilerOne s
lA x 3K x 7 single acting plunger pump

Several first class second hand heaters
One 16 x 20 right hand slide valve engine
One 14 x 18 R. H. Waterous straight line saw millengine
One 14 x 20 R. H. engine
One 1

1
x 10 centre crank Waterous engine

,> ^?veral f|y "heel pulleys in stock
One Waterous L. H Reliance carriage 40'' openingOne Wm. Hamilton carriage L. H. 46" openingOne No 3 friction nigger
One Corey and Baker steam setter
Two No. 1 Waterous double acting set worksOne 8x12 Cunningham feed

• c
he

.

above "achuiery has been fully repaired and
in first class condition.

Write for prices, cuts and full particulars

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
a BRANTFORD, CANADA

' x 48"
X 42"
X 42"
x 48"
X 42"
X 48"
X 36"

& 30"

X 48"
x 36"
X 30"

CORLISS ENCINES
L.H.. girder frame, Wetherill
L.H., heavy duty frame, Allis
K.H.i girder frame. Vilter
R.H., girder frame
L.H.. girderframe, Allis
L.H

, girderframe, Wheelock
R.H., Webster, Camp & Lane
x 48" cross comp. Hamilton
R.H.. girder frame. Harris
L.H., girderframe, Manitowoc
R.H., heavy duty, Ohio

AUTOMATIC ENCINES

18"

16*
16"

16"
4"

X 5 „
L-K" Buckeye. heavy girder frame

x 27" L.H
, tangye fiame. Russell

x 24" R.H . heavy duty. Atlas
x 18" Atlas, centre crank
* L

'
H " £lrder frame, Brownell

x 16 center crank, Ideal
x 20" L. H. Atlas
x 18

' L.H.| Lansing
It" x 18" R.H. , Buckeye, class B
10 x 12" center crank, Erie City

THROTTLINC COVERNOR ENCINES
26" x 34" R.H., box bed, top rock valve
*\

n
x 36" L.H., Lane& Bodley

24
» I K Hj" box bcd slide valv*. at Minneapolis

22 x 42 L.H., pulton

m * **"« tS 1 box bed toP P'sto " valve
>» x 30 R.H , box bed Fulton
l6

„
x 24" R H., box bed, Union Iron Works

' 2
„ " 2°„ L H " box bed

- si<J e shde valve
2 x 14 center crank, Wickes, NEW

10 x 16" Smalley

Wickes Brothers
Saginaw . . ^
Seattle Office 41 0 White Bldg.

WANTED—MACHINERY. ETC.

RANTED SECOND HAND MACHINERY
ft luh

b/ fed Canada
- One log nigger 300

ferret '"l^T

-

ey0r chain
" Jeffr'« nffke pre?

lEEr'ogd^sb-rg.'N.Y':
8

- ^ * ^ L
'
Ctt^

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

Position Wanted
PIRST-CLASS ASSISTANT FILER W\NTS
w\P

°M
Sr^ ki»d °< -ws

Wanted

Position Wanted
iy/T ECHANICAL MILL FOREMAN. SIX-

A:
Position Wanted

SETTER, BAND OR CIRCULAR;
Apply Box 699

6

Twelve .years' experience
Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

Position Wanted
AS BAND SAW FILER FOR COMlNfif\ season can furnish best of reference andZr

ham? Que
S

.

faCt,0n
-
******* J

'
S

'
B™. Bucking!

Position Wanted
W A

fi,Ir

ED
8
SITUATION AS BAND SAW* * ,

nler, 18 years experience in cutting alltllV
of timber. Can send good referenced AAA

P. O. Box 2,5 Midland, Ont
Addre

^
/CAPABLE ACCOUNTANT AND OFFICFy Manager of twelve years thorough and deUif

m il operation where his s^ef J££
Toronto

B°X 682 Canada Lumberman,
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MISCELLANEOUS
Position Wanted

MILLWRIGHT AND BLACKSMITH. ALSO
round «aw filer and hammerer. Box 698

Wanted
POSITION. AS SALESMAN BY LXPERI-
X enced man. good connection Toronto and
West. Box 704 Canada Li .mbermas. Toronto. 6

Wanted
EXPERIENCED PRACTICAL SAW MILL

Superintendent wishes to secure sawing con-

tract in large mode n mill with good future assured.

Address " Results " Box 703 Canada Li mbermax,
Toronto. 9

Wanted May 1st, 1909

POSITION EITHER BOOKEEPER. SALES-
man. Yard Manager. Foreman or Sup t of woods

operations. Sixteen \ears experience from stump

to consumer. pa>t three years Ass't Manager of

lumber firm, organized same. Evolved accounting

and report system. Any intelligent proposition con-

sidered. Record will bear strict investigation. Box
700 Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 6

Cordwood Contractor Wanted
\\J ANTED—CONTRACTOR TO GET Ol'T
VV from 40 to 50 thousand cords hardwood
annually for charcoal plant. Must have pre> ious

experience in operating on large scale with modern
appliances Address "Cordwood Contractor",
Box 697 Can ada Li mbermas, Toronto. 9

Wanted
STRICRLY ai MILLWRIGHT. WHO CAN

take complete charge of moving and enlarging
large sawmill and take charge of same when finish-

ed. Must have gilt edge references. Location on
Lake Huron. Apply Box 701 Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. 8

Wanted Wordworking Shop Foreman
EXPERIENCED MAN TO TAKE CHARGE

ot New General Woodworking Factory and
Yard- Do not apply unless comp tent and acquant-
ed with best modern shop practice. D. G. Loomis
& Sons, Montreal. 7

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Wanted
LIMBER SALESMAN AND SHIPPER.

State experience and salary expected. Box iq.

Tottenham. Ont. «

Wanted
FOUR STRICTLY HIGH CLASS SHINGLE

sawyers lor Dunbar machines. Steady work

the year around. Mill heated during winter.

Commence in May.
Bathurst. N .B.

Nepisici it Li mber Co. Ltd.,

Wanted
FIRST CLASS ACCOUNTANT. CAPABLE

of taking charge of large lumber manufac-
turing office. One thoroughly conversant with

cost systems preferred. Address drawer '• D "

Cranbrook. B.C. 7

Wanted

BY WHOLESALE LUMBER YARD TOR-
onto, a smart young man who has a know-

ledge of hardwood culling. Salary $1.00 per day,

steadv employment with excellent chance for ad-

vancement. Box 68; Can IDA Lumberman. Toronto.
tf

Wanted
1\/T AN WITH PORTABLE SAW MILL TO
1V1 saw about a5oM of mixed hardwood and
pine in the township of Grimsby. Apply Box 702
Canada Li mkkrman. Toronto. 6

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Selling* Agency Wanted
ADYERTISER. AN EXPERIENCED LUM-

ber salesman wishes to secure a selling con-
nection on commisiion basis for Montreal and vicin-

ity, ol a large mill manufacturing spruce or pine,

must be of capacity to assure grades acd fill orders
promptly. "Adriss Agent" B34 Board of
Trade. Montreal. 7

Splendid Opportunity for Lumber
Business

FOR SALE. SAWMILL. COMPLETE
also Blaning Mill, Lumber Yards, General Store

and Post Office, Timber Limits, (Log Camp in oper-

ation) improved Streams and Booming Grounds
situated on main line of Canadian Pacific Ry. Store
doing good cash business and no opposition. Re-
tail lumber business, (through ya'ds, already esta-

blished in nearest towns). Tnis is a rare chance to

get into the lumber business in New Ontario.
Sij.o.'o cash, balance easy terms. Apply " New
Ontario", care of Box 6yi Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. 6

Sale of Valuable

Timber Limit

NOTRE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that there will be offered for Sale by
Public Auction at the Town Hall,

Berlin, Ontario, on TUESDAY, 30th
MARCH, 1909, at one o'clock p.m..
Timber Berth Number Ninety on the
North Shore of Lake Huron. The
Berth contains about thirty-six square
miles.

The sale will be subject to a
reserve bid.

Terms :—Ten per cent of the pur-
chase money to be paid at time of sale,

and the balance in ten days thereafter.
For further particulars and terms

apply to James C. Haight, Solicitor,

Waterloo, Ontario.

JAMES C. HAIGHT,
Vender's Solicitor.

Dated this 3rd day of March,
A. D., 1909

l \ E ARE IN THE MARKET FOR CROWN
VV GRANT Timber Limits. Must be well located

and good timber. Either British Columbia or Paci-

fic Coast. John C. Spry, Dealer in Timber Lands,
1130 Corn Exchange Bank Building, Chicago, 111. tf

HAVE YOU ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
wish to sell '.' If so, make the fact known to

probable buyers by placing an advertisement in

the Wanted and For Sale D^partmhnt. Address,
Canada Lumberman, Toronti .

For Sale

PLANING MILL AND RETAIL LUMBER
Business in best localiey in Ontario, Every-

thing complete and a bargain. Apply 681, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 6

For Sale
TIMBER LIMIT ON LAKE HURON, CON

tains i.vooacres mixed timber, sawmill, dock,

etc. Plenty more timber can be bought. Will be sold

cheap at proprietors have other business. Box 47,
Hepworth. Ont. 8

Wanted
TO PURCHASE A BAND SAW MILL

capacity 30,000 feet per day or would let con-
t act to saw pile and ship say from three to five

million feet lumber per season for a term of years.
We have good mill site near town ot Pembroke.
Address Box No. 9, Westneath, Ont. 6

For Sale
OVER 1000 ACRES OF TIMBER LAND,

with about 100 acres ot clearing on all lots,

and some buildings, and lots of cedar, hemlock,
birch, maple, oak, pine, and other merchantable
timber, including a good mill site on Thessalon
river close to a railway wiih good shipping facilities.

Lots all patented and most cover the mining rights
Splendid chance to move a good saw mill, as other
timber can be had also. Price only $3,000 Apply
to P.O. Box 100 Bruce Mines, Ont. 7

Saw Mill and Billion and a Half

Feet Timber Limits For Sale

TO CLOSE AN ESTATE A COMPLETE
sawmill plant and timber limits are offered for

sale. Situated on Pacific Coast, British Columbia.
Limits estimated to contain one and a half billion

feet of red and yellow- cedar, spruce, fir. larch and
hemlock, all within 3 miles of tide water. Plant
consists of saw and planing mills, dry kilns, box
and sash and door lactones, etc., large vessels can
load direct from yard. For price and terms address
— F. E. Lei shner, 75 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario.

6

Important Sale of Valuable Timber

Limits, Saw Mills, Logs, etc.

SEALED TENDERS WILL BE RECEIVED
up to and including TUESDAY, THE FOUR-

TH DAY OF MAY, 1909, for :

1. The timber berths compris'ng the tow nship of

Roberts and all of the township of Kitchener, with

the exception of three square miles thereof, in the dis-

trict ot Algoma. These berths also are virgin limits

of excellent white and red pine very convenient to

operate and close to the railway and will be sold

together or separately.

2. Timber berth known as "107" on the Spanish
river in said district, the license therefor including

all woods. This is an excellent berth convenient
both to railway and the Spanish River.

Tenders will also be received up to and including

THURSDAY THE FIRST DAY OF APRIL,
1909, for :

3. The saw mill property at Brennen Harbour near
Spanish Station on the C.P.R. The mill is equipped
with one double cutting band saw, circular saw and
gang edger, lath mill, etc., and has a daily capacity

of about 80,000 feet (10 hours). There are excellent

booming facilities for logs at the mill, the harbour
being well sheltered from storms and also very con-
venient to the mouth of the Spanish River Vessels

of deep draught can be loaded at docks of mill where
lumber is piled. There are all necessary boarding
houses cott ges for men, and other outbuildings

on the property.

4. The Tug "Hazard".

5. About 42,000 pieces of red and white pine saw
logs at the Brennen Harbour Mill and in Spanish
River.

6. The saw mill property at Cache Bay at the
mouth of the Sturgeon River near Cache Bay on the

C.P.R. The mill is equipped with a circular saw,
lath mill and other necessary machinery and has a
daily capacity of about 40,000 fet t (10 hours). Good
booming facilities for logs, and railway siding on
the property.

7. Stock of logs now being • ut in territory tribu-

tary to Cache Bay Mill.

The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
For terms and further particulars, including esti-

mates, apply to:

LEES, HOBSON & STEPHENS
Vendor's Solicitors,

q Hamilton

DA II Q For Tramways, Sidings, Etc.
TlMlLO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Make a Specialty of

Boiler Work, Stacks, Smoke
Boxes, Tanks, Flumes, etc.

Write for Prices

R. SPENCE «. CO.
BEECH FILE WORKS

HAMILTON, ONT.
File and Rasp Manufacturers

and Re-Cutters
A Trial order solicited.

Write for price list and terms.
C. P. MORE, Proprietor

OUR SPECIALTY

SUPERIOR MFC. CO.
RUUStH A. SifCL STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT.

J.C. McCORMACK
DEER AND CARIBOU MITTS AND

MOOSE MOCCASINS
Dealer In Raw Fura and Hldea

PEMBROKE - - ONTARIO

Maple Leaf
Stitched Cotton Duck

Belting
[Dominion Belting Co. Ltd

Hamilton Canada



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

The same conditions prevail throughout the lumber trade in Ontario

as have been prevalent for several months past. Dulness and listless-

ness are the characteristic of the trade. Small orders are going through

all the time, but none are of sufficient volume to warrant manufacturers

in looking forward to anything of an improvement. The situation is

rendered still less promising by the extensive competition of southern

pine, the price of which is expected to go even lower. The cause of

this, is the fact that a great many mills in the Southern States are in

the hands of receivers, and many of those which are in operation are

under a bond of debt to the bank whereby they must move a certain

amount of lumber to pay off the bonds. This condition of affairs, to-

gether with the present market demand, are such that it is useless to

force anything on the market unless at reduced prices. There are prac-

tically no price changes to report in western and central Ontario markets.

At Ottawa, prices are generally about steady, with a slight decline in

good pine sidings, 1% and 1%-inch x 8-inch and up, which are selling

now from $48 to $54, a decline of from $1 to $2 from the last quota-

tions. A decline of from $2 to $4 has occurred in 2 x 7-inch and up,

which is also selling at $48 to $54. Trade in the Ottawa valley is ex-

periencing a dull spell similar to that which is reported from other parts

of Ontario. It is expected, however, that there will be more extensive

shipments by the end of March. The railway companies are expecting

this and are making preparations for it. Lumbermen, however, do not

look for much improvement, at least until early in April. In spite of the

weakening for the better grades of pine, manufacturers believe that pine

and spruce are generally firm. Shingles are quite dull. Lath have been

only in slight demand, but it is expected that the building season will

soon improve conditions in these lines.

Eastern Canada.

The dulness which seems to be prevalent in the lumber trade

throughout Canada is strongly noticeable in the Eastern Provinces.

Spruce lumber is quite inactive, although there are a few enquiries

coming from United States points. Some of these are from Boston,

where it is reported that prices are a little firmer with a steady market
and a tendency towards higher prices. Some of the larger manufac-
turers will not accept frame orders for Boston delivery within a few

months at less than $26 base. Eandom is also showing more firmness

in Boston in spite of the fact that demand is inaccurate. There is not

much demand for boards at Boston. New York and Boston report a

better demand for lath. Prices for 1%-inch are still at $3.90 to $4, and
shingles, though inactive, are firm at $3.85 to $3.90 for the best cedar

extras. Eeports from St. John show that the customary quiet condition

at this time of year is in force. Shipments are smaller than usual and
manufacturing has scarcely commenced. It is noticeable, however, that

local stocks are disappearing, especially cedar shingles. "American"
spruce deals have ceased offering and spruce lath are quite scarce. "Eng-
lish" spruce deals are also hard to find. This condition is leading to a

general belief that a better condition will prevail shortly. This is based

largely 'upon reports that the English markets show a decidedly upward
movement. As high as $16 per thousand superficial feet f,o,b, steamer

has been received on some parcels of an ordinary specification. Spruce

lath at St. John are selling at about $2.75 for dutiable.

Great Britain.

Advices from London show that the lumber business is still very

dull. Deliveries are small and trade suspensions are making operators

New Brunswick White Cedar

Shingles
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

LIMITED

Board of Tra.de Building. Montreal

careful Liverpool reports a slight improvement, though it is question-

able whether it will be permanent. Brokers and merchants alike are

suffering from a pessimistic conception of affairs. The spruce deal mar-
ket at Liverpool remains unchanged. Small parcels of about 100 to 200

standards which recently arrived by regular liners from St. John and
Halifax, with the ordinary specification of 60 per cent, of 3 x 7 and 3 x 8,

balance wider, sold on the basis of £7 15s. per standard c.i.f. to the

wholesale houses. They were rapidly disposed of from the steamers'

side. Manufacturers of spruce deals in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia

are reported on the Liverpool market to be holding out for hi^h prices

for the coming season. Canadian pine deals in Liverpool are still firm.

Stocks are in the hands of strong importing firms, who show no tendency
to reduce prices, in the face of the strong attitude of the Ottawa district

producers. At Manchester, depression is still the order of the day.

Prices, however, are keeping up very well. The Manchester liner vessels

from St. John and Halifax are taking very little spruce this season.

Stock deliveries continue very light as a result of the depression in trade

and the financial trouble. No immediate revival is expected at present.

Glasgow reports a lull in business. Prices are, however, fairly steady

and anything in the way of a fair demand would cause a sharp rise in

prices. Shipbuilding requirements are improving. The actual business

transacted at London from day to day continues to be rather less than
a year ago. More forward selling, however, is taking place. Prices are

firmly maintained for spot goods in London and this is causing shippers

to hold firm ideas as to future prices.

t
United States.

The approaching opening of spring trade is having the effect of

settling the trade conditions to some extent. The expectation that 1909
would be a record year is giving way somewhat to a feeling that a fair

average season is in store. Building permits throughout the United
States show an increase during January and February of 118 per cent,

over previous year, and retail yards are led to expect an active demand
for building materials, as soon as weather conditions are settled enough
to permit of active building. Stocks in the country yards are not large.

The impassable condition of the country roads is doing much to reduce
the demand in retail yards. At Chicago, stocks of white pine are broken,
especially in dimension sizes. No. 3 and poorer are in plentiful supply
and are only selling slowly. White pine lath are in good demand and
4-foot No. 1 are very scarce Buying of white cedar on a large scale is

not expected in Chicago until spring opens in earnest. The demand for

fir in Chicago remains quiet. The railroads and car builders are making
very little enquiry ; prices, however, are showing a tendency to firmness.

Dealers do not look for much change for several months to come. The
demand for red cedar shingles at Chicago has been light for some time.

White pine and hemlock are scarce and good prices are being asked with

a tendency to advance.. At New York there is practically no demand for

Northern pine and the indications are rather poor for an early resump-
tion of orders. At Buffalo white pine dealers still report a quiet trade,

but it is expected that when the bad March weather has passed, plenty
of business will be offered. Cooperage stock at Buffalo is passing through
the dullest part of its year so far as slack cooperage is concerned. It is

even a little worse than usual on account of the dulness in demand for

the flour trade. Prices, however, are reported firm, although some con-
sumers claim that they can buy practically at their own prices. In
Chicago cooperage stocks are large and demand is light. Manufacturers
expect a declining market.

R. Laidlaw Lumber Go.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A. F. H olden, Pres. J. M. Diver, Genl. Mgr.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. The E> Cl Barre
-
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Cleveland - Sarnia

Saw Mills Comy Limited

Logging Scene on Our Limits at Diver, Ont.

YARD STOCK
We have studied closely the demands of dealers all over the country and we have gained

such experience in filling orders that it is easy for us to please your most exacting trade.

Our stock is all well sawed and dressed and our prompt shipments will show you we want

your trade. Shall we quote ?

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co*
Limited

Sarnia - - Ontario
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Market Correspondence

The Usual March Dulness in Eastern Trade.
St. John, N R., March lO.-The industry and trade in this direction

exPeriencing the quietest month in a year. This condition of quiet
usually prevails at tins time of year and is due to the fact that, while
manufacturing has not begun to any extent, shipments are fewer than
at any other time, as stocks of all kinds of long and short lumber are
lighter than at any other time. The lightness of local stocks is becom-
ing more and more noticeable week by week ; cedar shingles are practi-
cally cleaned up; there are no "American" spruce deals offering- the
available quantities of spruce lath are by no means heavy; and the hold-
ings of English spruce deals are dwindling rapidly.

Great activity still reigns in logging circles. Conditions continue
remarkably favorable and the work of hauling from off the vards is
progressing rapidly. Along the head of the St. John River there is fromtwo and one-half to three and one-half feet of snow, the depth varvinesomewhat in different sections. On the Miramichi and Restieouche
rivers somewhat similar conditions prevail and, speaking generally of
the whole province, it may be said that the present is quite as favorable
as any logging

_
season of the past twenty years, both as regards the

lifos
^ °P6ratU>nS and OODditioM bearing upon the getting

;

In the markets there is little activity and the attention of local
interested people is devoted chiefly to the future. The general feelinem regard to the most important lines seems to be of an optimistic nature"
Particularly ,s this true 0f "English" spruce deals. It is an accepted
tact that the next two months will bring important changes in the tradem this line. Local manufacturers are looking forward to a much better
year than was experienced in 1908. This means, of course better
prices and a steadier demand. Locally there is little trading in "Eng-
lish spruce deals, but a careful review of the local situation leads tohe conclusion that local dealers will be forced to pay considerably
higher prices during the late spring than has been the case for two
years past. During the month of February transactions in "English"
spruce were few and of an unimportant nature. Reports from Englishagents of local dealers would seem to justify the pronounced feeling ofoptimism which is prevalent among local lumber trade people. These
reports state that a somewhat similar spirit is uppermost in that direc-
tion and that the markets have a decided upward trend.

Quotations on "English" spruce deals show considerable variety de-pending upon the quantity involved, the specification and the time ofdelivery Rome parcels of an ordinary specification which have been
shipped by the winter liners have brought as high as $16 per'thousand
superficial feet f.o.b. steamer.

While it is difficult to name a price that will apply generally itwould be safe to say that an enquirer would receive no lower quotationthan * 15 on a_ specification containing 50 per cent, sevens and eights
65 per cent, nines and 15 per cent, elevens and wides, f.o.b. steamer
Here, tor delivery during the present month or during the month of April.

The spruce lath trade has shown little activity during the pastmonth Nearly all the local stocks in this line have been disposed ofand there are not more than two millions to be found on the locaiwharves cr at local yards. All of these are slab-lath and the much greater
part are dutiable The local value to the seller of the dutiable goods in
this line is very close to $2.75 per thousand

has just commenced on conserving dams in that region, which will pre-\ent the usual immense waste of water of the spring freshets.
As the season advances lumbermen will derive benefit from numerous improvements they have made for holding logs in bays along theOttawa River It is expected that the owners of big quantities of logswill be able to keep their property from blocking the passage of thesmaller drives, by means of the newly made gtoraSplaces

P
The work of

ta,t enough to satisfy lumbermen and factory owners dependent onwa^er power. The Ottawa Boa,,, of Trade, under the nZ^TL™Of Mr Ie, r Whelen, manager of the Sheppard and Morse Lumber

£22?« fch6

-M
atter °n the attenti°n ° f the ^minion Goverriment on every possible occasion.

The announcement that the reduction of the American tariff onCanadian lumber is to be only 50 cents off the existing $2 per thousand.s not regarded in the same light by all Ottawa valley produ ersof the largest exporters of Ottawa told the "Canada Lumberman" hat

The"; had^e
fifatl0n

A .
mean "° Simulation to tradeJheie had been more advantage, he believed, from the mere suctiono wiping out the whole $2 duty. The Canadian manufaoturTSSS

on v m a
\ ^"f

g6t °ne d°llar m°re in 8ale
.
^t when there

>uSr
y
th?

y C6ntS °f
" rr*in t0 be ^P^ned between seller andbuyer the encouragement to trade will be scarcelv perceptible Asmal let shipper takes a more hopeful view of the tariff £52 It willsimply mean he says, that a man can accept fifty cents lessen a thosand feet of lumber than before. Frequently, he added an order ofbox lumber shipping culls or other common variety was cancelled forno greater difference than fifty cents. Even a half-dollar^ additionaprofit he maintained, would add considerably to receipts of^ ocal dealer

o t™7 R ToH 'A"* * SeaS°Vf aCtivC hl,siness
-

A -preLtlve
removJI

? firm expressed a good deal more satisfaction in theremoval of the lumber duty than the proposed cut of from six to twodollars Per ton m paper, 0f which the firm' is an equally lame productIn respect to the changes recommended in pulp and paper Ottawa vallevmanufacturers are al suspicious that the United States wdl insist on acounteracting concession by Canada that will be hurtful in the end
The trade is passing through a dull spell. Railway comnanies arPpreparing for more shipping about the middle of March TuT lTdrawing their conclusion from the dearth of enquiries, believe therHSbe no large movement of lumber, at least until April seL in Therehas been a weakening in quotations for the upper grades of pine butlarge manufacturers maintain that the market for pine and spruce

'

enma^
o lath in the last fortnight, but manufacturers are not d^JSrfbTcause the season promises to be very brisk in building. Some l3e con"tracts have recently been closed for 12-inch lumber at last yea ^ prices"The transactions are not regarded as significant of any narttcula? turnm the trade, as the purchasers were the same as last year and boniS«. matter of necessity in order not to let the sup^ttfir"

Exports from Eastern Provinces to Liverpool

- fe fe?AA^,548,6, 50,693,435 25,093,782 43,750,449

Shanty Operations Ending on the Ottawa.
Ottawa, March 11.—Lumber manufacturers of Ottawa and district

are giving most of their attention to the closing of shanty operations.The log hauling will be about completed this week. On the CoulonReKiver, where James Davidson took out some 10,000,000 feet of lumber
this winter, the logs have all been delivered to the. edge of the streamand will be floated down to his mill at Davidson, near Fort Coulon-eHe ex-pects a favorable drive. About 30 teams per day are coming down
trom the Rouge and Dumoine rivers, chiefly from the E. B Eddy Com-pany limits. The shanties of J. R. Booth, W. C. Edwards Company
and the Hawkesbury Lumber Company are all in the process of breaking^ T

'
E

'
B°oth has brought down 1,400 carloads of pine logs by the

(x.T.R. from Madawaska, and with the logs already in the Ottawa River
he will be able to operate the coming summer practicallv independent of
the season s drive. He expects to get 400 or 500 more"' carloads by the
end of spring. To mill owners dependent to a great extent on the 1909
cut of logs, the driving outlook was never more favorable. The swamps
in the Upper Ottawa district are full of water from recent rains and all
the homecoming shanty men confirm the statements already given in
the Canada Lumberman" that the whole Temiskaming district is under
the heaviest blanket of snow it has known for many years. The work

68,] 88,991 122,520,775 95,387,829 87,477,990
The diminution shown on the 1907 awrpa^p ie u v *

'

i

anrrr^ sts
that while 1908, owing to'he finanda JZ^T"^ ™ ^ ^
tion in the United States, ^^^J^^TT^
year of large exports to the United Enriom \ on it +

^ bee
,

D *
otherwise. It is now confidently preJfct?tW a s 11 Tl^'
in the export to Great Britain^h^^^S^ 1^ reduct,°n
attributable mainly to the revival o'bS in the VnTTZ8
to the rapidly increasing demand in oSTtekS

The tentSTnu^
.

, M • m , mu ,

& 6 C anadl«n Forestry Association was
held in Ottawa on Thursday, March 11 n,! nrn l t

convention held in Toronto no set paper? or 12
°f ^ 8pecial

The meeting was devoted solely to \he tLnsaction'of

'

Mr. Thomas Southworth, of Toronto wLS a
of general business.

Edwards, vice-president Hon Frank Coehra
presid

f
nt

>
and S^ator

vice-president for Ontario, and Mr J B SeV To,one of the vice presidents The Cann'rl^ Q °/™to
'
was elected

re-elected Dr. Fernow, of T^TeMen^ °' En^ineers
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PUMPING MACHINERY
OF ALL CAPACITIES FOR ALL PURPOSES

WORTHINGTON
VOLUTE PUMP FOR HANDLING PULP AT THE LAURENTIDL PAPER CO.,

OBAND MERE. QUE. SEE BULLETIN 104

WORTHINGTON
BOILER FEED PUMP. SEE BULLETIN W. [17-A-

THE JOHN McDOUGALL
CALEDONIAN IRON WORKS CO.,

Sales Offices New Glasgow,

LIMITED

Works : - Montreal
Montreal, Toronto, Cobalt, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

The Lombard Steam Log Hauler

Not too early for enterprising lumber operators to begin planning for one for next year.

Full particulars sent to anyone interested, on request.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited

Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Halifax

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.
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SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

I c-i-
Hart

I

Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranteed the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got ourCatalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

The
ffMIDLAND"

Band Wheel Grinder

will grind both Wheels
at one setting—We will send

you a list of satisfied users

and testimonial if you

will let us have your

address.

Our Catalogue tells all

about them on page 14.

Send for one.

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
P. O. BOX 425

Midland - Ontario

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock Red Cedar Shingles White Pine Lath Bass and Poplar Siding

JAMES GILLESPIE

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH ana SHINGLES

North Tona,wands*,, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED 1802.

V OILLE 8c MgKEEN v»

Wholesale Lumber
NOR.TH TONAWANDA. - N. Y.

TRADE WITH 0-A.TST_A.TD.A_ SOLICITED.

EDGINGS

Ontario
Donald D«ff, of Ksquesiim, Out., will remove his sawmill to Erin nearNew Liskeard, Ont
Hointzman & Company will shortly erect an extension of their nianofactory at West Toronto. v

The North American Bent Chair Company are making extensive additions
to their buildings at Owen Sound.

Hart A Carlaw, who recently took over the old Scott planing mill at Gaitare equipping it with modern machinery.
Tickell & Sons' furniture factory at Belleville, Ont., was damaged bv fire

to the extent of $2,000. Covered by insurance.
V

The Brantford Carriage Company, Limited, have been authorized to in-
crease their capital stock from $100,000 to $200,000.

Ridout & Company, furniture dealers, Kenora, Ont., will shortly commence
the erection of a large addition to their premises in that town.

The Erie Basket Company, of Leamington, have recently added to their
plant by installing machinery for the manufacture of all classes of handles.

.v. I0mik,°
iV,ills

'
Limit( '

(1
'
have been incorporated to operate a sawmill onthe lemiskaming & Northern Ontario Railway. G. B. Ferguson of Renfrew

Ont., is president.

The Durham Furniture Company have purchased the Rockvale sawmill

toh.TEe„
n

fism.
timb

°'
limits near Flesherton

'

0nt
-

The price is 8aid

E. J. Taylor, a member of West, Taylor, Bickle Company, Norwich, manu-
facturers of brooms, has withdrawn from the partnership and will manufacture
these articles in Montreal.

The Vietoriaville Furniture Company have had to run overtime three days
per week to keep up with orders. They have just added a two-storey wine and
are installing additional machinery.

The Mitchell Cooperage Company, of Chelsea Green, a suburb of London
the directors of which control a larg-> basket factory in Ridgetown, intends es-
tablishing a basket industry on a large scale.

It is stated that Hon. W. A. Charlton and a partv of Toronto capitalists
are closing a deal for a tract containing something like 500,000,000 feet ofmahogany and cedar, situated in Chiapas, Mexico.

The Toronto Show Case Company are preparing plans for the erection of a
large factory on Carlaw avenue. They now employ about fifty hands on De-
ines street, but will employ 200 when the new factory is completed.

^•u™0 ^101^
n

Pulp & Paper MiUs have started to manufacture boxboard atMilton Ont., and intend to manufacture paper in the near future. The pub
mills of this company are turning out about 80 tons of pulp per day.

£
he Kaufman Lumber Company are erecting a sawmill at Shawanaga. inthe FarrySound District, where they have a quantitv of birch and hemlock

to cut. The company is composed of Louis and John Kaufman, of CaMels.
Ont., and Wm. Swan, lumber dealer, Bright, Ont.

Among recent incorporations is that of the Hespeler Machinerv Companv
Limited, Hespeler, Ont., capital $100,000. To manufacture and' sell wood-working machinery and tools, etc The incorporators include: W G Charter
of Hespeler; T. F. Campbell, and M. A. Secord, of Gait, Ont.

The Durango Land & Timber Company, Limited, Toronto, has been in-
corporated with a capital of $100,000 to carry on a manufacturing businessm lumber and all articles made of wood. J. S. Lovell, 119 Madison avenue, and
S. Crowell, Bank of Commerce Building. Toronto, are amone the incor-
porators.

Prohibiting the cutting of lumber on the Ontario Government forestry re-
serve at Gow Ganda results in the miners of that settlement paving $90 athousand for lumber formerly bought at $40. There are 5,500 people in the
district and the nearest railway is forty miles distant. The lumber has to be
hai.led from that point over very bad roads.

January and February are reported by Edwards & Company, middlemen
of Ottawa, to be much better for trade than the corresponding months last
year. The volume of business does not come up to 1907 and they, like other
waders look for larger shipments to the United States. The Canadian branch
of the Shepard & Morse Company, Boston, is shipping considerablv across the
border.

Recent Ontario incorporations include: Sanders & Bell, Limited, StThomas Ont., incorporated as carpenters, contractors, and builders, and to

LTnonn -

,re
*
deal

\
n ™°denyare, building materials and lumber, capital

% £00 incorporators, A
. R Sanders, F. C. Bell. E. C. Sanders and others all

of St. Thomas, Ont.
; Perfect Skewer Company, Limited, West Toronto Ont

incorporated to mainifecture lumber and builders' supplies, capital $40 000

'

incorporators S W. Hopper, D. Kennedy, R. E. Black, G. D. Kemp C e'Proctor and A J. Anderson, all of West Toronto
;
Rixon, Ainslie, StoddartCompany Limited Owen Sound, Ont., lumber manufacturers, capital $200 000

incorporators H.Rixon, J. G. Ainslie and W. Stoddart, Owen Sound ; Mc-Burney Lumber Company Limited, Toronto, Out., capital $50,000, incorpor-
ators, J. McBurney, C. H. Edwards, R. C. Davidson and others, all of Toronto.

Eastern Provinces
The Canada Paper Company may rebuild their plant at Windsor Mills

Quebec.

William H. White, Lachine, Que., has established a plant for the manu-
facture of bungs, taps and spiles^

""»uu

Rhodes, Curry & Company, Amherst, N.S., are now turning out about tenbox cars per day and are also at work upon passenger cars. Their men areworking full hours for the first time this winter.
Recent Quebec incorporations include: Montreal Wire Bound Box Com-

pany, Limited Montreal, Que capitalized $100,000, incorporators, A. J. Brown
K.C., R. 0, McMurty and F. C. Bush all of Montreal

; Hull Wooden WaTeCompany, Limited, Hull, Quo., capital $40,000, incorporators, E. J. Taber A
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McConnell. W. C. Wainuright. all of Hull, Que., D. Diver, of Deerfield, Mich.,

and others; G. A Brier A Sons, Limited, Montreal. Que., incorporated to ac-

quire the lumber manufacturing business of G. A. Grier & Sons, capital $o00,-

000, incorporators, G. A. Grier, G. W. Grier, D. G. Wardrope, A. H. Grier and

others, all of Montreal.

The Roxton Wood Manufacturing Company, Roxton Falls, Que., capital

$20,000, have been incorporated to manufacture chairs and other articles of

wood. F. Brais, of Roxton Falls, Que., and E. Paquet, Waterloo, Que., are

amon^ the incorporators.

A Fredericton, N.B., dispatch states that the lumbering and milling pro-

perty on the Pokiok River, belonging to Gilman Bros. A- Burden, has been

disposed of to a New York syndicate. The property consists of a large sawmill

fully equipped with modern machinery and 18.000 acres of splendid timber land.

There is also the Pokiok Falls, one of the most valuable water-powers in the

province.

Western Canada

The Sayward mills, at Victoria, B.C., are running again with a complete

outfit of new machinery.

The Davidson-Ward Lumber Company are erecting a 20-machine shingle

mill at Loughborough Inlet, B.C.

S. Hill & Son. lumber manufacturers. Saskatoon, Sask., have been suc-

ceeded by the Hill Manufacturing Company.

The Kelowna Sawmill Company, Kelowna, B.C., are putting in machinery

for making fruit boxes; also a planer and conveyor.

The Home Stores, Limited, capitalized at $200,000, have been incorporated

to carry on a general lumber business in British Columbia.

Gray & Shields, Vancouver, B.C., have bought the Pitt River shingle mill

from Thomas Kerr, who, a few months ago, bought the plant from Mr. Gray.

riettir & Sons, Limited. Vancouver, have been incorporated with a capital

stock of $50,000 to erect and operate sawmills, build steamboats and barges, etc.

A wealthy syndicate, whose personnel has not yet been divulged, plans

to build large' sawmills at Esquimalt Harbor, B.C.. at an expenditure of over

$300,000.

March 23rd is the date set for the conference at Calgary of all who are

interested in the lumber business, especially those west of Winnipeg. Many
topics of interest will be discussed.

The Edinborough Timber Companv, Limited, Vancouver, capital $200,000,

have been granted a British Columbia charter to manufacture lumber, run

sawmills, make sashes and doors, etc.

The Brooks-Scanlon-O'Brien Company have let the contract for five miles

of railway, to be built from the Gordon Pasha Lakes, connecting with tide-

water near Jervis Inlet. The company owns a large area of timber in the dis-

crict tributar\ to the lakes.

The Schaake Machine Works, New Westminster, has completed its first

consignment of twenty Johnston shingle machines which were ordered by
the Davidson Ward Lumber Companv for their mill at Loughborough Inlet.

The machines will be installed under the superintendence of Mr. Whitney, of

the Whitney Engineering Company, of Tacoma, Wash.

The annual meeting of directors of the Western Retail Lumbermen's As-
sociation was held at Winnipeg. The following are the officers for the current
year: President, A. K. Godfrey, Winnipeg: Vice-President, A. W. Jones,

Moose Jaw
;

Secretary-Treasurer, Alan Stewart ; Assistant Secretary, S. H.
Hamilton.

Much greater activity is reported in the British Columbia lumber trade,

especially for export. The French sailing vessel "Champigny" is loading at the
Hastings sawmill, Vancouver, for New Caledonia, and the steamer "Kish" at

the same mill for China. The Norwegian barque "Euphrosyne," which was
in this port last year, is expected in by April to take a shipment for South
Africa.

J. M. Tuller, British Columbia manager for Pendleton, Gilkie & Company,
an American timber company, recently bought 20,000 acres of timber lands from
a Vancouver syndicate. These lands are located 200 miles north of Vancouver,
and include a valuable tract of cedar. It is the intention of the purchasers to

erect shingle and lumber mills. Pendleton & Gilkie acquired another large

tract several months ago about 70 miles north of Vancouver.

Peter Morgensen, consulting and architectural engineer, recently arrived
in Victoria to take charge of the erection of the proposed new buildings for the
Western Canada Wood Pulp & Paper Company, Limited. The company has
recently acquired 55,669 acres of pulp limits on Quatsino Sound, representing
some of the choicest standing timber of British Columbia. It is proposed to
erect one of the most modern plants such as will be able to turn out the fin-

ished product more cheaply and at greater speed than any at present in opera-
tion. The Orient consumes $10,000,000 worth of paper every year, and this
market is nearer British Columbia than any other source of supply. There
is also a large market in Australia. The company are now shipping a sawmill,
which will be in operation in a few months, and the pulp mill will follow in a
very short time.

Comprehensive plans of development to be carried out during the next
few years will be submitted at the annual meeting of the Northern British
Columbia Exploration Company, to be held shortly in Victoria. The company's
holdings are principally in timber. It owns sixt- square miles of limits located
on and in the vicinity of the Grand Trunk Pa^Sc Railway in the vicinity of
Fort George. Along the Fraser River and its northern tributaries this timber
is estimated to exceed two and a quarter billion feet. Mr. Thomas Black, a
wealthy Winnipeg manufacturer, and one of the shareholders in the company,
states that it is proposed to erect a number of alrge sawmills at various
points in these limits as soon as the Grand Trunk Pacific afford facilities for
bringing in the machinery by rail. A market for the lumber is assured along
the line as well as at Prince Rupert, and in the prairie country. The limits are
said to constitute the greatest portion of the timber in the Fort George district.
The company owns five hundred million feet of timber on Bidwell Sound on the
west coast of Vancouver Island. This asset may be disposed of as the share-
holders seemingly prefer to concentrate efforts on the milling proposition along
the line of the new Transcontinental Railway. Included in the number are R.
A. Mather, of Vancouver ; Arthur Stewart, R. C. McDonald, George W. Walker,
George Skinner, John Erznger, James Turnbull, C. H. Enderton and W. a!
Morkill, all of Winnipeg, and H. Percy Simpson, of Victoria.

Authorized Capital $250,000 (^50,000)

Imperial Timber an*

Trading Co., Ltd.
P.O. Box 930, Vancouver, B. C.

Ca.neidai

ExpOrt Lumber Standing Timber

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOUGLAS FIR (Columbian Pine), RED
CEDAR and SPRUCE, ALASKA PINE, CYPRESS and CALIFORNIA
REDWOOD (Sequoia).

Can be shipped in Small Parcels. Straight or Mixed Cargoes

Hardwood Flooring
Birch, Maple, Oak

We make a specialty of }i" end matched Hardwood
Flooring. The quality is the highest, and work-

manship first class.

SEND US A TRIAL ORDER

J. R. EATON & SONS
ORILLIA - ONTARIO

Toronto Agent : A. A. Begg, 45 Howland Ave.
Phone College 1862

Montreal Agent : C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier §t.
Telephone Main 5554

Imporlers and Contractors for

all kinds of Electrical Work

Lighting Plants
Watchman's Clock and

Telephone Systems
FOR

LUMBER MILLS

Motors, Dynamos Repairs

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

the NORTHERN ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.

Electrical Contractors

ORILLIA - ONT.

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mass.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,
Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
6 ^E

„ENR
T
v

ET
MONTREAL, P.Q.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

1 inch No. i Pine
cuts& better. . $40 00

i>4 inch No. 1

cuts and better. 50 co
2 ' No. 1 Cuts and

Better 53 00
|J4 in. No. 2 Pine

cuts and better 38 00
2" No. 2 Pine Cuts

and Hitter 40 00
I A inch No 3 Cuts

and Better.... 32 00
2" No. 3 Cuts and

Better 38 00
1 in. Pine Dressing:
and better shorts 24 00

iX4,6and8conimon 24 00
1 x 10 box ai oo
1 X 10 common and
dressing 27 00

1X12 common. ... 28 00
2x10 common .... 25 00
2 and 3 x 1 2 common 2600
1 x 10 inch box and
common . . 24 00

1" mill run siding 23 00
1 x 10 and 1 2 mill
culls "8 50

in. mill cull sidings i<> 50
1" dead cullsldines 12 50
\A inch flooring; 25 00
Spruce mill run 18 50

hardwoods— per
Ash White ists and

2nds, 1 to 2" $50 00 60 00
Ash, black, istsand

2nds 1 to 2' ... . 33 00
Ash, black common

and better. . . . 23 00
Birch, common and

better 1" 23 00
Hir^h, common and

better, ij^to 2" 25 00
Birch, 3 to 4" 28 00
Birch, 1" x 4" and

up 10/16 ists and
2nds

Basswood, common
and better, 1''.. 24 00

Basswood, common
and better i}£

L '° 2 28 00 30 00
Basswood mill run 20 00 21 00
Sott Elm, common,

and better 1%
to 2"

. . . 25 00
Soft Elm%common

and better 1".
. 22 00

Rock Elm, common
and better 1"

. . 28 00 30 00
Rock Elm, 1 to 2"

1 sts & 2nds . . 50 00 53 00

44 00

52 00

54 00

45 00

47 00

36 00

42 00

27 00
26 00

23 00

29 00
30 00
27 00
28 00

26 00
25 <°

20 00
7 50
'3 5°
27 00
20 00

37 00

25 00

24 00

27 00
32 00

cargo lots

Spruce mill culls .

.

Hemlock 1x4 to Sin.

2x4 to Sin., 10 to 1 6ft

.

2x4 to 10 inch iSft.

Clear inch B.C.
cedar, kiln dried

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber

Douglas fir dimen-
sion timber up 10

.
32 ft

.

Fir flooring, edge
grain

\% No. 1 4 ft. Pine
Lath

iA" No. 2 4 tt. lath

'A" 32" pine
t'A" No. 1 4 tt.

hemlock lath. .

XX Pine Shingles
X Pine Shingles.
XX

^
B.C. Cedar

Shingles
XXX 6 butts to 2''

XXXX 6 to 23-16"
XXXXX 5 to 2".

.

.

Red pine, c & c f 1"

14 00
5 so
5 50
18 00

16 00
17 00
16 50
19 00

54 00

Red Pine, common 18

4 35

3 75
50

3 5°
a 25

75

2 40
3 00

3 30
3 75

28 DO
30 OO
3 1 00

25

27 00

24 00

tl. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1" 21 00

Soft maple common
& better i]4 to 3" 2% 00

Hard Maple i".\ 4
"

& up 10/16 common
and better
Hard Maple 4"x 4"
& up 10, 16 common
and better
Oak, red plain,

1 sts and 2nds 1" 44 00
Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 2" 50 00
Oak. red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 3" 56 00
Oak, red, plain,

ists and2nds, 4" 56 00
Oak, white, plain.

1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, i
lA"x^"

and up 10/16 .

.

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1" 77 00

Oak, quartered,
istsand 2nds, 1%
to 2"

'

Hickory ists and
2ndsh'vy ij^to 3" 62 00

44 00

48 00

22 50

27 00

28 00

30 00

47 00

52 00

60 00

60 00

47 00

49 00

80 00

82 00

Pine good sidings :

lin. x 71'n and up
;X"»«d,K"x
o and up ...

2" x 7" and up
No. 2 cuts 2x8'
and up

Pine good strips :

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTU

iA" and
a

Pine good shorts :" x 7" and up .

i'#"and ij^"...
2"

7" to 9" > Sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

strips

Pine, No. 1 dressing
shorts

Pine, 10 s. c and
better 12' to 16'

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-
ter 12' to 16' ...

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

.
ings

Pine, s. c. strips. .

.

Pine, s. c. shorts.
Pine, s.c. and better,

„. '"4
Pine, s.c. and better

„. 1 * S
Pine, s.c. and better

1x6
Pine. s.c. and better,

„. '*7
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9
Pine, s.c. and better,

1 x 10
Pine, box boards.,
x 10 No. 1 barn .

.

40 00 44 00

48 00 54 00
48 00 54 00

34 00 36 00

34 00 36 00
38 00 42 00
42 00 45 00

35 00 37 00
28 00 30 00
40 00 43 00
42 00 45 00
25 00 27 00

32 00 36 00

26 00 31 00

22 00 26 00

26 00 30 00

24 00 25 00

23 00 24 00
19 00 22 00
18 00 20 00

20 00 21 00

21 OO 32 OO

22 OO 23 OO

22 OO 23 OO

23 OO 24 OO

23 00 24 OO

26 OO 28 OO
15 00 18 OO
29 GO 32 OO

rer's PRICES

I X 10 No. 2 " 23 OO
1x8 & g No. 1 barn 23 00
I X8&9N0. 2 •• 20 oo
Pine Shorts 6' to 11'

* IO' 22 00
Pine mill culls 18 00
Pine O. culls IO 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out 17 00
Spruce, i"x 4"&up ,6 00
Spruce, 1 • stocks,

7. 8, 9 and 10''
. . 17 00

Spruce 1" clear (fine
dressing and B) 24 00

Hemlock 1 ' 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out. 20 00
*?'"<*, 18 00
i>ott Elm, common,
and better 1, i^, 2" zo 00
Ash, black common

and better. . . 24 00
Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
1 3'8"
N . 2 white pine
Spruce, mill run
Red pine mill run
No. 1 white pine
'"&>X

No. 2 white pine
' "& -A 2
Spruce mill run

2
Red Pine mill
run i" &

32" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18"

25 00
26 00
22 OO

23 OO
20 OO
13 OO

19 OO
17 OO

26 OO
15 OO

3 00
2 50
2 25
2 25

3 00

75
50

3 5°
2 75

XX, IO" , -o
White Cedar Shingles :

XXXX, 18'

Clear Butt, 18
x, x 18"

4 25
3 00
« 5o

24 00
20 00

24 00

26 00

3 5°
2 75
2 50
2 50

3 25

2 25

2 2S

2 OO
2 OO

4 00
3 25
1 75

4 50

3 50
' 75

QUEBEC, QUE.
... WHITE PINE— IN THE RAFT.

I^quarc white pine, measured off,
First class Ottawa waney, 18'

cts.

4030 to 40 feet average ...

.

average, according to lineaL 62

, „ .
«ED PINE-IN THE RAPT.

Measured off, according to average and quality nrin„Shipping order " " none

„ OAK—MICHIGAN ANI> OHIO.By the dram, according to average and quality 60
ELM.

By the dram, accordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 65 7o
30 to 35 feet, 50 M

65

XVera£
l° quality 25

35
. , BIRCH,

14 inch
19 '• 16

7 " *S
.8 " .. a8

3»

SARNIA, ONT.
PINK, COM. AND BETTER.

' x 6 8" So 00

u" a "5?/
"P wide S5 00

59 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & „p No. 1 & better 44 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 52 00

6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 „ Jj oo

6/*x 6 &"uP No. g ;: % z
S/4 • .. ,. 42 00

NO. I CUTS.
8' and up wide 41 00

1 x 10
1 " x 12"
'" x 13 and.up
K x 4 and./.

NO. I BARN.
1 in

t'A. 1% and 2" .

2% and 3". . . .

1 in

<A in.

•'A in.

2U1.

2% and 3'

4 in.

.So 00
5° 00

54 00
70 00

75 »o

NO. 2. CUTS.
in., 6" and up wide 2i

'*
'A"

2%, 3 and 4" "

NO. 3 CUTS.

39 00
39 00

. . . . 42 00
57 00 60 00

1 in

''A. 'A and 2"
.

2% and 3".

NO. 2 BARN.

27 OO

NO. 3 BARN.

in., 6" and up wide 00
<A and '•

a ' " . 28 00

*A. 3 and 4" ••
38 00 43

00
00

MILL RUN.
1 x 4"

•• 23 00
'" x 5" "j
1x6 and 8"

• *5
.. 26

on
00

%, 1 A and 3" 33 00

BOX.

No. ,, ,, tU, 2- 2. 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

'A- 'A and a" 16 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1"

''A- 'A and 2"... .

No. 2

23 OO 26 <K»

36 (X)

23 OO

19 OO

15 OO

>5 OO
'5 00

LATH.

No. 1 , 32" .

No. 2, 48" ....... \\\
No. 1 , 48" pine

3 5"
4 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO.

, PINE. SPRUCE AND TAMARAC
DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. I S. AND

2 X 4
2x6 and 3x8
3 x 10
3 x 13

6 ft

12 00
4 50

• «5 00
'5 5°

8 ft

>5 00
'5 °o
5 50
16 50

I E.

10 ft

16 50
16 50
18 00
19 00

4 X 16 tl

1650
16 50

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

- " $'9
2 X 4-8-14-16 ,Q
2 X 4-IO-18-20 2i ,

2X81 8 t0
'
6 ,Q

'

Common Boards

4 inch $,Q oo

% " So
o 32 50
10 " 32 50
13 22 50

Flooring
4 or 6 inch No. 1 $32 00

,,
2 30 00
3 33 50

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch ....

6 "

8. 10, 12 inch

19 00
31 50
32 go

Lath

6 inch No.
•• No. 3

No. 3

Siding

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce
No. 2 "

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER

3 x 6 and 3 x 8 20 00
3Xio Xl so
3 XI2 22 00
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 2000
4 X IO to IO X IO 22 OO8x8
6 x 14 up to 32 ft

1

3' 00
29 00
22 00

4 75
3 35

22 00

14 and 16 ft

20 00
20 50
33 50
20 OO
21 OO
2t OO

. . 28 30

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 8 to 16 ft

18 to 32 ft.
$19 SO

w w j- 2 I eo
2 X IO, 2 X 12, 8 to l6 ft ; 20 OO

33 OO
OO

25 OO
22 50
25 OO
35 00
25 ro

18, 20, 22 ft.

24, 26, 28, 30, 32 jf
2 X 14 Up to 32 ft

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft

3 X 4 to 4 X 12, 18 to 32 ft

6 x 6 to 6 x 12 no to 32 ft

1 x 14, 4 x 14

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8. 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14, ia x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 16
up to 3a ,

10 x 20 ..

8 x ao '.
."

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine. 4 in

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring 37
B. C. Fir E. G. No. i and 2 Flooring . 37 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring 31 qq
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring 29 00

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce , 2000
8 to 16 ft. , 6 in

. 17 50
B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16' ao 50
B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16' 1950

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. S.
No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch

XXX B. C. Cedar
X X B. C. CedarXXX Dimension.

SHINGLES.

30
33
36

No. 1 Mixed W & R Pme..
No. 1 B. C. Pir

LATH.

HARDWOODS, CAR LOTS. F. O. B. WINNIPEG.

3-'0

3.3J
»S5

$3-00
4-SO

1"

28 00
2"

3"
4"30 00

.V 00
1

28 00 2"

37 00
3"

3"
1"34 00

37 00 3"
42 00

4^

$24 80
26 80
27 30

30 50

Ash . .

Birch !

!

Maple

Flooring Canadian Clear.
American "

.

* ARE:—
$60 00
6g 00
75 00

. 78 00
63 00
70 00

. 78 00
45 00

. 49 00

. 53 00
. 43 00
47 00
50 50
55 50

. S3 00

55 00

mixed w dths

$25 00
20 00
'850
5 50
10 jo

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.
•TBI

(Wholesale
Uppers 1, 1%, t %, and 2

,«,» $83 00
2% and 3m 90 00

,-1 ' 95 00
selects 1 in 73 00

1 to 3 in 72 00
2% and 3 in.... .... 8 5 00
4 ,n • 90 00

rine common, nn 57 00
1}^ and 1% in S9 00

61 00
80 00

8s 00
45 00

54 00
58 00
38 00
43 00
33 00

TE PINE

selling price.

I
$( in

3 in

Shelving. No. 1,
' Vin and

40 00
43 00

3 in.

3 >n

4 in

Cutg up. No. 1, n'n.

•'A and il4 in
2" No. 1 Cuts
No. a. 1 in
No 2, iV. » 1^ in..
No

- 3. }'A. _and t'A in
No 3 iK» & a

»

Dressing 1% in..
35 00
43 00

No. ,'Mold Pip, . to'3 in. *£ZNo. 3 Moulding Stripa. ,

to 3 in
Barn. No. 1, 12 in.
6 8 and 10 in
No. 3 10 in
No. 3, 13 in
No. 3, 10 in . .

.

n
No

- 1 12 in ... 38 ooB°X
- ' V 3. OO

1 x 6 * "P 24 00
1 x IO

24 oo
'
x

aS 00
'* , '» an

I

d
, "P... 36 00

• A and 1% St 3 in..
Mill Cull-, /.

'A' 'A anda in..

43 00
37 00
3a 00
Ja c«

n °o
37 00

25 00
ao 00
ao 00'A x 10 and 13 45

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the ic-M-»buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda: P J<

1st & 2nd, 1 inch.

.

'A to 2 inch

'A to 4 inch . .

.

1st Si 2nd 6 inch up

1 st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red

WHITE ASH.

40 00 42 00 I

44 00 46 00 I Strips 22 00 34 004800 54 00
I Com. and culls . . . . , 4 «,

*
x
™

BLACK AND BROWN
.40 00 42 00

1
Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

BIRCH

st tl 2nd, white, 6
40 00 42 00 inch and up 30 00 32 00Common and good

C""" 16 00 18 00

ELM.
1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up

Common and culls.

1st and 2nd hand
Common and culls

1st and 2nd, soft, 6
32 00 35 00 inch and up 2600 ^00
15 00 17 00

I Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE
20 00 23 00 I ,st and 2nd. soft. . ao 00 33 00
14 00 15 00

I Common and culls. 13 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
z^\n

?y??T- to 2 inch $93 00
80 00
58 00
63 00

Fine Common, 1 inch
' A to 3 inch

No. 1 Cuts 1 inch.

.

ij{t0 2 in h
No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch

1A to 2 inch. . .

.

Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12
No. i, 1 x 10
No. 1,1x8
No. 2, 1 x 12 .

No. 2, 1 x 10 .

No. 2, 1 x 8 .

No 3, 1 x 12 .

No. 3, 1 x 10 .

.

o .
N°- 3. 1 x 8 2

spruce, 10 and 12 m dimension
9 in. and under

10 and 12 in. random lengihs. 10 ft. and up
2 X2. 2x4, 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3 x 4 randoi..^.lengths, 10 ft. and up 2A. other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft

and up
5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft.' & 'up! p,

,'
s %^Canadian Spruce boards

Vermont Spruce boards, matched V. a| ^
lw> Spruce' iathT* '

S dipPed ^ b" ndied 2° °°

'A" . ,. .

400
3 4°

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras -

Clears .*.'.'...".'.'.'...

*

3 90

Second clears.. 3 4°

Clear Whites M,".'!

!

2 35

Extra is (Clear whites out).

.

Extra is (Clear whites in)

45 00
54 00
35 00
38 00
46 00
36 00

35 00
38 00

34 00

33 5o
32 00
30 00

24 00

25 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16" 5 butts to 2"

Eurekas, 18"

60

3 8S
Perfections, 5 butts to 2yt " . . . . . . 4 60

$94 00
82 00
60 00
65 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00

37 00
40 00

35 00
34 00
33 00
31 00
30 00
27 00
35 00
26 00

22 00

23 00
20 00
2.4 00
32 5O

22 OO

3 9°
3 50

$4 OO

3 50
2 35
2 30
« 45
1 60

3 75
4 as

4 75
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if

QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY
"

A Direct Connection on
Good Goods on Spruce

and Shingles

Our Quebec Mills No. 2 Quebec

—a ti ^

Spruce

New Brunswick

White Cedar

Shingles

Our Wholesale Office, Springfield, Mass.

We Sell to the Trade Only

Write Us

are our lead-

ers and are

recognized

as such by-

retail buyers

in the east-

ern markets.

John Fenderson & Co.
Sayabec, P. Q.

Saw & Shingle Mills :

Sayabec, P.Q. St. Moise, P.Q.

Salmon Lake, P.Q. Red River, P.Q.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS : Flooring, Ceiling, Partition,

Novelty Siding, Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick

Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINGLES

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada

Sales Office :

Springfield, Mass
U. S. A.
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HUTHER BR.OS. PATENT GROOVER. OR DADO HEADFor cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to , inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material.
. Will cut a perfect groove with or across the trrain

• ™f '» * °n
[y D*d<> Head on the market that gives entire satisfaction on all classes ot work Noscrew adjustment. For different width grooves, simply remove or add inside (Wen Sold by buildersand den ers ol wo-dworkmg machmery ,n all parts of the United States. Will sendTn approval "n

HUTHER BROS., SAW MFG CO., Inc.. ..70 University Ave., RoCRBBTSR, N.Y., manufacturersC.rcularSaws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box Cutters/Concave Saws, etc.
manufacturers

JEFFREY
"Reliance"

SAWMILL CHAINS
are interchangeable with other riveted chains oi corresponding styles
and sizes. These chains are made of the highest quality malleable
iron; all links are uniform and true to pitch.

For Conveying
LUMBER, REFUSE. SAWDUST. SLABS. ETC.

Write for Catalogs, Series " T ".

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.
COLUMBUS. OHIO. U.S.A.NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON ST. LOUIS MONTREAL DENVER

Tl^E have some interesting

facts to give you re-

garding our new type of
Gang. You must know
about the new oscillation.

You ought to know it right
away. Just write us that
you want full particulars of
our No. 10, 15 and 16 Gangs
and learn of the greatest
achievement in the con-
struction of saw mill ma-
chinery in years.

Wickes Brothers
Seattle Office—410 White Bldg. Saginaw, Mich.

Iron Frame "Simplex" Shingle Machine

I

N this, our latest design of Shingle Machine, we
have incorporated all the advantages contain-
ed in our wood frame •Simplex" and added
several improvements.

The arbor has been made heavier and a third
bearing added to support it outside the driving
pulley The method of putting lead in the saw
arbor has been greatly improved. This is now
done by swinging on a centre directly under thesaw the whole frame which carries the arbor. Thus
the alignment of the bearings is not in any w^v
affected and there will be no danger of hot bearing s
after the lead has been changed. The change may
be made while the machine is running and without
stopping the carriage.

An improvement has also been made in the
method of driving the edger. It is belted direct
from a shaft running at right angles to the main,
arbor from which it is driven by means of a bevi I

friction. This makes a very neat compact drive
and has proved satisfactory in the mill.

The rail on which the carriage travels is made
of square steel and when worn can be renewed by
simply turning upside down.

Over three handled of our
UprightMachines (wood and
iron frames) are in use in
British Columbia and
Washington.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

Letson <fe Burpee, Limited, Vancouver, B. C.
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!

Woodworking Machinery
For Every Requirement

Cowan's Fast Feed Planers and Matchers
Made in Canada

€fl ARE BUILT for the most expeditious production of flooring and general mill purposes. These

machines are adapted for working hard or sott wood. They will give the very best of results with

straight grained or knotty lumber.

<J| MANY NEW FEATURES of special advantage in modern mill practice. Nothing has been

left undone to turn out a perfect machine.

€f[ THE WEDGE PLATEN provides for distributing the cut between the top and bottom heads

while the machine is in operation.

€ff AMPLE ADJUSTMENTS are furnished to compensate for wear insuring the very best work

during the entire life of the machine. Every adjustment easily accessible from the working side.

SALES AGENTS

The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Ltd.

M ontreal
St. John, N.B. Toronto Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver
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DcLoach "Prince"
Hand Feed Shingle Mill

JOHN H. CRANE
Manufacturer of Lumber and Shingles

DeLOACH MILL MFG. CO Monterey, A,.*., Jew I9o: .Bridgeport, Ala.

iu ^
ENTLE" ENv-I Purchased from you ,„ " Prince" hand feed shingle machine

machine If win£f "^j 8,
u
Con

i

S
5
r?ur a verv light runningmachine. If I wanted another hand machine I would certainly buy a DeLoach Prince.

With best wishes for your success, I am
Yours very truly,

John H. Crane.

gines, Saw Mills,1^" f°
r
;£#al

?&Ue ol En&'" es
. Boilers, Gasoline En^gl?wlU8',

Pl
Si

ers' Ĝanf Edgere, Lath Mills, Grinding MillsWater Wheels, Etc. Complete Circular and Hand Mill Equipment

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 511,
BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

Branch Office and Warehouse :

New Orleans, Louisiana 421 Carondelet Street

Gang' Edg'ers
and

Gang' Circulars
Made of Different Styles and Capacities.

voir® >t
. ha.

—*ft*4 s/t'- /ft

Descriptive booklet mailed free to any address on request

P. Payette & Company
Penatanguishene, Ont.

Keep Steam Blowing off all the Time

BURN YOUR SAWDUST
SELL YOUR WOOD

The old reliable GORDON HOLLOW BLAST GRATE ("the ev*,^with the reputation") adds from 25.to 50% to the efficiency o 'a bfSr™LVA7*^lth wet
' greenor frozen 8awdusfeas aa

20 YEARS ON THE MARKET. OVER 6,000 SETS IN USEOVER 600 VOLUNTARY TESTIMONIALS.
Saves labor in firing.—Lasts forever. Onlv exDense fW rr, -tEqually efficient in ordinary furnaces or Dutch ovens Arl«nf^ fnumber of boilers, from one up.-No changeT^S^SSHSiSA hole must be made through each wall, for the pipe aside fromthis, not a brick need be disturbed.-The largest outfit can be ins aW -X^lTfficuTt?

tTottUrd
-

a
I
aDd Starti

i"5
UP Mo^rSymS:

P^S»^^^^^ WE TO

State how many boilers you have and whether von have nl*i„

or
r
su
a
rface": ^ Md giVe Width and le^th o/^-atesufe

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Company
Greenville - Michigan
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There are more DISSTON BRAND Band lAfl I \f ^% Because millmen and sawyers recognize by the

and Circular Saw s used than any other make, lAff H V w use of the DISSTON SAWS they obtain the

and bv a large majority. WW I I I greatest results for the least cost.

WE MAKE THIS STATEMENT WITHOUT FEAR OF SUCCESSFUL CONTRADICTION.

MATERIAL
Finest

Crucible Steel

HARDENING
AND

TEMPERING

DlSSTON

Method

GRINDING

TENSIONING

DlSSTON

Method

Disston

Method

POINTS OF MERIT
UNIFORMITY.
TOUGHNESS.
GREATEST TENSILE STRENGTH AND ELASTICITY.

Being Manufacturers of our own steel, and thoroughly familiar with its makeup, we
are able to absolutely adjust the hardening and tempering processes to the degree

giving that perfect combination of hardness and toughness that produces the

"edge, tension-holding and standing up qualities" for which the DISSTON SAWS
are renowned.

By the DISSTON METHOD all Band Saws are ground perfectly flat arid uniform in

thickness, thus making possible a very close adjustment of the guides without

creating any friction or heat when in operation at the highest rate of feed; and all

Circular Saws, whether tapered or of even thickness, are perfectly flat ground on
the surface, thus insuring in all saws perfect clearance and true balance.

, x
The uniformity of the material, temper and grinding is a large factor in the prope

adjustment of tension; and this, together with the Disston process of tensioning"

is the reason why the DISSTON SAWS will manufacture more lumber, under the

same conditions, than any other brand of saw.

In the DISSTON' BRAND of SAWS you have the advantages of the product of a progressive, up-to-date

saw factory, the LARGEST IN THE WORLD, and where saws are made throughout, from the making of the steel

itself the superiority of which has been demonstrated for the past fifty-three years— to the finishing operation, and

each process is performed by mechanics of long experience and highest order of skill.

WE HAVE BEEN MAKING SAWS FOR OVER 68 YEARS

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street, East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.
KEYSTONE, SAW, TOOL, STEEL, AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

46THE DUNBAR 99

STEAM
New and Improved

LOGGING ENGINES

This is the machine for which we claim all the good Qualities possessed by any other

and a great many valuable improvements besides.

Best on the Market
This lime we wish to call your attention to one of

many important points which prove conclusively the

superiority of the Dunbar Logging Engines: that
of the Hydraulic Apparatus for raising and lowering
the Boiler, an invention of our Mr. Dunbar, Sr. (for

which patents are pending). By this device all danger
from rush of water to either end of the Boiler, caustd
by irregularities of the road, is avoided. One of the
most serious drawbacks in other Engines is the fact

that the Boiler is stationary on the frame, consequent-
ly a source of great anxiety because cf the danger to

both the Crown Sheet and the Tubes. You can readi-

ly understand that in going up or down hill either the
Crown Sheet or the Tubes are bared, causing them to

become so heated that they will leak badly, and after

repetition for a time the Boiler will be practically

ruined.

This improvement, which supersedes our previous

method for raising or lowering the boiler, has been
added since cut herewith shown was made.

Should you contemplate putting in a Logging
Engine we shall be glad to take the matter up with

you and give you all particulars.

Quotations for Logging Sleds furnished.

Write Us for Particulars

The Alex* Dunbar <fc Sons Company
Woodstock, N.B. Limited
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VI-BALATA

B
E

L

A GIGANTIC ORDER
13.108 FEET * 24* WIDE

7.000 FEET « 36" WIDE

1.944 FEET * 42 WIDE

This series of BELTING was
supplied in one order by

The 50UTHWARK MANUFACTURING Co.

Z8.5ouifiwdPh Bridge Road

London

T
I

N
G

SOLE CANADIAN
AGENTS

:

otJa
h
o
C
»t

Gcncral Supply c°mpany of Canada, Limited
Stock Carried in Canada Winnipeg, Man.FLECK BROS., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INQUIRE INTO THE MERITS OF OUR

New Tie or Log Siding Machine
It slabs both sides of the logs accurately and rapidly at the one operation Rnt hsaws movable to or from the centre simultaneously by means of TtT ,uthe sawyer's easy reach, and the spacing indicated on aTuadrant In 7 J"This machine wil, cut over 3,000L in'ten hour's" TaTy^ ulfa" fij^

this machine, if used for preparing the cants, will

strTT
t

h
he

lf

OUtPut
u
2°%- ^ is a compact machine

strongly bu.lt, as the cut indicates, to withstand hardand continuous usage. It is without an equal, letalone a supenor in this line, because it meets therequirements perfectly. Let us have an opportunity
of sending descriptive matter, and price.

WE CAN ALSO INTEREST YOU IN

Our Triumph Turbines

Saw Mill Machinery
We build a complete line for any desired capacity.

are unexcelled. They will give ore power than any other Water Wheel on the market.

CATALOGUES FOR THE ASKING.

Head Office and Works : Lindsay, Ontario
Eastern Representative :

H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James Street, Montreal, Que. m
Western Representative :

Canadian Fairbanks Company, Vancouver, B. C.
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R. H. SMITH CO., Limited
St. Catharines, Ont.

s Simond s Processturers of Sa.ws under the of CaLi\aLda.

There is no process its equal for tempering circular saws. Other makers recognize this fact, as some

of them, in order to sell their goods, claim to have the same process. All such Claims are FALSE,

as the patentee in the U. S. and ourselves are the only firms in the world who use it.

INSERTED TOOTH SAWS
Notice the improved shank. We call particular

attention to the swell which strengthens it at the weakest

part and which gives it more wear than the old style.

Shanks made in usual gauges and to fit your saws

perfectly.

SHINGLE SAWS
The quality of the " Simonds " Shingle Saws is

proven by the fact that the largest shingle and machine

manufacturers in Canada are using them.

Run a " Simonds" and you will increase your

output.

CROSS CUT SAWS
" GOLD COIN "

REFINED SILVER STEEL.

The Simonds Temper

and style of tooth make

the "Gold Coin" the

fastest and easiest cut-

g :ting- saw manufactured.

-i Write for prices.

• A v

R. H. SMITH CO. Lifted St. Catharines, Ont.
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BETTER RESULTS
The Shimer System of Tool, paves the way to better re.ulu and largerprofiU. Wherever you find this system in u.e you wil. find as a re.uU ah.gher grade of work and a higher degree of satisfaction to the operator.

THE SHIMER CUTTER BEADS for Flooring (Vii;„„ amiWainscoting Ship Lap, (>. G, Batten, etc. ai^Sdeu^ihetZfchangeable plan. Each is made in aseparate Head i.s m i. /. , i, Vto meet the conditions of frequent chai gel w hi , , T"'V
,ly

tunc and with less labor and expense To rem '

,

,"
'''! ','

less

the machine spindles and repface ^th anothS SMbutmotSvertical adjustments of the Head remaining unchane T ,is very economical on account of i,s time URSSSitof feature?

The expense that enters into the every day make™eadv of fch« nlrl

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons,&
If You Want

any kind of Machinery, see us and we will show it
to you right in Vancouver.

We cater especially to the logging- and saw-
mill industries, carrying the largest stock of newand second-hand machinery in Vancouver.

Some of Our Specialties

Washington Iron Works Logging Engines

Hiester Geared Logging Locomotives

Logging Trucks

Leonard Engines and Boilers

Good Second-Hand Machinery bought and sold
Hoisting and Logging Engines for rent

Warehouse and Storage Accommodation for rent

Vancouver Machnery Depot
Office: 44I Seymour St. Warehouse and Wharf : Foot of AkfaTst

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Robb-Mumford
Water Tube Boiler

Free Expansion of Tubes— Perfect Water
Circulation—Dry or Superheated Steam-
Half the usual number of handholes.

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST, N. S.

DISTRICT iTl^'l B
,

ank Buying, Toronto, William McKay, Manama-
OFFICES 1 J*

1
.

1 relephone Building, .Montreal, Watson Jack,£2
I Union Bank Building, Winnipeg, J. F. Porter, Manage/

None Better
Do you know of any Shingle Machine as good as

The Columbia?
No sir because no better shingle machine .exists.
The Columbia has led the list for over 33 years, and
is to-day the fastest cutting and most economical
operated shingle machine on the market. Don't
you want a catalog ?

PERKINS & CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Waterous Engine Works Co.
Limited

Brantford, Canada

Canadian Manufacturers of

COVEL
Saw Filing Machinery

A View of the Filing Room of the Great Southern Lumber Company, Bogalusa, La., Equipped with Covel Machinery.

Capacity Six Hundred Thousand Feet per Day.

The New Covel No. 90 Improved Automatic Band Saw Sharpener,
four of which are shown in above view, represents the acme of perfection

in filing machinery, is substantially built and fitted throughout with cut

gears, brass and malleable parts.

We also Manufacture full line of Sawmill Machinery, Band Mills,

Steel Carriages, Engines, Boilers, etc.

Write us for Prices and any Information you may desire.



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
You have your books audited by firms of exnert acconntantc i

companies-Why ? To get the best at the Ksl cost
' ' " **** yOUr pla"tS' appra 'Sed * eXDert *pert appraisers

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance-Our inspector and adjusters are lumbehandle your hne at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessabl,Drop us a line and we will explain our methods fully.

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway - NEW YORK

rmen as well as insurance men. We can
tly non-assessable policy, and absolutely sound indemnity.

By Lumbermen
For Lumbermen

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

STAVED COLUMNS
PRICE LIST

OF

Stock Columns

Write us for prices
on Veneered Doors,
Newel Posts, etc. Our
Stock Doors are well

manufactured. We
make doors in all the
cabinet woods.

BATTS LIMITED
48 Pacific Avenue, WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT 5

our KNOWN

"EXTRA"

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

H. WALTERS & SON, hull, canada
VANCOUVER BRANCH : Comer Powell and McLean Streets.

Aura ... ..... MANUFACTURERS OF
AXES, ALL KINDS AXE HANDLES, MACHINE KNIVES, ALL KINDS LUMBERINC & LOCCINC TOOLS
I D r>

L°NG DISTANCE phonh. We supply the Largest Lumbermen in Canada.
J. K. Booth, Ottawa, Ont.; W. C. Edwards & Co., Rockland, Ont.; McLachlan
Bros., Arnpnor

; E. B. Eddy Co., Limited. Hull ; A. & B. Gordon & Co., Pem-
broke

;
G. Perley & Co., Calumet, Que.; Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Hawkes-

bury Ont.
;
A. Fraser Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont.; Shepherd & Morse Lumber

Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Hull Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Gilmour & Hughson, Hull,
P.Q.; Imperial Paper Mills of Canada, Sturgeon Falls, Ont. ; Algoma Com-
mercial Com., Limited, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.; Graves, Bigwood & Co., Byng
Inlet, Ont.; Turner Lumber Co., Worthington, Ont.; J. J. McFadden, White-
fish, Ont.; St. Anthony Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Northern Timber andLumber Co., Markstay, Ont.

Imachine
'

ALL WRITE

J KNIVES:

L

1 KINDS.

I

1 CATALOGUE. 1

3 ^WALTERS & SONS
* * * VJ w >— . W w t_ . i

Lumbering #
Logging Toous



Toronto, April 1, 1909

(anadalumberman
£ Wood WnrkfirWorker

Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

SWASTIKA Long Life Babbitt
Copper Hardened

Is Specially Alloyed For Saw Mill Machinery

Our experience of :>0 years in the Saw Business has en-

abled us to design a Babbitt for Saw Mill Machinery.

At Minimum Price with Maximum Quality

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

The James Robertson Co. Limited
144 William Street - MONTREAL, QUE.

Agents for Vancouver : The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Arctic Metal
For Cool

Bearings
Tallman Brass & Metal Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

We Make

SPECIAL BELTS
for

Special Work
and

Guarantee Results

WRITE OUR NEAREST WAREHOUSE

D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West aoo King West 4i8Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.

21 St. Peter St. 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,

Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,

Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. (BL SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails, WaterproofCovers.Oiled Clothing,

Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptive's.

J. J. TUR.NER <8l SONS
Cor. George, King & Water Su., Peterborough, Ont., Can.

THE GREAT BELT
BEATS ALL RIVALS EVERY TIME

STRENGTH
TJ"NIFORMITY

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J, S. YOUNG, 14 Hospitsl Street. MONTREAL
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WILLIAM HAMILTON C
PETERBORO ONTARIO

44

Kendall " Patent Circular Gang
For Small Logs

Read what one Customer says about it :

"The machine has given every satisfaction expected, and in many cases far exceeded

SyJIf** SaWing 1UmbCr
5 thc proof of this bcins that our customers are paying me

$1.00 to $1.50 per thousand more for certain classes of lumber than they can purchasesame quality elsewhere; this advance being purely on account of the uniform and
smooth sawing this saw is capable of doing."

Other customers are getting- equally good results.

We make it in four sizes to cut stocks up to 12 inches thick

If you are cutting a lot of small logs, this machine will appeal to you-it is built specially to handle themeconomically and will save you money in the decreased cost of handling and the increased output per day, to saynothing of the better quality of lumber cut.
1 y ' y

Shall we send you further information ?

PETERBORO SAW MILLS
The A. R. Williams Machinery Co, of Vancouver, are our Sales Agents in British Columbia

V
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J. B. MILLER, President W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

The

Parry Sound Lumber Co
Limited

Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

VIEW OF OUR MILLS AT PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

HEAD OFFICE:

Traders Bank Building;, "T^.- .J. f\ J_
Telegraph Codes :

OrOntO. vJnt- Lumberman's Standard
Phone Main 1016 * W* V/ili»

. . Anglo American
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Split Posts
Posts Good
Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

MUIR & TERRY

LATH
WHITE and RED PINE

CEDAR POSTS

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

J. K. MUIR H. J. TERRY
Phone, Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE - ONT.

MANUFACTURERS

L
UMBER, TIMBER,

JOISTINC, LATH,

BOXES and SHOOKS

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood

Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

C. A. Larkin
WHOLESALE

Pine, Spruce
a„d Hemlock

Toronto, Ont.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.

Wc have a nice assorted stock of

Pine and
Spruce
Lumber and
Timber
Sawn all Sizes

Send for our latest List just issued

We are prepared to execute special orders for

Timber promptly

Geo. Gordon & Co
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

R. Laidlaw
Lumber
Company

Limited
Room 913 Traders

Bank Building. Toronto

Ferguson Lumber Co.
London. Ont.

OHINGLES^
f UMBER
Lath

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling- and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirement!.

Prompt Shipments.

DAM Q for Tramway!, Siding!, Etc.nniUO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St W., TORONTO

The Corbet Foundry

& Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Make a specialty of saw mill repairs, engine
repairs, shafting hangers, pulleys, boxes,
saw madrels, lumber trucks, etc.

WRITE FOR PRICES

The . . .

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO., Limited

Head Office: TORONTO

HIGHEST GRADES OF

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

AND ALL

PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS

1
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesalb

J^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : DimeriNion Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

\A7E are in the market and pay
the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A W. EYER & GO.
43 Adelaide Street E*«t.

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

L0VELAND& STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Jhe Ontario Lumber

CO* Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River, Ont. Water Shipment.

Yard : Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Prices

HomeYifcBunding, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock

On Temiskaming Railway, 103
miles north of North Bay

HAILEY BURY, ONT.

"Well bought is half sold"

Spring Trade
means

Hemlock Sales

Our Selected No. 2
means

Duplicate Orders

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock

Lumber

1007-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng* Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

YAT E Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds
* * of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
Pine, Hardwood and Hemlock Floorings
and Ceilings. Sash and Doors, Wood
Turnings, Etc. All Dressed Lumber Kiln
Dried it desired. End Matched Flooring a
Specialty.

COOD PINE SIDINCS A SPECIALTY

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Wanted:—
Dry Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

Write for special prices on

White Pine, Spruce, etc.

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

S

talph Loveland, Pres.
>j. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.
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We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops

Heading
WHITE TO

James Webster & Bro., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

Cable Address : Sawmill, Liverpool

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched

or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Tics, Box

Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and

sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Hanoles, Poles, Bed Fram*
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Orvt

McLennan Timber Lands

and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwood
Flooring

End Matched,

Bored, Polished

and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS, CO,

22 St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest you

PLANINC AND MATCHING
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, oniiia
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING,
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots
Factory near Station Write for Prices

phone 113

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

V,

WESTERN

LUMBER

SH1NCLE

c°

VANCOUVER

*#B.C.;f
r

;

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE
t . j>:,«Mft ?{;

SEND US V !

YOUR

inouTrTesI

' \ > im

SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD ACENTS
Cable Address :"Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith, Tyrer & Co..

Pickford & Black s Wharl

f>nt& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
BEVELSTOKE, B. C.

LEAK & CO.
Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St : TORONTO

We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce,

Bass wood, Maple, Birch

and Black Aah

Send us list ol what you have and your best

Cash Prices

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS of

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill
Stuff. We have also stocks of Ash, Elm,
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX, XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

head office :

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO
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CAMERON & CO., Limited

LUMBER

LATH

SHINGLES

MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

ASH
BASSWOOD

TIMBER

POLES

POSTS

MILL AND YARD: OPEONCO. ONT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA. ONT.

The Hurdman Lumber Co.
OTTAWA, CANADA

EE A ST K K N

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W E s T K K N

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all grades and a "SPECIAL BRAND" cheaper

and better than Eastern Clear Butts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

A Selected Lot of Mill Run

White Pine and
Spruce Lumber

also

ij4 and 1?a White Pine and Spruce Lath

Selling Agents for Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.

Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath

ROUGH OR DRESSED
We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-

ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything in

LUMBER
Rough and Dressed

We are open to buy

Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholsale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West - - - MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone Main 5554 55 St. Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
PARTICULARLY

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,

British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

Also selling EATON'S (Orillia) celebrated

EMPIRE BRAND HARDWOOD FLOORING

YOUR ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Wholesale

Lumber
and

Timber

I Buy, Sell, and Deal in all

kinds— Spruce, Hemlock,

Pine, Birch, Basswood, Maple,

Ash, Elm, &c.

WRITE ME

E. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Montreal
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Oyamel Company
15. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 4;") ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft, and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.
and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, ^-v

Hochelaga Bank Building QlieOeC, QllC

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOGH, JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM. A. II MACA HE,
President. Vice-President. Si c retary.

30 Years in the Trade

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Wholesale Dealer, in Limited

WHITE PINE
Red Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Lath, Shingles

Red Pine Flooring Strips Dressed or Rough at Special Prices

1212 Traders Bank Chambers TORONTO

J I.. CAMPBELL
J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,
B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited
National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, TADnxiTA

(Telephone Main 6244) I UKUIN 1 O, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber ™* Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath - Shingles

Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

MIDLAND, ONT.
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Anticipate Your Column Wants Now
and for your profit's sake investigate the merits of Detroit Colonial Columns

•J

- rmxv iww
as TUlPi?,

The manufacture of columns for both interior and

exterior finish has for years been a specialty with us.

We are the most extensive shippers of Colonial

Columns and Composition Capitals in the United

States.

Detroit
Colonial
Columns

can be supplied in plain and quartered oak, birch,

chestnut, yellow pine and other desirable woods.

The best workmanship and material enters into their

construction.

Learn to know more about our " LOCK JOINT "

so universally recommended by architects and builders.

Residence Showing Some Stylet of our Columns.

INFORMATION AND PRICES CHEERFULLY FURNISHED. PROMPT SHIPMENTS ASSURED.

Detroit Column & Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Officers and Directors:

K H. DOWNMAN, PRESIDENT

FREDERIC WILBERT, 1ST VICE-PPES.

GEO. W. DODGE, 2ND VICE-PR EN.

F. H WILLIAMS

WM. L. BLRTON

J. C RIVES

J. A. HILLIARD.
Secretary Si General Manager

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

Directors

:

JOHN DEBLIEUX

GVS DREWS
EDWARD HANSON

L. H. PRICE

H. M. COTTEN

H. B. HEWKS

Shipment by Rail or Sea,

C.-ible Address " REDCYP FF55

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress Lumber,

Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity: 3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We Carry Everything in Standard Grades and Sizes of Rough or Dressed

Louisiana Red Cypress
FRED J. DAVENPORT, Box 425, Detroit, Michigan, Canadian Representative
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C -"«E. H. HEAPS & CO.,—An
VANCOUVER.. B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish
Specialties

: AAl HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER-Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed
special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3- in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HIGH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W. J. LOVERING. 1312-13 Traders Bank Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

A Suggestion— To the Trade

!

We believe that the Lumber Trade in the Prairie Provinces and Ontario will make a mistake
by not stocking up as heavily as possible with British Columbia Lumber and Shino-les at
present prices—which are very low : in fact lower prices with $9.00 to $10.00 logs and
$5.00 shingle bolts, are an impossibility.

A word to the wise should be sufficient. Send us your order.

Export Lumber & Shingle Company, Limited Wholesale Dealers

Flack Block, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs. Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street,

VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Cable Address—Gillisco.

/ American Lumberman Telecode.Codes L'sed
\ Western Union.

C. H. GILLIS & CO
LIMITED

«™meli., Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Bowman Lumber Co.
LIMITED

R.EVELSTOKE, B. C
Manlfacti rbrs of

Cedaa\ White
Pirve a^rvd

Fir Products
Shiplap, Boards, Dimension Siding, Finish,

Lath„ Shingles

Annual Capacity, 50,000,000 feet

Mills at

Revelstoke. B. C. Comaplix, B. C.

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mass.

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,
Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

ddress all correspondence to our Canadian Representative.

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
6 s^s

RTET
MONTREAL, P.Q.

Guaranteed Daily Shipping Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
and 125,000 feet

LUMBER
The Ferrvie Lvimber

Co., Limited
Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch
Rough and Dressed Lumber

Dimension and Bridge Timber
a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE - - B.C.

15he

Yale-Columbia Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : Nelson, B. C.
Mills at Nakusp. Westly, Cascade and Nelson B. C.

We use American Lumberman Telecode.

MANUFACTURERS OF

All Kinds Rough and Dressed Lumber,
Mouldings, Lath, Etc.

DEALERS IN

Cedar and Fir Piles, Telephone and Telegraph
Poles, Fence Posts, Etc.

Rat Portage Lumber Co• Limited
WITH MILLS AT WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.. HARRISON RIVER. KENORA. RAINY RIVER AND BANNING.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shooks and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple Flooring,
Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac Piling, etc.

Our Vancouver Mill cuts High-Grade Cedar, Fir and Spruce Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles. Winnipeg Mills cut Pine, Tamarac and Spruce Lumber.

head^iIe RAT PORTAGE LUMBER. COMPANY, Limited. WINNIPEG, MAN.
D. C. CAMERON, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER.
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Authorized Capital $250,000 (.£50,000)

andImperial Timber
Trading Co., Ltd

P.O. Box 930, Vancouver, B. C.
Canada

Export Lumber Standing Timber
BRITISH COLUMBIA DOUGLAS FIR (Columbian Pine) REDCEDAR and SPRUCE, ALASKA PINE, CYPRESS and CALIFORNIAREDWOOD (Sequoia).

Can be shipped in Small Parcels. Straight or Mixed C argoes

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few
years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-
ion.

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver. B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

r S3 5 1
1

! I liLU_IJ____llliLLl nuiHD tl»0WH4ff

Manufacturers of

Fir and Ced©Lr

LUMBER
Specialty

R-ed Cedar Shingles
Correspondence Solicited

ratwmlU, Mood7*UL, m.o

, j I-laala, Mill. V«.. Q ,.r. • 0.

•'.1 Blciot Mill, rMMBW, B 0.

BhlofU Will K» 1 Tae«»uT«,, u 0.

THE EAST KOOTENAY

LUMBER COMPANY Limited
Saw and Planing Mills at Ryan. Cr&nbrook and Jaffray. B. C.

Capacity 150.000 Feet per Day.

BUY
E. K. L. Co.'s

LARXH
PINE AND FIR

Lumber
, Timber, and all kinds of Mouldings,

also Dealers in Railway Ties, Piles and Poles.

Large Stocks of Well Seasoned
Dry Material always on hand

HEAD OFFICE

CRANBROOK, B.C

"'Ear

Send us your orders for

SHINGLES
// you have not received our igog Calendar drop us a post catd

Our prices always
consistent with
the market.
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DEFIANCE*' WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
PATENTED AND BUILT BY

The Defiance Machine Works

12 Hand Planer with Boring Attachment
No. 8 Variety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off

Defiance,

Ohio

For Making
Hubs, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles.
Neck-Yokes,
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and General
Wood-Work 28 Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer.

Mowry's Jumbo Edger and Gang
Separate or Combined

THIS IS ONE OF THE BEST MACHINES
manufactured in Canada. We have sold quite a

number of these machines and have some splendid recom-

mends for them. Mandrel is 4^ in. diameter by 10 ft.

6 in. long. Drive pulley is 20 in. x 20 in. The machine

is five feet seven inches inside of frame. It has two

water boxes. Two stationary and two movable saws

(or more if desired). It has eight stationary saws for the

gang side (or more if desired). It will rip up cants to

eight inches thick. Take a slab off two sides of your

small logs and run the log through the "Jumbo " and it

will come out in boards. It is impossible for the cant to

fly back. It has reverse gear so that if a cant binds the

operator can touch a lever and run the log back. 24 in.

or 26 in. saws are used. Prices quoted on application,

with or without saws.

We make all Kinds of up-to-date Saw
Mill Machinery

Send for our Catalogue and Prices

Mowry & Sons, Gravenhurst, Ont.

JEFFREY
CONVEYERS

are the Best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Refuse, etc.

Catalog T 57 B

Reliance Saw
Mill Chains

mad in al standard sizes. Write for

Price List.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Canadian Office and Works - - MONTREAL.
Main Office and Works - COLUMBUS, OHIO, U.S.A.

ATKINS SILVER STEEL OA U/Q
CROSS CUT OHVIO

are in active demand wherever the finest saws are appreciated. They're

just as perfect as money and brains can make them.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

E. C. ATKINS & CO. INC.
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY: — INDIANAPOLIS, IND

Canadian Works — HAMILTON. ONT.
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JAMES GILLIES
President

Established

1873

JOHN GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

Mills <& Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Ye.rd <& Office

MOR.R.ISTOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
Bay Street - TORONTO103

Want to Buy
One carload ist and 2nd Hard Maple sin. x 18^ in., 10 ft.

6 in to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.
Four carloads ist and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1 >{ in. X2^ in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be well
manufactured and free of defects.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up, wide.
Coffin lengths.

Building

Materials

Pine Doors, Hardwood

Veneer Doors and

Hardwood Flooring

Are Our Specialties

In BIRCH, MAPLE 01 OAK \\ < manufacture FLOORING
and we have excelled in the MAKING.

Our "EMPIRE BRAND " gives a house a finish thai n
cheaper and poorer line cannot possibly equal.

Write for prices. They will catch you.

J. R. Eaton & Sons,
ORILLIA,
ONTARIO

Toronto Agent : A. A. Begg, 45 Howland Ave. Phone College 1862

Montreal Agent: C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St. Telephone Main SSS*

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

Canada and the South
are becoming more closely related because of our quick and
efficient service in handling a rapidly increasing ( "auadian
trade. Make it a point to inquire about the excellencies
of our

Long Leaf

Yellow Pine
.
We are giving great satisfaction to all buyers and our list
of Canadian patrons is rapidly increasing. We are able
to supply timbers up to 36 feet in length and surface
sizes up to 6x12. All timbers larger than 6x12 we can
arrange to have dressed in transit.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO.,
Hull, Alabama,

U. S. A.

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Manufacturers of J^JJ^Q^ J^Q,^ gLlld ShiUglOS Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and La.th

Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO. ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE, ONT.
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Red Deer Spruce
Stands for the Best Soft White

Spruce manufactured in Canada.

Our Strong Points are

Flooring', Finishing',

Ceiling', Siding,
Dimension and
Bright Spruce Lath

Shipments made with utmost

dispatch.

Red Deer Lumber Co.
General Offices - 306-316 Union Bank Bldg., WINNIPEG, Man.

Yard and Mills - - - BARROWS, Sask.

.

THE DEWEY DOOR

Cranbrook Sash and

Door Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DOWELL DOORS, INTERIOR FINISH
WINDOWS, TURNINGS, BRACKETS

DETAIL WORK A SPECIALTY

Lumber Shingles

Lath
Shipments in Straight or Mixed

(iarloads.

Address Cranbrook, B.C.

Wire Rope
Special Alligator
Ropes, any lengths,
fitted with proper at-
tachments.

Saw Carriage Ropes.
Haulage Ropes.

Smoke Stack Stays,
etc.

Standard and Lang's Patent Lay.

The B. Greening' Wire Company
HAMILTON, ONT. Limited MONTREAL. QUE.

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co.
36-38 Lombard Street TORONTO

Limited

List of Steam Specialties Manufactured and sold by us :

Improved Cyclone Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

Feed Water Heaters Boiler Feed Pumps Vacuum Pumps Vacuum Valves

Back Pressure Valves Reducing Valves Oil Separators Pump Strainers

Pump Condenser Vacuum Governors Pump Governors Exhaust Heads

Automatic Air Vents Hot Water Meters Smoke Consumers

Vacuum Heating
We control and manufacture the N. D. Vacuum Specialties which enables

us to give special inducements to any one requiring Vacuum Heating.

We make a specialty of overhauling- and remodelling Steam Plants.

Write for particulars and further information.

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co., Limited
36-38 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO
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SIMONDS
Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saws

This is the identical Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saw which has for years been
recognized as the best made or used in the United States. Since beginning the
manufacture of these saws at our Canadian factories, we have found and are supply,
tng a greatly increased demand throughout the Dominion. The Saws are made ofSimonds Steel, and Simonds Steel is ihe best saw steel made. They run easy cut
fast and g.ve good results. Sold by the hardware trade or direct from our offices

Every Saw Covered by an Absolute Guarantee

CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal. Que. - Vancouver. B.C. - St. John, N.B.

Will

Not

K
I

N
K

All

Sizes

in

Stock

All

lengths

ROPE

• MANUFACTURED BY •

THE DOMINIONlW^ftQPE CO. LIMITED

• MONTREAL-

f

Will

Not

R
0
T
A
T
£
With

or

With-

out

the

Load

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a vear.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
Genernl Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

DffirPC . GROUND FLOOR
V""lCS

* CORNER OK Till-; Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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A National Journal

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President

THOS. 8. YOUNG, Toronto, Business Manager
JAMES FISHEB, Toronto, Advertising Manager

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:

VANCOUVER - - - Telephone 2010. 26 Crowe & Wilson Chambers
GEO. A. GALL, Representative

TORONTO - Telephone Main 2362. Confederation Life Building
F. W. SCHERBARTH, A. M. FISHER, Representatives.

MONTREAL - - Telephone Main 2299, B34 Board of Trade
D. BURNSIDE, Representative

WINNIPEG - - Telephone 224. Commercial Travellers' Building
ROLAND F. HILL, J. R. HOOPER, Representatives

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per Year, in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3.00.

"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest

?• j
S

.

n(
i
reac.^e8 regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and al-

lied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely in-
formation on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion
by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-
worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade at
home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For manu-
facturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of
owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp
mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the most
direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed to the
"Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.

Vol. 29 Toronto, April 1, 1909 No. 7

The Tariff Struggle in the States
The tariff revision proposals in the United States have reached an-

other mile-post in their progress and Canadians are able to form a more
definite idea of what the final result is apt to be. The chairman of the

Ways and Means Committer has prepared a bill which shows that the

compaign in favor of lower duties on lumber has convinced the com-
mittee of the necessity for a reduction of this nature. Reports from
Washington state that this bill proposes a reduction of the duty on lumber
from $2 per thousand feet to $1 per thousand feet, a reduction of the

duty on laths from 25 cents per thousand to 12% cents per thousand,

and a reduction in the duty on* shingles from 20 per cent, to 10 per cent.

In Canada and in the United States, there have been expressions

of opinion as to the effect of such a change, which vary as widely as the

two poles. If all that the lumber manufacturers of Michigan and the

Northwestern States have- said is true, the bill will mean ruin to them,

and if all that some of the manufacturers of the Southern States have

admitted is also true, the bill will mean nothing of the sort, but will

simply involve a little livelier competition and possibly more favorable

terms for the consumers. If there is any result which can be foreseen

with certainty it is that there will be lower prices for the consumers

in the United States, wherever Canadian lumber will enter into compe-

tition with the home product. But that this will mean lower profits

for manufacturers is by no means likely. The difference to the con-

sumer will be some portion of the reduction in the duty. It is not

likely that the consumer will receive the whole of the $1 reduction.

When business has accommodated itself to the change, it is not probable

that there will be any difference worth bothering about so far as the

manufacturers of the United States are concerned.

What the effect will be in Canada is as yet somewhat of a problem.

Many Canadian manufacturers and dealers are inclined to the belief

that there will not be much of a change on this side of the line. In

fact, the prevailing opinion in Canada is that Canadians do not need
to concern themselves at all, and above all that they need not look for

any extensive benefit from the change. So far as Canadian lumber is

concerned it is a product which, especially in the upper grades, Ameri-

cans must have. In the nature of things , there being a continually in-

creasing shortage of supply on the other side of the line, Canladian lumber
must grow in demand in the United States. Canadians might perhaps
have to wait a little longer under a high tariff than under a low one, but
in the long run the result will be the same.

There will be some small effects in the way of readjustments of

trade. A few of the lower grades of lumber will begin to find sale in the

United States, and manufacturers of low grades in the United States

will have this new competition to face. If they did not have this prospect

in view they would probably be able to make their own prices before long

and secure enormous profits. In this way an important result of the re-

duction in the duty will be to put off an increase in the prices, at least

until Canadian timber resources commence to feel the result of the in-

creased amount of cutting which will follow. It is improbable, however,
that the competition of Canadian lower grades will affect prices in the

United States. The necessity for lumber is imperative and there is every

reason to believe that under normal conditions there will be trade for

everybody at prices which will mean a good profit. If the demand for

lumber were on the decline and there was a prospect of over-production

for a long period to come, it would not be unreasonable to look for some-
thing in the way of a depression of prices in the United States. But
conditions are all the other way. The United States manufacturer,

therefore, will probably find in a short time that he has nothing to worry
about in the reduction of the duty, and, inasmuch as the increased con-

sumption of lumber is concerned which may come from Canadian com-
petition, its result in a short time will probably be to make lumber more
popular than before and increase the demand. Taking everything into

consideration, the United States producer has little to lose and possibly

something to gain by the change, whereas the United States consumer
has everything to gain

.

If it be true that the United States manufacturer has little to lose,

the converse also is probably true, that the Canadian manufacturer has
little to gain. This, at least, is the view which seems to prevail at

present. The only question which is raising any serious question in Can-
ada is as to the effect upon the Canadian timber resources. Opinions upon
this point are much divided. Some believe firmly that the result will be
a serious depletion of the Canadian timber resources and others are

equally convinced that the result wilt be nothing of the sort. Those
who have made a study of the resources are inclined to the former belief

and to fear that Canadian forests will suffer. In the older parts of Canada,
Ontario for instance, the timber at present under license is in the hands
of strong operators, who have been cutting for many years and under-

stand pretty well how to make the best of their limits. It is not con-

sidered probable that Americans will be able to deplete these districts

to any dangerous extent, but in British Columbia there is a different con-

dition of affairs. Speculators find it a fairly easy matter to obtain large

tracts of timber there. With the prospect of easier access to the United
States markets, a movement has already commenced towards securing

control of much of the most valuable timber in the province. In con-

junction with the proposal on the part of the McBride Government to

make the timber licenses renewable it is held by some that a serious

menace is threatened to the timber resources of British Columbia. The
claim is that either the industry will be controlled by great corporations

having their headquarters mostly in the United States, or that the

timber resources will be ruthlessly depleted. These views are held by
men who have given the question a great deal of study.

The whole situation, therefore, so far as it concerns the effect upon
the timber resources of the country, is doubtful. It will behoove Can-
adians to watch events closely and to forestall any movement which wili

tend towards destruction of their resources or the concentration of them
in the hands of large companies of Americans. It is conceivable that

the results will be beneficial all round and that the result of the action

of the British Columbia Government in making the licenses renewable

will also be to place the lumber industry in that province on a far surer

basis, but there is need for much caution on the part of all concerned.
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The Fraser River Lumber Company's Plant
Description of One of the Finest

Splendid Machinery and Equipment
Mills in the World
A Fine Office Building

The site of the Fraser River Lumber Company's new mill, near New
Westminster, B.C., was occupied for sixteen years by the Ross-McLaren
Lumber Company's sawmill plant. In 1905 it was acquired from the
Ross-McLaren interests by the Fraser River Saw Mills, Limited, owned
by Lester W. David, of Seattle, and business associates, who in turn dis-
posed of it. to the present owners, in August, 1007. The original saw-
mill building was completely torn down and construction started on the

smith's shop, 144 feet long by 40 feet wide, fully equipped with mndprn
tools. The sawmill has a cutting capacity of 700,000 feet per day double,
shift, and is equipped with bull chain 000 feet, long made of 1%-indl

~mmm
\$lV

Fraser River Lumber Co., Limited -Office Building and Part of Staff.

present plant on Jan. 1, 1908, the work being under the general super-
vision of Mr. W. S. Rogers.

The mill site and adjoining property consist of 380 acres of level
prairie country, extending from the river fully a mile back to the foot-
hills. The mill proper is 500 feet long by 76 feet wide, with an "L"
shaped wing 250 feet by 50 feet.

The boiler house is 74 feet x 18 feet, constructed of concrete, brick
and steel, containing sixteen 72-inch x 18-foot return tubular boilers set
in four batteries; four boilers to a battery. The two fans used for the
induced draft are 144 inches in diameter. ' The shaving vault is 40 feet x
7'.) feet. The boilers carry 125 pounds working pressure. There is also
in the main boiler house a 72-inehes 14-foot auxiliary boiler.

The engine room is 81 x 44 feet, being constructed of brick, concrete

Fraser River Lumber Co., Limited View of Upper Part of Jack Ladder, Brick
Engine Room, Boiler House and Machine Shop.

iron with steel saddles every ten feet, and steam log kickers for kicking
logs from the chain to Kline log loaders. The head rig is a new 11-foot
Allis-Chalmers single cutting band mill, the saws for which are 10 inches

Fraser River Lumber Co., Limited—View of Transfer Tables leading
from Sawmill to Planing Mill.

wide and depth of cutting up to 96 inches. The carriage is a four block
72-inch carriage and two block trader. The carriage runs on 90-pound
rails, two "V" shaped and two flat. A Simondson log turner, with 14-
inch cylinders, is used. This rig will cut up to 120 feet in length. The

Fraser River Lumber Co., Limited —Ocean Carriers at Loading Dock, Planing
;Mill at Left of Background and Sawmill on the right.

and steel and equipped with one pair of Reliance Twin Corliss engines
22x42-inch, and one pair 18x42-inch, and one Hamilton slide valve 24x
80-inch with combined nominal horse power of 2,400 horse power. The
fly wheel on the large engines is 62-inch x 14 feet, and one the small
twin engines 43-inch x 18 feet. The foundation of the power house con-
tains 800 piles and 700 yards of concrete. The refuse burner is of steel

and brick, 33 feet in diameter by 122 feet high.

In connection with the sawmill plant there is a machine and black-

Fraser River Lumber Co., Limited View of Jack Ladder and Mill Pond.

centre rig is a new 9-foot Allis-Chalmers, double cutting band, with four
block 48-inch opening, Reliance carriage. This carriage is built of white
oak and cast steel throughout. The third rig is also a new 9-foot Allis-
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Fraser River Lumber Co., Limited View of Filing Room.

Chalmers double cutting band with 60-inch four block three track car-

riage. The two double cutting band mills have "Hill" niters. The
edger capacity consists of one 00x10 six saw edijer, and one 84x10 ten

saw broken roll double edger, both Albs-Chalmers make.
The slasher is 50-foot long and built to cut either 4 or 4%-foot

slabs. This slasher was built by the Sumner Iron Works, of Everett,

The sorting chain tables are 750 feet long and on them is located a

72-inch Mershon band re-saw and two Stetson-Ross "ready sizers." The
chain is in eight sections, any section of which can be stopped instant-

aneously, when necessary for removing lumber. The transmission ma-
chinery was all furnished by the Sumner Iron Works. The mill was de-

signed by Mr. Arthur B Pracna, of Everett, Wash., and Mr. L. S.

Tucker, of Everett, was superintendent of mill construction.

All lumber for cargo shipment is handled on cars, each car earning
from two to three thousand feet of lumber. The wharf is 1,200 feet long

and 112 feet deep, with a minimum depth of 31 feet of water, low tide,

the entire length. The ctry kiln capacity consists of six standard dry
kilns 20 x 120 feet, capable of drying 150,000 feet of lumber per day. The
shed for storing dry lumber is under construction at the time of writing,

and is 1,000 feet long by 100 feet wide. This should have a capacity of

between fifteen and twenty million feet. At present in the yard there

are tramways and pile bottoms with a capacity of twenty million feet

and available piling ground to increase this capacity to fifty million. The
planing mill at present has seven matchers, a band re-saw and sizer. II

is operated by t 22x42-inch Corliss engine, steam for which is taken from
the sawmill boilers.

For fire protection, a private water system has been installed, con

necting with Como Lake, which derives its supply of water from moun-
tain springs. The capacity of the lake is 30,000,000 gallons. There is a

14-inch intake pipe 12 feet below the surface of the lake, giving a drop

of 467 feet to the level of the mill site. The water pressure is reduced
to 130 pounds at the mill. A 10-inch supply pipe connects the lake and

Fraser River Lumber Co., Limited Interior of Sawmill, looking from Trimmer Tables to Bandsaws and Jack Ladder end.

Washington. The automatic trimmers, of which there are two, were also

made by the Sumner Iron Works. The No. 1 trimmer is 40 feet, set

with 20 saws. No. 2 is 44 feet, with 22 saws. There is a 60-inch dia-

meter steam jump saw on each line of rolls from band saws. There is

also a 60-inch Wickes gang driven by separate engine, 24 x 30-inch. All

the three rigs cant for this gang.

Fraser River Lumber Co., Limited—Interior of Engine Room Showing two
of three Engines Installed.

mill site, while throughout the yards, mill and sheds are 6-inch and 8-

inch laterals.

The log storage boom is four miles above the mill on the Pitt River,

and has pockets with a capacity to held 30,000,000 feet of logs at one
time. The company does all its own towing, having just finished the

construction of a stern wheel steamer, "Senator Jansen," named after

the vice-president of the company, the Hon. Senator Jansen, of Jansen,
Neb. This steamer is 110 fet long, 24 feet beam and 24 fet draught. It

is equipped with two 12 x 60-inch engines. The boiler is of locomotive
type, 25 feet long, with 60-inch shell and carries 200 pounds working-

pressure. The steamer is also equipped with a 10,000-gallon Worthing-
ton pump, to be used in case of fire along the water front.

Fraser, Mills, which is the name of the post office and C.P.R. sta-

tion, is about fifteen miles from the mouth of the Fraser River and about,

three miles east of the city of New Westminster. The Great Northern
and Canadian Pacific railroads have spur lines into the mill, affording an
outlet for rail shipments over both systems. The mill site is an ideal

one, there being ample water in the Fraser River to take care of the

largest lumber carrying vessels afloat, as well as having the advantage of

being able to ship by rail over competitive railroads.

Exactly one year after the construction of the plant was started the

first foreign cargo of lumber left the wharf, aboard the Chilian barque
"Ivanhoe," bound for Valparaiso, S.A.

The Fraser River Lumber Company are the proud possessors of the

finest office building in the Dominion of Canada, which was recently

erected at a cost of $15,000 The rooms of the building are finished in

(Concluded on page 21.)



Officials of the Fraser River Lumber Company

R. L. Craig, Secretary-Treasurer.

Mr. A. D. McRae., president and general

manager of the Fraser River Lumber Com-
pany, was born in Ontario 34 years ago.

Mr. McRae is a self-made man, and a prac
tical lumberman, being interested in several

large mills in the mountains of British

Columbia, as well as other places through-
out Canada. He is also heavily interested
in the Saskatchewan Valley Land Com-
pany, one of the largest land companies in

the world, and vice-president of the Winni

peg Insurance and Vessel Agency and the
Saskatchewan Elevator Company. He is

also vice-president of the firm of Davidson
& McEae, land agents of the Canadian Nor-
thern Railway Company. Mr. McRae is

also president of the British Columbia Lum-
ber, Logging and Forestry Association.
Hon. Peter Jansen, vice-president of the

company, is a Senator of the State of Neb-
raska, and one of the largest ranch owners
in (he middle west. Senator Jansen was
one of the twelve United States commis-
sioners at the Paris Exposition, and also
served as an ambassador to Russia during
the administration of the late President
MeKmley. He has written several instruc-
tive articles for popular magazines with
reference to his travels, etc., and articles
<m farming life. He is also interested in

several elevator companies in Western

V

Thos. McLarty, Logging Manager.

A. D. McRae, President, Fraser River Lumber Co.

Canada and is well known for his philan-
thropic interests.

Mr. R. L. Craig, secretary-treasurer of
the company, is a native of Missouri, where
he was born. 32 years ago. His first ex-
perience in the saw milling business was in

the State of Arkansas, where he was con-
nected with one of the largest mills. Mr.
Craig came to the coast in July, 1908, to
accept the post of secretary, later being
made secretary-treasurer of the company.
Mr. H. J. Mackin, sales manager, is a

native of New York State. He went to
the West as a youth, the past ten years
of his life having been spent in the saw-
milling and box factory experience. He
was connected first with the Standard Box
& Lumber Company, Portland, Ore., in
various capacities around the plant, and
went thence to the Tongue Point Lumber
Company, of Astoria, Ore., in the capacity

H. J. Mackin, Sales Manager.

of shipping clerk, salesman, and later be-
came sales manager. Mr. Mackin, al-

though a very young man, has an xeten-
sive and practical knowledge of the lumber
business in all its phases.
Mr. W. S. Rogers, manager of manufac-

turing, is a practical lumberman, who re-

ceived his first lessons in the sawmill busi-
ness in the employ of the Weyerhauser
Timber Company, in Minnesota/ and has
been on the coast in charge of the Weyer-

W. S. Rogers, Manager of Manufacturing.
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hauser Lumber Company's plant at Everett, Wash., for the past six

wars, before engaging with the Fraser River Lumber Company. Mr.

Rogerr lias general supervision of the manufacturing and operating de-

railments.

Mr. Thomas McLarty, manager of the logging department, was born

in Ontario, Can., 47 years ago, and lias resided in the State of Washing-
ton for the past 22 years, joining the Fraser River Lumber Company
from the Mason County Logging Company, who have large logging opera-

tions both at Olympia and Shelton, Washington.
The Fraser River Lumber Company, Limited, maintains selling of-

fices in Retina, Sask.. with Mr. C. Bruce in charge; in Winnipeg, Man.,
with Mr. Fred A. Shore in charge, and in Toronto, Ont. , where Mr. Hugh
A. Rose is located

The Fraser River Lumber Company's Plant.

(Continued from page 19.)

the different woods, such as fir, spruce, hemlock and cedar, and stained

in different colors, showing the beautiful and artistic finish that can be

derived from these various kinds of wood. The second floor contains the

living quarters of the sales manager, assistant to the logging manager,

assistant sales manager and the treasurer. These quarters are also fur-

nished comfortably for the convenience of the occupants. The office is

also equipped with private switchboard, telephone exchange, and tele-

graph wires.

Lumber Company's "Deer" Mascot.

A mascot is usually part of the crew of a ship or company of theatri

cals, and sometimes large industrial plants have some pet animal, either

a dog or cat or a bird, which is supposed to bring good fortune to the

establishment, but few are fortunate enough to have so unique a mascot

as that which is owned by the Fraser River Lumber Company, at Fraser

Mill. B.C.

While booming logs early in February, one of the men employed at

th? mill noticed a young deer swimming rapidly down the Fraser River

past tht; mill, and one of the men. who had been a cowboy in other days,

unoertook to lasso the animal, which feat was successfully accomplished.

Supt W. S. Rogers took possession of the deer and enclosed a tract

several acres in extent, adjoining his house property, in which the deer

was turned loose. Since its capture the deer has grown very tame and

affectionate and will readily feed out of the hand of those whom it knows.

Not only is it a source of great attraction to the youth of the community,

but few visitors to Fraser Mills leave without paying their respects to

its "deer" mascot.

A proposal from the shingle manufacturers of the State of Washing-

ton to the shingle operators of British Columbia to enter an agreement to

control the combined trade, has been made. It was briefly discussed at

a meeting recently, when representatives were present from both British

Columbia and Washington. Unless the output of Canadian mills as

well as American plants is limited, it is claimed there can be no control

of prices. Vancouver mills are getting from $1.80 to $1.90 for shingles,

but such is the control of the American market on the Canadian output

that were the Washington mills forced to sell for $1.50 the price in Van-

couver would in a very short time fall to the same figure. As the

American market governs the Canadian shingle trade it is urged by the

Washington shinglemen that the mills on both sides of the line should

combine to save themselves from financial ruin at the hands of the

brokers, they accuse of playing one side against the other in order that

they may buy in advance of the heavy spring demand and pocket the

profits of the rise themselves.

Dauphin's Cut a Record One.

A report from Dauphin, Man., states that the lumber cut this

winter in that part of the country will be the largest in its history. The

winter has been favorable for work in the woods and the various mill

owners having camps have taken advantage of it to operate their limits

to the fullest extent. It is estimated that at least 25,000,000 feet more

than last year will be cut.

The cordwood cut has also been one of the largest on record. The

records show that fully 3,000 men have found employment in the woods

this winter, which gives some idea of the industry: The cut by mills

is reported as follows: Tisdale Lumber Co., Murphy's Siding, 3,000,000

feet - Saskatchewan Lumber Co., Crooked River, 4,000,000 feet; Cowan

Construction Co., Mistatem, 10,000,000 feet; Shaw Bros., Prairie River,

6,000,000; the Great West Lumber Co., Greenbush, 5,000,000; Red

Deer Lumber Co., Barrows, 18,000,000; Ruby Lake Lumber Co., Ruby

Lake, 5,000,000; Dart Lumber Co., Erwood, 3,000,000; T. A. Burrows,

Grandview, 10,000,000; the Standard Lumber Co., Winnipegosis, 3,-

000 000- Muchenbacker Bros., Mafeking, 1,500,000; Caverley & Sons,

Bowsman, 2,000,000; John Sinnot, Shortdale, 1,000,000; Durban Lumber

Co Durban, 1,000,000; John Hanbury Lumber Co., Kamsack, 1,000,-

000'- portable mills, 5,000,000; total, 78,500,000.

Legal Decisions Affecting Lumbermen

Change of Venue in Lumber Case.—In the case of Gorman v. Hope
Lumber Company, the Master in Chambers at Toronto granted a change
of venue from Perth to Sault Ste. Marie, on motion of the defendants,

who showed that it would be impossible for them to get their witnesses

out of the lumber camps and be at Perth in time for trial, owing to the

breaking up of winter just about that time. The defendants swore to

having 16 witnesses and the plaintiffs to only 4. The trial will be at

Sault Ste. Marie on May 15. The defendants are to furnish the plain-

tiff with $100, or whatever lesser sum is reasonable to take his witnesses

to trial.

Disagreement Regarding Timber Licenses.—An interesting judgment
has been given by Mr. Justice Martin, at Vancouver, in the case of Top-
ping v. Marling. This action arose over a dispute as to payment for

timber licenses in which Col. Topping was concerned. The case was tried

some weeks ago, and in his judgment Mr. Justice Martin decides in favor

of Col. Topping, the plaintiff. The judgment is as follows:

Tlrs is an action upon a promissory note, given under contract for

the purchase of certain timber licenses. The note is admitted, but in

answer to the demand for the payment of the balance due thereon, the

defendant sets up a new agreement between the partis which is stated

to be "partly in writing and partly verbal," and the effect of the same is

alleged to be shortly that the defendant was to receive 14 licenses for

the price of 12 only, subject to certain additional payment in the event of

a specified sale "and if such sale did not take place as aforesaid the de-

fendant was to pay to the Government of the Province of British Columbia
the license fees for the said licenses."

In support of this contention a conflict of evidence arose between the

defendant and the plaintiff, who gave their respective accounts of what
was said at the time of the execution of the later writings, and the de-

fendant put forward one Charles Goss in corroboration of his story, and in

Ins evidence in chief Goss testified in a manner which told against the

plaintiff, but in cross-examination he broke down and gave such an un-

satisfactory and uncertain account of the' transaction that I cannot accept

him as a safe guide to my conclusions. He does not seem to have any
reliable recollection of what was said, apart from his lack of frankness

about the payment of the cemmission. It is clear that there never was
any agreement by the plaintiff to pay the license fees either under the

original contract of the 31st July, 1907, or subsequently.

In my opinion the defendant has no meritorious defence legally equit-

able, though he appears to have entertained the genuine belief that the

plaintiff was liable to repay him the amount he paid for the licenses under
part of said contract. Though in one sense it is not strictly necessary to

decide that point, yet in view of the subsequent disagreement between
the parties, I think it is not out of place to say that there was under said

contract clearly no obligation upon the plaintiff to recoup the defendant
for the amount he "advanced" to pay for the license. It seems unfor-

tunate that the defendant did not apparently take legal advice upon this

point before requiring the plaintiff to do something he was not lawfully

called upon to do, thereby bringing about this litigation. The only obliga-

tion upon the plaintiff under the contract was to sell so much timber land

for a specified price and to execute the necessary transfer thereof. I am
happy to be able to say that in putting forward this untenable contention

[ feel satisfied the defendant did not seek to take undue advantage of the

plaintiff's anxiety for a settlement, though it had that result. On the

whole evidence I am of the opinion that the defence to the payment of

the note has not been established, and therefore judgment must be en-

tered in favor of the plaintiff.

Let Well Enough Alone.

Wm. Tytler, a prominent shingle man of Vancouver, states that

British Columbia shinglemen, as a whole, prefer that the 30 per cent,

duty on shingles shall remain. He said the British Columbia mills were
all doing fairly well. They had established a reputation for good shingles,

while if the duty comes off and the market for the British Columbia mills

is made so much larger, hundreds of inexperienced men will enter the

business, as they did when the industry was first opened in Washington.
This would have a tendency to lower the standard of the product and
would force prices down. Last year British Columbia mills shipped
one billion shingles into the United States in spite of the duty, and this

was one-sixth of all the shingles used on the other side of the line.

The concatenation of Hoo-Hoo which it was expected would be held
shortly at Haileybury, Out., has been postponed and will not take place

at Haileybury. The probability is that Toronto will be the scene of the
gathering and there are good prospects for quite a number of new kittens

being rounded up. The date has not yet been selected but will probably
be early in May.
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Mr. A. K. Godfrey, Winnipeg,
President of the Western Retail Lumbermen's Association.

Mr. Geo. H. Wall, Winnipeg,
\ ice-C.erent Snark for Hoo-Hoo in Central Canada

Western Retail Lumbermen's Convention
The Western Canada Retail Lumbermen's Association held its annual

convention in the Commercial Travellers' Building, Winnipeg, recently.
There was as excellent attendance of members from all parts of Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan, and a number of visitors attended from British
Columbia, New Ontario and the United States. The sessions were of

much value to those who attended. The addresses delivered were re-

markable for the quantity of valuable information they contained. There
were a number of other attractions at Winnipeg at the same time, which
added to the interest of those who attended the convention.

The election of officers resulted in the choice of a strong board. The
new president, Mr. A. K. Godfrey, Winnipeg, is a man of unusual
ability, who may be depended upon to fill the office creditably and to

make the association of increasing importance and value. Mr. Alan M.
Stewart, secretary, who was reapointed, has filled the office so accept-
ably in the past that no better choice would be possible. He has per-

formed splendid service, and is not only able and painstaking but cour-
teous and affable.

The following amongst others

were in attendance:
A. H. Foulds, Camduff, Sask.
G. P. Robertson, Crystal City, Man.
T. Millard & Son, Holland and Cypress

Hiver.
W. R. Foulds, Oarnduff, Sask.
Geo. G. Earle, Elkhorn, Man.
.\T. Craig, Foam Lake, Sask.
L. Leadbetter, Semans, Sask.
W. A. Smith, Ninga, Man.
.1. A. Taylor, Boissevain, Man.
.1. A. Decosse, Somerset, Man.
W. D. B. Boyd, Roseisle, Man.
W. K. Moore, Regina, Sask.
.1. Hayfair, Baldur, Man.
.1. H. Meilicke, Dundurn, Sask.
J. Meilicke, Jr., Dundurn, Sask.
C. A. Meilicke, Hanley, Sask.
L. H. Mosthrop, Humboldt, Sask.
C. J. Buehard, Saskatoon, Sask.
K. B. Birkeland, Minneapolis, Minn.
G. E. Davidson, Manitou, Man.
Wankel & Barr, Oak River, Man.
A. M. High, Killarney, Man.
W. J. Robertson, Cartwright, Man.

Alfred B. Estlin, Merita, Man.
James Thomas, Killarney, Man.
John J. Moon, Russell, Man.
A. Donnelly, Maidstone, Sask.
F. McPherson, Binscarth, Man.
Thos. Adair, Treherne, Man.
W. F. Watson, Virden, Man.
A. N. Shaw, Stoughton, Sask.
A. R. Stevens, Elm Creek, Man.
Geo. Barr, Gladstone, Man.
Jas. K. Robson, Treherne, Man.
C. H. Wentz, Saskatoon, Sask.
T. E. Maxwell, Grand Coulee, Sask.
E. M. Williams, Russell, Man.
E. Baril, St. Jean Baptiste, Man.
Marks & Co., Plum Coulee, Man.
J. J. Heaslip, Alameda, Sask.
II. W. Robinson, Fort William, Out.
Grest Bros., Waterous, Sask.
S. A. Hamilton, Moose Jaw, Sask.
T. B. Patton, Regina, Sask.
G. B. C. Sharpe, Moose Jaw, Sask.
B. B. Finch, Strathclair, Man.
James Sanderson, Eli, Man.
S. McClelan, Carman, Man.
A. W. Jones, Moose Jaw, Sask.
Le Roy Stolehkiss, Regina, Sask.

W. O. Turnbull, Fillmore, Sask.
R. F. Hay, Areola, Sask.
J. A. Morton, Lauder, Man.
J. H. Jones, Rosebank, Man.
Jos. Park, Rosebank, Man.
W. W. Davidson, Moose Jaw, Sask.
Jos. Mergens, Weyburn, Sask.
A. Schambbin, Weyburn, Sask.
H. Van Tassel, Moose Jaw, Sask.
S. J. Pickel, Saskatoon, Sask.
W. M. Stewart, McAuley, Man.
J. E. Walker, Rocanville, Sask.
P. L. Summerfeld, Nutana, Sask.
F. Thorn, Maidstone, Sask.
Rat Portage Lumber Company, Win-

nipeg, Man.
E. F. Gardiner, Quill Lake, Sask.
J. A. Ball, Quill Lake, Sask.
Theo. Sparks, Grandview, Man.
J. J. Crowe, Lemberg, Sask.
H. C. McWilliams, Winnipeg, Man.
R. F. Bingham, Winnipeg.
R. H. Catherwood, Regina, Sask.
W. F. Hanbury, Brandon, Man.
H. Springate, Rat Portage Lumber
Company, Winnipeg.

Millard & Son, Holland, Man.
F. J. Carpenter, Torkton, Sask.
W. Armstrong, Portage la Prairie,
Man.

J. H. Hughes, Brandon, Man.
J. R. Hooper, Editor WESTERN Luit-

BERMAN, Winnipeg.
A. W. Sherwood, Indian Head, Sask.
F. H. Millard, Winnipeg, Man.
Jas. Badgley, Emerson, Man.
Fred. A. Shore, 332 Grain Ex., Winnipeg.
Chas. J. Lee, 326 Union Bank, Winnipeg
Jos. A. Carmies, La Salle, Man.
Wm. P. Dutton, Dutton-Wall Lumber
Company, Winnipeg.

A. E. Lee, Dutton-Wall Lumber Com
pany, Winnipeg.

M. M. Stearns, Wynyard, Sask.
S. Fargey, Belmont, Man.
Peter Kleckner, Vinbank, Sask.
A. D. L. Renuart, St. Pierre, Man.
C. H. Wentz, Saskatoon, Sask.
D. E. Sprague, Winnipeg, Man.
A. K. Godfrey, Winnipeg, Man.
W. J. Bettingen, Winnipeg, Man.
W. D. Galvin, Humboldt and Winnipeg.
R. A. Walston, Humboldt and Winnipeg
J. Mclnnis, Winnipeg Lumber & Fuel
Company, Winnipeg, Man.

G. H. Wall, Winnipeg, Man.
C. B. Little, Winnipeg, Man.
John P. Jansen, Sask. Elev. Co. Winni-

peg, Man.
A. Renuart, St. Pierre, Man.

At the opening of the convention Mr. T. B. Patton, Re<n„a vice-president of the association, presided, in the obsence of President Houser

rtJMSrt "I ?
areSS 7" I™

8
,*,

bj the seoretar?- It drew attention tothe fact that the association had been formed eighteen vears ago Refer-ence was made to the recent Trades Congress held at Minneapolis andthe hope was expressed that it would be discussed thoroughly at theconvention Mr. Houser expressed his regret at being unable to attendthe convention The most important portion of the Iddress dealt withthe harm done by retailers shipping outside their own territory.

The Secretary's Report.

The secretary in his annual report stated that the members wereto be congratulated on the result of the last year's business. In spite ofthe many adverse circumstances which had prevailed throughout thethe year, the retail lumbermen had come through it unscathed and were
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n.'U prepared to reap tie benefit of hotter times. There had heen less

pirating done by the manufacturer and wholesaler than ever hefore. This

be knew had heen the ease in Manitoba and he believed that the same
eould he said of Saskatchewan. The association was to be congratulated

also upon the good feeling which had prevailed throughout the year.

Mr. Stewart spoke of the practice of dealers who had sold out their

retail business, commencing a few years later to ship car lots direct to

eiistomers. This practice had been decreasing of late, but had only

been carried on by small mills and commission men, not by the majority
of wholesalers. Retailers ought to appreciate fully the benefit resulting

from wholesalers doing business with regular dealers only. Whole-
salers had their share of the troubles of the trade and unless the loyalty

of the one branch to the other was reciprocated trouble woidd be sure to

result. Another evil which was almost on a par with manufacturers
shipping direct to the consumer, was that of retailers shipping into the
territory of one another, for the sake of getting a little extra business.

Referring to his visit to Minnesota to attend a meeting of retail

dealers, for the purpose of discussing the adoption of a general code of

ethics. Mr. Stewart said that the meeting had been very representative,

and that the system of trade ethics, as adopted by it, was one which he
believed was absolutely necessary in the United States.

The association had performed work of much importance but there

was still a great deal to he done in the way of making it work more
smoothly and effect ively. It was the duty of every member to supply
all the information he could, and to act upon any which he obtained.

Members should supply the secretary with all the information they
obtained, whether it seemed to them important or otherwise. Every-
thing which happened to the individual members was of interest to the
association. Mr. Stewart spoke favorably of the assistance rendered to

the retail trade by the ' Western Lumberman,' complimenting its editor,

Mr. Hooper, upon his useful work.

A Good Annual Statement.

The question of an increase in the price of lumber produced on the
coast was discussed on March 19th by the lumbermen in British Colum-
bia in session, but no action was taken, though it was the concensus of

opinion that the present market prices are too low. On April 13th the

California lumbermen will meet to consider prices, and it is likely that

shortly after this meeting the lumber manufacturers in British Columbia
will again consider the question of raising prices.

John Hanbury, the well known lumberman of Brandon, says that in

all his fourteen years on the prairies he has never seen lumber so active.

He said that if conditions continue so favorable he would build another
mill on False Creek, Vancouver, with a capacity of 75,000 feet a day.

The demand for lumber was general, he claimed, and the visible supply
would soon be exhausted. There was an estimated supply in the moun-
tains of 180,000.000 feet, and more on the coast, but there were few plants

running at full capacity. According to Mr. Hanbury, orders are pouring
into the retailers as fast as they can be filled. His firm recently filled or-

ders for fifteen large barns, and, what is better, the farmers are paying
cash for their lumber.

Referring to the annual statement, Mr. Stewart drew attention to
]

the encouraging increase in insurance, which amounted to over $1,000,-

000, and urged that every member of the association should carry insur-

ance with its department.
The annual statement presented by the secretary showed receipts

amounting to $11,373.91, and expenditures amounting to the same sum,
which included a balance on hand in the bank of $2,013.08. The assets !

of the company were shown to amount to $13,390.79, and the liabilities '

to only $5.16, leaving a surplus of $13,391.03. i

The election of officers was then proceeded with, and was unani-
mous in every particular, resulting as follows:

President—A. K. Godfrey, Winnipeg. Man.
Vice-President—A. W. Jones. Moose Jaw, Sask.

Secretary-Treasurer—Alan M. Stewart. Winnipeg, Man.
Assistant Secretary—S. A. Hamilton, Moose Jaw, Sask.
Directors for Saskatchewan—T. B. Patton, Regina, Sask.; H. Van

Tassel, Moose Jaw. Sask.; Jas. Mergens, Weyburn. Sask.; H. Meillicke.

Dundurn, Sask.: C. H. Wentz, Saskatoon. Sask.; A. W. Sherwood. In-

dian Head, Sask.; A. H. Foulds. Carnduff. Sask.; G. J. E. Walker,
|

Rocanville. Sask. ; E. Baker. Outlook. Sask.

Directors for Manitoba—W. J. Robertson. Cartwright, Man.; J.

Playfair. Baldur, Man.: J. K. Robson. Treherne. Man.; E. E. Finch,
Strathelair. Man.; Geo. Barr, Gladstone. Man.; W. Armstrong. Portage I

la Prairie, Man.; E. Wankel. Oak River. Man.; D. E. Sprague, Winni-
peg, Man. ; G. F. Robertson. Winnipeg, Man.

After the election of officers the Convention was adjourned until

2.30 p.m. At that hour, the new President. Mr. Godfrey, took the chair !

and introduced Mr. W. P. Dutton, who read a paper on "Retail Trade
from a Wholesaler's Point of View." This paper was received with
considerable applause, and a resolution was moved by D. E. Sprague.
seconded by A. J. Gourlay, thanking Mr. Dutton and asking that the

same be printed.



The British Columbia Trade
Shingles and Uppers in Good Demand.

Vancouver, B.C. March 25.—Shingles are selling in the United
States and Canada at a base price of $1.85 to $1.00. At this figure a
fairly good business is being done in United States and Canadian mar-
kets. As $1.85 can be readily secured in the States for shingles the
Prame Provinces arc compelled to pay that sum if they wish to deal in
this market. The present price gives the manufacturer a fair margin
of profit.

In the lumber market there is also a brisk demand for uppers which
certainly saves the situation, as the sale for rough lumber is very slow
at $11, a price it does not pay to sell it at. There is no list price in
the low grades and there have been instances during February where
lumber of short length has been "put on the bargain counter" at $0.50
for the lot, whilst other sales have been made at $10.

Logs are scarce and dear, running from $10 to $12. About the
middle of March the Washington shingle manufacturers sent over a
strong delegation to interview the shingle manufacturers of British Col-
umbia, with a view to getting them to close down. The meeting was
attended by 75 per cent, of the manufacturers of the province. The re
presentatives of the United States mills were heard at great length. At
the present time shingles are at fair price, but this is Iargelj due to the
fact that the United States mills are shut down. For this reason shingles
are sold by the British Columbia mills in the United States for a higher
price than they would otherwise be, and the price is also made higher
for the prairie provinces owing to the United States demand.

The Washington mills put up the argument that British Columbia
is playing into the hands of the brokers, that the middlemen on both
sides of the line are bearing the market in anticipation of the big spring
demand, and that the only way prices can be maintained is for the mills
on both sides of the line to cut off the supply. Thev sav that the British
Columbia mills are pouring 75 per cent, of their output into the United
States and that, although shingles are now selling at $1.85 to $1.00, if

the mills in Washington were forced to open in April, thev would drop
to $1.50. As the United States market governs the trade' or price, the
Washington men urge that the mills on both sides should combine to
save themselves from "financial ruin' at the hands of the brokers, whom
they accuse of playing off one side against the other.

The Lumber Trade in the Kootenays.
According to advices, lumbermen in the Kootenays and Cran brook-

districts are pleased with the conditions now existing in getting out logs,
and the prospect for the increased market for the manufactured product.'
The condition last year in the Kootenays was a matter of grave con-
sideration. The shipments of United States lumber into Manitoba par-
ticularly affected the mountain trade, as their chief output is in the
lower grades, which are not affected materially by the United States
imports. On the coast the profit is chiefly made out of the higher grades,
which are not imported to any extent from the other side of the line!
Where the Canadian markets held for Canadians, however, there would
be little troubled disposing of the entire Kootenay product.

The opposition, of course, comes from the farmer. There may have
been a reason for free lumber years ago, but there is no reason for it
now. The plants established in the Kootenays, it is claimed, could
supply Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan with rough lumber, to say
nothing of the output from the coast. Kootenay buys grain and hay and
farm produce in the prairie provinces, and it is only fair that these pro-
vinces should buy their lumber from those wdio consume their products.

Timber Licenses to be Made Renewable.
Premier McBride, of British Columbia, has anounced in the Legis-

lature that the Government will bring in a measure at the next session,,
to make for the perpetuity of timber licenses until the timber is removed.
His announcement was made in the following words

:

"I would like to make a statement of some importance and one that
is awaited by a great many people in British Columbia at this time with
considerable interest. I refer to the question of the tenure of special
timber licenses, which has been a subject of some controversy of late,
and the principal mission of several delegations that have waited upon
the Government in the past few months in regard to the timber industry
in British Columbia, and I beg to anounce to the House that the Gov-
ernment has come to the determination that the tenure of these licenses
will, at the next session of this Legislature, receive the attention of the
administration in the way of some provision that will make for the per-
petuity of the licenses until the-timber is removed, on such terms and
conditions as the Government then may deem prudent in the best in-

terests of the Province of British Columbia.
"It is considered wise in our judgment to defer this matter until

we shall have had the advantage of the advice of the Commission on
forestry presently to be appointed, and until we have had the advantage
of perusing the conclusions to which that commission may come. So
when I make this announcement this afternoon, while the matter is to
receive attention next session, it must be on such terms and conditions
as will, at that time, in the opinion of the Government he wise and pru-
dent m the interests of the province."

This announcement will be received as good news by those who have
invested in British Columbia timber. Tt will mean that the tenure will
be something which can be depended upon. There will be no necessity
for fearing that a limit will have to be lumbered hastilv in order to obtain
value for the price of the license. A limit holder under a permanent
license will be able to take his time about the cutting. There will be
danger of fostering speculation, and the consequent delav in the cutting
of timber winch is ready for cutting, but it should not be difficult for the
(.overnment to devise a means for preventing this, at least to a large
extent, Timber limits will be worth a great deal more under the new
arrangements and the whole lumber industrv will benefit by the stabilitv
which will result.

In announcing the intention to bring about this change at the next
session the Government has also been wise, as it has thereby removed
any doubt as to what is to the future, and the effect will be almost as
beneficial as if it were immediately done. The Government in the mean-
time, will have plenty of opportunity to study the situation closely and
devise the best method for obtaining the object which the have in 'view

Permanence of Licenses will have Good Effect.
Now that the British Columbia Government has signified its in-

tention of doing something in the way of increasing the tenure of licenses
next session, it is quite right that it should wait for another session to
deliberate on the important regulations which would be necessitated bv
such a change. The fact that the Government has promised a favorable
consideration of the request of timber holders to extend the tenure of a
license will, no doubt, encourage the timber holders to adopt more ap-
proved forestry methods.

It would not be proper to enforce any particular forestry scheme on
the license holder, by making it compulsory for him to follow anv par-
ticular rule, but rather would it be more satisfactory to trust to the
business sagacity of the license holder, to manage the matter to suit
himself

;
for in doing this he would naturallv cut his timber so as to get

the most out of it, and not to waste it.

At present, wasteful methods exist. Under new conditions this
waste would soon cease. To properly conserve the forests, the Govern-
ment should, while lowering the license fee, increase the rovaltv propor-
tionately, while extending the term of the license. Of course, the poliev
of high license fees and short tenure of license, meant that the license
holder would get off his timber as quickly as possible.

It is now confidently expected that the Government will deal with
the matter in a businesslike way, appointing a roval commission to go
into the whole matter. A commission is to be appointed to regulate all
questions relating to our forests, and it will be instructed to make recom-
mendations for the regulation of lumbering operations on Crown lands

Experts of repute from other parts of the continent will be asked to
act upon the commission It is very clear that regulations for British
Columbia must be very different from those which would be satisfactory
in Eastern Canada, or in the Middle States. The forest conditions
are different m this province. Therefore there should be men of local
knowledge and experience on this commission.

Do Shingle Brokers Bear the Market ?
The following paragraph, in a local paper, was read by a representa-

tive of the Canada Lumberman to Mr. C. H. Gillis, of C H Gillis &
Company, Limited, wholesale shingle and general building supply mer-
chants

:
"Shmgle men on both sides of the line sell, as a general rule

through the brokers, and the latter have for some time been industri'
ously engaged in bearing the market, against the big spring demand "

Mr Offlis, in regard to this, said that if the actual truth were known
it would be found that the manufacturers themselves were selling verv
often less than the wholesalers. Speaking for the Canadian side^of the
line, he said that he had received a number of letters complaining that
the manufacturers were quoting at lower prices than the wholesalersHe had sold to one broker, in the east at a certain figure recently, andhad been informed that a manufacturer had quoted, direct to the trade
at a less price than he had sold to the broker, who had to make his nrofit
out of the trader. ' 1

Mr. Gillis had just come from Seattle and stated that he had calledon four wholesale firms there. He was convinced that, in each instance.
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these firms were endeavoring to get the highest possible price. He was
certain that there was no attempt to bear the market. Whatever might

be said of the control of prices by wholesalers on the XTnited States side

of the line, wholesalers did not control prices on the Canadian side, and

they were in no way a menace to the business. Thus, from his own
knowledge, he could unhesitatingly say that the statement quoted was
incorrect as far as Canada was concerned ; further, he did not believe it

was true of the Washington State wholesale shingle merchants.

Being anxious to find out what could be said on both sides of the

question regarding the shingle brokers bearing the market, the Canada
Lumberman interviewed a well known shingle man. who said that, while

he did not attend the joint meeting between the Washington shingle

men and the Vancouver manufacturers, and consequently did not heal-

th'? remark-; made about wholesalers, he knew from what wholesalers had
trld him that their plan of doing business was to get an order placed

below the market and then go to another mill and declare the fact, show-

ing the contract that had been arranged at the lower price.

This plan invariably led to the market being demoralized if enough
mills could be induced to break away from going prices. This informant

stated that he was quite of the opinion that wholesalers and brokers

pretty well controlled prices. Through the efforts of the brokers the

entire cut for the next three or four months had been placed. The big

mills had their cut spoken for and the small mills had sold out to the

brokers

Further, he said that the Washington men had simply come over

here to get the British Columbia mills to close down so as to help them
out, and it was a fact that the prices ruling in Washington were the

prices ruling on this side of the line, the United States market controlling

the Canadian market. Tt was a vexed question whether the British Col-

umbia mills should or should not comply with the request of the Wash
ington mills in this respect.

Interesting- B. C. Short Lengths.

Hon. Mr. Fulton has been instrumental in passing legislation gjant

ing licenses to hand loggers in certain sections of the province.

The Fraser River Lumber Company have opened an office at Regina

One day, recently, they cut 343,000 feet of lumber in ten hours.

The Timber Manufacturing Bill, with a clause giving the Govern-

ment power to allow the exportation of poles and piles, has become law.

R. J. Watson, formerly of Northern Ontario, has been appointed

to take charge of all the Dominion timber in British Columbia, says a

Revelstoke despatch. In the Dominion election of 1904, Mr. Watson
was elected to represent the district of Parry Sound.

Judge Howey, of New Westminster, B.C., has handed down a de-

cision that every member of the logging camp has a right to take out a

lien on logs for wages. Hitherto, this right was supposed only to be exer-

cised by loggers. Tt appears, however, that cooks, boom men. and

roustabouts have the same privileges.

The ship "Boadicea" left the Hastings sawmill in February with

big timbers for Southampton: the steamer "Kish" also left for China

with lumber about the same time. At this writing the French bark

"Champigney," the British bark "Rowena" and the American schooner

"David Evans" are loading at Hastings.

The "West Coast Timberman," of Tacoma, says that "85 per cent,

of the standing timber in the eastern part of British Columbia, is said

to be controlled or owned by citizens of the United States. Naturally

all these gentlemen could easily argue themselves into believing that the

tariff should be taken off timber and shingles."

The Fraser River Lumber Company, at New Westminster, has

orders for the delivery by September next of 12,000,000 feet of lumber
and timber. Of this amount 7,500,000 feet is for the Grand Trunk Pa-

cific ; the Rhodes, Curry Company, car builders, of Amherst, N.S., have

placed orders for 1,500,000 feet; the Ottawa Car Company wants 750,000

feet, and orders to the extent of 3,500,000 feet are to be filled in the

prairie district.

The Trustee Company, of Vancouver, has introduced a new plan

of financing a building. That is the "Community of Interests" plan.

This company will erect improved property in the business district of

Vancouver, in such a way that a man with $500 can invest that sum,

or a man with $5,000 to spare can invest that sum and become part

owner of the property in question. The first building to be erected under

this plan is now in course of construction at the south-east corner of

Homer and Cordova streets.

According to provincial government estimates, the largest source of

revenue for the coming year will be from timber licenses, which are ex-

pected to bring in $2,000,000. while timber royalties are put down at a

quarter of a million. The total estimated revenue is placed at $5,948,626,

and it is expected that the lumber industry will produce over one-sixth

of it. The Government should be careful not to kill "The goose that

lays this golden egg." As the mill men contribute so large a part of the

revenue of the country they should be treated with more consideration

by the Government.

What is the Matter in British Columbia?
The unsatisfactory condition of the lumber industry in British Col-

umbia has called forth a forcible letter from Mr. E. H. Newton, of Van-
couver, who expresses himself as follows :

The Editor of the Canada Lumberman—
Did it ever occur to you what a strange lot of people we are ? Of

course I know it has ; but wherein have we ever had a picture before

us to exemplify this peculiar feature of ourselves more plainly than the

self-supplied, or otherwise taken picture of the mill men of British

Columbia, taken either individually or collectively at the present time,

and what are we going to do to improve this picture ? Here is one of

the greatest industries of which this province can ever hope to be pos-

sessed—an industry which, if properly handled, should bring returns

worthy of the enterprise and energy put into it. But has it done so ?

If not, why not ? Here is an industry which those interested should
have entirely in hand, and be able to direct to the mutual advantage
of all concerned, and without inflicting hardships on any one ; but have
they done so? They have done nothing of the kind. The past two
years' operations have been the most disappointing that could be

imagined to the mills of the Pacific coast, as well as to the mills of the

interior of British Columbia, and yet who have we to blame but our-

selves ?

I am glad to know that the summing up of the past year's opera-

tions has at last roused some of the aggressors to sensibility, so that they

have decided on a saner course in future. I do not uphold prohibitive

prices in lumber any more than in any other line, but just why the mills

of British Columbia should have been operated for the past two years

without a profit, and some of them at a loss is more than I can under-

stand. One thing I know though, and that is that most of the mill

owners are onto their jobs, so to speak, this year, and are only accepting

business that will give them a profit. There are still some "suckers"
who are ready and willing to grab everything that is offered them, but

let them have it. Better no business than that which is unprofitable

—

so the saner ones say. If we are conducting a legitimate business, and
of this there can be no question, then why are we not entitled to a legiti-

mate profit ? If we are entitled to such profit, then why in the name of

common sense do we not claim it ? The situation is ours. All we have
to do is to decide that we are tired of working for nothing ; decide what
prices will give us a fair profit, and then sell at those prices. Nothing
could be simpler or easier than that, and yet it is humiliating to think

that for the past two years we have not had the gumption to do this,

but have thrown away our natural resources together with our energy.

Ye Gods ! was ever such a band of fools known before ?

That there is an over-production by the natural operation of the

mills may be, but of this there is some question in my mind ; but that

there would be less lumber used if a fair price which would give the

manufacturer a profit were asked, I very much doubt. We often hear

of bulls and bears on the market, but it is seldom that we hear anything

about the hog ; and yet this animal is met more often than either of the

others. Just wait a little and you will see him on every side of you.

and he is not hard to discern, and if you are not a very sound sleeper

he will disturb your rest all through the night with his grunts, for just

as soon as there are the least signs of reaction in the over-fed market

these creatures want to keep their (usually little) plants running 24

hours a day, and thus they are endeavoring to keep glutted an other-

wise healthy market.

That the mill owner has himself to blame for things as they exist,

to a very large extent, must be admitted, and were they all equally

responsible for the existing conditions, and equally ignorant of this re-

sponsibility, or the conditions either for that matter, then I would say

let them take their punishment to a finish. But when we understand

the truth of the matter—that there are many capable, honest, and rea-

sonable men, who are compelled to suffer on account of a few of the more
ignorant, who have missed their rut, and are lost in the depths of in-

capability to conduct a reputable business, and have grappled hold of

the lumber business in a kind of way, and are trying to hold it down to

their level, though they will fall off in time ; then I say the situation is,

well, er ("Here 'Bill,' finish this letter for me—'Bill.' ") "damnable"!

White Labor Cheaper than Chinese.

An astonishing statement was made by another of the visiting Wash-
ington shingle manufacturers, who said that white men were cutting

shingle bolts in the woods in Washington for 90 cents a cord. In British

Columbia the Chinese and Japs are charging $7.50 a cord. This authority

said that in Seattle they paid 50 cents a cord less for bolts than is paid

in Vancouver and that the Washington bolts were obtained under very

much more difficult conditions than in British Columbia, many of them
being secured from cut-over ground. He further stated that if assured

of a large enough business he would import the white bolt cutters into

this province and thus replace the Chinese. It would be interesting to

know just how the unions would view this breach of the Alien Labor Law.

when it meant driving out the Chinese with white labor.



As the Wholesaler Sees the Retailer
Interesting Address By W. P. Dutton Before Recent Convention of Western

Retail Lumbermen at Winnipeg.

I II, hoar what a

One of the most interesting events at 1,1 it*, recent convention of the
Western Retail Lumbermen's Association which was held at Winnipeg
was an address given by Mr. Win. P. Dutton, president of the Dutton-
Wall Lumber Company, upon the subject of the retailer as seen by the
wholesaler. Mr. Dutton said:

The "point of view" of a wholesaler in looking at the business of
;i retail lumberman cannot be said lo he different in any marked degree
from the view point of any other business man, except in that the
wholesaler conies in dose contact with the retail Lumber trade and may,
therefore, have better opportunities to know whereof he speaks. The
policies of business men, however, in all lines are the same, and those
common business principles which apply in all lines are applicable also
Lo that in which you gentlemen are engaged. This being the case, the
observations and criticisms of the business men engaged in the hard-
ware, dry goods, grocery or any other trade would not differ in any
material degree to the criticisms and observations of one engaged in

the pleasant, but not always highly remunerative, occupation of sup-
plying lumber to the retail trade.

It would be a mighty interesting thing,
good live man engaged in any of these other
occupations would say, if we could get him
to make a little study of the way those en

gaged in the handling of the lumber products
of the country handle their businesses. He
would not limit his remarks to the methods
of the retail trade, either, but would include

the manufacturers as well as the list of men
who could with advantage absorb some of

the common axioms of business policy. He
would have a hard time finding another class

of manufacturers who would insist upon
manufacturing and selling their product, re-

gardless of their balance sheets, sacrificing

their raw material and selling the manufac-
tured article for a price actually less than
it lias cost them to produce it.

In looking over the reports of the various
meetings of both manufacturers' and retail-

ers'associations, ofwhich there have been doz-

ens within the last two or three weeks, it ap-
pears that the members of these bodies come
to their meetings for a purpose and that that
purpose is to hear criticisms on their manner
of doing business, and I notice also that there
is never a dearth of men who are perfectly
willing to do the criticizing. After a flattering

reception and a talk or two from the officers

of the Asociation, telling the members
what a fine lot they are and how the Associ-
ation is prospering, and in divers ways hav-
ing lulled the innocent member into a con-
tented and salubrious state, those same offi-

cers proceed to lock the doors and fasten
the windows and then deliberately "sick"
two or three unrelenting critics onto the
comfortably dozing members. They call

this proceeding, "stirring them up a

which the wholesaler, through no fault of his own, often suffers from
some of your hands.

First and foremost among these is the slipshod fashion in which
many retailers attend to their financial matters. It is a practice in
this country to make collections by draft and a mighty poor practice
it is, but one which has been made necessary by the easy-going dealer
who will never send in a remittance of his own volition, but has to be
shaken into it by means of drawing upon him. In the United Staler
the last resort is the draft, but here it is a common practice for the
seller to make draft immediately upon shipment of the goods, and such
a proceeding is not regarded as any reflection whatever upon the credit
or the integrity of the buyer. It is considered a convenient way in
which to be reminded that he has to pay for the goods—otherwise be
might forget it. This system of making collections has no particular-
disapproval of the seller if it could end there, but to have this draft
come back a few days after it is due, with absolutely no word from tin-
drawee, is not only mighty exasperating lo the drawer, but is a distinct
mjury to the drawee as well. I hope that none of the members
present are addicted to this custom, but if there should be

one here, I say to him. for his own good,
do not let a note or draft go back with-
out first writing to the drawer advising
him of the fact and asking him for fur-
ther accommodation, or, at least, write
him at the time Ihe final presentation is

made, advising him that the draft is be-
ing returned and the reasons why. Do

to protect your own credit and not
the sake of the man who sold you
goods. lie will think more of you
business man, and, believe me, when

Wm. P. Dutton, Winnipeg,
President Putton-Wall Lumber Company and Great West Lumber Company

little bit," and from
the complacent way in which the members take it, I gather that, after
they once get broken in a little, they do not mind it so much after all.

and get after awhile so that they rather enjoy the excitement,—and
in that they are right, for if we do not meet together to get a little

plain talking and a shaking up, then what are we here for? The man
who thinks that he is just about the best lumberman who ever hoisted
a two by four and who knows all there is to know about the business
had better save his car fare and stay at home, for he has no business
here. Tf, on the other hand, he does not think that he knows it all, but,
nevertheless, always goes away the same man as before, and what little

he gathers he tucks away in his brain just to think about, but not to put
in practice, God help him, for he is beyond redemption. But if, after
having seen where you can make an improvement or two you go about
trying, only TRYING to put those improvements in practice, then re-

joice for you will be saved.

Now, gentlemen, it would come with poor grace from me to lay
much stress on any shortcomings which a portion of the retail trade
may have in its relation with the wholesaler, but I cannot pass to other
and more vital matters without first mentioning to you the injustices

this

for

the

as a
I say you Avill benefit in dollars and
cents by following this policy, as well as
have the business respect of those with
whom you do business. In this connec-
tion, I might refer also to' the man who
does not answer his correspondence and
lets letter after letter come to him with-
out so much as an acknowledgement, and
what I have just said applies to such a
dealer, tenfold, for it i impossible to at-
tribute business ability in any degree to
a dealer who is so devoid of the first
principles of business dealings and, We
might also say, personal courtesy — and
yet. it would surprise you to know how
many of them there are.

A second injustice to the wholesaler is

the custom which we might say exists in can-
celling orders already placed.' because of an
anticipated drop in prices. This peculiar in-
terpretation of a contract of sale was
conspicuous a year ago last fall and
last winter, when the panic and the
poor crop gave evidence of lower prices.

. _ , ,
I do not believe that this custom will be

defended by anybody as a just one, nor do I believe that
the retail dealer would stand for a cancellation of an order
because the market had strengthened and the wholesaler
thought he could make a few dollars by refusing to ship
the order. I recognize the fact that there are cases in which
the manufacturer will delay and put off time and again
the shipment of an order because he thinks it has been
sold too cheaply, but this fact just goes to show that some men in any
line of business will take an unfair advantage of others if they set the
chance, and if I was sure that a manufacturer had done that to me I
would not buy another stick from him again as long as I lived On the
other hand, those of you who may have had such an experience may
from it gather some idea of how the manufacturer feels when a can-
cellation comes in for the same reason. I do not refer now to those
dealers who, on account of crop failure, were obliged to cancel orders
which they found could not be used owing to changed conditions but
to those who, immediately upon finding out that the order had not been
shipped before the cancellation, went out into the market to find out
how much cheaper they could buy. I have in mind a concern who last
summer placed an order with us for twenty-five cars, because they
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thought they saw signs of the market strengthening and then refused

to send us specifications because prices had gone into pieces at the coast

and they found they could do better. A month or so later we received
an enquiry from them asking us for prices on five cars, just as though
they had never placed an order with us at all, which we refused to

quote upon. I confess that this was extreme, but it shows to what
lengths some men will go, sacrificing what they know to be their best

business instincts and jeopardizing their position with their business

associates for the sake of a temporary gain, small in comparison with
the business standing which they have lost.

It is sometimes a difficult thing to tell just the line where good,
clean, but wide-awake, business policy stops, and where the sharp and
questionable practice begins. I am willing to give the buyer the bene-
fit of the doubt and attribute what I might consider questionable prac-

tice to an honest difference of opinion between him and myself. It is

the desire of all of us to buy as cheaply as we can and in order to do
this we have to be awake and know where we can get the best prices.

If you send out enquiries to several wholesalers, asking for prices on
one or five cars of timber and you get their prices as requested, I want
to ask you to answer in your own minds, whether or not the lower price

I assuming that the quality is the same), should get the business, with-

out further negotiation, or whether you are, in justice to that whole-
saler and to your own better nature, justified in advising one of the

other concerns that you can buy for such and such a price and will'

give them the business if they will meet it? In other words, have you
the moral right to use bad faith with one concern, thus getting it to

quote their lowest price on your requirements, so as to use it as a bat-

tering ram against the concern which finally gets the order. This is

quite a common practice and it seems to me to he in the same category
with the practice sometimes used of trying to get better prices from one
traveller or wholesaler by misrepresenting alleged prices which have
never been quoted you.

These are some of the things which naturally come into the mind
of one who considers the relations of the wholesaler with the retail

dealer. But the scope of vision of one engaged in the wholesale trade
does not end with those things so closely gathered under his nose. His
horizon would be wide enough that he can see other aspects of the re-

tail trade—aspects which reveal conditions and practises which do not
'oncern him in the least as a wholesaler, but are of vital importance to

the retailer himself. A birdseye view of the retail lumber trade of

Western Canada reveals the same unpleasant features which accom-
pany the Lumber business over the entire continent. It is a matter of

surprise that the shortcomings of the trade should be so general, and
it can only be explained by the fact that these shortcomings must be a
part of the business itself and cannot be laid at the door of the dealer.

Nevertheless, the lumber lying inert in the yard cannot shake itself

loose of the barnacles which seem to pursue it into each and every cor-

ner of the continent, and it lies with the men who own the lumber to

free it from its leach-like companions. Is it possible, I ask you, in all

earnestness, to find any other business in which the chief delight of

those who run it seems to be in carrying it on at a variance with all the

business principles recognized by those engaged in other occupations?
Can you find any other business where those engaged in it are con-

stantly in danger of having a fight precipitated on their hands, because
of the avarice of its members or because of the flagrant violation of the

common amenities which should exist between those members? Can
you find any other business in which the largest part of the capital in-

vested is in the hands of the customers who have bought goods and who
have not paid for them? Can you find any other business on this green
earth where the manufacturer and wholesaler dares, with impunity, to

sell his product piecemeal to the consumer? I answer "No" to all

these questions, and now why is it that the lumber business should

occupy such a conspicuously unique position at the head of all the

trades? Why do you have trade fights which only stop when one or

the other of you is down and out? Is it because you like to fight? Is

it because you do not want to get a profit on the lumber you are sell-

ins? Is it because you are any different in any other way from other

men ?

The way the consumer treats you on his accounts is enough to

make a preacher swear, and you dealers are so blamed afraid that you
won't get your share or more than your share that you will do almost
anything (if you have to) to gain your purpose and do a lot of business

—even if you bust trying to do it. "The competition is so blamed
keen" you say. Yes, competition is blamed keen, that's the fact—so

keen that the consumer has got you all down, and every once in a while

he rubs your nose in the dirt and you don't yell, because you are afraid

you will lose his business. And then along comes some wholesaler, and
he sells a car of lumber at wholesale to this same customer who has had
the satisfaction of maltreating you all these years because you were a

poor devil of a lumber dealer. You kick and swear around like four

of a kind when you see that car of lumber being unloaded next to your
yard and carted away, and you make up your mind the wholesaler will

hear from you. when you get at him. Your neighbors will hear of it

up and down the line, and sympathize with you and tell around how
such practises ought to be stopped. After a while the wholesaler or his

salesman, or a commission man selling his goods comes along, and, if

he will shade the price 5 cents a thousand less than you can buy for

elsewhere, you and all the other fellows, up and down the line and every

other place, fall all over yourselves to buy, because you can save $1 on

the ear. You will all of you sit back and let the other fellow do the re-

fusing and let him lose the dollar, or the $5 or the $20, whatever it may
be.

Why do you buy of the man who has sold to the consumer in your
town or at some other place you know about, showing conclusively that

he is not disposed to protect the trade, to which he sells 95 per cent, of

his lumber? You don't buy because you like his methods any better

than you did before, but because you want to save the few dollars by
buying his cheap lumber, and you will usually find it is cheap enough
too, when you come to unload it. Do you suppose that you can go into

any wholesale house in this city and buy a pair of shoes, an overcoat, a

bag of sugar, a stove, some patent medicine, tobacco, or anything else,

I do not care what it is? Of course, you can't. Why? Because the

wholesaler will not sell it to you. He is afraid of his trade and wants

to protect his and his competitor's customers. But the lumber manu-
facturer does not hesitate when the trade is dull to dump some of his

product into the retailer's territory at wholesale prices; and, let me
tell yon. that the example is one not difficult to follow, and it is up to

you and your co-dealers as to whether or not the practice shall become

more and more common. If you want it to increase, maintain the same

indifferent attitude and it will increase fast enough.

Now, I am not saying all these things just to criticize and stop

there, but to see if we cannot find the cause and the remedy. It is not

difficult to find. This price cutting, these long, never-ending open

accounts, these fights and scraps, sometimes taking in a whole district
,

this trembling fear of the customer and a delivery of body and soul to

him if he will only buy a few boards from you. This buyingwhere you can

get a shade the best price, regardless of your feelings and convictions.

This cancellation of orders when you know it isn't right, and these

questionable practices to get your material just a little cheaper. All

these instances are the result of the same cause, and what is this cause?

1 will tell you. It is the nature of the "business" and nothing else. I

know of no other commodity in the world which so stimulates competi-

tion beyond all reason as that of lumber. If there were dealers who
handled nothing but sugar and the prices and terms of discount and of

sale were not dictated by a trust, you would find much the same condi-

tion of affairs, for sugar is sugar the same as lumber is lumber. The
dealer in sugar is protected by the fact that he sells other goods also

and the amount of sugar sold at a time is so small that the customer

docs not care to make much trouble getting prices and "jewing" all

the other dealers in town. The dealer in almost any other commodity
than lumber has the advantage of makes, qualities, styles and a dozen

other characteristics which distinguish his particular line from that of

the other dealers so that a true comparison of values and prices cannot

be made by the prospective customer. But the poor lumber dealer

—

his lumber is just lumber, and that's all. Here is the chance for the

consumer to get in some of his "fine" work. He doesn't give a hang
who made the stuff and whether the cut and dressing is 1907 or 1908

style. What he wants is "price" and a good fat "discount" and to

pay for it "if we get a crop year after next." He gets your lowest

price on his bill and then chases over to the other yard or the other two

or five yards and shows them what "you" can do for him. Then he

comes back to you again and makes the second round and before long

he has you all backed up against the wall shouting for help while he car-

ries off the lumber at barely cost price and pays for it when he gets

good and ready. You are all so afraid of each other when the customer

begins his little game that you are ready to fight your own shadows,

and honestly it is a wonder you are able to keep things in as decent'

shape as you do. You have a condition of competitive strife to deal with

more fierce than any other class of tradesmen, and in order to win out,

in face of it, you are obliged to carry on your business in a way which

is the wonder of those engaged in other trades.

It is useless to point out to you that two-thirds of your business is

a banking business and one-third lumber business, for you already know
it from bitter experience. It does no good to point out to you that after

deducting a reasonable salary for your own time and labor and interest

on the amount which you have invested and on what you owe, that the

actual profits from the "business" are little or nothing, for you already

know it is a fact. You know as well as anybody that you could effect,

a big saving if you could make your collections. Yet, the remedy is in

your own hands and nobody else can help you. The issues are distinctly

local in every case and lie between you and your local competitor. If the

law does "not" allow you to arrange matters of price, it at least will

not hinder you from making every effort to have the competition one, of

friendliness and not one of rancor. An understanding and a carrying

out of "some" system of credits is perfectly within the law and per-

fectly justifiable from even the customer's point of view. A friendly

intercourse and feeling can be as easily developed as an unfriendly one

if you both but think so. A decent and legitimate profit and the pay-

ment of your accounts in reasonable time is your due as well as the due

of other men. A great help lies in the realization that we are all much
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alike and want our share of the business that is going. The new dealer
in a town should nnt expect half the business in a two-yard town with
an old dealer thoroughly established, but other things being equal, he
will get it in time and the old dealer may as well make up his mind to
it first as last. If you know each other pretty well and drop around on
the other fellow once in awhile, half the battie is won, so far as ruinous
price cutting is concerned. The more prompt payment of accounts is

simply a matter of adjustment. It would seem to me that an attractive
discount for cash in 30 or even 60 days would be an inducement and
not mean any great loss if you are getting your price.

In the past, gentlemen, the sailing has been comparatively easy.
Your competitive troubles have been confined to your other local dealer,
who is at least always available. Before closing I wish to say just a
few words on the retail lumber business of the future as seen through
the eyes of one wholesaler. There are breakers ahead, and some of the
craft which precede us are beginning to enter the rough waters already.
I refer to wholesale dealers who cater direct to the consumer who has
money and who are already making their presence felt in the communi-
ties south of the boundary line. The immutable law of the survival of
the fittest applies to the business world as to no other. For reasons 1

have already rehearsed, the retail lumber business has always been in

a bad way. To recoup losses suffered in a war of price cutting the sur-
viving dealers often have to get more than legitimate profits. The car-
rying of outstanding accounts with the loss of many has to be paid for
by somebody, sometime, and if the dealer survives the solvent and re-

liable consumers of the community have to make up the loss. Incom-
petency and carelessness are easy prey for competition. Met L. Saley
is probably the best informed man on the retail trade of the United
States living, and he declares that the lumber trade has the largest per-
centage of incompetent, unbusiness-like and short-sighted men of any
other retail business. If you will take a trip down to Minnesota,
through Iowa and into Nebraska, you will not need to go further to see
the signs of the times. A few years ago you heard complaints of manu-
facturers shipping direct to the consumers in car lots. Then you began
to hear about the catalogue houses, and now if you go there you will

find enterprising men settling themselves down at good central points
and shipping not only sash and doors and blinds and mill work but
lumber in small lots right into towns where lumber dealers are and
have been firmly fixed for years. This is only a natural result of the
unsatisfactory state into which the trade has allowed the lumber busi-

ness to drift. It is the same old story of loose credit system, mainly
coupled with other competency. It is only a question of time, gentle-
men, when you will have to face much the same circumstances. If you
could only forestall the arrival by reforming your own faulty system
"now." how much trouble you would save yourselves and your succes-
sors later on.

Let me read you a letter I received the other day from a farmer 'te

publication devoted to the interests of a class of men who can show any
of us a trick or two in the art of co-operation:

"Dear Sirs:

—

"At a recent convention held by the Grain Grower's Association
the lumber question was very much in prominence.

"A number of delegates discussed the matter of purchasing lumber
in car-load lots, and requested the Association to take the matter up
and see if they could not facilitate matters by supplying lumber to the
farmers direct, and thus secure for them wholesale prices.

"Tf vou will glance through our latest issue, which we are mailing
yon under separate cover, you will find one or two half-page lumber
advertisements.

"As this business was unsolicited, it occurred to us that you might
be interested in placing your product before the farmers in a similar
way.

"The writer would be pleased to take the matter of advertising up
with vou.

"Thanking you in anticipation of an early reply, we remain,
"Yours truly

"

You see the time is coming, and who can expect it to be otherwise?
It is all right from the point of view of the consumer, and if you can-
not deserve to hold your place in the scheme of things by proving your
usefulness, then you will have to retire. It was always supposed until
recent years that the retailer was a necessarv factor in the carrying out
of the economic svstem. but if he can be dispensed with it will be an
economic gain and economic laws will not be turned aside. It is up to

the retailer in any and every line to show his usefulness as a cog in the
distribution of commodities from the manufacturer to the consumer.
Tn many of our towns, both here and in the United States, the mail or-

der houses are giving him a hard tussle to prove that he is a necessity.
The lumber merchant is in the most favorable position of all to hold his

position, owing to the extreme difficulty with which his community can
be provided with lumber direct. As an economist I would say "go it,

both of you, and may the best man win." but as an interested and pre-

judiced party, I sav. "Fight this tendencv to supply the consumer
direct, as you would fight death. Do not let it get a foothold, and if

you stand together, let it be in this above all others." "Remember, how-
ever, that the struggle is still in front of you. however much you may

fight to postpone it, and it is not to be half won when you realize once
and for all that unlimited time in your credits, ruinous priee cutting,
neglect of stock in your yards and jack of diligence in your collections
are besetting sins which will have to be atoned for in the end when I lie

day of judgment finally comes.
I have tried to tell you frankly, gentlemen, how the retail lumber

trade looks through at least one wholesaler's spectacles, and I thank
you. (Applause.)

Trade Enquiries.

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain
the following trade enquiries. "Readers of the "Canada Lumberman"
may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped
envelope and stating number of enquiry:

134. Soft birch.—A Manchester firm desires to correspond with Can-
adian shippers of soft birch.

140. Veneer.—A Manchester firm asks for prices of 3-ply wood veneer
from Canadian manufacturers.

143. Pine deals.—A Manchester firm asks for prices of pine deals
from Canadian exporters of same.

_

147.—Pine doors.—-A Manchester firm now obtaining supply from
United States asks for description and prices of pine donrs from Canadian
manufacturers.

153.—A London, Eng.. man.ifaetusing enterprise which uses large
requires logs with the bark on, in birch, ash. elm, white oak, beech,
quantities of timber, and has in the past been obtaining shipments from
other sources, would like to contract for regnlar supplies of logs from
Canada, if favorable conditions can be arranged. With that object in view
the company would be pleased to receive quotations from Canadian ship-
pers, if possible c.i.f., London f.o.b.. Canadian seaport. The company
requires logs with the bark on, in birch, ash .elm, white oak. beech,
bird's-eye maple and ordinary maple, and these are wanted in lengths
of 6 and 7. or 12 and 14 feet, with about 18 inches diameter inside the
bark. The logs must be good, sound and straight ones, and free from
knots and strakes. Shipments would have to be about 100 logs at a time.

187. Yellow pine.-—A manufacturer of picture frames wants to get
into touch with dealers in pine suitable for picture frames.

183. Representation.—A Glasgow firm of commission merchants de-
sires Canadian supplies of pulp for manufacture of paper.

259. Wood candy pails.—A North of England firm largely importing
all kinds of woodenware, would be interested in bearing from Can-
arp'n manufacturers of wood candy pails.

A correspondent of the Canada Lvmhrrman wishes to obtain the
address of manufalturers of automatic shim machines with boring ma-
chines, for shiming railroad tracks.

An Average Cut for the Miramichi.

A recent despatch from Chatham, N.B., says that conservative esi-

mates of the lumber shipments from the Miramichi during the coming
summer season place the amount at 65.000,000 superficial feet. Of this
amount probably 20,000,000 will be stored or wintered lumber, so that
the cut for the present season on the Miramichi and its tributaries will

be about 45,000,000.

An average cut, however, is anticipated, although nearly all lumber-
men announced that they would curtail this winter's cut owing to the
bad state of the lumber market, yet the season was such an exceptionally
good one for operation that there is little doubt but that the cut is much
larger than at first contemplated The firms operating this year are

:

J. B. Snowball Company. Limited, Miramichi Lumber Company, who
also operate on the Hutchison properties, Timothy Lynch, John O'Brien,
James Robinson, John P. Burchill, D. & J. Ritchie, Michael Welch.
Damery & McDonald, J. D. & D. J. Buckley, John Maloney and nu-
merous other smaller operators.

Cutting has been finished and logs are now on the banks ready for

stream driving as soon as the river opens. From present indications

the early opening of navigation is expected and the mills will be running
full blast early in May.

The price at present is a good one, being about $14.50 per thousand,
the usual run of the mill gang sawing, and is as high as it was in 1907
before the slump occurred. Few sales have been made, however, as

lumbermen are holding for an advance. Timber trade journals incline

to the belief that prices will be a little stronger, but several state that
the New Brunswick deal producers should take into consideration the
present unsatisfactory position of the market in England and modify their

present inflated notions of their f.o.b. values.

The Snowball concern has sold its entire cut of Miramichi pine deals,

ends and scantlings to Robert Cox & Company, Liverpool. Miramichi
shipments a few years ago averaged one hundred millions. The yearly
decrease at present is due to the fact that the Miramichi Lumber Com-
pany now turns its logs largely into pulpwood and ships to the States

what formerly went to England. Their average cut is about 30.000.000.

The next annual meeting of the Canadian Manufacturers' Associa-

tion will be held in Hamilton on September 14th. 15th and 16th, 1009.
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The Hoo-Hoo Meeting at Winnipeg

A splendid concatenation of the Hoo-Hoo of Central Canada was
held in the Commercial Traveller's Budding. Winnipeg, during the recent

convention of the Western Retail Lumbermen's Association. The large

attendance of lumbermen in Winnipeg, for the convention, resulted in

the concatenation being one of the most successful ever recorded. Much
of the credit for the success of the event is due to Mr. George H. Wall,
the new Vice-Gerent Snark. Mr. Wall was fortunate in possessing the
services of an able staff of assistants. The officers appointed for the
concatenation were all well posted on their work, so that the affair was
managed throughout without a hitch. Mr. W. B. Tomlinson, who
acted as Junior Hoo-Hoo, also deserved particular mention for his splen-

did floor work. The officers who had charge of the concatenation were
as follows

:

Vice-Gerent Snark. G. H. Wall ; Senior Hoo-Hoo, E. P Tennant

:

Junior Hoo-Hoo, W. B. Tomlinson; Scrivenoter. J. Spencer: Custocation,

J. J. Shotwell ; Arcanoper, A. K. Godfrey; Jabberwock, S. L. Raymond:
Gurdon. D. J. McDonald; Bojum. Fred. A. Shore.

The candidates, fifteen in number, who were elected by ballot, were
as follows : John Adam Taylor, manager of T. Taylor Lumber Company.
Boissevain, Man.; Thos. MacKenzie Ralston, editor "Herald," Fort
William, Ont. : Ernest Franklin Gardiner, retail lumberman. Quill Lake.
Sask. : Roy "Maple Leaf" Bullen, general agent Chicago, Great Western
Railway. Winnipeg: John "Sault" Peterson, general agent Soo Line.
Winnipeg: Edward Harold Stemshorn. Empire Sash & Door Company.
Winnipeg: Harry De Wolfe Krebs, travelling salesman, A. R. "Rogers

Lumber Company. Enderbv. B.C. : Chas. John Lee. manager of the
North American Lumber A- Supply Company, Winnipeg. Man. ; Augusl
"Duluth" Brostedt, district agent Northern Railwav. Winnipeg: Charles
Bertram Little, lumber traveller, Winnipeg; Paul Ludwic Somerfeld.
partner, Trwin & Companv, Saskatoon, Sask. ; Nicolaus "Tanbark" Grest.

of Grest Bros., lumber dealers. Waterous. Sask.; M. G. Smith, of Kil-

gour & Smith, lumber dealers. Ninga. Man. ; Arthur Charles McElroy.
salesman North Pacific Lumber Company. Barnet, B.C : Henry Cecil

McWilliams, lumber buyer. Monarch Lumber Company. Winnipeg, Man.
The initiatory proceedings were carried out with great success and

when they were completed, a number of interesting entertainment fea-

tures were introduced, among them being a clever boxing bout. This
vvh? ftMowed by a banquet at which there were 17/5 guests present. Music
and special entertainment were provided during the banquet, which in-

'•hided a number of characteristic sketches, vaudeville, sleight of hand
funis, etc. Several interesting addresses were delivered and the banquet
came to an end at 3 a.m.

Caterwaulings.

According to the editor of the "Western Lumberman." the cater-

waulings, which occurred during the initiation, were numerous and in-

teresting. He describes a few of them as follows

:

The way Springate lived up to his name was a surprise to the

uninitiated Kittens.

Birnie was on deck as usual. Jim Suttie says he and Birnie are
going to run for the Senate.

Tommy Dunn "done" all he could to make the boys feel at home.
Bill Tomlinson has been nominated for centre rush for the Hoo-

Hoo football team. He will have Roy Bullen and Stan Raymond for

right and left guards. Louey Palmetier is in training for quarter back,
dieting heavily on doughnuts.

A. Brostedt—Jim Hill's personal representative in Canada—came
from Duluth to join the Hoo-Hoo at Winnipeg.

John Peterson, general agent of the Soo Line, claimed that the
late Thomas Lowery was the entire thing, but now is willing to admit
that while Mr. Tom. Shaughnessy is King of the Canadian Railways, he
stands a good show to rival Hill and Harriman.

Ralston broke into Hoo-Hoo. and broke his sox doing so. The
newspaper business is a hard one to be in and keep socks darned.

Lee savs he likes Duck stew better than dancing.
Roy "Maple Leaf" Bullen says he never was a Highlander before.

Mr. Tomlinson makes one of the best Junior Hoo-Hoo we have ever
seen and we have seen them at Toronto. Chicago. St. Louis and Minne-
apolis during the past seven years.

What is the matter with starting the concatenation in future at
9.09 a.m.. in order that the boys get to the "session on the roof" before
midnight of the same day.

Stan. Raymond was greatly perturbed because someone did not
turn in a Kitten's application. A vigilant search was made for the
paper and after roaming the gardens east and west, it was found in

Raymond's southwest pocket.
Jim Ovas says the goat never had a decent feed since he owned it.

Chandler will have his hair cut on the Queen's birthday. Free
drinks.

Sam Hamilton says the Winnipeg girls are not as courteous as
those in Saskatoon.

Jay Spencer raked in the shekels at the rate of $9.99 per nine
minutes.

Roy was too large to get through "the tunnel," but he put in a
couple of extra stunts. His Highland costume was "a bird." By the
way. Roy never told us he was Highland Scotch. We thought his ac-

quaintance was limited strictly to "hot Scotch."
Supreme Scrivenoter Baird sent us a letter. We tried to induce

our friend Jim to come up here, but he said he "was unable to pur-
chase a buffalo robe in Nashville." What d'ye think of that?

Winnipeg expects to have the big annual Hoo-Hoo conclave up
here some year. Let it be 1910, or during our World's Fair—the Sel-

kirk Centennial. Who will push it?

The dreadful cannon, the frisky goat, the darksome tunnel and
electrocution by the death-chair-route cannot scare a Hoo-Hoo.

Birnie had the nerve to challenge the editor of this Journal to a
5-round contest. "We accept gladly, provided Birnie weighs in the
feather-weight class, ties one hand behind his back and lets it run to a
finish.

Mutual Fire Insurance a Success.

The annual meeting of the Retail Lumbermen's Mutual Fire In-

surance Company was held during the recent convention of the Western
Retail Lumbermen's Association at Winnipeg.

On Thursday. February 11th. the annual meeting of the Retail
Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company was held and the state-

ment published in our last issue was read to the members.
President J. A. Thompson being absent in California, his address

was nad by the Secretary. The Secretary's report was also read and
adopted. This report showed that the company was in a splendid fin-

ancial condition and considerable progress had been made during the
past year.

The election of officers for the insurance branch then took place,

and resulted as follows:
President—J. A. Thompson. Winnipeg.
Vice-President—J. B. Sinclair. Winnipeg.
Treasurer—A. K. Codfrey. Winnipeg.
Secretary—Alan M. Stewart. Winnipeg.
Directors—T. B. Patton. Regina. Sask.; J. C. Graham. Winnipeg,

Man.; T. L. Arnett. Souris, Man.; H. Meiliekem, Dundurn, Sask.; F.
McPherson. Binscarth, Man.

The insurance reports referred to the splendid progress that had
been made during the past year, enabling the cost of insurance to lum-
bermen to be reduced lower -than it had ever been before in the history
of Canada.

After the Convention proceedings a large number of the lumber-
men took occasion to visit various points of interest in the city, and
some of the members were also connected with curling rinks which
were taking part in the bonspiel. and stayed over for the various events.

Personal Mention.

Mr. Isaac Baker, of the Edward Hines Lumber Company, Chicago,
visited Toronto recently. He reports a great revival of business in Chi-
cago. His company's business for January and February was greater
than during any previous January and February. The building trade has
picked up greatly and the demand for lumber in Chicago is expanding
rapidly. In the country also, although not so lively as in Chicago, busi-

ness has improved extensively.

A. J. De Laplante, of the De Laplante Lumber Company, Toronto,
Ont., spent several days in New York recently, looking over the general
trade situation, and reported there that conditions in Canada favored a
very satisfactory year in the lumber business.

J. M. Diver, manager of the Cleveland Sarnia Saw Mills Company,
Limited, of Sarnia, Ont., visited New York recently and attended the
annual convention of the N.W.L.D.A. He also devoted some time to

looking over the general market situation.

Frank Hawkins, secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Associa-
tion, favored the Canada Lumberman with a call last week. Mr. Haw-
kins reports that the work of the association is meeting with encouraging
support and is increasing rapidly in volume.

S. M. Carrier, of Buffalo, N.Y., expects to go to Bathurst, N.B.,
about the middle of April, to start the new mill of the Bathurst Lumber
Company, in which he is interested.

A Pittsburg, Pa., report says that Robert McDonald, president of

the McDonald Lumber Company, has become interested in a Canadian
proposition which promises to occupy a prominent place in the lumber
business.

The death of Mr. H. D. Warren, president and treasurer of the Gutta
Percha & Eubber Manufacturing Company of Toronto, Limited, will

be a cause of deep regret to all who came into touch with Mr. Warren.
Mr. Warren's death occurred on March 5th at his residence, "Red
Gables," Toronto.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment Wan-
ted" will he inserted in thii department at the
rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the
basis ot 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
"rdered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements ot "Employment Wanted"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than
the coth and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue.

WANTED LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED - TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tf

Basswood Wanted
FT. 4/4 WINTER CUT, LOG
run, dead culls out. State amount

you have and lowest price. Box 694 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto. 8

500,000

Wanted
YOU TO CORRESPOND WITH US, IF

you have any kind ot dry lumber for sale, or
stock ot hardwood or basswood logs to saw to order.

Kinsman Lumber Co. Limited.

7

The R. E.
Hamilton.

Wanted
'"TO CONTRACT FOR YOUR NEXT SEA-
1 son's cut of slabs. Write us. Leveillk &
Marion, Wholesale Lumber, 1541 St. Catharine St.
East, Montreal, Que. u

Wanted
LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES OF

Slack Ash, Soft Elm, Basswood, and other
lumber which I will inspect at mill and pay cash for.
Send full particulars as to quantities, how long on
sticks and prices to Box 710, Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. ,?

Lumber and

Shingles

WE ARE OPEN TO CONTRACT TO
handle the cut of a Spruce Mill, of from 10 to

20 million capacity per annum, rail shipment, provid-
ing same is located so that quick shipments on
frames can be made. Guarantee deliveries to be 10
days to 2 weeks from dates of orders.
We are also open to contract to handle the upper

grades ot White Cedar Shingles. Quality must be
Ai and shipments prompt.

We will buy Spruce, random; Hemlock Boards,
P.I.S. and clipped 10, 12, 14 and 16 ft. lengths, or
random ; (a limited quantity of rough), Shingles and
Laths, for water shipments.

We give special attention to consignments. Write
us. We may be able to do business.

The Knott Sampson Lumber Co,
20 Central Street, Boston, Mass.

Wanted
Quantity of Red Oak

MILL RUN, MILL CULLS OUT, INCH TO
threr inches thick. Send prices and particu-

lars to r

w
Ont.

ANTED-2o,orx, FT.
tf SOUND CEDAR

plank. Quote price. W. P. Plant, Hastings For Sale

ROBERT COX & CO.,
Hope Building. Ottav

, Ont.

Wanted
[ Coffin Elm 12" and up wide
1" Soft Elm common and better
1" Hard Maple common and better
i'A" Soft Elm common and better
i%" Basswood. winter cut

'W Hard Maple, plain, white and quartered
Write us for prices. We can use one million feet

MILL CULL Birch, Maple, Beech, Soft Elm and
Basswood. Apply to Kekna.n bros., Limited,
Owen Sound, Ont,

Hemlock Lath Wanted
10 CAKS 'W * 4 NO. 1. QUOTE BEST

price on car, naming shipping point on R, R.
C. A. Larnkd, Phoenix, N. Y. „

WantedTw,0 MILLION 4
' WHITE PINK LATH;

1 Must be dry. Also some 1" and 1 V' white-
nine strips and 12/4 and 8/4 tamarac plank, J. I).
Macdonai D, North Tonauanda, N.Y. ,0

Wanted
200,000 ft. 1" and \ Beech
500,000 ft, 1" winter cut Basswood
500,000 ft. 1" Black Ash

Apply Box 706 Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

WANTED PUMP SQUARES
up to 200,000 ft. White Pine, Quarter cut.

Lengths— 9-, 8 ft. Size—5 x 5 to 8x8.
Ontario Wind Enoine & Pump Co., Limited,

Toronto. Ont. *

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale

2S00 CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
.1 s," tab,e for Piles and Telegraph Poles, M to

.50 ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. TheMuskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont tl

British Columbia Timber
OWNERS OF LARGE TRACTS OF BRIT-

ish Columbia timber wish to negotiate with
b"yers "ho can finance $200,000 to $1,500,000 tracts
Will not sell ihrough brokers. Can furnish smaller
tracts. Pretty's Timber Exchange, Vancouver,
B. C.

100 M jj*

20 ,,
\"

200 ,, 1"

200 ,,
1"

600 ,,
1"

All 1907 Cut

For Sale
Log run, Cedar.
Log run, Cedar.
Cull Ash.
Pine Box Strips 12/16.
Pine Mill Culls shorts 6/1 1.

H. Bourgouin, Montreal, tt

For Sale
FIVE SQUARE MILES OF TIMBER. SITU-

ated three miles from Crow's Nest Pass
Railway, near Cranbrook, B. C. estimated to
contain 22 million feet. Easy logging and down
hill roads. Also good saw mill.

Apply to

Mrs. E. H. Husband,
9 129 Main St., Hamilton Ontario

FOR SALE
3 cars 3" B Ash C. & B.
3 " 2" Soft Elm C. & B.
Cedar posts cut to order.
2 cars Extras, Cedar Shingles
3 " Clears, " "

3 " 2nd Clears,

4 " Clear Whites, Shingle

Goodfellow, 528 Board ot Trade,Geo. C

Montreal.

For Sale
24M.
100M.
looM.
I7M.
50M.
65M.
60M.
200M.
200M.
200M.

. out

ft. 2" Cedar log run d.c. out
ft. 1" Birch mill cull d.c. ont
ft. 2, 2^, 3" Birch mill cull d.c.
ft. 1" Maple log run d.c. out
ft. 2" Map'e 1st and 2nds
tt. 2" Maple 1 and 2 common
ft. 1" Ash log run d.c. out
ft. 3X5x6"xi6' Merch Spruce
tt. 3x5X10/15

ft. 3x6x10/15' " "

Horace Hartley,-
54 Guardian Bldg.. Montreal

Red Pine and Jack Pine for Sale

54,000 It. i"x4/6"xto/i8 ft.

2,000 " i"x7 & up x 10/18 ft.

22,000 " 2"x4"x 10/18 tt.

63,000" 2"x6''x 10/18 ft.

41,000" 2"x8"xio/i8 ft.

14.000 " 2"xio"xio/i8 ft.

2,000 " 2
,
'xi2 /'xio/i8 It.

52,000 " 2"x5", 7", 9". ii"xio/i8 ft.

60,000" Waney Culls for crating
are also offering our current season's cut,

ting of about »Jj million feet Red and White

PINE LUMBER CO.,
Pine, Ont, (near Sudbury)

f TEMLOCK, OAK. BASSWOOD AND
,
!

i
on

?
e p"u'- A PP'>' to C. M. Wal..:iridgi<

bsq., Madoc, Out.

CEDAK POSTS
For Sale

15 000 GOOD GREEN
, sy2 » , op end . io,_ i2

, .

i6 .

|Q .

water shipment only, Adddress Tobermory Lum-
ber Co., Tobermory, Ont. lo

Capitalists Attention

1 000 lCRES CROWN GRANTED LAND,
*' partly cleared, coal beneath, being
Mayne Island, 30 miles from Vancouver on ocean
highway, mile ot deep water. $20.00 an acre. Write

Koyai. Business Exchange Ltd., Vancouver. 7

Cedar and Pine For Sale
(")NE HUNDRED THOUSAND PINE. WILLW cut to order. All lengths and sizes Cedar
posts, poles and piles, immediate delivery. Also
Cedar ties and squares. Write Tom A. Wilson,
Cannington.

We
' on sis

Pine.

For Sale

Large TracTof Timber
The property of the Canadian Land and Immi-

gration Company of Haliburton, (Limited I

There are large quantities of Railroad and other
timber including Cedar, Hemlock. Spruce. Balsam.
Hasswood. Beech. Cherry-Birch. Maple, also con-
siderable Pine, Elm and Ash on this tract. It is
well served by two railroads. The company arc
prepared to sell this timber in blocks ranging from
a.ooo to 10.000 acres or more if desired.
There are several good mill sites on the property,

this would be a good opportunity for parties who
arc at present cut out and are looking for a new
location.

Maps and plans and further particulars can be
had by applying to

W. H. LOCKHART GORDON,
Managing Director,

•° 79 AdelaideStreet East, Toronto

FOR SALE—MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
ONE 50 H P. AUTOMATIC CUT OFF EN-

gine in good running order. Will exchange
tor lumber. D. Aitchison & Co.. Main St., Hamil-
ton- 8

For Sale

ONE COMPLETE SAWMILL, ROTARY
type, capacity 30,000 feet per day; 2 boilers;

engine, 125 h. p., belts, etc. Apply' to Box 52
Chapleau, Ont. '

g

For Sale

ONE LOMBARD STEAM LOG HAULER IN
fine condition, together with nine sets of

logging sleighs, all in fine shape. A trade it taken
quickly. Apply to Tracadik Lumber Company
Chatham. N.B. tt

For Sale
TIE MILL SECOND-HAND SUITABLE

for cutt ng 2,000 ties per day. Write us for

Particulars and Price.

Waterous Engine Works.
" Brantford. Ont.

SITUATED AT KALADAR. ONT.-SECOND-
hand sawmill, consisting of 16 h.p. portable

engine, No. o saw frame, No. o right-hand log car-
riage, 48" solid saw, slab saw mandrel, upright
swing shingle machine, saw jointer, shingle packer
etc. Waterous, Brantford. -

For Sale Cheap
1C ROLLER TOP SWING CARS. SUIT-
*«» able tor double piling lumber. Standard Gage
The Cavendish Lumber Co., Limited, Lakefield,
Ont.

'

For Sale
DUNBAR CLAPBOARD MACHINE AND

clap-board planer. These machines are in
perfect order and only offered for sale because we
cannot keep them constantly running.

Murray & Gregory, Limited
8 St. John, N.B.

For Sale
1 54" iron pulley, 20" tace with 24" dodge clutch (new)
2 54" iron clutch pulleys, 20" face.
1 sand sucker—8" suction.
1 pair horizontal twin engines.
1 three block saw carriage.

Address Eddy BROTHERS &• Company, Limited
Blind River, Ont.

?>

FOR SALE

TUBULAR BOILERS
2 72" x 18', 36 6" tubes

4 72" x 18', 704" tubes, 125 lbs. prei.. Wickes, NEW
4 72" x 16', 70 4" tubes, 125 lbs, pres , Wickes, NEW
2 72" x 16', 64 4" tubes

5 6(>" * 18/1 52 4" lubes, plug hat dome
6 66" x 16 , 36 ," tubes, plug hat dome
4 66^ x i6\ 52 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres.. Wickes, NEW
3 60" x 17' 3", 206" tubes, cross dome
2 54" x 16', 41 4" tubes

1

x 48"

x 42"

x 42"
x 48"
x 42"
X 48"

x 36"
& 30'

X 48"

x 36"

X 30"

x 56"

x 27"
x 24"

X 18"

x 24"
X 16"

x 20"

X 18'

X 18'

CORLISS ENCINES
L.H., girder frame. Wi-therill
L.H., heavy duty frame. Allis
R.H., girder frame. Villcr
R II., girder frame
L.H.

. girder frame. AHis
L.H . girder frame. Wherloik
R.H., Webster, Camp A Lane

' x 48" cross comp. Hamilton
R.H., girder frame. Harris
L.H.. girder frame. Manitowoc
R.H.. heavy duty, Ohio

AUTOMATIC ENCINES
L.H., Buckeye, heavj girder frame
L.H.. tangycfiame. Russell
R.H , heavy duty. Atlas
Atlas, centre crank
L. H-. girder frame, Brownell
center crank. Ideal
L. H. Alias
L.H., Lansing
R.H., Buckeye, class H

" center crank, Erie City

THROTTLINC C0VERN0R ENCINES
,

x 3*
I 36'

x 30'
' x 41*
' x 24'

x jer

x 24'
' x 20'

x 14'

x 16"

R.H., box bed, top rock valve
L.H., Lane& Bodley

box bed slide valve, at Minneapolis
Fulton
box bed top piston valve
box bed. Fulton

. box bed. Union Iron Works
L.H.. box bed. side slide valve
center crank. Wickes. NEW
Smallev

L.M..
L.H.,
L.H.,
R.H
R.H.

Wickes Brothers
Saginaw . . Mich
Seattle Office 410 White Bldg.

FOR SALE
WOOD W0RKINC MACHINERY

1 27" Cowan revolving bed. double surface planer
' CV°j

Wa" 7vo ' v,ne ^ed. double surface planer
2 refitted 24 double surface planers complete
2 refitted 24 double surface planers and matchers
1 new 24 planer and matcher
1 refitted 24" revolving bed surface planer
4 refitted 24 surface planers complete
3 refitted 24" pony planers in good order
1 refitted 24 wood frame surface planer
1 refitted 23" wood frame surface planer
2 refitted 13 lightning flooring planers
. nearly new 24" buzz planer with countershaft
3 new 16^ buzz planers with countershafts
5 new ,2 buzz planers with countershafts
2 refitted 12 buzz plane-s with countershafts
'
" e

al f- 3„
Fo

?Joot P° 4 er mifre machine
1 rehtted 10 4 side moulder complete
1 refitted 8" 3 side Cowan moulder
1 refitted 6" 4 side moulder, in good order
rehtted graduating stroke power mortiser

2 new toot power mortisers
1 new 44" Ober handle and spoke lathe
1 refitted 27" wood turning lathe complete
1 rehtted 18' wood turning lathe complete
2 new 16' wood turning lathes
. refitted horizontal two spindle boring machine
2 new post boring machines
2 new wood top, two spindle wood shapers
1 new 32' pedestal bandsawing machine
2 new 36" pedestal bandsawing machines
1 rehtted 40 circular resawing machine
2 rehtted 54 band resawing machines
3 new iron frame swing cut off saws
1 new wood frame cut off saw with table
2 nearly new roller top cordwood saw tables
4 new dimension saw tables with tilting attachments
. refitted MacGregor Gourlav rip saw table
'

nC
ment *

Crescent saw taoIe witl> boring attach-

1 new No. 1 Crescent saw table
1
nearly new Cowan power feed rip saw table

1 refitted Cowan saw table and dado machinenew iron frame scroll sawing machine
! rehtted 24 single drum Sanders
'

refi»ed 30" double drum sander with countershaft

! ntwN^Vp d 'sc
?ander," i,nborine attachmentnew No. 6E Fox universal wood trimmer

newNo. 5A Fox universal wood trimmer
;
new No. 4A Fox universal wood trimmers

to -k-^i f T „° l ' r S
,

Upply catal°fr>'e or machineryHOCK list tor the asking.

H. W. PETRIE. Ltd.
Toronto Montreal Vancouver



CANAD LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER 3'

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70. 60 & 40 h.p.

Locomotive Boilers: jo. 15, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmill Engines: £5* 35. 5°* 60 and 70 h.p.

Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: SO.
j

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from to 30*000 teet per day.

The ROBT. BEI.L ENGINE ft THRESHER CO.
Limited. Seaiorih. Ont. tt

Engines for Sale

WILL TRADE FOR LIMBER OR SHIN-
^lo, twin engines, cylinders 16x24. *p«"d lij

revolutions, plain slide valve, developing 250 to 300
h.p.. American system rope drive. Judson Governor,
piped tor indicator. Wain h right water heater. WrflJ

heat water to aio Jegrees. engine now running.
Also four jo ft. boilers, equipped with Crosby pop
safety valves, equipped with Jenkins blow off valve,

Pean pump 8 x 10. single action. Reason for selling
must have larger equipment. Address Dock& Mil !

Co, North Tonawanda. 7

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

One 400 H. P. return tubular internally fired boiler
One x tM * 7 single acting plunger pump

Several first class second hand heaters
One 16 x 20 right hand slide valve engine
One 14 x 18 R. H. Waterous straight line saw mill

engine
One 14 x 20 R. H. engine
One 11x10 centre crank Waterous engine

Several tl> wheel pulleys in stock
(me Waterous L. H Reliance carriage 40" opening
One Wm. Hamilton carriage L. H. 46" opening
One No \ friction nifrger

One Corey and Baker steam setter

Two No. 1 Waterous double acting set works
One 8 12 Cunningham leed

The above machinery has been fully repaired and
in first class condition.

Write for prices, cuts and full particulars

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
r. BRANTFORP. C W \PA

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC.

UfANTED SECOND HAND .MACHINERY
to br used in Canada. One log nigger, joo

It. slab and refuse conveyor chain. Jeffries make pre-
ferred, joo boom chains. Apply to \V. L. Chaniv
lkr, Ogdensburg. N.Y. 7

WANTED- EMPLOYMENT

Position Wanted
IV If ECHANICAL MILE FOREMAN. SIX-
1V1 teen years experience. Good recommend-
ations. Box 646. Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 9

Wanted
POSITION AS SALESMAN BY EXPERI

enced man. good connection Toronto and
West. Box 704. Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 7

L

WANTA-EMPLOYEES

Wanted
UMBER SALESMAN AND SHIPPER.
State experience and salary expected. Box 2q,

A
Position Wanted

S BAND SAW FILER FOR COMING
- . season can furnish best ol reference and guar-
entee satisfaction. Address J. S. Burton, Bucking-
ham, Que. 8

Position Wanted
WANTED SITUATION AS BAND SAW

filer. 18 years experience in cutting all kinds

of timber. Can send good references. Address
Henry 111. Box 115, Midland. Ont. 6

WANT POSITION AS RETAIL LI MBER
Yard Foreman ; good at measuring, good

at grading, used to planing mill work ; can give the
best of reference ; 13 years' experience ; married
and sober. Box 708. CANADA Lumberman, Toronto

Position Wanted
MILLWRIGHT AND BLACKSMITH. ALSO

round saw filer and hammerer. Box 698
Canada Lumberean, Toronto. 9

Wanted
EXPERIENCED PRACTICAL SAW MILL

Superintendent wishes to secure sawing con-
tract in large modern mill with good future assured.
Address "Results ' Box 703 Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. 9

Wanted Logging Contractors

GOOD RELIABLE CONTRACTORS, CAPA-
We of taking contract to log part or whole

townships. For particulars apply to the Woods
Dep't Lake Superior Corporation. Sault Ste

Marie, Ont. 10

CAPABLE ACCOUNTANT AND OFFICE
Manager of twelve years thorough and detail,

ed experience in wholesale, and* manufacturing lum-
ber business, wishes to buy working interest in saw-
mill operation where his services can be used.

Prefer B. C. Box 682 Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. <>

Tottenham, Ont.

Wanted
SAWYER FOR CIRCULAR MILL, START-

ing May 1st. State experience and references.
Vu.ars-Shear Lumber Co.. Limited, Port Arthur.
Ont. 10

Wanted
A GOOD HARDWOOD LUMBER INSPEC-

tor. Single man preferred. Steady position
and good prospects for a worker. Apply Box
Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 8

Wanted
INSPECTOR FOR PINE AND HEMLOCK
A Lumber water shipment Must be strictly
sober and a hustler. Apply giving experience and
«agcs required to Box 712. Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. 7

Wanted
FIRST CLASS ACCOUNTANT. CAPABLE

ot taking charge of large lumber manufac-
turing office. One thoroughl) conversant with
>,>m systems preferred. Address Jr.mcr " D "

Cranbrook. B.C. 7

Wanted
BY WHOLESALE LUMBER YARD TOR-

onto, a smart young man »ho has a know-
ledge of hardwood culling. Salary $2.00 per day.
steady employment with excellent chance for ad-
vancement. Box b8j. CANADA Lumberman Toronto.

tf

Cordwood Contractor Wanted
WANTED-CONTRACTOR TO GET OUT

from 40 to 50 thousand cords hardwovd
annually for charcoal plant. Must have previous
experience in operating on large scale with modern
appliances. Address "Cordwood Contractor",
Box 697 Canada Li mberman. Toronto. 9

Wanted
STRICTLY ai MILLWRIGHT. WHO CAN

take complete charge of moving and enlarging
large sawmill and take charge of same when finish-
ed. Must have gilt edge references. Location on
Lake Huron. Apply Box 701 Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. 8

WantedWordworking Shop Foreman
EXPERIENCED MAN TO TAKE CHARGE

ot New General Woodworking Factory and
Yard- Do not apply unless competent and acquant-
ed with best modern shop practice. D. G. Loom is

& Sons, Montreal. 7

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

STEAM SAW MILL TO LEASE AT
Arnprior, Ont.. 30 to 40 M ft. capacity daily, in

good order, good piling ground, sorting platforms,
storage booms, etc. Full particulars, apply
Ottawa Lumber Co., Limited, Ottawa, Oot. 8

For Sale

A 75 H.P. SAW AND SHINGLE MILL,
located on the Ottawa River with supply of

timber enough to last twenty years. Stock of logs
for this season is ready for the mill, which may be
seen running after April 1st. Easy terms for an
immediate purchaser. Apply Box 707 Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 10

Selling* Agency Wanted
ADVERTISER, AN EXPERIENCED LUM-

ber salesman wishes to secure a selling- con-
nection on commisiion basis tor Montreal and vicin-
ity, of a large mill manufacturing- spruce or pine,
must be ot capacity to assure grades and fill orders
promptly. " Adkbss Agent " B34 Board of
Trade, Montreal. 7

Factory For Sale

TN A BUSY TOWN FIFTY MILES WEST
J. of Toronto; two-storey, metal clad building-

;

suitable for woodworking business; 6,000 square feet
floor space ; dry kiln capacity 10,000 feet; 40 h.p.
boiler; 25 h.p. engine ; electric dynamo to light en-
tire p'ant ; about one acre of land ; this property is

valued at $8,000; we are instructed to sell land,
building and machinery, ready to go to work, at a
sacrifice for immediate sale. Apply H. H. Williams
& Co., 26 Victoria Stieet, Toronto. io

MISCELLANEOUS

W E ARE IN THE MARKET FOR CROWN
GRANT Timber Limits. Must be well located

and good timber. Either British Columbia or Paci-
fic Coast. John C. Spry, Dealer in Timber Lands,
1230 Corn Exchange Bank Building, Chicago, 111. tf

Wanted
PINE LIMITS IN GEORGIAN BAY Dis-

trict. Also limits in other districts. Address
Box Jit, Canada Lumbbrman. Toronto. i Q

HAVE YOU ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
wish to sell? If so, make the fact known to

probable biners by placing an advertisement in

the Wanted and For Sale Dapartmhnt. Address.
Canada LUMBERMAN, Toronto.

For Sale
TIMBER LIMIT ON LAKE HURON, CON
1 tains i.vooacres mixed timber, sawmill, dock,

etc. Plenty more timber can be bought. Will be sold

cheap as proprietors have other business. Box 47,

Hcpworth, Ont. 8

British Columbia Lands
iftfE HAVE FOR SALE LARQE OR SMALL
* V tracts of choice British Columbia Timber.
Eighteen jears experience enables us to select the
good ones. Correspondence with investors solicited

Cri isers Timber Exchange Ltd., 615 Pender St.,

Vancouver. 7

For Sale
OVER 1000 ACRES OF TIMBER LAND,

with about 100 acres ot clearing on all lots,

and some buildings, and lots of cedar, hemlock,
birch, maple, oak, pine, and other merchantable
timber, including a good mill site on Thessalon
river close to a railway with good shipping facilities.

Lots all patented and most cover the mining rights
Splendid chance to move a good saw mill, as other
timber can be had also. Price only $3,000 Apply
to P.O. Box 100 Bruce Mines, Ont.' 7

Timber Berth for Sale
0NTA1NS v.s.ooo.ooo FEET OF SPRUCE.

V-^ 40 miles from proposed G.T.P. divisional point
on McLeod River, (210 miles west of Edmonton) and
20 miles from nearest point on river touched by rail-

road. River drivable, berth easily logged, Area
23 sq. miles. Timber from 12" to 35" through.
Limit will produce over 2,000.000 railroad ties worth
40 cents average. Tremendous demand for ties at
present time which is likely to continue tor some
years. Reasonable time will be allowed for examin-
ation. Price $35,000. W. S. Hefiekman, 237
Jasper Ave., E., Edmonton. 8

Important Sale of Valuable Timber

Limits, Saw Mills, Logs, etc.

SEALED TENDERS WILL BE RECEIVED
up to and including TUESDAY, THE FOUR-

TH DAY OF MAY, 1909, for :

1. The timber berths compris'ng the township of
Roberts and all of the township of Kitchener, with
the exception of three square miles thereof, inthedis-
trict ot Algoma. These berths also are virgin limits
of excellent white and red pine very convenient to
operate and close to the railway and will be sold
together or separately.

2. Timber berth known as "107" on the Spanish
river in said district, the license therefor including
all woods. This is an excellent berth convenient
both to railway and the Spanish River.

The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
For terms and further particulars, including esti-

mates, apply to:

LEES, HOBSON & STEPHENS
Vendor's Solicitors,

Q Hamilton

Statistics recently issued show
that during the year 1908 the

car building companies of the

United States and Canada
completed 78,271 cars, or only 27

per cent, of the number of cars

built in 1907. These figures include

all cars built except those for

traction companies. Of the cars

built in the United States last year

66,751 were freight cars for use in

that country, 1,206 for export and
1.566 for passenger use. During the

year Canada built 8,593 freight cars

for home use, exported 5 and built

79 passenger cars for use m the

various provinces. These figures

do not include the output of the

car shops owned and operated by
the railroads.

li, view of the small number of

ca-is which were turned out last

year compared with pi-evious

3'ears, the opinion seems to be gen-

eral among both railroad officials

and lumbermen that car lumber
will be in strong demand during

1909, and that the number of cars

used will be largely increased.

The figures for car construction

during the last four years, with th3

Canadian output included, are as

follows :

Year Freight Pass. Total

1908 76,555 1,716 78,271

1907 284,188 5,457 289,645
1906 240,503 3,167 243,670
1905 165,455 2,551 168,08K

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,

lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

FINE
RANK nFFirF

1
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DHUG STORE FITTINGS.^L^ESEMD FOR CAJffiff

Reliable
Veterinary
Remedies
No logging outfit is complete without a

supply of reliable veterinary remedies.
Getting the wrong kind means the loss
of the use of your horses when time is

valuable.

Johnson's Veterinary Remedies
are guaranteed never to fail when used
as directed. You get your money back if

they ever do.
They are

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. I.

A penetrating Alcoholic Liniment.
Put up in one gallon jugs, with full
directions, per imperial gal. $4.50

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 3.
A combination of the best oils used
as liniments, imp. gallon . $3. 00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy.
A sure and speedy cure for colic
Imperial gallon $5.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Oint-
ment.
Positively the best all-round healing
ointment made. In use by the larg-
est owners of horse flesh in Canada.
Put up in 2 lb tins, each . . $2.25
or In \i lb tins, per dozen . . $3.50

Johnson's Condition Powders. (Con-
centrated).
Put up in bulk, per lb ... . 30c.

These goods being put up in bulk are
more economical than others, as cost of
bottling, etc., is saved.

CAMP REMEDIES.
In addition to our Veterinary Reme-

dies we make a line of medicines for lum-
bermen, including a strong, penetrating
liniment, healing ointment, cholera cure,
liver pills, cough syrup, in fact anything
in the form of Camp Drug Supplies. We
know that there are no better remedies
made than those we offer. There may be
others nearly as good, but they lack our
guarantee. Satisfaction or money back.
A trade discount of 10% allowed off all
orders amounting to $100.

Send postalfor printed matter.

A. H. JOHNSON
Wholesale Druggist

Colllngwood, - Ont.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

The lumber market throughout Ontario is generally depressed and
irresponsive to the offerings made. This is partly attributable to the
fact that so many large undertakings are in an embrio stage. While
much is looked for, practically nothing has commenced. It is difficult

to find anyone who is really anxious to place an order. Generally speak-
ing, there has been little or no improvement in prices since the publics
tion of our last issue. At the present level there can be little profit for
anybody. Despite these considerations, however, it is felt that better
conditions are in store, and manufacturers are waiting philosophically.
The introduction of the tariff bill in the United States Congress will lead
to little change in conditions in Ontario until it has been extensively
discussed and the air has been cleared as to what the real effect will be.
There is a feeling of relief, however, now that it has been settled that
some kind of reduction will be made. Conditions should become more
settled. Manufacturers, however, do not look for any increase in trade
immediately as a result of the proposed change. In the Ottawa Valley
trade, an impetus has been given by the recent sale of some three or
four million feet of red pine, which brought in the neighborhood of $19
per thousand. This is almost as good a price as that obtained in 1907.
and is quite as good as the price obtained in 1908. Generally speaking,
however, trade in the Ottawa Valley is quiet. Manufacturers are main-
taining prices, although it is claimed by some export dealers that they
are asking too much. It is probable that a number of large deals will

be put through in a few days and it is asserted that purchasers will find
the market generally strong.

Eastern Canada.

The optimistic outlook which is generally taken in business circles

throughout the country is reflected in Eastern Canada, and lumber trade
conditions are becoming firmer. In the amount of lumber gotten out
this winter, the expectations of the lumbermen last fall have been fully

realized at St. John. While there is little activity in local manufac-
turing circles at this port, it is certain that there will be a much larger

volume of trade this year than last. There is no indication of more
than an average season in American deals, there being at present less

than 1,000,000 feet in stock at St. John. Recent consignments of spruce
to Great Britain met with a good consumptive demand and very little

has been put to stock there. The stocks at Liverpool and Manchester
are being gradually worked down and better prices are anticipated. There
is an upward tendency in yellow pine. A new schedule of prices has
been agreed upon for the lower grades of cedar shingles, $2.20 being
established for "2nd clears," and $1.20 for "Extra No. l's." There is a

better tone in the New York markets 'for spruce now than there has
been for some time. New York wholesalers report that trade is improving,

especially in the short spruce line, for which the stocks are rather light.

Dealers in Boston are expecting a steady improvement. Prices have
risen by at least $1 a thousand within the last fortnight, although frames
9-inch and under may be had at $25. With brighter conditions prevalent
elsewhere, in both the home and foreign markets, and with the certainty

of a good building season, continued improvement may be anticipated.

Western Canada.

While there is no marked feature in the western lumber trade there

is an underlying current of recovery and a general anticipation for a good
season. Manufacturers anticipate a big spring demand and from indi-

New Brunswick White Cedar

Shingles
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

LIMITED

Board of Tre.de Building. Montreal

cations on both sides of the line it would seem that their hopeful views
are justified. A pretty good business is being done in shingles at $1.8/5,
a price which allows the manufacturer a fair profit. The demand for
rough lumber is not heavy; $11, the present quoted price, is not a paying
one. In the low grades of lumber there is little doing. Short length lots
have been picked up at $9.50 and $10, these, of course, being bargain
figures for the buyers. There is a paucity of logs. What can be ob-
tained cost from $10 to $12. Reports from the Kootenays and Cran-
brook districts indicate satisfactory conditions and a likelihood of better
prices for the manufactured product at an early date.

Great Britain.

The London softwood trade, though small in volume of late, has,
during the last few weeks, not been entirely unsatisfactory, although
everyone would like to see a radical improvement in the consumption,
l'rices, notwithstanding all the adverse circumstances, have been main-
tained, and the prices at auction, although still below the cost of new
goods, have a steady tendency to improve. At the recent public auction
by Churchill & Sim, 2nd Quebec spruce was slightly easier in price,
bringing £10 5s. and £10. 4ths brought £9, and unsorted £9 10s. 1%
and 2x12, 1st Montreal yellow pine, sold for £22 5s. and 4ths 2x11 at £12
10s. 9-inch brought £11, and G-incb to 8-inch £10 5s. to £10 15s. A
few lots of very large Oregon pine sold poorly, one lot bringing 90s. and
the others only 71s. Prime Oregon pine was sold at £13 to £12, accord-
ing to size. There has been a lull in f.o.b. buying in London and trade
generally is still dull, though a trifle improved. Prices, notwithstanding
all adverse circumstances, have been moderate. It- is said in many
quarters that it is quite possibe for a turn to occur very suddenly and
statistics show that if this takes place importers will have to make heavy
purchases, especially as there seems to be no room for doubt that the
production in northern Europe will fill very many thousands of standards
short of the quantity produced in Europe in former years. The reduc-
tion in the consumption in London of pine deals from the St. Lawrence
during February was so great that some wholesalers reduced their prices,

with the result that a little more business was done. Spruce prices were
good throughout February. There is, however, very small demand at
present. Liverpool reports are not bright. In spite of this, however,
spruce is firm and in a stronger position than it has been for some time.
3-inch by 7-inch and 8-inch are selling readily at £8 to £8 2s. 6d. ex
quay, but it is difficult to obtain 3-inch x 6 :inch at anything less than 5b.

reduction. This is a result of scarcity of supplies. There are no price
changes to report from Manchester for stock goods, but for future ship-
ments higher values are asked. There is no business going on in future
shipments of spruce. Slating battens and similar sizes are scarce at
prices about 15s. per standard higher than those of six months ago. 2x%-
inch is especially scarce. At Glasgow a dull tone continues, the demand
being only triling and fluctuating. The depreciation applies to practically
all descriptions of wood goods, even spruce.

United States.

It is expected that the presentation of the report of the Ways and
Means Committee to the House of Representatives at Washington will

bring about a much more satisfactory condition of affairs in the lumber
markets of the "United States. In Chicago the market is reported to be
in a much more healthy condition. The building demand is increasing
rapidly and large wholesalers assert .that their business during Januarv
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and February has been greater than during similar months in any previ-
ous year. The country trade is also picking up at a fast rate. The most,
popular wood at present in Chicago is yellow pine, which is expected
to advance in price shortly. Number one hemlock is scarce in Chicago
and there is very little call for the lower grades. The demand for white
pine is not so good as was expected. Number one strips, shop lumber,
common and better are in good demand with a tendency to advance,
as the result of small supplies. The active building season has not yet
opened although a great number of permits have been issued. It is ex-
pected that when the building does commence, white; pine will be in
much better demand. There is a good demand for lath and several
classes of stock are slightly broken, especially 4-foot number one. Hard-
woods in Chicago are improving. Very little Chicago business is re-
ported for fir although the enquiries are quite numerous. Prices are
steady. There is a good demand for spruce in factory stock and prices
are firm. There is only a moderate demand for red or white cedar
shingles. Prices are not changed to any appreciable extent, although
an advance is expected when building commences. Both hemlock and
white pine are in good request at Chicago. The cooperage market at
Chicago is stagnant. Dealers are carrying large stocks and prices arc
declining. At Buffalo, white pine trade, is quiet, though a better con
dition is expected shortly. Enquiries are commencing to appear. Dealers
in lower grades report increasing activity among the box factories

Market Correspondence

Ottawa Interested in Tariff Issue

Ottawa, March 27.—Owing to the large shipments of lumber from
the Ottawa Valley to the United States, lumber manufacturers here
are much concerned in the Payne Bill, introduced in Washington last

week. The consensus of opinion is that the proposed reduction of the
tariff on Canadian lumber from $2 to $1 would, for the present at least,

benefit Americans more than Canadians. There is still some doubt here
as to whether the terms of the new tariff measure would afford Canadians
the full benefit of the $1 reduction. There may be some complications
arising out of the restrictions placed on the export of timber from the
Crown lands of Ontario and also the preferential features of the American
tariff bill.

,

Accepting that 50 per cent, would be cut off the American duty, Mr.
Gordon C. Edwards, president of the Canadian Lumbermen's Associa-
tion and manufacturer of some 75,000.000 feet of lumber per year, told the
Canada Lumberman that the modification in duty might help to move
the lower grades of lumber to the other side. At present the $2 duty
was keeping out the best lumber and pine culls, but he believed the
tariff change might effect some improvement and bring the low grades
of pine more into competition with similar production on the other side.

As the Americans themselves would have to pay any duty they left on
Canadian lumber, he said Canadians as a whole were not much concerned
in what they were doing at the present time. Mr. Edwards, having re-

cently returned from England, has a good grasp of the lumber situation

in general and believes that the coming season should witness an im-
provement in trade for Canadian manufacturers, irrespective of any
tariff change.

Mr. C. Jackson Booth, manager for J. R. Booth, the largest lumber
manufacturer in the Ottawa valley, said the new tariff would probably
mi rease his trade, but as a Canadian he would not like any policy that

would bring depletion of Canadian forests. His lumber was all shipped
f.o.b. Ottawa, and if the new tariff reduced the price the American con-

sumers would be the gainers. He did not believe the pulp duty would
be changed at all unless Ontario reciprocated by removing the prohibition

against pulp logs leaving the country.

Mr. Peter Whelen, president of the Ottawa Board of Trade and
Canadian manager of the Shepard & Morse Lumber Company, affirmed

that during the present year the Americans would get the whole or at

least 90 per cent, of the benefit of the tariff reduction. The cheap sorts

of lumber in the Ottawa valley Would naturally be affected most and
with the tariff cut in two, Mr. Whelen said, American buyers would come
over here more willingly. As the stocks of box lumber are heavy, how-
ever, the Canadian holders would sell at no advanced price. The only

advantage would be a quickening in the trade. Thus the Americans
stood to gain all at the present juncture. Later on the advantage would
be felt by both countries. On that account he regarded the new tariff

as a progressive movement.

Mr. C. C. Whitney, St. Anthony Lumber Company, is doubtful if

the new tariff will ever get the sanction of Congress. He said there

would be naturally a gain to the lumber industries by the proposed

change. The Hull Lumber Company, through its managing director,

Charles E. Read, believes any benefit from the new tariff will be divided

equally between producers and oensumers. The Export Lumber Company,
of Ottawa, which handles a large portion of the Ottawa, valley output

purchased from the mills, is in the peculiar position of being independ-
ent of any tariff change on the other side, because all its lumber is

shipped in bond through the United States to purchasers in South
America.

The lumber interests in Parliament are, as a rule, diffident about
expressing an opinion on the new American tariff. Members who are
interested in the industry believe it to be the part of wisdom to hold
their own counsel until the reduction of duty shall have become an ac-
complished feet.

The trade continues quiet but there is no sign of a weakening in

prices. Some of the exporters contend that the manufacturers are hold-
ing out for higher prices than the market in general warrants. Thej
claim that there is an immense- amount of unsold lumber which at this
time in other years had been contracted for by the Americans. How
ever, the mill owners are still optimistic and believe they will get rid of
the output of 1909 at as good figures as were realized in recent years.
In confirmation of this assertion the Canada Lumberman learned thai
a sale of three or four million feet of red pine had just been made here
at about $19 per thousand. The price is not below last year, and almost
as good as was obtained for any of the cuts in the record year of 1907.
The sale of this large cut of red pine has made the market buoyant in
whatever quarters the news leaked out and souk; other big transactions
ar • expected to take place within a few days. The manufacturers are
confident enough about the corning season to prepare for the usual pro-
duction in the mills. Although there may not be contracts closed for
all the pine, they assert, that the buyers will find the market strong
when they come to close bargains.

Logging Season Concluded in N. B.

St. John, N.B., March 27.—The past fortnight has been marked
by what is practically the end of the logging season at all the principal
logging centres of New Brunswick, and that section of Quebec through
which flows the St. John River, and its branches. Except in the cases
of a few contractors, the woodsmen have about finished hauling their
logs to the brows, thus completing the portion of the work which has to
do with the actual chopping and getting out of the logs, for which work
the present season has been a remarkably favorable one, having been
surpassed by few, if any, in this respect for many years. Speaking gen-
erally, local lumbermen have gotten out fully as much as they planned
in the fall to do.

The next phase of the season's work wiH have to do with the stream
driving of the logs, and this part of the industry is always at this time
of the year uppermost in the minds of all who have to do with the
manufacture or sale of logs, long and short lumber. The driving season
is now rapidly drawing near and conditions bearing upon the stream-
driving are already being eagerly considered by interested parties, the.
most deeply interested being, of course, those who own the manufactur-
ing plants. So far the prospects for a good stream-driving season are
very bright. The snow at the head waters of the rivers and along the
branches ranges in depth from four to five feet. The snow is solid and
has not been weakened by thaws to any important extent and when it

starts to melt should, under ordinary conditions, cause a good freshet.
There are few logs in the river at present as the river was°driven clean
in the spring of 1908 and there were practically no logs in the river at
the time of freezing.

There is little activity in local manufacturing circles considering the
lateness of the date. For reasons mentioned in previous letters, most of
the mills will be late in starting, one of the chief reasons being a scar-
city of spruce logs, which will, in a number of cases, prevent a re-
sumption of operations until the first of the new logs come down river,
which will be late in the month of May. Only three of the local mills
are sawing at present writing and a fourth will begin operations next week

A feature of the trade during the past fortnight has been the closing
out of several lots of spruce deals to American buyers by north shore
parties. The deals, although dutiable, are cut into sizes suitable for the
American market and the purpose of the purchasers is to use them for
the trade in the same manner as if they were non-dutiable goods. It
has been learned that the price paid at the mills was in the vicinity of
$14 per thousand superficial feet.

The prospects for local output of "American" deals, while pointing
to a considerably greater volume than that of last year—during which
the sawing season was remarkably shorts-shows no indication of being
above the average. Only light stocks of "American" deals were win-
tered at this port and trade in this line has been therefore of the lightest
nature all through the winter. At present there is less than one million
superficial feet of "American" deals in stock at this port and until the
mills get under way shipments will be of the lightest nature.

A feature of the cedar shingle trade of the past week was the in-
auguration of an agreed schedule of prices on the low grades to the local
jobbing trade. This schedule went ipto effect a few days a<m and has
been agreed to by ali the local manufacturers. The figures named are
$2.20 for "2nd Clears" and $1.20 for "Extra No. l's.V Only one shingle
mill is running and any transactions made in "Extras" and "Clears"
are entirely for future delivery.
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The U. S. National Wholesalers' Annual Meeting-.

The seventeenth annual meeting of the National Wholesale Lumher
Dealers Association of the United States, which was opened on March
2nd, was one of the best meetings the association has every held The
retiring president,

_
Mr. C. H. Prescott, Jr., opened the meeting with

the usual formalities and in his address referred to a number of inter-
esting matters. Eeferring to the year's trade, he said that it had been
spent largely in meeting the uncertain conditions, disposing of surplus
stock and in purchasing what was needed for early use. It had also
been necessary to use the greatest care in extending credits as well as
to be most persistent in following up collections. They had not therefore
enjoyed the highest prosperity. Lumbermen generally had withstood
the strain remarkably well and were well fortified for the readjustments
which were necessary. They had now come to the conclusion that al-
though improvement was certain it would be much more gradual than
they anticipated a few months ago. The reports of the other officers
showed that the association was progressing satisfactorily, doing much
useful work for its members.

One of the interesting reports presented was that of the committee
on trade relations, which said among other things, that it was only justand reasonable that the wholesale dealer, in his efforts to secure trade
should bear in mind that the retailer, with his investment, was a neces-
sity to every progressive community and was able to handle the trade
at home to a much better advantage and give much better services than
the wholesaler, whose stock was located far from the point of consump-
tion It was wise business policy, therefore, on the part of the dealers
not to seek the trade of a retail lumber dealer and at the same time the
trade of those persons who were the retailers' natural customers.

The committee on marine insurance considered the question of the
probable saving which might be expected by establishing mutual marine
insurance companies for the great lakes and also for the coastwise trade
Dealing with the problem of mutual marine insurance for the great

il -d
* « _

reP°r* saT(1 m conclusion: "Raving in mind the failure of
the Buffalo and Tonowanda lumbermen to accomplish their proposed
cargo indemnity agreement, and that their insurance rates have been
reduced 30 per cent., coupled with the reasonable probability of decreas-
ing receipts ol lumber in the future at lake ports, owing to the rapidly
diminishing supply, we do not under present conditions feel warranted
in recommending to our members that any effort be made toward the
tormaticn of a mutual marine insurance company covering lumber in
transit on the Great Lakes."

A consideration of the question of mutual insurance companies with
coastwise marine insurance also lead the committee to recommend that
no effort be made to form a mutual marine insurance company for this
class of business.

The subject of trade ethics was discussed and the report of the con-
ference at Minneapolis in June, 1908, was taken up. This report con-
tained a draft code of ethics which became a subject of general dis-
cussion. The code was finally adopted with a recommendation that
within a reasonable time the American Lumber Trade Congress which
produced it should reconvene and revise the code in the li<mt of ex-
perience. &

The following new trustees were appointed: E. D. Baker, Pittsbure
Gordon C. Edwards, Ottawa; F. W. Cole, New York City B H Ed
mond, New Orleans; P. E. Parker, Saginaw; B. W. Higbie, New York
City; Horton Corwm, Edonton, N.C.

A banquet was held during the meeting at which the attendance was
very large. The retiring president, Mr. Charles H. Prescott Jr acted
as toastmaster. An interesting event during the meeting was the send-
ing of a message of congratulation to Hon. Charles Marcil Speaker of
the Canadian House of Commons, congratulating him upon 'his appoint-

ment to this position of high honor. Mr. Marcil bad the honor on a
previous occasion of addressing the National Wholesalers at one of their
meetings. The election of officers took place immediately after the con-
clusion of the general meeting, the office holders being selected by the
Board of Trustees as follows: President, George F. Craig, George F.
Craig & Company, Philadelphia; 1st Vice-President, Robert W. Higbie,
Robert W. Higbie Company, New York; 2nd Vice-President, F. B. Bab-
cock, E. V. Babcock & Company, Pittsburg; Treasurer, Frederick W
Cole, New York; Secretary, E. F Perrv, New York.

Business and Trade Notes.
The Dodge Manufacturing Company, Toronto and Montreal, have

issued a large and well illustrated catalogue of their sprocket wheels
and chains. The catalogue will prove interesting to all users of power.

The Northern Electric & Manufacturing Company, Limited, have
been awarded the contract for supplying and installing a Western Electric
alternator, exciter and switchboard equipment for the town of Iber-
ville, Que.

The B. Greening Wire Company, Limited, Hamilton and Montreal,
are installing electric welding machinery in their works for the more
economical welding of iron frames for their wire door mats, wire guards,
tellers' cages, etc., and for the wire chain fittings, and the welding of
wire generally.

Wm. E. Hill & Company, Kalamazoo, Mich., manufacturers of
general sawmill machinery and special log and wood cutting and hand-,
ling machinery, have just brought out one of the most complete and
up-to-date catalogues ever issued on these lines. It contains 244 pages
and for convenience in reference is divided into six sections. Section I.

illustrates and describes such machines as are generally used on the
sawing floor of a sawmill, such as log deck machinery, steam niggers,
steam kickers and stops, band mills, circular mills, carriages, live rolls'
steam trips, edgers, trimmers, slashers, jump saws, and all kindred
appliances. Section II. illustrates log jackers, car haul-up rigs, convey-
or drives, spiked concave rolls, skid lifters, transfer rigs, lumber sorters
and conveyors, steel towers and refuse conveyors, steel pans, conveyor
chains, sprockets and attachments and general transmission. Section
III. illustrates log, board and wood cutting and splitting machinery,
consisting of circular cut-off machines, drag saws, circular splitters, bolt-
ers, short log mills, wood slashers, steam dogs and steam splitters. Sec-
tion IV. illustrates complete line of lath machinery. Section V., com-
plete line of filing room machinery. Section VI. illustrates engines,
horizontal and vertical, automatic and throttling governor engines. If in-
terested in this catalogue, a copy will be mailed to anyone who sends
name and address to Wm. E. Hill & Company, Kalamazoo, Mich., and
mentions the Canada Lumberman.

A " New Ontario " Lumbermen's Association.
The New Ontario Lumbermen's Association was recently formed at

a convention of lumbermen, which was held at Fort William. One of
the first steps of the new organization was to frame a petition to the
Government, asking that the policy of issuing permits be continued.
It was the opinion of the lumbermen that selling timber limits by tender
would result in the most productive country being taken up by corpora-
tions. Officers of the association were elected as follows: President, E.
L. Clark, Port Arthur; 1st Vice-President, George Lockheart, Fort
Francis; 2nd Vice-President, H. H. Wood, Atikokan

; Secretary, Charles
McKinnon.

A strong delegation will be sent to the Provincial Legislature at
Toronto to advocate several reforms decided upon.
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WhlCh figlUe p~™tly ™ the proiect move 200 -000,000 feet of timber in an average season. The consolidation of interests isexpected to effect a considerable saving in insurance charges and expenis ofmanagement. t xpenses or

Eastern Provinces
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According to news from Hull, Que., about 1,400 carloads of logs have beendelivered at J. R. Booth's
;

mdl for early manufacture, and he expects to brin"about 500 more. This is the chief activity in railway shipment of lumber butthe local managers of railways figure on brisk trade beginning about the midd eof March, when sawn pine will be wanted on the other side
A Hull correspondent states that extensive preparation has been madefor the spring drive. The Upper Ottawa Improvement Company has completeda series of booms for storing logs cut along the Ottawa and its tributaries Asmany do not drive their logs direct to mill, the necessity for storage places inthe bays has been keenly felt. To meet these requirements bonds for $80 000were authorized at a recent meeting of the Improvement Company to establishthe new works^ A steel tug for towing the drive is also being constructed forChats Lake. Reports from the upper Ottawa indicate an excellent season fordrives. The snowfall, winch in Hul aggregated seven feet for the winter wasequally heavy at Temmkaming. Hauling of logs is being completed on the RoujeDumoines, Madawaska, Montreal and Black rivers.

xvuugc

It was definitely announced at Fredericton, N.B., recently, that the sale ofOilman Bros. A Burden's lumber property at Pokiok, N.B.", to an American
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syndicate had been consummated. The new purchasers have taken possession.
J. T. Giles, of Ellsworth. Me., has gone to Pokiok to take over the management
of the property and he and Dr. Alex Haggarthy and Dr. Rufus Haggarthy,
also of Ellsworth, are the purchasers. The property consists of 118,000 acres
of timberland as well as a rotary sawmill with lath machines and a modern
equipment, wood working factory, upward of half a dozen dwellings, farm, water
power, etc The purchase price of $-10,000 does not include the lumber cut this
inter, on w hich the purchasers have secured an option. It is announced that

Mr. Giles and his associates will operate the mill themselves, but it is also
said they may resell.

Western Canada
The Eairview Cedar Lumber Company's sawmill at Vancouver, owned by

John Hanburv, Brandon. Man., was recentlv destroyed bv fire at a loss of
$0,000.

The proposed conference of lumber and sawmill men with dealers of the
prairie provinces, called for Calgary, April loth, has been indefinitely post-
poned on account of the coast members being unable to attend.

The Canadian Industrial Company, of Vancouver. B.C., will erect a largo
papci and pulp mill on a site on the Powell River. The plans are being pre-
pared by Mr. A. Carmichael, hydraulic engineer and contractor.

The Grand Trunk Pacific will go ahead on its construction work in the
northern part of the Province of British Columbia this year, and has just taken
tenders for 300.000 cross and switch ties and 4.000 telegraph poles. These are
for the first 100-mile section from Prince Rupert eastward.

One hundred and forty thousand acres of timber land have been disposed
of by an English syndicate to Vancouver capitalists for a figure in the vicinity
of $800,000 Plans are out for the erection of pulpwood and sawmills on this
property, which is situated on the east coast of Vancouver Island, 100 miles
aorta of Nanairao. i

An indication of the gradual improvement of the lumber business is the
starting again of the Pacific Coast Lumber Mills .one of the largest plants in
Vancouver. The mill has been shut down for several months, and during that
time has fallen back on its stock. This is also about depleted. "If conditions
were not better, we would not be starting so soon," was the remark of G. F.
Gibson, manager. There has been a rumor that this mill had changed hands,
but Mr. Gibson states there is absolutely no foundation for such a story.

TK« organization of the Michigan-Pacific Lumber Company, which owns
nearly 33,000 acres of timber land in Vancouver, B.C., has been perfected. The
company has been capitalized at $1 ,.100.000, and will begin operations in its
holdings at once. The estimated stumpage of the property is 2,580.000,000 feet,
a alrge percentage being hardwood. Following are the officers: President, Chas.
W. Liken. Sebewaing ; Vice-President, John II. Moore. Seattle, Wash. ; Sec-
retary, Wm. F M< Knight, Grand Rapids; Treasurer, Chas. A. Phelps, Grand
Rapids ; Directors, the forecoin^ and Chas. P. Moore, W. T. Coleman and S.
M. Cochran, all of Seattle; Wm. L. Carpenter, Detroit, and E. B. Caldwell, of
New York City.

A Vancouver correspondent states that the long expected improvements at
dredge known as the "Fruhling," purchased by the Dominion Government,
having arrived recently at Victoria, from Germany. The cost of the dredge
was $250,000, and it is intended to deepen the Fraser River channel to a depth
of 30 feet between New Westminster and the gulf. The authorities consulted
state that it will take a very short time for this dredge, which has an hourly
capacity of 2.000 yards, to give a 30-foot channel from Westminster to the
ocean. This improvement will prove a decided boon to all the mills along the
Eraser River, especially to the Fraser River Lumber Company, the bulk of
whose output is intended for the cargo trade.

J. S. Larke. Canadian trade commissioner in Australia, reports that the
Oregon timber investigation by the Piemier of New Zealand will not affec t Can-
adian trade. Following complaints of New Zealand saw millers, respecting im-
portation of Oregon timber, a royal commission was appointed. The trade agent
states that the grievance is likely to be removed by increased prices for this
timber at the British Columbia and United States saw mills. The Canadian
Government's agent in Norway states that all the saw mills but one in Frederk-
stadt are closed for want of logs, due to the log sorter's strike last summer.
Partly owing to scarcity of battens and bad trade the planing mills are only-

run day shift. Work is so scarce that employees in one mill work alternate days.

The first general meeting of the British Canadian Wood Pulp and Paper
Company, Limited, was recently held in Vancouver, B.C. The property and
assets of the company amount to $232,056, and the total outstanding stock, in-
cluding options sold by Greely Kolts, the fiscal agent, to approximately $280,-
000. The machinery and buildings represent an expenditure of $133,662. S.
G. Faulkner, the president, said the company had its splendid plant almost
ready for operation, and they would start with a working capital of approxi-
mately $100,000. P. M. Hamlin, the manager, states that in all probability a
good start will not be made before the end of July. Unfortunately the company-
has no water power to depend upon, and for its supplies of wood it must buy
in the open market Mr. Stanley, one of the directors, put forward a proposal
at one time to use refuse slabs from the sawmills, but for news such material
would be hardly suitable, although it may be utilized in the manufacture of
some kind of brown in which specks would not be regarded as an objectionable
feature.

The Western Canada Wood Pulp ife Paper Company, Limited, has just
been incorporated with a capital of 750,000 7 per cent, preference shares of $1
each and 750,000 ordinary shares of $1 each, to build mills at Quatsino Sound,
Vancouver Island, for the manufacture of wood pulp, news, building paper, box
board and a general line of wrapping paper. The directors are local men, the
engineer and architect being Charles B. Pride, of Appleton, Wis., and the
secretary Arthur H. Harman, with head offices at 638 View street, Victoria,
B.C. The company has acquired 55,669 acres of pulp limits, the annual rental
being $12.80 per section, instead of $140 as provided under the ordinary timber
license. The company has also been granted the right to cut wood at 15 cents
per cord stumpage for ten years, instead of 25 cents under a timber license.
It is the intention to erect a most modern and up-to-date paper mill. It is

claimed that nowhere can news and wrapping paper he manufactured so cheaply
as in British Columbia, owing to the large supply of cheap wood and abundance
of water power, and low water freights to every important part of the world.
Trade with English and Oriental markets will be cultivated. The prospects of
this company are locally considered to be excellent if properly financed and
under good management.

Does a saving of from 25 to
50 per cent of your power
cost interest you ?

Mr. Manufacturer :

—

You know that your one best step towards greater profits is

reduction in cost of production.

You also know that one of the big
items of cost is power—perhaps the biggest.

Now wouldn't it interest you—wouldn't
it mean money in your pocket—if you
could save from a quarter to one half of
what your power is costing you to-day?

Now it is just that saving we wish to

tell you of. Even though your plant is

equipped much above the average, it is to

your interest to know about this still

better system.

We want to give you all the facts about Western Electric

Induction Motors and prove to you conclusively what saving in

dollars and cents and what increase in efficiency that system of
power will effect in your plant.

Look your plant over and figure out
how many tons of metal you keep rotating
over the heads of your workmen and how
many square feet of belting you keep
travelling at express train speed.

It takes power to keep that mass of
non-productive machinery moving. Power
that costs you money and adds nothing to

the production of your plant.

Twenty-five to fifty per cent of power
developed by your engine is lost by the
line shaft and belt transmission system.

This fact has been repeatedly proven by actual tests.

You can save this loss—add it to your profits by installing
Western Electric Induction Motors.

They can be mounted on the floor, wall or ceiling as required,
or on the machines which they are to operate, thus eliminating
all belts and hangers.

Western Electric Induction Motors
are the simplest of all electrical machines.
In operation they are as simple as a shaft
rotating in its bearings and require no
attention beyond that given to bearings.

The individual motor driven machines
form compact units in themselves, thus
allowing the workmen to get around them
better and do better work. Besides this

you pay only for the power used in actual
production—only the machines which are
actually employed in turning out your product need be kept
running.

Western Electric Induction Motors are the result of 30 years
of untiring efforts at improvement. That the Western Electric

Company have produced $230,000,000
worth of electrical apparatus during the

last five years is a significant fact that

speaks volumes for the efficiency of their

apparatus.

These are but a few of the facts about
Western Electric Induction Motors. If

you are interested in increasing the effici-

ency of your plant— if you are interested

in cutting down the cost of your power

—

write to-day for Bulletin No. 507.
We would be glad to have our engin-

eers look over your plant and prove to you by actual figures what
a saving you can effect by installing Western Electric Motors.
This service is absolutely free and puts you under no obligation
to us.

Write to-day for Bulletin No. 507 and full particulars.

/NORTHERN ELECTRIC
IB MAlUFAtrURlKC CO. LIMITED

Manufacturers and Suppliers of all apparatus and
equipment used in the construction, operation and
Maintenance of Telephone and Power Plants

Montreal Winnipeg
Cor. Notre Dame and Guy Streets 5y9 Henry Avenue

Toronto Vancouver
60 Front Street West +2+ Seymour Street
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

i inch No. i Pine
cuts& better. ..$40

1% inch No. 1

cuts and better. 50
% ' No. 1 Cuts and

Better . 52
1 % in. No. 2 Pine

cuts and better 38
2" No. 2 Pine Cuts

and Better. , .

.

1 % inch No 3 Cuts
and Better....

2" No. 3 Cuts and
Better....

1 in. Pine Dressing
and better shorts 24

iX4,6and8common 24
1 x 10 box 21

1 X 10 common and
dressing 27

1X12 common. ... 28

2 x 10 common ... 25
2 and 3 x 1 2 common 26
1 x 10 inch box and

40

3»

38

CAR OR c

OO 44 OO

OO 52 OO

00 54 00

00 45 00

00 47 00

00 36 00

00 42 00

00 27 00
00 26 00
00 23 00

00 29 00
00 30 00
00 27 00
00 28 00

00 26 00
00 25 CO

50 20 00
50 17 50

5° »3 5°
00 27 00
50 20 00

common . 24

i
v mill run sidings 23

1 x loand 12 mill

culls ..... 18
1 in. mill cull sidings 16
1" dead cullsidings 12

j% inch flooring 25
Spruce mill run 18

HARDWOODS— PF.U

Ash White ists and
2nds, 1 to 2''

.

.

. .$50 00 60 00
Ash, black, istsand

2nds 1 to 2'' ... . 33 00 37 00
Ash, black common

and better ... 23 00 25 00
Birch, common and

better 1" 23 00 24 00
Birch, common and

better, i%to 2" 25 00 27 00
Birch, 3 to 4' 28 00 32 00
Birch, 1" x 4" and

up 10/16 ists and
2nds 2 00

Basswood, common
and better, \'r

., 24 00 25 00
Basswood, common

and better \%
to 2" 28 00 30 00

Basswood mill run 20 00 21 00
Soft Elm, common,

and better 1%
to 2" 25 00 27 00

Soft Elm, common
and better 1". . . 22 00 24 00

Rock Elm, common
and better 1"

. . 28 00 30 00
Rock Elm, i

l/2 to 2"

1 sts & 2nds . . 50 00 53 00

RQO LOTS

Spruce mill culls 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to Sin, 15 50
2x4 to Sin., 10 to i6tt. 15 50
2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 18 00
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber

Douglas fir dimen-
sion timber up 10

32 ft

Fir Hooring, edge
grain

\
l/t" No. 1 4 ft. Pine
Lath
No. 2 4tt. lath

3a" Pine
\%" No. 1 4tt.

hemlock lath. .

XX Pine Shingles
X Pino Shingles

.

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2"

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXXjtoj"...
Red pine, c & c f 1"

- itf!

10 inches and up, according to average and quality 25
Average 16 inch -5

16 00
17 00
16 50
19 00

54 00

Red Pine, common 18 00

4 a.S

3 75
• .So

3 50
2 25

75

2 40

3 00

3 30

3 75
28 00
30 00
31 00
21 00

[. FEKT, CAR LOTS.

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1"

Soft maple common
ik better 1% to 3"

Hard Maple i".\4"

& up 10/16 common
and better
Hard Maple 4"x 4"

& up to; 16 common
and better
Oak, red, plain,

ists and Ends 1

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 2"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 3"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and2nds, 4"

Oak, white, plain,

1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, ij^"x4"
and up 10/16 .

.

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1"

Oak, quartered,
istsand 2nds, 1%
to 2"

Hickory ists and
2nds h'vy 1 J^to 3"

25 00

44 00

50 00

56 00

56 00

44 00

48 00

77 00

22 50

27 00

28 00

30 00

47 00

52 00

60 00

60 00

47 00

49 00

80 00

62 00 72 00

Pine good sidings :

lin. x 7in and up
\%" and i%" x

8' and up
a" x 7" and up
No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up

Pine good strips :

a
Pine good shorts :

i ' x 7" and up.

.

1,"

1 }i" and i%" . .

.

a '

7" to 9"A Sidings
Pine, No. i dressing

sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

strips

Pine, No. i dressing
shorts

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-
ter 12' to 16' ...

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

.
ings

Pine, s. c. strips. .

.

Pine, s. c. shorts. .

.

Pine, s.c. and better,

„. 'M
Pine, s.c. and better,

• 1 "5
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6
Pine, s.c. and better,

>»7
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9
Pine, s.c. and better,

1 X 10
Pine, box boards.

.

x 10 No . 1 barn.

.

1 x 10 No. 2 "

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTURERS PRICES

1 x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn 23 00
40 00 44 00 1 x 8 & 9 No. 2 11 20 00

Pine Shorts 6' to 1
1

'

54 00 x 10'. 22 00
54 00 Pine TTiill culls ... 18 00

Pine O. culls 10 00
36 00 Red Pine log run,

mill culls out. . .. 1700
36 00 Spruce, i"x 4" & up 16 00
42 00 Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

45 00 7, 8, 9 and 10''
. . 17 00

Spruce 1" clear (fine

37 00 dressing and B) 24 00
30 00 Hemlock 13 00
43 00 Basswood log run,
45 00 dead culls out.. 18 00
27 00 Basswood log run

mill culls out. . 20 00
40 00 Birch 18 00

Sott Elm, common,
31 00 and better 1, 1%, 2" 2000

Ash, black common
26 00 and betten" to 2"

Lath per M :

25 00 No. 1 white pine
13/8"

26 00 N . 2 white pine
22 00 Spruce, mill run
2000 Redpine millrun

No. 1 white pine
21 00 1" & 1^

No. 2 white pine
22 00 1 "& 1^

Spruce mill run
23 00 1" & ij{

Red Pine mill
23 00 run 1" & 1%..

32" Lath
24 00 Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"..

24 00 Clear Butt
xx, 18"

2800 White Cedar Shingles :

18 00 xxxx, 18' ... 4 25
32 00 Clear Butt, 18" 3 00
25 00 x, x 18" 1 50

48 00

34 00

34 00
38 00
42 00

35 00
28 00

40 00
42 00
25 00

36 00

26 00

22 00

24 00

23 00
19 OO
18 00

20 OO

21 OO

22 OO

22 OO

23 OO

2,i OO

26 OO

15 00
29 00

23 OO

24 00

3 25
2 75
2 50
2 50

3 00

1 75
' 50

3 5o

2 75
50

26 00
22 00

23 00
20 00
13 00

19 00
17 00

26 00

15 00

24 00
20 00

24 00

30 00

3 5°
3 00
2 75
2 75

3 25

2 25

2 25

2 00
2 00

4 00

3 25
" 75

4 50

3 5o

' 75

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE IN THE RAFT. cts.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average 40 50
First class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal.. 62 60

RED PINK— IN THE RAFT.
Measured off, according to average and quality none
Shipping order " " " making

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality 60 65

ELM.
By the dram, accordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 6s 70

" 30 to 3,5 feet. 50 55

14 inch

9
"

I
"

,8
"

35
28

3°
32

36

SARNIA
FINK, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" 50 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00
\% and i%" ••

S7 oo
2 " 59 00

Cms AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 44 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better sa 00
8/4

6/4 x 6 & up No. 2

8/4

0/4 x 6 & up No. 3
8/4

54 00

45 00

47 00
40 00

ii ,, 42 00

NO. I CUTS.
in., 8" and up wide 41 00

<'A in

1% in.

am,
3^ and 3'

4 in.

5° 00
5° co

54 00
70 00

75 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 24 00
Ji" 39 co
1
7f .... 39 00

3 42 00
*%. 3 and 4" " 57 00 60 00

no. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00

ift and i%" " ,8 00
a " 31 OO
2J4, 3 and 4" " 38 00 43 00

MILL RUN.
• x 4 23 00
1 x 5' 25 00
1 x 6 and 8" 26 00

, ONT.
1" x 10" 28 OO
'" x 12" 30 CO
1" x 13 and,up 31 00
1 M x 4 and 5" 28 00

NO. I BARN.

1 in 30 00 37 00
'% and a" 34 00

2^ and 3" 37 00
4 42 00

NO. 2 BARN.

1 in. 27 00 30 00
•% and 2" 28 00

%% and 3" 30 00

NO. 3 BARN.

in 23 00 26 00
> M< ' % and 2" 23 00 26 00

BOX.

No. 1, 1, i^. 2" ai 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

'% and a" 16 00

33 00

19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" 15 00
1. 1%, \% and 2" is 00
No. a 14 00 is 00

LATH.

No. 1 , 3a" 1 50 2 00
No. 2, 48" 3 50
No. 1, 48" pine 4 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR
6 ft

3x4 3io2x6 and a x 8 16 00
ax 10 16 so
ax ta 17 00

. 1 s. AND
8 ft

•6 so
16 50
17 00
18 00

I E.

10 ft

18 00
18 00
'9 SO
20 so

14 x 16 ft

•800

'9 5o
20 50

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

2 x 4-13 $19 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00
2 x 4-10-18-20 ai 00
**

o } 8 to .6 .9 00

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
6 " ai 50
8 " 32 50
10 " aa 50
13 " 33 50

Flooring
or 6 .inch No. 1 $32 00

3 30 00
" 3 50

4 inch
6 •'

Shiplap—Finished

19 00

/ 21 So
0, 10, 13 inch 22 So

6 inch No.
" No.

No.

Siding

a 29 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 4 75
No. a " " " 3,5

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
13 ft. 14 and 16 ft

3x6 and 3x8 ai 50 ai 50
3 x 10 33 00 22 00
3 x1a 23 so 24 00
4x4 to 6x8 2i so 22 so
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 23 50 22 50
8x8 23 So 33 so
6 x 14 up to 33 ft 29 80

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

3 X 4, 3 X b, 3 X 8, 8 to 16 ft
1 18 to 3a ft

a x 10, 2 x la, 8 to 16 ft

18, 20, 22 ft

24, 26, 28, 30, 32
2 x 14 up to 32 ft

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft

3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 33 ft

6 x 6 to 6 x 12 up to 32 ft

3 x 14, 4 x 14

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 11

up to 33 ...

10 x so
8x20

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine, 4 in

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring
B. C. Fir E. G. No. t and 2 Flooring . . .

F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce
8 to 16 ft., 6 in
B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16'

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16'

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch

$19 50
21 so
20 00
23 00
2f OO
25 OO
22 50
25 00
25 00
25 OO

$24 80
26 80
27 30

30 so
37 00
37 00

3' 00
29 00

mixed w dthi

20 00

»7 50
20 ,50

'9 50

$25 00
20 00
'850
'5 50
10 so

SHINGLES.
XXX B. C. Cedar '3.10
X X B. C. Cedar ,. J4XXX Dimension

LATH.
No. 1 Mixed W& R Pine ...

No. .B.C. Fir

....

*\™
4-3*'

HARDWOODS, CAR LOTS, F. O. B. WINNIPEG.
THE PREVAILING PRICKS, PER IM FKKT, FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER AH:-
1" C/2nds plain Oak j^, ^
2" " "

\\
.... 6500

?// IS 00
«„ ,. . . 78 00
'„

.,

A
,

sh 63 00
2
,

... 70 00
3
„ ., ,

' 78 00
'»

,, .. 43 00
2
„ 49 ou

•*» „ M 53 O"

// ..
M»Ple 43 00

% " !! 47 00

.. .. SO 5°
4 55 flo
Flooring Canadian Clear 510°

"' American " SS 00

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.
WHI

(Wholesale

Uppers 1, 1^4, i}4< and 2

in. $82 00
1% and 3in 90 00
4 in

_ 95 00
Select* 1 in 73 00

1 to 2 in 73 00
i% and 3 in 85 00
4 in 90 00

Fine common, lin 57 00
and 1% in 59 00

a in 61 00
3 in 80 00
4 .in 85 00

Cut'g up, No. 1, lin. . . 45 00
and 1% in . 54 00

a ' No. 1 Cuts 58 00
No. 3, 1 in 38 00
No. a, iV, ft M in 43 00
No. 3, and 1% in 33 00
No 3 & a* 35 00

Dressing i}£in 4300
r^zio and is 45 00

TE PINE

selling price.

• X in...

Shelving;, No. 1, ijin and

No. 1 Mold rt'pt 1 to 3 in.
No. a Moulding Strips, 1

to > in
Barn, No. 1, tain
6 8 and 10 in
No. a, 10 in

No. 3, 1 a in

No. 3, 10 in

No. 3 ta in ....
Box, 1 x 4

1 x 6 & up
1 x so

ix it

ix 13 and up
\\i and i^ft a in

Mill Cull*. 1

'X and 3 in

40 00
4a 00

4S 00

54 00

4a 00
37 00
3* 00
3a 00

3J 00
27 00
28 00
31 OO
34 OO
34 00
as 00
36 00
35 00
30 00
ao 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

WHITE ASH.

40 00 42 00 i

44 00 46 00 I Strips aa 00 24 00
48 00 54 00

I Com. and culls 14 00 33 00

BLACK AND BROWN
1st & 2nd 6 inch up. 40 00 4200

|
Com. good culls 1400 3000

1st & and, 1 inch. .

.

1 to 2 inch
2^ to 4 inch ....

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red 40 00 42 00

1st & 2nd, white, 6
inch and up 30 00 3a co

Common and good
culls 16 00 18 00

1 st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up

Common and culls.

1st and 2nd hand
Common and cxills

I 1st and 2nd, soft, 6
32 00 35 00

I
inch and up .... 36 00 38 00

15 00 17 00
I
Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE
20 00 23 00 I 1 st and 2nd, soft
14 00 15 00

_ , . 20 00 23 00
Common and culls. 13 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
White Pine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch
Selects, 1 to 3 inch
Fine Common, 1 inch

i}i to 3 inch
No. 1 Cuts 1 inch. .

1 ]i to 3 inch
No. 3 Cuts, 1 inch

1^ to 2 inch
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 13

No. 1, 1 x 10
No. 1, 1 x 8
No. 2, 1 x 12
No. 2, 1 x 10
No. 2, 1 x 8
No 3, 1 x 12

No. 3, 1 x 10
No. 3, 1 x 8

Spruce, 10 and 12 in dimension
9 in. and under

10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up
2 x a. a x 4, axs 2x6, 3x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft ..

and up
S in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up.p, is
Canadian Spruce boards
Vermont Spruce boards, matched .. . . . . . . . .

i x a and 1 x 3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundled
1W Spruce laths

>k" ::::

$92 00
. &o 00
. 58 00
63 00

• 45 00
54 00

• 35 00
• 38 00
46 00
36 00

35 00
• 38 00
• 34 00
• 33 5o
32 00

• 30 00
. 29 00

24 00

25 00

21 50

23 OO
19 OO
33 OO
22 OO
30 OO
4 OO

3 40

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES

$3 90
Extras .

.

Clears
Second clears.

. .

.

Clear Whites
Extra is (Clear whites out)
Extra is (Clearwhites in)

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16"

<; butts to a" 2 8c
" Eurekas. 18" " " .'

Perfections, s butts to 3^" 4 60

1 60

$94 00
83 00
60 00
65 00

58 CO

37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00

37 00
40 00

35 00
34 00

33 00
31 00
30 00
37 00
25 00
36 00

22 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
33 5°
22 OO

3 90
3 50

$4 00

3 50
2 35
2 3°
' 45
1 60

3 75
4 25

4 75
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

0

Shingles
New Brunswick

White Cedars

The Way
of the

Transgressor
is hard, and there's all kinds of trans-

gressors. If one transgresses the law of

equilibrium and falls down stairs back-

wards at 2 a.m. he is apt to touchingly

murmur, "Heaven pity the men at sea on a

night like this." Or as the Aquarium is

knocked over in the Hall, the flapping of

the gentle gold fish on the Persian rug

brings forth the remark, "that things are

going from bad to worse in this house.''

And so you can go all along the line of

transgression and when you come down to

business the results are different only in

degree. The man that transgresses the

principle that his customer wants the best

lumber he can get will soon find things

going from bad to worse in his house.

That's the reason why we are manufactur-

ing our No. 2 Quebec Spruce and New
Brunswick White Cedar Shingles of the

best quality and manufacture, for the

most critical yard trade. We do not claim

that our timber is grown to order, but we
do claim that for manufacture, grade and
general quality, our products are the best

that money can produce or buy, and that

they are articles of stock which will

keep and increase your trade.

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Saw & Shingle Mills:

Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q.

Salmon Lake, P. Q. Red River, P .Q.

Sayabec, P. Q. Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling-, Partition, Novelty Siding,

Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

"QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson
Fredericton, N. B.

The Celebrated Patented

Dunbar Shingle Machine
Having been manufacturing this machine for over 25 years and having added improvements from
time to time, we are now in an excellent position to put on the market a thoroughly up-to-date
Shingle Machine which gives every reasonable satisfaction.

Two excellent features of this machine are its Durability and Compactness, for which it has a reputation.
Repairs, which cost time and money, are scarcely ever required, thus adding another good quality to our machine,
namely ECONOMY. Made of Ai material by Ai workmen, it will do more work and better work in any country
than any other shingle machine at present manufactured. Hot boxes are eliminated by means of Ring Oilers

;

this is an important consideration. The most prominent lumber concerns use our shingle machine and consider it

the leader. There must be a reason. We also make a machine similar to above which can be adjusted to cut box-
wood as well as shingles from 14 in. to 22 in. in length. Shingle Mill Machinery and Castings of all descripti:10ns.

WHAT USERS SAY:
Geo. F. Parker, Buckingham, P.Q.

Am at present working on a two million contract
of bone-dry cedar and without the aid of your shingle
machine this stock could not he manufactured at a
profit.

Howard & Craig of Sherbrooke, P.Q.
It has given us the very best of satisfactionWe are much pleased with the machine in every

way and nothing better could be desired.

Join the band of satisfied users of the Dunbar Shingle Machine and you will never regret it.

Reliable Reputable

Manufactured solelyI by

Durable

McFarlane^Thompson& Anderson, Fredericton, N.B.
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RUBBER BELTING

for Transmitting-

,

Elevating and

Conveying.

Rubber

Hose

for Water, Steam,

Air Suction, and

Fire Protection.

The

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, Limited

Head Offices: 47 Yonge Street, TORONTO
Branches : Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

DeLoach "Prince"
Hand Feed Shingle Mill

JOHN H CRANE
Manufacturer of Lumber and Shingles

DeLOACH MILL MFG. CO., Monterey, Ala., July 2, 1907.

Bridgeport. Ala.

Gentlemen,— I purchased from you in 1905 a "Prince" hand feed shingle niachine.

1 have operated it and find it all you claim for it. We cut at the rate of 30,000 shingles in

10 hours and made first class shingles. I consider your machine a very light running
machine. If I wanted another hand machine I would certainly buy a DeLoach Prince.

With best wishes for your success, I am
Yours very truly,

John H. Crane.

Send for Catalogue of Engines, Boilers, Gasoline Engines, Saw Mills,

Shingle Mills, Planers, Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills,

Water Wheels, Etc. Complete Circular and Band Mill Equipment.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co.
Box 511,

BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

TTl/^E have some interesting
*™ facts to give you re-

garding our new type of

Gang. You must know
about the new oscillation.

You ought to know it right

away. Just write us that

you want full particulars of

our No. 10, 15 and 16 Gangs
and learn of the greatest

achievement in the con-

struction of saw mill ma-
chinery in years.

Wickes Brothers
Seattle OfficeHO White Bldg. Saginaw, Mich.

MERSHON
Horizontal Saw Mill Resaw

Wm. B. Mershon & Co,

Saginaw, Mich., U.S.A.
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The
e<MIDLAND"

Band Wheel Grinder

will grind both Wheels
at one setting—We will send

you a list of satisfied users

and testimonial if you

will let us have your

address.

Our Catalogue tells all

about them on page 14.

Send for one.

Georgian Bay Engineering .Works
P. O. BOX 425

Midland - Ontario

The Old Reliable

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
"The Grate with the Reputation"

No experiment. On the market since 1890. Over 6,000 sets in daily
use. Over 600 voluntary testimonials.

BURNS WET, GREEN OB FROZEN SAWDUST,
giving as good results with them as a draft grate gives with dry wood.

ADDS FROM 25% TO 60
TO THE EFFICIENCY OF A HOII.ER.

Saves labor in firing.
Lasts forever. Only expense first cost.

Equally efficient in ordinary furnaces or Dutch ovens.—Adapted forany number of boilers, from one up.—No change in construction necessaryA hole must be made through each wall, for the pipe; aside from this
not a brick need be disturbed.—The largest outfit can be installed
between quitting time Saturday and starting up time Monday morning—No difficulty about maintaining a fire at night, when the blower is idle
and no objection to so doing.

SOLD ON APPROVAL
subject to thirty days' exhaustive trial. WE pay the freight BOTHWAYS in case of rejection.

SAMPLE TKSTIMONIA L

:

We have seventeen boilers equipped with your hollow blast grate oulfit, and they are alleivinrperfect satisfaction. We burn green oak and gum sawdust and are never troubled with 'low steam-As you are no doubt aware, green gum sawdust is considered the hardest kind of furl to burn butwith your grates we can burn it with good success/ Lamb-Fish Lumbkr Co., Charleston, Miss.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Company
Greenville - Michigan

"THE DUNBAR 99

STEAM
New and Improved

LOGGING ENGINES

This is the machine for which we claim all the good Qualities possessed by any other
and a great many valuable improvements besides.

Best on the Market
This time we wish to call your attention to one ofmany important points which prove conclusively the

superiority of the Dunbar Logging Engines: that
of the Hydraulic Apparatus for raising and lowering
the Boiler, an invention of our Mr. Dunbar, Sr (for
which patents are pending). By this device a:i dang-er
from rush of water to either end of the Boiler, caused
by irregularities of the road, is avoided. One of the
most serious drawbacks in other Engines is the fact
that the Boiler is stationary on the frame, consequent-
ly a source of great anxiety because of the danger to
both the Crown Sheet and the Tubes. You can readi-
ly understand that in going up or down hill either theCrown Sheet or the Tubes are bared, causing them to
become so heated that they will leak badly, and after
repetition for a time the Boiler will be practically
ruined. '

This improvement, which supersedes our previous
method for raising or lowering the boiler, has been
added since cut herewith shown was made.

Should you contemplate putting in a Logging
Engine we shall be glad to take the matter up with
you and give you all particulars.

Quotations for Logging Sleds furnished.

Write Us for Particulars

The Alex. Dunbar <fc Sons Company
Woodstock, N.B. Limited
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Double Suiface Planer and Matcher M. 204

Woodworking Machinery
For Every Requirement

Cowan's Fast Feed Planers and Matchers
Made in Canada

€fl ARE BUILT for the most expeditious production of flooring- and general mill purposes. These

machines are adapted for working hard or sott wood. They will give the very best of results with

straight grained or knotty lumber.

€Jf MANY NEW FEATURES of special advantage in modern mill practice. Nothing has been

left undone to turn out a perfect machine.

<J| THE WEDGE PLATEN provides for distributing the cut between the top and bottom heads

while the machine is in operation.

€ff AMPLE ADJUSTMENTS are furnished to compensate for wear insuring the very best work

during the entire life of the machine. Every adjustment easily accessible from the working side.

SALES AGENTS

The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Ltd.

M ontreal
St. John, N.B. Toronto Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver
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Beardmore Leather Belting
72 inch 3 ply 175 feet long

Made only of Extra Selected No. i Packer Steer

Hides, Oak Tanned

Beardmore Extra Waterproof Cement Leather

Belting for the Wet Places in Pulp, Paper and Saw
Mills, Etc.

The Maximum of Stretch is taken out of Beardmore

Belting by improved appliances, without impairing- its life.

Every belt guaranteed as to quality of material and

workmanship.

Complete Stocks Carried by:

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank Street, OTTAWA, ONT. 147 Bannatyne Avenue East, WINNIPEG, MAN.

FLECK BROS., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

The Largest Leather Belt ever made
in Canada

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter Street - Orillia, Ontario

Three Saw Lath Bolter.

Manufacturers of

Sawmill, Shingle

and Lath Machinery

We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting,

Pulleys, Belting, Ewart
Chain, Saws, Portable Forges

and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue
on application.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Williams & Wilson
St. James St., MONTREAL
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There are more DISSTON BRAND Band
and Circular Saws used than any other make,

and by a large majority.

WE MAKE THIS STATEMENT WITHOUT

WHY?
Because millmen and sawyers recognize by the

use of the DISSTON SAWS they obtain the

greatest results for the least cost.

FEAR OF SUCCESSFUL CONTRADICTION.

MATERIAL
Finest

Crucible Steel

HARDENING
AND

TEMPERING

DlSSTON

Method

GRINDING

TENSIONING

DlSSTON

Method

Disston

Method

POINTS OF MERIT
UNIFORMITY.
TOUGHNESS.
GREATEST TENSILE STRENGTH AND ELASTICITY.

Being Manufacturers of our own steel, and thoroughly familiar with its makeup, we
are able to absolutely adjust the hardening and tempering processes to the degree
giving that perfect combination of hardness and toughness that produces the

"edge, tension-holding and standing up qualities" for which the DISSTON SAWS
are renowned.

By the DISSTON METHOD all Band Saws are ground perfectly flat and uniform in

thickn«ss, thus making possible a very close adjustment of the guides without
creating any friction or heat when in operation at the highest rate of feed; and all

Circular Saws, whether tapered or of even thickness, are perfectly flat ground on
the surface, thus insuring in all saws perfect clearance and true balance.

The uniformity of the material, temper and grinding is a large factor in the prope
adjustment of tension; and this, together with the Disston process of tensioning
is the reason why the DISSTON SAWS will manufacture more lumber, under t h

same conditions, than any other brand of saw.

In the DISSTON BRAND of SAWS you have the advantages of the product of a progressive, up-to-date

saw factory, the LARGEST IN THE WORLD, and where saws are made throughout, from the making of the steel

itself—the superiority of which has been demonstrated for the past fifty-three years— to the finishing operation, and
each process is performed by mechanics of long experience and highest order of skill.

WE HAVE BEEN MAKING SAWS FOR OVER 68 YEARS

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.
KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL, STEEL, AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT ONTARIO CANADA

QUEBEC AGENTS
ROSS A GREIG, MONTREAL, QUE.

B. C. SELLING AGENTS :

ROBT. HAMILTON A CO., VANCOUVER, B.C.
WESTERN BRANCH :

248 McDERMOTT AVE., WINNIPEG, MAN.

"\X7"p lyT A l^T^ Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heateru, Tanks, Steam and Power
' lTini\JJ» Pumps, Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating

Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.
ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION I
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More Bad Lumber
There is More Bad Lumber made in the Filing

Room than in any other department of the Mill.

To equip your Filing Room with anything but the

Best Filing Room Machinery is false economy.

Profit by this advice, and eliminate the expense

and trouble of trying to trade an interior machine

for a good one, a few months after you install it.

We trade machines every day, But We Don't

Lose Money on the Trade.

Buy a COVEL Machine and run it 20 years, as

many of our Customers have done.

C*f%\7£>\ Kf^Qi Saw SharPening Machinery \2YJ Fisher Bldg.,VUVU VO. and Tools Chicago, U.S.A.

Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

For Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In Y± and 1 Cord Capacity—Extra Strong of Thor-

oughly Seasoned Hardwood and Bolted Throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in Trains or Singly for Platform Wo.k.

Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co.
Limited

ORILLIA - . ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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Branch Office and Warehouse:
New Oiu.kans, Louisiana 421 Carondelet Street

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Ca

Hart
a
"

|

Saicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guarante-d the best wheel
on the market.

H ave you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

Importers and Contractors for

all kinds of Electrical Work

Lighting Plants
Watchman's Clock and

Telephone Systems

LUMBER MILLS

Motors, Dynamos Repairs

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

the NORTHERN ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.

Electrical Contractors

ORILLIA - 8NT.

We Make All Kinds of Tools and Machinery for the Care of Saws

No. 12 Hand Sharpener and Gummer
For Rip and Cross-Cut Saws

In designing this machine we have succeeded in making a number of important
improvements over the ordinary hand sharpener, and have overcome many of the dis-

advantages experienced with the old-style machines. The movement of the emery
wheel is perfectly perpendicular, and thus exactly centers the saw during the entire
operation, and does not raise on a circle like the old-style hand gummers. Most filers

will readily appreciate that this fact alone insures a better-ground tooth, and with less

time and labour. The emery-wheel support is made in two parts, so that the wheel can
be tilted, and thus a straight emery-wheel can be used to the same advantage as a con-
cave, and this is also very useful in adjusting to secure any desired amount of hook.
The emery-wheel arbor also is adjustable so as to secure a perfect center on all saws.

Our cross-head arrangement for handling the saw is another advantage of this

machine, by which the heaviest saw can be easily and quickly picked up from the floor

without the operator being obliged to lift the saw by hand. The saw can be placed on
the cross-head and the cones adjusted while the saw rests on the floor, then by using the
lever attached to the cross-bar, the saw is quickly lifted to the desired height and locked
in position by a set screw in the cross-bar ; with this lever and the cross-head screw, the
saw is easily and quickly adjusted to any desired position. The wheel to which the cross-

bar is attached is hung to swing in either direction to give any desired bevel on cut-off

saws, and in whatever position it is placed for beveling, it always maintains the saw
exactly under the center of the emery-wheel, and a graduated scale is provided to in-

sure uniformity in setting for any desired bevel. A simple and practical throat adjuster
also is provided at a convenient place, which makes all the teeth uniform in depth.

This machine is perfectly balanced, so that the raising and lowering of the emery-
' wheel is done with the greatest ease and precision. It has an exceptionally strong and
rigid standard and a heavy solid base. All the parts are given the same care that is

exercised in the manufacture of our highest-priced automatic sharpeners.

No. 12 R Sharpener a Cummer
The No. 12R Hand Gummer is made the same • s the No. 12 C described above, except

that it does not have the adjustment for keeping the saw directly under the center of the
emery-wheel while grinding a bevel on Cut-off saws, being designed more especially for
rip saws.

Hanchett No. 12 C Hand Sharpener and Gummer

For Saws
No. 12 C 8-84 in.

No. 12 R 8-84 in.

No. 31 6-72 in.

Approximate
Shaping VVt.

570 lbs.

480 lbs.

320 lbs.

List
Price

$90.00
60.00

31.00

These Machines equipped with Electric Motors.

Prices on application.

Let us send you our new 1909 Catalog No. 6.

Hanchett Swage Works
Big Rapids - Michigan
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Maple Leaf Saw Works
Shurly <fc Dietrich

GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular Saws

Gang Saws

Mill Saws

Band Saws

Cross-Cut Saws

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hand Saws

Buck Saws

Plastering Trowels

Butcher Saws

Straw Knives

Maple Leaf Saw Set
MANUFACTURED BY

SHURLY & DIETRICH, Gait, Ont.

Directions.—Place the set on the point of tooth, as shown in the accom-
panying cut, and strike a very light blow with a tack hammer. If
you require more set, file the tooth with more bevel.

If you follow directions you cannot make a mistake. Be sure and not
strike too hard a blow, and it will set the hardest saw On receipt
of 40 cents we will send one by mail.

We are the only manufacturers in the world who
export Saws in large quantities to the

United States.

GROUND THIN ON BACK
Save Labor Save Gumming

Save Time Save Files

Tbis Saw Stands Without a Rival
AND IS THE

FASTEST CUTTING SAW IN THE WORLD!

Its Superiority consists in its Excellent Temper. It
is made of " Razor Steel," which is the finest ever used in
the manufacture of Saws. We have the sole control of
this steel. It is tempered by our secret process, which
process gives a keener cutting edge and a toughness to
the steel which no other process can approach.

We Manufacture

HIGH GRADE BAND SAWS
Of All Widths and Lengths.

These Saws are made of Refined Razor Steel, and tempered by our Secret
Process

;
for Fine Finish and Temper are not excelled.
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Waterous Engine Works Co.
Brantford, Canada

Limited

Canadian Manufacturers of

COVEL
Saw Filing Machinery

A View of the Filing Room of the Great Southern Lumber Company, Bogalusa, La., Equipped with Covel Machinery.
Capacity Six Hundred Thousand Feet per Day.

The New Covel No. 90 Improved Automatic Band Saw Sharpener,
four of which are shown in above view, represents the acme of perfection

in filing- machinery, is substantially built and fitted throughout with cut
g-ears, brass and malleable parts.

We also Manufacture full line of Sawmill Machinery, Band Mills,
Steel Carriages, Engines, Boilers, etc.

Write us for Prices and any Information you may desire.



Specialists on Lumber Insurance

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance—Our inspector and adiuster* n
handle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a Licffv non I I w r

W
"u
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,
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^
nce me

":
,
We«

Drop us a line and we will explain our methods full
7 n°n-asSeSSab,e Pol,c> -

a ',d absolutely sound mdemmty.

By Lumbermen

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway . NEW YORK

For Lumbermen

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

STAVED COLUMNS
PRICE LIST

OF

Stock Columns

8 inch 4 feet $3.00

10

10

10

10
10

10

12

12

1

2

12

s
6
8

9
10

4

5
6
8

9
10

4

5
6

8

9
10

• 3- 2°

3-35
. 4. 10

• 4 55
• 4-9o

• 4-7C

• 5- 50
• 5- 80
• 7- 70
• 8 25
. 8.60

6.75
7-3°
760
8.70

9-5°
io.oS

Write us for prices

on Veneered Doors,
Newel Posts, etc. Our
Stock Doors are well

manufactured. We
make doors in all the

cabinet woods.

BATTS LIMITED
48 Pacific Avenue, WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWNOUR

tt mm

EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

PINK LUMBERING TOOLS
Send for
Catalogue and

Price List B The Standard Tnnlc In Evefy Pfovin« of the Domit
1 IIC MdllUdl U I UUIS New Zealand, Australia, Etc

minion

Pink Duck Bill Winter Cant Hook Handles
In Split Maple

Finest Quality Spi.it Maple
CANT HOOK and PSAVEY HANDLES, Car Load or Dozen, BOOM
CHAINS, PIKE POLES, SKIDDING TONGS, BOAT WINCHES, ETC.

Sold throughout the Dominion by all Wholesale and Retail Hardware Merchants

Thomas Pink, Pembroke, Ont.

m Pink Round Bill

Peavey Hand-
les In Split

Maple.
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters maile by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

SWASTIKA Long Life Babbitt
Copper Hardened

Is Specially Alloyed For Saw Mill Machinery

< >ui experience of 50 vears in the Saw Business has en-

abled us to design a Babbitt for Saw Mill Machinery.

At Minimum Price with Maximum Quality

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

The James Robertson Co. Limited
144 William Street - MONTREAL, QUE.

Agents for Vancouver : The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Arctic Metal
For Cool

Bearings

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
HAMILTON, ONT.

We Guarantee Every Belt

" D.K." Balata

Genuine Oak

BELTING
D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER

309-311 Craig West aoo King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC
21 St. Peter St.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,

Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,

Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. <& SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents.Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,

Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal

Bags, Straw Ticks. Sleeping Bags. Toboggans, Snowshoes,

Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh

Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER. «t SONS
Cor. George. King & Water Sts., Peterborough, Ont., Can

THE GREAT BELT"
beats all rivals every time

strength
ttniformity
Reliability
endurance

TEST IT

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S, YOUNG, 14 Hospital Strcer. MONTREAL,

WATERPROOF LEATHER BELTING FOR THE
WET PLACES'" T«r SAWMILL .... - *PH I B I A

Lt^US SEND YOU
PRICESA •

'

SAMPLES
SADLCR&Nt\VVORJH MONT R EA

TORONTO ^1
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WILLIAM HAMILTON Co
PETERBORO ONTARIO

Some of Our Steam

Set Works
Because they are great money-savers, you will

put them in your mill sooner or later.

They are easy to install and you can connect
them to your carriage any time without much trouble. M

They will positively increase your output, will

help you cut better lumber, and make your setter's

work easier.

Four Inch Steam Set Works

Two Inch Steam Setter.

They are of unquestioned value to their

present users and they are now working
successfully in more than three hundred
mills.

The Two Inch Machine will set for any
thickness up to 2 inches with one stroke
of the lever, and the Four Inch Machine
sets up to 4 inches at one stroke.

If you would like to know more about
them, send for our catalogue.

Remember we make everything

for a Saw Mill

The A, R. Williams Machinery Co., of Vancouver, are our Sales Agents in British Columbia
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J. B. MILLER, President

The

W. B. TINDALL. Secretary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co
Limited

Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

VIEW OF OUR MILLS AT PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

HEAD OFFICE:

Traders Bank Building,

Phone Main 1016
Toronto, Ont.

Telegraph Codes :

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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Split Posts
Posts Good
Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

MUIR & TERRY

LATH
WHITE and RED PINE

CEDAR POSTS
408 Confederation Life Bldg.

TORONTO
J. K. MUIR H. J. TERRY

Phone, Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

ONT.
Limited

PEMBROKE

MANUFACTURERS

L
UMBER, TIMBER,

JOISTING, LATH,

BOXES and SHOOKS

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood

Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

C. A. Larkin
WHOLESALE

Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock

Toronto, Ont.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.

Wc have a nice assorted stock of

Pine and
Spruce

Lumber and
Timber
Sawn all Sizes

Send for our latest List just issued

We are prepared to execute special orders for

Timber promptly

Geo. Gordon & Co.
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

R. Laidlaw
Lumber
Company

Limited
Room 913 Traders

Bank Building. Toronto

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

OHINGLES^ ¥ UMBER
Lath

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

LEAK 6 CO.
Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce,

Basswood, Maple, Birch

and Black A»h

Send us list of what you have and your best

Cash Prices

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill
Stuff. We have also stocks of Ash, Elm,
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX, XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICE:

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and
sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,
General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Wholesale
Montreal

j^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

W/E are in the market and pay
** the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber,will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street Ea.t

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

L0VELAND& STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER GO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Jhe Ontario Lumber
CO. Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River, Ont. Water Shipment.
Yard : Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Prices

Home ilife Building, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

•upply any grade Dressed Stock.

On Temiskaming Railway, 103
miles north of North Bay

HAILEY BURY, ONT.

"Well bought is half sold"

Spring Trade
means

Hemlock Sales

Our Selected No. 2
means

Duplicate Orders

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock

Lumber

1007-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in slock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

"^ITE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds
" * of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
Pine, Hardwood and Hemlock Floorings
and Ceilings. Sash and Doors, Wood
Turnings. Etc. All Dressed Lumber Kiln
Dried if desired. End Matched Flooring a
Specialty.

COOD PINE SIDINCS A SPECIALTY

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce
and Hardwood Lumber

Write or call on us

Dry Spruce for Sale

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stuff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

S

ialph Loveland, Pres.
L. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank BIdg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.
and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of •

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of z" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also i", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Corn-sponJence Solicited. Room 4, /-y , —

Hochelaga Bank Buildinp V^UeDeC, QUC

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOGH, JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM, A. H. MACABE,
President. Vice-President. Secretary.

30 Years in the Trade

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Wholesale Dealers in Limited

WHITE PINE
Red Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Lath, Shingles

Red Pine Flooring Strips Dressed or Rough at Special Prices

1212 Traders Bank Chambers TORONTO

J. L. CAMPBELL
J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,
B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited
National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, TADAMTrv /->.„,

(Telephone Main 6244). 1 UKvJIN 1 KJ, (JIN 1 .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber - Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT,
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty
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CAMERON & CO., Limited

LUMBER

LATH

SHINGLES

MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

ASH
BASSWOOD

TIMBER

POLES

POSTS

MILL AND YARD: OPEONCO ONT. HEAD OFFICF : OTTAWA. ONT.

n
' Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA

E A 8TB K

N

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W B 8 T E B N

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all grades ami a "SPECIAL BRAND" cheaper
and better than Eastern Clear Butts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

A Selected Lot of Mill Run

White Pine and
Spruce Lumber

also

1 }4 and 1 } a White Pine and Spruce Lath

Selling Agents for Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street - - - OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.

Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath

ROUGH OR DRESSED
We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-

ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
In Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
' Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West - - - MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone Main 5551 55 st. Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
PARTICULARLY

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,
British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

WANTED—Wh ite Pine, "O" Culls, 2 and 3 inch, and Lath;
Spruce Mill Culls, 1 and 2 inch ; and Hemlock
Culls, 2 and 3 inch. Also § inch Merch. Spruce.

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Wholesale

Lumber
and

Timber

I Buy, Sell, and Deal in all

kinds— Spruce, Hemlock,

Pine, Birch, Basswood, Maple,

Ash, Elm, &c.

WRITE ME

E. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Montreal
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Detroit Columns are Trade Builders
Our famous " Lock Joint" Columns are great favorites with architects and builders.
Retail lumber and builders' supply dealers shoud investigate our line if they wish to
"corner" the column trade of their neighborhood. Our goods are fine business builders.

Detroit Colonial Columns can be supplied in Plain and Quartered Oak, Birch, Chest-
nut, Yellow Pine and other desirable woods. Why not write us to-day for prices, etc.

Detroit Column & Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Officers and Directors :

R. H. DOWNMAN, PRESIDENT

FREDERIC WILBERT, 1ST VICE-PRES.

GEO. W. DODGE, 2ND VICE-PRES.

F. B. WILLIAMS

WM L. BURTON

J. C. RIVES

J. A. HILLIARD,
Secretary & General Manager

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

Directors

:

JOHN DEBLIEUX

Gl'S DREWS
EDWARD HANSON

L. H. PRICE

H. M. COTTEN

H. B. HEWES

Shipment by Rail or Sea,
Cable Address "REDCYPRESS

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress Lumber,

Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity: 3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We Carry Everything in Standard Grades and Sizes of Rough or Dressed

Louisiana Red Cypress
FRED J. DAVENPORT, Box 425, Detroit, Michigan, Canadian Representative
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address :"\Valmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Pickford & Black s Wharf

We are Buyer* of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all description*)

Staves, Hoops
and

Heading
WRITE TO

James Webster & Bro., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

Cable Addreaa : Sawmill, Liverpool

Qa,nt& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St Peter St.

Hardwood End Matched>
11 U I U II UUU Bored Polished

FIOOriDQ BM
Siemon Bros., Ltd.

WIARTON, Ont.
Office : 309 Confederation LifeBldg\, Toronto

EADIE DOUULAS, CO,
n St. John Street, Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prioes will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

Red Deer Spruce
stands for the Best Soft White

Spruce manufactured in Canada.

Our Strong Points are

Flooring, Finishing.

Ceiling, Siding,
Dimension and
Bright Spruce Lath

Shipments made with utmost

dispatch.

Red Deer Lumber Co.
General Offices - 306-316 Union Bank Bldg., WINNIPEG, Man.

Yard and Mills - - - BARROWS, Sask.

Everything in

WOOD GOODS
Shingles our Specialty

Prices always consistent with the Market

{ \

1 WESTERN

ILUMBER

l7l' I'
'

'

*.' :i 7 1

SHINGLE j

It c°
•

'VANCOUVER

if B.C. mm

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

: i)'.?. i<

nSEND US

'

'INQUIRIES;

RAIL
SHIPMENTS
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, B. C E. H. HEAPS <fc CO., Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

VANCOUVER. B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER— Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH GRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W. J. LOVERING. 1312-13 Traders Bank Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

A Suggestion— To the Trade

!

We believe that the Lumber Trade in the Prairie Provinces and Ontario will make a mistake
by not stocking- up as heavily as possible with British Columbia Lumber and Shingles at
present prices—which are very low: in fact lower prices with $10.00 to $11.00 logs, and
$5.00 to $5.50 shingle bolts, are an impossibility.

A word to the wise should be sufficient. Send us your order.

Export Lumber & Shingle Company, Limited wholesale Dealers

Flack Block, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs, Piles. Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street

VANCOUVER. B. C.
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Cable Address—Gillisco.

( American Lumberman Telecode.
codes Used

| Western Union.

C. H. GILLIS & CO
LIMITED

Fairfield

445 Granville™% Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
and 125,000 feet

LUMBER

The Pacific Woods Co.
Head Office: 205-206 Loo Bldg., \/_ ___„_._„ Df
Oop. Hastings ami Abbol 8ts., Y anCOUVCI, D.V.

Correspondence

Solicited
Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

Ti t • • , We have Several Large Blocks for Sale

llTlDCr LimitS witll ^yjiu sites, near Vancouver.

LIKE BEST YELLOW GOLD
Our High Grade

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
is Most VALUABLE and USEFUL

We have made our stock valuable as a result of thorough
business methods in connection with its development as
a marketable timber.

We are in a position to get out timbers up to 36 feet

in length and surface sizes up to 6 x 22. All timbers
larger than 6x12 we can arrange to have dressed in transit.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO CANADIAN TRADE

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO.,
Hull, Alabama,

U. S. A.

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
MWaCurersof

1,11111061% Latll aild ShlUglOS L,m"ed

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Manufacturers of L\JITVber aild L^tK

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT. Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO, ONT.

JAMES GILLIES
President

JOHN GILLIES
Vice-President

Established

1873 GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE
RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

Mills ®. Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

Planing Mill. Yard ®. Office

MOR.R.ISTOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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DEFIANCE* WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
PATENTED AND BUILT BV

The Defiance Machine Works

Defilance,

Ohio

12" Hand Planer with Boring Attachment
No. 8 Variety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off

For Making
Huba, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles,
Neck-Yokes,
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and Genera]
Wood-Work 28 Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter Street - Orillia, Ontario

Three Saw Lath Bolter.

Manufacturers of

Sawmill, Shingle

and Lath Machinery

We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting,

Pulleys, Belting, Ewart
Chain, Saws, Portable Forges

and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue
on application.

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Williams & Wilson
St. James St, MONTREAL

Importers and Contractors for all kinds of Electrical Work

Lighting Plants
Watchman's Clock and Telephone

Systems for Lumber Mills

Motors, Dynamos, Repairs, Electrical

Supplies of all kinds

The Northern Electric Supply Co.
Electrical Contractors Orillia, Ont.

JEFFREY
Conveyers

are the best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Ties,
Pulpwood. Refuse, etc.

See Catalog- No. T 57 B.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Company, c^o^S Wor,tt!

Main 0ff«ce and Works: Columbus, Ohio
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LIDGERWOOD LOGGING ENGINES
All Important Features Patented (52 Logging Machine Patents)

These cvits show two of o\ir latest
improved types ior

PACIFIC COAST LOGGING
NOTE THEIR FEATURES
For Further Particulars Address

LIDGERWOOD MFG. CO.
Originators and Manufacturers of High Grade Logging Machinery

96 Liberty Street. NEW YORK, N.Y.

lldgerwood Tandem Yarding Engine. Alaska Building
OK

SEATTLE, WASH. Lldg«rwood C-D Type (toad Englm

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may he instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT ONTARIO — CANADA

WESTERN BRANCH : QUEBEC AGENTS B. C. SELLING AGENTS :

a*8 McDERMOTT AVE , WINNIPEG, MAN. ROSS 4 GREIG, MONTREAL, QUE. »OBT. HAMILTON & CO., VANCOUVER, B.C.

"WE 1VTATCE Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and Poweratxxx a pumps
,

Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating
Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.

ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION

T—

HUTHER BROS. PATENT GROOVER OR DADO HEAD
For cutting: any width gTOOve from one quarter inch to z inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material. Will cut a perfect groove with or across the grain.
This is the only Dado Head on the market that gives entire satisfaction on all classes of work. No

screw adjustment. For different width grooves, simply remove or add inside cucters. Sold by builders
and dealers of woodworking machinery in all parts of the United States. Will send on approval, in

competition with any other make on the market; if not the best return at our expense.
HUTHER BROS.. SAW MFG. CO., Inc.. 1 170 University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., manufacturers

Circular Saws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box Cutters, Concave Saws, etc.

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

Hart Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guarante *d the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON
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"mil iMim

SIMONDS
Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saws

This is the identical Crescem-Ground Cross-Cut Saw which has for years been
recognized as the best made or used in the United States. Since beginning the
manufacture of these saws at our Canadian factories, we have found and are supply-
ing a greatly increased demand throughout the Dominion. The Saws are made of
Simonds Steel, and Simonds Steel is ihe best saw steel made. They run easy, cut
fast and give good results. Sold by the hardware trade or direct from our offices.

Every Saw Covered by an Absolute Guarantee

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que. Vancouver, B.C. St. John, N,B.

Just measure the Front and Back edge

of the face of one of your Band Wheels

with a steel tape line. If there is only a

V± of an inch difference in the circum-

ference of the two edges it means trouble

and perhaps a lot of it.

If the above is the case send at once for a

"Midland"
Band Wheel Grinder

and grind both wheels

with one setting.

Catalogue and price on request.

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p. o. box 425 ONTARIO

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offirp* • GROUfiD floor
\SIllt.C» . CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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A National Journal

(anadalumberman
£ Wood WorkerWorker

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH C. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers
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A Census of the Lumber Industry
The Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior at Ottawa, is

pending out to all sawmills and timber consumers in Canada a series of

circulars for the purpose of obtaining information regarding the extent

of the lumber industry . It is expected that the publication of the re-

sults of the enquiries will draw attention to the importance of the tim-

ber resources of Canada and will educate the public as to the necessity

for supporting the Dominion and Provincial Forestry Departments. The

circulars are of a fairly comprehensive nature. The information

sought includes statements of the amount and value of lumber produced

in 1908, covering each class of wood, and the quantity kiln dried, and

-urfaced; the quantity and value of the shingles and lath produced in

1908, of various classes of wood ; the quantity and value of Canadian and

imported timber used in the manufacture of agricultural implements and

vehicles ; the quantity and value of timber used in box manufacture ;
the

quantity, value and kind of staves and heading used in the manufacture

of tight cooperage, and the quantity and value of staves, heading and

hoops used in the manufacture of slack cooperage.

Information of this nature when tabulated in complete form will

prove of great value and interest to the lumebr industry. Being compiled

bv the Forestry Branch, its purpose natural! will be to stimulate interest

in the work of the branch and to awaken a public appreciation of the

need for preserving our forest resources It will be safe to predict, how -

ever, that the information will prove more interesting to manufacturers

and dealers in lumber than to any others. It will show that the lumber

industry of Canada is one of the country's greatest sources of wealth and

if the figures obtained are made public in practical form they will result

in a realization among other industries, of the fact, too often overlooked,

that the welfare of Canada and of a great majority of the industries of

Canada, is dependent upon the life and development of the lumber in-

dustry. Governments have always been prone to look upon lumbering

as a legitimate soui-ee for the creation of millionaires, and to overlook

the fact that the rank and file of those engaged in lumbering are doing

so at only a small living profit When business conditions become stag-

nant, it is impossible for lumber firms to avoid a loss. They hold on,

however, with the hope of better times to come. A business-like Gov-

ernment would see to it that the interests of the lumbering industry are

carefully attended to. Fortunately the Canadian Governments to-day,

both Federal and Provincial, are showing great activity in the study of

lumber questions and many serious evils have been overcome in recent

vears. The prevention of the export of logs from Ontario is an instance

of wise legislation. The proposed extension of the life of licenses in

British Columbia is another

There are other matters, however, which need immediate attention,

and to which it is to be hoped attention will be drawn by the securing

of the information which the Forestry Branch is undertaking. The com

petition of American lumber in the markets of Canada, in spite of the

assertions sometimes heard to the contrary, is much too extensive.

Southern pine finds a ready market in Ontario, to the disadvantage of

Canadian white pine. The trouble has been aggravated at times by

governments purchasing, or specifying, the American product for their

public buildings. The export of pulpwood from Quebec is another matter

which will bear the closest study, by the Government. The information

to be secured by the Forestry Branch does not seem to go beyond the

amount of lumber manufactured, and so will not be of any value in a

study of the pulpwood situation. Something should be done in regard to

this.* If the Forestry Branch wishes to preserve Canadian resources and

to assist in the development of Canadian industry it could assist greatly

by securing statistics regarding the export of pulpwood, which is a

valuable raw material for paper making. The price of pulpwood, received

by the producer, is only a small fraction of the value to be obtained from

the manufacture of the paper. So long as there is liberty to export pulp-

wood to the United States free of duty, it is natural to suppose that the

mills already established in that country will continue to operate there

and to discourage the establishment of competing mills in Canada. If

an export duty were placed upon pulpwood the Americans, whose supply

\» running short, would soon be obliged to come to Canada, with their

mills.

There are many other important matters which will have light cast

upon them by the securing of statistical records of the production of

the Canadian* forests. The Forestry Branch is to be commended for

taking up the work. Having made a beginning of this nature, it will

be encouraged to further efforts, only by the measure of success in the

present instance. Lumber manufacturers will be serving their own in-

terests by supplying the information requested.

Suicidal Business Methods in B. C.
It would be hard to find in the annals of trade a parallel for the

situation which exists to-day in the lumber business of British Columbia,

and which has existed there during the greater part of the last two years.

The lumber industry in that province is one of its most important sources

of wealth and one of its largest fields for the employment of labor. The

province possesses timber resources so extensive that they have not

been properly estimated as yet and even those who claim to know the

country well, vary greatly in their ideas as to the amount of standing

timber. The world in general is growing more anxious about the supply

of timber, as it is becoming scarce m the countries which hitherto have

been supplying the demand.

In the face of this, and in spite of the fact that there are many

splendidly equipped mills in British Columbia which are capable of

turning out lumber at the minimum lost and according to the most

modern methods of manufacture, there have been during the past two

years such low prices, and the trade has been characterized by so much

price-cutting, and throat-cutting in a business sense, that none have

carried on business at a profit, while many have been operating at a loss

The question naturally arises, who is to blame for this, and the

natural answer of all those who are acquainted with the trade is, that

those engaged in the manufacture and selling of lumber have themselves

to blame, and themselves alone. When the market showed signs of
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being overstocked and when at the Fame time a financial depression

commenced to be felt throughout the business world, the price of lumber
quickly fell. It is an easy matter now, to preach, when the conditions

are so well understood, but without wishing to be considered as preaching,

one may very properly call attention to the conditions which exist and
to the remedies which are available. When prices commenced to sag it

would have been the part of wisdom to consider the situation with the

utmost care and to take every precaution against assisting prices in their

downward course. Instead of doing this, the opposite method was adopt-

ed by many manufacturers and dealers. The tendency sprang up to look

for trade at any price rather than allow the mills to remain idle or the

stocks to accumulate. Business was done at a loss, rather than no busi-

ness at all. Price-cutting became general and when a spirit of foolhardy

competition once obtained a hold upon business, the downward path of

prices—like the downward path of the evil-doer—was greased.

It is a good sign that most of the mill owners have at last realized,

as a result of a prolonged bitter experience, what the situation exactly is.

They will no longer accept business unless it can be obtained at a profit.

Those who are willing to grab everything in sight—and there are still a few
of them left—must either go out of business before long or have their

eyes opened. Conditions are rapidly mending and there is good reason

to hope that they will soon result in profitable prices prevailing once

more, and husiness methods replacing the folk which has been in ov\

dence for so long.

A letter from a British Columbia correspondent, which was pub-
lished in the previous issue, sums up the situation in forcible language.
As the correspondent states, the question is not one of over-production,
although it has been greatly aggravated by over-production accompanied
by other mistaken methods. The great evil has been the desire to
obtain business during a dull period by means of price-cutting. Price-

cutting is a useless method of procedure in such a situation. The lumber
business is one of the most difficult ones in which to affect the demand of

the consumer. All the price-cutting in the world will not make a man
buy a car-load of lumber if he does not see his way to dispose of it. In
dull times people put off their use of lumber until affairs have picked up
and are not so susceptible to the inducements of the price-cutter. What-
ever business there is to be done in lumber during dull times could be
just as well done at a fair price as at a ruinous one. Why then, do not
those who are interested in the industry retain control ? They have the
power to do so and to decide to accept only prices which bring a rea-

sonaoly fair profit. When the manufacturers and others interested in

the lumber business of British Columbia have finally realized that this

is the only way out of their present troubles, the end of these troubles

will be in sight.

All Middlemen Not a Benefit to the Lumber Industry
Apropos of the matter of scalpers which was referred to editorially

in a recent issue of the Canada Lumberman, there is another variety of

lumber selling which has a very similar bad effect upon the lumber
business. This is the intentional depression of prices by commission
men who seek to increase their sales at the cost of receiving lower prices.

The evil exists more in the United States than in Canada, but Canadian
dealers frequently have to put up with it. The "Lumber World," of

Chicago, deals with the matter as follows

:

When demand is brisk and the mills have all the business that they

can take care of, at good prices, the operations of a certain class of

middlemen are not disagreeably apparent. When trade slackens and it

is a difficult matter to get a price for lumber which will return a fair

profit upon investment and manufacturing cost, the case is different.

Reference is made to the irresponsible commission man. There are

gentlemen selling lumber on commission in every big distributing centre

in the country who are just as reputable and who give just as good ser-

vice as does the regular lumber jobber, and to him this article does not

apply at all. Unfortunately, however, a considerable number of com-
mission men operate "for revenue only." They are not to be blamed
in a way, but rather the system under which they work. When a man
is selling lumber for $5 a car, he is only following the dictates of human
nature when he sells as many cars as he can. He gets $5 for a car of

yellow pine finish that he sells for $27 a thousand and he gets $5 if he

sells that car for $25 a thousand. If he can find a man who needs one

car for which he is willing to pay $27, but who would take two or three

cars if he could get it for $25 a thousand, the temptation to take the

order at the lower price and try to convince the mill man that that is

the market price, is pretty strong. Instances arc numerous where com-
mission men have approached the buyer with a proposition something
like this

:

"I've got some pretty nice stock for sale that I think I can get you
for $2 less than you are paying So and So for it."

"What is the matter with it?"

"There is nothing the matter with it. it is just as good as the stock

you are getting, and, if anything, better. You give me the order subject

to that price and I think 1 can get it for you."

"All right. I will give you an order for five cars of that with the
understanding that it is to be strictly up to grade."

The commission man sends the order down to the mill, representing
it to have been taken at the prevailing market and advising its acceptance,

and the mill man, probably a small operator, not being thoroughly in

touch with conditions, accepts it.

The next man who approaches that particular buyer with the same
kind of stock to sell is confronted with the cut price, and if enough of

this kind of sales has been made, it is a very difficult matter to keep
the market from declining.

It is a well known fact that selling on a declining market is much
more difficult than when prices are staple or advancing. The buyer who
believes that the market is going down is going to hold off in the hope
of a still further decline, so that practices of the kind referred to not
only cut down the profit margin of the mill men, but curtail their actual
business.

Rapid Settlement of Prairies a Boon to B. C. Lumber Trade
That the lumber industry of British Columbia has reason to look for-

ward to a time in the near future when the amount of its trade in the

prairie provinces will be greatly increased is a general belief among the

best informed of British Columbia lumbermen. The situation is' well

outlined in a recent issue of the Vancouver "Province," which says:

Not the least among the direct and immediate benefits to which
this province may look with confidence through the rapid settlement of

the great prairie stretches east of the mountains is continuous and in-

creasing activity in its lumber industry. For some time past this in-

dustry has languished in British Columbia. Prices have fallen and large

reserves have accumulated. The western provinces, which are the

legitimate market for our product, have been invaded from without and

made a slaughter ground by foreign manufacturers. The absence of

Federal protection for the Canadian commodity has invited conditions

which have borne heavily on the producer here, and American railways
accentuated the evil by lowering their rate to American millmen.

The comparative exhaustion of the timber wealth of the western
States must of itself eliminate the competititn which has heretofore
existed. But even were this not so, the immense flow of population to

the new provinces, the rapid production of wealth and the consequent-
enlarged demand for building material would create a market for our
manufacture of which no competition or disabilities could rob us. British
Columbia may look forward from this time on with reasonable assurance
not only of such a market, but of a market which, through diminishing
competition from other quarters will practically include the whole Can-
adian West.

And while our lumber interests are justified in looking forward to a
market so extensive, there is every promise that the demand made from
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the prairies during the present year will be such as to absorb the exist-

ing reserves and quicken the industry into an activity not known in the

past. Tbe interview which the "Province" published with Mr. John

Hanbury. tbe well known sawmill owner of Brandon, Man., recently, on

this subject is deserving of the careful attention of the public at large,

as well as of those directly interested in the progress and prosperity of

lumbering in British Columbia. Mr. Hanbury is eminently fitted to speak

on tbe immediate and future prospects of the industry. He has practical

knowledge of it as one largely engaged in the enterprise in this province,

and he has intimate knowledge of the conditions which prevail in the

prairie country, through a residence there extending over a quarter of a

century. When he tells us, therefore, of the active demand for lumber

in all sections of the middle west, he speaks from facts obtained as a

business man engaged in the very enterprise to which he refers. When
he forexsees a continually expanding mraket, he assures us with authority

that what we hope for will come to pass.

A revival of the lumber industry would, despite the prosperity which

now exists everyfhere in the province, be immediately felt. Our lumber

is one of our great natural resources, and with reasonable prudence in

the management of our forests the output may be regarded as inex-

haustible. In supplying building material to the increasing population

of the new provinces this enterprise will continue indefinitely to be a

source of wealth to our people. With such a market for our lumber, our

fish and our fruit, and with the Pacific as the profitable route for prairie

export wheat, tb ;

s province should be linked by indissoluble bonds of

interest and prosperity to the great middle west of Canada.

Mr. Hanburv in the interview referred to said, among other things:

"In all my 27 years' experience on the prairies I have never seen the

demand for lumber so active. The demand for lumber on the prairies

is general. At the present rate of consumption the visible supply will

soon be absorbed, especially since so few plants are in operation. The
visible supply in the various mountain mills is estimated at 180,000,000

feet, and on the coast the figures must be considerably larger, as T know
one firm that has 20,000.000 feet piled in its yards.

"Our firm recently filled orders for fifteen large bams in the Brandon
district. Orders are pouring in as fast as they can be filled, and what

applies to that district applies to other sections of the prairie provinces.

And better still, the farmers are paying spot cash for their lumber, an

indication in itself that they are all in easy circumstances. With the

influx of newcomers, now in progress, the demand will likely soon show a

marked increase. This means only one thing. It will lead to the long-

expected revival of the lumber industry, which has been languishing for

several years. Another encouringing feature is the big demand of the

railways for timber for various purposes. In some instances, on account

of broken stocks and the close-down of the mills, some of these orders

cannot be easily filled. I feel quite confident that while prices remain

unchanged, an advance will come in due course."

In this connection, a recent despatch from Winnipeg said there are

indications that there will shortly be an increase in the prices of lumber

products in Canada, and especially in the West. In the face of pros-

perity in every line of trade, manufacturers of lumber, shingles and other

wood products are curtailing their outputs, thus starving the market, and

consequently creating decidedly high prices for lumber products. This

applies more to the shingle industry than to lumber. Tt is reported

from the Pacific coast that practically all the shingle mills in the State

of Washington and the majority of those in British Coumbia are closed

and prices of fine shingles are likely to be as high as in 1907, while it is

said that in the British Columbia mills it has been found a financial

necessity to curtail the log cut. In the meantime Pacific coast export

trade is increasing, railway companies are continuing construction and

the demand from the prairie provinces is also growing. If the United

States reduces the duty on Canadian lumber a still further impetus will

be given, so that taking everything into consideration an advance at this

moment is well warranted.

Freight Rates on Telegrap
The Board of Railway Commissioners have just handed down a de-

cision in the application made some time ago by shippers of telegraph

poles, protesting against paying a higher tariff on that commodity than

was charged for transportation of other forest products. The judgment

favors the lumbermen to such an extent that (about 80 per cent, of cedar

poles will in future be carried at a reduction of 25 per cent, in freight

rates. The Rideau Lumber Company, of Ottawa, which, with John Mac-
Kenzie, of Ormsby, and J. A Scobell, of Kingston, made complaint

against the railwav- tariff, had to answer several arguments made by the

Grand Trunk Railway and the Canadian Pacific Railway. The Rideau

Lumber Company denied that there was any greater risk in carrying

cedar poles than ties, posts and other lumber. In answer to the rail-

ways' contention that poles were more valuable, the Rideau Lumber
Company said they were no more than equal to posts and ties, and not

more than 75 per cent, of the value of lumber. Then the shippers of

telegraph poles had to bear an additional sum, averaging $2.75 per car,

for staking and wiring cars of telegraph poles. The railway companies

advanced that in the transportation of poles freight cars had to be sent

empty after them at a loss compared with the carrying of other sorts of

lumber. The reply to this was the bulk of cedar poles went from Canada

to the United States and that the cars carrying them in nine cases out

of ten, came from the other side, laden with coal. It was also denied that

the poles were, to the extent alleged by the railways, difficult to handle

on account of the length. The Rideau Lumber Company produced a

statement concerning 135 cars of telegraph poles, of which 108 were

single ; 18 were double, and 9 were cases of three cars hitched together

to carry poles of extreme length. This showed that the great majority

of the poles couid be handled the same as ordinary lumber. Computa-

tion of charges from different points of origination to places of destination

showed that the rates on poles exceeded the tariff on other sorts of

lumber all the way from 27 per cent, to 45% per cent.

In the Railway Commission's order signed by Mr. Justice Mabee
and Commissioners Scott and Maclean, the lumbermen get reversals of

conditions except that railways are allowed something where extra cars

are called into use. The order states: "That the tolls and minimum car

Poles Materially Lowered
load weight charged by the railway companies, east of Port Arthur, on

wooden telegraph, telephone and electric light and trolley poles, loaded

on single cars be not greater than the tolls and minimum carload weight

in the special tariffs of the companies to apply on common lumber;

except that it shall not be obligatory on the company to charge such tools

thereon as may be made necessary by the competitions of carriers not

subject to the Railway Act when such competitive tolls are lower than

the lowest special tariff or tolls between the same points on common
lumber issued under ordinary transportation and trade con-

ditions.

"That with respect to poles too long for a single car, companies are

authorized to charge not more than 20 per cent, higher and not more

than 10th class rates, the minimum for the first car to be the same as

described for single cars and for each additional car under which the

load extends two-thirds of the single car minimum, the longest car in

the series to be considered the first car.

"That in the computation of additional rates on long poles they be

disposed of thus : 25 and under, nil ; 26 to 75, one-half cent ; 76 and over,

one cent.

"That the order shall apply to shipments of poles from points in

Canada to points in the United States between which points in Canada

to points in the United States rail rates for general traffic are, or may be,

made by the Canadian railway companies with concurrence of the United

States connections ; minimum weights to be made in accordance with

rule 7 of the so-called official classification or as may be modified by the

joint tariffs, if any, on lumber between the same points and the sixth

class rates to be the maximum."
It will be a great advantage to the shippers of poles to have this mat-

ter finally decided in their favor. They have had many difficulties on

account of it in the past. The heavy rates have been great drawbacks

to the trade. Competition in the United States has been almost out of

the question, while in Ontario, American dealers have been able to obtain

trade which ought to go to Canadian firms. On the simple basis of fair-

ness to the trade, they should have as favorable rates as those given to

other lumber commodity shippers.
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Freight Rate Case Receives a Hearing
Board of Railway Commissioners Take the Matter up at Ottawa—Increases Under New
Schedule Made Subject for Complaint -Adjournment for Railways to Prepare Statement

Alter a hearing extending over a greater part of two days the ap-
plication of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association before the Board of
Railway Commissioners for an order disallowing the lumber tariffs of
the Canadian Pacific, Grand Trunk, Canadian Northern (Quebec), and
Canadian Northern (Ontario) railway companies, was on April 9th ad-
journed to be further heard on May 18th. Arguments and evidence pro
and con were voluminous and it looked once as if the matter would
revert into a hopeless tangle. The lumber interests, represented by Mr.
Wallace Nesbitt, K.C., alleged an unjust and discriminating increase in
the freight rates resulting from the amended tariffs of May last. Mr.
G. F. Shepley, K.C., appeared for the railway companies and denied the
charges of excessive freight rates. In addition to the high standing of
the counsel engaged, the importance of the case was evidenced by the
attendance of many of the prominent lumber manufacturers and shippers
of Eastern Canada. Mr. Gordon C. Edwards attended as president of
the Canadian Lumbermen's Association and for the W. C. Edwards
Company; Mr. Walter Boss represented J. B. Booth intesests; H. K.
Egan appeared for the Hawkesbury Lumber Company, and George Dewar
of the Export Lumber Company; J. S. Gillies, B. G. Cameron, treasurer
of the Lumbermen's Association; F. W. Avery, J. C. Brown, J. W.
Smith, D. J. Turner, Thomas Wilson, Hugh Maclean and W. Laidlaw
were among the other lumbermen present. Messrs. W. H. Biggar and
G. W. Beatty, solicitors, of Montreal, also acted as assistant counsel for
the railways, while Mr. John F. Orde, K.C, of Ottawa, appeared with
Mr. Nesbitt in the interests of the lumbermen. Chief Commissioner
Mabee and Commissioners Maclean and Scott comprised the Board.

Introducing himself as representing practically the entire lumber
shipping interests of Eastern Canada, Mr. Wallace Nesbitt proceeded to
disclose what he termed the iniquity of the present tariff. The railways
had introduced for the most part a system of "paper rates." They had
in general reduced the rates from points where there was little carrying
trade and increased it from points of brisk shipment. Although there
had been more decreases than increases in point of number, yet in the
aggregate a monetary advance of 9% per cent, had been effected.

Discrimination had 'also been rampant. As a glaring instance : eight
cents was the rate from Byng Inlet to Buffalo, but for the same com-
modity from Parry Sound to Buffalo fourteen cents was the tariff in vogue.
The effect was to make the sale of certain grades of lumber prohibitive
at Parry Sound, whereas at Byng Inlet, the smaller port, they were
merchantable with profit.

Mr. Frank Hawkins, secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation, who had prepared the material for the appeal, when called for

evidence produced a lengthy statistical return showing the excessive in-

crease in rates by the Grand Trunk Bailway as experienced by the chief

lumbermen of the province. On the list appeared the name of J. B.
Booth, Ottawa. Since May 1st last this firm had shipped by rail 231 cars

at an excess rate under the new tariff of $1,100. The W. C. Edwards
Company, of Ottawa, shipped 359 cars at an excess of $1,170. Similarly

the Bockland mills of the Edwards Company paid $3.10 excess on each
of 230 cars and the Pembroke Lumber Company $2.98 per car on 399
cars. The complete list showed that on a total of 14,710 cars, excess at

the rate of $2.48 a car had been charged.
' Lumber ranked as a tenth rate commodity but in the Georgian Bay

district the ton rate per mile had been increased in advance of all other
commodities. Internal shipping from Montreal to Quebec and inter-

vening points showed an increase of 71.20 per cent. Ottawa to Mont-
real export rate advanced from 4 cents to 5 cents, and from Ottawa to

Toronto rates advanced from 10 to 11 cents.

The railways' defence was commenced by Mr. Shepley, on the sec-

ond day of the case. He held the statement submitted by the lumber
interests to be circumscribed and unfair. On the whole there had been
no uniform or substantial increase of rates. What increases were made
were within the terms of the statue and unless an affirmative attack

were made to prove the whole table unjust, he held that the Board had
no jurisdiction in the matter. What advances had been made were not

unreasonable and the entire revision had been made with a view to ef-

fecting a better alignment of the tariff and eliminating a multitude of

supplements.

At the conclusion of the legal argument Chief Commissioner Mabee
suggested that in order to facilitate a settlement the railways should pre-

pare a return showing the increase, if any, in the earning power of a

lumber car from the 18 points of origin in Ontario to the main points of

destination. This would be the only way to ascertain the effect of the

new tariff.

-Mr. John Pullen. chief freight agent of the Grand Trunk Railway,
urged that the task of preparing such a return would prove almost end-
less and very expensive.

Judge Mabee—"The billing clerk of each station of shipment could
readily prepare the information. If we can satisfy ourselves as to the
effect of the new tariff, no matter what the individual rates, it will not
take long to -settle this dispute."

After proposing a few alternatives, Mr. Shepley decided to consult
his clients on .the point. The railway men then withdrew for consultation
and on returning Mr. Shepley announced that they were ready to make
an effort at once to obtain the information, and suggested an adjourn-
ment of the case until the June sitting of the Board. Mr. Nesbitt ob-
jected to so long a delay on the grounds that the best part of the 1909
trade would be moved under the high tariff before a change had been
instituted. Judge Mabee pointed out that there would be a sitting for
the hearing of traffic cases on the third Tuesday of May, the 18th, and
suggested that adjournment be limited to that date.

Mr. Nesbitt then sought to have rates levied in the meantime to be
paid under protest, but Judge Mabee held that the Board would have no
jurisdiction to order a refund. He would not create a tangle by impos-
ing conditions which might not prove reasonable when a final settlement
was obtained. The adjournment was made, and each side agreed to fur-
nish the other with the information it had gathered relating to the issue.

Tariff Bill Passes U. S. House of Representatives.
The Payne Tariff Bill, drafted by the Bepublican members of the

Committee on Ways 'and Means, has been passed by the United States
House of Bepresentatives. It was expected at the time the bill was
passed that the Senate would shortly take up the bill and it would soon
be enacted and become law. As already reported, the bill makes «a re-

duction of the duty on rough lumber from $2 per thousand feet to $1
per thousand feet. The duty on laths is reduced from 25 cents per
thousand to 12% cents per thousand, and the duty on shingles from 20
per cent, to 10 per cent.

Bepresentative Davis, of Minnesota, a Bepublician, met with defeat
in the Committee of the Whole when he tried to have the maximum rates
removed from rough lumber. The vote was 13.1 ayes and 194 nays. Chair-
man Payne protested against the 'assaults made on the maximum schedule
of the tariff measure. The high rates included in the maximum schedules
were necessary, he said, to prevent foreign countries from discriminating
against the United States. He insisted that in the lumber statistics the
maximum rates did not exceed the rates of the Dingley law.

After some discussion, a redraft of the maximum schedule was agreed
to by which wood pulp is placed on the free list, and is not to have any
maximum rates applied to it, and 20 per cent, is fixed as the maximum
rate for steel bands for saws.

At a previous session the House of Bepresentatives voted against
placing lumber on the free list by a narrow margin of six votes. The
vote was taken in Committee of the Whole during consideration of the
Payne Tariff Bill for amendment. The only modification was the adop-
tion of a committee amendment striking out the countervailing duty on
lumber. The advocates of free lumber were led by Bepresentative Taw-
ney, of Minnesota, who offered an amendment to the lumber schedules
removing certain classes of the lumber from the dutiable list as a pre-
liminary move to transferring them to the free list. His motion was
defeated by a vote of 170 yeas to 176 nays.

A New Liverpool Firm of Timber Merchants.
A new firm of wholesale timber merhcants has been established in

Liverpool, Eng., under the name of Lumley, Eames & Itoss, with offices
at Canada Dock Chambers, Begent Boad, Bootle. The partners are Mr.
Percival W. Lumley, who has been for some years with Duncan, Ewing
& Company, in Liverpool and London ; Mr. Arthur Eames and Mr. Walter
G. Boss, who are well known as travellers in the district, having for some
years been engaged in this capacity by the firm of Lumley, Lloyd &
Company. Mr. Bichard Lumley will have a seat in the office for his
private business. For some years past Mr. Bichard Lumley has been
called upon as arbitrator in disputes in the timber trade, and now in his
leisure time he will be able to devote a considerable portion of it in this
direction. Mr. Tomlinson enters the service of Lumley, Lloyd & Com-
pany as 'a traveller, having had considerable experience with another
firm in Liverpool

;
and Mr. Leech, son of Mr. Leech, of Manchester, also

takes service in this firm.
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Opening for Canadian Lumber in Cuba.

In a recent report to the D. S. Department of Commerce and Labor.

Deputy Consul-General H. P. Starrett, of Habana, writes as follows:

Most houses of the better class in Cuba, as well as in nearly all Latin-

American countries, are built of mortar, brick, stone, or cement blocks,

but workmen's cottages, stables, outbuildings, and house finishings are

made of imported lumber, no suitable building lumber being produced on

the island. Yellow pine lumber is the largest item of this importation,

with a small percentage of white pine and spruce. The annual importa-

tion of yellow and white pine amounts to about 150,000,000 feet, practi-

cally all of which comes from North America, about 80 per cent, coming
from the United States, about 8 per cent, from Canada, and the re-

mainder from Great Britain and the West Indies.

The present condition of the market is somewhat improved, and witli

the betterment of general business conditions and an excellent sugar

crop, it is believed that this summer will see a great stride in building

activities of all kinds troughout the island, with a corresponding increase

in the importation of building materials, especially lumber and cement.

For the benefit of lumber exporters who may be interested in en-

tering this market a detailed description of specifications and lumber

market conditions is given below.

Nearly all lumber is bought in cargo lots of from 250M to 400M feet,

quotations being c.i.f., on the three kinds imported—yellow pine, white

pine and spruce.

Yellow pine comes almost entirely from American Gulf ports. There

are two grades, first class, or what is known in the States as the "mer-

chantable quality," and second class, about the same as the "merchant-

able quality," only being shorter in length and containing more sap and

knots. Specifications for cargo lots usually run as follows : Two-thirds of

cargo from 12 to 30 feet in length and one-third from 30 to 36 feet in

length; 30 per cent, should be 10 and 12-inch stuff, 1 to 12 inches thick,

and the balance from 2 by 2 inches to 8 by 8 inches. The market price

in Habana for first class (merchantable quality) yellow pine is from

$21.50 to $22, United States currency, per M, c.i.f., and for second class

quality, from $17 to $18 per M, c.i.f.

The importations of white pine lumber amount to about 8,000,000

or 10,000,000 feet per year, most of which comes from Canada. It is

stated that the Canadian quality is better in grade than the American

product, although the price is about $1.50 per M higher. Market re-

quirements are for 1 by 8-inch to 1 by 12-inch stuff, from 12 to 10 feet

in length. The market price in Habana for "West Indies shippers"

qualitv being from $34 to $36 per M. c.i.f., and for "No. 7" quality from

$45 to $50 per M c.i.f.

About 10.000,000 feet of spruce are imported each year, all coming

from Nova Scotia. Market requirements are for 1 by 6-inch to 1 by 12-

inch stuff, from 10 to 25 feet in length. There is only one grade import-

ed, the price being from $22 to $24 per M, c.i.f. Terms of sale are

usually sixty days' draft for 90 per cent, of the invoice against shipping

documents, the remaining 10 per cent, being paid at the time of the dis-

charge of the cargo, except in the case of white pine, when draft is

usually given for sixty days for the full amount of the invoice, shipping

documents attached. There is no duty on undressed, common pine lum-

ber, but harbor dues amount to 20 cents per thousand feet and wharfage

about 12 cents per thousand.

The usual method of lumber exporters upon entering this market

is to select some good agent in Habana, who is well known to the trade,

and who can handle the business for the entire island. It has been found

by experience that buyers here do not care to purchase direct from the

shipper, for the reason that the shipper is unknown to them, and they

depend largely on the agent who is personally known to them. The cur-

rent commission paid to such agents is 75 cents per thousand feet.

In conclusion, the writer wishes to state that in a few instances some

rather sharp methods have been practiced by American lumber ex-

porters with Spanish importers here, such as shipping second-class lumber

for first-class, selling utterly worthless and unsalable stuff for second-class,

and making short shipments. It is a pleasure to state, however, that

such instances occur very rarely, and it is hoped that they will entirely

cease in the near future.

Bulletin No. 3 of the Dominion forestry branch, issued under the

authority of A. Knechtel, Inspector of forestry reserves, states that the

aggregate area of all reserves is 16,312% miles, divided as follows :
Mani-

toba (6 reserves), 3,575% square miles; Saskatchewan (4 reserves), 740

square miles; Alberta (6 reserves), 9,702 square miles; British Columbia

(10 reserves), 2,295 square miles. The problem of forest fires according

to the bulletin is more serious in the west than in the east, owing to the

drier climate and the greater velocity of the winds. Grazing on the re-

serves is favored, as it assists in preventing and checking fires. Refor-

estation is being carried on, and experiments show that growth from the

seed is the preferable method. The amount of merchantable timber on

the six Manitoba reserves is estimated at 602,933,000 feet. The reserves,

Mr. Knechtel states, are intended to preserve timber for the settlers and

not for the lumber trade at large.

Glasgow's Lumber Business During 1908.

The Dominion Trade and Commerce bulletin:; in a r?port from Glas
gow say :

Last year's importations in the timber trade of waney pine, oak and
elm were on a very modest scale, but nevertheless they have up to the
present served to meet the very contracted demand. The chief outlets

for waney pine have been narrowed by the depression in the shipbuilding

and textile machinery industries. Oak was abnormally dear in Quebec,
but shippers have found this market took very little at the largely in-

creased f.o.b. rates demanded by them. Elm threatens to become more
scarce later on, owing to the small demand on this side having, as re-

ported, made the shippers determine to cut no more this winter, and
doubtless what was left over from last winter's cutting will be sufficient

for the diminished demand for this wood.

On the whole, the market all round has been quiet, but prices for

stocks here have held firm at old rates, although the Quebec shippers
have been disappointed with the reduced demand for shipment to the
I'nited Kingdom, and probably made little, if any, profit on the cost of
their shipments.

The market has been quiet, but generally firm during the last year,

as imports have not been in excess of the needs on this side, and the
wintered stocks are very moderate with the result that there has been
no pressure to sell, and a modest profit should have been realizable by
the merchant and yard keeper. The demand for British Columbia yellow
pine fell off during last year, owing to the depressed general trade ; but
nevertheless, a revival in the Canadian demand during the closing months
of the year caused f.o.b. prices to advance, and strengthened the values
for stocks held on this side. The chief outlet for this useful timber has
been general construction work, rather than for shipbuilding, which in-

dustry has been very restricted.

Like its predecessor, 1908 was a very unsatisfactory year to the
timber trade generally. Supplies have been better adjusted to the re-

stricted demand for all classes of wood, but competition has been so keen
as to leave little margin for profit. Both landed stocks and forward com-
mitments have been generally reduced to a level more soundly in accord
with the restricted nature of the demand than has been customary, so
that although the consequent growth of hand-to-mouth business meant
extremely thin profits, this cautious policy gave little room for dangerous
fluctuations in values, and resulted in a fairly sound condition of trade.

Small capitalists are being gradually squeezed out, owing to the
want of a margin for a living profit; but on the other hand, sound small
traders have found "cheap-money" help them to hold on in the hope
of better times. The building trade has shown some slight signs of im-
provement, giving some hope to the softwood section of the market, but
the bad state of the shipbuilding and rolling stock industries is very
discouraging to the hardwood section of the market.

Quebec's White Pine Exports Decreasing.

A great decrease in the production and export of Quebec white pine
is shown by the following table. The largest export since 1850, viz.,

23,147,000 cubic feet, was in 1863, while as recently as 1883 it amounted
to 10,447,000 cubic feet. The figures, in cubic feet, since 1898, are as
follows

:

Supply Export Stocks
Year Square Waney Total S'.&waney Square Waney Total

1898 1,062,000 1,903,000 2,965,000 3,015,000 1,354,000 2,452,000 3,806,000
1899 592,000 1,793,000 2,385,000 3,085,000 1,148,000 1,014,000 2,162,000
1900 571,000 1,505,000 2,076,000 2,755,000 805,000 506,000 1,311,000
1901 585,000 1,447,000 2,032,000 2,317,000 590,000 361,000 951,000
1902 384,000 1,830,000 2,214,000 2,445,000 396,000 261,000 657,000
1903 420,000 1,865,000 2,285,000 2,182,000 413,000 406,000 819,000
1904 240,000 2,256,000 2,496,000 1,492,000 347,000 1,269,000 1,616,000
1905 137,000 1,211,000 1,348,000 1,477,000 289,000 1,174,000 1,463,000
1906 76,720 676,600 753,320 1,857,600 81,375 267,356 348,731
1907 136,200 1,159,960 1,296,160 1,311,252 67,666 267,913 335,579
1908 132,560 1,060,880 1,193,440 1,098,779 50,776 372,681 423,457

Canadian Box-boards would sell well at Manchester.
Mr. P. B. MacNamara, Canadian Trade Commissioner at Man-

chester, Eng. , in a recent report says : From time to time the attention
of Canadian sawmill owners has been called to the very large market that
exists here for box-boards of all sizes and quality, and it is satisfactory
to know that Nova Scotia manufacturers are becoming alive to the situa-

tion and orders are being obtained. Complaints were made to this office

by British importers that after considerable correspondence and after

furnishing specifications and quantities with hopes held out that business
would follow, none resulted. The price offered may not have been suffi-

ciently tempting, for the British merchant (like all others) wants to buy
at the very lowest prices, and he is aided therein by having, perhaps,
greater opportunities of doing so than most others. Norway and Sweden
are the chief sources of supply, and their proximity helps them materi-
ally in the matter of freight rates. It is hardly possible to give the quan-
tity and value imported, but it reaches a very large amount.



THE BRITISH COLUMBIA TRADE
A Comparison of Interest to British Columbia.

An interesting comparison of trade conditions in the Canadian west
and the United States west is afforded by two recent despatches.

One despatch is as follows: The Fraser River Lumber Mills, New
Westminster, have orders for the delivery before September next of over
12,000,000 feet of lumber and timber. Of this, amount, seven and a half
million feet is for the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway. The Rhodes Curry
Company, of Amherst, N.S., which firm constructs railway cars, lias

placed orders for one and a half million feet, while the Ottawa Car Com-
pany wants three-quarters of a million. Besides these large amounts,
there are orders in hand from Regina and the territory west for 3,500,000
feet, exclusive of shingles and factory products. This company has not
had a man in the field west of Regina, but with business opening up, Mr.
C. Bruce has gone to establish an office in the capital of Saskatchewan.
The Fraser River Lumber Mills are the largest on the Pacific coast, and
run close to the world's record in size. One day recently they cut 343,-
000 feet. A notable feature in connection with its operations, is that,
large as it is, Oriental labor is being dispensed with, and one day re-

cently 133 Asiatics were replaced by white men.
The other despatch, which comes from Seattle, Wash., is as follows:

Conditions in the retail lumber market are far from encouraging and a
general close-down of all lumber mills in Western Washington is no1
at all improbable. Unless the volume of business shows a decided in-

crease in the near future, the mills will cease operating or the output
will be considerably curtailed. Six of the largest mills in the State of
Washington, having a daily cutting capacity of 1,870,000 feet, already
have closed down owing to the weakness of the market. The movement
for an indefinite suspension of lumbering operations in the western sec-
tion of the state is gaining much strength and 68 mills, in addition to the
six which have already closed down, have signified their intention of re-

maining idle or greatly reducing their output in the very near future. In
January the railways placed tremendous orders for northwestern lumber,
but since that time, however, practically no business has been offering
from the eastern buyers. To tariff legislation, the lumbermen place the
responsibility for the depression. Unprecedented weather east of the
Rocky Mountains is also having a depressing effect on the lumber orders
for the east.

Sales representatives of northwest lumber mills have been scouring
North and South Dakota, Colorado, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Ne-
braska and other states, for many weeks, offering concessions to obtain
business, but the manufacturers have received little encouragement from
the results of the sales agents' efforts. Usually at this time of the year
the mills receive heavy orders for lumber from the retail yardowners in

the middle west States, but at present the demand is so light that it

amounts to practically nothing.

Improvement in Business Conditions.

Business conditions in British Columbia are improving rapidly and
indications of this are apparent m the bank clearings of Vancouver, which
last week totalled over $5,000,000, the largest on record; in the land
registry receipts, which for March were away ahead of all previous month-
ly totals ; in the building, which, for the first three months of the present
year, has created a new high-water mark, not only for the quarterly

period but for each individual month. Timber is very active and many
transfers are being recorded. Real estate is selling better than in the
good times preceding the depression of a year ago. Shipping in and out

of Vancouver and New Westminster is increasing rapidly, and the de-

velopment of the province is resulting in a large number of new indus-

tries being constantly started. With the construction of the Grand Trunk
Pacific in the north and short railways in different sections, British Col-

umbia's prosperity is unequalled in any other part of the continent.

Large Purchase by American Company.
The sale of 32,892 acres of timber holdings by the Jordan Lumber

Company, of Vancouver Island, to the Michigan Pacific Lumber Com-
pany was reported in the last issue of the Canada Lumberman. It is

now reported that the same syndicate may increase their property by
the purchase of other timber lands in the interior of Vancouver Island,

in the vicinity of Cowichan Lake This would bring their total interests

up to 110,000 acres. The property desired is now held by separate con-

cerns. Both have contracted to accept the prices offered and the Michi-

gan Lumber Company will take possession providing the timber is found,

on investigation, to be as valuable as it is represented. J. P. Brayton,

of Chicago, has been commissioned to make a cruise of the timber at

once. If he reports favorably the deal will be completed immediately.

The sum involved in this event will aggregate $50,000,000.

The property is located some 40 or 50 miles from Victoria on the

southwestern shore of the island. It is a compact tract and that which

has been secured from the Jordan Lumber Company, according to re-

port, consists largely of Douglas fir, with a goodly portion of spruce, cedar
and hemlock. The plant, as it stands, apart from the buildings, includes
a dock and a logging railway with equipment. Mr. B. Lyons, of Lyons
& Welsh, of New York, who are negotiating the deal, declares that it is

proposed to commence operations on a larger scale than heretofore with-
out delay. Logs will be shipped to various points in the vicinity. Until
the Michigan Lumber Company's plans have been decided the market
will be confined to British Columbia and Sound cities.

Reported Advance In Western Prices of Lumber.
Advices from the Pacific coast, where the manufacturers have for

some time been dissatisfied with current prices, say that it is understood
that the cost of lumber in Winnipeg and through the Northwest is to be
raised from $1 to $3 per thousand feet, according to the grade, taking
effect April 1. The great demand for bridge and railway timber and for
railway cars is given as the principal cause of the advance. Leading
Winnipeg lumbermen state that they are utterly at a loss to understand
the above reports. They state that no move of the kind has been
made by any of the coast mills now shipping to the prairies, and are
inclined to think that the rise in price has been the work of the retail
dealers in the western provinces.

Business conditions east of the Rockies are reflected by the recent
phenomenal increase in the demand for lumber. They promise soon to
show further improvements, as 80,000 immigrants from the United
States alone are expected to cross the border during the next few months.
Statistics compiled by the freight traffic officials of the Canadian Pacific
Railway at Vancouver show that the movement of lumber from the
coast and Kootenays to the prairie provinces and Eastern Canada during
last month increased 300 per cent, over the figures for the corresponding
period of last year.

Extensive Timber Deals on Vancouver Island.

A number of important timber deals have been closed at Vancouver
recently, and others are pending, the buyers in nearly every instance
being Americans. W. J. Malcolm, of New Westminster, has sold 16,000
acres of fir and spruce located at Cowichan Lake, Vancouver Island, to
Minneapolis investors. The consideration was $45,000. The sale was
negotiated by W. A. Ward, general manager of the General Agency Cor-
poration, of Vancouver, in co-operation with F. J. King, of Seattle.

'

They
also sold Messrs. DeBeck and Tait of New Westminster, 1,400 acres of
crown granted lands situated on the line of the Great Northern Railway
in Langley district. The price was $30,000. It is the intention of the
buyers to erect a sawmill at once. The tract is estimated to contain
30,000,000 feet of timber.

Another deal just closed was the sale of the timber limits of Jospeh
Fisher, of Vancouver, to Andrew Howat, of Salt Lake, Utah. The area
comprises eight sections on Craycroft Island, up the coast. The price
was $65,000. The same parties also bought 6,500 acres of timber lands
from Messrs. Danaher & Hulbert, of Vancouver. The consideration
was $55,000. The limits are situated on Broughton Island.

A Coast Steamship Line to Mexico.
Negotiations which are under way have reached an advanced stage,

for the establishing of a line of steamers from Canadian points, in con-
nection with the Tehuantepec National Railway which runs from Puerto
on the Gulf of Mexico to Salina Cruz on the Pacific coast. The negotia-
tions are with the Elder Dempster line, for a service from Montreal in
summer and St. John in winter, and with the Canada Mexico Pacific
Coast line for a service between Salina Cruz and Vancouver and Victoria.
It is hoped to provide monthly sailings with a through bill of lading, a
guarantee against loss in transhipment, and rates from 30 to 40 per cent,
lower than all rail.

Steps are being taken by the Canadian Manufacturers' Association
to persuade the Legislature of British Columbia to abolish the Act which
prevents extra provincial companies from doing business in the province.
The support of the Mountain Lumbermen's Association has been sought
in the matter. On account of the advanced state of the session, how-
ever, the matter could not be taken up and will now have to stand over
until the next session.

A movement is on foot among Canadian manufacturers looking to the
securing of reciprocal arrangements between Great Britain and ^Canada
in regard to the patent law. It is thought, however, that some Canadian
manufacturers may not be prepared to allow patents registered in Great
Britain al 1 the privileges afforded by the Canadian patent regulations and
the matter is at present hanging fire, pending the receipt of further in-
formation on the subject.
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Lumber Matters in the Law Courts

Responsibility for Injuries to Engineer

Dispute Regarding Commission for Sale

Injury to Logging Engineer—The plaintiff has been awarded a ver-

dict of $2,500 in the case of Woodruff v. Vipond at Victoria, B.C. The
case, which was stubbornly contested in the courts before Mr. Justice

Irving and a jury, was one in which an engineer in a logging camp sued

for damages on account of an accident sustained during logging opera-

tions. Contradictory accounts of the accident were given, but Wood-
ruff's account was that while cleaning up a chute preparatory to moving,

the hooktender instructed him to move a fender log a few feet to where

it would be floated off by high water. While doing this, and watching

the hooktender, who was giving him the necessary signals, he was sud-

denly struck from behind and swept off his feet on to the machinery.

The result was that his ankie was badly broken, his clothes torn and he

was otherwise hurt. While unable to say for certain what struck hiiti

he believed it to be a hemlock log, some 12 feet long by 6 inches thick,

which was lying near him directly after the accident and was not there

before. The theory was that it had been lying unnoticed in the chute,

and had jumped out of the chute by the pressure of the fender log. It

was claimed also that it was the business of the man in charge of the

gang to see that the chute was free from obstructions.

With the exception of one witness, who said that he hemlock log

had been lying near the engine for some time, the defence was at a loss

to account for its presence. Nobody seemed to have seen it, although

one of the witnesses for the defence stated that it might have lain un-

noticed in the chute. The defence urged that the engineer was in charge

of the chute, and that it was his duty to see that the chute, was clear.

They said that Woodruff had been ordered to roll the fender log into the

chute, but that he had used too much steam, with the result that it had

spaing across the chute, knocking him over. It was also urged that the

donkey engine was on the wrong side of the chute, and thus materially

increased the risk incurred by the engineer. Several experienced loggers

were called on each side as to this, and considerable difference of opinion

developed between the experts. The case was handled for the plaintiff

by Wm. C. Moresby and R. C Lowe. W. H. Langley appeared for

Mr. Vipond.

Recovery of Commission For Sale—The case of Bent v. the Arrow-

head Lumber Company has been determined by the Court of Appeal.

This was a New Westminster action for the recovery of commission for

the sale of certain British Columbia lands. At the first trial Judge
Mathers entered a verdict for the plaintiff for $25,000, being one-half

of the amount claimed. Both sides appealed against the decision. Judg-

ment was delivered by Mr. Justice Phippen, holding that, under the cir-

cumstances of this case, the company could not be held liable for the

commission, and that the verdict for the plaintiff must be set aside, anrl

judgment entered for the said defendants with the costs of the trial and

of the appeal. Thomas Meredith, of New Westminster, is the principal

shareholder in the company. Bent is a Chicago real estate agent, and

claimed to have brought the parties together, making the sale

Injunction Against Sale of Leases.—An injunction has been obtained

by William E. Green in the Supreme Court of Vancouver restricting

Charles T. Dunbar from disposing of certain timber leases worth between

a quarter and half a million dollars in which he claims that he is en-

titled to a half interest. The application was made ex-parte by Mr. Mac-
donell, K.C.. who read an affidavit of the applicant stating that he had

been a clerk in the Department of Lands and Works at Victaria and that

he was induced to come over to Vancouver and join Mr. Dunbar on the

understanding that he would have a- half interest in the timber that would

be staked. A certain number of leases were staked, amounting to per-

haps a quarter to a half a million dollars 'and Mr. Dunbar now repudiated

any agreement of the kind. Mr. Dunbar is in California at the present

time and would be there for some weeks he understood, but the matter

could be contested on his return by an application to discharge the in-

junction. The injunction was granted by Mr. Justice Celement.

Suit to Recover Timber Limits.—An action has been instituted in

the Superior Court of the District of Montreal, involving the ownership

of timber limits, calculated to be worth in the vicinity of $500,000, and

in which several people of the Ottawa district are interested. The plain-

tiff is Mr. James Bell Klock, Aylmer, and the defendants are the Molsons

Bank, and the heirs and executors of the late Bobetr Hurdman. Mr.

Klock asks that the claim of the bank against four hundred square miles

of timber limits transferred to the bank in pledge by him, be compen-
sated by the value of the timber cut upon these limits by the heirs of

the late Robert Hurdman, with the approval of the bank, and the waste

committed on the limits, and that the rights of Hurdman in the limit be

declared forfeited under the terms of sale in connection therewith by

reason of their failure to comply with the conditions; that the bank's

claim be declared compensated and paid by the value of timber removed
and wasted, and that the bank be ordered to transfer the limits to the

plaintiff, and in default of their so doing that the judgment to be rendered
stand in place of such transfer for all purposes ; and further that the bank
be condemned to pay the plaintiff the sum of $25,000, the balance due
him after compensating the amount claimed due the bank.

Auction Sale of Timber Limits.

An auction sale wili be held by the Royal Trust Company at Ottawa,
on Sept. 30th next, at 2.30 p.m., of the following timber limits on the
upper Ottawa in Quebec province :

Limit No. 580 of 1908-09, south half lot 16, range 4, block A, 25
square miles ; limit No. 581 of 1908-09, south half lot 14, range 3, block
A, 21% square miles ; limit No. 582 of 1908-09, Grand Lac Victoria, River
Ottawa, 19 square miles; limit No. 583 of 1908-09,. north half lot 16,

range 4, block A, 9% square miles; limit No. 584 of 1908-09, north half

lot 16, range 3, block A, 15% square miles; limit No. 585 of 1908-09,

north half lot 15, range 3, block A, 18 square miles ; limit No. 586 of

1908-09, south half lot 17, range 5, block A, 25 square miles; limit No.
587 of 1908-09, north half lot 16, range 4, block A, 25 square miles; limit

No. 588 of 1908-09, north half lot 17, range 4, block A, 25 square miles
Total, 183% square miles.

The limits are all surveyed and said to be easy of access by a good
roadway from Ville Marie. They are said to comprise some of the best

pine and pulp areas in the province. The terms of sale are to be 10
per cent, of the purchase money at the time of sale, and the balance in

equal instalments at one, three and six months, with interest at 5 per

cent.

Deadheads in the Ottawa River.

An interesting question has been discussed recently in the press of

Ottawa, in connection with the length of time during which logs are

permitted to remain in the river from the date of cutting. Some agita-

tion has been made by people who object to logs remaining for a long

time as they are to a certain extent a menace to navigation and a nui-

sance to property owners when allowed to collect on the river banks and
remain there for a long time. A proposal has been made that the logs

should be branded with a date and allowed only a certain time in the

river before being liable to confiscation. Several lumbermen when inter-

viewed objected strongly to this plan. They claimed that frequently it

happened that logs required two years to reach the river from some camps.
It was also claimed that the stealing of logs would be rendered more easy

by such a regulation. River pirates might put dates on the logs and
claim that they had been in the water beyond the time limit. Some
lumbermen suggested the offering of a bonus for every deadhead brought

to shore. It is not expected that the agitation will have any effect as

those concerned do not appear to be sufficiently inconvenienced to take

concerted action.

Better Condition in Ottawa Trade.

According to the statement of an Ottawa authority business will be

much brisker in lumber circles this year than last. More timber will

probably be cut and more men furnished with employment. Last year's

small cut enabled the large dealers to get rid of the surplus stock which
had lain stored in their yards and they would find it necessary this year

to resume operations on a large scale. "I have been told that one large

firm are shipping timber away every day," he said, "and I have no doubt

the other firms are doing the same." He attributed the slackness of last

year's demand to the fact that very little building had been done in the

United States and Canada, but this would probably not be the case this

season. One thing that would militate against a large cut, however, would
be the probability of low water this year. It was recently stated by Mr.

J. R. Booth to have been one of the causes for the large amount of logs

left over from last year's cut. On account of the smallness of the snow-

fall this season, fears are being entertained that the water will be cro-

respondingly low.

A Belfast firm, in referring to their desire to get into touch witli

Canadian manufacturers of doors, say: "It is a very remarkable fact that

all the pine doors imported here are of United States make, notwith-

standing that the lumber from which such doors are made is cheaper in

Canada than in the United States, and similar lumber is in fact im-

ported into the latter country from the former. Nevertheless, Canadian
manufacturers do not seem to be able to compete in prices with those

across the border."

Reports of a proposed strike of the seamen on the- Great Lakes are

making lumber dealers anxious. Owners of vessels say that if the strike

materializes the lumber carrying business will be at a standstill on the

lakes until a settlement is effected.

It is estimated that the Edmonton mills are cutting 15.000.000 feet

of native lumber annually and within a radius of 100 miles another 10,-

000,000 feet are cut.
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A Good Demand for Georgian Bay Stocks.

George D. Jackson, of the Little Current Lumber Company, operat-
ing a large mill plant at Little Current, Out., in a recent interview said

that 80 per cent, of the lumber to be manufactured in the Georgian Bay
district this coming season already has been contracted for and is out
of the market. There is little available stock now on the mill docks that
is unsold. There lias not been much change in the price of high grade
white pine in the district. Mill culls are quoted $2 a thousand lower than
they were Last fall and are selling now at $13 and $14. He says culls

and Norway are the troublesome factors, Norway being off $0 a thou-
sand, as compared with 1007, and there is no money in manufacturing
it at existing prices, as the actual average cost of putting lumber on the
mill docks is $13 to $14.,TO a thousand. He is confident thai when the
tariff measure is disposed of by the United States Congress, business will

materially brighten up and prices for low grade slock will improve.
The sawmills in the region along Lake Huron and east of the Mack-

inac division of the Michigan Central Railroad, between Bay City and
the straits of Mackinac, did not make as good a record last year as dur-
ing preceding years. The depression in the lumber trade, and the forest

fires interfered with the business to a considerable extent. The output
of these mills last year amounted to 144,747,500 feet of lumber, com-
pared with 107,348,408 feet in 1007; 107,532,004 in 1906, and 184,532,000
feet in 1005. The lumber output last year was divided as follows: Pine,
22,067,000 feet; hemlock, 50,480,040, and 62,501.370 feet of hardwood.
Tbere was a big falling off in the hemlock output last year, compared with
1007, when the total hemlock pruduct was 86.647,280 feet. The hem-
lock trade was flat last year and there was consequently less incentive to
manufacture. There was only a difference of 2,000,000 feet of pine in

the two years, while the hardwood output last year was 8,000,000 feet in

excess of that in 1007. Last year the output of lath was 21,006.550
pieces, 11,000,000 less than in 1007, .and 50,040,000 shingles last year,
compared with 84,170,000 the preceding year. It is estimated the con-
ditions being more favorable the lumber production this year will be
considerably larger than it was last year.

An Important Discovery for Utlization of Waste.
Important results are claimed by Dean George D. Frankforter, of

the College of Chemistry of the University of Minnesota, who is said

to have discovered a method by which a hundred times as much wood
pulp paper can be produced as was believed possible. It is claimed that
the discovery means that every cord of fir lumber will yield $10 on by-

products alone, and that most of the 60 per cent, of a tree now wasted
will be utilized.

Dr. Frankforter says that he has been experimenting for twelve
years. He describes the process as placing small pieces of waste wood
or sawdust on a steel incline over a furnace and forcing distillation of

the waste wood by saturating it with carbon disulphide, or gasoline, thus
causing the turpentine and resin to pass off as gases and leaving wood
pulp free from pitch and perfectly adapted to the manufacture of paper.
The common method of distillation leaves the pulp in the form of char-
coal, chemically of little value. Dr. Frankforter extracted from one cord
of Norway pine, worth $7.50, turpentine worth $41 and wood pulp worth
$39, a yield of $80 from $7.50 worth of raw material.

The Ontario Government has published a report on the reforestation
of waste lands in Southern Ontario, prepared by E. J. Zavitz, professor
of forestry at the Ontario Agricultural College. The report is exhaustive
and interesting. There is at present, it states, in the old settled portion
of Ontario an aggregate of about 8,500 square miles of farmers' wood-
lands. It is safe to say that there is, in addition to the assessed wood-
land, another area of 8,500 square miles which is suited only for forest

growth. This means that Southern Ontario could eventually have over
ten million acres of private woodlands. The report shows that the adop-
tion of scientific forestry methods in these districts would result in much
benefit to the country.

An amendment to the Stationary Ihigineers' Act has been introduced
in Parliament stating that no one shall be eligible to take the examination
for a stationary engineer unless he is a British subject and has resided

in Canada for at least three years. The Canadian Manufcturers' Asso-
ciation fear that this might cause serious trouble in times of labor diffi-

culties and it is possible that the association will bring its influence to
bear in opposition to the bill.

A movement is on foot among members of the Canadian Manufac-
turers' Association to persuade the Ontario Government to do away with
juries in Division Court cases. It is held that in cases in which farmers
are the defendants the local feeling is often so strong that verdicts given
for the defendants are plainly unjust.

The commercial travellers' tax in Prince Edward Island has been
abolished.

Business and Personal.

Ralph Loveland, of Loveland & Stone, Saginaw, Mich., recently
visited New York on business.

1). K. Loveland, of the Saginaw Lumber & Salt Company, paid a
business visit recently to Cleveland, Ohio.

Mr. Wilson, of the Wilson Lumber Company, Limited, Toronto, has
returned from a business trip to the Southern State s.

Smith & Tyrer, the well known wood brokers of Liverpool, Eng.,
have changed their address from 14 Tithebarn street to Richmond Build-
ings, 26 Chapel street, Liverpool.

W. W. Fraser, president of the Gibbons Lumber Company, Limited,
of Arrowhead Lake, B.C., returned to Winnipeg recently from British
Columbia, where he spent several weeks in connection with the business
of his company.

W. A. Ward, general manager of the General Agency Corporation,
Limited, of Vancouver, and F. J. King, of Behner &. King, timber dealere
of Seattle, Wash., have been appointed western representatives for
Messrs. Lyons & Welsh, New York, and any transactions which the latter
may put through as a result of their recent tour of the Pacific northwest
will be handled by these firms.

R. J. Watson, of Burk's Falls, Ont., recently arrived in lievelstoke,
where he will have his headquarters, having been appointed by the Do-
minion Government to look after all Federal timber interests in British
Columbia. Mr. Watson has been a resident of northern Ontario for 30
years, and in 1904 was elected representative of the Parry Sound dis-
trict, succeeding the late George McCormick, the well known lumberman
who died about a year ago.

Mr. W. J. Paterson, of the Paterson Timber Company, Limited,
Vancouver, B.C., has left for Great Britain and Europe. Mr. Paterson
will investigate the manufacture of wood products from mill refuse with
the view of establishing large works for that purpose in Vancouver. While
away he will visit manufacturing concerns in Great Britain, France, Ger-
many, Italy, Norway and Sweden. He will also look into the forestry

regulations of the different countries visited, so that, as president of the
Loggers' Association of British Columbia, he may be able to advise the
association as to what attitude they should take before the forestry com-
mission to be appointed by the Provincial Government and which is to
bold sessions during the coming summer.

Irving P. Easton, formerly New York manager for the Robinson-
Edwards Lumber Company, Burlington, Vt., and W. C. Edwards &
Company, Limited, Ottawa, Ont., has been succeeded by Desmond N.
Meighen. The latter is a brother-in-law of Gordon C. Edwards, of the
two companies, and has lived at Burlington and Ottawa and is fully

equipped with experience to enable him to get right into the harness.
Clarence L. Smith, of the Robinson-Edwards Lumber Company, has been
in New York for a few days making the change and the combination of

the two companies, which are well known in New York, gives Mr.
Meighen, whose office is at 1 Madison avenue, a fine line of spruce and
white pine. It is reported that Mr. Easton will engage in business on
his own account.

Obituary.

Henry F. Todd, of the lumber firm of F. H. Todd & Sons, St.

John, N.B., and brother of W. F. Todd. M.P., died at his home in St.

John recently. Mr. Todd was 62 years old.

A well known resident of Ottawa, who was formerly a prominent
lumber operator, died at his residence, 434 Gloucester street recently, in

the person of Peter A7illeneuve. The deceased had been ill only three

days, having sustained a paralytic stroke, from which he never recovered.

He was 66 years of age.

Mr. Villeneuve was born in Aylmer, but had lived in Ottawa nearly

all his life. He held the position of foreman and agent for the firms of

Perley and Pattee, and for other companies, and was always known as a

most capable man for the post. Among other featm*es of his work >at

that time, one he was wont to recall was that he had formerly lumbered
and erected shanties on the spot where Cobalt's richest mines are now
located. Latterly, Mr. Villeneuve bad been in the employ of the Public

Works Department. He is survived by his widow, three sons, and two
daughters.

About 7,000 tons of pulp have been carried over the Halifax & South
Western Railway so far this season to be shipped to England. The deal

and pulp trade for the next two months promise to be large, and that will

about end up the season.

Mr. McGarry's bill to amend the Division Courts Act has been sent

on to the Ontario Legislature. Lumbermen and those engaged in lum-

bering camps are protected under the new clause from lumbermen who
engage men at big wages and then fleece the workmen out of their

money. Under the new clause action may be brought where the con-

tract is made.
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United States Lumber Cut in 1908

Total Decrease of Five and a Half Billion

Feet — Stocks on Hand Much Reduced

According to statistics compiled by the "American Lumberman"
the himber cut in 1908, in the United States, totalled 20,210,622,000 feet,

•gains! 25,648,781,000 feet in 1907, a decline of 5,438.109,000 feet or

21.2 per cent. Statistics for the last three years are as follows:

1906 1907 1908
No. of mills reporting 5,146 6,402 6,253
Total cut 24,224,165,000 25,648,731,000 20,210,622.000
Stocks 6,745.693,000 7,760,897,000 6,854,507,0(1)
Shingles 8,785,831,000 9,290,279,000 9,516,403,000
Lath 1,627,960,000 1.692,368,000 994,896,000
Shingle stocks £59,039,000 944,213,000 1,298,142,000
Lath stocks 446,839,000 562,312,000 431,870,000

Stocks on hand at the close of business in 1908 were considerably
lighter than reported for the preceding year, the gross difference being
906.390,000 feet. This is equivalent to a decrease of 143,353 feet in the
stocks of each concern reporting. The decrease in production averaged
774,156 feet for each concern reporting. In explanation of the discrep-

ancy between the average production and the average stock, it should
be understood that stocks increased very rapidly during the latter part

of 1907. Production in 1908 was carried on in excess of the demand and
as a result stock statements at the end of the year showed very heavy
gains.

Operators in the Great Lakes States cany larger stocks than do those
of any other of the other softwood manufacturing sections. In white
pine 65.7 per cent, of the cut was held at the close of the year; in hem-
lock 53.3 per cent: in yellow pine only 25 per cent, of the cut was held

at the close of the year. Manufacturers of western white pine held

49.2 per cent., in western yellow pine stocks were equivalent to 42.3

per cent, of the product, and in sugar pine 42.6 per cent. The heaviest
stocks were of miscellaneous softwoods, of which about 75 per cent, of

the cut was reported on hand at the close of the year.

Cypress, classified as a hardwood, stands at the head of the list with
respect to the quantity, retained by producers, stocks at the close of

the year being the equivalent of 74.4 per cent, of the cut. There were
comparatively heavy stocks of birch, gum and Cottonwood. Oak, maple,
basswood and poplar stocks were below the average for all hardwoods.

Among the more notable features brought out by the 1908 report

is a decrease of more than 1,000.000.000 feet in the cut of northern pine

in Michigan. Wisconsin and Minnessota. The percentage of decrease

was heaviest in the west of Chicago district, where production fell off

to the extent of 917,321,000 feet. In the Chicago district there was a

decrease of about 108,000.000 feet and in the east of Chicago district

there was a dropping off of about 26.000,000 feet.

The cut of hemlock in the northern states also was very much lighter,

the decrease being a little more than 165,000,000 feet, or about 13 per

cent. The decrease in the cut of northern pine was 41 per cent. Stocks
showed a decrease of a little over 20 per cent.

On the Pacific coast heavy losses were reported for every state ex-

cept Oregon. The gain in that state was more than offset by the de-

creases in the others, so that production in the west during 1908 was
the equivalent of seven-eighths of the cut for the previous year. The
total production was 815,000,000 feet below that of 1907. notwithstanding
Oregon showed an increase of nearly 235,000,000 feet. The heaviest

decrease was in redwood, the 1908 cut being equivalent to only 53.5 per

cent, of the output during the preceding year. The production of sugar,

white and yellow pine in the west was much lighter than reported for

1907. The heaviest loss was reported in the output of Washington, which
was 655.871.000 feet below that of 1907, the principal loss being in fir.

In the principal yellow pine producing states of the south a decrease

of nearly 20 per cent, was shown in the output. The Georgia and Okla-

homa reports show small increases, but the other contributors to the

yellow pine supply showed decreases ranging from 8.6 per cent, in Ar-

kansas to 33.6 per cent, in Florida. Texas mills reported a decrease of

32.5 per cent. The southern mills do not carry as heavy stocks as do
those in the northern states. There was a slight increase in the per-

centage on hand at the close of the year, but the mills had a little less

than one-third of their cut on the yard, as against 70 per cent, in the

case of northern pine and about 73 per cent, in northern hemlock.
With the exception of Maine the New England and northeastern

states cut less lumber in 1908 than during either 1906 or 1907. The
increase in Maine was 50,000,000 feet. There was a decrease of 30,000,-

000 feet in Maryland, in New York of a little over 100,000,000 feet, in

Pennsylvania of' about 490,000,000 feet, in Vermont of 20,000,000 feet

and in West Virginia of 114,000,000 feet. The product of the states

named was 705,862,000 feet below that of 1907. In Maryland, New
York. Pennsylvania, Vermont and West Virginia there was a decrease ag-

gregating about 756,000,000 feet, from which the increase of 50,000,000

feet in Maine must be subtracted to show the net loss.

The output of pine in the Carolina* and Virginia was in excess of
the 1,000,000,000-foot mark, but the very heavy decrease of 319,848,000
feet is shown when the cut is compared with that of the previous year.
These states also reported a small output of longleaf pine, white pine
and hemlock. The oak product of these three states was only a little

more than one-half that of 1907. Poplar showed a decrease of over
30,000,000 feet, gum a very light loss and chestnut production was cut
practically in half. The output of other woods was not very heavy, small
increases and decreases being shown in ash, hickory and mixed hardwoods.

Direct reports were received from 6,153 institutions. These reports
show 31 mills to be idle but having some stock on hand, and 623 mills
to be idle without stocks. During the year 603 mills were burned, dis-

mantled or exhausted their timber supply. Eight new mills were re-

ported as having been built but not operated during 1908. This covered
the direct returns. In the indirect reports the cut of mills in several
associations were secured and the estimate of mills in certain districts
known to have been operated brings the total number of mills covered by
the figures given up to 6,253.

Trade Enquiries.
The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain

the following trade enquiries. Beaders of the "Canada Lumberman"
may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped
envelope and stating number of enquiry

:

271. Pine Sidings.—A Manchester firm asks for prices and sizes of
pine sidings from Canadian exporters.

274. Laths.—A Liverpool firm asks for prices and sizes of plasterers'
laths from Canadian manufacturers.

275. Hardwood blocks.—A Liverpool firm asks for prices and sizes of
hardwood blocks in oak and maple from Canadian manufacturers.

278. Birch squares.-—A Manchester firm asks for prices and dimen-
sions of birch squares from Canadian exporters.

280. Box shooks.—A Manchester firm asks for prices 'and sizes of
box shooks from Canadian manufacturers.

281. Wood moulding.—A Liverpool firm asks for prices and descrip-
tions of wood moulding for house decoration from Canadian manufacturers.

290. Pine doors and spruce deals.—A Belfast firm invites quotations
from Canadian manufacturers of pine doors and is also desirous of forming
a connection with a first-class Canadian shipper of spruce deals.

329. Wood and sawn goods, etc.—A Newcastle-on-Tyne firm of gen-
eral merchants and importers would like to get into communication with
Canadian shippers of wood and sawn goods, etc.

337. Ores, metals, lumber, etc.—A firm in the North of England
wishes to open up correspondence with some Canadian exporters of ores,
metals, lumber, etc., requiring ia market in Great Britain.

343. Building material.—A Manchester firm invites offers from Can-
adian manufacturers of doors and other building material.

346. Wood.—A London firm wishes to get into touch with Canadian
exporters of white round wood.

360. Pine, spruce deals, flooring, etc.—A South African firm of com-
mission agents desire to communicate with Canadian exporters of pine
and spruce deals and spruce ends

; tongued and grooved birch flooring, and
poplar and ash.

363. Lumber.—A South African firm desires to communicate with
Canadian exporters of Oregon pine deals, spruce deals, pine boards and
clear pine.

364. Satin walnut.—A South African firm of wholesale merchants
desire to be placed in touch with Canadian exporters of satin walnut.

366. Wood.—A South African firm of wholesale merchants desire to
communicate with Canadian exporters of hickory, ash, birch and oak.

368. Staves.—A South African firm of whole-sale merchants desire to
communicate with Canadian manufacturers of staves.

369. Bass boards.—A South African firm of wholesale merchants
desire to communicate with Canadian manufacturers of bass boards.

375. Veneer.—A North of England firm, having ia large outlet for 3
and 5 veneered wood for use in cabinet making, would be interested in
hearing from Canadian manufacturers.

376. Timber.—A Lancashire firm wishes to secure the representation
of Canadian exporters of timber and other building materials.

The amount of dues collected on account of timber in the
Yukon Territory during the last fiscal year was $17,555.22. There are in
existence 114 timber berths held under license to cut timber within the
territory, covering an area of 270.11 square miles, which licenses were
granted prior to May 10, 1906, on which date the regulations governing
the granting of the licenses to cut timber in the territory were rescinded
and regulations for the issue of permits to cut such timber substituted
therefor. Three sawmills are in operation within the territory, two on
the Klondyke river near Dawson and one on Twelve mile river. Ac-
cording to Government returns the number of feet of lumber, board
measure, manufactured during the year was 3,116,967, and the quantity
sold 3,220,669, a quantity of the lumber having been held over from the
previous year. The number of cords of wood cut during the year was
5,509, and the number sold 5,697. This does not include the very large
amount of timber and cordwood cut free of dues for mining purposes.
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The Shape of Resaw Blade Teeth.

There has heen a great deal of discussion regarding the shape of

teeth for a resaw blade. Some writers have argued that a tooth of a
certain shape is better for all classes of work. The experience of a large

machine manufacturing company, together with an elaborate series of

experiments conducted by them, does not, however, confirm this. Various
experiments have been made in spacing to note results. As a rule, it

is best to have as many teeth cutting as possible, but the teeth must not
be placed too close together or the dust produced will be very fine and
have a tendency to plaster on the sides of the board and cause friction

on the blade. The coarser the sawdust can be made the better the teeth

will drag it out of the cut. Teeth can be spaced much closer together
for soft-grained woods than for hard, close-grained woods, because in soft

woods the dust breaks out in large particles, while in close-grained woods
it breaks out in the form of a very fine powder.

Sufficient room should always be provided in the gullet of the tooth
to "chamber" the dust properly. There are two ways of providing this

space. One is to space the teeth farther apart. The other is to reduce
the amount of metal in the tooth, thus increasing the size of the gullet.

The correct form and spacing of teeth depend upon the nice balancing
of these two conditions.

Where various woods are to be cut it is often necessary to strike an
average. Experience has proved that teeth spaced from one and one-half

to one iand three-fourths inches apart give the best results on various
kinds of woods.

Ordinarily it is best fo carry as much "hook
-

" as possible without

decreasing the strength of the tooth. The greater the "hook" the more
easily the saw cuts, but on cross-grained and hardwoods it should not be
exaggerated or the tooth will have a tendency to bend sidewise and follow

the grain.

A saw tooth should contain as much metal as possible, but there are

two conditions which limit the amount. One is that there must always be

sufficient gullet provided ; the other in cutting such woods as southern
pine, and fir, that are very rich in pitch, the tooth should have as little

metal as possible and still have the required strength, for the reason that

there is less surface to which the pitch can adhere.

We show forms of teeth which are recommended for different kinds
of wood, but many variations may be made to suit special conditions.
The forms shown are for 19-gauge saws. If thicker saws are used, the
teeth can be slightly deeper 'and not quite as deep for thinner saws.

No. 1. White pine and other soft woods.
No. 2. Cottonwood and other woodo of a fibrous nature.
No. 3. Yellow pine, fir, and other pitchy woods.
No. 4. Hardwoods, such as oak, maple, elm, gum and mahogany.

—

The Woodworkers' Review.

How to Figure on Box Dimensions.
At the annual convention of the National Association of Box Manu-

facturers of the United States recently held at Chattanooga, Tenn., an
interesting communication was read from Mr. James M. Leaver on box
making. Mr. Leaver wrote as follows:

T give my ideas of how ;i box 17%xlO%x8% should be figured :

Style No. 1; Example 1.

%-inch ends 10%x SV4 1.17.5

%-inch sides 19%x 8'/ 1,117
%-inch T&B 19%xll% 1,60!

Total feet 3,849

Example No. 1 is figured as if made from wide lumber which admits
of sides and ends being made without ripping waste other than natural
defects of stock and the cross-cutting waste incidental to defects, and
short ends of board (unfit for any other purpose than kindling wood) and
which latter should be cut at the time box under consideration was being
made. This waste is determined by the nature of stock and should be
known by every . manufacturer. I 'allow %-inch for matching top and
bottom when made of two pieces, as in the example, or about the actual
ripping size of these parts.

Style No. 1 ; Example 2.

%-inch ends 10%x 9 1/281
%-inch sides 19%x 9 1.219
%-inch T&B 19%xll% 1,557

Total feet 4.057

Example No. 2 is figured on the supposition that 9-inch boards are
obtainable for sides and ends, otherwise this example is figured as per
Example No. 1.

Style No. 1 ;
Example 3.

%-inch ends 10%xl0 1.424
%-inch sides 19%xl0 1 354
%-inch T&B 19%xll% 1,557

Total feet 4.335

Example No. 3 is figured on the basis of using 10-inch boards for
sides and ends, as some box men must do, otherwise figuring is as per
Example No. 1.

Styles Nos. 2, 3 and 4—Ends not matched. S., T. & B. matched.
All parts named in two pieces are figured per exact cutting and ripping
sizes, with matching allowance of %-inch on sides, tops and bottoms.

Style No. 2.

%-inch ends 10%x 8% 1.175
%-inch sides 20%x 8% 1.201
%-inch T&B 20%xll% L6g?
%-inch side cleats 8%x4 344
%-inch T&B cleats 10%x4 [] ^61

Total feet 4.698

Stvle No. 3.

%-inch ends 10%x 8% 1.175
%-inch sides 20%x 8% 1.26I
%-inch T&B 20%xll% L657
%-inch side cleats 8%x4 344
%-inch T&B cleats 10%x4 ',.[',[ '^1

T°tal feet 4.864

Style No. 4.

%-inch ends 10%x 8% '. 1.175
%-inch sides 20%x 8% I 2§l
%-inch T&B 19%xll% !.557
%-inch cleats 9 x4 375

feet 4.368
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The three methods of figuring Style No. 1 are used according to con-

ditions. The method shown in Example No. 1 is 'also used, unfortunate-

ly, by some who do not, or will not, understand that when ripping waste

is such as to create an arbitrary condition, it should be absorbed in the

figures and not in the estimated waste percentage which covers all classes

of work. In my opinion, the closer we gi?t to 'actual lumber consump-
tion in our figures, the nearer we will come to making profit. To figure

one price stock on the basis of width of board used is really figuring all

styles of boxes on one basis. Statistical figures based on exact cutting;

and ripping sizes are very useful for proving waste made by defects and
unusable cross-cuttings. With careful assorting of widths in cleat-ed styles

very little waste need by made in the ripping process. But those manu-
facturers who figure matched parts on the same basis as if not matched
are giving a portion of their lumber away.

The Construction of a Back Rest.

The back rest has been truly termed the turner's third hand, as it

serves the purpose of steadying the work in the lathe, leaving his natural

hands free to manipulate the tools, says C. Tobyansen in the "Wood-
worker." On long and line turnings the assistance of a back rest is an

absolute necessity. It is of great consequenct then, thai this con-

trivance does its service properly. It must centre truly to the work,

create no undue friction, thereby burning and marring the article of

production, and lastly—but not least—it should be speedy of adjust-

ment, and, once 'adjusted, "stay put."

The seeking of these attainments has given rise to many varying

forms, some of which have been patented and are manufactured for the

market, but a far larger number are constnicted by the turner himself

and may be termed home-mades. We have used patented forms—fric-

tionless, they are called—having small wheels which press on the work.

These serve well enough for a while, until the wheel bearings get worn,

then behold a rattlebox ! They then make noise enough to wreck one's

nerves; and if yours* is not a case of "nerves" constitutionally, you will

speedily develop a case.

It would be out of the question to enumerate the many home-made

forms—or failures—I have used and observed in my twenty years of ex-

periance as a wood-turner. It seems as if every new mill you enter has

some peculiar and characteristic contrivance of its own, some of them

wonderful and fearful to behold. Still, many have good points, and the

one I am about to present for the reader's consideration is a composite of

these, "aided and abetted" with some ideas of my own. It is meant for

balusters and furniture turnings only, not for heavy work such as col-

umns and the like. It is seldom that a back rest is required on these

unless thev are out of the ordinary in length.

Our back rest is made entirely of hardwood, excepting, of course, the

necessary bolts. Fig. 1 shows face and side views. A represents the

lathe ways; B a block which, in conjunction with the bolt D and the

wedge C, serves to fasten the back rest on the lathe; E is the base, F

the upright, G the arm with its adjustable and interchangeable exten-

sion ; H I we will call the pressure plate, as it receives the locking pres-

sure' from the eccentric lever K, which securely holds the arm in the

desired position. This lever swings on the bolt M, and another bolt

marked N secures the extension piece, or hand, if you like, marked H.

The two bolts marked L complete the enumeration of parts.

Proceeding to fig. 2, we find the base and upright E and F. I be-

lieve the working drawings self-explanatory. These parts may be fas-

tened together with bolts, as suggested in sketches, or they may be fitted

and <dued and further secured by screws on each side. It is immaterial

hv,w so long as the needed stability is attained. The height of the up-

right from A to B will vary according to the height of the lathe centre.

Other dimensions are all given.

The pressure plate, fig. 3, should fit rather snugly between the shoul-

der- as this overcomes the backward pull of the eccentric when applied,

leaving the arm stationary where it is placed. Fig. 4 shows the arm and

extension G and H. Care must be taken that the seat marked C, fig .2,

is perfectly flat, or a little hollow, if anything, otherwise the arm will be

waubly, and this destroys its efficiency. The extension H should fit

closely into the jaws of the arm, so when the bolt nut is tightened the

jaws will hold it firmly.

A cross-section at 9 B is shown in fig. 5. Note that the square bolt

head it let into the wood to prevent the bolt turning when pressure is

brought on the jaws by the nut D. Fig. 6 shows the eccentric lever,

which should be so constructed that the pressure increases gradually as

it is brought down, until it locks tightly. If it should develop through
wear a tendency to slip, a piece of sandpaper between it and pressure

plate will cure the evil.

That part of the extension H, fig. 4, which presses against the work
F. should be sawed on the band saw to fit closely at the point of contact.

A piece of birch answers the purpose well. The grain should run endwise
the contact point, since it is harder and wears more evenly ; a drop of oil

once in a while will make it very smooth. Do not bring it up hard

against the work, as, of course, undue pressure is bound to develop heat

and cause burning. Fasten your back rest in position where wanted,
bring the arm up against the work so the extension contact fits nicely,

then tighten arm with eccentric lever. The extension being so far loose

in the jaws of arm, will thus adjust itself naturally, and may now be

tightened with a monkey-wrench—and tighten it good and hard, as this

is the only part which can "give."

Once properly adjusted, it is done for good and all, so far as the lot

of work at hand is concerned, providing the balusters or whatever it may
be are alike, as you can throw the lever and the arm back, or' bring it up
against 3'our work, and lock in less time than the proverbial "shake of

a lamb's tail."

Standard Stock Work by Local Planing Mills.

At times we , find in actual practice the best
,
laid and most logical

theories actually reversed. There is now and then a manifestation of

this reversal of theory in connection with planing mill work! wherein

local planing mills find it advantageous to make what is termed standard

stock work'. There is a well-supported theory that the local planing mill

which has no nearby source of supply for its rough lumber, should con-

fine its work to the making of other things besides standard patterns or

standard stock, such as flooring, casing, base, etc. The logic for this lies

in the fact that the stock can be made at the planers, which are part of

the sawmill equipment in the woods,, and the saving in freight effected

by doing the dressing there makes it possible to furnish this dressed

stock at even a lower price than the mill can furnish the rough stock out
of which to make it. Apparently this is a theory that should hold good,

'

yet we find frequently in actual practice that while the logic ,is good so

far as it goes, it doesn't go far enough nor take into consideration all the

subject matter that has a bearing. For one thing, there is lots of work
done in natural finish ; that is, instead of paint, stain iand varnish are

used, and when lumber is wanted for this it is wanted fresh and clean/

Too frequently the lumber that has been carried in stock shipped up
from the mills in the woods becomes stained and black with age, ac-

cumulating dust and dirt of one kind and another, so that it doesn't meet
with favor at the hands of builders. In fact, they figure that it is so much
trouble to clean up dirty and black lumber to make it presentable that

they would rather pay more for the stock in the first place and have it

come fresh from the machines. Some even have thpir flooring: run fresh

just as they want to use it ; and with basing, base and other kinds of mill

work that is to be finished natural, there is nothing looks as well as stock

freshly run, no matter how well it may be taken care of. Stock that is

dressed at the mills to standard patterns, no matter how good the lumber
nor how well the dressing may have been done, gets a little dingy and
dead-looking, even if it doesn't get black and dirty, and is not worth as

much to the critical builder as lumber that has been shipped rough and

is dressed to pattern just before using. So there is lots of call for even

standard patterns made at the loca1 planing mill. They look better, finish

up better, and are really better in that they present a fresh, live surface,

that is stained and varnished before it gets dingy with age, and conse-

quently remains fresh. This is a point that it is well for planing mills to

keep in mind, because frequently one can enlarge the work at the mill

and have better satisfied customers by calling their attention to this

feature.—The Woodworker.

Australia's imports of timber during 1908 amounted in value to

£1,890,835, being an increase of £258,780 over the imports in 1907. The
Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports state that there is a

demand for oak for wine staves and for furniture in Australia. As a large

number of the wine growers are Germans, oak from Germany has natur-

ally been preferred for the staves ; that for furniture has been secured

from New York and is either of Canadian or United States origin. Past

efforts to get into direct touch with Canadian timber people, who produce

oak, lumber or staves, have been fruitless, but correspondence is now
under way which may bring about substantial business.

H Arcand & Cornpanj^, wood mei'chants, Champlain, Que., in a re-

cent letter to the Canada Lumberman say: "We have found your puma!
very useful and indispensable for a wood merchant."



THE MACHINERY WORLD
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Equipment are Doing

A Progressive Firm of Machinery Manufacturers
The well known firm of McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson, founders

and machinists, of Fredericton, N.B., manufacturers of the patented
Dunbar shingle machine, began business in the year 1871, the heads of
the firm then being Walter MeFarlane >and Peter McFarlane (both now
deceased), and Fred P. Thompson (now a senator). They earned on a
general foundry and machine shop business, manufacturing stoves, farm-
ing machines, mill machinery, etc, A few years later William Anderson
was admitted into the partnership, and the present name was estab-
lished. Shortly after this the firm stopped manufacturing mowing ma-
chines, hay rakes, etc., and devoted their efforts almost exclusively to
shingle mill machinery, particularly their well known patented Dunbar
shingle machine, which now has a splendid reputation among Canadian
lumber firms.

After the death of Mr. Anderson in 1886, the business was carried
on by Messrs. Thompson and McFarlane until May, 1906, when Mr.
Walter McFarlane died very unexpectedly from an atttack of heart fail-
ure. In May, 1908, Senator Thompson, the only remaining partner,
retired, and the bu siness was taken over by Smith Pros., nephews of Mr
Walter McFarlane, the firm name of McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson

Albert C. Smith, President McFarlane, Percy G. Smith, Manager McFarlane,
Thompson & Anderson. Thompson & Anderson.

being retained. These three enterprising young men have bad experi-
ence in the business and already the concern is showing marked signs of
advancement, as a result of their united efforts.

Mr. Percy G. Smith, the manager, whose portrait is published here-
with, entered the employ of McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson in 1893,
as pattern maker, and in 1899 went to the United States, returning in
1904. To his management is due the efficiency of the foundry department
of the firm. Mr. Albert C. Smith, the president, whose portrait is also
published, entered the employ of the firm in 1893 and after serving his
apprenticeship went to the United States and the Canadian West, re-
turning home in 1908 at the time of his uncle's death. He is now in
charge of the machine and blacksmith department, being splendidly
equipped for the work. Owing to his efforts the department is in a splen-
did condition. Mr. Harry A Smith, the junior member of the firm, en-
tered the woodworking department in 1901, and after serving his ap-
prenticeship went to the United States and the Canadian West in 1905,
returning in 1907. He is now in charge of the slaes and shipping depart-
ment, for which work he is well suited.

The principal articles manufactured by this firm are the well known
patented Dunbar shingle machine, railroad dump cars and supplies, mill
machinery, iron and brass castings and stoves. It is their intention
shortly, to commence the manufacture of an up-to-date lath machine.
The manufacture of railroad dump cars is a new venture on the part of
the firm, their first having been made in 1908. Their cars and wheels
are already in good demand, and the firm will soon be in a position to
increase the output. The shingle machine which they manufacture has
a reputation of its own, and the demand this season far exceeds that of
any previous season, orders coming from all parts of the Dominion and
Newfoundland. The plant is obliged to run overtime to keep up with

the work. As the material and workmanship are so good, McFarlane
Thompson & Anderson products are unexcelled, and as the firm ig com
posed of three energetic young men, who have had wide experience, it

is sure to make rapid progress towards becoming one of the most promin-
ent concerns of its kind in Canada,

An Economical and Popular Edger.
Lumber that is manufactured the best sells the most readily and

demands the highest price. In days gone by, less was thought about
ragged lumber than to-day; but the facilities for making perfect lumber
have improved so much that much more is expected in this direc-
tion now than formerly, and few care to buy lumber unless it has straight
and parallel edges and square ends, and is of standard widths and lengths.

The Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Company, of Greenville, Mich.,
(daim that there is no other way in which lumber can be edged and
trimmed so perfectely or economically as on a "Tower" or "Tower Ex-
tra" Edger and a "Tower" one-man, two-saw trimmer. These machines,
they claim, increase the output of a mill without adding appreciably to
its expenses, by reducing the cost of sawing the lumber on the one hand
and enhance the value of the product on the other.

This company make an exceptionally complete line, consisting of
sixty different sizes and styles of edgers and ten different sizes of trim-
mers. They build edgers for portable mills, stationary mills, sawmills
and planing mills; ordinary edgers; twin edgers; edgers with levers;

No. 8 "Tower Extra" 36-inch Edger, New Model. Front table not shown.
*

edgers with hand wheels; edgers 32, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60 and 66 inches widem the clear between guides ; edgers with any number of saws, from two
up

;
trimmers for mills cutting up to 30,000 feet in ten hours

; trimmers
for mills cutting up to 50,000 feet in ten hours; and trimmers that cut
from a minimum of 6 to a maximum of 16, 18, 20, 22 or 24 feet ; to sav
nothing of special machines. The purchaser is thus able to select «o
edger or a trimmer perfectly adapted to his requirements—one neither
too large nor too small, wasting neither room nor power.

The New Champion Edger.
The Waterous Engine Works Company, Limited, Prantford, Ont.,

have issued a couple of bulletins describing their New Champion' Ed^er
and their Light Champion Edger. The New Champion Edger is suitable
for mills of medium size and capacity, handling average run of logs. It
is made in three widths and is strong, heavy and substantial. The general
design of the company's heavy big Champion Edger has been followed
closely. The Light Champion Edger is a small type of gang edger, suit-
able for small or semi-portable mills or for special purposes, where only
a small edger is required. It is made in two sizes, No. 1 having two saws
one stationary and one moveable, and No. 2 having three" saws, one
stationary and two moveable. The saw space on each of the light ma-
chines is 30% inches. Sawmill owners and others interested in edgers
will do well to communicate with the Waterous Company regarding these
machines.

The Linderman Machine Company, Muskegon. Mich, have favored
the Canada Lumberman with an attractive sample of the work of their
automatic dovetail glue jointer. The sample, which is designed in the
form of a small desk tray or ash holder, shows that the machine is a
splendid one. It turns out work of this class at a rate of 40 lineal feet a
minute, while for core work the rate is increased one-half.
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Fraser River Lumber Co
Telegraphic Address

Fraser Mills, B.C. FRASER MILLS, B. C.
Limited

A Superior

Product

Perfectly

Milled

B. C. Fir and Cedar Lumber
No Order too Large for our Capacity or too Small for our Attention

Best Quality Competitive Prices Prompt Shipment

A Trial Order Will Convince You

View of Interior of Saw Mill Looking toward Jack Ladder.

We Operate the Largest and Most Up-to-date Mills in Canada

Sales Offices and Representatives

Regina C. Bruce,
Medical Hall Building Winnipeg F. A. Shore,

316 Grain Exchange Toronto R
T̂oronto Street



WANTEDS FOR SALE DEPARTMENT
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than •'Employment Wan-
ted" will be inserted in this department at the
rate of ij cents per line each insertion, on the

\?ru
S °* 14 ''"es to an i,u"n

' Pa J'»ble in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.
Advertisements of "Employment Wanted"

will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than
the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

W ANTED - TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tt

OA HARD MAPLE LOGS 30" AND UP, DIA"
«JV meter small end, free defects Also l.r. 4/4, '14
and 6/4 Basswood. State when can ship. Appl]
Box 713, Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 11

Wanted
1", t^" and 2" Spruce, write stating quantity and
* price to The Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co., Ltd.,
Toronto. o

Hemlock Lath Wanted
1Q CARS iW x 4' NO. 1. QUOTE BEST

,
price on car, naming shipping point on R. R.

C. A. Larned, Phoenix, N. Y. Q

Wanted
TWO MILLION 4' WHITE PINE LATH;

Must be dry. Also some 1" and t%" white
pine strips ard 12/4 and 8/4 tamarac plank, J. D.
Macdonald, North Tonawanda, N.Y. 10

Wanted
200,000 ft. 1" and 1 %" Beech
500,000 ft, 1" winter cut Basswood
500,000 ft. 1" Black Ash

Apply Box 706 Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

Basswood Wanted
SOfi flflfi

FT
- ^ WINTER CUT, LOGJVV'"WV run. dead culls out. State amount

you have and lowest price. Box 694 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto. o

Wanted
'-TO CONTRACT FOR YOUR NEXT SEA-
.7-

son
,
s cut of slabs. Write us Leveille &

Marion, Wh lesale Lumber, 1541 St. Catharine St.
East, Montreal, Que.

g

Lumber Wanted
SOFT ELM. ASH, BASSWOOD, OAK

Beech, Soft Maple. Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch, 1" to 3". Can use log run, dead
culls out. State what you have of each kind, when
sawn and lowest price. Box 719, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto.

Wanted
T

Al?E, »°F SMALL QUANTITIES OF
Black Ash, Soft Elm, Basswood, and other

lumber which I will inspect at mill and pay cash for
S>end full particulars as to quantities, how long on
sticks and prices to Box 710, Canada Lumberman
I oronto.

Wanted
Quantity of Red Oak

MILL RUN, MILL CULLS OUT. INCH TO
rs to

P ln°heS thick Send Prices nnd Particu-

tf
ROBERT COX & CO.,

Hope Building. Oltawa. Ont.

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale

2500 CE
.

D
£ R

r 4£D TAMARACK POLES
,
" suitable for Pile. and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

50 tt. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. TheMuskoka Wood Meg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont tf

FOR SALE
A LL KINDS ROUGH LUMBER AND LATHr\ Quantity of last seasons cut in stock Will

contract for any portion of this seasons cut. ApplyAustin & Nicholson, Chapleau, Ont.

CEDAR SHINGLES
U/ILL CONTRACT FOR OUR CUT OF

these estimated two to three millions and will
grade and brand to suit purchaser. Correspondence
solicited. The Pearce Co., Limited. Marmora Ont

Wanted
1" Coffin

1 Elm u" and up wide
1 Soft Elm common and better
'" M ;'Ple common and better
*

lA Soft Elm common and better
• Basswood, winter cut
IK Hard Maple, plain, white and quartered

Write us for prices. We can use one million feelMILL CULt Birch, Maple, Beecb. Soft Elm andBasswood. Apply to Krknan Bros., LIMITED,Owen Sound, Ont. g

For Sale
100 M 3" Log run, Cedar.
20 ,, 1" Log run, Cedar,

aoo ,, 1" Cull Ash.
200 ,, 1" Pine Box Strips 12/16.
600 „ 1" Pine Mill Culls shorts 6/n.

AH 1907 Cut H Bourgoi in, Montreal, tl

For Sale
T7IVE SQUARE MILES OF TIMBER, SITU-
' ated three miles from Crows Nest Pass
Railway, near Cranbrook. B. C. estimated to
contain 22 million feet. Easy logging and down
hill roads. Also good saw mill.

Apply to
Mrs. E. H. Husband,

9 129 Main St., Hamilton Ontario

FOR SALE
3 cars 3" B Ash C. & B.
3 " 2" Soft Elm C. & B.
Cedar posts cut to order.
2 cars Extras, Cedar Shingles
3 " Clears, " •'

3 " 2nd Clears.

4 " Clear Whites, Shingle
Geo. C. Goodfellow, 528 Board of Trade

Montreal.

For Sale
24M. ft. 2" Cedar log run d.c. out
100M. ft. 1" Birch mill cull d.c. ont
300M. ft. 2, 2%, 3" Birch mill cull d.c. out
17M. ft. 1" Maple log run d.c. out
50M. ft. 2" Map'e 1st and 2nds
65M. tt. a" Maple 1 and 2 common
00M. ft. 1" Ash log run d.c. out
200M. ft. 3X'5X6"xi6' Merch Spruce
200M. tt. 3x5x10/15' •• ••

200M. ft. 3x6x10/15'

Horace Hartley,
54 Guardian Bldg., Montreal

Red Pine and Jack Pine for Sale
54,000 ft. i"x4/6"xio/i8 ft.

2,000 " i"x7 & up x 10/18 ft.

22,000 " 2"x4"xio/i8 tt.

63,000" 2"x6''xio/i8 ft.

41,000" 2"x8"xio/i8 ft.

14,000" 2"xio"xio/i8 ft.

2,000 " 2"xi2"xio/r8 ft.

52.000 " sf'xg", 7?.9".ii"xio/i8ft.
60,000" Waney Culls for cratingW e are ako offering our current season's cut.

consisting of about *'/2 million feet Red and White
.rine.

PINE LUMBER CO.,
" pine, Ont, (near Sudbury)

For Sale

Large Tract of Timber
The property of the Canadian Land and Immi-

gration Company of Haliburton, (Limited)
There are large quantities of Railroad and othertimber including Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce, Balsam,Basswood Heech Cherry-Birch. Maple, also con-sldcrable Pine, Elm and Ash on this tract. It iswell served by two railroads. The company areprepared to sell this timber in blocks ranging from

j.000 to 10.000 acres or more if desired
There are several good mill sites on the property.

I his would be a good opportunity for parties who
are at present cut out and are looking for a new
location.

Maps and plans and further particulars can behad by applying to

W. H. LOCKHART GORDON,
Managing Director,

10 79 AdelaideStreet East, Toonto

For Sale
HEMLOCK. OAK, BASSWOOD AND

some pine. Apply to C. M WaL-hridg
Esq., Madoc, Ont.

For Sale
K flflfl

' ;OOD GREEN CEDAR POSTSiu,uvu
$%« top end . lo-

llf i4 , i6,
,ong .

water shipment only, Adddress Tobermory Lum-
ber C o.. Trbcrmorv. Ont. 10

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
ONE 50 H P. AUTOMATIC CUT OFF EN-

gine in good running order. Will exchange
tor lumber. D. Aitchison & Co., Main St., Hamil-
ton, g

For Sale

ONE COMPLETE SAWMILL. ROTARY
type, capacity 30,000 feet per day; 2 boilers;

engine, 125 h. p.. belts, etc. Apply to Box 52
Chapleau, Ont. '

g

For Sale
ONE LOMBARD STEAM LOG HAULER IN

fine condition, together with nine sets of
logging sleighs, all in fine shape. A trade if taken
quickly. Apply to Tracadik Lumber Company,
Chatham. N.B. tt

For Sale

TIE MILL SECOND-HAND SUITABLE
for cutting 2.000 ties per day. Write us for

Particulars and Price.

Waterous Engine Works.
tt Brantford. Ont.

For Sale Cheap
1C ROLLER TOP SWING CARS. SUIT-
*** able tor double piling lumber. Standard Gage.
The Cavendish Lumber Co., Limited, Lakefield
Ont.

For Sale
DUNBAR CLAPBOARD MACHINE AND

clap-board planer. These machines are in
perfect order and only offered for sale because we
cannot keep them constantly running.

Murray & Gregory, Limited,
8 St. John, N.B.

FOR SALE

TUBULAR BOILERS
2 72" x 18', 36 6" tubes

4 72" x 18', 70 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wickes, NEW'
4 72" x 16', 70 4" tubes, 125 lbs, pres , Wickes, NEW
2 72" x i6\ 64 4" tubes 1

'-

5 66" x 18', 52 4" fubes, plug: hat dome
6 66" x 16 , 36 /' tubes plug hat dome
4 66" x 16', 52 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wickes, NEW
3 60" x 17' 3", 20 6" tubes, cross dome
2 54" x if/, 41 4" tubes

CORLISS ENCINES
24" x 48" L.H., girder frame, Wetherill
22" x 42" L.H., heavy duty frame, Allis
22" x 42" R.H., g-irder frame, Vilter
20" x 48" R.H;, g-irder frame
20" x 42" L.H., girder frame, Allis
18" x 48" L.H , girder frame, Wheelock
16" x 36" R.H., Webster, Camp & Lane
16" & 30" x 48" cross comp. Hamilton
14" x 48" R.H., grirder frame, Harris
14" x 36" L.H., girder frame, Manitowoc
14" x 30" R,H.,. heavy duty, Ohio

AUTOMATIC ENCINES
28" x 56" L.H., Buckeye, heavy girder frame
18" x 27" L.H., tangye frame, Russell
18" x 24" R.H ,

heavy duty, Atlas.
16" x 18" Atlas, centre crank
16" x 24" L.H., girder frame, Brownell
16" x 16" center crank. Ideal
14" x 20" L. H. Atlas
12" x 18" L.H., Lansing
11" x 18" R.H., Buckeye, class B
10" x 12" center crank, Erie City

THROTTLINC COVERNOR ENCINES
26" x 34" R.H., box bed, top rock valve
24" x 36" L.H., Lane& Bodley
24" x 30" L. H., box bed slide valve, at Minneapolis
22" x 4a" L.H., Fulton
20" x 24" L.H., box bed top piston valve
18" x 30" R.H , box bed. Fulton
16" x 24" R.H. 1 box bed, Union Iron Works
12" x 20" L. H., box bed. side slide valve
12" x 14" center crank, Wickes, NEW
10" x 16" Smalley

Wickes Brothers
Saginaw . . Mich.
Seattle Office 410 White Bldg.

For Sale
1 54" iron pulley, »o" face with 24" dodge clutch (new
2 54" iron clutch pullejs, 20" face.
1 ••and sucker- 8" suction.
1 pair horizontal twin engines.
1 three block saw carriage.

Address Eddy Brothers & Company, Limited.
Blind River, Ont.

9

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boiler.: one each, 100,80, 70. 60 & 40 h.p.
Locomotive Boiler.: 20. 25. 30, 40 and 50 h.p.
Sawmill Engine.: 25. to. 35, 40. 50. 60 and 70 h.p.
Portable Engine. on Wheel, or Skid.: 20, 25, 30,

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmill, capacity from 2 to .10.000 teet per day.
The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited, Seaforih, Ont. t

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

One 400 H. P. return tubular internally fired boiler
One s'A x x 7 single acting plunger pump

Several first class second hand Feater.
One 16 x 20 right hand slide valve engine
One 14 x 18 R. H. Waterous Uraight line saw mill

engine
One 14 x 20 R. H. engine
One 11x10 centre crank Waterous engine

Several fly wheel pulleys in stock
One \Va, ernus L. H Reliance carriage 40" opening
One H m. Hamilton carriage L. H. 46" opening
One No 3 friction nigger
One Corey and Baker steam setter
Two No. 1 Waterous double acting set work.
One 8 x 1 2 Cunningham feed

The above machinery has been fully repaired and
in first class condition.

Write for prices, cuts and full particular.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
M BRANTFORD. CANADA

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

Position Wanted
MECHANICAL MILL FOREMAN. Six-

teen years' experience. Good recommend-
ations. Box 696, Canada Lumberman, Toronto 9

Position Wanted
AS BAND SAW FILER FOR COMING

season can furnish best of reference and guar-
antee satisfaction. Address J. S. Burton, Bucking-
ham, Que. g

AIT ANT POSITION AS RETAIL LUMBERVV \ ard Foreman
; good at measuring, good

at grading, used to 1 laning mill work ; can give the
best of reference; 12 years' experience; married
and sober. Box 708. Canada Lumberman, Toronto

Position Wanted
MILLWRIGHT AND BLACKSMITH. ALSO

round saw filer and hammerer. Box 608
Canada Li mberean, Toronto. g

Wanted
POSITION AS STENOGRAPHER OR BOOK-

keeper. b\ young man who has had 5 vears
experience in lumberman's office Can furnish
good references. Box No. 717 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. . .

Wanted
EXPERIENCED PRACTICAL SAW MILL

Superintendent wishes to secure sawing con-
tract in large modern mill with good future assured.
Address "Results" Box 703 Canada Lumberman.
Toronto.

g

Wanted Logging Contractors
GOOD RELIABLE CONTRACTORS, CAPA-

ble ot taking contract to log part or whole
townships. For particulars apply to the WoodsDept Lake Superior Corporation, Sault Ste
Mane, Ont. .„

CAPABLE ACCOUNTANT AND OFFICE
Manager of twelve years thorough and detail,

ed experience in wholesale and manufacturing lum-
ber business, wishes to buy working interest in saw-
mill operation where his services can be used.
Prefer B. C. Box 682 Canada Lumberman.
Toronto.

9
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WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Wanted
LIMBER SALESMAN AND SHIPPER.

State experience and salary expected. Box *o,

Tottenham. Ont. 9

Wanted
SAWYER FOR CIRCULAR MILL. START-

ing May 1st. Stale experience and reterences.

Vi„ars-Sh£ar Lumber Co.. Limited. Port Arthur.

Ont. >°

V

Wanted
jovra about eighteen as steno-
1 grapher and office assistant Give references

nd salary expected. Box 720. Canada Lumberman

Wanted
INSPECTOR FOR PINE AND HEMLOCK
1 Lumber water shipment Must be strictly

sober and a hustler. Apply (living experience and
wages required to Box 712, Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. 7

Wanted

BY WHOLESALE LUMBER YARD TOR-
ontn, a smart young man who has a know-

ledg» of hardwood culling. Salary $2.00 per day.

steady employment with excellent chance for ad-

vancement. Box 68). Canada Lumberman Toronto.
tf

Cordwood Contractor Wanted
Uf ANTED—CONTRACTOR TO GET OCT

from 40 to 50 thousand cords hardwood
annually for charcoal plant. Must have previous

experience in operating on large scale with modern
appliances. Address "Cordwood Contractor",

Box 607 Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 9

Wanted
STR1CRLY ai MILLWRIGHT. WHO CAN

take complete charge of moving and enlarging

large sawmill and take charge of same when finish-

ed. Must have gilt edge references. Location on
Lake Huron. Apply Box 701 Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. 8

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

STEAM SAW MILL TO LEASE AT
Arnprior. Ont.. 30 to 40 M ft. capacity daily, in

good order, good piling ground, sorting platforms,

storage booms, etc. Full parti* ulars. apply
Ottawa Lumber Co., Limited. Ottawa. Ont 8

For Sale

A 75 H P. SAW AND SHINGLE MILL,
located on the Ottawa River with supply of

timber enough to last twenty years. Stock of logs

for this season is ready lor the mill, which may be
seen running after April 1st. Easy terms for an
immediate purchaser Apply Box 707 Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 10

Factory For Sale

T N A BL'SY TOWN FIFTY MILES WEST
1 of Toronto; two-storey, metal clad building

;

suitable for woodworking business: 6,000 square feet

floor space ; dry kiln capacity io,oco feet ; 40 h, p.

boiler; 25 h. p. engine ; electric dynamo to light en-

tire p'ant ; about one acre of land ; this property is

valued at $8,000: we are instructed to sell land,

bui ding and machinery, ready to go to work, at a
sacrifice for immediate sale. Apply H. H. Williams
& Co., 26 Victoria Stieet. Toronto. 10

MISCELLANEOUS

WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR CROWN
GRANT Timber Limits. Must be well located

and good timber. Either British Columbia or Paci-
fic Coast. John C. Spry, Dealer in Timber Lands,
1230 Corn Exchange Bank Building, Chicago, 111. tf

Important Sale of Valuable Timber

Limits, Saw Mills, Logs, etc.

SEALED TENDERS WILL BE RECEIVED
up to and including TUESDAY. THE FOUR-

TH DAY OF MAY, 1909. for;

1. The timber berths compris ng the township ot

Roberts and all of the township of Kitchener. wi»h
the excep'ion of three square miles thereof, in the dis-

trict ot Algoma. These berths also are virgin limits

of excellent white and red pine very convenient to

operate and close to the railway and will be sold
together or separately.

2. Timber berth known as "107" on the Spanish
river in said district, the license therefor including
all woods. This is an excellent berth convenient
both to railway and the Spanish River.

The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

For terms andfurther particulars, including esti-

mates apply to:

LEES, HOBSON & STEPHENS
Vendor's Solicitors,

9 Hamilton

Wanted
PINE LIMITS IN GEORGIAN BAY Dis-

trict. Also limits in other districts. Address
Box 711, Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 10

HAVE YOU ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
wish to sell? If so. make the fact known to

probable buyers by placing an advertisement in

the Wanted and For Sale Dapartmhnt. Address,
Canada Lumberman. Toronto.

For Sale
TIMBER LIMIT ON LAKE HURON. CON

tains i,7ooacres mixed timber, sawmill, dock,
etc. Plenty more timber can be bought. Will be sold
cheap as proprietors have other business. Box 47.
Hcpworth. Ont. 8

For Sale
LOTS 7. 8 AND g, TOWNSHIP OF PERRY,

about 3 miles west of Emsdale Station. Grand
Trunk Ry.. containing approximately 400,000 ft.

Birch. 150,000 tt. I
!alsam and Spruce. 200,000 ft.

Hemlock. large quantity of Beech and Maple and
small amount ot Elm and Black Ash : clear title.

Good winter road to station, short route. Machin-
ery and engine available tor portable mill. Price
$1,000. Apply Box 716 Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. 9

Timber Berth for Sale
CONTAINS 75.000.000 FEET OF SPRUCE.

40 miles from proposed G.T.P. divisional point
on McLeixl River. (210 miles west ot Edmonton) and
jo miles t om nearest point on river touched by rail-

road. River drivRble. berth easily 1 gged. Area
J3 sq. miles. Timber from n" to 35" through.
Limit will produce over 2.000.000 railroad ties worth
40 cents average. Tremendous demand for ties at
present time which is likely to continue tor some
years Reasonable time wiil be allowed for examin-
ation. Price $.15,000. W. S. Hbfferman, 257
Jasper Ave., E., Edmonton. 8

Sale of Valuable

Timber Limits

I HE UNDERSIGNED ARE INSTRUCTED
JL to sell by Public Auction en bloc, at the Russell

House. Ottawa, on September 30, 1909, at 2.30 p.m.,
the following Timber Limits situate in Block A,
Upper Ottawa, Province of Quebec, viz :

Berth 676 Licence No. 580 of 1908-09. south half
Lot 16, Range 4. Block A, 25 square miles ; Berth
677, License No. 581 of 1908-09. south half Lot 14,

Range 3, Block A. 31*4 square miles; Berth 611,

License No. 582 of 1908-09. Grand Lac Victoria,

Ri\er Ottawa. 19 square miles ; Berth 678. Licence

NJo. 583 of 1908-09, south half of north half Lot 16,

Range 4. Block A, <)% quare miles ; Berth 679,

License No. 584 of 1908-09, north half Lot 16, Range
3. Block A, is'A square miles; Berth 680, License
No. 585 of 1908-09. north half Lot 15. Range 3, Block
A, 18 square miles; Berth 681, License No. 586 of
1908-oy, southhalf Lot 17, Range 5, Block A, 25
square miles ; Berth 682 Licence No. 587 of 1908-09,

north half Lot 16, Range 5. Block A 25 square miles;

Berth 696. License No. 588 ot 1908-09, north half lot

17, Range 4, Block A, 2; square miles.

Total 183K square miles.

These limits are all surveyed and are easy of

access by a good roadway from Ville Marie to their

location. They comprise some of the best pine and
pulp wood areas in the Province.
Terms— 10 per cent, of the purchase money to be

paid down at the time of sale, and the balance in

equal instalments at one(i),three(3> and six (6) months
thereafter with interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per
annum.
For further particulars and conditions of sale

apply to the Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch),
and to Code & Burritt, Solicitors, Carleton Cham-
bers, Ottawa.
Dated this 31st day of March, 1909.

THE ROYAL TRUST CO., Ottawa,
18 Trustees of Sale.

jdjSltK*
l

If^ ism WORTH
ADVERTISING,

Estimating1 Timber.

In answer to a correspondent the

"American Lumberman" publishes

the following on the question of

estimating merchantable timber:

Merchantable standing timber is

a term used to define those trees

from which can be manufactured
lumber whose value is equal to or

greater than cost of production plus

stumpage. It could not, by any
stretch of the imagination, be
broadened so as to include bark,

cordwood, tannic acid wood and
similar by-products.

Ordinarily, when a tract of tim
ber land is sold the purveyor con-

tents himself with conveying title

to so many acres of timber land. It

is customary for the buyer to make
his own estimates as to the quan-
tity of timber he thinks the lands

contain. The seller could not be
expected to guarantee the quantity
for the obvious reason he has no
voice in the methods to be used in

converting the trees into lumber.
If he had a voice he probably
would insist that the manufacturer
use the thinnest possible saws and
that instead of cutting inch boards
the logs be squared up into timber
so as to do away with the waste
of the saw kerf. A 12 x 12 x 20
would contain 240 feet board mea-
sure. If this stick of timber should
be cut into inch boards it would
not be possible to make more than
eleven at the outside and probably
not more than ten, a loss of either

20 or 40 feet, equal in one case to

8% per cent, and the other 10%
per cent.

Mr. W. A. Preston, M.P.P. for

Rainy River, and Mr. Arthur
Hawke, recently interviewed Hon.
Frank Cochrane and Hon. Dr.

Eeaurae in the matter of the es-

tablishment of a large fish, game
and forest reserve on the boundary
line between Ontario and Northern
Minnesota. The project is not a

new one, for the size of the reserve

has been practically decided upon.
The Federal Government of the

United States has consented to set

aside a territory of a million acres

of land in the northern part of

Minnesota. It is hoped that a

similar area will be set aside on
the Ontario side, consisting of a

half-million acres in Hunter Island

and a half-million in the Quitico

country adjoining it to the north.

The Ministers were much inter-

ested in the project, and it is prob-

able that the members' ideas will

be followed out.

FOR SALE
43 Steel Plat cars in perfect con-
dition suitable for Lumber or Dry
Kilns Standard Gauge. Capacity
5 to 7 tons, will sell cheap to a
quick buyer.

Also New and Re-laying rails

from 12 to 60 lbs. with Fastenings.

For further particulars apply

—

SESSENWEIN BROS.

Montreal

We can quote close prices for

quick shipment on:

1 in. and 2 in. dry Hemlock

1 in. and 2 in. dry Norway

1 in. dry Spruce

Edward Clark & Son
123 Bay Street, TORONTO

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, B. C.

The Corbet Foundry

& Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Make a specialty of blacksmith work, pipe
and pipe fittings, castings of all kinds finished
or rough.

WRITE FOR PRICES

PLANING AND MATCHING
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, oriina
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING,
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots
Factory near Station Write for Prices

LOG STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

SUPERIOR MFC. CO.
nut'.SLK A. SIfFL STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT.

DA II 0 ^or Tramways, Sidings, Etc.
linlLO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

R. SPENCE & CO.
BEECH FILE WORKS

HAMILTON, ONT.
File and Rasp Manufacturers

and Re-Cutters
A Trial order solicited.

Write for price list and terms.
C. P. MORE, Proprietor



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

The Georgian Bay district trade is quiet though showing signs of
gradual improvement. Good grades continue in fair demand. Enquiries
are quite numerous and mail orders are coming to hand steadily. Prices
at Toronto are firm, although there is only a medium amount of business
I he mills which supply central Ontario are pretty well stocked with
lumber and no decided price improvement is expected. British

S^™bia cedar Singles are firmer at Toronto, and XXX, XXXXXXXXX have advanced 15 to 20 cents. Present prices are causing buyers
in the Ottawa valley to hold off. Red pine and spruce especially arc-
considered too high. The dull state of the British market is also an in-
fluence in the direction of lower prices. White pine lath are in firm
demand prices being 25 cents higher than in the early winter. Prices are
reported to be stiffening in western Ontario. The spring building demand
is partly accountable for this and an important factor is the general im-
provement in the condition of stocks which has been brought about by
careful business methods during the past year. Attogether there is a
promising outlook at present. At Sarnia prices have advanced about $2
for most grades and about $4 for some of the scarcer ones, such as No. 1
cute 2ninch. A Toronto hardwood dealer who recently returned from a
visit to the Southern States reports a scarcity of quarter-cut oak. In
other lines, however, there is a tendency to smash prices. Dealers do
not seem to care about profits so long as they make sales. The lower
grades of quarter-cut oak are not in good demand. There seems to be a
great deal of it on the market and everybody wants to sell. The prices
are lower than they have been for some time. In Ontario, dealers ex-
pect an improvement in the demand for hardwoods. It is not likely to
come quickly, however, but slowly and surely.

Eastern Canada.

The lumber trade at St. John, N.B., has shown considerable im-
provement during the last two weeks. Present indications are that the
spring floods will provide ample water for good drives. Manufacturing
is increasing and two mills have recently commenced operations. This
makes five in all now working. Nearly all the St. John shingle mills are
also producing and it looks as though the coming summer will be an ac-
tive one in the shingle business. Prices at present are about $2.85 to
$2.95 per thousand for "extra" cedar shingles, and $2.35 to $2.45 for
"clears," f.o.b. St. John for dutiable. Stocks of high grade cedar shin-
gles are low. The uncertainty in connection with the United States tariff
is having an effect upon the lumber business in general, but this, it is
hoped, will disappear shortly. The spruce deal trade with Great Britain
is quiet and stocks are light. Prices are at about $14.50 to $15 for
"English" spruce f.o.b. St. John. There has been a better demand for
spruce in New York recently than for a long time past. Prices are fairly
strong and stocks are light, At Boston the market for spruce has also
developed more strength and higher prices are more generally asked.
Spruce frames 9-inch and under are quoted at $1.25, and sales have been
put through at this figure. There is not much call for random but prices
are slowly improving. Boards are in moderate demand and prices are
firm. The demand for shingles at Boston is not large but prices are
fairly steady. The best cedar extras are quoted at $3.90 to $4. There
is not much business being done at the higher price. The demand for
lath is moderate. For %-inch the prices asked range from $3 90 to $4
and for %-inch from $3.50 to $3.60.

Great Britain.

There is little sign, in London, of the long wished-for revival of trade.
Business seems to be growing duller instead of improving. There is.

New Brunswick White Cedar

Shingles
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

LIMITED

Board of Tra.de Building, Montreal

however, a fair amount of forward buying still in progress in some quar-
ters, although in others, merchants complain of buyers being indisposed to
increase their holdings. Spot goods are firm with a tendency to advance
in some favorite sizes. The deliveries from all dock* tare still disap-
pointing. At Poy, Morgan & Company's auction sale, on March 31st,
3x9 and Quebec spruce and regulars varied from £10 10s. to £10, the 11-
foot bringing £9 10s. and 4th regulars £8 15s. 3x10 1st Quebec pine
regulars made £21 10s. and £21 5s., the 9-inch going at the same prices
the 8-inch at £20, and 7-inch at £19 10s. ; 2nd quality 10-inch broughtU9 5s., 9-inch £18 5s., 8-inch £18 5s., and 7-inch £18. A long line of
4th Quebec 3x11, 16 to 9 feet, went to one buyer at £12 5s., and he also
secured the 9-inch and 10-inch at £11, the 7-inch and 8-inch making en
average of £10 15s. Unsorted British Columbia pine in 3x12 to 6x16
made from £12 10s. to £13 10s. At Liverpool the trade is still monoton-
ous and dull. It is hoped that a recent improvement in the cotton mar-
kets and in other industries will cause lan improvement in the timber
trade. Spruce deals from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia are arriving
only in small quantities and are selling on c.i.f. terms at unchanged
prices. The market still remains firm and there is a probability of better
prices for futures. It is expected that higher prices for futures will be
one result of the new United States tariff, which will create a better
market in the States that in Great Britain. There is a good demand for
3x6 and 2^x7. Shippers are reported to have overdone the shipment
of 4x4/6 scantlings. Prices for birch planks are advancing slowly but
surely, and the demand shows signs of improvement. Stocks consist
principally of 3-inch and there is a scarcity of 2%-inch. 2-inch are also
becoming scarcer. At Manchester, trade conditions are no better. The
Manchester liners resumed their weekly service on April 15th, between
Manchester and Montreal and Quebec. Three fixtures for spruce are re-
ported for the coming season, namely, 1,400 standards per steamer from
St. John; 1,600 standards per steamer from Grindstone Island and 600
standards per sailing vessel from Pug-.Mash. Although trade is not by
any means brisk, some reports state that it shows signs of improvement
Orders are certainly more numerous and some merchants believe that the
turn of the tide has been reached. At Cardiff, imports are very light and
the yard trade is improving. Spruce is getting rather short in stock
especially 9-inch and wider sizes, and prices show a tendency to ad-
vance. At Bristol there is very little demand for wood. Spot prices are
offering good inducements for sawn woods, but buyers stick to a hand to
mouth business. A more or less dull tone prevails at Glasgow, and orders
are extremely scarce.

United States.

The preparations of the retail yards in the United States for the
coming season's supply is having a good effect upon the lumber business
Most of the yards have already sold quantities of lumber which have not
been delivered. With better weather and improved roads this will be
changed and retail yards will show many gaps which will have to be
filled up. At New York, wholesalers report a better demand for straight
lumber business than has prevailed for some time. Although trade is not
booming, the character of the buying is good, particularly from the sub-
urban sections. This refers especially to northern pine, for which prices
are nregular, but stocks are not urgently pressed for immediate sale At
Buffalo it is expected that the next month will be an active one among
white pine dealers as stocks are lower than they ever were and shipments
will commence to arrive as soon as navigation opens on the lakes The
feature of the trade at present is the demand for box lumber which for-
merly had been quite quiet. The demand for hemlock in New York
is dull. In Chicago it is somewhat improved, though trade is not active

B. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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Cleveland - Sarnia

Saw Mills Comy Limited

Showing our Logging Operations

We are Manufacturers of

Norway and White Pine Lumber
in all the different grades and thicknesses. We are always ready to quote on

Heavy Construction Timber, Bridge Timber, Ship

Timber, Ship Decking, Tank Stock, Silo Material

SPECIAL BILLS CUT TO ORDER

Cleveland - Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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Upper grades are firm. At Chicago there is a slight demand for fir ear
siding and also for tank etock. Fir timbers, however, cannot compete
there against yellow pine, the prices for which are causing a great deal
of discussion in the market. Red cedar shingles at Chicago are in an
unsettled condition. There is a strong demand, and the supplies at the
mills and transfer points are light, so that in a short time it is expected
that prices will go higher White cedar shingles show no change. No.
1 and No.^ 2 white pine lath at Chicago are in light supply. No. 1 hem-
lock lath is in good demand and No. 2 in poor demand. At Buffalo the
shingle trade is quiet but prices are firm, owing to the small amount nowm transit. There may even be a shortage of red oedar at Buffalo if the
demand increases before the lake and rail shipments commence to arrive.
White cedars are quiet. Cooperage business at Chicago is very dull.
Orders are scarce and coopers are running on half time. Stocks are ample
for the light demand, which will probably continue light until June, when
the run of hogs will make a better demand. The offerings of slack staves
are moderate with little change in price.

Market Correspondence

Buyers are Shy in Ottawa Market.
Ottawa, April 11.—The Ottawa yalley lumber trade is marked by a

disinclination on the part of purchasers to make contracts at the prices
demanded by manufacturers. Buyers are asking for reductions on spruce
and red pine as compared with quotations of a year ago. Although one
big sale of red pine has been made at last year's figures, nearly $19 per
thousand, it appears that not more than $17 and $18 is offering for this
sort of lumber in some quarters. Sales of spruce have been made at
$16 per thousand log run, mill culls out, and the price is not very strong
at that figure. Exporters to the British market say there is every reason
for a decline in all last year's prices, judging from the prospects of the
coming summer. Apparently if present quotations are maintained thev
will owe their strength to home consumption more than to foreign ex-
poit The chief shippers to the British market expect to begin loading
barges on April 26th or 27th. There is enough lumber on hand of the
1903 cut to keep them going until the .middle of July. Although sales
and orders with them are fewer than at this time last year the moving of
lumber from the yards of the Ottawa valley will not reflect the dull
situation. The white pine market is without any -noticeable feature ex-
cept in the line of lath. With ever increasing demand during the last
couple of months the stock of lath has been greatly reduced and manu-
facturers are getting a 25-cent advance on early winter prices. The
outlook for building activity is so favorable that the lath market is ex-
pected to remain buoyant during the summer. Although the popularity
of brck and cement building material diminished orders for lumber from
many quarters there has been no substitute for lath. The number of
building permits issued in Ottawa during March was in excess of the
corresponding month for nearly any other year, a very healthy sign for
local trade in all branches of the lumber industry.

A recent report to the Department of Trade and Commerce stating
that importers in Belfast, Ireland, are obliged to procure all their pine
donr; from the United States was of especial interest to Ottawa in view
of the large sash and door factories operated by Davidson & Thackeray
and the W. C. Edwards Company. Mr. Gordon Edwards, manager of
the latter, explams that the enormous production gives the Americans
an advantage on the export trade. They can undersell the Canadians.
Besides, the inferior quality they put on the market draws custom.

The Upper Ottawa Improvement Company which a year ago was
severely criticized by the Ottawa "Journal" for allowing logs to par-
tially sink and become "dead heads" in the Ottawa valley and other logs
to lie strewn along the shores, is being criticized again by the Ottawa
"Citizen" on the same ground. A new phase of the situation is the
contention that if logs were subject to confiscation a couple of years after
being cut, owners would be more particular not to leave them lying along
the streams. Manufacturers are almost unanimous in asserting that
this would be a preposterous plan and would only open the door wider
to the theft of logs, which already is too common. The partial sinking
of logs with one end left just at the surface of the water is annoying to
boatmen, but the management of the Ottawa drive maintain that the
nuisance is scarcely possible to wipe out altogether and that only a frac-
tional percentage are lost in that way. From present indications the
Ottawa drive will be conducted more expeditionsly than usual this year.
In addition to the new steel tug ordered, expensive river improvements
are under construction at Quyon. Some heavy British Columbia timbers
have been procured for this work. The tolls to be charged vary a little

at certain points from last year. The tariff for sawlogs coming through
Quinze boom is reduced from 30 cents to 10 cents, due to the larger
volume that will be handled there in the season of 1909. Additional ex-
pense has to be incurred at the booms from the head of the Deschenes to
the Hull slide and the tariff has gone up from seven to seventeen cents

on sawlogs, 17 feet and under, and from 23 cents to 30 cents on other
timbers.

J. R. Booth reports that it is probable his mill will begin the la*t
week of April, as is the usual custom. Excellent progress is being made
on his new power house, where 400 men are employed providing a sta-
tion for the development of electrical energy for his paper and allied
industries. It is not expected he will draw on this plant for motive en-
ergy for the sawmill as the new Chaudiere dam will provide abundant
power for the lumber mill at a cheaper cost. He is manufacturing 50 tons
of pulp every day, compared with 20 tons early in the winter when low
water threw nearly all the grinders out of operation.

Activity Increasing1 in New Brunswick.
St. John, N.B., April 10.—The past fortnight has been marked by

considerable activity in all phases of the local lumber trade and industry,
there being more life in manufacturing circles, in trading and particularly
in logging circles. On the latter phase of the business the interest ofNew Brunswick lumbering people is centred at present, as upon the de-
velopments of the next four weeks will hinge the quantify of output of the
mills during the coming sawing season. So far all conditions seem to
indicate that the stream driving season will be a successful one. The
snow in the woods at the headwaters of the rivers has melted very little,
if at all, and it is expected that when it does begin to go there will be a
head of water that will enable the drivers to make clean drives. Of
course there are many conditions which may yet arise to offset this fore-
cast, but the above is merely using the existing conditions to set forth the
probabilities. In some sections along the head waters of the St. John
the hauling roads are still in first-class condition and the lumbermen are
still hauling to the brows. The logging season is, however, practically
at an end and the crews are making ready for the stream driving.

In manufacturing circles considerable stir is apparent and two mills
have begun sawing during the past fortnight, making in all five of the
larger mills which are now sawing regularly. In trade circles consider-
able activity is manifested, particularly in short lumber. As nearly all
the most important local shingle producing plants are sawing, the output
of this new line at this port is practically the same as in mid-summer,
although the mills situated at inland points are still idle iand will be untii
the ice is entirely out of the rivers.

It would seem, judging from all indications, as if the present year
will fully equal the past year as far as prices on the high grades of cedlar
shingles for export are concerned. Holdings of cedar shingles at all the
chief manufacturing centres throughout the provinces are materially
lower than was the case at this time last year. Aside from the output of
the St. John mills (which was greatly curtailed because of a strike among
the operatives) the output of the provincial mills could not be increased
over that of last year, inquiries are quite as plentiful as in the spring
of 1908 and the feeling generally on the part of dealers and manufacturers
in this direction is one of decided confidence. At present writing an in-
quiry of any of the local manufacturers would meet with a quotation on
"Extra" cedar shingles of from $2.85 to $2.95 per thousand and on
"Clears" of from $2.35 to $2.45 per thousand, f.o.b. St. John These
figures would apply to the dutiable larticle. At present writing local
stocks of high grade cedar shingles would be less than two millions and
there is no single stock of sufficient dimensions to make up a schooner's
cargo.

Just at the present time there is a perceptible feeling of uncertainty
on the part of both buyer end seller of any line of lumber for export to
the United States, an uncertainty which is due to the unsettled condi-
tion of affairs caused by the proposed adoption of the Payne bill with its
sweeping changes in the tariff on long and short lumber. It is only a
matter of days until the matter is settled one .way or the other and the
uncertainty will, no doubt, disappear when that settlement is effected

Local trading in spruce deals for export to Great Britain is of a very
quiet nature. Local stocks of this line of goods are, no doubt lighter
than is usual at this time of year; between six and seven millions of
superficial feet would cover the total quantity. The quiet condition of
trade is, no doubt, largely due to the lack of anxiety on the part of local
people to sell out to any great extent for future deliverv While such as
have expected any sudden rise in prices of "English" deals have been
disappointed, this line has continued firm with a steady improvement in
tone and in local demand. As nearly as it is possible to gauge the situa-
tion by a general price it may be said that the local market value of "En?
Iish" spruce is from $14 50 to $15 per thousand superficial feet, f.o.b
St. John._ While these figures have unquestionably been exceeded bysome special lots which have gone forward by the liners, .such cases could
not be called lndicatanve of the true situation.

Fort William operators report that they have had the best season on
record for getting out ties. Since November the weather has been splen-
did. The cold was not severe, the hauling was exceptionally good and
the timber taken out has been well up to standard Ties are selling «*
40 cents, or about 2 cents less than last year, as the CPE alreadvhave a large. supply. The makers were paid $35 a month and board
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THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH )

SOLID TOOTH I
C,RCULAR

CROSS-CUT - BAND - CANC

AND OTHER SAWS

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT j» j*

FULLY GUARANTEED

SAW CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

REPAIRS

OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. j»

ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

IF YOU HAVE
never used BURNS SAWS

YOU HAVE
never used the best

WE DON'T CLAIM
to be the largest Saw Makers

BUT WE
do claim our saws give better

actual results than anv others

" Wc Know How "

The Lombard Steam Log Hauler

Not too early for enterprising lumber operators to begin planning for one for next year.

Full particulars sent to anyone interested, on request.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Halifax

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St Catharines, Ont.

Lindsay ^Woodworker's Grinder
for Saws, Knives,
&c

Does the entire

grinding of the
shop instead o f

standing idle s'/2

days out of 6.

Most up-to-date

machine on the
market.

Prices and full

particulars on ap-

plication to

A. J. LINDSAY, 55 Gould street, Toronto

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedlya big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

v i ce. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg
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Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mas..)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln
Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY, MONTREAL, P.Q.
LONG DISTANCH TELEPHONE

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street TORONTO

Want to Buy
One carload ist and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x 18*4 in.. 10 ft.

6 in to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.
Four carloads ist and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1 }( in. X2}4 in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be well
manufactured and free of defects.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up, wide.
Coffin lengths.

The M. Brennen

& Sons Mfg. Co.

Limited

Hamilton - Canada

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont.

Yard* and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont,

Tram Car Wheels
made from a .special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,
lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

Established 1878

Hanson's Woollen Mill
Hull, Que.

Manufacturer of " Hanson " Sock and Mitt

Nothing in the Market
to equal them for Lum-
bermen.

ALL MY SOCKS BEAR THIS STAMP

My Socks are sold Direct only through Travellers of My Own

Nelson Lumber Business Growing Active.
fhere is a decided improvement in Hie lumber business at Nelson,

B.C and vicinity. The mills of the Yale-Columbia Lumber Company in
Nehc n commenced running on April 1st, and gave employment to over
50 men This mill is supplied with logs from the company's camp near
Port'hfll on the upper Kootenav river, which is now praetiealh clear of
IP. '. "The Westley mill, belonging to the Yale-Columbia Company, life
been running at full pressure for the past month, and the Cascade mill
WUJ be in operation soon and will employ 600 men. Over 250 men will
be employed at the company's mills and camps within a few days and
the production of lumber will be about 100.000 feet per day. The com-
pany lias altogether four tugs plying on the Kootenay and Arrow lakes.
Within the next few days one of them will tow down to Nelson a boom
of 800,000 feet of logs from Rykert's Siding for use at the mill.

Fred Estey, of this company, speaking of the prospects of the in-

dustry during the season, said that the companj was at present shipping
a considerable quantity of lumber and that he felt highly optimistic as
to the prospects of the coming season. Business was steadily picking
up, and in two or three months there should be a noticeable rise in prices.

A. G. Lambert states that although onl\ a few men are at present
working at his mill at Taghum, a boiler was being constructed for the
purpose r.f increasing the available power and he expected to shortly
have a staff of from 25 to 30 men emyloyed there. Mr. Lambert also
speaks favorably of the prospects of the coining season and says that he
expects tg make some big sales before July. Some 2,000,000 feet of
lumber will be produced from Mr. Lambert 's camp this year.

Tin- Patrick Lumber Company also report considerable activity.
Three camps a few miles above Sloean city have been steadily at work
since the early fall, and the company's big mill at, Crescent Valley will
b<3 in operation within a month, employing from 80 to 100 men." Mr.
Joseph Patrick states that the prospects for the coming season look
better than they have for some years. There is evidence of the present
large demand in the prairies being greatly augmented within the near
future. Mr. Patrick points out that the prairie provinces are British
Columbia's natural market for lumber and that the prices depend very
largely upon the conditions prevailing there.

New Brunswick Lumbermen Seeking- Changes.
At a recent meeting of representative lumbermen held at Freder-

icton, N.B., a committee of five was appointed to prepare a memorial
to be presented to the Government, recommending some changes in the
timber regulations. Hon. J. P. Burchill presided, and among others
present were Henry Hilyard, J. F. Gregory, St. John; Sheriff O'Brien,
of Nelson; F. M. Anderson. CampbeHton ; T. M. Burns. Bathurst; John
Maloney, D. J. Buckley, Rogersville ; Allan Ritchie, Newcastle; Randolph
Crocker, Millerton. and A. H. F. Randolph, Fredericton.

There was some discussion in regard to surveyors appointed by
several municipalities, and the meeting seemed to be of the opinion that
the Government should require them to qualify for their work. The
question of providing a more efficient system of fire protection was dis-
cussed. In regard to limit holders, the opinion was expressed that on
the expiration of a lease they should be paid by the Government for any
improvements which they had made. Recommendations in regard to
lease matters will be embodied in the memorial. The committee is

composed of Allan Ritchie. F. M. Anderson. Henry Hilvard, A. H. F.
Randolph and John E. Moore.

The A. J. Burton Saw Company. Limited, of Vancouver, have re-
cently increased their capital from $75,000 to $150,000 in order to
provide for extensions to their plant, which the rapid growth of their
business, of late, has made imperative. Among recent orders filled bv
this company, is one for the supply of the entire equipment of saws for
the plant of the Davidson, Ward Lumber Company, at Loughborough
Inlet. This order included over 70 shingle saws alone. The balance of
the order of 120 saws, being intended for use iu their circular sawmill.
The order also included three automatic Hanchet circular saw sharpen-
ers, .besides band machines and other tsu.ls. making up the entire filing
room equipment.

It is reported from Winnipeg that J. ]). McArthur has purchased
two lumber yards belonging to the Keewatin Lumber Company. One of
these is situated at the corner of Sutherland avenue and Austin and the
other is on Wall street. It is understood that the Keewatin Lumber
Company will retire from the Winnipeg field. In the two vards there
are at the present moment about 2.000,000 feet of lumber. The capital
in the yards has been held mainly at Ottawa and the chief interest has
been that of Senator Gibson, to whom Mr. McArthur is said to have
paid $50,000 cash for the properties.

Mr. McArthur will operate his newly acquired yards in connection
with those he already controls Counting the two new ones Mr. Mc-
Arthur has now nine yards in Winnipeg. He anticipates a big demand
for lumber this season at firm prices and is preparing for active opera-
tions. Hitherto his Winnipeg yard accommodation has been insufficient.
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Why the Dunbar Shingle Machine

Makes and Saves Money

It cuts and turns out a much larger number of shingles than other mills under

the same conditions.

Its strength and simplicity eliminate three great evils, viz :
" delays, repairs and

saw-hampering." Your men waste no time in idleness.

Users testify to a capacity of from 15,000 to 21,000 shingles per day. That will

certainly keep any crew of operators busily engaged.

It requires no expert or high priced workman as an operator. " The Dunbar

"

is in such common use and is so well known that the great majority of mill-men know
how to use it to good advantage.

Blocks cut on our machine are cut with such eveness and
[
finish that the smallest

possible amount of stock is wasted in sawdust and refuse.

After all it is the TOTAL SAVING and the TOTAL WASTE in which you

you are interested.

Let us supply you with further information

Manufactured solely by

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson
Fredericton, N. B.
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Authorized Capital $250,000 (,£50,000)

Imperial Timber and

Trading' Co., Ltd.
P.O. Box 930, Vancouver, B. C.

C tv n BLdev

Export Lumber
and

Standing Timbei

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOUGLAS FIR (Columbian Pine) RED
^nwooo S

/c
RUCE

\
ALASKAPINE

' CYPRESS -,d CALIFORNIAREDWOOD (Sequoia).

Can be shipped in Small Parcels. Straight! or Mixed Cargoes

End Matched

Hardwood Flooring
Our specialty §" and 13/16 end matched Flooring.

Our "EMPIRE BRAND " in

BIRCH, MAPLE or OAK
is a flrSt-claSS article.

It will help you to corner the flooring trade in
your neighborhood. Try us on your next hill.

J. R. Eaton & Sons, o°S
Toronto Agent: A. A. Begg, 45 Howland Ave. Phone College ,86,

Montreal Agent: C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St. Telephone Main 55S4

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock Red Cedar Shingles Wh.te P.ne Lath Bass and Poplar Siding

JAMES GILLESPIE

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH tno SHINGLES

North Tonawanda. N. Y.

ESTABLISHED i8B a.

^ OILLE & MgKEEN v
Wholesale Lumber

NORTH TONAWANDA. - N. Y.
T RADE WITH CJ±N^1DJ± SOLICITED.

EDGINGS

Ontario
J. B. Craymrr lias leased the planing mill at Cobden, Out.
The Carnegie Milling Company are erecting a sawmill at Port Perry, Ont.
The Globe Casket Works. London, Ont., recently burned down, will be re-

Manufacturing Company will build a furniture factory in

built

The Rowden
Guelph, Ont.

to JatefMeGregor.
r, ' S,1° n

' ^ "** mich^ ^rriage business

Company, of Orillia, will erect a large fac-
The Building Lumber A Supph

tory in Wolland, Ont
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Company, Wabigoon, Ont.. have machinery on theground tor a new sawmill near Good Lake.

chined etc
L
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.
manufacturers of sawmill ma-cninery, etc., propose to make some large extensions to their factory.

The Parry Sound Furniture Staples Company, Limited, Parry Sound Ontpropose to erect a box and basket factory near St. Catharines Ont.
'

cipii!!^^^ Company, of which the authorized

Frances, Ont '
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and that the company has secured a full stock.
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°l)rietors of the Drayton saw & planing mills,Uianoeyille Ont have dissolved partnership. Mr. Geo. G. Fisher drops outand a new firm has been formed composed of P. Pollock and O. R Henry
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an,lill« to start their sawmill at BvngST A& A :u
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15th

'

but ]t wm al1 dePe,ld "Pon the state of the weathe,. Altogether the last winter has been favorable for logging operations
The Pigeon River Lumber Company's mills at Port Arthur Ont which

tr3£?fa Wn S

A
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?
0ve»lber "*.«« now running again' u ,tl, ^ugh log

pbyed
P P g°mg Untl1 nSXt winter About 300- men are em-

iTESB.*- C,0Se
'
W " Findlay, T. A.«

The Powell Lumber & Door Company, Limited, Toronto caoital SiOOOn

bv'tiT* f^V Chartei
'

i°
take °' er *he business eTrrfed o'f n that S'-bj the Rathbun Company. Provisional directors are: Krod W. Powell and CB. Dougherty, of Ottawa, and J. H. Dougherty, Toronto.

The Trusts & Guarantee Company, Limited, liquidators of the CornwallPaper Manufacturing Company, have sold the plant and machinery of the defunct company at Mille Roche for about $95,000. The purchasers are the StLawrence Paper Mils, Limited, whose shareholders are Sfpally Americans.-
The William Milne Lumber Company, incorporated by A. Blanchard J DShaver and M. Clapham, of North Tonawanda, with a capital of «5 000 will

^'Sfolttt* oT'wS
M?ne '

s^ at
^
orth Bay ^ T^ Seutabout b,000,000 feet of white pine. It is understood that the stock will behandled oper the docks of the C. B. Lentz Lumber Company

An action recently came before Mr. Justice Clute, Toronto in which PaulF. Bolton a carpenter of York County, claimed damages against the GilmourDoor & Sash Company, of Trenton, for using a certain woodworking machinefor matching lumber, on which the plaintiff claimed to hold the patent rightsThe plaintiff also asked for an injunction restraining the firm from am furtheruse of the machines, and an order that the machines be handed over to him Forthe defence it is claimed that the Gilmour Company secured rights many yearsago before the plaintiff bought the patent. 3
'

An enquiry by Royal Commission has been commenced at Fort FrancesOntario, into the charges against the Fort Frances Lumber Company andItsofficials for making alleged fraudulent returns to the Crown Lands Departmentby falsifying the scale sheets The charges are preferred by James Johnstonand the investigation is being held by Samuel Price Mr W A Preston M P P
president of the company and Mr. Johnston were both absent, the former inToronto on business and the latter being confined in a hospital An adjournment was maae until April 17th, after one or two witnesses had been heard
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M°ulthr°P' of
-

tho Moulthrop Lumber Company, operating a sawmill atJohn Island, in Georgian Bay, reports that the winter has been fairly goodfor logging The output of logs in the district is about 70 per cent of theusual crop but a arge number are being carried over and with one or two es

Thessalon but the Moulthrop'T^^^^^L^^^ SStone at Cutler, the Morgan Lumber Company and Michigan « T,,™k
Company, the Little Current Lumber Comply / Spanish S^r\Sr Com a ! 7and a number of other concerns have cleaned up their old stock He savs fnVtW
that 80 per cent of the cut of the nulls in the district for this veTrXadv ^been contracted for. His concern has sold its entire cut up to September Thehardwood lumber industry IS doing fairly well and there is a fair movement insmall lots. A few good sized contracts have been made. Nearly all the sawmills
are in operation. Stocks of lumber are not heavy and prices are fairly "oodIn the lower peninsula stocks of hemlock in dealers' and manufacturers' handsare smaller than usual. nanus
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Eastern Provinces
The Dawson Lumber Company's mills at Yarmouth, N.S., have resumed
The Lewis Miller Company will build a large sawmill at Jordan Falls, N.S.

W. H. White has erected a plant at Lachine, Que., for the manufacture of
taps, bungs and spiles.

The Chas. A. Pacquet Company, capitalized at $500, (XX), proposes to erect
a large woodworking plant in the city of Quebec.

The Thomas Nagle Lumber Company. Limited, St. John, N.B., capital
$49,000. has been chartered to carry on a lumbering, milling and woodworking
business.

The Austin Lumbei Company. Limited, Cap St. Ignace. Que., capital $95,-
000, has been incorporated to take over the business of the Austin Lumber
Company, and manufacture lumber.

The winter's logging operations on the St. Maurice river. Que., have been
most successful, and there has been a bi<i output, some 5,500 000 lot's divine
about 165,000.000 feet, having been cut.

La Compagnie Etieime Dussault, Levis, Que., have been incorporated with
a capital of $1.50,000, to build wharves, operate saw and planing mills, etc. E.
and Horace Dussault and Gerald Gorman. Levis. Que., are charter members.

La Compagnie Lebel A- Forgues, Limited, St. Louis, Que., have been
granted a Quebec charter to take over the business of Lebel A- Forgues at
that place, manufacture lumber, operate planing mills, etc. Capital, $49,000.

The lumbering and milling property on the Pokiok river, belonging to
Oilman Bios., & Burden, has been disposed of to a New York syndicate. It
consists of a large sawmill fully equipped with modem machinerv and 18,000
acre^s of splendid timber land.

A toothpick mill, operated by the Hull WoodenwajB Company, Limited, was
started in February. The company is capitalized at $40,000. The expectation is
to produce 1.000.000,000 toothpicks a year, or about 3,000.000 a da v. which
totals 6,300 boxes a day, costing $58.75.

British Columbia
Gray A Shields, Yancouvcr, have bought Thomas Kerr's shingle mill at

Pitt River, B.C.

W. E. Walsh has leased the old cannery at the end of Third avenue, Van-
couver, and fitted it up with the latest machinery, as a sash and door factory.

Adrian Papineau, of Papineau Bros., sawmill owners. Fort Alexander, Man.,
was straightening a log in the skidway recently, when slipping, an 18-foot log
struck and killed him.

A large sawmill may be elected at Harrison Lake, on the C.P.R., or at
Yancouver, as a result of the recent purchase by C. S. Battle, of Vancouver, of
some 48 square miles of timber in the Harrison Lake district, B.C.. from David-
son Brothers and others of Yancouver.

The Brooks-Scanlon. O'Brien Company have awarded contracts for building
a short railway from salt water at Stillwater Bay to Gordon Pasha Lake. B.C..
through a heavilv timbered fir country. It is not the intention of the company
at the present time to do morn than sell logs on the market, though ultimately
they will erect a mammoth sawmill, where the logs will bo manufietured for
Canadian and export trade.

E. J. Fader, of New Westminster, has begun the manufacture of an im-
proved logging apliance which will be operated by a donkev engine. The im-
provement consists of an endless cable revolving on a double' drum and wrapped
a sufficient number of times to prevent slipping. The inventor claims that by
the use of this machine logs can be hauled from any part of the woods and
even from the top of a mountain. The endless cable does away with the haul-
back and is expected to be a boon to loggers in other ways.

The Fraser River lumber mill, New Westminster, B.C., has orders for
the delivery before September next of over 12,000.000 feet of lumber and tim-
ber. Of this amount, seven and a half million feet is for the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway. The Rhodes Curry Company, of Amherst, N.S., which firm
constructs railway cars, have placed orders for one and a half million feet,
while the Ottawa Car Company want three-quarters of a million. Besides these
large amounts, there are orders in hand from Regina and the territory west for
3,500,000 feet, excluisive of shingles and factory products. A notable feature in
connection with the operation of this mill is that, large as it is, Oriental labor
is being dispensed with, and one day recently 133 Asiatics were replaced by
white men.

Among the recent incorporations in British Columbia are the following:
Michigan Pacific Lumber Company, Limited, registered as an extra provincial
company, capitalized at $1,500,000, shares $10 each, head office of the company
is at Grand Rapids, Mich., head office for British Columbia, 114 Langley street,
Victoria, B.C. ; Mr. W. J. Taylor is barrister for the company. Gaffnev Tim-
ber Company, capitalized $250,000, shares $1 each, incorporated to carry on a
sawmill business in the province. Canadian and Foreign Commission and Export
Company, Limited, capitalized $20,000, shares $100 each, incorporated to carry
on a commission business and manufacturing of lumber; S. A. Skead, manager,
216 Crown Building, Vancouver, B.C. Converse-Brown Shingle Company. Lim-
ited, capital $10,000, shares $1 each, incorporated to carry on a shingle and
lumber manufacturing business. Pacific Shingle Company, Limited, "capital
$10,000, shares $10 each, incorporated to own and operate a shingle mill at
Westminster Junction; Mr. Geo. D. LaMont & Brothers, of New Westminster,
are connected with this concern. Keystone Lumber Company, Limited, capital
$50,000, shares $100 each, incorporated to carry on business of timber mer-
chants and lumber manufacturers ; Mr. John A. Smith, of Vancouver, Manager.
Edinboro' Timber Company, Limited, capital $200,000, shares $100 each ; Mr.
John A. Smith, of Vancouver, manager. Pacific Slope Lumber Company, Lim-
ited, capital $200,000, shares $100 each; Mr. John A. Smith, of Vancouver,
manager. Yellow Cedar Lumber Company, Limited, capital $500,000, shares
$100 each; Mr. John A. Smith, of Vancouver, manager. Hillis Timber & Trad-
ing Company, Limited, capital $25,000, shares $100 each, head office Promis
Building, Victoria, B.C: ; Mr. Percy D. Hillis, manager. Flewin & Sons, Lim-
ited, capital $50,000, shares $100 each, incorporated to operate a mill at Port
Essington, B.C. North-West Trading A Timber Company, Limited, capital
$250,000, shares $1 each.

LUMBER
W. C. Edwards& Co.

Limited

New Edinburgh Mills

Ottawa, Ontario

Pine, Spruce and Hemlock Lumber and Timber

;

Dimension Timber sawn all sizes
;

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock Lumber all thicknesses, dressed or

rough
;

Basswood, Birch, Maple and Oak, all

thicknesses ; Lath and Shingles (all kinds) ; all

grades of Pine and Spruce Sheeting and Floor-

ing
; V Joint, Beaded and Roofing

;
Sash, Doors,

Blinds, Mouldings and Factory Material of any

description ; Hardwood Flooring.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT

CAR OR
inch No. 1 Pine
cuts& better. ..$40

1 % inch No. 1

cuts and better. 50
2

' No. 1 Cuts and
Better ....... 52

1 % in. No. a Pine
cuts and better 38

2" No. a Pine Cuts
and Better. ... 40

1 % inch No 3 Cuts
and Better 32

2" No. 3 Cuts and
Better . . 38

1 in. Pine Dressing
and better shorts 24

iX4,6and8common 24

1 x 10 box 21

1 x 10 common and
dressing" 27

1X12 common. ... 28

2 x 10 common 25
2 and 3 x 1 2 common 26

1 x 10 inch box and
common . 24

i" mill run siding 23
1 x loand 1a mill

culls 18

1 in. mill cull sidings 16

1" dead cullsidings 12

1% inch flooring 25

Spruce mill run ... 18

00 44 00

00 52 00

00 54 00

00 45 00

00 47 00

00 36 00

00 42 00

00 27 00
00 26 00
00 23 00

00 29 00
00 30 00
00 27 00
00 28 00

00 26 00
00 25 c o

50 20 00

50 '7 5o

50 13 So
00 27 00
50 20 00

CARGO LOTS

Spruce mill culls.. 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 15 50
2x4 to8in.,toto 16ft . 15 50
2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 18 00
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber...

Douglas fir dimen-
sion timber up to

3a ft

Fir flooring, edge
grain

l^'
r No.i 4 ft. Pine
Lath

\W No. 2 4ft. lath

iK" 3a" pine.

.

\%" No. 1 4ft.

hemlock lath. .

XX Pine Shingles
X Pine Shingles .

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2''

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXX 5 to 3"...

Red pine, c & c f 1"

16 o°
17 o°
16 50
19 00

54 00

Red Pine, common 18 00

4 »S
3 75
1 50

3 5o
a 25

75

2 40
3 20

3 45
3 90
28 00
30 00
31 00
21 00

HARDWOODS—PER

Ash White ists and
2nds, 1 to 2''.

. . .$50 00
Ash, black, istsand

2nds 1 to 2" ... . 35 00
Ash, black common

and better 23 00
Birch, common and

better 1" 22 00
Birch, common and

better, ih^to 2" 25 00
Birch, 3 to 4' 28 00
Birch, x" x 4" and

up 10/16 ists and
2nds

Basswood, common
and better, 1".. 24 00

Basswood, common
and better 1 %
to 2" 28 00

Basswood mill run 20 00
Soft Elm. common,

and better 1%
to 2"

Soft Elm, common
and better 1".

Rock Elm, common
and better 1"

.

.

Rock Elm, 1% to 2'

1 sts & 2nds .

60 00

38 00

25 00

23 00

27 00
32 00

37 00

25 00

30 00
21 00

21 00 23 00

28 00 30 00

48 00

I

ME FEET, CAR LOTS.

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1" 21 00 22 50

Soft maple common
& better 1 % to 3" 25 00 27 00

Hard Maple ["X4"
& up 10/16 common
and better 27 00
Hard Maple 4"x 4"

& up 10, 16 common
and hetter 30 00
Oak, red. plain,

ists and 2nds \" 51 00
Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 2" 53 00
Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 3" 58 00
Oak, red, plain,

ists and2nds, 4" 58 00
Oak, white, plain,

1st and 2nds, 1" 51 00
Oak, white, i^"x4"

and up 10/16 . . 53 00
Oak, quartered,

1st and 2nds 1" 85 00
Oak, quartered,
istsand 2nds, \%
to 2" 88 00

Hickory ists and
2nds h'vy ij^to 3" 62 00 72 00

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTUR - R'S PRICES

Pine good sidings

:

lin. x7in and up
andij^" X

8' and up
2" x 7" and up
No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up

Pine good strips :

\ XA," and 1%"

.

.

2
Pine good shorts :

1
' x 7" and up .

.

\'%" and 1%"
. .

.

'2
'

7" to 9"A Sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

strips
Pine, No. 1 dressing

shorts
Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-

ter 12' to 16' ...

.

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

,

ings
Pine, s. c. strips. .

.

Pine, s. c. shorts. .

.

Pine, s.c. and better,

X4
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6
Pine, s.c. and better,

n,
iX7

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8
Pine, s.c. and better,

,
1x9

Pine, s.c. and better,

1 x 10
Pine, box boards.,
x 10 No . 1 barn .

.

1 x 10 No. 2
11

40 00

48 00 54 00

54 00

34 00 36 00

34 00
38 00
42 00

35 00
28 00

40 00

42 00
25 00

36 00

26 00

22 00

24 00

23 00
19 00
18 00

20 00

21 00

22 00

22 00

23 00

23 00

26 00

15 00
29 00
23 00

36 00
42 00

45 00

37 00
30 00

43 00

45 00
27 00

40 00

31 00

26 00

25 00

26 00
22 00
20 00

21 00

22 00

23 00

23 00

24 00

24 00

28 00
18 00
32 00
25 00

1 x b & 9 No. 2
"

Pine Shorts 6' to 1
1'

Pine mill culls.

Red Pine log run,
mill culls out. . ..

Spruce, i"x4" & up
Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10"
.

.

Spruce 1" clear (fine

Basswood log run,
dead culls out

Basswood log run
mill culls out.

Birch
Sott Elm, common,
and better 1, 1^,2"
Ash, black common
and betten" to 2"

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
13/8"
N , 2 white pine
Spruce, mill run
Red pine millrun
No. 1 white pine
«"&.&. ......
No. 2 white pine
1 "& i%
Spruce mill run
"& >x
Red Pine mill
run i" & ij^..

32" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18"

xx, 18"

White Cedar Shing
xxxx, 18' ...
Clear Butt, 18"

23 OO 26 o°
20 OO 22 t»o

22 OO 23 00
18 OO 20 00
10 OO 13 o< ]

>9 OO
15 OO 17 OO

17 OO 21

»4 OO 26 OO
*3 00 "5 OO

18 OO 2 OO

22 00 26 OO
18 00 20 OO

20 00 24 OO

25 00 28 OO

3 25 3 50
2 75 3 00
2 50 2 75
2 5° 2 75

3 00 3 25

2 OO 2 25

2 00 2 25

1 75 2 00
50 2 00

3 50 4 OO
a 75 3 25

50 1 75
es

4 »5 4 50
3 00 3 50
T 5o 1 75

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINK— IN THE RAFT. cts.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average 40 50
First class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal.. 62 60

RED PINE—IN THE RAFT.
Measured off, according to average and quality none
Shipping order " making

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality 60 65

ELM.
By the dram, accordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 65 70

" " 3° to 35 feet. 50 55

10 inches and up, according to average and quality 25
Average 16 inch

_ „
BIRCH.

'4 inch ,6
i9 "

2S
28

32

30
3*
36

SARNIA, ONT.
FINK, COM. AND BETTER.

x 6 and 8" So 00
in., 8" and up wide 55 00
A and 1%" " 57 00

59 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. : & better 44 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 52 00
8/4 .1 ,. , 54 00
6'4 x 6 & up No. 2 45 00
8/4 ,. ., ,, 47 00
6/4X ft & up No. 3 ,, 40 00
8/4 • ii 11 42 00

NO. 1 CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 41 00

50 00
50 00
54 00

.... 70 00

75 00

'A 'n-

1 A in-

am.
2% and .)'

4 in.

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide. .... 24 00
1 A" .... 39 00
1 A • 39 00
2 42 00
2K. 3 and 4" " 57 00 60 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00

ift and <A"
"

a "

''A- 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
l" x 4" 24 00
1 * 5'

. . 26 00
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

28

1 * 'O 28 OO
'" X 12" 30 OO
1" x 13 and, up 11 00
!i x 4 and 5* "j8 00

NO. I BARN.

1 ln 30 00 37 00
''A and a" 34 00

2^ and 3" 37 00
4 42 00

NO. 2 BARN.

i'A. i% and 2" 28 00
2% and 3" 30 00

NO. 3 BARN.

1 m 23 00 26 00
'A- 'A and 2" 23 00 26 00

No. 1, 1, 1%, 2" 21 00 23 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

'A' 'A and 2".
. . . 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1"

'• 'A- 'A and 2"

No. 2

15 00
15 00

14 00 15 00

No. i, 3a" 1 So 2 00
No. a, 48" 3 50
No. 1, 48" pine 4 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. . PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. I S. AND I E.

>M
2x6 and a x 8
a x 10. . .

.

6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14 x 16 ft

3 5° 16 50 18 00 t8 00
lb 00 16 50 18 00 18 00
16 50 17 00 >9 50 '9 5°
17 00 18 00 20 50 20 50

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

2x4-12 $19 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00
2 x 4-10-18-20 21 00
2x61 Q .o to 16 19 00

8 I

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
6 " 21 50
8 " 22 50
10 " aa 50
12 " 22 50

Flooring
4 or 6 inch No. 1 . . .

.

$3*
2 30 00
3 " 50

Shiplap— Finished
4 inch 19 00
6 " ai 50

22 5°inch

.

Siding
6 inch No. 1 3! Oo

" No. 2 29 00
" No. 3 22 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 4 75
No. 2 " " " 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER

3x6 and 3x8
3 « 10

3 x 12

4 x 4 to 6 x 8 ...

.

4 x 10 to 10 x 10.

.

8x8
6 x 14 up to 32 ft

12 ft. 14 and 16 tt

..21 50 21 50
23 OO 22 00

• 23 50 24 OO
2 ' 5° 22 50

22 SO
• 235O 22 50

29 80

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 8 to 16 ft

18 to 32 ft

a x 10, a x 12, 8 to 16 ft.

18, ao, aa ft.

a4, 26, 28, 30, 32
2 x 14 up to 32 ft .

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft

3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft. .

6 x 6 to 6 x 12 up to 32 ft

3 z 14, 4 x 14

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 1

up to 3a

10 x 20 •

8 x 20 • • .

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine. 4 in

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring ...

F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce
8 to 16 ft., 6 in ;

B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16'

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch

mixed w dths

$19 So
21 50
20 00
23 00
2t 00
25 00
22 50
25 00
25 00
2500

b,

$24 80
26 80

27 30

3050
37 00
37 00
31 00
29 00

ao 00

>7 5°
20 50
'9 50

S25 00
20 00
850
5 50
10 50

SHINGLES.
XXX B.C.Cedar 3.10
X X B. C. Cedar 2.25XXX Dimension. 151

LATH.
No. 1 Mixed W & R Pine.
No. 1 B. C. Fir

»3 00

* s<

HARDWOODS, CAR LOTS, F. O. B. WINNIPEG.
THE PREVAILING PRICES, PER IM FEET, FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER Ala -

1" C/andsJplain Oak $60 00
2" " " " 65 00

7S 00
78 00
63 00

... 70 00
78 00

4S 00
49 00

• • • : 53 00

43 °°

47 00
SO 4°

. _ .5 50
Flooring Canadian Clear ja 00

SS 00

Ash

Birch .

.

Maple

American

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.
WHITE PINE

(Wholesale selling price.

U ppe rs 1, iA. 'A' and a

$82
2 lA and 3in 90
4 in.. . _ 95 00

Selects 1 in . . . . 7300
1Ji to a in. ya 00
2A and 3 in . ... 85 00
4 in

;
90 00

Fine common, lin 57 00
\% and 1 A i n 59 00
2 in . ... 61 00

3 jn 80 00
4 /n 85 00

Cut'g up, No. 1. lin. . . 45 00
• jT and \% in 54 00
,* w„ . Cuts... -° —1

No.
No. 2, 1 in
No 2, iA. & 'A in...
No. 3, 1 M, and >A in

No 3 iA" & 2" ... .

Dressing iA in.

<A x 10 and 12 45

58 00
28 00

43 00
32 00
35 00
42 00

<A in.

Shelving;, No. 1, 1 1 in and
up, in

No. 1 Mold »t'ps 1 to a in.
No. a Moulding Strips. 1

to 2 in
Barn, No. 1, tain

6. 8 and 10 in
No. a. 10 in

No. a, 12 in

No. 3, 10 in

No. 3 1a in ...

Box, 1 x 4
1 x 6 & up
1 x 10
iz la

IX 13 and up
iA and iA & a in

Mill Culls, ,

'A< 'A and a in

40 00
42 00

45 °°
54 00

4a 00
37 00
3a 00
3a 00
33 00
a7 00
28 00
21 00
24 00
24 00
25 00
26 00
as 00
ao 00
ao 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the j< I ter
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

white ASH.

1st & 2nd, 1 inch.

.

|J£ to a inch

2A to 4 inch

40 00 42 00 I

44 00 46 00 I Strips

48 00 54 00 I Com. and culls . .

.

22 00 24 00
14 00 22 00

BLACK AND BROWN
1st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 42 00 I Com. good culls 14 00 ao 00

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red

1st and 2nd, rock, 6

inch and up
Common and culls.

1st and 2nd hand
Common and culls

40 00 42 00
1st & 2nd, w hite, 6
inch and up 30 00 32 00

Common and good
culls ,6 00 18 00

ELM.

I 1st and 2nd, soft, 6
32 00 35 00 I inch and up .... 36 00 a8 00
15 00 17 00 [ Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE
20 00 2 3 OO

14 00 1 5 00
1st and 2nd, soft. . ao 00 13 00
Common and culls. 12 00 13 00

BOSTO.N, MASS.
White Pine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch
Selects, 1 to 2 inch
Fine Common, 1 inch

iA to 2 inch .

.

No. 1 Cuts 1 inch .

.

iA to 2 inch
No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch

1A to 2 inch
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12

No. 1, 1 x 10
No. 1, 1 x 8 .

.

No. 2, 1 x 12 . .

.

No.
No.
No
No.
No.

Spruce, 10 and ia in

9 in. and under
10 and ia in. random lengihs 10 ft. and up ....
2x2. 3x4, 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 f t .

and up
5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up.p, is
Canadian Spruce boards
Vermont Spruce boards, matched . .

1x2 and 1x3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundled
1 H" Spruce laths

«K"

i x 10 ...

.

ix 8
ix 12 ....

I X 10 ... .

1x8
dimension

.

- $92 00
. 80 00
58 00
63 00

• • 45 00

54 00
• 35 00

.. 38 00
. 46 00
• 36 00
• 35 00

. . 38 00
•• 34 00

33 5o
. 32 00
. 30 00

. . 29 00

24 00
24 00

21 50

22 00
19 00
23 00
22 00
20 00
4 00

3 4°

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras $3 go
Clears

3 4D
Second clears . 3 ,c
Clear Whites
Extra is > Clear whites out) t ^0
Extra is (Clear whites in) , ^Q

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.

Red Cedar Extra, 16" 5 butts to a" 3 85
" " Eurekas, 18" " " ._.
" " Perfections, 5 butts to a)f" 460

$94 ' 0

84 00
60 00
65 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00

37 00
40 00

35 00
34 00

33 00
31 00
30 00
27 00
25 00
26 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
aa 50
22 00
3 80

3 50

$4 00

3 5°
2 35
2 30
1 45
1 60

3 75
4 25

4 75
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES
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That's what this fellow is doing

but He isn't getting much,
but the Retailer who takes

notice of our stock

Is Getting
something which will please both

him and his customer.

We aim to please everybody

and our stock is put up to do it.

WRITE US

Our Specialties

No. 2 Quebec
Spruce

New Brunswick

White Cedar Shingles
These two commodities are manufactured by us under our personal super-

vision from our own timber Unds and mills in he Province of Quebec, Can.,

and are both superlative articles put up for the most critical retail buyers.

They are just as good as we represent and the best for quality and grade that

can be produced. Send us an order. Once tried you find that they will win

and keep your customers.

Saw & Shingle Mills:

Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q.

Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P .Q.

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Sayabec, P. Q. Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,
Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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List of Steam Specialties Manufactured
and sold by us :

Improved Cyclone Shaking and

Dumping Grate Bar

Feed Water Heaters

Vacuum Valves

mm

Boiler Feed Pumps Vacuum Pumps

Back Pressure Valves Reducing Valves

Oil Separators9 Pump Strainers

III v"

mp Co

;
denser

r"l IHUH Vacuum Governors

Pump Governors

Exhaust Heads

Automatic Air Vents

Hot Water Meters

Smoke Consumers

Vacuum Heating

We control and manufacture the
N. D. Vacuum specialties which
enables us to give special induce-
ments to any one requiring
Vacuum Heating.

We make a specialty of overhauling and remodelling Steam Plants
Write for particulars and further information

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Company
Limited

36-38 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO

The Alligator

Steam Warping' Tug
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with
flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST & PEACHEY
SIMCOF, . . . ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals

TV^E have some interesting

facts to give you re-

garding our new type of
Gang. You must know
about the new oscillation.

You ought to know it right
away. Just write us that
you want full particulars of
our No. 10, 15 and 16 Gangs
and learn of the greatest
achievement in the con-
struction of saw mill ma-
chinery in years.

Wickes Brothers
Seattle Office—410 White Bldg. Saginaw, Mich.

LUMBER
DRY KILNS

Natural Draft Moist Air System
Steel Roller Bearing Trucks
Shaving Exhaust Systems
Hot Blast Heating Systems

§heUwma, fimM - Salt, (Dntario
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Fairbanks
Valves

RENKWABLE DISC, asbes-

tos packed, suitable for

any pressure and any
condition of service. A
perfectly steam and air

tight valve.

CHANGES from an old disc

to a new one takes less

than one minute. No
tools needed except a
wrench to remove bonnet.

SELF CLEANING, no dirt

or sediment can lodge on

seat to prevent closing

the valve.

Steam Goods All Kinds.

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

Fairbanks Wood
Expert Opinion

Experts agree that the wood Split Pulley offers

many advantages over other types.

The FAIRBANKS WOOD SPLIT PULLEYS
are the result of years of experience and are

conceded to be as near perfect in every mechan-

ical detail as possible.

SHAFTING — HANGERS CLUTCHES
COUPLINGS — BALL-BEARINGS

BEARING METAL — CONVEYING MACH-
INERY, Etc.

Fairbanks
Belting

LEATHER BELTING made from
the finest selected oak tanned
hides. Only 16% of the whole
hide utilized. Absolutely

uniform.

BALATA BELTING for damp
places. No better belt made
to withstand the excessive

moisture. Treated with special

composition which does not

deteriorate with age.

CHAIN DRIVES of all kinds for

those who desire that kind of

a drive.

TRANSMISSION APPLIANCES

Split Pulleys
Structural Advantages.

Made of well seasoned bass wood, carefully

seasoned and kiln dried. Each segment is

nailed as well as glued to the next.

The webb coostruction of the arm which is

built into the rim not only strengthens it, but
makes it impossible for the rim to work loose

at the arm.

ALL SIZES — STRAIGHT OR CROWNED
MADE IN CANADA.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
for every requirement.

FAIRBANKS STANDARD SCALES, TRUCKS, JACKS. FAIRBANKS-MORSE GAS & GASOLINE ENGINES, MOTORS & GENERATORS

HOISTS — ALUNDUM GRINDING WHEELS — FILES — VISES — BLOWERS — ECLIPSE ROOFING — Etc.

TH E The TH E

fW(o Canadian Fairbanks Co. (AF7(6
V> V Montreal united ^ V ^

LTD St. John, N.B. - Toronto - Winnipeg - Calgary - Vancouver LTD
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DeLoach "Prince"
Hand Feed Shingle Mill

JOHN H CRANE
Manufacturer of Lumber and Shingles

DeLOACH MILL MFG. CO., Montkrkv. A..a., Juw a, .907.
Bridgeport. Ala.

Gentlemen-I purchased from you in 1905 a "Prince" hand feed shingle machine.
1 have operated it and find it all you claim for it. Wc cut at the rate of ,0,000 shingles in
10 hours and made first class shingles. I consider vour machine a very light running
machine. If I wanted another hand machine I would certainly bu) a IULoach Prince.

With best wishes for your success, I am
Yours very truly.

John H. Crane.

Send for Catalogue of Engines, Hoilers, Gasoline Engines, Saw Mills
Shingle Mills Planers, Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills,Water Wheels, Etc. Complete Circular and Band Mill Equipment

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 511,
BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

Gang' Edgers
and

Gang' Circulars
Made of Different Styles and Capacities.

Descriptive booklet mailed free to any address on request

P. Payette & Company
Penatanguishene, Ont.

Branch Office and Warehouse :

New Orleans, Louisiana 421 Carondelet Street

EVEN THE UNTUTORED SAVAGE
or relucfant^rl

*" CHmeS
'
kn6W that When he b,ew on th* newly-kindled

IT BURNED BETTER.

lateo^^JSTO^f^l^111 at W°rk at hiS fOTSe has stimu "

LT HOTFIRE
hereVer

'* 18 necessar5' or desirable' to generate an INTENSE-
A BLAST IS USED.

If you desire to increase the efficiency of your boilers—

factory-
Cann0t bUm WCt

'

green °r fr02en sawdust o'r other refuse satis-

ditions-
ere dayS Wh6n y°U ,ack steam

>
on accou"t of weather con-

old r
J

e1fa
r

bIe
fr0m ^ SaVa9e

'

the blacksmith a^ the founder, and put in the

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
are

WE SELL ON APPROVAL,

^^Sffl?«2M &SnUShIy t6St the ^ »*" the

boilers, from one up.—No change in con^triTotior,
p or any num »er of

made through each * h°lf.niust be
be disturbed.-The largest outfit ca/be nstallld between quftt n

&
ttaeVr?,?»suss*K^eSSS*

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Greenville - Michi

The largest manufacturer of Grates, Edgers and Tri

"gan
mmers in the world
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A Single Order for30 landless

KachBelt Cicuide xjjply (53fcetLor^]
i
ybr-i3rivixi.^ Motors

Supplied injaniaarx 1905 \o one dfxne laj^esi Mines in SocltIi Africa W

B

E

L

T

I

N

G

Sole Canadian Agents Stock Carried in Canada

The
147 Bannatyne Ave.

Winnipeg:, Man.

General Supply Co.
of Canada, Ltd.

FLECK BROS., LIMITED, Vancouver, B.C.

219-221 Bank St.

Ottawa, Ont,

"THE DUNBAR 99

STEAM
New and Improved

LOGGING ENGINES
Best on the Market

This is the machine for which we claim all the good Qualities possessed by any other
and a great many valuable improvements besides.

This lime we wish to call your attention to one of
many important points which prove conclusively the

superiority of the Dunbar Logging Engines : that

of the Hydraulic Apparatus for raising and lowering
the Boiler, an invention of our Mr. Dunbar, Sr. (for

which patents are pending). By this device all danger
from rush of water to either end of the Boiler, caused
by irregularities of the road, is avoided. One of the

most serious drawbacks in other Engines is the fact

that the Boiler is stationary on the frame, consequent-
ly a source of great anxiety because of the danger to

both the Crown Sheet and the Tubes. You can readi-

ly understand that in going up or down hill either the

Crown Sheet or the Tubes are bared, causing them to

become so heated that they will leak badly, and after

repetition for a time the Boiler will be practically

ruined.

This improvement, which supersedes our previous

method for raising or lowering the boiler, has been
added since cut herewith shown was made.

Should you conteniplnte putting in a Logging
Engine we shall be glad to take the matter up with

you and give you all particulars.

Quotations for Logging Sleds furnished.

Write Us for Particulars

The Alex. Dunbar <fc Sons Company
Woodstock, N.B. Limited
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There are more DISSTON BRAND Band
and Circular Saws used than any other make,
and by a large majority.

WE MAKE THIS STATEMENT WITHOUT

WHY?
FEAR

Because millmen and sawyers recognize by the

use of the DISSTON SAWS they obtain the

greatest results for the least cost.

OF SUCCESSFUL CONTRADICTION.

MATERIAL

HARDENING

Finest

Crucible Steel

POINTS OF MERIT

AND

TEMPERING

DlSSTON

Method

GRINDING

TENSIONING

DlSSTON

Method

Disston

Method

UNIFORMITY.
TOUGHNESS.
GREATEST TENSILE STRENGTH AND ELASTICITY.
Being Manufacturers of our own steel, and thoroughly familiar with its makeup, we

are able to absolutely adjust the hardening and tempering processes to the degree
giving that perfect combination of hardness and toughness that produces the
"edge, tension-holding and standing up qualities" for which the DISSTON SAWS
are renowned.

By the DISSTON METHOD all Band Saws are ground perfectly flat and uniform in
thickn«ss, thus making possible a very close adjustment of the guides without
creating any friction or heat when in operation at the highest rate of feed; and all
Circular Saws, whether tapered or of even thickness, are perfectly flat ground on
the surface, thus insuring in all saws perfect clearance and true balance.

The uniformity of the material, temper and grinding is a large factor in the proper
adjustment of tension; and this, together with the Disston process of tensioning
is the reason why the DISSTON SAWS will manufacture more lumber, under the
same conditions, than any other brand of saw.

In the DISSTON BRAND of SAWS you have the advantages of the product of a proeress.ve up-to dalesaw factory, the LARGEST IN THE WORLD, and where saws are made throughout, from the making of the steel
itself—the superiority of which has been demonstrated for the past fifty-three years—to the finishing- operation andeach process is performed by mechanics of long experience and highest order of skill.

'

WE HAVE BEEN MAKING SAWS FOR OVER 68 YEARS

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.
KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL, STEEL, AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INQUIRE INTO THE MERITS OF OUR

New Tie or Log Siding Machine
It slabs both sides of the logs accurately and rapidly at the one operation Bothsaws movable to or from the centre simultaneously by means of a lever within
the sawyer s easy reach, and the spacing indicated on a quadrant in plain siehtThis machine will cut over 3,000 ties in ten hours. In any mill using a Gang

this machine, if used for preparing the cants, will
increase the output 20%. It is a compact machine,
strongly built, as the cut indicates, to withstand hard
and continuous usage. It is without an equal, let
alone a superior, in this line, because it meets the
requirements perfectly. Let us have an opportunity
of sending descriptive matter, and price.

WE CAN ALSO INTEREST YOU IN

Saw Mill Machinery
We build a complete line for any desired capacity.

Our Triumph Turbines are unexcelled. They will give more power than any other Water Wheel on the market.

CATALOGUES FOR THE ASKING.

Head Office and Works : Lindsay, Ontario
u c 01

Eastern Representative: Western Representative :

* E' Plant>
X 79Q St. James Street, Montreal, Que. Canadian Fairbanks Company, Vancouver, B. C.
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R. H. SMITH CO., Limited
St. Catharines, Ont.

We are the Sole Manufa^c- O *—~ ^ J ' >«»^.~v_^M in the Dominion
turers of Saws under the Simonds Process of Ca^rvacdaL

There is no process its equal for tempering circular saws. Other makers recognize this fact, as some

of them, in order to sell their goods, claim to have the same process. All such Claims are FALSE,

as the patentee in the U. S. and ourselves are the only firms in the world who use it.

INSERTED TOOTH SAWS
Notice the improved shank. We call particular

attention to the swell which strengthens it at the weakest

part and which gives it more wear than the old style.

Shanks made in usual gauges and to fit your saws

perfectly.

SHINGLE SAWS
The quality of the " Simonds " Shingle Saws is

proven by the fact that the largest shingle and machine

manufacturers in Canada are using them.

Run a " Simonds" and you will increase your

output.

The Simonds Temper

and style of tooth make

the " Leader" the fast-

est and easiest cutting-

saw manufactured.

Write for prices.

R. H. SMITH CO. Limited St. Catharines, Ont.
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Safe, Reliable and Efficient
When you select Shimer Cutter Heads you get more than a mereassembling of materials. You get an outfit t hat combines the skill ofthe expert workmen, the most approved mechanical features and years

of experience.

THE SHIMER CUTTER HEADS are made of Steel that is forgedand hammered into dies. We use this material because of its dose
grain, uniform solidity and dependable strength. Machines to-da^carry faster feeds; the spindles in them run at greater velocity theHeads must sustain increased working strain as well as to overcome
the power of centrifugal force. Metals from which Cull,., Heads aremade must be stronger, tougher and more firm in grain and texture to
successfully meet requirements of to-day.

„ ^
Let " s send you full particulars about the later makes of ShimerCutter Heads—how they can he expanded to.suit differentthicknesses ofmaterial in an instant—how they will save you all the "fitting and trying"—how they will remove many of the annoyances which come up daily.
Our Catalogue and Pattern Book contains 200 pages of Cutter Headinformation which we are pleased to mail on request.

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons,
MILTON,

Pennsylvania

If You Want
any kind of Machinery, see us and we will show it

to you right in Vancouver.

We cater especially to the logging and saw-
mill industries, carrying the largest" stock of new
and second-hand machinery in Vancouver.

Some of Our Specialties

Washington Iron Works Logging Engines

Hiester Geared Logging Locomotives

Logging Trucks

Leonard Engines and Boilers

Good Second-Hand Machinery bought and sold

Hoisting and Logging Engines for rent

Warehouse and Storage Accommodation for rent

Vancouver Machinery Depot
Limited

Offict
: 441 Seymour Si. Warehouse and Wharf : Foot of Alder St.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Robb-Mumford
Water Tube Boiler

Free Expansion of Tubes— Perfect Water

Circulation—Dry or Superheated Steam

—

Half the usual number of handholes.

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST. N. S.

DISTRICT f£
r
n
d

r,7'

,v

,

B
,

ank BmUHug. Toronto. William McKay, Manager
OFFICES 1 SeV Telephone Building. Montreal, Watson Jack, Manager

(.Union Bank Budding, Wimdpeg, J. F. Porter, Manager

Make Bigger Shingle Profits
by installing- this machine and cut down the cost
of manufacture. If

The Columbia
will make more and better shingles, from the same
stock, in less time, than any other machine, doesn't
it add to your profits ?

Write for Catalog and Details

PERKINS & CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
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EDGERS

i

New Design " New Champion" Edger Standard Table.

New Champion Edger, "Special." Saws Operated by Hand Wheels.

We build Edgers for all sizes of mills in five styles :

Single Edger
Light Champion 3 saw 30 in. opening

New Champion 40 in., 48 in., 56 in. opening
Big Champion 48 in., 54 in., 60 in., 66 in., 72 in., 84 in., 96 in., openings

Big Champion in combination with Gang Cluster Section at side for 12 saws

We also manufacture a full line of Bandmills, Cast Steel Carriages, Niggers, Kickers, Circular
Mills, Engines, Boilers, Etc.

Waterous Engine Works Co.
Limited

Brantford, Canada
'

.



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
You have your books audited by firms of expert accountants, you have your plants appraised by expert appraisers

companies—Why ? To get the best at the lowest cost.

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance—Our inspector and adjusters are lumbermen as well as insurance men. We can
handle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessable policy, and absolutely sound indemnity.

Drop us a line and we will explain our methods fully.

By Lumbermen

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway - NEW YORK

For Lumbermen

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS OF

STAVED COLUMNS
PRICE LIST

OF

Stock Columns
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Write us for prices

on Veneered Doors,

Newel Posts, etc. Our
Stock Doors are well

manufactured. We
make doors in all the

cabinet woods.

BATTS LIMITED
48 Pacific Avenue, WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT 5
KNOWN

OUR
fr_
EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

H. WALTERS & SON, hull, canada
VANCOUVER BRANCH : Corner Powell and McLean Streets.

MANUFACTURERS OF
AXES, ALL KINDS AXE HANDLES, MACHINE KNIVES, ALL KINDS LUMBERINC & LOCCINC TOOLS

long distance phone. We supply the Largest Lumbermen in Canada.

J. R. Booth, Ottawa, Oni.; W. C. Edwards & Co., Rockland, Ont.; McLachlan
Bros., Arnprior ; E. B. Eddy Co., Limited, Hull ; A. & B. Gordon & Co., Pem-
broke ; G. Perley & Co., Calumet, Que.; Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Hawkes-
bury, Ont.; A. Fraser Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont.; Shepherd & Morse Lumber
Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Hull Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Gilmour & Hughson, Hull,

P.Q. ; Imperial Paper Mills of Canada, Sturgeon Falls, Ont. ; Alg-oma Com-
mercial Com., Limited, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.; Graves, Bigwood & Co., Byng
Inlet, Ont.; Turner Lumber Co., Worthington, Ont.; J. J. McFadden, White-
fish, Ont.; St. Anthony Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Northern Timber and
Lumber Co., Markstay, Ont.

H.WALTERS & SONS Lumbering #
Logging Tools
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
" Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

SWASTIKA Long Life Babbitt
Copper Hardened

SWASTIKA , )j

Is Specially Alloyed For Saw Mill Machinery
Oiir experience of 50 years in the Saw Business has en-
abled us to design a Babbitt for Saw Mill Machinery.

At Minimum Price with Maximum Quality

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

The James Robertson Co. Limited
144 William Street MONTREAL, QUE.

Agents for Vancouver : The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Niue - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
Machinery, in Canada. stake their reputation on

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies mm

FOR COOL BEARINGS

We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
HAMILTON, ONT.

We Make

SPECIAL BELTS
for

Special Work
and

Guarantee Results

WRITE OUR NEAREST WAREHOUSE

D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
909-311 Craig West 200 King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JONM, N.B.
11 St. Peter St. 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. <& SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents,Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptive*.

J. J. TURNER. <a SONS
Cor. George, King& Water St>., Peterborough, Ont., Can

itTHE GREAT BELT"
beats all rivals every time

Strength
XTniformity

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Street. MONTREAL
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WILLIAM HAMILTON Co
PETERBORO ONTARIO

Some of Our Steam

Set Works
Because they are great money-savers, you will

put them in your mill sooner or later.

They are easy to install and you can connect
them to your carriage any time without much trouble.

They will positively increase your output, will

help you cut better lumber, and make your setter's

work easier.

Four Inch Steam Set Works

Two Inch Steam Setter.

They are of unquestioned value to their

present users and they are now working
successfully in more than three hundred
mills.

The Two Inch Machine will set for any
thickness up to 2 inches with one stroke
of the lever, and the Four Inch Machine
sets up to 4 inches at one stroke.

If you would like to know more about
them, send for our catalogue.

Remember we make everything

for a Saw Mill

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., of Vancouver, are our Sales Agents in British Columbia
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J. B. MILLER, President

The
W. B. TIXDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed)

Limited

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

VIEW OF OUR MILLS AT PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has don
Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

e ours.

Address all communications to the

Traders Bank Building,

Phone Main 1016

HEAD OFFICE:

Toronto, Ont.
Telegraph Codes :

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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Split Posts
Posts Good
Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

MUIR & TERRY

LATH
WHITE and RED PINE

CEDAR POSTS

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

J. K. MUIR H. J. TERRY
Phone, Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE ONT.

MANUFACTURERS

L
UMBER, TIMBER,

JOISTING, LATH,

BOXES and SHOOKS

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & GO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood

Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

Dry Hard Maple
Wanted

1 in. and in. common
and better. State quan-

tity and lowest price.

Cash less 2%.

C. A. Larkin
Toronto, Ont.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Sawing Season has commenced, and we

are now in a position to furnish promptly,

= Dimension Bill Stuff in=

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Geo. Gordon & Co.
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED

Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

SHINGLES
¥ UMBER
Lath

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

LEAK & CO.
Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce,

Basswood, Maple, Birch

and Black Ash

Send us list of what you have a*d your best*

Cash Prices

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill
Stuff. We have also stocks of Ash, Elm,
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X. XX, XXX. XXXX.
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICF.

:

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillla. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and
sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
' HOLES.* LI

J^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

\\7E are in the market and pay
the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street East

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber u Spedmlty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER
White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock

Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and
Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Jhe Ontario Lumber
CO. Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River, Ont. Water Shipment.
Yard: Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Prices

Home Lite Building, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock
On Temiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of North Bay

HAILEYB VR Y, ONT.

" Well bought is half sold
"

Why bother with Spruce

and Balsam Flooring when
you can get

1x4 and 5 in.

Selected Red Pine

Red Knotted

Bone Dry

Rough or Dressed

Our planing mill work is

unexcelled.

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

1007-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng- Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

Al/'E Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds
v * of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
A fully equipped Planing Factory in connec-
tion Dressed Lumber, Flooring in Pine,
Hardwood or Hemlock, % Ceilings, Sash
and Doors. Mouldings, Wood Turning, etc.

Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-
ty at current prices.

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO
We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce
and Hardwood Lumber

Write or call on us
Dry Spruce for Sale

The

Brockville
Wholesale and Retail

Lumber
Lumber,

Company
Lath,

LIMITED Shingles,
Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y. Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

s

talph Loveland, Pres.
K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.

C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.
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Oyamel Company
K. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.
and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited.

Hochelaga°B^nk Building- QliebeC, QllC

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN nONOGII,
President.

JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM,
Vice-President.

Wholesale Dealers Only

A. 11. MACAUK,
Secretary.

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang

SPECIAL DRIVE

Limited

Red Pine Flooring Strips -Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1212 Traders Bank Chambers
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

TORONTO

J L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,
B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,
Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited
National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, *rr\ur\Krrr\ r\%.rr

(Telephone Main 6244). 1 UKUIN 1 U, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber ana Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. ! . WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber * Lath • Shingles

Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

MIDLAND, ONT,
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CAMERON & CO., Limited

LUMBER

LATH

SHINGLES

MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

ASH
BASSWOOD

TIMBER

POLES

POSTS

MILL AND YARD: OPEONCO, ONT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, ONT.

Th<
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA

EASTERN

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W B8T E H X

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all grades and i "SPECIAL BRAND " cheaper
and better than Eastern Clear Ihitts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

A Selected Lot of Mill Run

White Pine and
Spruce Lumber

also

\
l/2 and \}i White Pine and Spruce Lath

Selling Agents for Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street - OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-
ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
In Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West - - - MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone .Main 5554 55 st Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
PARTICULARLY

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,
British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

Also selling EATON'S (Orillia) celebrated

EMPIRE BRAND HARDWOOD FLOORING

YOUR ENQUIRIES SOLICITED

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard:
Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Buyers

Send me your enquiries.

I have a large stock to
ship from.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Wholesale Lumber Dealer

MONTREAL
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Detroit Columns are Builders' Favorites

Our famous Lock-Joint

has popularized our Colon-

ial Columns with archi-

tects and builders every-

where. We carry columns

in any desired wood and

in every style and length.

Retail lumber dealers

should investigate our
lines They increase trade

and reputation.

The Detroit Column & Manufacturing Company
The Largest Column Manufactubebs in United States

Detroit - Michigan

Officers and Directors

:

R. H. DOWNMAN, PRESIDENT

FREDERIC WILRERT, 1ST VICE-PRES.

UPO. W. DODGE, 2ND VICE-PRES.

F. B. WILLIAMS

WM L. BURTON

J. C RIVES

J A. H1LUARD.
Secretary & General Manager

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

Directors:

JOHN DEBLIEIX

Gt'S DREWS
EDWARD HANSON

L. H. PRICE

H. M. GOTTEN

H. B. HEWES

Shipment bv Rail or Sea,
Cable Address " REDCYPRESS

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress Lumber,

Shinges, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity: 3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We Carry Everything in Standard Grades and Sizes of Rough or Dressed

Louisiana Red Cypress
FRED J. DAVENPORT, Box 425, Detroit, Michigan, Canadian Representative
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address :"\Yalmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Picktord Sc Black I Whart

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
and

Heading
WRITE TO

James Webster & Bro., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool. England

Cable Address : Sawmill. Liverpool

Qant & Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwood End Matched
'

riwJr •
U Bored

» Polished

Fioonno
Siemon Bros., Ltd.

WIARTON, Ont.
Office : 309 Confederation Life Bide., Toronto

EAD1E DOUGLAS, CO.
22 St. John Street, Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

THE EAST KOOTENAY

LUMBER COMPANY Limited
Saw and Planing Mills at Ryan, Cranbrook artd Jaffray. B. C.

Capacity 150.000 Feet per Day.

BUY
E. K. L. Co.'s

LARCH
PINE AND FIR

Lumber, Timber, and all kinds of Mouldings,

also Dealers in Railway Ties, Piles and Poles.

Large Stocks of Well Seasoned
Dry Material always on hand

HEAD OFFICE

CRANBROOK, B.C.

Everything in

WOOD GOODS
Shingles our Specialty

Prices always consistent with the Market

1 & V

1

1

WESTERN
VUV-y V 'Mr* ; If

LUMBER

SHINGLE

C°

Vancouver!'
' -.c

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

SEND US
a t t •! Ii;

your;,\i

iiNoumfEs

RAIL OR WATER
SHIPMENTS
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, B. C. E. H. HEAPS <fe CO., Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

VANCOUVER. B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AAl HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER—Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINCS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH GRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W. J. LOVERING. 1512-13 Traders Bank Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

A Suggestion— To the Trade

!

We believe that the Lumber Trade in the Prairie Provinces and Ontario will make a mistake
by not stocking up as heavily as possible with British Columbia Lumber and Shingles at
present prices—which are very low: in fact lower prices with $10.00 to $11.00 logs, and
$5.00 to $5.50 shingle bolts, are an impossibility.

A word to the wise should be sufficient. Send us your order.

Export Lumber & Shingle Company, Limited wholesale Dealers

Flack Block, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles. 541 Hastings street.

Logs, Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Cable Address—Gillisco.

r~~w it__ f American Lumberman Telecode.
L ODES L SED \ , , w»

\ \\ ESTERN L NION.

C. H. GILLIS & CO.
LIMITED

445 Granville St., allCiJUVer, D. V/.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
and 125,000 feet

LUMBER
Bowman Lumber Co.

LIMITED
R.EVELSTOKE, B. C

MAM FACTI RBRS OF

Ceda^r, White
Pii\e a^rvd

Fir Prodvicts
Shiplap, Boards, Dimension Siding, Finish,

Lath, Shingles

Annual Capacity, 50,000,000 feet

Mills at

Rev elstoke. B. C. Comaplix, B. C.

The Pacific Woods Co,
Head Office: 206-200 Loo Bl.ltf.,

Cor. Hustings and Abbot Sts., Vancouver, B.C.

Correspondence

Solicited Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

Timk<=>r T im ire
We have Several Large Blocks for Sale

1 1I11UCI l^llllUb with Arm SiteS) near Vancouver.

The Fernie Lvimber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch
Rough and Dressed Lumber

Dimension and Bridge Timber
a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE - - B.C.

13he

Yale-Columbia Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : Nelson, B. C.
Mills at N»kusp, Westly. Cascade and Nelson B.C.

We use American Lumberman Telecode.

MANUFACTURERS OF

All Kinds Rough and Dressed Lumber,
Mouldings, Lath, Etc.

DEALERS IN

Cedar and Fir Piles, Telephone and Telegraph
Poles, Fence Posts, Etc.

Rat Portage Lumber Co.
f3he

Limited
(WITH MILLS AT WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER. HARRISON RIVER. KENORA. RAINY RIVER AND BANNING.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shooks and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple Flooring,
Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac Piling, etc.

Our Vancouver Mill cuts High-Grade Cedar, Fir and Spruce Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles. Winnipeg Mills cut Pine, Tamarac and Spruce Lumber.

head
d
office RAT PORTAGE LUMBER. COMPANY. Limited. WINNIPEG. MAN.

D. C. CAMERON. PRESIDENT AMD GENERAL MANAGER.
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Authorized Capital $250,000 (^50,000)

Imperial Timber a„d

Trading' Co., Ltd
P.O. Box 930, Vancouver, B. C.

Export Lumber
an<

Standing Timber

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOUGLAS FIR (Columbian Pine), REDCEDAR and SPRUCE, ALASKA PINE, CYPRESS and CALIFORM \REDWOOD (Sequoia).

Can be shipped in Small Parcels. Straight or Mixed Cargoes

1
'.

'

. U ") J ' .
'

1 1

1

1 1
'umi B mTT HIIIIWBIIWim

Manufacturers of

Fir and Ceda^r

LUMBER.
Speciality

Red Cedar Shingles
Correspondence Solicited

l 1
1

1

1
' / / ' I

f BrnwmUl, Mood ji 1 1 l«, * C

MILL* J MUl
- * 0.

j
B*t«1 BUinj Mill, Tiutnnr, B 0.

I BhiB(U Mill N. t Vuiomtr, b 0.

Gait Machine Knife Works

!J
[Jl

Machinery Knives
OK KVKKY OKKCRII'TION KOR

WOODWORKING MACHINES
Send for Price List

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited - Gait, Ont.

Savoie @. Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Spruce, Hemlock and Birch

1% in. Spruce Lath

Cedar Shingles R. R. Ties
8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posis
Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood

Con espondence Solicited MANSEAU, QUE.
on I.C.Ky. no miles cast of Montreal

Th<

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
Limited

St. John, N. B. and Montreal, Que.

New Brunswick

Cedar Shingles
Spruce, Pine
Hemlock
Lath

etc.

Wholesale

Yellow Pine
Whitewood
Cypress
Oak

etc.

„ M nee
Car or Cargo Shipments only

Head Office :

Globe Atlantic Building - St. John, N. B.
Montreal Branch: 180 St. James St.

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mass.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln
Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
6

MONTREAL, P.O.
LONG DISTANCK TELEPHONE
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE
RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Ye^rd GL Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MOR.R.1STOWN. N. Y.

Mills <& Hea,d Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

New York City

Guy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street TORONTO

Want to Buy
One carload 1st and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x 18^ in., 10 ft.

6 in to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.
Four carloads 1st and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1 '4 in. x 2^ in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be well

manufactured and free of defects.

Four carloads 1st and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up, wide.
Coffin lengths.

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

Let Us Supply You with

Hardwood Flooring
We make a 3/8" end matched Mooring in Birch,

Maple or Oak, that is unsurpassed by any manu-
facturer of building materials.

We get the very best wood and then apply the
most careful and most skilful workmanship. Our
product, consequently, has been branded with suc-
cess. Shall we quote you our prices?

J. R. Eaton & Sons,
Montreal Agent : C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St. Telephone Main

ORILLIA,
ONTARIO

TWO THINGS are mainly responsible for the success of

Our High Grade

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
First : We secured the necessary and adequate supply of

the best Long Leaf Yellow Pine Timber in the south.

Secondly: We applied modern facilities to manufacture
and shipment.

THE NATURAL RESULT HAS BEEN SUCCESS
Special attention is being given to our rapidly growing

Canadian trade.

We are in a position to get out timbers up to 36 feet
in length and surface sizes up to 6 x 12. All timbers
larger than 6x 12 we can arrange to have dressed in transit.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO., ""'bi, Alabama,A.

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Lumber, Lath and Shingles Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
L/urrvber and Le^tK

Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. Eiast, TORONTO. ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE, ONT.
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Why the Dunbar Shingle Machine

Makes and Saves Money

It cuts and turns out a much larger number of shingles than other mills under
the same conditions.

Its strength and simplicity eliminate three great evils, viz: "delays, repairs and
saw-hampering." Your men waste no time in idleness.

Users testify to a capacity of from 15,000 to 21,000 shingles per day. That will
certainly keep any crew of operators busily engaged.

It requires no expert or high priced workman as an operator. "The Dunbar"
is in such common use and is so well known that the great majority of mill-men knowhow to use it to good advantage.

Blocks cut on our machine are cut with such eveness and finish that the smallest
possible amount of stock is wasted in sawdust and refuse.

After all it is the TOTAL SAVING and the TOTAL WASTE in which vou
are interested. *

Let us supply you with further information

Manufactured solely by

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson
Fredericton, ^ N. B.
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DEFIANCE" WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY

12 Hand Planer with Boring Attachment

PATENTED AND BUILT BY

The Defiance Machine Works

LJ Defiance,

Ohio

For Making
Hubs, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles,
Neck-Yokes,
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood DishesNand General

o. 8 Variety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off Wood-Work 28 Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer.

MOWRY & SONS, Gravenhurst, Ont.
We Can Supply Your Wants in

Saw Mill Machinery, Saw Carriages, any
size, Niggers, Kickers, Loaders, Edgers

Trimmers, Slash Tables, etc.

JEFFREY
"Reliance"

SAWMILL CHAINS
are interchangeable with other riveted chains ot corresponding styles

and sizes. These chains are made of the highest quality malleable
iron; all links are uniform and true to pitch.

For Conveying
LUMBER, REFUSE. SAWDUST. SLABS. ETC.

Write for Catalogs, Series " T ".

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.
COLUMBUS. OHIO, U.S.A.

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON ST. LOUIS MONTREAL DENVER

ATKINS s
cboss

s
cuf

LSAWS

are in active demand wherever the finest saws are appreciated. They're
just as perfect as money and brains can make them.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE

E. C. ATKINS & CO. INC.
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY

Canadian Works
INDIANAPOLIS, IND

HAMILTON. ONT.
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I Am Convinced

Simonds
Shingle

Saws
Have Saved Me Money"

A man bought nine 10 inch Simonds Shingle Saws.
Mr wanted the best and paid the price.
He knows whether be won or lost on the deal.
A careful record of Shingle Saw cost was kept, with

the result that after a few months the record showed, in
that mill, the saw cost per thousand shingles cut to be
slightly less than one-half of one cent. About 9 cent
saw cost for twenty thousand shingles.

That is why this Milhnan said he was convinced
Simonds Saws are money makers because they are cost savers.

This is a statement of fact. We have'the proofs and

will gladly show them. If you want low cost use the
right saws Saws made of Simonds Steel, made hy
Simonds Methods. Dollar for dollar value is given. A
saw to sell for less money Mian the Simonds cannot be as
good. It cannot run as economically, and it will not
make the same profit for you in the long run.

More shingles mean more money from the same block
of wood.

For shingle saw prices and particulars, address our
nearest office, giving size, number of teeth and gauge of
saw desired.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que.
St. John, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.

United States Factories:

Fitchburg. Mass.
Chicago, 111.

Hoisting
Engines

We would like your enquiry when in the market.
Our Hoists will stand up under the hardest kinds

of service and are fully guaranteed. We have all

sizes in stock for prompt shipment.

Let Us Quote You

F. H. Hopkins & Co., Montreal
P. E. Ritchie, Quebec. Dunn Bros., Winnipe E. A. Earle & Co., Vancouver.

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Proiection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offirps • (;KOL'xu floor
V/IIILCS . CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, TuTOIltO
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A National Journal

(anada lumberman^ £ Wood 1 W/vl^Worker
Nsued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLKAX. Winnipeg, President
THOS. S. YOUNG. Toronto. Hu siness Manager
•JAMES FISHER, Toronto. Advertising Manager

OFFICES AM) BRANCHES:
VANCOUVEB - - - - Telephone 2010. 20 Crowe & Wilson Chambers

J. V. IfoNAULTY, Representative

TORONTO - - - - Telephone Main 2302. Confederation Life Building
F. W. SCHERBARTH, A M FISHER, Representatives

MONTREAL Telephone Main 2200. B34 Board of Trade
D BURN8IDE, Representative

WINNIPEG Telephone 224. Commercial Travellers' Building
ROLAND K. HILL, J. B. HOOPER, Representatives

TERMS ()F SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per year, in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the- General Postal Union, $3.00.

The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest

V1
-
™*?h

.

ea
r
e8ula"y, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and

allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely
information on all suble ts touching these interests, and invites free discussion
by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-
worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade athome and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For manu-
facturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention ofowners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp
mills etc. "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the most
direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed to the
•'Wanted and "For Sale" advertisements.

Vol. 29 Toronto, May 1, 19x9 No.

Overproduction Should be Stopped
The ending of the cutting season for the lumber manufacturers, with-

out any decided improvement having taken place in the market condi-
tions for lumber, is a state of affairs which was hardly looked for last
fall when lumbermen were predicting that with the opening of the season
for 1000 the lumber business was pretty sure to be back again at the
position which it occupied before the commercial troubles of 1007 and
1008 overtook it. There is no gainsaying the fact, however, that trade
conditions to-day are far from encouraging and the reasons should be
carefully sought with a view to a remedy. Theoretically speaking con-
ditions to-day are favorable for a strong market for lumber. Money is

cheap, building operations all over Canada are being carried on to a
greater extent than ever before. Most Canadian mills are equipped to
turn out the best quality of lumber at the least expense. There is loom-
ing up in the near future a possible shortage of timber supply. Yet
prices sag and trade is almost sickly. Orders come now and then in

quantities which bring encouragement, but periods of unusual quiet
alternate with the brisk ones and no one is able to depend upon future
business.

It is hard to point out any one feature of present conditions which
needs remedying more than another, but there are many directions in

which improvement could be brought about, and in which changes from
present methods are essential if in future, periods of stagnation are to be
avoided. Perhaps the most generally recognized and the most universal
difficulty is that caused by the unorganized condition of the lumber in-

dustry. The interests of most of the lumber producers in Canada are
largely identical. Many local interests clash with those of other locali-

ties, but, broadly speaking, there are a number of important questions

which could be dealt with in a manner which would assist in placing the
trade upon a better economic footing. The most important of these is

the regulation of the supply of lumber. Tt seems extravagant, when there
is so much being said about the possible depletion of our timber resources,

that manufacturers should turn out far more lumber than the demand
warrants. Yet this lias been going on for several years. The same thing
applied to the manufacturing world generally, and the result was a

financial stringency which came pretty close to the proportions of a panic.

Lumber manufacturers did their share in bringing about this state of

affairs, and if the truth were (old they probably did more than their

share. They have not a great deal of reason for complaint therefore, if

their industry is one of the slowest to recover. For the sake of the lumber
industry and for the benefit of commercial conditions in general, it is

the duty of lumbermen to come more closely together and consider ways
and means for the prevention of overproduction, with its demoralizing
results.

It should not be a matter of great difficulty to enlist the services of

the principal producers of lumber to an extent which would at least

reduce greatly the possibility of a recurrence of the recent conditions

under which many manufacturers continued producing at the old rate

and were obliged to offer ruinous prices in order to keep their heads above
water during the hard times There is no necessity to counsel the regu-

lation of prices. In the first place it is contrary to the law and in the
second place it is unnecessary. In addition to these objections it is im-
practical. So long as manufacturers will overproduce they will undersell.

But it should not be necessary to keep so continuously pointing out the
folly of producing lumber when no one wants it and trying to make the
public buy it by offering them ridiculouslv low prices, which mean givin^

the lumber away.

Quebec's Pulp Should Stay at Home
The tariff situation in the United States, as it affects Canada's pulp

industry, is well summed up in a recent utterance made by Mr. Carl
Eiordon, general manager of the Riordon Paper Mills Company, Lim-
ited. Mr. Riordon takes a strong stand in favor of Canada taking effec-

'tive measures to prevent the export of its pulp wood and thereby to

encourage the establishing of pulp and paper mills in Canada. Mr.
Riordon said

:

"The United States have taken the lead in this matter, and have
acted as if they, and not we, were the predominating party in the situa-

tion. They pretend to be in a position to dictate to Canada, when in

reality their paper industry is at Canada's mercy. Chief Forester Pin-
chot, of the United States Forestry Department, recently stated in a
report that the paper industry in the United States .should have Canadian
pulp wood in the future as in the past, and that Canada should impose
no export duty on pulp wood. In this respect the pulp and paper industry

is in a different position from the other great wood using industries of

the United States. The latter can be supplied wholly from its own for-

ests, while the former must have free access to the Canadian spruce
forests. Ontario has prohibited the export of all logs from Crown lands,

but leaves the farmer at liberty to export his own timber if he likes. This
course, if followed by Quebec, would be just, theoretically and practically.

"The Quebec law governing the settlement of Crown lands is as

perfect as a law can be, but it is an ornament, it is not administered.
Settlers are deliberately employed by American pulp and paper makers
in 'timber thieving' in Quebec. The settler applies for a location ticket

for a farm on Crown lands. By law, he must erect a house ; he erects a
lumberman's shanty. He must cut ten acres of timber and make certain

improvements
;
he takes all the timber for his employer, and instead of

living upon and cultivating the land and taking out the patent, he re-

mains only long enough to cut the timber. If the law were administered
it would be practically impossible for logs to be exported.

"Then there is another side to the question. Quebec is a vast field

for industrial development. The increase of population in the townships
is falling off annually, because numbers go every year to engage in the
pulp and paper industry in the United States. There are towns there
where more French is spoken than in Montreal. Here is a French

-

Canadian population making pulp in the United States out of logs cut
in Quebec off their own farms. It needs only the enforcement of the
Quebec law to bring this great industry, and with it. the lost French-
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Canadian population, from the United States into Quebec. The United
States will have to climb down because the}' must have our pulp wood.

"There is a general clause attached to the tariff which does not

appear in the bill. It is known among American lumbermen as the
'Joker,' as it is believed to have been inserted by them. It provides for

a maximum tariff of 20 per cent, above the minimum, to be applied

against the manufactured forest products, which include everything made
of wood, of all countries who restrict the export of any single one, say
white birch, of the raw products. This clause is the most sweeping of

all, as it would confine the importation of pulp by the States entirely

to Europe.

"Kegarding Canada's supply of pulp wood," said Mr. Riordon, "some
idea of the extent of the spruce forests may be gained from the official

estimate of 388,000,000 cords for the Province of Quebec alone. The

annual consumption of spruce pine in North America being estimated at

3,000,000 cords. The limits of Quebec have not yet been surveyed.

"In the United States the Government has lost all control of the

forests, whereas in Canada the forest regulations are scientifically planned
to insure the preservation of each kind of timber, and rapidly enforced.

Infraction of the law is penalized by revocation of license. As licenses

are worth $1,000 per square mile and have to be renewed yearly, this is

an efficient deterrent.

"Nothing but good can come of an influx of American pulp and paper
makers setting up their mills in Canada. They will bring back the

French-Canadian, and invest capital in our Crown lands.

"If is difficult to say," concluded Mr. Riordon, "just what steps the
Quebec Government will see fit to take should the Payne Rill become
law as it stands."

Can Peddling of Lumber Bills be Stamped Out?
At this time of year, when the building trade is beginning to take

an interest again in the price of lumber, retailers are likely to be asked
to figure on a good many bills which in the end do not result in trade.

The loss sustained as a result of the peddling around of lumber bills is

a serious matter, and calls for something more than ordinary business

methods if it is to be kept within bounds which will not cause trouble.

Many retailers declare that the fewer bills they figure upon, the greater
will be their profits. This is undoubtedly so, with well established com-
panies which have a reputation for not being high priced, but there are

others which have not obtained so good a reputation and they feel forced,

in order to obtain business, to figure on everything which comes j-heir

way and thus to encourage the customers who are in the habit of doing

the peddling. Dealers would all be glad to figure on everything if fchey

were to receive a reasonable percentage of the orders resulting, but it is a
fact that many estimates are obtained, not with the intention of giving an

order if the price asked is satisfactory, but with the intention of using
them as a lever in dealing with another firm. It is the experience of nearly

every retailer to figure on bills frequently from builders who seldom if

ever give them an order. They feel that it is "in the business" and has
to be done, in the hope, perhaps, that fortune someday will compel the

builder to patronize them. There is something radically wrong about
this, but so far as one can see at present it is probable that the same
conditions will continue in existence for some time to come.

One is accustomed to look upon the difficulties which have to be
faced to-day as of recent origin, but in many cases they are of ancient

date, comparatively speaking. This very matter of the peddling of

orders is one which is already of venerable age, in the lumber business.

Along with its occompanying evil of price cutting, it has been more or

less prevalent at all times and has become especially active in times of

business depression. In this connection it is interesting to read a refer-

ence to the matter in an article published elsewhere in this issue, which
was written for the "Canada Lumberman" by Mr. John McGregor, of

Deseronto. Mr. McGregor says: "About the year 1875 Toronto bad less

than one-fifth its present population and was not growing very fast. The
country was in the middle of a very severe commercial depression, much
more severe than any that has been experienced since. Manufacturing
industries had not begun to spring up, and those which were in existence

were in a state of lethargy. . . . Turning now to local conditions

in Toronto. For some years previous to this time trade had been brisk

and, in consequence, a large number of retail yards, besides several

wholesale concerns, had been established, and now, as a result of the
falling off in business, these were cutting each other's troats to secure the
little trade there was to be had. Cutting of prices was, of course, the

principal weapon employed, and it was indulged in to such an extent
that there was little if any margin of profit left; in fact, lumber was being
sold in many cases at a dead loss. Ruilders, taking advantage of the

excessive competition, would peddle their bills and specifications all

over the city, getting quotations from different retail yards, perhaps
finally giving the order to one of the wholesale men, some of whom did

not scruple to make up a carload containing a dozen or more kinds of

lumber such as might be required in the construction of a building."

Is it any wonder that to-day, when competition and the methods of

securing business have been so enormously developed, lumber dealers,

retail and wholesale, are still at the old business of cutting each others'

throats, while builders and others stand around to enjoy the results ?

One would be foolish to seek to do away with the evil of figuring promis-
cuously on lumber bills. He might just as well seek to alter human
nature. The counsel which is needed is that of sane business methods.
Those who practice them in prosperous times will establish themselves on
a firm foundation which will enable them to live comfortably through
times of stress, and, like some we know of. snap their fingers at those

who are seeking to obtain figures on a bill which will not result in an
order. Firm and profitable prices could probably be maintained to-day
and a good amount of business done, if this course were more general.

Tariff as Viewed by Canadian Pulp Interests
Many conflicting views have been expressed regarding the effect

which a reduction in the tariff on lumber entering into the United States
will have upon the lumber industry in Canada. One of the most inter-

esting views, and one which deserves careful study, has a strong exponent
in Mr. A. P. Whitford, who for many years has been closely identified

with the pulp and paper industry in Canada, and is well acquainted with
I he country's forest needs. Mr. Whitford's views summarized, were
recently expressed as follows

:

If the United States insists upon putting through the Payne Bill,

providing among other things, for a reduction of 50 per cent, on the duty
on lumber, a reduction of 60% per cent, on the duty on print paper and
a substantial reduction in the duty on sulphide, why should Canada not

reap the benefit by establishing these same duties as export dues on
these products ? These dues levied by Canada on paper, lumber and
sulphide going to the United States would be applied not as pure revenue
producers for Canada, but to the protection and preservation of Canada's
forest areas. Moreover, a Canadian Forestry Commission would be ap-

pointed by the Dominion Government, to be composed of experts in the
paper and lumber business, to have absolute authority and supervision

over Canada's forests. The money derived by dues levied by Canada
on her forest products going into the United States would be put into the
hands of the commission to expend for the protection and preservation of

the forests. Canada's forests must be protected by all means and at any
cost. Canada possesses immeasurable wealth in her forests, and sooner
or later the United States will be compelled to depend upon Canada solely

for her supply of paper. It is Canada, and not the United States, that
should dictate in the matter of imposing dues upon pulp and pulp wood
going into the United States, because Canada possesses and, therefore,
controls the pulp and paper market.

Mr. Whitford's chief contention is that a Canadian Forestry Com-
naission should be appointed by the Dominion Government to have abso-
lute control and supervision over Canada's timber limits, this commis-
sion to be comprised of experts in their business and completely inde-
pendent of politics. It is his opinion that the Dominion Forestry Asso
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ciation, as it exists, is doing splendid work, but that its work is unfor-

tunately limited to theories and suggestions and its activities do not

extend into the sphere of practicality. The reason- for this, he stated,

was that the association did not have sufficient revenue to carry its sug-

gestions into practice directly. The suggestions were given to the Gov-

ernment to be acted upon.

Regarding the proposed reductions on the American import duties

on paper, lumber and sulphide, Mr. Whitford said: "If the American

import duties on these products are simply to level up the advantages of

American and Canadian paper manufacturers, instead of levying upon

them for purely revenue purposes, then Canada should be the one to

benefit from these duties. Instead of imposing an American import

duty, the Canadians should impose dues on the products of their forests,

as those products go out of Canada into the United States, the dues im-

posed to be known as itnernational forest protection dues, and not as

export duties. The clues in the end would be, the same in nature as

export duties, but they shouldn't be called export duties, because the

funds raised would not be applied to increasing the Government's rev-

enues directly.

As to the suggested Forestry Commission, Mr. Whitford said: "Mont-
real has a commission to look after its harbor. Why should Canada not

have a commission devoting its efforts solely and entirely to the pre-

servation of Canadian forests ? This commission, besides having complete

supervision over the forests, keeping a close account of the amount of

wood cut off each year, and presenting detailed reports to the Govern-

ment once or twice a year, would also be instrumental in the establish-

ment of a forestry school for the education of men along forestry lines

—

men who would eventually become experts in forestry, which will soon

be one of Canada's supi'erne interests, and would be capable of filling

vacancies on the commission

Perpetual Leases Cause Dissention in New Brunswick
The matter of the duration of limber leases has come up for dis-

cussion in New Brunswick and has been the cause of the expression of

some extremely strong opinions by those who are opposed to a proposal

recently made by the Lumbermen's Association, for making the leases

of present holders perpetual. An association called the Lumbermen's

Protective Association has been formed by those who are opposed to the

proposal, and they have taken active steps for the purpose of convincing

the Government of the justice of their contentions.

The Lumbermen's Association, in addition to seeking perpetual li-

censes, at their last meeting voted for several other important alterations

to the present conditions. They voted in favor of having scalers appointed

by the Government and not by municipalities. Also they voted that the

Government should give the lessee two years' notice of intention to survey

land for settlement. Also, that a person should be employed to examine

public lands and issue licenses for cutting pulpwood. The rate for the

perpetual leases, they voted, should be $4 a mile and 60 cents stumpage.

They objected to the increased stumpage on hardwood, railway ties, etc.,

and urged that the Quebec survey should be adopted in New Brunswick.

At a meeting of the Lumbermen's Protective Association objection

was taken to most of these proposals, made by the Lumbermen's Asso-

ciation. After much discussion a lengthy resolution was adopted setting

forth the views of the association. The clauses of the resolution in brief

were as follows :

The association views with apprehension the probability of a large

number of the licensees of Crown timber limits selling their holdings to

foreigners at much increased prices. We believe that the public should

benefit by an increase in the value of the public domain.

We recommend that the Quebec system of survey be not adopted,

and that if any system is legalized by Act of Legislature, it should be

the Maltby system of survey. And further, in our opinion the appoint-

ment of lumber surveyors should not be made by the Government, but

by the municipalities, as at present.

We urge that the Government embody in the Crown Land Regula-

tions a regulation providing that in case of all lumber cut on Crown timber

limits by any operator, under contract with the holder of such limits,

survey of the lumber so cut shall be made by two surveyors—one ap-

pointed by each of the parties to the contract, and that in the event of

a difference or dispute arising as to such survey, the Surveyor-General on

the request of both or either of the parties to the contract, appoint a

third surveyor to survey the lumber, whose decision shall be final.

We urge that the Government should not in any way encourage the

timber limit holders in the belief that their request for perpetual leases

will be granted, nor in any way commit themselves to any change of the

policy of the Government respecting Crown timber limits without first

giving this association, or its representative committee, an opportunity

to be heard.

Freight Rate Uncertainty May Soon be Thing of the Past
The success of the application made by the Rideau Lumber Company,

of Ottawa, John MacKenzie, of Ormsby, and J. A. Scobell, of Kingston,

before the Board of Railway Commissioners at Ottawa, against the unfair

charges for the carriage of telegraph and telephone poles, is an encour-

agement to shippers of lumber that they will obtain a similarly favorable

result in connection with the application they recently made for an

order disallowing the lumber tariffs of the Grand Trunk, Canadian Pacific,

Canadian Northern (Quebec), and Canadian Northern (Ontario) railway

companies. The case for the lumber shippers was well placed before the

commissioners, who were shown conclusively that the changes which had

been made ostensibly for the sake of introducing uniformity into the

tariff, had had a very different result, inasmuch as they had caused an

increase of 9% per cent, in the charges. Not only was the freight burden

increased but discrimination was introduced by the new tariff to an ex-

tent which was inexcusable. The instances of this, which were cited by

the counsel for the lumber shippers, left no room for doubt in the minds
of the commisissioners that their claims were well founded. There was
no room for argument upon the matters presented, and they should be

easily settled after the railway companies have prepared a statement, as

suggested by Chief Commissioner Mabee, showing the increase, if any, in

earning power under the new tariff, of a car of lumber, from each of the

eighteen points of origin in Ontario, to the main points of destination.

The lumber business of Ontario is so important to the welfare of the

whole province that it is unwise to allow it to be hampered even tempor-

arily by the imposition of rates which are not warranted. There should

in the course of a short time 'oe a schedule adopted which would afford the

railroads a reasonable profit, and at. the same time relieve the lumber

shipper sof all the uncertainty and irregularity which have prevailed for

so long. The next hearing of the case will be on Tuesday, May 18th,

when the railway companies are to have their statement ready. It should

not be long after that before the matter is definitely settled. It is worthy

of note that the application for a better tariff was not made by Ontario

lumbermen alone, but that it was supported practically by the whole

lumber shipping interests of eastern Canada. The Canadian Manufac-

turers' Association, represented by Mr. J. E. Walsh, manager of the

Transportation Department, Toronto, and the lumber section of the

Montreal Board of Trade, represented by Mr. W. S. Tilston, manager of

the Transportation Bureau, were parties to the application.

In regard to matters of this sort, it is noticeable that the Canadian

Lumbermen's Association, which was formed last summer, is already

acting vigorously for the promotion of the interests of lumbermen. One

of the principal witnesses before the Railway Commission was Mr. Prank

Hawkins, secretary of the association, who prepared the material for

the appeal. This association has necessarily been engaged largely up

to date in the organization work incident to its formation. It has found

time, however, to attend to such matters as this application. In the fu-

ture it will have its hands full with similar matters and will be able to

do a great deal to promote the interests of its members.
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Regulations Governing Placing of Cars
Summary of the Rules in Force which were drawn up by the Board
of Railway Commissioners Conditions Governing Delivery and Free Time.

Editor "Canada Lumberman":

—

Sirs,—Will .you please inform the writer where be can procure a
(•( py of the latest rules relating to the placing of ears, and the time given
to unload, and the railway company's duties regarding giving notice of the
arrival of cars. Is it the railway company's duty to place cars on a
siding where it is most convenient for consignee to unload in cases where
the consignee has no private siding for his own use, or is it within the
company 's rights to place a car anywhere on a. siding where teams can
drive to the car? Suppose the consignee orders the ear placed at another
place on the company's siding where it is more convenient fco unload and
the change m placing the car would reduce the cost of unloading for the
consignee, is the consignee within his rights to insist on the change and
have the car placed to his order? Jf there is delay on the part of the
railway company in placing the car to the order of the consignee can
the railway company charge demurrage, on ears previous to the Car hem-
placed to the order of the consignee ?

The matters referred to in the above letter are explained in the Eules
authorized by the Board of Railway Commissioners, which came into
effect on March 1, 190C. These rules were adopted tentatively and have
proved generally satisfactory. No changes have been made, and they
are still in effect. A few changes, however, are now under consideration
The rules, in somewhat abreviated form, are as follows :

Kule 1.—A toll of one dollar shall be charged per car per day of 24
hours or any part thereof for cars held under load or to be loaded beyond
the free time allowed by rule 2, for any reason for which the consignee
or shipper is responsible.

Kule 2.—Twenty-four hours shall be allowed after notice of arrival,
for consignee to pay charges, and order special placing or delivery (sub-
ject to rules 11 and 15). Forty-eight hours' free time shall be allowed
tor loading or unloading (except as' hereinafter provided). On cars placed
at 11 o'clock a.m. or earlier, the free time to commence at 1 p.m. fol-
lowing, and on cars placed after 11 a.m. the free time to commence at
7 a.m. following.

Exceptions: (a) Twenty-four hours' additional free time allowed
for unloading or loading boards, deals and scantlings.

(b) Five days' free time allowed at Montreal and tide-water ports
for unloading lumber for export.

(c) Twenty-four hours' additional free time allowed for clearance of
Customs where the destination is a port of entry, making the total free
time 48 hours in all. Where the destination is not a port of entry, 48
hours allowed for Customs clearance at the outside port of entry.

Rule 3.—No car service toll shall be charged for Sundays ' or le^al
holidays.

Rule 4.—No tolls shall be charged for any delays for which the
Customs officials are responsible.

Rule 5.—Cars shall be placed so as to be easily accessible at all
times during the free time. Where practicable cars shall be easily ac-
cessible on both sides. Time lost by shunting of cars, movement of
trains or any other cause for which the railway may be responsible, shall
be added to the free time.

Rule 6.—If weather renders unloading impracticable during business
hours, the time allowance shall be extended so as to give the full free
time of suitable weather; the first 48 or 72 hours, as the case may be,
of suitable weather to be used, and no further allowance of time made.

Rule 7.—When, owing to conditions for which the railways are re-
sponsible, or to storms or accidents, cars are tendered to the consignee
in numbers beyond his abitfty to unload within the free time, additional
time shall be allowed, sufficient for unloading with due diligence.

Rule 8.—The consignee shall be promptly notified of the arrival of
freight, by delivery of notice at address or place of business; notices
given later than 6 o'clock p.m. to be considered not to have been given
until 7 a.m. next morning; mailed notices to be held to have been de-
livered at 7 a.m. next morning.

Rule 9.—If consignee fails to give placing or delivery orders within
the 24 hours allowed by rule 2, the car shall be considered as intended
for public team truck delivery; if not unloaded within free time such car
to be subject to the car service toll.

Rule 10.—The railway agent shall notify the consignee or his carter,
on application, where his car has been placed for unloading. Any of the
free time allowance lost in so doing to be added to the free time allow-
ance. If the car has been placed before 7 o'clock a.m. and the agent is

unable or fails to inform the consignee, on application, as to where the
car has been placed, the free time shall not commence until 12 o'clock-

noon following, unless the consignee "commences to unload before noon,
m which case the time lost shall he added to the free time.

Rule 11.—Freight for which the railway has previous orders from
the consignee for placing on designated tracks or private sidings, shall
not be entitled to be extra 24 hours allowed by rule 2 for paying freight
charges and ordering delivery or placing, but when in bond shall be
allowed the 24 hours provided by rule 2 (c) for clearance of Customs.

Rule 12.—When both cars and tracks are owned by the same private
party, no car service tolls shall he charged.

Rule 13.—Delivery to private tracks shall be considered to have
been made when cars have been properly placed on the tracks designated,
or when they would have been so placed but for some condition for
which the shipper or consignee is responsible. If cars cannot be so
placed the railway company shall notify the consignee so that he may
order them to some other siding, if he so desires.

Rule 14.—If after placing, cars are ordered to another siding on the
same road, at the same station, to complete loading or unloading, by
the same shipper or consignee, the free time shall be computed from the
original placing, less the time occupied in replacing the car.

Rule 15.—If, after arrival, a car is consigned under switching ar-
rangements, the original consignee alone shall have 24 hours in which
to order special placing or delivery; and he shall pay. one dollar per day,
or part thereof, for time in excess of the 24 hours, so that the final free
time of 48 hours or 72 hours, as the case may be (rule 2), shall still
remain to the party who accepts delivery.

Ruh 16.—If an authorized employee upon a railwav which performs
switch i ng services gives notice that such railway is unable to receive cars
for private sidings, owing to conditions for which the shippers or con-
signees are responsible, then any other railway company having cars for
such consignees shall so advise them, and the car service toll shall be
charged until the cars on such private sidings have been unloaded or
loaded, as the case may be, or until such sidings have been otherwise
cleared .

Rule 17.—Cars held in transit for inspection, grading, cleaning, bag-
ging, or completion or change of load or change of destination, under a
through rate from the original shipping point to the final destination,
with or without a stop-over charge, and detained over the time allowed
for such purpose in the published tariffs, shall be subject to the car ser-
vice tolls. If such shipments are transferred to other cars, the car ser-
vice tolls shall follow on the cars to which the transfer is made.

Rule 18.—Lumbermen and others who have their own tracks and
motive power and handle cars for themselves or other parties, shall be
charged car service tolls on all cars delivered to them from the time
placed upon the interchange tracks until returned thereto, after allowance
has been made for the time necessary for them to do the switching (not
to exceed 24 hours), and for the free time authorized by rule 2.

Rule 19.—Cars shall not be held back for the purpose of evading
these rules. Loaded cars held back for cause must be reported

Rule 20.—When cars are delayed or refused by consignees because
of alleged incorrectness m railway weights or charges, car service tolls
shall not be charged if the rates or charges are found to be incorrect

Rule 21.—If payment of car service tolls properlv due be refused
dehvery of only the car or cars on which such tolls are due shall be with-
held, by means of sealing or locking, or by placing where such ears only
shall not be accessible. If the owners or users of private sidings or the
owners of railways referred to in rule 18, refuse to pay any car' service
tolls which may already be due, delivery of cars to such sidings or rail-
ways shall be suspended, and deliveries shall be made on the public team
tracks until such unsettled tolls have been paid.

The imports of forest products into Canada during February 1909amounted in value to $394,847, and for the eleven months endin- Febru'
ary 1909, to $5,421,000. The exports for February, 1909 were valued
at $1,740,214, against $1,386,516 in February, 1908 For the elevenmT t
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°f the Hai(1 "'00<1 Manufacturers' Association ofthe United States have been moved from Nashville, Tenn to the First

National Bank Building, Cincinnati, Ohio. Cincinnati has been selected
for the new offices^ because it is the natural gateway between the pro-ducing and consuming sections, being almost exactly in the centre of the
entire hardwood belt.
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House of Hoo-Hoo Nearly Completed.

The Hoo-Hoo House at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition (which
will open on June 1st, and continue until October 16th, 1909), will be

one of the important sights of the Fair. Work was commenced on the

building on March 8th, and has been pushed with such vigor that the

structure will be ready for occupancy May 10th. One of the unique at-

tractions incorporated in the house will be a "Hall of Fame," in which
pictures of representative lumbermen of British Columbia, Washington,
Oregon and California will be placed in groups. A large picture of Mr.
Gifford Pinchot, United States Forester (who is to be initiated into the
Hoo-Hoo fraternity shortly), will be allotted a place of honor on the
balcony. Photographs of noted mills will decorate the rooms and empha-
size the importance of the lumber industry.

Visitors' cards can be issued without limit. Each card will cover a

period of nine days, and no member can introduce the same party more
than twice. Ladies' cards will be issued on member's application, and
entitle the owner and her guests to the privileges of the club. An ex-

cellent telegraph, telephone, check room, mail and stenographic service

will facilitate the transaction of business without leaving the Fair grounds.

Melancholy Musing's of a Kitten.

Who said they'd boost in my behalf.

And teach me how to live and laugh.

And rare grape juices how to quaff

—

IIoo Hoo.

Who said I ought to work and strive

To dig up 11.65

My youth just once more to revive

—

Hoo Hoo

Who said that Happiness they'd give

fin untold measures while I live?

Oh, yes! of this they were positive

—

Hoo Hoo.

Who said long life would grow on me
Like the spreading branches of a Green Bay Tree,

And I'd live to attend my own jubilee

—

Hoo Hoo.

Who said they'd pump me full of health.

And fill my coffers full of wealth,

And naught I'd loose by craft or stealth

—

Hoo Hoo.

Who said that I was raised a pet,

That I could never lose a bet.

My troubles all I'd soon forget

—

Hoo Hoo.

.r.Ki'oia;.

Who taught me how to romp and play,
In a kittenish kind of Tom Cat way,
And many bad things to think and say

—

Hoo Hoo.

Who put black blinders upon mine eyes,
And paid no attention to my piteous cries,

But left me sadder, more wwldly wise

—

Hoo Hoo.

Who took me all innocent, trusting and true.

And in horrible tortures roughly pushed me through,
And left me a wreck all black and blue-s-

Hoo Hoo.

Who took all my money, yes, every darn cent,

Designing my ruin, with deadly intent,

And then left me broke, and weary, and spent

—

Hoo Hoo.

At'TEK.

Who planted me deep in the onion bed,
And made me smell smells of things that were dead.
And eggs that were rotten broke over my head

—

Hoo IIoo.

Who made me sit on a red hot stove,
Till my pants and skin '.vere interwove,
And I "Balled" three times for that howling drove

—

Hoo Hoo.
—West Coast Lumberman

Conservation Committee Considers Forest Preservation.
The special committee of the House of Commons on the preserva-

tior of national resources recently discussed the great loss which is oc-

casioned by forest fires, Hon. Mr. Sifton making the statement that the
railways had been responsible for denuding the country of valuable de-
posits. It was decided that the chairman should confer with the National
Transcontinental Commission to see that the right-of-way is cleared of all

combustible material. As regards the Canadian Pacific, it is proposed
to apply to the Federal Railway Commission for a similar order. Some
doubt has arisen as to jurisdiction, the Provincial Governments controlling
the forests and the railways their rights-of-way.

Mr. R. H. Campbell, Superintendent of the Forestry Branch of the
Department of the Interior, in an address before the committee stated
that Canada need have no fear for her timber supply if the present rate
of domestic consumption and of export is maintained, but there was even-
prospect that in the next few years the demand from Europe and the
United States would be so heavy that the timber supply of Canada would
be threatened. There was a widespread interest in the timber resources
of Canada. The British Admiralty had recently inquired of him why
their supply of timber from Canada had been growing poorer in quality,
higher in price and less in volume. Mr. Campbell said there was need
for a reform in lumbering operations in many places, as present methods
involved great waste in stumps and tops of trees. In one area in British
Columbia an examination had been made after a lumberman had gone
over it, and it had been found that there had been a waste of $9,012 a
mile, and of this the Government had been the loser in dues to the
amount of $295 a mile.

An extensive building movement has commenced in Winnipeg. The
indications are that the present season will be a record one. As a result

the prices of lumber have been advanced $1 per thousand. The advance
went into effect on April 5th, and is said to have followed directly upon
an increase made by the Pacific coast mills.

The imports of pitwood at Swansea, Wales, in 1908 were 36,000 tons

greater than in 1907.
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Toronto LumberTradeThirtyYearsAgo
By John McGregor—Conditions which Prevailed when the City was Young
Price Gutting, an Evil of Venerable Age — Some Price comparisons

Those who can remember the condition of the lumber business in
Toronto thirty years ago may find some pleasure in contrasting them
with the conditions existing to-day. About the year 1875
Toronto had less than one-fifth of, its present population
and was not growing very fast. The country was in the middle
of a very severe commercial depression, much more severe than any
that has been experienced since. Manufacturing industries had not
begun to spring up, and those which were in existence were in a state of
lethargy. Of railway construction there was little or none. It is true
a start had been made on the Canadian Pacific, but as yet little had
been accomplished. Our population was not increasing, in' fact we were
scarcely holding our own, and it .seemed as if the wheels of progress had
almost ceased to revolve. The lumber industry, always among the first
to feel the effects of a depression of this kind, was in a very stagnant con-
dition, building operations having almost come to a standstill.

This was the condition of affairs throughout the country, and To-
ronto felt its effects perhaps more than any other place that could be
mentioned. At the commencement of the depression in trade, Toronto
was one of the most important lumber centres in Canada; millions of
feet were annually poured into it from the north and west, much of
which was exported by vessel to the United States, besides immense
quantities of square timber, or board pine, as it was termed, most of
which went to the British market. It was nothing unusual in those days
to see some two hundred or more cars loaded with lumber, lying in the
old Northern Railway yard between Brock and Batliurst street, while
from half a dozen to a dozen vessels were loading the same commodity at
the docks. But "sic transit gloria mundi," and now you might look in
vain to see even one vessel loading lumber in the port of Toronto. The
recession of the lumber zone had altered all that, and the scene has
shifted to Georgian Bay and Lake Huron ports.

Turning now to local conditions in Toronto. For some years previous
to this time trade had been brisk and in consequence a large number of
retail yards, besides several wholesale concerns, had been established.
And now as a result of the falling off in business these were cutting each
other's throats to secure the little trade there was to be had. Cutting
of prices was, of course, the principal weapon employed, and it was in-
dulged in to such an extent that there was little if any margin of profit
left

;
in fact, lumber was being sold in many cases at a dead loss. Builders

would peddle their bills and specifications all over the city, getting quota-
tions from different retail yards, perhaps finally giving their order to one
of the wholesale men, some of whom did not scruple to make up a car
load containing a dozen or more kinds of lumber such as might be re-
quired in the construction of a building.

Just by way of contrast to the present prices of lumber, let me quote
a few prices on some of the grades prevailing in those days. These are
taken from an old memorandum book dated 1876 :

Cost at Mill. Retailed at.

Mill culls $ 4.00 $ 7.00 to 8.00
Shipping culls 5.00 to 6.00 9.00 to 10.00
Good common boards 10.00 to 12.00 14.00 to 15.00
Dimension stuff 11.00 to 12.00 15.00 to 16.00
Dressing pine 14.00 to 15.00 18.00 to 20.00
No. 1 cuts and better 28.00 to 30.00 34.00 to 38.00
Matched flooring 16.00 to 20.00
Shingles, XXX pine 2.00 to 2.25 2.50 to 3.00
Lath, No. 1 1.50 to 1.75 2.25 to 2.50

As a building material, hemlock had not yet come into general use.
There was, however, no approach to uniformity ih either grades or

prices in the different retail yards; while the wholesale or middleman
often handled lumber by the car load on as low a margin as fifty cents
per thousand, more often than otherwise accepting paper at three months
in payment. The trade was in a very disorganized condition, the manu-
facturers generally ignoring the wholesalers and selling direct to the re-
tailers and even to the consumers. The consequence was that heavy
losses were incurred through bad debts and other causes.

Many of the manufacturers of northern Ontario who were in business
in those days and are still to the fore, will shudder as they look back at
those times. About 1880, the lumber business, responding to the general
improvement in the country, began to pick up, and with the exception
of the slump between 1893-8, has continued to improve up to last year,
when the present little cloud appeared on the horizon ; that is happily now
being dispelled by the sun of returning prosperity.

It may interest some readers to give a list of those engaged in the

business and their locations in Toronto in tiiose days. First, then, as
being the largest and most important, 1 would mention tile Crystal
Palace Lumber Yard, on Strachan avenue, operated by J. R. Sillirnau,
the site of which is now occupied by J. B. Smith & Song. In connec-
tion with this yard, as a source of supply, were large saw mills at Belle
Fi wart on Lake Simcoe, which long ago have been dismantled. Mr. Silli-
inan subsequently gave up business and removed to the Southern States.
Perhaps next in size and importance was the St. Lawrence lumber yard,
in the east end of the city, corner Front and Berkeley streets, owned by
Bryce Bros., but now occupied by the immense plant of the Consumers'
(ias Company. Bryce Bros, in connection with their lumber business did
a good deal of building, mostly speculative, and used to pride themselves
on the rapidity with which they could erect a frame building, it being
nothing unusual for them to start work on a building in the morning and
liave it roofed and shingled and ready for the plasterers before night.
Mr. Thomas Bryce, the last surviving member of the firm, died about
two years ago. Space will only admit of a brief mention of the other
firms engaged in the business at that time. The list follows :

Retail: William Larch, James street, site now occupied by City
Hall; Hillock & Kent, Albert and Chestnut streets; Jos. Davidson
Phoebe street; Crone & Patton, Yonge street; Jos. Davis, Yonge street;
P. A. Scott, Yonge street; Thos. Downey, Edward street; S. S. Mutton
& Company, Queen and Sherbourae streets; Witbrow & Hillock, Queen
street east; \Ym. Leak & Company, King street east; Jos. Gearing, Es-
planade street east, Sanford, Yale & Company, Esplanade street east
John Oliver, Esplanade street west; W. W. Colwell & Company, Front
street west; and a few smal concerns in various parts of the city.

Wholesale: Thompson, Smith & Son, Northern Railway docks; S. C.
Kanady & Company, Northern Railway docks; Cook Bros., Northern
Railway docks

; Donogh, McCool & Oliver, Northern Railway docks.
It is a sad commentary on the mutability of human affairs, and it

would seem of the lumber business in particular, that of the sixteen firms
mentioned above as being engaged in the retail business, a little over 30
years ago, only two still survive, and of the four wholesale firms, not
one. Two members of the late firm of Donogh, McCool & Oliver are
still engaged in the business in Toronto, one being your highlv respected
mayor, and the other Mr. Donogh, of the Empire Lumber Company.

I cannot close without referring more particularly to the old firm of
S. C. Kanady & Company. I have some very pleasant recollections of
business dealings with that firm. It was composed of S. C. Kanady,
Alex Christie and Wm. Kerr, all experienced lumbermen and three of
the most genial men ever engaged in the business. This firm struggled
along for a number of years against the adverse conditions then prevailing,
but were finally forced to give up and were reorganized later as the firm
of Christie, Ken- & Company, but a few years more saw this firm also
retire. These gentlemen have all passed over to the silent majority.

Looking back upon that time it would seem that the small margins,
long credits, and consequent losses which were the usual* conditions of
the trade are responsible for the fact that so few of the old firms are left
to tell the tale.

Forest Resources of New South Wales.
According to the recently published report of the Royal Commission

appointed to inquire into the timber resources of New South Wales, the
total quantity of commercial timber at present standing in the State,
excluding timber growing on private lands, is estimated at 23,116,000,000
superficial feet, consisting of: Hardwoods: Iron-bark, 1,355,000,000 super-
ficial feet; other hardwoods for milling, 8,668,000,000 superficial feet; for
other purposes, 11,788,000,000 superficial feet; total, 21.811,000,000
superficial feet, Soft woods : cedar, 5,000,000 superficial feet

; hoop pine,
230,000,000 superficial feet; other brushwoods, 150,000.000 superficial
feet; cypress pine, 920,000,000 superficial feet; total, 1,305,000,000 su-
perficial feet. The commissioners state that, at the present rate of con-
sumption, the quantity of hardwood timber suitable for commercial pur-
poses, estimated to be at present standing on the forest reserves and
other Crown lands of the State, will not last more than about 36 years,
and that the supply of soft woods will be consumed in a little more than
20 years. Amongst other things the commissioners recommend that the
present royalties on certain timber should be increased, and that the
export of ironbark and tallowwood beyond the Commonwealth should
be prohibited for a period of ten years. Recommendations are also made
for the replanting of the. most valuable timbers and for the protection
of timbers at present standing.
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Miscellaneous Eastern Lumber News.

In the New Brunswick Legislature, Hon. J. P. Burchill has given

notice of a motion which, if adopted, will require the Transcontinental

Railway to use electric power in driving its trains through the forest

lands of New Brunswick.

It is reported from Truro, N.S.. that a property consisting of about

40, (XX) acres and extending from DeBert to Earltown, has been pur-

chased for $200,000 by Messrs. Charles & Davidson Hill. It is further

reported that these men have received an offer of $25,000 above the pur-

chase price. It is understood that active operations will begin at once.

An area of a thousand square miles on the south coast of Newfound-
land has been purchased by W. E. Hearst as a result of negotiations

with the new Morris Ministry, and it is announced that it will be made
the centre of extensive paper-making operations. It is understood that

the plans provide for the erection, at a cost of about $10,000,000, of a

plant with a capacity of 450 tons of paper daily. The locality includes

a port which is free from ice ail the year round, and it is said that after

the plant is in operation there will be a regular weekly steamer service

between Newfoundland and New York.

At tlif annual meeting of the St. John River Log Driving Company
at St. John. N.B., the report of last year's business showed that about
70,000.000 feet of Io<js had been rafted at a cost to the lumbermen of

$1.05 a thousand feet. Estimates of the present winter's cut showed
about 100, (KM). 000 feet of logs taken out. These, with the old lumber
hung up from the previous season, will make between 115,000,000 and
125,000.000 feet to come into the booms at Douglas and Lincoln, so that

a busy season is expected. The following were elected directors: J.

Eraser Gregory, C. P. Baker, F. C. Beatteay and Henry Hilyard. The
directors at a later meeting re-elected J. Eraser Gregory president and
Lewis H. Bliss was reappointed manager.

The shareholders of the Thos. Nagle Lumber Company, Limited,

held their Hist business meeting at Eichibucto, N.B., recently. The fol-

lowing officers were elected: R. O'Leary, Richibucto, president: W. S.

Montgomery, Dalhousie, vice-president; Thos. Nagle, St. John, man-
aging director and secretary-treasurer; H. W. Gross, Montreal, and H.
B. O'Leary, Richibucto, N.B., directors. The main offices of the com-
pany are in the Globe-Atlantic building, St. John, with branch sales

offices at 180 St. Janu s street, Montreal, Que., in charge of H. W. Gross.

The company's main business is manufacturing, buying and selling New
Brunswick and Quebec spruce, pine, hemlock, hardwoods, cedar shingles

and lath. They are also making a specialty of hard pine, cypress, white-

wood, redwood, oak and other Southern woods.

Personal Mention.

J. R. Agar, who for three years has been a director with the Small 4
Bucklin Lumber Company, New Westminster, has gone into the real

estate business with F. J. Hart & Company.

Mr. R. S. Wilson, of the Wilson Lumber Company, Toronto, has

gone to Atlantic City for a two weeks' holiday, and is accompanied by
Mrs. Wilson.

The Buffalo Lumber Exchange recently elected the following officers :

President. G. Elias ; Vice-President, Knowlton Mixer; Secretary and
Treasurer, J. S. Tyler.

E. W. Dodge, sales manager of the Norton Company, of Worcester,

Mass., emery wheel manufacturers, paid a visit to the Coast about the

first of April, in the interests of his company.

F. Fairchild, Dominion Land Surveyor, has returned to Edmonton.
Alta., after a year's work on the Fifth Meredian, near the upper Atha-

basca river. He reports much valuable spruce in that district, some of it

4 inches through.

J. R. Agar, who has been a director of the Small & Bucklin Lumber
Company, of New Westminster, for three years, has severed his con-

nection with that firm and joined the F. J. Hart Company, real estate

agents.

Mr. F. L. Ward has returned from a trip in northern British Col-

lumbia and reports that, judging from the logs in the water, work going

on at the lumber camps is unusually slack for this time of year. Mr.
Ward has been in the Texada island section.

A large excursion party, made up of 2,000 Canadians, recently visited

New York. Among the party was T. Burt Cole, of G. H. Perley & Com-
pany, of Ottawa, lumber manufacturers and shippers. He was accom-
panied by Mr. Boyce, clerk in the House of Commons at Ottawa. Messrs.

Cole and Boyce made the trip entirely for pleasure, and remained about

ten days.

The Gutta Percha & Rubber Manufacturing Company of Toronto,

Limited, announce that the offices of president and treasurer made va-

cant by the death of Mr. H. D. Warren, have been filled as follows

:

President, S. T. Warren (Mrs. H. D. Warren) ; Treasurer, Mr. Trumbull
Warren. The affairs and general policy of the company will be continued

precisely as heretofore.

Three Canadians have been appointed members of the committees
of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association of the United
States. The committees were appointed by the president, Geo. F. Craig,

of Philadelphia, and the Canadian members are: Dwight J. Turner, To-
ronto, on the railroad and transportation committee; D. H. McLennan,
.Montreal, on the trade relations committee, and A. J. Auger/ Quebec,
on the special membership committee.

John Murray, of Vancouver, former Provincial Timber Ranger, and
Michael King, cruiser, have returned from a trip to Mexico, where they
inspected a large area of timber in the Sonora valley. This timber is

hardwood and cruises about 10,000 to 15,000 feet to the acre. There is

about 1,000,000 acres of it available, government owned, the price being
55 cents an acre. It is open to taxation at the will of the president; but
an effort is being made to secure an exemption clause in the deed, which
will make the privilege of value. If this goes through, people of Van-
couver and Victoria will probably put up the necessary money.

W. H. Rowley, president of the E. B. Eddy Company, luis returned
from travelling some 10,000 miles, chiefly in the provinces of Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia, returning by California. In
many of the western cities the E. B. Eddy Company have important
branches, and it is Mr. Rowley's custom to pay them an annual visit.

He reports an amazing improvement in business at Vancouver, B.C., the
changed conditions there from a year and a half ago being very striking.

In that city Mr. Rowley says there is a boom, but, fortunately, the trade
elsewhere does not owe its activity to this cause.

The Canadian Forestry Association has appointed as permanent
secretary Mr. James Lawler, a well known newspaper man, who for some
years has made a study of the literary and business side of forestry. He
will take over the editing of the literature of the association. His head-
quarters w ill be at Queen's Park, Toronto, but as it is expected that his
services will be in request for delivering talks and illustrated lectures
before clubs, trade organizations and school associations, he will spend a

good deal of time in travelling to different parts of the Province and
Dominion

Lumber News Notes from Ottawa.
\ Canadian Customs ruling has recently been announced under

which stava material of sycamore or gumwood, not listed or jointed, may
be admitted free under tariff item 504.

Hon. Sydney Fisher has given notice of a Government bill to create
a permanent commission on the conservation of the national resources of

Canada. This measure will give effect to the agreement reached during
the International Conference on the conservation of national resources,
held recently at Washington. The Canadian Commission, it is expected
will be named soon after the bill has received the Royal assent, so that
practical work may be at once inaugurated. The commission will con-
sist of from 25 to 30 representative Canadians, and will be non-partisan in

character.

The new tariff to be charged by the Upper Ottawa Improvement
Company, Limited, during the season of 1900 has a few minor changes
from last year's tariff. An increase from 7 to 12 cents on saw logs, 17
feet and under, coming through the booms from the head of Deschenes
rapids (north slide) to the head of the Hull slide and on saw logs other
than 17 feet and under, from 23 to 30 cents is accounted for by the in-

crease in working expenses. A decrease from 30 to 10 cents on saw logs,

17 feet and under, coming through Quinze boom is explained by the in-

crease in timber to come down the river this season. Otherwise the tariffs

are practically the same.

Hon. Clifford Sifton, in a recent address to the Toronto University
Club of Ottawa, dwelt at length upon the necessity for inaugurating a
national movement for the conservation of Canada's natural resources.

Referring to the timber resources he spoke of the advantages which would
accrue from maintaining a large forestry area in Canada. The timber
consumption in Canada was exceeding the supply, and, unless some
means were taken to check the continual depletion of the forests, it

would not be long before there was a complete exhaustion of the supply.

Timber of a merchantable character in Canada was estimated now at

about five hundred billion feet. In order to satisfy the increasing de-

mand, this quantity was not nearly adequate and would last only a few
years. In Canada at the present time much progress was being made.
A forestry college had been established in Toronto, where forestry was
scientifically taught. Also there had been established a fire surveying

system and regulations in regard to the cutting of timber. Forest reserves

had been set aside by the Government, where care was taken of the

forest growth by skilful foresters. These reserves would act in the

future as an important source of national revenue.

Great Britain's trade in wood and timber during the ten months
ending with January, amounted in value to the following : Imports, 1907,

$124,377,687; 1908, $121,827,197; 1909. $106,398,894; exports of home
produce: 1907, $404,140; 1908, $486,818; 1909, $392,568.
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Legal News of Interest to Lumbermen
Right to Obstruct a Stream Employer's Liability for Injury to Workmen-
Responsibility for Fire Losses A Privy Council Case Involving $18,000.

Damages for Obstruction of a Stream.—Judgment has been given
by Judge Davidson at Montreal in the case of the appeal of Green et al.

v. Blackburn et al. The original writ was for damages of $10,000 for
loss sustained by alleged obstruction of McGregor Creek and delav
caused thereby to a drive of 14,000 logs which the plaintiffs were to bring
down to the Ottawa river. The obstruction complained of was the result
of the erection of two dams. In the lower court the plaintiffs were
awarded $222.50 and part costs. Their motion for an injunction to re-
strain the defendants from closing the spillways was refused. Appeal
was taken from both these findings and the defendants sought for a re-
versal of the judgment.

Judge Davidson decided that the judgment must stand. In the
course of his judgment he said: "The defendants have, with sufficient
certainty, proved that they were and are owners as well of
the lands on which their two dams abutted as of the water power which
these dams made effective. What were defendants' rights and responsi-
bilities in respect of such constructions? How, if at all, did they affect
plaintiffs' drive of logs? Navigable and floating livers and streams and
their banks are dependencies of the Crown domain. C.C., 400. If, says
C.C. 503, a stream does not belong to the Crown domain—that is, for
example, if it is neither navigable nor floatable—then a riparian owner
may make use of it as it passes for "the utility of his land," but in such
manner as not to prevent other like owners from exercising a similar
right. The article proceeds to say that these provisions are subject to
those of C.S.L.C., Cap. 51. This chapter is now R.S.Q., sections 5535
and 5536. Section 5535 materially broadens the Civil Code privileges of
the riparian owner, for it gives him, in addition to such use as may be
necessary for "the utility of his land," the right to turn the water course
"to account by the construction of mills, manufactures, works and ma-
chinery," and for this purpose to erect "flood gates, canals, embank-
ments, dams, dykes and the like." Compensation for resulting injuries
to others is provided by E.S.Q. 5536, which enacts that "the proprietors
or lessees of any such works are liable to all damages resulting to any
person whomsoever, whether by the too great elevation of the flood gates
or otherwise." The Municipal Code, articles 868 and 891, provide that
every river or natural water course which is neither navigable nor float-

able at certain periods of the year, Is a municipal water course, and that
any person may use the same as well as the banks thereof for the con-
veyance of any kinds of timber, subject to the payment of all damages
The right to float timber down streams which are floatable during the
freshet season is well settled. Under the positive laws and the decisions
cited we have to regard McGregor Creek as a stream which riparian
owners—and especially if, as in this case, they can show express title to
the adjacent water power as well—might turn to account by the erection
of dams and works. Having erected these works under authority of the
law, defendants cannot be restrained by injunction from using the water
in such manner as may be necessary for the operation of their power
bouse. The only recourse possessed by those who have been injured is

for damages. The judgment under review properly so held.

Writ by Railway to Collect Switching Charges.—The Grand Trunk
Railway Company has issued a writ in the County Court against the R.
Laidlaw Lumber Company, Toronto, for the payment of switching
charges on a number of cars. The case involves switching charges against
which the R. Laidlaw Lumber Company recently appealed before the
Dominion Board of Railway Commissioners. At the time when the
switching charges were put in force by the railway companies the Laid-
law Company had seventy-five to one hundred cars switched to their

C.P.R. Dundas street yards at Toronto, and refused to pay the switching
charges. The cars were held up and the railway companies threatened
to unload the material and not switch any more cars unless they were
paid for in advance. Finally the Laidlaw Company made payment under
protest, and entered a case before the Railway Commission, who decided
adversely to them. The railway company are now endeavoring to collect

these unpaid charges by means of a writ and the Laidlaw Company intend
shortly to appeal the case to the Supreme Court. They maintain that
the railway had no right to collect any charges as they had no tariff in

force. Other lumber shipping companies, who are in a similar position,

have expressed their willingness to join with the Laidlaw Company in

having the case tested.

Liability of Employer for Injury to the Person In the case of

Murray et al. v. Miramichi Pulp & Paper Company, which recently came
before the Supreme Court of New Brunswick, the company entered a de-

murrer to the declaration of the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs claimed $5,000
damages for the death of Peter Murray, while working in connection

with a tramcar of the company. The claim was made by the sisters of
the deceased, for the benefit of themselves. The company's demurrer
was on the ground that right of action only arose where it was for the
benefit of the wife, husband, parent and child or either of them. The
court held that the demurrer must be allowed, with leave to amend the
declaration on or before September 1st next, on payment of costs.

Legal Status of Lumbermen on St. John River.—At the request of
several prominent New Brunswick lumbermen an inquiry has been in-
stituted by the Hon. William Pugsley, Canadian Minister of Public
Works, to determine the legal status and the rights of lumbermen along
the St. John river in connection with the diverting of waters from the
Northern Allegash stream into the Penobscot by means of a canal instead
of allowing those waters to follow their natural channel into and down
the St. John. The Minister of Public Works has learned that the build-
ing of this canal was authorized by the Maine Legislature, and he believes
that eventually the grievance, from an international standpoint, will
be remedied by the United States Government through a waterways com-
mission.

Suit to Recover Commission.—M,,ms. Royce 4 Henderson, solici-
tors, Toronto, are suing the National Trust Company, trustees of the
estate of the late Mr. E. 0. Bremner, of Toronto, at the Non-Jury Assizes
before Mr. Justice MacMahon for $10,000 for services rendered, and
commission.

^
Mr. Bremner was interested in the Sturgeon Falls' Pulp

Company. The services for which the claim is made were in the se-
curing of a subsidy of $160,000 from the Dominion Government for the
building of a railway by the Pulp Company from Sturgeon Falls to
Temagami Lake.

Negligence in Setting Out Fire.—

I

n the caae of Davis v. Rowsome
action was recently taken before Judge MacMahon for $1,000 damages
caused by alleged

)

negligence in setting out fire, so that it spread and ran
into the plaintiffs' lands and fences and consumed his lands, timber and
wood. It was admitted that the defendant was negligent in starting the
fire and the only question was the amount of damages. This was fixed
by Judge MacMahon at $425.

Damages for Destruction of Timber.—Blue & Deschamps, of Ross-
land, have received word of the decision by the Privy Council in their
favor in the case against the Red Mountain* Railway Company, in which
the jury awarded $18,000 damages. This case was fought through all
the courts and the decision in favor of the timbermen, whose limits were
burned, and who sued for $20,000 damages, is of much interest to timber
owners.

Limit of $3 for Changing Destination of Car in Transit.—An import-
ant general order has been issued by Mr. D'Arcy Scott, Assistant Chief
of the Board of Railway Commissioners, in a complaint filed by Hyde &
Webster, of Montreal, in respect to an extra charge of $4.95 on a carload
of bricks shipped from Casselman to Dorval. The order will be of interest
to shippers of lumber as well as brick. The dispute arose over the prac-
tice of the company in charging one cent per hundredweight when the
destination of a shipment was changed during transit. The Board de-
cided that in future railways must not charge more than $3 for changing
the destination of a car in transit.

An Important U. S. Judgment.—The Mississippi Supreme Court on
April 12th rendered an opinion through Special Judge W. R, Harper
affirming the decision of Chancellor G. G. Lyell in the suit brought by
former Attorney-General Fletcher against the Retail Lumber Dealers'
Association of Mississippi and Louisiana. The decision of the Chancellor
perpetualy enjoined the further operation of the organization and ordered
its dissolution, on the ground that it had an agreement, the existence of
which was admitted, whereby its members were not to make purchases
from manufacturers who made sales to consumers. The agreement is
held to have had no other purpose than the stifling of competition in
violation of the code. The association will appeal the case to the highest
court in the land.

Damages for Breach of Contract.—In the action of the Paterson
Timber Company against the Canadian Pacific Lumber Com
pany, of Port Moody, for $28,000 for breach of contract, judgment was
given for $24,250.

Judge Grant has given judgment at Vancouver, B.C., for the plain-
tiffs in the action brought by J. E. Bird and other members of the \lberni
Canal Timber Syndicate against John McLarty. The claims against
Mr. McLarty formerly amounted to several thousand dollars but there
was a counterclaim against the plaintiffs, and the court considered that
this reduced the amount due the latter to $536.
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Mr. D. E. Mann's Views on the Pulpwood Situation.

In an interview published recently iu the "Saturday Evening Post,
Mr. D. D. Mann, of Mackenzie & Mann, after referring to other natural
products, spoke as follows regarding the pulpwood situation in Canada
and the United States: "'Of the principal natural products of both coun-
tries, lumber and pulpwood remain to be considered. Here the Can-
adian advantage is indisputable ; and some of our public men and journa-
lists seem inclined to make more than enough of it. It is singular in
that it brings export duties into the discussion, and, to that extent,
complicates the larger problem. With a population of six millions, we
have about 1,600,000,000 acres of pulpwood. The United States, with a
population of eighty millions, has 000,000,000 acres.

"If pulpwood and pulp were put on the United States free list, the
price of paper would be conditioned by the cost of manufacture nearest
the supply of raw material. The pulpwood of the United States is being
used up three times faster than it grows, or can grow under wise condi-
tions of husbandry. The approach to exhaustion is, therefore, rapid, and
unless a new permanent supply can be secured, the papermakers of the
United States will either put prices up to figures which will create an
effective rebellion of all the newspapers in the country, or they will keep
prices within reasonable bounds by making the best of the opportunities
of manufacture nearest the supply—in Canada. The Canadian tariff in-
duced American manufacturers to establish branches in Canada to supply
the Canadian market. Free entry to pulp and pulpwood, plus the possi-
bility of a Canadian export duty, would encourage—that is a better
word than 'compel'—the conversion of pulp logs into pulp on Canadian
rivers, by the aid of water-power, in which Canada is the richest country
in the world."

Interesting- Paragraphs from the West Indies.

Gordon Grant A Company, Port-of- Spain, Trinidad, report under
date of April 3rd as follows : Lumber and cooperage materials—-Beyond
the cargo on the schooner Alexandra from Bear river, N.S., with 19,270
pieces of lumber, and 285 spruce spars, no further arrivals have taken
place, but several ordered cargoes of pitch pine from Mobile are expected
shortly. Prices are quoted as follows: Nova Scotia W. P., per thousand
feet. $22 to $24; spruce, $18 to $20; P. P., assorted sizes, $30 to $34.

There is no doubt as to the value of the Dominican hardwoods for
furniture making, says a Government report from Barbados, and a large
number of varieties of it, suited for this purpose have been already cata-
logued. A few years ago, two sets of samples of these woods were pre-
pared and polished to show their beauty of grain and color, and capacity
for taking a high finish. One set was sent to England and shown there,
and the other went to Canada with the West Indian exhibits. The pro-
moters of the proposed railway have decided that as soon as it is possible
to get out a sufficient supply of this lumber, they will furnish samples on
application.

S. P. Musson, Son & Company, Barbados, report- under date of
April 10th as follows

:

Lumberstuffs.—White pine—There have been no arrivals dur-
ing the fortnight and as stocks in dealers' yards are low, a couple of
cargoes should sell well. Spruce.—The schooner "Basile" arrived on
the 27th, ulto. with 174.000 feet, chiefly merchantable, to selves, for
which we obtained $20.75 for merchantable and $16 for second quality.
We also know of another small cargo on the way, and these will keep
the market supplied for the present. Pitch pine.—No arrivals, but one
or two cargoes have been contracted for ahead. Shingles.—No receipts
of either Gaspe or cedar laying and both descriptions are in good demand.
Shooks.—No receipts, but stocks are heavy. Wood hoops—No arrivals,
but stocks are more than sufficient for requirements.

Canadian Lumber Statistics for Ten Months.
Canadian exports of unmanufactured home produced lumber during

January and for the ten months ending January, 1909 and 1908, amounted
in value to the following

:

January. Ten months ending Jan'y
1908 1909 1908 1909

Great Britain 348,878 185,937 11,176,475 8,867,434
United States 862,388 1,257,063 25,143,527 23 362 467
Other countries 260,776 188,912 4,280,654 2,865 975

Totals 1,472,042 1,631,912 40,600,656 35,095,876

Exports of home produced manufactures of wood amounted in value
to the following

:

January. Ten months ending Jan'y
1908 1909 1908 1909

'

Great Britain 409,275 235,926 11,947,841 10 162 680
United States 1,146,648 1,616,111 28,317,895 25,879,960
Other countries 296,123 209,923 4,561,033 3,252,345

Totals 1,852,046 2,061,960 44,826,769 39,294,985

Random Business and Machinery Notes.

The Diplock-Wright Lumber Company, of Vancouver, have recently
installed a heavy four-saw edger for their mill, obtained from H. W
Petrie (B.C.) Limited.

The Fraser River Lumber Company, Eraser Mills, B.C., have in-

stalled machinery for the manufacture of cross-amis. They recently
received an order for 400,000 from the Manitoba Government.

The Vancouver branch of the Simonds Canada Saw Company re-

cently received a straight car load of saws from Montreal manufacturers,
practically all of which had been sold previous to their arrival in Van-
couver.

The Jervis Inlet Lumber Company, at Ladner, B.C., have lately
installed a new 66-inch x 16-foot, 125-pound pressure boiler. This was
supplied by H. W. Petrie (B.C.), Limited.

The Pitt Lake Brick & Cement Company, of New Westminster, have
purchased a 60-foot cylindrical, revolving sand-drier, from H. W. Petrie
(B.C.), Limited, for installation at their plant at Pitt Lake, a few miles
east of New Westminster.

The Ober Manufacturing Company, of Chagrin Falls, Ohio, U.S.A.,
have issued an illustrated catalogue of their lathes, sanders, shapers,
etc. The machinery described and illustrated in the catalogue includes
a wide range of excellent designs.

H. W. Petrie (B.C.), Limited, unloaded two car loads of sawmill
machinery, engines and boilers, early in April. These were intended
partly for stock in their Vancouver warehouse, and partly for orders al-

ready placed.

The branch office at Spokane, of the Hofius Steel & Equipment Com-
pany, of Seattle, has recently undergone a change of management, Mr.
Chester Colter having succeeded the former manager, Mr. F. W. Bold-
rick. Mr. Colter's Spokane address is 108 Auditorium Building, where
he will be pleased to meet all the old friends of the company as well as
all the new ones.

YYickes Brothers, Saginaw, Mich., have issued a bulletin, No. 1341,
under date of April 15, containing information relating to their extensive
stock of machinery for sawmills, planing mills, woodworkers, cooperage
plants, shingle mills, etc. Their new model No. 16 gang, they claim,
carries thinner saws and cuts faster than any heretofore made. Its fast
work is the result of their improved oscillation movement.

The S. Knechtel Wood-Turning Company, Southampton, Ont., have
issued an attractive catalogue of their mouldings and turnings. The cata-
logue is extensively illustrated and handsomely prepared, and should
prove of much interest to all who make use of such articles. The com-
pany manufacture various kinds of mouldings, including compressed,
plain and carved. The compressed mouldings are made from first and
second-class dried lumber, and being carefully manufactured, are of
splendid quality. The company carry patterns in stock, of white oak
and birch as it runs for color. In plain mouldings they have a large
variety of patterns, and can manufacture all kinds, and for all purposes.
Their carved mouldings are carved in the solid wood. The catalogue
si lows only a few patterns. A great many other designs can be made.
Any one interested in the mouldings and turnings will do himself a service
by writing to the company and mentioning the "Canada Lumberman."

New Forestry Reserves in Rainy River District.

An order in Council has been passed by the Ontario Government
setting apart a new forest reserve of one million acres in the Bainy
River district. The new reserve comprises the densely wooded territory
west of the eastern boundary of the district and contiguous to the inter-
national boundary. It includes a large portion of Hunter's Island, a well
known haunt of game. The order in Council also provides that the new
reserve shall be a provincial game preserve. The reserve adjoins a simi-
lar allotment of land set apart by the State of Minnetsota. The original
plan of the promoters was to utilize the two million acres as an inter-
national reserve, conducted jointly by the officers of Ontario and Minne-
sota. The Provincial Government has not, however, followed this course,
and the Ontario reserve will remain solely under this province and be
officered solely by its own wardens. The staff for this work has not yet
been selected.

The growing interest among educational institutions in the subject
of forestry has been accentuated by the announcement that a course in
forestry will be established in Columbia University, New York City, at
the opening of the new academic year in September, 1909. It is planned
to have the course on lines .entirely different from those of the Yale or
Cornell schools. The new curriculum will be put into effect during the
coming year, but it is not expected that there will be any additions to
the faculty until two years from now.

A. L. Mottes, manager of the Prince Albert Lumber Company,
states that the lumber trade expects the busiest season on record at
Prince Albert, and the biggest building year in the history of the city.



THE BRITISH COLUMBIA TRADE
Advance of Ten Cents in B. C Shingles

A Vancouver despatch announces that British Columbia shingles
have been advanced in price ten cents. So great has been the demand
for the past two weeks that a conference of owners of the largest pro-
ducing mills in Vancouver was held on April 30th, at which it was de-
cided to make an advance. An agreement was accordingly made and
notice sent out to all travellers to advance their quotation on shingles jo

$2 f.o.b. Vancouver. This rate applies to British Columbia stars and is

the basis on which all prices for lower grades are made. Last fall and
during the early part of the winter, stars were selling in Vancouver at
$1.45 and $1.50, there being practically no market. Demand was poor
throughout the winter, but now the mills are receiving more orders than
they can readily attend to. It is not probable that the advance in price
will result in any decrease in demand, 75 per cent, of which comes from
the United States, where the high grade shingles from British Columbia
command the highest price on the market.

Limber prices, which have been stiffening for some weeks, owing
to an increasing demand from the Northwest, will probably be given an
upward direction shortly as the result of a recent conference of sawmill
owners in Vancouver, when members of the British Columbia Lumber
& Shingle Manufacturers' Association, Limited, discussed the question of
an advance. No action was taken at the meeting, but signs of increase
were in evidence and it was stated by a member of the association thai
it would be only a short time before a move in that direction would be
made At present, owing to the lack of cohesion, there is no rigid base
price, but it is generally accepted that $10 for rough lumber is altogether
too low to permit of a profit. The sawmill men claim that if they re-
ceived $17 per thousand feet for their product for the balance of the
season they would not make up their losses for the last year. Any ad-
vance on the coast may be followed by an increase in the prices of the
mountain mills.

Reports from the prairies say that business conditions east of the
Rockies are reflected by the recent phenomenal increase in the demand
for lumber. They promise soon to show further improvement, as 80,000
immigrants from the United States alone are expected to cross the border
during the next few months. Statistics compiled by the freight traffic

officials of the Canadian Pacific Railway show that the movement of
lumber from the coast and Kootenays to the Prairie Provinces and eastern
Canada during March showed an increase of 300 per cent, over the cor-
responding figure of last year.

W. A. Anstie, secretary of the Mountain Lumbermen's Association,
states that while there is no boom, and the mill men generally are not
crowded with orders at very attractive prices, there is a much better feel-

ing than has prevailed for some time, and there seems to be every reason
to expect a steady and progressive strengthening of the market.

The lumber mills on Vancouver Island are finding it necessary to
operate their plants continuously to their full capacity. Mr. S. Baxter,
Provincial Boiler Inspector, who has just returned from a tour of the east
coast, states that the Genoa Bay mill, owned by the International Lumber
Company, is preparing to open up after being dormant for twelve years.
They will be ready shortly and the prospects are considered so good that
it is thought probable that they will continue without cessation from this
time forth. At Shawnigan and Cowichan lakes the mills were busier
than they had been for many months.

There is much activity in loggers' supplies at Vancouver, and camps
are starting up along the coast. It is expected that logs will soon be
cheaper. There continues a poor demand for rough lumber and a fair

demand for uppers. The dropping off of price in the Washington shingle
market has adversely affected the prices in British Columbia. With
shingles at $1.90 in Seattle, they must be sold in Vancouver at $1.60
to meet the duty.

The log market in British Columbia has weakenel perceptibly of

late, and further reduction in the price of logs is imminent. The
following may be said to be the prevailing price of logs, delivered at mills,
all charges paid: Fir logs, No. 1, $13; fir logs, merchantable, $9; fir logs,

rough or No. 2, $0.50; cedar, according to quality, $7.50 to $10; spruce,
according to quality, $8 to $10. Lumber prices do not justify a greater
price than $8 for merchantage logs.

British Columbia Much Interested in the Tariff.

The statement made by Mr. Gifford Pinchot, Chief Forester of the
United States, that the abolition of the import duty on lumber would not
ensure the conservation of the forests, or reduce the price of lumber to
the consumer of the United States, has caused some interest in lumber
circles at Vancouver. It is a well known fact that but two per cent, of

the supply of lumber in the United States comes from Canada, and as
the cost of production in Canada, in some grades at least, is greater than
in the United States, Canadian lumber, even with the duty off, when

sold in the United States, would not be more than five per cent, cheaper
than United States lumber. Furthermore, Canadians, ultimately, as
Mr. Pinchot says, will require all their lumber for their own use.

This is the opinion of one who is admitted to be a competent authority
on the subject, and the British Columbia Government is doubtless bear-
ing it in mand, in framing timber legislation.

There is no doubt Canada's first duty is to herself, so that if we
supply the United States with lumber, the Government should look to
it that Canada's interests should be the first considered. In British Col-
umbia this question is more important than in any other province in the
Dominion, and the Provincial Government itself should note well the
remarks of Mr. Pinchot on this important question.

Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company Changes Hands.
The sale of the Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company, located at

Wardner, B.C., after being under consideration for a year or more, was
consummated recently, it being understood that the price paid was
$1,200,000. Mr. Peter Lund, who has been the manager of the company
since its inception, made the following statement regarding the trans-
action :

"All the shares of the Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company, Limited,
formerly owned by myself, John Breckenridge and associates, have been
sold to E. Golden Filer and associates, of Manistee, Mich., together with
about 40,000 acres of timber lands in the Kootenay Valley, formerly
owned privately by myself and Mr. John Breckenridge. The companv

Mr. Peter Lund
Managing Director of The Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company.

will continue business under the old name and style. In order to take
care of the concern under the new arrangements, the capital stock of
the company will be increased from $250,000 to $2,600,000. There will
be practically no change in the management for the present, or the pres-
ent staff. I have consented to look after the business, as usual, for the
present."

Mr. Peter Lund, the manager of the old and of the new company,
whose portrait is published herewith, is largely responsible for the pro-
gress it has made. He was born in Sweden, near Christianstad, and
moved with his parents to North Dakota when seven years of age. He
lived on a homestead in the Bed Biver Valley for ten years, near Fargo,
and then left home and went to Montana. His life, since coming from
the Old Country, has been spent in Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Washing-
ton and British Columbia He went from Washington to Nelson, B.C.,
the year before the construction of the Crow's Nest Pass Bailway,' where
he met Mr. John Breckenridge, and formed a partnership with him to
take up the contract of putting in the system of waterworks at Nelson.
Afterwards they took contracts for railway work on the Crow's Nest
Pass Bailway, and built the North Star branch. After building this
branch, Mr. Lund turned over the railway work to Mr. Breckenridge
and began to acquire property for the purpose of engaging in the lumber
business at Wardner, B.C. This was about six years ago, and during
that time there has been built up at Wardner one of the largest and most
successful lumber plants in British Columbia. Mr. Lund has given his
personal supervision to the work and has gathered about him an able
and trustworthy staff of lieutenants, including: G. G. Jones, chief ac-
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countant; A. Sheppard, assistant; P. W. Burgess, paymaster; H. C.
Lindsay, sawmill superintendent; Otto Wisner, superintendent of the
planing and finishing department ; H. Helgeson, superintendent of the
shipping department ; D. Breckenridge, superinteudeet of the logging
department; Thomas Gaffney, storekeeper, and B. Markell, assistant
storekeeper.

The construction of additional mills and a large syst-em of logging
railways are now being planned by the new owners and will be under-
taken as soon as conditions justify them. The officers of the new company
will be: William Wente, president; W. F. Baker, vice-president; W. J.
Gregory, secretary-treasurer, all of Manistee, and Peter Lund, of Ward-
ner, managing director.

The partnership heretofore existing between Mr. Lund and Mr.
Breckenridge is now in course of dissolution, but Mr. Breckenridge will

continue the railway work.

British Columbia's New Vicegerent Snark.

P. D. Eoe, vice-president of the Emerson Lumber Company, Van-
couver, has been appointed Vicegerent Snark of British Columbia. Mr.
Roe was born in Edinburgh, Scotland, and is 46 years of age. He has
been engaged in lumbering for nearly a quarter of a century, his first

experience being at Tualatin, Ore., where he worked in a sawmill. He
went to the Eoyal City mills, Vancouver, where after one and a half
years as yard man, he was made foreman of the mill, which position he
held for about one and a half years. He then became identified with
George Cassady & Company as yard man and travelling salesman. In
1889, in company with R. Abemathy and T. P. Paterson, Mr. Roe
formed the Canadian Pacific Lumber Company at Port Moody, operating
the mill until 1907, when he became interested with J. S. Emerson in his
mill and logging interests, assuming the position of manager of the mill
end. Mr. Roe is also interested in the Independent Shingle Company,
New Westminster, and in the firm of Abemathy &- Lougheed, Limited,
at Port Henry.

Activity Continues Among Timber Limit Buyers.
A syndicate composed of Messrs C. S. Battle, J. T. Danaher and

J. Hulbert, all of Vancouver, have purchased a substantial interest in

24 square miles of Crown granted timber on Vancouver Island, extending
from Port McNeill, on Broughton Strait on the east coast, to Rupert's
Arm, on the west coast. The tract is said to be one of the most densely
forested timber areas in the province. It is estimated to contain three
hundred million feet of timber, fifty per cent, of which is cedar.

Among recent timber sales are the following : 16,000 acres of fir and
spruce on Cowichan Lake, Vancouver Island, to Minneapolis people, the
former owner being W. J. Malcolm, of New Westminster; the sale of

1,400 acres of Crown granted land on the Great Northern Railway, in
the Langley district, to Messrs. De Beck & Tait, of New Westminster,
for $30,000 ; the sale of eight square miles of timber on Craycroft Island
to Andrew Mowat, of Salt Lake City, for $65,000; the same buyer also
bought 6,500 acres of timber from Messrs. Danaher & Hulbert, of Van-
couver, for $55,000. It is the intention of Messrs. De Beck & Tait to
erect a sawmill on their limits.

A party of Nebraska capitalists spent most of the month of March
in looking over the timber situation in British Columbia. They will

probably invest about $2,000,000 in the province. Members of this party
are principals in the Standard Bridge Company, of Omaha. They have
organized a syndicate for the purpose of buying timber limits, so that
they may cut their own timbers for construction work. Sawmills will

be erected in British Columbia, if limits are secured. The party are also
visiting Victoria, Seattle and Portland. The head of the visiting investors
is Robert Drake, of Omaha, and the other members are H. D. Miller,
Stanton, Neb. ; Robert Tait, Freemont, Neb. ; Robert Appleby, Stanton,
Neb., and W. B. Jamison, Portland, Ore.

Japanese Looking After Their Own Interests.

The Japanese Association of the Pacific Northwest has collected
statistics regarding the number of Japs employed in the mills of Wash-
ington. They give the number of 2,685. This includes those employed
in logging camps also. Oregon employs 260, and Idaho 730.

A Washington despatch says that the agent sof leading lumbermen
in British Columbia are covering the State of Washington, taking pictures
of Orientals at work in the mills, and using the information and pictures
as an argument in favor of the removal of the tariff. This is a retaliation
move, it is claimed, against the action of the Washington lumbermen who
had pictures taken of the Orientals at work in the British Columbia mills
and forwarded them to Washington when the lumbermen appeared before
the Ways and Means Committee of Congress to express the sentiments
of the Northwestern lumber interests. This statement has the appear-
ance of an unfounded rumor. There is a general desire in British Col-
umbia to have the tariff removed, and no information can be gained of
any such retaliation movement as mentioned in the Washington despatch.

Miscellaneous Notes from the Pacific Coast.
R. D. Rorison & Son are starting a sawmill and shingle mill across

the river from Eburne, at the junction of the Lulu Island branch of the
B. C. Electric Railway. They will expend $100,000 before the plant is
ready for operation. The site includes 1,200 feet of water frontage.

The Fraser River Lumber Company, Limited, are negotiating for
a line of steamships to operate regularly between Fraser River points
and ports of the west coast of South America. It is understood, however,
that the question will not be finally settled until the company is guaran-
teed 26 feet of river depth at all tides. Once the channel is sufficiently
deep the mill company promises to run night and day, and as the mill
is one of the largest in the world, this means a very heavy cut.

According to Mr. Tytler, of Vancouver, B.C., who is prominent in
the shingle world, the shingle men of that section prefer that the 30-cent
duty on that product remain He claims that their shingles have a repu-
tation, and that if the duty were removed, the industry would be broken
into by manufacturers of poor stock, which would ultimately lower the
standard and force prices down. "We shipped 4,000 cars, or 1,000,000,000
shingles into the United States last year m spite of the duty," said Mr
Tytler, thus supplying one-sixth of all the shingles used in Uncle Sam's
territory. We are pretty well satisfied with conditions as they are."

The Great Northern Railway Company is reported to be preparing a
new tariff of freight rates which will show an advance at certain points
in Ontario, for lumber shipped from the Pacific coast. It is understood
on the best of authority that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company has
decided upon a similar advance and that it will be put in force about the
first of June. These tariffs will apply both to shingles and lumber and
will be very unwelcome to the shippers at Ontario points. The lumber
business in Ontario at present is so hampered by the unsatisfactory busi-
ness conditions prevailing throughout the country, that an additional
freight charge will be a serious handicap. It will probably not be accepted
by the lumber shipping companies without a strong complaint being made.
It is believed, in fact, that an additional freight charge would be more
than the majority of dealers in Ontario could stand. This being the
case, if the railway companies increase their rate, an appeal will probably
be taken to the Railway Commission, where a strong case could be made
against the advance.

Trade Enquiries.

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain
the following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman"
may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped
envelope and stating number of enquiry

:

398. Cornice pole rings, maple squares, etc.—A well known window
roller manufacturer in Manchester, Eng., is in the market to purchase
carload lots of cornice pole rings in white wood and maple squares of dif-

ferent dimensions. Will enter into a contract for a year's supply, taking
500 gross at a time. Will pay cash against documents, or on receipt of
goods

401. Lumber.—A London firm is desirous of hearing from Canadian
shippers of lumber, and particularly wishes to get in touch with exporters
of rock elm logs and lumber, also maple, soft elm, hickory and oak lumber
and logs.

427. Machinery. A North of England firm manufacturing box making
machinery wishes to get into touch with likely Canadian buyers.

439. Edge tools.—A Manchester firm asks for catalogues and prices
of edge tools from Canadian manufacturers.

446. Wood turnery.—A Liverpool firm wishes to correspond with
Canadian manufacturers of all kinds of wood turnery.

447. Deals, boards, etc.—A Manchester firm asks for prices of pine
deals, boards and sidings, all qualities and sizes, from Canadian ex-
porters.

448. Pine doors.—A Lancashire firm asks for description and prices
of pine doors from Canadian manufacturers.

449. Blocks.—A Liverpool firm wishes to obtain prices of oak and
maple blocks from Canadian exporters.

451. Spruce deals.-—A Manchester firm wishes to obtain prices of
spruce deals from Canadian exporters of same.

Prices at Winnipeg Have Not Advanced.
A Winnipeg despatch says that so far there has been no advance in

the prices of lumber at Winnipeg, in spite of great activity in building
operations. President Sprague, of the Sprague Lumber Company, is

quoted as saying that the rumored advance is without foundation in

fact, thus far. On the contrary, Mr. Sprague pointed out that there has
been a reduction of $2 on timber and dimension, a reduction of $2 on
the shiplap most used ; laths are $1 less than in 1908, and shingles are

25 cents less than last year. The reductions apply to, say, 90 per cent.

3f the material required in a building.
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Obituary.

The death is reported from Vancouver of Daniel Haggerty, well
known throughout British Columhia as the most successful skid-road
builder in the province. Deceased expired suddenly in the street. He
was 55 years of age.

The death of Lewis Miller, head of the Lewis Miller Company, of
Halifax, N.S., extensive lumber operators, occurred recently at Criell,
Scotland. The company, which is a Scottish concern and has large
lumbering interests in Nova Scotia, has headquarters and shipping piers
at Ingraham Docks, near Halifax.

The death of Frederick Dunbar Miles, of St. John, N.B., occurred
recently at his home on Douglas avenue. Mr. Miles had been engaged
for several years as manager for D. D. Glasier & Sons, lumber freighters
and tug boat owners. He was in his 34th year and was prominent in a
number of societies and clubs. He was a member of the Knights of
Pythias, a past master of Hibernia Lodge, A. F. & A. M., a member
of the Knights Templar and of the Mystic Shriners. He was also
prominent among the curling clubs. Death was due to a complication
of heart trouble and quinsy. Mr. Miles is survived by his wife and two
children.

Bright Sap Constitutes Defect in Furs.
The question whether bright sap should be considered as a defect in

No. i fi- flooring, ceiling and finish is causing a considerable discussion
in the middle Northern and Northwestern States. The Pacific Coast
Lumber Manufacturers' Association are reported to be contemplating
a change in the grading rules to provide that bright sap should not be
considered a defect in these lines and as a result a meeting of the eastern
sales representatives of west coast manufacturers was recently held and
a left. -r was drafted and sent to the Pacific Coast Association outlining
their objections to the change. The main objections taken in the letter
were as follows

.

First—Compet'ng woods do not allow this defect in their No. 1 clear.
Second—Fir has been introduced to the eastern trade with the under-

dcrstanding that there is to be no sap in the No. 1 clear grade, and most,
if not all, of the work put forth in introducing fir, if a change is made,
must be done over.

Third—The demand for fir flooring in the southwest, where there is

a large trade, it being used almost exclusively for porch floors, will be lost.
Fourth—Stock finished in oil or natural color, when containing sap

cannot be successfully treated and give satisfactory results.
The letter included a recommendation that the grading rules should

specify what grades will allow sap and, if so, what per cent, in any par-
ticular grade, especially in grades of shop lumber.

Spring- Cleaning- in the Retail Yard.
Every spring the good housekeeper goes over her home from base-

ment to attic. From her some retail lumbermen might, to their ad-
vantage, take a cue. The assertion that certain yards the year round
are in a state of chronic disorder would not go undisputed, a fact that
emphasizes the methods of those yardmen who strive for order and
cleanliness. In the best kept yards, however, rubbish accumulates
during the winter that, once the ground is dry and spring has really
come, must be removed—or should be removed. Leaves, splinters, dead
grass and other items, some of which may be accounted for naturally and
others which no one can account for, are much in evidence and should be
carted away. On top of a snowdrift in the corner of a certain yard a
dozen or more tin fruit cans were noticed, which had been easily dis-
posed of by tossing over the fence.

There are yards in which the stables are connected with the sheds

—

a combination that can not be recommended—and around these premises
in the spring is a litter the absence of which would add to the appearance
of the place. To these stables, as well as to the horse bams located
inside the yard limits, straw and hay are frequently drawn during the
winter, and when unloading it is scattered more or less, the wind some-
times carrying it over the yard in every direction.

Generally it is during the fall and spring that the mud capacity of a
yard is learned. During the dry weather of summer, or the freezing
weather of winter, it is no credit to the alley if it be respectably passable,
but the rains of the fall and the melting snow of the spring bring into
prominence the low places, and while they are yet eyesores it would not
be far from a bright idea to make them with a stake, lest they be for-
gotten, and later in the spring fill them with cinders or gravel. While
there are dealers who, judging by their persistency, appear to rejoice in
tin' fact that their yards retain their primeval glory—dust in the summer
and mud in the fall and spring—there are others who are more attentive
to nature's imperfections and with cinders or gravel, from the stand-
point of a lumber yard, make a thing of beauty of the plant.

It may not be amiss to suggest that when the dry earth and the
sunshine of spring shall be ours to enjoy there are coal bins which it

would be well to look after. All men who shovel coal from the bins to
the delivery waggons are not artists, and from their shovels lumps of
coal are scattered in the snow which are not gathered up. The snow

having disappeared in the spring, i r. front of certain bins the mud has
been seen thick with coal—that surely was too valuable to go to waste
in that way when it could have been sold for $9.00 a ton. Were the
driveway graded above the watermark with some material that would
pack hard a portion of the coal that is lying around loose could be ga-
thered up; and further, were the driveway thus graded it would prevent
the teams from becoming well-nigh stalled.

The thought of fire should be an incentive to clean up the yards in
the spring. Fire is no respecter of persons or things, and when it catches
in the rubbish of a yard it will as soon run toward the piles of lumber as
away from them. A yard was seen the rear end of which on a Sunday
was overrun by fire, that presumably caught from a locomotive on a
track that ran immediately in the rear of it, and that by sheer good luck
exhausted itself before the piles were reached. This yard is on the
edge of the town, well removed from all other buildings, and as it is
presumed that all the people of the town were at church when the fire
started, the smoke was not observed. The fact remains, however, that
bad there been no dry grass and other litter there would have been no
fire. It might be further stated that no one knows how many yards have
been burned from a like cause.

At first blush it might appear that there would be no necessitv for
spring cleaning in the average inclosed shed, but such is not the case.
When the weather is so cold that a yardman shivers every time he leaves
his warm office and goes into the shed, and there is little or no trade,
every splinter, stray lath or shingle is not removed as it is at a time
when there is activity around the premises and all feel in a mood to do
something. Those in charge are prone to overlook the litter, thinking
it is not just the thing when nothing is doing to be slicking up, anyhow.
As trade is resting so things in general are permitted to rest.

A dealer who aims to do things about right was heard to remark-
that a waggon on which gravel could be drawn, a scythe, a shovel, a hoe
and a rake were as necessary around a lumber yard as an automobile, a
letter press and a fountain pen.—American Lumberman.

Higher Export Duty on Pulpwood.
A deputation composed of pulp and paper manufacturers of the Pro-

vince of Quebec waited on the Cabinet Ministers recently to seek for the
adoption of measures to counteract the effect of the Payne tariff on the
export of pulpwood. Because of the failing supply of pulpwood in the
United States, the Payne tariff proposes to put pulpwood on the free list
but to maintain the duty on manufactured pulp and paper. The Quebec
manufacturers demand that the Provincial Government increase the
stumpage dues on pulpwood for export, which practically amounts to an
export duty, to such an extent as to make exportation of pulpwood prac-
tically prohibitive. In this way, it is hoped that the paper manufac-
turing industry will be protected in the province, and the United States
consumers compelled to buy their manufactured pulp and paper in Que-
bec, or else bring their capital over to establish other paper factories in
the province. As to the exact mode of campaign, the members of the
deputation were not agreed, and the Premier asked them to try to come
to a decision among themselves, and then return. The delegation con-
sisted of Hon. N. Garneau, Wm. Power, ex-M.P. ; F. A. Geidron, M.L.A.

;

Carl Biordon, and representatives of the Booth and Eddy mills.'

Protect the Canadian Manufacturer.
One of the visiting Washington shingle manufacturers was asked

why it was, in his opinion, that Vancouver shingles could be sold in the
United States market, duty and all, in competition with the Washington
shingles. This United States manufacturer freely admitted that it was
simply because the British Columbia grading was better and that shingles
were made on the Canadian side with greater care. In fact, the British
Columbia No. 2 grade was as good as the Washington No. 1 grade, so that
the Canadian shingle was actually cheaper than the American shingle
This was becoming generally acknowledged to be the fact, and he was
sorry to say that some unprincipled dealers were actually labelling their
American shingles "the B. C. Brand." It has been suggested that all
the shmgle manufacturers in British Columbia copvright a trade mark in
all the civilized countries. An infringement of this copyright by any
foreign mill guilty of such an act, would then be a serious matter

'

The lumber interests in New Zealand are agitating for a duty of $5 a
thousand feet on Douglas fir and Oregon pine, which is imported from
British Columbia and Washington State. The trade does not amount to
more than 25,000,000 feet at the present time, but in New Zealand with
its population of a million, that is regarded as a considerable importa-
tion The New Zealand Government has appointed a commission to take
evidence throughout that Dominion and report in July.

The librarian of the Toronto Public Library has offered to place at
the disposal of manufacturers an entire section in the new reference li-
brary on College street for the catalogues of Canadian firms, and in cases
where the catalogues are not properly bound, to bear the expense of hav-
ing them bound.
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Fraser River Lumber Co
Telegraphic Address

Fraser Mills, B.C. FRASER MILLS, B. C.
Limited

A Superior

Product

Perfectly

Milled

B. C. Fir and Cedar Lumber
No Order too Large for our Capacity or too Small for our Attention

Best Quality Competitive Prices Prompt Shipment

A Trial Order Will Convince You

View of Interior of Saw Mill Looking toward Jack Ladder.

We Operate the Largest and Most Up-to-date Mills in Canada

Sales Offices and Representatives :

Regina C
Medical Hall Building Winnipeg F

' ^l^CrS, Exchange TorOntO H
*

^'Pronto



WANTEDIFOR SALE DEPARTMENT
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment Wan
ted" will be inserted in this department at the
rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the
basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Employment Wanted"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than
the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue.

WANTED- LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED — TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. U

on HARD MAPLE LOGS 30" AND UP, DIA-
meter small end, tree defects. Also l.r. 4/4, 5/4

and 6/4 Basswood. State when can ship. Apply
Box 713, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 11

Hemlock Lath Wanted
j|) CARS iH" x 4 NO. 1. QUOTE BEST
lu price on car, naming shipping point on R. R.
C. A. Larned, Phoenix, N. Y. 9

Wanted
TWO MILLION 4' WHITE PINE LATH;

Must be dry. Also some 1" and i%" white
pine strips and 12/4 and 8/4 tamarac plank, J. 1).

Macdonald, North Tonawanda, N.Y. 10

Wanted
200,000 ft. i" and i}4" Beech
500,000 ft, 1" winter cut Basswood
500,000 ft. 1" Black Ash

Apply Box 706 Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

Wanted
TO CONTRACT FOR YOUR NEXT SEA-

son's cut of slabs. Write us. Leveille &
Marion, Wholesale Lumber, 1541 St. Catharine St.
East, Montreal, Que 9

Wanted
1" Soft Elm, 12" and up wide, common and better
1" and i)>i" mill run Basswood
3 and 4" Hard Maple
The Bradley Company, Hamilton, Ont. 10

Wanted
CARGO OF CEDAR POSTS 4^" AND UP AT

top end, 8 ft. long, sound green and straight-

-

bark or pelled will answer, quote price on either,
delivered on vessel rail. Box 729 Canada Lumber-
mam, Toronto. Q

For Sale

700 000 FI ';tT BEST WHITE PINE
I UU,UWV Lumber, situated at North Hay, Ont.,
station on C.P.R.
Ottawa, Ont.

Apply to T. G. Kin, ham.

Lumber Wanted
SOFT ELM. ASH, BASSWOOD, OAK,

Beech, Soft Maple, Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch, 1" to 3". Can use log run, dead
culls out. State what you have of each kind, when
sawn and lowest price. Box 719, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. ,»

Wanted
T ARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES OF
i--< Black Ash, Soft Elm, Basswood, and other
lumber which I will inspect at mill and pay cash for.
Send full particulars as to quantities, how long on
sticks and prices to Box 710, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. .„

Wanted
Quantity of Red Oak

MILL RUN, MILL CULLS OUT, INCH TO
three inches thick. Send prices and particu-

lars to

ROBERT COX & CO.,
tf Hope Building. Ottawa, Ont.

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

FOR SALE
ALL KINDS ROUGH LUMBER AND LATH.

Quantity of last seasons cut in stock. Will
contract for any portion of this season's cut. Apply
Austin & Nicholson, Chapleau, Ont. 11

For Sale
1 car 4/4 Cherry, common and better
1 car 8/4 Red and W. Oak, common and better
1 car 4/4 common Red Oak, all dry

also a quantity of lumber and logs constantly on
hand. R. W. Baxter, Manufacturer and Dealer
in Hardwood, Chatham, Ont. 10

For Sale
ICOOO GOOD GREEN CEDAR POSTSl«J,uuu

sj£» lo_ end . 1Q . I2, , 4
, l6 , long .

water shipment only, Adddress Tobermory Lum-
ber Co., Tobermory, Ont. 10

For Sale
CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

50 ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mre. Coy., Huntsville, Ont tf

2500

CEDAR shingles
U/ILL CONTRACT FOR OUR CUT," OF

these estimated two to three millions and will
grade and brand to suit purchaser. Correspondence
solicited. The Pearce Co., Limited, Marmora, Ont.

For Sale
100 M 3" Log run, Cedar.
20 ,,

1" Log run, Cedar.
200 ,, 1" Cull Ash.
200 ,, 1" Pine Box Strips 12/16.
600 ,, 1" Pine Mill Culls shorts 6/11.

All 1907 Cut H Bourgouin, Montreal, tf

For Sale
FIVE SQUARE MILES OF TIMBER, SITU-

ated three miles from Crow's Nest Pass
Railway, near Cranbrook, B. C. estimated to
contain 22 million feet. Easy logging and down
hill roads. Also good saw mill.

Apply to
Mrs. E. H. Husband,

9 129 Main St., Hamilton Ontario

FOR SALE
3 cars 3" B Ash C. & B.
3 " 2" Soft Elm C. & B.
Cedar posts cut to order.
2 cars Extras, Cedar Shingles
3 " Clears, " "

3 " 2nd Clears,

4 " Clear Whites, Shingle

Geo. C. Goodfellow, 528 Board of Trade,'
Montreal. r

For Sale
24M. ft. 2" Cedar log run d.c. out
100M. ft. 1" Birch mill cull d.c. ont
300M. ft. 2, 2%, 3" Birch mill cull d.c. out
17M. ft. 1" Maple log run d.c. out
50M. ft. 2" Maple 1st and 2nds
65M. ft. 2" Maple 1 and 2 common
60M. ft. i" Ash log run d.c. out
200M. ft. 3X5x6"xi6' Merch Spruce
200M. ft. 3x5x10/15' "

200M. ft. 3x6x10/15' " "

Horace Hartley,
54 Guardian Bldg., Montreal

Red Pine and Jack Pine for Sale

54,000 ft. i"x4/6"xio/i8 ft.

2,000 " i"x7 & up x 10/18 ft.

22,000 " 2"x4?xio/i8 ft.

63,000 " 2"x6"xio/i8 ft.

41,000 " 2"x8"xio/i8 ft. V-v
14,000 " 2"xk>"xio/i8 ft.

2,000 " 2"xiV'xio/i8 ft.

52,000 " 2"x5", 7", 9", ii"xio/i8 ft.

60,000" Waney Culls tor crating
We are also offering our current season's cut,

consisting of about million feet Red and White
Pine.

PINE LUMBER CO.,
tf Pine, Ont, (near Sudbury)

For Sale

Large Tract of Timber
The property of the Canadian Land and Immi-

gration Company of Haliburton, (Limited)

There are large quantities of Railroad and other
timber including Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce, Balsam
Basswood, Beech, Cherry-Birch. Maple, also con-
siderable Pine. Elm and Ash on this tract. It is
well served by two railroads. The company are
prepared to sell thjs timber in blocks ranging from
a,000 to 10.000 acres or more if desired.
There are several good mill sites on the property.

This would be a good opportunity for parties who
are at present cut out and are looking for a new
location.
Maps and plans and further particulars can be

had by applying to

W. H. LOCKHART GORDON,
Managing Director,

10 79 AdelaideStreet ast, Toonto

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale

ONE 18 TON. NARROW GUAGE, SHAY
Locomotive, in good running order. The

Blind River Transportation Co., Limited, Wind
River. Ont. 12

For Sale

ONE COMPLETE SAWMILL. ROTARY
type, capacity 30,000 feet per day; 2 boilers;

engine, 125 h. p., belts, etc. Apply to Box 52
Chapleau, Ont. . 9

For Sale

ONE LOMBARD STEAM LOG HAULER IN
fine condition, together with nine sets of

logging sleighs, all in fine shape. A trade if taken
quickly. Apply to Tracadie Lumber Company,
Chatham. N.B. tt

For Sale

TIE MILL SECOND-HAND SUITABLE
for cutt ng 2.000 ties per day. Write us for

Particulars and Price.

Waterous Engine Works,
tt Brantford. Ont.

For Sale
1 54" iron pulley, 20" face with 24" dodge clutch (new
2 54" iron clutch pulleys, 20" face.
1 sand sucker—8 suction.
1 pair horizontal twin engines.
1 three block saw carriage.

Address Eddy Brothers & Company, Limited.
Blind River, Ont. 9

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70. 60 & 40 h.p.
Locomotive Boilers: 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmill Engines: 25, 30, 35 40, 50. 60 and 70 h.p.
Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 25, 30,

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30,000 teet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited, Seaforth, Ont. t

FOR SALE

TUBULAR BOILERS
2 72" x 18', 36 6" tubes

4 72" x 18', 70 4" tubes, 125 lbs. pres., Wickes, NEW
4 72" x 16', 70 4" tubes, 125 lbs, pres , Wickes, NEW
2 72" x 16', 64 4" tubes

5 66" x 18', 52 4" lubes, plug hat dome
6 66" x 16 , 36 3

" tubes, plug jiat dome
4 66" x 16', 52 4" tubes, i25 lbs. pres., Wickes, NEW
3 60" x 17' 3", 20 6" tubes, cross dome
2 54" x 16', 41 4" tubes

CORLISS ENGINES
24" x 48" L.H., girder frame, Wetherill
22" x 42" L.H., heavy duty frame, Allis
22" x 42" R.H., girder frame, Vilter
20" x 48" R.H., girder frame
20" x 42" L.H., girder frame, Allis
18" x 48" L.H , girder frame, Wheelock
16" x 36" R.H., Webster, Camp & Lane
16" & 30" x 48" cross comp. Hamilton
14" x 48" R.H., girder frame, Harris
14" x 36" L.H., girder frame, Manitowoc
14" x 30" R.H., heavy duty, Ohio

AUTOMATIC ENCINES
28" x 56" L.H., Buckeye, heavy girder frame
18" x 27" L. H., tangye frame. Russell
18" x 24" R.H , heavy duty, Atlas
16" x 18" Atlas, centre crank
16" x 24" L.H., girder frame, Brownell
16" x 16" center crank. Ideal
14" x 20" L. H. Atlas
12" x 18" L.H., Lansing
11" x 18" R.H., Buckeye, class B
10" x 12" center crank, Erie City

THR0TTLINC GOVERNOR ENCINES
26" x 34" R.H., box bed, top rock valve
24" x 36" L.H., Lane& Bodley
24" x 30" L. H., box bed slide valve, at Minneapolis
22" x 42" L. H., Fulton
20" x 24" L.H., box bed top piston valve
18" x 30" R.H , box bed. Fulton
16" x 24" R.H., box bed, Union Iron Works
12" x 20" L.H., box bed. side slide valve
12" x 14" center crank, Wickes. NEW
10* x 16" Smalley

Wickes Brothers
Saginaw . . Mich-
Seattle Office 410 White Bldg.

For Sale Cheap
1C ROLLER TOP SWING CARS. SUIT-
*•» able tor double piling lumber. Standard Cage.
The Cavendish Limbkk Co., Limitkd, l.akcfield.
Ont.

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

One 400 H. P. return tubular internally fired boiler
One s'A x T,yA x 7 single acting plunger pump

Several first class second hand heaters
One 16 x 20 right hand slide valve engine
One 14 x 18 K

.
II. Waterous straight line saw mill

engine
One 14 x 20 R. H. engine
One 1 1 x 10 centre crank Waterous engine

Several fly wheel pulleys in stock
One Waterous L. H. Reliance carriage 40" opening
One Wm. Hamilton c arriage L. II. 46" opening
One No 3 friction nigger
One Corey and Baker steam setter
Two No. 1 Waterous double acting set works
One8x 12 Cunningham feed

The above machinery has been fully repaired and
in first class condition.

Write for prices, cuts and full particulars

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
li BRANTFORD. CANADA

FOR SALE

SAW, SHINCLE AND LATH MILLS

nearly new No. 2. Lane, R.H. three block sawmill
' refitted No. 1 Lane. L.H. three block sawmill

refitted R.H. three block sawmill complete
' refi ted 12" X 16" twin engine steam feed

refitted No. 1 gang edger, 3-18" saws
3 new double edgers, 2-16" saws
1 new horizontal shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted Koss automatic sbingle machine, 40" saw

refitted Dauntless shingle machine, 38" saw
1 refitted Boss automatic shingle machine, 36" saw
1 refitted Canada Favorite shingle machine. 35" saw
1 refitted Smallwood automatic shingle machine
1 refitted tour knife shingle jointer, 42" wheel
1 new shingle jointer, 40" saw
1 refitted Ackert shingle jointer, 2-36" saws
1 lefitted six knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel
1 refitted four knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel
2 new adjustable shingle packers
1 new No, 2 lath machine and bolter
1 nearly new Nc. 1 lath machine and bolter
1 new wood frame lath machine and bolter
2 refitted self-feed lath machines
1 nearly new No. 2 lath bolter. 24" saw
1 refitted wood frame lath bolter, 20" saw

SAWMILL BOILERS

1 48"x2o| semiportable fire box boiler
1 44"xi8' semiportable fire box boiler
1 42 ^'xi6 ' 8 " semiportable fire box boiler
1 6tVxi4'7" horizontal return tube boiler
1 54 X14] horizontal return tube boiler
1 5o"xi4' horizontal return tube boiler

SAWMILL ENCINES
1*"*3* '„ Wheelocir automatic

ow
x3°" ^-H- Corliss automatic

8
?24"„L,H -

Wh
?elock automatic

12
z//

5 horizontal slide valve
"/* x,4" L.H. horizontal slide valve
i°X X16 R.H. horizontal slide valve

HOISTINC ENCINES
1 io"xi 2" double cylinder, single drum hoisting en-

gine without boiler
'

-fv
double cylinder, double drum steam hoist

with boiler

2 7"x,c." double cylinder, double drum steam hoists
with boilers

,

' S
^"-^"u

d
?
uble c> Iinder, double drum steam boistwith boiler

A copy of our complete machinery stock list for
the asking.

H. W. PETRIE. Ltd.
Toronto Montreal Vancouver

WANTED- EMPLOYMENT

Wanted
POSITION AS BOOKKEEPER OR CASHIERX with manufacturing concern bv man withthorough and practical experience in lumber account-
ing. Also famihar W1th railroad accounting undercommerce comm.ss.on regulations. Now employed.Box 725 Canada Lumberman, Toronto "

I2



CANADA L UMAX AND WOODWOBKEB
Position Wanted

MECHANICAL MILL FOREMAN. Six-
teen years' experience. Good recommend-

ations. Box 696. Ca.\ai>a l.i mber.man, Toronto. 9

WANT POSITION AS RETAIL LIMBER
Yard Foreman ; good at measuring, good

at grading, used to planing mill work ; can give the
best off reference : 1a years' experience ; married
and sober. Box 708. Canaha Lumberman. Toronto

Position Wanted
MILLWRIGHT AND BLACKSMITH. ALSO

round saw filer and hammerer. Box 698
Canada Lumberean. Toronto. 9

Wanted
POSITION AS STENOGRAPHER OR BOOK-

keeper, by young man who has had 5 years
experience in lumberman's office Can furnish
good retcreaces. Box No. 717 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 12

Wanted
EXPERIENCED PRACTICAL SAW MILL

Superintendent uishes to secure sawing con-
tract in large modc-n mill with good future assured.
Address "Results " Box 703 Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. o

Wanted Logging Contractors
GOOD RELIABLE CONTRACTORS. CAPA-

ble of taking contract to log part or whole
townships. For particulars apply to the Woods
Dkp't Lake Sii-erior Corporation. Sault Ste
Marie. Ont. to

CAPABLE ACCOUNTANT AND OFFICE
Manager of twelve years thorough and detail,

ed experience in w holesale and manufacturing lum-
ber business, wishes to buy working interest in saw-
mill operation where his services can be used.
Prefer B. C. Box 682 Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, 9

Wanted
POSITION OF RESPONSIBILITY IN LL'.M

ber business where ability and experience wil
count

; twenty vears all round experience, log to
consumer, in office and yard and on the road. High-
est references. Box 731, Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. ,,

L

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Wanted
L'MBER SALESMAN AND SHIPPER.
, State experience and salary expected. Box 29,

Tottenham, Ont.

Wanted
SAWYER FOR CIRCULAR MILL. START-

ing May 1st. State experience and references.
Vigars-Shear Lumber Co., Limited, Port Arthur.
Ont. IO

Wanted
GOOD COMPETENT MACHINE MAN TO

to take care of an K. J. MacGregor. Gourlay
Matcher, one small Cowan Machine, and a few cut-
off saws. Yearly employment. State wages and
when could commence. The Pembroke Lumber
Co., Pembroke, Ont.

Wanted
HARDWOOD LUMBER INSPECTOR.

Must be man ot experience and well up on
inspection and be familiar with the value of lumber
so as to buy on the road. A good salary to the
right man. Wilson Lumber Co., Limited,
Toronto. n

Cordwood Contractor Wanted
\If ANTED—CONTRACTOR TO GET OUT
»» from 40 to 50 thousand cords hardwood

annually for charcoal plant. Must have previous
experience in operating on large scale with modern
appliances. Address "Cordwood Contractor",
Box 697 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 9

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

TEAM SAW MILL TO LEASE ATO Arnprior, Ont., 30 to 40 M ft. capacity daily, in
good order, good piling ground, sorting platforms,
storage booms, etc. Full particulars, apply
Ottawa Lumber Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont 8

For Sale
WILL SELL ONE OR SEVERAL WELL

established lumber yards in new towns on Can-
adian Pacific Railway in best wheat belt of Saskat-
chewan, Canada. Address owners, Westinhaver
Lumber Co., Vancouver, B.C. ,0

For Sale

A 75 H.P. SAW AND SHINGLE MILL,
located on the Ottawa River with supply of

timber enough to last twenty years. Stock of logs
for this season is ready for the mill, which may be
seen running after April 1st. Easy terms for an
immediate purchaser Apply Box 707 Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. IO

FOR SALE-ONE SECOND HAND 40 H.P.
Steam Sawmill, inserted tooth saw. Address

William W. MiLTi.MoRE.Mansonville, Que. 9

Wanted
A CCOUNTANT—ONE FAMILIAR WITH
*\. sash and door, and lumber business from
stump to consumer and who will invest some money
in business prefered. State experience and salary
expected. Box 730 Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

Factory For Sale

I
N A BUSY TOWN FIFTY MILES WEST

of Toronto; two-storey, metal clad building
;

suitable for woodworking business; 6.000 square feet
floor space ; dry kiln capacity 10,000 feet ; 40 h. p.
boiler

; 25 h.p. engine ; electric dynamo to light en-
tire p ant ; about one acre of land ; this property is
valued at $8,000; we are instructed to sell land,
building and machinery, readv to go to work, at a
sacrifice for immediate sale. Applv H. H. Williams
& Co , 2© Victoria Stieet, Toronto. .o

MISCELLANEOUS

W E ARE IN THE MARKET FOR CROWN
GRANT Timber Limits. Must be well located

and good timber. Either British Columbia or Paci-
fic Coast. John C. Spry. Dealer in Timber Lands
1.130 Corn Exchange Bank Building. Chicago, III. tf

For Sale
LOTS 7. 8 AND 9 TOWNSHIP OF PERRY,

about 3 miles west of Emsdale Station. Grand
Trunk Ry.. containing approximately 400,000 ft
Birch, 150,000 It. 1 alsam and Spruce, 200.000 ft.
Hemlock, large quantity of Beech and Maple and
small amount ot Elm and Black Ash ; clear title
Good winter road to station, short route. Machin-
ery and engine available tor portable mill. Price
S3.000. Apply Box 716 Canada Lumberman
Toronto.

Important Sale of Valuable Timber

Limits, Saw Mills, Logs, etc.

CEALED TENDERS WILL BE RECEIVED
r-?i MPx
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din& TUESDAY. THE FOUR-

1 II U.W Of KAl . 1909, tor :

1. The timber berths compris ng the tow nship ot
Roberts and all of the township of Kitchener, with
the exception of three square miles thereof, in the dis-
trict ot Algoma. These berths also are virgin limits
ot excellent white and red pine very convenient to
operate and close to the railway and will be sold
together or separately.

2. Timber berth known as "107 on the Spanish
nyer in said district, the license therefor including
all woods. This is an excellent berth convenient
both to railway and the Spanish River.

The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted
tor terms and further particulars, including esti-

mates apply to:

LEES. HOBSON & STEPHENS
Vendor's Solicitors,

Hamilton

Sale of Valuable

Timber Limits

"THE UNDERSIGNED ARE INSTRUCTEDL to sell by Public Auction en bloc, at the Russell

5?2S
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T
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.

m ber 30. ,909, at 2.30 p.m.,the following Timber Limits situate in Block \Upper Ottawa, Province of Quebec, viz :

I^fiV76 L!ce"=e 58o of .908-09. south halfLot .6 Range 4, Block A. 25 square miles ; Berth
677, License No. 581 of 1908-09, south half Lot 14Range 3, Block A.jaU square miles; Berth 6...License No. 582 of ,908^9. Grand Lac Victoria
Kiver Ottawa 19 square miles; Berth 678, Lieence
NO. 583 of 1908-09, south half of north half Lot 16.Range 4 Block A, 9J/2 quare miles ; Berth b79 ,L-cer.se No. 584 of I9o8-o9 , north half Lot .6, Range
3. Block A, i^'A square miles

; Berth 680, License
I\o. 585 ot 1908-09, north half Lot 15, Range? BlockAjiSqUar

t^
, e
/ ;

T
Berth 68 '

•

Li«"*e No.%i6 of
1908-oy, southhalf Lot 17, Range Block A 5Csquare miles; Berth 682 Licence No. 587 of .908-00

Berth 6$\
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588 ot ,9o8-.°9' north halt lo
.7, Range 4, Block A, 25 square miles,

lotal 183% square miles.
These lirmts are all surveyed and are easy ofaccess by a good roadway from Ville Marie to theirlocation. They comprise some of the best pine andpulp wood areas in the Province
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the Pu rchase money to bepaid down at the time of sale, and the balLce inequal,nstalments a t 0ne(.),three(3)andsix (b)months

annum
lnt£reSt tHe rate °f s PerW|S

For further particulars and conditions of sale

K°'h
,

e Tr."St Company (Ottawa Branch)!

bers OUawa
Sohcitors

'
Carlet°" Cham-

Dated this 31st day of March, .909

THE ROYAL TRUST CO., Ottawa,
Trustees of Sale.

Wanted
PINE LIMITS IN GEORGIAN BAY Dis-

trict. Also limits in other districts. Address
Box 71., Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 10

Tenders for Tug and Scow
TENDERS WILL BE RECEIVED FOR THE

Tug Vixen and Scow or either up to noon
15TH MAY,. 909. Dimensions of Tug: Length 50' ft ;

Beam. 13ft.; Draught, s ft. 6in.; Hull in fair condi-
tion; Fiist-class engine and boiler, size of engine
cylinder .2 I .4 inches, high pressure, carries 125 lbs.
steam; Speed, about 12 miles per hour. Carrying
capacity of Scow, 60,000 ft. green lumber. The
highest or any tender not necessarilv accepted. All
tenders to be addressed to Lloyd & Scully, Sault
Ste Marie, Ont. Q

Market for Staves.

A report by U. S. Consul Hal-
stead as to beer, wine, and whiskey
staves in the English market at
Birmingham, says

:

Large timber merchants here in-

form me that there will be no sale
for whiskey or wine staves in this
district, and my own information
confirms this statement, inasmuch
as no wine or whiskey is manufac-
tured here. There are, however, a
number of breweries, and if the oak
staves are strong and non-porous
and the prices right, it should be
possible to find a market for them.
The stave used in this district

comes from Memel on the Baltic,
in Eastern Prussia, and about 20
miles from the Bussian border. It
is called the Memel stave, from
the port whence shipped. As whis-
key is a volatile spirit and evapor-
ates quickly, the oak must be non-
porous, while for wine barrels the
oak may be a little more porous
and for beer even more so, but the
closer the grain of the oak and the
less porous it is the better market

found for it.

Oak staves for the English mar-
ket are cleft (split) and in what is

called "feather" shape. Beer bar-
rels vary materially in size in Eng-
land. They include the barrel, fir

kin, and hogshead sizes, seldom the
American keg. The staves range
from 3 inches thick by 6 inches
wide, 2% inches thick by 5 inches
wide, 2% inches thick by 4%
inches wide, and 2 inches thick by
4 inches wide ; and the lengths run
from 17 to 19 inches, 20% to 25
inches, 32 to 34 inches, 50 inches,
50 inches to 72 inches. The staves
are sold by the count, 1,200 pieces
compi-ising a mill.

One firm suggests that inquirers
send over a package of, say, three
dozen staves of the 32 to 34-inch
length and 2%-inch thick by 4%-
inch in section, so that they may
make them into a barrel and see
how they work and so be able to
form a better opinion of their util-

ity for the English market. Of
course, they could not charge for

such samples, and should regard
the expenditure as outlay for ex-
perimental purposes to test a mar-
ket. If inquirers send a better
quality of staves than the average
run of the staves they produce they
will make a most serious error, for

one of the complaints made against
American firms endeavoring to en-
ter the English market is that sam-
ples are sometimes of much better
quality than the goods or other ar-

ticles which are ordered with these
samples as a criterion of quality,
style, etc. If they send better

3»

samples than the average run of
their oak and then obtain an order
and the staves are inferior to the
samples, they will not only imme-
diately destroy prospects of selling
staves, but will prejudice the mar-
ket for American products to the
extent that the firms who are dis-
satisfied with the quality choose
to speak of their dissatisfaction.

It is stated that brewers both
make their own barrels and pur-
chase them from coopers, and that
the concern in question are spe-
cialists in cooperage. I believe that
if the oak is of the requisite con-
sistency and of a non-porous char-
acter and if inquirers can ship it

so as to meet the prices of the
Memel oak that they would find a
continuing and excellent market
here. However, in quoting prices
they must quote prices delivered,
say at Bristol, from which port the
staves can be brought by water

—

river or canal—to Birmingham.

Value of Timber Lands.
Timber lands are bought and

sold on the judgment of the parties
most concerned. If the buyer
wishes to take into account the by
products, such as cordwood, tannic
acid wood and bark, he, of course,
is at liberty to do so and he is pri

vileged also to figure them on a
basis of so many feet of lumber to
a cord, but this privilege is not a
custom. That is, if the seller
guarantees a certain tract of land
to contain so many feet of mer-
chantable timber he can not figure
in the bark or the cordwood or any
other product which may be taken
off. Some of the log rules are
very specific in stating the mea-
surement of the logs should be
taken inside the bark at the 'small
end, and this rule would absolutely
exclude the bark from considera-
tion.

In the actual work of estimat-
ing a tract of timber no log rule
is employed. The ordinary cruiser
does not measure the diameter or
height of the trees. His report is
merely the estimate of a man train-
ed in the value of timber. It is ar
rived at in very much the same
way as the value of a drove of
steers. Those who buy beef cat-
tle are able to judge what a bunch
will average and they buy them
on an average basis.

" The timber
cruiser is guided in much the same
manner. He takes into account the
size and height of trees, not as in-
dividuals but as averages, and also
he takes into account the defects,
whether the trees are thrifty or
whether they have matured and
are on the decline. There are a
number of signs which serve as a
natural index to him in reaching
an opinion.

DA II Q For Tramways, Sidings, Etc.nniLO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W. ( TORONTO



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

Keports vary as to the actual condition of the markets in Ontario,
but there is no difference of opinion as to the fact that there might be a
much better demand and more satisfactory prices. Pine is steady, al-

though for 1x12 common the prices are firmer on account of scarcity. It
is now bringing from $30 to $32. Spruce mill run is also reported scarce
and from $1 to $2 up, at $20 to $22. There is quite a difference of
opinion as to the prevailing conditions in hemlock. Eighteen-foot lengths
are reported to be scarce and to have advanced from $1.50 to $3, the
present quotation being $20 to $22. In regard to other lengths of hem-
lock, some manufacturers are also reporting a possible scarcity. Dealers,
however, are holding back in the belief that the production this season
will be large. Bed pine is firmer and selling at higher prices. The quota-
tions are from $31 to $33 for clear and clear face, and $22 to $24 for
common, these figures being an advance of from $2 to $3. The lower
grades of pine and spruce in the Ottawa Valley are in poor demand at
present. Other grades are firm. There has been so much spruce of-

fering recently that the prices of white pine declined. The new cut of

white and red pine, however, is finding a fairly good demand at last

year's prices. There is less demand at Ottawa for lath than there was a
few months ago. No. 2 white pine are bringing $2.50 per thousand, and
white pine mill run is selling at $3. Choice No. 1 white pine lath are
selling at $3.50. Business in hardwoods is going along pretty well and a
noticeable improvement is reported in several lines. Thick stock is hold-
ing up well, but there is a slight decline in the demand for thin stock.
Quartered oak is pretty firm, and scarce. No drop is looked for until the
new stock comes forward. Basswood, elm and ash are doing well. Thick
brown ash, 1%-inch and up, is rather scarce and the demand for it is firm.

Eastern Canada.

Logs from points along the lower river have commenced to arrive at

St. John, and the demand for them is brisk. Prices are ranging from
$12.50 to $12.75 per thousand feet, delivered St. John, with two-thirds
prices for battens under ten inches. Stocks of spruce deals at St. John
for export to New York markets are very light. There is very little trad-
ing in "American" stocks. Lath are unchanged and local stocks are
well cleaned up. Spruce slab lath will sell at present at $2.75 to $2.85
per thousand for dutiable f.o.b. steamer St. John. The demand for

spruce at New Yor*k is better than it has been for a number of weeks
but there is still room for improvement in the prices. The outlook, how-
ever, is promising, as stocks in the yards are quite light. The demand
has been better for short spruce than for the other lines. At Boston,
spruce has become a little firmer during the last fortnight. Sales at $24
base have become rare. Most of the mills are asking higher prices.

$24.50 was asked a week ago and now $25 is asked. Spruce lumber for

mill construction is in better demand. Bandom is quiet although a
trifle firmer. Boards also are firmer. For matched boards $22.50 is

being asked, but few buyers will pay more than $22. Shingles at Boston
are quiet. Dealers have been disturbed by a bill before the Massachu-
setts Senate to change the count of shingles. This, however, has been
put over to the next sitting and may never be a source of trouble again.

The best cedar extras are quoted at $3.90 to $4, but few sales can be
made at the top price. Some have been made at $3.85. Demand for

lath is not heavy at present.

Great Britain.

The London spot market is suffering from a lack of orders. The
outlook at present does not promise any improvement. Forward buying

continues on very moderate lines, as shippers are not disposed to reduce
prices. Dock deliveries have been quite small. At Liverpool, trade hus
shown a decided improvement and a general feeling of hope prevails.

Enquiries are more numerous. It is reported that operations have be«n
commenced by spruce deal importers for future delivery, but it is still

difficult to get at the prices arranged. The small shipments from St.

John, N.B., and Halifax, N.S., are bringing about steady prices, and the
market remains firm without any indication of change. The demand for

birch has improved and values are slightly better, especially for planke,
of which the stocks are not too large. Stocks of birch logs are sufficient
for the present demand, although most of them contain a large propor-
tion of shaken wood. Values of Quebec pine are unchanged and shippers
are firm regarding prices. At Manchester, the market is still very dull
although prices keep up, notably for spruce, flooring and red wood.
Floorings have been bringing £9 2s. 6d., basis c.i.f. At Glasgow, there
is no change, worthy of note, in market conditions. The prevailing dul-
ness, however, does not seem to have any appreciable effect upon values,
which are well maintained. It is thought that unless business improves
considerably, of which there is not much evidence at present, the im-
port from Montreal and Quebec will be light.

United States.

The last fortnight has witnessed only a steady market and without
much activity, although in a few lines a slight improvement is reported.
The same old story is told of prices being at rock bottom level, but it

does not seem to have a great deal of effect. Hetail yard owners, how-
ever, have had ample opportunity to size up the situation and purchase
stock in accordance with it. Their buying demands have therefore be-
come much heavier. A favorable indication is afforded by the fact that
many retail orders are accompanied by a stipulation that delivery must
be prompt, and in many cases the orders have been followed by wire to
rush them along. Railroad buying is improving in volume. There is a
good demand for yellow pine.* At Chicago, there is a decidedly better
business in white pine, as the factories have again come into the market.
Norway pine, however, is suffering from the competition of yellow pine.
Country yards and mill work factories are increasing their demand for
lumber. The best demand is for the upper grades and prices are well
maintained. There is a good supply of lower grades but the demand is

dull. At New York, white pine wholesalers have been doing a better
business during the past fortnight, but prices are still disappointing. The
improvement in the building situation is so gradual, that the factory trade
is holding off. At Buffalo there is an improvement in the white pine
trade, and every mail is bringing in orders. Dealers expect the demand
to be normal early in May. In Chicago there is an indication that the
d>ema.nd for white cedar poles will soon be quite active. Orders for fir

at Chicago are scarce, as at present it cannot compete with yellow pine,
except for long length stocks. There is a small demand for car-siding
and plank. The coast trade is reported in fair condition. Quotations on
spruce remain firm. Factory stock is in considerable demand. At Port-
land, Ore., it is reported that enquiries have increased materially during
the past week but that prices are not tempting. The tie market is fair,

with indications of an early improvement. Shingles are reported un-
changed and logs are quoted at $10. At Chicago, there is a better de-
mand for red cedar shingles, the present quotations being five cents in
advance of those a fortnight ago. Supplies are low and prices may go
higher. The demand for white cedar shingles is dull. Mixed lath are
in good demand. No. 1 and No. 2 white pine lath are in fair request.
No. 1 hemlock lath is in light supply and No. 2 is plentiful.

New Brunswick White Cedar

Shingles
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

LIMITED

Board of Tmde Building, Montreal

R. Laidlaw Lumber Go.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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Cleveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co., Limited

Unloading Logs at Sarnia.

We Furnish Everything
you are likely to require in Norway and White Pine Lumber.
Whether you want yard stock or a special bill cut- to order we
are here to serve you. Prompt shipments and high quality are
our motto. We can supply any length desired from ten feet to
sixty. Always ready to quote on heavy Construction timber,
Bridge Timber, Ship Timber, Ship Decking, Tank Stock|
Silo Material, etc.

Cleveland - Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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Market Correspondence
cut 75,000,000 feet this season. This exceeds the firm's la«t year's cut.
J. B. Booth's cut will amount to about 125,000,000 feet of logs, besides
large quantities of pulpwood, etc.

Ottawa Outlook Continues to Improve.
Ottawa, April 28.—Dulness in buying has bad an effect ou the prices

of low grade pine and spruce in the last fortnight, but generally speak-
ing lumber quotations are firm. The decline in white pine prices is

largely attributable to the abundance of spruce offered round $17 per
thousand. Some manufacturers of boxes believe spruce makes a tougher
box than does cheap white pine, which is often subject to rot. Never-
theless heavy sales are reported of the new cut of white and red pine at
practically last year's prices. Best chances are offered the buyer who
would be able to take a big quantity of the common grade of pine stored
in the ynrds since last year with the hope of a stronger market. Pine
culls »re now selling at from $17 to $19, or about the same as red pine
log run, mill culls out, and spruce stocks 7, 8, 9 inches. All these sorts
are plentiful in Ottawa Valley yards, and only an active buying will

keep prices firm.

Hopeful signs of the coming season are the ever increasing volume of
building permits being issued locally, and the fact that outside conditions
in Canada are reported to lumber dealers to be similar. Compared with
a year ago there is a levelling of the prices of all materials used in build-
ing and the labor market is so steady that contractors are not afraid to
begin work on an extensive scale. Most of the building trades of Ottawa
have notified their employers that they will work for the same rate of
wages as they did last year. Consequently the local demand for lumber
is beginning to assume a much better aspect than it did at this time in

1908. The improvement, however, seems to be confined chiefly to points
in Canada, as buying centre s across the border have not yet recovered
from the congestion which began in the midsummer of 1908.

Lath is not quite so active as a couple of months ago. A lot of No.
2 white pine is selling at $2.50 per thousand and white pine mill run at

$3. The choice No. 1 brand of white pine, produced largely in Booth's
mill, is still firm at $3.50 per thousand.

The Shepard & Morse Lumber Company began sawing on April
19th, giving employment to 300 men, many of whom are kept busy load-
ing cars for export. This was the first mill to start in the Ottawa Valley,
and was followed soon after by Fraser & Company, at Deschene, two-
thirds of whose output will be for the Shepard & Morse Company. The
other big mills have arranged to start about May 2nd. J. B. Booth is

making extensive alterations in the shape of new flumes, which delayed
the starting of his mill for about a waek. Mr. Booth has a very large

delivery of pine logs near his mill pond, which were brought by train

during the winter but he will not manufacture these until about mid-
summer. They will improve by lying in the water, and in the mean-
time he has enough material from last year's drive to keep the mill

going. The wages for mill hands are exactly the same as last year,

ranging from $1.50 per day to $3.50, according to efficiency of the em-
ployees and the class of work. Biver drivers, however, have been hired
around $35 per month, or an average of $5 less than in 1908. None of

the logs have yet entered the main stream, but work is proceeding
briskly along the tributaries. The lumbermen believe that they will be
protected against delays in getting logs to the mills which have hampered
sawing operations for some years past. The Upper Ottawa Improvement
Company, in addition to putting new tugs into commission, are con-

structing an immense storage boom at the Quyon, which will hold close

to 800,000 logs. ' As a result it will be possible during the coming summer
to work the three Quyon gaps to their full capacity. In other years, only
two could be worked at the best, and when the water was low it was even
difficult to operate a single gap.

Official records taken at the Experimental Farm at Ottawa show that
the snowfall for the past winter was nine feet, or two feet less than in

the winter of 1907-8. Eleven feet of snow, however, was a record for

many winters and the volume of water resulting destroyed the value of

the water power at the Chaudiere last spring for nearly a month. This
was followed by a period of the lowest water on record and an equally

serious shortage of power. An Ottawa lumberman who has just been
to Lake Temiskaming says that despite the smaller snowfall last winter
there is a volume of water partially melted which will do serious damage
if it does not pass off gradually. On the north side of the Ottawa river

the tributaries have not begun to swell very rapidly and so far the main
stream has been bringing down only southern waters. Nevertheless, tb-3

Ottawa river at the foot of the Bideau locks is now 18 feet deep, com-
pared with 15 feet on the same date last year. The conservation dam
which is to be provided by the Government at Lake Temiskaming is

only being commenced,- so that a sudden flow would result in the same
tremendous waste of water as occurred a year ago. Just at present the

lumber and pulp manufacturers feel quite uncertain as to the prospect

for water power, but are hoping for the best. Tn any case, the condition

of the Chaudiere will be greatly improved as a result of the new concrete

dam built there during the low water period of last season.

It is reported that W. C. Edwards & Company, Ottawa, will have

Logs Commencing- to Reach St. John.
St. John, N.B., April 20.- The present fortnight has shown Borne

important features in the lumber trade and industry. One of these, is

the cessation of the sailing of the winter liners from this port, which will

bring to an end for the season the shipments of parcels of spruce deals
to the United Kingdom. The fortnight has also brought the finale of
all manner of woods operations in the way of getting or hauling logs
throughout the province. The setting in of the warm weather has also
caused a cessation of operations at the portable plants with few excep-
tions. This circumstance is important in that it removes an important
source of supply for the spruce deal and lath markets.

The local press have already published estimates of the quantities
of logs which will come down the St John river for consumption at local
mills during the summer. Any definite figures are of a rather premature
nature. To quote at this time of year the figures covering the quantity
of logs cut in the woods as the quantity which will be received at the
mills is often very misleading. So much depends upon conditions of a
very uncertain nature that at this early date little can be known of how
many logs will be available. The total estimates of the logs cut for con-
sumption at Fredericton and St. John mills is in the vicinitv of 105,-
000,000 superficial feet, cedar, spruce and pine. Of this quantity at least
20 per cent, is cedar. The quantity of pine would not be more than a
few hundred thousand. The prospects for stream driving the logs are
so far of a favorable nature, although the ice is scarcely out of the rivers
in the northern part of the province and the work of stream driving will
not begin in earnest before the 1st of May. The snow in the woods in
the northern sections has melted but little and it is expected that when
it begins to melt it will do so with rapidity and that a sufficient head of
water will result to make clean or fairly clean drives.

The first logs from points along the lower river reached this city
during the past few days. The crop of these bank logs, while not import-
ant in figuring up the year's receipt of logs, are quite important at this
time of year when it is too early for the up-river logs, and when, as a
general rule, raw material is scarce and hard to buy. Bidding is con-
sequently somewhat spirited and prices have ranged from $12.50 to
$12.75 per thousand feet delivered at St. John, two-thirds prices for bat-
tens under ten inches.

The local output of spruce deals for export to the New York markets
during the coming season promises to be about the average in quantity.
Local holdings in this line are remarkably light, having been practically
cleaned up during the late winter and early spring. Two mills are saw-
ing "American" stock at present writing. Should the driving season
be a successful one and the logs come out, the prospects are that the
logs which reach this port from State of Maine logging operations will ag-
gregate from 24,000,000 to 26,000,000 superficial feet, which figures will
practically represent the output of the local mills of "American" long
lumber between May 1st and the close of the sawing season of 1909.

Locally there is very little trading in "American" stock; so few are
the transactions that it is practically impossible to name a figure that
would correctly gauge the local situation in this respect.

The lath market has shown no change of importance during the past
few weeks. Local people are well shipped up. The output of the winter
sawing season of the portable mills is practically cleaned up. Shipments
from this port will be very light during the remainder of April and during
the month of May. Local prices have held their own and have shown
no sign of breaking. An enquiry for prices would bring a quotation on
spruce slab-lath of $2.75 to $2.85 per thousand for the dutiable article
f.o.b. schooner St. John. •

Freights by schooner on lumber to New York are quoted at $3.00
per thousand feet on long lumber and 60 cents per thousand on lath. To
Boston the prevailing rates are $2.50 on long lumber and 25. cents per
thousand on cedar shingles.

The Canada Lumberman Appreciated Everywhere
Messrs. J. & B. Miller, Ingersoil, Ont,, writing the "Canada Lum-

berman," say: "We have taken your paper for many years, have found
it of much advantage in our business and would not 'do without it for
twice the price, if only in business for one year. Wishing you prosperity
in the years to come."

John H. Marr, of Hamilton, Marr & Company, Govan Saw Mills
Govan, Glasgow, in a letter renewing his subscription, expresses his
opinion of the "Canada Lumberman" as follows: "I continue to appre-
ciate your journal very much, and the alteration you have made during
the past few years. Wishing you every success."

The imports of Canadian hewn wood at Birmingham En^ during
February, 1909, amounted in value to $19,055, against $ll,195°m Febru-
ary, 1908. The imports of sawn wood amounted in value to $263 310 as
compared with $283,310 in February, 1908.
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MERSHON
Horizontal Saw Mill Resaw

Wm. B. Mershon & Co.
Saginaw, Mich., U.S.A.

DeLoach "Prince"
Hand Feed Shingle Mill

JOHN H. CRANE
Manufacturer of Lumber and Shingles

DeLQACH MILL MFG. CO.. Monterey. Ala., July 2. 1907.
Bridgeport, Ala.

Gentlemen,— I purchased from you in ioo£ a "Prince" hand feed shingle machine.
I have operated it and find it all you claim for it. We cut at the rate of 30,000 shingles in

10 hours and made first class shingles. I consider your machine a very light running
machine. If I wanted another hand machine 1 would certainly buy a DeLoach Prince.

With best wishes for your success, I am
Yours very truly,

John H. Crane.

Send for Catalogue of Engines, Boilers, Gasoline Engines, Saw Mills,
Sningle Mills, Planers, Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills,
Water Wheels, Etc. Complete Circular and Band Mill Equipment.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 511,
BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

New Model

Diamond shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

Is a Perfect Shak-

ing and Dumping

Grate Bar.

Built and Perfected

by Experts and
manufactured of the

best grade of Iron.

THE demand for the Diamond Grate has increased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 months and is giving

splendid satisfaction to all our customers. Burning all grades of fuel with the very best results. All live

Mill Managers and Engineers would do well to consult us when requiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are
warranted not to be an infringement on any prior patents. We stand behind our customers and guarantee
them in the unmolested use of our own invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert workmen.
We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded, at lowest prices.

A post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY
Branch Office: 1 1 9 St. James Chambers, TORONTO

Telephone Main 1342

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.
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Indiana and Michigan Association's Annual Meeting.
The ninth annuaJ meeting of the Northern Indaba A Southern Michi-gan Lumbermen b Association wn* held refontly at tho Hole] Oliver

boutn Jiend, liid.
'

President Riohter in opening the meeting congratulated the officerson the large attendance as furnishing an indication of the active interest
felt by the members m their organization. He spoke briefly of the work
that had been done by this association, stating that eight year afro 80charter members had met at South Bend and organized the' association,
the charter Of which was decidedly limited; At that time competitionbetween members of the retail trade in the territory covered by tins
organization was of a decidedly unfriendly character.

"
To use the presi-dent s words, 'when competitors met it was with blood in their eyesand their hands on their hip pockets."

mhtJhv'
L

' f^' °f ?amPto"' Iowa
.

re^ a paper on collections, inwhich he quoted a number of figures based upon estimates of the aver-

SdrlfS!
P^'^by./he retail yards and the estimated number of

retail yards in the United States. He said it was his belief that on aconservative estimate, $4,000 would represent the yearly credit of the

Soon
6 ^ &m

\\
h
t.

t]" ,™™ker ot yards in the United States i.
25,000. This would bring the amount of money carried by the retaillumbermen to a surprising total of $100,000,000, which at' an interestrate of 0 per cent, would mean that the credit system employed by thedealers cos them each year $0,000,000. Mr. Saley stated that in SaltJ.ake

i

Uty the retail lumbermen have an agreement that all lumber bills
should be paid within fifteen days from date of delivery and that a noticeto this effect, signed by all of them, appears on the walls of their re-spective offices.

W. G. Hollis, secretary of the Northwestern Lumbermen's Associa-
tion gave a short address upon the catalogue houses and what thev aredomg to make life miserable for the retail lumbermen. Mr Hollis saidthat one catalogue house was sending out 1,400 travelling salesmen-young men recruited from the farming districts, and therefore especially
well able to meet and talk with farmers. Since January 1 1000 thishouse has sent out 9,800,000 2-ounce catalogues, the bulk of which hasgone east of the Mississippi river

H. C. Scearce, secretary of the Indiana Association, read a paperon the proposed parcels post measure. 1

Mr. Scearce quoted from an address delivered October 12 1907by former Postmaster-General Meyer upon the desirability of establish'

ing in an experimental way, at least, a parcels post system on the rural
routes throughout the United Slates. Be stated it as his belief that the
benefits accruing to the farmer from th< establishment of a parcels post
system were overestimated, inasmuch as the latter makes frequent trip*
to his town to take in his produce, at which time lie buys his groceries
and anything else he may need. Certainly he would not pav 2^ cenls
a pound io have his butler, eggs, and pouli r.> hauled by the Oovernmenj
to his dealer. The advantages of a parcels post to the "mail osder houses
were obvious. A retail dealer in a town would derive no advantage, be-
cause the expense of getting up catalogues and sending them out to the
trade he is in position to reach would be disproportionate to the amount
of business he could hope to secure from them. The business man and
the laborers employed in a town were customers of the farmer, furnish-
ing a home market for his products, and it was to his interest to preserve
this market, which certainly he would not do by giving his own business
to an outside concern. The merchants should appoint committees to
meet and talk with farmers and their associations as thev would with
visiting merchants or professional men, in order that the question of
co-operation and conservation of mutual interests might be made plain
to them. Retail lumber dealers were opposed to the parcels post plan,
because they believed it would be inimical to the best interests of the
communities in which they did business, as it would have a tendency to
give the mail order houses an immense advantage and result in blighting
the growth and business of the towns and villages.

The president brought up the question of packing red cedar shingles,
and some discussion was had as to the condition in which the shingles
were received. The president read the grading rules and asked for ex-
pressions of opinion by those present as to whether or not shipments
were up to these rules. Several of the members related experiences in
which they had registered complaints to the shippers and, their protests
not having been allowed, had sent sample bunches to the Pacific Coast
Shippers' Association office at St. Paul. Of the cases mentioned, all
but one had been settled by reports from the office allowing practically
as much as claimed by the dealers, which adjustments had been ap-
parently satisfactory to the shippers.

_
Chairman Taylor, of the nominating committee, presented the fol-

lowing names

:

President, H. S. Stanfield, South Lend, Tnd.
; Vice-President. W.

F. Judd, Dowagiac, Mich.
; Secretary and Treasurer, J. N. Frank, Misha-

waka, Ind. These officers were agreed to unanimously by the meeting.

THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH >

SOLID TOOTH J

C,f

CROSS-CUT - BAND -
AND OTHER SAWS

CIRCULAR

- CANC

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT jt j*

FULLY GUARANTEED

IF YOU HAVE
never used BURNS SAWS

YOU HAVE
never used the best

WE DON'T CLAIM
to be the largest Saw Makers

BUT WE
do claim our saws give better

actual results than any others

" Wc Know How "

„ HVTHER. BROS.HoUow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw Patent Groover or Dado Head

I
°r P °r "g C:ln bc used °» a"y Circular Saw Mand c

Wll Oil equally as smooth in either Kipping Cross- Kor cutting an. width Kroove from ./8"

«r' in'of wood "K
a

'
a" ang 'e

°' W deKrCUS
'

W,
'

,h
1° A 1" - 1 eithefwhh or across

ait ^ t> • t. K r-'"n (Sent on approval).
Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do.

HUTHER BROS. SAW MFG. CO.. Inc- ROCHESTER. N. Y.

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

I cm*
Hart

I

S,l,c«te

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guarante-d the best wheel
on the market.

Have you grot our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding" Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

SAW CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

BEPAIRS
OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. >

ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED
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Are You Satisfied

Th»- lumber trade outranks all other lines of busi-

ness in the maintenance of its own tire insurance facili-

ties. Many lumberman turn over their entire lines to

!>«• supervised by this office leaping a substantial saving

bv so doing.

with Your Insurance ?

If you are looking for absolute protection at rates

consistent with the general character of your risk we
invite your careful investigation of the advantages
offered lumbermen through this office.

Lumber Insurance Company of New York
omy Lumber ^^S^S^^^rnn^t 42 Central Chambers, Ottawa, Ont.

General Agent, E. D. HARDY
Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta : Agent for Maritime Provinces :

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man. J. G. RAINNIE.

The Lombard Steam Log Hauler

MuxJU*L 10 VvvJui
, Lcm u

Not too early for enterprising lumber'operators to begin planning for one for next year.

Full particulars sent to anyone interested, on request.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited

Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Halifax

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Importers and Contractors for all kinds of Electrical Work

Lighting Plants
Watchman's Clock and Telephone

Systems for Lumber Mills

Motors, Dynamos, Repairs, Electrical

Supplies of all kinds

The Northern Electric Supply Co.
Electrical Contractors Orillia, Ont.

Th«

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY Limited

Manufacturers of

Larrigans
Lumberman's and Prospector's Boots

Sporting Boots

Lumberman's Aprons
and Tanners of the Celebrated

English Oak Harness Leather
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A Large Stock

A Long' Experience

A Good Reputation

combined with our monthly stock taking

methods which enable us to offer you the

following bargain lots

:

We can make you a price on one carload

9ft. CedarRound Posts

Some good stock for waggon purposes, good
wheelwright stock

Flitch Oak
5-4 to 4 in.—tough and sound.

Here's a good chance if you need 5 x 20

White Cedar

(or Juniper) Shingles
No. 1 heart, hand made. We have ahout

40,000.

We have a large stock of 4-4 to 8-4

Quartered Red and

White Oak
and we eau quote some close figures on this

stock.

Write us at once for prices on any lumber you

may need, and remember

- We have it, if its Hardwood -

J. Gibson Mcllvaine & Co.
Offices

Yards

No. 1420 Chestnut Street

58th and Woodland Ave.

Philadelphia Pennsylvania

EDGINGS

is thinking of locating a

considering the establish-

is to be enlarged during

Ontario
S. A. Metier, St. Catharines, proposes to establish a basket and box factor]at JJoamsviIle, Ont.
The Lippert Furniture Company. Berlin, Out.,

factory at Owen Sound.
The Canadian Pacific Railway is reported to br

ing of a plant for crcosoting its railway ties.

The East City furniture factory Peterborough, i

the conimg summer. An addition one-half tho size of the present building will
do DUlit to the roar.

The R Laidlaw Lumber Company have about two million feet of stockat upper lake ports which they expect to take to their Buffalo yard as soon asthe lake boats can get through.
The ratepayers at Thessalon, Ont., have approved a by-law to loan $10 000a year to a sawmdl concern which will expend $25,000. F. H. Lawrence' ofJ^kooa, is promoting the company.
The Hammermill Pulp <v Lumber Company, Toronto, has been incorporatedwith a capital stock of $40,000, to carry on the business of lumber and papermanufacturing in al lits branches.

11

,
A^Port

/

rom Wollnad, Ont., says that W. J. Hickev and I. H. Lavalee
ot Unlha Ont., will open a lumber yard, planing mill and box factory in Wei-
land, under the name of the Building, Lumber & Supply Company.

The St Lawrence Paper Mills, Limited, Cornwall," Ont., has been incor-
porated with a capital of $150,000. Incorporators, F. V. Johns, G H Sedge-
wick, L. Davis, W. G. Anderson and J. W. Hcffernan, all of Toronto.

The New York sales office of J. R. Booth, Ottawa, Ont., has been removedtrom 23rd street to the Marbridge Building, 1326 Broadway, suite 646, where
the firm s local representative, E. E. Watrous, will hereafter make his head-
quarters. This office will handle a general lino of Canadian pine and spruce.

An accident attended with considerable cost and some danger occurred at thesawmdl of tho Knechtel Furniture Factorv, Walkcrvillo, reccntlv, when the
twisting of a nst pin in one of the shafts wrecked tho engine and caused atemporary close down of two weeks. Fortunatelv, no one was in the oneiricroom at the time.

i j
Accord'PK to a Toronto report the St. Raymond Paper Company, which has

lad insufficient working capital to carry on operations successfully, is likelv to
>e reorganized At the request of the company, the courts have appointed a
liquidator, in the person of Frank Powell, who, with an advisory board of five
inspectors, now has the matter under consideration.

A manufacturing plant will be established in Fort William, Ont the by-
products of which will be sufficient to furnish material for the rrcosoting of
millions of railway ties annually. The plant will have a far-reaching effect on
the supply of lumber, as a creosoted tie will outlive several ordinary ones and
the demand for ties under present conditions is making a great demand upon
the Canadian lumber supply.

The main building of the Colonial Woods Products Companv, at Thorold
Ont., which is 100 by 45 feet, is completed. Water will be obtained bv means
ot a timnel which has been constructed under the old Welland Canal The •

new pulp mill will be rushed to completion. It will be considerably larger than
at first contemplated. The Thorold Pulp Company has completed extensive
repairs to its mill, and is ready to start work again.

The Northumberland Paper Company, of Carmpbellford, Ont., which has
just been incorporated, and does a large business in building paper and box-
board, will erect a pulp mill for the manufacture of ground wood pulp, which
will have an output of fifteen tons per day. The mill will be located on the
Jrent river at Campbellford, where there is an abundance of water power all
the year. The company has heretofore bought its pulp from outside sources.

Extensive improvements have been made to the sulphite fibre mills atHawkesbury, Ont. of the Riordon Pulp £ Paper Company. These include n
600 horse-power boder and stoker, a set of twelve Packer screens in the small
mill, three additional screens now being in process of completion a save-all
making the third of its kind; a new system of ventilation for the blow pits :

a new acid storage tank, with a capacity of 350,000 litres
; a new wet machine'

a new Whiteway machine for one of the paper machines, and two beaters

Eastern Provinces
The sawmills at Halifax, N.S., owned by L. N. Frechette, were recently

destroyed by fire at heavy loss.

The sawmills in Halifax Village, Que., owned by L. J. Frechette ex-M P
of Compton County, have been destroyed by fire

About 7,000 tons of pulp have been carried over the Halifax A South West-
ern Railway so far this season, to be shipped to England.

Tho plant of the St. George Pulp <$- Paper Company's lumber mill, at St
George, N.B is to be enlarged by the installation of several lath and shingle
machines. The prospects for a busy season are most promising.

The Austin Lumber Company, Limited, Cap St. Ignace. Que" has been in-
corporated with a capital of $95,000. Incorporators, W. Marler E Choledde
B. Hubert and J. E. Lemire, all of Montreal, and S. M. Marler of Drum-
mondville, Que.

Halifax lumbermen are largely interested in a syndicate of Toronto capi-
talists who have purchased large areas of pulp lands in Newfoundland It is
understood that in the near future the syndicate proposes to establish laro-e
pulp and paper mills. ' B

The export of Imnher from St John, N.B., to the United States for the
quarter ending March 31, 1000, is the largest in the port's history. The value
of the product of American logs in that period is given as $^4 881 99 as
compared with $42,539.32 for the corresponding period in 1908. The total value
of exports to the United States for the March quarter, 1909 was $858 716 39
as compared with $280,700.21 in 1908, a gain for this year of $578 016 18 The
exports of lumber to transatlantic ports for the first quarter this year show a
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tailing off of 7,500,000 feet in deal shipments while there is a slight increase
in the birch timber trade.

Sir William Van Some, president of the Laurentide Paper & Pulp Com-
pany, announces that he is about to establish at Grand Falls, N.B., the largest
pulp, paper and sawmills in Canada. Sir William recently left for England
to interest English capital in the scheme. He states that this project was put
forward a number of years ago by the Grand Falls Power Company, the other
interests being held by the estate of the late United States Senator Proctor

Jp-
Underwood, vice-president of the International Paper Company ; William

Mackenzie and R. B. Angus. He intimated that the delay in carrying out
the plans had been caused partly by troubles concerning the extension of the
charter partly by the trade depression, and partly by another concern which
had tried to secure control of the situation at Grand Falls. His company had
been willing to sell out, but the other company had failed to materialize. The
result is that the original scheme will now be put through as soon as possible.

British Columbia
A shingle mill is to be erected at New Westminster bv W. Beach, of Seattle
A large pulpwood and sawmill will be erected bv the Powell River & Con-

struction Company opposite Texada Island, British Columbia.

•i i

A
.

wealt,lv syndicate, whose personel has not vet been divulged, plans to
build large sawmills at Esquimalt Harbor at an expenditure of over $300,000.

With the permission of the British Columbia Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council
export may now be made of piles, telegraph and telephone poles, ties and crib
timber.

W J Holcomb & Sons have completed their mill near Rossland. Thev own
.>..-*00 acres of timber on Violin lake, and will employ sixty men in the sawmill
and wood;.

Messrs. DeBeck and Tait, of New Westminster, have bought 1,400 acres
of trown granted land in the Langley district, on the Great Northern Railway
line, for $30,000. and will erect a mill.

A. W. Dickenson, of Arrowhead, has contracted with the Gibbons Lumber
Company to put in about 30.000,000 feet of logs from the company's limits on
1 mgston creek, covering a period of two to three years.

The Victoria Lumber A Manufacturing Company, of Chemainus B C have
opened a yard in Victoria and will cater to the local trade. Heretofore sole
attention has been paid to the export and domestic business.

The Fraser River Lumber Mill at New Westminster recently broke its own
and probably the world's record for cut in a single day. The total amount of
lumber handled during the day of ten hours was 418,4(50 feet.

D. J. Cromwell of Vancouver, formerly of Portland, Oregon, has sold 38
timber berths near Jordan river for $160,000. Mr. Cromwell is a member of
R New Wk syndicate and the sale is to a number of Minneapolis lumbermen.

The Arrow Lakes Lumber Company will begin shortly on the construction
ot a logging railway from Galena Bay into their timber at Galena Pass The
railway will be tour miles in length and logging operations will be continued all
summe*-.

The following companies have been incorporated under the laws of the
I roviiice of British Columbia

: Fort George Lumber & Navigation Company.
Linuted capital $;>0,000 ; Nanoose Lumber Company. Limited, capital $25 000 •

Kivcrs Inlet Lumber Company, Limited, capital $1,000,000.

i j
A

^
Ca

l
has

T
been completed by Hillis Bros., whereby 30 sections of timber

land at San Juan, B.C., change hands. These lands were held by AndrewWright and a local syndicate. They have been sold to a New York 'syndicate,

$7(5 000
Watte, s and Mr. Bond. The sum paid was about

An Ottawa dispatch states that C. A. Harrison, of Victoria, B C , and CA Glass have sold sixteen timber limits to R. A. O'Neil, of Detroit, for $50 000'
The deal was put through by C. D. Simpson, of Seattle. Another recent deal

^8,™™e t0 Parties whoso names have not yet been made public of limits,
for $60,000 owned by C. A. Harrison, S. Moody, C. Gardiner. C. A. Glass and
5s. Heald, of Victoria.

American capitalists recently acquired large tracts of timber lands aboutCowichan lake, formerly held by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, as apart of the W & N. grant The sale of the land is conditional on the early
completion of the railway winch the Canadian Pacific agrees to construct to

S «Si rS?
g8

'Tl. f \
m0Un

\
™T0 ved

y"0 transaction is said to be about
3>1,UUU,UUU. ihe location ot the line has been completed.

T
Two thousand acres of timber land on Phillips Arm, B.C., have been sold by

J. V\. Prescott, acting for the owners, to a Seattle syndicate, which duringthe past year or more has secured a large number of tracts up the coast Thepurchase price is stated to have been $10,000 The purchasers are making ar-rangements to start logging operations on a large scale this season Theyreport that they have secured 40,000 acres of good timber land in the province
Taking advantage of the dulness in the log market across the border, theFraser River Lumber Mills have bought 2,500,000 feet of fir logs at Bellingham,

En V «i ? J fl"
th°usan^. 0n the Vancouver side the price runs from*I0 to $13 the latter figure being extreme. The logs will be towed to thecompany s plant at Fraser Mills, on the Fraser river, above New Westminster.Mr. McRae president of the company, stated that his company was negotiat-ing with Belhngham dealers for the purchase of 10,000 feet additional of Ws

AKW
h
f

and *in£er lim i*s of the Abbotsford Lumber Company, atAbbotsford B.C., in the Fraser river valley, have been sold to Messrs Arthur

5 Vin nnn
J '

f°rme^-v 1 Harrison lake, for $375,000. A cash payment
of $30,000 was made when the deal was closed, and it was expected that thenew owners would take over the property within a few days. The AbbotsfordLumber Company commenced business at Abbotsford about ten years ago with

1 i^rl
m
l \ °,

l0Se
1° the t0

^,
n

'
but a >'ear aS° they buil* a large new mill onAbbotsford lake ,about a mile away, and also acquired valuable timber limits

close to the sawmill. A branch Ime of railway was also built from the Canadian
J acihc line to the sawmill.

39

f'
arren Bell, of \ancouyer, B.C., one of the best known millmen on thecoast has patented a gang oscillation which it is claimed will do its work withabsolute perfection, something never before attained in the working of a gang

Y^LnZvT T" knTn
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aS the d°ubl
f oscillati™ movement, both the top andbottom slides being rocked or oscillated and the slides being pivoted below the™r
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neW consists in receZg the

S^ll^ttr movements' ^^^ °f them as » *»<

LUMBER
W. C. Edwards& Co.

Limited

New Edinburgh Mills

Ottawa, Ontario

Pine, Spruce and Hemlock Lumber and Timber

;

Dimension Timber sawn all sizes
;

Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock Lumber all thicknesses, dressed or

rough
;

Basswood, Birch, Maple and Oak, all

thicknesses
; Lath and Shingles (all kinds) ; all

grades of Pine and Spruce Sheeting and Floor-

ing
;
V Joint, Beaded and Roofing

;
Sash, Doors,

Blinds, Mouldings and Factory Material of any
description

; Hardwood Flooring.

Not the Price, but the Service
of a Tool Determines its Value

Especially is this true about Cutter Heads. They are little thingscompared with the size of a machine on which they are used but are°a
very important part thereof, if your mill is to be a payino- one

The Shinier Cutter Heads are built for hard service. They are made
honest and true from start to finish. The billets of steel are foreedunder a powerful steam hammer refining the grain which is very denseand capable ot standing the hardest strains. They are then bored outand turnd into shape. This process gives the purchaser a Cutter Headwhich will stand up to the work on the hardest of woods and fastest
feeds. Even if the belts to the Cutter Heads break while the lumber
is being fed into the machine (which sometimes happens) the extra
strength of the steel forged head prevents the bit seats from being
torced out ot line. °

These tools will bear the strictest investigation. They have the
' make ready built into them to save time, save lumber, save annoy-
ance, and turn out a finished product equal, if not superior, to any on
the market. J

They are not expensive and will help to reduce running expends
Address ° '

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons,
MILTON,

Pennsylvania
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

CAR OK CARGO LOTS
10 inches and up, according to average and quality 25
Average 16 inch 35

24 00
23 00

18 50
16 50

inch No. 1 Pine
cuts & better. .. $40 00 44 00
% inch No. 1

cuts and better. 50 00 52 00
2 No. 1 Cuts and

Better 52 00
i % in. No. 2 Pine

cuts and better 38 00
2" No. 2 Pine Cuts

and Better.... 4000
1 % inch No 3 Cuts

and Better. ... 32 00
2" No. 3 Cuts and

Better 38 00

1 in. Pine Dressing
and better shorts 24 00

1X4, 6and8common 24 00
t x 10 box 21 00
1 x 10 common and
dressing 27 00

1X12 common .... 30 00
2 x 10 common. ... 25 00

2and3x i2Common 2600
1 x 10 inch box and

common
1" mill run siding

1 x 10 and 1 2 mill

culls •

1 in. mill cull sidings
1" dead cullsidings

1 % inch flooring 25 00

Spruce mill run 2000
HARDWOODS—PER

Ash White ists and
2nds, 1 to 2''.

. . .$50 00 60 00

Ash, black, istsand
2nds 1 to 2" ... . 35 00

Ash, black common
and better 26 00 30 00

Birch, common and
better 1" 22 00 23 00

Birch, common and
better, i^to 2" 25 00

Birch, 3 to 4" 28 00

Birch, 1" x 4" and
up 10/16 1 sts and
2nds

Basswood, common
and better, 1''

.

.

Basswood, common
and better \A
to 2" . • 28 00

Basswood mill run
Soft Elm. common,

and better iA
to 2"

Soft Elm, common
and better 1". .

.

Soft Elm, mill run
Rock Elm, common
and better 1"

.

.

Rock Elm, 1% to 2

1 sts & 2nds .

54 00

45 00

47 00

36 00

42 00

27 00
26 00

23 00

29 00
32 00
27 00
28 00

26 00

25 to

20 00

17 5°
3 5°
27 00
22 00

38

27 OO
32 OO

37 °°

26 00

30 00
21 00

28 00

24 00
20 00

28 00 30 00

48

Spruce mill culls.. 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to Bin. 15 50
2x4 to8in., 10 to 16ft. 15 50
2x4 to 10 inch i8tt. 20 00
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber

Douglas fir dimen-
sion timber up 10

32 it
:

Fir flooring, edge
grain

i%" No.i 4 ft. Pine
Lath

i%" No. 2 4tt. lath

i^" 32" P' nc
\%" No. 1 4tt.

hemlock lath. .

XX Pine Shingles
X Pine Shingles .

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2''

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXX 5 to 2". .

.

Red pine, C & c f i"

Red Pine, common 22 00

1

M. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Soft maple, com-
mon and better i" 21 00

Soft maple common
& better 1A to 3"

Hard Maple i"X4"
& up 10/16 common
and better
Hard Maple 4"x 4"

& up 10/ 16 common
and better
Oak, red. plain.

1 sts and 2nds t"

Oak, red, plain,

1 sis and 2nds, 2"

Oak, red, plain,

1 sts and 2nds, 3"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nd*. 4"

Oak, white, plain,

1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, iK"*4"
and up io'i6 .

.

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1"

Oak, quartered,
1 sts and 2nds, iA
to 2

Hickory ists and
2nds h'vy i^to 3" 62 00

16 o°
17 00
16 50
22 00

54 °o

34 5"

45 00

4 5°
4 00
1 40

3 5°
2 25
' 25

2 40
3 *°

3 4S
3 9°

31 00
32 00

.13 00
24 00

22 50

26 00

26 00

30 00

51 OO

53 00

58 oi>

58 00

5' 00

53 00

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTt

Pine good sidings :

un. x 7in andup
1%" andi^'x
8" and up ...

2" x 7" and up
No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up

Pine good strips :

1"

and il4
r ' ••

2
Pine good shorts :

1
' x 7" and up .

.

1

1 %" and i%" .. .

2
'

7" to o/'A Sidings
Pine, No. i dressing

sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

strips ....

Pine, No. i dressing
shorts

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-

ter 12' to 16' ...

.

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings .

Pine, s. c. strips. . .

Pine, s. c. shorts. .

.

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5
Pine. s.c. and better,

1x6
Pine. s.c. and better,

< X7
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8
Pine, s.c. and better,

ixg
Pine, s.c. and better,

1 x to

Pine, box boards.,
x 10 No 1 barn .

.

1 x 10 No. 2
"

40 00

48 00

44 00

54 00

54 00

34 00 36 00

34 00
38 00
42 OO

35 00
28 00
40 00
42 00
25 OO

36 00

26 00

22 OO

24 OO

23 OO
19 OO
18 00

20 OO

21 OO

22 OO

22 OO

23 OO

23 OO

24 OO
15 00
29 00

23 00

36 OO

42 OO

45 00

37 00
30 00

43 00

45 00
27 00

40 00

31 OO

26 OO

25 OO

26 00
22 OO
20 OO

21 OO

22 OO

23 OO

23 OO

34 OO

24 OO

26 00
18 00
32 00
25 OO

RER S PRICES

1 x 8 & 9 No. i barn
1 x 8 & 9 No. 2

"

Pine Shorts 6' to ix'

x 10'

Pine mill culls. . .

.

Pine O. culls

Red Pine log run,
mill culls out. . .,

Spruce i"x4"& up
Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

7, 8. 9 and 10" .

.

Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B)
Hemlock
Basswood log run,

dead culls out
Basswood log run

mill culls out.
Birch
Soft Elm, common,
and better i, i%,z"
Ash, black common
and betten" to 2"

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
13/8"............

N \ 2 white pine
Spruce, mill run
Red pine mill run
No. 1 white pine

• !< .......

No. 2 white pine
»"& *x .

Spruce mill run
i"& *x
Red Pine mill
run 1" & 1%..

32" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18"

23 00
20 00

22 00
17 00
10 00

17 00

15 00

26 o°
22 o°

23 00
19 00
13 00

19 OO
17 OO

17 00 19 OO

White Cedar Shingl
xxxx, 18'

Clear Butt
x, x 18"....

24 00
13 00

2 z 00
18 OO

20 OO

25 00

3 25
2 5°
2 50
2 50

1 75
< 50

3 50
2 75

50
es

:

4 25
3 00
1 50

26 00
15 00

26 00
20 00

24 00

28 00

3 50
a 75
2 75
2 75

3 25

2 25

2 25

2 00
2 00

4 00

3 »5
1 75

4 50

3 50
' 75

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAFT.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average
;

,

cts.

40
62First class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal

RED PINE—IN THE RAFT.

Measured off, according to average and quality „"one

Shipping order "

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.

By the dram, according to average and quality.

EI.M.

Bv the dram, aceordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 fj-et. 65 70
'

t< '. V " *>«<' 35 feet- 5o 55

making

60 65

14 iiu h .

19 "

1 "

18
"

25
28

30
3»
36

SARNIA
FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

1x6 and 8" 50 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00
iji and iA" " 57 00
2

'
" 59 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 44 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 52 00
8/4 • v 54 00
6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 ,, 45 00
8/4 „ ., ,, 47 00
6/4X 6 & up No. 3 M 40 00
8/4 „ ,1 42 00

NO. I CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 41 00
i/i in. 50 00
''A 50 00
2in. 54 00
2A and 3' " 70 00
4 75 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 24 00

39 00
1 A" .... 39 00
3 42 00
2K, 3 and 4" " 57 00 60 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
and \ %" " 28 00

2 28 00
2'A, 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
1X4 24 OO
I x 5" 26 OO
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

, ONT.
1" x 10" 28 o°
1" x 12" 30 00
1" x 13 and.up 31 00
1 x 4 and.s" 28 00

NO. I BARN.

i in 30 00 37 00
ltA> lA and 2" 34 00

2^ and 3" 37 00
4

' 42 00

NO. 2 BARN.

i in 27 00 30 00
''/{• 'A and 2" 28 00
* XA and 3" 30 00

NO. 3 BARN.

I in 23 OO 26 OO
1 Va . ' A and 2" 23 00 26 00

No. 1, 1, \yt , i'A, 2" 21 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

''A and 2".
. . . 16 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1"

1, iA and 2"

No. 2 14 00

LATH.

No. I, 33"
No. 2, 48"

No. 1, 48" pine

23 00

19 00

5 00

15 00
"5 00

2 o

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. 1 PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS,

6 ft

'M 13 50
2x6 and 2x8 ib 00
2 x 10 16 50
2X 12 1700

ROUGH OR S. 1 S. AND
8 ft

16 50
16 50

10 ft

18 00
18 00
>9 50
20 50

14 x 16 ft

18 00
18 00

>9 50
20 50

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

2 v 4-12 $19 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00
2 x 4-10-18-20 21 00

I x 8 }
8 to ,6 19 00

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
6 " 21 50
8 " 22 50
10 " 22 50
12 " 22 SO

Flooring
4 or 6 .inch No. 1 $32 00

" 2 30 00
3 22 So

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch 19 00
6 " ai 50
8, 10, 12 inch 22 50

Siding
6 inch No. 1 3, 00

*' No. 2 29 00
" No. 3 22 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 4 75
No. a " " " 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
J2 ft. 14 and 16 ft

3 x 6 and 3 x 8 2150 2150
3 x 10 23 00 22 00

3 x 12 23 50 24 00

4 x 4 to 6 x 8 21 50 22 so
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 23 so 22 so
8x8 23 50 22 so
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 80

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND

2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 8 to 16 ft $19 so
" ' " " l8 tO 32 ft 21 50

2 x 10, 2 x ia, 8 to 16 ft 20 00
18, 20, 22 ft 23 00

24, 26, 28, 30, 32 2C OO
2 X 14 Up to 32 ft 25 OO

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft 2250
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft • 25 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 12 uo to 32 ft 25 00

3 x 14, 4 x 14 25 00

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 16,

up to 32 $24 80
10 x 20 26 80
8 x 20 27 30

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine. 4 in 30 so
E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring 37 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring 37 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring 29 00

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce 2000
8 to 16 ft., 6 in 1750
B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16' 2050
B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16' '9 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch $2500
11 2 *' " " 20 00
"3 " " " ,8 50
" 4 " mixed w dths 15 so
" " " 10 30

SHINGLES
XXX B. C. Cedar ..3.10

X X B. C. Cedar «.34XXX Dimension 2.55

No. 1 Mixed W & R Pine.
No. 1 B. C. Fir

LATH.
$3.00

4 5"

HARDWOODS, CAR LOTS. F. O. B, WINNH'EG.m PREVAILING PRICES, PER I M FEET , FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER
1" C/2nds plain Oak

Ash . .

" Birch .

Maple

looring Canadian Clear.
" American "

.

are.--
$60 00

6s 00
75 00

78 00

63 00
70 00

78 "o
45 °o
49 00

53 o

43 o"

*° 5
o

55°:

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. V.
WHITE

(Wholesale se

Uppers 4/4 to 8/4 $90 00
0 4 to 12/4 97 00

Selects 4 4 to 8 4 80 in
10/4 to 124 92 00

Fine Common 4/4 57 00
S/4 62 00
6/4 62 00
8/4 64 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4 48 00

))
" 5/4 55 00
" 6/4 57 00
" 8/4 60 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4 33 00
" " 5/4 43 00

6/4 45 00
" *' 8/4 49 00

No. 3 Cuts s/4 35 00
6/4 35 00
8/4 35 00

PINE

lling price.

Dressing 5/4
5/4*'o
S/4X11

No. 1 Moulding s 4

6/4

8/4
No. 2 Moulding s 4

6/4

8/4
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12. .

.

1X64 8...
" " 1 x 10

No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 & 8
1 x 10

No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8
"

1 x 10
Box 1 x 6 & up
"

1 x 10
" I X 12 26 00
" 1 X 13 & up

46 00
S' '«

S3 00
58 00
.58 00
58 00
47 00
47 00

47 00
48 00
34 00
36 00
32 00

00
00

29 00
25 00
25 OO
28 OO

Jl 00

3

The following quotations on hard« ords rrprrsrnt the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

1st & 2nd, 1 inch. . .

1 M to 2 inch
z lA to 4 inch

1st & 2nd 6 inch up

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red

40 00 42 00 I

44 00 46 00 I Strips 22 00 24 00
48 co 54 00

I Com. and culls .... 14 oo 22 00

BLACK AND BROWN
.40 00 42 00

J

Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

BIRCH

1st & 2nd, white, 6
inch and up 30 00 32 00

Common and good
culls. . . 16 00 18 00

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up

Common and culls.

1st and 2nd hand
Common and culls

32 00 35 00
15 00 17 00

1st and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up .... 26 00 28 00

Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

20 00 23 00
14 00 15 00

I 1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00 23 00
I
Common and culls. 12 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
White Pine Uppers, i to 2 inch.
Selects, 1 to 2 incn
Fine Common, 1 inch

to 2 inch . .

.

No. 1 Cuts, 1 inch. .

1% to 2 in^h
No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch

1% to 2 inch
Barn Boards, No.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No. 2, 1 x 8
No 3, 1 x 12

No. 3, 1 x 10 ,

No. 3, x x 8
Spruce, 10 and 12 in. dimension.

1x12
1 x 10
1x8

1 X 12 .

I X 10 .

and undei
10 and 1 2 in. random lengths. 10 ft andup ....
2x2. 2x4, 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up ...
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft ..

and up ....

S in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up, p. is
Canadian Spruce boards
Vermont Spruce boards, matched .. . . . . . . .

1 x 2 and 1 x 3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundled
i»s Spruce laths

•a" :::::::

. $92 00
. 81 00
58 00
64 00

• 45 00
54 00

.35 00
. 38 00
. 46 00
• 3° 00
• 35 00

. 38 00

. 34 00

33 50
. 32 00
. 30 00
. 29 00

. 24 00
24 00

21 so

22 00
19 00
23 00
22 00
20 00
4 00

3 40

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras
Clears
Second clears
Clear Whites. .

35

Extra is (Clear whites out)
; 22c

Extra is (Clear whites in)
1 co

$3 90
3 40

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16" s butts to 2" , Sc

" Eurekas. 18" " " '.".J."
3 5

" " Perfections, s butts to 2)^" 4 60

$94 00
84 00
61 00
66 00

58 00

.37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00

37 °°
40 00

35 00
34 00
33 00
31 00
30 00
27 00
25 00
26 00

22 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
22 5°
22 OO
3 80

3 SO

$4 00

3 50
» 35
2 30
' 45
I ho

3 75
4 2.S

4 75



MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINGLES

Keeping up the Proper Gait

customers. I hey don t hitch I he good class of trade want the best manufactured and graded lumber tfiey can gefor heir money And they re bound to have it. We're manufacturing- » Quality Lumber and Shingles " with ourown plants and from our own large and choice timber holdings in Quebec that will please and keep the best class oftrade a dealer has or wants.

" A good finish
"

is our "silk finish"

Nrk 9 Quebec
lit). £t Spruce
A sound choice stock finished as smooth as silk

and just the finest grade of No. 2 in the market

New Brunswick

White Cedars

Shingles
John Fenderson & Co., Inc.

Saw & Shingle Mills:
Sayabcc, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q.
Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P .0.

Sayabec, P. Q.

°U
£ QU

C
ALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,

Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,

lower in price and lighter for
their strength thau any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

Reliable
Veterinary
Remedies
No logging outfit is complete without a

supply of reliable veterinary remedies.
Getting the wrong kind means the loss
of the use of your horses when time is
valuable.

Johnson's Veterinary Remedies
are guaranteed never to fail when used
as directed. You get your money back if

they ever do.
They are

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. i.

A penetrating Alcoholic Liniment.
Put up in one gallon jugs, with full
directions, per imperial gal. 54.50

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 2.
A combination of the best oils used
as liniments, imp. gallon . 93.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy.
A sure and speedy cure for colic
Imperial gallon 55.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Oint-
ment.
Positively the best all-round healing
ointment made. In use by the larg-
est owners of horse flesh in Canada.
Put up in 2 lb tins, each . . 5a. a 5
or in 14 lb tins, per dozen . . 53.50

Johnson's Condition Powders. (Con-
centrated).
Put up in bulk, per lb ... . 30c.

These goods being put up in bulk are
more economical than others, as cost of
bottling, etc., is saved.

CAMP REMEDIES.
In addition to our Veterinary Reme-

dies we make a line of medicines for lum-
bermen, including a strong, penetrating
liniment, healing ointment, cholera cure,
liver pills, cough syrup, in fact anything
in the form of Camp Drug Supplies. We
know that there are no better remedies
made than those we offer. There may be
others nearly as good, but they lack our
guarantee. Satisfaction or money back.
A trade discount of 10% allowed off all

orders amounting to $100.

Send postal for printed matter.

A. H. JOHNSON
WhoIoseJe Druggist

Cotllngwood, - Ont.

RUBBER BELTING

- .-.

for Transmitting,

Elevating- and

Conveying.

Rubber

Hose

for Water, Steam,

Air Suction, and

Fire Protection.

The

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, Limited

Head Offices : 47 Yonge Street, TORONTO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

List of Steam Specialties Manufactured

and sold by us :

Improved Cyclone Shaking and

Dumping Grate Bar

Feed Water Heaters

Vacuum Valves

Boiler Feed Pumps Vacuum Pumps

Back Pressure Valves Reducing Valves

Oil Separators

Pump Strainers

Pump Condensers

Vacuum Governors

Pump Governors

Exhaust Heads

Automatic Air Vents

Smoke Consumers

Vacuum Heating

We control and manufacture the
N. D. Vacuum specialties which
enables us to give special induce-
ments to any one requiring
Vacuum Heating.

We make a specialty of overhauling and remodelling Steam Plants
Write for particulars and further information

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Company
Limited

36-38 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. Lint of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
RKVKL8TOKK, B. 0.

The

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Have for sale Second-Hand Machinery, com-
pletely overhauled, ready 'or shipment :

i Tubular Boiler, 72" diameter x 13* 6" 124 tube*.
100 lbs. «leam, all fitting* complete.

' Boiler Feed Pump (belt driven).

PLANINC AND MATCHING.
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, oriiiia
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING,
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots
Factorv near Station Write for Prices

PHONE 113

IF Y0l>* but WORTH
ADVERTISING,

The . . .

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO., Limited

Head Office: TORONTO

HIGHEST GRADES OF

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

AND ALL

PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS
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TEON BELTING
Teon and Stretch

Every Belt is parsed
through a specially devised
stretching- apparatus, so that

all undue stretch is taken
out, and the total result is a
sound, reliable and high
grade Belt.

Heat, Steam, Water and Frost Proof

Pww IVfTT T> \T '-' 4 Richmond St. W est,

• 11. WiLDI, TORONTO
PHONE MAIN iq,o SOLE AGENT FOR CAN A PA

THE DEWEY DOOR

Cranbrook Sash and

Door Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DOW ELL DOORS, INTERIOR EINISH
WINDOWS, TURNINGS, BRACKETS

DETAIL WORK A SPECIALTY

Lumber Shingles

Lath
Shipments in Straight or Mixed

Carloads.

Address Cranbrook, B.C.

Wire Rope
ACME" Brand

Highest Grade of
Hoisting Rope made.

Extra tensile strength
for heavy work.

Use Greening s Rope
Grease for lubrication.

The B. Greening Wire Company
HAMILTON, ONT. Limited MONTREAL. QUE.

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only-

Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.
Confederation Life Building

TORONTO

Does a saving of from 25 to
50 per cent of your power
cost interest you ?

Mr. Manufacturer :

—

You know that your one best step towards greater profits is

reduction in cost of production.

You also know that one of the big
items of cost is power—perhaps the biggest.

Now wouldn't it interest you—wouldn't
it mean money in your pocket—if you
could save from a quarter to one half of
what your power is costing you to-day?

Now it is just that saving we wish to

tell you of. Even though your plant is

equipped much above the average, it is to

your interest to know about this still

better system.

We want to give you all the facts about Western Electric
Induction Motors and prove to you conclusively what saving in

dollars and cents and what increase in efficiency that system of
power will effect in your plant.

Look your plant over and figure out
how many tons of metal you keep rotating
over the heads of your workmen and how
many square feet of belting you keep
travelling at express train speed.

It takes power to keep that mass of
non-productive machinery moving. Power
that costs you money and adds nothing to
the production of your plant.

Twenty-five to fifty per cent of power
developed by your engine is lest by the
line shaft and belt transmission system.

This fact has been repeatedly proven by actual tests.

You can save this loss—add it to your profits by installing
Western Electric Induction Motors.

They can be mounted on the floor, wall or ceiling as required,
or on the machines which they are to operate, thus eliminating
all belts and hangers.

Western Electric Induction Motors
are the simplest of all electrical machines.
In operation they are as simple as a shaft
rotating in its bearings and require no
attention beyond that given to bearings.

The individual motor driven machines
form compact units in themselves, thus
allowing the workmen to get around them
better and do better work. Besides this

you pay only for the power used in actual

production—only the machines which are
actually employed in turning out your product need be kept
running.

Western Electric Induction Motors are the result of 30 years

I of untiring efforts at improvement. That the Western Electric

Company have produced $230,000,000
worth of electrical apparatus during the

last five years is a significant fact that

speaks volumes for the efficiency of their

apparatus.

These are but a few of the facts about
Western Electric Induction Motors. If

you are interested in increasing the effici-

ency of your plant—i( you are interested

in cutting down the cost of your power

—

write to-day for Bulletin No. 507.
We would be glad to have our engin-

eers look over your plant and prove to you by actual figures what
a saving you can effect by installing Western Electric Motors.
This service is absolutely free and puts you under no obligation
to us.

Write to-day for Bulletin No. 507 and full particulars.

/NORTHERN ELECTRIC
MS® MANUFACTURING ©0\ LIMITED

Manufacturers and Suppliers of all apparatus and
equipment used in the construction, operation and
Maintenance of Telephone and Power Plants

Montreal Winnipeg
Cor. Notre Dame and Guy Streets 599 Henry Avenue

Toronto Vancouver
60 Front Street West 424 Seymour Street
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Just measure the Front and Back edge
of the face of one of your Band Wheels
with a steel tape line. If there is only a

%. of an inch difference in the circum-
ference of the two edges it means trouble
and perhaps a lot of it.

If the above is the case send at once for a

"Midland"
Band Wheel Grinder

and grind both wheels

with one setting.

Catalogue and price on request.

Canada Iron Corporation, Limited
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p. o box 4 2 5 ONTARIO

An Extraordinary Investment:

t $145.50
«

;
- that has already yielded

* $14,845.50

and is still at it

Read the Following Correspondence :

" Greenville, Michigan, March 5, 1908.
"Lan(j & Bro. Mfc. & Mhhc. Co.,

"Farmington, Mo.
" Gentlemen :

o 11 "t
1
?
there is any sale for WOO(1 in y°ur v'cinity, the Gordon

Hollow Blast Orate would soon pay for itself, as it would enable you
to run your mill with refuse exclusively.

"Yours very truly,
"Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co."

"Gordon Hollow Blast Ghatk Co.,
"Greenville, Michigan,

"< lentlemen :

"We have a set of your grates which we bought of vou about
fifteen years ago. They are all right yet. You should not make them
so good it you want to continue to sell more to us. We SELL about
$5.01) worth of slab wood every day we run, which formerly we had
to BURN to make steam.'

Their sales of wood at $0.00 per day for say two hundred work
ing days per year for fifteen years amounted to some $15 000 OnThey bought the Gordon Hollow Blast Grate for 145.50

Profit,
14 C54 50

WORKING
1

MONTH.
18 STILL

"
al 'Ding ^ °f $m°° PBB

SOLI) ON APPROVAL

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Greenville - Michigan

"THE DUNBAR 99

New and Improved

STEAM LOGGING ENGINES

This is the machine for which we claim all the good Qualities possessed by any othe
and a great many valuable improvements besides.

Best on the Market
This time we wish to call your attention to one ofmany important points which prove conclusively the

supenority of the Dunbar Logging Engines: that
°[ £ hydraulic Apparatus for raising and lowerine
the Boiler, an invention of our Mr. Dunbar Sr (forwhich patents are pending). By this device all danger
from rush of water to either end of the Boiler, caufed
by irregularities of the road, is avoided. One of themost serious drawbacks in other Engines is the fact
that the Boiler is stationary on the frame, consequent-
ly a source of great anxiety because of the daneer to
both the Crown Sheet and the Tubes. You can readi
ly understand that in going up or down hill either theCrown Sheet or the Tubes are bared, causing them tobecome so heated that they will leak badly, and after
repetition for a time the Boiler will be practicallv
ruined. r "

This improvement, which supersedes our previous
method for raising or lowering the boiler, has beenadded since cut herewith shown was made.
Should you contemplate putting in a Logging-

Engine we shall be glad to take the matter up with
you and give you all particulars.

Quotations for Logging Sleds furnished.

Write Us for Particulars

The Alex. Dunbar <fc Sons Company
Woodstock, N.B. Limited
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MILL SUPPL

Factor

v

Fairbanks
Valves

KKXKWABLE DISC, asbes-

tos packed, suitable for

any pressure and any
condition of service. A
perfectly steam and air

tight valve.

CHANGES from an old disc

to a new one take less

than one minute. No
tools needed except a
wrench to remove bonnet

.

SKLF CLEANING, no dirt

or sediment can lodge on
seat to prevent closing

the valve.

Stkam Goods Ai.i. KlXDs.

8HERBROOKE, QUE.

Fairbanks
Belting

LEATHER BELTING made from
the finest selected oak tanned
hides. Only 16% of the whole
hide utilized. Absolutely
uniform.

BALATA BELTING for damp
places. No better belt made
to withstand the excessive

moisture. Treated with special

composition which does not
deteriorate with age.

CHAIN DRIVES of all kinds for

those who desire that kind of

a drive.

TRANSMISSION APPLIANCES

Fairbanks Wood
Exi'kkt Opinion

Experts agree that the wood Split Pulley offers

many advantages over other types.

The FAIRBANKS WOOD SPLIT PULLEYS
are the result of years of experience and are

conceded to be as near perfect in every mechan-
ical detail as possible.

SHAFTING BANGERS CLUTCHES
COUPLINGS BALL-BEARINGS

BEARING .METAL CONVEYING MACH-
INERY, Etc.

Split Pulleys
Structural Advantages.

Made of well seasoned bass wood, carefully

seasoned and kiln dried. Each segment is

nailed as well as glued to the next.

The webb coostruction of the arm which is

built into the rim not only strengthens it, but
makes it impossible for the rim to work loose
at the arm.

ALL SIZES STRAIGHT OR CROWNED
MADE IN CANADA.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
for every requirement.

FAIRBANKS STANDARD SCALES, TRUCKS, JACKS. FAIRBANKS-MORSE GAS & GASOLINE ENGINES, MOTORS & GENERATORS

HOISTS ALUNDUM GRINDING WHEELS — FILES VISES — BLOWERS — ECLIPSE ROOFING — Etc.

THE The THE

CanadianFairbanks Co.
LTD St. John, N.B. - Toronto - Winnipeg- - Calgary - Vancouver LT D
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Beardmore Leather Belting
72 inch 3 ply 175 feet long

Mad e only of Extra Selected No. i Packer Steer

Hides, Oak Tanned

Beardmore Extra Waterproof Cement Leather

Belting for the Wet Places in Pulp, Paper and Saw

Mills, Etc.

The Maximum of Stretch is taken out of Beardmore

Belting by improved appliances, without impairing its life.

Every belt guaranteed as to quality of material and

workmanship.

Complete Stocks Carried by:

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank Street, OTTAWA, ONT. 147 Bannatyne Avenue East, WINNIPEG, MAN.

FLECK BROS., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

The Largest Leather Belt ever made
in Canada

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter St., Orillia, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawmill, Shingle
and

Our New Four-Saw Lath Bolter

Lath Machinery
We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting, Pulleys,

Belting, Ewart Chain, Saws, Portable

Forges and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue on application

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

WILLIAMS &, WILSON
St. James Street, MONTREAL
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There are more DISSTOX BRAND Band
and Circular Saws used than any other make,

and by a large majority.

WE MAKE THIS STATEMENT WITHOUT

WHY?
Because millmen and sawyers recognize by the

use of the DISSTON SAWS they obtain the

greatest results for the least cost.

FEAR OF SUCCESSFUL CONTRADICTION.

MATERIAL

HARDENING
AND

TEMPERING

Finest

Crucible Steel

Disston

Method

GRINDING

TENSIONING

DlSSTON

Method

Disston

Method

POINTS OF MERIT
UNIFORMITY.
TOUGHNESS.
GREATEST TENSILE STRENGTH AND ELASTICITY.

Being Manufacturers of our own steel, and thoroughly familiar with its makeup, we
are able to absolutely adjust the hardening and tempering processes to the degree
giving that perfect combination of hardness and toughness that produces the
"edge, tension-holding and standing up qualities" for which the DISSTON SAWS
are renowned.

By the DISSTON METHOD all Band Saws are ground perfectly flat and uniform in
thickness, thus making possible a very close adjustment of the guides without
creating any friction or heat when in operation at the highest rate of feed; and all

Circular Saws, whether tapered or of even thickness, are perfectly flat ground on
the surface, thus insuring in all saws perfect clearance and true balance.

The uniformity of the material, temper and grinding is a large factor in the proper
adjustment of tension; and this, together with the Disston process of tensioning,
is the reason why the DISSTON SAWS will manufacture more lumber, under the
same conditions, than any other brand of saw.

In the DISSTON BRAND of SAWS you have the advantages of the product of a progressive, up-to-date
saw factory, the LARGEST IN THE WORLD, and where saws are made throughout, from the making of the steel
itself—the superiority of which has been demonstrated for the past fifty-three years— to the finishing operation, and
each process is performed by mechanics of long experience and highest order of skill.

WE HAVE BEEN MAKING SAWS FOR OVER 68 YEARS

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.
KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL, STEEL, AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will he mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-woik-
ing machinery, just
from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT

WESTERN BRANCH :

248 McDERMOTT AVE., WINNIPEG, MAN

ONTARIO
QUEBEC AGENTS

ROSS & GREIG, MONTREAL, QUE.

CANADA
B. C. SELLING AGENTS :

ROBT. HAMILTO N ft CO., VANCOUVER.B C

"\rVE MAKE Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and PowerV * T * T. Pumps Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating
Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors. 6

ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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More Bad Lumber
There is More Bad Lumber made in the Filing

Room than in any other department of the Mill.

To equip your Filing Room with anything but the

Best Filing Room Machinery is false economy.

Profit by this advice, and eliminate the expense

and trouble of trying to trade an interior machine

for a good one, a few months after you install it.

We trade machines every day, But We Don't

Lose Money on the Trade.

Buy a COVEL Mach ine and run it 20 years, as

many of our Customers have done.

P/W7a1 Hfi-P*** /^l
Ĵ

Saw Sharpening Machinery Y1YJ Fisher Bldg.,^OVd nig. and Tools Chicago, U.S.A.

Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

For Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In and 1 Cord Capacity—Extra Strong of Thor-

oughly Seasoned Hardwood and Bolted Throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in Trains or Singly for Platform Work

Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co.
Limited

ORILLIA - . ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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Branch Office and Warehouse

:

Nkw Oki.kans, Louisiana 421 ('aronilelet Str.-ct

Tll^E have some interesting
* * facts to give you re-

garding our new type of

Gang. You must know
about the new oscillation.

You ought to know it right

away. Just write us that

you want full particulars of

our No. 10, 15 and 16 Gangs
and learn of the greatest

achievement in the con-
struction of saw mill ma-
chinery in years.

Wickes Brothers
Seattle Office—410 White Bldg. Saginaw, Mich.

" Hanchett " Adjustable Circular

Saw Swage
, , ,

That
M
erS < ver -vwller? appreciate a good machine, has been demonstrated

saw \*L1 it £i
le

-V°
m
K
nal Sl

!
ct
;
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: °l
°ur swages. The "Hanchett" circularswage is 5asll >' the

,
Post desirable in the market. The special points of

rv^t S^L^ ^
are C

f
™!blne?. in l

]i
is machine are: Simplicity of Construction.

^. Pu ' ?{ °Peration. Perfect Adjustment, Remarkable Durability.
*

H
.

a
.
ncljett Adjustable Swage is an efficient eccentric die swage. Thehead furnished with these swages is the most expensive swage head manu-factured It is made from a solid block of forged steel, and its peculiar shape

2£?t? ll
exPensive to prepare. But the head of a swage is the base uponwhich the whole swage is built, and this shape was chosen, regardless of

its cost as giving greater strength than any other form would give, beingmuch stronger than the ordinary round heads furnished with other swagesand at the same time making a more compact swage, and this compactness
Is one reason for the great speed and ease with which Hanchett swages mavoe operated.

It is this strong head and compact construction, together with our otherfeatures of durable wearing parts, which have preserved the remarkable dur-
ability and strength of Hanchett swages, making them the longest-livedswages of any in use.

The Hanchett swage will give any style of swaging wanted, and anychanges desired are controlled by the simplest possible adjustments It wiilswage either close to the point only, or far down on the tooth, and will draw
out a tooth which has the corner or point knocked off through striking
stones or irons, etc., in a way which is possible with no other swage It is

Hanchett Swage with Bench Attachment and Combined Jointer and Side File.

readily adjusted either to allow the die to swing past the anvil and trim offthe very tips of the teeth to make them perfectly straight and clean cut
K . riB

d
i? 1° come up a&ainst the anvil only and not trim the points ofthe teeth It has been our experience that the majority of filers prefer tohave the die pass the anvil, and we therefore adjust our swages in this wav

other
3 ° Wlse re<luested - But one adjustment is given as readily as the

Bench Attachment, Jointer and

Side Filer
The increasing demand for attachments which would assist the filer inswaging his saws, has led us to place upon the market the following attach-ments for our swages:
A long bench attachment or casting of malleable iron, upon which allkinds of circular saws can be fitted and upon which the swage and shaper

jointer, and side file can be operated. The saw is held on the arbor by acone which is accurately turned and holds the saw perfectly central Conesare furnished that will accommodate arbor holes of any desired size Theswage or shaper is held in position relative to the saw bv a p'n which slidesalong the slot in the casting.

• v.
The Jointer for jointing or rounding the saws is operated in connection

with the bench attachment and consists of a piece of ordinary mill file held
firmly in place by set-screws and adjusted by a hand wheel ' This machine
is simple, and it is practically impossible to get out of order It is just whatevery filer wants to use every day.

We also manufacture a combined jointer and side file that has done very
meritorious work. The jointing and side filing are done by three pieces ofthe ordinary mill file, held firmly in place by set-screws and adjusted bvhand wheels. The files work on either side of the tooth and one at the point."

Swage Repairs
It has come to our notice that certain parties have been surreptitiously

making repairs for our swages without authority from us. We discovered this
through complaints made that some of our repairs proved defective or failed
to give just the results which our customers had been receiving from our
swages. Upon examination we found that the reason for this was that the
parts in question did not come from our factory, but were made by outside
parties, and therefore were not perfect.

Because of the trouble arising through the manufacture of imperfect
parts by outside parties, we have adopted as a trade-mark the name "HAN-
CHETT," so that our customers can prevent themselves from being imposed
upon by being supplied with inferior parts, and hereafter all our dies, clamp
screws, and anvils will be stamped with this name "HANCHETT," and if any
of our customers receive these parts without our name stamped upon them'
they may know at once that they are not genuine, and thev should be re-
turned and the proper parts secured from us.

We absolutely guarantee our swages and all swage parts, and any part
furnished by us which fails to be perfect in every respect, both in workman-
ship and material, will be promptly replaced by us without charge.

Let us send you the latest and most up-to-date filing-room catalogue in
existence. Ask for our 1909 Catalogue, No. 6

Hanchett Swage Works
BIG RAPIDS, MICH., U.S.A.
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The

Maple Leaf Saw Works
Shurly <fe Dietrich

GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OK

Circular Saws

Gang Saws

Mill Saws

Band Saws

Cross-Cut Saws

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hand Saws

Buck Saws

Plastering Trowels

Butcher Saws

Straw Knives

Maple Leaf Saw Set
MANUFACTURED BY

SHURLY & DIETRICH, Gait, Ont

Directions.—Place the set on the point of tooth, as shown in the accom-
panying cut, and strike a very light blow with a tack hammer. If
you require more set, file the tooth with more bevel.

If you follow directions you cannot make a mistake. Be sure and not
strike too hard a blow, and it will set the hardest saw. On receipt
of 40 cents we will send one by mail.

We are the only manufacturers in the world
export Saws in large quantities to the

United States.

who

GROUND THIN ON BACK
Save Labor Save Gumming

Save Time Save Files

This Saw Stands Without a Rival
AND IS THE

FASTEST CUTTING SAW IN THE WORLD!

Its Superiority consists in its Excellent Temper. It

is made of " Razor Steel," which is the finest ever used in

the manufacture of Saws. We have the sole control of

this steel. It is tempered by our secret process, which
process gives a keener cutting edge and a toughness to

the steel which no other process can approach.

Tempered by our Secret Process. Made
of Refined Razor Steel. We have the Sole
Right for the Dominion of Canada.

We Manufacture

HIGH GRADE BAND SAWS
Of All Widths and Lengths.

These Saws are made of Refined Razor Steel, and tempered by our Secret
Process

;
for Fine Finish and Temper are not excelled.
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The Waterous Heavy Improved Combined

Lath Mill and Bolter
With Independent and Adjustable Feed
All Rolls Upper and Lower Power Driven

Two Idler Pulleys Supplied, enabling Lath Saws to run reverse to Bolter Saws. Capacity 50,000 Lath Per Day.

Independent Lath Mill
With Independent Feed

This feed can be started or stopped at will of operator
as it is driven from counter shaft and not from mandrel.

The Bolter is an exactly similar machine.

We also make a

Lath Buncher and Trimmer

Send for Bulletin giving descriptions of

these machines.

Waterous Engine Works Co.
Brantford, Canada

Limited



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
You have your books audited by firms of expert accountants, you have your plants appraised by expert appraisers
companies—Why ? To get the best at the lowest cost.

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance—Our inspector and adjusters are lumbermen as well as insurance men. We can
handle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessable policy, and absolutely sound indemnity.
Drop us a line and we will explain our methods fully.

By Lumbermen

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway - NEW YORK

For Lumbermen

BATTS LIMITED
Manufacturers of

Staved Columns
Veneered Doors

and Newel Posts

We have the only complete
column plant in Canada and are

equipped to turn out columns in

a wholesale way either in stock

sizes or to architects details.

Our columns are matchless in

classic beauty. They are

DURABLE
HANDSOME
STRONG

Our Veneered Doors are
money-makers for the dealers in

builders' supplies. They increase

trade wherever introduced.

We can quote you interesting
Batt Column Showing Method of t-st-ir-oc \X7Vifp» frr»_r1cn r

Connecting Cap and Ba,c to Shaft. priCCb. VVHie IU UdV.

BATTS LIMITED
c.48 Pacific Avenue WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

that's
KNOWN

OUR
ft mm

EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

PINK LUMBERING TOOLS
Send for
Catalogue and fi TflA Ofirl'irrf Tronic In Every Province of the Dominion

Price List B I HC OldllUdl U I UUIS New Zealand, Australia, Etc
Pink Duck Bill Winter Cant Hook Handles

In Split Maple

Finest Quality Spi.it Maple
CANT HOOK and PEAVEY HANDLES, Car Load or Dozen, BOOM
CHAINS, PIKE POLES, SKIDDING TONGS, BOAT WINCHES, ETC.

Sold throughout the Dominion by all Wholesale and Retail Hardware Merchants

Thomas Pink, Pembroke, Ont.

|V Pink Round Bill

Peavey Hand*
es in Split

aple.
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File 2

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

ait* rapid cutters marie by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Established 1878

Hanson's Woollen Mill
Mull, Que.

Manufacturers of f^g " HailSOn " Sock ail(l Mitt
Nothing in the Market
to equal them for Lum-
bermen.

ALL MY SOCKS BEAR THIS STAMP

TRAD£

MARK

My Socks are sold Direct only through Travellers of My Own

Nine - tenths of the iiianufa
.Machinery, in ('anuria. st

cturero of Wood-Working
ake tlieir reputation ou

We Guarantee every pmind of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

ARCTIC METAL rfWn
Tallman Brass & Metal Co.

It is Reliable It Satisfies AS
F0
CTIC METAL
R COOL BEARINGS

HAMILTON, ONT.

We Guarantee Every Belt

" D.K." Balata

Genuine Oak

BELTING
D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West 200 King West 4i8Abbott St.

QUEBEC
n St. Peter St.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors*

Supplies
Including—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. (El SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails.WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags. Grain Bags. Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks. Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes.
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptive*.

J. J. TURNER. <a SONS
Cor. George. King & Water St^., Peterborough Ont , Carl.

iiTHE GREAT BELT"
beats all rivals every time

Strength
TTniformity
Reliability
Endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Street. MONTREAL,
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WILLIAM HAMILTON Co
PETERBORO ONTARIO

LIMITED

The

"Grand Triumph"

Shingle Machine
has a minimum capacity of 30,000 shingles per day,
and many operators have cut over 60,000 shingles in

ten hours using this machine.

The frame is all of heavy cast iron, and all parts

are securely bolted together.

It does not require much power to drive it, and it

is an economical machine to operate.

Let us send you the name of some one near vou
using this machine

; so you can easily see it operating.

We Build Everything that Manufactures Lumber Economically

Our

Combined Lath Mill

and Bolter

has a capacity up to 60,000 lath in ten

hours.

It can be adapted for cutting pickets.

All the feed rolls are driven from a

countershaft, which is incorporated in

the machine.

Its frame is all iron, and it will stand

up to the hardest kind of service.

coOur catalogues are all interesting send for them

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., of Vancouver, are our Sales Agents for British Columbia
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J. B. MILLER, President

The
W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Limited

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

VIEW OF OUR MILLS AT PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.
Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Out.

Address all communications to the

HEAD OFFICE:
Traders Bank Buildinor, HT j_ _ f\ « Telegraph Codes

Phone Main 1016 Toronto, Ont. Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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Split Posts
Posts Good

Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Muir & Terry

Cedar Posts
Wholesale Lumber

408 Confederation Life Bldg.

,
TORONTO

J. K. MUIR H. J. TERRY
Phone, Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE - ONT.

MANUFACTURERS

L
UMBER, TIMBER,

JOISTINC, LATH,

BOXES and SHOOKS

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine

It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood
Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

Dry Hard Maple
Wanted

1 in. and \% in. common

and better. State quan-

tity and lowest price.

Cash less 2%.

C. A. Larkin
Toronto, Ont.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Sawing Season has commenced, and we

are now in a position to furnish promptly,

= Dimension Bill Stuff in=

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Geo. Gordon & Co
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
land

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

R. Laidlaw

L vi m b e r

Company
Limited

Ferguson Lumber Co.
London. Ont.

SHINGLES
f UMBER
WATH

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles

Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

FOR SALE
2x4-10 16 ft. Norway & White Pine
2x6-10/16 ft. " "

2x8-10/16 ft.
"

2 xio-io/i6ft. " "

2x12-1016 ft. " "

ix6-8&io-io 16
"

Also Red and White Pine Lath.
Stock right and prices right.

LEAK €) CO.
1 8 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill

.Stuff. We have also stocks of Ash. Elm.
Birch. Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX. XXX, XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

• HEAD OFFICE :

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

OrillJa. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and
sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesale

^timber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specially : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

\A7E are in the market and pay
the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor
this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street Ea»t

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Ontario Lumber
Co . Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River, Ont. Water Shipment.
Yard : Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Prices

Home^ife Building, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock.
On Temiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of North Bay

HAILEYBVRY, ONT.

Well bought is half sold
"

Why bother with Spruce

and Balsam Flooring when
you can get

1x4 and 5 in.

Selected Red Pine

Red Knotted

Bone Dry

Rough or Dressed

Our planing mill work is

unexcelled.

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

1007-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

VX/"E Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds
of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States: Spruce,
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash.
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of
LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES

tin
"y

rf
qu,'PPed

T

Pla "''"g: Factory in connec-tion Dressed Lumber, Flooring in PineHardwood or Hemlock. % Ceilings Sashand Doors. Mouldings, Wood Turning. eTc
Dressmg in transit and Re-sawing a special-ty at current prices.

The
Elgie & Jam's

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO
We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce
and Hardwood Lumber

Write or call on us
Dry Spruce for Sale

The

Brockville
VVh ,esa,eandR^
Lumber,

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Latn,

Shingles,

Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

S

ialph Loveland, Pres.
a-.. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - , MICH.
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of •

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Blclg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.
and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc

Branch Office

:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, f\ *

Hochelaga Bank Buildin? l^UeDeC> v£UC

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOlill. J A M ICS I'. CUNNINGHAM, A. II. HACABE,
President. Vict- President. Secrelii

Wholesale Dealers Only

John DonoghLumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang

SPECIAL DRIVE

Limited

Red Pine Flooring Strips -Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1212 Traders Bank Chambers
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

TORONTO

J I.. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,

Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., L
National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, T^DfMVJTfl AMT

(Telephone Main 6244). 1 WlNA^rN 1 KJ, KJl* I .

ted

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT,
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty
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CAMERON & CO., Limited
MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

SHINGLES basswood POSTS

LUMBER

LATH

TIMBER

POLES

MILL AND YARD: OPEONCO, ONT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, ONT.

Trv

Hurdman Lumber Co.
OTTAWA, CANADA

KAN T E K N

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W B 8 T E K N

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all grades and a "SPECIAL BRAND" cheaper
and better than Kastern Clear Butts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

A Selected Lot of Mill Run

White Pine and
Spruce Lumber

also

Wz and lag White Pine and Spruce Lath

Selling Agents for Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers
74 Nepean Street - OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & GO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-
ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West - . . MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone Main 5554 55 St. Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
PARTICULARLY

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,
British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

WANTED White Pine, "O" Culls, 2 and 3 inch, and Lath;
Spruce Mill Culls, 1 and 2 inch ; and Hemlock
Culls, 2 and 3 inch. Also g inch Merch. Spruce.

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Sellers

Send me your list, there
is probably something I

can use.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade MONTREAL

Wholesale Lumber Dealer
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Detroit Columns
have no peers

Workmanship and best material combine in the manu-

facture of our Colonial Columns and Composition Capitals.

We carry them in plain and quartered oak, birch, chestnut,

yellow pine and other woods.

The demand from architects and builders everywhere is

evidence of their superiority—appearance, cost and durability

—over all others on the market. Our lines should be investi-

gated by retail lumber dealers. There is money in Detroit

Columns for you.

A large stock permits prompt shipment.

Detroit Column & Manufacturing Co.
No. 38 DETROIT, MICHIGAN. No.

Red Oak
Several cars of 5-1 Common

and Better ; l'eady for

quick shipment from
outside points.

Price will be made attrac-
tive.

Yellow Pine
In yard for immediate de-

livery.

Large stock of 5-8 No. 1 and
No. 2.

Also stock of 5-8 No. 1 Com-
mon and No. 2 Common.

'I'll is is dry, soft yellow
stock and will be priced
attractively.

Oak
In either Red or White

Oak we offer large block
of 8-4 No. 1 and No. 2
Common.
Quick Shipment of Course,
That's the Mcllvain Way.

Large car 4-4 Bone Dry No.
1 Common.

Maple
200,000 feet of 4-4

Maple, log run.

Ask us for price at mill.

Drv

Shingles
500,000 7 x 24 No. 1 Heart

Ribbed.
500,090 Ox 20.

Can make immediate ship-

ment direct from mill.

Walnut
Large car 4-4 No. 1 Com-

mon.
Large car 4-4 Reject.

Large car 4-4 No. 2 Coin-

" We Have It If Its Hardwood "

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices : Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St.

Yards : Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave.

Officers and Directors:

R. H. DOWNMAN, PRESIDENT FREDERIC WILBERT, 1ST VICE-PRES. GPO. W. DODOE, 2ND VICE-PKES.
K. B. WILLIAMS WM. L. BURTON J. C RIVES JOHN 1JKBUEIX

Gl"S DKEWS EDWARD HANSON L. H. PRICE H. M. COTTEN H. B. HEWES

J. A. HILLIARD,
Secretary & General Manager

Shipment by Rail or Sea.
Cable Address " REDCYPRESS '

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress

Lumber, Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity :

3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We carry everything in standard
grades and sizes of rough or dressed

L ouis i ana
Red Cypress

FRED. J. DAVENPORT, . Box 425, Detroit, Michigan
Canadian Representative.
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD ACENTS
Cable Address :"\\'almer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith. T>rer & Co..

Pickford & Black s Wharf

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
( ; or more ply) (all description*)

Staves, Hoops
and

Heading
WRITE TO

James Webster & Bro., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool. England

Cable Addre<- : Sawmill. Liverpool

Qant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A i and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwood End Matcbed
-

r li « " Bored
'
Polished

Fioorino a"dB-died

Siemon Bros.. Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation LifeBldg., Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS, CO.

22 St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street. Toronto, Ont.
Our Prices will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JAROINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool 4

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

Savoie (®L Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Spruce, Hemlock and Birch

\% in. Spruce Lath

Cedar Shinges R. R. Ties

8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts

Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood

( 'on espondtMK-e Solicited MANSEAU, QUE.
on I.C.Rv. no miles east of Montreal

Our Specialty

MIXED CAR ORDERS
Dimensions, Shiplap, Flooring, Siding, Finish
of all kinds, Mouldings and Shingles.

Write us or ring up Bell Phone 3461, H. FONGER, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

The

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
Limited

St. John, N. B. and Montreal, Que.

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce,
Pine, Hemlock, Lath, Etc.

Wholesale Yellow Pine, Whitewood,
Cypress, Oak, Etc.

Car or Cargo Shipments only
Head Office :

Globe Atlantic Building - St. John, N. B.
Montreal Branch: 180 St. James St.

WESTERN
! ft- :lb %ti%* V X. tk i i

LUMBER

SHINGLE
HSMMHHHH|

c°

VANCOUVER!

TlB.C.

COAST I
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

\i v. »J \y >

SEND JUSM
YOUR V •

RAIL OR WATERS
SHIPMENTS
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Cedar Cove Mills, TT TTT1 \ T>C* jfrp i^fX
Vancouver, B. C. jCa% XX • JCxJCiXJLlrO Ot V/Vf« 9

VANCOUVER. B.C. LIMITED

Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AAl HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR, TIMBER—Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills. Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINGLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block WINNIPEG,

Prairie Representative
W. J. LOVERING. 1312-13 Traders Bank Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
— —Wholesale

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia.

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs. Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street,

VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Cable Address— Gillisco.

— I American Lumberman Telecode.CODES L'SEO i „, IT
\ \\ ESTERN L NION.

C. H. GILLIS & CO.
LIMITED

Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping- Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
and 1 25,000 feet

LUMBER

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Head Office: 206-206 I Bide., 1/ DP
Cor. Hastings and Abbol Ste., VailCOUVer, D.L.

( torrespondenc

Solicited Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

Timk*»r T imifc ^e have Several Large Blocks for Sale
1 1I11IJCI L.IINILS

fvitfa Mill Bites, neat Vancouver.

Canada and the South
are becoming more closely related because of our quick and
efficient service in handling a rapidly increasing Canadian
trade. .Make it a point to inquire about the excellencies
of mil-

Long Leaf

Yellow Pine
We are giving great satisfaction to all buyers and our list
of Canadian patrons is rapidly increasing. We are able
to supply timbers up to 86 feet in length and surface
sizes up to 0x12. All timbers larger than 6 x 12 we can
arrange to have dressed in transit.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO., "-WKr-

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
'

a Lumber, Lath and Shingles Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and LaJh

Head Office, 12-14 Wellington St. East. TORONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT.

JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE
RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

Mills <a Hea.d Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and
Railway Ties

Planing Mill. Ya.rd (& Office

MOR.R.ISTOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

Guy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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DEFIANCE" WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
PATENTED AND BUILT BY

The Defiance Machine Works

12" Hand Planer with Boring Attachment

Defiance,

Ohio

For Making
Hubs, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles,
Neck-Yokes,
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and General
Wood-Work 28" Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter St., Orillia, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawmill, Shingle
and

Our New Four-Saw Lath Bolter

Lath Machinery

We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting, Pulleys,

Belting, Ewart Chain, Saws, Portable

Forges and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue on application

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

WILLIAMS & WILSON
St. James Street, MONTREAL

Importers and Contractors for all kinds of Electrical Work

Lighting Plants
Watchman's Clock and Telephone

Systems for Lumber Mills

Motors, Dynamos, Repairs, Electrical

Supplies of all kinds

The Northern Electric Supply Co.
Electrical Contractors Orillia, Ont.

JEFFREY
CONVEYERS

are the Best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Refuse, etc.

Catalog T 57 B

Reliance Saw
Mill Chains

made in all standard sizes. Write for

Price List.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Canadian Office and Works - . MONTREAL.
Main Office and Works - COLUMBUS, OHIO, U.S.A.
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ing by Steam
Send for Particulars and Illustrations

CABLEWAY SKIDDERS, SLACK ROPE SYSTEM,
SNAKING AND LOADINC OUTFITS LOG HANDLING CABLEWAYS,
PORTABLE PINE LOCGERS, LOG LOADERS,

PULL BOATS, YARDING AND ROAD ENGINES.

All Important Features Patented. 52 Lodging Machine Patents.

Lidgerwood Mfg. Co.
Originators and Manufacturers of High-G--ade Logging Machinery.

96 Liberty Street, New York. N. Y.
Logging Machinery Branch Houses :

Atlanta. Ga. Seattle. Wash
Agency :

Woodward. Wight «. Co.. Ltd.. New Orleans. La

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT ONTARIO CANADA

Western Branch: Quebec Agents : B.C. Selling Agents:

248 McDermott Ave., WINNIPEG, MAN. Ross & Creig, MONTREAL, QUE. Robert Hamilton & Co., VANCOUVER, B. C.

AA/^ri 1VTA rv Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam anrl Power
xyaxi. A^.Aw pumpSi Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating

Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.
ASK FOR CATALOGUES. PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION

HUTHER. BROS. PATENT GROOVER. OR. DADO HEAD
For cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to 2 inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material. Will cut a perfect groove with or across the grain.
This is the only Dado Head on the market that gives entire satisfaction on all classes of work. No

screw adjustment. For different width grooves, simply remove or add inside cutters. Sold by builders
and dealers of woodworking machinery in all parts of the United States. Will send on approval, in
competition with any other make on the market; if not the best return at our expense.
HUTHER BROS., SAW MFG. CO., Inc.. 1170 University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., manufacturers

Circular Saws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box CutterB, Concave Saws, etc.

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

Hart
Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranteed the best wheel
on the market.

Have you gotourCatalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON
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I Am Convinced

Simonds
Shingle

Saws
Have Saved Me Money

"

A man bought nine 40 inch Simonds Shingle Saws.
He wanted the best and paid the price.
He knows whether he won or lost on the deal.A careful record of Shingle Saw cost was kept, with

the result that after a few months the record showed, in
that mill, the saw cost per thousand shingles cut to be
slightly less than one-half of one cent. About 9 cent
saw cost for twenty thousand shingles.

That is why this Millman said he was convinced
Simonds Saws are money makers because they are cost savers.

This is a statement of fact. We have the proofs and

Will gladly show them. If you want low cost use the
right saws—Saws made of ' Simonds Steel, made bv
Simonds Methods. Dollar for dollar value is given, A
saw to sell for less money than the Simonds cannot be as
good. It cannot run as economically, and it will not
make the same profit for you in the long run.

More shingles mean more money from the same block
of wood.

For shingle saw prices and particulars, address our
nearest office, giving size, number of teeth and gauge of
saw desired.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que.
St. John. N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.

United States Factories:

Fitchburg, Mass.
Chicago, 111.

Just measure the Front and Back edge
of the face of one of your Band Wheels
with a steel tape line. If there is only a

% of an inch difference in the circum-
ference of the two edges it means trouble
and perhaps'a lot of it.

If the above* is the case send at once for a

"Midland"
Band Wheel Grinder

and grind both wheels

with one setting.

Catalogue and price "on request.

Canada Iron Corporation, Limited
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p- o. box 425 ONTARIO

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offir*« • GROUND floor
\SIIIIC9 . CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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New Insurance Bill's Exorbitant Tax
The insurance bill which is now before the House of Commons has

been interesting lumber manufacturers and dealers throughout Canada

to a great extent. At first, when the bill was introduced, it looked as

though the insurance of lumber risks in companies not registered in Can-

ada would become contrary to the law. Since then, however, thanks to

the perservering efforts of some who are closely interested, the bill has

been greatly modified, with the result that this class of insurance will

only be subjected to two minor impediments which were not in force

formerly. There is, indeed, every indication that the bill will not be-

come law during the present session and that in the interval, before it

can be brought before the House again, the representations of those who
are interested will result in the removal of the impediments referred to.

As the bill now stands policies with a wide range of companies not

registered in Canada may be taken out, provided that notice is given

within thirty days after the effecting of the insurance, and upon payment
to the Government of a tax of 15 per cent, upon the net annual cost,

with a maximum of 15 cents per $100. This reduces the Act so far as

this part of it is coucemed, simply to a protective measure in favor of

agents' commissions.

While it is comforting to feel that the Dominion Government has

decided to permit unregistered insurance companies, even under a tax

more or less exhorbitant, to conduct business with Canadians, it is just a

question how far the Dominion Government has a right to interfere with

the citizen making insurance contracts within the Dominion. If the Act

had been allowed to go through as originally drafted it is quite certain

that this point would have been contested in the higher courts with

little delay, but lumbermen and others will doubtless be prepared to pay

to the Government a reasonable tax, even although the Government have

no right to exact it, rather than appear as evading the law. Consequently
even if the Act be ultra vires there would be little objection to confirm-

ing its conditions, if the burdens resulting therefrom are not unreasonable.

Further representations regarding the exhorbitant nature of the pro-

posed tax are being made and it is hoped that the Government will be
content with a much smaller tax, and will prefer to accept what they may
obtain without a contest, rather than force a contest, which, according

to rulings which have already been given by the Privy Council, may re-

sult in the matter of insurance regulations being taken out of their field

entirely and plaeed within the jurisdiction of the provinces.

A Genius is Needed in the West
One cannot help marvelling at the frequent lamentations which come

from British Columbia about the price cutting business, and wondering
how long it must be until the cup of bitterness of those who follow sane
business methods, will be filled. Probably many manufacturers believe

that it is already filled and overflowing, but if this were the case, one

would expect to hear shortly of an improvement in the condition. In-

stead of this the same time-honored complaint arises yet, and the same
methods continue in vogue. The latest complaint upon the subject

reached the "Canada Lumberman" in the form of a letter from "Jack
Donahue," which is published elsewhere in this issue. After propound-
ing a brain-twisting problem in percentages, concerning the Oriental la-

bor matter, the writer takes up the subject of business methods. He
merely outlines the situation briefly in a question or two .and leaves the

rest to the imagination of those who read. It does not require a great

deal of imagination to see that the situation is one which needs the hand
cf a genius to set it right. One would imagine that the rigors of compe-
tition would soon remedy matters, but apparently they don't. Com-
petition will do a great deal sometimes, but it can't do everything all

the time. It cannot provide brains for those who have them not, and
it cannot provide foresight which will enable a man to look beyond the

present, and see in the future that he will be ruined unless he mends
his ways, or that he will come out right if he sticks to paths which now
seem to be leading into greater darkness.

So long as there is plenty of valuable timber in British Columbia,

and so long as, on paper, it seems possible to cut timber and sell it at a

fair profit, so long will there be all classes of operators engaged in the

business. The greater the profit the less careful will be the business

methods pursued by those who are in the business only for what they can

get out of it in a short time. And curiously enough, the smaller the

apparent profits, the greater will be the temptation for these same oper-

ators to cut prices and overproduce, in t.he hope that, by making many
sales at small prices, they may clear ,as much money as they would with

fewer sales at a larger profit. This theory would work out all right and

would involve nothing serious if a reasonable minimum price could be

maintained, but that is where the rules of the game are generally not

adhered to. When a small operator gets into troubled waters, his credi-

tors, among them being the banks, press for funds, to get which he must
make sales, even at a loss. The banks are naturally on the side of the

successful operators and would like to help them, but they, too, are the

creatures of the situation to a great extent. They may even wish to

crowd the cut-throat operators out of business, as "Jack Donahue"
suggests, but in so doing they increase, in times of business depression,

the influences for trouble which multiple rapidly enough, if left to

themselves.

Can any one suggest a remedy for all this ? He would be a bene-

factor if he could. An almost identical situation has been in operation

in the Southern States among the yellow pine operators for more than a

decade, and does not appear to be any nearer solution than when it first

appeared. It is even in a more aggravated form in the Southern States

than in British Columbia, but British Columbia is approaching to a simi-

lar state of affairs at a rapid gait. Something must be done and done
quickly. Combinations to regulate prices are looked upon with disfavor

by the public and by the Governments, but something in the nature of

a selling .arrangement can surely be conceived which will not transgress

the law. It was attempted recently and failed lamentably because of

the refusal of those who took part in it to keep faith. With the lessons

of recent bitter experiences, perhaps something better can be managed

next time. It is worth a trial.
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Trade Conditions; Seen from Within
Views of Lumbermen in All Parts of Canada Eastern Situation Looks
Brighter—Western Trade Suffering from Several Kinds of Complaints

There are many views among lumbermen throughout Canada as to
the actual conditions and prospects of the lumber business to-day. With
a view to ascertaining, in some measure, what these ideas are and whether
there is any general tendency among them, the "Canada Lumberman
EUQd Woodworker" addressed letters of enquiry to a number of prominent
manufacturers and dealers, in various parts of the country, asking for

an expression of opinion upon the present conditions and the prospects
for the immediate future. A number of interesting replies have been
received.

Speaking generally, there is a hopeful spirit in most parts of the
country, especially in Ontario and the eastern provinces. The trade in

the prairie provinces and British Columbia, however, does not appear
to be so satisfactory as elsewhere. Bad weather seems to have depressed
the trade in the interior of British Columbia and in spite of a fair de-
mand there is a general impression that the most logical and necessary
course, in order to remedy matters, will be to curtail the output. One
huge firm, which has orders ahead for plenty of work, reports that the
volume of tade on the coast is quite satisfactory, although the prices for

lumber have not advanced materially during the last twelve months.
This is partly accounted for by the fact that when the prices of lumber
broke a year ago the retailers in the prairies stocked up heavily and still

have plenty of material in their yards.
Ontario Trade Promises Well.

An Ontario firm which believes there is reason to feel optimistic
writes as follows :

—

llainy River, Out., April 29.—The lumber business in this district is show-
ing a marked improvement over the preceding two years. While trade is not
heavy, we are getting a steady supply of orders, which we expect will continue
for the balance of the season. The mills in this district are handicapped owing
to the late spring, the ice remaining in the river later than any former year on
record.—Rainy River Lumber Company.

Another Ontario firm which has been receiving encouragement from
record orders sums matters up in the following manner :

—

Biscotasing, Out., May 5.—We might say, judging from our own experi-
ence, that prospects look very good indeed for lumber. Although it has been
a very late spring, which has no doubt retarded building operations to some
extent, our shipments for the month of April have been the best that we have
had for some years and the inquiries received for blocks of pine lumber make it

apparent that the market is already getting short in quite a few sizes.—Booth
& Shannon.

The situation in Ontario is not seen with the same eyes by all parties.

One prominent manufacturing firm, which desires not to have its name
in print, foresees improvement, but does not indulge in a rosy view re-

garding its immediate occurrence. This is the view prompted by careful

and conservative consideration of past events and present conditions. It

may be considered by some that it is too conservative, but it has, at

least, the merit of being on the safe side. This firm writes as follows :

—

Stocks in all hands are light—manufacturers, wholesalers or retailers. Cer-

tain items in white pine are markedly scarce. Costs of production and of doing
business remain high.

Notwithstanding these facts, demand is only fair and competition for

business is very keen. Undoubtedly tariff conditions in the States promote
uncertainty in business over there, which is reflected on this side. This, how-
ever, explains only part of the situation.

Our judgment is that no matter what the nature of a panic may be it takes

longer to recover than we should like. We believe return to better times will

be gradual throughout the season. If we have good crops this fall their in-

fluence will be very potent. We have great confidence in the resumption of

good business within the next ten to eighteen months, but just when that good

time will be we are not to-day prepared to conclude.

Another Ontario firm which prefers to have no publicity given to its

name states that, generally speaking, there is certain to be an advance in

lumber prices, present conditions pointing that way. Their outlook is a

cheerful one and everything points to a sane and careful revival of trade.

By way of contrast with the hopeful views expressed by most cor-

respondents, the following will be sufficient as a counteracting influence

if any is needed :

—

Goderich, April 27.—Wo must say that the outlook is very discouraging

indeed. It is oven worse than a year ago. In fact, there is nothing encouraging

to note whatever at present.—The Goderich Lumber Company.

Passing to the next letter it is pleasant to come across someone who

believes that prosperity is in sight. Here is a brief but welcome opinion :—

.

Sarnia Ont., April 29.—We find a very healthy condition existing at

present in' the lumber business. Inquiries are numerous and a good healthy

business is being offered
;
prices ruling very firm. I think that the prospects

Of the future are bright and that there will be a general increase in the demand.
We find an occasional lumberman offering stock at ridiculously low prices, the
object of which we cannot conceive.—Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Company.

At Ottawa, a much larger volume of trade is reported and the out-
look is promising, according to the following:

—

Ottawa, Out., April 27.- We tint! a much larger volume of trade now than
there was at this time last year, and feel from the large amount of building
permits which are being issued all ovei the country that the lumber business
must improve a great deal more yet, during the next month or so, and that on
the whole we will find this year a good average in the lumber trade.

Our neighbors to the south are not purchasing a great deal at the present
time owing, no doubt, to the uncertainty of the tariff question, but as soon as
this matter is permanently settled we feel that a much larger trade must come
our way, as we are inclined to believe the stocks held are very low for this time
of the year; not nearly large enough, it is thought, to meet the demand.

English trade is still very disappointing, but personally, from orders we
have booked during the past lew days, we consider that a betterment in trade
is shown, with plenty of room for further improvement. Prices, especially in
white pine, are very firm, showing improvements in some lines.— Williams,
Edwards & Company.

Montreal Dealers Expecting Improvement.

Wholesale dealers in Montreal have not experienced so good a trade
during the commencement of the season as they hoped for. The bad
weather is blamed largely for tins, as shown by the following letter:

—

Montreal, May 7.—As to the prospects, the season opened up in a most
satisfactory and reassuring manner, but through the most unfavorable and
unmerciful weather which has prevailed for so long a time past, all the good-
ness of those prospects faded away so to speak, and now, due to such condi-
tions, the market has remained somewhat dull.

The demand for lumber has fallen off, the contractors holding back and
waiting for better and more favorable weather to start operations.

We have also to report that our trade with the United States has been at
a regular standstill for some two months past. This is due to wholesalers
having gone into extensive purchasing last January when the prospects were
looking bright and finally turning out to be a regular disappointment.

We have nought to complain of in the prices we are getting in general for
lumber, and consider there is but little difference in them as compared with
last year's.

We are of the opinion that had it not been for the lateness of the season,
business would be very good presently, but hope that it is due to pick up
shortlv, and expect that the present year's demand will outgrow last.—Wilfrid
Talbot.

Briefly put, the situation as it presents itself to another Montreal
lumber dealer is as follows :

—

Montreal, May 3.—Trade generally is improving. The demand for cull
lumber is good and there is some improvement in the call for better grades.—C. A. Spencer.

Another Montreal firm, which takes a cautious but optimistic view
of matters, writes as follows :

—

Montreal, April 27.—It is most difficult at the present time to make a
definite statement as regards future trade. We do think, however, that there
is a better feeling in the trade generally, although it is not brisk, by any
means. It is certainly better than at this time last year, and there seems to
be a general feeling that we will have a fair trade later in the season, par-
ticularly if the crop conditions are favorable.—The McLennan Lumber Co.

Business Increasing at Quebec.

As viewed in Quebec, there is a marked improvement in conditions,
according to the following :—

Quebec, May 5.—From the writer's point of view, a feeling of optimism
is undoubtedly in evidence, which is assuming more definite form in increased
enquiries and business as the season advances.

Prices are generally firm and buyers are beginning to realize the markets
are not exclusively in their hands, although the situation is not yet strong
enough to warrant an advance in values.

The improved financial situation both here and abroad is restoring confi-
dence, and although the stocks of lumber generally are large, the writer feels
that we may look forward to a fairly prosperous season.—J. Burstall & Co.

Tn Nova Scotia the improvement is strongly noticeable, according
to the following:

—

Amherst, N.S., May 5.—The present condition of the lumber business in
the Maritime Provinces is much better than last year, and the prospects for
the season are good. Prices range from $1 to $2..r>0 per thousand better than
last season, with an active demand. About 70 per cent, of the lumber cut in
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia is spruce. About 10 per cent, each pine, hem-
lock and birch. Both 11m- Knglish and American markets are considerably bet-
ter than a year ago. Tb.' West. India and South American markets are also
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vrr\ good. Quite a large Quantity of lumber cut in southern Nova Scotia goes
to the latter markets..— Rhodes, Curry 4 Company.

The situation among t he mountains mills in southern British Col-
umbia is at present rather doubtful according to the following letter

from the Crow's N'est Pass Lumber Company:

—

Wardner, B.C., May 4.—We are having very backward weather and a very
late spring. Under the most favorable conditions a fair crop may be harvested
in the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, but only in the event
that all conditions are favorable from now on. There is some demand for lum-
ber, which is principally for filling in and replacing the retail stocks, which
have been very badly depleted and run down during the recent depression.
Building operations have not yet become normal, and it is not likely that there
will be any great demand for building materials this year. I believe that the
"trade" will this year absorb all the available supply of dry timber in British
Columbia, North Saskatchewan and Western Ontario. I think that general
curtailment in lumbering operations is justified, and that it is unwise at the
present time and under the present conditions to make any arrangements for
increased production. An advance in the prices of lumber is an absolute ne-
cessity, in order that the lumber manufacturers may realize a profit on their
operations. This can never take place when there is more lumber manufac-
tured than the market is in a position to absorb, which will be the case if all

the sawmills are operated to their full capacity this season.— P. Lund.

Pacific Coast Trade Has Many Worries.

British Columbia trade is pas.ing through many vicissitudes, as

shown by the following letters:

—

Fraser Mills, B.C., May 4.—The volume of trade is quite satisfactory, al-

though, generally speaking, lumber has not advanced materially in the last
twelve months, in spite of the fact that prices on practically all staple articles
have experienced a rise. The contributing causes are many. Throughout the
prairies, retail dealers and line yards stocked up heavily when the market
broke a year ago, and this stock w ill have to be consumed before there will be
a demand in volume large enough to bring about better prices. With the im-
mense amount of railroad construction work in view, the future twelve months
look more hopeful than the past year.

With regard to export business, the- entire world has been rather slow in
recuperating from the financial panic of 1!X)7, but, unless all signs fail, we are
going to have a very good summer and winter business. There has been very
little buying ahead for September to December loading, for west coast of South
America, Australia, the United Kingdom, South Africa and China, and natur-
ally they must come into the market very soon. Stocks are not large, and with
the closing down of a number of the larger mills on the other side of the line,

prices must necessarily advance.
Referring again to conditions throughout Canada, and especially the North-

west, there is a disturbing factor in the trade which must be contended with,
and which will warrant the best efforts of the Retail Lumber Dealers' Asso-
ciation, as well as all legitimate manufacturers, and that is the mail order busi-
ness. In the past few months theie have sprung up some two or three whole-
salers who are advertising that they sell direct to the consumers. Our com-
pany sells only to legitimate dealers, and this is a policy we expect to main-
tain, but tbe brunt of the work of ridding the trade of mail order houses will

lie with the Retail Dealers' Association. Without their co-operation and as-
sistance it will be hard to overcome the advances being made by the mail order
houses at the present time.—Fraser River Lumber Company.

Vancouver, B.C., May 4.—In our opinion there has been a gradual im-
provement since the spring trade opened. It probably has not been as rapid
as some anticipated, but nevertheless conditions are much more favorable at
present than those prevailing through January and February. We do not con-
sider present prices high enough to afford manufacturers a legitimate profit on
their output, as the cost of raw material is steadily advancing, and it is ex-
tremely doubtful if the net profit (notwithstanding the advance in prices for

the finished product), is greater (ban in January or February, this applies
especially to the shingle industry. However, the prospects are that with the
increased demand that usually comes after the crops are reasonably assured, and
from the fact that lumber stocks arc, generally speaking, more or less depleted
throughout the middle West and Ontario, the year will prove a fairly profitable
one.

The feature which has attracted our attention is that, while there has been
a continuous advance in prices, buyers have been unusually conservative in
placing orders, again we refer particularly to the shingle business, the only
explanation we can offer is that they expected a decline when all the mills com-
menced operations. If this is the correct interpretation, then they are doomed
to disappointment as, instead of a decline, there has been a steady advance,
and all the mills are now running full time. In fact, as above stated, we do
not see how the manufacturers can afford to sell at lower prices and still realize
a living profit.

Since you have invited us to express our opinion on any subject of interest
to the lumber trade, we accept the opportunity of referring briefly to a question
which has already received some attention in the "Western Lumberman,"
namely, does the wholesaler "bear" the market. When we mention "whole-
saler" we do not include the pirate and scalper, but only those carrying on a
legitimate wholesale or commission business. It has been alleged that brokers
and wholesalers "bear" prices, and demoralize trade conditions generally. It
is not our intention, at this time, to champion the. cause of these two lines of
business, but we have given the matter some consideration and have found, in
all cases investigated, that the manufacturers have quoted lower prices and
offered more attractive terms than the wholesalers, and in no case did we find
the latter's quotations lower than th.> manufacturers'. Of course there may be
isolated cases, hut generally speaking, we do not think that the manufacturers
have a real grievance against bona fide wholesale and commission houses. Speak-
ing for ourselves, we are prepared to show that prominent Vancouver manu-
facturers are under-quoting us. Of course, we realize that it is purely their
own business, and no one has any right to dictate or suggest at what price
they should otter their output. We submit, however, that when the manufac-
turers themselves aie offering lower prices, and longer terms of credit, than the
wholesalers, they should not accuse the latter of demoralizing trade, and of
being a menace to legitimate business. As we have stated, such terms apply
only to the pirate and scalper, and we are heartily in accord with any movement
that will remove both these disturbing factors from the lumber and shingle
business.—C. H. Gillis & Company.

Vancouver, B.C., May 6.—We find there is an active demand for lumber,
but the prices ottered are so low that the business is not very attractive to the
trade here.

The manufacturers feel that they are not getting value for their products,
and some of them would rather close down than continue to sell at present
prices .

There is an over-production of lumber at the present time, caused by the
building of t nany mills, and until the demand overtakes the supply, condi-
tions will not improve very much. The building trade is very active, and no
doubt this will result in higher prices being offered very shortly.—E. H. Heaps
A- Company.

A large Vancouver firm of manufacturers take so unpleasant a view
"f the situation on the Pacific coast that they do not wish to be quoted.
They assert that they are entirely in the dark and that the lumber busi-
ness is getting to be a puzzle to them. After looking for improvement
in conditions for several months, they say that conditions have really

been getting worse, so far as -prices are concerned. As to demand, the
local trade is very good, absorbing at least 50 per cent, of their output
and the car trade is fairly good, but prices are disappointing. Unless
the output of the saw mills is considerably curtailed, they say they can-
not anticipate good prices.

An English View of the Advance in Whitewood
The increased price of whitewood is discussed in a recent article in

the London, Eng., '"Timber Trades Journal," and the situation in a gen-
eral manner is summed up as follows: "There can be no question about
the rise in the price of whitewood since last autumn, but it may be in-

teresting to inquire whether this rise has been caused by a diminution in

supply or by an increased demand. In the latter case it ought, of course,

to presage an improvement in trade, which everyone hopes may be the

case. It is, however, somewhat more probable that the cause is to be
found in the gradual reduction in the manufacture of white sawn wood,
not only in Europe, but on the other side of the Atlantic.

"The rapid rate at which the building and opening of wood pulp mills

has of late years proceeded in the north of Europe, and is still going on,

must undoubtedly have a perceptible effect upon the forests. This must
especially be the case in the northernmost forest districts of Sweden,
where the proportion of whitewood is relatively smaller than in the forests

further south. But even in the Hernosand, Sundswall, and Soderhanm
districts the constant drain upon the white trees I Pinus abies excelsa)

must sooner or later prejudicially affect the sources of supply, and gradu-
ally increase the difficulty of providing for the ever-growing demands of

the pulp mills. It must also be remembered that the population in the

northern districts of Sweden is small, and consequently, if an increasing

number of men be employed in getting out pulpwood, there will neces-

sarily be fewer for felling sawlogs, and what is thus given to pulpwood
must to some extent be taken from the sawmills.

"It is certainly contended, and is probably true, that at the present

time the pulpwood is chiefly, if not entirely, obtained from stunted, under-
sized trees and thinnings, and that the removal of such growths is an

absolute benefit to the forests. That may be granted, though it, of
course, does not affect the question of labor, just mentioned, as between
sawmills and pulp miils. But, allowing all this, it is impossible to be-
lieve that these undersized trees will prove a very lasting source of sup-
ply, especially if new pulp mills continue to be built. Sooner or later
the day must arrive when the small wood will become scarce, and then
it is more than probable that the larger trees will be raided for the benefit
of the pulp manufacturer, while the make of white deals and battens will

correspondingly suffer. This will necessarily tend to keep up the price
of sawn whitewood, even when the demand is only normal, but should a
sudden revival of trade take place or a spirit of speculation seize upon
the buyers, there is little doubt that the price of whitewood might ad-
vance almost by 'leaps and bounds.'

"What at present applies more particularly to Sweden may also,

though probably in less degree, be applied to Scandinavia generally, as
well as to Bussia, for it is doubtless only a question of time when wood
pulp will be a staple product of the last-named country.

"Meanwhile, Canada is feeling the effect of the wood pulp demand,
and in that country the plunge, at which the Europeans are hesitating,
has been boldly taken. Some of the Canadian forest owners or log
buyers are already cutting part of their produce into short lengths and
sending them by rail to the United States for use in the pulp mills. It

has been stated on good authority that this mode of dealing with the
.spruce logs is more simple and quite as profitable as converting them
into sawn wood. If this be so, the export of spruce seems destined to

diminish rather than increase, and (eueteris paribus), the upward tendency
in the value of other classes of whitewood will probably continue."
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Mail Order Houses Making Trouble

Manitoba Retailers have to face Unfair

Competition—Prompt Action Needed

The mail order lumber business has recently hit the retail dealers

in the United Slates so hard that there has heen a general outcry against

them among those who are engaged in the legitimate business of manu-
facturing, wholesaling or retailing lumber. The same class of business

has also been making its appearance in Canada. Some of the large mail

order firms in the United States have organized enormous campaigns and
are sending thousands of circulars and catalogues about the country in

their efforts to establish the mail order business thoroughly. There is

no question that across the line the mail order business has become a

most important factor in the depression of lumber prices. Whether H

has come to stay is a difficult matter to foretell, though it is certain

that when business conditions are depressed it lias a strong argument to

present to the farmers and other consumers of lumber who consider first

of all the matter of prices. Quality is a matter which is somewhat diffi-

cult for the ordinary lumber consumer to appreciate properly, as he

seldom sees two bills of lumber which have been sold b\ different com-
panies at varying prices. He does not, understand, as a rule, that al-

though he has obtained lower prices he has also obtained an inferior

article which a bona fide dealer could have sold him at an even cheaper
price.

All this, however, is,somewhat beside the question so far as the read-

ers of the "Canada Lumberman" are concerned. The question is what

are they going to do about it, now that the same source of trouble has

made its appearance in Canada. Two or three firms have recently been

making a. great display in the newspapers with advertisements calling

upon people who want lumber to send for their catalogues, and promising

to give them better and fairer prices than they could obtain from those

who deal in lumber in the regular manner. There would not be a great

objection to anyone seeking to sell lumber by means of regular advertising

methods. It is every man's own business how he seeks to make sales,

but there is a limit to the class of argument which can be considered as

fair. These companies are not content with calling for trade in the usual

manner. They are doing their best to ruin the business and the reputa-

tion of those with whom they do not see eye to eye. Having been for

some time in the lumber business they must appreciate how groundless

are the claims that there is a lumber trust, but they have no hesitation

about picturing in large cartoons the alleged operations of lumber trusts

and calling upon consumers of lumber to believe that they have been sys-

tematically robbed by the regular lumber dealers.

The appearance in the market of firms which follow these dishonest

methods calls for immediate action on the part of those whom they are

attacking. The retailers, who are the ones to suffer, should do something

at once. It is a dfficult enough matter for retailers to obtain profitable

trade at present, but it will be almost an impossibility before long if un-

scrupulous manufacturers who have become desperate on account of low

prices, turn round and declare that there is a combination in the trade

which makes prices higher than they ought to be, and proceed

to cut the prices still lower and to fish for trade by selling direct to the

consumer.

Manitoba's Trade Good—Mail Order Methods

Mr. J. L. Campbell, of Campbell & Carman, Toronto, wholesale

lumber dealers, has returned from a three weeks visit to Melita, Man.,

where he has been attending to his local interests. Mr. Campbell re-

ports that "the building trade in the West promises to be exceptionally

good this season. The farmers are in good shape and if there is a fair

average crop or even slightly below a fair average, there will. be a record

business year on the prairies. Prices are advancing there and the. people

have the money to pay the increases. Some idea of the condition, of

things can be gained from the fact that the banks are getting so much
money that it is embarrassing them. The farmers are depositing so

much money that the banks do not know what to do with it. The banks

report that they have never before seen anything like the present

situation.

"The wheat seeding in southern Manitoba will be practically fin-

ished by the 15th of May. In the northern part of the province it is

somewhat later. In southern Manitoba there was about 25 per cent, of

the seed in the ground before the snowstorm at the end of April. This

storm delayed seeding generally, about five or six days."

Mr. Campbell also reported that retailers in the prairies are some-

what concerned about the recent operations of the mail order lumber

houss. He did not think, however, that the latter were meeting with

much success. The farmer regarded them with some suspicion, when

they quoted prices lower than the retailer could afford to sell at. An ad-

ditional influence in favor of the retailers was the fact that the mail

order houses imposed pretty stringent conditions upon the farmers. They
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required payment- of one-third cash with the order and the tanner also

had to pay the freight. The farmer also did not get much comfort until

the remaining two-thirds was paid. Compared with the generous credit

systems of the retail yards, this rigorous treatment did not please the

farmers. It might be thought that because the fanners now bad plenty

of money they could easily pay cash, but, on the other hand, those who
have the money are those who already have most of their building done.

The lumber buying fanners were mostly the new arrivals, who needed

generous treatment now as much as ever. The retailers would carry them
along until they had sold their crops. It did not look, therefore, as

though the retailers would lie troubled much by the mail order houses.

Concatenation at Toronto on May 28th

A meeting of the members of the Hoo-Hoo for Eastern Canada was
held in Toronto on May 7th, to appoint committees and make other ar-

rangements for the approaching concatenation. It was decided that the

concatenation should be held in Toronto on May 28th. The banquet

will be held at the Temple Building. An advisory committee, consisting

of Messrs. Laidlaw, Cane, Hagar, MacBeth and McLaughlin, was ap-

pointed to co-operate with the Vicegerent Snark in securing talent for

the entertainment. The; indications already are that a large class ( f

desirable kittens will be secured for the concatenation.

"Canada Lumberman" is Read Everywhere

The value of the "Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" to its

readers is well evidenced by the enquiries which reach it continually.

The trade enquiries which are published regularly in the "Canada Lum-
berman and Woodworker" are followed closely by readers in many parts

of the world. A recent communication regarding these enquiries comes
from a reader in San Francisco. Others are conthuially reaching us from

points in all parts of the world wherever lumber matters are of interest.

There is no better source of publicity or information for lumber and its

cognate interests than the "Canada Lumberman and Woodworker."

American Newspapers Asking- For Free Pulpwood.

The tariff fight is still being waged with vigor in the United States,

the scene now being the Senate. At a meeting of the American News-
paper Publishers' Association held recently the following resolution was
adopted

:

The American Newspaper Publishers' Association at its annual meet-

ing in New York, with the largest attendance in the history of the or-

ganization, comprising representatives of 290 daily newspapers, instruct

its secretary to telegraph and write immediately to each United States

senator, advising him that the association by a rising vote earnestly

urges the confirmation by the Senate of the action of the House in the

matter of pulp and print paper.

The investigation by the select committee of the House of report

covering a period of ten months and surpassing in thoroughness any
trade enquiry ever atempted in tariff history, has shown that American
paper mills actually make paper cheaper than the most modern Canadian
mill, and therefore a duty upon imported print paper is in the nature of

a concession to the American mills. We are informed that the paper

manufacturers are trying to induce the Senate to raise the rate of duty

fixed by the Payne Bill. The success of such.an effort would prevent the

possibility of an agreement with Canada, which arrangement the select

committee deemed of the most importance in order that we might con-

tinue to obtain from that country the considerable supply of pulpwood
now used by American mills in news print paper manufacture.

The well matured and unanmous recommendations of the select

committee, composed of both political parties, have safeguarded the in-

terests of paper makers and consumers against the possibility of hostile

action in Canada.

We protest against any procedure which will ignore the work and
results of the Honse committee's investigation and which, by provoking

a trade war and stopping the exportation of pulpwood from Canada, may
bring great loss to American newspapers and destruction to American
forests.

For a period of years the American newspapers have been the vic-

tims of paper combinations, mergers, corners and secrecy in paper quo
tation. The failure of paper makers to employ technical skill in the

operation of their plants has increased the burdens of the consumers.
We want to put an end to those abuses by broadening the market and
by stopping schemes such as that planned in the creation of the Interna-

tional Paper Company, which aimed to destroy competition and give

value to a collection of antiquated mills by bringing them under one con-

trol with 7,000 square miles of timber lands and undeveloped water
powers to the extent of 194,000 horse-power. We object to these gigantic

speculations at our expense.

Every obligation which the paper maker owed to the Government
as a tariff beneficiary, has been violated. Newspapers have been forced

to bear the burden of frequent fluctuations and artificial stimulations of

paper prices. The publishers ask fair treatment.
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Current Topics What Others Think
Letters to the Editor on Subjects of Pre-
sent Interest Price Cutting and Dishonest
Branding— Foreign Trade Openings

Editor •' Canada Lumberman, Sir: Here are some nuts for your readers
to crack

:

If a sawmill employing both white and Oriental labor, upon finding
that in dollars and cants 13 per cent, of the pay roll is distributed amongst
Orientals, and 87 per cent, amongst white men, decide that they will
reduce the number of Orientals by 133. and add that number of names
to the white side of their pay roil, find that they have left 00 per cent.
Oriental and 40 per cent, white labor, what was the proportion before
the 133 Orientals were replaced ? If 00 per cent, of the number of men
employed, plus 133 which have since been replaced, represented only 13
per eest. of the money paid out in wages to Orientals, and 40 per cent,
minus 133 men who replaced the Orientals receive the remaining 87 per
cent., what proportion does each white man receive if their emoluments
are equal ? What is the individual stipend of the Oriental ?

If a number of citizens should form an association for the purpose
of properly conducting the affairs of a legitimate business, or undertaking
(not necessarily the lumber business), and after debating all the features
of such business, and giving the same due consideration, decide upon a
certain selling list winch it has been figured would give them a fair
profit and nothing more, and each man pledges himself to his associates
that the business which he conducts shall be conducted bv that list, and
then some of those same men go back to their places of business and enter
upon their books everything in the shape of business that is offered them
even though it may be 20 per cent, or 25 per cent, below the list, what
shall we say of them ? How are these men viewed in the eves of their
associates? How in the public eye? As men of these methods become
better known, does not the public learn to distrust them? Are they not
by their own acts, and apparently from choice, liars and deceivers ' Why
do they shove themselves forward in an association of reputable men
when their methods are the most disreputable? How are such men
viewed by their hanker ? A v. the banker may be crowding them up to
his cut-throat, or cut price business methods with a desire to elosing up
the account, knowing full well that the longer such methods are pursued
the more disastrous the termination.

What connection has a sawmill which is alwavs advertising cuts
which are away beyond its capacity, with that of a windmill ? With the
latter, if the wind doesn't blow the mill doesn't go, and perhaps also in
the former case the wind adds very materially to the number of thou-
sands sawn.

In Washington the lumber and shingle mills are operated solely for
quantity, regardless of quality, and it has been reported that now some
of them have resorted to the expedient of branding their product
'Manufactured in British Columbia." Over there they boast of Bawing
from 40,000 to 50.000 per day on one single machine. Here we have
just as good men and better timber and we are satisfied with 25,000 on
the same machines. Do you see the point?

When a Washington man toots his horn al>out quantity, remember
that Washington methods are the same wherever employed, "and "Manu-
factured in British Columbia" is an infringement used by some of them

"Manufactured in British Columbia," if the lumber comes from a
reputable mill, mems lumber well and carefullv sawn, and perfectlv ma-
chined, quality always being paramount to quantity. It never was in-
tended to apply to lumber split by greased lightning energized bv some
infinitesimal American wonder.

JACK DONAHUE, Vancouver B.C.

Foreign Trade Opportunities Neglected.
Toronto, Ont., May 12—Editor "Canada Lumberman" :—We are

receiving quite a number of inquiries from dealers in various kinds of
lumber, such as pine, hardwood, mahogany, etc. These inquiries come
from New Zealand, Australia, Great Britain, Germany, France, Spain
and Cuba. These dealers are asking us to ship direct to them' or put
them in communication with established exporting dealers in Canadian
lumber.

We have communicated with a number of dealers in Canada, but so
far have been unable to interest any of them in these foreign markets It
appears that the dealers in the United States pay more attention to for-
eign markets than our Canadian dealers do. From the view point of
the foreign dealers it no doubt seems strange that Canadian dealers are
satisfied with the American market for their lumber, which eventually
finds its way to the yards of the foreign dealers.

We are of the opinion that as you occupy the central agency of the
lumber interest of Canada you would oe in a position to place us in
touch with dealers who would be willing to handle this foreign trade if
there are any. Without doubt there will necessarily have to be some

education in the matter of terms, conditions of shipment
demanded by foreign dealers At the same time we feel
any profit to be gained, the Canadian dealers should be
therefore we feel there should be a general effort made
the Canadians to deal direct with the final market for our
would appreciate any information you would give us in the
our clients in touch with delers who can handle this trade.-
staff & Company, Limited.

The above letter is self-explanatory. The "Canada
would like to obtain the views of Canadian lumber dealers
and would appreciate any communications regarding it

received.— Editor.

i9
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Southern Mills not Curtailing- Output.
A well known Toronto lumber dealer who has just returned from a

three weeks visit to the Southern States, reports that there is little pros-
pect of any improvement in the southern pine markets. There is no
likelihood of any curtailment of output, and the mills are selling at any
price rather than accumulate stocks.

"Southern pine mills," he said, "are not stocking anything They
are selling everything for whatever they can get. The inch and two-inch
st uft they are throwing on the market. Wholesalers all figure that the
mill men must be losing money. It is thought that prices are at about
rock bottom, but there is an indication that they may even go a little
lower. Manufacturers are waiting anxiously for the railroads to com-
mence buying. They have not bought for two or three years and their
rolling stock is getting pretty low. Many of the railroads 'have bought no
ties for two or three years.

"As to the reports that the mills would shut down so as to assist the
market, there is not much truth in them. A few of the smaller onesmay have shut down, but the larger ones are still manufacturing heavily
I he Fullerton interests, of Chicago, are going to put in a new mill with a
rapacity of 4(H) 000 feet. The Great Southern Mill, with a capacity of

K).(»( (. feet a day, is cutting 400,000 feet. It is estimated by some of
the wholesalers that, the large mills are losing as much as $4,000 or $5 -

H O a day and it is not expected now that prices can improve until the
1 ill.

1 rices (! f cypress are continuing fairly strong."

Rainy River Lumber Company stops Operations.
A committee has been appointed by the Shingle Manufacturers' As-

sociation of British Columbia to look carefully into the unfair tactics ofsome shingle manufacturers of Washington State, who, it is alleged have
been branding inferior shingles with marks indicating bhey are of British
C olumb.a origin. A letter has also been sent to the trade by the associa-
tion to draw attention to this practice. It ise xpected that the publicity
given to the affair will be sufficient to make the Washington men realize
the error of their ways and that it will not be necessary to take more
drastic measures.

The Rainy River Lumber Company has ceased lumbering operations
tor the winter. F. H. Warner, the scaler for the company, states that the
cut this year on the Red Gut Reserve and berth 28G near Bears Pass was
in the neighborhood of 7,000,000 feet, which, with 4,000,000 feet secured
along the Rainy river, will all be sent down the river to the company's
mill at Rainy River. On account of the very large stock of lumber left
over from last year it was not deemed advisable to log to any greater
extent until the market price and demand for lumber materially improved

C. W. Stancliffe & Company, consulting engineers and agents 429
Cordova street, Vancouver, recently made the sale of a 15x24 Baldwin
mogul locomotive, weighing 74,000 pounds, to the Brooks- Scanlon-
O Brien Company, Limited, of Vancouver. The firm will use the loco-
motive as part of the equipment of their Eagle Creek Northern Railway
at Stillwater Bay, B.C., for their logging operations.

The Dominion Government has decided to reserve a belt of timber
land about 90,000,000 acres in extent, running from south of the Crow's
Nest line, on the Canadian Pacific Railway, to the international line and
from 59 miles east of the British Columbia boundary line into \lberta
The Government will control the cutting of lumber on this belt, the yield
of which, it is calculated, will amount to about 12,000,000 feet per year
for the next six years.

.
A St. John report states that Mr. I. C, Prescott, of Albert, is about

to sell his large property, consisting of timber lands, mill, residence etc
at Albert, the prospective purchasers being a New York concern

'

It is
said that a part of the timber area of G. D. Prescott, M.P.P., will also
be included in the deal and that the purchase price is in the vicinity of
$ 100,000.
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Ontario s Timber Policy Changes.
The returns of timber dues received by the. Department of Lands,

Forests and Mines for Ontario during the last year furnish strong testi-

mony of the return of good times one? again in the province. The revenue
for the last year was $1,786,389, the largest in the history of the depart-
ment. Of this sum $392,000 arrears carried over from the former bad
voir was paid in, while the dues amounted approximately to $1,400,000.
The total dues carried over this year were less than $140,000. On all

dues unpaid the lumbermen paid interest at the rate of 0 per cent.
The policy of large timber sales has been discontinued in Ontario.

The Minister lias declared the adoption of a policy requiring the termina-
tion of perpetual licenses. Future sales will be of small blocks of timber
under time limit and by public tender, and will only be held under spe-
cial circumstances, where there has been fire and the timber is burnt over,
or where the timber is necessary to supply local demand. The determina-
tion to put an end to the permit system announced by Hon. Mr. Coch-
rane last fall has been put into effect this year. This system was in-

augurated many yoars ago with the legitimate purpose of procuring ties

and other timber required for railway purposes. The system grew up in

this way, but lent itself easily to abuse. There was DO public competi-
tion, a deposit was not always required, and during the last ten years
it has become increasingly difficult to control.

Since the beginning of the present year all applications for permits
have been refused. The Government proposes to survey the timber ter-

ritory where the permit system has been in vogue, and then ask for

bids instead of continuing a system which was found to he bad business
and would never have been tolerated in a private business enterprise.

Under the permit system doctors, lawyers, butchers and other trades-

men were found trafficking in timber.

It is probable that the duties and responsibilities of the Crown timber
agents and forest rangers will also be more exacting. Mining Commis-
sioner Price, who is investigating the alleged irregularities at Fort
Frances, where the permit system was in vogue, has been asked by the
Minister to make his inquiry a searching one and his report thereon very
complete. Upon the findings received the Minister will likely base his

future, proposals. The department regards it as impossible that the
charges could be true other than b\ forgery or perjury on the part of

several men and the laxity or complicity of the Crown timber agent, and
the rangers responsible for sample measurements. In all cases of timber
sales under the new system of selling by the thousand feet, Hon. .Mr.

Cochrane has required a bond from the purchaser to protect the province.

Prominent Lumbermen Who Have Passed Away.
Emery Sewell, of Fredericton, N.B., died recently at his home in Gib-

son. He had suffered from heart trouble for several years. Mr. Sewell, who
was in the seventy-first year of his age, was born at Lincoln. He con-

ducted a mill at Upper Maugerville for several years, and also kept a
general store and postoffiee at that place. He had also been connected
with other lumbering operations along the river and at one time was the
owner of a fleet of tugs.

One of Halifax's well known and most respected citizens passed away
recently in the person of James Dempster. The deceased has been ill

for some time, but at first no serious result was anticipated. Mr. Demp-
ster was a native of St. John, N.B., where he was born in 1839. He
went to Halifax in 1865, where he had since resided.

In 1869 Mr. Dempster started in business for himself, and erected

a factory on North George street in 1871, engaging in the manufacture
of general woodwork supplies. In 1883 this factory was totally destroyed,

and the firm removed to South Hoilis street, occupying the Hill mill,

and were burned out there in 1891, returning to the present factory and
resuming business.

Deceased was prominently identified with the Masonic fraternity and
for over a quarter of a century was Grand Treasurer of the Grand Lodge
of Nova Scotia. He was deeply interested in the movement for the Aged
Masons' Home, his last active work being in its behalf. He was also a

Past Grand Patriarch of the Grand Division S. of T. of Nova Scotia, and
on the board of management of the School of Art and Design, as well

as the present movement in connection with technical education.

Many of our readers will regret to learn of the death of Mr. A. H.
MeGaughey, of Deseronto, which occurred on the 11th hist. Mr. Mc-
Gaughey was widely known to many engaged in the lumber business and
highly esteemed for his genial disposition and many other estimable quali-

ties. He was born in the township of Tyendinaga 61 years ago, and

started life as a telegraph operator in the town of Napanee, subsequently

removing to Deseronto, where he was engaged in the lumber business in

the employ of the Rathbun Company, where, by indomitable energy and

great ability, he soon attained a high position with that firm. He was

39 years in their service and for the past 25 years was head of their

lumber sales department.

Mr. MeGaughey resigned his position with the Rathbun Company a

feu months ago, owing to failing health, hut it will he a great slioclc to

many of his friends to learn that he has passed over to the silent ma-
joritq. Mr. McGau»hcy, in addition to his other duties, filled the posi-

tion of postmaster for a number of years in a most acceptable manner
and was one of Deseronto's most esteemed citizens. The funeral, which
took place on the 13th inst, , was one of the largest seen in Deseronto
for many years.

Personal Mention.

A. D. Watson, of the well known firm of cedar pole producers and
wholesalers, Reuber & Watson. Chicago, spent a few days in Victoria
and Vancouver, B.C., recently. This is .Mr. Watson's first trip to the
north coast in seventeen years, and he was very much surprised at the
growth of the country.

L. W. David, of the Lester W. David Company. Seattle. Wash.,
was in New York City recently, having returned from London, England,
where he has been in the interest of his 125- ton pulp mill and 200, (XX)-

feet capacity sawmill being constructed at Cousens Inlet, B.C. Before
returning to the Pacific coast Mr. David expects to make another trip to

London.

Mr. F. H. Moore, manager of the Prince Rupert Timber A Lumber
Company. Limited, is at present in England, negotiating with capitalists

who are desirous of acquiring the company's extensive holdings of stand-
ing timber in British Columbia, which aggregate over 500 square miles.

Mr. J. H. Sanderson is in charge of the company's affairs during the ab-
sence of Mr. Moore.

Mr. Finest Helliwell has assumed the management of the Pacific

Coast Mills, Vancouver, in the place of Mr. G. F. Gibson, who has re-

signed. Mr. Helliwell went to Vancouver two years ago to take an im-
portant position in the lumber company, he having formerly had the
management of a large milling plant in the State of Minnesota. The
Pacific Coast Mills are regarded as one of the model plants of the province.

Edmonton's Cut Will be about 20,000,000 Feet.

Present indications are that the Edmonton mills will begin this

year's cut shortly, and that the quantity of logs will not be as great as a
year ago. The estimate of the D. R. Fraser Company, John Walters and
the Edmonton Lumber Company, is that the cut this year will be about
20,000,000 feet, Of this Walter's mill will get the majority of the logs,

but it is too early as yet to make any close estimate of what success the
lumbermen have had during the winter. Definite returns have not yet
been made from the lumber camps to the headquarters at Edmonton.
If increased precautions are effective this year there will not be the loss

of logs that the lumbermen had cause to regret last season. New piers
have been placed in the river, which are much stronger and in better loca-

tions. With these precautions the lumbermen look for a suceesful run
this year unless some untoward circumstance arises.

On June 7th another American Lumber Trades Congress is to be held.
The place of meeting will be Chicago. The last Congress was held in

Minneapolis, and thirty associations of manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers were represented. An important part of the work done was the
adoption of a code of ethics for the industry. Retailers, however, did
not seem to abide by the decision of their representatives, inasmuch as
the latter were not authorized to act for them. A fair proportion of the
manufacturing associations also declined to accept the code. Retailers
are now asking to be properly represented, and it is believed that a code
of ethics can be adopted which will be satisfactory to all branches of the
industry.

The annual meeting of the Buffalo Hardwood Exchange was held
May 1st, and the following efficers were elected for the year: Anthony
Miller, president: Fred M. Sullivan, vice-president, and Arthur W.
Kreinheder, secretary and treasurer. No other business of importance
was transacted.

The Montreal Builders' Exchange have moved into new premises on
the top floor of the Eastern Townships Bank Building, comer of Vic-
toria Square and St. James street, A large portion of the new quarters
will be devoted to a permanent exhibition of building materials.

Elk Lake and Gowganda people are paying twice as much for lumber
as it costs in the older parts of Ontario. These are mining districts, but
are too remote from any manufacturing point to share in the advantages
to consumers of lumber in the present dull state of the market. Thirty
dollars a thousand is paid for green spruce delivered, which is worth only
half that f.o.b. at shipping points. Dry spruce is worth $40 and common
grades of white pine bring $50 or $00 a thousand, according to whether
the stock is green or dry.
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Competition ofCanadian Lumber in U.S.
Analysis of the Situation from a United States Point of View
Lou Grade Canadian Products Feared More Than Better Grades

The imports of Canadian woods into the United States and the ex-
ports of United States woods into Canada as shown by the returns from
Washington for a nuniher of years past are discussed in an in, .-resting
article in the •'American Lumberman. "• Although Canadians will not
agree entirely with the inferences drawn from the figures, they will ho
sure to he interested in the view of matters as taken by an authority on
the other side of the line. The reference to the exports of southern pine
into Canada are open to criticism. There is only one field for southern
pine in Canada which cannot he filled by Canadian pine, and that is in
the production of large timbers. For all building materials Canadian
woods are equal to southern pine. It is not, therefore, on account of its
superiority that southern pine is used in Canada to <so great an extent,
but because of the sacrifice prices at which it is offered, which do much
to demoralize lumber prices in Canada. The statements of the ' Ameri-
can Lumberman" on the subject are as follows:

"During the last few months there has been much discussion as to
the importation of lumber from Canada and the balance of trade in lum-
ber between that country and this. Lumber manufacturers of the United
States have been asking for a retention of the $2 duty on rough lumber,
on the ground of Canadian competition, while on the other hand, some
Canadians have asked that their industry be protected against inroads
from the United States In the imposition of a duty, whereas lumber is
now on the Dominion free list. Thos? who have been urging Congress
to remove or reduce the duty have pointed to the fact that the United
States ships a considerable amount of lumber to Canada, as evidence
that we do not need protection against the Canadian product, some say-
ing without qualification that our exports to that country prove that we
can meet Canada in the free competition in her own markets.

"In view of these counter claims, the facts as to this interchange
are enlightening. From the annual summary of imports and exports is-
sued by the Bureau of Statistics at Washington, we have taken the fig-
ures showing quantity .and value of both imports and exports for a series
of years and placed with them the value by the thousand. The result
is shown in the following table:

Imports of Sawed Lumber into th > United States from Canada.
Year Quantity Value Value

M feet. M. feet.
1904 .-,85,104 $ 8.720.135 $14.1)2
1905 704. 956 10,714,417 15.20
1906 944,153 14. .-,80,804 15.45
1907 021.873 1 -,.828,477 17.17
1908 770,<i4.-, 14,953,158 10.18

Totills 3.08.-5, 821 $04,815,051
Average value a thousand feet $10.47

Exports of Sawed Lumber from the United States to Canada.
*ear Quantity Value Value

M. feet. M. feet.
11,04 170.070 $3,510,771 $10.00
1905 158,775 3,275,977 20.03
190(i 101,958 2, .-,75, 077 25.20
1907 172,00.-, 4,057.237 28.81
1908 140,355 4,201,099 28.53

Totals 758,232 $18,580,701
Average value a thousand feet $24.52

''Comparing the last columns of these two tables a startling differ-
ence in values is found. For the series of five years the average value of
our exports to Canada was $24.52, while the average value of the lumber
we imported from that country was $10.47. To the lumbermen these
figures indicate that there has been no real competition of American lum-
ber in Canada. That country has shipped to us comparatively low grade
stock, while we have been shipping to Canada relatively high grade ma-
terial

; also our exports have been small compared with our imports. Our
largest importations were in 1900, though prices were not as high as in
the following year. Our exports in 1900 were the smallest in many years,
owing to our own high range of domestic prices. The top notch of values
was reached in 1907, ,so far as exports are concerned, with a slight de-
crease in 1908. On the other hand, we paid much higher prices in 1908
for our importations from Canada than we did in 1907.

"The inference from these figures is that in 1008 our own low prices
and our surplus of product discouraged the importation of a certain per-
centage of the lew grade stock that had been coming from Canada. Our

own common and cull lumber was so abundant and cheap that .a certain
portion of the Canadian stock was kept back. We imported a large
amount, hut it averaged higher in grade than it had in previous vears.

"It will he remembered that during 1908 there was no such reduc-
tion in the price of the better grades of white pine as there was in the
lower grades. Consequently, our importations of those upper grades
seem to have continued at probably their former volume, and while we
were presumably paying no more to Canada than we were during the
previous year for these grades, the greater proportion of them in the total
import had the effect of raising the average price by $2 a thousand. On
the other hand, our own lower domestic prices in 1908 as compared with
1907^ lessened slightly the export value of the stock we shipped to Canada.

"These figures, which have the authority of the Government back
of them, show plainly enough that the lumber we import from Canada
enters into our own competition, so far as the lower grades are concerned.
When we sell lumber at cost or less, even the Canadian low grades are
unable with the handicap of the duty to compete to their usual extent;
but our shipments to Canada are of a better class of stock and of kinds'
which are needed in the Canadian markets and which the Canadian in-
dustry can not supply.

"It is well known thai the hardwood supply of Canada is light.
There is considerable maple, some ash, and nearly all the hardwoods
are represented

; hut most of the leading woods, especially oak, are not
to-day found in Canada in anything like the quantities necessary for her
own consumption, hence she buys these woods in the United States, She
buys them, not because she loves this country, but because this is the
necessary source of supply of materials that 'Canadian industries must
have.

"Another class of material which enters largely into our exports to
Canada is composed of longleaf pine in timbers, heavy framing stuff,
flooring ,and material for factory use. To a certain extent Norway pine!
which is fairly abundant in Canada, meets the needs for structural pur-
poses, but if is not so strong as longleaf, nor can it ordinarily be secured
in such large sizes. In Douglas fir the Dominion has a wood which would
answ er for such uses, but it is so remote from the chief consuming dis-
tricts, while the yellow pine can be laid down by water on a compara-
tively low rate of freight, that the latter finds a' large sale. For heavy
construction work- yellow pine is sold as far west as the head of the Great
Lakes occasionally, while it is a commonly used material for special pur-
poses in all the eastern provinces. Many of our readers may remember
that the caissons used in constructing the piers of the Quebec' bridge were
built of longleaf yellow pine. About 7,000,000 feet were used.

"The great bulk of our exports to Canada, therefore, ,are of a sort
which she does not have, hut needs; and so far lumbermen of the Do-
minion who have been asking for a duty upon lumber imported into Can-
ada have not been successful in their pleas to the Government or to Par-
liament. On the other hand, our imports from Canada are of the same
kinds of timber and class of stock, for the most part, which we manu-
facture in the United States and have in abundant supply. Since the
largest part of the importations are white pine, the average price indi-
cates that, in spite of our duty, the shipments average a rather low grade.
The better grades of white pine are so light in supply in both countries in
comparison with the demand that the duty amounts to little and an in-
terchange takes place without injuriously affecting either market ; hut
in the lower grades the competition of Canadian mills with the United
States is direct and unmistakable."

The annual meeting of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association will
be held in Ottawa on Wednesday, May 10. On the evening previous
Tuesday, May 18, the annual banquet will be held at the Laurentian
Club, Ottawa, and many prominent lumbermen from different parts of
the country will attend. On Monday, May 17th, the freight rate com-
plaint of the lumbermen will be continued before the Railway Commis-
sion. The annual meeting on Wednesday, May 19tl
at 10 a.m.

will commence

In order to preserve the forests, the public service commission, at
Albany, N.Y., has issued an order requiring that all railroads traversing
the state forest preserves in the Adirondacks must use oil-consuming
locomotives during certain periods of the year. The time fixed by flic
commission is during the months from April 15th to November 1st be-
tween the hours of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. The order goes into partial effect
this year and provides for the complete installation of the oil burners hv
April 15th, 1910.



THE BRITISH COLUMBIA TRADE
Shingles Higher at Vancouver

Vancouver, B.C., May 8.—Shingles are king just now in Vancouver.
The Canadian prairies and eastern Canada are actively ordering at a base
price of $2 for "clears." This price does not apply to the United States,
where shingles of the same quality are much lower in price. This is

the harvest time for Canadian shingle makers. They realize it and are
making the best of it. Sixty-five per cent, of all the shingles sold are
now going to the prairies, and all the mills are busy.

It is at this time of year, and this time of year alone, that the United
States market* do not regulate prices in British Columbia. When the
spring rush is over, as a usual thing prices conveniently firm up on Puget
Sound, and enable the British Columbia mills to trade in that market.

Lumber conditions are much improved. Logs are plentiful and
somewhat easier, and while rough lumber is still low in price, higher
grades are holding their own and there is a good demand for them.

There is still a good deal of agitation here over the assertion that
some irresponsible shingle dealers in Washington State are putting B.C.
marks on inferior grade shingles. It is thought by manufacturers here
that the Puget Sound mills should lake this matter up themselves, and
assist the British Columbia mills in preventing these brand manipulators
from casting discredit on the industry. The mills are seriouslv consider-
ing, it is said, copyrighting their brands, so that il may be made an of-
fence against the laws of Canada and the United Stales to copy such
brands.

Improvement on the Prairies
Speaking of the lumber situation, .Mr. J. C. Shields, of Regina,

says: "Conditions in the prairie provinces are better than they have been
for the past two years. If the crop is only an average one the demand
for lumber this fall will be the largest since 'l906. The demand at present
is excellent, but prices are at a figure which leaves no profit for the coast
mills. The acreage under cultivation in Saskatchewan will be double
that of last year." Mr. Shields is manager of various lumber companies,
including the Independent Lumber Company, who are the largest dis-
tributors of lumber in the new provinces. Recently he has branched out
and the companies he organized with a paid-up capital of $200,000 will
own three sawmills in British Columbia. One of the new corporations
is the Pitt River Lumber Company, whose mill near Westminster Junc-
tion will be completed in less than two months. It will have a capacity
of 70,000 feet daily. The Sovereign Lumber Companv, another of the
corporations controlled by Mr. Shields, is building a sawmill at Sieamous.
It will have a capacity of 50,00 feet per day. The third one is the Mon-
arch Lumber Company, whose plant at Savona recently went into com-
mission. It is cutting 70,000 feet dailv. The output of the three mills
will be shipped to the prairies.

Dry Weather Causing- Fires
The extremely dry weather during the past month has caused a

large number of fires to start in the limits, and in several instances lum-
bering plants were endangered. In Chemainus district, on the 3rd inst,,
one of the logging trains of the Victoria Lumbering & Manufacturing
Company was held up owing to the burning of a bridge, and when the
tram crew backed up to the next siding they found that the fire had
come in behind them. The heat and smoke" became so bad that they
had to abandon the train and make their way through the woods to
Ladysmith. Another engine was sent after the train the next day ; the
locomotive was found uninjured, but all the logs and trucks were more
or less damaged, and a good car at the tail end was destroyed.

The Yale-Columbia Lumber Company suffered a severe loss on Tues-
day, May 4th, when their fine plant at Wesley, B.C., about 25 miles
west of Nelson, was destroyed by a fire which started from the refuse
dump. The loss includes the mill, valued at $50,000, the stock of
lumber on hand, worth an equal amount, as well as all the employees'
houses and other buildings, the only structures left being the office and
cook-house.

The North Pacific Lumber Company's mill at Barnet, B.C., ten
miles from Vancouver, was completely destroyed by fire on May 6th.
The fire broke out shortly before midnight, and" was soon beyond control.
The engines from Vancouver and New Westminster were on the spot
as soon as possible, but could only save the dry kilns and the lumber
yards. The damage amounts to $250,000. The mill was one of the
largest on the coast and had a daily cut of 100,000 feet. Six C.P.R. cars
loading lumber were burned.

Canadian Pacific Sulphite Mills nearly Completed
The Canadian Pacific Sulphite Company, a corporation composed

mainly of English capitalists, expect to have one of the finest pulp mills
on the American continent in operation at Swanson Bay, 'about 150 miles
south of Prince Rupert, in July next. Work has been in progress for
the. past eighteen months, and the staff of men was largely increased
later, in order that the opening might not be delayed. The machinery
is being purchased wherever the best can be produced. The steamer
"Ena " took up a consignment on her last trip, including five steam di-
gesfors from the United States, which will be used in the preparation
of the pulp. There was also a roller which came from Scotland a few
weeks ago.

The pulp will be manufactured from spruce and balsam timber, of
which the company possess large holdings contiguous to the mill. The
firm also operate a large sawmill plant, in which they manufactured all

the heavy timber and lumber required in the construction of the various
buildings. At present the sawmill is being operated from 7 a.m. to 0
p.m. cutting lumber for Prince Rupert contractors. The pulp mill will
be run by water power generated from the waterfall close by, but steam
will also be necessary in the manufacture of the pulp.

A new wharf is now under construction, which, when completed,
will be over 700 feet in length, the largest north of Vancouver. This,
with the one first built, will give over 000 feet of dock room. It is also
the intention of the company to erect a hotel containing 70 rooms, for
I In suitable accommodation of the men employed and the visitors who
will wish to spend a day or two inspecting the plant.

Many Cargoes for Lumber Vessels
The British ship "Cissie" is loading lumber at the Hastings mill,

Vancouver, for the Australia market.

The opening of the summer logging season has started with a rush.
A coastwise steamer is being crowded almost daily, during May, with
lumberjacks and supplies.

The American barkentine "Alta," Capt. Thorgel. which has been
at anchor at Vancouver port for about six months, has secured a charter.
She will load lumber at Hastings' Mill, Vancouver, for Iquique, Chile,
South America.

The "Inversay," a large steamer of the Australian Mail Line, was
due to reach Vancouver May- 15th from Guaymas, Mexico, to load lum-
ber at the Fraser river mills for Sydney, Australia. She will take but
a million feet, filling out her cargo with general merchandise.

The steamer "Century" recently completed her lumber cargo at the
Fraser River mills, and will be followed by four other ships of this line,
ea?h taking a million feet of lumber. One of these will arrive about the
first week in June. The "Puritan," another vessel of the line, at this
writing is loading 2,500,000 feet at the Fraser River Lumber Company's
mills for Melbourne, Australia. The German barkentine "Schurbeek"
will leave the Fraser river mills lumber laden for California about the
first week in June.

At the Hastings sawmill docks of the British Columbia mills five
ocean going vessels recently took on cargoes of lumber and square timber
at the same time. The bark 'Rowena" had a charter for a United King-
dom port; the bark "Addersley, for Australia; the bark "Procyon," for
Chile; the sailing vessel "Euphrosyne, for South America,

*

and the
steamer "Indravelli, of the Alley (New Zealand) Line, took on part of
a cargo. The latter vessel was unable to secure dockage room, and the
lumber was taken out to her on barges.

Advices received from all lumber districts in western Washington
and Oregon indicate that the majority of the larger mills of both states
will not operate more than 48 hours per week during the month of May
The first general curtailment of the lumber cut followed the recent meet-
ing of thirty of the largest mill owners of Idaho, Oregon and Washing-
ton at Seattle, at which time a general curtailment was discussed Lum-
bermen generally express the opinion that there will be an increased de-
mand shown by the middle of July.

There are some 25 or 30 sawmills in and about Cranbrook, and there
are still vast quantities of fir and tamarack, insuring an unlimited supply
for many years to come.

On the 20th of April last the Fraser River Lumber Company broke
its own. and perhaps the world's record, for a single day's cut. The total
amount of lumber handled during the ten hours was 418,460 feet.

Two British Columbia loggers named Perry and Baker obtained
judgment some time ago for $1,000 and costs each, against McKinnon
and the Coast Timber & Trading Company, as damages for false arrest
The money has not been paid, and Messrs. Perrv and Baker have made an
application in Supreme Chambers, Vancouver, for the forced sale of 140
timber licenses held by defendants, worth many thousands of dollars in
order to satisfy the judgments.
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Hoo - Hoo Celebrate at Vancouver

Enthusiastic Gathering to Honor the " Great
Black Cat " — Many Kittens Received

A large and representative gathering of lumbermen filled O'Brien
Hall, Homer street, Vancouver, on the evening of April 23rd, the occa-
sion being the annual rally of the Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo, in

the honor of the "Great Black Cat." The Concatenation was perhaps
the most successful yet held, which is conveying no mean praise, as past
events of the kind reached such a high standard that to have equalled—if not eclipsed—all past records is a tribute to the popularity and zeal
of P. D. Roe, Vicegerent Snark, and to the hard work of the other officers
of the association.

More than one hundred members attended, among whom were mam
well known Hoo-Hoos from Seattle, Portland, Bellingham and Everett,
who rendered great assistance in the work of trimming the claws of the
bunch of thirty-five "Kittens" who presented themselves for initiation
into the mysteries of the order. Prominent among the old members of
the Order present were A. H. Patten, a former member of the Supreme
Nine, and Pacific coast manager for E. C. Atkins & Company; also W.
C. Birdsall, British Columbia representative of the same firm.

The following officers of the Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo were
present: P. D. Roe. Vicegerent Snark; Aimer Blair, Senior Hoo-Hoo:
T. F. Patterson, Junior Hoo-Hoo; Arthur Hendry, Bojurn ; Ivan T>.

Smith, Scrivenoter; M. M. Harrell. Jabberwock : L. E. Snell, Arsta-
casthun: John Ross. Arcanoper; W. C. Birdsall, Gurdon.

The initiation of the new candidates and their transformation into
full-fledged Hoo-Hoos occupied considerable time, and it was noticed that
they became quite thirsty before the proceedings terminated. They
exerc ised their lungs in the Hoo-Hoo cry for water so vigorously that ail

hearers were impressed with their caterwauling powers. Following are
the names of new pilgrims admitted into the realms of Great
Hoo-Hoo

:

Vancouver—A. J. Sloan, Arthur E. Howard, J. V. McNaultv, Alfred
Burton, P. G. Rills, Albert G. McKenny, S. D. Smith, William E. Mc-
Girr, Roland D. Craig, C. A. Nelson, Cyrus M. Flanders. Howard Barker,
John Hendry, F. P. Nelson, Earl D. Horton. Thomas H. Tait, I. R.
Turney, W. O. Pinger, W. H. Morrison, Samuel S. Haves, George Mc-
Afee, C. E. Strong, J. I. Smith, J. L. Raesch. Douglas MePherson, C.
W. Brandon, C. E. Lang: Port Moody, John H. McLean; Winnipeg, J.
F. Cameron; Everett, C. E. Broadbent ; Montreal, R. J. Younge ; New-
Westminster. W. S. McLean; Victoria, H. W. Fraser: Tynhead, J. G.
Robinson.

The Banquet.

The banquet at the Commercial Hotel was a very tasteful affair. The
long tables were decorated profusely with carnations, palms and greens.
The menus were original designs in green an gold, embellished with the
greeting at the top of the cards: "Hail to the Great Black Cat." The
success of the arrangements was due to the committee, consisting of L.
E. Snell and Fritz Rathgaber. No toast list had been arranged before-
hand. Snark Roe therefore presided over an extemporaneous affair, with
honor to himself and the order.

T- F. Patterson, the first speaker, uttered a friendly word for the
American visitors at the Concatenation, and said: "I can't understand
why we should recognize a boundary line at all, and it wouldn't surprise
me a bit if some day the entire continent from the north to Mexico and
to the North Pole will be one country." He stated, however, that he
was not prophesying as to whether Canada would take in the United
States or vice versa.

A. S. Porter, responding in behalf of President Taft and the United
States, said: " 'Big Bill' Taft is there, and let us hope he will remain
there. From the start he has made he is doing well. In my opinion
there is no border line between you and us—we are all one."

Mr. J. W. Haekett dwelt at length upon the advantages of fraternal
societies, and believed that meetings such as these had a splendid effect.
When the Seattle Fair came on the British Columbia Hoo-Hoo would all

go over to the Seattle Hoo-Hoo House and help their friends at the Fair.

Mr. William E. Tytler, whom the chairman designated as the man
who sent a million shingles to the United States, said that this story was
told to the press, which always loved to multiply. As a matter of fact,
British Columbia manufacturers had only sent a small portion to the
United States. Of a total of nine million shingles exported in 1907, British
Columbia had exported less than four per cent. The newspaper story
was probably an endeavor on the part of the press to remove the tariff,

but personally he did not think matters were ripe for such a move as yet.
Canadians did not wish to see their timber ruined, but in the course of a
few years they could meet the Americans on an even basis.

Mr. T. Cunningham, as a native of British Columbia, was called on
t) speak for the allied interests. He pointed out how the supply houses
were essentially an allied interest. Lumbermen were his friends ; their

interests his. He thought thai entertainments such as the one they were
enjoying established good fellowship between supply man and mill man.

To speak on behalf of the transportation companies, Mr. W. P. Lock-
wood was called upon. He w as in the habit of visiting British Columbia
once a year, he said. Nine years ago he came for the first time in J. J.
Hill's interests to British Col umbia. Railway success, he said, depended
greatly on forest products, and he was sorry the companies had not ap-
preciated that fact more, as the con trove:--" "over rates demonstrated, but
he expected a different policy in the future Several lines were coming
to Vancouver. He was confident that Vane uver would have at least
one, if not two, additional railway lines.

Speeches were also made by Clarke Evan an J' J. Hendry, and sev-
eral good songs were contributed by Mr. A. Thomp'-on. Speeches for
"The Ladies" and "The Press' were made, and at the <_ mclusion a reso-
lution was passed that a telegram be sent to ex-Snark Moody, notifying
him of the success of the Hoo-Hoo Order in Vancouver, whJh he* did so
much to organize. The gathering broke up at about 2.30 a.m.

None of the devices for automatically registering the cut of a saw-
mill have proven a success, says an exchange. A practical device woul<'
be valuable, but there are many difficulties in the way.

This is the season for lumber association meetings on the Canadian
side of the line. There are a great many manufacturers who do not at-
tend these meetings, and owing to the associations denying the press the
privilege of publishing the report of the meetings, a great deal of the
good they otherwise would do, is lost. In the United States the accounts
of the proceedings are published in full, and those who do not attend can
get much advantage from reading the reports.

On the Cnited States side of the line, it is not usual to issue drafts on
customers for the purchase of lumber. In fact in many instances it is

considered by some as a reflection on the integrity of the buyer. In the
Canadian Northwest it is the usual practice to make collection by draft
immediately upon the shipment of the goods, and this method is ac-
cepted as a matter of course by the dealer.

Interesting B. C. Short Lengths

Work is being pushed on a logging railway being built by the Brown
Logging Company at Scow Bay, B.C.

Much activity is developing in the Squamish valley timber region.
Several important transfers of limits have taken place lately, and sites
hav • been staked for two sawmills, which will be in operation this sum-
mer The firms interested will send logging gangs into the limits in the
course of a few weeks.

At Revelstoke, B.C., a new sash and door factory is in process of
erection at the comer of Third street and Connaught avenue. The ma-
chinery will be of modern type The enterprise is being fathered by R.
J. Watson, formerly Dominion Timber Inspector, who recently arrived
at Vancouver from Burke's Falis, Ontario.

The Port Gamble sawmill of the Puget Mill Company, near Port
Townsend, Wash., closed down on April 24th for an indefinite period
because of the dulness in the lumber market. This is the first shut-
down of the plant since it was built 56 years ago. The operations of the
company have been closely identified with the pioneer development of
Puget Sound.

The Emerson Lumber Company, Limited, of Port Moody, are erect-
ing a new sawmill and shingle mill at Eburne. The building is well ad-
vanced, and will be in operation shortly. Messrs. Roe, Emerson &
Abernethy, the members of the firm, are pushing, enterprising men, who
know the lumber business thoroughly, and their extension of business is

a strong proof of the improvement that is noticeable in the lumber trade
of the province.

Work on the new Howe Sound Railway -has been started; it will be
seven miles in length, and will cost $275,000. The present object of
the railway is to take timber out of the lower Squamish valley, where
some of the best timber in British Columbia stands. Many previous at-
tempts have been made to log this timber, but have ended in failure owing
to the inaccessibility of the timber land and the difficulty of getting the
logs down to salt water.

The Adolph Lumber Company, at Elko, B.C., whose mill was burned
in July last, have their new plant up and running, the first log being
put through the saws on Monday, April 20th. The new mill is said to
be one of the most up-to-date and best equipped in that part of the coun-
try, the capacity being about 50,000 feet of lumber per day. Summer
logging will be carried on all season in the Goat Mountain limits camps.
A pole road is under construction, and boat gangs will be sent in very
shortly.



THE WOODWORKER
Architectural Designs in Woodwork

The frequent, changes . itroduced in styles of finisli cause manJ
difficulties in the conduct' g of a steady mill business and any means of

overcoming them would l>e a source of great advantage. In a recent

issue of the "Woodworkers' Review" the subject was interestingly dis-

cussed by C. Brvr.it Schaefer as follows

One of the common types was designed by woodworkers to show
their skill; 6V£Ty kind of shape and cut they could think of was spread
upon the ir.ade and the outside of a house. This is called the vernacu-

lar. Another kind is the East lake, Long heads are run through every

surfac<3, usually in groups of three or lour. Resides these there is the

Qr ;en Anne; and finally new name for every slight change that could

b,e invented. When a plant is fixed to turn out a lot of work in the most
approved style and everything is running nicely, it is called upon to

many accessories to the usual house plan. As this demand is hound to

increase with time we illustrate some examples of this artistic architec-

ture. Builders are not only safe m follow ing it up. but will find it worth

while to encourage its development in their field of business.

For instance, a house is built to satisfy the necessities of the occu-

pants. Material is used economically. Arrangements are labor saving.

The labors of housekeeping are cut in half. In consequence people are

employing their spare time in many new and pleasant ways. Tn meet-

ing these requirements architectural work becomes artistic. This is the

change that is going on wherever builders are introducing the modern
conveniences.

Mill workers and builders should urge the advantages of special

architectural features, such as alcoves, nooks, balconies, galleries, house

plant windows, sunning rooms, tool rooms, home workshops, attics, play
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make changes. This increases running expenses unexpectedly, and in

disgust it is often said there is not only the Queen Anne style, but the

Mary Ann and every other kind of Ann! These faddish styles of wood-

work are decorative, and will continue to change wherever there is a

demand for novelty. Rut they make bother and, as a rule, do not give

permanent satisfaction.

If the mill men and carpenters will understand the circumstances

they can properly advise their customers. The sudden changes they de-

mand .arc soon out of fashion. This surface decorative finish of wood-

work changes all the time ; and it is a disappointment to find one has

something no longer in style. With it not only do the owners have to sell

or rent cheaper in ease of commercial property; but a large plant it

often driven to putting its product on the market at ruinously low prices.

These troubles can be avoided by sticking to architectural methods. A

good style of finish can always be made by following structural lines,

and making them serviceable and strong. This is always the safest course

to recommend. Of course, patrons are never convinced until they know

why. Therefore the workman who understands this subject is sure to

become valuable when it comes to the designing of mill work.

Architecture also becomes artistic in its own way. Artistic, work

is in demand by people of culture. They need all the conveniences of

life. They have social duties to perform. This makes a demand for

rooms, and places on which to linger in hallways, on landings and simi-

lar places; cozy comers for reading, etc. There is something possible

for everyone in a family, for" every occupation, for every taste. These
features are just as evident whether a building is finished in the rough
or with imported veneers. They constitute the art of architecture. To
make people appreciate them is to increase the demand for mill pro-

ducts. Rut owners of houses have to be taught why they should go to

these additional expenses. They will then see that the artistic house
saves the occupants wasteful outside expenses, when recreation is needed.

Perspectives and sketches help the argument of the builders. It is

these sketches which are the forerunners of developments. Always dif-

ferent, full of suggest!veness, they represent what the artist knows to be
agreeable to the people. They are studies in science and pleasure and
are the foundation of art in building. Such was the importance of the
sketch clul*s which many builders can remember. Be sure to have one
or encourage one wherever greater building opportunities are desired. A
very large room instead of the combined parlor and library is one of the
latest ideas in home designing. It is called a living room. The features
belonging to the parlor and reading room are retained but disposed about
the room in a variety of ways, together with other conveniences that
make the room agreeable to all the members of the household.

One of our illustrations shows one end of a 30-foot room with a
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raised platform. Built-in seat* occupy opposite sides with book shelves

at hand. Small windows and a mantel breast complete the group. It

is not only the decorative possibilities which are considered, but also

the comfort and conveniences of persons who dispose themselves in this

nook. It presents an opportunity for a complete change of habit in com-
parison with the rest of the rooms.

Another place that can be enlarged on to advantage is the stair land-

ing. If it has a balcony effect, as in the design shown, so much the

better. It should also be widened to make room for a piece of furniture.

It is scenic in effect. It invites one to linger; makes a variety in a house.

The design for an archwaj presents a good vista. More than that,

the nook-like seats are inviting. A shelf overhead makes deep jambs
possible. This secures a strong substantial piece of work. The pockets

of the doors are the same as usual. The manner of finishing the jambs is

m the classic style. At the same tinu the detail does not have to be a

mechanical copy, as is often the case.

It will be noticed that the columns are a little different than usual.

In wood work there is no need for a capital that was designed to support

a stone wall. The stiff flutings of a marble shaft do not need to be copied

in woodwork, where a multitude of graceful details can be cut with ease.

There is no reason for making separate pieces for shaft and capital. The
wood does not split sidewise. The grain runs up and down and is wholly

unsuited to a band around the neck. The shelf over the opening makes
a good soffet, the seat a good base. They are structural features as well

as useful for furniture.
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It will be seen from this comparison, between the changing decora-

tive fad of the day and useful building features, what architectural mill

work really is. Architectural art concerns itself with the movements and

occupations of people. The demand for it in the right way is increasing

every day.

Proposed Re-organization of Imperial Mills

Chicago capitalists are reported to have offered in the neighborhood

of $1,250,000 for the property of the Imperial Paper Mills Company at

Sturgeon Falls, with a view of taking it over and straightening out the

company's affairs. There are understood to be first and second mortgage

bonds on the property to the amount of $2,250,000, and the claims of

unsecured creditors are about $400,000 additional. The Quebec and

Sovereign Banks are said to have claims of $750,000, secured by liens

on pulp wood, bringing the total indebtedness to $3,400,000. Assuming
that the banks are secured, the residue is $2,000,000. The acceptance

of the Chicago offer would mean the devotion of money to paying off bond-

holders, comprising merchants and manufacturers in all parts of Ontario

and Quebec, while unsecured creditors maintain they would get nothing.

These accordingly have appealed to Hon. Frank Cochrane, who has

charge of the province's timber policy, for protection. They ask the

Minister to decline to renew the license for the company's pulpwood
limits unless satisfied that a reasonable measure of justice has been

meted out to all interested parties. Mr. Cochrane is investigating the

matter.

Plans for Two-Storey Woodworking Plant

The frame woodworking plant illustrated herewith is a two-storey

mill, 40 x 60 feet. The sketch was contributed by a correspondent of

the "Woodworker" recently. The plan provides for a concrete foundation

wall, to grade ; a stud outside wall of 2 x 6 inches, set 16-inch on centres,

with a double plate, joints well broken, under the joists of the second
floor, which are 8 x 12-inch, set 16-inch on centres, as indicated. In a

cold climate the outside should be sheathed diagonally and covered with

siding, and payer between. The floors are of 1%-inch plank, s.ls. and 2s.,

the first floor being nailed to sleepers of 4 x 6 chestnut or locust ; or they

may be any native structural wood treated with wood preservative.
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The design is arranged for electric installation, although the same
arrangement, with very few exceptions, will apply to any application of

power from a line shaft. It will be noted that the heavy machines on

the first floor are roomily placed and are get-at-able. They are also

arranged with a view to the least possible handling of the stuff in process

of manufacture.
The second floor is designed for doing general mill work, or it may

be used for a specialty line by substituting a few machines for those not

required. It will be noted that all work progresses towards the finishing

department, from the time it is started until it is assembled, and that

there is the least possible handling and no carrying of stock until finished.

There is ample room for a small elevator, if desired, for taking up

cut-up stock and bringing down small articles when completed. The

large outer doors provide good ingress for loads of lumber below, and

egress for the finished articles from the second floor. Hanging platforms

at the upper doors will greatly facilitate loading from above.

The design is suggestive rather than finished, and may provoke

helpful ideas from our readers, which will be gratefully received.



THE MACHINERY WORLD
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Equipment are Doing

Invention for Edging Machines.
Mr. D. McMartin, of Peterborough, is the inventor of a device for

use on edging machines in sawmills and planing mills. Mr. McMartin's
invention makes it impossible for the hoard or timber to fly hack from
the saws, and because of this it should be in use in every mill Men
have sometimes been killed and frequently injured bv the material which
was bemg "edged" flying back from the saws, and if is often-a difficult
matter to get men to work behind an edging machine because of the
danger. By the use of "dogs" which operate on the rollers which hold
the material when it is being sawn, Mr. McMartin has done away will,
this danger. The rollers are "cogged" at one end and the "dog" prevents
them from reversing and letting the timber be thrown back when the saws
are not just working as they should. Mr. McMariin is at present cm-
ployed in the mill of the estate of A. McDonald in Peterborough and

Figure— I - Side View

u
Figure— 2- End View.

Safety Device for Edging Machines.

his invention has been in use there for the past year. It is giving splen-
did satisfaction, reducing the danger to the man working behind the
edging machine to a minimum. The invention has been patented in
Canada and Mr. McMartin is making arrangements to bring it to the no-
tice of the millmen of the Dominion. The cut, as shown, gives a good
idea of how the device works.

Mr. McMartin has been thirty years in the sawmill business and
during that time has seen many men injured. While working behind
edging machines at Deseronto he saw a man killed as a result of the ma-
terial which was being cut being thrown back from the saw. In actual
work in a sawmill it has been found to work perfectly and its simplicity
and effectiveness have won for it the approval of the factory 'inspectors.

Mr. McMartin's invention can be fitted on any edging or lath
machine.

Of Interest to Wire Users.
The B. Greening Wire Company, Limited, H am ill on, Ont. , have

just issued an unusually attractive catalogue, or rather a series of cata-
logues, of their various products, comprising wire cloth, perforated
metals, wire lathing, wire rope, wire chains, wire guards, counter rail-
ings, etc., the whole bound in one handsome volume for the use of their
agents. Not the least interesting feature of the catalogue is the histori-
cal page. The name Greening appears to have been associated with wire
for many centuries, the first needle factory in France being started by a
Greening, and later in England pins and needles were made by one of
the same family. Benjamin Greening came to Canada in the fifties and
became one of the pioneers of the wire industry. At his death he was
succeeded by his son, S. O. Greening, who built the new works, and is

president of the existing company. The works of the B. Greening Wire
Company are up-to-date in every respect, and cover an immense area,
giving employment to about 350 hands, the pay list running up to $3,000
weekly.

The catalogue is a handsome volume of over 400 pages, with special
illustrations of the works and the different departments, as well as of
all the various articles which the firm produces. The press work and
typographical details are all that could be desired, the whole being bound
in a dark green cloth, appropriately lettered in gold.

A Notable Exhibit of Belting.
At the recent Franco-British Exposition in London, Eng., one of

the most noticeable among the buildings was one which represented en-
tirely the interests of one man, whose products are to be found in all

parts of the world. On the dome of the building was a large brass model
of a "Camel," which gave a clue to the use of the building, as "Camel"
calls to mind the name of Reddaway, and the well known "Camel Hair,

'CAMEL HAIR'

.Mark
BELTING

Camel Brand Belting." Inside the building there was a splendid exhibit
of belts running and belts in rolls, ranging from leviathans of 60 inches
wide to midgets of one and one-quarter inch. Mr. Frank Beddaway, the
company claim, was the originator of all fabric belts, and the first to
manufacture stitched canvas belting.

The "Camel Belting" which is so extensively used in mines, factor-
ies and mills, gives employment to thousands of hands throughout the
world. It is manufactured in three countries. The Manchester mills
are divided into many departments. In one department there may be
seen the little baby engine which stalled the company. Alongside of
this baby engine stands the gigantic modern engine, driven with "Camel
Belting" which has not been touched for over fourteen years.

The Canadian warehouse of Messrs. F. Beddaway & Company is

at 56 St. Francois Xavier street, Montreal, where Mr. Harrison, the
company's representative, carries a large stock. Mr. Harrison counts
among his customers Mr. J. R. Booth, of Ottawa, the greatest lumber
operator in Canada, -who has been using "Camel Brand" belting for 18
consecutive years. The list of customers also includes some of the largest
pulp and paper companies in Canada, who find this brand highly satis-

factory for their work.

"Camel Brand" is a solid woven belt. Having no plys, rubber or
gum it will not open up and fall apart and the company claim that it

will run equally well in wet, damp or hot drive. Dike all other good
things, it has imitations, to prevent the substitution of which upon
buyers, the company have adopted a trade mark which is stamped on
every belt, as a guarantee and protection.

The Canadian Fairbanks Company, Limited, with distributing
houses at St. John's, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary and Van-
couver, have taken the agency for the Stickler Weedless Wheel Com-
pany, of Portage, Wisconsin. They will carry a stock of both bronze
and iron at their supply houses at those places, and will fill all orders
promptly.

The machinery, including a 40 horse-power boiler, has arrived and It is said that the Canadian manufacturers have sold one billion
is being installed in the new sawmill at Cornox, B.C. shingles in the last year.
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Fraser River Lumber Co
FRASER MILLS, B. C.

Limited

B. C. Fir and Cedar Lumber
Long Timbers

Up to 120 Feet

Operating the largest and most up-to-date

Mills in Canada, we are offering the best

manufactured Stocks at Competitive Prices

Superior Products Perfectly Milled

Best Quality Prompt Shipment

A Trial Will Convince

Stock Sheets Sent on Application

Telegraphic Address :
" FRASER MILLS, B.C."

Sales Offices

Regina llts,,^ Winnipeg Toronto H. A. Rose,
3 Toronto Street



WANTED* FOR SALE DEPARTMENT
Li

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment Wan
ted" will he inserted in this department at the
rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the
basis of 1

]
lines to an inch, payable in advance.

When four or more consecutive insertions are
Ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements ot " Employment Wanted

"

will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must he received not later than
the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue,

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED - TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcor Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tf

OA HARD MAPLE LOGS 30" AND UP, DIA-
meter small end, tree defects. Also l.r. 4/4, 5/4

and 6/4 Basswood. State when can ship. Apply
Box 713, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 11

Wanted
TTEMLOCK LUMBER. LATH, PINE AND
ITl. spruce flooring'. Chelew Lumber Co., 74
Van Home St., Toronto. 13

Wanted
ANY NUMBER UP TO 25 CARS ." CULL

Soft Elm. The R. E. Kinsman Lumber Co.,
Limited, Hamilton, Ont. 13

Wanted
ONE TO THREE BOATLOADS 2 x 8, 9 AND

10 inch Spruce Mill Culls (scant) delivered
Brooklyn, N.Y. Box 744, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. 10

Wanted
BASSWOOD AND BIRCH, 500.000 FT. 4/4

No. 1 common and better. State amount you
have and lowest f.o.h. mill price. R.-39, c/o Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 13

Wanted
TWO MILLION 4' WHITE PINE LATH;

Must be dry. Also some 1" and 1%" white
pine strips and 12/4 and 8/4 tamarac plank, J. D.
Macdonald. North Tonawanda, N.Y. 10

Wanted
1" Soft Elm, 12" and up wide, common and better
1" and \ Y*" mill run Basswood
3 and 4" Hard Maple
The Bradley Company, Hamilton, Ont. 10

Lumber Wanted
SOFT ELM, ASH, BASSWOOD, OAK,

Beech, Soft Maple. Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch, 1" to 3". Can use log run, dead
culls out. State what you have of each kind, when
sawn and lowest price. Box 719, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 11

Wanted
Quantity of Red Oak

MILL RUN, MILL CULLS OUT, INCH TO
three in

lars to

tf

inches thick. Send prices and particu-

ROBERT COX & CO.,
Hope Building. Ottawa, Ont.

Wanted
LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES OF

Black Ash, Soft Elm. Basswood. and other
lumber which I will inspect at mill and pay cash for.

Send full particulars as to quantities, how long on
sticks and prices to Box 710, Canada LUMBERMAN,
Toronto. 12

WE ARK OPEN TO PURCHASE THE FOL-
lowing stock of the present Winter and

Spring's cut :

—

350,000 ft 1" Basswood, log run dead culls out.
100,000 ft. r" Soft Elm, common and better.
80,000 ft. 1 </2

" Soft Elm.

Also the following dry stock for immediate ship-
ment -

4 cars 1" Birch, No. 1 common.
4 cars x" Birch, first and seconds.

3 cars 2" Birch, No. 1 common and No. 2 common.
3 cars 1" Basswood, log run dead culls out.

13 London Lumber Co.. London, Ont.

Wanted
200,000 ft. 1" and \ %" Beech
500,000 ft, 1" winter cut Basswood
500,000 ft. 1" Black Ash

Apply Box 70(1 Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

FOR SALE
ALL KINDS ROUGH LUMBER AND LA I II

Quantity of last seasons cut in stock. Will
contract for any portion of this season's cut. Applv
Austin it Niuiioi.son, Chapleau, Ont. 11

For Sale
CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

50 ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfo. Cov., Huntsville. Ont tf

2500

CEDAR SHINGLES
\VMI.I. CONTRACT FOR OUR CUT OF

these estimated two to three millions and will
grade and brand to suit purchaser. Correspondence
solicited. The Pearce Co.. Limited, Marmora, Ont.

For Sale
1 car 4/4 Cherry, common and better
1 car 8/4 Red and W. Oak, common and better
i car 4/4 common Red Oak, all dry

also a quantity of lumber and logs constantly on
hand. R. W. Baxter, Manufacturer and Dealer
in Hardwood, Chatham, Ont. 10

For Sale
150M ft. 1 x 4 and up 12 to 16 ft. M.C. Red Pine.
260M ft. 1" Log Run Birch.
1,000 Cedar Ties.

1,200 Telegraph Poles, 25 to 40 ft.

Geo. C. Goodfellow,
528 Board ot Trade, Montreal.

For Sale
100 M 3" Log run, Cedar.
20 ,, 1" Log run, Cedar.

200 ,, 1" Cull Ash.
200 ,, 1" Pine Box Strips i2'i6.
600 ,, 1" Pine Mill Culls shorts 6/1 1.

All 1907 Cut H. Bourgouin, Montreal, tf

4 Sflfl
PCS I* 6

-
l8

' N °- LONG LEAF YEL-
-*fV\t |ow p; ne pole Stock, thoroughly bone dry,
for immediate shipment from stock and two week's
delivery.

6,000 ft. 4/4 flitch sawn N C Cedar Boat Boards.
6,000 ft. 5/4 flitch sawn N C Cedar Boat Boards.
Thoroughly bone dry, high-grade stock, readv for

immediate shipment. American Lumber & Manu-
facturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. t2

For Sale

12 x 12 Hemlock Timber
40.1

20,000

"

60,000 '*

350,000

"

30,000

"

50,000

"

. ft. B. M. 12 x 12—12 ft Ions

12 x 12 - 16

12 X 12 18

12 X I2—20

12 X 12 »2

12 X 12—24

Apply Box 754,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

For Sale

Large Tract of Timber
The property of the Canadian Land and Immi-

gration Company of Haliburton, (Limited)

There arc large quantities of Railroad and other
Umber including Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce, Balsam,
Basswood Beech, Cherry-Birch. Maple, also con-
siderable P,ne. Elm and Ash on this tract. It is
well served by two railroads. The company are
prepared to sell this timber in blocks ranging' from
a.ooo to 10.000 acres or more if desired.

rhere are several good mill sites on the property.
I his would be a good opportunity for parties who
are at present cut out and are looking for a new
location.

Maps and plans and further particulars can behad by applying to

W. H. LOCKHART GORDON,
Managing Director,

10 79 Adelaide Street East, Teonto

For Sale

15 000 G0PD GREEN C EDAR POSTS
' SH top end; 10', 12', 14', ,(>' long:

water shipment only) Adddres* Tobbrmom Li m-
ber Co., Tobermory, tint. IO

Red Pine and Jack Pine for Sale

54.000 It. l"x4/6"x 10/18 ft.

2,000 " i"x7 Si up x 10/18 ft.

22,000" 2"x4"x 10/18 It.

63,000 '• 2"x6''x 10/18 ft.

41,00a " 2"x8"x 10/18 ft.

14.000 " a"xio"x 10/18 ft.

2.000 " 2"xi2"xio/i8 ft.

5J.000 " 2"x5", 7".9". n"xio/i8 ft.

60,000 " Waney Culls for crating
wo arc also offering our Current season's cut,

consisting of about 2'i million feet Red and White
Pine.

PINE LUMBER CO..
lf Pine, Ont, (near Sudbury)

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
SECOND-HAND CIRCULAR St

complete, good repair, engine 12" x 1

3'»-3 Traders Bank, Toronto.

AWMILL
16" stroke.

<S

For Sale
ONE 18 TON. NARROW GUAGE, SHAY

Locomotive, in good running order. The
Blind River Transportation Co.. Limited, Blind
River, Ont.

For Sale

ONE • SHELDON " % HOUSED . ,o" STEEL
Plate Pulley Fan, up discharge with one 4 000

ft. heater. Price on application. Apply Box 742,Canada Lumberman. Toronto. IO

ONE 20 x 46 WHEELOCK ENGINE. NON-
condensing, speed 70, left hand, 1 uns under, fly

wheel 16' x 33", weight 25,000 lbs. Reason for sell-
ing, larger engine same type installed. Price on
application. Apply Box 743. Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. .„

For Sale

2 HEAVY STEAM FEED CARRIAGES, FIT.
ted green mountain dogs, in perfect repair, to

be sold at a great bargain. Also Sawmill Edger.
only used two years, carriages and edger made by
St John Iron Works. Box 755. Canada Lumber-
man Toronto. .„

For Sale
ONE LOMBARD STEAM LOG HAULER IN

fine condition, together with nine sets of
logging sleighs, all in fine shape. A trade if taken
quickly. Apply to Tracadih Lumber Company,
Chatham. N.B.

tt

For Sale
TIE MILL SECOND-HAND SUITABLE

for cutting 2,000 ties per day. Write us for

Particulars and Price.

Waterous Engine Works,
Brantford. Ont.

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70. 60 & 40 h.p.
Locomotive Boilers: 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.
Sawmill Engines: 25. 30. 35- 4°. 50, 60 and 70 h.p.
Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 25, 30,

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30,000 feet per day.
The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited, Seaforth, Ont. t

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

One 400 H. P. return tubular internally fired boiler
One s'A x 3# x 7 single acting plunger pump

Several first class second hand heaters
One 16 x 20 right hand slide valve engine
One 14 x 18 R. H. Waterous straight line saw mill

engine
One 14 x 20 R. H. engine
One 11 x 10 centre crank Waterous engine

Several fly wheel pulleys in stock
One Waterous L. H. Reliance carriage 40" opening
One Wm. Hamilton carriage L. H. 46" opening
One No 3 friction nigger
One Corey and Baker steam setter
Two No. 1 Waterous double acting set works
One 8x12 Cunningham feed

The above machinery has been fully repaired and
in first class condition.

Write for prices, cuts and full particulars

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
" BRANTFORD, CANADA

For Sale Cheap

15 ROLLER TOP SUING CARS. SUITl%1 ble for double piling lumber. Stand. ird Gage
Ihf. Cavendish Lumber Co.. Limited, Lakcfield.
Ont.

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC.

A
Wanted

TURBINE, TO RUN FROM ." PIPE,
having head of 150', wish to produce seven to

Box 756. Canada Lumberman,ten horse power.
Toronto.

WANTED EMPLOYMENT

L
Wanted

UMBER.MAN WANTS EMPLOYMENT—
yardmar^ shi PPer, '""Pec'or. Box 752, Canada

Lumberman, Toronto.

W AN
,
T /£SITION AS RETAIL LUMBERV» Yard Foreman; good at measuring, good

at grading, used to planing mill work ; can give the
best of reference; 12 years experience; married
and sober. Box 708. Canada Lumberman, Toronto

\A/ANTED BY UNIVERSITY STUDENT
,

Portion for June, Jul\ and August. Had five
years experience with lumber manufacturers as
stenographer bookkeeper, shipper, estimator. »tc.
hirst-class references. Box 740, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto.

Wanted
POSITION AS STENOGRAPHER OR BOOKX keeper, by young man who has had 5 yearsexpenence in lumberman s office Can furnishgood references. Box No. 717 Canada Lumber-
man, i oronto.

t

Wanted Logging Contractors
riOOD RELIABLE CONTRACTORS, CAPA-VJ ble of taking contract to log part or whole
townships. For particulars applv to the Woods
[>ept Lake Superior Corporation, Sault Ste
Marie. Ont.

Wanted
pOSiTION OF RESPONSIBILITY IN LUM-
J. ber business where ability and experience willcount

;
twenty years all round experience, log toconsumer. ,n office and yard and on the road. High-

est references. Box 73.. Cahada Lumberman.
I oronto.

Wanted
POSITION AS BOOKKEEPER OR CASHIER
JL with manufacturing concern by man withthorough and practical experience in lumber account-
ing. Also familiar with railroad accounting undercommerce commission regulations. Now employed.Kox 725 Canada Lumberman. Toronto , 2

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Wanted
CAWYER FOR CIRCULAR MILL, START-
V> mg Mayst. State experience and referencesWrs-Shear Lumber Co.. Limited, Port ArThur'

\tyANTED1

- TWO GOOD FIRST CLASS
d=,v ft™ Setter^ wages $3.00 to $3.25 perday, also other competent sawmill help. PrinceAlbert Lumber Co.. Prince Albert, Sask

™

Wanted
ACCOUNTANT-ONE FAMILIAR WITH

sfnmnf,
d°'"'

J
and lumb" business fromstump to consumer and who will invest some moneyin business prefered. State experience andTalarvexpected. Box 73o Canada Lumberman, Toronto

I I

Wanted

G°tlke
C
care ofanK

r

J^Sggt *£N T°K£ Cowan kenm^an^M
°V

s;»w s. V early employment. State wages and

Co:'Vemb^o^On
e
,

nCe
-

T" K P~ E L™
I I

Lumber Inspector

W E WANT A CAPABLE MAN TO TAKEV V charge of our yard and with a knowledge ofhe requirements ot the wagon trade. Must be ab?eto measure inspect and take care of stock Inspect!mg done at factory ano points close at hand. Stalage, experience and salary wanted. The ChathamWauon Company. Limited, Chatham. Ont. ,0
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IUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale
\X/1LL SELL ONE OR SEVERAL WELL
VV established lumber yards in new towns on Can-
adian Pacini Railway in best wheat belt or' Saskat-
chewan, Canada. Address owners. Wbstinhaver
Li mber Co.. Vancouver, B.C. 10

For Sale
A 75 H.P. SAW AND SHINGLE MILL,

located on the Ottawa River with supply ot'

timber enough to last twenty years. Stock of logs
for this season is ready tor the mill, which may be
seen running alter April 1st. Easy terms tor an
immediate purchaser Apply Box 707 Canada
Li'Mhrrman, Toronto. to

For Sale
rtn ACRES IN THE DISTRICT OF MI'S-

koka. situated on Lake Vernon, 50 acres

cleared and cropped, balance in bush ol virgin limber.

75 h p. Sawmill (erected 3 years). 8 roomed frame
house, new. Good barns aud out-buildings. A snap
at $5.0110. For further particulars addeess Loc ke it

Lounsbi'Rv, N >. 1 Oueen St.. St. Catharines, Ont. 10

For Sale
SAWMILL. AT TIIESSALON. FORMERLY

owned by N. ant1 A. Dyment. Equipped with
7*** Circular. 33 Saw Wickes Gang. Filer and
Stowell 4 Saw Edger (run one season). 10" Steam
Feed. Steam Nigger and Steam Log Turner. Docks.
Tramways. Warehouses, Stables. Blacksmith Shop.
All in good repair. Full particulars on Application
to Tiie Thessai.on Li'Mbkk Compasv. Nesterville,

Ontario. 11

Factory For Sale
TN A BUSY TOWN FIFTY MILES WEST
1 of Toronto; two-storey, metal dad building- ;

suitable for woodworking business; 6,000 square teet

Hoor space ; dry kiln capacity 10.000 feet ; 40 h, p.

boiler; 25 h. p. engine ; electric dynamo to light en-

tire pant ; about one acre ot land ; this property is

valued at $8.000 : we are instructed to sell land,

building and machinery, ready to go to work, at a
aacrifi.e for immediate sale. Apply II. H. WlLLIAlM
& Co.. jo Victoria Stieet. Toronto. 10

MISCELLANEOUS

For Sale
NE COMPLETE SAWMILL ROTARY

type, capacity 30.000 feet per day ; a boilers;

h.p , belts, etc. Apply to Box 52

a

o
engine, 115 h.

Chapteau, Ont.

W E ARE IN THE MARKET FOR CROWN
GRANT Timber Limits. Must be well located

and good timber. Either British Columbia or Paci-

fic Coast. John C. Spkv. Dealer in Timber Lands.
1.130 Corn Exchange Bank Building, Chicago, III. tf

For Sale

ONE STEAM •ALLIGATOR. AT CHA-
pleau. Ont. Beam 8 ft., length 34 ft., hull of

white oak, Clyde boiler, built in 1907 and is as good
as new. Fjr further particulars apply to Drawer
B, Sturgeon Falls, Ont. 11

Sale of Valuable

Timber Limits

THE UNDERSIGNED ARE INSTRUCTED
to sell by Public Auction en bloc, at the Russell

House, Ottawa, on September 30. 1909, at 2.30 p.m.,
the following Timber Limits situate in Block A,
Upper Ottawa, Province of Quebec, viz :

Berth 676 Licence No. 580 of 1908-09. south half
Lot 16, Range 4, Block A, 25 square miles ; Berth
677, License No. 581 of 1908-09, south half Lot 14,
Range 3. Block A, 2 1-% square miles; Berth 6ii,
License No. 582 of 1908-09, Grand Lac Victoria,
River Ottawa, 19 square miles ; Berth 678, Lieence

N°- 583 of 1908-09, south half of north half Lot 16,

Range 4. Block A, g}4 quare miles; Berth 679,
License No. 584 of 1908-09, north half Lot 16, Range
% Block A, 15^2 square miles ; Berth 680, License
No. 585 of 1908-09, north half Lot 15, Range 3, Block
A, 18 square miles; Berth 68i, License No. 586 of
1908-09, southhalf Lot 17, Range 5, Block A, 25
square miles; Berth 682 Licence No. 587 of 1908-09,
north half Lot 16, Range 5, Block A 25 square miles;
Berth 696, License No. 588 of 1908-09, north half lot

17, Range 4, Block A, 25 square miles.
Total 183^ square miles.
These limits are all surveyed and are easy of

access by a good roadway from Ville Marie to their
location. They comprise some of the best pine and
pulp wood areas in the Province.
Terms—10 per cent, of the purchase money to be

paid down at the time of sate, and the balance in
equal instalments at one( 1), three (3) and six (6) months
thereafter with interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per
annum.
For further particulars and conditions of sale

apply to the Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch),
and to Code & Burritt, Solicitors, Carleton Cham-
bers. Ottawa.
Dated this 31st day of March, 1909.

Wanted
PINE LIMITS IN GEORGIAN BAY Dis-

trict. Also limits in other districts. Address
Box 711, Canapa Lt'M Herman, Toronto. 10

Logs Wanted
PRICE AND PARTICULARS OF ONE TO

two million feet of Hemlock or Pine logs.

Delivered in booms Georgian Bay. Address Box
738 Canada Li'mserman, Torunto. tf

For Sale

ABOUT 40 ACRES OF GOOD TIMBER
chiefly Hemlock, some Maple, Birch. Bass-

wood and Elm. About 40 miles from Toronto and
4 miles (rem station. Address Box 15 Aurora. Ont. 13

Wood Preservative
WOULD LIKE TO ENTER INTO AN

agreement for the exploitation of patent
relative to a new and very effective process for the
preservation of wood increasing its durability and
resistance. Box 753 Canapa Li mberman. Toronto.

Timber In New South Wales.
According to the recently pub-

lished report of the Royal Commis-
sion appointed to inquire into the

timber resources of New South
Wales, the total quantity of com-
mercial timber .at present standing

in the state, excluding timber grow -

ing on private lands, is estimated
at 28,116,000,000 superficial feet,

consisting of: Hardwtxids : iron-

hark. 1,355,000 superficial feet;

other hardwoods for milling, 8.-

()(iH.(M)(),(KMJ superficial feet; for

other purposes, 11,788,000,000 su-

perficial feet; total, 21,811,000,000
superficial feet. Softwoods: cedar,

").(MM),(XX) superficial feet; hoop
pine. 280,000,000 superficial feet

;

other hrushwoods. 150,000,000 su-

perficial feet; cypress pine, 020,-

lllM),(M)0 superficial feet ; total. 1.-

805,000,000 superficial feet.

The commissioners state that, at

the present rate of consumption,
the quantity of hardwood timber
suitahle for commercial purposes,

estimated to he at present standing
on the Iciest reserves .and other
Crown lands of the state, will not
last mo;e than ahout 3(5 years, and
that the supply of softwoods will

be consumed in a little more than
20 years. Amongst other things

the commissioners recommend
that the present royalties on cer-

tain timher should he increased,

and that the export of ironhark and
tallowwood beyond the Common-
wealth should he prohibited for a

period of ten years. Recommenda-
tions are also made for the replant-
ing of the most valuable timbers
and for the protection of timbers
at present standing.

18

THE ROYAL TRUST CO., Ottawa,
Trustees of Sale.

Tests of Crow's Foot Elm.

The chief engineer for railways

in Queensland reports that exhaus-
tive tests of crow's foot elm are

being made by his department.
The director of forests, Mr. P. Mac-
Mabon, supplies the following sta-

tistics :

Crow's-foot elm is Tarrietia argy-

rodendron (Bentham). There are

two varieties. One is dark in color

and the other is light. The latter

is found in the southern part of

Queensland, where it is often called

hickory, to which wood it bears a

decided resemblance. The darker
variety is found chiefly in North
Queensland, where it occurs in

great abundance, attaining a height

of over 100 feet, with a long clean

harrel having a diameter of from
3 to o feet and sometimes more.
The dark variety is also found in

South Queensland, where, though
quite a large tree, it does not at-

tain the same size nor is it so

plentiful as in the north.

The wood of the darker variety

is very beautiful when cut in the
radial direction, being of a light

golden ground mottled with flakes

of bright brown. The color changes
as the wood is held at different

angles to the light. It is now be-

ing used by the government rail-

ways for railway carriage fittings,

on account of the beautiful color

and grain. Jt is extremely elastic.

1 have had it made into trout rods
and have tested it in several ways.
A carriage woodware company at

Nundah is using it for spokes, and
it is being made into axe and ham-
mer handles in a factory in

Cairnes, North Queensland. 1 have
had it tested at the physical labora-

tory of Melbourne University, when
pieces 30 inches span by 1.90
inches breadth by 1.92 inches depth
having a. breaking load of 2,350
pounds, the modulus of rupture
being 17,500 pounds. The weight
per cubic foot is about 4(5 pounds.
A piece 2 by 2 inches has held its

form, after bending into a semi-
circle, for two years. The ends
were free. There does not seem
very much to choose between the
light and dark varieties, but the
light is preferred by many as bear-
ing a resemblance to hickory. I
have known it to be used in a
DUggy pole in exceedingly rough
country for eight years, replacing a
pole of American hickory which
broke.

Jt is necessary to state that great
care is required in preparing this

timber. Jt should be felled only
in winter, cut up .at once, and care-

fully stacked with access of air to

each piece. The price of the dark
variety is about $6 per 100 super-
ficial feet, sawn, f.o.b. Cairnes, and
the light kind about $5.35. f.o.b.

Brisbane. 1 could procure exact
quotations if I knew about quanti-

ties, conditions, etc.

The government railway con-

struction works have steamed and
bent some of this timber for roof

sticks for carriages, but report that

it cracked in the bending. The
timber is procurable in the Cairnes

district in large quantities, and logs

are obtainable from which planks
up to 30 inches in width may be

cut. The lowest quotation at

Cairnes, f.o.b., is about $2 per 100

feet in the log, and $2.50 per 100
superficial feet in the waggon at

the sawmill, if sawn. The district,

engineer for railways states that

"this timber does not posses the

oilj' nature of the spotted gum, but
loses its nature when dry, and be-

comes brittle." A large timber
merchant sent a quantity to a boat
builder in Melbourne for boat ribs,

and when steamed for that purpose
it kept its shape well. A cabinet
maker uses it for making chairs,

and finds it very good for that pur-

pose ; he has had logs up to 87
inches in girth.

FOR SALE
43 Steel Flat cars in perfectcon-
dition suitable for Lumber or Dry
Kilns Standard Gauge, Capacity

to 7 tons, wili sell cheap to a
quick buyer.

Also New and Re-laying rails
from 12 to 60 lbs. with Fastenings.

For further particulars apply

—

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
BEVELSTOKE, B. C.

The

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Have for sale Second-Hand Machinery, com-
pletely overhauled, ready for shipment :

i Tubular Boiler, 72" diameter x 13' 6" 124 tubes,
100 lbs. steam, all nttinps complete.

1 Boiler Feed Pump (belt driven).

PLANING AND MATCHING
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, oniiia
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING,
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots
Factory near Station Write for Prices

PHONE 113

LOG STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

SUPERIOR MfuT CO
' nUH9tH &. SlffTL STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT.

DAM Q For Tramways, Sidings, Etc.
nttlLO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

R. SPENCE & CO.
BEECH FILE WORKS

HAMILTON, ONT.
File and Rasp Manufacturers

and Re-Cutters
A Trial order solicited.

Write for price list and terms.
C. P. MORE, Proprietor



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

The Georgian Bay mills are practically all running again now and
considerable quantities of new stock are already offering. ft is not ex-
pected, however, that this will have any ill-effect upon prices. Hem-
lock prices are reported to be stiffening a iittle. Manufacturers are ask-
ing $1 a thousand more for green stock than they received for the dry.
Scarcity of stocks is said to be the cause of this strength. The great
amount of building under way and in contemplation is expected to absorb
the hemlock stocks largely, and heavy Government contracts are looked
upon to influence prices also. Country yards are reported to be pretty
short of building material and are expected to come forward shortly with
orders. In hardwoods, business is picking up somewhat, though it is not
nearly so brisk as dealers would like. Some declines in prices are noted,
caused mostly by the arrival of larger stocks on the market. White ash
lsts and 2nds, 1 to 2-inch at Toronto, i,s selling at $55, instead of $1)0,
which was the price a fortnight ago. Birch is about $1 lower on all
grades. In quarter-cut oak the new stock will be coming in soon and al-
though there is not a great deal on the market now, still dealers are ready
to accept $80 to $82. For the next two or three month*, however,
quarter-cut oak is expected to hold up pretty well. Basswood is fairly
firm, with a good demand. A quantity of basswood is going 1<> Buffalo
and the Eastern States at present. Soft elm is not moving very freely.
There is not much of it to be had. Reports from Ottawa state that dur-
ing the coming summer prices will be maintained at least as well as
during last summer. Good white pine sidings have advanced $2 since
last month. Pine mill culls are growing firmer on account of the good
building demand. Box lumber alone seems weak as a result of dulness
in general trade. Shingles are quite scarce, especially the XXXX 18-inch
white cedar, which sells at $4.50 per thousand. Clear butt cedar and
clear- butt pine are selling at $3.50 and $3.25 respectively. XXXX pine
shingles are worth from $3.75 to $4 per thousand. Lath are uncertain,
though the demand is brisk. Prices generally have been strengthened l>\

J. R. Booth declaring almost the same prices as in the spring of 1908. J.
R. Booth's mills will cut probably 10,000,000 or 15,000,000 feet less than
last year. There is an increasing demand for telegraph poles in the Ot-
tawa valley. Prices, however, are still unaffected. Railway ties are
about two and half cents higher than last year. There is a good demand
for cedar ties.

Eastern Canada.

The^ most noticeable feature in the lumber business in Eastern
Canada is the fact that the season has been an extremely backward one,
the ice remaining in the rivers very late. This state of affairs is causing
much anxiety for operators, who fear a light freshet and expect that a
number of logs will be left in the woods. Spruce deals for export to the
English market are very dull. There is no sign of a weakening in the
market for spruce deals, but there are at the same time no developments
in regard to them. The season, however, has been more busy than it

was last year. In fact, optimism has taken the place of the pessimism
which prevailed a year ago. Some of the larger plants have not yet be-
gun to saw and the output to date is only about half the capacity. There
is a shortage of stocks of "English" spruce deals, but it is expected that
on account of light shipments during the coming summer stocks will
increase. Prices are in the neighborhood of $14.75 to $15 per thousand
superficial feet, f.o.b. steamer St. John. There has been a good demand
for one-inch spruce during the last month and prices are stronger. Stocks
are about average. Dutiable spruce boards are bringing $12.50 per

SPRUCE
Ix4,5&6xl0/16ft. Spruce Flooring

N. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of Tra.de Building, Montreal

thousand f.o.b. schooner St. John. There is a fair demand for spruce inNew York bul prices are irregular. At Boston a slight improvement is
reported m the demand for spruce lumber, although business is not to
active as it should be at this time of the year. Frames, 9-inch .and under,
are held at about $25, though sales have been made recent h at 60 cents
and $1 below this quotation. Bandom is in moderate demand with
steady prices. Matched sprue*- boards are quiet at $22 to $22.50.

Great Britain.

Since Easter there has been a larger volume of business transacted
on the f.o.b. market than many importers, especially buyers, seem dis-
posed to believe. A better feeling continues on the London Stock Mar-
ket and a belief prevails thai matters are improving slowly. At
Churchill & Sim's latest sale, broad 1st Montreal pine regulars made
fc38, with the 10 and 11-foot all to one buyer at £29 15s. The 3x11 made
f?J l°

HJor regulars, £29 for the shorter lengths, and 2nd 2-inch going at
il9 5s. for the ll inch and up, and £16 5s. to £16 for the narrow widths
3x9 3rd Montreal regulars made £14 5s., the 8-inch £12 15s., and 7-inch
£12 10s. Prime clear Oregon made 2s. 2d., unsorted going at Is ti'/d
for 1m2 and up, while the 3-inch went at Is. 5d.. and the 5x5 prime un-
sorted made £13, and the 4x4 £12 10s. St. John birch plank made Is
and U/2d. At Liverpool the market has remained quiet with perhaps
a little more enquiry for special lines. The spruce deal market is un-
changed, with a probability that prices will become firmer. On account
of the conclusion of the shipments from St. John it is expected that the
season will be somewhat later than formerly. The demand for spruce
oeals at present is not great. Much of the shipments received from the
liners are going into consumption. Stocks are becoming reduced, espe-
cially 3x7. Scantlings in all .sizes are very scarce. 3x11 are scarce
especially anything over 14 feet. 234x7-ii,cl. are also scarce in most
places except Liverpool. At Manchester there has not been much im-
provement and merchants are buying mostly from hand to mouth The
imports at Bristol during the last tew weeks have been quite extensive
and it is hoped that they indicate a period of brisker trade. At Glasgow
there is not much demand for spruce.

United States.

At Chicago, trade has been rather quiet during the past fortnight
Prices for number 2 common and better pine are well maintained, but
the lower grades show an easier tendency. The fir market at Chicago is
not very satisfactory on account of the yellow pine competition. Coop-
erage shows little change. Red cedar shingles have advanced five cents
during the past week, the demand being good. Number 1 white cedar
shingles are also in good demand with a tendency to advance in the bet-
ter grades. The demand from the country yards is increased. There is
a fair demand for No. 1 hemlock lath at about $3.00 in Chicago. Lath
generally are .steady. In New York, the demand for northern'' pine lias
improved during the last month and prices have improved. At Buffalo
improvement is .slow in northern pine. Some items in the upper grades
are exhausted. Hardwoods at Buffalo show a firm demand for oak, a
shortage of good chestnut and a dull demand for maple and beech The
demand for spruce and cedar at Buffalo is generally light and prices seem
to be very fluctuating.

Plans are being considered by Washington State and Oregon State
lumbermen for a further curtailment of the output of lumber from these
states until the lumber market improves.

R. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. The ^" ^' Barre, Ass't. Mgr.

Cleveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co.. Limited

Unloading Logs at Sarnia.

We Furnish Everything
you are likely to require in Norway and White Pine Lumber.
Whether you want yard stock or a special bill cut to order we
are here to serve you. Prompt shipments and high quality are

our motto. We can supply any length desired from ten feet to

sixty. Always ready to quote on heavy Construction timber,

Bridge Timber, Ship Timber, Ship Decking, Tank Stock,
Silo Material, etc.

Cleveland - Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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Market Correspondence

White Pine Growing- Scarce at Ottawa.
Ottawa, May 12.—The situation in the lumber market shows signs

that prices will be at least as well maintained during the coming .sum-
mer as last summer. The upper grades ot pine are sold up and good
white pine sidings are bringing a couple of dollars more per thousand
than they did last month. Pine mill culls are being so rapidly bought
for building that this sort of lumber is also becoming firm, and the
weakness in the price list seems now to affect only box lumber. This is
attributable to the stagnation in general trade, which greatly curtailed
the demand for boxes during the last year and a half. The fact that
such a large manufacturer of shingles as J. R. Booth is nearer sold out
than he has been for many years speaks well for the activity in that
branch of the lumber trade. The XXXX 18-inch white cedar shingle is
very scarce and easily brings $4.50 pec thousand. Cedar clear butt and
pine clear butt bring $3.50 and $3.25 respectively, both being a little
more plentiful than the upper grades. There are very little XXXX pine
shingles made near Ottawa, but elsewhere they are worth from $3.75
to $4 per thousand. Different reports are heard regarding lath, but
some of the biggest producers report them getting strong. The demand
for the best sorts from across the border is brisk.

The lumber prices in the Ottawa valley have been strengthened by
J. R. Booth declaring practically the same prices as in the spring of
1908. His mill will be a few weeks later than last year in beginning to
cut at its full capacity, day and night. At present 1,500 men are em-
ployed. These will be increased to 2,000 with the starting of a small mill
which is still undergoing repairs. Another 1,000 men will be required
when night operations start, making 3,000 men, comprising the full

force of mill hands and shippers. The management estimate's that the
delay in getting started at full capacity may reduce the season's output
by 10 or 15 million feet. With the water power at its best in the early
spring the mill loses immensely by any lost time. The drop in produc-
tion in this mill, and other manufacturers are similarly affected, will
contribute to stimuate trade probably more than anything else in sight
at the present time. While the movement of lumber from the yards" of
J. R. Booth and the Shepard & Morse Company was considerable last
winter thei-e is, nevertheless, a larger quantity of lumber in the Ottawa
valley than the trade requires under normal conditions. Since naviga-
tion opened several barges of deal and thin lumber have left Ottawa for
Great Brtiain, the United States and Montreal. There has not been
enough of this season's buying done yet, however, to insure a very great
improvement on last summer, although the opinion among Ottawa lum-
bermen in general is that the situation is more promising than in 1908.

The demand for telegraph poles in the Ottawa valley is increasing
with the large number of rural telephone systems being established.
There is a scarcity of poles 35 feet long and up, but in lengths of 25 and
30 feet the commodity is plentiful. Electric railway companies and all

users of poles in the cities take the long variety, which are growing scar-
cer and scarcer in the woods. The territory from Barry's Bay east to
Arnprior supplies much of the demand, but where large orders have to
be filled contractors have to go elsewhere for them. The steam railway
companies are large buyers of the shortest sort of cedar poles, and con-
sequently their consumption has little effect on prices. The cedar pole
trade in the Ottawa valley is just recovering from two years of extreme
dulness, so that the present revival has not yet had an effect on prices.
Dealers give no regular quotations on poles because freight is an un-
certain item by the time delivery is made. If the seasons of 1907 and
1908 had not been dull the present demand for poles would undoubtedly
have advanced prices by this time. Railway ties have advanced about
2% cents each since last season and present quotations are very firm.
Cedar ties are in much demand by railways, but owing to scarcity of
standing cedar, companies have to be satisfied with cheaper and less
durable material. J. R. Booth is making a considerable number of ties
for the Grand Trunk, and the Grand Trunk Pacific is taking many out
of the Ottawa valley, but these are usually made at points near the por-
tion of line under construction. It is more the increased cost of lumber
that affects the prices, as jobbers are averse to taking contracts since
shanty wages have become so high.

At the recent meeting of the Grand Trunk Company shareholders
in London, England, the president announced that ties for the Grand
Trunk Pacific were 100 per cent, higher than the ruling price a few years
ago.

Large gangR of men are being sent from Ottawa and Hull to drive
logs on the upper Ottawa and its tributaries. The ice on the northern
branches of the Ottawa river is only disappearing now. The movement
of logs on some of them will lie late. No hardship will result from this,
however, as nearly every manufacturer has enough of last season's logs
in the river to supply his needs for several months.

The increase in building operations over last year is of immense
advantage to local trade. The building permits for the last two months

approach nearly half a million dollars in the Ottawa district. This ik

$100,000 better for April than in 1908, while March was twice as good
as the previous March. In addition to this the Grand Trunk Railway
Company have given assurance that they will construct their new hotel
and station in Ottawa, which will cost a million dollars each.

A Backward Season at St. John.
St. John, N.B., May 10.—A feature of the local 1umber industry is

the remarkable conditions which prevail at the head of the St. John river
in the districts where the much greater portion of the logs are cut which
are manufactured at the local sawmills. The season has been a very late
one; the weather has been very cold and backward, ice having formed
very often during the nights of the first week in May.

The freshet in the river rose several feet and fell off again, although
in the woods in Victoria and Madawaska counties and in the section of
Quebec through which the St. Johin flows there are still several feet of
snow. At the end of the first week in May the river is usually at its high-
est and stream driving is in full swing. So far this year the stream-drivers
have done little else but wait for a sufficient volume of water to drive
out their logs.

The situation generally is causing considerable uneasiness among local
interested parties, as there is a strong prospect that the freshet will be
a very light one and that consequently large quantities of logs will be left
in the woods. The first of the "bank" logs have arrived during the past
fortnight. These logs, which are cut at nearby points along the lower
river are always first to reach the city mills, and, being far in advance of
the up-river logs, usually command good prices. Spruce "bank" logB
this spring are selling at from $12 to $12.50 per thousand feet delivered
at the mill, two-thirds price for betters under ten inches at the top-end.

Another feature of great interest and importance is the serenity of
trade in spruce deals for export to the English markets. There have
been no developments of an important nature in this branch of the trade,
although the situation could not be truthfully said to have shown any
sign whatever of weakening. The season so far has shown much more
life in this line than was the ease up to this time last year. The tone
is decidedly of a more optimistic nature and there is none of that lack of
confidence which marked the spring of 1908 in the "English" spruce deal
trade. An element in the lack of anxiety to dispose of stock is the fact
that a number of the larger plants—owing to a scarcity of spruce logs

—

have not yet begun to .saw, so that the volume of manufacture has been
and is at present a little more than half the full capacity. Stocks of
"English" spruce are also considerably below the average; 4,500,000 to
5,000,000 feet would cover all the available quantity, which quantity will
no doubt, augment slowly during the next months, as shipments promise
to be rather light during that period. To name a figure which would gauge
the situation as regards price would be somewhat difficult, as the class
of transactions which are being made are of an irregular nature and sub-
ject to many conditions. Under ordinary circumstances a specification
containing 50 per cent, sevens and eights, 40 per cent, nines and 10 per
cent elevens and up would be quoted at from $14.75 to $15 per thousand
superficial feet, f.o.b. steamer St. John. Since the withdrawal of the
winter liners shipments have been light and freight rates are at rock-
bottom. Charters have been made from St. John to the west coast at 30
shillings per standard.

The market for spruce, one-inch, has had a good month and local
prices in this line are stronger than has been the case for upwards of a
year This line is a very important one to the local lumber manufacturers
as the output is a heavy one and is practically all marketed in the New
England States. A large quantity of spruce boards were wintered by
local lumbering people, but the shipments during March and April were
heavier than the ordinary and at present stocks are about the average
1,250,000 feet being the total quantity of local holdings of one-inch spruce.
The much greater part of these are dutiable goods upon which no quota-
tions less than $12.50 per thousand superficial feet, f.o.b. schooner St.
John, would be made at the present date. The prevailing freight rate
on spruce boards to Boston is $2.50 per thousand.

Disastrous fires have been raging in the Kamloops district, B.C.
Amongst the losses are two large sawmills, both of which were totally
consumed. The big Oarlin mill, located between Tappen's Siding and
Notch Hill, was wiped out with a loss of $75,000, as was also the Carri^an
mill on Salmon river, valued at $35,000. Three large bush fires had
been raging for several days, and a terrific gale soon brought them in
contact with each other. Barns and cattle also were destroyed in the
conflagration. The fire extended for twenty miles and swept away half
a million dollars' worth of property.

The man who says, "You cannot force business," does not know
what he is talking about. If you don't go after the business, you don't
get it. It's a constant hustle and push, when there are competitors in
the field, and the persistent, wide-awake advertiser usually captures
the lion's share. Moral—Advertise in the "Canada Lumberman" and be-
come prosperous.
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THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH
J

SOLID TOOTH j
C,RCULAR

CROSS-CUT - BAND - CANC

AND OTHER SAWS

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT J* jH

FULLY GUARANTEED

SAW CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

REPAIRS

OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. >

ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

Extracts from letters received which speak

volumes—Original letters can be seen by any

customer or firm using Mill Saws.

"The Saw is giving the greatest satis-

faction— Everyone who sees it run thinks

it i> a dandy and so little trouble to care

for it.'"

"
1 must let you know I tried your saw :

it works fine and I am awfully well satis-

fied with it: cannot recommend it 'too

highly."

Above were both Famous Burns' Inserted

Tooth Haws.

The Lombard Steam Log Hauler

W^L' to l.ui

SW^Cc- 55 ooo

Not too early for enterprising lumber operators to begin planning for one for next year.

Full particulars sent to anyone interested, on request.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Halifax

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Lindsay ^Woodworker's Grinder
for Saws, Knives,
&c.

Does the entire

grinding of the
shop instead o f

standing idle

days out of 6.

Most up-to-date

machine on the
market.

Prices and full

particulars on ap-

plication to

A. J. LINDSAY, 55 Gould street, Toronto

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg
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Authorized Capital $250,000 (£50,000)

Imperial Timber and

Trading' Co., Ltd
r.o. Box 930, Vancouver, B. C.

Export Lumber
tnd

Standing Timber

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOUGLAS FIR (Columbian Pink), RED
CEDAR and SPRUCE, ALASKA PINE, CYPRESS and CALIFORNIA
REDWOOD (Sequoia).

Can be shipped in Small Parcels. Straight or Mixed Cargoes

Let Us Supply You with

Hardwood Flooring
We make a 3/8" end matched flooring in Birch,

Maple or Oak, that is unsurpassed by any manu-
facturer of building materials.

We get the very Best wood and then apply the
most careful and most skilful workmanship. Our
product, consequently, lias Been Branded with suc-
cess. Shall we quote you our prices?

J. R. Eaton & Sons,
Montreal Agent : C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St. Telephone Main 55

ORILLIA,
ONTARIO

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock Red Cedar Shingles White Pine Lath Bass and Poplar Siding

JAMES GILLESPIE

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH ana SHINGLES

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED i8ga.

V» OILLE 8c MgKEEN v
Wholesale Lumber

NOR.TH TONAWANDA. - N. Y.

TRADE "WITH CANADA SOLICITED.

Ontario
Odleifson A Thornsteinson are erecting a sawmill at Gimli, Ont
J. A. MoBurne, who has mills at Earlton and Oarleton. Out

an office 111 Buffalo.
is opening

J. H Layelle and W. J. Rickey, are about to start work on a now box
factory at Welland, Out.

Duncan J. Median's sawmill at Fourth Chute, near Arnprior, Ont wanrecently destroyed by fire.

WiTJard S. Kirkby was killed in Brigg's sawmill at Brockvflle by a blow
received 111 attempting to change a belt with the aid of a pulley.

The Watt Milling Company have been granted a permit to erect a planing
mill at the corner of Norma and Osier avenue, Toronto, to cost $10,000.

George Lippert, of the Lippert Furniture Company, Berlin, Ont., proposes
to establish a similar factory in Owen Sound, to employ about a hundred hands

Argument on the application of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association to
revise the freight tariff was postponed by the Railway Board until Mav L8th
in order to give the railways an opportunity of securing information required!

The Palmer piano factory at Uxbridge, erected a little over a vear ago and
which has been unoccupied since the failure of that company, has been sold
by the town to a company being formed in Toronto with a capital of $'25 000
to manufacture caskets.

... The Serpent River Logging Company, Limited, Massev, Ont., capital $'->5

-

^» has been incorporated to manufacture lumber, etc. J. Willoughby Robinson
ol Buffalo; Ralph Loveland, of Saginaw, Mich., and G. .J. Valin, of Sudbury
are provisional directors.

r< ,

Tno
ri
London

>
0nt -> City Council passed a by-law exempting the Globe

basket Company, whose factory wes destroyed by fire last month, from taxes
on all over $17,000 for twenty years. The council is asking the Legislature to
ratify the by-law. The company has now 20 hands working in the nickel de-
partment, which was not destroyed by the fire.

J. M. Johnston, late bookkeeper for the Fort Frances Lumber Company is
making sensational charges against that company and other concerns to' the
effect that they falsified the scalers' returns and cheated the Ontario Crown
Lands Department out of about $2,000 in dues. Johnston admits that he was
one who actually falsified reports. The Government, at the instigation of W
A. Preston, member for the district, who is implicated, lias appointed a special
commission of enquiry.

Eastern Provinces
A veneer mill is to be erected at Mansonville, Que.
C. Jobin £ Company will erect sawmills at St. Augustine, Que.
There is said to be a good opening for a woodworking factory at Edmunds-

ton, N.B.

C. Auger's sawmill at St. Croix, Que., was recently destroyed by fire at a
loss of $10,000.

The Miramichi Lumber Company are making extensive repairs on their
mill at Douglastown, N.B.

There are said to be good openings for woodworking and furniture fac-
tories in Halifax, N.S.

The Silver Lake Lumber Company, Limited, capitalized at $100,000, has
been incorporated to erect lumber mills, etc., at Eastman, Que.

The St. George Pulp & Paper Company, St. George, N.B., are installing lath
and shingle mills, and will shortly put in machinery for sawing lumber.

The Nordin Company will build a large up-to-date woodworking factory
and lumber mills at Tide Head, near Campbellton, N.B. A large quantity of
machinery has been ordered from Sweden.

The Miramichi Lumber Company's (Chatham. N.B.) operations have been
completed for the present season. Its total cut of lumber and pulpwood is
estimated at 30,000,000 feet, or about 25 per cent, less than last year's cut.

The Dorchester Lumber Company, Sainte Mailachie, Que., capital $100-
000, has been incorporated to deal in timber limits and carry on a general
lumber business. N. Labrecque, of Ste. Anselme, and J. Lacasse of Framp-
ton, Que., are members of the company.

A. L. Lumbert and James Friedman, of Houlton, are negotiating for the
purchase of eight thousand acres of timber land in the parishes of McAdam and
North Lake, N.B. The property is now owned by Charles Keefe, of Vanceboro
and it is expected that the deal will be put through.

The New Brunswick Lumbermen's and Limit Holders' Association are
urging the Government to do away with the granting of perpetual leases. As
a rule they have no Crown land holdings, or only small ones, and they desire to
share the benefit to be derived from the Crown areas.

The Shepard & Morse Lumber Company have arranged with Fraser &
Company, whose mill is a few miles outside of Hull, Que., to have a large
quantity of logs sawn during the coming summer. These two mills are the only
ones in the Ottawa Valley that have yet begun operation. Their output which
will come close to 40,000,000 feet, chiefly white pine, is nearly all sold at last
year's, price.

A number of prominent concerns of Hull, Que., especially the Hawkesbury
Lumber Company and the W. C. Edwards Company, report having sustained
losses this spring through logs being carried away with the ice. This has oc-
curred on both the Ottawa and Gatineau rivers, where the ice in breaking up
smashed the connections between the outside logs of the booms and loosened
logs floating away with the ice.

The sawmill season on St. Croix river, N.B., has begun, two mills beine
now in operation and others will hoist in a day or two. There is very little
lumber on the wharves, and, as indications point to a brisk demand during the
summer of 1909, the total output from the St. Croix mills will doubtless be
large. All of the lumber manufacturing concerns on the rive, have a sufficient
supply of logs left over from last year for present needs.
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British Columbia
Knowles Planing Mills, Limited Okotoks, Alta., havo been incorporated.
A $20,000 addition will be put up at the Arrowhead Lumber Mills, Kam-

loops, B.C.

Pacific Coast manufacturers have raised lumber prices in Winnipeg and
throughout the Northwest $1 to $3 per thousand feet according to grade.

The Fairviow Cedar Lumber Company's sawmill at Vancouver has been
burned down at a loss of $5,000. It was owned bv J. Hanburv of Brandon
Man.

The Gaffnov Timber Company, Limited, has been incorporated under British
Columbia laws, with a capital of $250,000, to carry on a sawmill and lumber
business.

The Fraser River Lumber Mills has broken its own and established prob-
ably a world's record for a single day cut of ten hours. The total was 418,460
leet of lumber

The Canadian Pacific Sulphite Pulp Company's sawmill at Swanaan Bay,
B.C., have boon given a contract by the British Columbia Government for
3,500,000 feet of spruce lumber.

R. J. W arson, Dominion Government Timber Agent, is erecting a sash and
door factory in Revelstoke. B.C. The management of the factory will be in the
hands of his son, Gordon Watson, and O. West.

Robert Drake, of Omaha; H. I) Miller and R. Y. Appleby, of Stanton,
Nebraska, and other capitalists, are visiting Vancouver and other British Col-
umbia points with a view to making large timber investments.

The Michigan-Pacific Lumber Company, which owns over 30,000 acres of
limber area in British Columbia, will begin sawing operations shortly. The
president of the company is C. W. Liken, of Shebawing. Wash.

The big dredge ' Fruhling' has been working on the Fraser river during the
month of April, deepening the channel for the lumber ships. Those in charge
of rhe dredge exprcss tbt utmost satisfaction with its performance, and look
forward to great results when it has been in operation for some months.

The Northern British Columbia Exploration Company, which owns some
sixty square miles of limits on the OTP., near Fort George, plans to erect a
number of large mills at various points therein as soon as proper railway fa-
cilities are provided for bringing in machinery bv rail. R. A. Mather, of Van-
couver; H. Percy Simpson, of Victoria, and C. H. Fnderton, of Winnipeg, are
interested.

The lumber mills of Vancouver Island are now finding it necessary to
operate their plants continuously to their full capacity. The Genoa Bay Mill,
owned by the International Lumber Company, is preparing to open up after-
being shut down for twelve years. Much the same condition of affairs is ap-
parent elsewhere. At Shawinigan and Cowichan Lakes the mills are exceedingly
busy, much more so than has been the case for many months.

Among the lumber manufacturing companies recently incorporated under-
British Columbia laws arc the following: Larson Timber Company, capital $500.-
000; Jaffrey Timber Company, Limited, capital $250,000; Western Pacific De-
velopment Company. Limited, capital $500,000; Nahmint River Lumber Com-
pany, capital $250,000; Northwest A British Columbia Timber Company, capi-
tal $250,000; North Kootenay Land * Timber Company, capital $750,000.

W. R. Welch and B T. Lyons, of New York, who recently through F. J
King and W. B. Behner, of Seattle, bought the limits of the Jordan River
Trmber Company, located on the southwestern shore of Vancouver Island, have
in turn just sold their holdings to the Michigan Pacific Lumber Company, of
Grand Rapids, Mich. It is the intention of the new owners to erect large saw
mills, with a standard gauge railway for facilitating the getting out of logs.

It is reported that the general business of the Canadian Pacific Railway, on
the Pacific Coast Division, is in excess of what it was at this time last year.
This applies chiefly to freight, and is caused bv the greater revival in the
lumber shipping to the Northwest. The revival of the lumber business has
caused a very large demand for cars, and the local railroad yards are practi-
cally filled at the present time with empties that have been hauled to the coast.

J. C. Shields, manager for the Pitt River Lumber Company, which will
soon be operating on the Pitt river; the Sovereign Lumber Company, at Sica-
n ous, and the Monarch Lumber Company, at Savona, was recently in Van-
couver from Regina, Sask. He will take up his residence at Savona, where
the mill will be reopened. He reports that there is an excellent demand for
lumber in the prairie provinces. Mr. Shields also organized the Independent
Lumber Company, which distributes the output of these mills.

One of the largest recent timber and mill transactions was the sale of the
property of the Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company, at Wardner, B.C., to E.
G. Filer and associates, of Manistee, Mich. Besides the mill, 130,000 acres
of timber are included and the price stated is $1,200,000. The Crow's Nest
Pass Lumber Company was organized six years ago bv Peter Lund, who since
has been managing director. Associated with him were John C, Breckinridge,
of Calgary

; William Carlin and Alfred Dovle. of Port Steele, and David Brock

-

enridge, of Wardner. The now owners will capitalize at $2,600,000.
Provincial Constable Mint; reports that timber is active in the Rock Bay

district, B.C. During the past winter the British Columbia Mills, Timber &
Trading Company have had a gang of between 100 and 200 men employed in
making a rock cut for their logging railway about eight miles from Rock Bay,
which when completed will open up a large tract of the finest timber. Hitherto
this tract has been kept unspoiled by a ridge of rock, that runs out to the edge
of the lake. At first it was proposed to penetrate the valley by tunnelling
through the rock, but it was found that this task would be too largo and ex"
pensive. The company's men are now blasting a roadway around the bluff on
the edge of the lake. It will be completed in about two months and operations
on the new limits will then be begun.

A recent dispatch from British Columbia states that activity is noticeable
in logging in that province. Camps are being started in the Squamish district,
wher» sites have been staked for two mills. The Nimkish Lake Logging & Lum-
ber Company, operating on the northern end of Vancouver Island, is taking
20 to 25 men a week, and on an average 100 men a week are being sent out by
the employment aaenoies. The Heaps Timber Company has camps at Narrows
Ann and Hardy Island. In the interior the W. E. Cooke Lumber Company, of
Kaslo, is driving its winter cut on the Duncan and Lardo rivers, having about
5.000 000 feet to get out. The Kettle river cut of the Cascade mill" of the
Yale-Columbia Lumber Company will amount to 12,000,000 feet, it being the
'intention of the- company to cut all it can. Since resuming operation six weeks
ago. 1 000,000 feet of lumber has been cut, and an order for 72 carloads of ele-
vator material was received last week for delivery on the prairie.

LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock

Lumber and Dimension
Timber =-=

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint
] [

Sash, Doors,
Roofing Write for Prices Blinds and
Sheeting! (Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

Mew Edinburgh Mills Ottawa, Ontario
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

CAR OK CARGO LOTS

44 OO
inch No. i Pine
cuts& better. . $40

% inch No. 1

cuts and better. 50 00 53 00
1

' No. 1 Cuts and
Better 53 00 54 00

1% in. No. 2 Pine
cuts and better 44 00 47 00

3" No. a Pine Cuts
and IKtter. ... 46 00 49 00

1 % inch No 3 Cuts
and Better. . . . 40 00 43 00

3" No. 3 Cuts and
Better 46 00 48 00

1 in. Pine Dressing
and better shorts 34 00 27 00

1 X4, 6 and 8common 24 00 26 00
1 x iu box 21 00

1 x 10 common and
dressing 27 00

1 x 1 s common .... 30 00
2 x 10 common 35 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 26 00
1 x 10 inch box and

common.. 24 00
1" mill run sidings 23 00 25 to

1 x loand 12 mill

culls 18 50 20 00
1 in. mill cull sidings 16 50 17 50
1" dead cullsidings 12 50 13 50
t% inch flooring 25 00 27 00
Spruce mill run .... 20 00 22 00

HARDWOODS-PER
Ash White ists and

2nds, 1 to 2'' ... .$

Ash, black, istsand
2nds 1 to a' ...

.

Ash, black common
and better

Birch, common and
better 1"

Birch, common and
better, i^to 2"

23 00

29 00
32 00
27 00
28 00

26 00

Spruce mill culls 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 16 50
2x4 to8in., 10 to 16ft. 16 50
2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 20 00
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber

Douglas fir dimen-
sion timber up 10

3» K
Fir flooring, edge

grain
\y2 " No.i 4 ft. Pine

Lath
i

lA" No. 2 4 tt. lath

iK" 3a" Pine
l%" No. 1 4*t.

hemlock lath. .

XX Pine Shingles
X Pine Shingles.

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to a"
XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXX 5 to 2"...

Red pine, c & c f 1"

"

55 00

27 00

22 00

Birch, 3 to

4

Birch, 1" ists& 2nds
Birch, 6" and up

ists & 2nds
Basswood, common

and better, i''.

.

Basswood, common
and better 1%
to 3"

Basswood mill run
Soft Elm, common,

and better 1%
to 3"

Soft Elm, common
and better 1". .

.

Soft Elm, mill run
Rock Elm, common
and better 1"

.

.

Rock Elm, 1 % to 2"

1 sts & 2nds .

25 00
30 00

35 00

3* 00

26 00

28 00
20 00

28 00

24 00

19 00

28 00 30 00

Red Pine, common 22 00

I. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1" 21 00

Soft maple common
& better \ % to 3"

Hard Maple i"x4"
& up 10/16 common
and better 24 00
Hard Maple 4"x 4"

& up 10 16 common
and better
Oak, red plain,

ists and ends 1"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 2"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 3"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nd*, 4"

Oak, white, plain,

1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, \ %"\4,"
and up 10 16

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1"

Oak, quartered,
ists and 2nds, 1 %
to 2"

Hickory ists and
2nds h'vy 1 %to 3" 62 00

16 00
'7 5°
»7 50
22 00

54 00

M 5°

45 00

4 SO
4 00
1 40

3 50
2 25

25

2 60

3 40
3 65
4 10

33 00

34 00

35 00
24 00

22 50

26 00

25 00

30 00

52 00

54 00

58 00

58 00

52 00

54 00

80 00 82 00

85 00

'2 OO

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTl'RI r'.S PRICES

Pine good sidings :

lin. x 7in and up
iA" and 1 A" x

8" and up
2'' x 7" and up
No. 2 cuts 2x8'
and up

Pine good strips :

iA" and iA"
a

Pine good shorts :

1
' x 7" and up

!^"and 1%".'.'.

2
'

7" to 9" A Sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

sidings.

Pine, No. i dressing
strips ....

Pine, No. i dressing
shorts

Pine, 8 8. c. and bet-

ter 12' to 16' ...

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings
Pine, 8. c. strips. .

.

Pine, s. c. shorts. .

.

Pine, s.c. and better,

.
' "4

Pine, s.c. and better,

>»S
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6
Pine, s.c. and better,

>«7
Pine, s c. andbetter,

1x8
Pine, s.c. and better,

.
1x9

Pine. s.c. and better,

1 x 10
Pin», box boards .

.

x 10 No r barn .

.

1 x 10 No. 2
"

50 00
48 00

34 00
38 00
42 00

35 00
28 00
40 00
42 00

25 00

36 00

26 00

22 00

24 00

a 3 00

19 00
18 00

20 00

21 OO

22 OO

23 OO

24 OO

15 00

' 1 x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn »3 26 00

46 00 1 x 8 & 9 No. 3
*'

20 OO 22 00
Pine Shorts 6' to xi'

56 00 22 OO 23 00

54 00 Pine mill culls .... 17 OO 10 00
1

0

OO 13 00
36 00 Red Pine log run,

mill culls out. . .

.

»7 OO <9 00
36 00 Spruce i"x4"&up •5 00 17 00
42 00 Spruce, i ' stocks,

45 00 7, 8, 9 and io'' .

.

•7 00 »9 00
Spruce i" clear (fine

37 00 dressing and B) 24 00 26 00
3> 00 Hemlock •3 00 «5 00

43 00 Basswood log run,

45 00 dead culls out 18 00 2 00
27 00 Basswood log run

mill culls out. .

.

2 >- 00 26 Oo
40 00 i8 00 20 00

Soft Elm, common.
3i 00 and better i, i^.a" 20 00 24 OO

Ash, black common
26 00 and betten" to 2" »S 00 28 00

Lath per M :

25 00 No. 1 white pine
13/8" 3 25 3 50

26 00 N . 2 white pine 2 50 2 75
22 00 Spruce, mill run 2 50 2 75
20 00 Red pine mill run 2 50 2 75

No. i white pine
21 00 'X

No. 2 white pine
3 00 3 *5

22 00 1 "& iA
Spruce mill run

2 00 2 a5
.

a3 OO 1" & 1 K 2 00 2 »5
Red Pine mill

23 00 run 1" & iA-- 75 2 00
33" Lath .... .... 1 50 a 00

*4 00 Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18" 3 50 4 00

»4 OO Clear Butt 18" a 75 3 25
50 X 75

26 00 White Cedar Shingles
18 00 xxxx, 18' ... 4 *5 4 50
32 00 Clear Butt, 18" 3 00 3 50
35 OO x, x 18" T 50 1 75

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAFT. CtS.

Square white pine, measured off. 30 to 40 feet average 40 50
First class Ottawa waney. 18" average, according to lineal.. 62 60

RED PINE—IN THE R A FT.

Measured off, according to average and quality none
Shipping order " " " making

OAK—MICH If;AN AND OHIO.

By the dram, arcording to average and quality 60 65

EI.M.

By the dram, accordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 63 70
" I! !! " ,1° t° 35 IP Si

10 inches and up. according to a\erage and quality 25
Average 16 inch 35

14 inch

19 "
30
3»
36

SARNIA, ONT.
F1NB, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" go 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00
1^ and \W " 57 00
a ' " 59 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 it up No. 1 Si better 44 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 Si better 52 00
8/4 .. 11 .• 54 00
6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 ,, 45 00
8/4 ,. ., ,, 47 00
6/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 40 00
8/4 ,, ,, ,, 42 00

NO. I CUTS.
1 in.. 8" and up wide 41 00

50 00
5° 00
54 00
70 00

75 00

1% in

'A in.

am.
*A and 3'

4 in.

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 24 00
1 A 39 00
l A .... 39 00
»' " 42 00
>A> 3 and 4" " 57 00 60 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
iA and 1 " 28 00
» " 28 00
''A< 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
'" " 4" 24 OO
I If 26 OO
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

r x 10
1" x 12"
1" x 13 and up
1^x4 and 5" .

1 in

' ,\ . 1
'

1 and 2

2% and 3". .

.

4

NO. I BARN.

• 30 OO

NO. 2 BAKN.

I in 27 OO
Ji. i'A and 2"

.

3)4 and 3"

30 00
28 00

NO. 3 BARN.

I in 23 00

'A and 2" 23 00

No. 'A. 1 A. a"
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

1 A • 1 A and 2"

21 00

16 00

26 00
26 00

23 00

19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1"

'A- 'A and 2"

No. 2 14 00

LATH.

No. i, 32" 1 50
No. 2. 48"
No. 1, 48" pine

15 00
15 00

15 00

2 00

3 50
4 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. 1 PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S.

6 ft

»»4 3 50
2x6 and 1x8 16 00
2 x 10 16 50
2 X 12 17 OO

PINE, SPRUCE. TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

S. AND
8 ft

16 50
16 50

10 ft

18 OO

19 50
20 50

14 x >6 ft

19 50
20 50

Dimensions

2 x 4-12 $19 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00
2 x 4-10-18-20 21 00

I
*

g }
8 to 16 ,9 00

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00

Flooring
4 or 6 .inch No. 1 . .

.

$32 00
» 30 00
3 22 so

4
6 "

8, 10,

nch

.

Shiplap—Finished

12 inch 2

9 00

5°
5°

50 Siding
22 50 6 inch No. 1 31 00
22 50 " No. 2 29 00
22 50 " No. 3 22 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 4 75
No. a " " " 3 a$

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
2 ft. 14 and 16 ft

3x6 and 3x8 21 50 21 50
3x10 a3 00 22 00
3 x 1a *3 50 24 00
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 2 1 50 22 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 23 50 22 50
8x8 '35° 22 50
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 80

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E>

a x 4, 2 x b, 2 x 8, 8 to 16 ft $19 50
" " " 18 to 3a ft • 2150

2 X IO, 2 X 12, 8 to 16 ft 20 OO

18, ao, 22 ft 23 OO

24, 26, 28, 30, 32 at 00
2 X 14 Up to 32 ft •* 25 OO

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50

3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 25 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 1 2 up to 32 ft 25 00

3 x 14, 4 x 14 25 OO

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8. 10 x 10. 10 x 12, 10 x 14, 1a x 1a, la x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 16,

up to 3a $24 80

x ao 26 80

8 x 20 »7 30
All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine, 4 in 30 50
E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring 37 00

B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring 37 00

F. G. No. 1 and a Flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring 29 00

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce 20 00

8 to 16 ft.. 6 in • '7 50
B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16' 20 50

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16' 19 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch $2500
•' a " " " ao 00
"3

'
,8 5°

"
4 mixed w dthi • .... >5 5°

'I
T

II II "f'ff't'' 1 'P .«»

SHINGLES
XXX B. C. Cedar f 3.,o
X X B. C. Cedar a. 25XXX Dimension 2.55

No. 1 Mixed VV 81 R Pine.
No. 1 B. C. Fir

LATH.
$3-oo

450

28 00 2"

30 oo
Aj oo
28 00

1"

2"

3'

1"

37 00 2"

34 00 3"

37 00 1"

42 00 2"

3"
4"

HARDWOODS, CAR LOTS, F. O. B. WINNIPEG.
THE PREVAILING PRICES. PER IM FEET, FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER

" C/2nds plain Oak

Ash

Birch

Maple

Flooring Canadian Clear.
" American *'

.

are:-
$60 00
65 00

75 00
78 00
63 00
70 00
78 00

45 °o
49 °o
53 00

43 °o
47 °o
5° S»
55 So
52 00

55 °o

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.
WHITE

(Wholesale se

Uppers 4/4 to 8/4 $88 00
' 10/4 to 12/4 95 00

Selects 4'4 to 8/4 78 00
''

10/4 to 12/4 90 00
Fine Common 4 '4 5600

5/4 60 00
6/1 62 00
8/4 62 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4 47 00
5/4 53 00

" 6/4 55 co
" 8/» .,8 00

No. 2 Cuts 4/4 31 Co
" 5/4 41 00

6/4 43 00
" '' o/4 47 00

No. 3 Cuts 5/4 33 00
" " */4 33 00

" 8/4 33 00

price.

^'ng 5/4 45 00
5/4 x 'o 49 co

.. S
'i * " S' 00

1 Moulding 5/4 S5 00
6/4 55 00
»4 55O0

2 Moulding 54 45 00
" 6/4 45 00

_ " 8/4 45 00
1 Barn 1x12 46 00

1 x 6 & 8 32 00
' x 10 55 00

2 H.irn 1 x 6 & 8 30 00
1 x 10 32 00

3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 27 00
' x 10 28 00

I X 6 & lip 22 OO
1 X IO 22 OO
1 X 12 2600
I X 13 & up 29 oo

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

WHITE ASH.

1st & 2nd, 1 inch. . . 40 00 42 00 I

iK to a inch 44 00 46 00 I Strips
2A to 4 inch 48 00 54 00

I Com. and culls .

PINE

Ming

Dm

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Box

32 OO
. . 14 OO

24 OO
22 OO

BLACK AND BROWN
1st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 42 00

|
Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

1 st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red 40 00

1st and 2nd. rock, 6
inch and up 32 00 35 00

Common and culls. 15 00 17 00

1st & 2nd, white, 6
inch and up 30 00 32 00

Common and good
culls ,6 00 18 00

1st and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up .... 26 00 28 00

Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

1st and 2nd hand 20 00
Common and culls 14 00

23 00 | 1st and 2nd. soft. . 20 00 23 00
15 00

I
Common and culls. 12 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
White Pine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch $q2 qq
Selects, 1 to 2 inch g,
Fine Common, 1 inch 58 00

1 A to 2 inch r4 00
No. 1 Cuts 1 inch.. .. 45 00

h r ,
lV* tp V"ch •• 54 00

No. 2 Cuts. 1 inch
. . 35 00

*K to 2 inch
.

'. -8 ^
Barn Boards, No. 1,1x12

No. 1, 1 x 10
No. 1, 1 X 8
No. 2, 1 x 12 , 38 oo
No. 2, 1 x 10 j4 o„
No. 2, 1 x 8 33 50
No 3, 1 x 12 v 00
No. 3, 1 x 10
No. 3. 1 x 8

Spruce, 10 and 1 2 in dimension ....

9 in. and under
10 and 12 in. random lengths. 10 ft. and up ....
2x2. 2x4, 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up . .

All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft ..

and up ....

5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up p, is
Canadian Spruce boards
Vermont Spruce boards, matched . .

1 x 2 and 1 x 3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundled 20 00
1V Spruce laths 4 00

3 40

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras
Clears
Second clears
Clear Whites
Extra is (Clear whites out) : 2 25
Extra is (Clear whites in) ,

,Q

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.

Red Cedar Extra, 16" butts to 2"
" Eurekas, 18" " "

"
•

' P«dection», 5 butts to 4 6C

46 00
36 00

35 00

30 00
29 00

24 00
24 00

21 50

22 00
19 00
23 00
22 00

$04 00
84 00
61 00
66 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00
37 00
40 00

35 'o
34 00

33 00
31 00
30 00

25 00
26 00

22 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
22 50
22 00
3 80
3 SO

$3 90
3 4o

45
60

3 75
4 as

« 7§
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

A Still

Hunt
for the rig-ht kind of stock and
the best of its kind is always
going on among buyers and
users. They are bound to have
it and to get the best for their

money that is available. If

you've got the best stock on
your yard that can be had for

/
'

(li ^ V < V ' ~v*"^/~ ' ^'n^yf] tne money, you win and keep
trade. If you haven't, your
competitor wins and you lose.

Be as wise as the user and
keep on a still hunt for the best

stock you can get, and thereby
get and keep the best trade there

is in your section.

And if you start on such a hunt you must sooner or later light on our silk finished Quebec Spruce and New
Brunswick White Cedar Shingles, which the general trade are recognizing as the best value for the money in those
lines. They are products of our own mills and timber, and are put up for the best and most critical trade, and with
the sole aim of making them " the best in the market.''

WAKE UP—AIM TRUE—AND GET THE BEST.

Fenderson's
Silk Finish New Brunswick White

Quebec Spruce and Cedar Shingles
"Quality Lumber and Shingles" and get and keep the best trade.

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Sayabec, P. Q.

Saw & Shingle Mills:

Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q.

Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P .Q.

Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,
Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY
"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY

The demand for the Diamond Orate luus in-

creased by 60 per cent, during the last 2 months
and is j<i vi 1

1

k splendid satisfaction to all our
Customers. Hiiming all grades of fuel with the
very best results. All live Mill Managers &od
Engineers would do well to consult us when re-

quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-
ranted not to be an infringement on any prior
patents. We stand behind our customers and
guarantee them in the unmolested use of our
own invention.

We make a specialt y of Boiler Setting and
repairs to Boilers, employing none hut expert
workmen.

A post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.

Branch Office: 119 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.
Telephone Main 1 34 j.

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mass.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln
Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
1,6 ET^S"

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
MONTREAL, P.Q.

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

free sample copy address

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.

nfederation Life Building

TORONTO

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
Bay Street - TORONTO103

Want to Buy
One carload ist and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x i8}4 in.. 10 ft.

6 in to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.
Four carloads ist and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1 % in. X2}4 in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be well
manufactured and free of defects.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up, wide.
Coffin lengths.

The M. Brennen

& Sons Mfg. Co.
Limited

Hamilton - Canada

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont.

Yard* and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont.

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,
lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write tor prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

WHAT? The Eclipse BoardWe make them :

Mills, etc.

If you are a stranger to them and thev to
you. Get acquainted.

A new kind and labor saving device will appear
in this space each month.

Get your eyes on our
Eclipse BoardSaw Carriagesand Accessories.
Eclipse Clapboard Sawing Machines.
Eclipse Clapboard Planers and Trimmers.
Eclipse Combined Lathe and Bolter Machines.
Eclipse Combined Trimmer and Buncher.
Eclipse Shingle Machines.
Eclipse Board Planers.
Eclipse Double Edger.

Make your labor more productive by
using one of our Eclipse Lath Machines.

Write for Prices and Catalogue

Sleeper & Akhurst
Coaticook, Que.
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The

Dunbar Shingle Machine
can be used with great profit

It is a whole gang of men in itself and will turn out shingles automatically with very

little attention.

The use of the Dunbar means that your capacity for trade will be greatly enlarged.

It means that your machine will pay for itself in a very short time by increased business.

The strongest word for the Dunbar is what users say of it.

J. B. Snowball Co. Limited, Chatham, N. B., says: "The two Dunbar machines in

our mill have given such satisfaction that we have placed an order for two more "

Geo. F. Parker, Buckingham, P. Q.:
u On a two million contract of bone dry cedar,

the stock could not have been manufactured at a profit without the Dunbar
Machine."

The Dunbar eliminates three great evils, viz : delays, repairs and saw hampering.

Write to day for complete information.

Manufactured solely by

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson Mfg. Co.

Fredericton, N. B.
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Ask Your Fireman
if he knows the "Cyclone" grate. Frankly,

you are losing money in your boiler

room if you haven't

The Cyclone Shaking'
and

Dumping Grate Bar

Why do you need it ?

It gives a perfect draft, which means constant
steam pressure.

It is simply made—no rockers or bolts to be-
come displaced and obstruct the draft. a.

It is economical—burning the cheapest fuel
with the best results.

You would notice the change if you had out.

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co.
Limited

36-38 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO

The Alligator

Steam Warping' Tug'
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with
flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST & PEACHEY
SIMCOE - - - ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals

Stretches less, lasts longer, runs in wet, damp, heat

or cold. Better than Leather or Rubber.

Has twice the strength and dura-

bility of any other belting.

None genuine without this Trade Mark.

IS! II ]!Kt!l

Edgers, Circulars,

Main Drives, etc.

Pulp, Paper
Mills, etc.

I have much pleasure in stating that I have been using
your "Camel Brand" Hair Melting for the last sixy ears as it
gives me the best satisfaction and I shall continue to give it
the preference as long as the quality remains as good as
formerly.

J. H. Booth.
Ottawa, March 1st, 1900.

Sole Makers

:

F. Reddaway & Co.
56A St. Francios-Xavier St. - - MONTREAL.

LUMBER
DRY KILNS

Natural Draft Moist Air System
Steel Roller Bearing' Trucks
Shaving' Exhaust Systems
Hot Blast Heating' Systems

ghdbmta, pmiteb - (Salt, Ontario
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LL SUPPLIES

Factory

Fairbanks
Valves

RENEWABLE Disc, asbes-

tos packed, suitable for

any pressure and any
condition of service. A
perfectly steam and air

tight valve.

CHANG KS fiODD an old disc

to a new one take less

than one minute. No
tools needed except a
wrench to remove bonnet.

SELF CLEANING, no dirt

or sediment can lodge on
seat to prevent closing

the valve.

Stka.m GOODS Au. Kinds.

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

Fairbanks
Belting

LEATHER BELTING made from
the finest selected oak tanned
hides. Only 16% of the whole
hide utilized. Absolutely
uniform.

HA LATA BELTING for damp
places. No better belt made
to withstand the excessive

moisture. Treated with special

composition which does not
deteriorate with age.

CHAIN DRIVES of all kinds for

those who desire that kind of

a drive.

TRANSM ISSION APPLIANCES

Fairbanks Wood
Expert opinion

Experts agree that the wood Split Pulley offers

many advantages over other types.

The FAIRBANKS Wool) SPLIT PULLEYS
are the result of yeai-s of experience and are

conceded to be as near perfect in every mechan-
ical detail as possible.

SHAFTING HANGERS — CLUTCHES
COUPUN0 s BA L L-BBARINGS

BEARING METAL - CONVEYING MACH-
INERY, Etc.

Split Pulleys
Structural Advantages.

Made of well seasoned bass wood, carefully
seasoned and kiln dried. Each segment is

nailed as well as glued to the next.

The webb construction of the arm which is

built into the rim not only strengthens it, but
makes it impossible for the rim to work loose
at the arm.

ALL SIZES — STRAIGHT OR CROWNED
MADE IN CANADA.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
for every requirement.

FAIRBANKS STANDARD SCALES, TRUCKS, JACKS. FAIRBANKS-MORSE GAS & GASOLINE ENGINES, MOTORS & GENERATORS

HOISTS ALUNDUM GRINDING WHEELS — FILES — VISES — BLOWERS — ECLIPSE ROOFING Etc.

THE The THE

r\[7(o Canadian Fairbanks Co. (\F/(dv V ^ Montreal Limited V> y >i>
LT D St. John, N.B. - Toronto - Winnipeg - Calgary - Vancouver LTD
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DeLoach "Prince"
Hand Feed Shingle Mill

JOHN H. CRANE
Manufacturer of Lumber and Shingles

DeLOACH MILL MFG. CO.. Monikrkv. Ala.. Jn.v 2. .907.
Bridgeport, Ala.

Gentlemen,— I purchased from you in lyoc a "Prince" hand feed shingle machine.
I have operated it and find it all you claim for it. We cut at the rateof 30,000 tbinglea in
10 hours and made first class shingles. I consider your machine a very light running
machine. It I wanted another hand machine I would certainly buy a DeLoach Prince.

With best wishes for your success, I am
Yours very truly,

John H. Crane.

Send for Catalogue of Engines, Boilers. Gasoline Engines, Saw Milk
Shingle Mills, Planers, Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding MillsWater Wheels, Etc. Complete Circular and Band Mill Equipment

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 511,

BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

Gang' Edgers
and

Gang' Circulars
Made of Different Styles and Capacities.

y/t - y/t

Descriptive booklet mailed free to any address on request

P. Payette & Company
Penatanguishene, Ont.

Branch Office and Warehouse:
New Orleans, Louisiana 421 Carondelet Street

A Hot Fire under Your Boilers

means
Plenty of Steam,

Engine Running Full Speed,

Every Man Hard at Work,
Every Machine Doing its

Utmost,
A Rccord-Breaking Cut

and

A Big Net Gain.

The old reliable GORDON HOLLOW BLAST GRATE will giveyou the hot fire, regardless of the kind or condition of the fuel and
regardless of the state of the weather.

It adds from 25 to 50 per cent, to the efficiency of a boiler.
It gives as good results with wet, green or frozen sawdust as a

draft grate gives with dry wood.
It is equally effective with wet or green slabs and other coarse

fuel.

It saves labor in firing.

It is so extremely durable that in the end it is F4R CHEAPERTHAN ANY DRAFT GRATE.
Attl nuAi'is.K

Equally efficient in ordinary furnaces or Dutch ovens.—Adapted
for any number of boilers from one up.-No change in construction
necessary. A hole must be made through each wall, for the pipe :

aside from this not a brick need be disturbcd.-The largest outfit
can be installed between quitting time Saturday and starting up timeMonday morning.-No difficulty about maintaining a fire at night,when the blower is idle, and no objection to so doing.

Covered by six patents, the last issued August 25, 1903. Others
pending.

Over 0,000 sets in use. Over 600 voluntary testimonials.

SOLD ON APPROVAL
You have thirty days after date of installation to decide whether

theVm 111 fcbe latfcer ™* WE

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Greenville - Michigan

The largest manufacturer of grates, edgers and trimmers in the world.
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A GIGANTIC ORDER

SOU-: CANADIAN
AGENTS :

13.108 FEET * 24" WIDE

7.000 FEET * 36" WIDE

1.944 FEET * 42 WIDE

This series of C'LTIK'O was

supplied in one crccr ly

Ttie 50UTHWARK MANUFACTU.liKG Ca Ll
D

ZitouihWurK Bndje Road

London

England

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
Ottawa, Ont. stock carried in Canada Winnipeg, Man.

FLECK BROS., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

"THE DUNBAR 99

STEAM
New and Improved

LOGGING ENGINES

This is the machine for which we claim all the good Q-ialities possessed by any other
and a great many valuable improvements besides.

Best on the Market
This time we wish to call your attention to one of

many important points which prove conclusively the
superiority of the Dunbar Logging Engines : that
of the Hydraulic Apparatus for raising and lowering
the Boiler, an invention of our Mr. Dunbar, Sr. (for
which patents are pending). By this device all danger
from rush of water to either end of the Boiler, caused
by irregularities of the road, is avoided. One of the
most serious drawbacks in other Engines is the fact
that the Boiler is stationary on the frame, consequent-
ly a source of great anxiety because of the danger to
both the Crown Sheet and the Tubes. You can readi-
ly understand that in going up or down hill eijher the
Crown Sheet or the Tubes are bared, causing them to
become so heated that they will leak badly, and after
repetition for a time the Boiler will be practically
ruined.

This improvement, which supersedes our previous
method for raising or lowering the boiler, has been
added since cut herewith shown was made.
Should you contemplate putting in a Logging

Engine we shall be glad to take the matter up with
you and give you all particulars.

Quotations for Logging Sleds furnished.

Write Us for Particulars

The Alex. Dunbar <fc Sons Company
Woodstock, N.B. Limited
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DISSTON

Saws, Tools and Files
Made
Sold
Used ON MERIT

And the Confidence placed in the Quality and Efficiency of the DISSTON BRAND shall

be as well-deserved in the future as it has been during the past SIXTY-NINE YEARS.

Henry Disston <fc Sons, Inc.
Canadian Works:

112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

Philadelphia, Pa,

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INQUIRE INTO THE MERITS OF OUR

New Tie or Log Siding Machine
It slabs both sides of the logs accurately and rapidly at the one operation. Both
saws movable to or from the centre simultaneously by means of a lever within
the sawyer's easy reach, and the spacing indicated on a quadrant in plain sijjht
I his machine will cut over 3,000 ties in ten hours. In any mill using a Gan^

this machine, if used for preparing the cants, will
increase the output 20%. It is a compact machine,
strongly built, as the cut indicates, to withstand hard
and continuous usage. It is without an equal, let

flAg alone a superior, in this line, because it meets the
requirements perfectly. Let us have an opportunity
of sending descriptive matter, and price.

WE CAN ALSO INTEREST YOU IN

Saw Mill Machinery
We build a complete line for any desired capacity.

Our Triumph Turbines are unexcelled. They will give more power than any other Water Wheel on the market.

CATALOGUES FOR THE ASKING.

Head Office and Works
Eastern Representative :

H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James Street, Montreal, Que.

Lindsay, Ontario
Western Representative :

Canadian Fairbanks Company, Vancouver, B. C.
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R. H. SMITH CO., Limited
St. Catharines, Ont.

We are the Sole Manufac- -1 * -- Bw*^ ^ ^ ^st^ in the Dominion
turers of Saws under the Simonds Process of Cak.n.a.daL

There is no process its equal for tempering circular saws. Other makers recognize this fact, as some
of them, in order to sell their goods, claim to have the same process. All such Claims are FALSE,
as the patentee in the U. S. and ourselves are the only firms in the world who use it.

INSERTED TOOTH SAWS
Notice the improved shank. We call particular

attention to the swell which strengthens it at the weakest

part and which gives it more wear than the old style.

Shanks made in usual gauges and to fit your saws

perfectly.

SHINGLE SAWS
The quality of the " Simonds " Shingle Saws is

proven by the fact that the largest shingle and machine

manufacturers in Canada are using them.

Run a " Simonds" and you will increase your

output.

The Simonds Temper

and style of tooth make

the " Leader" the fast-

est and easiest cutting-

saw manufactured.

Write for prices.

R. H. SMITH CO. Limited St. Catharines, Ont.
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Safe, Reliable and Efficient
Wlu'ii you select Shim, r Cutter Heads you pet more than a mere

assembling of materials. You get an outfit that combines the skill of
the expert workmen, the most approved mechanical features and years
of experience.

THE SHIMER CUTTER HEADS are made of Steel that is forged
and hammered into dies. We use this material because of its close
grain, uniform solidity and dependable strength. Machines to-day
carry faster feeds; the spindles in them run at greater velocity; the
Heads must sustain increased working strain as well as to overcome
the [lower of centrifugal force. Metals from which Cuttei Heads are
made must be stronger, tougher and more firm in grain and texture to
successfully meet requirements of to-day.

Let us send you full particulars about the later makes of Shimer
Cutter Heads—how they can be expanded to suit different thicknesses ot
material in an instant how they will save you all the "fitting and trying"
—how they will remove many of the annoyances which come up daily.

Our Catalogue and Pattern Book contains 20U pages of Cutter Head
information which we are pleased to mail on request.

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons, p^liSia

If You Want
any kind of Machinery, see us and we will show it

to you right in Vancouver.

We cater especially to the logging and saw-
mill industries, carrying the largest stock of new
and second-hand machinery in Vancouver.

Some of Our Specialties

Washington Iron Works Logging Engines

Hiester Geared Logging Locomotives

Logging Trucks

Leonard Engines and Boilers

Good Second-Hand Machinery bought and sold

Hoisting and Logging Engines for rent

Warehouse and Storage Accommodation for rent

Vancouver Machinery Depot
Limited

Office: 441 Seymour St. Warehouse and Wharf : Foot of Alder St.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Robb-Mumford
Water Tube Boiler

Free Expansion ot Tubes—Perfect Water

Circulation—Dry or Superheated Steam

—

Half the usual number of handholes.

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST, N. S.

DISTRICT (Traders Bank Building, Toronto, William McKay, Manager
OFFICES 1

Bel1 TelePnone Building, Montreal, Watson Jack, Manager
IUnion Bank Building, Winnipeg, .1. F. Porter, Manager

Make Bigger Shingle Profits

by installing this machine and cut down the cost

of manufacture. If

The Columbia
will make more and better shingles, from the same
stock, in less time, than any other machine, doesn't

it add to your profits ?

Write for Catalog and Details

PERKINS & CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
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The Watcrous Heavy Improved Combined

Lath Mill and Bolter
With Independent and Adjustable Feed
All Rolls Upper and Lower Power Driven

Two Idler Pulleys Supplied, enabling Lath Saws to run reverse to Bolter Saws. Capacity 50,000 Lath Per Day.

Independent Lath Mill
With Independent Feed

This feed can be started or stopped at will of operator
as it is driven from counter shaft and not from mandrel.

The Bolter is an exactly similar machine.

We also make a

Lath Buncher and Trimmer

Send for Bulletin giving descriptions of

these machines.

Waterous Engine Works Go.
Brantford, Canada

Limited



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
You have your books audited by firms of expert accountants, you have your plants appraised by expert appraisers
companies—Why ? To j^et the best at the lowest cost.

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance— Our inspector and adjusters are lumbermen as well as insurance men. We can
handle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessable policy, and absolutely sound indemnity.
Drop us a line and we will explain our methods fully,

Lumber Underwriters

By Lumbermen
66 Broadway NEW YORK

For Lumbermen

BATTS LIMITED

Batt Column Showing Method of
Connecting: Cap and Base to Shaft.

Manufacturers of

Staved Columns
Veneered Doors

and Newel Posts

We have the only complete
column plant in Canada and are

equipped to turn out columns in

a wholesale way either in stock
sizes or to architects details.

Our columns are matchless in

classic beauty. They are

DURABLE
HANDSOME
STRONG

Our Veneered Doors are
money-makers for the dealers in

builders' supplies. They increase

trade wherever introduced.

We can quote you interesting

prices. Write to-dav.

BATTS LIMITED
48 Pacific Avenue WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWN

OUR
ttmm

EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

H. WALTERS & SON, hull, canada
VANCOUVER BRANCH : Corner Powell and McLean Streets.

MANUFACTURERS OF
AXES, ALL KINDS AXE HANDLES, MACHINE KNIVES, ALL KINDS LUMBERINC & LOCCINC TOOLS

LONG DISTANCE phonb. We supply the Largest Lumbermen in Canada.

J. R. Booth, Ottawa, Ont.; W. C. Edwards & Co., Rockland, Ont.; McLachlan
Bros., Arnprior ; E. B. Eddy Co., Limited, Hull ; A. & B. Gordon & Co., Pem-
broke ; G. Perley & Co., Calumet, Que.; Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Hawkes-
bury, Ont.; A. Fraser Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont.; Shepherd & Morse Lumber
Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Hull Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Gilmour & Hughson, Hull,

P.Q.; Imperial Paper Mills of Canada, Sturgeon Falls, Ont. ; Algoma Com-
mercial Com., Limited, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.; Graves, Bigwood & Co., Byng
Inlet, Ont.; Turner Lumber Co., Worthington, Ont.; J. J. McFadden, White-
fish, Ont.; St. Anthony Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Northern Timber and
Lumber Co., Markstay, Ont.

MACHINE ALL
KNIVE5:J Kl NDS. Icatalocue. I

H.WALTERS & SONS Lumbering #
Logging Tools
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made liy

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Don't Wait
Why Put Off Insuring With Us?

The dividend to Policy Holders is now 40% of the

premium, and this is only one of the strong teatures

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

Nine - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on

ARCTIC METAL
We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL

Try it

It is Reliable It Satisfies

Tallman Brass & Metal Co,
ARCTIC METAU Hamilton, ont.

FOR COOL BEARINGS

We Make

SPECIAL BELTS
for

Special Work
and

Guarantee Results

WRITE OUR NEAREST WAREHOUSE

D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West joo King West 4i8Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.
21 St. Peter St. 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. ®. SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents,Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags. Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER. <& SONS
Cor.George, King& Water St 5., Peterborough, Ont. , Can.

THE GREAT BELT
BEATS ALL RIVALS EVERY TIME

STRENGTH
TTlMIFORMITY
Reliability
Endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.
SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Street. MONTREAL
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WILLIAM HAMILTON Co
PETERBORO ONTARIO

LIMITED

"Hamilton"

Improved

Lath Mill
This machine has a larger capaci-

ty than any other standard lath mill

— it will easily turn out 70,000 lath

per day, or even more.

One firm cut over 1 7,000 pieces

of lath in one hour using this mill

Only a good machine could do

work like that—and it is safe, easy

and economical to operate.

Whenever You Want any Machinery, Write Us
We build everything you need in your mill, and we make only strong, reliable machinery for stationary mills—

the kind that is most economical for you to install and that gives the best service and greatest output when it is in.

We carry a good stock of Saw Sharpeners, Shingle and Lath Mill
Machinery, and if you ever want to get any of these machines quickly,
we can probably furnish them promptly.

We have a number of interesting catalogues showing the foremost types of modern sawmill machinery, and
we would like to send them to you. If you would care to have them, just say so on a post card.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., of Vancouver, are our Sales Agents, in British Columbia

it
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J. B. MILLER, President

The
W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

VIEW OF OUR MILLS AT PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.

Saw Mill, Planing- Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

HEAD OFFICE:

Traders Bank Building,

Phone Main 1016
Toronto, Ont.

Telegraph Codes

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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Split Posts
Posts Good
Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Muir & Terry

Cedar Posts
Wholesale Lumber

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

J. K. MUIR H. J. TERRY
Phone, Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE - ONT.

MANUFACTURERS

L
UMBER, TIMBER,

JOISTING, LATH,

BOXES and SHOOKS

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

G. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO,

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood
Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

Dry Hard Maple
Wanted

1 in. and i ^ in. common
and better. State quan-

tity and lowest price.

Cash less 2%.

C. A. Larkin
Toronto, Ont.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Sawing Season has commenced, and we
are now in a position to furnish promptly,

= Dimension Bill Stuff in=

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Geo. Gordon (b Co.
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

R. Laidlaw
Lumber
Company

Limited
Room 913 Traders

Bank Building. Toronto

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

OHINGLES^ ¥ UMBER
ATH

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling: and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

FOR SALE
2x4-10, 16 ft. Norway & White Pine
2x6-10/16 ft.

"

2x8-10/16 ft.
"

2 x io-io/i6ft. "

2x12-10/16 ft.
"

ix6-8&io-io/i6"

Also Red and White Pine Lath.
Stock right and prices right.

LEAK & CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill
Stuff. We have also stocks of Ash. Elm,
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX, XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICE :

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handle*, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and
sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,
General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P- 0- BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesale

J^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

\X/E are in the market and pay
"™

the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber,will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & GO.
43 Adelaide Street En.t

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER
White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock

Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and
Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.

yhe Ontario Lumber

CO. Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills: French River, Ont. Water Shipment.

Yard: Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Price*

Home Life Building, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock.

On Temiskaming Railway, 103
miles north of North Bay

HAILEYBURY, ont.

1

Well bought is half sold
"

For the UNCONVERTED only

They are going—going

so don't wait until " the

eleventh hour " before

thinking about those

1x4 and 5 in.

Selected Red Pine

Red Knotted

Bone Dry

Rough or Dressed

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock

Lumber

1007-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

A Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds

* * of Lumber and Timber in Can-
ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,

Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short

and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-

wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
A fully equipped Planing Factory in connec-
tion. Dressed Lumber, Flooring in Pine,
Hardwood or Hemlock, H Ceilings, Sash
and Doors. Mouldings, Wood Turning, etc.

Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-
ty at current prices.

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce
and Hardwood Lumber

Write or call on us
Dry Spruce for Sale

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stuff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

S

ialph Loveland, Pres.

L.. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.

C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General M anager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 45 ft. long, G in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 m. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber S in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.
and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowels & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Room 4, r\ \_ r\
Hochelaga Bank Building l^UeDeC, l^UC

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOGH, JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM. A ft MACAHK.
President. Vi< coresident. Secretary.

Wholesale Dealers Only

John DonoghLumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang

SPECIAL DRIVE

Limited

Red Pine Flooring Strips -Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1212 Traders Bank Chambers - TORONTO
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

J. L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,
Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited
National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, tadawta am~,

(Telephone Main 6244). 1 UKUIN 1 U, UN 1 .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

MIDLAND, ONT,
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CAMERON & CO., L
MANUFACTURERS

a
JMITED

MANUFACTURERS

TIMBER

POLES

LUMBER PINE

SPRUCE

„., HEMLOCK
LATH CEDAR

BIRCH

SHINGLES BASSWOOD POSTS

MILL AND YARD: OPEONGO. ONT. HEAD OFFICE: OTTAWA. ONT.

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA

K A S T B R N

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W B 8 T B B X

* British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all gradee and a "SPECIAL BRAND" cheaper
ami better than Hastem Clear Butts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

A Selected Lot of Mill Run

White Pine and
Spruce Lumber

also

1 Yz and 1 6 White Pine and Spruce Lath

SKIXING AtiENTS FOB Fk.VSEK & COMPANY, LUMBER MANUFACTURERS

74 Nepean Street OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & GO
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 k 12/18 good fine dress-

ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x fa'

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West - - - MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone Main 5554 55 St. Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
I'AKTICUI.AKI.Y

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,

British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

WANTED White Pine, "O" Culls, 2 and 3 inch, and Lath;
Spruce Mill Culls, 1 and 2 inch; and Hemlock
Culls, 2 and 3 inch. Also g inch Merch. Spruce.

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Buyers

Send me your enquiries.

I have a large stock to

ship from.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade MONTREAL

Wholesale Lumber Dealer
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Write for our prices on Colonial Columns and
Composition Capitals. They arc interesting.

The Reasons Why

Detroit
Columns
enjoy wide popularity

Because :

Our products are backed by modern
factory equipment.

They are made according to superior
ideas resulting from long and extensive
man ufacturing.

We pride ourselves upon their dura-
bility and appearance.

Care is taken to properly crate so
that they arrive at destination in good
order.

They have proved to be money
makers for retail dealers.

Detroit Column & Manufacturing Company
Holden Avenue and M.C.R.R., DETROIT, MICH.

Officers and Directors:

R. H. DOWNMAN, PRESIDENT FREDERIC WILBERT, 1ST VICE-PRES. GHO. W. DODGE, 2ND VICE-PKES.
K. B. WILLIAMS \VM. L. BURTON j. C RIVES JOHN DEBLIEUX

CIS DREWS EDWARD HANSON L. H. PRICE H. M. COTTEN H. B. HEWES

J. A. HILLIARD,
Secretary & General Manager

Shipment bv Rail or Sea,
Cable Address "REDCYPRESS '

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress

Lumber, Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity :

3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We carry everything* in standard
grades and sizes of rough or dressed

L ou i s i ana
Red Cypress

FRED. J. DAVENPORT, - Box 425, Detroit, Michigan
Canadian Representative.

THE EAST KOOTENAY

LUMBER COMPANY Limited
Saw and Planing Mills at R.yan, Cranbrook and Jaffray. B. C.

Capacity 150.000 Feet per Day.

BUY
E. K. L. Co.'s

LARCH
pine; and fir

Ltwnbef
, Timber, and ail kinds of Mouldings,

also Dealers in Railway Ties, Piles and Poles.

Large Stocks of Well Seasoned
Dry Material always on hand

HEAD OFFICE

CRANBROOK, B. C.
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address :"\Valmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Picklord & Black s W hart

We are Buyer* of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops

Heading
WRITE TO

James Webster & Bro., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

Cable Address : Sawmill, Liverpool

Qant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St

End Matched,

Bored, Polished

and Bundled

Hardwood
Flooring
Siemon Bros.. Ltd.

WIARTON, Ont.
Office : 309 Confederation Life Bide., Toronto

EADIE DOUGLAS, CO,
22 St. John Street, Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prloos will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

Savoie (Si Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Sprvice. Hemlock and Birch

1% in. Spruce Lath

Cedar Shinges - R. R. Ties

8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts

Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood

Correspondence Solicited MANSEAU, QUE.
on I.C. Ry. no miles east of Montreal

Our Specialty

MIXED CAR ORDERS
Dimensions, Shiplap, Flooring, Siding, Finish
of all kinds, Mouldings and Shingles. .

Write us or ring up Bell Phone 3461, H. FONGER, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

The

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
St. John, N. B. and Montreal, Que.

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce,
Pine, Hemlock, Lath, Etc. s$

Wholesale Yellow Pine, Whitewood,
Cypress, Oak, Etc. \^

_ _ , n„ Car or Cargo Shipments only
Head Office :

Globe Atlantic Building - St. John, N. B.
Montreal Branch: 180 St. James St.

WESTERN
* b rm Ti.vt * iv in t t

LUMBER

Jit 'V

SHINGLE
1 mm mm

1 c°

[Vancouver!"

B.C.
mWUFImf

PACIFIC

COAST ']•

LUMBER
AND

SHINGLES I

WHOLESALE

SEND US

I
YOUR V
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, B. C. E. H. HEAPS <fc CO., Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

VANCOUVER. B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER— Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills. Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH GRADE RED CEDAR SHINGLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W, J. LOVER1NG. 1312-13 Traders Bank Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
— =Wholesale

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia.

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs. Piles. Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street.

VANCOUVER. B. C.
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Cable Address—Gillisco.

it,.™ ( American Lumberman Telecode.Lodes Lsed { ... ,,
\ \\ estern Union.

C. H. GILLIS & CO.
LIMITED

X"™**.. Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping- Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
and 125,000 feet

LUMBER
Bowman Lumber Co*

LIMITED
KEVELSTOKE, B. C

MamIMGiniM OF

Ceda^r, White
Pine a^rvd

Fir Products
Shiplap, Boards, Dimension Siding, Finish,

Lath, Shingles

Annual Capacity, 50,000,000 feet

Mills at

Revelstoke, B. C. Comaplix, B. C.

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Head Office : 205-206 Loo Bldg.,
Cor. Hastings and Abbot Sts.I:; Vancouver, B.C.

Correspondence

Solicited Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

T im kpr T im i fc
We have Several Large Blocks for Sale

1 lmUer l^imilS with MU1 gites near Vancouver.

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds ot

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch

Rough and Dressed Lumber
Dimension and Bridge Timber

a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE - B.C.

Yale-Columbia Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : Nelson, B. C.
Mills at Ntkusp, Westly, Cascade and Nelson B.C.

We use American Lumberman Telecode.

MANUFACTURERS OF

All Kinds Rough and Dressed Lumber,
Mouldings, Lath, Etc.

DEALERS IN

Cedar and Fir Piles, Telephone and Telegraph
Poles, Fence Posts, Etc.

T3heRat Portage Lumber Co • Limited
* WITH MILLS AT WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER. HARRISON RIVER, KENORA. RAINY RIVER AND BANNING.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shook s and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple Flooring,
Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac Piling, etc.

Our Vancouver Mill cuts High-Grade Cedar, Fir and Spruce Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles. Winnipeg Mills cut Pine, Tamarac and Spruce Lumber.

he1d
d
o¥fi

s
ce RAT PORTAGE LUMBER. COMPANY. Limited. WINNIPEG. MAN.

D. C. CAMERON. PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER.
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Authorized Capital $250,000 (.£50,000)

Imperial Timber and

Trading Co., Ltd.
P.O. Box 930, Vancouver, B. C.

Export Lumber Standing Timber

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOUGLAS FIR (Columbian Pine), RED
CEDAR and SPRUCE, ALASKA PINE, CYPRESS and CALIFORNIA
REDWOOD (Sequoia).

Can be shipped in Small Parcels. Straight or Mixed Cargoes

Gait Machine Knife Works

Machinery Knives
OF 15VERY DESCRIPTION FOR

WOODWORKING MACHINES
Send for Price List

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited - Gait, Ont.

Let Us Supply You with

Hardwood Flooring
We make a H/H" end mulched flooring in Birch,

Maple or Oak, 1 hut is unsurpassed bj an) manu-
facturer of building materials.

We get the very best wood and then apply the
most careful and most skilful workmanship. Our
product, consequently, has been branded wit h suc-
cess. Shall we quote you our prices?

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Ontario
Montreal Agent : C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St. Telephone Main 5554

TWO THINGS are mainly responsible for the success of

Our High Grade

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
First: We secured the necessary and adequate supply of

t In best Long Leaf Yellow Pine timber in the soui 6.

"

Secondly: We applied modern facilities to manufacture
and shipment.

THE NATURAL RESULT HAS BEEN SUCCESS
Special attention is being given to our rapidly growing

Canadian trade.

We are in a position to get out timbers up to 36 feet
in length and surface sizes up to 6 x 12. All timbers
larger than 6x12 we can arrange to have dressed in transit.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO., "tSir-

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mass.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln
Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
6
^r„

s

EN
s

RTBT

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
MONTREAL, P.Q.

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

ion.

There is un-

doubtedlya big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

v i ce. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

Mills ®L Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. YeiLrd (St Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MORRISTOWN. N. Y.

New York City

Gviy E. Robinson,"1123 Broadway

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street TORONTO

Want to Buy
One carload ist and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x iS]/2 in.. 10 ft.

6 in to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.
Four carloads 1st and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1 ){ in. x 2^ in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be well
manufactured and free of defects.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up, wide.
Coffin lengths.

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

iHiiiwiSB)

Why You Should Use
The Shimer Cutter Heads

For Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Ship Lap, Jointing, Double

Ceiling, Doors, Sash, Blinds, etc.

It has been demonstrated many times that monies invested in a
small outfit of the Shimer Cutter Heads will save their cost within a
few weeks use.

Every time your foreman sharpens an old-fashioned Door, Sash or
Coping Bit he must carefully bring it back to the proper cutting shape,
consuming a considerable portion of his time. Usually a high priced
man is thus fastened to details when his service could be handled to
better advantage if using the Shimer Cutter Heads especially fitted to
your patterns.

These tools being made per order, carry in their outline the perfect
counterpart of the work, thus by simply filing the Bits and setting them
to the guage, the fitting of the manufactured parts is assured.

The difference in the expense items will soon save the cost of the
tools.

We will send them on trial 30 days to any responsible manufacturer.
This gives opportunity to try the best and most complete tools for
planing mill work. Address

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons, PelisZi

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
M n a 5 0 Lumber, Lath and Shingles Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and L^th

Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East. TORONTO. ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT.
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For Largest Profit Use the

Dunbar Shingle Machine

The market demands a high grade shingle at a moderate price. The Dunbar
Shingle Machine, practically automatic, turns out the best quality of shingles at a
minimum cost. It offers a particularly attractive investment to shingle manufac-
turers—increased trade and dividends.

Facts

Increases the mill capacity

Reduces labor expenses
Makes a simple, convenient machine
Pays for cost repeatedly

Eliminates delays and repairs

John Fenderson & Co., Fredericton, N.B-, writes:
"Excellent satisfaction both in quality and quantity."

Shives Lumber Company, Campbellton, N.B.
"We have 13 Dunbar Shingle Machines which have been running continually for several years."

Temiscouata Lumber Co., Notre Dame du Lac, Que.:
"We have one in use now that has been running twenty years and to all appearances

may run twenty more."

Complete Information upon Request

Sole Manufacturers

Fredericton, N. B.

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson Mfg. Co.
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DEFIANCE" WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
PATENTED AND BUILT BY

The Defiance Machine Works

12 Hand Planer with Boring Attachment
No. 8 Variety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off

Defiance,

Ohio

For Making
Hubs, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles,
Neck-Yokes.
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and General
Wood-Work 28" Band Sav 24" Single Surface Planer.

MOWRY & SONS - Gravenhurst, Ont.

Our

Write

us for

Quotations

and

Catalogue

LOG LOADERS
are used all over the country in Large Mills.

Always makes Half Revolution towards Carriage.
Very strong and heavy. Will load but one log at
a time. Large Cylinders. Any number of arms
with any number of spacing.

Cant Flips, Board-Flips, Stocks Lifters

We can Build any kind of a Flip that you want and they will do their work.

WE BUILD UP-TO-DATE SAW AND SHINGLE MILL MACHINERY
The Best is None Too Good for You and We Build the Best

JEFFREY
CONVEYERS

are the Best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Refuse, etc.

Catalog T 57 B

Reliance Saw
Mill Chains

made in all standard sizes. Write for

Price List.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Canadian Office and Works - - MONTREAL.
Main Office and Works - COLUMBUS, OHIO, U.S.A.

ATKINS SAWS
atkins- "

:
"

are in active demand wherever the finest saws are appreciated. They're
just as perfect as money and brains can make them.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

E. C. ATKINS & CO. INC.
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY;

Canadian Works
INDIANAPOLIS, IND

HAMILTON. ONT.
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"I Am Convinced

Simonds
Shingle

Saws
Have Saved Me Money"

BP

'*C - C

A man bought nine 10 inch Simonds Shingle Saw s.

lie w auled the best and paid the price.

lie knows whether lie won or lost on (lie deal.

A careful record of Shingle Saw cost was kept, with
the result that after a lew months the record showed, in

that mill, the saw cost per thousand shingles cut to he
slightly less than one-half of one cent. About 9 cent
saw COSl for twenty thousand shingles.

Thai is why this Milhnan said he was convinced
Simonds Saws are money makers because they are cost savers.

This is a statement of fact. We have the proofs and

will gladly show them. If you want low cost use the
right saws Saws made of Simonds Steel, made by
Simonds Methods. Dollar lor dollar value is given, A
saw to sell for less money than the Simonds cannot be as
good. It cannot run as economically, and it will not
make the same profit for you in the long run.

More shingles mean more money from the same block
of wood.

For shingle saw prices and particulars, address our
nearest office, giving size, number of teeth and gauge of
saw desired.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que.
St. John, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.

United States Factories:

Fitchburg, Mass.
Chicago, 111.

WIRE ROPE
Why experiment continually with wire rope you know is not up
to " Dominion " quality—quality that means better material,

better consiruction and better service?

MATERIAL All our ropes are made from the best quality of
imported w ire, specially drawn to our own specifi-

cat ion. Each coil is carefully tested for its tensile
st length, torsion, flaxion and elastic limit.

CONSTRUCTION Every step in the construction of our wire ropes is

carefully watched over by experts. Our many
years experience in manufacturing wire ropes
enables us to offer the best to be had anywhere.

SERVICE - Every length of "Dominion Rope" gives satis-

faction, because it is serviceable and dependable.

All lengths and sizes carried in stock for immediate shipment

The Dominion Wire Rope Co., Limited

Montreal

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Traders Bank Building, TorontoOffirp<t • 0R00KD Ml,OR
VS1IIV.C3 . CORNER OF THE
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Canadian Lumbermen's Association
The annual meeting of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association,

which took place on May 18th at Ottawa, was an event of unusual in-

terest to all umbermen in Canada. Although this organization is only in
its infancy, it is already performing work which gives it a right to be
classed with the successful institutions for the improvement of trade
conditions which have recently become so prominent a feature of busi-
ness methods. In the United States a similar association has been in
existence for many years and has proved itself of inestimable benefit
to its members. In Canada, with only one year's existence, the Can-
adian Lumbermen's Association has started on a career which shows that
it will in a short time become equally as useful to its members and a
factor of equal influence in the regulation of trade conditions.

The greatest effort of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, out-
side, of course, of the work of organization which has taken up much of
its time, has been that in connection with the freight rates on lumber
which were increased so generally from Ontario and Quebec points by
the C.P.R. and G.T.R. on May 1st, 1908. On its face the increase was
a compliance with the order of the Board of Railway Commissioners for
the creation of a uniform tariff. In its effect it is an unfair advance of
rates from all points where large quantities of lumber freight originate,
and a lowering of the rates from points where practically no lumber is

freighted. The railway companies have admitted the truth of this
claim, although they have presented statements which are calculated to
persuade the Railway Commissioners that the increases are too slight to
be worth bothering about, in consideration of the uniformity which they
provided.

In regard to this point it is significant that the C.P.R. and G.T.R.
have presented statements showing the earning power per car for two

months only, and that these months are not the same for each railway.
For this reason it was impossible to learn what the combined effect of
the changes was. At the request of the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation these figures will be duplicated, and a statement obtained, cover-
ing four months' returns of freight earnings per car for the two railway
companies. From this it should be possible for the commissioners to
come to a definite idea as to whether the contension of the lumbermen
is well founded. It will be the middle of September, however, before
these figures are obtained, and in the meanwhile lumber freight will be
moved at the advanced rates, but the railways have undertaken to ma.ke
a refund on all lumber shipped after July 15th, in case the Board orders
a reduction of rates or the return of the old tariff. In having secured
this much the Canadian Lumbermen's Association has done good work
on behalf of its members in Ontario and Quebec. With the support of
lumbermen from all parts of Ontario it will be able to do similar good
work when occasions arise, for all its members.

In the freight rate matter, lumbermen will have gained a distinct
advantage from the better understanding which has already sprung up
between themselves and the railway companies. This was well evidenced
by the presence of several representatives of the railway companies at
the annual banquet of the association. These representatives vied with
one another in expressions of good-will toward the lumbermen, and in
their efforts to explain that their own desires were to see that the rail-
ways obtained only such treatment as was consistent with fair play, and
to assist them to make the roads earn sufficient to pay a reasonable
profit and at the same time provide the necessary funds for carrying out
the improvements which were continually necessary. This improved
feeling between the shippers and the railway companies is a distinct
advantage to both parties. It will be the duty of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association to foster this feeling while seeking to protect the rights
of the lumbermen. With the support which the association has already
received it will feel encouraged to widen its sphere of work. If it secures
the support which it deserves and which it has every reason to expect,
from lumbermen in all parts of Canada, it will be able to return to its
members in actual benefits which can be measured in dollars and cents,
advantages which it would be a mistake not to seek by so effective means!

A Serious Situation at Ottawa
The serious waste of water and interruption of business which is re-

ported from Ottawa, on account of the rush of waters released in the
northern tributaries, is an occurrence which 'lias caused loss and anxiety
regularly for so many years, that it seems ridiculous to .find another
season arrived with conditions, if anything, worse than they have been
for many years in the past. This is exactly the state of affairs, however,
at Ottawa to-day, and thousands of men with families dependent upon
the.n are idle. So far as trade is concerned it may not be a bad thing to
ha7i less manufacturing of lumber going on just at present, but the tem-
porary condition of trade is as nothing, compared with the interests of
those who are dependent upon the manufacturers of lumber for their
livelihood. Moreover temporary conditions are not the only ones to be
considered. Although the mills will probably open again within a few
weeks, they will have to face the possibility of another shut-down, per-
haps for a still longer period, later in the summer, when the waters are
low and the falls begin to run dry.

This situation at Ottawa provides one of the first lessons Canada, has
received, and one of the most costly, in regard to the dangers following
upon widespread timber cutting without the necessary precautions being
taken to preserve the flow of the waters, which in 'former years were
held back by the forests. In the early days of lumbering in Canada the
forests of the upper Ottawa were so thick that they looked after the flow
of the water natnrally. At present the Chaudiere Falls are almost oblit-
erated, in spite of the fact that on account of the floods of last year it

was expected that low water would prevail this year. The conclusion
is inevitable that the Ottawa river has been so denuded of its natural
powers of reserving its flow, that artificial ways must be resorted to in
future. Already a beginning has been made both at Ottawa, by the
power users on either side of the river, and at the outlet of Lake Temis-
kaming, by the Dominion Government. These two works are expected
to make a great difference when they are both in operation. The works
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at Ottawa, however, are powerless under such conditions ae those wliich

prevail at present. Their effect is rather to direet the flow than to pre-

serve it. The dam at Lake Temiekaming should he constructed with all

possible speed consistent with good work, and the Government should

immediately take steps to have constructed an effective series of dams

and other works for the preservation of the water supply on the upper

Ottawa. If this is not done in time to afford an appreciable measure of

relief before the spring of 1910, the lumber manufacturing industry all

along the Ottawa valley will have suffered a severe setback which it may
take many years of prosperity and care to overcome.

The Lumber Trade Situation—Some of its Factors
There is a remarkable unanimity of opinion among lumber manufac-

turers in western Canada regarding the present condition of the markets

for which they cater. With one voice they declare that at present there

is no possibility of making a profit upon their transactions, and the

opinion is very generally shared that much of the reason for this is the

failure of the various efforts which have been made to regulate the output

and to maintain prices. This is in reality only an effect from other dis-

orders, more deep seated and difficult to remedy. The situation in the

lumber business to-day is a simple one from a theoretical economic point

of view. It is the result of a prolonged period of commercial depression,

brought about by an infinite number of causes, and aggravated, so far

as lumber is concerned, by extreme overproduction and shortsighted sac-

rifice of stocks. These aggravating causes are really only contributory to

the general one. Depression in the lumber business during the past

year was bound to come, but its effect might have been much less serious

if those engaged in the production of lumber had been able to consider

the general good rather than their own immediate necessities. Unfor-

tunately for most of them, however, and especially for those in western

Canada, the immediate needs of the individual manufacturer are gener-

ally so urgent as to make consideration of the general welfare of the

lumber business both impossible and impracticable.

Last summer, the revival of trade depended upon the crop of grain

This was fortunately good, and manufacturers and retailers both took

heart. The farmer, however, is a difficult man to persuade and is very

conservative about opening his purse in doubtful times. It took an ac-

tive winter and spring campaign to induce him to buy lumber. Now,

just when orders were beginning to appear, the crop for 1910 has become

a factor, and a backward spring with late seeding, are resulting in un-

welcome diffidence on the part of the purchaser. Orders from retailers

who had counted on a good building demand are being cancelled here

and there. The net result of affairs at present is that the coming sum-

mer's crop will be an important factor.

In connection with the situation, an interesting letter has been re-

ceived by the "Canada Lumbermen" in reply to an enquiry regarding

the state of the lumber trade business. Coming from Mr. H. H. Spicer,

of the Export Lumber & Shingle Company, Limited, it will be regarded

as the opinion of one who is closely in touch with actual conditions. Mr.

Spicer says: "We do not consider the outlook for the lumber trade from

the Prairie Provinces any too good. Tt is, of course, well known to

everyone interested in the trade that there is a tremendous overproduc-

tion of lumber for the requirements of the trade of those provinces, and

while such conditions exist we cannot see any hope of a reasonable vol-

ume of business with satisfactory prices for all the different manufac-

turers of lumber and shingles catering to the trade of our three prairie

provinces. All the different plans that have been taken to organize the

producers of lumber for the purpose of keeping down production and

regulating the price have not been very successful, as is only too well

known, and in face of the supply being so very much in excess of the or-

dinary demand, these artificial methods of regulating the output and

trying to maintain a satisfactory price cannot be expected, to be at the

very best, any more than temporarily successful. So far as the immedi-

ate prospects go, the late seeding is very much against them, and a good

many cancellations of orders, and requests that they be held back are

now taking place. It would appear, however, that if a fair acreage of

grain be sown, coupled with the heavy immigration and the large

amount of railway construction, that the demand for lumber from all

points west of the Creat Lakes should be very good during the present

year."

The situation in Ontario, from the point of view of one of the large

Ottawa valley manufacturers, is set forth in another letter, the writer of

which states that in his opinion there are very large stocks of white and

red pine lumber on hand, accumulated during the last two years, which,

owing to general depression, have not been worked off. The result is

that the supply is, and has been, considerably greater than the demand,

which has had a considerably depressing effect upon prices. This writer

behaves that the final adjustment of the question of the duty on lumber

going into the United States will have a good effect upon shipments. He
also believes that the business generally is improving. Of course it is

difficult, he writes, to say how fast conditions will improve. Just now.

there is a good deal of building under way in all the large cities of Can-

ada; in fact the building permits are remarkably larger than last year

so far, and large stocks of lumber will be absorbed this year in the build-

ing trade. This writer concludes by saying that he does not expect the

output of lumber at the mills to be as great this year as formerly, a fact

which, taken in conjunction with the building activity, should tend to-

wards better conditions in the lumber market.

Freight Rate Hearing Advanced Another Step
The hearing of the freight rate complaints made by the Canadian

Lumbermen's Association before the Board of Railway Commissioners

at Ottawa, was taken up again on Tuesday, May 18th, and considerable

advance in regard to the settlement of the question was made. Mr.

Wallace Nesbitt, K.C., on behalf of the Lumbermen's Association, pre-

sented its case, and Mr. G. F. Shepley, K.C., looked after the interests

of the railways.

In accordance with the suggestion made by Chief Commissioner Ma-

bee at the previous session, the G.T.R. and C.P.B. had prepared a state-

ment showing the earnings of their cars from the various shipping points

in Ontario to other Ontario points and to ports of export, under the new

tariff and under the old tariff. The C.P.R.'s statement covered the

months of September, 1908, and March, 1909, and the G.T.E.'s state-

ment covered the months of June, 1908 and February, 1909. These

statements bore out to a considerable extent the claims made by the Can-

adian Lumbermen's Association that the new tariff involved an increase

of rates from all the important shipping points. Mr. Frank Hawkins,

secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, had undertaken an

extremely onerous task during the interval, which involved obtaining

statistics from all possible shippers at the points under consideration,

showing their actual shipment'? and the freight rates paid upon them.

Mr. Hawkins' statistics were also tabulated and presented to the Board.

They bore out minutely the claims upon which the complaint was made.

The statements shown by the railways, however, did not show so great

an increase as the statement presented by the association. They were

somewhat unsatisfactory because they covered separate months, and it

was impossible to gather from them what the increase of freight rates

was upon the total shipment of lumber by the combined rates for any one

month. For this reason the commission found themselves at a standstill

inasmuch as it was not possible to compare the figures given by the

railways with those given by the Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

The figures given by the Canadian Lumbermen's Association covered

both railways.

There was an extensive discussion between the counsel for both

sides in regard to a request by the Canadian lumbermen's Association

for further statistics. The railway representatives claimed that the

expense had been so great, both in time and money, that they would

not care to duplicate it. The Canadian Lumbermen's Association urged
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that it was impossible for the Commission to obtain a proper under-
standing of the situation with only the incomplete statistcs which the
railway companies had afforded.

Chief Commissioner Mabee, however, took to some extent, the view
of the railways, inasmuch as they had done what had been requested of

them, i.e., had given a statement showing for each railway the increased
earning pow,er per car for a stated period. He did not think, therefore,

that it would be proper to put them to the further expense of preparing
a statement which would afford similar statistics for a longer period of

time, such, for instance, as six consecutive months. Mr. Nesbitt ar-

gued that without a statement covering such a period it would be an
impossibility to form a comprehensive judgment of the situation.

After a lengthy consultation between the counsel for both sides, the
representatives of the railway companies finally agreed to duplicate
each other's statistics. Under this arrangement, the C.P.R. will pre-

sent additional figures showing the increased earning power per car from
the various points of lumber shipment in Ontario for June ,1908, and
February, 1909, and the G.T.R. will sjive a statement of the same nature
covering September, 1908, and March, 1909. Thus there will be pro-
vided a statement from which it will be possible to obtain an accurate

1908, an increase of $1,757.40 on 2,399 cars, an increase of 2,23 per
cent., and for February, 1909, an increase of $810.98 on 1,G74 cars, an
increase of 1.44 per cent. The combined increase for June and Febru-
ary on the G.T.R. was $2,508.38 on 4,073 cars, an increase of 1.89 per
cent.

The statement presented by Mr. Hawkins on behalf of the Can-
adian Lumbermen's Association showed on the two roads an average
increase of 2.08 per cent, per car on 11,902 cars. These cars were esti-
mated at 30,000 pounds each. If estimated at 40,000 pounds, the weight
used in the statistics given by the railways, the increase would be $2.77
per car. The average increases* per car shown by the statements pre-
sented are as follows: C.P.R.. $1.44; G.T.R., 03 cents, and Canadian
Lumbermen's Association, $2.77.

Mr. Wilson, of Wilson Brothers, Woodstock and Quebec, appeared
before the Board, during an interval in the discussion, and explained
the situation which the c hange in tariff had made in regard to his busi-
ness. The former basis of rates was the amount of cubic feet, but it

was now the weight of the timber. There were, however, no proper
facilities for weighing strings of two or three cars at many' of the sta-
tions. The old rate had been 4 and 4% cents for hardwood from points

Summary of results from application of revised rates of May 1st, 1908, to shipments of lumber made between Canadian points, and to
Canadian ports for export.

Canadian Pacific Railway

—

No. «>t'

Canadian traffic 1,437
Average weight per car
Average earning power per car
Percentage of increase in total earnings
Average increase per ton
Average increase per 100 pounds

September, 1908.
Weight in New basis Old basis Increase,
pounds. revenue. revenue.
50,175,770 $39,007.24 $37,224.72 $1,782.52

38,396
27.14 25.90 1.24

4.78
6.4 cts.

.32 cts.

No. of "Weight in
cars. pounds.
1,393 59,108,674

42,451

March, 1909.
New basis Old basis Increase
revenue. revenue.
$44,816.45 $42,498.03 $2,316.42

32.17 30.51

Orand Trunk Railway

Canadian traffic

Average weight per car
Average earning power per car
Percentage of increase in total earnings
Average increase per ton
Average increase per 100 pounds

No. of
ears
2,399

June, 1908. %
Weight in New basis Old basis Increas
pounds. revenue. revenue.
93,630,180 $80,645.49 $78,888.09 $1,757 40

39,029
33.62 32.88

2.23
3. 75 cts

.18 cts

No. of "Weight in
cars. pounds.
1,674 67,574,240

40,367

February, 1909.
New basis Old basis
revenue. revenue.
$'57,255.64 $56,444.66

1.664
5.45

7.6 cts.

.39 cts.

Increase

$810.98

34 . 20 33. .48

1.44
2.40 cts.

.12 cts.

Combined summary of results from application of revised rates for two months

C.P.R.—September, 1908, and March, 1909.

No. of

cars
Canadian traffic - 2,830
Average weight per car
Average earning power per car
Percentage of increase in total earnings
Average increase per ton
Average increase per 100 pounds

Weight in New basis Old basis Increase.

|

pounds. revenue. revenue.
114,284,444 $83,826.69 $79,722.55 $4,100,941

40,3&3
I

29.62 28.17 1.44|
' . s.u\\

7.1 cts. I

35 cts.

G.T.R.—June, 1908, and February, 1909.

No. of Weight in New basis Old basis Increase
cars. pounds. revenue. revenue
4,073 161,204,420 $137,901.13 $135,332.75 $2,568.38

39,579

33 . 86 33 . 23 .63

1.89
3.19 cts.

.16 cts.

Associati

Summary of results from application of revised rates on shipments of lumber, shown by statistics gathered by the Canadian Lumbermen's
ciation from shippers' actual statements:

G. T. R.
C. P. R.

No. of cars. Amount of Average increase per Rates unchanged No rate
Increase, net car of 30,000 lbs. No. of cars. No. of cars

6,528 $12,172.00 $1.86 1,902 492
2,418 6,424.85 2.66 397 225

Totals 8,946 $18,596.85 $2.08 2,299 717

Total
of cars.

8,922
3,040

11,962

idea of the increased earning power per car of both railways for the four

months of June, 1908; September, 19Q8; February, 1909; March, 1909.

When this agreement had been reached it was decided that the mat-
ter should again be taken up before the Board on Tuesday, September
21st. The representatives of the Canadian Northern Quebec Railway
also undertook to provide similar statements.

These statements will be furnished, if possible, by the railway com-
panies on the 1st of August, and if this is too early, by August 15th, and
copies will be given to the Canadian Lumbermen's Association so that the

association may have an opportunity of studying them carefully before

appearing before the Commission. An understanding was also reached
that in case the Railway Commission should find that the old tariff ought
to be put in force or the new tariff materially reduced, the railways
should agree to make a refund of rates collected from the date of July 15.

The statistics presented by the railway companies as to the increased
earning powers of their cars under the new tariff showed than on the
C.P.R. during September, 1908, there was an increase of $1,782.52 in

freight collected upon 1,437 cars, which amounted to an increase of

4.78 per cent, of the total earnings. For March, 1909, the increase
shown was $2,316.42 on 1,393 cars, an increase of 5.45 per cent. The
combined increase for the two months amounted to $4,100.94 on 2,830
cars, being an increase of 5.14 per cent. The G.T.R. showed for June,

in Ontario to Toronto. To Quebec the rates were 10 cents on pine and
12 cents on hardwoods. The change had made a great increase all
round, especially on timber of 35 feet and up, which must be loaded on
two or three cars. On these the rate had been increased nearly 50 per
cent.

_

The shippers always had to make heavy claims for overcharges
on this class of timber, because it could not be properly weighed. The
railways frequently allowed these claims, but the inconvenience of such
a roundabout method of business was too great to be continued. This
year they had been quoted rates of 10 and 12 cents a hundred pounds
from points in Ontario to Canadian points, but after commencing to
ship they had been notified by the Grand Trunk Railway Company that
these rates were only applicable on timber of 35 feet and under. The
other rates were raised by 4 and 5 cents a hundred pounds. They had
not received returns on all their cars yet from Kingston, but by the
present rates it cost just as much to sell timber to Kingston as to take
it. from any Ontario point to Quebec.

They considered that this was a most unjust method of handling
timber. Under the former system it was all measured in Toronto by
the railways and in Kingston by Calvin's people, and freight was paid
according to these measurements. They knew exactly what they were
doing then. Under the new system they would have to suffer a very
heavy loss unless the railways made a refund in each case.
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Meeting of Lumbermen's Association
Annual Gathering of the New Body—Reports of an Active and Successful
Year—Old Officers Re-Elected Representative Attendence of Members

The annual meeting of the. Canadian Lumbermen's Association was
held in Ottawa on Wednesday, May 19th, in the Board of Trade cham-
bers. The president, Mr. Gordon C. Edwards, occupied the chair and
there was a representative gathering of lumbermen from many parts of
Canada.

After the transaction of preliminary business the members listened
to an address by Mr. R. H. Campbell, *

Superintendent of the Dominion
Bureau of Forestry, upon the work which the Bureau is doing. Mr.
Campbell explained .at some length the efforts which lie is making to
obtain from manufacturers of lumber throughout Canada an accurate
statement as to the amount of lumber, lath, shingles, pulpwood, etc.,
which they cut, so that an estimate of the annual cut may he obtained'

Gordon C. Edwards, Ottawa, President of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association.

There should be some definite record, he said, of the wood production
of Canada. The Dominion Department of Forestry was therefore mak-
ing an attempt to gather these statistics and intended to undertake the
work annually. The work could only be done with the cardial co-opera-
tion of lumbermen and others engaged in the wood industries. They
hoped to be able to organize as efficient a service for the obtaining of
these statistics, as the service which had recently been established in
the United States. If the department could obtain the co-operation of
the Canadian Lumbermen's Association in this work it would be of great
advantage. No information obtained from the lumbermen for this pur-
pose would be made public, which could do any injury to those who
supplied the information. All information received, in fact, would be
absolutely confidential, and the only information published would be that
contained in the general bulk statistics.

Mr. Campbell was listened to with much interest and the president
assured him that the association would give the. subject careful attention.

The election of officers was then taken up and a motion was made
that the president for the year should be Mr. J. B. Miller, of the Parry
Sound Lumber Company, Toronto. Mr. Miller, who is vice-president,
declined the honor and said that he believed the interest of the associa-
tion would be best served by retaining the president (Mr. Gordon C.
Edwards) in office for another year; The present officers were engaged
in an important work relating to railway matters, and he believed that
it would be unwise to elect other officers until this work had been brought
to a conclusion. This suggestion met with the approval of the other
members present, and the list of officers was left the same as it was
last year, though a few alterations were made in the directorate.

The officers and directors as finally agreed upon were as follows

:

Hon. President, J. R. Booth, Ottawa: President, Gordon C. Edwards,
Ottawa; Vice-President, J. B. Miller, Toronto; Directors, H. J. Bart-
lett, OriUia; J. C. Browne, Ottawa; J. S. Gillies, Braeside, Ont. ; A. W.
McLaurin, Montreal; J. J. McFaddcn, Toronto; F. W. Avery, Ottawa;
W. C. Laidlaw, Toronto; B. H. McLennan, Montreal; Wm Power
Quebec; E. H. 1 <emay, Montreal ; F. N. Waldie, Toronto

; Angus Mc-
Lean, Little Cascapedia, Que.; W. Price, Quebec; Legislation Commit-
tee, Ward C. Hughson, Ottawa; H. K. Egan, Ottawa; J. C. Browne,
Ottawa; P. Whelen, Ottawa; Wm. Power, Quebec; A. McLaurin

Montreal; R. M. Beckett, Quebec; Dwight J. Turner, Toronto; H. J.
Bartlett, Orillia; W. I). Lummis, Toronto; Secretary, Frank Hawkins,
Ottawa; Treasurer, R. (i. Cameron, Ottawa.

The secretary in his annual report expressed his appreciation of the
many acts of kindness and assistance which he had experienced
from members of the association. The formation of an association con-
sisting of a membershnp from ocean to ocean as contemplated and em-
bodied in the title "Canadian," had made it necessary that local con-
ditions and customs should be considered carefully and dealt with
sympathetically. They could not all think alike, and what might be
all right and perfectly satisfactory in Ontario, might be the reverse in
British Columbia. Therefore, with a keen appreciation of the difficulties
confronting the association in this direction, he bespoke the kindly in-
terest and continued assistance of its members.

After referring to the encouraging growth of the association, Mr.
Hawkins reported that, according to instructions, he had covered the
ground from Halifax, N.S., to the border between Manitoba and Ontario.
He believed there was no doubt that the lumbermen of these provinces
would avail themselves of the opportunity of joining the association.

Mr. Hawkins outlined the history of the freight rate hearing before
the Board of Railway Commissioners, which had resulted as reported
elsewhere in this issue.

By invitation the president and secretary of the association had at-
tended the annual meeting of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers'
Association in Philadelphia on March 2nd and 3rd, and the information
gathered there would undoubtedly have a marked effect in the conduct
of the affairs of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

J. B. Miller, Toronto, Vice-President of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association.

The secretary of the association had been elected a member of the
Canadian Shippers Committee and he believed that the work done bv
this committee would demonstrate conclusively the wisdom of his hav-
ing accepted the position.

Mr. Hawkins suggested that if it was thought desirable small work-
ing committees should be formed as follows : Collection of debts claims
etc.; trade reports (credit and general); inspection grading and sales'-
transportation; legislation; arbitration; insurance; le^al • Dublicitv for'
estry. o > r j ,

In conclusion Mr Hawkins said that the claim might be set forth
with fairness that the usefulness of the association had been fully
demonstrated. The experimental stage had been passed, and a verymuch enlarged held of usefulness was before it.
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The date of the next annual meeting was fixed for the first week in
February, 1910.

Mr. J. B. Miller introduced a short discussion on the matter of
freight rates from Byng Tnlet and other Georgian Bay points. He told
the meeting that the rate on lumber from Byng Inlet to Buffalo was
eight cents per hundred pounds, whereas from Parry Sound to Buffalo
it was 14 cents, although the Parry Sound haul was shorter. He had
instructed Mr. Wallace Nesbitt to bring a case before the Board of
Railway Commissioners, upon the point. He wished to know the opin-
ion of the meeting upon the question whether this was not a proper
subject fur the association to deal with, rather than an individual. The
unanimous opinion was that the association should take the matter up.
Accordingly, the cast- will be brought before the Railway Commission
by the association. Mr. Miller in his explanation of the subject said that
an interesting feature of the situation was that the freight from Byng
Inlet going on an 8-cent rate had to pass through his own yard, from
which the rate was 14 cents.

The following were present at the meeting: V. H. Marshall, Brock-
ville Lumber Company. Limited; J. V. Burstall, John Burstall & Com-
pany. Quel>ec; W. D. Lummis, Cavendish Lumber Company, Limited,
Toronto; A. MacLaurin, Charlemagne A Lac Ouareau Lumber Company,
Limited, Montreal; .1. F. Rochester, Dobell, Beckett A Company, Ot-
tawa; G. C. Edwards. W. C. Edwards ,v Company, Limited, Ottawa:
•L J. McFadden. Fnguson & McFadden, Renfrew; .7. C. Browne, Eraser
& Company, Ottawa: Gilmour ,v Hughson, Limited. Hull, Que. ; G. \\
Grier. (I. A Grier & Son. Montreal, 0 ; M. P. Kinsella. Ottawa; I) H
McLennan, McLennan Lumber Company, Limited. Montreal; W. A.
Firstbrook. Northern Timber Company, Limited. Toronto; J. B. Miller,
Parry Sound Lumber Company, Limited, Toronto; W. H. Bromley.
Pembroke Lumber Company; J. H. Redfern. Montreal: Wm. Power.
W. 4 J. Sharpies. Quebec; Peter Whelen, Shepard A Morse Lumber
Company, Ottawa: Victoria Harbor Lumber Company, Toronto; Daniel
Wells, White Pine Lumber Company, Blind River.

St. John River Logging Troubles Again to the Fore.
Among the perennial troubles which come to the lumbermen of

Canada, none are more aggravating nor more serious in their possibili-
ties of loss and ill-feeling than that which occurs at the St. John river
in connection with the driving of Canadian and American logs. Tin's
difficulty is of such long-standing exist, nee that it has obtained" the dig-
nity of an international trouble and has occupied the attention of the
Governments of both countries. At one time within the last year it

seemed to be almost on the eve of solution, but again it has turned up
this year, and Canadians who have logs which are being held back are
complaining bitterly of the fact that through no fault of their own they
are obliged annually to suffer a loss resultant upon the periodical delay.

The matter is one which it should not take a competent body of
arbitrators a great length of time to settle in a manner satisfactory to
both sdes. Some spirit of give and take will evidentlv have to be shown
by both, as the difficulty is of such ancient origin that it would probably
have been settled long ago, if right pertained absolutely to one side It
is understood that the International Waterways Commission has the
matter in hand at present, and those who are concerned are looking for-
ward anxiously to the presentation of the commission's report. Tins re-
port will probably have to meet with the sanction of both Governments
if it is to settle the question definitely. Government sanctions take
some time in passing their various formalities, and it is therefore all the
more incumbent upon the Commission to act quicklv and definitely
Canadian log owners are complaining to-day that 10,000,000 feet of their
logs are being held up. This in itself is a serious enough matter for quick
action though probably long before the question has been settled these
logs will have passed on to their destination. The important thing is that
in future a great industry, such as that of lumber manufacturing! should
be relieved of any artificial restraint which can be removed and which it
will probably be found can be done away with, without any correspond-
ing loss to the parties who at present fear that the change will result to
their detriment.

Hoo-Hoo atToronto
Members of Eastern District Hold Successful Concatena-
tion—Timely Suggestions for the Welfare of the Order

_

With the season's lumber cutting operations practically at an end
it is estimated that the cut in the State of Maine this year- amounted
•to about 700,000,000 feet. Compared with other seasons these figures
show no appreciable gain or loss! the anticipated heavy falling off "from
last season s cut being overcome to a considerable extent by the late
spring A considerable quantity of snow remained on the ground up
to early m May, making it possible to pursue logging operations laterthan usual. Much of the lumber cut will be taken to the pulp mills to
be converted into paper.

The log driving season is now on and thousands of men are gathered
at the headquarters of the Penobscot and other rivers ready to start the
logs down the waterways to the pulp and lumber mills. In addition to
the logs cut this season a large quantity of lumber cut last year, which
was left in the woods on account of the inert market, will' be brought
down. °

etjerent Snark J. L. Campbell.

Perhaps not since the resurrection of

Hoo-Hoo, in 1892, has a more satisfactory

concatenation been held than that which
took place in Toronto Friday evening, May
28th, Larger meetings there have been,
but none in which the spirit of good fellow-
ship more thoroughly pervaded the pro-

ceedings from start to finish. Even the
kittens restrained themselves "in a most
admirable manner under the trying cir-

cumstances incident to their journey
through the onion patch.

The Vicegerent Snark, J. L. Campbell,
presided in a most acceptable manner, and
selected a staff of officers who gave him
splendid assistance. He was also supported
by a distinguished representative of the Su-
preme Nine, in the person of W. A. Had-

ley, who will doubtless be honored a few months hence by being elected
Snark of the Universe.

The city of Hamilton was well represented, doubtless due in some
measure to the energetic work of Mr. Patterson, than whom there is no
more enthusiastic Hoo-Hoo.

The officers of the evening were as follows :—
Snark, J. L. Campbell, Toronto.
Senior Hoo-Hoo, T. S. Young, Toronto.
Jnior Hoo-Hoo, W. P. Bull, Toronto.
Bojum. Thos. Patterson, Hamilton.
Scrivenoter, G. H. Hager, Toronto.
Jabberwock, H. B. Weiss, Toronto.
Custocatian, B. Stewart, Toronto.
Arcanoper, James Lauder, Toronto.
Guidon, A. H. Riches, Toronto.

Six blind kittens weer inducted into the mysteries that prevail be-
yond the garden fence, answering to their names' as follows :

L. J. McCormack (Mickle, Dyment & Company), Barrie.
H, A. Rose (Fraser River Lumber Cmpany), Toronto
F. H. Potts (M. Brennen & Sons), Hamilton.
John Siemon (Siemon Brothers), Wiarton.
C. G. Grant (C. G. Anderson Lumber Company), Toronto.
Sidney Richardson (Retail Lumber Merchant), Flora.

Following the concatenation there was the usual session "On the
Roof," which was both enjoyable and instructive. The following toasts
were proposed and duly honored: "The King," by singing the National
Anthem; "Wholesale Interests," by Walter Laidlaw

; "Retail Interests,"
by Thos. Patterson: "The Kittens," by the several candidates; "House
of Hoo-Hoo," by W. A. Hadley, W. J. MacBeth, H. P. Hubbard and
J. G. Cane.

The toast of the Vicegerent Snark was proposed in a happy speech
by Mr. Hadley. In responding, Mr. Campbell referred at some length
to matters affecting the welfare of Hoo-Hoo. If the Order was to pros-
per as it should, he believed its scope should be widened so that questions
of importance to the lumber trade would be discussed at meetings. There
was doubtless much good to be accomplished by meeting together and
getting acquainted. Too frequently we have an erroneous conception of
our competitor. Mr. Campbell referred to the benefits which had accrued
to the lumber trade of western Canada through the organization of re-
tail associations. It had eliminated injurious price-cutting and placed
many retail lumbermen on their feet, whereas if the policy of individual
effort had been continued, many of them would have long ago suc-
cumbed. Hoo-Hoo in the Eastern District of Canada had not been par-
ticularly active during the past twelve months, but if its destinies were
guided by influential and careful members, there was no reason in his
opinion why it should not be made a most useful organization.

The final toast was that of "The Press," which was responded to
by T. S. Young, of the "Canada Lumberman."

During the evening a splendid programme of entertainment was fur-
nished by G. H. Hager, Connor Mehan, James McLaughlin and the
National Male Quartette, Messrs. Gardner, Eyers, Bannati and Davis.
The accompanist was E. Bowles.

A large number of men have left Cranbrook, B.C., for the Skookemchuck
to start a tie camp for Breckenridge & Lund, of Wardner. Over 100 men wiU
be employed.
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First Annual Banquet of Lumbermen
Made" bv sL^

nadia

T
AsS°ciati°n H",d S™ful Goring at Ottawa Important SuggestionsMade by Speakers Transportahon Gompan.es' Representatives Express Good Will and Wishes

Ihc first annual banquet of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association
was held in Ottawa at the Laurentian Club on Tuesday, May 18th and
was an unqualified success. The association has only completed the
nrst year of its existence and is already established as one of the most
useful and energetic associations for trade purposes in Canada. This was
amply demonstrated by the fact that the banquet was attended by about
sixty members and their guests, and that among the members present
there were representatives of the lumber industry from Ontario, Quebec
anj British Columbia. When one takes into consideration the short
time which the association has been in existence and the little oppor-
tunity there has been for organization work, the association, and more
especially its secretary, Mr. Frank Hawkins, are deserving of con-
gratulation upon the results of their efforts.

The president of the association, Mr. Gordon C. Edwards, of Ot-
tawa, presided at the banquet, and upon his right was seated Mr E L
Borden, Leader of the Opposition in the House of Commons. On the
left of the chairman sat Hon. J. G. Foster, United States Consul-General
tor Canada. Others at the head table included Wm. Power of W &
J. Sharpies, Quebec; John Pullen, Montreal, assistant freight traffic
manager of the G.T.R.

; Senator W. C. Edwards, Ottawa; J W Hendry
Vancouver, B.C.; Mayor Hopewell, of Ottawa; R. H. Campbell, super-
intendent of the Dominion Bureau of Forestry; W. B. Bulling Mont-
real, assistant freight traffic manager of the C.P.R. ; S H Howard
general freight agent for the C.P.R

, and J. F. Orde, Ottawa, solicitor
tor the Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

Those who were seated at the other tables included

:

W. K. Grafftey, of the Montreal Lumber Company, Montreal,
Geo. I. Dewar, of the Export Lumber Company, Ottawa; A H Huff'
divisional freight agent of the G.T.R.

, Ottawa; M. S. Donaldson, super-
intendent of the G.T.R. .Ottawa; Ward Hughson, of Gilmour & Hud-
son, Hull, Que.; Mr. Feiion, of E. H. Lemay, Montreal; J. H. Redfern,
Montreal; R. G. Cameron, treasurer Canadian Lumbermen's Associa-
tion, Ottawa; Frank Hawkins, secretary Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation, Ottawa; Fred & C. -J. Booth, of J. R. Booth, Ottawa; F. W.
Powell, of the Rideau Lumber Company, Ottawa; Reginald Beckett,
of Dobell, Beckett & Company, Quebec; R, A. McCormack, of the
C. P. R., Ottawa; J. E. Walsh, CM. A., Tordnto; W. H. Rowley of
the E. B. Eddy Company, Limited, Hull, Que. ; J. B. Hunter, Deputy
Minister of Public Works, Ottawa; J. B. Miller, of the Parry Sound
Lumber Company, Toronto; Dennis Murphy, of the Ottawa Transporta-
tion Company, Ottawa; Thos. Wilson, Ottawa; W. A. Firstbrook, To-
ronto; W. C. Laidlaw, of the Laidlaw Lumber Company, Toronto; H.
Boultbee, of the "Canada Lumberman," Toronto; W. S. Tilston, of the
Transportation Department of the Montreal Board of Trade; Samuel
Thompson, of W. C. Edwards & Company, Ottawa; Walter Ross, of
J. R. Booth, Ottawa; Geo. W. Grier, Montreal; A. C. McCall, M.P.,
Simcoe, Ont.

;
D. H. McLennan, of the McLennan Lumber Company!

Montreal; Peter Whelen, of the Shepard & Morse Lumber Company!
and president of the Ottawa Board of Trade, Ottawa; G. C. Hurdman,'
Ottawa; G. A. Fowler, lumber agent of the C.P.R., Montreal; George
Gordon, M.P., Cache Bay, Ont.; E. R. Bremner, of Watson & Todd,
Limited, Ottawa

; J. W. Smith, of the Colonial Lumber Company, Pem-
broke, Ont.

; J. C. Browne, of Fraser & Company, Ottawa; Guy Thombs,
of the C. N. Quebec Railway; C. A. Hays, of the G.T.R.; V. R. Mar-
shall, of the Brockville Lumber Company, Brockville ; A. W. Fraser,
K.C., Ottawa; W. H. Bromley, of the Pembroke Lumber Company!
Pembroke, Ont.

; J. C. Cox, of the Robt. Cox & Company, Ottawa and
*

Liverpool, Eng.; M. P. Kinsella, of Skillings, Whitnev & Barnes, Ot-
tawa; H. B. Poliwka, of J. Burstall & Company, Quebec.

Several letters of regret at their inability to be present at the ban-
quet were read by the secretary, among them being letters from: Sir
Wilfrid Laurier, Hon. Sidney Fisher, Minister of Agriculture; Hon. J.
K. Kerr, Speaker of the Senate; Hon. Charles Marcil, Speaker of the
Eouse of Commons; John W. Loud, general traffic manager of the G.
T. R. ; Geo. F. Craig, president of Hie National Wholesale Lumber
Dealers' Association

; S. F. Perry, secretary of the National Lumber
Dealers' Association; Joseph H. Sorley, of the C.P.R., Ottawa: W. B.
Tindall, of the Parry Sound Lumber Company, Toronto; Otto Laehmund.
[(resident of the Mountain Lumbermen's Association, Revelstoke B.C. •

Wm. A. Anstie Nelson, B.C., secretary-treasurer of the Mountain Lum-
bermen's Association

; Frank Patterson, president of the Pacific Coast
Lumbermen's Association; R. TT. Alexander, Vancouver, B.C., secretary
of the Pacific Coast Lumbermen's Association

; J. W. Long, president

Of the New York 'Lumber Trade Journal"; John G. Staate, manager
ot the New lork "Lumberman's Review"; Hon. Gifford Pinchot, chief
of the United States Forest Service; J. E. Defebaugh, editor of theAmerican Lumberman"; Hon. Clifford Sifton; James Davidson, presi-dent oi the Ottawa Retail Lumber Dealers' Association, and J. S Davis
Brooklyn, New York

The Banquet.
The menu was a most inviting one and the guests all enjoyed therepast excellently The after-dinner proceedings were marked by the

delivery of a number of unusually interesting speeches and by the ren-dering of several much appreciated songs, one of the chief contributors
to the music being the secretary of the association, Mr. Frank Hawkins.

Mr. Gordon C. Edwards, who presided, acted as toast master and
called upon all present to open the toasting by drinking the health of
the King. This was loyally attended to and was succeeded by enthusi-

State
t0 Govt-

>mor-General and the President of the United

In reply to the toast to the President of the United States a fe-
licitous speech was mare by Hon. J. G. Foster, United States Consul-
General for Canada. Mr. Foster referred to the waning supply of timber
in the United States, saying that, according to a generally accepted
estimate, it would only last for about thirty years more. The lumbering
operations of the future, therefore, must be of a conservative nature and
involve wise and careful cutting of the timber crop. It had been a
source of the greatest pleasure and satisfaction to him to note that therehad been this year at Washington a conference of representative* from
Canada, Mexico and the United States for the joint consideration of the
conservation of the natural resources of the continent. He believed
that from this conference much more -even than material good wouldcome, for it recognized the mutual interest which we had in each other's
welfare and that the best and wisest use of the resources of each partwould constitute and make up the best use of the resources of the wholeIhese two countries were very similar in their origin and extent, andwere identical in many of their interests. They would, he believed
constantly tend toward advance and progress, and work together for
higher ideals and standards of civilization and true progress

ri ;

Mr
; j ,
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Borden, who was next called upon, referred at first tothe fact that four committees of the House of Commons had been ap-pointed to study the conservation of the natural resources of the coun-

try. They had begun their work during the present session and aheadvmany important recommendations had been made as a result of their
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d specially struck him, Mr. Borden said, in regard tothe lumbering industry of Canada. That was the absolute lack of definiteinformation on many important points. He could go to the records ofthe United States and find that the total lumber cut of that countrywas about 40 000,000,000 feet of sawn lumber and that the cutway ties, cordwood, etc., was about 100,000,000.000 feet It seemed

to him remarkable that he could get no information as to the JenTralumber cut of Canada. Another thing had also impressed him verforcibly. He had always been under the impression that the forest Z
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great6r than those of the UnitedStates. He had disabused himself of this impression, however before

he had found" tl
"' ^T*' ff * DUmber of author^he had found that upon the whole the forest resources of the UnitedStates were slightly m excess of those of Canada, although the cu inthe Umted States was immensely greater than in Canada a°t the present

Public interest was certainly being awakened upon this subject and.he felt sure that there was absolute no division of opinion between thetwo political parties in the House of Commons upon it. They were both
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Mr. George Gordon, of Cache Bay, Ont., delivered a speech which
held the close interest of all present. In his opening remarks he at-
tributed the lack of statistics for the lumber business in Canada to-day,
to the fact that heretofore they had not had an organization like the
Canadian Lumbermen's Association. Formerly it had veen vary hard
to get the Georgian Bay and the Ottawa lumbermen together, with those
of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. The object of the association, as he
understood it, was to get all the lumbermen of the Dominion together
and to gather together all kinds ot useful information regarding the
lumber industry for the benefit of the lumbermen and of the public. He
believed that the association would be able to accomplish much good,
not only for the association itself, but for the whole of Canada. He did
not believe that lumbermen in Canada had been as wasteful of the
forest resources of the country as the lumbermen of the United States
had been of their country's. Some years ago, however, perhaps 20 or
25 years ago, in the provinces of Ontario and Quebec much timber had
been slaughtered simply because the lumbermen could not find a mar-
ket for the tops of trees and for inferior lumber such as thev had markets
for to-day.

Mr. Gordon thought that the governments of Canada, local as well
as Dominion, were primarily responsible for most of the waste that had
taken place. The Province of Ontario was trying to do good, and was
roing much good to-day, but he wished to draw their attention to the
fact that they were selling timber under conditions which should not be
continued. When selling timber they were giving 10-year leases, and in
some cases 15-year leases. The owner of a lease, when the time drew
near for it to expire, found out that if he had not all the pine cut off, it

would revert to the Crown. The consequence was that no lumberman
was going to leave any lumber on the land if he could help it. Another
thing which he thought was wrong was that the Government, after sell-
ing the timber, should also collect a due of so much a thousand feet for
the lumber cut. They should sell the lumber for what it was worth in
the first place, and not impose a subsequent charge in the form of a due.
The timber should belong to the lumberman so long as he thought fit to
cut it. He would then allow the smaller timber a chance to grow.

Where timber was growing on lands which were not fit for settle-
ment, settlers should never be allowed to go into that land at all. Where
the timber was found on land which was good for settlement thev should
make different regulations, but if they would keep settlers out of the
land which was not good for anything but growing timber, they would
have timber in Canada for years and years to come. Lumbermen all
knew that the timber resources, and particularly the white pine, in
Canada was very limited. If the cutting went on in the way it was
going on at persent they could soon count the vears when thev would
have none left at all. But if the Government' would sell the timber
which they now held, under an arrangement by which the owner was al-
lowed to cut and handle the timber in his own way, there was not a
lumbermen in Canada to-day who would not prove one of the most effi-
cient agents for the preservation of the forest resources.

Mr. Gordon concluded by declaring that the Canadian Lumbermen's
Association had been very successful, but that it had only started on its
career as the most useful lumber organization which Canada had
ever had.

The Lumberman's Interest in the Forest.

Senator W. C. Edwards spoke forcibly about the effect of fire upon
the forests. The greatest care should be' taken to preserve the forests
from fire. If there had been no other instrumentality for the destruction
of the forests than the woodsman's axe, Canada's forests to-dav would
be green and unbroken. Fire had destroyed twenty times as much tim-
ber in Canada as the axe. It was true that there had been a great
awakening in regard to the importance of preserving the forests, and he
believed it would result in more judicious cutting in the future than
heretofore. No one else in Canada hid the same interest in the pre-
servation of the forests as the lumbermen had. Every lumberman who
was worthy of consideration at all had large investments in mills, dams,
and improvements which had cost large sums of money, and the con-
servation of the forests was their primary interest.

In conclusion, Senator Edwards- said that lie believed the Can-
adian Lumbermen's Association had a very promising future. Some
work had already been done in connection with the cost of transportation

,

and, from the large number of pleased railway men who were in attend-
ance at the banquet, he took it that the question had been everlastingly
settled and that the banquet was a love feast to celebrate the settle-
ment (applause and laughter).

Mr. J. B. Miller, of the Parry Sound Lumber Company, Toronto,
made a short speech and proposed a toast to Mr. John W. Hendrv, of
Vancouver.

Mr. Hendry said that he hoped the whole country would take up
the matter of the conservation of the timber resources of Canada. The
Province of British Columbia was about to appoint a board of conserva-
tion for its natural resources, and the Dominion was going to do some-
thing similar. He hoped that every province would fall in line. He
was pleased to know that the Canadian Lumbermen's Association in-
tended to take in the whole country. He would do anything he could
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to interest the people of British Columbia to help the association along;
Mayor Hopewell, of Ottawa, made a brief and amusing speech and

referred to Mr. J R. Booth as the greatest man in Canada. He con-
cluded by saying that he did not know what the freedom of the city was
or where it was kept, but if the lumbermen could find it they were more
than welcome to it (laughter).

The Transportation Companies.

The transportation representatives were next toasted Mr DMurphy, of Ottawa, introduced them with an amusing talk and was fol-
lowed by Mr. John Pullen, assistant freight traffic manager for the G
1. R., Montreal. Mr. Pullen announced that if the banquet had only been
held a year ago he doubted whether the railroads would have had the
hardihood to advance the freight rates at all. It was the sincere desire
of the management of the G.T.R. and of all its officers to serve the
public efficient y and well. They had transportation for sale and desired
to give the public the best service possible at the lowest charges which
were consistent with good service. They had to keep in mind, however
not only the interests of the patrons of the line, but those also of the
poor shareholders on the other side of the Atlantic, The company had
to send the shareholders a little contribution once in a while Withwhat was left it was their desire to improve the service and to lower
the freight rates if there was anything to spare. The public, however
could not expect the company to go on reducing freight rates on the one
hand and improving the service on the other.

With reference to the unfortunate little affair which had brought
them together at Ottawa at that time, he had nothing to predict as to
the outcome. He would say, however, that the railway companies were
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senfc a fair statement of their side of the case. He believed

that the lumbermen were doing the same. He had also the highest regard
for the impartiality of the Board of Railway Commissioners. Whatever
decision they should reach the G.T.R. would abide by it cheerfully.

Mr. W. B. Bulling, assistant freight traffic manager of the CPE
Montreal, spoke in much the same strain as Mr. Pullen. It was a mat-
ter of business with the railways he said. The efforts they were making
at the present time were for the purpose of removing a great many of
the grounds for complaint which had arisen regarding improper or un-
equal charges for similar services. He had no doubt that these differ-
ences would be adjusted satisfactorily for all concerned. It was very
difficult to bring about uniformity without involving changes, both upand down. r
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general freight agent of the Canadian Northern

Quebec Railway. ,n a brief speech, said that he believed that if the truth
were told they would find that the change in freight rates a year a*o
was responsible for the organization of the splendid Canadian Lumber-
men s Association.

Mr. R. H. Campbell, superintendent of the Dominion Department
of Forestry, spoke of the forestry conditions of Canada. He said that
the Government and the public were both taking an increased interest
in the forestry situation. The Government was realizing more and more
as the lumbermen had realized years ago, that the first thing to be done
for the preservation of the forests was to give them effective protection
against fire. Another important point which was being given more at-
tention to-day than formerly was that land which was not suited for
agriculture should not have settlers allowed upon it. The voung timber
should be protected and as little of it as possible should be destroyed '

Every tree which was saved was so much saved to the assets of the
Dominion and to the lumbermen themselves.

The president, Mr. Gordon E. Edwards, announced that the con-
clusion of the speaking had then been reached, and suggested that the
banquet should be brought to an end by singing "God Save the King."
He expressed his pleasure at having present, for the banquet, lumbermen
from the Pacific Coast, and from as far east as Quebec. This was the
first occasion on which lumbermen from Ontario and Quebec had met
around the festive board. From the indications afforded he felt sure
that the association was bound to succeed.

Before the singing of the National Anthem, Mr. S. H Howard
general freight agent of the C.P.R., proposed a toast to the officers of
the association.

This toast was heartily drunk and President Edwards in reply said
that he was a firm believer in associations. If they did nothing more
than accomplish good fellowship they were getting mighty rrQod value
for their money. ~ '

°

The members then joined in singing "God Save the King," and the
banquet was brought to a conclusion.

The representatives of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association
and of the transportation companies who have been working for some
time upon the preparation of a uniform bill of lading, have practically
completed their work. The bill has been agreed to by all interests and
laid before the Board of -Railway Commissioners. 'Some matters of
minor importance still remain to be settled and the bill, it is expected,
will shortly be embodied in an order of the Board making it effective!



THE BRITISH COLUMBIA TRADE
Brisk Demand for Lower Grades

Vancouver, May 22.—The local demand for lumber is quite bri.sk,

the lower grades especially being active. There is lack of uniformity,
however, in prices. Manufacturers have endeavored to agree upon
prices to some extent

, 1)1)1, have not succeeded. The increased demand,
however, lias enabled manufacturers to be a little independent and
prices, as a result, are a little higher than they were in April, Local
lumber is sold in the rough and the British Columbia consumer is there-
fore obtaining his lumber at less than cost. The prices on the prairies
are also below cost. In spite of the better prices obtained for higher
grades of lumber, manufacturers claim that they are not receiving, at
present, an adequate return for the capital which they have invested.

The price of fir logs at present is from $9 to $10. The cost of
manufacturing lumber is at least $4. The finished lumber, therefore,
should sell at least at $14. Instead of this it is bringing only about
$10.50 to $11. The output is from 50 to 65 per cent, common and
therefore, in order to even up, a good profit must be secured on the
higher grades. This has been impossible for some time, and it is said
that, last year the majority of the mills made no profits.

Locally the consumer benefitted by the depression in the mill busi-
ness, and buildings were erected probably cheaper than thoy will ever
be agair

The unsatisfactory condition of affairs has been brought- about
largely, and still exists, as a result of the competition of rough lumber
from the mountain sections and spruce from Saskatchewan. Owing to
their closer location to the prairies, the mountain mills are able to ob-
tain better freight rates and to lay their lumber down cheaper than the
coast mills. The coast fir, however, being of a better quality than that
of the interior, permits of the manufacture of a greater percentage of
high grade lumber. On the higher grades the coast mills have the ad-
vantage both in prices and supply.

The quality of the logs now coming on the market appears to he
getting lower each year. The percentage of culled logs is high. At
present prices, lumber cannot be cut profitably from these logs. This
applies with particular force to cedar logs.

It is interesting to note that the log market is being depressed by
logs towed over from the United States, where, owing to lower cost
of logging and to the heavy acreage tax, loggers are racing against time
to clear their claims. In British Columbia, loggers are being forced to
go further and further inland to secure their supplies.

There is little change to report in the shingle situation. This is the
harvest season for shingles, and orders are plentiful from the prairies
and eastern Canada. The base price is steady at $2. The price for
the clear star grade in the United States is $1.05 and there is therefore
no market for the Canadian article of this grade. The price with the
duty off would only be $1.35. Clear stars are therefore being marketed
entirely at home.

It is asserted in several quarters that on the whole the condition
of the lumber and shingle markets is much improved. The demand for
timber is declining on account of high prices. The cost of timber at
present, compared with what it was when the Government acreage was
free for the asking, is a very different matter. Formerly it cost the
original licensee something like 35 cents, and now it costs from $1.50
to $3.

Cheap Gas Production from Sawdust.
A plant for the production of gas from sawdust, shavings, mill re-

fuse, etc., which has been invented by Walter Thomas, of Vancouver,
will be one of the interesting exhibits at the Alaska-Yukon Exposition.
Anything which has carbon left in it will be available for the supply of
material from which to manufacture the gas. The difficulty about the
use of mill refuse in the past has been the lack of thorough' combustion
and the consequent large quantity of smoke, produced. Mr. Thomas'
plant overcomes this by having a double combustion chamber. Com-
pressed air is used to drive the smoke and gas from one chamber
through the white heat of the other chamber, above the fire box, be-
fore it enters the cleaners. It is claimed that by this means every' par-
ticle of smoke and suspended matter is consumed in the second chamber,
and that the gas which is emitted is pure, The gas is carried from the
retort to an engine where it produces power for driving an electric mo-
tor. Mr. Thomas claims that he can produce gas from sawdust for ten
cents a thousand feet.

Senator McCumber, of North Dakota, in a recent discussion on the
subject of free lumber and shingles, slated that American buyers sought
Canadian shingles "because they are a, better product than our own."
Tf (lie tariff were lowered American producers would have to turn out a
better article. Senator Piles argued that American shingles were pro-
duced on the true principle of forest conservation—i.e., instead of using
best quality cedar, the makers got their material from logged-off lands,

thereby making good use of large quantiiies of timber which would
otherwise be useless. A reduction of the shingle tariff would force
American mills to cut new timber, while th ere would be little improve-
ment in the quality. Beading between the lines, one is obliged to eon
elude that British Columbia shingles are (lie ruling factor in the market,
because of their splendid quality.

New Freight Line via Mexican Isthmus.
Arrangements have been completed for the establishment of a line

from Montreal to Vancouver and Victoria via the Tehuantepec route,
which is as follows: The Elder Dempster Company, Montreal to Puerto
on the Gulf of Mexico; Tehuantepec National Railway, Puerto to Salina
Cruz on the Pacific coast, (190 miles). Canadian Mexican Pacific Line,
Salina Cruz to Vancouver, Victoria, etc. I bites quoted so far are about
20 per cent, lower than the lake and rail transcontinental rates. Thej
include all charges, except insurance on goods. The line is willing to
pay half the inland charges to Montreal on shipments originating at

water points in Ontario or Quebec. The Canadian Manufacturers' As-
sociation has notified the Eider Dempster Company that the basis of
rates proposed would not enable eastern manufacturers to compete with
Great Britain. Negotiations are now going on with that in view. Spe-
cial regulations have been adopted for the admission, free of duty, of
Canadian goods shipped to Vancouver and Victoria via this line.

Australians Impressed by Canadian West.
Mr. George Fenwick, the veteran editor of the Otaga "Daily Times,"

New Zealand, speaking of some features of the recent visit of the Austra-
lian delegates to the Imperial Press Conference, referred to an enjoyable
inspection of the large lumber mills at Vancouver and thereabouts. He
said: "The magnitude of the operations of these mills greatly astonished
and surprised us. nothing similar to them being found in Australia or
New Zealand. We were the more interested in these mills, owing to the
fact that large quantities of lumber from them are shipped to our coun-
try. We speak of this lumber as Oregon, and I had always been under
the impression that the lumber we were getting was Oregon pine. I find,
as a matter of fact, that it is Douglas fir. In New Zealand there has
been a discussion of the question whether we should continue to admit
this lumber. Tt is argued by those who are interested in the native
timber, that the importation of Canadian lumber has interfered with the
development of the timber interests of our own country and that there
has been a depreciation in the price. A commission has been appointed
to inquire into the matter. So far this commission has not reported, but
it is unlikely that action will be taken to exclude the timber of Canada."

Personal Mention.
Mr. Chris. McBae. the energetic and popular manager of the Al-

berta Lumber Company, is in tine East at present on a, business trip.

Mr. Agate, manager for L. M. Bice & Company, dealers in manu-
facturers' supplies, spent a week in Seattle recently" on business for his
firm.

Gordon Watson and 0. West will be managers of a planing mill and
sash and door factory at Bevelstoke, which is being erected by B. J.
Watson, Dominion timber agent.

A party of Portland, Ore., men who were in Vancouver recently
looking for timber properties, comprised W. H. Snell G Laidlev E
D. McClellan, D. H. Morton and B. M. King.

Messrs. J. B. Craig, Alex. Johnson and Jas. Cooke, known as the
Abbotsford Lumber Company, have disposed of their mill and limits on
Abbotsford Lake to Messrs. Arthur & J. Trethewav. formerlv of Har-
rison lake.

George F. Gibson, 'who has been manager of the Pacific Coast Lum-
ber Mills, has severed his connection with that company, and has been
succeeded by E. Helliwell, who has close personal relations witli a num-
ber of the shareholders.

Mr. Ernst Dolge, a well known Tacoma lumber dealer, was in Van-
couver recently for a few days, picking out a bill of lumber at the Van-
couver Lumber Company's plant. Mr. Dolge takes only the best clear
stuff, for which he pays the top price, and his orders are eagerly sought
by coast lumbermen.

Mr. W. A. MacKinnon. Canadian Trade Commissioner at Bristol
England, has been transferred to the trade commissionership for the
Midlands and Wales. His office in future, will be at Central House
New street, Birmingham. His position at Bristol has been filled bv the
appointment of Mr. E. D. Arnaud, late of St. John's, Newfoundland.

Mr. Walter B. Duckworth, of Montreal, Que., inspecting engineer
for the Dominion Bridge Company, who are erecting the new Granville
street bridge, spent a few days in Vancouver recently accompanied by
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Mrs. Duckworth. He was well pleased with the progress being made on
the structure and expressed himself optimistically concerning Vancouver's
natural advantages.

Many New Mills Being- Built.

At the Rock Bay camp of the Hastings Mill Company an eight-mile
stretch of logging railroad is netting completion, and a shorter line at

Mm company's Bow camp is now being operated.

Mr. \V. Bea- h, a Seattle lumberman, will erect a shingle mill on
the north end of Lulu island, within the city limits of New Westminster,
in the near future. He has purchased a site of seven acres from the city.

The McLaren sawmill, burned at Bamet a few days ago, will be
immediately rebuilt, according to advices which have been received in
Vancouver by agents of Mr. Alexander McL aren, of Buckingham, Que.,
one of the principal owners of the property destroyed.

Work is to be shortly commenced on a large shingle mill to be con-
structed at Esquimault, adjacent to the E. & N. Railway line, to cost
$1 .->(),000. The wharves and buildings will be - ommenced in June. There
will be facilities for water carriage of logs- water shipment, and the
loading of large vessels.

Mr. John Hanbury, whose former plant on False creek was removed
to make way for the new Granville street bridge, states that he will

erect, this summer, a modern sawmill just south of the old location,
where he will have a water frontage of 1,200 feet. The mill will have a
daily capacity of 75.000 feet of lumber.

Messrs. Brooks and Woodbum, of the Brooks >v Bcaoloo Lumber
Company, one of the largest sawmill firms in America, were in Vancouver
recently. They stated that it was their intention to erect a sawmill of
large capacity in or near New Westminster. Construction will com-
mence in the near future. Messrs. Brooks and Woodbum are also pre-
paring to take out large quantities of timber on the Lillooet, where a
seven-mile road is being built to tap the limits.

Interesting B. C. Short Lengths

A sawmill east of Kamloops, B.C., at Carlin Siding, was destroyed
by a bush fire during May.

British Columbia lumbermen say they have had little trouble in
securing plenty of labor for the season's work.

The Canadian fishing steamer "Celestial Empire" has given up the
halibut fishing for the time being, and will engage in log towing. This
is the second boat to quit fishing and go to hauling logs.

The mill at Still Creek, B.C., owned by the Royal City Planing
Mills Company, had a narrow escape from destruction by fire recently.
A stiff breeze fanned a nearby bush fire into a fierce conflagration, aiid
for over two hours a force of fifty men had a busy time of it.

The mills at Cascade, in the Kootenays. have been very busy of late.
Over 150 men are employed. These mills shipped over 1,000,000 feet
of lumber to the prairies during March and had orders for 72 cars ahead
^f this month's cutting. The demand from the prairies is brisk.

The steamer "Indravelli. " after loading lumber at Sydney, B.C.,
recently came to Victoria and loaded a million feet of lumber from Cam-
eron's and Sayward's mills. This shipment was the largest ever made
from the port of Victoria. The cargo will be taken to Suva and New-
Zealand.

No fire wardens have been appointed this year. The weather is be-
coming warm and there is already news of many bush fires in the in-
terior. The close season for setting fires commenced May 1st, and
something should be done at once. As there are no fire wardens, it is
not possible to get permits to clear land by burning.

The cut of logs on the coast of British Columbia for April was
;>2,869.561 feet. This is the largest cut ever recorded for one month, it
being 2,000,000 feet over the largest previous cut. With logs at high
water mark as regards price, it is believed that there must be a decided
drop. From present indications there will be as many logs go into the
water in May as there were in April.

There are nine sawmills within a radius of 40 miles from Revelstoke,
B.C., and all these claim to have a large number of orders for the sum-
mer trade. Some claim that they have had to refuse orders from the
prairie customers. The increase of industry will necessitate the enlarge-
ment of gangs; logging camps will be also more severely taxed, and it is
feared there may be some scarcity of men. Besides the mills, two sash
and door factories wiil be in full swing.

Some discussion has been taking place recently among British Col-
umbia mill owners regarding the advisability of organizing an insurance
company among themselves. Under such a scheme each mill owner
would pay annually into the company a sum equal to the amount he

would otherwise pay in premiums to a straight line company, but what-
ever the company earned would come back to the mill owners in
dividends.

The British Columbia officials of the Dominion Timber Department"
are having two excellent power launches built for the use of themselves
and officers of the department on the coast. When completed they will
be among the best craft of the kind on local waters. The larger boat
of the two will be 55 feet over all with 11 feet beam, .and will have an
engine of 30 or 40 h.p. She will have accommodation and berths for
eight persons. The smaller launch will be 35 feet over all with 9 feet
beam, and will have a 20 h.p. engine. She will have accommodation for
four persons. Both vessels will be ready for operation this summer.

The competition of Puget Sound mills last year—intensified probably
by the financial depression—undoubtedly told against the exports of
Douglas fir (Oregon) from British Columbia to Australia, There has
recently been a better demand for spruce, particularly in Melbourne,
which is largely used for box and case making. The ships "Lindesfarne"
and "Annesley,' recently discharged about 800 standards (each 1,980
superficial feet) and about 700 standards, respectively, of spruce at Mel-
bourne from the Shives Lumber Company, Campbellton, New Bruns-
wick. The specification of these cargoes was 0, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 x
3 deals.

Government Report on Crows Nest Destruction.
Mr. H. R. MacMillan, assistant inspector of Dominion Forest Re-

serves, made a preliminary investigation of the Crow's Nest Valley dis-
trict in southern Alberta in the autumn of 1908, and has embodied the
result of his investigations in an interesting report.

Only thirty-three square miles of unburned forest are left out of a
total of two hundred and twelve square miles of possible forest area. All
this area, according to the reports of early explorers and travellers, was
originally covered by a dense forest.

In the following schedule he summarizes the condition of the tract:
Sod-covered, denuded area 85 sq. miles
Dead standing timber 34 sq. miles
Area covered with young growth 60 sq. miles
Unburned forest 33 sq. miles

Total 212 sq. miles
Thus no less than 179 square miles out of the 212 (over 84 per cent, of
the area) has been cleared by fire at one time or another.

Eighteen square miles of the area is above timber line.

The area first mentioned, viz., the "sod-covered, denuded area,"
presents one of the most difficult propositions. Before railway construc-
tion started, this area was covered by a heavy fir forest. Now it is "a
poor gravelly prairie, unfit for agriculture, or' very little value for graz-
ing, and which is in no way producing a crop." This is the result of
repeated burnings. The first fire does not usually have this effect, but
"a second or third fire rarely fails to kill all the forest reproduction,"
(i.e., the young trees) "to destroy the remaining seed trees, to burn off

the upper layer of soil and leave a, desolate waste."
Of unburned forest only 33 square miles (about 15 per cent, of the

area
) remain, and these are situated in the places that are least easy to

get at
.
namely, at high levels and at the heads of valleys and in draws

;

and this forest is. consequently, least valuable. Tt is the timber that is

easy o get at that the fire here, as everywhere else, has consumed or
damaged.

Bear Brokers Blamed for Depression in United States.

The operations of bear brokers in the United States are blamed
by some of the shingle manufacturers in British Columbia for the de-
pression of the United States market. It is claimed that bogus price
lists are circulated in the East for this express purpose. According to
those who make this claim, these wholesalers offer shingles at lower
prices than those quoted at the mills. Shingles cannot be sold at these
prices, but the impression goes abroad that the mills are overcharging.
The trade then goes to the wholesaler. Dealers and manufacturers have
organized a campaign against these brokers. The brokers promise to
retaliate by a more strenuous bear movement.

In British Columbia the wholesalers, fortunately, are too scrupulous
and too few to be a menace to the shingle industry in this manner.

Hardware firms and grocery concerns report that business was never
better. They attribute the activity to the number of camps starting up
along the coast. This, no doubt, means that the loggers are all busy.

Mr. A. S. Brake, importing broker, 510 Homer street, reports a
brisk demand for "Dey Time Registers." The Rat Portage Lumber
Company have arranged to mstal a No. 60 Time Recorder to serve 200
employees, and the Potlatch Lumber Company. Idaho, are putting in

six machines of 150 capacity each. The Fraser River Lumber Company
are also putting in additional recorders, to serve 50 men.



THE WOODWORKER
As to Factory Box Methods.

By B. Marschall.

Considerable disagreement exists as to which is the correct method
of working lumber up into boxes. W. B. Thompson, in the March "Wood-
Worker," says: It is a well known fact that all up-to-date box plants
cut their stock to the right length, then rip it to right width tor a com-
plete shook, and resaw last." True, tins holds good in some parts of

the country. In other parts of the country it is a well known fact

that the up-to-date box plants resaw the lumber first, dress next, and cut
to size afterward. I know one of the largest box plants, running nine
6-inch vertical band resaws, doing the work that way. Either method has
good points, and considerable argument might lie put up in favor of

either method.
Permit me to tell how this is done at a large plant where I have

been filling for some years, the boxes manufactured being used for the
packing of condensed milk, pure milk, butter, eggs, pancake flour, soap,

flatirons, dry goods and other things. The lowest grade of pine, Canada
pine, yellow pine, gum, bass, poplar, cottonwood, hemlock, birch, oak,
maple, ash and other woods are used. Orders, as a rule, run up into

many thousands and are run out at a remarkably rapid rate. Machines
are located in such manner that the lumber travels from one machine
to the other in a systematic manner, without the service of trucks, where
it is possible to place them so, the rough lumber coming in one end of

the shop, and ready-made boxes or shooks going out the other.

The lumber arriving at the factory, is put on trucks and moved to

the band resaw. As this low-grade lumber consists of all widths, run-
ning all the way from 4-inch to 24-inch wide, it is cut as it comes from
the car. The sawyer regulates his feed according to the surfacers, two
of which he is supposed to supply with lumber. In hardwood this is rather

a .strong test, and two resaws are used for three surfacers. The surfacers

are constructed with six-section divided feed rolls, which makes it pos-

sible to run six narrow boards of different thicknesses simultaneously,

the planbi* man and his helper being careful at all times to keep the pairs

together which c?me from one board.

From the planet +he lumber travels to the cut-off saw, one planer
being able to supply two sets of saws (a set consisting of a cut-off and a

rip saw), and sometimes more, with lumber, depending upon the quality

and .size of boxes made. Every cut-off saw is provided with an up-to-

date, reliable, automatic, quickly-changeable cross-cut gauge. The«e
gauges are great time and lumber-saving devices. Supposing, for in-

stance, the sawyer was cutting a certain length, and a bad place hap-

pened to be near the end. This gauge makes it possible for him to cut

a shorter length without any loss of time. Two boards are cut at the

same time, and sometimes more, if the lumber happens to be clear,

being careful always to keep the pairs together. The odd lengths are

dropped on the floor, to be gathered up by a laborer employed for this

special purpose. The regular stock slides across a little bridge, from the

cut-off saw to the rip saw, which is located near by.

The rip sawyer takes the stock as fast as ready, from the cut-off saw,

ripping one-piece sides from everything wide enough, and two or more
pieces for tops and bottoms, according to the order, two boards being cut

at the same time. Crooked edges are jointed on the rip saw; this is ac-

complished by running them through the saw free-handed, by eyesight,

without a gauge. A boy is stationed on the opposite side of the rip saw,

to take away the stock and count it simultaneously. For this purpose

he has a bench placed on that side of the saw, with a back rest, to pile

the stock. This back rest has marks at certain heights, according to

the thickness of the stock, and whenever the pile grows up to a par-

icular mark, the boy knows the number of pieces, without the labor of

counting them. The boy then passes the stock on to the boxboard
matcher.

One boxboard matcher is able to keep the stock away for two sets

of saws. Here the tongue and groove are cut on all the stock which
needs them. One side of the matcher cuts the tongue, the other the

groove. The feed is automatic and of high speed. Any board splitting

or breaking out by matching is carried back to the rip saw, to be trimmed
and fitted over again.

From the boxboard matcher the stock passes over to the driving

benches and is driven together on sohdiy-oonstmcted horses, made espe-

cially for that purpose, with a wooden mallet. The tops for all the boxes,

also bottoms, ends and sides for some of the boxes, not ordered roadv-

rnade, are tied up here into bundles of 25 eaoh, ready for shipment. The
bottoms, ends and sides for boxes ordered ready-made, are passed to

different machines, such as printer, hand-hole machines, etc. Tt is un-

derstood that the process of matching on ends and some sides is not

necessary, hence these parts are passed on from the saws to the printers

and hand-hole machine, and from (lu re fro the nailing machines, or lock-

corner machine (dovetailer),

Arriving at the lock-corner machine, the ends and sides are placed
in the machine, twenty or more pieces at one time, depending on the
thickness of the stock, and both ends cut simultaneously. From there
the ends pass to the automatic glueing machine and the sides to the auto-
matic setting-up machine. The man on the gluing machine spreads glue
on the ends, then places them in the setting-up machine, while the man
on the setter-up places the sides in the machine and works the lever
with his foot, which sets the machine in action, and the box is pressed
together instantly.

From the setting-up machine the frames of the boxes are passed
over slides to the automatic four-saw corner trimmer, where the boxes
are trimmed on the corners by travelling over the saws twice, by an
automatic feed. Fom the corner trimmer the frames of the boxes are
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sent to the bottom-nailing machine, over slides, to have the bottoms
fastened on. The man at the nailing machine also places the box, after
the machine has performed its duty, in a sort of a hopper, which is con-
nected with the side trimmer. The boxes are carried by an endless chain
past two cutterheads. and the bottom of the box trimmed on both
oiues simultaneously. This trimmer runs without the attention of any
one.

The man at the automatic end trimmer or blocker, which is next,
takes the boxes as fast as they come from the automatic side trimmer.
The man at this machine is supposed to rim the boxes at the end, also
pull out all nails which might have been driven out on the sides. All
the boxes for which the order says "nailed only," are framed up on the
frame-nailing machine. This frame is given to the bottom nailer next,
and then follows the same process as the lock-corner boxes. One set of
nailing machines (a set consists of one frame and one bottom nailer) has
a capacity of 1,600 to 2,000 boxes a day. In rare cases some boxes are
sanded off on a big disk sander. which ends the journey in the box plant.

The shavings from the machines are blown directly into a shaving
press, which forms them into regular bales the size of hay or straw bales,
to be sold to livery stables in big cities, where the shavings are used for
bedding the horses. The sawdust and scraps supply all the fuel neces-
sary for power, light and heatisg the plant in the winter time.

Perhaps this method of making boxes has not the approval of some
readers, nevertheless it has proven a money-making proposition, if one
takes the growth of the plant into consideration. The first vear in bus5 -

r/o/es for tSottHeads

Bottom View of Cover.

ness it had one 6-inch band resaw. Five years later there were three
single and two twin 6-inch band resaws. Figuring the average daily pro-
ductive capacity, according to the size, this plant had no comparison at
lh., I tim. .

In the early days of the existence of this plant the planers gave
considerable trouble. All of them woe double surfacers, as' they had to
1)0, for (lie reason (hat a good percentage of the stock is dressed on both
sides. But whenever they were used as single surfacers on this thin
stock, knots and splinters would drop on the lower cylinder and thus block
the passage of the lumber, often as much as three to four times an hour.
In a case of this kind the planer man was compelled to let the bed down
a»id clean the machine out, which meant valuable time lost to all the
machines in the plant. Tn some instances an entire board would be run
to I he blower pipe, this resulting in a. loss of lumber also. Lower cylinder
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, rutting first or last did not have any bearing on this matter, because both
k.nds were used in this shop.

After some expensive experimenting, it was decided to make a cover
for the lower cylinder, as shown in sketches. This cover is made of hard-
wood. Every bolt os the head is countersunk into the wood, asd the two
parts are fastened together with hinges. Fig. 1 shows the cover in the
right position with the stock passing over. Fig. 2 is an explanation of
the only possible way of getting it in place, and Fig. 3 is a bottom view
of the cover. The cover can be put in or taken out in a minute's time.
It is needless to say that after this cover was invented, these machines
ran without any further trouble whatever.

Useful Pointers for Woodworkers.
It may be that in some woodshops the equipment is limited and the

jointer the only surfacing machine installed, yet often it becomes neces-
sary to plane a board to an exact parallel thickness. This often entails
an unnecessary amount of hand work. Mr. W. Stou<mton <n'ves the
foll.-iwing useful suggestions in "Wood Craft":

First, run your board over the jointer to plane it on one side to an
even surface. Next, on the circular saw, cut a rabbet out of the two

Tig. 2

Big. 3

edges on the opposite side from that already surfaced, making each rab-
bet, as in fig. 1, the same depth from the surfaced side, or in other words,
parallel to the surfaced side.

Out of two strips about % by 1% inches and a piece of %-inch
board make a guide by nailing the two strips at right angles to the board
and as far apart as the rabbets in the board to be planed. These will
appear as in fig. 2.

With some study and invention a permanent guide may be made by
having one strip fixed and the other movable. The two narrow pieces
are to reach not quite to the cutters on the jointer, when the short piece
is resting against the end of the table. By running the board over the
jointer, using the guides to keep the uneven side parallel to the table,
and by adjusting the table to take a cut just even with or a little more
than the rabbets, you can readily see the method and the result ob-
tained iri surprising. By repeating the operation one can plane a board
to any desired thickness, as in fig. 3.

Another little home-made device that may be of general use and
one that has done the writer good service is a spider guage, fig. 4. The
round sliding rod A has a thumb-screw at its end, which allows the
pointer B to be adjusted to depth. A thumb-screw on the handle or
block gives the desired width. This tool has a multitude of uses and
appeals especially to those handling irregular work.

William Bobertson, secretary of the Eat Portage Lumber Company,
Kenora, Ont., has been appointed manager of the company's business in
British Columbia, and will leave shortly to reside in Vancouver.

Cooperage Machinery Improvements
Have They Kept Pace with the Needs of Manu-
facturers ?—Interesting Paper by Mr. J. J. Innes

At the recent meeting of the National Slack Cooperage Stock Manu-
facturing Association one of the most interesting papers read was by Mr.
J. J. Innes, of the Sutherland-Innes Company, Chatham, Ont., on"Im-
provements in Machinery for Cooperage Stock Manufacturers." Mr.
Innes' paper was as follows:

In treating this matter, "Has the cooperage machinery manufac-
turer kept pace with the needs of cooperage stock manufacturers?" I
should judge the best way would be, not only to refer to the improve-
ments which have been made within the last twenty years in cooperage
manufacturing machinery, but to consider the question, "Have manu-
facturers produced machines which work up the timber in the most eco-
nomical manner?" In answering this question, I would say unhesitat-
ingly, they have not, but the machinery manufacturers cannot be
blamed entirely for this. On account of the limited amount of cooper-
ate machinery which is manufactured annually and the demand for ma-
chinery being mostly from manufacturers who do not care to put in a
large amount of money in the machinery, the machine men have not
cared to go to the great expense that is necessary in experimenting on new
machines, as they felt they could not be properly reimbursed for their •

labor and expense.

When I first commenced to go around the cooperage stock mills, 22
or 23 years ago, the machinery was considerably different from what is

used now. I am now referring to the machinery used in the slack cooper-
age stock mills.

The stave machines were anywhere from 300 to 500 pounds lighter
than they are now, the consequence being that there was a good deal of
spring to the machinery, and a lot of thin staves were made. At that
time 80 to 90 strokes to the minute was considered about the right speed
to run a machine

: a year or two later the machines were speeded up to
140 and even to 160 strokes per minute, as the tendency among the manu-
facturers was to use sawed instead of split bolts.

It is just about twenty years ago since sawing logs into bolts came
into general practice

; formerly the bolts were split out in the woods and
brought to the stave mill in this shape.

Heavy Stave Machinery.
I think that John Greenwood, Rochester, N.Y., was the first man to

commence manufacturing heavy stave machinery. As the mills com-
menced to use hardwood timber instead of elm, this machinery was still

further increased in weight, but this has been practically the only im-
provement in the stave machine during the past twenty years. The
same methods for equalizing:, butting and jointing are still in use. The
stave jo-'nfers are made a trifle heavier now than they were twenty years
apo, but this is about the only difference in the machine.

Tn honp machinery there have been considerable improvements made.
The Michels machine was probably (he first practical cut hoop machine
on the market. This machine was improved upon by Park Bros., Chat-
ham, Ont., who invented and perfected a very heavy, cumbersome ma-
chine with an overhead cut. a slicing motion and a tilt in the knife in-

stead of in the table. I understand they only manufactured a few of
these machines. One of them is now in use and is still making first-

class hoops.

The Greenwood undercut machine then came into use, and with
the improvements made on it at the instigation of the manufacturers
themselves, both in making the machine heavier, strengthening the back
of the machine by a hollow tubular back, improvements in the eccen-
trics, filter and separator, this machine is probably as good a machine
as there is on the market at the present time.

Heavy machinery for manufacturing hoops direct from the log was
invented by D. H. Burrell & Company, I believe ; at least, they were the
first people who ever used the machine, but this machine was a most
expensive one, and, in fact, was only practical for manufacturing: almost
perfect logs 20 inches and up in diameter Outside of D. H. Burrell &
Company and Tindle & Jackson, I don't think this machine was used to

any extent. The Defiance Machine Works, Michels and the Ward Com-
pany all got out different hoop machines, some of which were pood, some
of them indifferent.

The planers have been considerably improved, hut the standard
planer is now practically the Ward pattern with improvements, and for
the last ten years there has ben practically no improvement in the hoop
planer. The wheel pointer and lapper has been replaced by the auto-
matic pointer and lapper, of which Michels' is the standard pattern. Some
of the mills where the timber is tough second growth, have gone back
to the old wheel pointer and lapper, which, after all is said and done,
puts on the best point and lap of any machine, but is somewhat expen-
sive to operate.

There has been no improvement in coilers, to speak of, the Park
coiler being probably the best on the market.

In heading machinery, there has been considerable money spent,
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and great improvements have been made. The old hand turner has
been replaced by an automatic turner, which will turn either bevel or

plain edge heading, and do almost anything but speak. As there are

several manufacturers who turn out equally good heading turners, I can-

not individualize any particular one.

Planers have also been improved, being made heavier, faster feed,

and attempts have been made to perfect a revolving bed, but without
success, up to the present time.

Wheel and Saw Jointers.

There have also been great improvements in both wheel and saw
jointers, a saw jointer now having been perfected which will put a per-

fect joint on cross-grained haxdwood heading, which has never been ac-

complished on a wheel jointer.

The principal improvement in the heading machinery, however, has
been in the heading turner. Experiments have been made to have an
automatic turner, but, on account of the impracticability of getting head-
ing boards edged so that each plank would be the same size, this ma-
chine has not come into use to any extent, in fact, cannot be worked
economically, or heading made from bolts. Where heading is made
from deals, as in Great Britain and Norway, this machine can be used,
and heading turned out three times as fast as we can do it with our un-
edged and uneven width boards.

A great number of bolters have been invented, from the stand-up
to the horizontal bolter, and as these bolters are used not only for cooper-

age machinery but for a great number of other purposes, the horizontal
bolter has now been brought as near perfection as I think is practicable.

Now, the question is, what can be done to improve the cooperage
machinery in the slack barrel trade ? I believe myself that the lines

along which the machinery manufacturers should work at the present

time are to perfect a jointer which will automatically joint staves of un-

even widths. I understand a jointer is pretty well perfected now, which
will joint staves of even widths, automatically, and will be shortly placed
on the market.

As the timber in the north, more especially elm, is getting scarcer

all the time, there is no doubt but the future stave will be a veneer stave,

provided a jointer can be produced which will automatically joint staves
with a saw joint, making every stave the same width of about three

inches. If a machine to do this work can be perfected, I think it will

save timber, produce an excellent stave and enable the manufacturers
in the South to make veneer staves at about half the cost of production
of the present time, besides turning out a better stave, with a perfect

joint.

With regard to machinery in the tight barrel part of the cooperage
industry, I might be permitted to refer to this briefly.

There have been great improvements made during the last twenty
yeans in these machines. The drum saw has been perfected so that not
only can tight barrel staves be made on it, but slack barrel staves from
small timber can now be made economically, and a great many of these
machines are in use at the present time. Peter Gerlach's special stave
machine will cut either tight or slack barrel staves from 20 inches to 42
inches long, any desired width or thickness, and is nearly as automatic
as practicable. Peter Gerlach is undoubtedly the pioneer in this industry,

and certainly turns out a machine for sawing staves which would be hard
to beat.

A universal stave jointer has been invented to take the place of the
old wheel jointer, which puts the correct bilge on staves, irrespective of

their width. This is certainly a remarkable machine, and will joint either

tight or slack barrel staves, with a proportionate bilge, according to the
width of the staves.

Stave planers have been perfected which will dress either tight or

slack barrel staves to a uniform thickness, planing up to 25,000 staves
per day. Anyone interested in this machine can see it working at A. L.
Hayes & Company, Nashville, Tenn., and manufacturers who intend to

make sawed staves for the slack trade would do well to drop off and see
these machines in action at this point.

There is also a double wheel jointer for jointing either tight or slack
barrel staves, and two boys can joint more staves on this maehine than
four men with foot jointers. This machine is a good one to be used in

jointing hardwood staves where power can be supplied. The only ob-
jection to this machine is the expensive hauling of the staves off the
yard to the jointer.

Crozing Machines.

Automatic stave crozing machines have been invented which will

ehamfer and croze 30,000 to 40,000 staves per day, and do away with
the objection of the coopers to use hardwood staves. These machines
are available for either tight or slack barrel work.

Pail and tub stave machines have also been invented to work up
the waste, both in slack and tight barrel mills. These machines are very
desirable for mills which are. cutting on basswood, white ash or white oak,
and can be utilized either in slack barrel or tight barrel mill.

T believe myself that if the cooperate stock manufacturers would
strengthen the hands of the machinery manufacturers by being willing
to bear part, of the expense in experimenting, either individually or as
an. association, a jointer which will automatically joint staves will be
perfeefed in the near future, and the manufacturers of cooperage stock

will be able to utilize their hardwood timber putting it into staves and
make more money out of it than they can by turning it into lumber, and
thus prolong the stave industry in the North for years to come.

U.S. Senate Votes Against Free Lumber.
A mere two-thirds vote of the United States Senate on May 241 1

1

resulted in the defeat of Senator McCumber's free, lumber amendment
to the proposed lumber schedule of the new tariff. The vote stood 25
for and 56 against. A strong argument was made by Senator Root for

a differential duty on dressed lumber, while Senators Borah and Hey-
Imrn, of Idaho, contended for the highest duty on lumber. Senators
Clapp, Burkett and McCumber argued in favor of free lumber. They held

that the lumber industry of the United States would not be injured by
free admission of Canadian lumber. Senator Clapp paid a glowing tribute

to the Canadian Government, saying that it was equal to the best.

Senator Root cited the various lumber interests along the Canadian
border and gave reasons why they should be accorded a protective tariff.

"Canada," he said, "offers to every planing mill which will move across

the border a remission of taxes for from 15 to 20 years. So that the duty
which we were imposing, if we adopt the committee report on dressed
lumber, merely balances the tax that is imposed upon the property of

our mills for the support of our state and municipal governments. M\
impression is that the differential of the Dingley Bill is just about at the
right point to maintain a healthy opportunity for business and a healthy
restraint upon business. I do not think there can be a reduction in these
differentials that would not transfer a large portion of the planing business
to Canada." Mr. Root read a communication from the Amalgamated
Woodworkers of America as evidence that the employees of the industry
regard the maintenance of a substantial differential as essential to keep
their wages at the level established by the Dingley Law.

An analysis of the vote showed that 17 Democratic Senators voted
against free lumber, for which the last Democratic platform declared in

unmistakable language. Only ten voted for free lumber. Just before the
vote was taken an amendment was offered as a substitute, placing all

kinds of building materials on the free list. This amendment was de-

feated by 64 to 12. Other features of the bill are to be taken up and the
Senate will be asked to return to the lumber schedule later.

Southern Mills Curtailing- Their Output.

A despatch from Beaumont, Texas, states that a wholesale cur-

tailment of production in the yellow pine plants of that territory is now
in progress. The Long-Bell Lumber Compasy have issued a general
order cutting the working time to four days a week. The Miller & Vidor
Saw Mill Company, of Galveston, operating plants at Beaumont, Orange,
Milvid and other points, also has cut the working time to four days a

week in all plants. The Pickering Lumber Company is to close down one
plant and possibly curtail production in the other plants. The Industrial
Lumber Company, of Beaumont, has closed its plants at Vinton and
Oakdale. The J. A. Bell Lumber Company, Limited, at Lake Charles.
La., has reduced its working time to four days a week. The Central
Coal & Coke Company has closed all of its plants for general repairs and
when started will be at reduced time. The plant of the company at
Ragley, destroyed by fire recently, is being rebuilt, but will not be
operated until the market shows up strong enough to warrant the opera-
tion of all plants. The mill will have a capacity of 90.000 feet a day. The
Neches Lumber Company has closed indefinitely. It has a 50,000 ca-
pacity sawmill in the north end of the city. The Willow Lumber Com-
pany, of Galveston, has closed both of its plants. The Nona Mills Com-
pany has curtailed production. The Gulf Lumber Company also has cur-
tailed production to some extent at its Eullerton plant. As a result of
the above companies' action in regard to production the weekly output in
this territory has been materially reduced.

A Vancouver report states that according to Washington manufac-
turers there will be a duty of 50 cents per thousand on shingles ;and one
of $1 on lumber entering the United States. Just what the American
manufacturers base this belief on it is hard for them to tell. The fact
remains that they are agreed that when the smoke of the tariff battle
clears away the duties will be as mentioned. This means an advance of
20 cents per thousand on the present rate on shingles, and a decrease of
$1 on lumber.

One of the most novel and striking calendars that has reached the
office of this paper this year is issued by the W. E. Huntting Lumber
Company, of Vancouver, B.C. This enterprising firm have had a calen-
dar pad attached to a shingle, while their advertisement is printed on the
wood. At the top is a motto which all business men should heed, viz.,

"Cheer up, the worst is over."

A method of treatment of timber, known as the Henry Aitken me-
thod, is now used in many collieries. Tn this proeess the idea is to soak
the timber in water, raised to temperature of from 190 to 200 degrees
Eahr., containing enough common salt to form a thoroughly saturated
solution.
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I haw much pleas-

ure in stating that I

have been using your
"Camel Brand " Hair
Belting for the last

six years as it gives

me the best satisfac-

tion and I shall con-

tinue to give it the
the preference as long
the quality remains
as good as formerly.

.1. K. Booth

Ottawa, March, 11)00.

we Get Repeat Orders All the Time

CAMEL HAIR*

BRAND'
CAMEL"

for

If RADc

I

.Nark
sec

BELTING

See Trade Mark is on the Belt

Sole Manufacturers

F. Reddaway & Co.
56 St. Francois-Xavier, MONTREAL

1896-1909
We have been using

a 10 inch "Camel
Brand " Belt which
has given us excellent

satisfaction. It holds
a good grip on the
pulleys, and has not
streched as is usual
with rubber and leath-

er belts and was
never taken up.

Henderson & Pots

Halifax, N.S.,
Jan. 1898

TheWoods No. 59 Double Surfacer
possible to save labor, i" "?„ I ""orov^falS? I.TF °< h" original leatures that make i,

thick. Kitted wltl. div.ded or patem narrow roMs ehhe Lr^H h
° ?'

J
' 5 '

24 a "d *° ioches wide by 6
thicknesses of boards ' " method havme an """iependent yield to accommodate different

S. A. Woods Machine Company -

The Planer Specialists
Chicago

New Orleans

Boston
Atlanta

Seattle IO - 460

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY
A post card or

The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-erased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 monthsand is giving splendid satisfaction to all ourcustomers. Burning all grades of fuel with the

FnI-i
eStreSUl

^, A11 Hve Mil1 Managers aidEngineers would do well to consult us when re-quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-n
°w° b5 an inf"ngement on any priorpatents. We stand behind our customers and

sssffisar in thc ^ o "u?

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and

workmen
0

' ^Xo^ none b»t expert

personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.
Branch Office: 119 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.

Telephone Main 1342.

Head Office and Factory : BERLIN, 0NT.



WANTED I FOR SALE DEPARTMENT

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than ••Employment Wan
ted" will be inserted in this department at the

rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the

basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.

When four or more consecutive insertions arc-

ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements ot "Employment Wanted"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than

the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion

in the subsequent issue.

WAHTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED — TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24

Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tl

30
HARD MAPLE LOGS 30" AND UP, DIA-
meter small end, tree defects. Also l.r. 4/4. 5/4

and 6/4 Basswood. State when can ship. Apply

Box 713, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. IJ

Wanted
C CARS OK GOOD COFFIN ELM FOR EX-
* port. Apply Box 765, Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. '4

Wanted
HEMLOCK LUMBER. LATH, PINE AND

spruce flooring. CnELEW Lumber Co., 74

Van Home St., Toronto. «3

Wanted
A NY NUMBER UP TO 25 CARS «" CULL
/A. Soft Elm. The R. E. Kinsman Lumber Co.,

Limited, Hamilton, Ont. '3

Wanted
BASSWOOD AND BIRCH, £00,000 FT. 4/4

No. 1 common and better. State amount you

have and lowest f.o.b. mill price. R.-39. c/o Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. . '3

Lumber Wanted
SOFT ELM. ASH, BASSWOOD. OAK,

Beech, Soft Maple. Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch. 1" to /. Can use log run, dead

culls out. State what you have of each kind, when
sawn and lowest price. Box 719. Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 1

1

Wanted
Quantity of Red Oak

MILL RUN, MILL CULLS OUT, INCH TO
three inches thick. Send prices and particu-

lars to

ROBERT COX & CO.,
Hope Building . Oltav Ont.

Wanted
LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES OF

Black Ash, Soft Elm, Basswood, and other

lumber which I will inspect at mill and pay cash for.

Send full particulars as to quantities, how long on

sticks and prices to Box 710, Canada LUMBERMAN,
Toronto. 12

WE ARE OPEN TO PURCHASE THE FOL-
lowing stock of the present Winter and

Spring's cut :

—

350,000 ft. 1" Basswood, log run dead culL out.

100,000 ft. 1" Soft Elm. common and better.

80.000 ft. i'/2 " Soft Elm.

Also the following dry stock for immediate ship-

ment :- -

4 cars 1" Birch, No. 1 common.
4 cars 1" Birch, first and seconds.

3 cars 2" Birch, No. 1 common and No. 2 common.
3 cars 1" Basswood, log run dead culls out.

LONDON Lumber Co., London, Ont.

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
150M ft. 1 x 4 and up 12 to 16 ft. M.C. Red Pine.

260M ft. 1" Log Run Birch.

1,000 Cedar Ties.

1,200 Telegraph Poles, 25 to 40 ft.

Geo. C."Goodi t.i.i.ow,

,528 Board of Trade, Montreal.

Tamarac For Sale

CAN CUT TO ORDER A QUANTITY OF
Tamarac, plank or limber, 10 to 16 feet long,

for immediate specifications. Box 773, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 11

FOR SALE
ALL KINDS ROUGH LUMBER AND LATH.

Quantity of hist seasons cut In stock. Will
contract for any portion of this season's cut. Apply
Austin & Nicholson, Chapleau, Out. 11

For Sale
OCArt CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
£DUU sl,itable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

SO ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont. tf

CEDAR SHINGLES
\X7ILL CONTRACT FOR OUR CUT OF
** these estimated two to three millions and will

grade and brand to suit purchaser. Correspondence
solicited. Tin- Pearue Co.. Limited, Marmora. Ont.

For Sale

3 cars 2x4. No. 2 Hemlock
2 cars inch No. 2 Hemlock

For quick sale will accent $9.75 per thousand.
Freight rate to Toronto 8l>. Address Box 171.

Woodstock, Ont. 12

For Sale
100 M 3" Log run. Cedar.
20 ,, 1" Log run. Cedar.

200 ,, 1" Cull Ash.
200 ,, 1" Pine Box Strips 12/16.

600 ,, 1" Pine Mill Culls shorts 6/1 1.

All 1907 Cut H Bourgouin, Montreal, tt

For Sale

350 M. 1" Basswood
50 M. 1" Brown Ash
?o M. 1" Soft Elm

Winter cut. Mill run, dead culls out. $21.00 per
M. f.o.b. Coe Hill Station. Address Wilson Lum-
ber Co., Toronto. tf

1 ^(\(\ PCS ' x ' 8 No
- 1 LONG LEAF YEL-

«*,JVV
[ow p; ne p0 | e Stock, thoroughly bone dry.

for immediate shipment from stock and two week's
delivery.

6,000 ft. 4/4 flitch sawn N C Cedar Boat Boards.
6,000 ft. ,5/4 flitch sawn N C Cedar Boat Boards.

Thoroughly bone dry, high-grade stock, readv for
immediate shipment. American Lumber & Manu-
facturing Co., Pittsburgh. Pa. 12

For Sale

12 x 12 Hemlock Timber

40,000 it. B. M. 12 x 12— 12 ft. long*.

20,000 " " 12 x 12— 16 "

60,000 " 12 x 12— 18
**

350,000 " " 12 X 12—20 '*

30,000 " 12 x 12—22 w

50,000 " " 12 X 12— 24
"

Apply Box 754,

3 CANABA Li'MBl-RMAN, Toronto

Red Pine and Jack Pine for Sale

54,000 ft. i"x.i/6"x 10/18 ft.

2,000 " i"x7 & up x 10/18 ft.

22.000 " 2
,/X4

//
x 10/18 ft.

63,000 " 2"x6''xio/i8 ft.

41,000 " 2
//x8"xio/t8 ft.

14.OOO " 2"xio"x I0/18 ft.

2.000 *' 2"XI2"XIQ/T8 ft.

52.000 " a"x5", 7". o,". m"\io/i8 ft.

60,03o " Waney Culls for crating
We arc also offering1 our current season's cut,

ling of about »w million foci Red and Whitel OI1S1N

Tine.

PINK LUMBER CO.,
Pine, Ont, (near Sudbury)

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
SECOND-HAND CIRCULAR

complete, good repair, engine 1.

1312-3 Traders Bank, Toronto,

SAWMILL
x it)" stroke.

".5

For Sale
ONE LOMBARD STEAM LOG HAULER IN

fine condition, together with nine sets ol
logging sleighs, all in fine shape. A trade il taken
quickly. Apply to Tracadik Lumber COMPANY,
Chatham. N. B. '

tr

SUITABLE
Write us lor

For Sale

TIE MILL SECOND-HAND
for cutting 2,000 ties per day.

Particulars and Price.

Wai f.rous Enginf. Works.
«' Brantford. Ont

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100,80, 70. 60 & 40 h.p
Locomotive Boilers: 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.
Sawmill Engines: 25, 30. 3$. 40. so, 60 and 70 h.p.
Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 25, 30,

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30,000 leet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited. Seaforih. Ont. t

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

16 x 20 square bed Engine
14 x 20 square bed Engine
11x10 centre crank Engine
3 block 40" Reliance Carriage
3 block 4f>" Hamilton Carnage
3 block 36" Mowrey Carriage
Correy S: Baker Steam Setter
8x12 Cunningham Steam Feed
Champion Edger. 4 saws
No 1 VVaterous Ratchet Set Works
Drag Saw, with heav\ wood frame
Some Band Saw Tools

NEW Stationery and Locomotive Boilers,
all sizes in stock.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
tt BRANTFORD, CANADA

FOR SALE

SAW, SHINCLE AND LATH MILLS

nearly new No. 2 Lane. R.H. three block sawmill
refitted No. 1 Lane. L. H. three block sawmill
refitted R.H. three block sawmill complete
refitted 12" X 16" twin engine steam teed
refitted No. 1 gang edger, 3-18" saws
new double edgers, 2-16" saws
new horizontal shingle machine, 40" saw
refitted Moss automatic shingle machine, 40" saw
refitted Dauntless shingle machine, 38" saw
refitted Boss automatic shingle machine, 36" saw
refitted Canada Favorite shingle machine, 35" saw
refitted Smallwood automatic shingle machine
refitted tour knife shingle jointer, 42" wheel
new shingle jointer, 40" saw
refitted Ackert shingle jointer, 2-36" saws
lefitted six knife shingle jointer. 34" wheel
refitted four knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel
new adjustable shingle packers
new No, 2 lath machine and bolter
nearly new Nc. 1 lath machine and bolter
new wood frame lath machine and bolter
refitted self-feedlath machines
nearly new No. 2 lath bolter, 24" saw
refitted wood frame lath bolter, 20" saw

SAWMILL BOILERS

1 48".\2o' semiportable fire box boiler
1 44"xi8' semiportable fire box boiler
1 42"xi6'8" semiportable fire box boiler
1 66"x 14V horizontal return tube boiler
1 34"xi4' horizontal return tube boder
1 5o"xi4' horizontal return tube boiler

SAWMILL ENCINES

i4"xv»" R.H. Wheelock automatic
i2"x3o" R.H. Corliss automatic
H"x24" L.H. Wheelock automatic
i2"xi5" C.C. horizontal slide valve
u^"xi4" L.H. horizontal slide valve
ioX".M<>" R H. horizontal slide valve

HOISTINC ENCINES

1 io'\i/ double cylinder, single drum hoisting en
gine without boiler

1 -"X12" double cylinder, double drum steam hoist
wit h boiler

2 7''xio" double cylinder, double drum steam hoists
with boilers

' sW^l" double cylinder, double drum steam hoist
with boiler

A cony of our complete machinery stock list for
the asking.

H. W. PETRIE. Ltd.

For Sale
8 TON. NARROW Gl'AGE. SHAY

in good running order. Tile
Blind Rivkk Transportation Co., Limited, Blind
River. Ont. l2

v^/ Locomouvi

For Sale Cheap
|C ROLLER TOP SW ING CARS. SUIT

ble lor double piling lumber. Standard Gage.
The Cavendish Lumber Co., Limited, Lakefield,
Ont. 12

WANTED- EMPLOYMENT

Wanted
POSITION BY AN EXPERIENCED I.I M.

bcr Buyer and Inspector. Box 764, Canada
Lumberman. Toronto. |.

Wanted

BY MAN 43 WITH 20 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
buying and inspecting hardwood lumber for all

markets, alio a good salesman. Box 771, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto.

, 2

Wanted
POSITION AS STENOGRAPHER OR BOOK

keeper, by young man who has had 5 vears
experience in lumberman's office. Can furnish
good references. Box No. 717 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. I2

Wanted
POSITION OF RESPONSIBILITY IN LUM-

ber business where ability and experience will
count ; twenty years all round experience, log to
consumer, in office and yard and on the road. High-
est references. Box 731, Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. ,

.

Wanted
POSITION AS LUMBER YARD FOREMAN

in a retail yard—A good grader for pine lum-
ber and a good measurer, used to getting out bills
for contractors. Had 12 years experience and can
give good references. Box 774, Canada Lumber-
man. Toronto. I2

Wanted
POSITION AS BOOKKEEPER OR CASHIER

with manufacturing concern bv man with
thorough and practical experience in lumber account-
ing. Also familiar with railroad accounting under
commerce commission regulations. Now employed.
Box 725 Canada Lumberman. Toronto. t2

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

RANTED - TWO GOOD FIRST CLASS
Band Saw Setters, wages $3.00 to $3.25 per

day. also other competent sawmill help. Prince
Albert Lumper Co.. Prince Albeit, Sask. 11

Wanted
AT ONCE-LIVE YQUNG MAN, HARD.

JT\. wood selling experience citv and Ontario trade.
.Must be a hustler. Salary and commission. Address
Box 768, Canada Lumberman. Toron o u

Wanted
A CCOUNTANT-ONE FAMILIAR WITH

-TV. sash and door, and lumber business from
stump to consumer and who will invest some money
in business prefered State experience and salarv
expected. Box 730 Canada Lumberman. Toronto".

Wanted
r^OOD COMPETENT MACHINE MAN TOVX take care of an K. J. MacGregor, Gourlay
Matcher, one small Cowan Machine, and a few cut-
off saws. Yearly employment. State wages andwhen could commence. The Pembroke Lumber
Co.. Pembroke, Ont.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Toronto Montreal Vancouver

For Sale
CAWMILL, AT THESSALON, FORMERLY
HI ,?y"ne

,

d b
> N

-
an <? A - Dyment. Equipped with

72 Circular. 33 Saw Wickes Gang. Filer andMowell 4 Saw Edger (run one season). 10" Steam
Iced, Steam Nigger and Steam Log Turner. Docks
I ramways. \\ arehonses. Stables. Blacksmith Shop.

,
'" *2Pd rF|,a,r

'
Fu " Particulars on application

to Jin Iuessai.on Lumber Company, Nesterviiie
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MISCELLANEOUS

U ANTED- HEMLOCK Ll'MBEK TO
handle yi. commiuion. in W't-slern Ontario,

food connection. liox 763, Canada Li xbkkman.
oronto. . a

For Sale

ONE COMPLETE SAWMILL ROTARY
t\pe. capacit> 30,000 feet per da\ ; a boilers:

engine. n$ h.p., belts, etc. Apply' to Hox
Ihaplcau. Ont.

, 3

Logs Wanted
PRICE AND PARTICULARS OF ONE TO

two million leet of Hemlock or Pine logs.
DeKiuiw] in booms Georgian Ba> . Addreaa Bon
7.iH Canada Li .mbkrman. Toronto. tf

For Sale
A BOIT 40 ACRES OF GOOD IT M HER
t~\. chiefl> Hemlock, some Maple, Birch, Bass-
»iKHl and Elm. About 40 miles from Toronto and
4 miles tr^m station. Address Box 15 Aurora. Ont. 1 j

U E ARE IN THE MARKET FOR CROWN
I.RANT Timber Limits. Must be well located

and good timber. Either British Columbia or Paci-
hc Loast. John C. Spry. Dealer in Timber Lands.
ujoCorn Exchange Bank Building. Chicago. III. tf

For Sale
ONE STEAM ALLIGATOR. AT CHA-

pleau. Ont. Beam X ft., length M tt.. hull ot
white oak. Clyde boiler, built in iyoT and is as good
as new. F^r further particulars apply to Drawer
B. Sturgeon Falls. Ont. „

Wood Preservative
I170ULD LIKE TO ENTER INTO \\
»» agreement lor the exploitation of patent

relative to a new and \cry effectne process for the
preservation of wood increasing its durability and
resiitance. Box 7.S3 Canada Li mkkrman, Toronto

Sale of Valuable

Timber Limits

yilE UNDERSIGNED ARE INSTRUCTEDX to sell b> Public Auction en bloc, at the RussellHouse Ottawa on September 30. 1900. at io p .m ..the following Timber Limits situate in Block A
PP*r Ottawa. Province of Quebec, viz :

I-^^P676 Lke
2»* f°: 58o ^ '908^09. south halfLot 6, Range 4. Block A. ,s square miles; Berth

f.77. License No. 58. ot 1908-ou. south half Lot 14Kange J. Block A. 21 V, «,uare miles; Berth 6...License No. 58, of .ooSVx,, Grand Lac Victoria.
River Ottawa .9 square miles

; Berth 07S. Licence
No. 583 of woo-ov. south hall of north halt Lot 16,Range 4 Block A. g'i quare miles

; Berth 079,License No. 584 ot .908-09. north halt Lot .6. Range

No. ,8,, of iooSkx,. north half Lot , s . Range 3. BlockA^squarc rmleH; Berth 68.. License No. 586 of
.908^,. southhalt Lot .7. Range s . Block A ?z

^'^ui^rS8
: Berth6^ Licence No. 587 of .908-09

Berth el
f
V
0t * 5P«5* B '°ckA W«533

. i- Range 4, Block A. a 5 square miles,
total 183)4 square miles.
These Hm.ts are all surveyed and are easy of

SSS^ VL^ road,
V
a >' trom Ville Marie to their

location. They comprise some of the best pine andpulp wood areas in the Province.

„ ^^
e
!^

S~ ,0 P
L
!r c?nt -

of the Purchase money to bePard down at the time of sale, and the balance in

thereaUer
1

2?£*V °"*<->.«i"ee(3 >and six <6)month S

annum
' nterest at the rate oi * Per Per

J?r
.
tu
r

h
r5

r Pa^icul"s and conditions of sale

and fj C ?
R
?
y
u
TrUSt Company (Ottaw a Branch),and to Code & Burntt, Solicitors. Carleton Chan -

oers, Ottawa.
Dated this 3, st day ot March, .909.

THE ROYAL TRUST CO., Ottawa,
Trustees of Sale.

Primitive Timbering Methods
used in Siberia.

At present, with the possible ex-
ception of the Anstration Com-
pany, timbering in eastern Siberia
is done in a very primitive man-
ner, meeting only local demand.
Most of the timbering is done along
the Usuri and the Chinese East°
crn Railroad, and but very little on
the seacoast. The cost of square
logs in Vladivostok is now about 11
cents per cubic foot, at least 70
per cent, of which is railroad
freight. About 1% cents per cubic
foot are added for cartage and

loading. At Nikolaevsk the cost of

timber in round logs is about 5
to 6 cents per cubic foot, alongside
the steamer, but if modern methods
were employed the cost could be
reduced to from 3 to 4 cents, or
possibly less.

Pine does not grow in the mari-
time provinces, but it is to be
found only on the Upper Amur and
in the valleys of its northern tribu-
taries, the Zea and the Burea,
where it grows in large forests, the
trees often reaching the size of
rough spars more than 100 feet
high and four feet in diameter. The
trunk is very straight and clean al-

most to the top. The wood is of
a very high quality, light-yellow-
ish or rose colored, fine grained,
and takes a high polish. All these
qualities make the Siberian pine
superior to any other far-eastern
timber, not excluding the cedar
(Pinus manchurica Bupr.), which
is locally considered the best.

Reasons for Cutting Timber
during Winter Months.

It has long been known that win-
ter was the best time of the year
for cutting down trees for their
timber, but until the American
Bureau of Forestry published the
results «f some experiments no one
was sure why. The Bureau of
Forestry selected four pine trees of
the same age and of equal vigor,
growing in the same soil, and felled
them, the first at the end of De-
cember, the second at the end of
January, the third at the end of
March. They were hewn into logs
of the same size and dried at the
same place. Then the logs were
tested.

The December log resisted a flex-
ible strain twice as strong as that
which the March log resisted. It
furnished piles which were still

perfect and undecayed 16 years
later, while the piles made from
the March log rotted within three
or four years.

Wood that is felled in December
is less porous than that cut at other
times. It has been proved that oak
felled in the spring allowed water
to percolate through it in from two
to three hours.

Encouragement for Match
Industry at Winnipeg.

United States Consul-General J.
E. Jones, of Winnipeg, in a recent
report says:

Manitoba, and more especially
Winnipeg, its metropolis and con-
trolling business centre, has not as
yet reached the manufacturing
period in the course of its indus-
trial development. Lumber, bricks,
and other articles which might be
denominated "first aid to the set-
tlers," are amply produced. Even
large quantities of lumber are ex-
ported from the eastern part of
this province, but varied manufac-
tures exist only in the experiment-
al -stage, quite limited in num-
bers. The announcement, there-

fore, that a $40,000 stock company
has about completed the establish-
ment of a match factory at Sel-
kirk is of much interest. Winni-
peg is giving encouragement to the
enterprise by providing trade and
market facilities for the product.
The plant will have a capacity of
fifty 10-gross cases per day, and
will employ about GO hands. All
classes of matches which the trade
demands will be manufactured.

Selkirk is on the west bank of
the Bed river, 22 miles north of
Winnipeg, at the head of deep-
water navigation from Lake Win-
nipeg. It is a midway station on
the Lake Winnipeg branch of the
Canadian Pacific Bailway, and is

the terminus of the best suburban
electric railway line running out of
Winnipeg, with facilities for car-
rying freight. It is in the midst of
an extensive district covered by ,a

thick growth of native poplar.
The sawmills in the forests which

occupy the shores and islands of
Lake Winnipeg produce enough
slabs, which the lake renders easy
of transportation. Native poplar is

abundant and cheap. At the end
of winter the Indians of the reser-
vation come to Selkirk with great
trains of ox teams, drawing sleds
loaded with poplar wood, which
sells for $2 to $2.50 per cord de-
livered. During these few weeks
the residents lay in their supply
of cord wood for the next winter
season. The wood is light and
burns rapidly. It is proposed to
use this variety for the match
splints, for which it is well
adapted.

There are three other Canadian
factories in operation, which have
a combined working capital of
$250,000, one of which, with $190,-
000 capital, largely controls the
trade. The three factories employ
278 hands, while the 24 Canadian
match factories operating in 1871
employed 1,127 hands. The small
factories have been closed up.

Australia's Hardwoods.
According to the reports of the

Canadian Department of Trade and
Commerce, it is estimated that
over 9,000,000 acres are covered
by forests of hardwoods in western
Australia. The exports of jarrah
and karri timber in 190(> were
valued at £708,000, but in 1907 the
output had decreased to £511,000
owing to a prolonged labor dispute
between the owners of the mills
and' the lumbermen. The demand
for jarrah timber for railway sleep-
ers, street blocking, and for piles
for wharves is constant both with-
in the Commonwealth and for ex-
port. Jarrah hardwood weighs
about 70 pounds to the cubic foot
when green, and .about 60 pounds
when seasoned. It is deep red in
color and is easily worked and takes
a brilliant, polish. The hardwood
industry in western Australia is,

in the main, controlled by an amal-
gamation of a number of original
competing companies, although
there are several independent saw-
mills throughout the country.

3'

Wood Bending in Japan.
The latest example of Japanese

imitative genius has been shown
in the establishment .at Tokio of a
bent-wood factory. The import of

bent-wood furniture into Japan an-
nually amounts to $100,000 gold,
and a certain Mr. Sato has suc-
ceeded, after strenuous efforts for
several years; in turning out excel-
lent bent-wood furniture with Ja-
panese materials. Whereas, for in-
stance, an imported bent-wood
chair costs $1.35 to $1.75, the new
factory is said to be able to supply
a similar piece of furniture, not in-
ferior in quality, at 75 cents to
$1.15. It is stated that the fac-
tory is already doing a large busi-
ness.

The New Brunswick Cut.

It is reported from several good
sources ^hat the lumber cut in New
Brunswick during the present sea-
son will be larger than last year.
Driving operations will not be
started for some time yet. The ice
irj the greater part of "the river re-
mains intact, and while it will
probably run within the next few
weeks, driving will not begin in
earnest until the latter part of
April or early in May. The pros-
pects for a good season are appar-
ently brighter, and it is to be hoped
that the merchants will not experi-
ence such a hard season as 1908,
when the conditions were the worst
in years. The operators themselves
express the belief that the British
market will right itself this season.

RAM Q For Tramways, Sidings, Etc.lirilLW New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Do You Want
To Sell

second-hand machinery of

any kind? Many a mill man
or manufacturer has one or
more machines for which he
has no further use. They
may he in good shape but
for some reason or other
they have been displaced.

Somebody Wants

To Buy
just such machines. You
can get in touch with
that somebody by advertis-

ing in the "Wanted and
For Sale" Department of

the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker. A tri-

fling expense will do the
trick.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

Ontario markets generally are dull. There is a fair amount, of
business only, and prices are unchanged. The hardwood markets
though unchanged, are not encouraging. High grade stuff is hard to get
and easy to sell at good prices and low grade stuff can scarcely be given
away. The unsettled -condition of the markets is partly due to doubt
about the United States tariff. At Ottawa the prices of lumber are gen-
erally firm and there are decided indications of improvement in sonu-
hnes. Spruce logs are firm at from $12 to $14 f.o.b. at the mill and the
demand at these figures is better than it has been for a couple of year ,

past. Enquiries for birch are increasing somewhat and the sales indicate
an improvement for this class of lumber. Prices for white pine are
strong and the trade is active. Stocks of upper grades which have been
held over, from last year are selling well. There is a good demand for
pine laths, especially for the cheaper grades and for shingles, on account
of the great local budding activity. The upper grades of shingles and
lath are selling well.

Eastern Canada.

The trade in short lumber is rather quiet, most of the stock moving
being in cargo lots of mixed shingles and lath or lath and boards. During
the month of May the shipments of cedar shingles were fairly heavy and
stocks at present are only average. There has been quite a good 'trade
in Ex. No. l's and second clears with prices varying from $1.20 to $2.20
f.o.b. St. John. Extras and clears have comprised the greater part of the
recent shipments to New England ports. It is expected that there will
be an average production of cedar shingles if the present indications of
a good drive are borne out. There have been rumors to the effect that
cedar shingles are weakening in price. This seems to have originated
from Boston, where the demand is a trifle dull. It is not expe^a that
this dulness will continue or that it will affect the St. J-,nn prices
Extras are selling at $3.10 and clears at $2.00 f.o.b. St John. Lath
are also steady and the demand is good, although briers are looking
for declines. These have not as yet materialized and prices are $2.85
to $2 90 per thousand for dutiable slab lath. Easteiu spruce at Boston
is rejorfced a trifle weaker. Frames are quoted a' $1 a thousand less,
with few sales at better than $24 for 9-inch and u ,der, while most manu-
facturers would be pleased to receive this price. Buyers are looking for
further declines and are holding off. The demand for random is only
moderate, with prices about steady, though buyers are expecting lower
prices. Boards are in fair demand with -.rices steady. Shingles have
been in poor demand at Boston, where si is reported that one of the*
best manufacturers has reduced his pr'je ten cents, making the top
price for cedar extras $3.90. Lath a^ quiet with prices only steady
quotations ranging as follows: 1%-incl . $3.90 to $4; 1%-inch, $3.60 to
$3.65.

Western Canada.

There is a good demand for the lower grades of lumber at Vancouver,
but prices are greatly disturbed by the inability of manufacturers to
stick to list prices. In spite of this, however, there has been an appre-
ciable advance in prices during the month of May. Fir logs are selling
at $9 to $10 and finished lumber at $30.50 to $11. This leaves no
margin for the manufacturers. In fact were it not possible sometimes to
get a little better profit on the higher grades, the manufacture of lower
grades would result in serious loss. At present it is impossible to even
matters up by securing good prices for higher grades. The price of legs

SPRUCE
Ix4,5&6xl0/16ft. Spruce Flooring

N. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of Tro.de Building. Montreal

seems to be depressed a little by logs from across the border. Shingles
show no noticeable change. Orders from the prairies are plentiful and
also from eastern Canada, with the base price still at $2. Clear Stars
are excluded from the United States markets at present by the low price
of the American article, viz., $1.05. The timber market is dull, as a
result of high prices. It is now being offered at figures from $1.50 to $3,
against the former price of about 35 cents before the Government in-
creased its charges. In connection with the log market it is noticeable
that the quality is declining annually and the percentage of culled logs
placed on the market keeps increasing. In the face of this, however, the
price of logs has been keeping the profits of manufacturers so low that
their business has been very unattractive.

Great Britain.

Business conditions are quiet in the f.o.b. markets and are not ex-
pected to show much activity f ,r some time to come, or at least till

importers see their way more jlearly than at present. London stock
deliveries continue light though they are regarded as perfectly satisfac-
tory because they run on all fours with dock stocks and auction sales.
The London spot market continues quiet with firm and steady prices.
At Churchill & Sims' auction sale on Wednesday, May 12th, spruce was
in demand, unsorted Quebec and 3rds regulars, both bringing £9 15s.,
and 4ths £9 10s. In pine, 1st and 2nd 3x11, 13-foot, both sold at £23^
and prime unsorted Oregon 6-inch brought Is. 7d., the 4-inch going at
Is. 6d. At Liverpool there is practically no change to report. Business
is quiet, though there is said to be a slightly upward tendency for some
articles. In some directions there is an advance in value, more particu-
larly in spruce deals. In view of the arrival of the last shipment by liner
of spruce deals from St. John and the probability that a month will
elapse before the first arrival of a cargo, it is interesting to glance at the
stocks at various ports. At the Channel ports there are very small
stocks all around, while there is a scarcity of 2]4 x 7, 3 x 7, and 3 x 11.
At Liverpool stocks are large enough, the only" scarcity is in scantling
sizes. Manchester stocks are perhaps lighter than they have been for
years, 6-inch scantling being particularly scarce, while 2%x7 are almost
cleared out. 3x7 are also scarce, and 3x11 are hard to find, though their
scarcity is not felt to any marked degree, as European deals are being
largely substituted. At Garston, Preston, Fleetwood and Barrow, stocks
all round are particularly low and fresh arrivals should be welcomed.
The outlook at Manchester is better though there is no sensational buying.

United States.

Northern pine at Chicago is reported to be in fairly good demand with
prices for No. 2 well maintained, and a fair amount of business being
transacted. Box shooks are in fair demand and some fairly large sales
of shipped lumber and clear boards are reported at fair prices. It is
thought that northern pine is stronger at Chicago than any other of the
soft woods, and the indications are that prices will remain firm. There
has been quite an improvement in the quantity of business in hemlock
at Chicago, and requests for prompt shipment show that the stock is for
immediate use. Wholesale yards in Chicago have also taken a good
quantity of hemlock. Prices, however, are remaining unchanged, as
yellow pine competition is still having a strong effect. Fir at present
cannot compete with yellow pine at Chicago except for long lengths.
Western pine remains unchanged with prices firm. Red cedar shingles
are somewhat easier and the country yards are buying in fairly large

(Continued on page 34.)

R. Laidlaw Lumber Go.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. The
J. M. Diver, Genl. Mgr.
E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.

CIeveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co., Limited

At Our Limits at Divers, Ont.

Special Bills to Order
Send us your specifications on special bills and we will

have same cut to your order with despatch. We can fill your
requirements in Norway and White Pine, any length from ten
feet to sixty. We are always ready to quote on heavy Con-
struction Timber, Bridge Timber, Ship Timber, Ship Decking,
Tank Stock, Silo Material, etc.

Cleveland - Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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quantities at low prices. White cedar shingles, standards and extras,
are in fair demand. Lath also are selling pretty well. There is little

change in the cooperage market, as coopers are well supplied and are
not meeting with much encouragement in the way of demand for their
own products. At New York there is a moderate demand only, for
northern pine. Prices are more uniform. The demand for hemlock is

somewhat lighter.

Market Correspondence

Ottawa IndustriesjSuffering' from High Water.
Ottawa, May 26.—The lumber industry in the Ottawa valley has

received an immense blow from high water, which has stopped manu-
facture, hindered shipping by barges, damaged stock in the yards and
endangered the safety of logs held in storage booms. Mill owners esti-

mate that the high water will cost them altogether half a million dol-
lars, when the loss of power which will inevitably follow in a few months,
as a result of the present waste, is considered. Shepard & Morse Com-
pany, whose mill is driven by steam, was the first of the Ottawa mills
to cease operations. The mill pond was deluged to an extent that made
it impossible to run. Two hundred men were laid off as a result, and
will probably not resume work for two weeks. J. K. Booth had to
close his sawmill and sulphite factory, and his pulp and paper estab-
lishment may yet be stopped. Fifteen hundred men, or half his staff,

are temporarily idle. The sawmill platform was covered with water
and the wharves so flooded that the lumber barges could not reach them.
In fact every wharf in the upper Ottawa is under water, many of them
for the first time in the memory of the lumbermen. W. C. Edwards
Company had to close its Eockland mill, and the Hawkesbury Lumber
Company at Hawkesbury, Fraser & Company at Deschenes, and Eitchie
Brothers, of Aylmer, were similarly affected, and the MacLaren Com-
pany, at Buckingham, may have to close at any time on account of the
rapid rise in the Lievre river.

Sawing in most mills was nearly a fortnight late in starting, and
the present setback will have another marked effect on the year's pro-
duction. With the market so well supplied, this phase of the high
water is not regarded as serious. Lumbermen are complaining most
about the submerging of their piling grounds, where the water is doing
great injury to sawn lumber. Its value will be deteriorated from $3 to
$5 per thousand, according to the quality of the lumber. Any damage
at all to lumber now means a reduction in price with the market so
quiet. Much of this injured lumber was sold, bat the buyers are ex-
pected to demand reductions all around where the stock has been visited
by water.

The lumbermen have been carefully inspecting their booms along
the Ottawa, lest the over-pressure should cause them to break and send
millions of logs rushing down the river, probably destroying some of the
mills at the Chaudiere. The fact that the record depth of last year was
surpassed before the ice had left some upper tributaries made the situa-
tion look ominous. Another foot of water, or a high wind, would have
demolished booms. Altogether about three million logs are stored be-
tween Ottawa and Temiskaming. If a single boom broke the logs would
be sent forward with such violence as to carry all the other logs before
them. There are half a million at Thompson's Bay boom, the first

going west from Ottawa; four hundred . thousand at Quyon; one million
at Snow boom, Arnprior; and the remainder distributed at Allumette,
Coulonge, Fort William and DesJoachin's booms. There was ice on
the Kippewa until this week and so serious was the outlook from the
increasing volume of northern waters that the river drivers took the
precaution of not moving any logs lest the disturbance should increase
the strain on the booms. All the steamers of the Upper Ottawa Im-
provement Company, which in other years were busy at this time, are
still idle, and the G. B. Greene, which usually makes its initial trip on
May 24th, will not start until the second week in June.

At different points along the river measurements are taken to show
how the river compares with other bad years. On May 21st the water
was seven inches higher at Quyon than on the worst day last year. At
the foot of the Kideau locks the water is now 27 feet deep, which brings
it within two and a half feet of the remarkable record made 33 years
ago, and which never since was so nearly approached. In 1893, the
year of a memorable flood at Ottawa, the depth at this point, where the
Government measurement is always taken, was 26 feet.

The engineers figure out that the volume of water now rushing over
the Chaudiere Falls amounts to 250,000 cubic feet per second. This is

an enormous waste, and there is no doubt that the volume will be re-

duced to about 12,000 cubic feet per second before the manufacturing
season is over. A normal quantity of 100,000 cubic feet or a little over
is what manufacturers most desire, and for that reason the agitation for
conservation dams on the upper Ottawa and its tributaries has been re-

newed. Mr. Peter Whelen, president of the Ottawa Board of Trade at
its annual meeting in the winter, urged strongly that these river works

should be built, pointing out that all industries depending on water
power would suffer every year both from high water and extremely
low water until the flow of the river was controlled. His estimate
placing the loss at half a million dollars was not disputed by anybody.
The precipitation of rain and snow, it is held, could not have caused the
present expansion of the Ottawa river. It is attributable to the ab-
sence of dams on the upper Ottawa and its tributaries, a region which,
since the forest has been cut down, is neglected. Thus water which in

the early stages of the Ottawa valley lumber industry would be held
back until summer, now bursts free as soon as the ice goes. Lumber-
men and other users of power want the Dominion Government to carry
out the erection of dams according to the survey and estimates of their
own engineers made four years ago. It used to be considered that when
the water was high one year there would be from 15 to 30 years of se-

curity from another flood. But this year's high water following condi-
tions last year that were surpassed only in 1893 and 1876, shows that
there may be a waste and consequent famine of water every summer.
This is due to the great territory that is burned over, as well as the fact
that lumbermen are exhausting their resources and each year going
farther into the forest. Many of the upper Ottawa limit holders, espe-
cially those on the north side of the Ottawa where the water used to
be held by dams, have cut off their forests and have no interest in keep-
ing back the water as they had formerly for spring and summer drives.
These dams are now open and the water runs off with the early floods
every spring.

Carefully compared statistics and records show that an early waste
of water now is more serious than in past years. In 1876, when the
volume over the Chaudiere at high water mark was 250,000 cubic feet,
the minimum volume that year was 15,000 cubic feet. Last year with
about the same maximum the minimum dropped to 12,000 cubic feet.
The minimum in 1908, a year of high water, was only 1,000 cubic feet
better than the record low water year of 1877, when the greatest vol-
ume was 83,000 cubic feet. It is contended that the improvement re-
quired to control this water could be provided for as much money as is

lost in one season of floods and lack of water power.
Lumber quotations continue steady with a sign of im-

provement in some lines. Spruce logs are firm at from
$12 to $14 f. o. b. at the mill, and there is a some-
in the last couple of years. A local manufacturer has received enquiries
for two and a half million of spruce, and his quotations also point to
strengthening the market, although the sales have not yet been made.
A buyer has been looking for three-quarters of a million of birch, and
some sales have been made indicating an improvement in that class of
lumber. J. II. Booth and Shepard & Morse Company are doing an active
business in white pine, and prices are holding out strong. Middlemen
who held stock over from last year rather than sell it at a loss are
pleased with the outlook for selling the upper grades of pine at a little
advance on prices ruling a year ago. The building season in Ottawa and
vicinity is one of the briskest in many years, except that following the
great Ottawa fires. There is a consequent good demand for cheaper
grades of pine lath and shingle, while the highest priced lath and shingle
are pretty well sold up to outside buyers.

A Late Driving Season in New Brunswick.
St. John, N.B., May 22.—Since last writing the situation in regard

to the stream-driving of logs has passed through many phases and has
been marked by many rapid changes. Since the 15th of May, driving
has been going on generally along the head of the St. John river and the
farther up river branches. Wliile news of the driving is very meagre it

is known that driving operations have been so far quite successful and,
while there is always an element of uncertainty, there is a probability
that a clean drive will be made in nearly every case. The season is a
fortnight later than usual and the first of the new logs will be as much
later in reaching the local sawmills.

The usual difficulty arising from the action of the lumber manu-
facturing concerns at Van Buren (on the Maine side of the St. John)
in holding the logs until theirs have been sorted out, has again ma-
terialized. The controversy in regard to this matter has been long and
bitter, the down river lumbermen claiming that when the k>crS are held
the chances of getting them driven out are greatly jeopardized. Reports
from Van Buren state that quantities aggregating 10,000,000 feet have
been in the sorting booms at Van Buren during the past-few days. The
owners of the mills at Van Buren claim that there have been no more
than five millions at any time this spring. The members of the Inter-
national Waterways Commission paid a visit a short time ago to the
section where the Maine people have been holding the logs, and had an
opportunity of seeing for themselves the condition of "affairs. Local
lumber firms are awaiting with much interest the finding of the com-
mission in this regard.

The trade in short lumber has shown no startling features during
the past fortnight. Trade in these lines is confined to cargo lots and
in many cases these cargoes are mixed, part shingles and part lath or
part boards and part shingles. Shipments of cedar shingles from this

(< lontinued on page 36,
|
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THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

Extracts from letters received which speak
volumes Original letters can be seen by any
customer or firm using Mill Saws.

SAW CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH )

SOLID TOOTH j
CIRCULAR

CROSS-CUT - BAND - CANC

AND OTHER SAWS

"The Saw is giving the greatest satis-

faction- Everyone who sees it run thinks

it is a dandy and so little trouble to care

for it."

"
1 must let you know 1 tried your saw ;

it works tine and 1 am awfully well satis-

fied with it : cannot recommend it too

highly."

REPAIRS

OLD SAWS GUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. >

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT jt JL

Above were both Famous Burns' Inserted

Tooth Saws. ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS
FULLY GUARANTEED CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

,|

Camp Supplies
When you are needing Grocery Supplies of any kind it will be

to your advantage to communicate with us, because we are right

in line on this class of business and can surely make it pay you
to get our quotations, and also take an opportunity of just seeing

how well we can, and do do this work.

H. P. Eckardt & Co.
Wholesale Grocers Cor. Front and Scott Streets, Toronto

We make them: WHAT? The Eclipse Board
Mills, etc.

If you are a stranger to them and they to
you. Get acquainted.

A new kind and labor saving device will appear
in this space each month.

Get your eyes on our
Eclipse BoardSaw Carriagesand Accessories.
Eclipse Clapboard Sawing Machines.
Eclipse Clapboard Planers and Trimmers.
Eclipse Combined Lathe and Bolter Machines.
Eclipse Combined Trimmer and Buncher.
Eclipse Shingle Machines.
Eclipse Board Planers.
Eclipse Double Edger.

Make your labor more productive by
using one of our Eclipse Lath Machines.

Write for Prices and Catalogue

Sleeper & Akhurst
Coaticook, Que.
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port have be*3 fairly heavy during the month of May and stocks are
gaining very slowly. The inter-provincial trade in "Ex. No. IV and
''2nd Clears" has been decidedly good, the ruling prices being $1.20 and
$2.20 per thousand f.o.b. St. John. Shipments to New England ports
have consisted almost entirely of "Extras" and "Clears."

The prospects for the production of cedar shingles at local mills in-
dicate that, should the logs come out without difficulty, as present pros-
pects would indicate, the season's product will be about the average.
There is no tendency on the part of local manufacturers to increase their
output even should the present good prices continue to reign ; the vol-
ume of offerings from this direction will be no greater than when the
Boston price of "Extras" was $3.40 to $3.50 per thousand. Local hold-
ings of cedar shingles would aggregate to four and one-half millions. Of
these two and one-half millions are "Extras" and "Clears," the bal-
ance are low grades.

It has been persistently rumored that prices of cedar shingles had
weakened. Beyond reports from the Boston markets that the demand
has slackened a trifle there is apparently no real cause for any bearish
tone. The depression is looked upon as of a temporary nature and as
unlikely to have any local effect. "Extras" are being quoted locally at
$3.10 and "Clears" at $2.60 dutiable stock, f.o.b. schooner St, John.

The lath trade has shown little fluctuation for many weeks past,
having preserved practically all through the winter a uniformity which,'
for this line of business, is truly remarkable. Local prices have shown
little change throughout the period mentioned above, nor have there
been any deviations from the regular groove of business as far as prices
are concerned. Local demand seems fairlv strong, although not too
great to eliminate entirely the chances of a weakening of the price.
Buyers are asserting that such a weakness is due, but so far there have
been no manifestations to warrant such a belief; developments, on the
other hand, tend to the conclusion that prophecies of this nature are
more in the nature of a guess. $2.85 to $2.90 per thousand are the
figures now being quoted enquirers by local people for dutiable slab-
lath and these prices may be taken to indicate the market value of this
line of goods.

good year in the cooperage industry, with fair prices for stock, and as the
demand is steady, there are not likely fco be (he fluctuation*, which arc
the bane of the manufacturer and cooper, as a regular diet is always
much better than a feast or famine.

Between Seasons in the Cooperage Business.
The situation in the cooperage industry in Ontario is well outlined

in the following account from Mr. J. Innes, of the Sutherland, Innes
Company, Chatham, Ont. :

At the present time it is just between the seasons in the cooperage
industry. The old stock carried over from last year is pretty well cleaned
out, and on account of the broken weather and the late spring, very
little new stock has come on the market. There is, consequently, a
considerable dearth of dry material suitable for present consumption,
and prices for prompt shipment have advanced, more especially on
staves, the addition in price over last fall, however, not being any more
than the cost of carrying the stock, namely, about 6 per cent.

The logging is now all over, and mills are able to figure up about
what their production will be for this year. The stocks at the mills,
in Ontario, or rather the southern portion of Ontario, are light, as there
was very little snow for logging, and consequently very few of the mills
have got any more than from six weeks' to three months' run. In the
northern part of Ontario, on account of the light snow, the weather
was favorable for logging, and fairly good stocks have been put in.

The production this year will be considerably less than last, as the
largest producing mills are in the southern part of Ontario, and their
spring run will be very light. It all depends upon whether or not there
is a dry summer, as to the fall run at these mills.

Prices, if anything, are a shade lower than a year ago, as the con-
sumption last year was above the normal.

So far this season has opened up very well. While wheat has been
high, the amount of flour barrels has been in excess of 1908, and nearlv
equal to 1907.

J

The general trade throughout the country has improved, and conse-
quently there is more demand for barrels for the general trade. The
fruit trees have come through the winter well, and if nothing untoward
happens during the flowering and setting season, there will be a good,
fair apple crop this year. Tn fact, reports would indicate a "bumper''
crop, but there is many a slip between the cup and lip, and the apple
shippers prefer a good, fair crop to a large one, as the prices for apples
are better, and most of the apples are barrelled.

The consumption of sugar barrels has increased during the last two
years, the consumers realizing that the barrel is the only sanitary package
for sugar, as sugar shipped in bags is liable to contamination from
different sources, and, to say the least, it very often arrives at its
destination in an uncleanly condition.

The consumption of barrels for salt has also increased, as the North-
west trade demands its salt in barrels, and this business is getting larger
every year. The Northwest trade also demands quite a quantity of its
lime in barrels, and this is another large source of consumption.

Indications, so far, are that there is going to be an exceptionally

Trade Conditions in Barbados.
S. P. Musson, Son & Company, Barbados, report under date of

April 24th as follows: Lumberstuffs—White pine—Receipts during the
fortnight consist of 102,000 feet ex schooner "Freedom from Luneuberg
to selves, for which we obtained $30 for merchantable and $21 for
second quality. There is an opening for another small cargo or two.
Spru::e -The schooner "Freedom," alluded to above, brought 154,000
feet, which we had some difficulty in placing at $20 for merchantable
and $15 for second quality. The schooner "Frances A. Rice," which
arrived on the 19th from Belli veau Cove to selves, brought 109,000 feet,
and this being a smaller quantity, we managed to obtain $20.50 and
$16.50 for it. The market is fully supplied for the present and fresh
arrivals would hardly realize late prices. Pitch pine—No arrivals, but
there is a cargo now on the way. Shingles—The schooner "Moravia"
arrived on the 10th inst. with 1,174,000 cedar laying shingles, consisting
of half each Extra No. 1, and No. 1. Consignees obtained $2 for
former and $1.85 for latter. Another cargo of this size would sell well.
In Long Gaspe a lot of 175,000 ex Oruro were stored by consignees,
and another small lot of 95,000, which had been in store for some time!
were sold, price realized being $4.80. Shooks—No receipts, but stocks
are ample. Wood hoops—Receipts consist of 400 bundles imported bv a
dealer. Stocks are heavy and market lifeless.

The Year s Trade in Pulpwood and Paper.
The following figures have been given out in Ottawa by the Canadian

Customs Department, showing certain features of the Dominion's trade
in pulpwood and paper:

—

During the fiscal year (ended March 31st. 1909) the quantity of
pulp exported was: To the United States, wood pulp, chemically pre-
pared, 769,514 cwt., .and mechanically ground, 3.033,885 cwt. ; to Great
Britain, chemically prepared, 13,660 cwt., and mechanically ground,
973,598 cwt. The export of paper during the same period was: To the
United States, wall paper, rolls, 19,974, valued at $6,440; felt paper,
rolls, 109,863, valued at $101,835; wrapping paper, 594.695 pounds'
valued at $24,264; printing paper, valued at $791,533; paper of other
kinds valued at $34,673. To Great Britain, wall paper, 512 rolls valued
at $159; felt paper, 5,060 rolls, valued at $21,896; printing paper to a
value of $922,278, and other paper to a value of $354,887. During the
same period 901,861 cords of pulp wood were exported to the United
States.

The Department of Trade and Commerce has issued a statement
showing a considerable decline in the importing of printing paper from
the United States. For the nine months ended December 31, 1908,
the value was $145,000; the corresponding nine months of 1907 $231 -

000; corresponding nine months of 1906. $274,000. The imports of print-
ing paper from Great Britain range from $135,000 to $165,000 for each
nine months, and only a trifling amount was imported from any other
country.

The sales of wood for wood pulp to the United States have increased
In the last nine months of 1908 the value was a little over $3 500 000
compared with a shade above $2,000,000 for the corresponding term of
1906. No other country was a purchaser from Canada. In wood pulp
the sales in the last nine months of 1908 were $2,000 000 the same aa
in 1908, and $750,000 less than in 1907.

'

Tariff Reduction Likely to Carry.
Ex-Senator Peter Jansen, of Beatrice, Nebraska, vice-president of

the Fraser Lumber Company, visited Vancouver recently on business He
received a letter from Mr. E. H. Henshaw. representative in Congress
for the Fourth District of Nebraska. Mr. Henshaw wrote that it is a
certainty that the tariff bill when finally passed will show a reduction of
50 per cent, m the duties on rough lumber. The champions of free lum-
ber, he added, are now at work lobbying for a reduction in the duties on
upper grades, now ranging from $1.50 to $3.50 per thousand, with good
prospects of success.

The large booms of logs at the mouth of the Blanche river and Wab-
bis creek have broken away, and are now scattered all over Lake Temis-
kammg. There are over one hundred thousand logs now floating in the
lake. The Wabbis is blocked with logs still coming down the swollen
stream. Lake Temiskaming is higher now than it has been known to
be for many years. The latest reports were that the water was still
rising, as a result of the rapid melting of the snow in the far north and
the incessant heavy rains
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FraserR iverLumber C o.
FRASER MILLS, B. C.

Limited

B. C. Fir andCedar Lumber
Long Timbers

Up to 120 Feet

Operating the largest and most up-to-date

Mills in Canada, we are offering the best

manufactured Stocks at Competitive Prices

Superior Products Perfectly Milled

B est Q uality Prompt S hipment

A Trial Will Convince

Stock Sheets Sent on Application

Telegraphic Address :
" FRASER MILLS, B.C."

Sales Offices :

Regina £te— Winnipeg 5^ Toronto H. A. Rose,
3 Toronto Street
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Branch Office and Warehouse :

New Orleans, Louisiana 421 Carondelet Street

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Greenville - Michigan

Manufacturers of

The Old Reliable

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
The only successful because only "tuyers'' grate.

Makes Two Boilers Do the Work of Three
adding considerable to the output of a mill.

It also burns wet or green sawdust, etc., readily, even when mixed
with snow and ice. In fact, it is

A Veritable Refuse Burner

It has this advantage over other
refuse burners, however, that

It Utilizes the Heat

It must not be supposed that
because we speak of sawdust
especially that the Gordon Hollow
Blast Grate will not burn any-
thing else. It is just as advant-
ageous for promoting the com-
bustion of wet or green slabs,
edgings, etc., as of sawdust.

Let us ship you an outfit

on Approval
We will give you THIRTY DAYS from date of installation in

which feo thoroughly test it, and will pay the freight BOTH WAYS in
case you see fit to reject the outfit.

There are no strings attached to this offer. Write, us stating how
many boilers you have and whether you have plain furnaces or Dutch
ovens, and giving width and length of grate surface, and letUS submit a
written proposal for your consideration.

Your asking us to do this will not be construed as placing you under
the slightest obligation to buy. We are perfectly willing to' take our
chances on your placing the order, and there will be no hard feelings
if you do not.

News from the Camps and Drives

Rafting Operations Progressing Favorably

in New Brunswick— Pacific Coast Camps
Active—Forest Fires in Nova Scotia

Reports from St. John, N.B., state that rafting operations have
begun at the Douglas boom with a crew of 50 men. There are about
6,000,000 feet of logs in the Douglas boom and between 2.1,000,000 and
30,000,000 feet of logs in the boom at Sugar Island. Four million fee),

have come in lately. Randolph & Baker's drive was at last accounts
within two miles of the mouth of Grand river. Their other drive in Blue
river is out into the main St. Francis.

John A. Morrison received a telegram recently from his son, E. A.
Morrison, that the main drive, of which he is in charge, was going by
Seven Islands, and that the water was then at good pitch. Mr. Mor-
rison's total cut last winter amounted to about five million feet and
some of the logs had been running into the booms for several days past.

There has been a better run of logs into the St. John River Log
Driving Company's booms during the past few days, which would in-

dicate that the St. John Lumber Company are conducting the sorting
gaps at their booms at Van Buren (Maine) with more dispatch than
before. Logs from the drives at the most remote sections of the head
waters are running into the booms, an indication that the drives arc all

coming along well. A good many of the St. John Lumber Company's
American logs have come into the booms.

Hon. Charles A. Oak states that the Miramiehi Lumber Company's
drives are all coming out and are now in safe waters and that other drives
on the Miramiehi will also come nut. The Miramiehi Lumber Com-
pany's drives on Taxas river and on the Sisters and Dungarven streams
are already out. Michael Welch's drive is already in safe water. The
Miramiehi Lumber Company's total output this season is less than
20,000,000 feet, about one-half of last year's cut.

The mission ship "Columbia," which visits the various camps in

the lumber district from Van Anda to Alert bay, on the British Columbia
coast, recently made port at the Hind Brothers' wharf after a two
months' trip among the camps and hospitals of the mission. She left

again shortly for another long stay on her regular work.
The "Columbia" brought down interesting news from the lumber

camps. At the Rock bay camp of the Hastings Mill Company, it is

stated that the eight miles of logging railroad being constructed there
are practically completed, and the smaller stretch of road at the com-
pany's Camp Bow camp is also done. The Fraser River Mill Company
is in the full swing of the season's work. At Loughboro inlet a new
sawmill, containing 26 shingle machines, has just been completed and
is about to start work. The Imperial Mills Company camp is also in

full swing.

Advices are brought down that none of the camps has had trouble
in securing plenty of labor for the season's work. The Alert bay hos-
pital, newly completed by the mission, will be opened about July 1st. It
is all ready now except for the furnishing.

According to further advices the plans for the mission's new 96-foot
gasoline power boat are completed, and the probability is that the vessel
will be built in Vancouver. The new boat is to be much larger in every
respect than the "Columbia," being designed for heavier work and the
factor of speed will also be an important one.

On the trip up the "Columbia" took a physician and nurse, who are
going to one of the company's hospitals.

The forest fire, which was recently raging; fiercely back of Annapolis,
Royal, N.S., was brought under control about May 18th. The fire ran in
the heart of the timber district, and the efforts of the rangers were di-

rected to keeping it in the young growth and brush lands. At one time
some of the most valuable timber land in western Nova Scotia was
threatened, but later the greater part of this was saved. The burned
district is between four and five miles in length, according to the best
information obtainable, and the width varies from a quarter of a mile
to over a mile. Some of the finest young timber in Annapolis County
was destroyed. Several times the fire was thotight to be under control,
only to spring up again. Fvery available man and boy from the sur-
rounding districts fought the flames. The burned areas are owned by
Annapolis parties. A. D. Mills & Son and Bufus Hardwick will be
among the heaviest losers.

Hardware firms and grocery concerns in British Columbia report
that business was never better. They attribute the activity to the num-
ber of camps starting up along the coast. This, no doubt, means that the
loggers are all busy.
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Are You Satisfied with Your Insurance ?
Tht- lumber trade outranks all other lines of busi-

D68B in the maintenance of its own tire insurance facili-

ties. .Many lumbermen turn over their entire lines to

be supervised by this office reaping a substantial saving
by so doing.

If you are looking for absolute protection at rates
consistent with the general character of your risk we
invite your careful investigation of the advantages
offered lumbermen through this office.

Lumber Insurance Company of New York
42 Central Chambers, Ottawa, Ont.

Only Lumber Specializing Company regularly
licensed under the Dominion Government.

General Agent, E. D. HARDY
Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta:

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man.
Agent for Maritime Provinces

:

J. G. RAINNIE

The Lombard Steam Log Hauler

Not too early for enterprising lumber operators to begin planning for one for next year.

Full particulars sent to anyone interested, on request.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Halifax

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Importers and Contractors for all kinds of Electrical Work

Lighting Plants
Watchman's Clock and Telephone

Systems for Lumber Mills

Motors, Dynamos, Repairs, Electrical

Supplies of all kinds

The Northern Electric Supply Co.
Orillia, Ont.Electrical Contractors

The

R. M. Beat Leather Co.
LINDSAY Limited

Manupactubers op

Larrigaus
Lumberman's and Prosepctor's Boots

Sporting Boots

Lumberman's Aprons
and Tanners of the Celebrated

English Oak Harness Leather
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Does a saving of from 25 to
50 per cent of your power
cost interest you ?

Mr. Manufacturer :

—

You know that your one best step towards greater profits is

reduction in cost of production.

You also know that one of the big
items of cost is power—perhaps the biggest.

Now wouldn't it interest you—wouldn't
it mean money in your pocket—if you
could save from a quarter to one half of
what your power is costing you to-day?

Now it is just that saving we wish to

tell you of. Even though your plant is

equipped much above the average, it is to

your interest to know about this still

better system.

We want to give you all the facts about Western Electric

Induction Motors and prove to you conclusively what saving in

dollars and cents and what increase in efficiency that system of

power will effect in your plant.

Look your plant over and figure out
how many tons of metal you keep rotating
over the heads of your workmen and how
many square feet of belting you keep
travelling at express train speed.

It takes power to keep that mass of

non-productive machinery moving. Power
that costs you money and adds nothing to

the production of your plant.

Twenty-five to fifty per cent of power
developed by your engine is lost by the
line shaft and belt transmission system.

This fact has been repeatedly proven by actual tests.

You can save this loss—add it to your profits by installing

Western Electric Induction Motors.
They can be mounted on the floor, wall or ceiling as required,

or on the machines which they are to operate, thus eliminating
all belts and hangers.

Western Electric Induction Motors
are the simplest of all electrical machines.
In operation they are as simple as a shaft

rotating in its bearings and require no
attention beyond that given to bearings.

The individual motor driven machines
form compact units in themselves, thus
allowing the workmen to get around them
better and do better work. Besides this

you pay only for the power used in actual

production—only the machines which are

actually employed in turning out your product need be kept

running.

Western Electric Induction Motors are the result of 30 years

of untiring efforts at improvement. That the Western Electric

Company have produced $230,000,000
worth of electrical apparatus during the

last five years is a significant fact that

speaks volumes for the efficiency of their

apparatus.

These are but a few of the facts about

Western Electric Induction Motors. If

you are interested in increasing the effici-

ency of your plant— i( you are interested

in cutting down the cost of your power

—

write to-day for Bulletin No. 607.

We would be glad to have our engin-

eers look over your plant and prove to you by actual figures what
a saving you can effect by installing Western Electric Motors.
This service is absolutely free and puts you under no obligation

to us.

Write to-day for Bulletin No. 607 and full particulars.

/NinuEM elictmc
Mm |M;AINU:FA'CTURIK.C CO. i I.MITLD'

Manufacturers and Suppliers of all apparatus and
equipment used in the construction, operation and
Maintenance of Telephone and Power Plants

Montreal
Cor. Notre Dame and Ciuy Str;cts

Toronto
60 Fronf -Street West

Winnipeg1

Henry Avenue

Vancouver
424 Seymour Street

EDGINGS
Ontario

J. It. Booth, of Ottawa, Out., has about 2,.<00 men employed in his SftWf
mill, which is running day and night.

The mill and basket factory of Merritt Bros., at Abingdon, Out., was de-
stroyed by faro last month at a total loss of $12,000.

The Department of the Interior purpose holding an auction sale of berth
No. 2 on the Dokis Indian Reserve on the French river. The sale will take
place at the Russell House, Ottawa, on the 23rd of June, and will be con-
ducted by Win. A. Cole, the well known auctioneer of Ottawa.

Acording to a report received at the Department of Trade and Commerce,
Ottawa, from E. D. Arnaud, commercial agent at St. John's Nlid., \Y. R.
Hearst, of New York, has purchased 1,000 square miles of pulpwood near
Hermitage Bay, Newfoundland, and will invest $10,00,000 in the production
of pulp for paper. He will employ 3,OIK) men.

The Bancroft Manufacturing Company is a new organization with bead!
quarters at Bancroft, Out., for the manufacture of wood and other natural re-

sources. It is proposed, at the outset, to engage in wood turning of all kinds,
and a commodious four-storey building with a foundation specially suited for
accommodating heavy machinery has been acquired.

The Northumberland 1'ulp Company are asking the Seymour Township
Council for a fixed assessment of $2,000 on a pulp mill, which it is stated they
will erect near Ronney Falls. The company ask for a fixed assessment for ten
years, and it is said will undertake to erect buildings and works at a cost of
$10,000. A by-law will be submitted to the electors on June 21st.

The plans of the E. Long Manufacturing Company, makers of sawmill ma-
chinery, Orillia, for extending their works are now approaching completion.
The town council has agreed to offer a by-law to the ratepayers to give a free
site, tived assessment, etc. The company at present pays out between $30,000
and $40,000 in wages per annum, the average number of men employed last
year being about 50. When the factory is extended they expect to employ
from 125 to 150 men.

Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean of the Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto,
recently returned from Lake Nipissing, where he spent a week in starting the
students of the senior class in their practical work in the woods. The limit se-
lected this year was one belonging to the Strong Lumber Company, on the south
shore of Lake Nipissing. The students took to the woods like natives, and
next morning were hard at work. There are on this part of the limit about
three thousand acres of red pine. The territory was burned over clear 175 years
ago, and there have been no fires since. While the present stand is all red
pine, the new growth is all white pine, and these young trees are coming up at
the rate of about two thousand to the acre.

Recent incorporations in this province include : Dunn Lumber Company,
Limited, Waubaushene, Ont., incorporated, capital $15,000; incorporators, \Y
J. Sheppard, F. M. Gray, both of Coldwater, Ont. ; C. H. Sheppard and W.
S. Russell, both of Waubaushene, and J. T. Dunn, of Toronto. Sarnia-Nipis-
sing Lumber Company, Sarnia, Out., incorporated, capital $40,000; incorporat-
ors, W. Logic, D. S. Burnett, C. H. Belton and M. Mackenzie, all of Sarnia,
Out., and A. -J. Mackenzie, Toronto, Ont. Saskatoon Piano Company, Limited,
Guelph, Ont., incorporated, capital $50,000; incorporators, J. Brown, «A. M.
Brown, D. Allan, W. M. Pentelow and R. Logan, all of Guelph, Ont. Dunbar
Lumber Company, Limited, Elk Lake, Ont., incorporated, capital, $40,000:
incorporators, J. A. McAndrew, G. H. Kilmer, H. H. Davis, and N. R. Robert-
son, all of Toronto. Mozart Piano Company, Limited, Toronto, Ont., incor-
porated, capital $10,900; incorporators, H. C. Heidmau, C. L. Carruthers, G.
T. Domelle and others, all of Toronto, Ont. Kingston Pulp Company, Limited,
Kingston, Ont., Ont., incorporated, capital $100,000; incorporators, D. Smith,
C. A. Macpherson, H. Macpherson and F. King, all of Kingston, Ont., and F.
H. Hooper, of Brownsburg, Que. Northumberland Pulp Company, Limited,
Campbellford, Ont., incorporated, capital $100,000; incorporators, I. S. Fairty,
E. W. Wright, H. T. Hunter, E. P. Seon and J. M. MacDonnell, all of
Toronto.
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Eastern Provinces
B. Smith's sawmill at Baillie Station, three miles from Fredericton

was destroyed by fire last month at an estimated loss of $4,000.N.B.,

The St. John, N.B., Board of Trade are negotiating with Bonnel & Hardy,
of London, Eng., who are looking for a site for the erection of a large paper
mill.

Recent Quebec incorporations include: Desnoyers, Varin & Company, Lim-
ited, Montreal, Que., lumber manufacturers, etc., capital $95,000. Incorporat-
ors, W. Reed, L'Assomption, Que. ; T. Desnoyers, Maisonneuve, Que. ; V. Varin,
J. C. Lamothe, and others, of Montreal.

At the late meeting of the New Brunswick Lumbermen & Limit Holders'
Association, held at Fredericton, a memorial for presentation to the Provincial
Government at a later date was prepared. The Hon. J. P. Burchill, M.P.P.,
of Newcastle, was elected president, and R. A. Lawlor, K.C., of Chatham, sec-
rotary-treasurer.

Four lumbermen were drowned recently in the Rouge river, 125 miles
north of Calumet, Que. Three of the victims were brothers named Grenier.
while the name of the fourth man drowned has not yet been ascertained. All
four men were experienced loggers, but on the capsizing of the boat in which
they were crossing they were carried under by the current, swollen by the
spring rains, before assistance could leach them. All were employees of the
Riordan paper mills.

Word has been received from Grand Piles, on the River St. Maurice, north
of Three Rivers, Quebec, of the breaking of log booms and the loss of 400,000
logs as the result of high water. The river was ten feet above normal, owing
to heavy rains, and melting of snow in the interior. It was realized that the
booms at Grand Merc further down would not hold the runaway logs, and they
were opened, but an attempt will bo made to recover as many of them as pos-
sible at Shawinigan Falls or Three Rivers. The loss to the Laurentide Paper
<v. Pulp Company and the lumbermen will be heavy.
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British Columbia
David Cook's new shingle mill at Lynn Valley, North Vancouver B C isnow in operation. '

The Yale Columbia Lumber Company's sawmill at Title, B.C., was destroyed
by fare last month.

The Canadian Pacific Timber Company's mill at Gerrard, B.C., is to start
operations very shortly

The capital stock of the Big River Lumber Company, Limited, has been
increased from $250,000 to $1,000,000.

'

The Mavcock, B.C., Lumber Company's plant was recently destroyed bv
hre at a total estimated loss of $100,000.

At Sidney, B.C., operations will commence shortly on the construction of
a sash and door factory. A. Berquist is interested.

The Northern Pacific Lumber Company's sawmill at Barnet, B.C., was
destroyed by fire recently at a total estimated loss of $350,000.
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re Company has purchased the old Royal Furniture

Klock at Winnipeg, and will make extensive alterations to same.
The sawmills of the Elk Lumber Company, Cranbrook and Jaffrav B C

are operating this season, but the mill at Ryan will remain closed.
Plans are being made by Frank Huston for the construction of a sawmilland planing mill 111 \ ancouver. Both mills will be operated by electricity.
Plans are stated to be under way for a large lumber and shingle mill onEsquimau t Harbor, B.C. The names of those behind the project have not vet

been divulged.

The big mill of the East Kootenay Company, at Jaffrav, was started up
recently. The mill is one of the largest in the district and "gives employment
to a large number of men.

The temporary office of the recently organized British Columbia Lumber
bogging & Forestry Association is located at 25 Jones Building. Vancouver.« . A. Anstie is secretary.

The Western Canada Timber Company, Nelson, B.C., who operate a saw-
mill on Trout lake, at Gerrard, have established two or three logging camps on
the la«e to log limits recently secured there.

In a disastrous bush fire which occurred recently the Carlin & Carri"an
sawmills on the Salmon river, B.C., were destroyed by fire. The form. ,- %mvalued at $<o,000 and the latter at $35,000.

The head office of the East Kootenay Lumber Company, formerly at Cran-
brook B.C., has been moved to Jaffray, B.C., the new location of the com-
pany s planing mills and shipping department.

Mr. A. MacLaren, president of the North Pacific Lumber Company, whose
miUs were recently destroyed by tire, states that the erection of a more modern
mill will be begun immediately. The new mill will cost about $350,000.

About sixty men will be employed by \Y. J. Holcomb & Son', who haw
completed a sa,VI11 , 1 near Rossland. B.C. They have 5,800 acres of excellent
timber on \ lolin lake, and will build a railway throe miles long to get at it.
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of Vancouver, acting for the owners, sold 2,000 acres on

Phillips Arm to a Seattle syndicate that already has 40,000 acres of good tim-
ber land in the province. The buyers are said to be getting ready for loudne
operations this season. ~ c

Pugh & Livingstone Lumber Company, Limited, Elko, B.C., is buildimr anew plant with a minimum capacity of 60,000 feet per day, at Dorr. This com-pany has large holdings ot timber, estimated to contain 500,000,000 feet in this
vicinity W. D. Herron is managing director.

„ .

R „A - P'Neil, of Detroit, Mich., bought sixteen berths for $50,000 fromC A. Harrison and C. A. Gass of Victoria, B.C. Mr. Harrison and Mr. Gass.
along with S. Moody, C. Gardiner and S. Heald, sold another area to pur-
chasers, whose names are not given, for $50,000.

The Gibbons Lumber Company has let the contract to A. W. Dickenson of
Revelstoke, B.C., for the taking out of between twenty and thirty million feet
of logs from their limits on Piugston Creek during the next two or three years
this is one of the largest contracts let in the interior.

The Arrow Lakes Lumber Company, Arrowhead, B.C., are building a five-
mile logging railroad into their limits at Galena Bay, Arrow Lake. The roadhas been laid with 56-pound rails and the equipment includes a 30-ton Shay lo-
comotive, 30 Russell logging cars and a McGiffert log loader.
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CUV^Cently the plant of thc Ross-Saskatoon Lumber Company,
limited at Waldo, B.C. turned out 72,000 feet of lumber, all one and two-inch
material This is claimed to establish a record for a ten-hour run for similar
rigged plants—a double cutting band mill, without re-saw or gang.

That the millmen in many instances in the Kootenay have as many ordersas they can attend to is the report of A. Carney, timber inspector, who recentlymade a trip through the Crow's Nest Pass district. He predicts that thecoming summer will be the best in the history of the industry in the Kootenay.
To inspect agricultural and timbered areas in the Kootenays, five field

parties are being sent out by the C.P.R. at a cost of $25,000. They will spend
the summer getting all information possible regarding the location of land forsettlement and timbered areas to be developed to supply the demand for lumber
in the prairie provinces.

Recent British Columbia incorporations include: Abbotsford Timber &Trading Company, capital $300,000: Bar Harbor Lumber & Brokerage Com-'pany, capital $10,000; Johnson-Shaw Lumber Company, capital $6 000- PittRiver Lumber Company capital $50,000; Howe Sound & Northern Boom
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Cit
-V Lumber Company, Limited,

capital $150,000; Larson Timber Company, Limited, capital $500,000.
The lumber cut in the Dauphin, Man., district during the last winter isthe largest in the history ot the district. The winter was favorable for workm the woods and limits were operated to the fullest extent possible The esti-mate of lumber cut is placed at 78,500,000 feet, 25,000,000 feet more than lastyear Large quantities of railway ties have also been taken out, and the cord-wood cut has been the largest on record. Upwards of 3,000 men were givenemployment. B

The timber sale activity has been centred mostly on the southern end of
\ ancouver island, where ownership of a number of areas has changed A New
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Watters and Mr Bond, paid

$60,000 cash for thirty sections at San Juan, held by Andrew Wright, and anumber of other Victorians. F. T. Cromwell, formerly of Portland Ore nut
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LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock
Lumber and Dimension

Timber—

=

Lath and Shingles

[Sash, Doors,
Write for Prices Blinds and

[Factory Material

V. Joint

Roofing
Sheeting

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

New Edinburgh Miiis Ottawa, Ontario

Red Oak
Several cars of 5-1 Common

and Better
; ready for

quick shipment from
outside points.

Price will be made attrac-
tive.

Yellow Pine
In yard for immediate de-

livery.

Large stock of 5-8 No. 1 and
No. 2.

Also stock of 5-8 No. 1 Com-
mon and No. 2 Common.

This is dry, soft yellow
stock and will be priced
attractively.

Oak
In either Red or White

Oak we offer large block
of 8-4 No. 1 and No. 2
Common.
Quick Shipment of Course,
That's the Mcllvain Way.

Large car 4-4 Bone Dry No.
1 Common.

Maple
200,000 feet of 4-4 Dry

Maple, log run.
Ask us for price at mill.

Shingles
500,000 7x24 No. 1 Heart

Ribbed.
500,090 6 x 20.

Can make immediate ship-
ment direct from mill.

Walnut
Large car 4-4 No. 1 Com-

mon.
Large car 4-4 Reject,
Large car 4-4 No. 2 Com-

mon.

"We Have It If Its Hardwood"

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices : Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St. ..
Yards

: Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS

inch No. i Pine
cuts& better.

% inch No. i

cuts and better,

a ' No. t Cuts and
Better

i% in. No. a Pine
cuts and better 44 00

2" No. 2 Pine Cuts
and Better.... 4600

1 % inch No 3 Cuts
and Better 40 00

2" No. 3 Cuts and
Better 46 00

1 in. Pine Dressing
and better shorts 24 00

1X4, 6and8common 24 00
1 x 10 box 21 00
1 x 10 common and
dressing 27 00

1 x 1 a common 30 00
2 x 10 common 25 00
aand,ix 12 common 2600
1 x 10 inch box and

common.. 24 00
1" mill run sidings 23 00

1 x 10 and 12 mill

culls 18 50
1 in. mill cull sidings 16 50
1" dead cullsidings 12 50
1% inch flooring 25 00

Spruce mill run 20 00

HARDWOODS
Ash White ists and

2nds, 1 to a''. . . . $ >

Ash, black, istsand
2nds 1 to 2''

;

Ash, black common
and better 1". . s

Birch, common and
better 1" s

Birch, common and
better, if£to 2"

o 00 44 00

50 00 52 00

52 00 54 00

42 00

48 00

27 00
26 00
23 00

29 00
32 00
27 00
28 00

26 00
25 to

20 00

17 5o

«3 5o
27 00
21 00

Spruce mill culls.. 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 16 00
2x4 toSin., 10 to i6t't. 16 50
2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 19 00
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber

Douglas fir dimen-
sion timber up to

.
3* H

;
Fir flooring, edge

grain ,

1/N0.1 4 ft. Pine
Lath

i%" No. 2 4h. lath

iK" 3a" P'"*
i%" No. 1 4rt.

hemlock lath. ..

XX Pine Shingles
X Pine Shingles.

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles 2 20

XXX 6 butts to 2''

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXX 5 to 2". .

.

Red pine, c & c f 1"

" «K"

Red Pine, common 22 00

16 00
17 00

>7 50
so 00

54 00

34 so

45 00

4 So
4 00
1 40

3 50
2 25
1 25

a 30
3 »5

3 4°
4 10

33 00
34 00

35 00
24 00

Birch, 3 to 4'

Birch, 1" ists& 2nds
Basswood, common

and better, i'
f

.

.

Basswood, common
and better 1

U

to 2"

Basswood mill run
Soft Elm, common,

and better 1%
to 2"

Soft Elm, common
and better 1". .

.

Soft Elm, mill run
Rock Elm, common
and better 1"

.

.

Rock Elm, 1% to 2"

1 sts & 2nds . .

27 00
30 00

35 00

24 00
19 00

M . FEET, CAR LOTS.

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1"

Soft maple common
& better 1 %. to 3"

Hard Maple i"x4"
& up 10/16 common
and better
Hard Maple 4"x 4"

i-o' to 16' common
and better
Oak, red, plain,

ists and ends 1"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 2."

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 3"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 4"

Oak, white, plain,

1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, i^"x4"
and up 10/16 .

.

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1"

Oak, quartered,
istsand 2nds, \

x
/q

to 2"

Hickory ists and
2nds h'vy i^to 3" 62 00

21 00 22 50

26 00

23 00

32 00

52 00

54 00

58 00

58 00

52 00

54 00

80 00 82 00

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTURE

Pine good sidings :

iin. X7in and up
i%" and i%" x
8 and up

2" x 7" and up
No. 2 cuts 2x8"

and up
Pine good strips :

i
,f

i%" and i%r

2 '

Pine good shorts :

1
' x 7" and up .

.

1

1 %" and \%" ...

2"

7" to 9"A Sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

strips

Pine, No. 1 dressing
shorts

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-

ter 12' to 16'

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings
Pine, s. c. strips. .

.

Pine, s. c. shorts. .

.

Pine, s.c. and better,

.

1x4
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6
Pine. s.c. and better,

1x7
Pine, s c. and better,

1x8
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9
Pine, s.c. and better,

1 x 10

Pine, box boards.

.

x 10 No 1 barn .

1 x 10 No. 2
u

42 00 46 00

50 00 56 00

48 00 54 00

34 00 36 00

34 00 36 00

38 00 42 00

42 00 45 00

35 00 37 00
28 00 00

40 00 43 00

42 00 45 00

25 00 27 00

36 00 40 00

26 00 31 00

22 00 26 00

24 00 25 00

23 00 26 00

19 00 22 00
18 00 20 00

20 00 21 00

21 00 22 00

22 00 23 00

22 00 23 00

23 00 24 00

2.; 00 24 00

24 00 26 00

15 00 18 00

2Q 00 32 OO

23 OO 2.5 OO

R S PRICES

1x8 & 9 No. 1 barn 23 00
1 x 8 & 9 No. 2 " 20 00
Pine Shorts 6' to 1

1'

22 00

7 00

17 00

Pine mill culls

Pine O. culls 10
Red Pine log run

mill culls out. .

.

Spruce, i"x 4" & up 1500
Spruce, 1" stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10''
. . 17 00

Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B) 24 00
Hemlock 13 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out. . 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out. . 22 00
Birch ... 18 00
Soft Elm, common,
and better 1, 1^,2" 2000
Ash, black common
and betteri" to 2" 25 00

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
.3/8"............
N ). 2 white pine
Spruce, mill run
Red pine millrun
No. 1 white pine

>"&.k. .......

No. a white pine
I "& 1 2 00
Spruce mill run

1 " & 1 }i 2 00
Red Pine mill
run 1" & 1%..

32" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18"

3 25
2 </5°
2 50
2 50

3 00

' 75
I So

.1 S°
2 75

XX, 18" I 50
White Cedar Shingles :

xxxx, 18' ... 4 2

j

Clear Butt, 18" 3 00
x, x 18" 1 So

26 o°
22 00

23 00
19 00
13 00

19 00
17 00

26 00
15 00

26 00
20 00

24 00

28 00

3 5°
a 75
2 75
2 75

3 25

2 25

2 25

2 00
2 00

4 00

3 25
' 75

4 5°

3 5o

' 75

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINK— IN THE RAFT. ctS.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average. 40 50
Kirst class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal.. 62 60

RED PINE—IN THE RAPT.
Measured off, according to average and quality none
Shipping order " " " making

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.

By the dram, according to average and quality 60 65

EI.M.

By the dram, acoordin to average and quality, 40 to 4.1; feet. 65 70
u " " " 30 to 35 feet. 50 .5.5

10 inches and up, according to average and quality 25
Average 16 inch 35

14 inch

19
"

3°
32
36

SARNI
FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

i x 6 and 8" 50 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00
i'X and " 57 00
2 ' 59 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4x84 up No. 1 & better 44 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & hetter 52 00
8/4 .. n 54 00
6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 ,, 45 00
8/4 ,, ., ,, 47 00
0/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 40 00
8/4 i, ,1 42 00

NO. I CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 41 00

in. 50 00
> % in. 50 00
2in- " 54 00
2% and 3' " 70 00
4 .... 75 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 24 00

.... 39 00
1% • . 39 00
2 42 00
2%, 3 and 4" " 57 00 60 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., ft" and up wide 21 00
t

l4 and t%" " 28 00
a" " 28 00
2K1 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

mill RUN.
1 x 4 24 00
'" " 5" 26 00
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

A, ONT.
I x 10
1" x 12"
1" x 13 and'up
1^x4 and.«5* .

• 'A. <% and 2".

2U and 3"

no. 1 BARN.

30 00

1% and 2"
.

2% and 3"

NO. 2 BARN.

.27 OO

NO. 3 BARN.

1 in 23 00
1% and 2" 23 00

No iV, \%, 2" 21 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

l Vf '% and 2" 16 00

3° 00
28 00

26 00
26 00

23 00

19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" 15 00
1. 'K. and 2" 15 00
No. 2 14 00 15 00

LATH.

No. I, 32" 1 50 2 00
No. 2, 48" 3 50
No. 1, 48" pine 4 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. 1 PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR

6 ft

x * '3 5°
2x6 and 2x8 16 00
2 x 10 16 50
2 x 12 17 00

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

. 1 S. AND 1 E.

8 ft IO ft 14 x 16 ft
16 50 18 00 1800
16 50 18 00 18 00
17 00 >9 50 '9 50
18 00 20 50 20 50

Dimensions

2 x 4-12 $19 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00
2 X 4-10-18-20 21 OO

2 I 8 }
8 to ,6 19 00

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
6 " 21 50

Flooring
4 or 6.inch No. 1 $32 00

' 2 30 00
3 22 50

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch 19 00
6 21 50

5012 inch 22

14 and 16 it

21 50
22 00
24 00
22 50
22 50
22 50

Siding
22 50 6 inch No. 1 3, OQ
22 50 " No. 2 29 00
22 50 " No. 3 22 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 4 75
No. a " " " 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
12 ft.

3x6 and 3x8 21 50
3x10 23 00
3x12. ... 23 50

4 x 4 to 6 x 8 21 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 23 50
8x8 23 50
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 29

BRITISH COLUMBIA Flk
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

2 X 4, 2 X 6, 2 X 8, 8 to 16 ft $19 50
18 to 3a ft 21 50

2 x 10, a x 12, 8 to 16 ft 20 00
18, 20, 22 ft. 23 OO
24, 26, a8, 30, 32 at 00
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 25 00
3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft. . . 2500
6 x 6 to 6 x 12 up to 32 ft 25 00
3 x 14, 4 x 14 2500

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14, 12 x ia, la x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 16,

up to 3a . ... $24 80
10 x 20 26 Ho
8 x 20 .... , 27 30

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine. 4 in 30 50
E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring 37 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring 37 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring 29 00

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce 20 00
8 to 16 ft. , 6 in . . .... 17 50
B. C Fir 8", 10" and ia" Shiplap 10/16' 20 50
B. C. Fir ft" Shiplap 10/16' 19 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch ... $25

mixed w dths

00
20 00
1850
'5 50
IO JO

SHINGLES
XXX B. C. Cedar 3.10
X X B. C. Cedar 2.25XXX Dimension 2.55

No. 1 Mixed \V & R Pme.
No. 1 B. C. Fir

LATH.
$3-oo

4 SO

HARDWOODS, CAR LOTS, F. O. B. WINNIPEG.
THE PREVAILING PRICES, PER IM FEET, FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER
1" C/jndi plain Oak

28 o° 2

30 oO 3"

3> 00 4
'

a8 00
1"

2"

3'

1

37 00 2"

34 00 K
37 00

42 00 2"

3"
4"

Ash

Birch

Maple

Flooring Canadian Clear.
" American "

.

are:-
$60 00
65 00

75 00
78 00
63 00
70 00
78 00

45 °o
49 °o

• 53 °o

43 °o

47 °o
30 So

55 *>
52 °o

55 °°

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.
WHITE PINE

(Wholesale selling price.

Uppers 4/4 to 8/4 $88 00
10/4 to 12/4 95 00

Selects 4/4 to 8/4 78 00
10/4 to 12/4 90 00

Fine Common 4/4 56 00
"

S/4 62 00
6/4 62 00

" 8/4 64 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 48 00
" " 5/4 55 00

" 6/4 57 00
" 8/4 60 00

No. 2 Cuts 4/4 33 00
" " 5/4 43 00

" 6/4 45 00
8/4 49 00

No. 3 Cuts 5/4 35 00
" " 6/4 35 00

" 8/4 35 00

Dressing 5/4 46 00
5/4 x 10 51 CO

" 5/4 x ia 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00

6/4 58 00
8/4 58 OO-

No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00
6/4 47 00

„ " 8/4 47 00
I\o. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00

1 x 6 & 8. . . . 35 00
"

1 x 10 37 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 33 00

,x,° 35 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 27 00

1 x 10 29 00
Box 1 x 6 S: up 24 00
"

1 x 10 24 00
"

1 x ia 26 00
"

1 x 1 3 & up •>, 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

1st & 2nd, 1 inch.

.

1 Vi to 2 inch . . . .

2% to 4 inch . .

.

1 st & 2nd ft inch up

WHITE ASH.

40 00 42 00 I

44 00 46 00 I Strips 2a 00 24 00
48 00 54 00

I
Com. and culls 14 00 22 00

BLACK AND BROWN
.40 00 42 00

1
Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

BIRCH

i st & 2nd ft inch &
up, red

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up

Common and culls.

1st and 2nd hand
Common and culls

40 00 42 00
1st & 2nd, white, 6
inch and up 30 00 32 1

Common and good
culls l6 OO l8 *

I 1st and 2nd, soft, 6
32 00 35 00

I
inch and up .... 26 00 28 00

15 00 17 00
I
Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

20 00 23 00

14 00 15 00
1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00 23 00
Common and culls. 12 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
White Pine Uppers, i to 2 inch $92
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 8,
Fine Common, 1 inch

to 2 inch
No. 1 Cats, 1 inch

1% to 2 inch
No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch

iJi to 2 inch
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12

No. 1, 1 x 10
No. 1, 1 x 8
No. 2, 1 x 12

No. 2, 1 x to

No. 2, 1 x 8
No. 3, 1 x 12

No. 3, 1 x 10
No. 3, 1 x 8 . _

Spruce, 10 and 12 in. dirnension
9 in. and under

10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up ....
2x2. ax 4, 1x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up . .

All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft

andup 22 00
5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up, p, is 19 00
Canadian Spruce boards 23 00
Vermont Spruce boards, matched . . 22 00
1 x 2 and 1 x 3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundied 20 00
iH" Spruce laths 4 qq
1^

' • 3 40

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras
Clears "... ,

4
Second clears ,„
Clear Whites ...„"
Extra is (Clear whites out)
Extra is (Clear whites in) .

58 00
64 00

45 00

54 00

35 00
38 00
46 00
36 00

35 00
. 38 00

34 00

33 50
32 00
30 00
29 00

24 00
24 00

21 50

$3 90

2 35

BRITISH COLUMRIA SHINGLES.

Red Cedar Extra, 16" 5 butts to 2" , g,
" Eurekas, 18" " "

" " Perfections, 5 butts to 4 60

$94 00
84 00
61 00
66 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00

37 00
40 00
35 00
34 00

33 00
31 00
30 00
27 00
25 00
26 00

22 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
22 50
22 00

3 80

3 5°

$4 00

3 50
2 35
2 30
« 45
I bo

3 75
4 as

4 75
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

Quality, Lumber a„d Shingles
That's Our Style and Here They are

Nrk 9 Quebec
llU. Spruce

Just the finest grade of its kind ever put on the

market, and silk finished, too

N R clP- °i
Cedar

es
N. B. means take notice. That's what everybody is

doing of our shingles. None better. Try a car.

You Cannot Lose

Money on the

Horses EveryDay

Some Days

It Rains

But you can lose money
every day whether it rains or

not if you do not carry the

kind of stock which pleases

and keeps your customers.

Our products in No. 2

Quebec Spruce and New
Brunswick White Cedar
Shingles are money-makers,

not losers, and if you carry

them in stock you will make
money every day, rain or

shine. :: ::

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.

SMUTSa« Sayabec,P.Q. •S?S=--
OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,

Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY
"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,
lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

Reliable
Veterinary
Remedies
No logging outfit is complete without a

supply of reliable veterinary remedies.
Getting the wrong kind means the loss
of the use of your horses when time is
valuable.

Johnson's Veterinary Remedies
are guaranteed never to fail when used
as directed. You get your money back if

they ever do.
They are

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. i.

A penetrating Alcoholic liniment.
Put up in one gallon jugs, with full
directions, per imperial gal. $4.50

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. a.
A combination of the best oils used
as liniments, imp. gallon . $3.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy.
A sure and speedy cure for colic
Imperial gallon $5.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Oint-
ment.
Positively the best all-round healing
ointment made. In use by the larg-
est owners of horse flesh tn Canada.
Put up in 2 lb tins, each . . $3.25
or in % lb tins, per dozen . . $3.50

Johnson's Condition Powders. (Con-
centrated^.
Put up in bulk, per lb ... . 30c.

These goods being put up in bulk are
more economical than others, as cost of
bottling, etc., is saved.

CAMP REMEDIES.
In addition to our Veterinary Reme-

dies we make a line of medicines for lum-
bermen, including a strong, penetrating
liniment, healing ointment, cholera cure,
liver pills, cough syrup, in fact anything
in the form of Camp Drug Supplies. We
know that there are no Better remedies
made than those we offer. There may be
others nearly as good, but they lack our
guarantee. Satisfaction or money back.
A trade discount of 10% allowed off all

orders amounting to $100.

Send poiial for printed matter.

A. H. JOHNSON
Wholesale Druggist

Colllngwood, Ont.

RUBBER BELTING

for Transmitting,

Elevating and

Conveying.

Rubber

Hose

for Water, Steam,

Air Suction, and

Fire Protection.

The

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, Limited

Head Offices : 47 Yonge Street, TORONTO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

Ask Your Fireman
if he knows the "Cyclone" grate. Frankly,

you are losing money in your boiler

room if you haven't

The Cyclone Shaking
and

Dumping Grate Bar

Why do you need it ?

It gives a perfect draft, which means constant

steam pressure.

It is simply made—no rockers or bolts to be-

come displaced and obstruct the draft.

It is economical—burning the cheapest fuel

with the best results.

You would notice the change if you had one.

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co.
Limited

36-38 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO

FINE

BANK OFFICt

OOURT HOUSE &
I DRUG STORE FITTINGS

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. List ol timber
and pulp limits, report, and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
KK V KLHTOK K, H. C.

The

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Have for sale Second-lland Machinery, com*
pletely overhauled, ready for shipment

:

i Horizontal Slide Valve Engine- 6 in. x 10 in.

i VerticaJ Slide Valve Engine 4 in. x 6 in.

1 Portable Engine 7/4'n. x 11 in.

PLANING AND MATCHINC
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, oniiia
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING,
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots
Eactorv near Station Write for Prices

phone 113

PUSHES
^

IF My WORTH
ADVERTISING.

The . . .

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO., Limited

Head Office: TORONTO

HIGHEST GRADES OF

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

AND ALL

PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS
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Just measure the Front and Back edge
oi the face of one of your Band Wheels
with a steel tape line. If there is only a

% of an inch difference in the circum-
ference of the two edges it means trouble
and perhaps a lot of it.

If the above is the case send at once for a

"Midland"
Band Wheel Grinder

and grind both wheels

with one setting.

Catalogue and price on request.

Canada Iron Corporation, Limited
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p. o. box 425 ONTARIO

A LEADER THAT LEADS

DeLoach "Leader" Planer

—

Weight 1,800 pounds.
Price at factory only $230.00

Just the thing for neighborhood work
Fully guaranteed,

also
2tr " Paragon" $376.12. 24" Double "Monitor" $590.00M ".Monitor' 461.38. 20" " Daisy " Surfacer 137.02.

Solid forged steel cylinders slotted four sides.
The reversible as well as the variable feature of the
teed puts our machines in a class by themselves.
Semi for 2.-.1 page catalog of Saw Mills, Shingle MillsManers Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills
\\ acer \\ heels, hngines, Boilers and Gasoline Engines

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 509,
BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

"THE DUNBAR"
New and Improved

STEAM LOGGING ENGINES

This is the machine for which we claim all the good Qualities possessed by any otherand a great many valuable improvements besides.

Best on the Market
This time we wish to call your attention to one ofmany important points which prove conclusively the

super.onty of the Dunbar logging Engines: that
of the Hydraulic Apparatus for raising and lowering
the Boiler, an invention of our Mr. Dunbar, Sr (forwhich patents are pending). By this device all danger
from rush of water to either end of the Boiler, caused
by irregularities of the road, is avoided. One of the
most serious drawbacks in other Engines is the fact
that the Boiler is stationary on the frame, consequent-
ly a source of great anxiety because of the danger to
both the Crown Sheet and the Tubes. You can readi-
ly understand that in going up or down hill either theCrown Sheet or the Tubes are bared, causing them tobecome so heated that they will leak badly, and after
repetition for a time the Boiler will be practically
ruined. y

This improvement, which supersedes our previous
method for raising or lowering the boiler, has beenadded since cut herewith shown was made.
Should you contemplate putting in a Logeine

Engine we shall be glad to take the matter up withyou and give you all particulars.

Quotations for Logging Sleds furnished.

Write Us for Particulars

The Alex. Dunbar <fc Sons Company
Woodstock, N.B. Limited
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Beardmore Leather Belting
72 inch 3 ply 175 feet long

Made only of Extra Selected No. i Packer Steer

Hides, Oak Tanned

Beardmore Extra Waterproof Cement Leather

Belting for the Wet Places in Pulp, Taper and Saw

Mills, Etc.

The Maximum of Stretch is taken out of Beardmore

Belting by improved appliances, without impairing its life.

Every belt guaranteed as to quality of material and

workmanship.

Complete Stocks Carried by:

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank Street, OTTAWA, ONT. 147 Bannatyne Avenue East, WINNIPEG, MAN.

FLECK BROS., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

The Largest Leather Belt ever made
in Canada

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter St., Orillia, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawmill, Shingle
and

Our New Four-Saw Lath Bolter

Lath Machinery

We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting, Pulleys,

Belting, Ewart Chain, Saws, Portable

Forges and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue on application

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

WILLIAMS & WILSON
St. James Street, MONTREAL
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DISSTON
47

Saws, Tools and Files
Made
Sold
Used ON MERIT

And the Confidence placed in the Quality and Efficiency of the DISSTON BRAND shall
be as well-deserved in the future as it has been during- the past SIXTY-NINE YEARS.

Henry Disston <fc Sons, Inc.
Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

New No. 10
Heavy Open Side Holder

This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-
ing machinery, just
from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
w.em B,ancPALT °

Q
N

b

T*RI° CANADA
248 MeDe^on Av., W=,

MAN. Ross & Creig^MONTREAL, QUE. Robert HamiltJ^VANCOUVER, B. C.Wfc, MAKE
ConSeTsers^Fl ur mT^^^ MiU E^™> Heaters, Tanks, Steam and Power

Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.
Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and lilevftTng

ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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More Bad Lumber
There is More Bad Lumber made in the Filing

Room than in any other department of the Mill.

To equip your Filing Room with anything but the

Best Filing Room Machinery is false economy.

Profit by this advice, and eliminate the expense

and trouble of trying to trade an interior machine

for a good one, a few months after you install it.

We trade machines every day, But We Don't

Lose Money on the Trade.

Buy a COVEL Machine and run it 20 years, as

many of our Customers have done.

Covel Mfg. Co.
Saw Sharpening Machinery Bentdl Harbor

and Tools Michigan, u.s.a.

Detachable Lumber Trucks

with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

For Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In %, and 1 Cord Capacity—Extra Strong ofThor-

oughly Seasoned Hardwood and Bolted Throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in Trains or Singly for Platform Work.

Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co,
Limited

0RILL1A - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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Wire Rope
Special Alligator

Ropes any lengths

fitted with proper

attachments.

Saw Carriage Ropes, Haulage Ropes, Smoke Stack
Stays, etc. Standard and Lang's Patent Lay.

The B. Greening Wire Company
HAMILTON, ONT. Limited MONTREAL, QUE.

„ „ „ Mm H V T H E R. BROS.
Patent Groover or Dado Head

Vv/7

4 yjit^

For either Kip or Cross Cutting
Will cut equally as smooth in cither Kipping Cross,

cutting or cutting at an angle or 45 degrees, with
grain of wood.

Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to doHUTHER BROS. SAW MFC CO.. Inc- . ROCHESTER, N. Y

Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandre|
For cutting any width groove from 18"

to a wide. Will cut either with or across
the grain (Sent on approval).

SAW.
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

I c ...

Hart
I

Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranteed the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

THE DEWEY DOOR

Cranbrook Sash and
Door Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

DOWELL DOORS, INTERIOR FINISH
WINDOWS, TURNINGS, BRACKETS

DETAIL WORK A SPECIALTY

Lumber Shingles
Lath

Shipments in Straight or Mixed
Carloads.

Address Cranbrook, B.C.

We Make Filing Room Tools

Sectional View of Hanchett Band Saw Swage
The sectional view of our swage shows our new spring bracketw n,h penn.ts the swage to tip forward .luring the operation^ swag-

t It

l,t a(
;

kt>t
11

we ha™ Preserved our compact construction fef-

out of o
Poetically as strong as a solid bracket, is impossible to get

si.Ll o, J i\

« easily adjusted to give any amount of spring de-sired, or to be rigid and allow no spring
This new feature of Hanchett swages still further increases theeflBciency of a swage which without this Improvement has for a numberot ears been quite generally conceded to have the lead over any otherZ SwS&SS+r ' h " Spring brackfit

'
in conjunction with the

t 1 II ?
K M ' lt ,luJS'Pr?ve« unusually effective in bending the toothforward SO that it may be faced perfectly with little grinding. With

1
us spring bracket with its perfect adjustments, added to the unusually

i vs Z'KulX Trv °/Hanc^t swages, the filer can swage Z
h™ ,, l\ !

*?JU8t h,S 8wa»e to Plac( ' the Pomts just wherehe wants then, and get any amount of hook wanted. We have alreadyreceived S„,„, very enthusiastic letters from filers who have tried[the

1 in. ed'ft ^ll
ket

'

a"d
,

U,ey State that With fcluJ Hanchett swage thus
I t will never be necessary to knock the teeth down with ahammer or use any other device for this purpose, as the spring bracketenables the su age to put the point just where it is wanted, and keep ah i back. hese brackets will fit all the old Hanchett Swages, so thatour old customers can avail themselves of this improvement'by^pur-chasing from us the new spring bracket.

has nnfn^i^
8^?6

"^'J "Pon a gang saw, a fork is furnished that

he st ,

'

,

W

P^f,
Cta0n

'

th\'^''akingitmore convenient for swaging
1
lie last teeth at the lower end of the saw.

Hanchett Band Swage Shaper

For the obtaining of the most desirable results, the swage shaner.has become an indispensable unit in the filing-room. The utility of theswage shaper for fitting band saws has been demonstrated for many
years. The Hanchett' BandI Swage Shaper combines all the elementsthat go to make an ideal finish to the work of the saw swa^e Bv theshaper every tooth is pressed into perfect shape, as in a mold, wideston face, widest at extreme points, tapering downward from the points

nlt^Wa
r\ iT?

fch£fa3S
'
th«s making a perfect shape and a perfect

clearance. Added to this quality is that of making the shape of all theteeth absolutely uniform.

Let us sand yw our new 1909 Filing
Room Catalog No. 6. It will interest you.

Hanchett Swage Works
BIG RAPIDS, MICH., U.S.A.
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The

Maple Leaf Saw Works
Shurly & Dietrich

GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular Saws

Gang Saws

Mill Saws

Band Saws

Cross-Cut Saws

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hand Saws

Buck Saws

Plastering Trowels

Butcher Saws

Straw Knives

Maple Leaf Saw Set
MANUFACTURED BY

SHURLY & DIETRICH, Gait, Ont.

Directions.—Place the set on the point of tooth, as >hown in the accom-

panying cut, and strike a very light blow with a tack hammer. If

you require more set, file the tooth with more bevel.

If you follow directions you cannot make a mistake. Be sure and not

strike too hard a blow, and it will set the hardest saw. On receipt

of 40 cents we will send one by mail.

We are the only manufacturers in the world who
export Saws in large quantities to the

United States.

GROUND THIN ON BACK

Save Labor Save Gumming

Save Time Save Files

This Saw Stands Without a Rival
AND IS THE

FASTEST CUTTING SAW IN THE WORLD!

Its Superiority consists in its Excellent Temper. It

is made ot " Razor Steel," which is the finest ever used in

the manufacture of Saws. We have the sole control ot

this steel. It is tempered by our secret process, which

process gives a keener cutting edge and a toughness to

the steel which no other process can approach.

We Manufacture

HIGH GRADE BAND SAWS
Of All Widths and Lengths.

These Saws are made ot Refined Razor Steel, and tempered by our Secret

Process; for Fine Finish and Temper are not excelled.



The Waterous Heavy Improved Combined

Lath Mill and Bolter
With Independent and Adjustable Feed
All Rolls Upper and Lower Power Driven

Two Idler Pulleys Supplied, enabling Lath Saws to run reverse to Bolter Saws. Capacity 50,000 Lath Per Day.

Independent Lath Mill
With Independent Feed

This feed can be started or stopped at will of operator
as it is driven from counter shaft and not from mandrel.

The Bolter is an exactly similar machine.

We also make a

Lath Buncher and Trimmer

Send for Bulletin giving descriptions of
these machines.

Waterous Engine Works Co.
Brantford, Canada

Limited



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
You have your books audited by firms of expert accountants, you have your plants appraised by expert appraisers

companies—Why ? To get the best at the lowest cost. i

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance—Our inspector and adjusters are lumbermen as well as insurance men. We can

handle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessable policy, and absolutely sound indemnity.

Drop us a line and we will explain our methods fully.

Lumber Underwriters

By Lumbermen
66 Broadway NEW YORK

For Lumbermen

We Make Close Prices

Veneered

Doors
Manufactured in many dif-

ferent styles at prices that

leave room for the dealer

to make a good profit.

Staved Columns
Conceded the best on the

market, are manufactured

with the "V" Locked Joint.

Newell Posts
We can supply your wants

in this line with quality

and moderate prices.

Retail lumber dealers hand-

ling our goods report large

sales.

No. B42306.

Batts Limited
50 Pacific Avenue - WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWN

OUR
rr _
EXTRA

MONTREAL TORONTO

WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

PINK LUMBERING TOOLS
Send for
Catalogue and

Price List

In Every Province of the Dominion
New Zealand, Australia, Etc

Pink Duck Bill Winter Cant Hook Handles
In Split Maple

Finest Quality Split Maple

CANT HOOK and PEAVEY HANDLES, Car Load or Dozen, BOOM

CHAINS, PIKE POLES, SKIDDING TONGS, BOAT WINCHES, ETC.

Sold throughout the Dominion by all Wholesale and Retail Hardware Merchants

Thomas Pink, Pembroke, Ont.

Hf Pink Round Bit'

Peavey Hand-

les In Split

Maple.
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade • Eagle • Great Western

Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Don't Wait
Why Put Off Insuring With Us?

The dividend to Policy Holders is now 40% of the

premium, and this is only one of the strong features

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

Nine - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on . -jjjjjj^y'

*'

™

'^*!!rJ0fy&
'

Try it

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies ARC""

"

FOR COOL BEARINGS

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
IflETffl* HAMILTON, ONT.

We Guarantee Every Belt

" D.K." Balata

Genuine Oak

BELTING
D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
J09-311 Craig West 200 King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC
2 1 St. Peter St.

ST. JOHN, N.B,

64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. <& SONS
Peterborough, Onta.rlo

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents,Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets. Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptive*.

J. J. TURNER <a SONS
Cor. George. King& Water Sts., Peterborough, Ont., Can,

THE GREAT BELT"
BEATS ALL RIVALS EVERY TIME

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. ANO YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Street. MONTREAL
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You can turn out 60,000 Lath every day with this

Combined Lath Mill and Bolter

Seven to ten horse power is sufficient to drive it to its full capacity.

Both upper and lower feed rolls are driven.

We have just made up several of them, and can ship

immediately on receipt of order.

We make lath mills for any capacity up to 70,000 lath per ten hours per machine.

Ask for Bulletin 0156.

Sales Agents for British Columbia : A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver
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J. B. MILLER, President

The
W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Limited

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

VIEW OF OUR MILLS AT PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.
Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

Traders Bank Building,

Phone Main 1016

HEAD OFFICE:

Toronto, Ont.
Telegraph Codes :

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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Split Posts
Posts Good

Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Mtiir & Terry

Cedar Posts
Wholesale Lumber

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

J. K. MUIB H. J. TERRY
Phone, Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE ONT.

MANUFACTURERS

L
UMBER, TIMBER,

JOISTING, LATH,

BOXES and SHOOKS

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to day. List of timber

and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied

on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, B. C.

PLANING AND MATCHING
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, oniiia
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING,
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots
Factory near Station Write for Prices

phone 113

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood
Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Sawing Season has commenced, and we

are now in a position to furnish promptly,

= Dimension Bill Stuff in^=

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Geo. Gordon & Co
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
— and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

R. Laidlaw
Lumber
Company

Limited
Room 913 Traders

Bank Building. Toronto

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

SHINGLES
¥ UMBER
L/ATH

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles

Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

FOR SALE
2x4-10/16 ft. Norway & White Pine
2x6-10/16 ft.

"

2x8-10 16 ft.
"

2 x io-io/i6ft. "

2x12-1016 ft.
"

1 x 6-8&10-10/16 "

Also Red and White Pine Lath.
Stock right and prices right.

LEAK & CO.
1 8 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill

Stuff. We have also stocks of Ash, Elm.
Birch. Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX. XXX, XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICE:

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

"phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handle*, Pole*, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and
sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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Mason. Gordon & Co.
So St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesale

^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

E are in the market and pay
the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor
this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street East

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVELAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

Whi
n F'm ' f°rway Yellow Pine, HemlockOak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Ontario Lumber
Co . Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills
; French River, Ont. Water Shipment.

Yard : Point Edward, Ont.

Write u* for Prices

Home
3
£ife

n
Bu1lding, TorOtltO, Ollt.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock.
On Temiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of North Bay

HAILKYBVRY, ONT.

" Well bought is half sold
"

For the UNCONVERTED only

They are going going

so don't wait until " the

eleventh hour" before

thinking about those

1x4 and 5 in.

Selected Red Pine

Red Knotted

Bone Dry

Rough or Dressed

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

1007-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ollt.

Mills : Byng- Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Fine

AMHERST, N.S.

XAlE Bu y. Sell and deal in all kinds
of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States: Spruce
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,'
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long- Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch. Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
A fully equipped Planing Factory in connec-tion Dressed Lumber, Flooring i ZHardwood or Hemlock,

ft Ceilings S-?<fnand Doors. Mouldings. Wool1 Turning etc^^^d R—'^ a special-

The
Elgie & Jam's

Lumber Co.. Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO
We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce
and Hardwood Lumber

Write or call on us
Dry Spruce for Sale

The

Brockville
Wholesale and Retail

Lumber
Lumber,

Company
Lath,

LIMITED Shingles,
Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y. Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

s

Calph Loveland, Pres.
i^. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Trea.s.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - . MICH.
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John

Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,

25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,

10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.

and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office

:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, /™\„
Hochelaga Bank Buildinp l^UeDeC,

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOOH, JAMES I'. CUNNINGHAM.
President. Vice-President

A. EL MACA UK.
Secretary.

Wholesale Dealers Only

John DonoghLumber Co.
Stocks at LatchforrJ and Penetang

SPECIAL DRIVE

Limited

Red Pine Flooring Strips -Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1212 Traders Bank Chambers - TORONTO
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

J. L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,

New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,

Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, TORONTO ONT
(Telephone Main 6244).

1 1^ 1

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath

Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty
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CAMERON & CO., Limited
MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

SHINGLES basswood POSTS

LUMBER

LATH

TIMBER

POLES

MILL AND YARD. OPEONCO, ONT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, OUT.

Thi

Hurdman Lumber Co.
OTTAWA, CANADA

E A ST E R N

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W It s T E R N

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all grades and a "SPECIAL BRAND" cheaper
and better than Eastern dear Butts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

A Selected Lot of Mill Run

White Pine and
Spruce Lumber

also

VA and \}i White Pine and Spruce Lath

Selling Agents for Frasek & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

OTTAWA74 Nepean Street

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & GO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-
ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West ... MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone Main 55St 55 St< Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
PARTICULARLY

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,
British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

WANTED—White Pine, "O" Culls, 2 and 3 inch, and Lath

;

Spruce Mill Culls, 1 and 2 inch ; and Hemlock
Culls, 2 and 3 inch. Also § inch Merch. Spruce.

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Sellers

Send me your list, there
is probably something I

can use.

WRITE ME

E. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade MONTREAL

Wholesale Lumber Dealer
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Detroit Columns
Are Far in Advance

We manufacture colonial columns with the famous
Lock-Joint— providing a larger gluing surface and prevent-

ing any possibility of shrinkage, common in ordinary

columns.

Detroit Colonial Columns
are the standard of excellence products of extensive

manufacturing. They are second to none.

Supplied in any length and style of Plain or Quartered

Oak, Chestnut, Yellow Pine, Birch, etc.

Retail dealers should investigate this trade winner.

No. 38

Detroit Column & Manufacturing Co.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

No. 27

Our Ki'kcialty

MIXED CAR ORDERS
Dimensions, Shiplap, Flooring, Siding, Finish

of all kinds, Mouldings and Shingles. .

Write us or ring up Bull Phone 3461, H. FONGER, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Officers and Directors :

R. H. DOW.NMAN, PRESIDENT FREDERIC WILBERT, 1ST VICE-PRES. GEO. W. DODGE, 2ND VICE-PRES.

F. B. WILLIAMS Wll. L. BIRTON J. C RIVES JOHN DEBLIBITX

Gl'S DREWS EDWARD HANSON L, H. PRICE H. M. COTTEN H. B. HEWKS

J. A. HILLIARD.
Secretary & General Manager

Shipment by Rail or Sea,
Cable Addr.-s " REDCYPRESS 1

Louilsiana Red
Cypress Company

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress

Lumber, Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity :

3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We carry everything in standard
grades and sizes of rough or dressed

Louisiana
Red Cypress

FRED. J. DAVENPORT, - Box 425, Detroit, Michigan
Canadian Representative.
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address :"\Valmcr," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith. Tyrer & Co..

Picktord & black s Wharf

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
( ; or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
and

Heading
WRITE TO

James Webster & Bro., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

Cable Address : Sawmill. I.ivrkpooi.

Pant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St

Hardwood
FIOOrlllQ and Bundled^

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bide.. TorontoEADIE DOUGLAS. CO.
10RONTO

22 St. John Street. Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street. Toronto, Ont.
Our Prices will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool
England

Savoie (Si Co
Wholesale Lumber
Spruce. Hemlock and Birch

1% in. Spruce Lath

Cedar Shinges - R. R. Ties
8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts
Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood

Con espontlence Solicited MANSEAU, QUE.
on I.C.Ry. 1 10 miles t ast of Montreal

Th«

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
Send us your enquiries for

New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
Lath, Shingles,

Limited

Main Office :

Globe Atlantic Building
St. John, N.B.

etc.

Branch Sales Office

:

180 St. James Street
Montreal. Que.

WESTERN

LUMBER

SHINGLE

J.c° .

VANCOUVER!

B.C.I

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

ffii SEND US

I I YOUR '
'

j

1 INQUIRIES

RAIL OR WAT]
SHIPMENTS
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Cedar Cove M1..S, H. HEAPS <fcVancouver, B. C.

VANCOUVER.. B.C.

Ruskin Mill,

\j\J*j Ruskin, B. C.

LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties : AAl HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER—Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINCS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HIGH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINGLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY

THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. W1NNIPCG.
Prairie Representative

W, J. LOVERING. 1312-13 Traders Bank Bldg.. TORONTO
Ontario Representative

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
= Wholesale

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia.

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs. Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street

VANCOUVER. B.C.
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Cable Address— Gillisco.

Codes Used /
American Lumberman Telecode.

I Western Union.

C. H. GILLIS & CO.
LIMITED

445 Granville St., Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping" Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
»«i 125,000 feet

LUMBER
The Pacific Woods Co.

Limited

Head (>tli.',. : 20.V2D0 Loo UU\n., \T n n
Cop. Hastings and Abbot fits., VailCOUVer, D.L.

Correspondence

Soliciteil Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

Timber LimitS We haV<
' SeV6ral Blocks for Sale

with Mill Hit<*s, near Vancouver.

We are in the Lead
when it is a question of service and satisfaction.
Every order large and small receives the same care-
ful attention. Your wants in

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
can be promptly filled. We give special attention
to Canadian trade.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO., n#fc-

F. N. Waldib, President R S. Waldie, Vice-President»m «, w E - Harper, Secretary.

1 he V ictoria Harbor Lumber Company
Manufacturers of W . _ MT 1/Liimoep, .Lath and Shingles Limned

JaUJ
i
a
iZ!

rt0ri
l
Harb0^ I2"'4 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres.
R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres.

G. E. Clemens, Secv.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and La^th

Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East. TORONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT.

JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE
RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Tre as

Mills <a Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and
Railway Ties

Planing Mill. Ya^rd <& Off!ce CAPACITY 40.000.000
MOR.R.ISTOWN. N. Y.

New York City

Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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DEFIANCE* WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
PATENTED AM) BUILT HV

The Defiance Machine Works

12" Hand Planer with Boring Attachment
No. 8 Variety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off

Defiance,

Ohio

For Making
Hubs, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles,
Neck-Yokes,
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and General
Wood-Work 28 Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter St., Orillia, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawmill, Shingle
and

Our New Four-Saw Lath Bolter

Lath Machinery

We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting, Pulleys,

Belting, Ewart Chain, Saws, Portable

Forges and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue on application

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

WILLIAMS & WILSON
St. James Street, MONTREAL

Importers and Contractors for all kinds of Electrical Work

Lighting Plants
Watchman's Clock and Telephone

Systems for Lumber Mills

Motors, Dynamos, Repairs, Electrical

Supplies of all kinds

The Northern Electric Supply Co.
Electrical Contractors Orillia, Ont.

JEFFREY
Conveyers

are the best for handling

Logs. Lumber, Ties,

Pulpwood, Refuse, etc.

See Catalog No. T 57 B.

Tb« Jeffrey Mfg. Company,
c-iZZ'^r°rk'

Main Office and Works : Columbus, Ohio
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LIDGERWOOD LOGGING ENGINES
All Important Features Patented (52 Logging Machine Patents)

These exits show two of our latest
improved types for

PACIFIC COAST LOGGING
NOTE THEIR FEATURES
For Further Particulars Address

LIDGERWOOD MFG. CO.
Originators and Manufacturers of High Grade Loggwg Machinery

96 Liberty Street, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Alaska Building -

°R

SEATTLE, WASH.

1.1

Lidgcrwood C-0 Type Road Engine

New No. 10
Heavy Open Side Molder

This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-
ing machinery, just
from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, LimitedGALT
Western Branch

248 McDermott Ave., WINNIPEG, MAN
ONTARIO
Quebec Agents :

Ross & Creig, MONTREAL, QUE.

CANADA
B- C. Selling Agents:

TATTT MAT7C un. . ,

'

c ^ •

-v™*^,^^ Robert Hamilton & Co., VANCOUVER, B. C.Wfc, MAKE Spt^CondS,^ ^tJ^SS^U ™T^ S" fW* B°UerS
'
H^S

>^ Ste™ P°™
Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.

machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machir

ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION

...W.W., «.ixvo, vjLcaiu rower
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"I Am Convinced

Simonds
Shingle

Saws
Have Saved Me Money"

A man bought nine 40 inch Simonds Shingle Saws.
He wanted the best and paid the price.

He knows whether he won or lost on the deal.

A careful record of Shingle Saw cost was kept, with
the result that after a few months the record showed, in

that mill, the saw cost per thousand shingles cut to be
slightly less than one-half of one cent. About 9 cent
saw cost for twenty thousand shingles.

That is why this Millman said he was convinced
Simonds Saws are money makers because they are cost savers.

This is a statement of fact. We have the proofs and

will gladly show them. If you want low cost use the

right saws—Saws made of Simonds Steel, made by
Simonds Methods. Dollar for dollar value is given, A
saw to sell for less money than the Simonds cannot be as

good. It cannot run as economically, and it will not
make the same profit for you in the long run.

More shingles mean more money from the same block
of wood.

For shingle saw prices and particulars, address our
nearest office, giving size, number of teeth and gauge of

saw desired.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que.
St. John. N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.

United States Factories:

Fitchburg, Mass.
Chicago, 111.

For Log Loading, operating a Derrick,

pulling and placing cars and general

hoisting purposes

The "MIDLAND"
Hoisting

Engine

is unsur-

passed.

Catalogue

on

request

The Canada Iron Corporation, Ltd.
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p o. box 425 ONTARIO

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale

or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.

We invite inquiry as to the above and our
"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaugkt
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offices
GROUND FLOOR
CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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Injuries to Lumber in Retail Yards
There are many matters of detail to be attended to in connection

with a retail lumber yard, so many, in fact, that there is a general ten-
dency to overlook some of them and hope that their neglect will not re-
sult in much, if any. loss. It will be agreed, however, by those who have
had long experience in the management of retail yards, that unless'
lumber is looked after continually from the time of its arrival in the
yard until its delivery to the customer, it is sure to lose value. Even
before the lumber reaches the yards there are sources of loss which ought
to be carefully watched. One of these, which causes more deterioration
of good dressed lumber than almost any other, is the damage done in

transit between the cars on the railroad track and the retail yard. The
ordinary method of handling dressed lumber from the cars to the yard
is very primitive. Only when it is carefully attended to by the'old'and
experienced employees, who know the injuries which are likely to result,
will the lumber run a fair chance of reaching the yard in good condition'
In some places it is a regular practice to take extreme care in this mat-
ter, but in many places the transportation from the railway to the yard
is arranged for in a haphazard manner and in practically all cases, when
the busy season arrives inexperienced employees have to be pressed into
service. The result is that dressed lumber is injured to such an extent
that its grade is lowered materially.

In some quarters additional difficulties are caused by the readiness
of railway companies at competing points to undertake the delivery of
the lumber from the cars to the yards. When one railway has a siding
to the yard and a competing railway wants to get the trade, it contracts
to deliver direct to the yard and employs teams, carts and men to do
the hauling. This business provides no extra profit for the company and
•so is done at as little expense as possible, the result being that the cost

to he retailer is increased by the damages to his lumber, The desire
01 the railway companies to compete with one another is laudable enough
and should be encouraged, but the loss to the retailer should make him
look about very carefully for some kind of a remedy. The only directionm winch remedy seems possible is in the devising of some type of ve-
htele winch will carry the dressed lumber without injury. 'There aremany invent.ve employees in the retail varus, and it is a wonder that
Ins matter has not been attended to Ion, ago. A genuine necessity is

telt and it should not be allowed to go unsatisfied.

The New Freight Line Via Mexico
The completion of arrangements for the establishment of a freight

service between eastern and western Canada by means of vessels from
St John and Montreal to Puerto on the Gulf of Mexico, thence via the
lehuantepec National Railway to Salina Cruz and thence by the Can-
ad.an Mexican Pacific steamship line to Vancouver and Victoria is an
•

vent which may mean much to the lumber producing industry of west-
ern Canada. It will place the markets of eastern and western Canada inmuch closer communication than they have ever been, and may assist
materially n, the exchange of products between the people of 'eastern
and western Canada. As to the shipment of lumber, the benefit of such
a rate remains to be seen.

From British Columbia to rl.e prairies, or from Ontario to the prair-
ies, it is scarcely to be expected that such a line would make much dif-
ference in the freight rates. There are classes of lumber products how-
ever, from British Columbia which already sell extensively in eastern
( anada. and it is reasonable to conclude that the freight rates of these
wiH be affected by a li„, from Vancouver to Montreal which only has one
'"".dred and ninety miles of railway haul. In addition to the direct low-
ering of freight rates which may be brought about for those classes of
lumber winch are subjected to the transcontinental haul, there is also
a more general advantage to be considered which will be brought about
if a hue of tins nature results in an increased volume of trade between the
west and the east. Canadian products from eastern Canada cannot "o
to the west .11 increased quantities without a general quickening of trade
which wdl probably soon make itself felt in the lumber industries The
pncipal effect, however, of this new departure will be to place the mar-
kets of western Canada and those of Europe in closer touch with one
another. If the rates are made sufficiently low it is possible that a lai-e
trade can be worked up with Europe. It is expected that by the new
service, freight will be delivered in Victoria in 35 days from Vancouver

Exports to United States Increasing
The imports of lumber into the United States from British North

America, during April, 1909, amounted m quantity to 36,937 feet, valued
at $666,460. In April, 1908, the quantity was*23,455 feet, valued at
$459,560. For the ten months ending April the figures were as follows-
1909, 672,864 feet, valued at $12,654,292; 1908, 646,797 feet valued at
$12,347,646; 1907, 740,197 feet, valued at $12,571,902. The'imports of
shingles were as follows: April, 1909, 85,531 M., valued at $204 910-
April 1908, 61,749 M., valued at $137,630. Ten months endin- April'
1909, 878,420 M., valued at $2,073,993; 1908, 822,417 M valued at
$1,989,300; 1907, 667,278 M., valued at $1,439,961. From these fig-
ures it will be seen that while the imports from Canada for the ten
months were greater for 1909 than for 1908, they are still some distance
away from the figures of 1907. For April, however, the increase was a
substantial one and gives promise of much greater amounts in the near
future. The imports of shingles into the United States have grown
steadily, though it was much greater between 1907 and 1908 than be-
tween 1908 and 1909. The improvement shown from a Canadian point
of view, in the April imports of lumber and shingles, lead to the con-
viction that when the tariff uncertainty is removed there will be a de-
cided awakening of trade. The exports of domestic timber, hewn and
sawed, to British North America were valued as follows: Timber hewn
and sawed, 1909, 136,226; April 1908, $130,655: ten months ending
April 1909, $925,545; 1908, $890,571; 1907, $1,013,842. The exports
of lumber to British North America were valued as follows : April 1909,
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$810,337; April 1908, $274,469; ten months ending April 1900. $2,-

508,541; 1008, $3,754,010; 1007, $3,577,261. The exports of lumber

to British North America according to these returns showed a large de-

cline for the 1900 period against a slight increase for the 1008 period,

although for the single month of April the exports of lumber to British

North America increased substantially.

Quebec Timber Limit Owners Unfairly Attacked
There have been claims made from time to time that the timber

limit owners of Quebec do not give the settlers a square deal in the matter

of the cutting of timber. One of the commonest of these claims is that

owners of limits which will be occupied by settlers, denude the lots of

all merchantable timber before they pass into the hands of settlers. A
second charge is that the limit holders boycott the settlers by refusing

to buy timber from them, and thus put them to substantial trouble and

loss.

It should be sufficient, in order to refute these stories, to point to

the common sense which limit holders are likely to possess in common
with other men. They must naturally realize that there is much ad-

vantage to be gained by their lumber camps, in the existence of a few

neighboring farms. The advantage of such a source of fresh supplies

of good foodstuffs cannot be denied, and a limit holder would be unbal-

anced mentally if he did not appreciate it. The more serious charge,

however, is that the limit holders denude colonization lots of merchant-

able timber. There will be more inclination on the part of the public to

accept such a charge as reasonable, arguing that it is to the interest

of the limit holder to get all the timber he can out of his limits. But the

charge is not borne out by the facts, according to the Government reports.

The report of the Minister of Lands and Forests for the Province

of Quebec gives the following information upon the subject : The Chi-

coutimi Pulp Company in 1007-08 bought from the owners of lots 402,-

000 feet of timber more than the cutting on their own limits of 4,452,000

feet; Price Bros., who cut 12,000,000 feet, bought from lot owners 6,-

000,000; Atkinson, who cut 1,000,000, purchased 10,000,000 from lot

owners; the Metis Lumber Company and J. B. Booth & Company
bought from these as much as they cut on their whole limits, namely

8,000,000 feet in the one case and 25,000,000 in the other. In the case

of the twelve companies whose names are given, the lot owners sold

them 80.954,000 feet, or 43 per cent, of their total production. Appar-

ently the lot owners had plenty of timber for sale until 1008. The Min-

ister, continuing in his report, says: "To this it should be added, under

the authority of the Customs Department at Ottawa, that in 1008,

720,630 cords of pulp wood were conveyed to the Tinted States to be

made into paper; and, according to our data, the lumber from the Crown

Lands under license is represented in the above by a quantity of 147.159

cords only. These data are the pertinent answer that may be given to

those who make it their mission to repeat everywhere among the public

the allegation that when a settler buys a lot that has long been in a

limit he cannot find enough timber for his buildings and for his other

more pressing needs." Further evidence is afforded in the report of

-Mr. J. C. Langelier. on merchantable timber cut on lots by settlers

and sold by them to the Metis Lumber Company in 1007-08. amounting

to 7,741,457 feet, and for which, he says, they must have obtained $45,-

000 at the lowest estimate, and in Ins report on merchantable timber

sold by settlers to license-holders in the lower Ottawa region, which

amounted to 18,030.873 feet, board measure, 385 cords pulp wood and

5,110 ties. This is not inclusive of the timber sold to owners of small

mills and small dealers, which "equals at least the quantities mentioned

above," the two together amounting to a sum of $240,000, putting the

value at the low figure of $6 per 1.000 feet.

This matter, however, has caused much discussion in Quebec and

it is believed that all this smoke of criticism means the existence of fire

somewhere. One Quebec paper accounts for the charges by saying that

it believes the operations of the so-called settlers, or in other words lum-

ber speculators, who have obtained the colonization lots under pretence

of intended colonization and have stripped them of their timber and then

abandoned them, are to blame. In summing up the situation this paper

says: "Apart from the question of colonization lots, it is not to the in-

terest of the limit holders, neither do we believe that it is in accordance

with their settled policy to utterly ruin the timber-bearing powers of any

of their property, or to cut in such a manner as to diminish the water

supply."

The Value of Lumber Trade Associations
The usefulness of an association and the success which awaits one

which is inaugurated and conducted upon vigorous business principles

are well shown by the career of the Southern Cypress Association of the

United States, which recently held its annual meeting at New Orleans.

Cypress has been increasing greatly in popularity of late and much of

this is due to the work of the association and to the skilful advertising

carried on by its members. As an evidence of the spirit which permeates

the association, the address of the president, Mr. Frederick Wilbert, of

Plaquemine, La., is interesting. Mr. Wilbert said:

"There is no doubt but that an association of lumbermen which

could pull through the last year without disaster, must be on a firm foot-

ing and must be giving its members that service for which it was or-

ganized. The members of our association unquestionably feel this way
about our work, else they would have dropped out, and we must there-

fore congratulate ourselves for being able to do those things which we set

out to do in spite of dull business, hard times and the hesitation some of

us may feel toward contributing our share of the expenses under such

trade conditions. I am informed that during the last fiscal year the as-

sociation expenditures exceeded the receipts by just $3. This may or

may not be considered conservative, but we certainly have not

been rash in spending money we did not have and had no chance of

getting.

"This is our fifth annual meeting. In May, four years ago, a num-
ber of us gathered together in New Orleans and decided that we should

have an association which would work in the interests of cypress. It

may be that some of us had no conception of why we should have an

association, or what such an association would do if we succeeded in

perfecting an organization. I am sure there are no doubts in the minds

of any of us to-day as to whether or not we acted wisely, and I am also

sure that, were it possible to draw a complete comparison between now
and then with special reference to what the association has done, each

one of us would say : 'We have done excellent work and have made good.'

Th* cypress manufacturers were among the last of the lumbermen to

appreciate that concerted effort and action are much more effective in

acomplishing certain results than the hit-and-miss efforts of the indi-

vidual. How far apart would be the grades at the different mills if we
had not been at work on this particular issue for four years ? Would not

the grades, as well as prices, have gone to pieces during the last year of

business depression ? Is it not better to be uniform in all things and let

merely prices fluctuate than have fluctuating grades as well ? Gentle-

men, there is no way for us to draw comparisons between trade conditions

as they are and what they would have been had we had no association,

or to figure out exactly what we have accomplished by having an associa-

tion. It is largely a question of belief, and I know all of you believe it

has been worth many times over the effort and money expended in

association work.

"The cypress lumbermen occupy a position which is probably more
unique than that of other lumber manufacturers. There are not many
of us. The supply of standing timber is decidedly limited and the rate of

growth of our trees is too slow to ever expect a second crop. In addition

to this, we do not cut down our trees this week and ship the lumber next
week—this is the case with some woods— , but we deaden our timber
this year, saw it into lumber next year, and market it during the third

year, which is a condition tending more toward conservation than pre-

vails in any other wood manufactured in this country. While cypress
will fluctuate in price, the necessarily slow methods we pursue undoubt-
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edly have their effect in thai we will, as individuals, secure the highest
possible price for that stock which it has taken us two years or more
to produce, from the time the axe first touches the tree Until the dry
lumber is shipped. We are an optimistic people, in that we believe next
month will be more prosperous than this month and next year more pros-
perous than this year, and it is, therefore, a natural condition for a manu-
facturer of any product whatsoever to be conservative in the disposing of
bis product when it will tajce him so ?ong to replace it, My argument
m saying all of this is to, in a measure, explain why cypress* occupies a

17

stronger market position to-day than probably any other wood. Our prices
have gone off, but not so far as other woods, and we are selling almost
as much as we are producing. Furthermore, we are producing almost
our capacity and there is undoubtedly more cypress being marketed to-
day than ever before in the history of the trade. This is a broad asser-
tion, but I believe it to be true, in view of the fact that so many new
mills have started up m recent years and so few old ones have closed
down. What other wood manufactured in fin's country can say as
much?" J

'

Canada's Foreign Trade has Turned the Corner
In spite of the fact that Canada's foreign trade for the fiscal year

ending March 31st. 1900. was less by $78,744,340 than that of 1008, 'and
l»y $52,945,400 than that of 1007, a certain measure of comfort may be
taken from the statistics which have just been issued by the Dominion
Government, inasmuch as they show that in all probability the turn
of the tide has set in and the country's trade is on the increase. For the
month of March, 1000, Canada's total foreign trade amounted to $53,-
171,277, which was an increase of $4,540,000 over that of the corre-
spending month of 1008. The increase in exports for March 1000
amounted to $3,811,130, the total being $33,803,302. The increase in
imports for March ,1009, over the same month of 1908 was $73.-,, 830,
the total being $19,307,915. The increase in exports for March, 190o!
was therefore 12.0 per cent., and the increase in imports was 3.9 per
cent. Accordingly, the increase in exports was three and a quarter
times as great as the increase in imports, a condition of affairs which
should be regarded as satisfactory by all who wish to see an improve-
ment in Canadian trade conditions.

For the fiscal year ending March 31st, 1000. the exports decreased
by $18,494,447, the total being $201,512,159. The imports during the
year decreased by $00,240,893, the total bein

ff $208,123,702. The de-
crease in exports for the year was therefore 7 per cent., and the decrease
m imports 20 per cent. These figures demonstrate pretty clearly that
during the period of depression Canadian purchasers kept up their sales
to foreign markets fairly well to reduce the amount of their purchases
abroad. They also demonstrate that as soon as the depression commenced

to pass away Canadian purchasers began to increase their sales abroad.
The result is encouraging to Canadian manufacturers and purchasers.

The market conditions in regard- to the lumber industry afford a -ood
basis upon which to estimate the general condition prevailing in other
lines of business. Lumber is a staple building product which is quick to
feel any depressing influence and which returns to normal conditions at
a conservative rate. The total value of exports of forest products for
the fiscal year ending March 31st, 1009, was $30,007,387 against $44 -

170,470 in 1908, and $45,823,172 in 1907. There has thus been a de-
crease of $4,503,083 during the year just ended, against a decrease of
only $1,052,702 in the previous year. For the month of March, 1900,
therefore, the total exports of forest products was valued at $2 701 307'
as compared with $2,112,007 in March, 1008, being an increase of $048 -

700, or 30.7 per cent.

It would be foolish to conclude absolutely that these figures for
March, 1900, indicate an immediate return of norma] conditions^ trade
Those who are engaged in the lumber business are far from satisfied with
the present conditions. Their business is uncertain and fluctuating and
although most of them arc counting upon an early resumption of activity
they are continuing the conservative business methods which have been
compulsory during the past year. It seems pretty safe, however, to con-
clude that with the continuance of these conservative methods the lumber
industry, and likewise other industries, particularly those which have to
do with the production of building materials, will from this time for-
ward gradually return to a satisfactory situation.

Increased Use of Canadian Pulp Wood in United States
According to a report of the United Slates Forest Service, 251 pulp

mills in the United States used 3,340,100 cords of wood, and made 2,-
118,947 tons of pulp last year. Spruce has always been the leading pulp
wood, and it furnished 04 per cent, of the total quantity used. The rapid
development of the wood-pulp industry in the last ten years has rendered
the domestic supply of spruce insufficient to meet the* demands upon it
and consequently importations from Canada were heavy. In 1908 United
States pulp mills consumed nearly one and one-half million cords of do-
mestic spruce, and over 670,000 cords of imported spruce, making the
imports of spruce 45 per cent, of the domestic supply.

Next to spruce, the most important pulp wood is hemlock, 569 173
cords of it were converted into pulp last year. All the hemlock used was
of domestic origin, and most of it was produced in the Lake States and
-Pennsylvania. Although now used in less quantity than spruce and
hemlock, poplar has long been a standard pulp wood. A small quantity
of poplar is imported, but by far the larger portion of the more than
300,000 cords used last year was cut from domestic timber Spruce
hemlock, and poplar made up 90 per cent, of the total quantity of pulp'
wood used.

The wood used by the pulp mills last year cost them a little more
than $28,000,000, or an average of $8.38 per cord, against an average of
*8.21 in 1907. The most costly wood used was imported spruce with
an average value of $10.60 per cord. The average for domestic spruce
was $8.76 per cord, and for poplar, $8.04 per cord. The cheapest wood
winch was used in large quantity was hemlock, the cost being $6 02 per
cord. Owing to the uncertain business conditions the total consumption of
pulp wood m 1908 was nearly 16 per cent, less than in 1907, but this did
not prevent a considerable increase in the price of wood. The high price
of wood is placing the manufacturers constantly on the lookout for cheap-

er raw material, and one of the most encouraging developments has been
the increased use of slab wood and other sawmill waste. This drift in
the industry is clearly indicated by the fact that 193,234 cords of mill
waste were reported as consumed in pulp manufacture during 1907, while
2o2,890 cords, an increase of 30 per cent,, were used in 1908.

These statements are based upon a preliminary report of the con-
sumption of pulp wood in the United States in 1908 just issued by the
Bureau of the Census. The Bureau of the Census and the Forest Ser-
vice co-operate in the collection of annual statistics of forest products
and this preliminary report will soon be followed by a bulletin, which will
give detailed information upon the use of pulp wood last year in the
various States, the cost per cord, the amount reduced by the mechanical
sulphite, and soda processes, and other facts of interest to the industry'

To Canadians the significant portion of this report is the growing
importance of the Canadian supply of pulp wood to United States manu-
facturers. This is amply proved by the large amount of spruce which is
.mported by United States manufacturers, and by the fact that this
spruce commands a higher price than any other wood which is used by
them. For Canadian spruce the United States manufacturers accord-
ing to this report, are paying $1.84 more than for the domestic spruce
The time is not far off when the majority of spruce used for pulp man,,'
facture in the United States will have to be obtained in Canada Even
to-day, the large amount which goes into the United States should make
Canadian purchasers and Canadian producers anxious about the drain
upon Canadian spruce resources which is certain to result if the export
is allowed to continue unrestricted. The decision of the Quebec Government to prohibit the export of pulpwood from Crown lands will aQ a lon-way towards preventing this drain. It should be enforced quickly and
ettectively. J
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Lumber Trade Statistics for Fiscal Year
Figures for March 1909 and for the Twelve Months Previous— Exports

of Wood Goods and Imports of Dutiable and Free Forest Products

Details of the exports of forest products for the month of March,

1909, and for the fiscal year ending March 31st, 1909, were as follows:

Year ending March 31.

Quantity. Value.

Details of the imports of dutiable woods during the month of March,

1909, and the fiscal year ending March 81st, 1909, were as follows:

Laths
Palings
1'ickets

Article Q
Ashes, pot and pearl bbls.

Ashes, Leached
Ashes, all other
Bark for tanning cords

Firewood "

Knees and futtocks No.
Lathwood No.

Logs, cedar, capable of being made
into shingle bolts cords

Logs, Elm M ft.

" Hemlock
" .Oak "
" Pine "
" Spruce "
" All other

Lumber, Battens
" Basswood "

Deals, Pine Sid. Hd,
" Spruce and other.

.

Deal ends M ft.

M.
M.
M.

Planks and boards M ft.

Scantling
Shingles M.
Shooks, other M.
Staves, other and heading M
All other lumber M.
Match Blocks M.
Masts and spars No.

Piling "

Poles—hop, hoop, telegraph, etc..

Posts—cedar, tamarac, etc

Shingle bolts of pine or cedar ..cords

Sleepers and railroad ties No.

Stave bolts cords

Timber, square, viz :

Ash tons

Birch
Elm )j

Maple
Oak vrV?*M>.i... ft .

Pine, red
Pine, white

Timber, square, all other

Wood, blocks & other, for pulp. cords

Other articles of the forest

March,
uantity

77

1909.
Value.

$ 3,449 807 $

238
435

1,204

731

60
209

404

6,789

"l34
1 ,237

27,490
810

50,524

ij677
59,314
3,459

85,226

32

1,104
128,966

13,596

6,757
1,193

2,562
2,743

195
2,671

3,570
58,453

3,651
18,195

401.311
8,783

117,675

6478
1,127,794

42,530
193,591

10,905
3,116

7 4,414

315
717

2,057
2,974
4,504

37,670

19,659

29,689
19,861

913

363
1,046

3,360
100

4,431

11,048
91,064
8,209
2,895

73,507
381,890
21,910

706,962
65

31,167
1,003,786

67,732

1 ,093,512

isi

1,543
593

612
15,446
14,887

870 24,857

4,964
87

74,470

166,063
692

425,461
144

747

12,324
886,432

745

570
11,118

4,822
1,020
7,280
1,555

21,872
21,985
794,986

33,897
55

58,299
122,118
78,281
15,688
3,465

1 ,594

15,288
31,797
3,162

20,981
109,784
747,413

8,209
61 ,500

1,694,277
5,321,790
307,241

1,623,105
955

182,069
19,178,091

814,363
2,581,755
116,967
90,352

414,641
3.121
8,099

76,065
44,153
32,423
47,214

295,551
1,257

9,559
119,104
140,200
33,509

212,817
45,830

689,529
135,676

4,356,391
5,715

Article.

Sawed boards, planks and deals . . . M ft

Lumber and timber manufact'd. .M. ft.

Veneers of oak, rosewood, mahogany,
Spanish cedar and walnut

Veneers of wood, n.o.p
Wood pulp

Details of the imports of free forest products during March, 1909,

and the year ending March 31st, 1909, were as follows:

909. Year ending March 31.

Value. Quantity. Value.

$ 7,706 $ 69,182

3,573 29,175

Article.

Corkwood, unmanufactured
Felloes of hickory or oak
Handle, heading, stave and shingle

bolts

Hickory billets

Hickory & oak spokes & scaleboard

Hop poles

Hub, last, wagon, oar & gun blocks

Ivory nuts
Fence posts and railroad ties

Logs & round unmanufaet'd timber

Lumber and Timber

—

Blanks and boards Ft.

Mahogany
Oak "

Bitch pine

Redwood
Rosewood
Spanish cedar
Sycamore
Walnut "

White ash • •
•

African teak, amaranth, black heart

ebony, etc

Timber, hewn or snivel, squared or

sidor, or creosoted

Planks, boards and other lumber

dressed one sid" only . . . . M ft.

Laths M.

Shingles M-

Staves of oak M -

Sawdust of wood
Wood for fuel cords

March,
Quantity.

1,385,012
247,313

4,409,178
1,699,984

1,100
6,050

900
3,128

21,126

'

30,926
3,475

66,754
58,553

55,333
27,076

191,341

122,480

" "
i.76

561

24,372
193,7 16

4 ,808

88
187
606

2,901

1 ,296

10,444

4,095

2,563

1 19,031

215
365

8,408
7,091

7,783

8,599,741

1,227,706
32,220,395
12,317,264

20,542
41,509
47,871

636
492,915

1 ,283,673

March, 1909. Year ending Mch. 31

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value

412 $6,028

51 ,01

2

920
5,556
4,919

23.419
5,171
5,983

6,943
115

$104,856
2,154

130,817
28,736
34,647

Canadian Exports of Pulpwood.

During the fiscal year (ended March 31, 1909) the quantity of pulp

exported from Canada was : To the United States, wood puly, chemically

prepared, 709,514 cwt., and mechanically ground. 3,033,885 cwt.
; to

(ireat Britain, chemically ground, 13,660 cwt., and mechanically

ground, 973,598 cwt. The export of paper during the same period wan: To

the United States, wall paper, rolls, 19,974, valued at $6,440; felt paper

rolls, 109,803, valued at $101,835; wrapping paper, 594,095 pounds,

valued at $24,264; printing paper, valued at $791,583; paper of other

kinds valued at $34,073. To Great Britain, wall paper, 512 rolls, valued

at $159; felt paper, 5,060 rolls, valued at $21,890; printing paper to a

value of $922,278, and other paper to a value of $354,887. During the

same period 901,801 cords of pulp wood were exported to the United

States.

In the matter of export, the sales of wood for wood pulp to th

United States have increased. In the last nine months of 1908 the value

was a little over $3,500,000, compared with a shade above $2,000,000

for the corresponding term of 1906. No other country was a purchaser

from Canada,
were $2,000,000

In wood pulp the sales in the last nine months of 1908

), the same as in 1908, and $750,000 less than in 1907.

Imports for February and Previous Eleven Months.

Imports of wood and its manufactures into Canada during Febru-

ary and the eleven months ending with February, were as follows :

February.

Great Britain

United States
Other countries

Totals . .

1908

5 9,865
581 ,627

23,228

1909

$ 11,591
562,004
16,983

1907

$ 137,318
8,824,646
276.675

Eleven months
ending February

1908

$ 191,053 I

11,860,510
252,990

1909
151,991

r,250,501
278,873

. $614,720 $590,578 $9,238,639 $12,304,553 $7,681,365

Exports of wood and its manufactures from Canada during February

and the eleven months ending with February were as follows:

February.

40,961

33,48)
36,115
99,369

325
54,562
22,893

644,355
579,833

388,134
140,070

1,380,415
1,049,668

1,134
3,833
6,468

42
23,529
61,573

41,002

59,340

,107,180

2,869
14,345
174,346
27,617
125,142

Great Britain

United States .

Other countries.

Totals . .

1908

$ 410,467
1,032,371
293,724

1909

$ 368,326
1,490,008
243,183

1907
$16,916,610
27,304,554
4,215,969

Eleven months
ending February

1908
$12,688,197
29.414,351

4,878,853

1909
$10,710,413
27,424,374

3,504,704

$1,736,762 $2,101,517 $48,437,133 $46,981,401 $41,639,491

United States Wood Exports.

United States exports of domestic wood and its manufactures for

March, 1909, amounted in value to $6,547,951, against $7,107,312 in

March 1908. The exports for nine months ending March, were as fol-

lows: 1909, $48,548,818; 1908, $01,058,569; 1907, $59,247,903. The

exports of foreign wood and its manufactures were as follows : March,

1909, $160,764; March, 1908, $112,358 ; nine months ending March,

1909, $946,900; 1908, $922,844. The imports amounted in value as

follows: March, 1909, $2,326,417; 1908, $1,544,226; nine months end-

ing March, 1909, $24,708,483; 1908, $20,649,490; 1907, $24,648,952.

The imports of lumber from British North America were as follows

:

March, 1909, $009,409; 1908, $325,150; nine months ending March.

1909, $11,987,832; 1908, $11,888,086; 1907, $11,756,227. The exports

of lumber to British North America were as follows: March, 1909.

$311,284; 1908, $254,209; nine months ending March, 1909, $2,193,-

204; 1908, $3,479,547; 1907, $3,021,603.

President Taft has stated that he believes the tariff bill will be ready

for his signature on June 20th. Senator Aldrich sets the date as July 1.
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Quebec to Stop Export of Pulpwood M „ j f11 r s []

]

elTde io have thc l°s sawed
>
^d [^ mm* at- 1 B^lard Everett and Be hngham, cities boasting of their twentieth-cen-

tury milling, were appealed to, only to bring the answer that no known
machinery was capable of cutting so large a tree. A Seattle saw workswas then consulted, and its manager declared that the only possible way
of handling the log would be to construct a whipsaw especially for itand set men to the work of cutting by hand. As a result a saw 15 feet

Premier Gouin makes Important Announce-
ment regarding Change in Government Policy

An important announcement was made by Sir Lomer Gouin, Premier
>t Quebec, at the banquet which was tendered him on June 2nd by thehVtc.rm Club, of Montreal The Prem.er took advantage of the occasion
to declare hat bis Government had decided upon a new policy in con-
nection with the administration of Crown lands by means of which theexport of pulpwood from Crown lands in Quebec would be prohibited

announcement was received with much approval by those present,and has been the cause of much commendation in the press since it wasmade. 1 he new poncy will bring Quebec in line with Ontario in regardto the export of pulpwood, and will probably be the cause of extensive"de-velopments in regard to the manufacture of paper and other pulpwood
P oduc s in the province It will mean, above all things, that the'drainupon Quebec pulpwood tor the purpose of supplying United States mills
v ah law material, will be stopped, with the consequent result that

Vu^Z ? T
°rdei

" t0 8UP^ the demand f<* P^er in theUnited States will have to come over to Canada and establish plants near
t lie sources of supply.

Sir Lomer Gouin s remarks in connection with the subject were
•> U f. He said

:
I he Department of Lands is the most important of thep.ov.nce. Considerable criticism has been directed against it. It is saidbut reforms must be made there. We admit it. Reform* must be mJ

« -morrow next year and each year which follows, and I am in a position
to declare that it is the intention

?
f the Government to see to it that tinsdepartment is as well administered as anv other.

-But there is something more important still. You know that from
tl is department the Government draws the greater port of its' revenue
r tteen years ago it gave $500,000 a year; to-day the revenue varies fromone and a quarter to one and a bait m.lbons of dollars. This revenue con-
sets of a tax on the cutting of wood on lands belonging to the Crownlen vear* ago we had made an arrangement with the license holders ac-cording to winch we retained the cutting rights for wood in these limits.At the end of the year the arrangement will cease to be effective. \nd 1

uftlVZ ! *i T
U^°rt

f
nt from t0 -d^" to warn limit holders and all othersjested that when the term of this agreement expires the stunipagedues mil be very considerably increased. We will then receive from thelicensees what will practically amount to a land rental

But there is, I believe, something more important yet. We have

::r
°* hvexp°rtat,°n °* ™ ™* into the uiSed state*

; hilt

^,°r!r f
°ngreSS at Wajhmgton. I am happy to see at this table oneof the Canadian representatives to this conference and to congratulate

Presid

11

, J P
reSl\ he 7d his/olleaS-* achieved at this conference,

well b A f
V
f i

^erstaiiding the .mportance of our rich forestwealth demanded that the representatives of all North America should
unite for the conservation of our forests. You know what has been saidm regard to the new tariff on the importation and the exportation of woodpulp^ I believe,, I may be mistaken perhaps, that the public opinion of

n,itT^?
18 w ai

;

ou,sed
:

n r
f
gard to the shiPing °f oui- wood to the

tP^! n *

a T? tVy
-

W
,

lth Th°m We Wish to keeP on most amicable
terms. Our powerful neighbors have need of our pulp wood as an essen-
tial to their paper making industry.
.

"So far we have allowed this importation of our pulp wood. Undoubt-
edly we cannot hinder private individuals from exporting pulp wood from
their own land, but what we can do, and what I think we ought to do isto prevent the exportation of pulp wood from lands belonging to theCrown. I should say that my colleagues and myself think that the timehas come when the province should take this step, as was done several

.

ears ago in Ontario. Perhaps some interests will suffer from it, but weHunk Oat the great majority of the people will profit, and when we im- i

pose this tariff we w.h insert a clause saying that no wood from the
( rown lands will be allowed to leave the province before it has beenmanufactured.

A Mammoth Log—Showing How It was Sawn.

in length, 17 feet over all, including the handles; 12 inches across the
»ase and tapered uniformly throughout, its length to 10 inches at the

jEJ^jfi ^ the steel blade 12 ga. in thickness, was manu-

bj hand before. It took nearly two days to make a single cut the length

A Log Too Large for Any Mill.
A log so large that none of the many mills in the Northwest was

capable of sawing it, with the result that the largest whip-saw ever manu-
factured had to be made to order and the work done by hand, will be one
of the State of Washington's exhibits in the forestry building at the
Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition at Seattle. No bit of timber like it wasever before seen at a World's Fair, and such a giant is not likely to againbe dragged from its forest home to excite the wonder of the curious and
studious who assemble at an exposition exhibit.

The log, which is illustrated herewith, measures 10 feet 6 inchesthrough the butt, and is of Douglas fir. The towering tree, of which it
is only a section was logged by the English Logging Company in SkagitCounty s land of big timber, and forwarded to Seattle with great diffi-

S^lfSSJ
8 PTT* ?

f 6V
?Y

faciHty
-

B was lo^ed over a Privatetoad to Alilltown, and then towed by two tugs to Ballard.

A Mammoth Log—Too Large for the Mills.

to the nl^
aS

-

fiVe CUtS Were necessary> ten days had to be given uptothe actual sawing necessary to cut the log into the four sections de
P

lumb^Jdtte^e, B " **« ^ retail



THE BRITISH COLUMBIA TRADE
Shingles Still in Good Demand.

Vancouver, B.C., June 8.—The lumber and shingle markets have
shown litle change during the last fortnight. Shingles and the higher

grades of lumber are in good demand but rough lumber is not bringing

enough to allow of a profit. The local trade is unusually brisk. The.

basic price of lumber is $11. Logs have experienced a slump of $2 to

$2.50, good grades being obtainable now at $8. This is the result of the

spring supply of logs having reached the market. The good demand from
the mills, however, shows no diminution.

A Vancouver operator who has returned from a trip to Puget Sound
has declared to the press here that he gleaned from his visit that the

Puget Sound mill men believe that there will be a duty of fifty cents a

thousand on shingles >and of $1 a thousand on lumber entering the United

States. This informant says that operators are agreed that when the

smoke of battle clears away this will be found to be the result. This

means an 'advance of twenty cents a thousand on shingles and a decrease

of $1 on lumber.

New Westminster Mills are Active.

New Westminster, with a population of 12,000 progressive people, can

boast of a number of live industries, including the Fraser River Mills,

perhaps the largest and most perfectly equipped plant for the production

of lumber to be found in British Columbia, and the equal of any in the

State of Washington.
Messrs. Small & Bucklin conduct a large saw and shingle mill and

planing factory, giving employment to a large number of men. The firm

do a large local trade, having been in operation a number of years.

The Westminster Iron Works report business to be brisk. The firm

is one of the pioneers in their line in this district.

The plant of the Royal City Planing Mills, a branch of the British

Columbia Mills Timber & Trading Company, of Vancouver, is the most
extensive within the city limits. It has a large output of sash and doors,

mouldings, boxes, etc. There is a well-equipped sawmill and shingle

mill in connection. The machinery throughout is of the most modern
type, and there is a steady demand for the output because of the high

quality. Manager R. J. Richman is in charge, and the staff under him
numbers about 230 men.

The Walsh Sash & Door Company report so many orders pouring in

that with a nominal capacity of 300 doors in ten hours they have been
compelled to start a night shift in order to increase the output to 500

doors in twenty hours. They are now putting in a new power door clamp
capable of handling 1,200 doors per day.

The Independent Shingle Company, operated by Messrs. Roe & Ab-
ernathy, are another centre of activity, where the output is large and the

product uniformly good. They find it impossible to keep up with the

demand. Vancouver contractors use their shingles extensively. The pro-

prietors are about to start another mill so as to supply the demand better.

The British Columbia Manufacturing Company handle boxes for the

canneries, and a line of veneers. Business has been dull in this line, but

as the canneries are now starting up Manager Brenner expects a revival

in the near future.

Manager Duncan, of the Vulcan Boiler Works, reported that busi-

ness was fairly brisk.

The Barnet & McDonald sawmill and shingle mill is another of the

large industries of New Westminster. The shingle mill was erected last

season, cutting being commenced about June 1st with six machines. The
daily output has averaged about 170,000 every ten hours, 'and being cut

from specially selected bolts the grade runs high, which accounts for the

steady demand for the output. The firm think of adding two more ma-
chines. The large sawmill and a box factory in connection are now ap-

proaching completion, and will commence cutting about June 15th. The
sawmill will have a Garland band equipment and will turn out about

50,000 feet in ten hours. The box factory will use up all common ends.

The Schaake Machine Works, on Front street, have experienced a

rapid growth, the main cause of which is that they turn out a good ma-
chine—the Johnson shingle machine, of which hundreds have been sold.

In addition they cater to almost every branch of iron and steel work, and
the patronage has grown to such proportions that Mr. Schaake finds it

necessary to more than double the floor space of the foundry building.

The addition will be 24 feet in height, with a gallery running round, and
a travelling crane for the transfer of heavy pieces of metal. A new cu-

pola blast furnace will be installed in the new building, which will greatly

facilitate the casting operations, and enable heavier pieces to be turned

out than formerly.

Another important and up-to-date mill is that of the Brunette Lum-
ber Company, at Sapperton.

Messrs. Mc-Nair & Skeene, of Vancouver, have become the owners of

33 sections of first-class timber in the vicinity of Alberni canal, Sproat

lake, and Great Central lake, Vancouver Island. The purchase price was
in the nc.ighorbood of $70,000.

Michigan Lumbermen Visiting the Coast.

Eighteen Michigan lumbermen passed through Vancouver recently

en route to inspect the limits lately purchased by them near the Jordan

river. The party comprised the directorate of the company, and was

headed by Charles W. Liken, of Sebewaing, Mich., its president. The
limits were purchased some months ago and are said to be the richest

on Vancouver Island. The company's holdings comprise 31,000 acres

of heavily timbered land, in a rectangular area of about fifty square miles.

They already have mills at work and are marketing bout 200,000 feet of

logs a day, but it is proposed to increase this output.

Included in the party is H. A. Gilmartin, of the Detroit "Free
Press," who is representing that paper upon the trip. "Michigan was a

pioneer in the manufacture of white pine," he remarked, "and the in-

dustry has been a flourishing one in our State. But the areas are now
exhausted and our lumbermen are compelled to seek fresh fields. Practi-

cally the only pine left is that on the Ward estate, where from sentimental

reasons a tract of 17,000 acres was conserved. This is being cut down
now and manufactured as fast as possible." The party will return to

Seattle for the opening of the Alaska-Yukon Pacific Expisition. The area

purchased by the syndicate brought a price of over a million dollars.

A Seattle report dealing with the visit of this party says: "These
men are almost without exception millionaires, and are interested in

2,500,000,000 feet of timber holdings on the mainland and Vancouver
Island. They are preparing to work up their British Columbia timber in

the near future, and throw it onto the American market as the result of

the almost certain compromise on the lumber tariff schedule. It was, in

fact, the favorable prospect that Congress would cut the lumber schedule

on the common grades down to $1 that persuaded them to go west. They
realized that they would have considerable time to size up the situation

from the fact that the tariff agitation was still pending and the log mar-

ket 'shot to pieces,' and only a small percentage of the mills operating

on more than half shift.

"It was admitted by several members of the party that the probable

reduction of one dollar in the import duty on lumber would result in an

immediately increased activity in their operation on British Columbia
soil when the modified schedule had become effective. This syndicate is

already supplying to the British Columbia mills a cut of about 200,000
feet daily—an amount that present market conditions do not justify

—

which means that the yards are rapidly becoming overstocked, and for no
other purpose than to dump the surplus across the boundary into the

United States as soon as the tariff gates are lowered. This presents a

peculiar situation. They are a group of American capitalists and timber
operators, who would, from the standpoint of their holdings on the Ameri-
can side, desire a high protective tariff to keep the market price up, but
who from the standpoint of their heavy operations in British Columbia
desire to have the duty eliminated or reduced. It would look as if they
were robbing Peter to pay Paul, but what they propose to do is to denude
their Canadian holdings while the tariff is low, and hang onto what they
have in the States until the destruction of the forest resources has forced

the market sky-high and then they will begin to cut their timber in the
States."

Activity among Ocean Freighters.
The British barque Hawthornbank arrived in port recently and will

load lumber at Hastings' mill.

The steamer Clan Mclnnes started loading lumber at the Fraser
River Mills the first week in June.

The barque Adderley has completed loading 1,106,000 feet of lumber
at Hastings (B.C.) mills for Sydney, Australia.

The Chilian barque Curzon, 17,078 tons net, and the Chilian barque
Royal Sovereign, have left Iquique, South America, privately chartered
to load lumber at Hastings mill.

The Australian mail line steamer Invertay, having completed her
cargo of 2,000,000 feet of lumber 'at the Fraser River Mills, Fraser Mills,

B.C., left for Sydney, New South Wales, on the 1st of June.

A new line of sailing vessels between Vancouver and Great Britain
has just been inaugurated with the sailing from Liverpool for Vancouver
of the ship Wray Castle. The principals in the new enterprise are C.
Gardiner-Johnson & Company, of Vancouver, and R. Ward & Ccmpany.
of Victoria. At the outset the new fleet will comprise two vessels, the
Wray Castle, 1,791 tons net, Captain Hunter, and the French barque
Max, 1,720 tons, Captain Gamier. The latter vessel left Europe for Van-
couver about the middle of May, and will reach port within the next six

months.
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Many Important Deals are Reported fs.&to feet m 10 hours wi^ t^> ^bie-cuttmg band sawS
Jour hundred and ninety-four logs were passed through the mill. One ofthe saws was out of the run for 28 minutes by a log turning in it and bend-ing the guides else the total cut might have been 241,840 feet. The Ross-Saskatoon mill cut 72,000 feet of one and two-inch mill run lumber in 10hours in a double-cutting band mill, without re-saw or gang. The crew
claims this IS a record for a similarly rigged mill. The lumber was cuttrom pine, larch and fir logs.

Nine Thousand Acres Sold to Pittsburg Buyer
Hartley Bay Interest Changing Hands

Fhe latest important deal in timber has been carried through bv Mr
l u.orge Martin, the McLaughlin Lumber Company, D. J. O'Brien and the
(•ult Lumber Company, of Vancouver, who sold to Charles F Heidrick
cd Pittsburg, Pa., for the price of $110,000 cash, 9,000 acres of British
Columbia timber land, estimated to contain upwards of 300,000 000 feet
of merchantable saw timber, principally cedar and Douglas fir. One tract
<>f 2,000 acres lies along the Fraser river, about 75 miles east of Van-
couver, close to the C.P.R. tracks, and another tract of 7.000 acres is on
North Valdez Island, in the coast district, and lies within one mile of
the salt water. Mr. Heidrick. who is president of the Pittsburg. Somer-
ville & Clarion Railway, spent six weeks going over the limits with his
timber cruisers, and in the course of a brief interview at the Hotel Van-
couver with the "Canada Lumberman" representative, expressed his sat-
isfaction with the purchase and his intention to acquire other properties
on the occasion of his next visit in the fall. He is already largelv inter-
ested in sawmill propositions in Pennsylvania and West Virginia and
stated that it was his intention to erect a large sawmill on one of his
newly acquired British Columbia properties in the near future.

The details were practically completed in Victoria recently whereby
the interests of the Hartley Bay Lumbering & Manufacturing" Companymm into the hands of a syndicate of capitalists at the head of which is
-Mr. Andrew Anderson, of Victoria.

The Hartley Bay first sprang into prominence as a point worthy 'of
^moderation along the northwest coast through the efforts of Cant Mc-UK&y, formerly of the Canadian Pacific Navigation Company The
captain, owing to the knowledge gained from many trips north while on
ordinary duty, had an opportunity of spying out the land, and took full
advantage of it, Hartley Bay is on the main coast line, just south of
Ritamaat.

t ,

Hartley B&y Numbering Company, which Capt, MeCoskev
founded, has concessions from the Government which embrace timber an'd
hsheries-and. with the development which is taking place in the new
north, these are now of the most valuable character. Already a large
sawmill is , n operation, and with the upbuilding of Prince Rupert there is

? "°°,d demand for the product of the mills. This enterprise will be very
largely extended by the new owners, who point out that owin* to thestrong currents in Seymour Narrows, the mills situated on the lower
coast are debarred from competing in the lumber business at PrinceHupert and other northern points.

A deal involving $250,000 has been put through bv which C. D Mc-
<°e of Canary a well known timber owner, transferred his 63 timber
limits up the North Thompson river to a syndicate from Toronto The
limits, which cover 40.320 acres, are situated from 100 to 165 miles up the
river and represent over two billion feet of merchantable timber Cruisers
are now going through the limits and will soon complete their investiga-
tions. The Canadian Northern Railway made a strong bid for this pro-

kS^'lS ErT
PnCe T ,0\er than that offered b

-
v the easte™ capital-

£ J?' xr

S

8e
nr,8ldera th,R as evide^e that the C.N.R. will comedown the North Thompson valley and he states also that while on the

Zf ftT £
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?
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he was led to concludethat the Canadian Northern would rush its line through the YellowheadPass as expeditiously as possible.
Mr. McRae is one of the best known timber owners of the provinceand his close contact with moneyed interests places him in a position to

monJe!f
things are going. He says that it is a difficult task to getmoneyed men away from the coast at the present time, but he feels con-fident that they will invest in other localities as well before very long

The Victoria. ''Colonist'' says that some of those buying timber onVancouver Island thmk the people in Victoria do not appreciate what

from the United States do appreciate the situation, and are backing up
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°ne ,M*e S^dicate P-po" to" es-tablish mills on Jordan river to operate their limits, and the "Colonist"tells its readers that Jordan river is only 30 miles from Victoria a? thecrow flies,
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and if large sawmills are erected there the construction o a
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The news that mills are to beerected on Jordan nver means much to Victoria, and it will probably mark
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ITS^^n^ th*™\Jh e best Previous p-jiJSSrSiSat 235,000 feet ,n one day. The Panhandle mill at Spirit Lake reports a

Personal Mention.
Mr. D. W. Clark, of Toronto, representative of several English

manufacturing
:
companies, spent a few days in Vancouver lately, and gavethe Canada Lumberman" a call.
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Yictoria, has completed a deal by which
76 sections of timber on Moresby Island, B.C., have been sold to Newiork and Iowa capitalists. The sum involved was $1,040,000 The firstpayment of $40,000 has been made.

Mr. H. G. Barnet, of the lumber firm of Barnet & McDonald New
\\ estm.nster who spent the past three months in California for the bene-
fit of his health, is now visiting his old home in Renfrew, Ont. The "Can-ada Lumberman" is pleased to learn that Mr. Barnet's health has been
completely restored by the long rest.

Mr. Charles Henry, managing director of Joseph Peace & Company,
Limited, the famous saw manufacturers of Sheffield, Eng. who is mak-
ing a tour of the firm's Canadian agencies, spent ten days lately in Van-
couver and vicinity being shown about by the firm's local representative,
Mr. A. S. Brake, 510 Homer street.

Mr Cyril MeAlpine, of Winnipeg, barrister, spent a week in Van-
couver lately, and, following the lead of most visitors, was tempted by
the exceptional chances offering for investment. He disposed of 60 acresnear Kamloops, B.C.. bought by him five weeks ago, at a profit of $4 -

000. and acquired 260 acres near Otter lake, in the Okanagan district at
a snap price.

Mr. Fremont Crandell, timber buyer for the Grand Trunk Pacific
ita.lroad Company, was in Vancouver recently from Prince Rupert, and
paid the Canada Lumberman" a visit, Mr. Crandell, as evidence of the
enterprise and facilities existing up the coast, stated that in less thanone month he had contracted for the full quantity of ties required for themountain section, delivery of which commenced on June 1st.

Mr. H. L. Jenkins, president of the Vancouver Timber & Trading
Company, has returned from Minneapolis and Chicago, Mr. Jenkins
spent three weeks in the East, where he found money plentiful but busi-
ness unsettled. The Prairie States are holding off on purchase of lumber
anticipating lower prices. They claim that there is an overproduction
and stocks are piling up. Mr. Jenkins thinks the lumber tariff will be
reduced to $1.50—a reduction so small as to have little effect upon the
importation of Canadian lumber. In his opinion many Canadian papers
unwittingly helped to make free Canadian lumber impossible, by advocat-
ing an export duty on Canadian lumber if the United States should re-move the duty, The United States market, Mr. Jenkins thought, was
badly wanted, and Canadian journals had acted unwisely in the matter.

AT
The Western Canada Wood Pulp & Paper Company have engaged

7' Be^en,

dge >
the former mili manager of the Canada Paper Mills

of Windsor, Quebec, to take the exclusive management of the company
which is now erecting its plant at Quatsino Sound, B.C. In Mr Bever-
idge the company have secured a man of the highest qualifications for the
position. Prior to his connection with the Canada Paper Mills Mr Bev-endge served in the capacity of mill manager of the Miramic'hi Pulp &
Paper Company, of New Brunswick, and was formerly connected in a
similar capacity with the Kellner-Partington mills of England He is
considered an expert in the manufacture of book, news and wrapping
V*per as well as in the manufacture of mechanical and sulphite pulp

3

The Canada Paper Mills, of which Mr. Beveridge was mill manager is
one of the oldest and most successful mills of Canada, They were for-mer y manufacturers exclusively of book, fibre and high grade writing
stock, but recently established the St. Francis mills for the manufacture
or news, m which they are now operating what is claimed to be the
largest paper machine in Canada, with a capacity of 40 tons of news print

Seattle millmen report that the market for spruce lumber has pickedup materially in the last 30 days. There has been no change in the price
of this lumber since the advance on March 1st, but the demand is keep-
ing quotations firm. The majority of the mills of Oregon and Washington
continue to operate on an average of about 48 hours a week. Some mill-men advocate a further curtailment.

Mr. Henry DePencier, one of the best known lumbermen in British
Columbia, died on the 30th of May. He was 60 years of age. and had

ITS
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:
over 20

.
years

-
He was better known as the manager

of the North Pacific Mill at Barnet. He leaves a wife and several sonsthe funeral was conducted by the Free Masons of Vancouver, B C



THE WOODWORKER
A Sprinkler System for Woodworking Shops.

Experience, that expensive though most successful teacher, has

demonstrated that half the fires in woodworking shops start in the hoiler

room, the shavings vault or the dry room ; also that steam is the best

means of extinguishing fires in such small and confined places. However,

as fire employees often forget the steam jet until the next day, automatic

sprinklers have been demonstrated to be the most effective means of

putting out fires. These facts have led to experiments with automatic

steam sprinklers and their very successful use in a large number of cases

show that they are not only entirely feasible, but the best possible aid

in extinguishing fire. Steam has proven its value in boiler houses, shaving

vaults and dry kilns and is the only means of conquering fire in the dry

room with small loss, due to piling lumber therein stripped.

Automatic sprinkler heads should be placed upright under the ceil-

ing (on a pipe) about eight feet apart and about four feet from wall or

portitions. This pipe drains back to the supply and has a valve on each

supply fastened open, oxcept in case of repairs. These sprinkler heads

cost about 75 cents each, and any approved sprinkler head will do. Many
mills doubtless have piping that can be used and an engineer capable of

doing the work, so that the cost of installing this system will be small.

The higher the temperature of the room the higher should be the degree

of the head.

The accompanying cut showing an automatic steam and water

sprinkler is in successful operation in a mill which had it installed by a

THE.5E SIX 300° /PFUNKLCR.
HEAD.S IN DR.Y KJLN IN JECOND
5TOKV, ABOUT NINE FEET APART.

Steam Cleaner.

JTOP VALVE (KEPT OPEN)

CHECK VALVE
DRAIN VALVE (KEPT CLOJED)
J-TOP VALVE (KEPT OPEN)

AUTOMATIC STEAM AND WATER SPRINKLER.

local plumber at a total cost of $70. It affords protection to the three

rooms of the mill in which fires are most likely to occur. This same
general plan might be applied to any mill ; if there is no city water, con-

nection can be made with the boiler pump. The system is first filled with

water and the steam valve then opened. The check valves keep the

water from backing into the boiler.

The other cut shown in connection with this article illustrates a

steam cleaner which has been tried in numerous factories and proven a

most effective means of keeping woodworking mills scrupulously clean

at a very low cost. If used weekly it will be found most effective in

keeping the plant in good condition.

Of this steam cleaner a large woodworking concern, which has used

the apparatus for eighteen months, says:

"We clean walls, ceilings, bearings, pulleys, machines, etc., with

this cleaner. It does not interfere with our sprinkler system. The cost

to equip is a very small item, and cost of using practically nothing. We
have used it for about eighteen months, and find it very satisfactory

with no disadvantages. We blow when shut down. We also have it in

our boiler room, for cleaning ceilings, pipes, etc." These suggestions

are given by a lumber insurance company, and should be carefully con-

sidered by mill owners.

Some Fine Wood Working1

.

Those who live along the Canadian Pacific Railway and who are

familiar with the natural wood finish if its passenger cars, cannot fail

to appreciate their beauty, says Chas. L. Presnell, in "The Wood-
Worker." However, it is beauty that is not without its price, for

natural wood finish is a great deal more expensive than painted cars

would be.

In the first place, the wood is more expensive. The baggage cars

are sheathed with P>ritish Columbia fir, the older first-class coaches with

cherry, but all dining, parlor cars and first-class coaches now built are

sheathed with mahogany. It is necessary that it be sanded and cleaned

up to a perfect surface before the finish is applied, and the wood used

must be sound, perfect stock, free frim all imperfections, as all blemishes

would show through this finish, whereas they could be covered by a

painted surface.

This first cost is only a part of the extra cost, for it is quite a costly

proposition to keep them up to tin required standard of excellence when

in use. They must be frequently and carefully cleaned in order to keep

them free from cinders and coal dust, and every scratch shows up very

plainly.

Frequently, while in motion, they will be "side-swiped" by another

car, or some other object, producing a long scar, and to restore this the

car must go to the shop and have the finish scraped off for some distance

on each side of the scar, and the whole process of finishing gone through

with, which requires a good many days, keeping the car in the shop and

out of service for a long time, and requiring a lot of shop room to ac-

commodate them. The time required, and the cost of this work, is a

great deal more than would be the case in (tainted cars, which, in case

if scratches, can be touched up in a short time. The cost of this refin-

ishing of scratches, according to the shop figures, is $1.50 per square foot

of surface, where the wood is not injured, and where the wood has to be

replaced it is, of course, much more.

The interior of these cars is superb, being the priduct of the best

cabinet-makers' skill. For this purpose the most expensive woods are

used, among them being a wood •ailed padouk, which is obtained from

the Andaman islands, India, which costs 31 cents per square foot. It is

deep red in color, more rich-looking than mahogany, very hard, and has

streaks somewhat resembling the annular rings in our pine, only larger,

The grain in these streaks runs opposite ways, so no matter which way it

is planed, part of it will be against the grain, making it very hard to get

a good surface and requiring a lot of work after planing to bring it down.

The sap is very thin as compared to the heart or body of the log, and is

white in color and is not used.

Through the courtesy of Mr. C. F. Ryding, superintendent in charge,

the writer had the pleasure of a, visit through the shops of this company
at Montreal, Can., some time ago, where they have a most elaborate and
finely equipped plant for turning out rolling stock, from hand cars to

locomitives and palace cars. There is a most complete machine room
for getting out all kinds of wood work for passenger and freight cars, both

frames and bodies, and a second machine room for getting out the fine

cabinet work only. All machines are electrically driven.

It would require too much space to describe all the good features in

evidence there, but the plant is arranged in the best possible manner
for handling the material and cars to the best possible advantage from
start to finish. The whole is magnificently planned and executed to

eliminate all unnecessary labor, and the progressive management, which
is always ready to investigate labor-saving devices and tools, has re-

sulted in the plant being finely equipped.

This company requires a high standard of service to be maintained in

all branches of its service, and has surrounded itself with the best grade
of employees possible to secure.

Cooperage Trade is Quite.

The Wallaceburg Cooperage Company, Limited, Wallaceburg, Out.,
report that trade in the cooperage line, at the present time, is a little

quiet, as is usual at this season of the year, as it is just the time, as it

were, between seasons. The old wheat is about ground up and the flour

mills are doing very little until the new wheat comes in. There is, how-
ever, quite a fair demand for apple barrel stock and present indications
point to a good apple crop this fall. This being the case, there will be a
good demand for this grade of stock and as the mills throughout the
country did not parry over any large quantity of cooperage, and the winter
also was very unfavorable for lumbering, unless something unforeseen
should occur to lessen the demand, they look for prices to advance materi-
ally between now and the fall.

Timber suitable for cooperage is becoming each year more scarce
and higher in price and the cost of getting it to the mills is also increased
by reason of there being no large quantity in one block as was formerly
the case. Most of the mills, especially where they are located on the
rivers and on the railway, are compelled to pick up small bunches of
timber at different points and bring them to the mill by rail or rafts.
Looking after the picking up of these small lots, materially increases the
cost.

Expert men for turning out staves, hoops and heading are also be-
coming scarcer and higher wages have to be paid now to secure good men
than was the case some years ago. This has naturally had the effect of
making cooperage high in price, and where there is an extra strong de-
mand occasioned by a good fruit crop or an active demand for flour in
barrels, prices of necessity advance. At the present time, owing to dull
trade, cooperage stock is lower than it has been during the last year or
two. The prospects , however, are very bright for the coming season and
unless the present indications fail, there will be a brisk demand and
higher prices for cooperage stock, especially if the quality is right, a lit-
tle later. Prices must advance, as there is absolutely no margin in the
business at present prices owing to the increased cost of timber.



CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER
A Problem for the Sticker Man.

A correspondent of the "Wood-Worker" submits the following in-
teresting questions, which will provide useful subject for study :

°

Fig. 1 represents cross -sect ions of two mouldings whose faces are
lurned together and exactly nit each other. Fig. 2 is same, but different
pattern of moulding. Fig. 3 represents two moulding cutters, with their
cutting edges together (faces up) and exactly fitting eaeh other. Fig 4
i; same, but different pattern of cutters.

Now let us just suppose that cutter No. 1 will cut moulding No 1

Question, will cutter No. 2 cut moulding No. 2? And suppos?n<* that

2 3

fig2

Fig. 4

cutter No. 3 will cut moulding No. 3, will cutter No. 4 cut moulding
.No. 4 ? °

I would suggest that a novice should not answer too quickly but that
some good sticker man, who has the ability to explain queer things set
it forth clearly. °

The Position for Cylinders of Double Surfacers.
The best positions for the cylinders of double surfacers is a matter

which has given rise to much discussion. A writer in "The Wood-
worker deals with the matter as follows:

In order to get the best kind of planing from any machine, all will
agree that the more solid or rigid the planer bed or table, the better the
planing. YV hile the lumber is being planed it should be free from anv
vibration caused by a yielding bed or platen. The cylinder should not be
cutting a board that rests on a yielding foundation, as the resulting sur-
face is bound to show the effects of this yielding bed

I give herewith a sketch of the cross-section of the cylinders and
rolls of a double surfacer in which the upper cylinder cute first. I have
operated one of these machines for some time and have never seen anv

work from the other style of planer that could beat the work turned out
by this machine. The upper infeed rool C is weighted so that it will ac-
commodate itself to the depth of the cut of upper cylinder A. This roll
acts m conjunction with front and back pressure-bars P' and R to hold
the board down upon the solid bar or platen L, that is bolted to the
upper wedges or inclines of the machine. There can be no vibration in
this kind of a table, and the rolls and pressure-bars exert enough down-
ward pressure to prevent any vibration that might be caused by the lift-
ing action of the knives.

The solid platen or bridge J, that is bolted to both sides of the planer
frame, is set on a line with the cut of the upper cylinder. The planed
surface will then rub or press against the upper platen J, so that the
board is held down against the cylinder while the knives are cutting The

fixed platen J is the reverse of the platen L, and equally as solid, and
there is no yielding to the strokes of the knives on the cylinder

Let us suppose the lower cylinder cuts first. It is necessary thatsome kind of a yielding roll or pressure-bar be placed above this cylin-
der to allow for the variation in the cuts taken by the cylinder This
yielding roll or pressure-bar would not be solid or rigid enough to pre-
vent the umber vibrating when the knives were cutting. It could not
hold the umber firmly enough against the cutting action of the knives
to prevent the resulting surface from showing the effects of this vibra-
on. I cannot see how a solid platen or bridge could be placed over the
lower cylinder ,f ,t cuts first. This construction of a fixed platen is pos-
sible when the upper cylinder cuts first.

To get the best results from any double surfacer, the cylinders should
be placed as far apart as is consistent with the construction of the ma-S6

:,
If h°y «e Placed near together, without any solid foundation to

hold the stock rigid, against which the knives can cut, there will not be
as good planing as there would be on a machine that had a set of rollsbetween the cylinders to firmly hold the stock, and a solid platen over
he lower cylinder to assist tha rolls in preventing any chance of vibra-

tion while the knives are cutting.

How about the output? Do you know for a certainty how it com-
pares in quality and quantity on different machines in your mill ? Is itthe basis upon which you purchase new machines? If so you won'tworry about first cost, for that will be the best token of earning power, and
the best evidence of quality.

Neil Watson, Mull, Ont., reports that the trade for lumber hasimproved slightly during the last month, but for staves it is still slowand prices are Wr than last year's. If the fruit crop turns out good,
staves will certainly advance in price and the demand will be good.

Miscellaneous Items of News.
Mr. Frank Hawkins, secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-

ciation, is making a short trip through Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Albertaand British Columbia in the interests of the association.
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of manager of the company s extensive business interests in BritishColumbia.

Statements of the imports of timber by the Colony of Fiji for 1907

Hnber^SFf* ^V^S^ the f°Ilowing am°^ : Casetunber £5,825; dressed timber, £8,398; rough timber, £13 783 Ex-ports of timber to Canada amounted only to £60.
The lumber yard of the Mayook Lumber Companv, of Mayook B C
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F°Ur milHo" feet °f hnnbe'r werepiled in the yard ready for shipment, valued at $60,000. This was in-sured by New York companies for $30,000. It is said the fire was ufcen-
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°f the F°restry Department of the Uni-versity of Toronto, who will leave soon to start his work of surveying theNova Scotia forests, has chosen as his assistants Dr. Howe J White a
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DePartmenfc of «"> University of Toronto, and HB \yres, a former student of Dr. Fernow at the University of Washing:ton, and now specialist m forestry at the University of Minnesota
§

^rn dSZTJ^-^ n'T ^ SPalI^heen *nd SalmonArm districts of British Columbia m early May were more serious th«nthe reports indicated. Hon. R. G. Tatlow, ProvinciaT MinX ofnance and Agriculture, made an investigation while at Vernon recentlyand learned that great damage had been done to farms and mSderby and Mara localities, and much distress existed
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of Montreal, died on June 6 at his late resi-dence, 760 Sherbrooke street, m the 76th year of his age. Mr Grierwas a pmneer lumberman and timber merchant of the Ottawa Valley Hehad been m business for 52 years, for many years in partners! n withhis brother, the late John Grier. The deceased was Jidewlnd foviably known, of sterling character and excellent judgment
7
While oT aretiring character he always kept himself informed" on general affairsHe was a man of rare talent and ability, and was highly^respected andmuch beloved by all who had the good fortune to know him

The following comparative statement of timber, masts bowsnritsspars, staves etc measured and culled has been issued by the ZebecSupervisor of Cullers, under date of June 3rd :

^ueoec

1907 1908 1909

u-i •
Cubic ft, Cubic ft. Cubic ft

WWteVne ^ 146
'
44° 268

'
240 ^ 160

Red nine
18'°°° 30

' 080 27,520

Sak
P 80 5

' 360 200

3,560 640 320Birch and maple 63>640 ^,920
™
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Legal News of Interest to Lumbermen
Ownership of Logs under Lien Contract for Purchase of Logs Dispute Regard-

ing Gutting of Bark—Fishing and Lumbering Interests Clash Fire near a Siding

Title to Logs Under a Lien.—A case of much interest to lumber-

men has just been settled in the New Brunswick courts, which involves

the rights of a purchaser of lumber under a contract for the manufacture

and delivery of lumber, in consideration of which contract the pur-

chaser had advanced a considerable sum of money. The party with

whom the contract was made, assigned before having delivered or com-

menced the manufacture of the lumber, but he had secured in the

meanwhile some $20,000 of advances from the purchaser. The case

was known as that of McKean v. Randolph et al., and was an appeal from

the decision in a former case in which judgment was given against Mc-

Kean and in favor of Randolph, another claimant under a lien against

the same party, one Estey, who had made the assignment. Randolph

& Sons had a contract with Estey for the delivery and sale of four mil-

lion feet of spruce and cedar logs, and all above that quantity which

during the following season Estey might cut and haul from his lands

on the Tobique river. This contract was dated some three months prior

to the contract which McKean had made, and which was for the de-

livery of three million feet of merchantable spruce deals and battens,

which were to be cut and manufactured at Estey's mills at Frederic! < m

during the spring and summer of that year. . The clause under which

McKean held that he was entitled to a lien on the logs cut on the Tobique

river was as follows: "It is agreed that for and in consideration of any

and all advances that may be made by the purchaser on the above deals,

etc., the purchaser shall have a lien on the said deals, etc., cither at

place of manufacture, or in transit for shipment, and also on the logs

from which the said deals, etc., are being manufactured, wherever they

may lie." At the time of Estey's assignment all the lumber got out

by him under the contract with Randolph & Sons and other contracts,

was in the Tobique river, over a hundred miles from Fredericton, where

the manufacturing was to have been done. McKean claimed a lien on

these on the strength of the contract and on the strength of several as-

surances which he had received from Estey, when making him advances

of money, to the effect that he was amply secured by the logs in the

Tobique river. The court held that these assurances were too vague to

justify a lien on the logs and that the contract was for a lien on logs

"from which the said deals were being manufactured." These logs could

not be classed under the terms of the contract and therefore the lien

could not be established.

Breach of Contract re Cutting of Bark.—Judge Riddell delivered re-

cently the judgment of a Divisional Court of Ontario in the appeal of

Boyd v. Shaw-Cassils Company against the judgment of Judge Latch-

ford. The defendants had agreed to purchase from the plaintiffs a quan-

tity of tan bark. Upon default of delivery of the bark by the plaintiffs,

the defendants, instead of relying upon the contract of the plaintiff to

deliver, and bringing an action against him. as they might have done,

took advantage of the term in the contract allowing them to take hold of

the property themselves. They took off 170 cords. The question arose

whether this act of the defendants destroyed their right to damages, or

simply had the effect of reducing the damages. Judge Latchford had

decided in favor of the former contention and the Divisional Court up-

held him, thereby depriving the defendants of damages. Another point

in dispute was as to the right of the defendants to recover from the plain-

tiff money paid for dues, etc. Judge Latchford had found against the

plaintiff in this regard, but the Divisional Court allowed the appeal on

the ground that there was an express agreement upon the part, of the

plaintiff to pay such dues. The sum involved in this point was $158.90,

for which judgment was given.

A Fishing Club's Privileges in Lumbering Waters.—A unique case

has arisen in Quebec wherein the right of a fishing club to interfere with

lumbering operations has been made the basis of a protest to the Govern-

ment. Some time ago the Ste. Anne Fish k Game Club complained that

the River Ouelle Lumber Company was floating logs down various rivers

to its mill, and to help this floating had erected a dam at St. Anne Lake.

The water rose and prevented game coming to the borders. When the

gates were opened the water carried off large quantities of fish. The

courts compelled the lumber people to pay $400 damages and prohibited

the use of the dam. Upon receipt of the judgment the lumber company

closed down their mills, throwing 400 men out of employment and caus-

ing an annual loss in wages of about $125,000, with $6,000 in stumpage

dues and $000 in ground rent. The fishing club contribute only $90 a

vear fur their privileges. Large deputations from various parishes in

Kamouraska and f/Tslet, headed by the mayors, cures and wardens,

waited on Premier Gouin recently to revoke the fishing privileges and

enable the lumber mills to reopen. The Government will send an in-

spector to look over the ground.

Destruction of Wood Near Railway Siding. In the case of Scott v.

Pere Marquette Railway Company, action was brought before Judge

Teetzel and a jury at Sandwich, Ontario, to recover the value of lumber

stored under an arrangement with defendants, on their property adjoin-

ing their tracks and which was destroyed by fire. Judge Teetzel found on

the evidence that the fires were caused by sparks escaping from defend-

ants' locomotives. The first fire, he found, was not caused by the com-

pany's negligence, but the second was. In the first place the defendants

were negligent in allowing to remain along the side of their right of way

near plaintiffs pile of wood, an unreasonable amount of long, dead grass,

the growth of the previous year, and in which the fire started and spread

to the wood. The cinder screen on the locomotive from which the sparks

were emitted which caused the damage, was found to have three holes

in it. If it had been properly inspected, which it was the duty of the

defendants to have done, the defects would have been discovered. Judg-

ment was therefore given for $300, with costs in connection with the

second of the two fires.

Ownership of Timber License.—Judge Morrison, of British Columbia,

has given judgment in the case of McPhee v. Bridges. McPhee sued for

$1,000, the alleged price of a timber limit staked in the name of the

plaintiff. Plaintiff made the trip to stake the limit, in company with

Mr. Bridges, manager of the Crothers Lumber Company, Limited, of

which he (the plaintiff) was ar^ employee. The limit was staked in the

plaintiff's name. Plaintiff claimed that Bridges had decided that the

company would not take up the license. Bridges, however, claimed that

the license was obtained in McPhee's name, because the company did

not wish it to be known that they had timber in lhat locality. Judge

Morrison decided in favor of the defendant, and said that in bis opinion

the plaintiff staked the limit for the company, knowing full well at the

time the capacity in which he acted. The action was therefore dismissed

with costs.

Commission for Sale of Berths and Mill.—The case of Messrs. J. W.
Cook and James Henry Tearce against Waldie Brothers, Limited, and the

original members of the Cook Brothers Lumber Company, of Ontario,

Limited, which latter company has been absorbed by Waldie Brothers.

Limited, was tried recently in the Non-Jury Assize Court, and resulted

in a judgment for defendants. Plaintiffs sought to recover $50,000 as

commission on the sale of timber berths and a sawmill in Algoma for $1,-

250,000, to the Waldie syndicate. They alleged that ultimately the con-

sideration to the vendors was $1,800,000 in the new company. The de-

fendants, which included as shareholders of the old company George W.
Cook, George E. Cook, Sarah P. Cook, Emma M. Cook, Ellen M. Cas-

grain and Hon J. P. B. Casgrain, denied that the sale was effected by the

plaintiffs.

Breach of Contract for Purchase of Logs—Judge Clement has given

judgment in a trial court of British Columbia, in favor of the plaintiffs,

in the case of Paterson Timber Company v. Canadian Pacific Lumber
Company. The case involved the delivery of logs from the plaintiffs to

the defendants under .a. contract for the purchase of the plaintiffs' out-

put. The plaintiffs claimed damages for repudiation of the contract and

the defendants made counter claim that the contract had been broken

by the plaintiffs by the sale of two booms to other people. Judge Cle-

ment found that the sale to others had been made at the request of the

defendant company's manager. He awarded the plaintiffs $1,084.74

damages and dismissed the defendants' counterclaim.

Ownership of Lumber.—Chancellor Boyd has dismissed the appeal of

the Robert Stewart Company, Guelpb, Ont. , from the decision of Mr.
George Kappele, official referee, refusing their claim to a carload of cy-

press timber worth $609, which was in the yards of the Toronto &
Waterloo Office Furniture Company when that company went into liqui-

dation. The Robert Stewart Company claimed that the wood had not

been sold to the furniture company, but was merely stored on its

premises.

Legal Notes.

The case of Price v. the Chicourimi Pulp Company has been dis-

missed by the Privy Council.

Argument has been heard by Judge Howay in the Vancouver County
Court in the appeal of the North Pacific Lumber Company, of Barnet,

against a decision of the late Mr. C. C. Fisher, water commissioner, giving

a grant, of the water record of a small creek to the Nicholls Chemical
Company, of Barnet. The respondents claim that the appellants already

have the advantage of five creeks on their property, and that they can-

not be entitled to come to the court and ask for this creek upon the re-

spondent's property.



THE MACHINERY WORLD
^ hat Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Equipment are Doing

A Modern Style of Edger.

u
'rhe aC(,ompanying illustration gives a general view of the Gordon

Hollow Blast Grate Company's "Tower Extra" 54, 60 and 66-inch edgers
the design of all three of these sizes being exactly the same. The only
difference is in the dimensions. The rear table 'is not shown - neither
are the saws.

The company assert that these are high-grade edgers at low prices
and that they make an excellent investment for the mill man, as well as
being a standard advertisement for the manufacturer.

The bed is a single casting, so as to ensure absolute rigidity and
Keep the vital parts always in their proper relative positions. This' is of
course, indispensable, if the machine is to continue to do good work
I he main pulley and all the feed mechanism is on one side of the ma-chine the bndgetree on the opposite side is removable, giving Instantaccess to the saws. °

The arbor runs in three long bearings, one of which is outside of themain pulley. The adjustable guide is simple, accurate and reliable The
arbor contains a feather key which drives all the saw collars both sta-.onary and movable. This is claimed to be much better than *, provideh- collars with individual keys. The scales for indicating the position ofhe saws are on the front end of the front table, where they are pro-
tected from the dust and can be seen readily bv the operator

'

Thev areadjustable, U> adapt them for edging or ripping scant, exact or full ac-cording to the requirements of the tr,.le. The pressure rolls swin" from

to

The "Tower Extra" Edger.

the operator, which increases their efficiency, and makes them eas\

Every part of the machine is made to template, which ensures aperfect fit and perfect adjustment. Every part is also lettered and num-
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011 comes between the two feed rolls in the.ear thereby holding the lumber firmly. The table and pressure ro llare broken, i.e., are in two lengths.
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et°- are Put on whichever side may be de-sued. The machines are provided with either single or double feed At-tention is called to the practical character of every feature
lor quotations, etc., application should be made to the manufactm-ers the Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Company, Greenville Mich Who
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An Opening- for Canadian Machinery.
The Canadian Trade and Commerce Department reports contain

report '

HamS°n WatS°n
'

°f the L°ndon
'

EnS" branch foSowmg

"Recently a contractor who had secured the contract for the con-struction of a railway of the west coast of Africa called at this office Aaction of the line is to pass through dense forest, which will necessitateextensive clearing operations, and the contractor was under thTmWsion that the experience obtained in Canada in clearing land for ZihrPurposes might be of practical value. With that ob^ct in view hewished to get into communication with Canadian manufacturers of Lawing machinery and other felling appliances who could not only give himadvzee but would be also in a position to supply the necessary plantSome twelve miles of the ra.lway pass through thick forest and it

is estimated that there will be some 25,000 to 30,000 trees, ranging fromtwo to eight feet m diameter, which will have to be dealt with Thesei-ees are of a w.dely varying character, but two or three kinds are of aspecies of hard red wood which is described as beinR harder than mahogany; others are similar to ash and deal, and there" are a good ^ny
ifL££! ' Th

#
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n
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-

The dearin" is *° be ab^ 200 feetTn wTdthIn addition to felling the trees it would be necessary to cross-cut them

"

as many are from a 100 to 150 feet in height.
'

"^though Canadian lumbermen are accustomed to felling trees ofalmost a
1 sizes-including trees of unusual dimensions, more pLSarrv

U ^ f
olumbia-their operations have been mainly SoHSed wTth

mISEflT ftffhk
™df™f cli*^ vegetation diroessentially that it is somewhat, problematical in how far Canadian expenence would be adaptable to the west coast of Africa. However the

i.Hiuuis. Quotations would be required f.o.b. Liverpool,"

per ffich^n ZT^fT *?* h°W many knife marks there should beKthlS r f fr°m ?6 °f y°Ur P^ers-provided every

cover l l I
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CUt an 6qUal Share ? Then d{d you actually disoyer only half or quarter as many on the finished stock ? And then didZj^PL?L^f the kmV6S^ the old-fashioned method ofmeasuring out fiom the hp or some other part of the machine so as to
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a^ark? ™ ?ou "succeed ? There " one wa^

L shaft Hself W ^ and that is b.Y measuring from
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wav to Perfect and maintain their ac-curacy and that is by truing the edges while running. Knives riehtlvset and properly tn.ed mean faster feed and finer finish
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thousand. The patent round solid back cutter head gives strengthSfaffness and safety ,s easily balanced and practically free from disto

r

don due to bolt strains. The patent truing devices joint the knTes whilerunning and give absolute assurance of equal cutting by all.
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Tn°-' fcbe wel1 known manufacturers, ofgeauie, Wash have one of the most attractive manufacturing exhibits
to be seen at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. A full line of thefamous saws made by that well known firm is shown
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Cf»ada Saw Company report extensive business all

TeZt 5Ll Taf\ 1 Gh ^ extensive stock of saws carried has been
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he
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saw's and cross-cuts is now onttie waj from the firm's factory in Montreal.

Norwegian Markets Depressed.
Norwegian reports state that while sulphite cellulose remains as de-pressed as ever with accumulating stocks, sulphate is rather better-

prices may not be higher, but it is easier to sell. Mechanical pulp isgaming strength in spite of the wretched condition which is still reportedm the paper trade, but the water scarcity has caused an unprecedented£f f,!
n wmter production. Moreover, spring is late, and at theinland mills the water has as yet hardly commenced to rise. Many ifnot all the Norwegian makers find that their output has been so much

curtailed that they dare not, at present at all events, sell any more for
this year Delivery over the year is hardening in consequence.

trreat as has been the decrease of production in Norway, it has likely

FinLT
n ^°re 8eT S

? t
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i
ddle and ^ «orth of Sweden and inFinland Whereas the Swedish Gulf mills usually have heavy quanti-

ties for f.o.w. shipment, consumers will find this year that the quantity
is a very small one It is therefore not at all unlikely that prices may
this year advance during the summer months; if this happens, it willbe a misfortune to all. concerned, producers as well as consumers.

nnnli^t 7 jf j
eXp0rt °f pl£mk*< battens and boards (planed andunplaned) of fir and spruce m St. Petersburg standards for each of the

ardT !SS
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l
90

?'
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'
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;
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>
884,690 stand-

ards 1906.1,015 623 standards; 1905, 973.076 standards; 1904 915 390S;d
V A™.

1
'

1°o^
4fi2 8tandards

: 1002, 1,004,606 standards; 1901,
903,787 standards; 1900, 1,009,448 standards; 1899, 1,026,692 standards

Ihe greater portion of the 1908 production was exported as follows':To Great Britain, 288,314 standards: France and provinces, 157,276
standards; Germany, 106,270 standards



CAMP DEPARTMENT
Fire Fighting- in the Forests.

"Up, boys, up I Poll out! Get up, every last one of you! Quick, into

your shoes, and hit the fire hue!"
This hurry call was sounded early one morning in the middle oi

August, and before the echoes lost themselves in the hills the ranger and

his men on the forest reserve were pushing on armed with shovel and

mattocks to fight the flames, which destroyed thousands of dollars' worth

of timber and at one time threatened to raise the camp in which the

smoke-eaters were quartered.

Clambering up the steep hillside through the dense tangle of under-

brush, over burning logs, beds of hot ashes and into volumes of thick

smoke, the men lost no time to reach the fire line. Charles Hardee, who

was in the thick of the fight, tells this story in describing the attack and

the methods used to check the flames

:

"Majestic old monarchs of the forest, whose swaying limbs seem to

protest against their domain being intruded upon by this mortal enemy

—

fire, are one by one caught at the base, or by their over-reaching limbs,

and, like immense torches flare up into a high sheet of flame, lighting up

the heavens, sending columns of smoke skyward to hide the moon and

stars from mortals' view.

"And later, as the sap and life has been eaten from them by the fire,

they come crashing down the hillside, the echoes reverberating across the

mountains, and lie there, to ignite more brush and more timber, .a grue-

some witness to the destructiveness of an uncontrolled fire, consuming

scores of sections of the finest timber, and of the criminal carelessness of

campers of whatever occupation, leaving their camp-fire unextinguished.

"It was to remedy, or at least check by every means possible, the

result of someone's carelessness with camp-fire, cigarette or pipe, that

the forest fire crews where we were, and many other localities under the

cool leadership of the forest rangers, faced the fierce flames as far as

was safe, inhaled the smoke until temporary retreat was compulsory,

working with shovel and mattocks to smother and check the advancing

tongue of fire, or by building fire trails through the unburned brush pre-

vent its further spreading.

"Long distance 'copies' fail to fully portray the grandeur or dangers

of forest fires witnessed or fought at night, and abler pencils than ours,

present upon the spot, are necessary to do justice to so awe-inspiring a

scene.

"As a crew of men move camp, their blankets, tools and foodstuffs

upon their backs, from one scene of drying-cut conflagration to another

still burning uncontrolled, can the reader imagine the confidence re-

quired to follow the leader, who is always a ranger, as he leads the way

up or down the steepest kind of hillsides, through the thickest kind of

jungle, the fire chasing, crowding, urging them on, jealous of the breath-

ing spell the hard climb makes necessary ?

"How his call of 'Follow me, boys, I know this timber well!' or

'Down below is water, boys!' inspires the man with renewed courage

and strength to continue the toilsome climb or descent.

"Finally a spot suitable for camp is reached near a mountain spring.

We drop our burdens and rest a little. If it happens to be near meal

time, the inner man must at once be attended to or the outer man is of

no use ; then we sally forth to execute the well laid plan of the leader.

"Crossing over the divide, the sharp eyes of the ranger traced and

found the spot from which an unextinguished camp-fire had eaten its

way up a little ravine, spread to both hillsides, then over the entire divide

to an estimated acreage of about sixteen sections of valuable cedar, fir,

pine and tamarack timber.

"So one does not wonder at the Forestry Department straining every

nerve to check so destructive an enemy to fine lumber as forest fires are.

"The humorous and enlivening vein of forest fire fighting was en-

joyed by witnessing tenderfeet falling into creeks while skinning a log ; by

sharp mountaineer eyes finding the trails of all sorts of wild animals,

such as bear, cougar, deer and bobcat; how, being fire-driven from one

section to another they had crossed the 'burned over,' sometimes with

enormous bounds, their paws, not being leathershod, feeling the hot

ashes; how Mr. and Mrs. Bruin, uncomfortably overheated, had dug a

hole in a mountain spring, wallowed in the water and soft mud to cool

off, shaken himself or herself upon the bank and left a long trail of yel-

low-mudded paws on fallen timber.

'"Oh, for a gun or two to follow the trail of Mr. or Mrs. Bruin! But

our task was not that of bagging wild animals, and, though we got occa-

sional glimpses of bear—our mouths watering for a juicy bear steak—we

were there for the appetite-giving exercise of climbing or descending

enormously high hills to reach the fires, and then fight them, during the

day, with chances for the night crew calling for help as well.

"That no man was lost, crippled or killed by falling timber, or

burned to death, the men owe to the cool, level-headed leadership of the

forest rangers.

"The prayed -for rain at last came. Tt was welcomed, for it saved

to the country no doubt scores of Bectious of valuable timber, and not a

man in our (Mew but heartiy welcomed it for that reason." August Wolf,

in "Wood Craft."

Reading Facilities in the Camps.

Some eight or ten years ago Mr. Alfred Fitzpatrick, then a student

at Queen's University, found it necessary to visit the lumber towns and

camps in northern California. This visit opened his eyes to a new field

for educational and religious effort. He says that thousands of intelligent

men were forced by their occupation to live many months at a time far

removed from the influences of civilization. The total absence of any ele-

vating influence had made these camps hot-beds of vice and degradation.

The revelations made such a deep impression on his mind that he decided

to devote his life to the work of improving the moral condition of Can-

adian frontier laborers.

After a few experiments in Ontario lumber camps had proved the

feasibility of camp education, the work was organized under the name of

the Reading Camp Association In time the Provincial Governments

were persuaded to assist in the work, and now travelling libraries are cir-

culated among the camps by the Departments of Education of Ontario

and Manitoba. Lumber companies have built reading camps for the

benefit of their men. Moreover, as a result of the efforts put forth for

the benefit of the shantymen, the laws governing the sanitary arrange-

ments of the camps are more rigidly enforced than formerly and every

company is compelled to build a hospital in connection with its camp.

The compulsory attendance of a doctor at least once a month to each gang

has also been instituted.

Every year the association sends out instructors to the lumbering,

mining, fishing and railway construction camps in Ontario, Manitoba and

Saskatchewan. The instructors are university students or graduates. They

swing axe, pick and crowbar during the day and teach their classes at

night. This summer about 25 instructors will be sent out to the different

camps throughout the Dominion.

How the Big Trees are Felled.

When one of the huge trees in the Northwestern forests is to be

felled the boss of the timber gang looks over the ground in the vicinity

and finds the best place for the fall If there is a marshy 6pot near the

tree, so much the better, as it will strike the mud and water with less

danger of splitting or being broken.

If the ground is hard and stony the men gather branches of different

sizes and make an artificial bed. The branches are piled at intervals of

ten to fifteen feet apart to a height of three or four feet above ground.

Any small trees which might throw the falling tree out of the course

marked for it are cut down.
When the direction of falling is decided upon and the tree's "bed is

made up," the expert axemen get to work, one pair on each side. Some-

times a whole day is required to cut a "gash" in the side of a fir tree

fifteen feet in diameter, but the axe men cut away steadily, usually fol-

lowing lines which have been marked around the trunk, showing the

length of the cut, also the width of the notch which is allowed.

When the axemen have cut through from four to five feet of the

fifteen-fcot tree, it is ready for the saw gang. The big cross-cut saw,

twelve or fifteen feet in length, is brought up, and its teeth covered with

a coating of oil. They vary from half an inch to one and a half inches in

length, and every tooth has been sharpened to an edge which is as keen

as a file can make it.

This is one of the hardest tasks of the lumberman's work—sawing

rhrough the tree trunk. It must be done in a straight line, for if the saw-

should run "crooked" it may buckle and break, and in that case a new
fissure must be cut.

The time to pull out the saw is generally indicated when it has gone

through the heart of the trunk and is half way to the other side. The
enormous pressure of the trunk causes it to sag a little into the hole made
by the axes. A cranking sound is heard, and this means the beginning

of the end. The saw is pulled out and two men begin cutting away on

each side of the fissure.

In an hour or two after the chips have commenced falling enough

has been cut away to start the forest giant, and it comes down with a

crash, which may be heard a mile away through the still woods. The
piles of limbs are crushed to the earth and pieces fly in every direction.

The top branches frequently dig a hole several feet deep.

A Michigan lumberjack who was a common laborer in the woods of

the upper peninsula ten years ago, saved his money, and recently found

himself possessed of enough to indulge in a dream of long ago. He has

bought a town and will name it after himself. The point of this story is

not that he made a wise investment, but that a lumberjack saved money.
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Extracts from letters received which speak
volumes—Original letters can be seen by any
customer or firm using Mill Saws.

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH
\

SOLID TOOTH j
C,RCULM

CROSS-CUT - BAND - CANC
AND OTHER SAWS

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT jt jt

FULLY GUARANTEED

"The Saw is giving the greatest satis-
faction—Everyone who sees it run thinks
it is a dandy and so little trouble to care
for it."

" I must let you know I tried your saw;
it works fine and I am awfully well satis-
fied with it ; cannot recommend it too
highly."

Above were both Famous Burns' Inserted
Tooth Saws.

SAW CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, CANADA

REPAIRS
OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE
EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. j*

ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

Camp Supplies
When you are needing Grocery Supplies of any kind it will be

to your advantage to communicate with us, because we are right
in line on this class of business and can surely make it pay you
to get our quotations, and also take an opportunity of just seeing
how well we can, and do do this work.

H. P. Eckardt & Co.
Wholesale Grocers Cor. Front and Scott Streets, Toronto

Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ont.

Lumber Horses and Work Horses
our Specialty

A trial order solicited. Write us your requirements

References : Dominion Bank, Toronto
Herbert Smith, Manager



WANTEDIfOR SAIE DEPARTMENT

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advert.sements other than "Employment Wan
ted" will he inserted in this department at the

rate of is cents per line each insertion, on the

basis ot M lines to an inch, payable in advance.

When four or more consecutive insertions are

ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements ot "Employment Wanted"

will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than

the ioth and 26th of each month to insure insertion

in the subsequent issue

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
1 car 4/4 Log Hun Soft Elm dry.

2 cars 5/4 Lot; R"" Basswood dry.

c cars 6/4 Common and Better Birch dry

Address Box 268, North Bay. is

WANTED - TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24

Adelaide Street West. Toronto. "

Wanted
C CARS OF GOOD COFFIN ELM FOR»EX-
•> port. Apply Box 765, Canada Lumberman,

Toronto.
"

'*

Wanted
HEMLOCK LUMBER. LATH, PINE AND

spruce flooring- C11ELBW Lumber Co., 74

Van Home St., Toronto. '3

Wanted
A NY NUMBER UP TO 25 CARS 1" CULL
A. Soft Elm. The R. E. Kinsman Lumber Co.,

Limited, Hamilton, Ont. '3

Wanted
PGR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FOUR OR
T five cars ot i%» Beech, good mill run. Manu-

facturers Lumber Co., Stratford, Ont. t*

Wanted
BASSWOOD AND BIRCH, 500,000 FT. 4/4

No. 1 common and better. State amount you

have and lowest f.o.b. mill price. R.-39. c/o Canada

Lumberman, Toronto. *3

Wanted at Once
WO MILLION FEET SPRUCE LOGS TO
be sawn up according to specifications into

timber and boards. Address Canada Lumberman,

B34 Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal. 1

2

T

Wanted
1" Soft Elm, Coffin Stock

2" and 3" Soft Elm, Mill Run
Hard Maple Axle Stock.
1" Basswood, Log Run, Dead Culls out

Box 786 Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 15

Wanted
T ARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES OF
L. Black Ash, Soft Elm, Basswood, and other

lumber which I will inspect at mill and pay cash for.

Send full particulars as to quantities, how long on

sticks and prices to Box 710, Canada Lumbhrman,
Toronto. 12

Wanted: v
Tank Lumber

3x6 and 8-18, and 3x10-24

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
Limited

Toronto, Ontario tf

WE ARE OPEN TO PURCHASE THE FOL-
lowing stock of the present Winter and

Spring's cut:

—

350,000 ft. 1" Basswood, log run dead culls out.

100,000 ft. 1" Soft Elm, common and better.

80,000 ft. i'A" Soft Elm.

Also the following dry stock for immediate ship-

ment:

—

4 cars 1" Birch, No. i common.

4 cars 1" Birch, first and seconds.
" Birch, No. i common and No. 2 common.

' Basswood, log run dead culls out.

London Lumber Co., London, Ont.

3 cars 2

3 cars 1

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale

.OCK ELM IN DIMENSION SIZES, iK"
and iH" x i'A" and from 18" to(x> long.

Selected, seasoned bundled, near Toronto Apply

to W. J. Gordon, Box 295, Windsor, Ont. 13

FOR SALE

oenn cedar and tamarack poles
ZDUU s „itable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

So ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsvillc, Ont tt

Wanted
T UMBER TO DRESS MATCH OR RESAW
JLv in transit, best mill in Canada for this kind <»f

work, two R R sidings through mill, prompt and

careful attention. A few cars of 4/4 dry spruce tor

sale in the rough or dressed. Tait Carss Lumber
Co., Orillia. "5

For Sale

3 cars 2x4. No. 2 Hemlock
a cars inch No. 2 Hemlock

For quick sale will accept $9.75 per thousand.

Freight rate to Toronto 8',<. Address Box 171.

Woodstock, Ont. 12

For Sale

350 M. 1" Basswood
50 M. 1" Brown Ash
20 M. 1" Soft Elm

Winter cut. Mill run, dead culls out. $21.00 per

M. f.o.b. Coe Hill Station. Address Wilson Lum-
ber Co., Toronto. tf

For Sale

on THOUSAND, STANDARD HEMLOCK
£U railway tics. Apply HoDOE & WaU-EY,

Shcrbrooke, Que. '7

For Sale
150M it. 1 x 4 and up 12 to 16 ft. M.C. Red Pine.

260M ft. 1" Log Run Birch.

1,000 Cedar Ties.

1,200 Telegraph Poles, 25 to 40 ft.

Geo. C. Goodfeliow,
528 Board of Trade, Montreal.

A CnA PCS 3 " 6
'
,8' No> 1 LONG LEAF YEL-

4,DUU
iow Pine Pole Stock, thoroughly bone dry,

for immediate shipment from stock and two week's

delivery.

6,000 ft. 4/4 flitch sawn N C Cedar Boat Boards.

6,000 ft. 5/4 flitch sawn N C Cedar Boat Boards.

Thoroughly bone dry, high-grade stock, ready for

immediate shipment. American Lumber & Manu-
facturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 12

For Sale

12 x 12 Hemlock Timber

40,000 ft. B. M. 12 x 12—12 ft. long.

20,000 " " 12 x 12—16

60,000 '* " 12 x 12— 18
1

350,000 " " 12 X 12—20
1

30,000 " " 12 x 12—22

12 X 12—24
"

50,000
"

Apply Box 754,

Canaba Lumberman, Toronto

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

S
For Sale

-ECOND-HAND CIRCULAR SAWMILL
complete, good repair, engine 12" x 16" stroke.

1312-3 Traders Bank, Toronto. '5

For Sale

ONE 18 TON, NARROW GUAGE, SHAY
Locomotive, in good running order. The

Blind Kiver Transportation Co., Limited, Blind

River, Ont. 12

For Sale Cheap

f« ROLLER TOP SWING CARS. SUIT-
>•* ble tor double piling lumber, Standard Gage.
THB Cavendish Lumber Co., Limited, Lake-field,

Ont. 12

For Sale

TIE MILL SECOND-HAND SUITABLE
for cutting 2,000 tics per day. Write us for

Particulars and Price.

WATEROUS Engine Works,
tt Brantlord. Ont.

For Sale

ONE LOMBARD STEAM LOG HAULER IN
fine condition, together with nine sets ot

logging sleighs, all in fine shape. A trade it taken

quickly. Apply to Tracadik Lumber Companv.
Chatham. N.B. .

«

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70. 60 & 40 h.p

Locomotive Boilers: 20. 25, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmill Engines: 25. .10. 35 4"' 5°' 6° and 70 h.p.

Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 25, 30,

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30.000 feet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited, Seaiorth, Ont. t

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

16 x 20 square bed Engine
14 x 20 square bed Engine
11x10 centre crank Engine
3 block 40" Reliance Carriage

3 block 46" Hamilton Carriage
3 block 36" Mowrey Carriage
Correy & Baker Steam Setter
8x12 Cunningham Steam Feed
Champion Edger. 4 saws
No 1 Waterous Ratchet Set Works
Drag Saw, with heavy wtiod frame
Some Band Saw Tools

NEW Stationery and Locomotive Boilers,

all sizes in stock.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.

tt BRANTFORD, CANADA

FOR SALE

SAW, SHINCLE AND LATH MILLS

1 nearly new No. 2 Lane, R.H. three block awmill

1 refitted No. 1 Lane. L.H. three block sawmill

1 refitted R.H. three block sawmill complete

1 refi ted 12" X 16" twin engine steam teed

1 refitted No. 1 gang edger, 3-18" saws

3 new double edgers, 2-16" saws
1 new horizontal shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted Boss automatic shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted Dauntless shingle machine, 38" saw
1 refitted Boss automatic shingle machine, 36" saw
1 refitted Canada Favorite shingle machine, 35" saw
: refitted Small wood automatic shingle machine
1 refitted four knife shingle jointer, 42" wheel
1 new shingle jointer. 40' saw
1 refitted Ackert shingle jointer, 2-36" saws
1 refitted six knife shingle jointer. 34" wheel

1 refitted four knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel

2 new adjustable shingle packers
1 new No, 2 lath machine and bolter

1 nearly new Nc. 1 lath machine and bolter

1 new wood frame lath machine and bolter

2 refitted self-feed lath machines
1 nearly new No. 2 lath bolter, 24" saw
1 refitted wood frame lath bolter, 20" saw

SAWMILL BOILERS

1 48"x2o' semiportable fire box boiler

1 44"xi8' semiportable fire box boiler

1 42"xi6' 8" semiportable fire box boiler

1 66"xi4'7" horizontal return tube boiler

1 54"xi4' horizontal return tube bo'ler

1 5o"xt4' horizontal return tube boiler

SAWMILL ENCINES

1 I4"x34" R.H. Wheeloek automatic
1 i2"x3o" R.H. Corliss automatic
1 8''x24" L.H. Wheeloek automatic
1 i2"xi5" C.C. horizontal slide valve

1 nj^"xi4" L.H. horizontal slide valve

1 io£"xi6" R.H. horizontal slide valve

HOISTINC ENCINES

i io"xi/' double cylinder, single drum hoisting en
gine without boiler

1 7"xi2" double cylinder, double drum steam hoist

with boiler

i 7''xio" double cylinder, double drum steam hoists
with boilers

1 sH" x l" double cylinder, double drum steam hoist
with boiler

A copy of our complete ma hinery stock list for

the asking.

WANTED EMPLOYEES

1X7ANTED EXPERIENCED SALESMAN TO
"* sell Lumber. Hardwood Flooring, Sash.

Doora, etc. Write giving qualifications and refer-

ences to Box 788 Canada Lumberman, Toronto, is

H. W. PETRIE, Ltd.

WANTED- EMPLOYMENT

Wanted

POSITION BY AN EXPERIENCED LUM-
her Buyer and Inspector. Box 764, Canada

Lumberman, Toronto. 14

Wanted

BV MAN 4s WITH 20 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
buying and inspecting hardwood lumber for all

markets] also a good salesman. Box 771, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 12

Wanted
COMPETENT RIGHT HAND BAND SAW-

yer, having excellent references and experience
seeks position. Apply Box 779, Canada Lumber-
man. Toronto. «6

i A/ ANTED BY UNIVERSITY STUDENT
» V position for June July and August. Had

five years experience with lumber manufacturers as
stenographer, bookkeeper, shipper, estimator, etc.

First-class references. Box 740, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 12

Toronto Montreal Vancouver

Wanted
POSITION AS STENOGRAPHER OR BOOK

keeper, by young man who has had 5 years
experience in lumberman's office Can furnish
good references. Box No. 717 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 12

Wanted
POSITION AS LUMBER YARD FOREMAN

in a retail y ard—A good grader for pine lum-
ber and a good measurer, used to getting out bills

for contractors. Had 12 years' experience and can
give good references. Box 774, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 12

Wanted
POSITION AS BOOKKEEPER OR CASHIER

with manufacturing concern by man with
thorough and practical experience in lumber account-
ing. Also familiar with railroad accounting under
commerce commission regulations. Now employed.
Box 725 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 12

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale

A GOOD SAWMILL AND SITE ON LAKE
Huron with over 1,000 acres of timber land;

will be sold cheap to quick purchaser. Apply at
once to N. H Peterson, Bruce Mines Ont. 13

MISCELLANEOUS

\V ANTED- HEMLOCK LUMBER TO
VV handle on commission, in Western Ontario,
good connection. Box 763, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. 12

Logs Wanted
PRICE AND PARTICULARS OF ONE TO

two million feet of Hemlock or Pine logs.
Delivered in booms Georgian Bay. Address Box
738 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. tf

For Sale
ABOUT 40 ACRES OF GOOD TIMBER

chiefly Hemlock, some Maple, Birch, Bass-
wood and Elm. About 40 miles from Toronto and
4 miles from station. Address Box 15 Aurora, Ont. 13

W E ARE IN THE MARKET FOR CROWN
GRANT Timber Limits. Must be well located

and good timber. Either British Columbia or Paci-
fic Coast. John C. Spry, Dealer in Timber Lands,
1230 Corn Exchange Bank Building, Chicago, 111. tf

For Sale

ONE STEAM "ALLIGATOR, AT CHA-
pleau, Ont. Beam 8 ft., length 34 ft., hull ot

w hite oak, Clyde boiler, built in 1907 and is as good
as new. For further particulars apply to Drawer
B, Sturgeon Falls, Ont. 1a



CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER
For Sale

fV*E COMPLETE SAWMILL ROTARY
type, capacity 30.000 feet per <ia\ ; 1 boilers;

entfine. 125 h.p.. belts, etc. Apply' to Box <j
lhapleau. Ont.

, 3

Sale of Valuable

Timber Limits

-pilE UNDERSIGNED ARE INSTRUCTED
1 to sell by Public Auction en bloc, at the Russell
House. Ottana. on September to. 1909. at 1. ;o p.m ,

the follow ing Timber Limits situate in Block A
L pper Ottawa. Province of Quebec, viz :

1
Hertn

r,
676 Licence No. 580 of 100849. south halt

Lot 16, Range 4. Block A. 25 square miles : Berth
077. License No. 581 of 1908-09. south half Lot 14,Hange 3. Block A. ai v, square miles: Berth 611
License No. 582 of 190809. Grand Lac Victoria!
Kuer Ottawa. 19 square miles; Berth 078. Lieence
N°- A 0* 1908-09. south halt of north halt Lot ib.
Range 4. Block A. 9^ quart miles; Berth 079.
License .No. 5(v, ot ,.„vs-o.,. north halt Lot .0. Range
3. Block A. 1.5S square miles; Berth 680, License
Km, s&S of 1908-09. north half Lot 15. Range

5 . Block
A. iH square miles; Berth b8i. License No 586 of
1908-09. southhalf Lot 17, Range 5. Block A 7-
squ.ire miles

: Berth 682 Licence No. 587 of 1908-00
north half Lot 16. Range <. Block A 2., squarc^n^
Berth 696. Luynse No. 588 ot .908-09. north hall lot
17. Range 4. Block A. 25 square miles.
Total 183^ square miles.
These limits are all surveyed and are easy ot

access by a good roadway Irom Ville Marie to their
location. They comprise some of the best pine and
pulp wood areas in the Province.
Terms— 10 per cent, of the purchase money to be

paid do» n at the time of sale, and the bala- cc in
equal instalments atoned ).three(3 ) and six (6) months
thereafter with interest at the rate ol < per cent rx rannum.
For further particulars and conditions of sale

apply to the Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch),
jnd to Code at Burritt. Solicitors. Carleton Cham-
bers. Ottawa.
Dated this 31st day ot March, 19C9

THE ROYAL TRUST CO.. Ottawa.
,8 Trustees of Sale.

Forest Resources of South
America.

The forests of South America
are principally tropical, but in the
Andes Mountains and the southern
end of the continent are found for-
ests of a temperate and sub-arctic
character resembling somewhat
those of the United States and Can-
ada.

The tropical forests are totally
different from our north woods.
There are no solid stands of single
species or even of a few mixed
species. Instead, hundreds of
kinds of trees grow thoroughly
mixed and scattered through the
whole forest. This is one of sev-
eral reasons that makes logging in
tropical forests so expensive and
often unprofitable.

Rubber hunters have explored
nearly the whole tropical forest in
search of that necessary article of
commerce, but aside from that.
South American forests have only
been cut into for a few miles back
from the coast and the principal
ports and rivers. Even in this area
only the species at present most
valuable for commerce have been
thus far cut, for example, cedar,
mahogany, rosewood, lignum-vitae,
fustic, and ironwood. Railroads,
where they exist, charge such ex-
orbitant freight rate that they have
not much encouraged exploitation
of the forests. In addition to this,
the sparsity of population and lack
of labor have also retarded devel-
opment of the forests.

Most of the woods growing in
these tropical forests are very
heavy, hard, and rich in color.
Greenhart is so hard that ifc nicks
the axes of the choppers and will
last for over one hundred years in
water. It should be noted here

that the style of axe used in the
tropics is tpiite different from our
common north woods axe and has
a very narrow bit. The American
broad-bitted axes would be very
ineffective on such hard woods.
Growth is so luxuriant and rapid

that ruins or abandoned farms are
promptly covered with a dense
young growth of trees and vines
that in a few years obscure the
marks of civilization. The great
forest of the Amazon basin is 1,-

100 miles long east and west, by
7,'jU miles north and south. It
covers nearly a million square
miles in Brazil. But as it lacks
construction timbers it can, not be
looked to for relief from the ap-
proaching scarcity in that kind of
wood.

This Amazon forest presents the
usual features of tropical growths,
a tangle of vines weaving the great
trees together and obscuring the
sky, and leaves hanging from the
branches like ropes, while under-
neath is a snarl of shrubs and
creeping plants in which are hid-
den many species of fibrous plants
and cacti with their sharp stings
and thorns.

The tropical American woods are
particularly adapted to withstand
the ravages of insects and climate.
In Paraguay, timbers of lapacho
and quebracho, which were used by
the Jesuits in constructing their
missions, are still well preserved in
the ruins. In contrast to this, our
own North American woods, which
are so extensively imported for con-
struction in South America, rapid-
ly decay and are eaten by insects.
The transportation difficulties, in

the mountainous countries are so
great that the cities of the west
coast depend wholly upon imports,
chiefly from United States, for
their lumber. Their own mountain
forests, which are reported to be
very extensive and valuable, are in-
accessible.

In Colombia, all articles to or
from the interior must be trans-
ported a portion of the way at
least on pack animals, and pack-
ages are limited in weight to 150
pounds and in length to ten feet.
Lumber is not so extensively

used in construction of homes as
with us. Brick, stone, mud and
tile are extensively used, also bam-
boo, palm, etc.

In Colombia at least the Austra-
lian eucalyptus has proven a vig-
orous grower, just as it has done in
California. The American consul
at Bogota reports that this tree
years without cultivation.

of creosote, or one-third of a
pound of zinc chlorid, will protect
a cubic foot of timber from decay,
more than 100,000,000 cubic feet
of cross-ties, piling, poles, mine,
and other timbers were given a
treatment that will greatly increase
their life and usefulness.
Never since timber treating be-

gan on a commercial scale in the
United States has the domestic
supply of creosote been equal to
the needs of the industry. With
the l-apid development of wood pre-
servation in recent years, the in-
sufficiency of the home production
of creosote has become more mark-
ed. In 1908 69 per cent, of the
creosote used was imported. Near-
ly three-fourths of the imported
creosote comes from England and
Germany.

Creosote is distilled from coal-
tar, a by-product in the manufac-
ture of illuminating gas and coke
from bituminous coal. Were all

the tar produced which the coal
annually coked in the United
States is capable of yielding, it

would distill as much creosote as
reaches merchantable size- in 25
is now used by the wood preservers.
Unfortunately, American operators
do not even get the fullest use of
the limited quantity of coal-tar
made in this country, for it does
not pay the operators to distill coal-
t.tr for creosote alone; so, unless
they can find a market for the as-
sociated products, it is not separ-
ated. Germany has gone far ahead
of the United States in the develop-
ment of coal-tar products, and her
exports of them to this country
are steadily increasing.
The zinc chlorid used in wood

preservation is all obtained from
domestic sources according to the
reports. Most of it is produced by
a few large chemical companies.

Cross-ties are particularly liable
to decay, since they are used un-
der conditions which are favorable
to the growth of the wood-destroy-
ing fungi. Consequently the rail-
roads have always taken a leading
part in timber preservation. Twelve
of the 44 firms which are operating
timber-treating plants are railroad
companies. The railroads also have
many ties treated by commercial
timber-treating plants.

Wood Preservatives.
More than 56,000,000 gallons of

creosote and nearly 19,000,000
pounds of zinc chloride were used
in preserving timber in the United
States last year. Small quantities
of crude oil, corrosive sublimate,
and other chemicals were also used.
These figures are based upon re-

ports to the United States Forest
Service of 44 firms which operated
64 timber treating plants. Assum-
ing that on an average one gallon

Australian Timber for Fruit
Boxes.

It is interesting to note how one
trade creates another. The expor-
tation of Australian fruits in boxes
has led to the discovery that some
Australian timbers can be economi-
cally used in the manufacture of
fruit boxes, for which pine has
hitherto been almost universally
used. Ifc is found that blackbutt,
stringy bark, and messmate from
the Australian woods can be used,
and a Victorian exporter now uses
only fruifc boxes made from euca-
lyptus, which are so strong that a
man may walk on them without
doing them any injury. Boxes
made of these woods instead of
pine,

^
are now being used for pack-

ing Victorian apples, and it is stat-

29

ed that there is a saving of 5d.
per case by using Victorian timber.
Apropos of this we are informed
that the Minister of Lands in
Queensland has granted a contract
to a Westralian firm to cut grass
trees in Queensland for an English
syndicate who propose to erect fac
tories in the various States for the
manufacture of fuel alcohol, var-
nish, etc.

Manager F. J. LeClear, of the
Grand Rapids Cooperage Com-
pany, says that the supply of oak
stave timber is becoming exhaust-
ed and the barrel makers are ex-
perimenting with cypress, gum and
other woods in the hope of finding
a satisfactory substitute for oak"
or a method by which other woods
may be made suitable. For flour
and cracker barrels maple and beech
are used for the staves and elm for
flie hoops, with the raw material
still in ample supply.

FOR SALE
43 Steel Flat cars in perfect con-
dition suitable for Lumber or Dry
Kilns Standard Gauge. Capacity
5 to 7 tons, will sell cheap to a
quick buyer.

Also New and Re-laying rails
from 12 to 60 lbs. with Fastenings.

For further particulars apply—

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

The

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Have for sale Second-Hand Machinery, com-
pletely overhauled, ready 'or shipment :
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1 \ ertical Slide Valve Engine 4 in. x 6 in.
1 Portable Engine 7%1'n x 11 in.

LOG STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

SUPERIOR MFC. CO.
riuBBftfi a. STfPt STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT.
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John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

A decided improvement is reported in the demand for white pine.

Enquiries from United States points have increased noticeably. Prices

have .stiffened la little as a result. For l>^-inch No. 1 mill prices are

firtn at about $50, which means from $53 to $55 in Toronto. 1x6 and

1x12 white pine are scarce across the border. One manufacturer reports

having sold lxG within the last week at an advance of $4 over the prices

of last October and 1x12 at $2 more than last January's price. 1x5 to 8

is about stationary. 1x4 is (about $1.50 higher than in the early spring.

1x10 is also reported as becoming scarce. Eight quarter and 1% and 1%
shop lumber are growing scarce. Enquiries are numerous for birch,

black ash and soft elm. The demand for spruce, judging from the en-

quiries, appears to be pretty brisk on the other side. The retail trade

in Ontario is good. In fact, m spite of the otherwise general dulness it

has been unusually good all spring. Last month's retail trade in Ontario

was the best reported for a long time. It is expected now that there will

be a steady growth of business and improvement in prices. Hemlock is

still depressed and is selling at $12 to $12.50 at the mills in Michigan

and Wisconsin, which keeps it in poor demand in Ontario. Lath are

looking promising so far as the American market is concerned. The

cessation of manufacturing at Ottawa has had very little effect upon

prices. The reason for this is that operations were being curtailed at

many points as it was.

Western Canada.

The lumber and shingle markets have not changed much during the

past fortnight. A good business is still being done in shingles and in the

better grades of lumber. The lower grades, however, are still too low to

allow of any profit. In Vancouver, the local trade is exceptionally ac-

tive. Lumber is selling at a basic price of $11. Since the arrival of the

spring .supply of logs the price has declined by $2 and $2.50, the good

grades being now obtainable at as low as $8. The demand, however,

still remains good, in fact greater than it was a month or two ago, but

the increased supply has caused the slump. At Seattle, the market for

spruce lumber has been improving during the past month, although the

improvement has been too slight to warrant any increase in prices. There

is not much activity in lumber chartering for the off-shore and coastwise

business. Ship owners, however, are showing more inclination to get

busy and an improvement is expected.

Eastern Canada.

The driving season on the St. John river has been one of the most

successful on record. Everything except about 3,000,000 feet of spruce

has come out into the main river. The old trouble at Van Buren, how-

ever, is holding the logs up and preventing manufacturers and lower river

companies from obtaining their supplies. It is hoped that this matter

will be soon settled once and for all by the international committee which

is now working upon it. The price of lower grade cedar shingles has been

reduced at St. John. "2nd clears" were cut from $2.20 to $2.10 and "Ex-

No. IV were reduced from $1.20 to $1.10 per thousand. These figures

relat^ entirely.' to the local St. John trade, and are the result of jobbers

obtaining their supplies elsewhere than in the city. The situation in

regard to the export of cedar shingles to the United States is characterized

by doubt. Extensive buyers are holding off in evident distrust. "Ex-

tras" 'and "Clears" are unchanged at St. John, but have a decidedly

easier tendency. In Boston there is a dull market for these lines, which

is natural enough at this time of year. During the hot weather these

lines, as a rule, decline by from 15 to 25 cents per thousand. Quotations

SPRUCE
Ix4,5&6xl0/16 ft. Spruce Flooring

N. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of Tr«.d* Building, Montreal

on dutiable "extras" -at present are from $2.90 to $3, and on dutiable

"clears" from $2.40 to $2.50 per thousand f.o.b. schooner St. John. Eng-

lish spruce deals are dull and unchanged, shipments having been very

light for the month past. Prices are unchanged at about $14.50 per

thousand superficial feet for specifications containing 50 per cent, sevens

and eights, 35 per cent, nines, and 15 per cent, elevens and up. Spruce

lumber at Boston is quoted at a base price of $24. Spruce is in fair call

and prices are steady. Random is in moderate demand only. Prices,

while generally firm, have been cut a little at times by dealers. For 2x3

and 2x4 the general price asked is $22, but these figures have been shad-

ed in some instances. At New York, spruce is more active than for

some time past.

Great Britain.

Trade is reported to be gradually improving with a decidedly more

comfortable feeling as to the outcome of the year's business. At London,

however, the improvement in the spot market, which was apparent re-

cently, has been slightly less noticeable, but fresh arrivals are going

rapidly into consumption. At Churchill & Sim's recent auction sale 4

and Gxl2 to 20-inch prime unsorted Oregon brought Is. 0%d., and Is. 6d.,

the 3-inch going at an average of Id. less, and the sawn birch plank, un-

named port, went to one buyer at an average of 9d. At Swansea there

is a decidedly better tone in the timber trade, with the demand con-

tinuing to improve and prices showing some advances. Stocks in the

yards are low, spruce deals being particularly scarce. At Liverpool

there is still no noticeable change in conditions, though hopefulness is

prevalent. The spruce trade has shown absolutely no change, although

prices for cargoes "to arrive" on c.i.f. terms for future delivery are bet-

ter for ports round the coast than they are at Liveepool. At Liverpool,

importers are asking higher prices because of the rise in freights. It is

reported that 35s. has been done from Miramichi to west coast Britain.

The spruce deal import season has commenced at Manchester and there

appears to be a good demand for all sizes. It is not, however, so good as

was expected. Prices are firm and will probably remain so for a couple

of months. The import season for Liverpool will be somewhat later this

season. A few Halifax parcels are still arriving by liners. Prices are

very firm with the exception perhaps of 2%x7, which are not in much
demand at Liverpool. They are ruling at about the same prices as 3x7,

All sizes of scantlings are in good demand, especially 3x5 and 3x6-inc.h,

and cargoes containing a good percentage of these sizes will be welcome.

In general, however, the demand is only meagre. The demand for 3 x

4%-inch scantlings is good. The demand for birch planks is improving

with values steady and showing an upward tendency. Prices of pine

deals are steady with only a moderate demand. It is possible that they

might ease off a little with fresh arrivals. Prices at Manchester show

little change and the demand is quiet. Spruce deals and scantlings are

in good demand but the buying is only steady.

United States.

Northern pine prices at Chicago, especially those of the upper grades,

are holding up fairly well, although the demand is light and enquiries are

few. Country yards are buying very little pine, but the factories are

seeking the cheaper grades at lower prices. There is considerable im-

provement in the pole business at Chicago, and posts are also in good

demand with prices firm. The better grades of hardwoods, particularly

birch and quarter sawed white and red oak, are experiencing a fair vol-

ume of trade. Lower grades are weaker in price in almost all cases.

Maple is in good demand for flooring. Little change is noted in Chicago

R. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice- Pres. The
J. M. Diver, Genl. Mgr.
E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.

CIeveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co., Limited

At Our Limits at Diver, Ont.

Special Bills to Order
Send us your specifications on special bills and we will

have same cut to your order with despatch. We can fill your
requirements in Norway and White Pine, any length from ten
feet to sixty. We are always ready to quote on heavy Con-
struction Timber, Bridge Timber, Ship Timber, Ship Decking;
Tank Stock, Silo Material, etc.

Cleveland - Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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in the fir market during the last fortnight as the surplus of yellow pine

is still to be worked off. Western pine is still in good demand at Chi-

cago. Good prices have been obtained for a considerable, quantity of

No. 2 shop. The curtailment in the output of yellow pine is resulting in

improvement in the Chicago market. Red cedar shingles are sagging

again. White cedars are quiet. The extensive building operations, how-
ever, make it probable that demand and prices will soon improve. Lath

are steady with a fair demand. Cooperage shows no change. At Buffalo,

white pine is in fair demand with increased sales. Good lumber is scarce

and the low gardes are moving slowly. Prices are firm. Hardwoods are

showing more activity. Plain and quartered oak is in good demand with

firm prices for the better grades. Chestnut and birch are in good demand
for good length of firsts and seconds. Maple flooring is active. Reports

of business at New York are a little more encouraging than a month ago.

Upper grade northern pine remains firm.

Market Correspondence

New Brunswick Drives Successful.

St. John, N.B., June 8.—Since last writing the major portion of the

stream-driving season on the St. John river has come and gone. So far

as driving the logs from the brooks and streams (which are branches of

the St. John) is concerned the stream-driving operations have been

more than ordinarily successful. With the exception of some three

millions of feet of spruce, which quantity is hung up on the Little Black,

the drives are practically out into the main river, or so near it that it

might be considered so. The quantity mentioned is owned by the St.

John Lumber Company. The logs were far back and a freshet of more

than ordinary height would have been required to bring them out.

The old question of stopping the logs in order to sort them at Van

Buren has again arisen. A local mill owner, who returned from Van

Buren a few days ago, stated that there were 20,000,000 feet of logs

waiting there to be sorted. This circumstance will prove a great

stumbling block in the way of expeditious driving and, should the water

fall off rapidly, no doubt a large portion of these will be in great danger

of being hung in the main river, as well as many of those which will be

stopped from day to day. After passing Van Buren the logs must be

driven about two hundred miles before they reach the Fredericton booms.

During the dry time of summer many portions of this stretch of river,

especially between Woodstock and Grand Falls, are so low that to drive

logs past them is impossible. Hence the anxiety of down-river manu-

facturers to hurry their logs forward with all possible speed while there

is sufficient water to float them, and hence their strong antagonism to

having the logs delated for any reason. To sum up, the history of the

industry on the St. John shows that, without delays of any sort, condi-

tions must be favorable in every way before there can be a clear drive.

The stopping of the logs for sorting purposes adds materially, in some

cases vitally, to an undertaking which is already beset with many diffi-

culties and in which expedition is imperative.

A feature of the week has been the reduction in the price of low

grade cedar shingles to the local wholesale trade. From $2.20 the price

of 2nd Clears was reduced to 12.10, and the price of "Ex. No. IV was

reduced from $1.20 to $1.10 per thousand. The conditions governing this

trade are entirely local in their nature. The reduction has been found

necessary because local jobbers in many cases refused to place their

orders under the higher schedule of prices, which went into effect early in

the spring, preferring to bring their shingles from outside points rather

than buy them from the local mill-owners.

Much has been written during the last week in regard to forest fires

throughout the province, the provincial newspapers having devoted con-

siderable space to this subject. As a matter of fact, the stories are rather

overdrawn. While there have been fires of considerable dimensions in

different parts of the province, their magnitude has by no means reached

that point where it is sufficient to cause alarm. While the forest fire

is always a menace to the owner of timber, and while the danger aug-

ments very rapidly under the proper conditions, the alarm at present

seems to be chiefly confined to the newspapers.

The trade in cedar shingles for export to the United States seems

to be marked by considerable hesitation. It would appear as if the large

buyers had a considerable distrust of the situation. While there has been

little, if any, change in local prices of "Extras" and "Clears," it would

not be surprising if during the next week or two prices in these lines

might be shaded somewhat. Reports from the Boston markets tell of a

growing lethargy. Such a condition is quite usual during the height of

the hot weather and it is also quite ordinary for prices in these lines to

weaken from IS to 25 cents per thousand. At present writing an en-

quirer would be quoted on dutiable "Extras" from $2.90 to $3 per thou-

sand, f.o.b. St. John (schooner).

The trade in spruce deals for export to the English market shows a

monotonous lack of change. Shipments from ibis port have been fairly

light during the past month and much that has gone forward has been

to fill orders booked early in the year. So far, the advance, which it was
hoped by local dealers and manufacturers would materialize during the

early summer or late spring, has not materialized, and .is far as can be

learned, prices in general are much the same as those which have been

quoted from time to time in previous correspondence. The local value of

"English" spruce, in a specification containing say 50 per cent, sevens

and eights, 85 per cent, nines, balance elevens and up, would be in the

vicinity of $14.50 per thousand superficial feet.

Ottawa Mills Resuming*.

Ottawa, June 11.—The sawmills of the Ottawa valley have just re-

sumed operations after some three weeks' idleness as a result of high

water. During this time production dropped to the extent of two mil-

lion feet per day. All the big mills were idle, and, with the exception of

some sawing in Eraser & Company's mill at Deechenes, and W. (I. Ed-

wards Company's mill at Ottawa, ma-iiufaoture was at a standstill.

Among those most seriously affected are J. R. Booth, Hawkesbury Lum-
ber Company, W. C. Edwards Company (Rockland), and Shepard &

Morse. Mr. C. Jackson Booth gives the opinion that, as a result of the

water trouble and the fortnight lost at the opening of the season, the

output of lumber in the Ottawa valley this season will be reduced by 25

per cent. Apart altogether from high water, operations are being cur-

tailed at some points. The Pembroke Lumber Company are running

only one shift, while it ran day and night last year.

Since early in May there has been no shipping of lumber by barge, a

very serious affair for the exporters. They are obliged to miss connec-

tions with steamers and undergo heavy expense. The tugboats of the.

Ottawa Transportation Company were tied up all winter at Ottawa.

Lumber for them lay on the wharves. In some cases this lumber had

to be left to protect the wharf, and besides, if a pile were broken the bal-

ance might be swept away by water.

In the last Ottawa correspondence reference was made to estimates

of lumbermen who figured that floods would cost the trade in the Ot-

tawa valley half a million dollars. It appears now that the loss will be

far greater. In addition to the setback to shipping and manufacturing,

allowance must be made for damages to 20,000,000 feet of sawn lumber
which lies flooded in pding grounds. This lumber being chiefly deal,

good sidings, etc., will be damaged to the extent of from three to five

dollars per thousand. It was decidedly the worst time for any interrup-

tion to occur in shipping. Holders of lumber are severely affected

through not being able to realize as soon as they expected on shipments

to be delivered. The capital invested in the manufacturing plants, log6

in the river, etc., all of which lay idle, is approximately $50,000,000.

Some lumbermen believe that the loss will approximate a million dollars.

The serious consequence of this spring's deluge brought the Govern-

ment to announce that seven large conservation dams would be construct-

ed on the upper Ottawra river in order to prevent a recurrence of the

situation. This was still not satisfactory to the lumbermen, and a depu-

tation headed by Mr. Peter Whelen, president of the Ottawa Board of

Trade, appealed to Hon. William Pugsley, Minister of Public Works, to

rush work on these improvements. The Minister's promise that some-

thing would be done was readily given. One contract has been let, but

construction cannot begin until the water recedes.

Pending the return of normal conditions in manufacture, lumber
prices in Ottawa did not change. Manufacturers report plenty of inquir-

ies for good lumber. Mill culls and box lumber are not so easily dis-

posed of, but holders of stock expect a revival of sales when the tariff

across the border is settled. The dollar duty that is being considered

would have a considerable effect on this low stock, which commands
from $16 to $20 per thousand. The best shingle is hardly possible to

get, especially since the cessation in manufacture. The chief handlers
' of lath say there is no surplus in that line. The demand for lumber lo-

cally is almost as brisk as in 1900 and 1903, following the disastrous fires

in Hull and Ottawa. Building permits in Ottawa alone during May
amounted to $800,000, and for the two preceding months combined were

half a million dollars. The increase is 100 per cent compared with the

corresponding quarter of 1908. In addition to this, work has commenced
on a million-dollar hotel and half a million dollar station by the Grand
Trunk in Ottawa. The main material in these will be stone and brick,

but a great quantity of lumber will be consumed in the interior.

Now and then lumbermen sell logs to each other, but that trade

is waning. In fact most manufacturers produce their ow7n logs, and when
a sale is made there it is usually to get rid of certain lots of logs which

have broken away in a boom accident or something similar. On this ac-

count and owing to the great difficulty to have any established standard

of sawlogs, there is no regular quotation for them in the trade. Lumber-
men engaged in grinding pulp give preference to spruce logs, and they

command from $12 to $14 per thousand. But even then local condi-

tions affect rates.

Activity in railway construction has increased the consumption of

ties. The market is strong, the ruling price is from 45 to 50 cents for

the six-inch cedar, tamarac and hemlock ties. These are more in de-

mand than the seven-inch, sort, as they fit in for repair work on nearly-

all the railways.
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Fraser River Lumber Co.
FRASER MILLS, B. C.

Limited

B. C. Fir and Cedar Lumber
Long Timbers

Up to 120 Feet

Operating the largest and most up-to-date
Mills in Canada, we are offering the best
manufactured Stocks at Competitive Prices

Superior Products

Best Quality

Perfectly Milled

Prompt Shipment

A Trial Will Convince Stock Sheets Sent on Application
Telegraphic Address :

" FRASER MILLS, B.C."

Regina

Sales Offices

C. Bruce,
Medical Hall Building Winnipeg F. A. Shore,

316 Grain Exchange Toronto H. A. Rose,
3 Toronto Street
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Take a

Day off

and pay a visit to the

Lindsay Lumber Mills

We shall be pleased to show you our splendid facilities

for meeting your requirements in

Rough, Dressed and

Matched Lumber
Our timber is cut on our own limits, manufactured in our

well-equipped saw and planing mills, and shipped in

excellent condition. Dealers can rely upon our stocks

being strictly high-grade in every respect. ::

Ask for quotations when in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Basswood, Ash, Elm, Cedar, Maple
and Birch Lumber. :: :: :: s " »

Building Timber, Shingles, Lath, Posts, Ties,

Doors, Sash, Frames, Mouldings, Turned Goods

of all kinds, Casings, Box Shooks, Cratings, Etc.

For excellence of finisl* and durability there is nothing

superior to our

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Kiln-dried, Matched, Bored and End Matched. A trial

order will make you want more of it.

We m ike a specialty of Matching, Dressing, Re-saw-

ing and Milling Lumber in Transit. Consignments

solicited. '• '•

John Carew
LINDSAY, ONT., CAN.

EDGINGS
Ontario

.)

Morse's sawmill. Ottawa. Out., lias resumed operations at full

G, Btormes will erect a carriage factory at Sheddea, Out.

F. H. Lawlor, of Ekoba', Out., will erect a sawmill at Theatalon, Out.

The East City Furniture Company, of Peterboro, will enlarge its plant this

year.

Bhepard &
capacity.

J. A. Minchiner is organizing a company to build a furniture factory at

Strathroy, Out

R. J. Watson, formerly of Burke's Kails. Out., is building a sasli and door

factory at Revclstoke, B.C.

The Bancroft Manufacturing Company. Limited, will start a woodworking

establishment at Bancroft, Out.

Ceo. .Pedlar, of the Williams Organ C pany, Chicago, proposes to build

an organ factory at Sarnia, Out.

The Golden Lake Lumber Companj have purchased the Western Commis-

sion Company's (Toronto) sawmill at Barry's Bay.

Duncan Prentice, proprietor of a sawmill at Minden, Out., was struck by

a board caught in the circular saw and instantly killed.

The Dunbar Lumber Company, Limited, Elk Lake, Out., capital $40,000,

has been incorporated to manufacture and deal in lumber.

The Chatham, Out., Wagon Company contemplates doubling the capacity

of its factory, which at present is 4.000 waggons and sleighs per year.

The Berlin Table Manufacturing Company, Berlin, Out., capital $40,000,

has been incorporated. W. and H T. May, and .1 Burm, Berlin, are among the

incorporators.

The Mozart Piano Company, Toronto has been granted a charter with a

capital of $10,000. H. C. L. Heidman and C. L. Carruthers. Toronto, are among

the incorporators.

The Gordon Pulp & Paper Company will resume construction work on its

new pulp mill at Dryden, Out The building will be of brick, GOO feet long, on

a solid concrete foundation.

The Sarnia Nipissing Lumber Company. Limited. Sarnia, Ont., has been

incorporated with a capital of $40,000. D. W Logic. 1). S. Burnett and C. W.

Belton, of Sarnia, are members

A young man named Yinnet was instantly killed while working in the

sawmill of the Keewatin Lumber Company, Keewatin. Ont. His clothing was

caught in a shaft and he was badly mutilated.

The Hurdman Lumber Company, Limited, incorporated under Dominion

charter, has been licensed to transact business in Ontario. George C. Hurd-

man, of Ottawa, is the company's attorney.

The by-law in Orillia to grant the E. Long Manufacturing Company a site

and fixed 'assessment was carried by a large majority. The firm will spend at

least $25,000 in the erection of their new factory.

J. Landreville & Sons, coopers. 131 Tecumseh street, Toronto, sustained a

loss of $8,000 bv fire. The damage was mostly to stock and machinery, and is

covered by insurance. The barrels, barrel staves, and oils were an easy prey to

the flames.

The large basket factory of Merritt Bros , Woodbnrn. Ont., was destroyed

by fire recently. The origin of the fire is a mystery. There was in the factory

a' stock of about 70,000 baskets, and these also were destroyed, the total loss

being between $12,000 and $15,000.

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons, incorporated under Pennsylvania laws, have

been granted a license by the Ontario Government to manufacture rotary cut-

ter-heads and other tools and machinery, with a capital not larger than $30,-

000. J. Bell Dalzell. of Gait, is attorney.

The Algoma Lumber and Chemical Company. Limited, Toronto, has been

incorporated with a capital of $300,000 to manufacture lumber and wooden

articles ; also charcoal and wood alcohol. Among the incorporators are A. G.

Ross and M. L. Gordon, barristers, Toronto.

While engaged with several otheis breaking a jam of logs at the C. P. R-

bridge at Mattawa, Ont., a man named Lavalle was drowned. A second member

of th«> gang succeeded in getting on a log, and after being carried rapidly down

the riier for halt a mile, was rescued by some fellow-employees, who had es-

caped by clinging to a per.

It is reported that Chicago capitalists have offered in the neighborhood of

$1,250,000 for the property of the Imperial Paper Mills Company, at Sturgeon

Falls, Ont., with a view of straightening out the company's affairs. A number

of unsecured creditors have, however, put in strong objection to the Minister

of Mines and Colonization, Hon. Frank Cochrane, who has charge of the Pro-

vince's timber policy. They ask the Minister to decline to renew the company's

license for pulp wood lots unless satisfied that a reasonable measure of justice

has been accorded them. The Minister is investigating the complaint.

The Macleod Pulp Company, Limited, of Milton, Ont., are manufacturing

ten tons of board per day, which will be shipped to the English market. The

pulp mills of the company, which have been running for about 15 years, and

were acquired by the present company some 18 months ago, have a largely in-

creased production, and during the present year the output will be increased to

100 tons per day. Mr. R. B. Livermore, formerly with the J. & J. Rogers

Company, of Ausablo Forks, N.Y., has been engaged as superintendent. A new

steam plant is being installed, and later on in the year new driers and other

machinery will be added. New water wheels and pulp grinders are also being

installed.

Eastern Provinces

J. Eveleigh & Company, trunk manufacturers, Montreal, will build a new

factory in Montreal at a cost of $70,000.

W. W. Scott, Montreal, is organizing a company with a capital of $20,000

to manufacture interior woodwork and furnishings
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Jas. Dempster ,.f Halifax, N.S.. well known in connection with the manu-facture of woodwork supplies in that city, died recently.
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LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock
Lumber and Dimension=Timber

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint

Roofing
Sheeting

(Sash, Doors,
Write for Prices Blinds and

[Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

New Edinburgh MiUs Ottawa, Ontarto

Red Oak
Several cars of 5-4 Common

and Better
; ready for

quick shipment from
outside points.

Price will be made attrac-
tive.

Yellow Pine
In yard for immediate de-

livery.

Large stock of 5-8 No. 1 and
No. 2.

Also stock of 5-8 No. 1 Com-
mon and No. 2 Common.

This is dry, soft yellow
stock and will be priced
attractively.

Oak
In either Red or White

Oak we offer large block
of 8-4 No. 1 and No. 2
Common.
Quick Shipment of Course,
That's the Mcllvain Way.

Large car 4-4 Bone Dry No.
1 Common.

Mapl<
200,000 feet of 4-4 Dry

Maple, log run.
Ask us for price at mill.

Shingl
, es

500,000 7 x 24 No. 1 Heart
Ribbed.

500,090 6 x 20.

Can make immediate ship-
ment direct from mill.

Walnut
Large car 4-4 No. 1 Com-

mon.
Large car 4-4 Reject.
Large car 4-4 No. 2 Com-

mon.

"We Have It If Its Hardwood"

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices

: Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St.
Yards

:
Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.
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Trade Enquiries.

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain

tlie following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman"

may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped

envelope and stating number of enquiry:

452. Boxes.—A firm in Durban, South Africa, desires to get in

communication with Canadian exporters of wooden boxes.

552. Paper.—A South African firm ask for quotations for paper 10,000

to 15,000 sheets.

555. Wood dowels.—A firm of general woodenware importers are

in the market to purchase supplies of wood dowels from Canadian manu-

facturers and desire full details as to size and lowest possible prices for

shipments to Newcastle-on-Tyne, England.

580. Wrapping paper.—A large South African firm wishes to have

quotations from exporters of wrapping paper.

592. Window frames.—A Lancashire firm asks for sizes and prices

of window frames from Canadian manufacturers.

593. Pine scantlings.—A Liverpool firm desires to obtain prices of

nine scantlings from Canadian shippers of same.

594. Spruce scantlings.—A Manchester firm asks for prices of spruce

scantlings from Canadian exporters.

595. Spruce deals.—A Manchester firm asks for prices of spruce

deals from Canadian exporters of same.

596. Birch squares.—A Manchester firm desires to correspond with

Canadian shippers of birch squares.

598. Oak spokes.—A Lancashire firm asks for prices of oak spokes

finished dressed 1%-inch Up to 4-inch rising by %-inch, from Canadian

manufacturers.

004. Wood pulp.—A Manchester firm asks for samples and prices of

wood pulp from Canadian exporters of same.

627. Lumber.—A South African firm of general merchants asks for

catalogues, etc., from exporters of lumber.

628. Doors and windows.—A South African firm of general mer-

chants asks for catalogues, etc., from exporters of doors and windows.

653. Woodenware.—A South African firm of merchants asks for

catalogues, price lists, etc., from exporters of woodware.

699. Woodenware.—A firm in Birmingham, Eng., desires to get into

communication with good concerns desiring to ship veneer, maple blocks

for mangle rolls, and other woodenware to Great Britain.

723. Agency abroad.—A north of England firm is desirous of obtain-

ing agencies for Canadian lumber exporters.

735. Wooden goods and timber. A London firm would like to get

into communication with Canadian manufacturers of wooden goods, such

as picture and looking-glass frames, household utensils, tools, etc., who

wish to deveLp export trade. They also desire to hear from timber ex-

porters.

676. Elm.—A London firm wishes to buy supplies of Canadian elm

in one-inch boards planed on one side, 16 feet x 14 inches and 14 feet

x 24 inches.

697. Maple floorings and strips. A Leicester and Hull firm of tim-

ber importers are buyers of maple floorings suitable for roller-skating
11/ - JI/ - o J

rinks; also of rough maples strips of prime quality, 1>4
wish to hear from Canadian manufacturers.

Australias Imports of Wood.

From preliminary returns which may be taken as approximately cor-

rect, Australia imported timber in 1908 to the value of £1,890.835 and

exported timber (chiefly hard woods) to the value of £1,043,482; New
Zealand supplied about £400,000 worth of kauri and white pine; America

over £500,000 of Oregon (Douglas fir), hickory, spruce, staves, etc.,

from the Baltic came £300,00 worth of red and white pine; and from

Japan and Manchuria. £35,000 worth of logs not sawn and spars in the

rough.

The value of the timber imported by the different Australian states

is given as follows :

—

New South Wales £702,942

Victoria 695,871

Queensland 9,667

South Australia 387,998

Western Australia 60,981

Tasmania 33,376

Total £1,890,835

The much heralded Code of Trade Ethics, which was discussed and

passed in the form of resolutions at a convention of lumbermen in the

United States, does not seem to be working out in practice. Western

manufacturers of shingles report that the slight drop in the market has

resulted in a considerable increase in the cancellation of orders.

1894-1909

I have much pleas-

ure in stating that I

have been using your

•'Camel Brand" Hair

Belting for the last

six years as it gives

me the best satisfac-

tion and I shall con-

tinue to give it the

the preference as long

as the quality remains

as good as formerly.

J. R. Booth

Ottawa, March, 1900.

Wc Get Repeat Orders All the Time

See Trade Mark is on the Belt

Sole Manufacturers

F. Rcddaway & Co.
56 St. Trancois-Xavier, MONTREAL

1896-1909

We have been using

a 10 inch "Camel
Brand " Belt which

has given us excellent

satisfaction. It holds

a good grip on the

pulleys, and has not

streched as is usual

with rubber and leath-

er belts and was
never taken up.

Henderson & Pots

Halifax, N.S.,
Jan. 1898

Authorized Capital $250,000 (£50,000)

Imperial Timber and

Trading Co., Ltd.
P.O. Box 930, Vancouver, B. C.

Export Lumber Standing Timber

BRITISH COLUMBIA DOUGLAS FIR (Columbian Pine), RED
CEDAR and SPRUCE, ALASKA PINE, CYPRESS and CALIFORNIA
REDWOOD (Sequoia).

Can be shipped in Small Parcels. Straight or Mixed Cargoes

Lindsay fejWoodworker's Grinder
for Saws, Knives,
&c

Does the entire

grinding of the
s h o ? instead o f

standing idle sVz

days out of 6.

Most up-to-date

machine on the
market.

Prices and full

particulars on ap-

plication to

A. J. LINDSAY, 55 Gould street, Toronto
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Lumber and Sawmill Insurance
By using the facilities of this office the COST of insurance on your LUMBER and MILL property will
be materially reduced without impairing the quality of your present indemnity.
Careful discrimination in the selection ot risks, thorough and systematic inspection, the usual security
and the additional strength growing out of our specialization in widely scattered risks enable this
office to offer lumbermen maximum protection at minimum rates.

Lumber Insurance Company of New York
r Specializing- Comoanv rep-nlai-lv

42 Central Chambers, Ottawa, Ont.

Only Lumber Specializing Company regularly
licensed under the Dominion Government.

• . r m» •
, 01 General Agent, E. D. HARDY

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta:

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man.
Agent for Maritime Provinces :

J. G. RAINNIE.

The Lombard Steam Log Hauler

My

Not too early for enterprising lumber operators to begin planning for one for next year.

Full particulars sent to anyone interested, on request.

The Jenckes Machine Company,
Sherbrooke - St Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Halifax

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Limited

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock Red Cedar Singles White Pine Lath Bass and Poplar Sid.ng

JAMES GILLESPIE

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH ano SHINGLES

North Tonawanda, TO. Y.

ESTABLISHED 1892.

V* OILLE 8c MgKEEN v
Wholesale Lumber

NOR.TH TONAWANDA, - N. Y.TRADE WITH O^INT^IDA. SOLICITED.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE

i ncn INo. i rinc
.ills \' lu-l 1 i r S 00

i ^ incli No. i

cuts i ii'l better 53 00 So 00

2 No. i Cuts and
Better 52 0 54 00

i in. No 2 Pine
cuts and better 44 00 47 00

2" No. 2 Pine Cuts
-1 rl 1 \ 1 i *»t t )>rctl'U UCILCI .... 6 004 00 49 00

1 ^ inch I^o 3 Cuts
and Better. . .

.

040 0 00
2 No. ^ Cuts .iiitl

>
4° 00

in T5«Mi» Tlrpwsmp'111, illlC L/l Caalllg

and better shorts 24 00 37 00

x4 and 5 common 24 00 26 00
28 00 3° 00

1 x 8common 27 00 2<j 00

33 00 aS 00

1 X 10 common and
29 00 3» 00

t x 1a common. . .

.

53 00 35 00

ixioand 12 mill cull

19 5° 20 5°
1" mill cull sidings »7 5° 18 5°

a x 10 common .... 25 00 27

2 and } x i2Common
1 x 10 inch box and

26 00 28 00

26common 24 00 00

1" mill run sidings 23 00 »S to

1 x loand 12 mill

18 50 20 00

1 in. millcull sidings 16 50 »7 S°
1" dead cullsidings 12 50 '3 SO

HARDWOODS

—

PER

Ash White ists and
2nds, 1 to 2''.

. . .$ 57 00

Ash, black, istsand
2nds 1 to 2" ...

.

37 00

Ash, black common
and better i". . 26 00

Birch, common and
22 00

Bin;h, common and
better, i%to 2"

Birch, 3 to
4"

27 00

32 00

Birch, 1" ists & 2nds 3S 00

Basswood, common
26and better, 1" .

.

00

Basswood, common
and better 1 %

28 00

Basswood mill run 20 00

Soft Elm, common,
and better 1%

. to 2" 27 00

Sott Elm, common
and better 1". .

.

24 00

Soft Elm, mill run 21 00

RockElm, common
and better 1"

.

.

32 00

Rock Elm, 1% to 2"

1 sts & 2nds . . 44 00

TORONTO, ONT.
CAR OR cAR fi° LOTS

i^i inch flooring: 25 00

Spruce mill run .... 20 00

Spruce mill culls.. 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to Sin. ib 00
2x4 to8in., 10 to 16ft. 1650
2x4 to 10 inch 18H. 19 00

Clear inch B.C.
cedar, kiln dried

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber......

Douglas flr dimen-
sion timber up to

32 ft

Fir flooring, edge
grain

1)4' No. 1 4 ft. Pine
Lath

i>/2 " No. 2 4ft. lath

M" 32" pine....

rjjj" No. 1 4ft.

hemlock lath. .

.

1 mill run hem-
lock lath

XX Pine Shingles

X Pine Shingles.

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles 2 ao

XXX 6 butts to 2"

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXX 5 to 2"...

1 Red pine, c & c f 1"

••

I

Red Pine, common 22 00

PER M. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1" 20 00

Soft maple common
& better 1 M t° 3"

Hard Maple i"X4"
& up 10/16 common
and better

Hard Maple 4"x 4"

io' to 16' common
and better

Oak, red. plain,

ists and finds 1"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 2"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 3"

Oak, ^-ed, plain,

ists and 2nds, 4"

Oak, white, plain,

1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, iy2"x6"
and up 10/16 .

.

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1" 80 00

Oak, quartered,
istsand 2iids, 1%

27 00
21 00
ib 00
17 00

•7 SO
20 00

54 °o

Hickory ists and
2nds h'vy 1 J^to 3" 62 00

4 25

3 75
1 40

3 25
2 2S

25

a 30

3 »5

3 4o
4 'o

33 °o
34 Oo

35 °o
24 °o

22 50

26 00

22 00

32 00

52 00

54 00

58 00

58 00

52 00

54 00

82 00

84 00

72 00

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTURE

Pine good sidings :

xin. x 7in and up 42 00 46 00

i#" andi^"x
8 and up 50 00 56 00

2" x 7" and up 48 00 54 00

No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up 34 00 36 00

Pine good strips :

1" 34 00 36 00

i
1/" and \%" 38 00 42 00

2 42 00 45 00

Pine good shorts :

1
' x 7" and up .. 35 00 37 00

1 " 28 00 000
1 %" and i%" . . . 40 cw 43 00

a" 42 ° 3 45 00
7" to c/'rt Sidings 25 00 27 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
sidings 36 00 40 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips .... . - 26 00 31 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
shorts 22 00 26 00

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-

ter 12' to 16' ... 24 00 25 00
Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings 83 00 26 00

Pine, s. c. strips. . . 19 00 22 00
Pine, s. c. shorts. .. 18 00 20 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4 20 00 a 1 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5 a 1 00 32 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6 2a 00 33 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x7 33 00 33 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8 23 00 94 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9 2j 00 24 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1 x 10 34 00 36 00

Pin*;, box boards.. 15 00 18 00

x 10 No 1 barn . . 20 00 32 o
fl

1 x 10 No. 3 " 23 00 25 oQ
1 x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn 23 00 26 oQ

17 00

15 00

R S PRICES

I X 8 & 9 No. 2 " 20 OO
Pine Shorts 6' to 11'

x 10' 22 00
Pine mill culls.... 17 00
Pine O. culls 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out.

Spruce, i"x4" & up
Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10''
.

.

Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B) 34 00
Hemlock 13 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out. ... 22 00
Birch 18 00
Sott Elm, common,
and better 1, \

x/2t a" 2000
Ash, black common
and betten" to 2'

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
13/8"............

N •. 2 white pine
Spruce, mill run
Red pine mill run
No. 1 white pine

No. 2 white pine
I "& 1%
Spruce mill run
1" & iV
Red Pine mill
run 1" &

32" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18"

xx, 18"

White Cedar Shingles :

xxxx, 18' .... 4 25
Clear Butt, 18" 3 00
x, x 18" 1 50

Railway ties o 42
Spruce logs 12 00

23 00
19 00
13 00

19 00
17 00

17 00 19 00

26 00

15 00

26 00
20 00

24 00

28 00

3 So
a 75
2 75
2 75

3 25

2 25

2 25

2 00
2 00

4 00

3 as
' 75

4 50

3 SO
' 75
o 50
14 00

25 00

25
5°
5°
So

75
So

5°

7S
So

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAPT. CtS.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average. ..... 40 50

First class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal.. 70 72

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.

By the dram, according to average and quality 60 65
EI.M.

|{y the dram, acoordin to average and quality. 40 to 45 feet. 65 70
" " 30 to 35 feet. 50 55

ASH.

10 inches and up, according to average and quality 25

Average 16 inch 35

BIRCH.

14 inch «6

'5 " 2i
26

j
•• a8 3a

18 " 3a 36

QUBBBC SPRUCE DEALS
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 17 00 per ft.

Oddments 1500
Boards, 1 and 2 in 15 00

KIRCH FLANKS.
1 to 4 in 18 00

SARNIA, ONT.
PINE, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" 50 00
1 in., 8" and up wide SS 00

ifo
and i%" " S7 00

2
'

" 59 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. i & better 44 00

6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 52 00

8/4 ,, ,, ,. 54 00

6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 ,, 45 00

8/4 ,, ., „ 47 00
0/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 40 00

8/4 „ ,, 42 00

NO. I CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 41 00
1 y± in. so 00

1}^ in. 50 00
2in. 54 00
2^2 and 3' " 70 00

4 " 75 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 24 00

iK" 39 00
i%" 39 00
2 " 42 00

2Ki 3 a"d 4" " 57 00 60 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00

\Yt and \ %" 28 00
2" 28 00
2 J^< 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
1" X 4" 24 OO
1" X 5" 26 OO
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

1 x 10

l" X 12"

1" x 13 and.up
• 'A * 4 andfe* ,

28 00

30 00
31 00

1% and 2"

2^ and 3"

NO. I BARN.

30 00

ij^. '14 and 2"
.

2}^ and 3"

NO. 2 BARN.

.27 OO

37 °o

34 00

37 00
42 00

30 00
28 00

NO. 3 BARN.

i in 23 00 26

1%, 1 jj and 2" 23 00 26

No. 1, 1, i}^, 1%, 2" 21 00 23 00

No. 1 mill culls, 1,

and 2". . . . 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" 15 00

1, iJi, \% and a" 15 00
No. 2 14 00 15 00

No. 1, 3a" 1 50 2 00
No. 2, 48" 3 5°
No. 1, 48" pine 4 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. 1 PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMAKAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. I S. AND 1 E.

6 ft 8 ft IO ft

2X4 13 50 16 50 18 00
2x6 and 2x8 ib 00 16 50 18 00
a x 10 16 50 17 00 19 SO
ax 12 1700 1800 2050

14 x 16 ft

18 00
1800
9 So
20 50

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Flooring
4 or 6 .inch No. 1 $32 00

" " 2 30 00
" 3 22 50

Dimensions

2 x 4-12. ... $19 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00

2 x 4-10-18-20 21 00

2 x
f \ 8 to 16 19 00

2X8|

Common Boards

4 inch $'9 00
21 50
22 50
22 50
22 50

Shiplap— Finished

4 inch 19 00
6 " . ._. ai 50
8, 10, 12 inch 22 50

Siding
6 inch No. 1 31 00

" No. a 29 00
" No. 3 22 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce
No. 2 " " "

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER

4 75
3 2s

3x6 and 3x8...

3 x IO
3x12
4 x 4 to 6x8....
4 x 10 to 10 x 10.

8x8
6 x 14 up to 32 ft

12 ft.

•21 SO
23 00

23 SO
21 50
23 so
23 50

14 and 16 ft

21 so
22 00
24 00
22 50
22 so
22 50
29 80

BRITISH COLUMBIA F1K

DIMENSIONS. S. I 9. AND E»

2 X 4, 2 X b, 2 X 8, 8 to 16 ft $'9 SO

18 to 32 ft

2 X IO, 2 X 12, 8 tO 16 ft.

l8, 20, 22 ft

24, 26, 28, 30, 32

2 X 14 Up tO 32 ft

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft

3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft . .

6 x 6 to 6 x 12 up to 32 ft

3 x 14, 4 x 14

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14. ia x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14. >4 x 16,

;.\v;.v::::.v:..
$
26 8°o

10 xao
8x 20 • iJ-V—A."

273°

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Dir.

21 50
20 00
23 00
2t OO

2S OO
22 SO
as 00
25 OO
25 00

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine. 4 in

.

3° SO

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring 37 00

B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring

F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce
8 to 16 ft., 6 in

B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16'

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. . S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch

mixed w dths

37 00
31 00
29 00

20 00

'7 5°
20 50
'9 So

$25 00
20 00
1850
S SO

-SHINGLES
XXX B. C. Cedar *3-i°

XX B. C. Cedar a.aS

XXX Dimension a.js

LATH.
No. 1 Mixed W & R Pine.
No. 1 B. C. Fir

$3-oo

4 So

HARDWOODS. CAR LOTS, F. O. B. WINNIPEG.
THE PREVAILING PRICES, PER IM PEET, POK HARDWOOD LUMBER ARE:--
1" C/ands plain Oak $60 00
2" 6500

7S 00
78 00
63 00

... 70 00
78 00
45 °o
49 °o

: S3 °o
- • 43 °o

47 °o
50 So

4" " " SS *>
Flooring Canadian Clear s a 00

•' American " SS 00 •

Ash

Birch

Maple

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.

Uppers 4 '4 to
' 0/4 to

Selects 4/4 to
1

10/4 to
Fine Common

No. 1 Cuts 4/4.
" " S/4

•' 6/4.
" " 8/4.

No. 2 Cuts 4/4.
" " S/4-
" " 6/4 .

" •' 8/4 .

No. 3 Cuts 5/4.
" 6/4 .

" 8/4 .

8/4
1 a/4

4/4- •

S/4...
6/4..

8/4..

WHITE PINE

(Wholesale selling price.

8/4 $88 00 Dressing s/4 46 00
ia/4 9s 00 " s/4 x lo 5' «>

78 00 " sli x 1 2 ji 00
00 00 No. 1 Moulding s/4 58 00
56 00 6/4 58 00
62 00 8/4 5800
62 00 No. 2 Moulding s/4 47 00
64 00 6/4 47 00
4H 00 8/4 47 00
SS 00 No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00

57 00 " " 1 x 6 & 8 35 00
60 00 " *' 1 x 10 37 00
33 00 No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 4c 8 33 00
41 00 " " 1 x 10 35 00
45 00 No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 27 00
49 00 " " 1 x 10 29 00
35 00 Box 1 x 6 & up a4 00

. 35 00 " 1 x 10 24 00

. 35 00 11
1 x 12 26 00

"
1 x 13 & up 71 00

The following quotations on bardwooda represent the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

WHITE ASH.

1st & 2nd, 1 inch. . . 40 00 42 00 I

i)( to 2 inch . . . . 44 00 46 00 I Strips

1^ to 4 inch 48 00 54 00
I
Com. and culls .

22 00 24 00
14 00 aa 00

BLACK AND BROWN
1st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 42 00 1 Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red 40 00 42 00

1st and 2nd, rock, 6

inch and up 32 00
Common and culls. 15 00

1st and 2nd hand 20 00
Common and culls 14 00

1st & 2nd, white, 6
inch and up 30 00 32 00

Common and good
culls. 16 00 18 00

1st and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up .... 26 00 28 00

Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE

00 I 1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00 23 00
00 j Common and culls. 12 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch $92 00

Selects, 1 to 2 incb 81 00

Fine Common, 1 inch 58 00

\\i to 2 inch .. 6400
No. 1 Cuts, 1 inch 45 00

1 to 2 inch . . 54 00

No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch .. 35 00
to 2 inch 38 00

Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 48 00
No. 1, 1 x 10 37 00

No. 1, 1 x 8 36 00

No. 2, 1 x 1 2 40 00

No. 2, 1 x 10 34 00

No. 2, 1 x 8 33 So
No 3, 1 x 12 32 00
No. 3, 1 x 10 30 00

No. 3, 1 x 8 29 00

Spruce, ioand 12 in. dimension
9 in. and under 24 00

10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up ... 24 00

2x2. 2x4, 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random
lengths, 10 ft. and up 21 50

All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft ..

and up 22 00

S in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up, p, is 19 00
Canadian Spruce boards 23 00
Vermont Spruce boards, matched .. 22 00

1 x 2 and 1 x 3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundled 20 00

iH" Spruce laths 3 80

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES

Extras $3 80

Clears 3 3°
Second clears 2 35
Clear Whites. . . 2 30
Extra is (Clear whites out) : 14s
Extra iS (Clear whites in) 1 50

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.

Red Cedar Extra, 16" k butts to 2" 3 7S
" " Eurekas, 18" " "

Perfections, s butts to 2K" 460

$94 00
84 00
61 00
66 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
5° 00
38 00
37 00
41 00
35 00
34 50

34 00
31 00
30 00
27 00
25 00
25 00

22 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
22 50
22 00
4 00

3 So

$4 00

3 SO
2 50
a 45
a 25
1 bo

3 8s
4 as

4 75
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

A
"Pop"-u-lar

Version

" The Best is None Too Good "
"THAT'S OUR MOTTO"

A CAR OF OUR

No.2
OR

N R c
!

WILL CONVINCE YOU

They are "Quality Lumber and Shingles"

HERE IS WHERE YOU GET THEM WT-

Spruce

Cedar

es

u What is the difference between
character and reputation, pa?"
"Character is a luxury, my son,

while reputation is a necessity."

Reputation is indeed a necessity if

you are going to stay in business and
stay in successfully. That's our guiding
principle in the manufacture of our No.
2 Quebec Spruce and New Brunswick
White Cedar Shingles. Their reputa-
tion is established as a necessary result

of our line of operation, namely, to make
them the best that money and up-to-date
machinery and facilities can produce, and
that is just what they are. Try a car
and see.

Saw & Shingle Mills
Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q.
Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P .Q.

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Sayabec, P. Q.

OU
R

Q
1

U^LIT
\.
ST
S
CKS

<T

Fl00ri^' CeiHn^ Partition
>
N°velty Siding,

Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,
U. S. A.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices

The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-

creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 months
and is giving splendid satisfaction to all our

customers. Burning all gradea of fuel with the

very best results. All live Mill Managers and
Engineers would do well to consult us when re-

quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-
ranted not to be an infringement on any prior

patents. We stand behind our customers and
guarantee them in the unmolested use of our
own invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and
repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert

workmen.
post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY
Branch Office: 119 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.

Telephone Main 1342.

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mass.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

16 AGNES STREET
ST. HENRY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
T. FRANKFURD STORY, MONTREAL, P.Q.

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street - TORONTO

Want to Buy
O.ie carload 1st and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x 18^ in., 10 ft.

6 in to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.

Four carloads 1st and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1 in. x 2^ in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be well

manufactured and free of defects.

Four carloads 1st and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up, wide.

Coffin lengths.

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscriber

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. Maclean, Ltd.

Confederation Life Building

TORONTO

The M. Brennen

& Sons Mfg. Co.

Limited

Hamilton - Canada

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont.

Yard* and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont.

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,

lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

The Eclipse Board

and they to

We make them: WHAT?
Mills, etc.

If you are a stranger to them
you. Get acquainted.

A new kind and labor saving device will appear
in this space each month.

Get your eyes on our

Eclipse Board Saw Carriages and Accessories.
Eclipse Clapboard Sawing Machines.
Eclipse Clapboard Planers and Trimmers.
Eclipse Combined Lathe and Bolter Machines.
Eclipse Combined Trimmer and Buncher.
Eclipse Shingle Machines.
Eclipse Board Planers.
Eclipse Double Edger.

Make your labor more productive by
using one of our Eclipse Lath Machines.

Write for Prices and Catalogue

Sleeper & Akhurst
Coaticook, Que.
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The Cyclone Shaking

and Dumping Grate Bar
will make you money

By Stretching Your Steam

44 The Cyclone " is made so that it w ill

evaporate more water per pound of coal
than any other device. It is made on the
princip] es of Common Sense End Simplicity
and accordingly has given to manufacturers
the most Durable and Economical ^rate
on the maket.

Enquire of the

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co,
Limited

LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO

The Alligator

Steam Warping Tug'
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with
flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST & PEACHEY
SIMCOE - . . ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals

Let Us Supply You with

Hardwood Flooring
We make a 3/8" end matched flooring in Birch.Maple or Oak, that is unsurpassed by any manu-

facturer of budding materials.

We get the very best wood and then apply themost caretul and most skilful workmanship. Our
product, consequently, has been branded with suc-
cess, hhall we quote you our prices?

J. R. Eaton & Sons, So
Montreal Agent: C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francoi. Xavier St. Te.ept,„„e Main S5S4

LUMBER
DRY KILNS

Natural Draft Moist Air System
Steel Roller Bearing Trucks
Shaving Exhaust Systems
Hot Blast Heating Systems

§hdbcns, gjimittb - (Salt, (Dntarar

Established 1878

Hanson's Woollen Mill
Hull, Que.

Manufacturers of The " HailSOIl " Sodt ail(l Mitt
Nothing in the Market
to equal them for Lum-
bermen.

ALL MY SOCKS BEAR THIS STAMP

My Socks are sold Direct only through Travellers of My Own
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A LEADER THAT LEADS

DeLoach "Leader" Planer

Weight 1,800 pounds.

Price at factory only $230.00

Just the thing for neighborhood work
Fully guaranteed,

also

20" '''Paragon" $376.12. 24" Double "Monitor" $590.00.

24" " Monitor " 461.38. 20" " Daisy " Surfacer 137.02.

Solid forged steel cylinders slotted four sides.

The reversible as well as the variable feature of the

feed puts our machines in a class by themselves.

Send for 254 page catalog of Saw Mills, Shingle Mills,

Planers, Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills,

Wacer Wheels, Engines, Boilers and Gasoline Engines.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. BRIDGEPORT, ALA

Gang Edgers
and

Gang Circulars
Made of Different Styles and Capacit'es.

13

_ ^fc^iy/t - 'ft

Descriptive; booklet mailed free to any address on request

P. Payette & Company
Penetanguishene, Ont.

Branch Office and Warehouse :

New Orleans, Louisiana 421 Carondelet Street

10% More Lumber
with the

Same Machinery and Crew!
Just think of it !.

A 10% increase in your output without any addition to your expenses !

And in many cases this is a conservative estimate.

The Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
will make your boilers from 25 to 50% more efficient than they are now,

giving you all the steam you require every hour in the day, regardless

of the weather.
It also burns green, wet or froz-

en sawdust, producing as good re-

sults with this class of fuel as a
draft grate gives with dry wood.

It is equally valuable for burn-
ing wet or green slabs, etc.

It saves labor in firing.

It is so extremely durable that
in the end it is far cheaper than
any draft grate.

Adapted for either ordinary
furnaces or Dutch ovens, and for

any number of boilers, from one
up,—No change in construction necessary. A hole must be made through
each wall, for the pipe ; aside from this, not a brick need be disturbed—
The largest outfit can be installed between quitting time Saturday and
starting up time Monday morning—No difficulty about maintaining a

fire at night, when the blower is idle, and no objection to so doing.

While the -'tuyere" is largely self-cleaning, we also provide the

blast bar with a large blow-out.

Sold on Approval.

Thirty Days Allotted for Trial.

We Pay the Freight.

In writing for prices state how many boilers you have and whether
you have plain furnaces or Dutch ovens, and give width and length of

grate surface or surfaces.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Greenville - Michigan

The largest manufacturer of grates, edgers and trimmers in the World.
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Woods Patent Truing Devices

Woods Planer and Matcher
with top and bottom Truing Devices out of use.

are the most important access-

ories applied to the planer.

They do what it is impossible

to do in any other way—true

the knives to a perfect cutting

circle while running.

They enable each knife to do
its duty; all knives cut exactly

alike. The finish is vastly im-

proved and the output in-

creased.

S. A. Woods Machine Company - Boston
The Planer Specialists

CHICAGO
NEW ORLEANS ATLANTA

SEATTLE

A GIGANTIC ORDER

SOLE CANADIAN
AGENTS :

VI-BALATA

B
E

L

T
I

N
G

13.108 FEET « 24" WIDE
7,000 FEET * 36' WIDE

1.944 FEET « 42 WIDE

This series of BELTING was
supplied in one order by

[tie50UIHWARKMANl)FACT0RIN0C0.L?

zOoufHwdrK Bridge Road.

London.

England

otJ?o
C
»t

Gcncral ^PPty Company of Canada, Limited
Stock Carried in Canada Winnipeg, Man.

FLECK BROS., Limited, Vancouver, B.C.
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DISSTON

Saws, Tools and Files
Made
Sold
Used ON MERIT

And the Confidence placed in the Quality and Efficiency of the DISS TON BRAND shall

be as well-deserved in the future as it has £een during- the past SIXTY-NINE YEARS.

Henry Disston <fc Sons, Inc.

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co-, Limited
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INQUIRE INTO THE MERITS OF OUR

New Tie or Log Siding Machine
It slabs both sides of the logs accurately and rapidly at the one operation. Both

saws movable to or from the centre simultaneously by means of a lever within

the sawyer's easy reach, and the spacing indicated on a quadrant in plain sight.

This machine will cut over 3,000 ties in ten hours. In any mill using a Gang.
this machine, if used for preparing the cants, will

increase the output 20%. It is a compact machine,

strongly built, as the cut indicates, to withstand hard

and continuous usage. It is without an equal, let

alone a superior, in this line, because it meets the

requirements perfectly. Let us have an opportunity

of sending descriptive matter, and price.

WE CAN ALSO INTEREST YOU IN

Saw Mill Machinery
We build a complete line for any desired capacity.

Our Triumph Turbines are unexcelled. They will give more power than any other Water Wheel on the market.

CATALOGUES FOR THE ASKING.

Head Office and Works: Lindsay, Ontario
Eastern Representative: Western Representative:

H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James Street, Montreal, Que. Canadian Fairbanks Company, Vancouver, B. C.



R. H. SMITH CO., Limited
St. Catharines, Ont.

We are the Sole Manufac-
turers of Saws under the Simond's Process £ ct^lnion

There ,s no process ,ts equal for tempering circular saws. Other makers recognize this fact, as some
ot them, m order to sell their goods, claim to have the same process. All such Claims are FALSE
as the patentee in the U.S. and ourselves are the only firms 'in the world who use it

INSERTED TOOTH SAWS
Notice the improved shank. We call particular

attention to the swell which strengthens it at the weakest

part and which gives it more wear than the old style.

Shanks made in usual gauges and to fit your saws

perfectly.

SHINGLE SAWS
The quality of the " Simonds " Shingle Saws is

proven by the fact that the largest shingle and machine
manufacturers in Canada are using them.

Run a " Simonds" and you will increase your
output.

The Simonds Temper
and style of tooth make
the <'Leader" the fast-

est and easiest cutting

saw manufactured.

Write for prices.

R. H. SMITH CO. Limited St. Catharines, Ont.
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Why You Should Use
The Shimer Cutter Heads

For Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Ship Lap, Jointing, Double

Ceiling, Doors, Sash, Blinds, etc.

It has been demonstrated many times that monies invested in a

small outfit of the Shimer Cutter Heads will save their cost within a

few weeks use. Q .

Every time your foreman sharpens an old-fashioned Door, bash or

Coping Bit he must carefully bring it back to the proper cutting shape,

consuming a considerable portion of his time. Usually a high priced

man is thus fastened to details when his service could be handled to

better advantage if using the Shimer Cutter Heads especially fitted to

your patterns. .

These tools being made per order, carry in their outline the pertect

counterpart of the work, thus by simply filing the Bits and setting them

to the guage, the fitting of the manufactured parts is assured.

The difference in the expense items will soon save the cost of the

tools.
, ,

We will send them on trial 30 days to any responsible manufacturer.

This gives opportunity to try the best and most complete tools for

planing mill work. Address

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons,
Branch of Milton, Pa., U. S. A.

GALT
Ontario

If You Want
any kind of Machinery, see us and we will show it

to you right in Vancouver.

We cater especially to the logging and saw-

mill industries, carrying the largest stock of new

and second-hand machinery in Vancouver.

Some of Our Specialties

Washington Iron Works Logging Engines

Hiester Geared Logging Locomotives

Logging Trucks

Leonard Engines and Boilers

Good Second-Hand Machinery bought and sold

Hoisting and Logging Engines for rent

Warehouse and Storage Accommodation for rent

Vancouver Machnery Depot
Limited

Office: 441 Seymour St. Warehouse and Wharf : Foot of Alder St.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Robb-Mumford
Water Tube Boiler

Free Expansion ot Tubes—Perfect Water

Circulation—Dry or Superheated Steam

—

Half the usual number of handholes.

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST, N. S.

, 709 Power Building, Montreal, Watson Jack, Manager

DISTRICT I
Traders Bank Building, Toronto, William McKay, Manager

OFFICES 1 Union Bank Building, Winnipeg, W. F. Porter, Manager
! Calgary Block, Calgary, J. T. Porter, Manager

Make Bigger Shingle Profits

by installing this machine and cut down the cost

of manufacture. If

The Columbia
will make more and better shingles, from the same

stock, in less time, than any other machine, doesn't

it add to your profits?

Write for Catalog and Details

PERKINS & CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.



JUST OUT

The New Waterous Band Mill:

The latest most

up-to-date mills

on the market.

Upper guide of

patented safety

saw centre
swing design

adjustable ver-

tically and hori-

zon tally. Is

fitted with quick

opening device;

is water coated

and non-break-

able.

Upper guide
arm raised and

lowered by
power mechan-

ism.

Lower saw guide
designed on saw
principle as up-

per to swing
above centre of

saw. Is quick

opening and un-

der control of

tail sawyer.

8 ft, 9 ft, 10 ft., Sizes Single and Double Cutting

Cut of 8'—Double Cutting.

The product of

our 50 years ex-

perience in saw-

mill business.

Columns solid,

rigid, giving
wide range of

adjustment to

upper wheels.

Upper wheel

raised and low-

ered by jack
screws and
gearing.

Tensioning de-

vice acts inde-

pendentlyof
position of up-

per wheel and

removes all jar

from saw b y
patented self-

cushioning ten-

sion weights.

Tilting Device Improved and Simplified. Cross Lining Adjustments also Supplied.l^rame very Heavy and Extends Completely Around Mill

WRITE FOR SPECIAL BULLETIN DESCRIBING THESE MACHINES

Waterous Engine Works Co
Brantford, Canada



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
You have your books audited by firms of expert accountants, you have your plants appraised by expert appraisers

companies—Why ? To get the best at the lowest cost.

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance-Our inspector and adjusters are lumbermen as well^Zw"^'^^.
handle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessable policy, and absolutely sound .ndemmty.

Drop us a line and we will explain our methods fully.

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway - HEW YORK

By Lumbermen
For Lumbermen

Door No. B4 305.

Prompt

Shipments
FROM A LARGE STOCK

Veneered Doors
manufactured in all cabinet

woods. :: :: . «
.

Newell Posts
built to order out of any-

cabinet wood. :: ::

Staved Columns
:: compact and durable ::

Our prices are close and

goods please the most par-

ticular. :: ::

:: Write for our prices ::

We can please you and help you to build a big trade

Batts Limited
50 Pacific Avenue - WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWN

OUR
ft mmEXTRA

MONTREAL TORONTO

WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

H. WALTERS & SON, hull, canada

VANCOUVER BRANCH : Comer Powell and McLean Streets.

AXES, ALL KINDS AXE HANDLES, MACHtNE^NlvES.^ALL KINDS LUMBERING. & LOCCINC TOOLS

long distance phone. We supply the Largest Lumbermen m Canaoa.^suppiy me L.aig'-i'* uu...«v.»~

R. BoothVOttawa, Ont.; W. C. Edwards & Co. Rockland, Ont.
;
McLachlan

Bros., Arnprior ; E. B. Eddy Co., Limited, Hull ; A & B Gordon & Co Pem-

broke ; G. Perley & Co., Calumet, Que.; Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Hawkes-

buryfbn. ; A. Fraser Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont.; Shepherd & Morse Lumber

Co ,
O.tawa, Ont.; Hull Lumber Co.; Ottawa, Ont.; G.lmour & Hughson, Hull,

P. Q.; Imperial Paper Mills of Canada, Sturgeon Falls.Ont. ;
Algoma Com-

mercial Com., Limited, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.; Graves B.gwood & ^.,Byug

Inlet, Ont.; Turner Lumber Co.. Worthington, Ont.; J. J. McFadden
.
White-

fish, Ont.; St. Anthony Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Northern T.mber and

Lumber Co., Markstay, Ont.

1 MACHINE ALL WRITE j|roR

J KNIVE5:L KINDS. LI CATALOCUE. 1 •

H.WALTERS & SONS Lumbering #
Logging Tools
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files,Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Don't Wait
Why Put Off Insuring With Us?

The dividend to Policy Holders is now 40% of the

premium, and this is only one of the strong features

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

Nine - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies

FOR COOL BEARINGS

We (iuarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
HAMILTON, ONT.

We Make

SPECIAL BELTS
for

Special Work
and

Guarantee Results

WRITE OUR NEAREST WAREHOUSE

D. k. McLAREN, Limited
Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
909-311 Craig West »oo King West 4i8Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.
ai St. Peter St. 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including:

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. <8L SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents,Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER- QL SONS
Cor. George, King& Water Sts., Peterborough,One. Can.

THE GREAT BELT
beats all rivals every time

strength
ttniformity
Reliability
Endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK
SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Start. MONTREAL
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Does it Make any Difference to You What

Kind of Sawmill Machinery You Buy ?

We leave it to you—isn't it reasonable to suppose that a firm who have been manu-

facturing sawmill machinery for over 50 years should have learned enough about it to

make their machines reliable ?

Do you think our machinery could be sold for that length of time, if it were not

always satisfactory in every way ?

The success of our machinery has been founded upon quality—nothing inferior has

ever gone out of our shops, and we are to-day taking as much care as we ever did to

make our machines right.

Our experience has a real cash value to you, because we know how
to make our machines so they will work properly, and turn out a large quantity of well-

sawn lumber; and further, they are very nearly " repair-proof"—and you know what that

means to you.

We guarantee for our machinery :

Proper Operation

Great Capacity

Accurately Cut Lumber

Small Repair Bills

And all our 50 years' experience and reputation is back of every machine.

Shall we send you our Catalogues ?
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J. B. MILLER, President

The
W. B. T1NDALL, Seceetary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Limited

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

VIEW OF OUR MILLS AT PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Foles, Etc.

Address all communications to the

Traders Bank Building,

Phone Main 1016

HEAD OFFICE:

Toronto, Ont.
Telegraph Codes :

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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Split Posts
Posts Good

Price Right

The Long Lumber Co.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Muir & Terry

Cedar Posts
Wholesale Lumber

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

J. K. MUIR H. J. TERRY
Phone, Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE ONT.

MANUFACTURERS

L
UMBER, TIMBER,

JOISTING, LATH,

BOXES and SHOOKS

THE

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. List of timber

ami pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied

on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, B. C.

PLANING AND MATCHING
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, omna
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING,
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots

Factory near Station Write for Prices

phone 113

Nearwhite Yellow Pine

It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

G. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood
Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Sawing Season has commenced, and we

are now in a position to furnish promptly,

= Dimension Bill Stuff in^=

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Geo. Gordon £? Co.
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

R. Laidlaw
Lumber
Company

Limited
Room 913 Traders

Bank Building. Toronto

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

SHINGLES
- UMBER

'ATH
B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles

Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

LEAK & CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Write us for special price on

18ft.2xl0*12in.

DRY NORWAY

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF —

—

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill

Stuft. We have also stocks of Ash. Elm.
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-

ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX, XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICE :

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillla. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched

or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box

Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and

sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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Mason. Gordon «£ Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesale

^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINK, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

A^7E are in the market and pay" the highest cash prices for
all kinds of lumber.will contract tor
this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street Fait

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER GO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway YeUow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Ontario Lumber
Co . Limited

Manufacturer* of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills
: French River, Ont. Water Shipment.

Yard: Point Edward. Ont.

Write us for Prices

Home Life Building, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock.
On Trmiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of North Bay

HAILEYBVRY, ONT.

"Well bought is half sold"

Specials

5 cars 1 x 4" Box & Common $16.00

1 car 1 xi 1 Selected Mill Run $26.00

5 cars 1x4 & up Wormy Culls $13.00

1 car 1 x 4 & up Cedar $14.00

f . o. b. Byng Inlet

we are sawing

Hemlock
and Cedar

at Midland

Send us your bills

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

1006-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng- Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber*
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

AITE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds
* » of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
A fully equipped Planing Factory in connec-
tion. Dressed Lumber, Flooring in Pine
Hardwood or Hemlock, H Ceilings, Sash
and Doors. Mouldings, Wood Turning, etc.

Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-
ty at current prices.

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO
We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce
and Hardwood Lumber

Write or call on us
Dry Spruce for Sale

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Ltimber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

s

talph Loveland, Pres.
t-,. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John

Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,

25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.

and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegrapb Poles, etc.

Branch Office

:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, >^ »

Hochelaga Bank Building I^UeDeC, l^UC

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOGII, JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM.
President. Vice-President.

A. 11. MACABli,
Secretary.

Wholesale Dealers Only

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang

SPECIAL DRIVE

Limited

Red Pine Flooring Strips -Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office —1212 Traders Bank Chambers - TORONTO
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

J. L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,

New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,

Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building" TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, TORONTO ONT
(Telephone Main 6244). 1 v^rVWll 1 KJ, W11 I .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty
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CAMERON & CO., L
MANUFACTURERS

JMITED
MANUFACTURERS

TIMBER

POLES

LUMBER m«e
SPRUCE
HEMLOCK

LATH CEDAR
BIRCH

SHINCLES basswood POSTS

MILL AND YARD: 0PE0NC0, ONT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, ONT.

Th«
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA

K AST K H

N

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W K S T K K X

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all grades and a "SPECIAL BRAND" cheaper
and better than Eastern Clear Butts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

A Selected Lot of Mill Run

White Pine and
Spruce Lumber

also

V/z and 1?8 White Pine and Spruce Lath

Selling Agents for Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street - OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & GO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-
ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

MONTREAL
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone .Main 5554 55 st. Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
PARTICULARLY

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,
British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

WANTED—White Pine, "O" Culls, 2 and 3 inch, and Lath
;

Spruce Mill Culls, 1 and 2 inch ; and Hemlock
Culls, 2 and 3 inch. Also § inch Merch. Spruce.

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Buyers

Send me your enquiries.

I have a large stock to
ship from.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade MONTREAL

Wholesale Lumber Dealer
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Let Us Supply You with

Hardwood Flooring
We make a 3/8" end matched flooring in Birch,

Maple <>r Oak, l .hal is unsurpassed by any manu-
facturer of building materials.

We get t he very best wood and then apply the
most careful and most skilful workmanship. Our
product, consequently, has been branded with suc-
cess. Sliall we quote you our prices?

J. R. Eaton & Sons, ONTARIO
Montreal Agent: C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St. Telephone Main 55.54

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mui.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,
Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

16 AGNKS STKKKT
ST. HBNKV

LONG DISTANCE TEI.KPHONH

T. FRANKFURD STORY, MONTREAL, P.Q.

The Best Procurable
With modern mechanical equipment and
practical workmen we manufacture

Detroit

Colonial

Columns
of the highest grade possible. The "Lock
Joint" used in our columns prevents all

possibility of shrinkage and forms a perfect
surface.

We endeavor to market well-finished
columns in the various styles at reasonable
prices, and the popularity they enjoy
with architects, builders, etc., indicates
our success in this line. Retail dealers
should investigate our products.

Stocked in Oak, Birch, Chestnut, Pine, etc.
Prices upon Colonial Columns and Composition Capitals given on Request

Detroit Column & Manufacturing Company
Holden Ave. and M. C. R. R., DETROIT, MICHIGAN

E. A. LeBel Wholesale
Dealer in

Pine and Hemlock Lumber,

Lath, Shingles and Cedar Posts

Car and Cargo lots only. When in need of

stock write or call up Long Distance Phone.

Office and Yards : South of Elevator, S<3,m l£l Ollt

We are in the Lead
when it is a question of service and satisfaction.

Every order large and small receives the same care-

ful attention. Your wants in

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
can be promptly rilled. We give special attention

to Canadian trade.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO., ""MS-
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Cedar Cove Mills, TP| TT TTT1 \ "DO 2~
Vancouver, B. C. -Eio XI • XXCj±%.ir& Ot V^VJe#}

VANCOUVER.. B.C. LIMITED

Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AAI HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER— Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills. Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, GEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC

HIGH GRADE RED GEDAR SHINGLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W, J. LOVERING. 1312-13 Traders Bank Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
^Wholesale

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia.

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs. Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street,

VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Cablb Address—Gillisco.

Codes Used f

American Lumberman Telecode.
\ Western Union.

C. H. GILLIS & CO
LIMITED

445 Granville St., Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping- Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
ana 125,000 feet

LUMBER
Bowman Lumber Co.

LIMITED
R.EVELSTOKE, B. C.

Manukacti rers op

Cedea\ White
Pirve evrvd

Fir Products
Shiplap, Boards, Dimension Siding, Finish,

Lath, Shingles

Annual Capacity, 50,000,000 feet

Mills at

Revelstoke. B. C. Comaplix, B. C.

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch
Rough and Dressed Lumber

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

Dimension and Bridge Timber
a Specialty

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE - - B.C.

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Bldg.,
Cor. Hastings and Abbot Sts.,

Head Office: 205-206 Loo Bldy., \T n n
Vancouver, d.L

Correspondence

Solicited Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

Timber Limits
Ŵ Z%,

s
t
v
!
ral lMee *locks fOT Sale

with Mill Sites, near Vancouver.

Yale-Columbia Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : Nelson, B. C.
Mills at N.kuep. Westly. Cascade and Nelson B. C.

We use American Lumberman Telecode.

MANUFACTURERS OF

All Kinds Rough and Dressed Lumber,
Mouldings, Lath, Etc.

DEALERS IN

Cedar and Fir Piles, Telephone and Telegraph
Poles, Fence Posts, Etc.

T5heRat Portage Lumber Co. Limited
(WITH MILLS AT WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER., HARRISON R.IVER, KENORA. RAINY RIVER AND BANNING.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shook* and Packing Cases. White and Red Pi™ r m > v,Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, TamJac PiHng, efc

Lumber, Maple Floonng,

Our Vancouver Mill cuts High-Grade Cedar, Fir and Spruce Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles. Winnipeg Mills cut Pine, Tamarac and Spruce Lumber.

head
d
office RAT PORTAGE LUMBER. COMPANY, Limited. WINNIPEG, MAN.

D. C. CAMERON. PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER.
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FOR

British ColumbiaTimbers
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

(RAIL OR CARGO SHIPMENTS)

Communicate with the

Imperial Timber & Trading Co., Ltd.

VANCOUVER, B. C.P. O. Drawer 930

'.<!!l

mm
(HEADOrFICt(||A\

u
,

.VANCOUVER.&C^i,,

HANIMCTUIINGCO.'"
i

j
\\w>

) H .'i 1 11 1

1

'
. i

'

.
" hum u iinu i

1 1 1'
, m i \w\. \ iu niLjjj-/,:i

Manvifftcturers of

Fir and

LUMBER
Specialty

Red Cedar Shingles
Correspondence Solicited

|
Sawmill. MoodyTilU, B C

F
Planinf Mill. Tuimitm, S O.

|

B.*.l Bi«i»c Mill. Tweattnt, n 0-

I 8hin(lft Mill N. t Tnunwi B. C.

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

ion.

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-

vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

THE EAST KOOTENAY

LUMBER COMPANY Limited
Saw and Planing Mills at Ryan, Cro.nbrook and Jaffray, B. C.

Capacity 150.000 Feet per Day.

BUY
E. K. L. Co.-s

LARCH
PINE AND FIR

Lumber, Timber, and all kinds of Mouldings,

also Dealers in Railway Ties, Piles and Poles.

Large Stocks of Well Seasoned
Dry Material always on hand

HEAD OFFICE

CRANBROOK, B.C.

Everything in

WOOD GOODS
Shingles our specialty. Prices always consistent with the market

For h u frying up information ring up Bell Phone 3461, H. FONGER, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-T reas

Mills <& Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. YiiLrd <&. Office

MORR.ISTOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

G\iy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

The Carter - Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street TORONTO

Want to Buy
One carload ist and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x iS l/2 in., 10 ft.

6 in to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.
Four carloads ist and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1% in. x 2 l/2 in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be well
manufactured and free of defects.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up, wide.
Coffin lengths.

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

We Are Here
To Serve You

Ask for quotations when in the market for

ROUGH or DRESSED

LUMBER
in Pine, Hemlock, Basswood, Ash, Elm, Cedar,
Maple and Birch Lumber.

Building Timber, Shingles, Lath, Posts, Ties,
Doors, Sash, Frames, Mouldings, Turned Goods
of all kinds, Casings, Box Shooks, Cratings, etc.

For excellence of finish and durability there is

nothing superior to our

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Kiln-dried, Matched, Bored and End Matched.
A trial order will make you want more of it.

We make a specialty of Matching, Dressing,
Re-sawing and Milling Lumber in Transit.
Consignments solicited.

John Carew
Lindsay, Ontario Canada

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Manufacturers of

]^Um|jer, Latll aild ShlUglOS Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres.

G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and Le^th

Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO. ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT.
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Russel Logging Cars

Built for any Capacity and for any Length of Log Desired

Superior in Strength and Design

Our Logging Gar and Logging Machine Catalogs Will Interest You

Combined Skidders and Loaders Donkey Skidders
j

Loading Machines Logging Tools

Russel Wheel and Foundry Company
Detroit, Michigan, U. S. A.
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DEFIANCE" WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
PATENTED AND BUILT BY

The Defiance Machine Works

12' Hand Planer with Boring Attachment
No. 8 Variety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off

Defiance,

Ohio

For Making
Hubs, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles,
Neck-Yokes,
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and General
Wood-Work 28 Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer.

Mo wry
& Sons

Gravenhurst - Ont.

Manufacturers of

Saw Mill Machinery
Lath and Shingle Mill Machinery

Carriages, Niggers, Kickers, Loaders, Edgers, Trimmers, Transfers, anything that you want for an up-to-date circular
mill. Live Rolls with Connected Stands, Chilled Tooth Rolls, Concave Rolls for your Log Deck, Screwed Rolls with
Sharp Thread, any length or diameter that you want. AUo Friction Roll Drives, Cant Flips, Board Catchers, etc.

Let us know your wants, Write to us for prices and cuts, Large orders or small ones will have our prompt attention.

MOWRY
6 SONS
Gravenhurst,

Ont.

JEFFREY

"Reliance"

SAWMILL CHAINS
are interchangeable with other riveted chains ot corresponding styles
and sizes. These chains are made of the highest quality malleable
iron; all links are uniform and true to pitch,

For Conveying
LUMBER, REFUSE, SAWDUST. SLABS. ETC.

Write for Catalogs, Series " T ".

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.
COLUMBUS, OHIO, U.S.A.NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON ST. LOUIS MONTREAL DENVER

ATKINS s
cmss

s
cff

LSAWS
" ATKINS'

-~

UNCyoOTH

are in active demand wherever the finest saws are appreciated. They're
just as perfect as money and brains can make them.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE

E. C. ATKINS & CO. INC.
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY:

Canadian Works
INDIANAPOLIS, IND

HAMILTON. ONT.
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"I Am Convinced

Simonds
Shingle

Saws
Have Saved Me Money

A man bought nine 10 iju-li Simonds Shingle Saws.
Ih- wanted the best and paid the price.

He knows whether he won or lost on the deal.
A careful record of Shingle Saw cost was kept, wit 1

1

the result that after a few months the record showed, in
that null, the saw cost per thousand shingles cut to he
slightly less than one-half of one cent. About 9 cent
saw cost for twenty thousand shingles.

That is why this Millman said he was convinced
Simonds Saws are money makers because they are cost savers.

This is a statement of fact. We have the proofs and

will gladly show them. If you want low cost use the
right saws—Saws made of Simonds Steel, made by
Simonds Methods. Dollar for dollar value is given, A
saw to sell for less money than the Simonds cannot be as
good. It cannot run as economically, and it will not
make the same profit for you in the long run.

More shingles mean more money from the same block
of wood.

For shingle saw prices and particulars, address our
nearest office, giving size, number of teeth and gauge of
saw desired.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que.
St. John. N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.

United States Factories:

Fitchburg, Mass.
Chicago, 111.

" Davenport

"

Locomotives
Our Locomotives are guaranteed to haul more cars
than. any others of equal size. v#>

They are built heavier and stronger — giving longer
life and more satisfactory service. ^ ^ ^
All Sizes for any Gauge Track. Write for Catalog

F.H.Hopkins& Co.
MONTREAL

P. E. RITCHIE, Quebec DUNN BROS., Winnipeg E. A. EARLE & CO.. Vancouver

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Traders Bank Building, TorontoOffirP* • GROUND FLOOR
. CORNER OF THE
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Fire Problem Needs Greater Study
The extreme dryness which prevailed throughout Canada for three

or four weeks during the last of May and the beginning of June brought
with it the expected series of forest fires. Fortunately, iust when the
fires in most districts were on the verge of becoming serious, the lon^
hoped for rain arrived and removed the danger. The occurrence of these
fires at this season of the year is becoming so regular that they can be
predicted with almost absolute certainty, when the weather is dry The
conservation of the natural resources of the country is coming to occupy
a foremost place among public questions, and .the preservation of the
foreste is perhaps the most impotrant of all the problems of
conservation.

It has frequently been said by those who are in close touch with
actual conditions that, among the factors which lead to the depletion
of the forests, all ,are far surpassed in destructiveness, by fire The pre-
vention of forest fires should be the first question to be studied by a na-
tional conservation convention, and no time should be lost by the Do-
minion Government in adopting effective measures and devoting ample
sums of money to the purpose. Fire prevention methods and fire-fightin^
apparatus alone will not solve the problem. Public education must also
be earned on in a systematic manner and stringent laws must be en-
forced to prevent the setting out of fires in dangerous places and the
abandonment of unextinguished fires. It should be made a criminal
offence to endanger the forests by fires, and those who are convicted of
such crime should be dealt with rigorously. Unless the Government
takes up this question seriously and decides to leave' nothing undone
which will assist in the prevention of forest fires they will fail in their
duty, and these fires will recur annually, resulting, as in the past, in im-mense Josses to the country.

The fires which recently occurred in the interior of New Brunswick
should be a sufficient warning. At first they appeared to be of little

moment. It was thought that they would be easily extinguished and
reports were published to the effect that they were only of small pro-
portions, but as the days went by and no rain came, they obtained pro-
portions which recalled the great Miramichi fire. It was feared for a
time that this historic conflagration would be equalled, if not exceeded.
Fortunately, however, the rain came in time and the danger was averted.
Good luck may not favor us so much another time. Serious losses have
been reported from many other parts of Canada during the same period,
but in most cases the rain saved the situation. Other serious fires are
certain to occur during the summer and fall, as they have in former years.
The Canadian Government is expected soon to call a convention for the
consideration of the question of conservation, and lumbermen will have
good reason for complaint if this question of forest fires is not made the
first upon the programme.

Quebec's Policy Widely Approved
The announcement of Premier Gouin that the Quebec Government

will forbid the export of pulpwood from the province of Quebec, has been
received with satisfaction by lumbermen and pulp and paper manufac-
turers generally. Opinions are divided as to some details of the actual
effect the restriction will have, but there is a general agreement that the
move is a wise one and is absolutely necessary for the purpose of con-
serving the supply of Quebec pulpwood and inducing paper manufac-
turers to erect mills in Quebec. The course taken by the Quebec Gov-
ernment will bring that province into line with Ontario, which has reaped
immeasurable advantage from its policy of forbidding the export of un-
manufactured logs. The situation, from the commercial point of view,
was well explained in a speech made in the House of Commons by Mr.'
E. N. Lewis, M.P., in March, 1908. Mr. Lewis had introduced a motion
to the effect that it was the duty of the Government to place an export
duty on pulpwood, which would be sufficient to induce its manufacture
into paper in Canada and thus save to the labor of Canada six millions
of dollars now lost.

In speaking of bis motion Mr. Lewis said: "Millions upon millions
of spruce logs, and hundreds and thousands of cords of pulpwood go
yearly from Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia to feed the pulp
and paper mills of the Eastern, Middle and Western States. What does
Canada get for this? The Government,

. not $1 a cord. The chopper,
the loader, the teamster, the peeler, not much more. The railways a
low rate on coarse freight. The whole result is $6, or $7 per cord left in
Canada—I give a maximum figure; $6 is absolute. Why, sir, they don't
even allow us to carry the pulpwood in Canadian vessels. I have here
a list of fourteen steamships carrying pulpwood last season from Quebec
ports to Wisconsin ports, 12 of which are United States vessels and two
Norwegian.

"Now, I repeat again—$6, or $7, left in Canada for every cord of
pulpwood leaving it. Watch how the value grows afterwards. Every
"cord of wood ground to pulp has a value of $20. Every cord of wood
made into fibre has a value of $30 to $32. Every cord of wood made
into paper has a value of $40 to $45 and up. My resolution asks this
Government to take such action as will save to the labor men of Canada
the $6,000,000 lost annually. I firmly believe that $20,000,000 would
be nearer the mark. The United States shuts out our finished product,
paper, but takes our crude product, pulpwood, makes it into paper and
undersells us in Europe with their surplus dump.

"If the facts were properly placed before the farmer who has pulp-
wood for sale, he would see that he would be helped by an export duty
more than anyone else. The sale would be just as great and more people
would live in his neighborhood to use his other products and make his
farm more valuable. If an export duty were to be put in force, sufficient
mills could be removed to or built in Canada in eighteen months to sup-
ply the world.

"The pulp and paper industry gives more healthy and steady day
and night employment to a larger number of men and women at higher
wages all the year round than any other industry in Canada.

"We have no desire to prevent our American cousins having news-
papers to read, but let them get our forests in the shape of the manu-
factured article. What happened when the Liberal Government of On-
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fcario restricted the export of sawlogs ? SawmillR started humming in

all directions, factories followed, the United States sawmill men came
over here, and we were glad to have them. We will welcome the paper

manufacturer also."

At present the stumpage rate in Quebec is 65 cents a cord with a

rebate of 25 cents per cord for wood which is made into pulp or paper

within the province. It is frequently stated, however, that this charge,

of 65 cents is not very often collected, and that the regulation is more

honored in the breach than in the observance. The new law, when passed,

will do away with this charge and prohibit the export of pulpwood. The

situation of the farmer is one which has caused some difference of opin-

ion in connection with this matter. He is accustomed to selling his pulp

at a good profit, and the competition of the United States mills for his

product has done much to keep up the prices. It is claimed by those

who have opposed the restriction of the export of pulpwood, that the

farmer will lose the benefit of the American demand and that being

confined jjo the Canadian market, he will be at the mercy of the Can-

adian manufacturers of paper. At first sight this seems possible, but a

concrete example will serve to show it in a different light. In the tow n

of Grand-Mere, Quebec, there is a population of 5,000. There is also a

paper mill there, and before the establishment of the mil] the town was

a struggling village with a few inhabitants only. At Batiscan, there are

some 300 people who are largely engaged in the export of pulpwood.

Batisean is one of the chief shipping centres of the International Paper
Company. At one time this village was a larger place than Grand-Mere.
The Laurentide Paper Company employs about 1,200 men at Grand-
Mere, and has practically built this thriving town simply on

"paper."

It is expected that what has occurred at Grand-Mere will be, brought

about also at many other points in Quebec, if the Government follows

the course which it has announced. Much interest will be taken in the

matter until it has been brought definitely to a conclusion, and cot the

least of this interest will be centred about the course which will be taken

by the United States Government in regard to the duty upon paper and
pulp shipped into that country. It is conceivable that the United States

may seek to overcome the Canadian objectionc to a free export of pulp-

wood by insisting on a high import duty on pulp and paper. This policy,

however, would be founded upon a false assumption. Canada possesses

the raw material for paper, whereas in the United States it is rapidly dis-

appearing. From a strategetic point of view Canada can afford to forbid

the export of this raw material inasmuch as it will certainly mean that

new factories will be established in the country and that the United

States will accept the inevitable and reduce the import duty on manu-
factured pulp and paper.

The Other Side of the Wholesaler and Retailer Question
One reads a great deal in the lumber press about the complaints of

retailers who declare that wholesalers are too fond of selling direct to the

consumer. It is a matter upon which opinions differ, whether any suc-

cessful wholesalers make a practice of selling in this manner. Retailers,

however, frequently suspect it and sometimes find instances which in-

cline them to believe that there is a good deal in the. charge. During the

last year or two wholesalers perhaps have looked round for sales in every

direction so as to keep their heads above water, but in prosperous times

few of them will care to be bothered about such a class of trade. An-

other side to the matter is the manner in which retailers patronize the

wholesalers. In this, there is room for a good deal of improvement and

it may happen that many a retailer, if he will look closely into his busi-

ness methods, will find that he is not following out lines which will en-

courage a good understanding between himself and those from whom he

obtains his supplies.

A wholesaler, well known in Toronto, was discussing this matter re-

cently and outlined some of his experiences when he was engaged in the

manufacturing end of the business. He was conducting a mill in a cer-

tain locality and a retailer in his neighborhood went far out of his way
to antagonize him. The manufacturer came into the district after the

retailer had been well installed in it for some time. The retailer was of

the suspicious kind and disposed to look for trouble and for blue ruin

wherever he could. He thought he found it in this case when the manu-

facturer entered the territory. He persuaded himself that the manufac-

turer was going to sell direct and to cut prices, and that he (the retailer)

was certain to suffer heavily. After coming to this conclusion, he acted

upon it. To put it in ordinary language, he "got sore" at once. The

manufacturer, however, was inclined to give those with whom he did

business a fair deal whenever he could. He found out the prices which

the retailer was charging and whenever a farmer or other customer came
to the mill for lumber he quoted prices which were higher than those of

the retailer. He found, however, that the consumers kept on coming to

him in ever increasing numbers. For a time he was puzzled, but the

reason was not far to seek. The retailer, having once become sore, al-

lowed his disposition to interfere with his business. Farmers would come
to him asking prices, 'and having found them would say that they would
look around and probably come back again. The retailer would look

offended at once, and say, "Oh, why don't you go straight to the mill ?"

The result was that the farmers did go straight to the mill and got in the

habit of going there.

This mill had enough business of its own to attend to and did not

encourage the consumers, but was unable to keep them away. The re-

tailer had taken his stand in the beginning, however, and was of just that

stubborn class who will not see their mistakes. He went along in the

same way and soon found all his trade going over to the mill. Then he

went about complaining of the manufacturer selling direct to the con-

sumer, and made some people believe be had a real grievance, whereas
the truth of the matter was that he was never cut out for the retail lum-

ber business.

There are a lot of men in every kind of business who have no right

to be there. Dealing in lumber, fortunately, seems to have a tendency to

educate a man to bis position quicker than most other businesses, and as

a result there are not many of this class in the lumber business. There
are some of them, however, and their fault finding is more of a detri-

ment to the trade than any breach of trade ethics of which they

complain.

First Hearing of the St. John River Log Driving Case
Relative to the announcement made concerning the meeting of the

Canadian-American Board of Commissioners for the purpose of deciding

the question of logging privileges on the St. John river in New Bruns-

wick, and defining privileges, etc., of American and Canadian loggers

thereon, the counsel for the Canadian members, Hon. H. A. MeKeown,
gave out the following statement of the scope of the commission agreed

Upon at its first meeting as to the points at issue.

It was the opinion of all, he said, that the most liberal interpreta-

tion should be given to the reading of the Ashburton treaty. The com-

mission would probably take, into consideration evidence as to whether

or not the works of the St. John Lumber Company at Van Buren, Me.,

in themselves constituted an obstruction of the river under the treaty.

The commission would also probably consider if these works should be

allowed, whether or not the whole expense of sorting the logs there should

be borne by the company and whether they should keep officials to see

to the proper division of the logs.

In reference to this he said the company held up all the logs until

they had sorted out their own, and this meant delaying from 75,000,000

to 100,000,000 feet destined for New Brunswick mills farther down the

river. Also, he added, some New Brunswick logs were kept and sawed in

American mills, though paid for later.

The commission, Mr. MeKeown said, would probably be asked to

consider the effect of the diversion of the waters of Chamberlain lake at

the head of the St. John river into the Allegash river in Maine. It would
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also probably be asked to determine whether by formation of reservoirs
or dams on a very large scale, for storing of water at the head of the St.
John river, a sufficient volume of water for driving purposes could not
be made at all times available.

The United States representatives are Messrs. Peter C. Keegan, of
Van Buren, Me., and George A. Murchie, of Calais, Me., with 0. F.
Fellows, of Bangor, Me., as counsel.

The principal question at issue concerns the rights of the large mill
owners :ilong the river in building booms to hold their logs and prevent
them from going down the waterway. This, the lumbermen hold, is in
direct violation of the Ashburton treaty of 1818.

Every spring great quantities of logs are floated down stream to the
mil's by both Canadian and American lumbermen, and the presence of
the l ooms is said to seriously impede the progress of the huge rafts of
logs.

The commission held its first meeting at Van Buren, Me., on June
17. Chairman Barnhill presiding.

Attorney Fellows, the American counsel, filed a copy of the treaty
of 1842, also maps defining the boundary of the St. John river.

The first witness called was Klias E. Jones, of St. Francis. Me.,
owner of a mill at the mouth of the St. Francis. He stated there were
thirteen mills along the St, John river from St. Francis to Grand Falls,
owned by different parties, including the Smalls, doing local business. He
stated that 8,500,000 feet were stranded along the shores of the St. John
river above Fort Kent from the Allegash, 10.000,000 from Fort Kent to
Van Buren, 22,800,000 from Van Buren to Fredericton a week ago, and
said there were shear booms all along the river from the Allegash to
Fredericton, that the shear booms at Fredericton and those at Van Buren
were similar, except those at Fredericton were four logs in width, while
those at Van Buren were single. He stated he saw no difference between
the gaps at Fredericton and these at Van Buren, and that lie had never
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seen any better. The delay was a serious matter for the owners of the
logs, but he believed that many of the logs, especially those between
Grand Falls and Fredericton, would eventually be gotten to the mill
These logs numbered about 22,000,000 feet. The 18,000,000 feet above
the falls presented a different problem, and the greater part would be left

Mr. Jones was cross-examined by A. J. Gregory, one of the Canadian
counsel. He said that there is shear boom opposite his mill, placed there
by a contractor for the Madawaska Log Driving Company.

He went down the St, Joint river in a batteau recently, starting at
St. Francis and going as far as Fredericton. The logs he had men-
tioned at the forenoon session as stranded along the river were not in the
water but high and dry on the .shores and on islands below Grand Falls
some being as high as six feet above the high water mark. At the sorting
works of the St, John Lumber Company at Van Buren there was a very
small quantity of lumber and a large crew of men was sorting it The
witness said that the greater portion of Chouinard's and Kilburn's drives
were held up at the Big Rapids for want of sufficient crew to drive them
there being but twenty men and boys.

Mr. Neal McLean, of St. Francis, Me., a mill owner of that place
and also one of the directors of the Madawaska Log Driving Company,

nnL onn , u
^ lw*" °" the American side

-
He beli-ed

130,000,000 feet m all was cut above St. Francis, of which not one-fourth
was cut on the Canadian side. He said that at the Big Rapids a weekpiously there was a large amount of lumber held up and that only aere* oi twenty-one men and boys were driving there. He went down the
St. John river a week before and estimated that there was 20,000 000

20,000 000 were not floating logs, but lying on shores and on islands He
sa.d that there are shear booms all along the river on both sides and asmany below Grand Falls as above.

United States Forest Production for the Past Fiscal Year
Statistics relative to the production cf forest products are annually

collected and published by the United States Bureau of the Census, in

co-operation with the Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture,
and an advance statement of the cut of lumber, lath and shingles in

1908 has been made public in response to the urgent demand for informa-
tion concerning these products.

The figures indicate a falling off in production from 1907 of

17.3 per cent, occurred in 1908, or from 40,256,164 thousand feet, board
measure, to 33,289,309 thousand feet, board measure, and this despite the
fact that the canvass for the latter year was even closer than for the for-

mer—the cut of 31,231 mills having been included, as against 28,850
mills. While practically every section of the country shared in the de-
crease, it was most marked in the centres of heaviest production the
Pacific coast and certain parts of the yellow pine belt.

Yellow pine, Douglas fir, white pine, hemlock, oak and spruce, in the
order named, were the species cut in largest quantity, though the clearly
defined trend during recent years to a relatively increased production of
other and less abundant woods continued.

The shingle production in 1908 was 12,106,483,000, as against 11,-

$42,196,000 in 1907. Among the States Washington led with 60.2 per
cent, of the total in the later year, Michigan, Louisiana, Maine and Cali-
fornia following with 7.5 per cent., 5.5 per cent., 3.9 per cent, and 3.8
per cent., respectively.

The cut of lath, like lumber, showed a decrease from that of the
preceding year, being 2,986,684,000, as against 3,663,602,000.

The "American Lumberman," dealing with the figures, says:
The grand summary of the lumber product of the country for 1908

will not surprise anyone who has kept in touch with the condition of the
lumber market and the course of prices for the last twenty months. In
fact, a reduction in product of 17.3 per cent, compared with 1907 is less
than might have been expected

; though it is probable that if a greater
number of mills had not been reported for 1908 than in 1907, the output
shown would have been a billion feet less.

The Bureau of the Census and the Forest Service, which are collab-
orating in the collection of these statistics, are evidently growing in the
respect and confidence of the lumber industry, for while the output re-

ported is 17.8 per cent, less for 1908 than for 1907, the number of mills
reported increased 2,381, or 8 per cent. Most of these mills are of the
smallest class but their product in the aggregate might reasonably be es-hmated at 1,000,000,000 feet; so that if there were any certain way ofsecuring absolute figures of the lumber product of the country, it prob-ably would be found that all previous reports had been under the mark

Looking through the figures by States, some interesting facts de-velop. In some cases it is possible that there has been an actual reduc-hon in the number of sawmills; those which have burned have not been
rebuilt, and undoubtedly many of the smaller mills, under the stress ofbusiness acvemty, closed down and were dismantled. Yet it may be per-mitted us to doubt if in many cases there has been a reduction in the ao-tual number of sawmills Oregon, for example, shows a reduction ofo0 mills as compared with 1907. It is likely that the discrepancy is dueto some operators who, having no product, failed to report, The same isprobably true in most cases where a reduction is shown

a, J*]
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mteTe^ fact* ^ developed, especiallyas to the rank of the various States. Washington retains its place at thehead of the column, but Louisiana gives place to Mississippi whose product last year surpassed that of Louisiana by 140,000,000 feet, and alsothat 0f Texas as well. Louisiana was third, but Texas, which was third

mT
to th

:-^ place
-
fallmg bew both w— -kansas Michigan continued seventh, but Pennsylvania dropped from theeighth to the tenth place, being surpassed by both Minnesota and Ogon

;
the latter rose from the tenth to the eighth position. North Carol!"which was eleventh in 1907, fell below both Virginia and Alabama. The'atte jumped from the fifteenth place to the twelfth, passing CaliforniaWest Vu-ginia and North Carolina. Maine retained iJold rank, thoughwtth a heavily diminished product, Kentucky dropped from seventeenthto the twenty-first place, but Georgia improved its relative standing asalso did New York and Florida, Missouri showed the effects of it 1^tion and also of its waning timber supply

Idaho advanced from the twenty-sixth to the twenty-fourth placeand is one of he few States which showed an absolute increase in prod uc tThe only States that increased their output were Georgia, Idaho, Masstchusetts, Oklahoma and Colorado, and they to only a slight extent
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Lumber Congress Adopts Code of Ethics

Several Amendments made and the New Code Unanimously Adopted

—

Attendance of many Delegates indicates Great Importance of the Subject

The. second annual convention of the American Lumber Trades Con-

gress, which was held at Chicago on June 7th and 8th, had an unexpected-

ly large number of delegates present, representing the manufacturing,

wholesale and retail elements of the lumber trade. The most important

matter of business was the consideration of the code of trade ethics which

was compiled at the first meeting of the congress in 1908. During the

year this code had been considered and acted upon at the annual meet-

ings of most of the lumber associations of the United States and Canada
and many suggestions for further revisions had been made as a result

of this consideration. The code was considered clause by clause and a

number of important amendments were made. Finally in its amended
form it was adopted unanimously. The code, as amended, is as follows :

Order Methods.

1. (a) All orders taken by personal solicitation should be in writing

and should be signed or acknowledged by both the buyer and the seller

or by the authorized agent of both.

(b) All oral or telephone orders or conversations relative to such

orders should be promptly acknowledged or confirmed in writing ; other-

wise there will be no evidence to hold either party.

(c) With mail or telegrapli orders the original order received from a

buyer should be considered the contract, and all settlements should be

made upon the basis of the same, unless the buyer permits the seller to

make certain changes, which may be requested in acknowedging the

order. If shipment is made before the buyer grants such permission, or

is able to instruct the mills, settlement should be made on the basis of

the buyer's original order or such amendments as may have been made.

(d) Any changes or additions should be agreed to by both buyer and

seller.

Order Specifications.

2. All orders should be complete and explicit and should specify the

grades, terms and conditions of sale.

3. The latest grade names adopted by the different lumber associa-

tions should always be used in writing up each and every order or con-

tract. Where the latest grade names are not used, or improper abbrevia-

tions are used, or any omissions cause a misunderstanding resulting in

loss, it should be held that the party first writing up the order should

be responsible and should sustain any loss incurred by reason of such

errors or omissions.
Order Acknowledgment.

4. An order or contract should be considered binding when same has

been duly signed by both buyer and seller or legally authorized agents

of either party, or has been acknowledged by the same. (The man who is

the exclusive recognized salaried salesman for a wholesaler or manufac-

turer, should be considered their "authorized" agent, and a salaried em-

ployee holding a position of responsibility should be considered the au-

thorized agent of the buyer.) Such acknowledgment should be sent to

buyer immediately upon receipt of order and in clue course of mail. Fail-

ure to send such acknowledgment should release the buyer from his order

obligations.

5. No commission man, unless specially authorized, should be re-

garded as having the authority to bind any seller on orders taken by him,

and all such orders should not be regarded as binding upon the sellers

until the same have been acknowledged by them as duly accepted.

6. The terms of sale as noted on original order or acceptance of same

should be considered as much a part of the contract as the price at which

the stock is purchased.

Should any shipment upon which cash has been advanced or discount

has been taken, on arrival at destination, not be acceptable, for legiti-

mate reasons, to buyers, or satisfactory adjustment cannot be made as

to the acceptance of the stock, buyer should have the right to demand
return of such money as he has paid, before allowing the shipment to

be moved or disposed of elsewhere.

Delay by Carriers.

7. The seller should not be held responsible for delays incident to

transportation beyond his control, unless otherwise specifically agreed.

Definite Time for Shipment.

When definite time for shipment is specified, failure to ship within

said time should permit the buyer to cancel the order by wire.

9. Where definite date for shipment is not specified on order, the

buyer should not be entitled to cancel such order inside of thirty days

from the date of the order without the consent of the seller. Whenever
shipments are not made within thirty days, the seller should forthwith

notify the buyer, giving reasons for failure to ship. Buyer should then

have the privilege of forthwith cancelling by wire. Should he fail to so

cancel, the seller should have an additional thirty days in which to ship.

In the event of the seller's failure to so ship within the additional thirty

days, the buyer should have the privdege of buying on the open market,

and if the price shall have advanced, the seller should reimburse the

buyer to the extent of such advance. Otherwise the order should remain
in effect until cancelled.

10. No order should be cancelled after the same is loaded on the

cars; provided, however, that it has been filled in accordance with the

contract between buyer and seller, except as to date of shipment. A copy
of bill of lading or equivalent evidence showing date of shipment should

l>c forwarded with invoice.

Special and Worked Stock.

11. The seller should be protected in all cases where special stock

has been manufactured or worked to apply on the order, providing the

buyer is forthwith notified what such charge or loss will be on the part

of the seller, if not allowed to ship out such portions as may have been
/worked to apply on the order, with the further understanding that ship-

ment can be made with three days' grace, but the buyer should not be

bound to accept the shipment if it cannot be loaded within the three

days, regardless of the circumstances which may prevent the seller from

so doing, except under car shortage conditions, when ten days' grace

should apply.

Credit Rating.

12. Unless the buyer is rated and in good standing as shown by the

well known lumber credit agencies, no order should be binding upon a

seller until such credit and good standing shall have been satisfactorily

proved to the seller. Such investigation should be completed within a

reasonable time.

Transit and Storage Shipments.

13. Transit and storage shipments should be subject to the rules ap-

plying to direct shipments, except as otherwise stated and agreed to at

th'. tin*-: of giwng and accepting the order. Invoices for transit cars

should bear the date of diversion. Where a specific car load is ordered,

no other car should be substituted without consent of the buyer. It

should be the duty of the seller to advise the buyer at the time the order

for the transit car is accepted as to whether the shipment is actually in

transit or in storage at some intermediate point between original ship-

ping point and ultimate destination, and to give the purchaser all the

information in his possession regarding the present location and movement
of the shipment in order to avoid misunderstanding.

Arbitration.

14. Except when inspection is provided for by association inspection

bureaus, claims on grades, also differences regarding contracts, should

be settled by arbitration on request of the parties interested.

Whenever a case for arbitration arises, one referee should be ap-

pointed by the president of the retailers' association in whose territory

the claimant resides, and a second referee should be appointed by the

manufacturers' or wholesalers' association covering the district in which

the shipment originated. Said referees, as appointed, should have the

option to appoint a third referee, and all referees should be appointed

with due consideration to convenience and expense. The expense of

such arbitration should be paid pro rata, as the fault may appear.

Arbitration methods should be employed wherever possible in the

settlement of all matters in dispute.

A written statement of the findings in each case should be made by

the referees, and their findings should be final and copies should be sent

to the secretaries of each of the organizations through which the referees

were appointed.

15. In the matter of cost of inspection made by association inspection

bureaus on lumber, the grade or measurement of which has been com-
plained of, if reinspection shows the grade of the total amount of the

item complained of to be within five per cent, of the grade invoiced, the

expense should be borne by complainant; if otherwise, by the shipper.

The shipper must credit buyer with the amount of degrade found by in-

spection, irrespective of per cent, determined, between the grade sold

and the grade shipped, at an equitable price.

16. It should be the duty of the manufacturers and wholesalers to

take an active interest in the marketing of their products through regular

channels only.

17. It is the sense of the congress that the widest possible trade
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publicity be given for the purpose of making known irresponsible, un-
ethical and unscrupulous manufacturers, wholesalers and dealers.

18. It is the sense of the congress that this code of ethics should
apply to all forest products handled by lumbermen.

Lumber Ranks Second in Manitoba Industries.
The Winnipeg "Tribune" in a recent article states that next to in-

dustries growing out of the grain trade, lumber industries rank righest
in the Province of Manitoba and as nearly .all the dealers are settled in
Winnipeg these interests play an important part in the growth and de-
velopment of the city. Winnipeg although away from the actual home
of the lumber industry is yet the centre for the West, .and the products
of the forests both east and west find their way thither.

With the amazing demand for new houses in all parts of the West
the furnishing of material is a paramount industry. After the crop
comes the demand for a better home, and Winnipeg shares in the natural
development of both.

Winnipeg counts her lumber firms by the score and at the present
time there are upwards of sixty. When one steps to think that over
2,000 new houses are erected in Winnipeg in a vear one can readily
understand the immense demand for lumber, and it can easily be seen
that despite the big mills now operating, difficulty is experienced in

g
,
aI1 the d

,

emands
-

The average budding bill "for a frame house is
30,000 feet, so that 60,000,000 feet are required to build the dwellings
erected in Winnipeg in a year, to say nothing of the vast quantities usedm the erection of factories, warehouses, stores and other large buildings

The local companies have increased their facilities to meet the de-
mands put upon them, and there is not one to-day that has not more
than doubled its capacity of three or four vears ago, or else has a new
plant. The lumber trade in Winnipeg, while it is one of the most im-
portant, is only in its infancy, .and if the dealers nOw hope to keep pace
with the growth of the city they will again have to double and even
treble their plans.

Ontario Counties Discuss Reforestry.
A meeting was held recently at Cobourg, Ont., under the auspices of

the Lnited Counties Council of Northumberland and Durham to discuss
the reforestation of the 15,000 acres of sand lands between Burketon and
Rice Lake. There was a large attendance and the opinion was generally
accepted that something should be done at once to check the spread of
the sand area. Several local speakers testified to the fact that the area
once grew splendid pine trees and would doubtless do so again if <nven a
chance. They also related how, since the wood had been cut off the
blow sand had been covering up fences, fields and roads, and driving

farmers from their lands. It was said the evils and dangers of the condi"
tions on the ridges could not be exaggerated. Prof. Zavitz, of Guelnh
told what had been done in holding the sand by planting trees.

Mr. Thomas Southworth. president of the Canadian Forestry As-
sociation, explained how municipalities might undertake this work pro-
v.ded permissive legislation were secured, and what its financal aspects
were. Dr. Fernow, Dean of the Faculty of Forestry, University of To-
ronto gave at length examples of the planting of such waste land areas
and the profits that had accrued. Mr. James Lawler, secretary of the
Canadian Forestry Association, dealt with the need for agitation and or-
ganization. Some of the local speakers thought the municipality shouldown the land, others that the Provincial Government should purchase,
but generally it was felt it should be worked out through co-operation
Kesolutions were passed urging action, appointing a committee of council
to go to work and arranging for a series of meetings through the counties
next autumn and winter.

t

F. M. Eagleson, O.L.S., of the firm of Abrey & Company Toronto
is now surveying timber limits south of Eagle lake and in the country
lying between Whitefish Bay and the C.P.R., also on Dryberry Deer
and Sturgeon lakes. E. D. Bolton. O.L.S., of Toronto, is south of the
C.F.K. east of Ignace along the Gull river, to the height of land be-
tween the waters running north and south. E. Seager is on the Winni-
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and
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kkes tributar
J" thereto, north of the Transcontinental and

the C.P.R. A number of the large limits on Lake of the Woods sur-
veyed some time ago, .are being sub-divided into smaller berths to meet
the demand, and they will also be placed on the market this fall

Annual Convention of the N.H.L.A.
Inspection Rules unanimously Adopted—Secretary's Report
indicates encouraging progress—President Agler Re-elected

The twelfth annual convention of the National Hardwood Lumber-men s Association was held at Detroit on June 10th and 11th, and was
largely attended. President O. O. Agler, of Chicago, occupied the chair
An address of welcome was delivered by Mayor Philip Breitmeier, and a.
reply was made by Mr. John M. Woods, of Boston, Mass.

President. Agler in his opening address submitted a review of the
events affecting the welfare of the association which had occurred durin-
the past year The year had not been a prosperous period for those en
gaged in the lumber trade. It was very doubtful if any other line of
business had been more adversely affected by the depression of the past
eighteen months. He was pleased, therefore, to note that the associa-
tion was as strong as it had been a year ago, and probably so far as its
organization went, was even stronger. The membership had increased
from 634 to 656, a net gain of 22. The only organized opposition encoun-
tered by the association during the year had come from the local hardwood
association of New York City. This, however, had met with dismal fail-
ure^ President Agler extended his congratulation to the inspection de-partment upon the volume and efficiency of the work performed by itduring the year. Inspection was the keystone of the arch of the organi-
zation Substantial progress had been made in efficiency and in uniform
application of existing rules of inspection in widely separated markets.

The secretary, Mr. Frank F. Fish, of Chicago, submitted his report,which showed that since the previous convention a total of 51,167 661 feethad been inspected by salaried inspectors, which, added to the 49 120
teet covered by fee inspectors, give a total of 100,287,661 feet inspected
±le said that he believed the coming year was certain to show greater
gains in the number of members, as the association now enjoyed the confi-dence of leading buyers in al markets, and international inspectionwas recognized as the base for grading hardwood lumber by a large ma-
jority of both of the branches of the trade. The report of the committeeon the inspection rules was presented by Mr. J. M. Pritchard of Indian-
apolis, and was carried unanimously. The report merely made a few cor-
rections in the rules, which were adopted at the meeting at Milwaukeeand were put into effect in August, 1908. These rules had been in almost
universal use since that time and in the main had been satisfactory.. Anumber of other matters in the way of routine were attended to, including
the presentation of reports by the committee on forestry; committee on
transportation and the committee on waterways. The matter of weights
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q tT^ against rai]way companies was brought upby Mr F. S Underhill, who introduced a motion to the effect that the
association should endorse the weights as adopted and used by the Na-

J holesale Lumber Dealers Association with the following excep-
tions: Northern basswood, dry, 2,400; northern soft gray elm, dry 3,000-
northern hard maple, dry, 4,000; northern red oak, dry, 3,800. A lengthy
discussion took place upon this subject and it was finally submitted toa committee consisting of Messrs. Ballou, Underhill and Diggins.

The elation of officers resulted as follows: President, 0. 0. Agler
Chicago, 111.; 1st Vice-President, F. A. Diggins, Cadillac, Mich. ; 2nd
Vice-President F S Underhill. Philadelphia; 3rd Vice-President, 6. E
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ind., W. E. Hoshall, Eola and New Orleans, La.; J. L Alcock Baltimore Md.; Geo. E. Hibbard, St. Louis, Mo. ; John H! jj^*^]
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Grand EaPids '
Mich-; Alex. LendrumKansas City, Mo.

;
For one year-Chas. B. Dudley, Memphis, Tenn., andA. H. Barnard, Minneapolis, Minn. It was unanimously decided thatthe next convention should be held at Louisville.
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n.S the convention a number of entertainment features weregiven which mcuded special automobile trips to various points of inter-
est, trolley rides about the city, boat trips upon the Detroit river lunch-eons, and a splendid banquet at the Cadillac hotel. The ladies were also
entertained at a theatre party at the Detroit Opera House

A Kenora, Ont., despatch says that the Department of Lands Mines
and forests of the Ontario Government has now several engineers in the
held surveying timber limits in that district, with the intention of plac-
ing the timber on the market early next fall, not later than the first of
beptember, and probably earlier, so that purchasers will be able to oper-
ate during the coming season. The instructions issued to the explorersand surveyors state that the territory is to be cut into berths suitable tomeet the requirements of tie men as well as sawlog men. This is tomeet the demand of former permit holders. In no case will the limits
be as large as they have been heretofore.
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manaSer of the Chemainus Lumber Company

reports that British Columbia mills are enjoying much better trade than
those of Washington or Oregon, where retailers are waiting for develop-ment in the tariff revision question. The foreign trade is very weak and
several export mills at Portland, Gray's Harbor and Puget Sound haveted
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the Smaller mills in 0reg°n ™* Washingtonhave clubbed together for foreign trade because their market in the East-ern States has been practically closed. They are selling at very low
prices. Mr Palmer expects improvement in foreign trade immediatelyon the settlement of the tariff question. His plant at Chemainus is
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00 f6et a da^ and the mil1 i« dipping
160,000 feet. Practically all of this is going to the Northwest
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Plant of the Lindsay Lumber Mills
One of Ontario's Most Modern and Well Equipped Mills— Mr. John Carew's Activity

and Business Ability Responsible for its Success Description of the New Equipment

It is characteristic of Canadians that they are not loud or boastful.

In many parts of this country men have built up large enterprises from
small beginnings and no brass band has sounded their accomplishments.
Canadians as a class achieve success through close attention to business

and through perseverance along lines that are certain to produce the re-

sults desired. The lumber industry has helped many men to "make
good," and very few lumbermen are heard to boast vaingloriously about

in a small shingle mill, almost on the site of his own fine sawmill, he
filled every position that he now lias to offer. Whether in the woods,
on the river, or in the various capacities in which men work in mills and
yards, the proprietor of the Lindsay Lumber Mills understands from per-

sonal experience the work that a man is called upon to perioral and
what he should accomplish. Twenty years ago Mr. Carew decided to

launch into business for himself and. with only a few hundred dollars'

The Lindsay Lumber Mills, Lini

their achievements. An example of the type of men who bear their

successes modestly is Mr. John Carew, of Lindsay, Ontario, whose mills

a representative of the "Canada Lumberman" had the pleasure of visit-

ing recently. Everyone in Lindsay has a good word for "Honest John"
as he is called.

Mr.. Carew is a self-made man, and he certainly knows the lumber
industry "from the ground up." He is a native of Victoria County, in

which he is now the largest employer of labor. Starting as an apprentice

iy, Ont., John Carew Proprietor.

capital, started a small sawmill with a staff of six men. The sawmill he
is now operating is his third, the second having been destroyed by fire

on June 8th of Last year, and the present fine mill put into operation on
September 17th, having been built during the summer on the site of

its predecessor.

Mr. Carew's property is very extensive. His timber supply is pro-

cured from his own limits in Victoria, Haliburton and Peterboro Coun-
ties, while in Lindsay the property he owns and uses in connection with

Office of the Lindsay Lumber Mills, Lindsay, Ont. Carew's Planing Mill and Door Factory.
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his operations extends for three-quarters of a mile along the west side
of the Scugog river. Besides the sawmill and the large yards, there is
on the property a fine planing nnli and door factory. This latter build-
big was formerly operated by oilier parties, but was acquired by Mr.
Carew about three years ago, and he now handles his product through
the various stages from tree to the finest interior finish. Mr. Carew em-
ploys an average of 150 men, but during the active season in the woods
the force is considerably larger. The timber is transported to the mills
by water, the towing being done by two tugs, "Beaver" and "Arthur,"
one of which is owned by Mr. Carew and the other by the Kawartha
Bakes Navigation Company, of which he is president. The timber on
Mr. Carew 's limits is mostly hemlock, spruce, basswood, pine and cedar,
the annual output of lumber being about six million feet board measure!
The mills also turn out about eight million shingles, 125,000 railway ties,
and large quantities of cedar posts. For many years Mr. Carew found a
market in the I'nited States, but latterly his output has been taken
mostlv in Ontario.

Both sawmill and factory are exceedingly well equipped. The size of
the mill is 50 x 112 feet, with a solid brick boiler house 42 x 70 feet.
The power in the mill consists of three large Goldie & McCulloch boilers!
giving a capacity of 400 horse power. One large engine and two smali
ones run the sawmill, and there is an electric light plant in the mill and

John Carew, Proprietor of the Lindsay Lumber Mills.

yards. The mill is equipped with a large Waterous double-cutting band
saw of the most improved type, two Perkins shingle machines and a lath
mill. The foundations for the machinery are of cement.

After buying the factory as above mentioned, Mr. Carew spent
nearly $25,000 in equipping it with the most up-to-date machinery for
the manufacture of sashes, doors, frames, interior finish, box shooks,
mouldings, and hardwoood flooring (bored and end-matched). The
building is of brick, stone and cement, and is equipped with a modem
blower system which conveys the refuse from every machine to the fur-
nace. The main factory budding is 50 x 110 feet and there is a wing
36 x 80 feet. Three large dry kilns are constantly in use, and the fac-
tory is operated by a steam plant of 100 horse-power capacity.

Mr. Carew has always followed the injunction "early to bed, and
early to rise." He ascribes his success in no small measure to the
fact that he has given the closest possible attention personally to the
sawmilling operations, being "on the job" from early morning. His
mill is always operated for the lull season, as he makes a practice of
running from the middle of April to the end of November. The property
is connected with both the G.T.R. and C.P.R., the shipping facilities
being of the best, Mr. Carew is now assisted in the management by
his son, Frank, an active and industrious young business man who is
said to be "a chip of the old block."

Like most successful business men, Mr. Carew has been called upon
to interest himself in outside affairs, and he has been in demand as a
director for various commercial enterprises. Besides holding the con-

trolling interest in the Kawartha Lakes Navigation Company, of which
he is president, Mr. Carew is a director of the Madison Williams Manu-
facturing Company, a director of the Horn Bros. Woollen Company, and
vice-president of the Dominion Wheel Company, all of Lindsay. He is

also vice-president of the Canada Sand Lime Brick Company, of West
Toronto, a director of the Algoma Lumber & Chemical Company, Limit-
ed, and president of the Bobcaygeon Lumber Company, in which he is

largely interested. The Lindsay Board of Trade claims a share of his at-
tention and he is a past president of that body. As a member of the Board
of Education and as one of the board of governors of the Ross Memorial
Hospital, he has done good service to his town. He was selected last
season as president of the Lindsay Rugby team, an organization which
put in the field a winning team. A very active spirit is Mr. John Carew.
"I wish we had a dozen such men in Lindsay," is the way one citizen
expressed local sentiment.

Maine Log1 Scaling- Commission's Report.
The Maine State Legislature in 1907 appointed a commission of

three, with the Forest Commissioner an ex-officio fourth member, to in-
vestigate the methods of scaling logs and lumber and to report to the
next Legislature. On this commission William J. Lanigan, of Water-
ville; Fred A. Gilbert and Hosea B. Buck, of Bangor, and Edgar E.
King, Forest Commissioner, of Orono, were appointed by Governor Cobb.
It is a commission of practical business men from wood-using industries.
After holding hearings in the different lumbering districts of Maine, the
following conclusions have been reported in substance :

"The method of measuring manufactured lumber seems satisfactory
and no change is recommended. The lack of uniformity in methods of
scaling logs leads to great confusion and general dissatisfaction on the
different rivers in Maine. The log rules in use, especially the New Hamp-
shire and the Maine or Holland rules, give fair results only for short
logs. The board foot is not the proper unit for' log measure since it is

relevant only in case of lumber manufacture, but entirely irrelevant in
pulp, staves, veneer, and other industries. The cubic foot should be the
unit of measure, and each manufacturer should calculate the product he
could manufacture in board feet, pounds of pulp, number of staves and
square feet of veneer, and fix the price accordingly. The contract logger
figuring in cubic feet would then be paid according to the weight he
handles, whether the legs are large or small. In contracting by the thou-
sand board feet, as is now done, he handles a larger weight of small logs
per thousand than of large logs. The commission recommends the sub-
stitution of a cubic foot caliper rule as the legal rule for Maine, arguing
that besides applying to all industries involved it would aid economical
logging and full utilization of material."

If the Maine Legislature adopts the rule recommended, the lum-
bermen and foresters say the State will be setting a standard rule that
may be followed with profit by all the other States.

Canadian Wood in South Africa.
Imports of wood from Canada into South Africa amounted in value,

according to the report of the Customs statistical bureau, to the following
':

Wood and timber, unmanufactured, other than
teak

Wood and timber, other (planed and grooved)
AVood and timber, manufactured (houses, frames

and parts thereof)
Wood and timber, manufactured (boxes empty)
Match making material
Staves
All other kinds, n.o.d., other than furniture

1906 1907 1908

£20,494 £21,460 £16,2~9
7,903 9,000 4,940

8,310 4,460 2,034
532 122 275

4,268 3,4.58 4,068
5180 248

2,347 591 817

£44,034 £39,339 £28,438

The King Lumber Company, of Cranbrook, B.C., whose timber
limits cover 3,800 acres, containing upwards of 600,000,000 feet of tim-
ber, are now operating two sawmills, and one of the largest planing mills
on the coast. The staff of 250 men is under the personal management of
M. B. King. At Yahk, 41 miles west of Cranbrook, are located the com-
pany's largest sawmills, in the centre of their timber holdings. At this
place they operate their own railroad, which runs to the international
boundary. About 125 men are employed at this plant under the direc-
tion of Mr. Saddler. No. 2 mill is two miles west of Cranbrook. What-
ever lumber is not shipped from this mill to the prairies is brought to
the Cranbrook planing mill to be finished. The dry kiln has three miles
of steam pipes, and has a capacity of 40,000 feet a" day.

The work of surveying the timber reserves of Nova Scotia, which has
been undertaken by Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean of the faculty of Forestry
of the University of Toronto, under the direction of Hon. Wm. T. Pipes",
Attorney-General and Commissioner of Crown Lands for Nova Scotia!
will take two summers to complete. Dr. Fernow and his assistants will
commence the work at once.- The work will be done by counties and a
forest map of the province will be prepared.



THE BRITISH COLUMBIA TRADE
Unsatisfactory Trade Conditions Still Prevail.

Vancouver, June 22.—Prices of lumber in British Columbia are still

very unsatisfactory, particularly in the lower grades, and this in spite of

the fact that mills are busy, and building operations are heavy. Manu-
facturers are working at cross purposes so far as prices are concerned and
the result is that a great deal of rough lumber is sacrificed by those who
are in need of money. A case is known where 1,000,000 feet were sac-

rificed at $5 a thousand, and several million feet of lumber have been
sold at $9 to $10 per thousand. These figures are below the actual cost,

however, and cannot be considered as affording any means of estimating

the prevailing prices. A large part of the lumber is being sent to the

prairies and is selling for $14, which permits of a small profit at the

present prices of logs.

The uncertainty of the tariff situation has resulted in quite a falling

off in business and the closing down of a number of mills. So far as one
can judge from outside appearances and the effects on the market, many
of the mills of the United States are curtailing their output. Had this

not been the case it was expected that the dull condition of trade on the

other side would have resulted in a great quantity of rough lumber being
sent into Canada to be slaughtered.

Shingles showed little change during June. They are selling at $1.85
to $1.90 in British Columbia, which permits of a profit. The product is

going almost exclusively to the prairie provinces. In the United States

the shingle situation is reported to be very bad and Canadians are not
trying to make sales there.

The standing timber business is experiencing quite a lull. Since

doubt regarding the tariff outcome became general, enquiries from United
States investors have been much less frequent.

Logs are being put in the water so rapidly that a glut in the market
is more than likely. The situation is being aggravated by the shipment
of United States logs into Canada, which increases the competition. The
cost of getting out fir logs so far as labor and provisions are concerned is

said to be much less in the Puget Sound than in British Columbia. Cedar
logs in very small numbers have been disposed of in the United States.

In December last it was stated frequently that there was enough
logs and lumber in stock in the Kootenays and on the British Columbia
coast to last for several months. During the five months of 1909 the log

cut on the coast alone has been 173,916,219 feet, which is aboxit one-

eighth of the cut of the whole province. This is a large increase as com-
pared with the same five months of 1908. The comparison for the two
years by months is as follows

:

1908 1909
feet 28,791,559 16,179,114

February - " 19,514,071 19,793,851
March 17,515,121 35,073,693
April " 24,369,700 52,869,561

May " 30,385,779 50,000,000

120,576,230 173,916,219

120,576,230

Increase of 1909 over 1908 . 53,339,989

An increased demand for lumber from the prairies has distinctly im-

proved the situation in the Kootenays, according to Mr. W. A. Anstie,

secretary of the Mountain Mills Lumbermen's Association. Mr. Anstie

reports that stocks have been reduced between fifty and sixty million

feet since last January. Ninety per cent, of the sawmills in the interior

are now in operation.

A recent despatch from Seattle indicates a revival of buying in the

lumber industry. The statement is made that specifications for lumber
orders aggregating more than twelve million feet have been received by
local dealers from car manufacturers in Chicago, St. Louis and Milwau-
kee. This, if true, will involve the transfer westward of nearly half a

million of Eastern money, which would help materially to relieve the

tension now prevailing in Washington lumber circles.

A Spokane despatch says: "Never in past years have lumber prices

reached a lower average. Lumber can be bought from $5 to $7 cheaper

now than at any time in years. The overstocked market and slack times

have resulted in curtailment of mill development from 25 to 40 per cent,

in large mills, and in many instances cutting in the woods has been
stopped and logs secured from outsiders, the companies declining to sac-

rifice their own lumber."

A Puget Sound correspondent states that the bottom of the shingle

market over there has fallen out. In spite of the fact that there is no
profit on shingles at the prices quoted on the coast, 90 per cent, of the

mills are operating, though a number of them are not running full ca-

pacity.

Mr. W. I. Paterson's Experiences Abroad.

Mr. W. I. Paterson, of the Paterson Lumber Company, who has just

returned from a trip to Europe has spent much of his time abroad in the
investigation of the matter of utilizing mill refuse. During his travels

Mr. Paterson visited Germany, Sweden and Great Britain. He found that

in the old country there was no waste whatever in the mills, as the saw-
dust was used for fuel. The email ends of lumber were used for pulp and
small wares. Nothing was thrown away.

Mr. Paterson visited many of the larger factories in Scotland, Eng-
land and Germany where gas engines are used, and told the manufactur-
ers of the invention by Mr. Thomas, of Vancouver, of a method whereby
mill refuse and sawdust can be used for the production of gas. He was
not greeted with much credulity on this point and was told that in practi-

cally all cases where this had been tried it had been found to be impracti-

cal on account of the unwieldy size of the burner which was necessary and
the unsatisfactory nature of the engines. Mr. Paterson, however, is en-

thusiastically interested in the Thomas invention and intends to investi-

gate the subject thoroughly.

The matter of shipping Douglas fir to England was also investigated

by Mr. Paterson, and he found that it was an impossibility to compete
with the wood products of Germany and Sweden where re-forestry had
been so well developed that the British Isles took most of their lumber
from them. A large pile of Oregon pine which he saw had been offered

for sale, he was told by the dealer, at much less than it had cost him to

lay it down, yet no sale had resulted, although the pine was for ship

planking, of which there had been a great scarcity for some time.

In connection with Mr. Paterson's experience it is interesting to note
that some people still have hopes of selling ship timber in England.
Matthew Macdougal, of Vancouver, has opened up a new line of export
from British Columbia to the United Kingdom in lumber for decking ves-

sels. It will be sent via the Tehuantepec route to the firm of Alexander
Macdougal & Company, Glasgow, in the form of large timbers shipped in

sailing vessels. The experiment will be watched with interest, for the
proximity of supplies in Russia and the Baltic timber countries has pre-

cluded British Columbia from attempting to compete with this class of

lumber hitherto.

Tehuantepec Traffic Increasing*.

Trade between British Columbia and Europe has been developing
rapidly for some months past by way of the Tehuantepec route across the
isthmus of Panama. Shippers who made use of this route from the first

reaped good profits over those who continued using the old routes. Now
that the advantages have become generally known, a large volume of

trade will doubtless be sent by the new route. Mr. E. H. Munday, gen-
eral manager of the Tehuantepec Railroad visited Vancouver recently, his

main object being to make arrangements for the handling of this rapidly
increasing traffic. Mr. Munday stated in an interview that the Harrison
and Leyland steamship lines wiil immediately make provision for im-
provements in their service across the Atlantic. Since April 3 nearly a
dozen steamers from Liverpool and London, Havre, Antwerp, Hamburg,
and other European points have landed cargoes at Puerto, Mexico, which
have been carried across the isthmus by the railway and trans-shipped at

Salina Cruz into Canadian-Mexican vessels, the Lonsdale and the Georgia,
and the Jobson line vessels, Ella and Erna. A proof of the growth of trade
by the new route is afforded by the arrival in port recently of the Georgia
with 1,300 tons of European freight for Vancouver merchants.

Oregon and Washington Association Forms Traffic Bureau.
The Oregon-Washington Lumber Manufacturers' Association have

created a department to be known as the traffic bureau, in connection
with the association work. The, object of this bureau will be to take up
all matters relating to transportation. The initial work undertaken will

be along the line of collection of claims for the members. A charge of

7% per cent, on the amount collected will be imposed to help in defray-
ing the expenses of this department. At first it is not expected that the
collection returns will be adequate to support the traffic bureau, and
proper provisions have been made to take care of the balance of the at-

tendant expense.

Several of the largest mills in Oregon have recently employed a claim
expert to go over their expense bills, which had been filed away, taking
it for granted that there was no refund due on account of freight paid,

or the claims were considered uncollectable. Much to the surprise of

these mills, an expert has succeeded in refunding to them quite a hand-
some sum in each case. The result of this investigating showed the ne-
cessity of a bureau where all freight bills could be carefully scrutinized
by an expert before they are placed in the dead files, where prior ob-
jection to a refund had been made by the railroad.

It is the intention as soon as the claim department is well under
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way to take up and investigate the matter of railroad weights and en-
deavor to co-operate with the millmen and railway companies in securing
accurate and reliable weights on shipments.

Timber Licenses Bring- Large Revenues.
A. E. Smith, U. S. consul at Victoria, B.C., in a recent report to

his Government, says: "One of the most noteworthy events of the recent
session of the Legislature of British Columbia was the announcement
of the Finance Minister that at the close of the fiscal year 1908 the assets
of the province were $5,979,055, against an expenditure of $4,541,278,
showing a surplus, the first in its historv, of $1,437,777; also, that during
the year $686,000 had been paid for redemption of bonds of the province
not due, and $168,927 paid into sinking funds. As a consequence, large
amounts were voted for construction of bridges, public buildings,' roads
and trails, etc., throughout the province. It may be stated that much
of the increase in the revenue was due to the sale of timber licenses and
royalties to American capitalists, and perhaps one of the most important
results of the meeting of the Legislature was the announcement by the
Premier that next year the Government will pass a law making the tim-
ber licenses of the province (in which Americans have invested" millions)
perpetual, under certain restrictions, instead of expiring in 21 years, as
at present. This is very important, as it means a large increase in the
value of all timber licenses issued. There is no doubt of the passage of
such a law when introduced by the Government."

The Kootenay River on the Rampage.
During the month of June numerous reports were received of the

serious losses resulting from high water in the Kootenays. A unique
sight never witnessed in Kootenay before was the floating* of millions of
feet of logs down the Kootenay river, due to the breaking of several
booms above Gateway, B.C., where the winter's cutting of timber was
sorted. Some, of course, will be recovered, but the saving will be small
compared to the loss. Kootenay lake is covered with logs washed down
from all parts of the country. The Patrick Lumber Company, on the
Slocan river, lost some thousands of logs, but the greatest sufferer was
the Bonners Ferry Lumber Company, from whose booms some three mil-
lion feet of logs escaped. Over 20,000,000 feet of stray timber passed
Bonner's Ferry in one week

; 3,000.000 feet got away at Libby in one
night, and six million feet swung loose at Wardner, B.C., in one night.
The timber passing Bonner's Ferry averaged a million feet an hour for
fifteen hours.

Warm rains and hot sun have caused floods in the rivers in the neigh-
borhood of Cranbrook, B.C. The St. Mary's river rose very rapidly re-
cently and fears were entertained for the safety of the large number of
logs taken out of the Skookumchuck by the C.P.R., if the Kootenay con-
tinued to rise. Pugh & Livingstone* and the Ross- Saskatoon Lumber
Company were also reported to have large numbers of logs in danger. On
the Elk river many logs have been lost, as it was impossible to hold them
with the booms, owing to the high water and the strong current. The
Forster Lumber Company, the Fernie Lumber Company, and the Elk
River Lumber Company were the chief losers. The Movie river also rose
rapidly, and one of the East Kootenay Lumber Company's dams was re-
ported to have given away, witouht damage, however, to their property
at Ryan. The King Lumber Company's mill at Yahk was forced to close
down on account of high water.

A Contemporary's Inaccuracy.
Everything is grist that goes to some mills. In the language of jour-

nalism, this would read as follows: "Everything of interest makes good
copy, even if not authentic." This is well exemplified by the use made
by the "American Lumberman" of a newspaper report regarding the ar-
rival of the Japanese fleet at Vancouver. The report stated that because
the Japanese workers in the sawmills took a holiday for the event, most
of the mills were obliged to shut down. The inference was that the
mills were largely manned by Janapese The "American Lumber-
man" uses this story as an argument against >any lowering of the tariff
on lumber and gives it prominence at the head of its first editorial col-
umn. As a matter of fact, few mills were affected. At these mills the
Japs asked for a holiday and it was granted.

Timber Land too Valuable for Agriculture.
When President Stone, of the Vancouver Board of Trade, took his

seat officially, he made a strong plea for the agriculture of the provinces.
The "News Advertiser," of Vancouver, in referring to this speech, states
that the province must make agricultural development a comparatively
slow process, as large portions of the public lands are more valuable for
timber purposes. Millions of acres in the coast district and around the
waterways in the interior are covered with dense forests of timber and
forbid more than a small amount of agricultural development bein<*
achieved during the present generation. Nor from any economic point
of view could the destruction of these forests be justified in order to make
agricultural development possible. While a portion of these tracts will

be gradually cleared of the timber, and brought under cultivation, any
wholesale denudation of the forest with that object in view would be
wasteful destruction of a natural wealth, the value of which is steadily
increasing with the disappearance, of the forests in other countries, and
the growing demand for timber all over the world. One of the most
important duties devolving upon the Government is that connected with
the management of the forests, so that they may continue to be a regular
source of revenue and provide the raw material for one of the most im-
portant provincial industries.

Personal Mention.
Mr. W. E. Simpson, president of the North American Timber Com-

pany, of St. Paul, Minn., visited Vancouver recently. The North Ameri-
can Timber Company owns some 250 timber limits in British Columbia,
and is on the lookout for more.

Mr. G. Saunders, sales manager for the Columbia Lumber Company,
at Golden, B.C.,- visited Vancouver recently. The Columbia Lumber
Company own over 900 acres of timber limits, the largest area in the pro-
vince controlled by one corporation, and the mill is the largest plant in
the interior.

Mr. Frank Hawkins, secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation, Ottawa, Ont., called at the Vancouver offices of the "Canada
Lumberman" on June 15th. Mr. Hawkins' trip to the West was a busi-
ness one, and extended as far as Victoria. He intends to return later in
the season and spend several weeks in the West.

Mr. P. G. Sills, manager of the Western Lumber Company, with of-
fices in the Molson's Bank building, Vancouver, nearly eclipsed his best
record for the amount of eastern business handled last month. He shipped
46 cars, and would have exceeded this figure if the stock had been avail-
able. This firm carry an advertisement in the "Canada Lumberman,"
which no doubt accounts for the many orders coming their way.

Interesting B. C. Short Lengths

The steamer Queen City, back from one of her up-coast trips, has
brought word to Vancouver that there is great activity among the logging
camps all along the British Columbia coast, every one of them working at
its full capacity.

Several of the Vancouver Hoo-Hoo will attend the Concatenation to
be held at Edmonton (where extensive onion beds are to be found) on
the evening of June 30th. A number of eligible but inexperienced young
kittens will be let loose in the greenery, and much sport is expected.

Mr. A. K. Godfrey, of Winnipeg, president of the Western Retail
Lumbermen's Association, recently surprised the British Columbia lum-
ber and shingle manufacturers by claiming that they were selling their
lumber direct to farmers on the prairies. He declared that tenders for
bids on an extensive order submitted by an alleged farmer near Moose
Jaw had elicited replies from no less than 26 coast mills. Mr. Godfrey
added that this was one of the many cases of alleged unfair dealing his
association had in its possession.

A new freight rate for lumber has been agreed upon by members of
the Transpacific Tariff Bureau, consisting of the principal steamship lines
Operating regularly from the North Pacific to the Orient. The rate is
lowered somewhat, and large and small shipments are placed on a more
equal footing. For shipping lumber from the North Pacific to Hong Kong
Shanghai and Japanese ports, the new rate is reduced from $9 to $7 per
thousand on lumber up to 40 feet in length. On lumber between 40 and
50 feet the rate is $8, and over 50, $9. It is stated that a rate as low as
it>7 was frequently granted for shipments larger than 400,000 feet This
was a handicap to the smaller shipper. Under the new rate it is be-
lieved all shippers will be able to compete on an equal footing.

The Yale Columbia Lumber Company, of Nelson, B.C., has about
seven million feet of logs in its drive on the Kettle river which at last re-
port was not far from the company's mill at Cascade. The DanvilleLumber Company s cut for the season is estimated at about three mil-
lion teet. Both of these companies have made their cut this season on
the west fork of the river, while on the north fork, Robinson & Lequime
have cut and now have in Smelter lake, above the Granby smelter at
their mill there, over five million feet of timber. This latter company
has a five-year contract with the Canadian Pacific Railway for all the tie
timber they can take out, which this season so far will amount to about
seventy-five thousand ties. The company will, at the end of the month
put another crew in the bush for the purpose of cutting more ties during
the summer months. 8
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7 -8 the Colony of the Bahamas imported

1,142,124 feet of lumber, valued at £6,564. The imports of shinglesamounted m number to 1,193,650, valued at £1 218.
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English and Canadian Sawmill Methods
What a Visitor to the Old Country Will Note—Handling Appliances are Primitive—Machinery

of Forty Years Ago—Small Mills are Multiplying Since Introduction of Electric Motor

By VV. J. Bi.ackmuk

The difference between English and Canadian sawmills is at once

apparent to a Canadian visitor in England. He feels that he is in a land

where sawing is yet in its infancy, until he begins to realize that other

conditions and qualities alter the aspect of the case. He will perhaps

visit the Surrey Commercial Docks, one of the sights of London, and yet

unknown to 90 per cent, of Londoners. There he will find an enormous

quantity of timber, the greater part from the north of Kurope. He will

see mile after mile of sawn timber, squarely and smoothly sawn, and all

piled up carefully. The greater part is what is commonly known as yel-

low deal or red fir, a wood that is easy to saw and to plane. Here and

there will be a pile of Canadian spruce or pine, it would appear from the

size of the timber that it will require very little sawing, until it is under-

stood in what way it is to be used.

In the Surrey Commercial Docks, logs are conspicuous by their ab-

sence. A few of hard wood may be found in a shed set aside for them,

and a number lie in one of the ponds to keep them from cracking.

Throughout the docks, the timber is principally sawn stuff, from %xl

to 3x11 inches, with the exception of Oregon and Canadian pine, the for-

mer running very wide and very long. The London mills have been built

especially to resaw this timber for the requirements of local customers.

On the north side of the Thames are docks containing the logs. However,

the number of logs is not so large as one would suppose, considering the

manufacturing requirements of a great city like London. The timber

coming to England consists of soft woods, principally grown in eastern

and northern Europe.

Primitive Machinery for Handling.

In the Surrey Docks, although the number of pieces entering run

into millions, there is no machinery for handling the stuff. In the docks

of the Millwall Dock Company, one of the competitors of the Surrey

Dock Company for the timber trade, there is an arrangement called a

transporter for carrying the timber from one side of the dock to the other,

but to a Canadian it would seem a cumbersome method of handling. It

is simply a series of live rolls set high on a staying, with various landing

places to allow egress or ingress to the rolls. It will be seen, therefore,

that the companies that have the handling of the greater part of the

timber which enters London do not make any special arrangement for

handling it in an efficient and speedy manner.

This being the only provision where all the timber is handled, it can

scarcely be expected that the London mills will be completely equipped

to handle smaller quantities. In some mills that cut logs there is a tra-

veller or crane,, to take the timber from the yard to the machine, but

there is not a mill yet heard of in London that has a steam nigger. In-

deed, the handling of the logs is so different to the Canadian method that

the steam nigger would be out of place. The logs are not rolled on to

the carriage, but are picked up by crane or block and fall, and are gently

placed in position, and this is done so leisurely that it would seem that

there was an eternity of time in which to cut the log. The work is not

done with the expedition of the Canadian workman, who nearly always

is trying to beat his previous best record.

The smaller sawn wood is carried on men's backs or shoulders. A
few mills have rails and trucks, but these are mills which are run to

make special products, not purposely for sawing. The sawn wood thus

carried may be a 24' 3" x 11" or 12' 3" x 9", but as the load is about 200

pounds and the men are specially trained in carrying these deals it would

seem that they have created a monopoly which nothing can alter. The

great saving that could be made by having rails and trucks would seem

apparent to any man with business capacity. Imagine a gang of men
carrying these deals over one-third of a mile from the yard to the mill

every working hour of the day. One would suppose that if it was only

from a humanitarian point of view, the firm would order a set of trucks

and lay down a system of rails to carry their wood into the mill.

It may be that this point of view is not presented to them at all

in the periodicals they read, or it may be that they are so contented with

the mill which was a good paying one when their fathers were alive, that

they do not trouble about making any innovations which would mean the

outlay of money. Whatever may be the cause, the fact remains that a

Canadian cannot fail to be struck with the great waste of human labor in

handling the timber, and the apparent lack of knowledge, and of mechani-

r-iil appliances, possessed by the average Britisher. There should be a

big trade for the timber truck manufacturers if they could only present

the matter in the right way to sawmill owners in England.

As has been pointed out, the mills are mostly engaged in resawing.

The greater part of the wood to be resawn is 3" x 11" Canadian pine,

3" x 9" spruce, and a great dial of fir, into Hatting for carcasing and
mouldings, and the mills are fitted with machinery according to the class

of wood they have to saw.

The Spruce Sawing Mills.

In the south of London, close to the docks, may be found a great

number of mills which are engaged in sawing spruce for the trade. These
mills are equipped with deal frame reciprocating machines of varying

values for sawing purposes. This may seem a strange statement, yet it

is a true one, for there are machines at work which were at work forty

years ago, and with one-fourth the sawing capacity of others which have
been trected within the last ten years. It is not strange that English

sawmill engineers wonder when the •sawmillers are going to scrap their

old iron. Some of the new saw frames do excellent work but the old

ones, although they do exact work, take an enormous amount of power
for the work effected. The mills, however, in many cases are used to cut

to the requirements of the customers. That is, the owner is a timber

merchant as well as a sawmiller, and the income of the firm does not

depend on the sawing. A few saw benches may be seen in the mill, but

these are employed in cross cutting for thin work, and for cutting very

thick stuff. The major part of the sawing is done by the frame saws,

these cutting the boards to exact sizes and very smoothly, considering

the cross-grained stuff they, at times, have to saw.

The trade mills around the docks depend largely upon circular saw
work for their income. A number of suburban timber merchants who
have to deliver wood to various customers after it has been sawn (per-

haps the stuff may want one cut in it), will send the load to the mill,

where it will be isawn in a few moments and repacked upon the van.

Some of the mills which depend on this work for their support have not

even arranged their machinery to the best advantage, and the load has

to be carried in and out of the mill, and a large amount of unnecessary

time is spent in carrying the timber to and from the saw.

These trade mills in some cases have extensive piling grounds, and
are equipped with a number of reciprocating sawing machines. Their

work consists of resawing spruce and pine plank which they take over

the ship's sides and pile in their grounds until the timber merchant who
owns this timber sells it to a customer, who has to have it sawn at this

mill or to pay mill charges. This is an advantage to the timber merchant,

to his customer and to the saw miller, who, by having a good stock of

timber stored in his piling ground, can depend on a good run of sawing.

These mills are equipped principally for thin sawing, a number having

thin reciprocating saws and ground off circular saws. The latter is a

variation of the swage saw but instead of the ground side being in a

straight line it is scooped out to produce a long thin edge.

Cabinet Making Conditions.

In the east end of London the mills are arranged expressly to meet
the requirements of the cabinet trade. They form a class entirely by
themselves. The larger ones have a vertical log frame for cutting logs,

principally birch, mahogany and walnut. They also do a great deal of

good work with the ground saw, cutting up wide planks of mahogany and
other hardwood from 12 to 18 inches wide. Only a few have a recipro-

cating saw for deals, these cutting third and fourth quality pine for the

carcassing of the cabinet-making work.

A great number of the mills are very small concerns and are placed in

unlikely places, especially since the introduction of the electric motor.

Some are in cellars and private houses. Indeed, in the east end of Lon-
don no place seems to be sacred to the small saw miller. Many of the

mills are so sublet that there may be as many as thirty to forty different

machines in one place, and rented by the same number of tenants. Of

late years Jewish aliens have ousted the British cabinet-makers in this

industry. The mills also are being run by them more or less satisfactor-

ily. These mills contain band saws for small work and shaper work. The
others are fret saws, circulars, planers and lathes. The turners in the

east end of London have produced one of the worst paid trades in the

woodworking industries, by adopting the system of each being his own
master.

The Simonds Manufacturing Company, Fitehburg, Mass., have
published an attractive booklet descriptive of "Simonds inserted tooth

saws." This is their latest publication in the booklet line, and is a

credit to the company. The saws referred to 'are interestingly illustrated

and the descriptions accompanying the illustrations give a great deal of

valuable information to saw users.



CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER
Senator Aldrich Strikes Back at Quebec.

Senator Aldrich baa submitted in the United States Senate anamendment to the tariff provision relating to pulpvvood. The proviso ism follows, the words m parenthesis having been inserted by the FinanceCommittee since the proviso was originallv reported:
"And provided further, that in case any such country, dependencyprovmee, or subdivision thereof shall forbid directly or indirect v the ex-portation (to the I n.ted States) of any wood pulp, logs or wood for usem the manufacture of wood pulp (and the President shall be of the opin-ion that such prohibition unduly discriminates against the United Statesand shall ^sue a proclamation to that effect thereupon and thereafter) anadd, .onal duty equal to the rates of duty imposed by this paragraph upon
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Trade Improving- in East and West.
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of the Nepieiguii Lumber Company,
of Bathu.st N.R reports that the company's shingle mill at Bathur'st
s rmnnng along n.ce y and that this spring they put « an addition v icncreases the output by .,0 per cent. Since they started, a year ago theyhave
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kept their product sold right up to the saw. and they ran practicalan winter. The demand m the States, Mr. Morse says, is very slu-pah jot alone on shmgles but on all kinds of lumber. They hardlythmk that it will be very much better for the next month or two butanfepate that there will be some better showing of trade in the fall
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s Pract.cally no changes are shown in the western market condi-tions during the pas, week. With the stiffening of the Eastern pine mar-kets, niak ,„g the advance of dl stock 50c. per M., one can foresee a simi-lar feehng among the nulls and manufacturers of the West. That therewill be a realization of this is a hope many of the retailers of the p air eprovmees would hke to see realized. That there will soon come a ret nof a period of even bas.s of prices, though it be on a higher level, is I he-heve, the wish of every retailer as well as manufacturer
I he public press makes note of all these conditions and chantswhether^up or down, and exercises an effect that is felt in almost evVry"town and village where merchandizing is carried on. It is a peculiar con-d tion. when you come to think it over, but the seller of lumber, the salesof winch usually nm to larger figures than most other business transac-tions m the average town, will note that the larger percentage of pur-c lasers generally have some recent "press" comment at their tong e
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before the seller some reason why he is asking too much for the particu"lar purchase he is about to make."
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firm in the New York market, with headquarters in the Bible House W
P. Bartram will make his headquarters at the manufacturing and shipping
end at Ottawa. 11 &

Large quantities of lumber and many sawmills have been destroyed
by forest fires in Bonayenture County, Quebec. The fire was started by
a set tier, burning rubbish Among the mills destroyed are those owned
^ Messrs. Starrack, of New Richmond; Delva, of Irishtown

; Barty
Br.ere, of St Godfrey, and Cure Buret, of Paspebiac. The heaviest
losses of lumber were sustained by James Day, William Henry, Tra-cadie Lumber Company and Elzear Bourdages. The firm of Leclaire
& Daigle lost heavdy, the exact amount not being yet known. The Tra-
cadie lumber mill were also destroyed, while the Edwards and MacUrenumber companies lost a certain amount of lumber. One of the fires in
the Nommmgue district covered an area 20 miles in extent. Some of the
settlers homes have been burned and others are in grave danger It is
the most disastrous fire that has even visited this district.

United States exports of wood to Canada for the eleven monthsending with November, 1906, 1907 and 1908 were as follows

:

. ,
1000 1907 1908

Manufactures of wood $1,402,378 $ 1,387 $1,186 986JjUmber
2,838,140 5,641,105 2,729,933

The lumber and shingle manufacturers, as well as all other publicbodies, are strongly memorializing the Government at Ottawa againsttaxing msumnce companies doing business in British Columbia who arenot operating under a British Columbia charter. Foreign companies havebeen reducing the rate of insurance in this province, and manufacturerswant them protected, instead of taxed.

It is understood that a national convention for the purpose of con-s.denng the preservation of Canada's natural resources will shortly be
•a led by the Premier, Sir Wilfrid Laurier. The gathering will likely behe d tins fall m Montreal. The Canadian Forestry* Association expects to
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n« Regina, Sask., and the next annual conven-tion will take place m Fredericton, N.B., in March, 1910.

Miscellaneous News from Various Points
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Wash- are closed and 35,000 men arethrown out of work owing to a strike in the mill yards.
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T- ^h Captain McPhaiden, shipmaster of the port of Van-couver, died in his 81st year. He had been a resident of British ColumWalor do years, and was appointed shipping master in 1896.
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01 planing mills were imported into Canada, which were valued at $18 -

lnere were saws imported to the value of $73,058.
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R°binston, and is reported entering the township of Char-

The Hoo-Hoo house at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, Seattle

SydnevVT 1
*^ the SCene of the wedding of Mr.'Sydney D. Lagmel Smith, sales manager of the Vancouver Lumber Com-pany, Vancouver, B.C., and Miss Birdie C. Ashtrom, of Seattle

Idaho"
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h}' President V**m, of the University ofIdaho, at Moscow, that a four years' course in practical forestry hasbeen arranged. In addition there will be conducted during three monthsof each winter a rangers' school. The university has just close TZZ-
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The wholesale Canadian lumber house of Bartram & Saxe Bible

SmTed itl
P ^^^ been "** Bartram Bros

hereafter C^JT^T^TU ******* °f Ottawa, Can.a and wilhereafter be conducted under that style. Edward T. Saxe will be presi-dent of Bartram Bros., Limited, as well as the resident manager for the

Conditions Encouraging- at Winnipeg.
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tage hmheV ComPan^ limited, Winnipeg, under date

ci -June £i, write as follows -

'With reference to current trade conditions in Winnipeg there is avery large amount of building being done at present, and the demand forumber is quite heavy. While the price is not as yet exactly satisfactory,
still, we think hat should the present demand keep up for any length oftune prices will be bound to stiffen, and we do not anticipate that there
will be any trouble in getting full list price for our entire output.

t onditions throughout the country have been somewhat slow during
the past six weeks but with the excellent crop prospects we find thatdunng the past week or ten days the demand has increased considerablyand that the country retail yards are now beginning to dispose of a large

1 anT'n, T7- While the most of them have%retty fair stocks onhand am sort of a demand will speedily break them up, and we antici-
pate a very much improved market from this out. There is a very con-
siderable amount of elevator building being done, which, along with the
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has ™P™ved the conditions

"We may say that at the present time we are doing practically anormal business for the season of the year."

Canadian Shingles are the Best.
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s the sincerest flattery, and the -shingle manufacturers of

iJntish Columbia will therefore be interested in the following from the
Mississippi ValleyXumberman": "Shingle manufacturers of the PacificNorthwest are reported to be already feeling the benefits of the movement

for the improvement m the manufacture of shingles. Canadian shingleshave admittedly been of better quality than those manufactured on this
side of the line. One reason for this has been that the cost of timber was
so very much lower there, and the manner in which it is secured from thegovernment is so much more advantageous for the manufacturer, that the
cost of putting a good shingle on the market has been low enough to give
the British Columbia mill men a profit even after paying the shingle duty
into this country. The movement for the improvement of our own shin-
gles has however, gained such momentum that buyers are now content
to take American shingles, especially since they can get them for lessmoney than they have been paying the manufacturers across the line."
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7 -000 beingon XMorth Valdez Island and 2,000 on the Fraser river, about 75 miles east ofVancouver and adjoining the main line of the CPE He' naid %UC\ mrt Thl
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°T ^arti "' McLaughlin Lumber C^mp^ny, dTo'bSand the Gulf Lumber Company, all of Vancouver.



CAMP DEPARTMENT
The Evolution of the Lumber Camp.

Counted by the present day standard, logging camps — the woods

homes of the hardy fellows of the forests—have been a matter of evolu-

tion. The original logging camp, as one understands the term to-day,

was established among the pine woods of Maine. One, or sometimes

two, log-high enclosures represented the first-above-ground section of this

type of camp. From each side spruce poles were projected in the form

of rafters to a meeting with each other sixteen to twenty feet in the air.

Cross poles were laid across these rafters and fastened by means of strips

of bark. On top of this network were placed spruce or hemlock boughs,

with their tops turned downward, which formed an effective shield against

snow and a passable one against rain. A large opening was left in both

gables, the doors being low and wide, and of sufficient size to admit the

hauling in of logs which were used for a great fire that invariably burned

in the centre of the camp house. These logs were drawn into the struc-

ture by a pair of woods horses and banked up into a veritable bonfire,

the smoke escaping through a convenient opening left in the centre of

the roof. In the coals resulting from this great log fire were baked the

beans, pork and bread. Here the coffee was boiled, and camp eating

partook entirely of a very crude picnic affair. The bill of fare was not

extensive, but the food, while coarse, was wholesome.

Lengthwise, on either side of the big camp structure, were the bunks,

which were equally primitive to the other accessories of camp life. Poles

supported from off the ground the spruce boughs that constituted the

mattress. This "field bed," as it was called, extended the entire length

of both sides of the structure. At the top of the boughs, blankets were

sewed together of a length sufficient to reach and cover the spruce boughs.

This was the undersheet of the early Maine woodsmen. The upper sheet

was an exact counterpart. The pillows—well, for pillows—it was the

woodsman's dunnage bag—his "turkey"—a pair of boots, an old saddle

or whatever else he could roll up to support his head. The enviable

•sleeping place in this field bed was near the centre of the row,^ since it

was opposite the fire. The unlucky drew the end of the line, in which

position he was often left without any covering, and where he was near-

er the realm of Jack Frost outside. The men slept spoon-fashion, and

when one turned over the entire line had to do likewise. This in verity

was the primitive camp. In not dissimilar structures were housed the

horses employed in the logging.

From this crude beginning began the erection of logging camps, in

which it was deemed expedient to raise the log portion of the structure

to a sufficient height to accommodate a man standing, and it was also

found necessary to make smaller and more numerous structures. The

bunk house was created, crude fireplaces were put in, which afterwards

gave place to the great cast iron .stoves which were fed with long lengths

of cordwood. Separate cook houses with crude dining-rooms, with kitchen

at one end of the building, were built, but the horses had a log barn. The

field bed in the camp house gave place to rows of bunks two or three

tiers high, in which two men only slept together, and in which straw

mattresses took the place of spruce boughs, but blankets, without sheets

or pillows, prevailed until within a very few years.

The log shanty gave place, where lumber was available, to camp

buildings being made of two thicknesses of cull boards set on end, nailed

together, with roof overhead, and, as the camp shanty structure im-

proved, a layer of tar paper was placed between these two thicknesses,

which kept out the biting blasts of winter. By this time a few windows

were cut into camp houses, to afford feeble light to the inmates.

To-day the modern set of camp buildings are more comfortable than

the average hotel in a country town. They are kept clean and sanitary.

The lumberjack even has clothes washed at frequent intervals, and sleeps

between sheets, and while the covering is a seven-pound army blanket,

this also is kept clean. He also has pillows to rest his head on. Often-

times, in place of the crude wooden bunks, two or three-deck iron beds,

set about in regular lines in the camp house, are used. These structures

are warm and comfortable. The food has immeasurably been improved

and it has reached a point where modern logging operators cannot keep

their help on the job unless they have not only the well-cooked substan-

tial* of life, but also many of the delicacies as well. Fresh meat and vege-

tables are to-day employed to feed the labor in nearly every modern

logging operation. Many operators build portable camps, mounted on

logging trucks, or semi-portable houses, which can be taken down and

moved farther into the depths of the forest.

Lumber camp life in the old days represented long months outside

the pale of civilization, hard work, Btrenuous life, coarse fare and much
profanity. To-day the husky woodsman has about all the luxuries of life

that can be obtained in the best country village in the land. He does

not have unreasonable hours of labor; he has the best of food, often

cooked by an expert, whose pay envelope contains one hundred dollars a

month; he sleeps in good and clean beds, and his life is not as serious an

affair as is generally considered.

This picture of modern camp life may perhaps reflect the conditions

prevailing in the North more particularly than it does in the generality

of the South country, but camp iife is improving everywhere. The old

life of filth, fire-water and fighting has given way to wholesome cleanli-

ness, intelligence and decency.

Lumbering- Methods in New Zealand.

Lumbering operations in New Zealand are far different from those

in vogue in this country. The New Zealand logger speaks of the "cat,

pan a id jack " The first stands for the catamaran, which is something

simila- to the humdurgin used in America. The pan is something pe-

culiar to New Zealand; it is generally a piece of boiler plate about 4x5

feet. The front corners are turned up, and it is used in the way of a

sled under the front end of a log, and saves sniping it. On rough ground

the log does not always stay in the pan. The jack is called the glory of

the New Zealand bushman. Who invented it is unknown. It is claimed

to be the best logging tool in the world. The first loggers in New Zea-

land were sailors who came there for spars. The rope and tackle were

used in logging in the early days before animals were invented. The na-

tive Maoris dragged out heavy timbers by their own exertions. The bul-

locks came in later, and even to-day it is a question argued frequently

as to which is the better, bullocks or steam. It is considered, however,

that the bullock will gradually be displaced by the donkey engine. In

that country the donkey is called a steam hauler. The first one went to

New Zealand about fifteen years ago. The number in use is constantly

increasing. There are a number of different log haulers in use, more or

less of the same type, with one, two, and three rates of speed for hauling

in the logs, with steel cables running from a quarter of an inch to an

inch in diameter, logs weighing fifteen tons are handled with ease. Logs

are handled within a radius of twenty chains, though occasionally the

radius is increased to sixty chains An average day's work with one

hauler and crew runs from 10,000 to 20,000 feet.

It makes one smile to read that the cost of trams is a heavy tax,

often running from twelve cents to twenty-five cents per hundred feet;

this is for the building. New Zealand is a rough, broken country, and

laying out tramways requires considerable skill and experience. On the

heavy grades a centre rail is laid, upon which a "clipper break" is used

for stopping a load at any time on any grade. The axe and saw are used

for felling. Sometimes six men work on one saw.

The timber industry in New Zealand is in very bad condition, al-

leged to be on account of the heavy shipments of lumber from the coast,

manufactured, it is claimed, by cheap labor in British Columbia and

carried in subsidized ships. The subsidy exists to the extent of $50,000

a year, and is on the Alley Line, running between British Columbia and

New Zealand. Of this amount of subsidy Canada and New Zealand pay

an equal amount. It is alleged that the freight on lumber from British

Columbia to New Zealand is only about six dollars per thousand. Several

million feet of Douglas fir have arrived and it is claimed to have caused

the local mills to shut down.

New Zealand is a country where the labor question is a national is-

sue and the laboring man is a potent factor. It is claimed by the leaders

that American lumber is produced by the cheapest labor, working ten

hours a day, using modern machinery and with extensive areas of forest.

This makes competition in New Zealand very serious. It would appear

from the above facts that every country has its drawbacks.

Several Ontario and Quebec lumbermen were grievously disappointed

over the eleventh-hour postponement of the sale of Indian lands timber

limits, which was to have taken place at North Bay on Wednesday, June

16. They had journeyed to North Bay and made preparations to bid on

the 163 lots in the townships of Pedley, Commanda and Beaucage, com-

prising a total of about 80 square miles, but upon arrival were informed

that the Indian Department had ordered the sale to be cancelled. They

were therefore out of pocket the price of their transportation and expenses,

to say nothing of prospective profits upon intended investments. No ex-

planation was given by the agent at North Bay.

An Eastern college graduate applied for work in a Michigan lumber

camp. He was told to get busy on one end of a cross-saw, the other end

being in charge of an old and experienced lumberman. At first all went

we 1
!, but at the end of the second day the young man's strength began

to wane. Suddenly the old man stopped the saw and spat.

"Sonny," he said, not unkindly, "I don't mind yer ridin' on this

saw, but if it's jest the same to you I wish you'd keep yer feet off the

ground.'
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THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH )

SOLID TOOTH j
C,RCULAR

CROSS-CUT - BAND - GANG
AND OTHER SAWS

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT jt j,

FULLY GUARANTEED

saw co.
} Limited

TORONTO, CANADA

REPAIRS
OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. j*

ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

Extracts from letters received which speak
volumes—Original letters can be seen by any
customer or firm using Mill Saws.

"The Saw is giving the greatest satis-
faction—Everyone who sees it run thinks
it is a dandy and so little trouble to care
for it."

" I must let you know I tried your saw ;

it works fine and I am awfully well satis-
fied with it; cannot recommend it too
highly."

Above were both Famous Burns' Inserted
Tooth Saws.

Camp Supplies
When you are needing Grocery Supplies of any kind it will be

to your advantage to communicate with us, because we are right
in line on this class of business and can surely make it pay you
to get our quotations, and also take an opportunity of just seeing
how well we can, and do do this work.

H. P. Eckardt & Co.
Cor. Front and Scott Streets, Toronto

Wholesale Grocers

Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
Our Specialty

A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

Reference*: Dominion Bank, Toronto

Herbert Smith, Manager

A National Journal
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Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
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and Everybody
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Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.
Confederation Life Building

TORONTO



PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than -'Employment Wan
ted" will be inserted in thu department at the

rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the

basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.

When four or more consecutive insertions are

ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements ot "Employment Wanted"

will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than

the ioth and 26th of each month to insure insertion

in the subsequent issue

•OS SALE—FRESH TELEPHONE POLES.
Long lengths. P. O. Box 213, Almonte. Ont.

14

For Sale
QUANTITY OF 4/4 HARP MAPLE CUT

a plumb inch and sawn a year ago. Box 798

Canada LUMBERMAN, Toronto. '3

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED - TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24

Adelaide Street West, Toronto. lt

Wanted
C CARS OF GOOD COFFIN ELM FOR EX
«> port. Apply Box 765, Canada Lumberman
Toronto. ^

Wanted
HEMLOCK LUMBER. LATH, PINE AND

spruce flooring. Chelew Lumber Co., 74

Van Home St., Toronto. '3

Wanted
ANY NUMBER UP TO 25 CARS 1" CULL

Soft Elm. The R. E. Kinsman Lumber Co.,

Limited, Hamilton, Ont. "3

Wanted
BASSWOOD AND BIRCH, 500,000 FT. 4/4

No. 1 common and better. State amount you

have and lowest f.o.b. mill price. R.-39, c/o Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. *3

Wanted
1" Soft Elm, Coffin Stock
i]/2 ", 2" and 3" Soft Elm, Mill Run
Hard Maple Axle Stock.
1" Basswood, Log Run, Dead Culls out

Box 786 Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 15

For Sale
CAR LOADS OF GOOD DRY \%" MAPLE
Squares, from 12" up to 36" in length. For

further particulars inquire Box 799, Canada Lum-

berman, Toronto. '3

12

For Sale

ABOUT 50.000 FEET B. M. RED PINE,
mostly clear. Cut to order 12 to 16 feet long.

Apply Box 523. New Liskeard, Ont. 13

HAVE YOU ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
wish to sell? If so, make the fact known to

probable buyers by placing an advertisement in

the Wanted and For Sale Dapartmhnt. Address,

Canada Lumberman. Toronti .

Wanted
LUMBER TO DRESS, MATCH OR RESAW

in transit, best mill in Canada for this kind of

work, two R R sidings through mill, prompt and
careful attention. A few cars of 4/4 dry spruce for

sale in the rough or dressed. Tait Carss Lumber
Co., Orillia. >5

For Sale

350 M. 1" Basswood
50 M. 1" Brown Ash
20 M. 1" Soft Elm

Winter cut. Mill run, dead culls out. $21.00 per

M. f.o.b. Coe Hill Station. Address Wilson Lum-
ber Co., Toronto. tf

For Sale
150M ft. 1 x 4 and up 12 to 16 ft. M.C. Red Pine.

260M ft. 1" Log Run Birch.

1,000 Cedar Ties.

1,200 Telegraph Poles, 25 to 40 ft.

Geo. C. Goodfeliow,
528 Board of Trade, Montreal.

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70. 60 & 40 h.p

Locomotive Boilers: 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmill Engines: 25, 30. 35 40, 50. 60 and 7" h p.

Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 25, 30,

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30,000 feet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited, Seaforth, Ont. t

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

16 x 20 square bed Engine
14 x 20 square bed Engine
11 x 10 centre crank Engine
3 block 40" Reliance Carriage
3 block 46" Hamilton Carriage
3 block 36" Mowrey Carriage

Correy & Baker Steam Setter
8x12 Cunningham Steam Feed
Champion Edger, 4 saws
No 1 Waterous Ratchet Set Works
Drag Saw, with heavy wood frame
Some Band Saw Tools

NEW Stationery and Locomotive Boilers,

all sizes in stock.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
tt BRANTFORD. CANADA

For Sale

Lumber Wanted
SOFT ELM, ASH, BASSWOOD, OAK,

Beech, Soft, Maple, Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch, 1" to 3". Can use log run, dead

culls out. State what you have of each kind, when
sawn and lowest price. Box 793 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 1D

Wanted: v
Tank Lumber

3 x 6 and 8-18, and 3 x 10-24

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
Limited

Toronto, Ontario t

WE ARE OPEN TO PURCHASE THE FOL-
lowing stock of the present Winter and

Spring's cut :

—

350,000 ft. 1" Basswood, log run dead culls out.

100,000 ft. 1" Soft Elm, common and better.

80,000 ft. i%" Soft Elm.

Also the following dry stock for immediate ship-

ment
4 cars 1" Birch, No. i common.
4 cars 1" Birch, tirst and seconds.

3 cars 2" Birch, No. i common and No. 2 common.
3 cars 1" Basswood, log run dead culls out.

13 London Lumber Co., London, Ont.

FOR SALE-LUMBER. ETC.

For Sale
OA THOUSAND, STANDARD HEMLOCK

railway ties. Apply Hodge & Wali.ev,
Shernrooke, Que. '7

For Sale

ROCK ELM IN DIMENtSJON SIZES, iK"
and ifg" x 2'/," and from 18" to 60" long.

Selected, seasoned bundled, near Toronto. Apply

to W. J. Gordon, Box 295, Windsor, Ont. 13

FOR SALE
9CAA CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
£0UU suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

0 ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
'uskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont. tf

100 M. of 2" 10 18 Hemlock Dry Log Run.
200 " " 2X5/UPX9/18 Red Pine Dry Log Run Culls.

100 " " 2X5/upx6/i6 " " '
"

JO " " IX4/1.PX6/16 " ' " "

50 " " 6/4X4/upx6'i6 White " " " "

100 " " 4/4X4MPX5/16 Basswood Log Run Dead
Culls out

roc M. ot 4/4x4/ ipx6/i6 Ash
100 " " 1, 2, 3 & 4" Birch Log Run Dead out.

Box 796, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 1%

For Sale

12 x 12 Hemlock Timber

40,000 ft. B. M. 12 x 12— 12 ft. long.

20,000 " " 12 x 12 — 16 1

6o,000 11 12 X 12— 18 "

350,000 ** " 12 X 12—20 "

30,000 " " 12 X 12 22
"

50,000 " " 12 X 12— 24
"

Apply Box 754,

3 Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
SECOND-HAND CIRCULAR SAWMILL

complete, good repair, engine 12" x 16" stroke.

1312-3 Traders Bank, Toronto. 15

For Cheap Power
ROLLER TOP SWING CARS. SUIT
able for double piling lumber. Standard Gage,

The Cavendish Lumber Co., Limited, Lakefield

Ont. '8

15

ft

For Sale

TIE MILL SECOND-HAND SUITABLE
for cutting 2,000 ties per day. Write us for

Particulars and Price.

Waierous Engine Works,
., Brantford, Ont.

FOR SALE

Wanted
POSITION BY AN EXPERIENCED LUM-

ber Buyer and Inspector. Box 764, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 14

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

1ATANTED IMMEDIATELY LUMBER IN-
\ V specter Shipper, muKt understand car and
boat shipping and able to look after from 25 to

30 million feet of Pine and Hemlock with small
quantity of Hardwood. Apply stating salary ex-

pected, giving referenea and experience to Box 795,
Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 14

BOOK - KEEPER AND STENOGRAPHER
wanted ; must he quick, accurate and good

penman, and must have practical experience in

retail lumber office where everything in building
material is handled. Must be capable of taking
full charge of books and willing to act as office

salesman and work long houra.
Anplv at McKinnon's Lumbhr. Okwcb or write

M. McK'nnon. Box 337. Cobalt Ont. tf

WOOD WORKING MACHINERY

1 27" Cowan revolving bed, double surface planer
2 26" revolving bed, double surface planers
1 20" Goldie & McCulloch surface planer
2 refitted 24" double surface planers complete
1 refitted 24" double surface planer and matcher
1 new 24" planer and matcher
a refitted 24" planers, matchers and moulders
1 refitted 24" revolving bed surface planer
2 refitted 24" surface planers complete
1 refitted 13" lightning planer and matcher
1 nearly new 24" buzz planer with countershaft
2 new 16'' buzz planers with countershafts

3 new 12" buzz planers with countershafts
1 refitted 12" buzz planer with countershaft
1 refitted 10" 3 side moulder complete
2 refitted 8" 3 side moulders
1 refitted 7" wood frame sash sticker
1 new No. 2 foot power mortiser withch'sels
1 new No. 1 foot power mortiser with chisels
1 new No. 3 Fox foot power mitre machine
1 new 44" Ober handle and spoke lathe
1 refitred 20" patternmakers wood lathe
1 refitted 18" wood turning lathe complete
2 new 16" wood turning lathes
2 refitted Dowel machines, in good order
1 refitte ' 2 spindle horizontal boring machine
1 nearly new post boring machine
1 new iron top, 2 spindle wood shaper
3 new Cowan 2 spindle wood shapers
1 refittted power feed gang rip saw table

3 new dimension saw tables with tilting attachments
1 refitted Cowan saw table and dado machine
1 refitted variety saw table with countershaft
1 refitted double cross cut saw table

1 new wood frame swing cut off saw with table

2 new iron frame swing cut off saws
1 refitted iron frame swing cui off saw
2 nearly new roller top cordwood saw tables
1 new 36" pedestal bandsawing machine
1 refitted 54" band resawing machine
1 refitted 40" circular resawing machine
1 refitted Roge'S vertical resawing machine
1 refitted 30" double drum sander with countershaft
1 refitted 24" double drum sander with countershaft
2 refitted 24" single drum Sanders complete
1 nearly new 32" disc sander with boring attachment
1 refitted arm sander in good order

2 new No. 6 Lion universal wood trimmers
1 new No. 5A universal bench wood trimmer
10 new No. 4 Lion universal bench wood trimmers
1 new Cowan sash and door clamp
1 new Champion floor scraper
1 nearly new Cowan band saw filing machine
1 refitted box board matcher with countershaft

A copy of our supply catalogue or machinery
stock list for the asking.

H.W. PETRIE. Ltd.
Toronto Montreal Vancouver

WAMTED-EMPLOYMENT

Wanted
RELIABLE MAN, SIXTEEN YEARS' Ex-

perience, seeks position as mill foreman or

sawyer. Box 794 Canada Lumberman, Toronto.
14

Wanted
COMPETENT RIGHT HAND BAND SAW-

yer, having excellent references and experience

seeks position. Apply Box 779, Canada Lumber-
man. Toronto. '6

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale
ACOOD SAWMILL AND SITE ON LAKE

Huron with over 1.000 acres of timber land;
will he sold cheap to quick purchaser. Apply at
once to N. H Peterson, Bruce Mines Ont. 13

MISCELLANEOUS

For Sale

ABOUT 40 ACRES OF GOOD TIMBER
chiefly Hemlock, some Maple, Birch, Bass-

wood and Elm. About 40 miles from Toronto and
4 miles trcm station. Address Box 15 Aurora. Ont. 13

For Sale

ONE COMPLETE SAWMILL ROTARY
type, capacity 30,000 feet per day ; 2 boilers;

engine, 125 h.p , belts, etc. Apply to Box 52
Chapleau, Ont. 13

Sale of Valuable

Timber Limits

Andrew MacCormack Estate

Other Interests

and

"T^HE UNDERSIGNED ARE INSTRUCTED
1 to sell by Public Auction en bloc, at the Russelj
House, Ottawa, on September 30, 1909, at 2.30 p.m.
the following Timber Limits situate in Block A»
Upper Ottawa, Province of Quebec, viz :

Berth 676 Licence No. 580 of 1908-09, south hal.
Lot 16, Range 4, Block A, 25 square miles; Berth
677, License No. 581 of 1908-09, south half Lot 14,

Range 3, Block A, 21% square miles; Berth 611,

License No. 582 of J908-09, Grand Lac Victoria,
River Ottawa, 19 square miles ; Berth 678, Lieence
No. 583 o{ 1908-09, south half of north half Lot 16,

Range 4, Block A, 9% quare miles; Berth 679,
License No. 584 of 1908-09, north half Lot 16, Range
3. Block A, \$

l/2 square miles; Berth 680, License
No. 585 of 1908-09, north half Lot 15, Range 3, Block
A, 18 square miles; Berth 681, License No. 586 of
1908-oy, southhalf Lot 17, Range 5, Block A, 25
square miles ; Berth 682 Licence No. 587 of 1908-09,
north half Lot (6, Ranges, Block A 25 square miles;
Berth 696. License No. 588 of 1908-09, north half lot

17, Range 4, Block A, 25 square miles.

Total 183% square miles.

These limits are all surveyed and are easy of
access by a good roadway from Ville Marie to their

location. The} comprise some of the best pine and
pulp wood areas in the Province.
The Trustee reserves the right if the Reserve

Bid is not reached, to offer the berths separately.
Terms— 10 per cent, ot the purchase money to be

paid down at the time of sale, and Ahe bala ce in

equal instalments at one(i), three (3) arid six (6) months
thereafter with interest at the rate ot 5 per cent, per
annum.
For further particulars and conditions of sale

apply to the Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch),
and to Code & Burritt, Solicitors, Carleton Cham-
bers, Ottawa.
Dated this 31st day ot March, 1909.

18

THE ROYAL TRUST CO., Ottawa.
Trustees of Sale.



Canada lumberman and woodworker
Scrub Pine.

While there is a considerable
amount of scrub or Jersey wood
standing as timber, it has 'hereto-
fore has been used only in
a very desultory fashion/ and
then mostly as fuel, says the
Forest Service. About *

500,-
000 acres, or 20 per cent, of the
wooded areas of Maryland, and
about 130.000 acres, or 10 per cent,
of that of Virginia, is covered with
fairly dense stands, while the broad
range of tree extends along the At-
lantic seaboard from southern New
York to South Carolina and back
over the Appalachians of Central
Indiana, where its largest speci-
mens are found.

While a number of mills have
used scrub pine for the manufac-
ture of soda pulp and ground wood,
no plans have ever operated the
sulphite process. Scrub pine might
have been used to good advantage
long ago, but for the fact that it

did not seem to the practical paper
maker even worthy of trial. By
only slight changes of the regular
cooking treatment which is ordin-
arily accorded pulp wood in the sul-
phite process, however, it has now
yielded a pulp product which has
been favorably commented upon by
numerous members of the paper
trade as a substitute for spruce sul-
phite in the manufacture of news-
paper.

When a forest of scrub pine is
matured, a fully stocked stand will
yield 30 to 40 cords per acre, when
economically harvested according
to the practical forestry methods.
At the present time there is prac-
tically no general use for the tim-
ber, outside of fuel, although a
coarse lumber is made of it and it

is sometimes used for fencing. An
evidence of the low esteem in which
this pine is held is the price which
the Maryland wood brings when
delivered—$5.75 per cord.

there is a good deal less waste
than there used to be. Saws cut
closer scarfs and the trimmings
are used up to the smallest scrap
that will serve even to be glued up
with other scrap to make composi-
tion board. Higher prices for coal
give a greater relative value to this
waste as fuel, and in woodworking
centres like Minneapolis it is sold
quite extensively for this purpose
N\ bile its price would not ordinarilv
warrant going to a great degree o*f

refinement in an effort to save it
its cheapness and availabilitv
should not lead to the neglect of
possible economies.

A source of economy analogous
o the use of exhaust steam in the
kilns is the use of exhaust-steam
beaters. Here again there is in-
creased boiler power, less torture
to the boilers by the feeding of
heated water, less scale on account
of the throwing down of the im-
purities which are removable by
heat before the water goes to the
boiler, and less fuel to handle and
tire, with less wear on furnace and
grates, even if the fuel is worth lit-
tle or nothing.

This is written with a full ap-
preciation of the fact that many of
the power plants of sawmills and
woodworking establishments are
models of efficiency, with equip-
ment of the highest class

; and sim-
ply to offset the still somewhat pre-
valent notion that cheap fuel is an
argument against all effort at
power-plant economy.

Power Plant Economies.
In woodworking establishments

where the problem is to get rid
of waste rather than to save fuel,
and the boiler furnaces serve the
part of destructors, there is little
attention paid to economy in the
generation and use of steam.
Nevertheless, there mav be more
economies to be had than are ap-
parent at first thought.
The fuel charge is not the only

important item in the power plant
account. The standing charges for
interest, taxes, insurance and de-
preciation, which increase in direct
proportion to the investment, often
approach the fuel charge in magni-
tude.

The use of the exhaust steam in
kilns, etc., means less investment
in boilers, less water to pump or
buy, less scale to remove, fewer
furnaces to fire and rebuild once
in so often, fewer boiler tubes to
clean and less expense in mam-
other ways than in the amount of
fuel used.

The barbarous method of getting
rid of waste by wanton burning is
being outgrown. In the first place

The Strength of Timbers.
The better grades of timber,

weight for weight, are stronger
tlian ordinary structural steel It
is for this reason that the frames
of the various flying machines thus
far- brought out are usually con-
structed of wood.
Wood has considerable elasticity

as well as strength. When the
automobile first came into bein-
tne wheels on many cars were
made entirely of metal, or with
metal spokes and a metal or wood-
en run, following the design which
had been developed with bicvele
practice. It was soon discovered
however, that for .heavy auto ser-
vice wood-spoked wheels were far
superior, and to-day wood has prac
tically displaced metal in this field
In like manner some automobile
m&nuiacturers are using ash fr»K.ics
for their cars.

Lignum vitae is a material which
practically made possible the steam
navigation of the ocean by vessels
having submerged propellers. The
older bearing materials or metals
were either too soft to stand the
terrific work imposed by a propel-
ler shaft, or they were affected by
sea water. Lignum vita; blocks
set with the end of the grain to-
ward the shaft make a well-nigh
indestructible bearing. The wood
is naturally oily and very hard.
The stern bearings of vessels are

not the only ones in which wood
is used to advantage. In many
agricultural implements, such as
corn planters, hardwood boxes are

used for the shafting to run in.

When this hardwood is soaked with
oil it forms an excellent bearing,
and will work for a remarkable
length of time.

In days gone by practically all

the bearings about a grist mill or
sawmill ran in wooden boxes, and
it is simply owing to the fact that
with our high-grade machinery of
the present day metal bearings can
be made more cheaply and ac-
curately, that the old wooden box
has been so nearly displaced.

In the case of gearing where
quiet running is required, wooden
teeth are extensively used in heavy
mill drives, just as rawhide pinions
are used in smaller gears.

Some of the softer and more
pulpy woods, such as basswood and
whitewood, are extensively used for
brake blocks or friction blocks in-
side of brake bands or in connec-
tion with power clutches. The
wood grips the metal face with
which it is in contact better than
any other substance thus far dis-
covered.

White pine is used for pattern-
making, on account of its low spe-
cific gravity, its close, fine grain,
and relatively great strength, the
close fine grain and its softness
making it easily tooled or machined
into a given shape, and at the same
time susceptible of a good finish
with varnish.

Boxwood is used for wood en-
gravings and measuring scales, on
account of its strength and exceed-
ingly fine strong grain, and the ease

3i

with which it can be tooled to a
given form.

American Prices Beaten.
Norwegian and Swedish lumber

compete successfully with Ameri-
can products for the packing box
trade in England, says J. S. Web-
ster, director of Jas. Webster &
Bros., Limited,! Liverpool, Eng.
In a letter to "Packages,, " Mr.
Webster says: "We are afraid that
the packing box trade in England
would be of very little interest to
the United States or Canada owing
to the Norwegian and Swedish tim-
ber being delivered to this country
at such low prices and the freight
being so very much less than from
your side. Quite recently we went
into the matter with a shipper in
the States and showed him the
prices at which we had contracts
running with Norwegian and Swe-
dish houses, and his reply was that
the business was no good to him.
We do a little business with some
Canadian -shippers but the great
fault with shippers on your side is

the irregularity of their shipments
Now from Norway and Sweden we
can get regular weekly shipments.
Then again, the quality of the tim-
ber is superior to yours. We may
say we are very large dealers in
packing cases in this country and
also ship largely abroad and should
be very glad to take up the matter
with any good shippers in Canada,
but as stated above, we are quite
sure it will be no use at all to
United States shippers."

Long Logs
and heavy logs are handled

just like any other kind by
led

y the

McGIFFERT Log Loader
It does heavy work and lots of it and does it

under many conditions impossible by other
methods. It saves money in skidding too.

May we send our catalogue?

Clyde Iron Works, Duiuih, Minn., u.s. a. M-

McGiffert & Oecker Patent Self-Propelling

Steam Logging Machinery

mm

Branch Office and Warehouse :

New Orleans, Louisiana 421 Carondelet Street



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

The improvement in Central Ontario for high grade white pine

is not so marked as it was a fortnight ago, but is Btill encouraging. The
market for low grade stuff, however, is very disappointing. There is quite

a large stock of low grade stock unsold. Most of the mill men are still

hoping to realize last year's prices or thereabouts for the common and

better end but it is more than doubtful if they will be able to do so. As
to the box mill culls and dead culls there is reported to be a large surplus

on the market. Box manufacturers have not been at all busy of late, and

they have been substituting cull spruce and other stuff for pine. Cull

spruce is cheap and is coming into competition with white pine, with the

1
-esult that box is off considerably in price. One wholesaler estimates the

decline at $4 a thousand, with mill culls $5 a thousand down as com-
pared with last year. Some mills are reported to be accepting any price

offered for dead culls. United States stocks of low grade stuff are also

excessive. One mill man with a stock of 30,000,000 feet has recently

sold 15,000,000 at $11 at the mill. The improvement in high grade white

pine has become general throughout the province and affects practically

all grades. At Sarnia an advance of $5 has occurred in 1%-inch, \]/2
-

inch and 2-inch fine, common and better. Cuts and better have ad-

vanced by $1 to $4 according to the supply, in the various sizes. No. 1

cuts are up $1 to $3 for most sizes. 4-inch is much firmer at $80, an ad-

vance of $5. No. 2 cuts are advancing in the scarcer sizes, the increase

being $2 on 1%-inch, $3 on 2-inch, and $5 on 1-incb, 2^-inch, 3-inch,

and 4-inch. No. 3 cuts are firm at $21 for 1-inch and $40 to $45 for

2%-jihch, 3-inch, and 4-inoh, while 1%-inch, 1^-inch and

2-inch are $3 up at $31. No. 1 barn 1-inch is higher by $1 to $0. at

$31 to $42. No. 2 barn is advanced by $2 to $3, at $29 to $33 and box

lumber 1-inch to 2-inch is selling at a range of $20 to $27 in place of $21

to $23, the figures previously prevailing at Sarnia. Shipments by barge

to New York have commenced from Ottawa and the lumber trade has

been improved thereby. An extensive movement of lumber is expected

shortly and the first of July is looked to to inaugurate quite a lively trade.

This will be assisted materially by the reduction of rates to $2 per thou-

sand, by the Inland Seamen's Union. The floods have caused consider-

able losses to lumbermen by damage to piled lumber, which was sub-

merged by from three to seven feet of water. The harbor works in Mont-
real are creating a good demand for logs, as high as $18 per thousand

feet being paid for some pine logs and $16 for choice spruce. Hardwoods
are generally quiet throughout Ontario. Interior finish, however, is in

go^d demand, as the result of extensive building operations. Carload

trade is very slow and furniture factories are not buying much.

Eastern Canada.

There is a fair demand for cedar shingles at St. John in spite of the

slight depression noticeable at other eastern points. The prices prevail-

ing to-day are about identical with those of the spring. The hot weather,

however, is expected to make trade a trifle duller. "Extras" and "clears"

are a little more plentiful at St. John but there is no oversupply. The

St. John holdings probably total 4% millions of "extras" and three mil-

lions of "clears." Present prices are from $2.90 to $3 for dutiable "ex-

tras" and $2.40 to $2.50 for dutiable "clears" f.o.b. schooner St. John.

Spruce lath are unusually steady. The prices are about $2.75 f.o.b.

schooner St. John for dutiable. St. John stocks are somewhat light,

amounting to about six millions. Eastern spruce has been in very dull

demand of late at Boston. Betailers are not anticipating their require-

ments to any great extent as they are looking for lower prices later on.

SPRUCE
1x4, 5&6xl0/16 ft. Spruce Flooring

N. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of Ti-*lcU Building, Montreal

Their trade is fairly good, but they are carrying on a hand to mouth trade,

buying only what they need. Frames are selling at the base price of

$23.50 for 9-inch and under. Southern pine is competing quite exten-

sively with spruce. The demand for random is only moderate with prices

scarcely steady. The top price for 2x3 and 2x7 is $21.50, sales having

i>een reported at $21, though the reports are not confirmed. $22 to

$23.50 are reported as the selling prices for larger sizes.

Great Britain.

The London spot market is enjoying a fairly cheerful feeling although

the actual business is not large. Dealers, however, are not showing any
great desire to get rid of their stocks unless they obtain an enticing profit.

Foy, Morgan & Company at their recent auction sale disposed of 0-inch

prime unsorted Oregon at £12 10s. and £12 to one buyer, and 4-inch sold

at £11 10s. Liverpool reports a distinctly more hopeful outlook. The
spruce deal market is steady, shippers being able to obtain fair markets

at coast points for their goods. The Lancashire ports are also good buyers

of spruce deal. It is reported that better than £8 c.i.f. has been ob-

tained for a large steamer cargo in the Mersey. It is thought that St.

John, N.B., cargoes for future delivery would be at that or better on cost,

insurance and freight terms. Nova Scotian and other lower port ship-

ments are being disposed of at figures based on St. John, N.B., prices.

The spruce season has been weli started. Spot prices are very firm

though the demand is not brisk. If the demand improves to any extent

at all the prices are sure to stiffen. 2%x7-inch has eased in price al-

though stocks are not heavy and the demand is fairly good. Scantlings

are scarce with firm prices for 3xG-inch. 3x9-inch seems to have lost its

popularity and has sold as low as 10s. per standard above the prices of

3x7-inch. Several parcels of Quebec goods have recently been arriving

and the prices are quite firm, with the probability that they will remain

so. The demand for fresh first quality spruce is good. Birch planks are

in poorer demand although the arrivals are scarce.

United States.

Advances in the price of yellow pine have taken place at Chicago re-

cently ranging from 50 cents to $1 a thousand, and the improvement in

the situation has brought encouragement to dealers. The principal cause

for the improvement is the badly broken stocks in a number of items.

The curtailment in the south, both voluntary and that caused by heavy

rains, has also assisted in the upward tendency of prices. White pine is

also showing some improvement at Chicago, both the demand and the

prices for shop and better being stiff. The yard trade in Chicago is re-

ported good and the country trade is improving. Hardwoods are about

steady, though plain red oak and quarter sawed white and red oak are

much stronger. Birch is the best selling article on the market. The ar-

rivals of northern pine have been plentiful at Chicago. Prices for shop

lumber are holding firm. Siding and other building lumber is quiet in

the country yards, although the stocks are considerably broken. Tele-

graph, telephone and railroad companies are placing a few orders, but the

pole trade is otherwise only steady with unchanged prices. Posts are

selling fairly well at strong prices. The railroad demand for heavy tim-

bers is improving slowly, but the demand for fir is unchanged. White
cedar shingles at Chicago are not in good demand, although prices are

steady. The country yards are not buying much. The red cedar market

is unchanged though prices are thought to be much lower than they

should be. Lath are only in fair demand with prices firm. It is expected

that the depression in the cooperage trade will continue until the fall. At

B. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. The
J. M. Diver, Genl. Mgr.
E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.

CIeveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co., Limited

One of Our Lumber Camps.

Special Bills to Order
Send us your specifications on special bills and we will

have same cut to your order with despatch. We can fill your
requirements in Norway and White Pine, any length from ten
feet to sixty. We are always ready to quote on heavy Con-
struction Timber, Bridge Timber, Ship Timber, Ship Decking,
Tank Stock, Silo Material, etc.

Cleveland - Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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Saginaw valley the pine market is steady. The tariff uncertainty is

causing hesitation in the Canadian business, so that little pine is corning

from that source at present. It is reported, however, that there is not

much lumber available from Canada as the entire season's cut has been

contracted for. At Buffalo, northern pine dealers are regaining confidence

and placing orders on lumber more freely. Intermediate grades are most

in demand, the box trade being slow with a possibility of improvement

in sight. Spruce at Buffalo is enjoying the same boom as yellow pine,

cypress and hemlock, as the result of building activity. White cedar

posts and poles show a decided improvement at Buffalo. The telephone

and telegraph companies are making extensive repairs, using a lot of

poles. There is an urgent demand for the upper grades of hardwoods at

Buffalo. At New York the trade in northern pine is light with few indi-

cations of improvement.

Market Correspondence

Activity Increasing at Ottawa.

Ottawa, June 2G.—The lumber trade has been stimulated by the

starting of the summer's shipping by barge to New York and other points.

The first barges of the season came in during the third week in June and

started to load in the Rideau canal basin with stock of the Shepard &

Morse Company. The high water had delayed this part of the lumber

industry three weeks compared with other years. Jn addition to this

circumstance the barges are scarce on account, of active transportation

on the St. Lawrence. A little later a very heavy movement in lumber

is expected and dealers and manufacturers figure on brisk business com-

mencing the first of July. All prices are steady.

Lumber shippers are delighted to find the rates of the Inland Sea-

men's Union lowered to $2 per thousand feet for Ottawa cargoes going

to New York. The rate last season was $2.25, and that was a marked

reduction from previous charges. The saving in freight rates is a con-

siderable item on mill culls and box lumber, which range from $15 to $19

and are not firm at that figure. The help of a little more favorable

tariff would improve business in these weak lines in such a manner that

they would come up to the strength of the finer dressed pines. The un-

settled state of the American tariff continues to depress the cheap lines

of lumber, and any advantage in freight or tariff is readily welcomed. The

barge rates at $2 per thousand are inviting compared with from $3.25

to $3.50 charged on the railways.

The lumber manufacturers are only recovering from the effects of

the floods. The repair work necessary to mills and platforms is immense

and expensive. Buyers who have just returned from the W. C. Edwards

Company yards at Rockland report them as having suffered the worst

from the deluge. Lumber in piles was submerged to a depth ranging

from three to seven feet, and the value correspondingly affected. Where

logs were thrown against farmers' fences compensation for the losses is

claimed and lumbermen have a new problem arising out of the high

water. There has been a long delay in getting mills to run at night and

some of them will not likely start the extra shift at all on account of the

disturbance following the floods.

A spirited contest took place in the middle of the month between

J. R. Booth and the Ottawa City Council over lumber piles which the

manufacturer has in Dalhousie ward. The Board of Control had recom-

mended that the piles be removed, on the ground that they were a

menace to the safety of other property and that people had to pay higher

insurance rates as a result of the lumber. In response to this J. R.

Booth, through his son and manager, C. Jackson Booth, wrote the Coun-

cil a letter setting out that if the lumber piling ground were denied him

he would have to shut down part of the mill, as the space in question

afforded room for 14,000,000 feet of lumber. The ground was used as a

piling place before it was annexed to the city, and Mr. Booth had gone

to considerable expense in equipping it, so that he protested against

going elsewhere. He proposed erecting a planing mill in another part

of the city where his lumber piles were attacked, as a means of working

off the lumber. The argument which appealed most to the city was

Mr. Booth's statement: "I am reducing the cut of the mill every year

and will continue to do so until I get down to day sawing only, owing to

the disagreeable feeling against lumber in the city, but it will mean a

loss of $180,000 a year in wages."

This result foreshadowed in a published statement brought out a

large delegation of laborers to the City Council when the time came to

consider the report of the Board of Control against the lumber. By a

vote of 14 to 6 the Council decided to retain the lumber piles.

Alarming reports of bush fires in the Ottawa Valley limits have

reached the city. The mining district along the Montreal river is the

centre of the trouble, and the woods around are being destroyed at a rate

that promises havoc as serious as last year, when some 200 miles were

burned over. The north side of the Kippewa river is another locality

suffering from the fires. One prominent lumberman believes the Tema-

gami reserve is in danger. Some of the territory burned over contained

exceedingly valuable timber and the loss is deplored by all the limit

holders. But even the least valuable region is laden with timber eagerly

sought now, with trees growing scarcer in that region. The necessity for

more fire protection is keenly felt by many of the Ottawa lumber kings.

The first raft of the season left Rockland for Montreal on June 18,

owned by W. H. Kelly, of Buckingham, who has sold a considerable

quantity of timber to be used in the const ruction of the Montreal harbor.

This raft was cut on the Gatineau, and comprises chiefly pine and hem-
lock. Last year Mr. Kelly shipped four rafts to Montreal, but the ship-

ping has been hindered this season by the high water. The works in

Montreal have created a considerable demand for logs. Some pine logs

have brought $18 per thousand feet and spruce $10, these being choice

soi ts.

A movement is on foot to organize the mill hands of Ottawa into an

international union for the purpose of insuring the continuance of the

good wages at present in vogue. Although the times were comparatively

dull this season the mill owners did not reduce wages, and there is a very

happy relation between the employers and the men. The proposal to

bring the mill hands into a union came incidentally after a strike of an-

other class of laborers which indirectly affected the lumber employees.

Log- Sorting Enquiry Commenced at St. John.

St. John, N.B., June 25.—Since last writing there have been many
happenings of great interest and importance to the lumbermen of New
Brunswick and particularly to those whose scene of operations is situated

along the St. John river. Perhaps the most important event was the

opening of the enquiry of the International Waterways Commission at

Van Bur-en, Me., and the taking of evidence having to do chiefly with

the stopping of logs for the purpose of sorting them at the sorting-works

of the mills situated in the vicinity of Van Buren.

Among the evidence submitted was that of Mr. Elias E. Jones, of

St. Francis, Me., who testified that 40,000,000 feet of logs were hung up

on the St. John river from the mouth of the Allegash—a branch of the

St. John—to Fredericton. While this is a large quantity of logs and,

while it would seem a serious matter to those who own these logs, yet

it is probable that many of the logs, particularly those between Grand

Falls and Fredericton, which quantity is estimated at 22.000,000, will be

eventually gotten to the mills. While, as Mr. Jones states, quantities of

these logs have been left, many of them will yet be gotten out by the

process known as "sacking the shores," by which term is described the

work of a crew of men who go ahead of the corporation drivers rolling

into the water the logs which are stranded on the banks. As to the quan-

tity of 18,000,000 feet above the falls, the outcome is still problematical

and there is little doubt that all, or the greater part of them, will be left

until next year.

The findings of the commission mentioned above will be awaited by

local people with the keenest interest as it has been recognized for years

that the matter of stopping the logs at Van Buren for sorting purposes

is one which has a very unfavorable effect upon the successful driving of

down-river logs and that its importance cannot be over-estimated.

The situation as regards forest fires has been greatly relieved by an

opportune fall of rain. The actual damage by fires was probably not as

important as some newspaper accounts would indicate. The most serious

fires were in the Miramichi section, where they were somewhat severe

and where considerable quantities of standing timber was destroyed.

The slight depression, which was mentioned in the letter of June 8th,

in the cedar shingle trade has had but a slight effect upon local prices

and the current prices at present writing are practically the same as has

been the case throughout the spring season, although in many cases it is

probable that a loss of confidence in the eases of some of the manufactur-

ers, might result in a slight shading of the figures which were mentioned

at last writing. A local dealer said to-day that the approach of the hot

weather invariably brought a lethargic tone to the cedar shingle market

and that the present year would probably be no exception. Local stocks

of "extras" and "clears" have augmented somewhat during the present

month but in no case can it be said that the wharves or yards are over-

stocked. Four and one-half millions of "extras" and three millions of

"clears' would be the correct figures to designate the local holdings of

cedar shingles. The volume of business in this line has also been lighter

than that of the previous month so far as local holdings are concerned.

But, with all these indications to the contrary considered, local shingle

manufacturers expect to market their entire output without any conces-

sions in the way of prices that could be called really important. An en-

quirer for cedar shingles would be quoted on "extras" from $2.90 to $3

per thousand on the dutiable article, and from $2.40 to $2.50 per thou-

sand on dutiable "clears" f.o.b. schooner St. John.

The trade in spruce lath has shown few developments during the

past month ; this line of trade, usually prolific of changes, has been mark-

ed, for some months past by a sameness in prices and in conditions which

is quite remarkable. Prices have hovered in the vicinity of $2.75 (on the

dutiable goods, f.o.b. schooner St. John) for some months past. The

figure named is, as nearly as may be figured, a representation of the local

value to-day of this line of goods. Local stocks are fairly light ; six mil-

lions would cover the quantity available in the local market.
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1894-1909
1 have much pleas-

ure in stating that I

have been using your
"Camel Brand " Hair
Belting for the last

six years as it gives
me the hest satisfac-

tion and I shall con-
tinue to give it the
the preference as long
as the quality remains
as good as formerly.

J. K. Booth

Ottawa, March, 1900.

we Get Repeat Orders All the Time

CAMEL HAIR

BRAND'CAMEL

for

.nark
BELTING

See Trade Mark is on the Belt

Sole Manufacturers

F. Reddaway & Co.
56 St. Francois-Xavier, MONTREAL

1896-1909
We have been using

a 10 inch "Camel
Brand " Belt which
has given us excellent

satisfaction. It holds
a good grip on the
pulleys, and has not
streched as is usual
with rubber and leath-

er belts and was
never taken up.

Henderson & Pots

Halifax, N.S.,
Jan. 1898

Another New Feature of the

WOODS MACHINES
The Patent Solid Back Round Cutter-Head makes Faster Feed possible

^^^^ Easily balanced knives carried in 75 per cent,

more metal than exists in a square head of same
cutting diameter. No distortion from the bolts.

Greatest freedom trom danger. Is stronger,

stiffer and safer than square head of same cutting

circle.

Especially adapted to carrying thin knives of new self-hardening steel.

S. A. Woods Machine Company - Boston
CHICAGOCHICAGO
NEW ORLEANS The Planer Specialists ATLANTA

SEATTLE
IO-466

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices.

The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 monthsand is giving splendid satisfaction to all ourcustomers. Burning all grades of fuel with thevery best results All live Mill Managers andEngineers would do well to consult us when re-™3 ne
«^

I
l
ars

-
Thcse Grate Bars are war-ranted not to be an infringement on any priorpatents. We stand behind our customers andguarantee them in the unmolested use of ourown invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and

workmen°
rS

'
emPloviag none but expert

A post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY Brancft0fficc
' ^fec?r^ T0R0,,T0

Head Office and Factory : BERLIN, ONT.
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News of The Pulpwood Situation

United States Senate Agrees Upon $4 a ton

Duty.—Canadian and American Opinions Differ

The U. S. Senate has agreed upon an amendment to the $2 a ton

duty on print paper fixed by the House of Representatives. The Senate's

amendment places the duty at $4 a ton, which is two-thirds of the pres-

ent rate, according to the Dingley Law. The vote was a close one, being

44 to 42. Senator Aldrich in speaking to the amendment said that there

was a great international question pending before the Senate which had

not existed when the House passed the tariff bill. The Province of Que-

bec, he said, had adopted a policy, announced by its Premier, by which

it was intended to effectually prevent the export of logs or pulpwood.

"We ought to make the duty on print paper so high," he said, "as not

to permit the carrying out of such a plan."

Quoting $27.59 as the price of producing a ton of print paper in Can-

ada, he continued: "The result of our investigation, made through the

books of paper companies themselves, covering a great variety of mills,

under a great variety of circumstances, led me to the conclusion that the

cost in this country is $31.51 a ton under the most favorable circum-

stances." The duty of $4 a ton was not, therefore, in his opinion, suffi-

cient to cover the difference in the cost of production between the two

countries. Referring to the report that the International Paper Company

had purchased 12,000 square miles of woodland in Canada, Mr. Aldrich

suggested that that company might be caught in the Canadian trap, pre-

venting them from bringing that wood across the line.

A Nebraska Senator's Views.

In a discussion upon the duty on paper in the United States Senate,

Senator Brown, of Nebraska, recently said: "Canada is our only com-

petitor in this market. The seas and the inferior product of other coun-

tries than Canada protect the mills of the United States against all com-

petition worth mentioning. Canada had an investigation into the sub-

ject in 1901. The testimony in that investigation showed that the

American mills had an advantage of $5 per ton in the cost of production

of print paper. Following that report the manufacturers of Canada pe-

titioned their Government to continue the 25 per cent, ad valorem duty

on paper importations.

"Our consul in the Province of Quebec reported that the laborers in

the Canadian mills receive as high if not higher wages than those in

American mills. It is undisputed by the testimony taken by this com-

mittee that many of the workmen in the Canadian mills are American

citizens, and receive higher wages than when in the United States."

Senator Brown drew the following conclusions at the end of his ar-

gument :

"Our pulpwood supply is nearly exhausted. The pulpwood supply

of Canada is apparently inexahustible. Free pulp would tend to conserve

our pulpwood. The production cost of print paper is less in the United

States than it is in Canada. A ton of news print paper costs in Canada

$29.54 to manufacture. In the United States it costs $27.74 per ton.

The print paper market is controlled in the United States by combina-

tion, and whatever duty the law may fix will assist the combination in

that control in violation of the law of competition to the injury and out-

rage of the public."

The subject was introduced by Senator Aldrich, who, as chairman

of the Finance Committee, proposed an amendment increasing the duty

on print paper from one-tenth to two-tenths of a cent per pound, which,

he said, equalled $4 a ton. The Dingley Law placed the duty at $6 a

ton, and the House reduced it to $2 a ton.

Senator Brown declared that the print paper industry needs no pro-

tection. These paper mills, he insisted, have an advantage over every

foreign print mill, whether they are in Scandinavia, Germany, or Canada.

A Canadian Manufacturer's Opinion.

"Canada has smitten the United States on one cheek and now the

United States is smiting herself on the other," was the conclusion drawn

by Mr. Carl Riordon, of the Riordon Paper Mills Company, Limited,

when his attention was drawn to the Washington despatch announcing

that the Senate Committee on Finance had practically decided to place

a duty of one-twelfth of a cent per pound on pulp coming from countries

which impose a countervailing duty on like articles imported into those

countries from the United States

"This duty on ground pulp," he said, "will apply only to Canada.

Whatever the United States does she cannot get away from the fact that

she must get her mechanical pulp from Canada. It has been shown that

although last year the demand for pulp was less than in 1907, yet the

price had increased, and that, although the price of Canadian pulp is $2

dearer than American pulp, yet there has been a large exportation from

Canada to the United States. This, even without the testimony of the

American forestry officials, shows clearly that the United States cannot

get along without our mechanical pulp.

"Therefore this duty, if finally accepted by both Houses of Con-

gress, cannot but militate against the American consumers. It will

•simply mean so much added to the price which will be already boosted

by the prohibition of the export of unmanufactured pulp from this coun-

try."

Quebec in Position to Dictate Terms.

The situation in regard to the export of pulpwood from Quebec is

well treated in a statement made by a prominent Montreal lumber dealer

in the following language

:

"Premier Gouin has announced that the Quebec Government intends

to adopt the same policies as the Ontario Government, with regard to

the exportation of logs from Crown Lands. In every license for the cut-

ting of logs on Crown Lands in the Province of Ontario there is a clause

forbidding the exportation of any of these logs from Canada, unless

manufactured into either lumber or pulp. The Quebec Government stat-

ed some years ago that they would not change any of the conditions of

their license until 1910, so that this new condition will be inserted in

their licenses then.

"At the present time there are probably more than 200,000 cords of

pulpwood cut from Quebec Crown Lands and exported to the United

States per year. The president of the American Pulp & Paper Associa-

tion has stated, under oath before a committee of Congress, that the

United States pulp and paper makers cannot do without Canadian wood,

and the Chief Forester of the United States has stated the same thing in

a published letter. The United States Census Bureau has just published

the statistics covering the consumption of pulpwood in the United States

last year, end this shows that, although they took much less wood from

Canada than the year before, on account of the depression, they had to

pay a higher price for it. This shows they must have Canadian wood and

that there is not enough of it offering to supply their demands.

"It is clear, therefore, that they cannot do without the wood that

comes to them from the Quebec Crown Lands and that they must either

move their mills to Canada or get Canada not to put these further re-

strictions on wood exported, by removing their tariffs on all paper and

pulp made from wood, and on lumber. The fact is that as the Quebec

Government controls the wood that they admit they must have, it is in a

position to get what terms it wants from the Unitod States tariff makers,

through the Dominion Government. The terms it wants are such as will

build up the greatest paper and pulp industry in the world, for which

it alone has the resources. This is especially important, as this part of

Canada is farthest behind in development, because its agricultural re-

sources are not as good as those further west. Quebec has lost a con-

siderable part of its population because they have wanted industrial em-

ployment, and have gone to New England to get it. There are plenty

of paper and pulp towns in New England where French is the principal

language.

"Europe has increased its exports of pulp and paper to the United

States in recent years, far more than Canada has. because their Govern-

ments encouraged the development of the industry, and so it was able to

supply the demands of the United States, which that country was no

longer able to supply on account of the decreasing quantity and the in-

creasing cost of its pulpwood."

Recent Patents of Interest to Lumbermen.

The following patents are included in the March Canadian Patent

Office Record

117,112—Woodworking machine, Dana S. Courtney, Chicopee, Mass.,

U.S. A., 'March 9, 1909, 6 years.

117,270—Logging engine, Jesse E. Knight, Bellingham, Wash.,

16, 1909, 6 years.

117,286—Sawmill, Norman Earl Rice, Zenia, Gal., U.S.A., March

March 16, 1909, 6 years.

H7 308—Gang edger, James T. Stoddard, Portland, Ore., U.S.A.,

U.S.A., March 16, 1909, 6 years.

117,354—Feed mechanism for planing and moulding machines. James

Baird, Gait, Ont., March 23, 1909, 6 years. This patent covers a sleeve

with projecting lugs detachably secured to the shaft of the feed roll, a

gear with projecting lugs loosely mounted on the sleeve, and means to

drive the gear. It also covers a pair of feed rolls, sleeves with projecting

lugs detachably secured to the shaft of the feed rolls, gears with project-

ing lugs loosely mounted on the sleeves and an intermediate gear to drive

the said gears.

117,479—Method of impregnating timber, Frank L. Middleton. Wash-

ington, D.C., U.S.A., March 30, 1909, 6. years. This patent covers the

process of preserving wood which consists in impregnating timber and

the like under hydraulic pressure with a solution of salts of heavy metals

with the addition of an aluminium salt and in carrying on the impregna-

tion at a temperature ranging between 60 and 98 degrees.

117,547—Band resaw and double jointer, James McWilliams. Chi-

cago, 111., U.S.A., March 30, 1909, 6 years.
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Fraser River Lumber Co
Telegraphic'Address

Fraser Mills, B.C. FRASER MILLS, B. C.
Limited

A Superior

Product

Perfectly

Milled

B. C. Fir and Cedar Lumber
No Order too Large for our Capacity or too Small for our Attention

Best Quality Competitive Prices Prompt Shipment
A Trial Order Will Convince You

View ofjlnterior of Saw Mill Looking toward Jack Ladder.

We Operate the Largest and Most Up-to-date Mills in Canada
Sales Offices and Representatives

:

Winnipeg *\sz^ TorontoRegina C. Bruce,
Medical Hall Building H. A. Rose,

3 Toronto Street
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A Machine for a Great Variety of Work.
A new machine, of which an illustration is presented herewith, de-

signed to meet a growing demand for a combination machine, adapted to

a great variety of work, has been manufactured by the DeLoach Mill

Manufacturing Company, of Bridgeport, Alabama. The company assert

(hat Hi.' "Multi" null is a, high grade picket machine, a high grade rill

flooring machine, a high grade lath mill, of large capacity, a lath bolter,

a power-feed rip saw and a gang edger, and is also adaptable to many
other kinds of work.

It has the open side that will take in stock of any width from 5-16

of an inch to 7 inches thick, and is guaranteed to operate successfully

with ten saws. This is made possible only by the use of the variable

friction feed by which the feed of the rolls may be reduced to anything

desired, thus protecting the machine from severe strain.

The variable friction feed is reversible and in connection with it is

used a powerful system of planetary gears encased and run in oil, which

protects them from dust and makes them very durable. They are geared

20 to 1, making the feed equal to all demands.
The frame is 0 feet long and about 30 inches wide; the extended

table is 12 inches wide; arbor, 2 3-16 inches; feed rolls, 5 inches in dia-

meter, and chain oiling boxes. The machine is quoted with six 20-inch

inserted tooth saws and the weight is 2,400 pounds.

The variable friction feed combined with the planetary gears is a

novel and valuable feature, and this mechanism has been manufactured

and introduced by the DeLoach Company in connection with various

kinds of woodworking machines, such as planers, shingle mills and gang

edgers. On account of the high compounding of the gears and the power,

it is adapted to driving automobiles and any similar work.

For 25 years the variable friction drive has been a favorite feature

The DeLoach "Multi" Mill.

with Mr. A. A. DeLoach, the president of the company, and manv suc-

cessful applications of this idea, which is being adapted by many r anu-

facturers, have been developed during the time.

Very soon Mr. DeLoach expects to begin the manufacture of boats, in

which he will employ this feed, claiming thereby to be able to vary the

speed of the propeller to suit any load, any wind or any condition, and to

save 15 per cent, to 20 per cent, of all power or give 15 per cent, to 20

per cent, better results with any given power.

For descriptive literature and information address DeLoach Mill

Manufacturing Company, Bridgeport, Ala.

Trade Enquiries.

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain

the following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman"
may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped en-

velope and stating number of enquiry :

738. Paper.—A large American firm doing business in Havana,
Cuba, desire to be placed in communication with Canadian manufactur-
ers of wrapping and toilet paper.

739. Box shooks.—A thoroughly reliable young American broker in

Havana desires correspondence with Canadian manufacturers of box
shooks.

743. Veneers, maple blocks, wash boards, handles, etc.—A repre-

sentative of one of the largest firms of dealers of wooden goods in

Birmingham, Eng., is in Canada with a view to making arrangements
for supplies for the coming year. Will be pleased to call on manufac-
turers of the above goods.

745. Birch slabs.—A Lancashire firm wishes to obtain prices of birch

slabs free from large knots in sizes 2 feet by 2 feet %-inch wide by %-
inch thick, in three standard lots, c.i.f. Manchester or Liverpool from
Canadian manufacturers.

748. Laths.—A Lancashire firm asks for prices of plasterers' laths

all sizes from Canadian manufacturers.

749: Spruce boards.—A Manchester firm desire* to correspond with

Canadian exporters of spruce boards.

750. Birch deals.—A Manchester firm asks for prices and dimensions

of birch deals from Canadian exporters of same.

751. Box boards.—A Manchester firm asks for quotations of box

boards from Canadian manufacturers.

753. Plasterers' laths.—A Manchester firm asks for priced of plas-

terers' laths 3 feet, 3 feet 6 inches, 4 feet, 4 feet 6 inches, from Canadian

exporters.

756. Pine doors.—A Lancashire firm asks for prices and dimensions

of pine doors from Canadian manufacturers.

758. Spruce boards.—A Lancashire firm asks for prices of spruce

boards, all sizes, from Canadian exporters of same.

759. Pine logs.—A Manchester firm asks for prices of pin ; logs from

Canadian exporters of same.
760. Fruit boxes.—A South African Government asks for quotations

for fruit boxes, of spruce or pine preferred.

781. Wood .—A South African Government railway asks for quota-

tions from exporters of hickory, pine and all woods employed in coach

and truck building.

782. Wood. A South African Government railway asks for quota-

tions from exporters of maple or other woods suitable for decorating

coaches.

783. Sleepers, wood.—A South African Government railway asks for

quotations from exporters of sleepers, hardwood, or if soft wood same

must be ereosoted.

802. Maple roller blocks.—Inquiry is made for the names of ship-

pers of maple roller blocks located*in western Ontario by a firm in the

north of England.

Lumber Matters in the Courts.

Risk of Results in Sawing Oak.—Chief Justice Parker has given the

judgment of the Full Court of New Brunswick on the motion of the de-

fendants in the case of F. E. Sayre & Company, Limited, v. Rhodes,

Curry & Company, Limited, to set aside the verdict for $1,224, for the

plaintiffs for oak sold and delivered to the defendants and sawed for them

also. Defendants claimed that the oak did not turn out as ordered and

that the plaintiffs had assumed the risk of this. They based this claim

on a telephone conversation. The plaintiffs denied that the telephone

conversation placed the risk upon them and showed that by previous

written correspondence they had expressly refused to accept this risk.

The matter resolved itself solely into one of fact and the court agreed

with the verdict of Judge McLeod in the first hearing of the case. The

motion was dismissed and the verdict for plaintiffs upheld.

Dispute Regarding Purchase of Ties.—Before Mr. Justice Metcalfe,

in the court of King's Bench, at Winnipeg, the case came up recently of

John L. Hyland, treding as John L. Hyland & Co., v. D. A. Scott and E.

Gilbault, carrying on business under the firm name of Scott & Gilbault,

and the said Scott & Giibault. The plaintiff claims that he

agreed to advance to the defendants, $10,000 in instalments for which

they agreed to deliver 25,000 railway ties by July 31, 1907. The plain-

tiffs claim that they advanced the $10,000, but only received 16,815

ties. Plaintiff seeks to recover $695, being the amount of the balance

of the ties not paid for. An agreement was arrived at between the par-

ties and the case will stand on the list until finally adjusted.

Payment for Sale of Logs.—The Green Bros. Lumber Company, of

East Templeton, lost their appeal in the Montreal Court of Keview from

the judgment of Judge Roehon in the Hull Superior Court, which dis-

missed an action brought by them against the East Templeton Lumber
Company for $4,500. Green Brothers contended that this amount was

due to them from the sale of a large quantity of logs. Defendants plead-

ed successfully that they owed nothing but that they had really paid

$1,800 too much on the transaction. They therefore made a counter-

claim for this amount and were given judgment in their favor.

The Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior has recently

issued the first sheets of a new "forest atlas," which will include plans

of the Dominion forest reserves, of which the surveys are now being car-

ried on. The "legend" is now being sent out ; this designates the marks

used to denote natural features, the different species of trees and the

amounts of timber that can be obtained per acre from timbered areas,

entries of various kinds (such as homesteads, mineral lands, etc.), burns

or brules, cuttings and sales, roads, trails, railways, canals, flumes, tele-

graph and telephone lines buildings, etc. One of the smaller forest re-

serves—that known as "The Pines," situated near Prince Albert, Sask.—

j

has already been mapped, and the map of the Riding Mountain Forest

Reserve, in northwestern Manitoba, is now in preparation. As surveys of

the forest reserves and other forested districts are completed, maps of

these will be prepared and added to the atlas. It is hoped that the general

scheme of indicating information, such as the different colors for stands

of timber of various densities, and the other special signs adopted by the

Forest Service of the Dominion, may be put into general use throughout

Canada, so that forest maps may be uniform in plan and may be easily

compared.
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Lumber Insurance Company of New York
DIRECTORS:

R. K. Albright. Buffalo, N. T.
Vke-President Buffalo Bolt Companv.

B. W. Arnold, Albany, N. T.
Of Arnold & Company, Albany, N Y
Alger. Smith & Company, Duluth. Minn.
Spanish River Lumber Company, Spanish

River. Ontario.
S. M. Clement. Buffalo. N. Y.

President Marine National Bank.
W. H. Gratwick, Buffalo, N. Y.

Capitalist.

William Hamlin, Buffalo, N Y
Capitalist.

Ellas M. Johnson, New York, N. Y
President Isaac G. Johnson & Company.

John D. Larkln. Buffalo. N. Y
President The Larkin Company.

W. W. Mattocks, New York, N.Y.
Attorney.

J. J. McKelvey, New York, N. Y.
Attorney.

Only Lumber Specializing Company regularly
Licensed by the Dominion Government

Deposit at Ottawa $100,000.00
in Ontario Government Bonds.

Capital and Surplus Paid in $300,000.

Gknkral Agent for theJDomtnion •

E. D. HARDY, 42'Central Chambers,

Ottawa, Ont.
Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta :

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man.
Agent for Maritime Provinces:

J. G. RAINNIE, Halifax, N.S.

DIRECTORS:
R. H. McKelvey, New York, N. Y.

Secretary.
G. A. Mitchell, Buffalo, N. Y

President
.

White, Gratwick & Mitchell. IncNorth Tonawanda, N.Y
President Stevens-Eaton Co., New York,

John Mitchell, Cleveland, Ohio.
L.ake Transportation.

Guy H. Moulthrop, Bay City, Mich.
President Moulthrop Lumber Company, John

Island, Ontario.
Robert W. Pomeroy, Buffalo, N. Y.

Attorney.
Clark L. Ring, Saginaw, Mich.

Of Merrill Ring & Company, Duluth, Minnand Seattle, Wash.
Dwight J. Turner, Toronto. Ontario

President Turner Lumber Co., Toronto OntGuy White, North Tonawanda, N YOf White, Frost & White.
Treas. Major & Loomis Co., Hertford N C

The

Lombard Steam Log Hauler
Interested parties

will note, the load

taken in one trip.

Figure it out

yourself and the

saving will surprise

you.

It will pay for

itself

Our descriptive

catalogue gives you

further surprising

results.

Can we mail you

a copy.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Montreal

Gait Machine Knife Works

Machinery Knives
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

WOODWORKING MACHINES
Send for Price List

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited - Gait, Ont.

The

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY

Manufacturers of

Limited

Larrigans
Lumberman's and Prospector's Boots

Sporting Boots

Lumberman's Aprons
and Tanners of the Celebrated
English Oak Harness Leather
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Does a saving of from 25 to

50 per cent of your power
cost interest you ?

Mr. Manufacturer :

—

You know that your one best step towards greater profits is

reduction in cost of production.

You also know that one of the big

items of cost is power—perhaps the biggest.

Now wouldn't it interest you—wouldn't
it mean money in your pocket—if you
could save from a quarter to one half of

what your power is costing you to-day?
Now it is just that saving we wish to

tell you of. Even though your plant is

equipped much above the average, it is to

your interest to know about this still

better system.

We want to give you all the facts about Western Electric

Induction Motors and prove to you conclusively what saving in

dollars and cents and what increase in efficiency that system of

power will effect in your plant.

Look your plant over and figure out
how many tons of metal you keep rotating

over the heads of your workmen and how
many square feet of belting you keep
travelling at express train speed.

It takes power to keep that mass of

non-productive machinery moving. Power
that costs you money and adds nothing to

the production of your plant.

Twenty-five to fifty per cent of power
developed by your engine is los^ by the

line shaft and belt transmission system.

This fact has been repeatedly proven by actual tests.

You can save this loss—add it to your profits by installing

Western Electric Induction Motors.
They can be mounted on the floor, wall or ceiling as required,

or on the machines which they are to operate, thus eliminating

all belts and hangers.
Western Electric Induction Motors

are the simplest of all electrical machines.
In operation they are as simple as a shaft

rotating in its bearings and require no
attention beyond that given to bearings.

The individual motor driven machines
form compact units in themselves, thus

allowing the workmen to get around them
better and do better work. Besides this

you pay only for the power used in actual

production—only the machines which are

actually employed in turning out your product need be kept

running.

Western Electric Induction Motors are the result of 30 years

of untiring efforts at improvement. That the Western Electric

Company have produced $230,000,000
worth of electrical apparatus during the

last five years is a significant fact that

speaks volumes for the efficiency of their

apparatus.

These are but a few of the facts about

Western Electric Induction Motors. If

you are interested in increasing the effici-

ency of your plant—if you are interested

in cutting down the cost of your power

—

write to-day for Bulletin No. 607.

We would be glad to have our engin-

eers look over your plant and prove to you by actual figures what
a saving you can effect by installing Western Electric Motors.
This service is absolutely free and puts you under no obligation

to us.

Write to-day for Bulletin No. 607 and full particulars.

/NORTHERN ELECTRIC
&m [M/.jN.UFACTU.R.INC; CO. LIMITED

Manufacturers and Suppliers of all apparatus and
equipment used in the construction, operation and
Maintenance of Telephone and Power Plants

Montreal Winnipeg
Cor. Notre Dame and Guy Strfcts .«<) Henry Avenue

Toronto Vancouver
60 Fronf Street We*t 4*4 Seymour Street

EDGINGS
Ontario

The construction of a large paper mill is projected at Fort Frances, Ont.

Address Warren Curtis, jr.

One hundred and twenty tons of pulp per day is being turned out by the

Spanish River Mills at. TCspanola, Ont.

Graves, Manbert, George & Company will cut about 8,000,000 feet of hem-
lock at their mill at Midland. The mill at Byng Inlet is running night and day
and the cut will probably exceed last year.

The ratepayers of Oampbellford, Ont., have passed a by-law to grant a fixed

assessment of $2,000 for ten years on a pulp mill to be erected by the Northum-
berland Pulp Company near Ranny Falls.

The equipment of L. Christie's sawmill at Fort Frances is completed, and
E. Clairmont, of Parry Sound, has taken charge. The mill has a capacity of

35,000 feet a day, the' planer 50,000 feet, and the lake mill 40,000 feet.

The Bruce Mines Sawmill Company, Limited, Bruce Mines, Ont., has been

incorporated with a capital of $(i0,000. Incorporators, F. H. Lawrence, of

Macdonald Township; J. O'Flynn, G. W. Goodwin and T...J. Wilcox, all of Sault

Ste. Marie, Ont.

W. H. Rowley has been appointed to represent the Ottawa Board of Trade

at the meeting of the Chamber of Commerce of the British Empire in Sydney,

Australia, in September. Recently, as chairman of a committee of manufactur-

ers, he secured the adoption of a uniform bill of lading for Canada.

A charter has been granted to the Kingston Pulp Company, which will deal

in sulphite and wood pulp, paper, cardboard, fibre, etc. The capital stock of the

organization is $100,000, and the head office is at Kingston, Ont. The incor-

porators are Daniel Smith, C. A. Macpherson, Francis King and Hugh Mac-
pherson, of Kingston, and F. H. Hooper, of Brownsburg, Que.

The most serious of the northern Ontario fires, which have been raging re-

cently, are reported to be under control. Hon. Frank Cochrane, Minister of

Lands, Forests and Mines, has received a brief communication from the pro-

vincial superintendent, in which he states that his staff has been so busily en-

gaged in the active work of fire-fighting that they have as yet had no oppor-

tunity to make an estimate of the amount of damage done. "I fear, however,

that the damage will be considerable," said the Minister, in an interview. "This

has been what we call a bad year for the protection of standing timber, as there

has been scarcely any rain." Hon. Mr. Cochrane has decided officially to in-

vestigate the origin of the other big forest lire which occurred in the Temiskam-

ing region at the end of the T. & N. 0. Railway neer Cochrane:

Eastern Provinces

The lumber mill of B. W. Titus, at Upharn, N.B., was recently destroyed

by fire.

The Peribonca Pulp Company, of Peribonca, Que., will rebuild its mill,

which was burned last year.

The Smith mill, at Burton, N.B., is being operated by the newly organized

firm of the McLellan & Smith Lumber & Pulp Company.

Forest fires are reported along the line of the Moncton & Buctouche Rail-

road in New Brunswick, which have already destroyed much timber.

The St. Maurice Industrial Company is preparing plans for the erection

of a large pulp mill at La Tuque, Que., and is now putting up a rossing mill.

The Nordin Company will build a large up-to-date woodworking factory and

lumber mills at Tide Head, N.B. A large quantity of machinery has been or-

dered from Sweden.

The Nepisiguit Lumber Company, composed principally of American capi-

talists, has purchased the New Brunswick mill and timber lands of Adams,
Barnes & Company and will erect modern new buildings.

The St. Lawrence Paper Mills Company is about to install machinery to

handle old magazine stock at its mill at Mille Roches, Ont. It is understood

that the company is thinking of opening an office in Toronto.

Destructive forest fires have been devastating eastern Guysboro, N.S. The

drought made the forest as dry as cinder and forest fires started in six places

within sight of Guysboro. Driven by high wind, the fires spread rapidly and

large belts of valuable timber were wiped out.

Dr. F. S. Pearson, a prominent capitalist of Montreal, has just taken up an

option on the Murphy lumber district in Mexico. Dr. Pearson has been acting

in conjunction with the Mexican Transportation Company, of Canada, and to-

gether they have put up $3,000,000 for the property. This tract covers about

500,000 acres of timber land in Mexico adjoining the extensive property of the

Sierra Madre Land & Lumber Company, which the Pearson interests also con-

template taking into their fold, together with two Mexican railroad properties,

tho Chihuahua & Pacific, owned by Moore & Schley, and the Sierra Madre &
Paciric. which Colonel Green constructed for the purpose of opening up his own
lumbLM- properties, the Sierra Madre.

A new industry is now being promoted on the Miramichi river by James
Feinbrook, who has developed a project for extracting turpentine, tar. wood

alcohol and wood oils from the stumps of tree tops and lumber left by the lum-

bermen. Mr. Feinbrook has been successful in extracting a quantity of each of

these products by a secret process, and the turpentine is pronounced to be as

good as that produced in Sweden. Mr. Feinbrook had eight men at work all

winter at McKenzie's Brook, near Doaktown, making preliminary tests. He has

also secured a concession of a large tract of land for ten years, and in order to

exhaust this area an expenditure of $100,000 will be necessary. He is planning

the formation of a $1,000,000 company to carry on the project.

British Columbia

J. H. Potts, of Victoria, paid $12,000 to W. Piggott for seven timber

berths on Portland canal.

G Tanner has bought his partner's interest in the Part Hammond Lumber

Company at Port Hammond, B.C.
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LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock
Lumber and Dimension

Timhcr

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint
Roofing
Sheetingl

Write for Prices
fSash, Doors,
Blinds and
[Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

New Edinburgh Miiis Ottawa. Outerio

Red Oak
Several cars of 5-4 Common

and Better
; ready for

quick shipment from
outside points.

Price will be made attrac-
tive.

Yellow Pine
In yard for immediate de-

livery.

Large stock of 5-8 No. 1 and
No. 2.

Also stock of 5-8 No. 1 Com-
mon and No. 2 Common.

This is dry, soft yellow
stock and will be priced
attractively.

Oak
In either Red or White

Oak we offer large block
of 8-4 No. 1 and No. 2
Common.
Quick Shipment of Course,
That's the Mcllvain Way.

Large car 4-4 Bone Dry No.
1 Common.

Mapl<
200,000 feet of 4-4 Dry

Maple, log run.
Ask us for price at mill.

Shingles
500,000 7 x 24 No. 1 Heart

Ribbed.
500,090 6 x 20.

Can make immediate ship-
ment direct from mill.

Walnut
,
Large car 4-4 No. 1 Com-

mon.
Large car 4-4 Reject,
Large car 4-4 No. 2 Com-

mon.

" We H<>ve It If Its Hardwood "

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices: CrozerBldg., i420 Chestnut St. ,Yards

: Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS

inch No. i Pine
cuts& better. . .$,

i % inch No. i

cuts and better,

a ' No. 1 Cuts and
Better

i % in. No. a Pine
cuts and better

a" No. 2 Pine Cuts
and Better

i % inch No 3 Cuts
and Better. . .

.

2" No. 3 Cuts and
Better ...

lin. Pine Dressing
and better shorts

1 x 4 and 5 common
ix6 common
1 x 8common
1 x 10 box
1 X 10 common and
dressing

1 x 13 common. . .

.

ixioand 12 mill cull

sidings
1" mill cull sidings

a x 10 common
2 and 3 x 1 2 common
1 x 10 inch box and
common

1" mill run sidings

1 x 10 and 1 a mill

culls

1 in. mill cull sidings
1" dead cullsidings

1% inch flooring

Spruce mill run

S3 °°

5 a 00

44 00

46 00

40 00

46 00

24 00
22 00
22 00

23 00
21 00

29 00

33 00

19 00

17 00
25 00
26 00

24 00
23 00

18 so
11 S°
ia 5°
a5 00
20 00

44 00

SS 00

54 00

47 00

49 00

42 00

48 00

27 00
33 00
34 00

25 00
33 00

31 00

35 00

20 00
18 00

27 00
28 00

26 00

35 CO

20 00
ia S°
13 5o

27 o°
21 00

55 00

Spruce mill culls 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 1400
2x4 to8in., 10 to 16ft. 16 00
2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 19 00
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber ...

Douglas fir square
timber up to 14" x

14"—32'.
Douglas nr square
timber up to 2o"x
20"—32

Fir flooring, edge
grain

1/N0.1 4 ft. Pine
Lath

1 No. 2 4ft. lath

i%" 3*" pine....
1%" No. 1 4*t.

hemlock lath. .

1%" mill run hem-
lock lath

XX Pine Shingles

X Pine Shingles.

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 3"

XXXX 6 to 33-16"

XXXXXsto a"...

Red pine, c & c f 1".

16 00
15 00
16 50
20 00

52 00 67 00

Red Pine, common «i 00

70 00

31 80

32 3°

45 00

4 00

3 5°
1 60

3 as
a 35

a5

a 30
3 'S
3 60

4 30
30 00
31 00
33 00
32 00

HARDWOODS—PER M. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Ash White ists and
snds, 1 to 3''.

. . .$

Ash, black, istsand
snds 1 to 2' ...

.

Ash, black Nto. 1

common and
better "

Ash black log run«
Birch, No. 1 com-
mon and betteri"

Birch log run
Birch, No. 1 com-

mon and better,

I^t0 3"

Birch, 3 to 4
Birch, 1" ists & 2nds
Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter, i''

Basswood log run
Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1 Yi to 3"

Basswood mill run

Soft Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter i
lA <o 3"

Soft Elm log run

Soft Elm, common
and better 1". .

.

Sott Elm, mill run

Rock Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1"

57 00

38 00

36 00

35 00

26 00
22 00

27 00
32 00

35 00

28 00
26 00

28 00
20 00

27 00
22 00

24 00
20 00

Rock Elm, i}4 to 2"

1 sts & 2nds . . 43 00

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1" ao 00 22 50

Soft maple common
& better 1 K to 3" 2600

Hard Maple i"x4"

& up 10/16 No. 1 com
mon and better . . 32 00

Hard Maple 4"x 4"

io' to 16' common
and better 32 00

Oak, red. plain,

ists and ands 1" 5* 00

Oak, red, plain.

ists and 2nds, 2" 54 00

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 3" 58 00

Oak, red, plain,

ists and2nds, 4" 6000
Oak, white, plain,

1st and 2nds, 1" S2 °°

Oak,white, 1 ^"x6"
and up 10/16 . . 54 00

Oak, quartered,
1st and snds 1" 80 00 82 00

Oak, quartered,
* istsand 2nds, i]4

to a" 84 00
Hickory ists and
ands h'vy i^to 3" 62 00 7a 00

OTTAWA, ONT.
* manufacturer's prices

Pine good sidings :

iin. x 7in and up
andi^"x

8 and up
3" x 7" and up
No. a cuts 2x8"

and up
Pine good strips :

1^" and i%" ..

a
Pine good shorts :

1'' x 7" and up..

1 / '•

. • •

tji" and 1% " . .

.

a' ; • •

7" to 9"A Sidings

Pine, No. 1 dressing
sidings

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips .... • • •

Pine, No. 1 dressing

short*
Pine, 8 ». c. and bet-

ter ia' to 16' v .

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings
Pine, s. c. strips. .

Pine, s. c. shorts. . .

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4
Pine, s.r. and better,

1x5
Pine, s.c. and better

1x6
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x7
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8
Pine, s.c. and better,

1 X9
Pine, s.c. and better

x x 10

Pine, box boards. .

x io No 1 barn
1 x 10 No. 3

"

x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn

46 00

56 00

54 00

34 00 36 00

42 00

50 00

34 00

38 00
42 00

35 00
28 00
40 00
42 00
25 00

36 00

26 00

22 00

24 00

2 3 00
19 00
18 00

20 00

21 00

22 00

22 00

23 00

2.; 00

24 00

15 00
20 00

23 00

33 00

36 00

42 00

45 00

37 00
.0 00

43 00

45 00

27 00

40 00

31 00

26 00

25 00

26 00
22 00
20 00

21 00

33 OO

2^ OO

23 OO

34 OO

24 00

26 00
18 00
32 00
25 00
26 OO

1 x 8 & 9 No. 2 " 20 00
Pine Shorts 6' to 1

1'

x io' 22 oo
Pine mill culls.... 17 00
Pine O. culls 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out, . .. 17 00
Spruce, 1"X4" & up 15 00
Spruce, 1*' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10''
. . 17 00

Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B) 24 00
Hemlock 13 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out. 22 00
Birch 18 00
Sott Elm, common,
and better 1, 1^,3" 20 00
Ash, black common
and betteri" to 2" 25 00

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
.3/8"............

No, 2 white pine
Spruce, mill run
Red pine mill run 2

No. 1 white pine
"& lj( ...... 3

No. 2 white pine
I "& iVt _

a

Spruce mill run
1" & i# 2

Red Pine mill

run 1" & 1 J^..

32" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18"

3 25

2 5°
a 5°
a 50

7S
1 So

3 5°
a IS

xx, 18" 1 So
White Cedar Shingles :

xxxx, 18' ... 4 35

Clear Butt, 18" 3 00

x, X 18^' ... 1 jo
Railway ties <> 4*

Spruce logs 12 00

33 00
19 00
13 00

19 00

17 00

19 00

36 00

15 00

36 00
20 00

24 00

28 00

3 So
a 75
2 7S
2 75

3 2.5

2 25

2 25

a 00
a 00

4 00

3 as

75

4 SO

3 5°
' 75
o S°
14 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAPT.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 lect average.

First class Ottawa waney, 18' average, according to lineal..

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.

By the dram, according to average and quality

BUI.

By the dram, acoordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet.

" • " 30 to 35 feet.

ASH.

10 inches and up, according to average and quality

Average 16 inch
BIRCH.

14 inch

«S "

cts.

40
70

as

35

a4

28

65

70

SJ

QUEBEC SPRUCE DEALS
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up '7

Oddments '5

Boards, 1 and 3 in l S

BIRCH PLANKS.

i to 4 in.' ,8

3a 3"

00 per ft

SARNIA, ONT.
FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" 5° 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 55 °°

\\i and \%" " 6a 00
2 " 64 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 45 00

6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 54 00

8/4 ,, ,• 57 00

6/4 x 6 & up No. a ,, 47 00

8/4 „ ., ., 49 00
6/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 43 00

8/4 „ ,, ., 46 00

NO. I CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 44 00
1*4 in. " S' 00
i

lA in. 53 00
ain. 56 00

2% and 3' " 7S 00

4 in. " 80 00

NO. 3. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 39 00

iK" 39 00

ifi"
" 41 00

a " 45 00
2%, 3 and 4" " 60 00 65 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide ai 00
iVA and \%" " 31 00
a ' 31 00
2%, 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
1" X 4" 34 OO
1" x 5" 26 OO
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

x 10

r' x 13"

1" x 13 and'up
x 4 andfe' •

1 V4, \% and a" .

aH and 3"

NO. I BARN.

3'

NO. a BARN.

i in 39 00

iK. iK a"d a"

3>4 and 3"

NO. 3 BARN.

1 in 33 00

iVa and a" 33 00
36 00
36 00

No. 1, 1, 1K1 a" ao 00 37 00

No. 1 mill culls, 1,

X. 'H an<J a" 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" 15 00
i
t

*% and 3" is o°

o. a 14 00 15 00

LATH.

No. I, 33" I 50 a 00
No. a, 48" 3 50
No. 1, 48" pine 4 00

NO.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR
6 ft

a x 4 13 So
3x6 and ax8 16 00

16 50
17 00

3 x 10

a x ia

S. I S. AND

8 ft

16 50
16 50
17 OO

10 ft

18 OO
18 OO
19 50
30 50

14 X 16 ft

1800
18 OO
1950
20 50

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

3 x 4-13 $19 00

3 x 4-8-14-16 19 00

3 X 4-IO-18-30 31 OO
2 x

l \ 8 to 16 19 00
3X81

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00

6 " "So
8 " 23 50
10 " as 50
13 " 23 5°

Flooring
4 or 6 ,'inch No. 1 $32 00

" " 11 a 30 00
" " " 3 -,22 50

Shiplap—Finished

4 inch 19 00
6 " ai 50
8, xo, 13 inch 33 50

Siding
6 inch No. 1 31 00

11 No. 3 39 00
" No. 3 33 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER

4 75
3 25

13 ft.

•21 50
-23 00
23 50

.31 50
•23 SO
- 2.3 50

4 and 16 ft

21 50
32 OO
34 OO
22 50
22 50
22 50
39 80

3x6 and 3x8
3110
3 X 13

4x4 to 6x8
4 x 10 to 10 x 10

8x8
6 x 14 up to 33 ft

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND El

3X4, 3X6, 3X8, 8 to 16 ft

» " " 18 to 33 ft

3 X IO, 3 X 13, 8 tO 16 ft

18, 30, 33 ft

34, 36, 38, 30, 33
3 X 14 Up to 33 ft

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft

3 x 4 to 4 x 13, 18 to 33 ft

6 x 6 to 6 x 13 up to 33 ft

3 x 14, 4 x 14

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, to x 13, 10 x 14, 12 x 13, ia x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 16,

up to 3a $2480
10 x ao 6 00

8 x ao •

i,-.
»7 30

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & a Red Pine. 4 in 3o 50

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring 37 00

B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and a Flooring . . . •• 37 00

F. G. No. 1 and a Flooring 31 00

E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring 29 00

$19 50
ai 50
ao 00
23 00
26 00
35 00
32 50
35 OO
35 OO
as 00

ao 00

>7 SO

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce
8 to 16 ft., 6 in

B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 13" Shiplap 10/16' ao jo

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16' 19 So

BOARDS-ROUGH OR S. S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch $35 00
" a •• •* " 30 00

1850
mixed w dtht ij S°

No.
No.

3

3"

38 00
4"

i'

30 00 2"

31 OO

t'38 00

a"
3"
1"

43 00 2"
34 00 3"
37 00 4"
43 00

Fl

33 00
38 00

30 00

SHINGLES
XXX B. C. Cedar t3.io

XX B. C.Cedar 1.35
XXX Dimension a. 55

LATH.
Mixed VV & R Pine $3.00
B. C. Fir 4. jo

HARDWOODS, CAR LOTS, F. O. B. WINNIPEG.
THE PREVAILING PRICES, PER IM FEET, FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER ARE*-*
1" C/ands plain Oak $60 00

65 00
•- 75 00

78 00
63 00
70 00
78 00
45 00
49 00

: 53 00
• 43 00

47 00
50 So
55 5o

:ar 5a 00
" 55 00

Ash

Birch

Maple

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.

Uppers 4/4 to 8/4 $88 00
' 10/4 to 13/4 95 00

Selects 4(4 to 8/4 78 00
" 10/4 to 13/4 90 00

Fine Common 4/4 56 00
" 5/4 62 00

6/4 63 00
" " 8/4 64 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4 48 00
5/4 SS 00
6/4 57 00

" " 8/4 60 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 33 00

5/4 4? 00
6/4 45 00
8/4 49 00

No. 3 Cuts 5/4 35 00
6/4 35 00

" " 8/4 35 00

WHITE PINP.

(Wholesale selling price.

Dressing 5/4 46 00
5/4 " 'o Si 00
5/4x12 52 00

No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00
6/4 58 00
8/4 .58 00

No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00
6/4 47 00
8/4 47 00

No. 1 Barn 1 x 13 46 00
•' •' 1 x 6 & 8 35 00

1 x 10 37 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x6 & 8 33 00

1 x 10 35 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 81 8 27 00

1 x 10 29 00
Box 1 x 6 & up 24 00
"

1 x 10 24 00
"

1 x ia 36 00
" 1 x 13 & up 71 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

WHITE ASH.

1st & 2nd, 1 inch. . . 40 00 43 00 I

1 14 to a inch 44 00 46 00 I Strips aa 00 34 00
2% to 4 inch 48 00 54 00

I
Com. and culls .... 14 00 33 00

BLACK AND BROWN
1st & 3nd 6 inch up .40 00

1st & snd 6 inch &
up, red 40 00

1st and and, rock, 6

inch and up 33 00
Common and culls. 15 00

1st and 2nd hand 30 00
Common and culls 14 00

43 00
I

Com. good culls 14 00 ao 00

BIRCH

1st & and, white, 6
inch and up 30 00 33 00

Common and good
culls. 16

1

ELM.
1st and 3nd, soft, 6
inch and up ... . 36 00

Common and culls. 10 00
35 00
17 00

MAPLE
23 00 I 1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00
15 00 ] Common and culls. 13 00

,8

28 00
17 00

23 00
13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
WhitePine Uppers, i to 2 inch $92 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 81 00
Fine Common, 1 inch 58 00

\% to 2 inch .... 64 00
No. 1 Cuts 1 inch .... 45 00

1% to 3 inch . . 54 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch... . . 35 00

1% to 2 inch 38 00
Barn Boards, No. 1,1x12 48 00

No. 1,1x10 37 00
No. 1, 1 x 8 36 00
No. 3, 1 x 12 40 00
No. 2, 1 x 10 34 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 33 5o
No 3, 1 x 12 32 00
No. 3, 1 x 10 30 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 29 00

Spruce, 10 and 12 in. dimension
9 in. and under 24 00

10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up .... 24 00
2X3. 3x4, 3x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up 21 50
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft

and up . . - . 23 00
5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up, p, is 19 00
Canadian Spruce boards 33 00
Vermont Spruce boards, matched .. 22 00
1x2 and 1x3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundled 20 00

tH" Spruce laths 3 80

*%"
NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES

Extras $3 80
Clears 3 30
Second clears 2 35
Clear White9 2 30
Extra is vCIear whites out) : 1 45
Extra is (Clear whites in) 1 50

BRITISH COLl'MRIA SHINGLES,
Red Cedar Extra, 16" 5 butts to 2" 3 75

11 " Eurekas, 18" " 11

" " Perfections, 5 butts to a\i" 460

$94 00
84 00
61 00
66 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00
37 00
41 00

35 to

34 5°
34 00
31 00
30 00
27 00

35 00
25 00

33 00

33 00
20 00
24 00
33 5°
22 OO
4 OO

3 5°

$4 co

3 5°
a s°
2 45
2 25
1 60

3 8S
4 25

4 75



CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

Wouldn't

You

Take

a Tip?

Here's a Straight One-When You Want the Best
Lumber in Quebec Spruce and New Brunswick Shingles, get Fenderson products
I hey mean quality and satisfaction because they are put up under our personal
supervision and to suit the most critical trade.

Here is what We Manufacture

In Lumber
in SflinOjtf^Q f

FenderSOn Brand New Brunswick White Cedars, also*** *"**5 AWO
[

Brands. Prompt Shipments. Quality Goods.

WRITE US

Our well-known "Silk Finish" Quebec Spruce needs no introduc-

(
tion except to say that it's " as good as ever" and the best ever.

Mill

Saw & Shingle Mills:
Sayabcc, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q
Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P .Q.

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
C Miller ~> *

Sayabec, P. Q.

OU
R

9
,

U^LITY
M
T
S
CKS

i FIoorin* Ceiling, Partition, Novelty SidingBevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath? etc

Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,
U. S. A.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of

[ron, are stronger, longer lived,

lower in price and lighter for

I heir strength than any other

w heel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

Maple Leaf
Stitched Cotton Duck

Belting
Dominion Belting Co. Ltd.

Hamilton Canada

Reliable
Veterinary
Remedies
No logging outfit is complete without a

supply of reliable veterinary remedies.

Getting the wrong kind means the loss

of the use of your horses when time is

valuable.

Johnson's Veterinary Remedies
are guaranteed never to fail when used
as directed. You get your money back if

they ever do.
They are

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. I.

A penetrating Alcoholic Liniment.
Put up in one gallon jugs, with full

directions, per imperial gal. $4.50
Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 2.

A combination of the best oils used
as liniments, imp. gallon . S3.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy.
A sure and speedy cure for colic

Imperial gallon $5-00
Johnson's Veterinary Healing Oint-
ment.
Positively the best all-round healing
ointment made. In use by the larg-

est owners of horse flesh in Canada.
Put up in 2 lb tins, each . . $2.25
or in U lb tins, per dozen . . S3. 50

Johnson's Condition Powders. (Con-

centrated).
Put up in bulk, per lb ... . 30c.

These goods being put up in bulk are
more economical than others, as cost of

bottling, etc., is saved.

CAMP REMEDIES.
In addition to our Veterinary Reme

dies we make a line of medicines for lum
bermen, including a strong, penetrating

liniment, healing ointment, cholera cure,

liver pills, cough syrup, in fact anything
in the form of Camp Drug Supplies. We
know that there are no better remedies
made than those we offer. There may be

others nearly as good, but they lack our
guarantee. Satisfaction or money back.

A trade discount of 10% allowed off all

orders amounting to $100.

Send postal for printed matter.

A. H. JOHNSON
Wholesale Drvjtf«lst

Colllngwood, - Ont.

RUBBER BELTING

for Transmitting,

Elevating and

Conveying.

Rubber

Hose

for Water, Steam,

Air Suction, and

Fire Protection.

The

Gutta Percha 6 Rubber Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, Limited

Head Offices : 47 Yonge Street, TORONTO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

The Cyclone Shaking

and Dumping Grate Bar
will make you money

By Stretching Your Steam

" The Cyclone " is made so that it will

evaporate more water per pound of coal

than any other device. It is made on the

principles of Common Sense and Simplicity

and accordingly has given to manufacturers

the most Durable and Economical grate

on the maket.

Inquire of the

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co.
Limited

LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO

FINE

BANK C

OOURT HOUSE &
I DRUG STORE FITTINGS.

.PRESTON

I ONT.

/orrict. school.
:hurchmoocc furwtui

The

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Have for hale Second-Hand Machinery, com-
pletely overhauled, ready or shipment :

i Heading Turner.
1 Heading Packer.
2 Hand-swing Shingle Machines.

All C For Tramways, Siding*, Etc.
flHILO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

IF
YOlJ* Mi WORTH
ADVERTISING,

A0V$!L Cult
TOR SALE

The . . .

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO., Limited

Head Office: TORONTO

HIGHEST GRADES OF

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS
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For Loo- Loading, operating a Derrick,
pulling and placing cars and general"

hoisting purposes

The "MIDLAND "

Hoisting

Engine

is unsur-

passed.

Catalogue

on

request

The Canada Iron Corporation, Ltd.
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p. o. box 425 ONTARIO

YOUR OUTPUT
of FLOORING, CEILING"and SIDING improved and increased
«y adopting a SYSTEM OF SHIMER CUTTER HEADS

^tn!S ŵ«Wif
k^?& 1UillVUd

1°
lve the Problem of

Forging* of M nm lhL
g
; ^ Y a§t l0

?g
and cost litt]e

- Made of 'Stpel
combination noXe to m^f

StreDglh they ^P^nt the strongest
TTip il I,«f?of • i.

meet ever
-v emergency,

ner to ,HEft&31^W^i?
0^ COmPact and workmanlike man-

DrinHnlP nf H»
Shlraer Cutter Heads are constructed—how the vital

£KdsheS?ef£c? 3?
Wd

*? S ***** bit P-nts^how the altS
tendamdesbT^LwS CUt ™luce8to a minimum the tearing out
will w £Sr^ lumber A study of the illustrations

insuring thai a unifm m n^TT th« e*act shaPe in ^eir exterior circles,

extra trluWe iKSpSJT^pE^h^l^ 1^ without
Shinier Cutter Hea,K vnffr.' w T g he make-ready" built into the
with filin" ami , !> fir

7
I
wp^men are relieved of the labor connected

Xrneedfei^Ses^8 t0 Patte—fche W of such

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons,
Branch of Milton, Pa., U. S. A.

GALT
Ontario

A LEADER THAT LEADS

DeLoach leader" Planer

Weight 1,800 pounds.
Price at factory only $230.00

Just the thing for neighborhood work
Fully guaranteed.

also •

-
Paragon'; $376.12. 24" Double "Monitor" $590 00Monitor 46138 20" « Daisy" Surfacer 137 92Solid forged steel cylinders slotted four sides

The reversible as well as the variable feature of thefeed puts our machines in a class by themselves.
Send for 254 page catalog of Saw Mills, Shingle MillsPlaners Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mils'W acer \\ heels, Engines, Boilers and Gasoline Engines:

20"

21"

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 509,
BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

The Old Reliable

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
ie grate with the reputation "

Covered by six patents, the last
issued on August 25, 1903. Others
pending.

Burns Sawdust.

Saves Wood.
Increases the Efficiency

of a Boiler

Makes Firing Easy.

Sample Testimonial (One of over 600)

"Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.,
-Garvin, Okla., March .8, t 9og .

"Greenville, Mich.
" Gentlemen :

some of the ofd timers Tthe saw miliT business
^^^ aWe te SUrPrise

professed to k„
a
o
V
w.

b
tha

n

t

'n '°rmed by
* *reat^ PracticaI "ill -en who

We would never be able to Keep Up Steam on Cottonwood SawdustHowever, we are pleased to state that at the present time
^"dust.

We have no trouble whatever in Firing Three 7ax78 Boilers on
, t c Cottonwood Sawdust Exclusively

S
HoldTh^p

rnan
v
;in

,

d th
,
e ^reateSt Uo" b,e we experience is toHold the Pop Valve down and Keep the Negro Fireman Awake

themo£!£^^2E*SSJ%tt^°V SK^TSfe -d
both ways, no matter whereXy are located

^ W£ p3y the

"Yours very truly
"Choctaw Lumber & Veneer Co "

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Greenville . Michigan
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Beardmore Leather Belting
72 inch 3 ply 175 feet long

Made only of Extra Selected No. i Packer Steer

Hides, Oak Tanned

Beardmore Extra Waterproof Cement Leather

Belting for the Wet Places in Pulp, Paper and Saw

Mills, Etc.

The Maximum of Stretch is taken out of Beardmore

Belting by improved appliances, without impairing its life.

Every belt guaranteed as to quality of material and

workmanship.

The Largest Leather Belt ever made
in Canada Large Stocks Carried at all Branches

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank St., Ottawa, Ont. Woods Western Building, Cor. Market and Louise Sts., Winnipeg, Man.

FLECK BROS., Limited, 433 Pender St., West, Vancouver, B.C.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Peter St., Orillia, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawmill, Shingle
and

Our New Four-Saw Lath Bolter

Lath Machinery

We make a specialty of

Engines, Boilers, Shafting, Pulleys,

Belting, Ewart Chain, Saws, Portable

Forges and all Mill Fittings.

Prices and Catalogue on application

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

WILLIAMS & WILSON
St. James Street, MONTREAL
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DISSTON
47

Saws, Tools and Files
Made
Sold
Used ON MERIT

And the Confidence placed in the Quality and Efficiency of the DISSTON BRAND shall
be as well-deserved in the future as it has been during- the past SIXTY-NINE YEARS.

Henry Disston <fe Sons, Inc.
Canadian Works:

112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

Philadelphia, Pa.

New No. 10
Heavy Open Side Molder

This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-
ing machinery, just
from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
w..,.„b„«P

ALT °
0
N

b

TARIO CANADA

Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.
Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating

ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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Saw Machinery
We manufacture under our own Patents the

most Complete Line of

Automatic Saw Sharpeners

Saw Stretchers - Retoothers

Shears - Swages

and all ncccsary appliances for the Filing1 Room

Covel Manufacturing Company
Benton Harbor, Mich.

The Covel No 90 for Heavy Band Saws

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.
AGENTS FOR CANADA

Detachable Lumber Trucks

with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

For Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mi
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In ]/2i y± and 1 Cord Capacity—Extra Strong of Thor-

oughly Seasoned Hardwood and Bolted Throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in Trains or Singly for Platform Work.

Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co.
Limited

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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Wire Rope
All kinds and sizes

and for all purposes.

Standard & Lang's
Patent Lay.

Prices Rig-ht

Rope Fittings

Prompt Shipments
Rope Grease

The B. Greening Wire Company
HAMILTON, ONT. Limited MONTREAL. QUE.

„ „ „ HVTHEK BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw Patent Groover or Dado Head

For either Rip or Cross Cutting
Will cut equally as smooth in either Kipping Cross,

cutting or cutting at an angle ot 45 degrees, with
gra.nofwood the grain (Sent on approval).

Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do '

HUTHER BROS. SAW MFC CO.. Inc ROCHESTER N Y

Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandril
For cutting any width groove from 1/8"

to 1" wide. Will cut either with or across

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

I CI . ,

Hart
I

Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guarante'd the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited •

446 Barton Street East
HAMILTON

Cranbrook Sash and

Door Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DOWELL DOORS, INTERIOR FINISH
WINDOWS, TURNINGS, BRACKETS

DETAIL WORK A SPECIALTY

Lumber Shingles

Lath
Shipments in Straight or Mixed

Carloads.

Address Cranbrook, B.C.

We Make Filing Room Tools

Sectional View of Hanchett Band Saw Swage

'V
10 s,r,

|

io
V 1

al vit>w °f our swage shows our new spring bracket

, 1 "thi f l

s

:

vsW
",
t0 tip fOTWard ***** "Potion <>f swag-rag. In Ins bracke we have preserved our compact construction fea-tures It is practically as strong as a solid bracket, is mpoSbletoSetoutoi order and is easily adjusted to give any amount of spW de-sired, or to be rigid and allow no spring.

spring ae

This new feature of Hanchett swages still further increases thec noency ot a which without thislniBoywnB^fSa^to
ot years been quite generally conceded to have the lead over any other2 0̂ :"XV,V"r

TlH ' spring bt
,r

ket - in co^^^rSEaction ot Hanchett dies, proves unusually effective in bendine the tooth.'.ward so haft may be faced perfectly with little grinding. Withhis spring bracket w,th its perfect adjustments, added to the unusuallywide range ol adjustment of Hanchett swages, the filer can swaS his

\u u an s them, and get any amount of hook wanted. We have atreadvvc,,v,,l son,, very enthusiastic letters from filers who have tried the

; iiX'u. wm :;

t

\
an,1

,

they state> that with the
quipped it will never be necessary to knock the teeth down with a

« ... b s the s age to put the point just where it is wanted, and keep atnll back. 1 hese brackets will fit all the old Hanchett Hwaees so thatOUT Old customers can avail themselves of this impllS'^^cnasrag from us the new spring bracket.

lias nnfnpiT!!-! * used upon a gang saw, a fork is furnished that

he last e ti l' .''T'
,0 "- lUT ',

Ma
,

kins il ,,,ore convenient for swagingnit last teeth at the lower end of the saw.

Hanchett Band Swage Shaper

For the obtaining of the most desirable results, the swage shaperhas become an indispensable unit in the filing-room. The utilitv of theswage simper for fitting band saws has been demonstrated for many
tw'tn?" Hanchett' Band Swage Shaper combines all the elementsthat go to make an ideal finish to the work of the saw swa-e Bv theshaper every tooth is pressed into perfect shape, as in a mold, widest

Let us send you our new 1909 Filing
Room Catalog No. 6. It will interest you.

Hanchett Swage Works
BIG RAPIDS, MICH., U.S.A.
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The

Maple Leaf Saw Works
Shurly <fc Dietrich

GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular Saws

Gang Saws

Mill Saws

Band Saws

Cross-Cut Saws

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hand Saws

Buck Saws

Plastering Trowels

Butcher Saws

Straw Knives

Maple Leaf Saw Set
MANUFACTURED BY

SHURLY & DIETRICH, Gait, Ont.

Directions.—Place the set on the point of tooth, as shown in the accom-

panying cut, and strike a very light blow with a tack hammer. If

you require more set, file the tooth with more bevel.

If you follow directions you cannot make a mistake. Be sure and not

strike too hard a blow, and it will set the hardest saw. On receipt

of 40 cents we will send one by mail.

We are the only manufacturers in the world who
export Saws in large quantities to the

United States.

GROUND THIN ON BACK

Save Labor Save Gumming

Save Time Save Files

This Saw Stands Without a Rival

AND IS THE

FASTEST CUTTING SAW IN THE WORLD!

Its Superiority consists in its Excellent Temper. It

is made of " Razor Steel," which is the finest ever used in

the manufacture of Saws. We have the sole control of

this steel. It is tempered by our secret process, which

process gives a keener cutting edge and a toughness to

the steel which no other process can approach.

We Manufacture

HIGH GRADE BAND SAWS
Of All Widths and Lengths.

These Saws are made of Refined Razor Steel, and tempered by our Secret

Process; for Fine Finish and Temper are not excelled.
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JUST OUT

The New Waterous Band Mill

The latest most

up-to-date mills

on the market.

Upper guide of

patented safety

saw centre
swing design

adjustable ver-

tically and hori-

z o n t a 1 1 y. Is

fitted with quick

opening device;

is water coated

and non-break-

able.

Upper guide
arm raised and

lowered by
power mechan-

ism.

Lower sawguide
designed onsame

principle as up-

per to swing
above centre of

saw. Is quick

opening and un-

d e r control o f

tail sawyer.

8 ft, 9 ft., 10 ft, Sizes Single and Double Cutting

The product of

our 50 years ex-

perience in saw-

mill business.

Columns solid,

rigid, giving
wide range of

adjustment t o

upper wheels.

Upper wheel

raised and low-

ered by jack
screws and
gearing.

Tensioning de-

vice acts inde-

pendentlyof
position of up-

per wheel and
removes all jar

from saw b y
patented s e 1 f-

cushioning ten-

sion weights.

Cut of 8 —Double Cutting.

Tilting Device Improved and Simplified. rrnsc T
- • A ,.

Frame verv wla a t, , ^
Lm,nS AdJ ustments also Supplied,^rame very Heavy and Extends Completely Around Mill.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL BULLETIN DESCRIBING THESE MACHINES

Waterous Engine Works Co.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited

Winnipeg, Man. Brantford, Canada B. C. Agency : H. B. Gilmour,
Vancouve r



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
You have your books audited by firms of expert accountants, you have your plants appraised by expert appraisers

companies—Why? To get the best at the lowest cost.

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance-Our inspector and adjusters are lumbermen as well as insurance men. We can

handle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessable policy, and absolutely sound indemnity.

Drop us a line and we will explain our methods fully.

By Lumbermen

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway - NEW YORK

For Lumbermen

Profit

Makers
Many lumber

dealers fail to

recognize the

advantage of

stocking build-

ing supplies.

There is money

in this line for

the wide awake

firms.

Colonial

Columns

Newel Posts

Veneered

Doors

Retail dealers handling our goods report large sales

Baits Limited
50 Pacific Avenue WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT 5

'EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

PINK LUMBERING TOOLS

; <- ^ » ia
.

™™ -~ %
\ r v

f ' ^ AWARDED BYTHE _~ >

^/r/0NAS50C\^

. flint*- JJnnlirolii".

oi Ltiiiihrnnrus fooK.

i own niuiiiifjwiiiiv;

Send for
Catalogue and

Price H»t The Standard Tools
In Every Province of the Dominion

New Zealand, Australia, Etc

Pink Duck Bill Winter Cant Hook Handle*
In Split Maple

Finest Quality Split Maple

CANT HOOK and PEAVEY HANDLES, Car Load or Dozen, BOOM

CHAINS, PIKE POLES, SKIDDING TONGS, BOAT WINCHES, ETC.

Sold throughout the Dominion by all Wholesale and Retail Hardware Merchants

Thomas Pink, Pembroke, Ont-

m p,nk Round Bill

Peavey Hand-

le* In Split

Maple.
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(anadalumberman
e. Wood W^-l>^Worker

Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Your Attention Wanted !

!

Look us up ! We have played no small part

in lightening- one burden of the Lumber
Tracle. Others have profited. Why not you ?

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

Nine -tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies

We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
HAMILTON, ONT.

We Guarantee Every Belt

" D.K." Balata

Genuine Oak

BELTING
D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
Jo9-3>> Craig West wo King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.
11 St. Peter St. 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including*

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. GL SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents.Awnmgs, Flag, Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,H^BUnkeU.Grey Blankets Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coil

v

7

>Ck% Sleepng Bag,. Toboggans, SnSw.hoe.,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadmn Manufacturers of the WalshWindow Tent for Consumptive*.

J. J. TURNER. <a SONS
Cor. George. King & Water St*., Peterborough. Ont , Can

THE GREAT BELT"
BEATS ACL RIVALS EVERY TIME

Strength
for "U"niformity

Reliability
Endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

for WET or DRY WORK
SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Steer. MONTREAL
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Sawmill Machinery that has Run for Twenty

Years Without Costing Anything for Repairs

A few days ago, one of our salesmen called on a sawmill man

who was talking of putting in a new Jack Works and a Husk

Frame.

" Said the Millman : I am going to put in a Hamilton

outfit, the same as V, he has had it in use for

over twenty years and has never spent a cent on it."

The best of such a statement is that it is true of more than one

of our installations—other mills have had the same good results.

Surely machinery which will run season after season for more

than twenty years without breaking down is good enough for anybody.

But—can you afford to buy machinery that is NOT built as

well as that ?

Nothing less than reliable machinery is of any use to you.

That's the kind we make—the " twenty-year " kind, practically

repair proof.

It is only with sturdy, properly built machinery that you can cut good lumber

or run your business at a profit, and that's the only kind we know anything about.

Our Catalogues show everything for a Sawmill,

shall we send them to you ?
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J. B. MILLER, President W r Ti\Tr»Ar t t-w. K. IHMDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

The

Parry Sound Lumber Co.
w e Limited
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

We have the following stock, all perfectly dry, which we desire to move quickly:

3,000 feet 2x6 and up 18-22 feet long White Pine
3,000 feet 3x6x12-16 Mill Run White Pine

44,000 feet 3x6 and 7x18-14 White Pine
10,000 feet 3x10-18 White Pine
20,000 feet 3x 10 x 18-24 White Pine
14,000 feet 3 x 12 x 18 White Pine
20,000 feet 5-8x4 and up Mill Run White Pine
14,000 feet 2x4-11x17 and up Norway
34,000 feet 2 x8 x 12-16 Norway
17,000 feet 2 x 6 x 12-16 Norway
85,000 feet 2x4x2-11 x 12-16 Norway
13,000 feet i/2 inch 4 and up 12-16 Norway
50,000 feet 1x4 and up 12-16 Norway

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.
Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

HEAD OFFICE:
Traders Bank Building,

TT/\iV\w*f#\ ^ * Telegraph Codes :

Phone Main 1016 * OrOllTOj VSllU Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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W. E. LOUNT,
360 Berkeley St., TORONTO

Lumber Salesman, Inspector

and Arbitrator

Pine, Hemlock, Hardwoods, Lath
and Shingles.

List s and consignments solicited.

Will sell on salary or commission.
Inspection contracts wanted
charges moderate. Fifteen years
experience as salesman a n d
inspector. Satisfaction guar-
anteed.

WANTED
We are in the market for

seasons supply. White
Pine, Red Pine, Spruce,

Hemlock and White Cedar

Shingles. Send list of

prices. :: ;:
"

Muir & Terry
408 Confederation Life Bldg.

TORONTO
Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE ONT.

Dimension Timber. Joisting

Rough and Dressed Lumber

Lath, Shingles and Pickets

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to day. List of timber

and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied

on apphcaiion to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, B. C.

PLANINC AND MATCHING
IN TRANSIT

S. Pomeroy, oniiia
PLANING, MATCHING, RESAWING,
SIDING, FLOORING, MOULDINGS

in Car Lots
Factory near Station Write for Prices

phone 113

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
ll is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood
Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Sawing Season has commenced, and we

are now in a position to furnish promptly,

= Dimension Bill Stuff in=

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Geo. Godon & Go.
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarmsall sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED

Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

INGLES
UMBER
ATH

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles

Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let ill know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

LEAK & CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Write us for Special price on

18ft.2xl0*12in.

DRY NORWAY

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill

Stuif. We have also stocks of Ash, Elm,
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-

ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX, XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICE :

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought arid

sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesalm

^timber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

WE are in the market and pay
the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor
this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street East

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, HemlockUak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and
Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mi] Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Jhe Ontario Lumber
Co . Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills
: French River, Ont. Water Shipment.

Yard: Point Edward. Ont.

Write us for Price*

Home Life Building, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and cansupply any grade Dressed Stock.

On Trmiskaming Railway, 103
miles north of North Bay

HAILEYBVRY, ONT.

Well bought is half sold

"

Here's Your Chance!

6 Cars 1x4 No. 1 Hemlock
$11.50

F.O.B. Byng Inlet

Dry stock

Extra nice lot

In the way
Must be moved

You Can Get

No. 2 Hemlock

6 ft. and up

2 X 4
2 X 6
2 X 8

2 X 10

2 X 12

from us

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

1006-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Bynff Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

WE Buy
' Se" and deai !n a" kinds

V » of Lumber and Timber in Can-
ada and United States: Spruce,
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leal Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

y\UGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
A fully equipped Planing Factory in connec-
tion Dressed Lumber, Flooring in PineHardwood or Hemlock, % Ceilings, Sash
and Doors. Mouldings, Wood Turning, etc.
Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-
ty at current prices.

The
Elgie & Jam's

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO
We are in the market for

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce
and Hardwood Lumber

Write or call on us
Dry Spruce for Sale

Jhe

Brockville
Wholesale and Retail

Lumber
Lumber,

Company
Lath,

LIMITED Shingles,
Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y. Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

s

Jalph Loveland, Pres.
L. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treat..

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.
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Oyamel Company
I!. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of --

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John

Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

Abont 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,

25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small, end. A
particularly nice pai'cel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft, and up,

10 in. x 10 in. anil up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.

and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, „L ft..,~
Hochelaga Bank Build.np l^UeDeC, l^UC

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOGII,
President.

JAMICS I'. CUNNINGHAM.
Vice- President.

Wholesale Dealers Only

A. H, MACABE,
Secretary.

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang

SPECIAL DRIVE

Limited

Red Pine Flooring Strips-Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1212 Traders Bank Chambers - TORONTO
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

J. L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,

New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,

Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, TORONTO OMT
(Telephone Main 6244). 1 1 1

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty
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CAMERON & CO., L
MANUFACTURERS

JMITED
MANUFACTURERS

TIMBER

POLES

LUMBER pine

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK

LATH CEDAR
BIRCH

SHINCLES basswood POSTS

MILL AND YARD: OPEONCO OHT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, ONT.

Th.
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA

E A S T K K N

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W B S T B H N

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all grades and a "SPECIAL BRAND" cheaper
and better than Kastern Clear Butts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

A Selected Lot of Mill Run

White Pine and
Spruce Lumber

also

1
1 and 1 4 White Pine and Spruce Lath

Selling Agents for Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers
74 Nepean Street - OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-
ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything;
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West - . - MONTREAL

C. A. SPENCER
Telephone Mai,, 5554 55 st< Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Dealing in

Lumber and Timber
PARTICULARLY

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,
British Columbia Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine

WANTED White Pine, "O" Culls, 2 and 3 inch, and Lath;
Spruce Mill Culls, land 2 inch; and Hemlock
Culls, 2 and 3 inch. Also g inch Merch. Spruce.

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Sellers

Send me your list, there
is probably something I

can use.

WRITE ME

E. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade MONTREAL

Wholesale Lumber Dealer
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Let Us Supply You with

Hardwood Flooring
We make a 3/8" end matched flooring in Birch,

Maple or Oak, that is unsurpassed by any manu-
facturer of building materials.

We get the very best wood and then apply the
most careful and most skilful workmanship. Our
product, consequently, has been branded witb suc-
cess. Shall we quote you our prices?

J. R. Eaton & Sons, ONTARIO
Montreal Agent: C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St. Telephone Main 5554

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mesa.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

ddress all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
96 riS" MONTREAL, P.Q.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

Detroit Columns
Are in Demand

Our columns show large sales and the increasing

demand indicates, in part, the appreciation of apppearance
and durability. Splendid facilities for manufacturing and
a thorough experience in column designing unite in the

production of

Detroit Colonial Columns
The famous "Lock Joint" needs no introduction

—the finish and high results obtained are substantial

evidence of its superiority.

An investigation by retail dealers will convince

them that this is a profit making line.

We stock in Oak, Birch Pine, etc.

No. 38
Detroit Column & Manufacturing Co.

No. 10

DETROIT MICHIGAN

E. A. LeBel Wholesale
Dealer in

Pine and Hemlock Lumber,

Lath, Shingles and Cedar Posts

Car and Cargo lots only. When in need of

stock write or c'al' up Long Distance Phone.

Office and Yards : South of Elevator, S<3Xni£l, Ollt.

We are in the Lead
when it is a question of service and satisfaction.

Every order large and small receives the same care-

ful attention. Your wants in

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
can be promptly filled. We give special attention
to Canadian trade.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO., n.ttr*
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address : "Walmcr," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith. Tyrer * Co.,

Pickford ft Black s Whart

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
an J

Heading
WHITE TO

James Webster & Bro.
Bootle, Liverpool. England Ltd.

Gloucester House, 2 Bishopsgate St. \V., E.C.

Qant & Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwood "r^ClftA^Jr.™ Bored, Polished

Fioorino andBund,ed

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bldi* Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS. CO,

22 St. John Street. Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street, Toronto. Ont.
Our Prices will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

Savoie (Si Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Sprvice, Hemlock and Birch

\% *n « Spruce Lath
Cedar Shingles - R. R. Ties
8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts
Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood

At,, building a Planing .Mill and Dry Kiln, which will be completed
tor the 1st of September.

Correspondence Solicited MANSEAU, QUE.
on I.C.Ry. no miles east ol Montreal

Officers and Directors

:

R. H. DOWNMAN, PRESIDENT FREDERIC WILBERT. 1ST V.CE-PRBS. OBo. W . DODGE, 2ND VICE H , .
F. B. WILLIAMS WM L. BURTON j. C RIVES JOHN DEBLIEl'Xm DREWS EDWARD HANSON L. II. PRICE H. M. GOTTEN H. B. HEWES

J. A. HILLIARD.
Secretary & General Manager

Shipment BV Rail or Sea,
Cable Address " REDCYPRESS'

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress
Lumber, Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily CAPACITY. :

3,000,1100 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, - NEW ORLEANS, La.

We carry everything in standard
grades and sizes of rough or dressed

Louisiana
Red Cypress

FRED. J. DAVENPORT, Box 425, Detroit, Michigan
Canadian Representative.

The

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
Send us your enquiries f

Limited

New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
Lath, Shingles,

Main Office :

Globe Atlantic Building
St. John, N.B.

etc.

Branch Sales Office

:

180 St. James Street

Montreal. Que.

WESTERN

LUMBERnk & wmmmw-i l\

SHINGLE

C° 1
'VANCOUVERm

LUMBER
AND

SHINGLES
WHOLESALE
£ i . :

: i;<

' SEND US

. YOUR
INQUIRIES]

RAIL OR "WATER
SHIPMENTS
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Cedar Cove Mills, TT A DC At €^C\
Vancouver, B. C Hi • XI • HJUAJl 19 CX/ V/VJ^

VANCOUVER, B.C. LIMITED

Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties : AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER—Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3- in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH GRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER A SPECIALTY

THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.
Prairie Representative

W. J. LOVERING. 1312-13 Traders Bank Bldg.. TORONTO
Ontario Representative

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
-WhoIesale=

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia.

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs, Piles. Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street.

VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Cable Address—Gillisco.
Codes L'sed ' American Lumberman Telecode.

\ Western Union.

C H. GILLIS & CO.
LIMITED

445 Granville St., Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Head Office : 205-206 Loo Bids' 1/ n ~
Cor. Hastings and Abbot Sts., VailCOUVer, D.L.

Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Correspondence

Solicited

Prompt

Shipments

Timber Limits We have Several Large Blocks for Sale
with Mill Sites, near Vancouver.

Guaranteed Daily Shipping- Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
..j 125,000 feet

LUMBER

Our Specialty

Mixed Car Orders
Dimensions, Shiplap, Flooring, Siding, Finish
of all kinds, Mouldings and Shingles.

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity
of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few
years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedlyabig

market for Mill

Equipment «f
all kinds. Let
us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

v i ce. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg-
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills <& Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Y».rd (SL Office

MOR.MSTOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

Guy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Hemlock
When you want a ship-

ment right quick, write or

wire us. We give you stock

ot the best quality and with

the minimum of delay.

Each order receives per-

sonal attention.

Posts Good
Split POStS Prices Right

The

Long Lumber Co.
Hamilton, Ont.

We Are Here
To Serve You

Ask for quotations when in the market for

ROUGH or DRESSED

LUMBER
in Pine, Hemlock, Basswood, Ash, Elm, Cedar,

Maple and Birch Lumber.

Building Timber, Shingles, Lath, Posts, Ties,

Doors, Sash, Frames, Mouldings, Turned Goods
of all kinds, Casings, Box Shooks, Cratings, etc.

For excellence of finish and durability there is

nothing superior to our

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Kiln-dried, Matched, Bored and End Matched.
A trial order will make you want more of it.

We make a specialty of Matching, Dressing,

Re-sawing and Milling Lumber in Transit.

Consignments solicited.

John Carew
Lindsay, Ontario Canada

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Ma„u f™of Lumber, Lath and Shingles Llmlted

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Manufacturers of l/Umber Mid L^ctK

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT. Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East. TORONTO. ONT.
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The Golden Lake

Lumber Co., Ltd.

Manufacturers of

White and Red Pine,
Spruce, Hemlock, Cedar
and Hardwood Lumber
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock
Lath - Cedar Shingles

Write Us if in the Market
for Hemlock Dimension

Mills at Golden Lake and Barry's Bay, Ont.

Head Office: EGANVILLE, ONT.

LOGGING TOOLS
Our Catalogues will Interest You

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont

The Carter-Stevens
Lumber Co., Limited

Bay Street - TORONTO103

Want to Buy
One carload ist and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x i8}4 in 10 ft

6 in to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.'
Four carloads ist and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1 J/ in. X2*£ in

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be well
manufactured and free of defects.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up, wide.
Lothn lengths.

Skidders and Loaders
Powerful, Strong and
Economical in Operation

Our Skidders and Loaders are in successful operation
under almost every condition met by loggers to-day.

Russel

Logging Cars
Strength Capacity

Durability
The Standard among Progressive Loggers
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DEFIANCE" WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
PATENTED AND BUILT BY

The Defiance Machine Works

12" Hand Planer with Boring Attachment
No. 8 Variety Saw-Rip and Cut-Off

Defiance,

Ohio

For Making
Hub*, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles,
Neck-Yokes,
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and General
Wood-Work 28 Band Saw 24" Single Surface Planer.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Manufacturers
of Sawmill, Shingle, Lath and Transmission Machinery

The Improved Hot Blast Grate
Developes more heat from green, wet or frozen sawdust or mill refuse,

than an ordinary draft grate developes from wood or coal.

The most modern and economical grate on the market. Increases steaming

power of boiler 50 per cent.

We are the sole manufacturers for Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime

Provinces, for this grate. It will save you money, regardless of the kind of

fuel used. We have many testimonials bearing out this statement.

Here is one :

—

Berridale, Ont., June 28/01).

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited,

Orillia.

Dear Sis,

With reference to Hot Blast Grate purchased from you

on trial about six weeks ago, we have found it to be one of the

most profitable things we ever put in any of our saw-mills.

It is much cheaper and more convenient than any sort of

Dutch Oven. We placed it under two 6 foot boilers where we
saw Spruce and Balsam logs, the sawdust of which makes poor

fire. Before we began using the Hot Blast Grates we burned

from 3 to 4 cords of dry slabs daily, and even then had a

deficiency of steam, but now we have all the steam we desire,

and the only fuel used is sawdust.

(Signed) The Highland Lumber Co.

Style " B " for Mill Furnace

Full Particulars on Application

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited R«pw»«*«i » the Pro™ce °f Q«<*~ *>y

Orillia, Ontario Williams & Wilson, Montreal

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar
The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-

creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 months
and is giving splendid satisfaction to all our
customers. Burning all grades of fuel with the
very best results. All live Mill Managers and
Engineers would do well to consult us when re-
quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-
ranted not to be an infringement on any prior
patents. We stand behind our customers and
guarantee them in the unmolested use of our
own invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and
repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert
workmen.

A post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY
Branch Office: 119 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.

Telephone Main 1342.

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.
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Logging by Steam
Send for Particulars and Illustrations

CABLEWAY SKIDDERS, SLACK ROPE SYSTEM,
SNAKING AND LOADING OUTFITS LOG HANDLING CABLEWAYS,
PORTABLE PINE LOCCERS, LOC LOADERS,
PULL BOATS, YARDING AND ROAD ENCINES.

All Important Features Patented. 52 Logging Machine Patents.

Lidgerwood Mfg-. Co.
Originators and Manufacturers of High-G--ade Logging Machinery.

96 Liberty Street. New York, N. Y.
Logging Machinery Branch Houses : Agency •

Atlanta G*. Seattle. Wash. Woodward. Wight & Co.. Ltd.. New Orleans, Li

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-
ing ' machinery

, just
from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT ONTARIO CANADA

Wettern Branch : Quebec Agent* •

248 McDermott Ave., WINNIPEG, MAN. Ross & Creig, MONTREAL, QUE. Robert Hamilton & Co., VANCOUVER, B. C.WE MAKE ^!^I
0C

n^Hfi«r'
C
p I

USS M-re 1

u
deal En

^
ines

'
Val™ Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and Power

Machinery, Safes, Vault, andVa^t ' Doo
0
rs

denSerS ^ Ml" Machlner* 0atmeal Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and ElevaTng

ASK FOR CATALOGUES. PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION

HUTHER. BR.OS. PATENT GR.OOVER OR. DADO HEAD
For cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to z inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material. Will cut a perfect groove with or across the grain.
This is the only Dado Head on the market that gives entire satisfaction on all classes of work. No

screw adjustment. For different width grooves, simply remove or add inside cutters. Sold by builders
and dealers of woodworking machinery in all parts of the United States. Will send on approval, in
competition with any other make on the market; if not the best return at our expense.
HUTHER BROS., SAW MFG. CO., Inc., 1170 University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., manufacturers

Circular Saws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box Cutters, Concave Saws, etc.

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

I c ...

Hart
I

Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranteed the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON
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I Am Convinced

Simonds
Shingle

Saws
Have Saved Me Money"

A man bought nine 40 inch Simonds Shingle Saws.
He wanted the best and paid the price.

He knows whether he won or lost on the deal.

A careful record of Shingle Saw cost was kept, with
the result that after a few months the record showed, in

that mill, the saw cost per thousand shingles cut to be
slightly less than one-half of one cent. About 9 cent
saw cost for twenty thousand shingles.

That is why this Millman said he was convinced
Simonds Saws are money makers because they are cost savers.

This is a statement of fact. We have the proofs and

will gladly show them. If you want low cost use the
right saws—Saws made of Simonds Steel, made by
Simonds Methods. Dollar for dollar value is given, A
saw to sell for less money than the Simonds cannot be as
good. It cannot run as economically, and it will not
make the same profit for you in the long run.

More shingles mean more money from the same block
of wood.

For shingle saw prices and particulars, address our
nearest office, giving size, number of teeth and gauge of
saw desired.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que.
St. John. N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.

United States Factories:

Fitchburg, Mass.
Chicago. 111.

For Log Loading, operating a Derrick,

pulling and placing cars and general

hoisting purposes

The " MIDLAND"
Hoisting

Engine

is unsur-

passed.

Catalogue

on

request

• $

The Canada Iron Corporation, Ltd.
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p. o. box 425 ONTARIO

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale

or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offices: Sro™ Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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B. C. Lumbermen Support C. L. A.
Mr. Frank Hawkins, secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-

ciation, has been visiting British Columbia recently in the interests of
the Association, and has met with most encouraging success. The object
of Mr. Hawkins' visit was to enlist the interest and support of the lum-
bermen of the West in the work of the Association and to persuade them
to become members. He has been successful in obtaining a large num-
ber of new members. According to a press report, which is published
elsewhere in this issue, he has secured as members "practically all the
coast lumbermen." This will be welcome news to those in Ontario and
eastern Canada who have been active in the organization of the Associa-
tion and have done a great deal of the pioneer work in its formation.
Some anxiety was felt at first as to the attitude which western lumber-
men would adopt toward the new Association, as the interests of the
West and the East have not always coincided with one another. Ap-
parently the lumbermen of the West have taken a large view of the situ-
ation and have readily realized the great usefulness which the Association
will have for them, as well as for all lumbermen in Canada.

The Canadian Lumbermen's Association will work hand in hand with
existing local associations of lumbermen, and it is believed that its inter-
ests will not clash at all with the interests of others. Its main objects
will be to look after the legislative interests of its members and to repre-
sent the lumber interests of Canada before such bodies as the Dominion
Board of Railway Commissioners. Already it has done an important
and successful work before the Railway Board, and the indications are
that its field of usefulness will be greatly enlarged from time to time. In
the United States similar associations have been in existence for some
time and have established records of continually increasing usefulness.
They have secured a better public appreciation of the interests of lum-

berman and have assisted greatly in overcoming difficulties which could
not be handled by local bodies.

There are so many questions which can be taken up by the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association to the advantage of the lumbermen through-
out the country that it is no wonder that the people of the West have
been quick to recognize its value. With the increased influence afforded
by the support of the West the Association should enjoy during the
present year and in the years to come even greater success than the al-

ready large measure which it has secured through the activity and con-
scientious efforts of those who have done the work of organization. It is

interesting in connection with this matter to note that Mr. Hawkins is

impressed by the good prospects for improvement in the lumber busi-
ness. In an interview he corroborated the views which have frequently
been expressed of late by others who have had an opportunity of investi-
gating conditions at first hand. He believes that there will be a rapid
return of normal lumber prices as a result of the success of the crops on
the prairies.

Market Conditions for Low Grades
The views of a number of manufacturers and users of box lumber in

Ontario as to the conditions which prevail in the market for box lumber
and boxes will be found in another part of this issue. They make inter-
esting reading, especially because of their remarkable lack of unanimity,
and also because, while all agree as to the dulness of the market at
present, none agree entirely as to its cause or as to the probable outcome
of the present conditions. There are one or two points, however, upon
which most of them agree. The present dulness has continued for a year
or more and has been coincident with the depression in general business
conditions which commenced in 1907. Previous to 1907 the market for
box lumber was extremely brisk. There was a good demand and prices
soared. They soared so high that several substitutes took advantage of
the sitnation and secured a much stronger hold upon public favor than
they had previously enjoyed. While prices were so high manufacturers
contracted a habit of producing all the lumber they could, a habit which
has been difficult to correct. Its evil effects, in fact, are still felt.

There was nothing to worry about so long as prices remained high.
When the change came, however, matters took on a different appear-
ance. Manufacturers who had formerly had difficulty in filling all their
orders found their trade dwindling rapidly and competition became very
keen. Price cutting became common and before long the margin of
profit had been wiped out. Conservative manufacturers then called a
halt and refused to manufacture or sell at less than it cost them to pro-
duce, but, as is generally the case, some were found who, it is claimed,
sought to retain their trade by carrying it on for the time being at a loss.

This policy was based upon a mistaken idea that the depression in busi-
ness was to be only of a fleeting nature, but now that it has lasted for
the best part of two years the situation has become serious. At present
there are three alternatives ahead. Trade may improve and do away
naturally with the evils of price cutting and poor demand

; price cutting
may be done away with willingly by those who indulge in it, or it may
continue, and credits may become so strained as to bring disaster to
those who have been least conservative in their dealings. There is no
necessity for the latter alternative to come to pass and there should be
every incentive for manufacturers to persuade them to give up trying to
force an unwilling public to buy.

The present is a time when one would expect reasonable men to do
their utmost to pull together for the benefit of all concerned. With rea-
sonable co-operation, manufacturers to-day should be able to secure
enough business at fair rates to keep them all going along until business
conditions improve. With price cutting, nobody can make money and
somebody may lose a lot of it.

Aside from the difficulties which price cutting present, the manufac-
turers whose opinion^ have been sought took strangely different views of
the present .situation and its probable outcome. One believed that the
fall would see some improvement. He thought nothing of the stories of
the substitution of paper, fibre, yellow pine, gum spruce, etc., for white
pine, and in this he was upheld by another, who declared that white
pine was king so far as the box business was concerned. Another be-

lieved that white pine had lost business to paper which it would probably
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never recover. One thought thai the box manufacturing business would

pick up in fche fall, another thought W might do so, and a third believed

that the price of white pine stumpage in Ontario had become so high that

perhaps the days of profitable lumbering in Ontario bad come to an end
and the box-making industry, along with the lumbering industry, would
dwindle unless the demand for lumber became great enough to make
manufacturing profitable even at the present high cost of stumpage. He
believed, however, that under the policy of selling timber berths to the

highest bidder there would always be someone ignorant enough of actual

conditions to bid more than a berth w as worth and so keep matters pretty

well in the same situation as they are to-day.

It is difficult to strike a happy mean between these extreme views,

but there is reason to believe that the safest opinion to agree with to-day

ia one on the side of optimism. General trade conditions are improving

everywhere. Statistics show that manufacturing is increasing and thai

the demand for merchandise in general is increasing also. Coincident

with such conditions as these the demand for lumber must improve. If

more goods are to be manufactured there must be greater facilities for

moving them. More freight cars must be built and more boxes must be

manufactured. There is a fairly general opinion to-day that the lumber
market has already improved considerably since the beginning of t la-

present year. The turning point was apparently passed this spring, and
though the full tide of prosperity may not be expected to flow until after

another crop has been garnered and the tariff uncertainty in the United

States has been removed, both these events seem about to come to pass

within a short time.

Conventional Lengths Cause Large Waste of Lumber
The fact that great waste occurs in ordinary lumber manufacturing,

because short and odd lengths and widths are not used has been mainly

blamed on the lumberman. The truth is, however, that the lumberman
is practically helpless. He can find a paying market only for the lumber
cut from logs of regulation length, as called for by the builders and archi-

tects. If specifications were drawn for the sizes actually used, the short

logs would be in demand, and the tremendous present waste due to this

cause would be saved.

This fact has recently been brought out in connection with the study

of forest utilization now being made by the United States Forest Service

for the National Conservation Commission. One of the schedules of

inquiry sent to lumber manufacturers contained a query as to the extent

to which more careful specifications of material might reduce waste.

Replies to this query show that in some cases as much as 25 per cent,

of the felled trees are never hauled from the woods, simply because speci-

fications cling to conventional lengths.

Thus, lumber in long lengths is frequently ordei*ed for use in lengths

of from one to six feet, and yet the short lengths, which would exactly

and economically meet the requirements, cannot be sold. An example

is the case of bevelled siding. "I have just taken a book issued by a

prominent architect," writes the secretary of a prominent lumber

association, "containing about 200 designs of houses, and on all of these

designs, I believe that 40 per cent, of the siding on these houses is under

six feet in length. At the same time, the contractor will order lengths of

from 12 to 16 feet in order to budd them."

"It has always been the custom to sell lumber in even lengths only,

and our prices on lengths under ten feet in almost any material, are from

$2 to $10 per thousand less than for lengths above ten feet. In cutting

any kind of finished product, such as flooring, ceiling, bevelled siding,

etc., in order to grade the lumber in an economical manner, there is

bound to be from 5 to 10 per cent, of the lengths under 10 feet long. It

is the rule with most manufacturers to burn up all lengths under six

feet, as there is absolutely no sale for them. While, on the other band,

the architect and the contractor order their lumber in long lengths with

the idea of cutting it up into lengths from one to six feet when placing

it on the building."

The same writer says that 10 or 20 foot lengths are commonly speci-

fied for the flooring of porches five feet wide. He concludes by making
the following estimate of the waste occurring from this practice of dis-

regarding the saving of waste in building specifications. "I think the

waste in our timber products, caused by this one fact, which you will

readily see, prohibits a man from going to the expense of taking any

timber out of the woods that he might cut into these short lengths and
find a market for, and which gives him no market for the short lengths

that do accrue in the ordinary manufacture of logs in longer lengths, will

easily run to 25 per cent, of the timber on any section of

land."

It would be a great mistake to charge such waste as this to the

voluntary device of the lumberman, who wastes only what he cannot

use in his business. The closer drawing of specifications, with a better

knowdedge of the timber situation, and with more careful regard to the

possible use of the short lengths now ignored would not only help the

lumbermen to larger profits but greatly prolong the duration of the lumber
supply.

Factory Inspectors Make Suggestions for Mill Owners
In the reports of the various factory inspectors of Ontario, for the

year, mention is frequently made of the dangerous machines used in

sawmills, and of the necessity for having them thoroughly guarded.

Inspector R. Hungerford suggests that mill owners are either indifferent

or ignorant of the law and fail to report the accidents happening in their

mills. His recommendation is that the inspector should visit sawmills

as frequently as possible. Mr. Hungerford 's remarks on sawmills are

as follows:

"Though I have seldom seen a report upon the subject of a sawmill.

1 have during my short experience as an inspector arrived at the con-

clusion that it should be rated among the important industrial institu-

tions of the province—important because of the vast wealth involved,

and the great number of citizens employed during the winter months in

the lumber woods and in the mills during the summer.

"It may not be generally known to those having no interest in the

lumber or sawmill inrustry, that we have many thriving little towns in

the northern part of the province the male population of which are al-

most exclusively employed in sawmills, some mills employing in the

neighborhood of '500 men.

"From the inspector's standpoint, the sawmill is of a very different

character from that of other mills or factories. It is seldom, if ever,

necessary to enquire very closely into the sanitary condition of a saw-

mill owing to the fact of their being almost without exception situated

on the shore of a healthy lake or river in a sparsely populated part of

the northern country.

"Ventilation is another feature of the sawmill, which seldom requires

the strict observation of the inspector, as in a very large percentage of the
mills the employee is as well supplied with fresh air as if he were out in

the middle of the lake.

"There is also the temporary character of the mill to be considered,

being usually built where timber can be conveniently procured. When
the timber in the locality becomes exhausted it becomes necessary in

many cases to remove the mill back to the forest where timber is more
plentiful. In consequence of this, the great majority of sawmills are

of but a temporary character, and are not built with any view of per-

manency, as most other factories are.

"There is no mill or factory to my knowledge requiring more at-

tention by the inspector than the sawmill, owing to the frequency of

accidents and the great dangers in their operation. I feel perfectly safe

in saying there are more accidents in sawmills than in any other fac-

tories or mills employing the same number of men. I may say that out
of three fatal accidents reported in the district assigned to me within the
past year all occurred in sawmills. Whether through indifference or
ignorance of the law, it seems to be extremely difficult for us to get the
mill owners to report accidents happening in their mills. In consequence
it is not an easy task for us to form even a reasonable idea or publish an
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accurate report of accidents happening in mills of this character.
"I have experienced some little trouble in sawmills owing to the

employment of boys under fourteen years of age : or, rather in the lath
mill, which is a part of every mill of any considerable size. The cutting
of lath is generally given over to one man by contract, who, in his desire
tc make all the money possible, hires boys at a low rate of wages to
perform some branches of the work, at which, it is said, they soon be-
come quite expert and, in fact, just as useful as men. I have also found
boys under the required age engaged in packing shingles, another adjunct
to the lath mill.

"One of the most dangerous machines used in the sawmill is the
gang edger, which, fortunately, is not in general use owing to the ex-

treme danger in its operation. They are, however, in use in some few
mills, and should not be nseel without a guard. The great danger in the
use of the gang edger is in the lumber jamming and catching on the top
of the saws, and being thrown back with great violence, thus greatly en-
dangering the lives of those operating it. A guard has been invented by
a Peterboro man, which I have seen work, and I think it is a capital
safeguard. This guard makes it impossible for the lumber to fly back,
even though the saw catches it.

"Considering the tendency to work boys in mills, and realizing the
necessity of guarding so much dangerous machinery, I would deem it

advisable for the inspector to make his visits to sawmills as frequent as
possible."

Improvement Indicated by Railroad Buying and Crop Reports
There is no need for lumbermen to wear rose colored glasses to ob-

tain an encouraging view of the market situation to-day. There are al-
ways people who will not admit that things are looking brighter until
they are dazzling, and whose delight is to discourse upon the troubles
with which they are blessed. To-day there are many of this class left
from the ranks of those who have felt the pinch of hard times during the
last year or more. The chronic grumbler has had a long innings, but the
indications are that he will soon be bowled out. He must even now be
feeling nervous when he considers the crop reports which are coming in
from all parts of the country. Last year's crop was a good one and 'fur-
nished the foundation for the return of prosperity which a good crop this
year is certain to bring. Up to date the crop reports have been of the
most promising nature. Larger areas under cultivation and an abundant
yield are indicated from practically every point. Farmers at present are
securing unusually high prices for their products and farming has become
one of the most profitable of employments. New settlers are going into
the Canadian prairies and into the United States southwest by "train-
loads. Farmers who have already become settled are showing their fa^h
in the prosperity of the country by completing the long-delayed arrange-
ments for new houses and barns. The farmer and the business man of
Canada have awakened once more to the great opportunities which He
before them, and when the country is in full realization of these bhr*e is
no telling how great its achievements will be.

In addition to the good crop reports there is another indication which
is just as certain a barometer of the state of trade. The railways have
again come into the market with their demands for lumber and equip-
ment of all kinds. When the railroads commence to buy, lumbermen
know that there is good reason for confidence. The stoppage of railroad
purchases is a storm signal and the wise ones lose no time in taking cover.
The large United States railroads commenced to make enquiries a couple
of months ago and to-day they are making purchases. Canadian rail-

roads are not so important a factor of this sort as those in the States be-
cause they are in the habit of keeping their equipment in better condi-

tion and not allowing it to be neglected so much in dull times. The
United States railroads stop their purchases almost entirely on the first
sign of business depression.

The appearance of the United States railroads on the market as
buyers has had a splendid effect upon lumber in the United States and the
improvement, was also quickly felt in Canada. The situation as view by
the "American Lumberman" is briefly expressed in the following lan-
guage: "Signs of returning activity are everywhere, and are marked in
such plain figures that those who run may read. The best evidence of
this is found in the increased activity in the railroad purchasing depart-
ments. Practically all of the important equipment companies report that
May brought them better business than they have had in twelve months.
The first signs of improvement became perceptible in April, and in May
the long looked for equipment buying by railroads developed to such an
extent that in some cases plants that had been long idle had to be re-
opened and new ,men employed to meet the increased business. This
does not mean that business lias improved to anywhere near the level of
the prosperous year 1907, but, compared with the period of idleness last
summer and fall, is an encouraging gain. The present operation of large
companies is said to represent gains of from 20 to 50 per cent, over the
low mark last year.

"Equipment company officials predict a continued improvement
They emphasize the fact that not since early last year until in June have
the railroads bought either cars or locomotives to an extent worth con-
sidering and that they must eventually come into the market to renew
rolling stock that has meantime deteriorated or "died." That the rail-
road companies are already beginning to do this is already evidenced by
the number of fairly large orders for passenger and freight cars that
have recently been reported. The best buying of equipment thus far has
come from the Harriman lines and the Pennsylvania and Gould roads.
The fact that these important interests were the first in the market is
taken in equipment circles as significant of full confidence that the coun-
try is on the eve of a period of great prosperity."

British Columbia Loggers Again Want to Export Surplus
A movement is on foot to persuade the Provincial Government to

suspend again the law which prohibits the export of cedar logs from Bri-
tish Columbia. Last year the Government suspended the operation of
the law for a limited period, to afford those who could not dispose of
their cedar locally an opportunity to do so across the line, so as to get rid
of second and third grade logs which could not be sold in British Col-
umbia. It has not been the intention of the Government, however, to
let the United States deplete our forests of the cedar we can use our-
selves. It is claimed now that cedar logs have been accumulating, and
that there are now 50,000,000 feet in the water, which will nearly all be
lost unless they are shipped across the line.

Some will ask, however, why, in the face of the prohibitive law log-
gers should continue to cut cedar logs until they glut the market?

'

The
question has two sides. On Puget Sound cedar is not so plentiful as in
British Columbia, and if the mills on the Sound, protected with an ex-
clusive tariff on shingles, can get our logs, they can turn them into shin-
gles and keep our shingles out of the United States market. Many lum-
bermen believe that the British Columbia law against the export of cedar
logs should not be suspended at this juncture at any rate, particularly in
the face of the aggressive policy of the United States authorities in pro-
posing to increase the tariff on Canadian shingles from 30 to 50 cents a
thousand.

During the month of April the products of the forest imported into
Canada amounted in value to $522,922. The exports of domestic forest
products were valued at $1,642,465, against $1,579,794 in April 1908
and $1,618,714 in April, 1907.

'

A movement is on foot, promoted by the London, Ont., Board of
Trade, for the holding of a conference of expert representatives, conver-
sant with the inspection and construction of all kinds of boilers, to formu-
late a boiler inspection act for uniform use all over the Dominion.
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Box and Low Grade Lumber Markets
Widely Different Views Held by Various Manufacturers and Consumers- The Sub-

stitution of Paper, etc.—The Price Gutting Evil—Is Ontario Stumpage Too High?

The low prices which have prevailed for box and other low grades

of lumber products in Ontario during the last year or two, have assisted

in bringing about an unpleasant situation at present. One hears from

manufacturers and dealers frequent reference to low prices, overproduc-

tion, competition of substitutes, etc., which it is difficult to harmonize

entirely with the more optimistic views taken by other manufacturers

and dealers. With a view to presenting the situation as viewed by dif-

ferent eyes, opinions were recently sought by the "Canada Lumberman"
from a number of manufacturers, dealers and users of box lumber, the

chief of which are published herewith. The "Canada Lumberman"
would be pleased to publish the views of others upon this question or

upon any other question of importance to its readers.

The manager of a large firm of manufacturers and users of box lum-

ber stated that their business was improving and the demand had in-

creased for all classes of mill culls and box and common shorts. Con-
sumers of boxes appeared to be using more boxes than they had for a

year past. The improvement had commenced to be noticeable about the

first of June and the indications were that it would continue. Prices

were steady and fairly good. In discussing the conditions which had led

to the long continued depression in the market for box lumber, he as-

signed it to a large extent to the falling off of the demand for bacon
boxes for export. For the last eight or twelve months bacon had been

so high in price in Canada that the export had dwindled to practically

nil. The bacon exported went largely in boxes, while domestic sales

were made to a great extent in bags. He believed that with a return of

general business activity it was almost certain that the demand for

boxes would increase and the low grade lumber would feel the benefit.

He did not expect any decided improvement in price at present or for

some time to come, but thought that the improved demand would result

in the large stocks of low grade lumber being more easily disposed of.

"Trade is not picking up much," stated another box manufacturer,

"but the prices for box lumber are not so low as I expected. This is not

because of any strength in the demand, but rather because the lumber is

in the hands of these who can afford to hold it until better prices prevail.

You can form some idea of the conditions so far as we are concerned,

from the size of our staff. We can handle our business at present with a

much smaller staff than we used to employ."

Better Prices in the Fall for Low Grades.

One of the largest firms of box lumber producers in Ontario, who are

also manufacturers of box shooks, took a much more pleasant view of the

situation than others. The trade was not any worse than it had been,

anyway, their manager in Toronto stated. As to the demand, the South-

ern pine was coming in in such large quantities as to take away a great

deal of the trade from Ontario white pine, but white pine was still

"king," and those who could buy it at reasonable figures never failed

to specify it. It was easy to account for the depression in the market
which had been prevalent for so long, and which, however, was disap-

pearing. The main reason was the general stagnation which the business

world at large had gone through. The stagnation had now largely passed

away. The demand for box lumber on both sides of the international

boundary was increasing. The fruit trade was using a greater number
of packages now than it had formerly, and box business on both sides of

the line was greater than it had been at this time last year. "The glass

factories also are now in the market," he stated, "and I see here and
there signs which make things look very hopeful. On the other hand, I

have to admit readily that there are no sales being made at any advanced
prices. There are not two buyers for every lot of stock, nothing of that

sort. The only tiling that I base my views on is the general improve-

ment in business which has taken place since the spring. I received an

order this morning from one of the railroads for quite a good bill of stuff.

Tt happened to be an order for hemlock, and did not affect the low grade

lumber market to any extent, but it showed that the railroads were again

in the market for lumber. As soon as the railroads begin to buy, Southern

pine and other classes of lumber begin to move more freely. I think the

general tone of the market is better. That is all I say. As to the box

business to-day, there is not a dollar to be made in it, but business will

soon improve.

"The stocks of low grade lumber on the Georgian bay are pretty

heavy but, there is a greater percentage of mill culls in them than there

was some years ago. For this reason the actual amour' of stock should

not be compared with former quantities. However, the amount of stocks

must be out of balance with normal conditions, because the demand to-

day is mostly for common and better white pine. The demand for these

grades is good, but for the mill culls there is no demand.

"I am inclined to believe that late fall sales of low grades will bIiow

an advance, but that midsummer sales will be on the present basis. The
white pine box situation has more of promise in it now than it has had at

any time in the last six months. The demand of the railroads is the key
to the whole situation. Other consumers keep on buying most of the

time, though perhaps to a limited extent only, but when stagnation sets

in, the railroads shut off their purchases entirely. Their appearance in

the market at the present time is the most hopeful sign to be found.

"With any reasonable resumption of business, slocks will (dear away
all right. We are not in the doldrums by any means. We are simply

just in the balance. We are doing a fair amount of business. So is every-

one else. All we need is a little of that ginger which puts snap into busi-

ness and makes pleasure of it. At present there is no money in the

business for anybody.
"This bugbear about substitutes such as Southern pine is hardly

worth bothering about. It has been with us for many years and will

probably remain, but in spite of it white pine is still king."

No Immediate Improvement Expected.

A rather different view of the situation was taken by the manager
of another large firm of manufacturers and users of box and low grade
lumber. In spite of the improvement in the demand for the better

grades of lumber which had been noticeable during the last two or three

weeks, the market in general, he believed, had a number of unsatis-

factory features which were causing uncertainty and anxiety to manu-
facturers and dealers. The prices of low grade lumber in Ontario, espe-

cially box lumber, were low and the market very dull. The low grade
business was entirely of the hand to mouth character and the manufac-
turers in the Georgian bay district who had been accumulating stocks

for almost two years, were in such a position now that they seem inclined

to do almost anything rather than to increase their stocks still further.

They were looking to the box manufacturers for some relief, as this was
their busy season. Box manufacturers, however, were in almost as un-
pleasant a situation as the manufacturers of box lumber.

When the prices of pine stocks went up so high two years ago in

Ontario, box manufacturers naturally sought for substitutes, he said.

These were found in gum, yellow pine, spruce, etc., and the United
States demand for Ontario pine stocks, as well as the Ontario demand,
fell off greatly. At the same time users of boxes found substitutes for

the wooden articles when the high price of white pine stock sent up the
price for boxes. Paper boxes came into use and in some cases largely

took the place of the wooden articles. In one instance a consumer of

10,000,000 feet of box lumber found that for 3,000,000 feet, paper could
be used profitably as a substitute. The paper proved satisfactory and its

use would probably be continued. This large business had been entirely

lost to the makers of wooden boxes, and the same had been the case in

other instances.

Although the prices of box lumber had fallen off largely during the
last two years, box manufacturers had been unable to take advantage
of them for anything except a hand-to-mouth business. Some manufac-
turers of box lumber had been trying to make sales in large quantities
by offering special inducements, but the box manufacturers could not
afford to stock up with material, in the face of poor demand and the
strong competition of successful substitutes. Manufacturers of box lum-
ber, however, seemed to be expecting an advance in prices. They argued
that the settlement of the United States tariff, which was now in sight,

and the general improvement in business throughout the country, would
do a great deal towards bringing about a better demand for the low
grades of lumber. Some of them were reported to be holding out firmly
in the expectation of better prices in the immediate future. It was diffi-

cult to see, however, that they had any really strong reason for counting
upon this betterment in the face of the depression of the box industry.

With returning business activity it was natural to expect that the
demand for lumber would improve, but the situation in regard to low
grade lumber in Ontario contained factors which rendered the matter of

improvement quite problematical. The substitution of yellow pine, gum,
spruce, etc., for Ontario white pine had been so general, that one could
not help believing it would be difficult to oust the substitutes from the
market. A large amount of the trade which formerly came to the pro-
ducers of Ontario white pine culls would now go to the substitutes. This
would probably prevent a complete restoration of the conditions which
formerly prevailed.

There was still another factor which was peculiar to Ontario. The cost

of lumbering in Ontario had been increased artificially by the Ontario
Government to such an extent that it was questionable whether the days
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when fortunes could be made out of Ontario lumber were not entirely in
the past. The charges made by the Ontario Government were so ar-
ranged that the cost of a permit to cub lumber was now so great that it
could seldom pay those who bought a berth, to work it. As an instance
of this, the recent sale of No. 2 berth of the Dokis Indian Reserve was
interesting. The price paid for the berth was $64,700. This was a
Dominion Government sale, but the same thin? applied to it, and he be-
lieved that the purchasers would be unable to make anv money out of
the berth. Whatever the ultimate effect of the high cost of lumber-
ing in Ontario might be, in the way of preserving the timber supply the
immediate effect was that the cost of producing lumber in Ontario was
growing rapidly, while at the same time competition from other source*

• and general business depression, had conspired to make lumber manu-
facturers question seriously how long thev would be able to stand the
strain.

To come back to the original question, it became increasing- difficult
tc understand how one could expect, at present, anv decided betterment
in the prices of low grade lumber in Ontario. Manv things would have
to occur before it could be brought about. The substitutes would have to
be cut out of the market. The United States demand would have to
pick up greatly Large accumulations of stock at the mills would have
to be sold, and the tariff uncertainty would have to be settled These
things might all happen, but the chances were against them

Gum Manufacturers Will Curtail

Decision Reached at General Meeting—Campaign
Proposed for Stopping Competition of Paper Boxes

Price Cutting the Real Cause of Trouble.
"Lumber is holding its own pretty well," said the manager of an-

other company who manufacture and use box lumber. "From the box
maker's point of view it would have been better, however if it had kept
up at the figures of 1907. When lumber dropped $1 a thousand the
users of boxes immediately thought there ought to be a drop in the price
of boxes. The amount of lumber in a box is so small that in order tomake any reduction at all the decrease had to be about $4 or $5 a
thousand.

''The demand for boxes is better than it was at this time last vear
but there are more factories to turn them out and the capacity has been
greatly increased. There are so many new ones in the business that
some of the older factories are not running more than 50 per cent of
their capacity. It looks now as though there will be no improvement in
prices until some of the weaker manufacturers have been obliged to "o
out of business. 5

"There is not any too much dry stock offering. If there is any of-
fering a man should be very careful about buying it. and see what is the
matter with it. It may be, however, that it is all right and that the
owners may have to move it so as to make room for new stock.

"All this talk about white pine being depressed because of the com-
petition of substitutes such as paper, fibre, etc., is wide of the mark
there is no substitute for white pine. The substitution talk is simply an
argument to help make something for nothing by putting prices down.
1 he railroads will soon get tired of carrying that stuff, as thev have to
pay so much more upon claims made for damages to the stock carried in
paper packages. On the other side people who receive their stuff in these
bad packages are complaining greatly. I think we are following suit too
much. It is partly the consumers' fault for not being more particular
about the condition of the package when he receives it, and it is partlv
the fault of the manufacturer for taking too much notice of the cus-tomer who wants lower prices, and producing thinner packages to meet
competition.

*u Tt6 3uality of lumber we are putting into boxes to-dav is better
than it has ever been. This is because of the low price of milf run whichwe are using now. The culls from which we used to make boxes contain
a much greater amount of waste than the mill run.

"In three or four weeks I expect that the canned goods factories
will be opening up again and will be needing many boxes. I do not know
what the canners are going to pack this year, though I am inclined to
think that they are earning a heavy stock in the warehouses, heavier
than the public are aware of. I am told that they have not made con-
tracts with the farmers as yet to any great extent. This would make it
ook as though they might need fewer boxes than usual. There will be
lots of small fruit, however, I think.
"According to the Customs receipts and the railroad reports business

is increasing generally and if the people in our business were sane there
would be more money in it. There has been far too much price cutting
borne big manufacturers are selling below cost and a number of small
ones have been doing the same. I know of contracts which we figuredon and which were filled by others at prices 25 per cent. less. The priceswe offered were as close to cost as anyone could get. If these people
would put a cost system of a-counting in operation thoy would see that
they are losing money and the matter would be fixed, as no one ever
wants to give away something for nothing"

The Board of Railway Commissioners has made an order disallowing
-ertam advances in Supplement. 1 to Canadian Classification 14 as fol-ows: It was proposed to advance the ratings on joiners' work' in car-
loads from s.xth to fifth class, and to increase the minimum carload
weight on hoops from 24,000 to 30,000 pounds. Some of the cban-eswere serious, representing a considerable advance in rates.

The manufacturers of gum lumber in the United States who are
credited with hav.ng done much to injure the market for low wade
white pine products, seem to have gained little or nothing bv the forcing
of their product upon the market. At a meeting held recently at Mem-
phis, Tenn., the unsatisfactory condition of the market was freely dis-
cussed and many speakers declared that they were not obtaining for
their product the cost of labor, to say nothing of the price of the stump-
age In this, they are on a par with the producers of many other classes
r.i low grade lumber, and although it is not a matter to rejoice about it

1 !
V ]

u
eas(in

\ thmS for the producers of Canadian white pine to learn
that the producers of one of the most important substitutes for white
pine have at last looked the situation squarely in the face and decided
to seek an immediate remedy by way of the curtailment route

The meeting referred to was largely attended and the most important
address was one delivered by Mr. R. M. Carrier, president of the Hard-wood Manufacturers' Association of the United States. Mr Carrier
said that the meeting had been called for the purpose of seeing' if some-
thing could not be done for the betterment of the gum market Thevwere confronted, not by a theory but by a condition, and a bad one at
that. Their object was to determine whether the product they placedon the market netted them more or less than it actually cost to put it on
st.cks. He was of opinion that they were not making money, and he
especially urged all of the manufacturers of gum lumber to cease cutting
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Ontario's Timber Stastistics for 1908
Revenue from Timber Dues—The Largest in the History of

the Province—The Forest Reserves and the Fire Problem.

The annual report of the Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines of

Ontario, for the year 1908, has just heen published. The report, regard-

ing woods and forests, is in part as follows

:

"The total revenue from woods and forests was $1,786,338.99, con-

sisting of bonue, $100,879.39; timber dues, $1,018,242.58; ground rent,

$65,150.87; transfer fees, $2,066.15. The revenue from timber dues

was the largest in the history of the province. Of this amount, however,

$496,000 accrued during 1907, but owing to financial stringency, pay-

ment was not enforced during that year. The collections proper for 1908

were $1,224,243, and we carried forward into 1909 $235,368, owing to

inability of lumbermen to pay. Tn the history of the department it has

never been the practice to insist upon payments being made if the parties

ing the dry period, many of them reckless and carelese as to the danger

of leaving fires burning when they move camp, etc. The ideal state

would be to keep everybody out of the forest, allowing no burning by set-

tlers for clearing land during the summer months, etc., and that is what
some people think should be done. Practically, this cannot be done ; in

the very nature of things, it would stop the clearing up of the lands for

farming, create bad feeling and lead to the setting out of fires with

malice, which can be easily done without discovery in an immense forest

area. The ideal state being unattainable, practical efforts have been

made to improve the situation, and the belief of the department is that

a sound public opinion has been created upon this question among the

denizens of the forests, that consequently forest fires are neither so fre-

Statement of Timber and Amounts accrued from Timber Dues, Ground Rent and Bonus during the year ending 31st December, 1908.

Agencies.

Area
covered

h
ltimber

license

Quantity ahd Description of Timber

Saw logs. Boom and Dimen eion timber Square timber.

Piles. Pile timber.

Pine. Other Pine. Other Pine Ash.

Square
miles. Pieces. Feet B.M. Pieces. Feet B.M. Pieces. Feet B.M. Pieces. Feet B. M. Pieces. Cubic feet. Pieces.

Cubic
feet.

Lineal
feet. Pieces. Feet B. M.

Weetern Timber
District 11,664

1,065|

6,2013

10,914,224

254,838

1,536,587

453,463,208

15,898,274

112,953,864

2,009,397

205,033

405,839

67,635,616

7,227,060

1 1 «9A 1fi9

267,764 33,908,424

3,838 636,703
1

22 R6fi 3.294. 70S

37,949

2,474

10,682

6,468,918

1,095,993

1,104,182

18,528

1

850,162 12 407 183,136 2,033 203,909

Belleville Timber

Ottawa Timber
District t

18,931* 12,705,649 582,315,346 2,620,269 86,387,845 294,468 37,839,832
1

51,105 8,669,093 18,528 850,162 12 407 183,136 2,033 203,909

General Statement of Timber.

—

Continued.

Cordwood.
COM

Agencies.

Cedar.

Hard. Soft.

Tan

Bark

Railway

Ti

Posts

Telegraph

Poles

Head

Bloc

Stave

Bolti

Pulpw^ood.

Amounts Accrued.

Lineal
feet. Cords. Cords. Cords. Pieces. Cords. Pieces. Pieces Cords Cord 8

Transfer
bonus. Interest. Trespass.

Timber
dues. Bonus.

Ground
rent. Total.

Western Timber
District 24,125 38,712

230

3,110

11,338

3,138

15,726

222

480

4,342,072

1,097

10,758

560 4,228

2,184

2,945

8,195 3,751 88,370

8,660

$ c.

1,269 15

123 00

674 00

$ c.

9,408 74

272 80

1,054 38

$ c.

66,430 25

1,409 21

1,598 83

$ c.

1,258,534 75

21,819 42

139,545 68

I it.

132,290 91

$ c.

42,455 00

3,978 00

18,582 00

$ c.

1,490,388 80

BelleviUe Timber
District

Ottawa Timber
District

389

60

27,602 43

161,464 79

24,125 42,052 14,476 16,428 4,353,927 1,009 9,357 8,196 3,751 97,030 1,066 15 10,735 82 69,438 29 1,399,899 85 132.290 91 65,015 00 1,679,446 02

were shown to be in circumstances where the enforcement would ruin

them. They were extended every leniency if the security was sufficient,

interest at the rate of six per cent, per annum being charged on all bal-

ance s unpaid at the end of the year. The situation of the lumber trade

has slowly improved during the past year, and the recent stringency

would seem to be passing away. One effect of the stringency of last year

has been the curtailment of the output of the present winter, as from

reports received the output of this year will be very much below that of

last."

After outlining the measures which have been taken by the Govern-

ment to preserve the forests from fire, the report says

:

"The department is always pleased to receive suggestions as to the

improvement of this service, and to give consideration to whatever ap-

pears desirable for that purpose. The only recent suggestions of any im-

portance have been that the number of men should be increased, and

that their pay should be added to. The department considers that the

territory is pretty well guarded now, except, perhaps, in a few dangerous

localities, as to which special action can be taken, and as to the in-

creased remuneration, the department feels that it should be undertaken

by the parties receiving the largest proportion of benefit from the service,

that is the timber licensees.

"Of course, forest fires have occurred in spite of all the care and

efforts we have made to prevent them. It is impossible to watch every

one of the thousands of people who are wandering through the forest dur-

quent nor so disastrous as they used to be, and that the situation is year-

ly improving. The system has never been regarded as perfect, and we
are consequently frequently inquiring of those experienced in such mat-
ters as to suggestions whereby the system can be made more effective.

Last year we had some serious fires, but no great losses took place

;

where the timber was damaged we were able to offer it for sale before it

became a loss. The reports we have receivd from timber licensees do
not show any serious loss on licensed lands, and where the damage has
occurred, they too, having prompt reports from the fire rangers, were able

to arrange to cut the damaged timber before it went to waste.
"On licensed territory we had last year 376 men, at a cost of $46,-

621.45; on railways, 147 men, at a cost of $53,236.71; on lands of the
Crown, 58 rangers, at a cost of $17,398.52. Then, the licensees paid
an equal amount to ours for rangers on lincensed lands, viz., $46,621.45.
On forest rererves we had 111 men, costing $45,805.18, so that there
were on duty as fire rangers in the forest during the summer months, 692
men, at a cost of $209,682.29."

The report also deals with the parks and reserves which have been
established in areas which are valuable for their pine timber. In dealing
with these the report says in part :

—

"The first park established in the province was the Algonquin Park.
At the time it was established, the territory covered by it was all under
timber license, part of it for the cutting of all kinds of timber and part
of it for the cutting of pine timber only. A careful inspection was made
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The Developement of Prince Rupert
A Lumberman's Views of the Embryo
City—An Important Market for Lumber
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British Columbia News

A Secretary Enrolling1 Western Members.

The following despatch from Nelson, B.C., will prove interesting to

members of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association: "Indications point

to a rapid return of normal lumber prices. The success of the crops in

the prairies is now practically assured and a good year in the wheat belt

cannot but result in a very large increase in building operations. This

statement was made yesterday to a representative of 'The Daily News'

by Frank Hawkins, secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association

at Ottawa, when asked as to the prospect for an increase in the present

prices of lumber.

"Mr. Hawkins is in British Columbia for the purpose of gaining addi-

tional members for the Association, of which he is the representative, and

which was formed less than twelve months ago. He has already visited

Vancouver and other coast cities and been successful in obtaining as

members practically all the coast lumbermen. With regard to the ob-

jects of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association Mr. Hawkins explained

that its function was not to in any way interfere with the existing organi-

zations, such as the Mountain Lumber Manufacturers' Association, but

to assist them in obtaining such modifications of proposed or existing

statutes as thought advisable, in making applications before the Railway

Commission and in many other ways too numerous to be mentioned. Tt

had been thought that although the smaller organizations for the protec-

tion and assistance of the lumbermen were doing excellent work, they

could be considerably strengthened by some such association as that

represented by Mr. Hawkins, which could act with the moral effect of

the whole lumber interests of Canada behind it.

"One of the questions already taken up by the new Association was

that of the freight rates in Quebec and Ontario. This case has been

described as being one of the most important ever brought before the

Railway Commission, and, if successful, is likely to have the most far-

reaching effects, and Mr. Hawkins stated that he had every reason bo

believe that the Association would win out. It was for such work as this

that it was formed. Every year the new x\ssociation will hold a huge

banquet at Ottawa to which will be invited members from all parts of

the Dominion, and also a number of railway men and others interested in

the industry. It is thought that such occasions as this will do much to

both foster the business and bring the lumbermen themselves into closer

and more friendly relations."

Personal Mention.

Mr. Roland D. Craig, secretary of the Adams-Powell Lumber Com-

pany, Vancouver, has been making a trip through the firm's limits "up

country" for the past three weeks.

Mr. James A. Moore, of Seattle, president of the Irondale Steel

Company, was in Vancouver recently. He intimated that he might start

a large iron and steel works in Vancouver and develop the deposits of

iron on Quatsino Sound.

Count von Eaber Castell, owner of the world famous manufactory in

Austria, was in Vancouver recently. He is on a tour of the world, study-

ing markets and methods affecting his business. The Count is accom-

panied on his trip by his general manager.

Mr. F. W. Kelsall, of the staff of the Wattsburg Lumber Company,

British Columbia, has a delightful holiday trip ahead of him, having cap-

tured first place in a "Free Trip to the Old Country" subscription com-

petition launched by the London "Overseas Daily Mail." Mr. Kelsall

will receive a cheque for twenty-five pounds and a first-class passage to

and from the old land.

August Blum, vice-president of the First National Bank, Chicago; H.

Von Der Weyer, cashier of the National German Bank of St. Paul, and

W. H. Bucholz, cashier of the Omaha National Bank, visited Vancouver

recently and expressed themselves as delighted with the city and its loca-

tion, and impressed by the evidences of rapid growth in size and volume

of business transacted.

Inspector E. A. Pelletier, of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police,

spent a few days in Vancouver early in June, being on his way back to

Rp<nna from White Horse, Yukon, where he spent a holiday. The in-

spector, while in conversation with the "Canada Lumberman" represen-

tative on the subject of his thousand miles overland trip to Hudson Bay

last year, said it was a mistake to imagine that the timber in that part

<.f the Dominion was valuless—the pulpwood alone would satisfy all

possible demands for a. couple of centuries.

Mr. Manuel T. Telle/., late Mexican consul at San Antonio, Texas,

has been appointed by the Mexican Government to fake charge of its

first official consulate in Canada. Vancouver has been selected as the con-

sular point. Mr. Telle/, is a firm believer in the trade possibilities be-

tween British Columbia and Mexico by way of the Canadian-Mexican

steamship line and the Tchuantepec Railway across the isthmus, owned

and controlled by the Mexican Government. In Iub opinion, there will

always be plenty of freight offering for the reason that even with the

canal in operation the railway route will be three days shorter, and will

thus attract all perishable goods.

Lumber Charters more Numerous.

Lumber chartering has been somewhat more active during the pa^t

fortnight, although freights are not firm. To Guaymas and other Mexi-

can ports the rate has been dropped from $5. 50 to $5, and the .same is

true of Hawaiian Islands ports and Santa Rosalie, Cal.

The barque "Springbank," Captain Royal, arrived at Hastings Mill

on June 28th to load lumber for the West Coast.

The German steamer "Ella," of the Jobson & Ostrander service, is

on her way to Mexico with 250,000 feet of lumber loaded at Vancouver.

On July 2nd the British barque "Cissie" was towed into the stream,

having taken on a cargo of 1,405,000 feet of lumber at Hastings Mill,

consigned to the United Kingdom.

It is considered probable that the steamers of the Lloyd General

Haliano Company will in the near future make Vancouver a port of call.

The Italian company is arranging a round-the-world service.

The Canadian-Mexican liner "Georgia". on her last trip took away
50,000 feet of lumber from the Brunette Mills at New Westminster for

Mexico.

The steamer "Katanga," just in from Guaymas, Mexico, where she

delivered a cargo of coal from Comox, B.C., has been chartered by Henry
Lund & Company to carry lumber from Gray's Harbor, Washington.

The steamship "Antilochus," of the Blue Funnel line, took on 100,

000 feet of lumber at Victoria on July 1st, consigned to the United King-

dom.

The barque "Puritan," which recently ran aground in the Fraser

river, after taking on a cargo of lumber at the Fraser River Mills, Lim-

ited, left for Esquimalt on Friday to be resurveyed. The jettisoning of

the deckload of lumber will have to be borne by the underwriters.

The charter of the British ship "llesland," which was to load at

Hastings Mill, has been cancelled, and the "Springbank" has taken her

place. The Chilian barques "Curzon" and "Royal Sovereign" are also en

route here to load lumber for Iquique, while the schooner "J. H. Luns-

mann" is en route from San Francisco to load for Japan.

Two Chilian sailing vessels, the "County of Linlithgow" and the

"Curzon," and the British ship "Rosalia," are loading lumber at Van-

couver, the first two for Chili and the last named for Australia. The
Brnish steamer "Tymeric," of the Australian mail line, is loading lumber

at the Fraser river for Australia.

The British barque "Puritan," which grounded in the Fraser river

while being towed to sea by the tug "Pioneer," had a cargo of 1,950,000

of lumber on board for Melbourne. A good portion of the deckload was
removed before the ship could be floated. The "Puritan" was swerved

shoreward by the swift current and swung broadside to the land. The
Pilot Board called a session to fix the blame for the accident, but no de-

cision was arrived at.

Capt. Ballantyne, of the barque "Hawthornbank," now loading at

Hastings Mill, is paying his first visit to Vancouver in 22 years. When
he was an apprentice on the ship "Cape Verde" the vessel called at this

port for lumber, but since then until the present visit a charter has never

called him to this port. It is interesting to note that on the occasion of

the captain s visit 22 years ago the Hastings Mill—then a very small con-

cern—furnished the cargo for .the "Cape Verde."

Increasing1 their Western Stock.

The millmen of British Columbia and the prairie provinces will, no

doubt, fully appreciate the latest display of enterprise for their benefit

made by the famous Simonds Canada Saw Company, at their Vancouver
branch, 98 Powell street. It consists in the establishment there of a

fully equipped saw repair works, modelled on the lines of the plant at

Montreal for the benefit of eastern customers.

Mr. Geo. E. Hunter, an expert from the eastern factory, has been

in Vancouver for some weeks looking after the equipping of the various

departments and the setting up and adjusting of the machinery required

for the operations of re-grinding, hammering, re-toothing, brazing, and
other kinds of saw doctoring. Any size or make of saw can be handled
and the necessary repairs made quickly and with the utmost precision.

This department has been a long-felt want, and sawmill operators will

feel grateful to the Simonds firm for supplying it. They will save money
as a result, and in addition will be enabled to keep their equipment of

saws in better shape than heretofore.

Mr. C. A. Nelson, office manager of the Simonds Canada Saw Works,
reports a brisk demand for the firm's goods from all parts of British

Columbia and the prairie provinces. He is planning to double the quan-
tity of stock carried for the western branch. In addition to all makes of

the Simonds saws, the firm handle Hanchett filing room machiney,
Morton emery wheels and American steel split pulleys.
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Mountain Lumber Trade Improving-.
W. A. Anstie, secretary of the Mountain Lumber Manufacturers'

Association, Nelson, B.C., in a recent report to the "Canada Lumber-
man" says: "Conditions in the mountain district of British Columbia with
reference to the lumber business are much improved and the outlook at
the present time is better than we have enjoyed during the past two
years. Our mills are all in operation and report a fair amount of business
on hand, and stocks have been reduced by about 33 per cent, since the
first of the year.

"From one end of the prairie to the other we receive the most en-
couraging crop reports and there is no question but that a very consider-
able influx of desirable settlers has occurred alreadv this year. Alto-
gether, prospects warrant an optimistic feeling, and although as yet
prices are still far too low to be satisfactory, there is a reasonable expec-
tation that they will be restored to a profitable basis within the next few
months."

Miscellaneous Items of News.
Fully 90 per cent, of the sawmills in the interior of British Columbia

are now in operation in consequence of the heavy demand for lumber
in the prairie provinces.

The Duncans Lumber Company, whose mill and limits are located
at Duncans, on Vancouver Island, has made an assignment for the bene-
fit of creditors.

A number of the sawmills in the Kootenay district are running
twelve hours per day in order to make up for time lost during the pre"
valence of high water a month or so ago.

A deal involving the transfer of sixteen sections of very fine timber
south of Prince Rupert, has just been closed at Victoria by Mr. A. T.
Frampton, the purchasers being Messrs. Hanburv and Evans of Van-
couver.

Surveying parties are going over the proposed route of the Victoria
and Barclay Sound Railway, which will tap the west coast of Vancouver
lslvrl with deep water terminal at Esquimalt harbor. The line will open
up a new timber country.

Tho Okanagan Lumber Company suffered a severe loss on June 28,
when their lumber yard at Deep Creek, near Armstrong. B.C.. was swept
by fir» How it originated is a mystery, as the yard is located a consider-
able distance from the mill, and beyond reach of a flving spark. The losa
will be heavy.

The Vancouver Board of Trade has passed a resolution asking the
boards of trade of the Northwest to use their influence to have the •Do-
minion Government establish a duty of $2 on rough lumber and 30 cents
on shingles imported into Canada. This resolution 'is due to the fact that
last year's importations of lumber from Washington State amounted to
over four million dollars.

The mill owners of Aberdeen. Wash., at a meeting decided to start
up all their mills on July 6th. This action was not brought about by any
improvement in market conditions, but is to be ascribed to the fact that
the mill employees are feeling the pinch of hard times owing to enforced
idleness caused by the closing down of the mills some weeks ago. The
owners have agreed to operate their plants as long as thev suffer no loss
by so doing.

More Doukhobors have arrived in the Kootenays. About 80 men have
located at Trail. The community are operating a portable sawmill which
cuts 5.000 feet a day; another larger mill has been purchased, and is at
present at Castlegar. This will cut 40,000 feet a dav. The output will
be used to build houses for the colony. At Pass Creek the community
has purchased 2.000 acres of land ; at Grand Forks the community owns
1,000 acres of land. The colony now numbers about 1,500 men and 500
women.

According to the reports of sawmill men in the Kootenays the de-
mand for lumber in the prairie provinces is stronger than at any time dur-
ing the past two years. Nearly every mill is in operation, and despite
the large output, stocks, which last January amounted to about two
hundred million feet, have decreased to about one hundred million feet.
With a good crop an improvement in the lumber conditions next fall will
be a certainty. Prices at present, however, are showing no tendencv to
increase.

Washington mills are receiving heavy orders for lumber. The Chi-
cago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad has closed a contract with one mill
for 1,500,000 feet of lumber, and the Puget Sound navy yard is in the
market for 545,000 feet. The railroad company's order is to be delivered
at half a dozen points where there are shops. The contract calls for lum-
ber for box-car building and material consisting of siding, flooring and
car joists. The order for the navy yard is marked "urgent," and is one
of the largest bills ever called for from that yard. It consists lately of
planks and timbers, and will be an easy order to handle.

;

Mr. C. W. Gladwin, Provincial Fire Warden, states that the Pro-
vincial Government is determined to leave nothing undone to protect the
forests from fire. This year, in addition to ten regular fire wardens and
three assistants, all the Government road superintendents have been

sworn m for fire patrol duty, so that there are forty men patrolling the
districts along the Pacific coast. Three men will guard against forest
fires in the north Vancouver district opposite Vancouver. The worst fire
thus far, was one that started at the foot of Grouse Mountain and burned
over ten acres of timber. It was evidently started by careless campers
who left fires burning behind them.

B. C. Timber Commission Appointed.
It is reported that a commission has been appointed by the British

Columbia Government to take evidence in the timber question, consist-
ing of Hon, F. J. Fulton, Commissioner of Lands; Mr. A. S. Goodeve
M.P., and Mr. A. C. Flumerfeldt, of Victoria.

The principal question which will come before the Commission will
be the perpetuity of titles. Those holding timber pay to the Government
annually $140 a square mile on the coast and $115 in the mountains
they wish a guarantee that they may hold this land until the timber is
cleared off. or may transfer it with that assurance to another. On the
other hand, the Government is anxious to prevent the licenses beincr
trafficked in by speculators. Another feature of the case is that sawmill
operators do not want to purchase licenses and erect mills without some
assurance of continuity of license beyond the present limit of twenty-one.
years, because the initial expenditure for a sawmill plant is enormous. It
is claimed that perpetual licenses would prevent indiscriminate slaughter
of timber in order that the trees might be cleared off before the license
expires.

_

It is the intention of the Commission to tour the province examine
witnesses and also studv every phase of the lumber industry. One of the
points to be considered is the question of adopting better regulations
against fire. Of no less vital importance is the future policv of the Gov-
ernment^ In order to be in a position to make recommendations the
Commission will hear the views of mill owners, loggers and holders of
timber leases and licenses.

Trade Conditions in Barbados.
P
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M" RSO »- Son & Company, Barbados, report under date of June

19th as follows: Lumborstuffs—W. Pine—Arrivals during the fortnight
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BOOM feet and the tramp schooner "Reliance" from Shelburne, latter to
selves, with 223M. feet, both of which cargoes were sold to arrive at $29
for merchantable, and $21 for second quality. These cargoes have sup-
plied present requirements, but there will be an opening for another small
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T>nice—The only arrival to report is a small lot
of 54M. feet ex Reliance" which we sold at $21 for merchantable The
crop being now virtually over, there is very little demand for this class
of lumber. Pitch pine-No arrivals, and stocks in dealers vards are
being gradually reduced. Shingles—Receipts consist of 662M cedar lay-
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'' whiph were at $1.90, and the schooner

M.nnieT. with 1.200M., which were sold to arrive some time a-o atsame price. No receipts of Long Gaspe, which are in fairly good de-
mand. Shooks—No arrivals, but stocks are ample. Wood Hoops—Re-
ceipts consist of 400 bundles, imported by a dealer-market is fully

U. S. Tariff Reaches Its Third Stage.
The United States tariff question, along with the rest of the tariffhas reached its third stage. The House, of Representatives and the Sen-

ate have each dealt with it, and now it is the subject of the conference
between the two bodies. The present tariff on lumber and the tariffs

tabled
by the S °nate are shown in the folIowing
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It is believed that an agreement will be reported within ten days.

It is reported that a German has invented a process for extracting
alcohol from sawdust. This is a death-blow to the temperance cause"Of what use is prohibition when a man can take a buck-saw, go out into
the woodshed, and get drank on a stick of stove wood ?

However, we are not advised that the Gordon Hollow Blast GrateCompany of Greenville, Michigan, have as yet discontinued the manu-
facture of their celebrated grate for burning wet. green or frozen sawdust
so it is possible that it is still too early to feel greatly alarmed.

The Board of Railwav Commissioners has held its final hearing in
regard to express rates, classification and conditions of carriage It is
expected the matter will be dealt with without much further delay



THE WOODWORKER
A Solution of the " Stickermans Problem."

The "Problem for the Stickerman," which appeared in the "Canada
Lumberman and Woodworker" of June 15th, appeared simple enough
on a casual consideration, but contained elements which required more
than a passing thought. A concise and well worked out treatment of the
matter is submitted by Nap. J. Millette, St. Johns, Que. Mr. Millette
is to be commended for so interesting a treatment of the subject, and
his ideas will be read with interest by stickermen. The "Canada Lum-
berman and Woodworker" would like to have the opinions of other
readers on the same subject, or on other subjects of interest. Mr. Mil-
lette's communication is as follows:

Editor "Canada Lumberman":—You are investigating a very im-
portant point of interest for millmen, with your article, entitled: "A
Problem for the Stickerman," published in the "Canada Lumberman"
of June 15th, 1909.

If I had to answer your question briefly, I would say "No." The

right angle with same, and to cutter line, on true circle from oentre of

head. Then at any desired point, at a right angle with cutter line, the
ends of these two lines are squared out, forming part of fig. 3. All inter-

mediate lines are extended out, following the same process. To complete,
fig. 3, space the size of fillet at all points from 11 to 19 as designated at

fig. 2, and mark out same at corresponding points on fig. 3. By (racing
a line touching these points we have the true cutting edge of cutter to
perform fillet as at fig. 2.

Fig. 4 can be made any desired shape to suit the operation, fol-

lowing the cutting edge.

In taking close notice of cutter line between figs. 3 and 4, we find
that this line is slightly curved. The cause of this is the' fact that the
closer we work to the head, the more the cutter is slanting, changing
the working angle at every degree of revolution. Therefore, if we require
a curved edge cutter to perform straight work, we can plainly see that we
cannot fit two cutters made to produce reverse shaped moulding.

V 'Z 13 /-y /j /(, ,y ,^

.me,

Sketch No. i Sketch No. 2.

reason of this is quite difficult to explain, however, I will try to do so as
clearly as possible.

If the face of the cutter was straight and at right angles with the
tangent of a circle described by the head when running, the cutter would
be exactly the reverse shape of the moulding, and therefore could fit a
cutter made to produce a moulding of reverse shape. But, as sticker
heads are all made to have cutters work on angles of various pitches (ac-
cording to design), requiring a longer cutter to operate, than the thick-
ness of the stock to be operated, the surplus length of the cutter is un-
evenly crowded in its whole length, according to the angle at which it

in held in revolving on its centre, when passing the thickness of the
stock.

_

To illustrate the "unevenness" of the crowding, I submit a sketch of
plain straight work.

Sketch No. 1—Fig. 1 represents a cross-section of an ordinary four-
sided sticker head. Fig. 2 represents a fillet, having three sides straight.
Fig. 3 represents a lay-out, of fig. 2, made the whole length of the cutter,
having same width at intermediate points. Fig. 4 represents a portion
of what should be the cutter, made to perform fillet as shown at fig. 2,
dotted line at edge next to fig. 3 shows curved working side.

Referring to fig. 2, sketch No. 1, let lines 1 and 9 represent the full

height of the fillet, divided by intermediate lines 2, 3, 4, 5, fi, 7, 8, which
are used to determine the different points referred to, at which the cutter
reaches the stock when operating.

Extend extreme lines 1 and 9 on fillet, fig. 2, to working line at a

Sketch No. 2 shows a mode of laying out moulding cutters which I
have found to be satisfactory. It is very simple in itself and I believe
that every stickerman could master this problem at once.

If any points of this correspondence would need further explanation
I would be only too pleased to give further information.

Necessity for Guards on Dangerous Machines.
Factory Inspector Fred Kellond in his annual report to the Ontario

Government says

:

"Modern industry is becoming increasingly more dangerous, and in
the many varied processes involved many cases of accident, resultingm the injury, sometimes in the death of the employee, inevitably occur.
The utmost precautions on the part of both employer and employee
might reduce the number of accidents, though one can never hope to en-
tirely stop them

; but every effort should be made to decrease the num-
ber and to reduce the possibility of injury.

"The guarding of machinery and dangerous places forms a very
important part of an inspector's duties. I have been able during the past
year to have a large number of guards put on different machines as well
as have dangerous places, such as holes in floors, drive belts, etc ward-
ed. I have experienced very little difficulty in having my wishes carried
out, especmlly after the second visit. I say second visit, for perhaps in
this connection, if in no other, frequent inspection is fruitful of <r00d re-
sults. In previous years the small number of inspectors in the province
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rendered it impossible for inspectors to see that their recommendations
of improvements in factories were followed up ; but with the increase in
the staff more frequent inspection is possible, and the procrastinating
manufacturer gets a reminder in the person of the inspector, who dropsm to see "how that guard works." Another difficulty, I regret to say
that I have met with is the statement that "My men will not use
guards." This is most frequent in woodworking machinery. Jointers
saws, and shapers are the machines in connection with which this state-
ment is made. While I believe this statement to be true in a number
of cases, my opinion is that if an employer can make certain rules which
he expects his men to observe, i.e., "no smoking," "start at 7 a m
work till 6 p.m.," and the employees breaking these rules are promptly
discharged, why can he not make a rule that guards must be used, and
furtber see that thev are used?"
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A Canadian's Useful Invention

An interesting invention in the direction of improving the feed gear-
ing of planing and moulding machines for woodwork has been patented
by Mr. James Baird, of Gait, Ont. The invention applies to machines
in which the work to be planed or moulded is carried through the ma-
chines by means of rolls or revolving slats.

The object of the improvement is to provide a suitable mechanism
between the driving gears and the rolls or slats to compensate for any
variation of speed that may occur between the different rolls, as the rolls
rise and lower over the varying thickness of boards or planks that are
being planed to a uniform thickness, and to prevent the locking and bind-
ing between the rolls and gears that takes place when thick or thin
boards follow each other through a planer and moulder.

These objects are attained by the mechanism illustrated in the ao-

a positive feed. At the outer end of roll shaft D are keyed driving sleeves
and F with projecting lugs G and H. On sleeves E and F are mount-

ed loosely (without key) gears I and J, with protecting lugs K and L
.
The mode of operation is as follows : The driving gear M, revolving in

fixed bearings, drives gear J in the direction of the arrow, bringing the
projecting lug L in contact with the lug G on the sleeve F, thus driving
the roll B. As lumber is fed to the. machine, roll B rises to accommodate
(he surplus thickness, and the projecting teeth sinking or being pressed

Diagrams of Compensating Gear Machinery.

companying drawing, in which fig. 1 is the top view of the rolls and gears
removed from the machine. Fig. 2 is an elevation of rolls and gears of
planer or moulder, showing a section of table with lower rolls in position.
The gearing to drive the lower rolls is similar to the gearing that drives
upper rolls and is not shown. Similar letters refer to similar parts in
both views.

Rolls A and B run in bearings which are mounted on suitable slides
or are hinged to the central shaft C, so as to allow the rolls to rise and
fall with the varying thicknesses of lumber passing through the machine.
These rolls are held down by springs or weights, not shown, to secure

Compensating Gear for Planing and Moulding Machines.

info the lumber drive it forward to roll A. The teeth on roll A then
seize the lumber and the roll A starts to rise, but the moment roll A
starts to rise the action of the teeth on gear I rolling on the teeth of
gear M, whose centre is fixed, causes roll A to revolve faster than roll
B. The teeth of both rolls being embedded in the lumber, roll A draws
the lumber ahead faster than roll B is being driven, consequently roll B
and the projecting lug G on sleeve F draw away from the driving lugs
on gear J. Gear J, being loosely mounted on sleeve F, allows the sleeve
to accellerate its speed for the instant and relieves the tremendous
strain that takes place between the gears and rolls. This strain other-
wise often results in locking the gears and stopping the feed, sometimes
breaking the parts and causing a great deal af extra wear.

The invention is based on the principle that any feed roll of a planer
or moulder will increase or decrease its speed as it rises and lowers to suit
the varying thickness of lumber.

Mr. Baird has sold the Canadian rights in the invention to Messrs
Cowan & Company, of Gait, who are now applying it to their line of
moulders, and m every case it is reported to have given entire satisfac-
tion, being a great saving on the gears of the machine as well as making
them easier to run and causing less trouble all round than the common
rigidly keyed gears.

The compensating gear is illustrated also in the accompanying half-
tone engraving, which gives a clear idea of the principle involved.

Patents of Interest to Lumbermen.
Below will be found a list of patents issued by the Canadian Patent

Office on June 22nd, 1909, relating to inventions of interest to lumber-
men, and furnished by Fetherstonhaugh & Company, Ottawa, Russel
o. Smart, resident:

118,985—J. C. W. Stanley, Vancouver, B.C.; process of preparation
ot wood pulp.

118.995—G. Binder, Louisville, Ky.
; sawing machines; assigned to

Kentucky Gear Machine Company.
118.996—G. Binder, carnage feeds for sawing machines; assigned

to Kentucky Gear Machine Company.
118,998—F. L. Smith, Chicago, 111., and T. B. Williams, Orange

Mass. ; rotary cutting mechanism.

_

119,000—R. S. Orr, Pittsburg, Pa,; poles; assigned to Pittsburg
Reinforcing Pole Company. &

119,015-B. Miller and J. Dore, Wetaskiwin, Alta.
; machines for

underbrushing.

The employees of R, Laidlaw & Company, Toronto, to the number of
between three and four hundred, held their annual picnic to Beaverton
on Saturday, July 10th. Practically all the employees and their families
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tW° factories

>
two planing mills, and head office at-

tended the picnic. Games of all kinds were induced in and a fine time
was enjoyed by all. The east and west yards held their annual baseball
match and some startling plays were brought off. The result was a vic-
tory for the east after a close struggle, the score being 6 to 5.



THE MACHINERY WORLD
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Equipment are Doing

A Distinctive Single or Double Surfacer.

The most recent product of the S. A. Woods Machine Company,
Boston, is the No. 59 single or double surfacer, which embodies distinc-

tive features making it easily possible to turn out the highest grade of

work at a feed of 100 to 150 feet per minute. The machine has a wide
range, and is adapted for use in any factory where large output and high
grade of surfacing are required. The company claim that its unusual
capacity and its ability to turn out, at a high rate of feed, the same re-

sults as heve heretofore been considered possible only at a low rate,

qualify the machine for any class of work, from furniture and cabinet
dressing to box boards and the so-called rougher classes of surfacing. It

is especially successful in the marking of cotton wood and gum.
Fast feed and large capacity are attained through the latest and

most original features of the Woods machines. Prominent among these
is the patent, solid back, round cutter-head. This is possessed of ex-

ceptional stiffness and strength, the strain of the cutters being taken en-

tirely on the solid metal of the head. The bolts are not depended on to

hold the knife in resistance to the strain of the cut as in the ordinary
cutter-head. The round head lends itself to perfect balancing and is

especially designed for use with high speed steel knives, which render
simple the maintenance of perfect balance.

Of still greater importance is the patent truing device, by means of

which the knives can be trued and sharpened while running. This, the

to end. If accidentally sprung the round head may be readily reground

or turned to a perfect cylinder. Each knife is set at exactly the same
angle as in the case of the square head. Distortion is avoided by the

method of holding the knives in place by means of a series of independ-

ent blocks in which are pocketed the points of square-headed set screws.

The construction provides a solid back for the knife and block so

that the strain is brought upon the metal of the head it-self, and not

upon a series of bolts. The round head gives the maximum amount of

metal for a given diameter of cutting circle ; over 40 per cent, in excess

of that in a square head.

The tendency of shavings to pack under the lip is avoided and the

danger of breakage is reduced. All cuttCr heads are given a thorough

running balance before being placed in the machine; the heads, knives,

bolts and blocks being first independently balanced and then all tried

collectively while the cutter-head is run at full speed.

The radial gauge, which is provided for setting the knives correctly,

is designed on the theory of a pair of calipers. It consists essentially

of two curved arms connected by a shaft. These arms hook over the

journals at each end of the head, the gauge being easily locked in position

by means of springs. Two setting rolls, having a close sliding fit on the

shaft, serve, by means of delicate touch, to set the knives with exactness.

Truing devices designed for truing the knife edges while in motion

are provided for both top and bottom heads. Roth devices are per

Woods No. 59 Surfacer.

company say, is undoubtedly the most radical feature and the greatest

improvement added to planing machines in recent years, as it makes
possible the attainment of results which are otherwise absolutely im-
possible.

The combination of these two distinctive features insures a knife

mark for every knife upon the cutter-head. The result is finer finish and
faster feed. For example, with four knives upon the cutter-head run-
ning at 3,800 revolutions per minute, there would be produced about 13
knife marks to each inch with a feed of 105 lineal feet per minute. This
result is obtained in daily practice and is worthy of comparison with the
results ordinarily secured under the old method.

In former practice, wide machines have been used, so that the de-
sired output could be obtained by running two or more boards at a time.
With the improved construction and the high rate of feed which is

possible, it is in many cases advisable to use narrow machines speeded
to a higher rate of feed. The same output is obtained as with the former
method, but with a machine of lower first cost, that occupies less floor

space, is more easily maintained, and less expensive in the matter of

upkeep.

As a general proposition it, is wiser to install a machine of a size no
more than sufficient to take the maximum width of boards run than to
put the feed of a single line of boards to the limit of the operator to keep
the machine full. When desired the machine can be adapted to feeding
short, stock, and will handle it, as short as seven inches.

The cutter head is the vital feature of the machine. Upon its ac-
curacy depends the character of the work. An entirely new type of solid

back, round cutter-head has been designed. This is stronger, stiffer and
safer than a Rquare head with the same diameter of cutting circle. Made
in a single piece, of the same grade of fine crucible steel as the standard
square bead, it ib turned to cylindrical form and parallel slotted from end

manently attached to the machine. In each case the device consists of

a perfectly straight slide bar and a slide accurately fitted thereto which
carries an emery stock. The slide bar, which is permanently attached
to the machine, is set absolutely parallel to the cutting cylinder. Dur-
ing the process of sharpening the slide is slowly moved from end to end
while the cutter-head is revolving at full speed. The truing process can
be completed without stopping the machine or raising the top cutter-head.

The frame and bed of the machine are given unusual stability; the
patent adjustable wedge platen makes it possible to change the cut
quickly, or to convert the machine, into a single surfacer. Divided rolls

permit of running different thicknesses of stock at the same time
;
patent

narrow rolls may be furnished, each of which has an independent yield
to accommodate varying thicknesses individually. The feeding-in and
feeding-out rolls are tensioned separately through the medium of springs
and weights.

The top head is adjustable by hand, and the bottom head has a
sliding fit in the frame and may be adjusted vertically in a parellel plane.
Both the head and the yoke may be drawn out from the machine on the
working side.

The cutter-head boxes are of the swing clamp type, which provides
for fine adjustment. The design is such that the cap is not forced down
upon the journal, but settles into place by its own weight and is there
(damped. A large oil reservoir provides for continuous lubrication.

By means of the belt-releasing device the belts may be quickly and
easily slackened or tightened by the motion of a lever.

"
The cutter-head

pulleys are provided with serpentine grooves which prevent air cushion-
ing. Chip breakers and pressure bars are provided, the former being
made in sections and fitted with removable tempered steel spring shoes.
The machine is adapted for driving by tight and loose pulley, by single
pulley with belt binder, or by flexible coupling for direct motor connection.



MADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWOHKEfi

Extracts from letters received which speak
volumes—Original letters can be seen by any
customer or firm using Mill Saws.

"The Saw is giving the greatest satis-
faction—Everyone who sees it run thinks
it isa dandy and so little trouble to care
for it."

" I must let you know I tried your saw
;

it works tine and I am awfully well satis-
fied with it: cannot recommend it too
highly."

Above were both Famous Burns' Inserted
Tooth Saws.

THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH ) OIB
SOLID TOOTH j

C,RCUL*K

CROSS-CUT - BAND - CANC
AND OTHER SAWS

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
• T PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT jt jt

FULLY GUARANTEED

SAW G0.
5 LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA

REPAIRS
OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. j*

ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

Camp Supplies
When you are needing Grocery Supplies of any kind it will be

to your advantage to communicate with us, because we are right
in line on this class of business and can surely make it pay you
to get our quotations, and also take an opportunity of just seeing
how well we can, and do do this work.

H. P. Eckardt & Co.
Wholesale Grocers Cor. Front and Scott Streets, Toronto

We make them: WHAT? THE ECLIPSE BOARD MILLS. ETC.
If you are a stranger to them and they to

you. Get acquainted.
We make a speciality of Board Mills with a

capacity of from 2000 to 25000 feet of lumber per
clay. Our chief aim being to make all our machin-
ery in such a way that a customer once secured
always stays with us.

Get your eyes on our
Eclipse BoardSaw Carriagesand Accessories.
Lclipse Clapboard Sawing Machines.
Eclipse Clapboard Planers and Trimmers.
Eclipse Combined Lathe and Bolter Machines.
Eclipse Combined Trimmer and Buucher.
Eclipse Shingle Machines.
Eclipse Board Planers.
Eclipse Double Edger.

Make your labor more productive by
using one of our Eclipse Lath Machines.

Write for Prices and Catalogue

SLEEPER. «, AKHURST
Coaticook, Que.



WANTED 5 FOR SALE DEPARTMENT

MISCELLANEOUS
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than -'Employment Wan
ted" will be inserted in thia department at the

rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the

basis 01 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are

ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements ot "Employment Wanted"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than

the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion

in the subsequent issue.

WANTED LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED — TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24

Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tf

Wanted
r CARS OF GOOD COFFIN ELM FOR EX
«* port. Apply Box 765, Canada Lumberman
Toronto. '4

Wanted
32" WHITE PINE LATH, DRY OR FRESH

sawn, also Red Pine, Hemlock and Tamarac cut to

order. Quote lowest prices, f.o.b. mill. Box 808

Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 14

Logs Wanted
FOR SHIPMENT IN FALL, 3 OR MORE

cars first quality hewn Black Walnut Log's 16"

and up square, 8ft, and up long. Address "Canada
Lumberman," B34 Board of Trade, Montreal 15

Wanted
1" Soft Elm, Coffin Stock

2" and 3" Soft Elm, Mill Run
Hard Maple Axle Stock.
1" Basswood, Log Run, Dead Culls out

Box 786 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 15

Wanted
1 st and 2nd Clear Spruce or Norway
10 M ft. 6/4 x 4 and up—20 ft.

5 M ft. b/4 x 4 and up—22 ft.

18 M ft. 3 x 12—20 ft.

Furnace Run Saw Mill & Lumber Co.,

, 7 Pittsburgh, Pa.

• OFT
Lumber Wanted

ELM, ASH, BASSWOOD, OAK,
Beech, Soft, Maple, Cherry, Chestnut, Hard

Maple, and Birch, 1" to 3". Can use log run, dead
culls out. State what you have ot each kind, when
sawn and lowest price. Box 793 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 16

Wanted
5" Clear and Clear faced White Pine.

4" and up Clear and Clear faced Norway.
2 x 8 and 10— 18 ft. No. 1 Dry Hemlock.
2X and 3X Cedar Shingles

4, 5, and 6" No. 1 Mill Run Spruce Dry Peeled

Cedar Posts.

3 x 66 up 12 ft. 1st, 2nd, and No. 1 Common Birch.

JohnButler, Box 171 Woodstock, Ont. 14

Wanted
4. 5.6ANDK/4NO. 1 COM. AND 1ST AND 2ND

Bass, also Log Run Mill Culls out advising how
much can furnish, if dry, and how same runs to

widths and lengths, wiih best price on car your
shipping station. Furnace Run Saw Mill and
Lumber Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 17

Wanted: v
Tank Lumber

3x6 and 8-18, and 3x 10-2A

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
Limited

Toronto, Ontario tt

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
on THOUSAND, STANDARD HEMLOCK
L" railway tii-n. Apply HoMM «£ Wai.i.kv,

Shcrorooke, Que. '7

For Sale
-QASSWOOD, ELM, ASH, MAPLE, BIRCH,
O Pine, Hemlock, Shingles, Posts, 'limber.

S. E. HaIXi Marmora, Ont, 14

FOR SALE—FRESH TELEPHONE POLES.
Long lengths. P.O. Box 213, Almonte, Ont.

'4

For Sale

PINE, HEMLOCK. BIRCH. ASH AND
Basswood. Box 797, Canada Lumberman,

Toronto. 14

HAVE YOU ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
wish to sell ? It so. make the fact known to

probable buyers by placing an advertisement in

the Wanted and For Sale Dapartmhnt. Address,
Canada Lumberman, Torontc.

FOR SALE
ornn CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
tiDVV suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

50 ft, long, and 6,inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont. tf

Wanted—Pulpwood Contract

WE CAN SUPPLY FROM 5 TO 10 THOU-
sand Cords of Spruce and balsam Pulpwood

(Exportable), for 1910 delivery by water. For par-
ticulars apply to Hand & McNabb, P.O. Box 163,
Sault St. Marie, Ont. "

17

Wanted
LUMBER TO DRESS. MATCH OR RESAW

in transit, best mill in Canada for this kind of
work, two R R sidings through mill, prompt and
careful attention. A few cars of 4/4 dry spruce tor
sale in the rough or dressed. Tait Carss Lumber
Co., Orillia. 15

For Sale

350 M. 1" Basswood
50 M. 1" Brown Ash
20 M. 1" Soft Elm

Winter cut. Mill run, dead culls out. $21.00 per
M. f.o.b. Coe Hill Station. Address Wilson Lum-
ber Co , Toronto. tf

For Sale
10 cars N. B. Extra Shingles
10 cars Clears "

140 M ft. 1" M. C. Red Pine
40 M ft. %" Basswood C. & B.
40 M tt. H" Elm C. & B.
30 M ft s/s" B. Ash C. & B.

Geo. C. Goodfellow,
528 Board of Trade, Montreal.

For Sale
4 Cars Tamarac, Spruce and Balsam Joists 2x4, 2x5,

2x6and 2x8. 80% 12' long, balance ot 20/; from
12 to 24'

2 Cars 6/4 Pine good fair quality.
2 " 4/4 " medium "

i " Pine squares 5x5, 6x6, 7x7, 12' long.
1 " Cull Ash and Elm 4/4.
8 " Cedar Fence Posts 10' 4^ to 6" top'
1 " " " " 9 4K to 4^" top.
2 " " " " 8' 4 to 5" "
" 8' 3 to 4"
1 " " " " 7' 2% to 4"
1 " Hard Maple Axle Squares.

A. T. SHAVER & SON,
15 Lunenburg, Ontario.

Lumber for Sale
Cut this Season

TO BE DELIVERED SEPTEMBER AND
October f.o.b. Lavant Staiion, K. & P. Rail-

way, to be inspected at yard. Poland dead culls out.

White Pine
32 M 1 in. Siding

30 ,, 1 % Flooring

3° l
/z Flooring

M 3 x 6
3x7

.

3x8
3 x 10
4x6
4x8
4x10
4x7
6x6
6x8
8x8

Spruce
15 M 1 in. Spruce
44 ,, 2 x 4, 2 x 6, 2 x 8, 2 x 10

5 ,, 2 x 8, 2 x 10, i8to 22 long

Hemlock
10 M 2 x 6, 2 x 8

Ash
1 Car Com j in. Ash

Basswood
2 Cars 1 in. Basswood

Red Oak
2 M each, 1, 2, 3 in.

For Prices and any other information address
R. R. DRVSDALE, Box I $3 Lanark, Ont. 15

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Cheap Power
1C ROLLER TOP SWING CARS. SUIT
•J able tor double piling lumber. Standard Gage,
The Cavendish Lumber Co., Limited, Lakeficld
Ont. 18

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, ioo, 80, 70. 60 & 40 h.p
Locomotive Boilers: 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmill Engines: 2,5, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60 and 70 h.p.

Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 35, 30,
40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30,000 feet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited, Seaforth, Ont. t

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

16 x 20 square bed Engine
14 x 20 square bed Engine
11 x 10 centre crank Engine
3 block 40" Reliance Carriage
3 block 46" Hamilton Carriage
3 block 36" Mowrey Carriage

Correy & Baker Steam Setter
8x12 Cunningham Steam Feed
Champion Edger. 4 saws
No 1 Waterous Ratchet Set Works
Drag Saw, with heavy wood frame
Some Band Saw Tools

NEW Stationery and Locomotive Boilers,
all sizes in stock.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
tt BRANTFORD, CANADA

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

POSITION WANTED AS BAND SAW FILER
X either double cut or single. Box 80.5, Canada
Lumbbrman, Toronto. 14

AN EXPERT MILLWRIGHT AND ROUND
Saw Filer wants position. Has good experi-

ence in handling men. Box 804, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 14

Wanted
RELIABLE MAN, SIXTEEN YEARS' Ex-

perience, seeks position as mill foreman or
sawyer. Box 794 Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

14

Wanted
COMPETENT RIGHT HAND BAND SAW-

yer, having excellent references and experience
seeks position. Apply Box 779, Canada Lumber-
man. Toronto. 16

Wanted
POSITION BY AN EXPERIENCED LUM-

ber Buyer and Inspector. Box 764, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 14

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

WANTED IMMEDIATELY LUMBER IN-
spector Shipper, must understand car and

boat shipping and able to look after from 25 to
30 million feet of Pine and Hemlock with small
quantity of Hardwood. Apply stating salary ex-
pected, giving referenes and experience to Box 795,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 14

BOOK - KEEPER AND STENOGRAPHER
wanted ; must be quick, accurate and good

penman, and must have practical experience in
retail lumber office where everything in building
material is handled. Must be capable of taking
full charge of books and willing to act as office
salesman and work long hours.
Apply at McKinnon's Lumber, Office or write

M. McKinnon, Box 337, Cobalt Ont. tf

For Sale
SECOND-HAND CIRCULAR SAWMILL

complete, good repair, engine 12" x 16" stroke,
crs Bank,

'

131 3-3 Trad Toronto. '.5

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale

Good Business Chance
PORTABLE SAWMILL IN GOOD SHAPE,

latest improved, with 25 h.p. Engine, cable
feed friction set works, inserted tooth saw. double
edger slab saw, trucks, waggon, sleighs, also
quantity of timber in the yard, also 50 acres of good
clay loom, good building. Bargain. Will sell to-
gether or separate.
For particulars apply to Box 56^ Newmarket.

Ont. „

For Sale by Tender
Planing Mill and Lumber in Toronto

TENDERS FOR LOTS .49, 250, »ji AND M*
Plan M 2, Spadina Road, Toronto, together

with building, machinery, and about $10,000 worth
of lumber, the property of the late Jesse Cook, will

be received by the undersigned up to the 24TH OF
JULY. As a going concern, real estate subject to
mortgage of $4,500 Terms 2$% cash, balance 30,
60 and 90 davs secured. For further particulars
apply to MARTHA E. COOK, Executrix. Zephyr.
Ontario. 14

SALE OF

McCormick & Moore
Timber Limits

The undersigned are instructed to sell by Public
Auction, as one Parcel or separately to suit pur-
chasers, at the Kussell Mouse, Ottawa, on

September 30th, 1909,
at 2.30 p. m.

the following Timber Limits situate in Block A,
Upper Ottawa, Province of Quebec, viz :

Parcel i. N. % Lot No. 8. Range 4. Block
A, Upper Ottawa, Que., 25 square miles.

Parcel a. S. y2 Lot No. 8, Range 4, Block
A, Upper Ottawa, Que., 25 square miles.

These limits are surveved and are easy of access

—

the Ottawa River and Branches traversing both
limits.

Terms 10% of the purchase money to be paid down
at the time of sale, and the balance in equal instal-
ments at One(i), Three (3), and Six (6) months
thereafter with interest at the rate of five per cent.
per annum.
For further particulars and conditions of sale apply

to The Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch) and
to Code & Burritt, Solicitors, Carletoo Chambers,
Ottawa.
Daied this 7th day of July, A.D. 1909.

THE ROYAL TRUST COMPANY,
Trustees for Sale. 18

Sale of Valuable

Timber Limits

Andrew MacCormack Estate

Other Interests

and

""THE UNDERSIGNED ARE INSTRUCTED
1 to sell by Public Auction en bloc, at the Russell
House, Ottawa, on September 30, 1909, at 2.30 p.m.,
the following Timber Limits situate in Block A
Upper Ottawa, Province of Quebec, viz :

Berth 676 Licence No. 580 of 1908-09, south hal,
Lot 16, Range 4, Block A, 25 square miles ; Berth
6-7, License No. 581 of 1908-09, south half Lot 14,
Range 3, Block A, 21^ square miles; Berth 611,
License No. 582 of 1908-09, Grand Lac Victoria,
River Ottawa, 19 square miles ; Berth 678, Lieence
No. 583 of 1908-09, south half of north half Lot 16,
Range 4, Block A, g*4 quare miles ; Berth 679,
License No. 584 of 1908-09, north half Lot 16, Range
3. Block A, isA square miles; Berth 680, License
No. 585 of 1908-09, north half Lot 15, Range 3, Block
A, 18 square miles; Berth 681, License No. 586 of
1908-oy, southhalf Lot 17, Range 5, Block A. 25
square miles; Berth 682 Licence No. 587 of 1908-09,
north half Lot 16, Range 5, Block A. 25 square miles;
Berth 696, License No. 588 of 1908-09, north half lot
17, Range 4, Block A. 25 square miles.
Total 183^ square miles.
These limits are all surveyed and are easy ot

access by a good roadway from Ville Marie to their
location. They comprise some of the best pine and
pulp wood areas in the Province.
The Trustee reserves the right if the Reserve

Bid is not reached, to offer the berths separately.
Terms— 10 per cent, of the purchase money to be

paid down at the time of sale, and the balance in
equal instalments at one(i),three (3) and six (6) months
thereafter with interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per
annum.
For further particulars and conditions of sale

apply to the Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch),
and to Code & Burritt, Solicitors, Carleton Cham-
bers, Ottawa.
Dated this 31st day of March, 1909.

18

THE ROYAL TRUST CO.. Ottawa,
Trustees of Sale.



CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER
Limits for Sale

•pOR SALE. 800 ACRES TIMBER LANDS IN
1. Muskoka. mostly in Hemlock. comenieni to
railway. Apply Box 8oj. Canada Lumberman.
1 oronto.

Timber Limits

For Sale
TN THE PROVINCE OF MANITOBA. 84* mile* of standing timber, adjoining LakeWinnipeg. These limits are comprised principally
oi Spruce and Tamarac suitable for marketable

k" ' f'i*
aV

!'," and P01" connection with
these w.ll be .old a well equipped mill, steamer andtwo barges. For terms apply to

J" MacMahon. Trader, Bank Chambers.Winnipeg. Man. ^

Log Boiling for Veneers.

As the result of a number of in-
terviews with vat and box men,
the conclusion is reached, by
"Packages," that it is not possible
to formulate any fixed rule for boil-
ing or steaming logs for veneer
work or bolts for staves. It seems
to be entirely a matter of practice
and observation. Two logs of about
1 lie same size and sometimes from
the same tree will each require a
different length of time to get them
in a proper condition for the veneer
lathe. A butt cut will take longer
to bod than a cut from the upper
part of the tree. The want of any
means of testing the condition of
the log other than that afforded by
putting it in the machine is one
of the reasons for the absence of
any certain or reliable rule for
guidance in this sort of work. The
changing from live to exhaust
steam will often upset the calcula-
tion of even old and experienced
men. It is alsj> noticed that a loo
that is "off" in the boiling will in°
crease the defects in the timber
" hen under the knife by reason of
its not cutting clean and materi-
ally increases the difficulty of
working. If there were some means
of trying a log, like sticking a fork
in a potato, it would help the mat-
ter considerably, and in that case
some cheap boy would take the
place of an experienced man.

to ail operators of wcod-preserving
plants that antiseptics are not only
difficult to inject into green wood,
but that it is practically impossible
to obtain a uniformly satisfactory
treatment of such material at an
economic cost, for the purpose of
insuring a prolonged life.

The last item would at first seem
too trifling to be worthy of dis-
cussion, but from data obtained
only recently it appears that west-
ern yellow pine lost 50 per cent
of its green weight after three to
five months seasoning. This means
a saving of 50 per cent, of the
freight charges and a corresponding
saving in the handling of the tim-
ber, and is, therefore, a far too
important point to overlook.

Considering these three points, it

will be seen that there is not only
a material saving in the seasoning
of timber, but also a proportionate
increase in the value of timber as
a structural material. The season-
ing of timber is never, an expensive
operation, even when done artifi-

cially. In the southern part of the
United States, a satisfactory degree
of seasoning could be obtained by
exposure of the timber to the air
for a period of three to six months.
In some of the northern States,
however, a somewhat longer period
is necessary to secure satisfactory
results.

3»

Preservation of Timber.
In recent years the importance of

preserving timber from decay by
the use of various antiseptics has
been generally recognized. The
value of properly seasoning timber
before such treatment is not so
generally known, though it is one
of the most important features of
the treatment.
There are three main advantages

to be derived from the proper sea-
soning of timber, namely : The in-
crease in strength of the timber,
the greater ease of injection of
antiseptics for preserving timber
and saving in freight charges due
to the decreased weight.
From thorough tests made by the

-borest Service on various pieces of
timber, it appears that thoroughly
air-dry or seasoned timber has
al -out double the strength of the
green material. It is well known

An Oak Flooring Campaign.

Of the immense quantities of
flooring used in the United States,
it is estimated by leading oak floor-

ing institut ions that only about
three and a half per cent.' is oak.
Maple flooring, owing to diligence
and advertising acumen, has se-

cured a much larger percentage of
the trade. At the present time the
oak flooring manufacturers of the
country are planning an elaborate
campaign of education among floor-

ing users in an attempt to at least-

double the present output of this
highly valuable flooring material.
Beyond question, for high class
flooring purposes oak has no equal
for beauty and lasting and hy-
gienic qualities. An office building,
a parlor, a library, hall or dining
room is half furnished when it is

laid with a handsome oak or par-
quet flooring, in which oak plays
an important part.

The move on the part of oak
flooring producers to present the
merits of their product to users is
to be highly commended, and there
is no question of failure in wonder-

For
Immediate Shipment

2000 tons prime 56 lbs. relaying
rails with Angles.

200 tons prime 72 lbs. relaying
rails with Angles.

*

40 tops prime 30 lbs. relaying
rails with Plates.

For further particulars apply to

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

The

Corbet Foundry & Machine Co.
Owen Sound, Ont.

Have for sale Second-Hand Machinery, com-
it

P l

.

e,e 1> D°\"h»»led. ready Tor .hipme'nt :

L pnght Boiler, go ins. in diameter. 4 feet hiKhA large assortment of Adjustable Haneers•rom 1 3/16 to 3 3/8 in.

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,
lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

RAILS ^NelTnd^co^'Xnf'0 -

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W.

( TORONTO

The M. Brennen

& Sons Mfg. Co.
Limited

Hamilton - Canada

LOG STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

SUPERIOR MFcTcO.
nUMkN & .SI.il STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont

Yard, and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont,

JEFFREY
CONVEYERS

are the Best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Refuse, etc.

Catalog T 57 B

Reliance Saw
Mill Chains

made in all standard sizes. Write for

Price List.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Canadian Office and Works MONTREAL.
Main Office and Works - COLUMBUS, OHIO, U.S.A.

Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
Our Specialty

A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

Reference*: Dominion Bank, Toronto

Herbert Smith, Manager



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

Dulness is the principal feature of the Ontario lumber trade accord-

ing to reports from most localities. High grade white pine goods con-

tinue steady, but the lower grades are quiet and the demand is small.

Collections are reported to be unusually good. Out of 150 accounts re-

ported by one firm only two had to be renewed. Hemlock seems to be

the bane of the market at present. Offerings are much too plentiful and

prices are sagging. This is having an adverse effect on other lines, as

consumers, noticing the low prices for hemlock, think pine prices should

also decline. Reports from travellers in western Ontario indicate that

price cutting is going on quite extensively and making good business hard

to get. In spite of these drawbacks, however, a fair amount of trade is

in progress and when one compares prices with those of a year ago the

improvement is very noticeable. In the Ottawa valley, lower prices are

reported, particularly for lath and shingles, though white pine and spruce

are not changed materially. Large producers, however, are not allowing

the dull market to affect their quotations. The decline in lath amounts
to from 25 cents to 75 cents per thousand. The 32-inch lath are far too

numerous and are selling at 90 cents. Prices of shingles are also

weak for upper grades and steady for lower ones. Spruce and hemlock

are firm for regular sizes. Mill run spruce is steady at $17.50

to $18. There is an excellent demand for selected lots. Hemlock is firm

at $13 to $15, and is cutting into mill cull and shipping cull pine. Rail-

way ties are dull and telegraph poles are in good demand. Long length

telegraph poles are scarce.

Eastern Canada.

Recent important developments in the New Brunswick lumber trade

include a stiffening of prices in spruce deals for export to the English mar-

kets. Cedar shingles, on the other hand, have weakened a trifle, al-

though St. John dealers are not inclined to look upon this as serious.

Spruce clapboards are unusually scarce. This line has been continually

growing scarcer for some years past, and manufacturers are able to ob-

tain good prices for their product. The prevailing quotations are: "Ex-
tras," $42; "clears," $39, and "2nd clears," $37, f.o.b. St. John. En-

couraging reports are coming to hand regarding the English spruce deal

markets. It is believed that a general upward movement in prices of this

line has commenced. Prices became stronger about a fortnight ago, and

buyers are making many more enquiries than formerly. It is not

thought, however, that the improvement will tempt any manufacturers

to increase their season's output, or even to enlarge their winter's log-

ging operations. The tendency is, in fact, towards continued conserva-

tive methods of operation. There are about six and one-half or seven

million feet of English spruce deals in St. John stocks, and prices are

from $14.50 to $14.75 for specifications containing 50 per cent, sevens

and eights, 40 per cent, nines and 10 per cent, elevens and wides, f.o.b.

steamer St. John. The hot season is expected, as usual, to result in dull

trade for cedar shingles in the New England States, but improvement is

confidently looked for as soon as cooler weather sets in: Prices are $2.75

to $2.85 on dutiable "extras" and $2.25 and $2.35 on dutiable "clears,"

f.o.b. schooner St. John. Boston has shown a dull demand for eastern

spruce during the last fortnight. Buyers believe there is still some de-

cline due, before the bottom is reached. Some manufacturers are shut-

ting down for a few days at a time so as not to get ahead of their orders.

This will perhaps help the market to remain steady. Frames, 9-inch and

under, are selling at $23. Random is easier and the demand is quiet.

Small sizes have been offered by several mills at as low as $20.50. Large

random is in poor demand at $23, and some buyers expect lower prices.

SPRUCE
Ix4,5&6xl0/16 ft. Spruce Flooring

N. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of TraoU Building. Montreal

Boards are in moderate demand only and prices are easier. Bed cedar

shingles at Boston are easier on account of more plentiful offerings. Good
cedar extras have sold as low as $3.75, and it is doubtful if many would

pay this price to-day. There is very little activity to the demand. Lath

are not in active call and prices lack strength. Sales of 1%-inch are re-

ported at $3.35, although $3.40 is the general asking price. Demand
for 1%-inch is quiet. Prices range from $3.75 to $3.90.

Great Britain.

A comparative statement and review of imports, consumption and

stock for the first half of the year 1909, issued by Edmiston & Mitchell,

Glasgow, states that conditions have been unsatisfactory during that

period. No briskness has been experienced and, although a slight im-

provement has occurred latterly, it is of such an unappreciable nature

as to be scarcely worthy of mention. The market remains in a more or

less apathetic condition, with little prospect of any material betterment

during the latter half of the year. In white or yellow pine logs the stock

on hand is 933 loads, mostly small and second-class wood. Deckwood
holdings are practically nil. There is some demand for the latter. Square

pine stocks are ample. Quebec birch logs are low in stocks and the de-

mand is slight. Birch planks are easier. Elm log values are well main-

tained. Oak logs are in poor demand and stocks are heavy. The fact

that consignments of Quebec goods at this early date of the season are

meeting with little favor speaks volumes as to the state of the market.

Great difficulty is being experienced in selling any of the regular grades

and sizes, and a decline in values has been recorded in most instances.

Low port deals are moving very slowly, and values show no appreciation.

Current values are given as follows : First pine deals-—Broads, £34 to

£35; 11-inch, £32 to £33; ends and non-dimensions, £22 10s. to £23 10s.

Second pine deals—11-inch and up, £23 10s. to £25 10s; ends and non-

dimensions, £16 to £18. Third pine deals—11-inch and up, £15 10s. to

£17 10s. ; ends and non-dimensions, £13 10s. to £14 10s. Bed pine deals

—9 and 11-inch, £10 to £11; narrows, £8 to £9. First pine sidings and

strips—9 to 10-inch, £23 to £24; 11 to 12-inch, £24 to £25; 13 to 14-

inch, £27 to £28. Spruce deals—9-inch and up, £9 to £10; 7 and 8-

inch, £8 to £8 5s. Lower port pine and spruce—9-inch and up, £8 10s.

to £9; 7 and 8-inch, £7 10s. to £7 15s. Liverpool reports indicate a

healthier tone, but the lethargy in trade continues and the best that can

be said is that things are more hopeful. Sawn timber is in poor demand.
Prime lumber is firmer. Inferior grades are too plentiful. Spruce deals

are strong but the market is tender. Birch is plentiful. Ottawa and
Lower Port pines are weaker. Hemlock is just about steady.

United States.

The fourth of July celebrations in the United States rrmde business

of all kinds dull. The volume of the lumber trade was materially affected.

Many lumbermen went away on holiday trips. At Chicago the yellow

pine situation continues to improve and several of the items which, were
weak have been advanced. Manufacturers evidently are maintaining the

strong stand, recently taken. Hardwoods in Chicago are only steady. The
upper grades are in good demand and prices are firm, but the low grades

are difficult to sell at any price. Some improvement is noted in hemlock
at Chicago, which is probably due to the betterment of yellow pine condi-

tions. At Minneapolis the northern pine market shows no change, al-

though midsummer dulness seems to be near at hand. The June busi-

ness was fairly large and probably supplied most of the active demand
until the fall. City retail business has fallen off somewhat. It is be-

lieved that the fall trade will almost be normal. Dimension timbers at

R. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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CIeveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co., Limited

One of Our Lumber Camps.

Special Bills to Order
Send us your specifications on special bills and we will

have same cut to your order with despatch. We can fill your
requirements in Norway and White Pine, any length from ten
feet to sixty. We are always ready to quote on heavy Con-
struction Timber, Bridge Timber, Ship Timber, Ship Decking,
Tank Stock, Silo Material, etc.

Cleveland - Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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Minneapolis are weak. Lath are cheaper, although there is no over-

supply. Uppers are firm and Rome items are stiffening. Siding is

scarce. Low grades remain dull. Box factories are not buying until busi-

ness increases and railways have not yet commenced buying grain-door

stock. Red cedar shingles are quiet though holding the advanced^ prices.

For coast shipment they are firm at $2.63 for extra stars, and $8.14 for

clears on a 55-cent rate. Supplies continue to decrease and receipts are

light. West Coast fir and red cedar are not in so strong demand. At

Buffalo the demand for northern pine continues to improve. There is

even some betterment reported in the low grades. Pattern stock is mov-

ing freely. List prices are firm. Hardwoods are dull at Buffalo, though

inquiries seem to be increasing. The demand for common grades of oak

is fair. Chestnut is also inquired for fairly well in both upper and lower

grades. Birch, beech and maple are the most active hardwood, and gum

is quiet. A shortage of hemlock stocks is reported at Buffalo, with the

demand good. At Chicago, car building material orders are turning up in

Jmall quantities. Fir is becoming more of a favorite for car and tan!,

material. Timbers are in poor demand. Red cedar shingles at Chicago

are firm at $3.27 for clears and $2.75 for stars. White cedar stars are

easier at $2.80, though some firms are getting $2.90. Hemlock lath are

firm and scarce. At New York, northern pine wholesalers are a little

more optimistic. Suburban yards are getting lower in their stocks. Dur-

ing the last fortnight orders have been slightly increased from these

sources. Hardwoods are dull in New York. Cooperage at Chicago is

dull and prices are unchanged.

Market Correspondence

Low Prices Prevailing at Ottawa.

Ottawa July 12.—The lumber trade in the Ottawa valley has been

marked by some recent lowering of prices. Dealers and manufacturers

assert that in the main sorts of white pine or spruce no permanent

changes have taken place, but lath and shingles are noticeably cheaper

than a month ago. Pine dressings, shorts, sidings and mill culls gener-

ally sell for the minimum rate given in the classified list m the banacia

Lumberman." Where large lots are bought the sale is sometimes made

even below this scale. With the rather dull market, quotations might be

expected to sustain a further slump, but the big producers refuse to

submit to any such conditions. Several middlemen told the Canada

Lumberman" that they were not receiving as much for umber as they

did a year ago, but inquiry at J. P. Sooth's mill, where the largest ship-

ping is done, elicited the information that no change had been made m
the prices there since the summer of 1908. The unsettled state of the

American tariff is given as a reason for the falling off in sales to many of

the buyers across the border who in other years would place large orders.

The small amount of duty that is in dispute would not affect the con-

tracts for its intrinsic worth, but the importers desire to know exactly

what the Customs rates are before ordering. Considerable as is the in-

fluence of the tariff situation on sales, the hindrance to shipping is still

greater and frequent notices are received not to forward lumber until the

American tariff bill is passed. Some 40 million feet of the J. E Boo h

output goes to the United States, and much of that is being held until

the Customs' rates are settled.

Lath has dropped from 25 to 75 cents per thousand The market is

flooded for the time with the 32-inch variety, which sells usually from

$1 to $1.50 per thousand and sometimes as low as 90 cents Ihe short

lath can be made from slabs that would be unfit for the four-foot engths,

and sawmill owners have put an abnormal quantity of them on the mar-

ket Hawkesbury and the Temiskaming district being the chief sources

of supply. It is believed that scon the longer lath will improve m de-

mand and consequently many holders of the stock are keeping the
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active demand that existed some time ago for the upper grade

of shingles is not so apparent now and prices show a downward tendency.

The XXXX and clear butts are from 25 to 50 cents cheaper than a year

ago There is a firmness in the lower sorts, due chiefly to the brisk

building operations in Ottawa and vicinity, which has not been equalled

for many years. This boom does not affect the general consumption of

lumber enough, however, to stimulate the market and the benefit is ielt

chiefly by the dealers.
,

Spruce and hemlock are sought more than pine m many quarters of

the Ottawa valley. Prices are rather firm for regular lengths and widths

of spruce, for instance, 13-foot pieces V/4 x 9 inches, and pieces 14 to

16 feet 1% x 9 inches are much in demand by New York buyers and

command from $19 to $20 per thousand. The mill run of spruce is

merous that handlers of lumber find it pays to do the sorting, though it

steudv 'it $17 SO to $18. The inquiries for the selected lots are so nu-

is hard to compete on the Montreal market with the shipments of this

lumber from the Fast. The price of hemlock is firm at from $13 to $1.>

per thousand, and the increase in its use has depressed the value of mill

Bull and shipping cull pine a dollar or so a thousand.

The market in railway ties is dull but lumbermen who handle them

nearly all supply telegraph poles also, and the buoyancy in that branch

of the trade makes up for the quietness in the tie market. Jx>ng tele-

graph poles are almost impossible to get. The 60-foot length with 7-inch

top bring from $16 to $18 each; lengths from 40 feet to 55 feet, 7-inch

top, range in price from $4.25 to $13.50, the advance being three or four

dollars for each additional five feet when lengths surpass 40 feet. The

25-foot lengths, 6-inch tops, are plentiful and are quoted at one dollar

each; 30 feet, $1.50; 35 feet, $2.50. These figures are only for 6-inch

tops, and the same lengths are considerably dearer in 7 and 8-inch tops.

Water power is at its best in the Ottawa river and all the mills are

producing to the full of their capacity. The drive is coming down satis-

factorily, the only complaint being from pulp manufacturers. The E. B.

Eddy Company is short of pulp wood on account of the enormous quan-

tity of pine logs in the Ottawa river, and it is proposed that the large mill

owners, including Booth, W. C. Edwards Company, Hawkesbury Lumber

Company and Shepard & Morse store some of their logs in the main

stream in order to let the spruce timber pass to it* destination, and no

doubt this will be done.

Spruce Deals Stiffening at St. John.

St. John, N.B., July 9.—Since last writing important developments

have occurrel in lumber'trade circles and in the particular lines in which

local manufacturers and dealers are interested. The chief of these has

been the long expected stiffening of prices in spruce deals for export, to

the English markets. Another has been the slight weakening of prices

of cedar shingles, which is not considered of great importance by local

dealers. A third incident of importance is the purchase by an American

syndicate of the plant and properties of Wm. Cunie & Company, of

Campbellton.

The latter transaction is the latest of a number of important

purchases made by American investors during the last five years in the

Maritime Provinces. The policy of the purchasers has been invariably

one of expansion, improvement of facilities and more complete equip-

ment of plants. The purchases include some of the finest timber limit*

in this province and in Nova Scotia.

A feature of the trade is the remarkable scarcity of spruce clap-

boards. This line of goods, which fifteen years ago was a very important

one, has gradually grown less important, the output having grown smaller

and smaller. This curtailment has been due to the increasing scarcity

of suitable logs. Local manufacturers are able to dispose of all the clap-

boards they are able to produce at substantial prices. The newest quota-

tions on spruce clapboards (with, few offering) are "Extras," $42 per

thousand; "Clears," $39, and "2nd Clears," $37, f.o.b. St. John.

The conditions of trade in connection with "English" spruce deals

are of a decidedly more encouraging nature to all who are interested in

the manufacture thereof. The improvement has been long looked for and

it is generally considered in the light cf the first symptom of a general

upward trend in prices of this line. While there have been many rumors

and many indications of a betterment in "English" spruce, it was not

until the last fortnight that there have been tangible local indications of

improvement. Prices are firmer, buyers display much more interest and

the increasing enquiries are all indicative of a period of stimulus such as

has not materialized since the slump in values which took place in the

spring of 1907, and which lasted with monotonous persistence until the

present summer. It is hardly probable that, speaking generally, local

lumbering concerns will allow the present indications of better business

to lead them to readjust their season's plans in the direction of an increase

in their season's output or (if the ideas expressed are a standard by which

to judge) in the volume of their winter's logging operations. On the con-

trary, every indication points to the conclusion that local manufacturers

and dealers will pursue a most conservative policy in shipping and in

production of lumber for many months to come.

Local stocks of "English" spruce would aggregate from six and one-

half to seven millions of feet. An enquirer would be quoted $14.50 to

$14.75 per thousand superficial feet on a specification of spruce deals

containing say, 50 per cent, sevens and eights, 40 per cent, nines and 10

per cent, elevens and wides, f.o.b. steamer St. John.

When it is said that the present weakening of the price of cedar

shingles is not regarded as important, the statement is made with the

fact in view that the hot season brings always a period of depression in

trade of the New England States, which depression acts directly upon

prices. It is generally conceded that what little ground has been lost

will be regained so soon as the cooler weather approaches and building

generally has increased in consequence. Local quotations on shingles are

$2.75 to $2.85 on dutiable "Extras" and $2.25 to $2.35 on dutiable

"Clears," f.o.b. schooner St John.

Mr. Frank Southern, of James W. Southern & Son, Limited, timber

importers and box and case makers, Manchester, Eng., favored the

"Canada Lumberman" with a call, when in Toronto recently. Mr.

Southern reports that the English trade is improving and that English

purchasers are buying largely of Canadian spruce as well as the Baltic

stuff.
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Fraser River Lumber Co.
FRASER MILLS, B. C.

Limited

A Superior

Product

Perfectly

Milled

B. C. Fir and Cedar Lumber
No Order too Large for our Capacity or too Small for our Attention

Best Quality Competitive Prices Prompt Shipment
A Trial Order Will Convince You

View of Interior of Saw Mill Looking toward Jack Ladder.

We Operate the Largest and Most Up-to-date Mills in Canada

Regina

Sales Offices and Representatives :

C. Bruce,
Medical Hall Building Winnipeg F. A. Shore,

316 Grain Exchange Toronto H. A. Rose,
3 Toronto Street
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EDGINGS
,

FOR

British Columbia Timbers
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Fir, Cedar and Spruce
(RAIL OR CARGO SHIPMENTS)

Communicate with the

Imperial Timber & Trading Co., Ltd.

P. O. Drawer 930 VANCOUVER, B. C.

A Hollow Blast Grate
that is

Cheaper than a Draft Grate
Such is the durability of the GORDON

HOLLOW BLAST GRATE that, al-

though its first cost is necessarily greater,
in the end it is infinitely cheaper than any
draft grate ever made.

There are many outfits in use to-day
that have been in service for from FIF-
TEEN TO TWENTY YEARS.

But the principal advantage in install-

ing this celebrated grate is that it ADDS
FROM 25 TO 50% TO THE EFFICIEN-
CY OF A BOILER, and that it GIVES
AS GOOD RESULTS WITH WET,
GREEN OR FROZEN SAWDUST OR
SLABS AS A DRAFT GRATE GIVES
WITH DRY WOOD.

It also renders you ABSOLUTELY INDEPENDENT OF THE WEATHER, and

SAVES LABOR IN FIRING.
Equally efficient in ordinary furnaces or Dutch ovens.—Adapted for 'any number of

boilers, from one up.—No change in construction necessarj . A hole must be made through

each wall, for the pipe, aside from this, not a brick need be disturbed.—The largest outfit can

be installed between quitting time Saturday and starting up time Monday morning.—No
difficulty about main.aining a fire at night, when the blower is idle, and no objection

to so doing.

While the " TUYERE" renders the blast grate bar largely self-cleaning, we also provide

it with a BLOW-OUT.
Sold ON APPROVAL, subject to THIRTY DAYS' TEST, counting frcm date of

installation. In case of rejection, WE PAY THE FREIGHT BOTH WAYS.
Our president, our secretary and treasurer, our designer, Our superintendent and our

foreman have all been connected with the Gordon Hollow Blast Gra e Company for nine-

teen years, while our vice-president has acted in that capacity for fifteen years.

Our services are therefore those of experts. We also manufacture

The Celebrated "Tower" Line
of

High Grade but Low-Priced

Edgers and Trimmers, making a speciality of Pony Edgers

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Greenville - Michigan

The Largest Manufacturer of Grates, Edgers and Trimmers in the World.

Established 1878

Hanson's Woollen Mill
Hull, Que.

Manufacturer, of J^C " HanS0Il " Socll aild Mitt

Nothing in the Market
to equal them for Lum-
bermen.

ALL MY SOCKS BEAR THIS STAMP

My Socks are sold Direct only through Travellers of My Own

Ontario
The Lufkin Rule. Company has begun work on a new extension to its fac-

tory at Windsor, Ont.

The Pembroke Lumber Company have purchased Geo. M. Rawlins' planing
mill at Pembroke, Ont.

G. Y. Wood's planing mill at Dundalk, Ont., has been burned with a loss

of $3,000; insured for $1,600.

The James Smart Company, Brockville, Ont., have purchased the planing

mill of John Briggs & Sons in that place.

L. Christie has installed a new planer in his sawmill at Fort Francos, Ont.
The planing mill has a capacity of 50.000 feet per day, while the lath mill turns
out 40,000 feet.

Toronto Boxbarrel Company, Limited, Toronto, has been granted an Ontario
charter. Among the incorporators are Frank Denton, K.C., and W. Eberts
Brown, both of Toronto.

George Wood & Sons' planing mill and sash and floor factory in Markdale
were destroyed by fire. The blaze is supposed to have originated from a smol-

dering spark in the sawdust.

Briggs & Sons planing mill, one of the oldest concerns in Brockville, Ont.,

has passed into the possession of the James Smart Company, which adjoins the

premises. The mill will be considerably enlarged.

The planing mill of G. Y. Wood Dundalk, Ont., was destroyed by fire re-

cently, causing damage of $3,000 to the building and machinery. The cause

of the fire is not known. The mill was insured to the extent of $1,600.

The Spiesz Furniture Company, Limited, Hanover, Ont., capital $60,000,

has been incorporated to manufacture and buy and sell lumber, furniture, and
other products of the sawmill and furniture factory. H. and J. J. Speisz and

Frederick Ahrens, of Hanover, Ont., are incorporators.

The promoters of the new company which proposes to erect a furniture fac-

tory in Strathroy, Ont., are J. A. Minchoner, S. M Smyth, H. E. Mihell,

James W. Cameron and W. P. Dymonds. A by-law to loan the company twenty
thousand dollars for twenty years for the erection of a now furniture factory

was carried by a large majority.

A syndicate of New York and Boston capitalists is to take over the Bruce

Mines & Algoma Railway, with a charter and government grants, running from

the north shore of Lake Huron to Hudson Bay. The projectors are heavy lum-

ber producers, and will extend the road from its present terminus into the great

timber tracts of Ontario and the northwest territories.

A 6-year forestry course will be added to the course of study at Toronto

University at the coming term. Students taking the course will qualify for arts

and forestry degrees simultaneously. This course is in addition to the 4-year

course already in existence, and is established for the purpose of creating better

educated foresters. The practical work will be done hereafter in October and

November of the fourth year.

The Poison Iron Works Company, Toronto, have applied to the city for a

lease of fifty acres of land at the east end of the bay, near Keating's Cut, and it

is their intention to enlarge and improve' their plant. A general shipbuilding

plant will be installed on a large scale, and in connection a floating drydock ca-

pable of taking in the largest of the lake-going vessels. The drvdock is to bo

built in sections, and when the Welland Canal is deepened, which is shortly to

be done, the drydock is to be further enlarged.

A shipbuilding industry, which will have the largest yards on the Canadian

lakes, is assured to Port Arthur, Ont., through an agreement between the

Council and the Western Drydock & Shipbuilding Company, which is composed
mainly of Cleveland capitalists. F. Bowman, of Southampton, Ont., is also a

member of the company. The terms of agreement call for the prompt construc-

tion and operation of a yard wherein ships of the largest tonnage on the lakes

may be built, and also of a drydock capable of handling such vessels. The com-

pany will employ three hundred men from the start of operations on construc-

tion, and later will have a thousand men on the payroll.

The Cornwall Furniture Company sold $25,000 worth of stock at par. Then
the town of Cornwall gave the company $15,000 bonus, and the company divided

$15,000 worth of stock among its shareholders free when this bonus was re-

ceived. After six or seven years' running the company became insolvent in

January, 1909. The creditors, many of whom are Ottawa firms, are claiming

that these shareholders who got the $15,000 worth of stork free should pay un
for it now to cover the debts of thi company. The local master at Cornwall

decided thev should, and these shareholders appealed. The case came up before

Justice Britton recently, and he confirmed the previous decision.

The paper mill plant of the Montrose Paper Company, Limited, of Thorold.

Ont., is to be sold by tender to the highest bidder. H. Vigeon, the liquidator

of the company, announces that, tenders will he received on the mill property

and equipment, water power and water wheels, all valued at $106,260 : also on

the finished and unfinished product of the mill, which has not been sold. This

latter is valued at $20,819. Tenders on these two parcels were received by

George Kappele, the official referee, at his office in the Home Life Building. To-

ronto, Ont., up to 4 p.m. July 14, and were opened the following dav at 11

a.m. at the same office. The Montrose mill is located on the old Welland Canal,

has good water power and makes a high grade paper.

Eastern Provinces
Luther B. Smith's sawmill at Maillio station, about three miles from Fred-

ericton Junction, N.B., was burned down. There was $4,000 insurance.

B. W. S. Titus' mills at Glen Titus, near Uffam, N.B., have been burned

down. Loss, $3,500, with no insurance. About 25 hands were employed.

Charles Miller's cooper shop at Pokiok, near St. John, N.B., was damaged
by fire, and a large quantity of hoops and staves burned ; covered by insurance.

Isidore Paquin's furniture factory at Hull, Our., was damaged to the ex-

tent of $4,000 or $5,000 by fire resulting from a benzine explosion. No in-

surance.

Jignac & Beland's sash and door factory, in St. Roch's, Que., was de-
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stroyed by fire, together with a large stock of finished articles
approach $200,000.

The loss will

Desnoyers, \ arm A Company. Limited. Montreal, capital $95,000, have
been incorporated to manufacture lumber W. Reed, l'Assomption, Que. ; T.
Desnoyers, Maisonneuve, Que. : V. Varin, of Montreal.

Dickie & McGrath's lumber mill at Tusket, N.S., one of the finest in the
pmvmce. was totally destroyed by fire. Loss about $50,000, mostly covered by
insurance. The fire is supposed to have started from the upsetting" of a lar>'?rn
used by some men repairing th? machinery

Tne Peace River Trade A- Navigation Companv, Limited, capitalized at $1 -

OMXOOO. has just been formed in Montreal. The charter, which has been se-
cured from the Dominion Government, is a very wide one, and enables the
company to engage in lumbering, mining and colonization work.

Messrs. C. H. Lovell, M P. ; M. Cummmgs and W. K. Baldwin, of Stan-
stead County, Que., have just completed the purchase of a big tract of timber
land from the Provincial Government. The tract, it is understood, is 100,000
acres and the price $1 per acre. It will, of course, be subject to stumping dues
it is located in northern Quebec.

British Columbia
A. Berquest will soon erect a sash and door factory at Sydney, B.C.
W. Beach, of Seattle, Wash., will build a shingle mill at New Westminster,

Frank Huston will build a saw and planing mill at Vancouver, operated bv
electricity.

The Fletcher Lumber Company, Limited. Wainwright, Alta., has been in-
corporated.

Ruby Lake Lumber Mills, near Dauphin, Man., have been destroyed bv a
forest fire.

The Bowman Sine Lumber Company has been registered in the Province of
>iskatchewan.

T
!?
e™Haycork '

B C
•
Lunr'ber Company's plant was destroyed by fire with a

loss of $100,000.

McCormick Company will establish a sash and shade factory at St. Boniface
Man., to cost $15,000.

The Crescent Lumber Company. Limited, has been registered in the Pro-
vnco of Saskatchewan.

John Hanbury will erect a modern sawmill south of False Creek, BC, with
* daily capacity of 75,000 feet of lumber.

The Lewis Furniture Company has purchased the old Roval Furniture Com-
pany, Winnipeg, and will extend same.

The new foundry at Schaake's Machine Works, New Westminster, is now in
operation and adding greatly to the facilities of their well known plant.

The Barnett A- McDonald Company, New Westminster, will probably add
two new machines to their shingle mill. The new sawmill and box factorv are
just starting operations.

The woodworking plant of the Walsh Sash A Door Company. New West-
minster, B.C.. have started a night shift in order to keep up with their orders
and turn out five hundred doo.s per day.

Work is to be shortly commenced on a large shingle mill to be constructed
at fcsquimault, adjacent to the E. & N. Railway line, to cost $150,000. The
wharves and buildings will be commenced in June.

The boom towing tug "Superior" was put out of business on a recent trip
up the coast from \ ancouver. She ran full speed against a bluff, smashing her
up badly above the water line. It is said the man at the wheel was asleep.

At this writing, says a respatch from Edmonton, lumbermen are alarmed
at the rapid rise of the Saskatchewan. Millions of dollars' worth of logs have
been lost in the last three years, and in spite of frequent petitions the Domin-
ion Government refuses to construct a breakwater.

A small sawmill located at Jedway, on one of the Queen Charlotte islands
about 150 miles south of Prince Rupert, was destroyed bv fire on June 19th!"hue the mill w as a complete loss, much of the timber in the yards was saved
The mill was owned by H. & H. A. Bourne, of Jedway.
___At New Westminster recently a farmer named Dunkev sued the Brunette
Mill Company for damages caused by logs belonging to the defendant company
forming a jam in Brunette creek, thus diverting the current, which under-
mined and earned away—so the plaintiff alleged—a considerable portion of his
land. Dunkey was awarded $50 damages, but was held liable for part of the
costs in the action brought.

Among recently incorporated companies to carry on a lumber and sawmill
business in British Columbia, are : The British Columbia Sash & Door Company
capital, $50,000. This will acquire the business of E. O. Lyte, in Vancouver :

and the Abbotsford Timber & Trading Company, capital, $300,000. Edgewood
Lumber Company, Limited, capita! $30,000; Bay Citv Sash <fc Door Company,
Vancouver, head office, Bellingham, Wash., capital $15,100.

The mill of the Three Valley Lumber Company, at Three Valley, B C ,which was destroyed by fire several weeks ago, is being rebuilt with 'all pos-
sible speed, and it is the intention of the company to place the new machinery
in position m the vanous parts of the mill just as fast as space is provided
Ine sawmill machinery has been ordered from the Waterous Engine Company of
Brantford, Ont., through Mr. H. B. Gilmour, the firm's popular and enterpris-
'5gD T agent

-
Mr

-
S

'
A Mundv and hi s partner, Mr. John McCrum,

ot Bradford, Pa., say the new mill will be superior to the one destroyed in every
respect. The planing mill machinery installed will be obtained from the Ameri-
?™3>°?d W°rking Company. The new plant, which will have a capacity of
100,000 feet a day ,will be ready by October 1st.

The Western Canada Pidp & Paper Company, at Vancouver island, has se-

i°n™ a water record on Marble creek, Quatsino Sound, capable of developing
10,000 to 15,000 horse-power. The power is permanent the year round Thenew plant of the concern, when completed, will have a capacity of 600 tons per
week of news and wrapping paper. The cost of manufacture is estimated to be
as low as $30 per ton owing to the favorable environment of the concern These
figures are arrived at by the statement that a ton of chemical pulp from spruce
or hemlock can be manufactured at less than $3 per cord on the island whereas
the same quantity costs from $6 to $9 in eastern Canada. The plant will be
under the building supervision of C. B, Pride, of Appleton, Wis , and this
gentleman expects to have the pulp mill in operation by December of this
a ear.

LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock
Lumber and Dimension

Timber

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint
]Roofing

Sheeting!

[Sash, Doors,
Write for Prices

J

Blinds and
( Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

New Edinburgh Mills Ottawa, Ontario

We can ship out promptly
a large block of 4-4 and
0-4 .'Sound Wormy, and
No. 2 common

Chestnut
Let us have your order early.

Here's a stock of common
and better Oak that
ought to interest

—

50 to 75 M. feet 4-4
80 " 100 M. " 8-4
40,000 " 6-4
50 to 75 M. " 5-4

If you are in the market for
some 6-4 common and
better

Red Oak
We have about 80,000 ft.,

that we ship immediately.

Let us quote you at once on
these Heart Rived

Cypress
Shingles

250,000 ft., 6x 20 and 350,000
feet, 7 x 24.

We have some particularly
good 4-4

Log Run Maple
that we should like to
quote a price on. It
will get your business.

Some soft, yellow stock of
No. 1 common and better,

Poplar
about 100,000 feet rang-
ing from 4-4 to 16-4.

"We Have It If Its Hardwood"

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co,
Offices: Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St. D,.. .... _
Yards : Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. * hlladelphia, Pa.
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The Cyclone Grate
will make

Two Boilers do the Work of Three

The Cyclone Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

has a ninety per cent, under draft and there is an

even distribution of air over the entire grate

surface, thus making a strong steady heat, when

fire is in the furnace.

From 25% to 50% is added to the

Efficiency of Your Boiler

Specially adapted to cheap fuel, soft and hard

coal screenings, and hard or run of mine coal.

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co.
Limited

36 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO

YOUR OUTPUT
of FLOORING, CEILING and SIDING improved and increased

by adopting a SYSTEM OF SHIMER CUTTER HEADS

which systemize the work in planing mills and solve the problem of

economical woodworking. Thev last long and cost little. Made of Steel

Forcings of 60,000 lbs. tensile "strength they represent the strongest

combination possible to meet every emergency.
The illustrations herewith show the compact and workmanlike man-

ner in which the Shimer Cutter Heads are constructed—how the vital

principle of clearance is applied to all leading bit points—how the alter-

nate and shearing effect of the cut reduces to a minimum the tearing out

tendencies in working cross-grained lumber. A study of the illustrations

will also show that the Bits have the exact shape in their exterior circles,

insuring that a uniform product will be maintained indefinitely without
extra trouble and expense. Through the "make-ready" built into the

Shimer Cut lei Heads your workmen are relieved of the labor connected

with filing and re-filing straight bits to pattern—the lining up of such

knives .and other needless worries.

They are not an expense, but they save expense by giving you an easier and

Jaster way of getting out your work. Address

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons,
GALT
Ontario

Branch of Mi II on, Pa., I J. 8. A.

Miscellaneous Items of News.

The Chaudiere Lumber Company, of Quebec, is suing the Quebec

& St. Maurice Industrial Lumber Company for $126,775, for a disputed

account for wood sold them.

Donald Cameron, 69 years of age, a well known retired lumberman,
died at his home at Windsor, Ont., on Saturday, July 3rd, after a short

illness. He is survived by a widow and two sons.

Alder-May & Company, who are one of the largest United States

manufacturers of cypress, oak, poplar, etc., will open, on July 15th,

an office in the Times Building, New York City. Canadian inquiries

should be sent to head office at Atlanta, Ga., as heretofore.

Headers of the "Canada Lumberman" will join us in wishing long

life and happiness to Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Cates. Mr. Cates is the well

known secretary of the Ontario Lumber Company, Toronto. He was
married to Miss Marion Edith Rushbrook, of Toronto, on June 30. Mr
and Mrs. Cates spent their honeymoon at Niagara and on a trip up the

Northern Lakes.

The appeal to the Supreme Court in the case of Lilly v. Johnston,

relating to the matter of extra provincial companies doing business in

British Columbia has not yet been argued. The Premier of British

Columbia has stated that there is a possibility of a measure being intro-

duced similar to the "Foreign Corporations Act" passed last year by the

British House of Commons. This would probably remove all cause for

complaint.

The South African trade in wood and timber is considerable, the

total for last year, including teak, amounting to over $2,700,000, of

which Canada's share was only about $115,000. One would have thought

that the Dominion, with her immense resources, would have made a bet-

ter showing than this, especially when the preference and the favorable

shipping rates are taken into consideration.—Canadian Trade and Com-
merce reports.

George W. Sisson and I. B. Bamett, of Potsdam, N.Y., are inspect-

ing a tract of land recently purchased in New Brunswick by the A. Sher-

man Lumber Company. There are about 650 miles in the tract, which
extends from Bathurst on the coast inland along the Nepisiguit river,

and is all virgin country. Mr. Barnett will spend about four months go-

ing over the land, locating timber and surveying it preparatory to begin-

ning lumbering operations.

The manager of the Canadian-Mexican Pacific Steamship Line states

that all arrangements have been completed for a regular and continuous

service, and that his line is in a position to carry all eastern Canadian
cargo offering. As already reported, negotiations are still going on in re-

spect to the matter of rates. It has been made clear that the rates

quoted so far are not sufficiently attractive and will not enable eastern

Canadian manufacturers to compete with foreign countries.

The display in the Manufacturers' Building at the Canadian National

Exhibition this year promises to eclipse anything ever seen there before.

Every inch of space in the building, which covers two acres of ground,

was applied for three months before the opening of the Fair, and as

more applications are pouring in every day, the management have been
able to select exhibitors who puL in an attractive display. There is no
better evidence of the growing popularity of the Canadian National than
the anxiety of the manufacturers to display their wares there.

The Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company have issued Bulletin No.

52, in which they show a full line of heavy logging engines designed par-

ticularly for Pacific coast lumbering. It is interesting to note that in

addition to its full line of special logging engines built for lumbering in

the East, the Lidgerwood company have found it desirable to design and
build a complete line of engines to handle the heavy logs of the Pacific

coast. Two groups of engines are shown in the bulletin, "yarders" and
"road engines." The engines embody a number of valuable and exclusive

points which will repay careful investigation by intending purchasers.

The Department of Indian Affairs has sold at public auction timber
berth No. 2, embracing 5% square miles in the Dokis Indian reserve in

the Nipissing district. There was a large attendance of lumbermen and
spirited bidding ran the price up to $64,700, at which figure it was bought
by the Georgian Bay Lumber Company. The money will be funded by
the Government for the Indians on the reserve, several of whom have
acquired considerable wealth as the result of these sales. The berth in

question was sold once before, but the purchaser did not complete the
terms of the transaction. The sale was conducted by Mr. Peter Ryan.

After an absence of over fifteen years from the city, Mr. Geo. F.
Ryan, general manager of the Phoenix Assurance Company, of London.
Eng., revisited Vancouver recently, accompanied by Mr. E. A. Boston,
assistant manager. Referring to the contrast of the city of fifteen years
ago and the city of to-day, Mr. Ryan said: "It is a remarkable change,
one that could hardly be believed unless seen. Why, back in '94 it was
a. hamlet, nestling about Granville street and the waterfront. We have
seen many cities on our tour, but none to compare with this for rapid and
substantial growth. Vancouver is indeed destined to be a great city. Mr.
Boston joined in the tribute.
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1894-1909
I have much ptCfffl

ure in stating that I

have been using your
"Camel Brand " Bait
Belting for the last

six years as it gives

me the best satisfac-

tion and I shall con-

tinue to give it the

the pr eference as long

as the quality remains
as good as formerly.

J. K. Booth

Ottawa, March, 1900.

we Get Repeat Orders All the Time

XAMEUHAlR

Mel-brand
1

Mark
BELTING

See Trade Mark is on the Belt

Sole Manufacturers

F. Reddaway & Co.
56 St. Francois-Xavicr, MONTREAL

1896-1909

We have been using
a 10 inch "Camel
Brand " Belt which
has given us excellent

satisfaction. It holds
a good grip on the
pulleys, and has not
streched as is usual
with rubber and leath-

er belts and was
never taken up,

Henderson & Pots

Halifax, N.S.,
Jan.

Th.

Lombard Steam Log Hauler

Interested parties

will note, the load

taken in one trip.

Figure it out

yourself and the

saving will surprise

you.

It will pay for

itself
wuJlJr ^ loo coo Lb

Our descriptive

catalogue gives you

further surprising

results.

Can we mail you

a copy.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke

- St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver
Works

: Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Montreal

Lindsay fe?Woodworker's Grinder
for Saws, Knives,
&c

Does the entire

grinding of the
shop instead o f

standing idle s
lA

days out of 6.

Most up-to-date

machine on the
market.

Prices and full

particulars on a p-

plication to

A. J. LINDSAY, 55 Gould street, Toronto

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock Red Cedar Sh.ncles Wh.te Pike Lath Bass and Poplar S.d,ngJAMES GILLESPIE

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH anc SHINGLES

NortH Tonawaixda, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED 1892.

V» OILLE 8c MgKEEN v
Wholesale Lumber

NOILTH TONAWANDA, - N. Y.TRADE WITH O^TST^ID^ SOLICITED.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

43 OO

48 OO

inch No. 1 Pine
cuts & better... $40 00 44 00

1 % inch No. 1

cuts and better. 53 00 55 00
a ' No. 1 Cuts and

Better 53 00 54 00
1 % in. No. 2 Pine

cuts and better 44 00 47 00
2" No. 2 Pine Cuts

and Better. ... 46 00 49 00
1 % inch No 3 Cuts

and Better. ... 40 00
2" No. 3 Cuts and

Better 46 00
iin Pine Dressing
and better shorts 24 00

1 x4 and 5 common 22 00
1x6 common 22 00
1 x 8common 23 00
1x10 box 21 00
1 x 10 common and
dossing1 29 Oo

1 x, ia common. . . . 33 00
ixioand 12 mill cull

sidings. ......... 19 00
\" mill cull sidings 17 00

2 x 10 common 25 00
2 and 3X 12 common 2600
1 x 10 inch box and
common . . 24 00

1" mill run siding* 23 00
1 x 10 and 1 a mill

culls . 18 50
1 in. miM cull sidings 11 50
1" dead cullsidincs 12 50
\% inch flooring 25 00
Spruce mill run ... 2000
Spruce mill culls 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 14 00
2x4 to8in., ioto 16ft. 16 00
2x4 to io inch 18ft. 19 00
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried 52 00
Clear in. B.C. cedar

aw dried boat
lumber 55 00

CAR OR CARGO LOTS

Douglas fir dimension timber
up to 33 teet :

—

8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x ia,

1x14, '2 x 12,12 x

014, 14x14, 14x16. . 31 80

6x10, 6x1a, 8x10, Kx

1 2, lOX lb, 1 2X 16, 16

xi6, 14x18, 16x18,

18x18 & 20x20... 32 30
6x14,8x14, 12x18, 18

X20 0 3a 80

6X16, 8xi6, IOX18,

1 2x20, 14x20 ik 16

x 20

27 OO
23 00
34 00
25 00
22 00

31 00

35 00

27 00
28 00

26 00

*6 to

20 00
12 SO

13 50
27 oO
21 OO
l6 OO
15 00
16 50
20 00

67 OO

33 3o

10x20 33 8°

6x18, 8x18 34 30

6x20, 8x20 35 3°
Lengths over 32 ft. take the fol-

lowing advances ; 33 to 35 tt.,

50c; 36 to 4° It., $1 ; 41 to 45 tt.,

$3; 46 to 50 ft.. $5-

Fir Hooring, edge
45 00

iK No.i 4 ft- P'ne

4 00

iA" No. 2 4ft. lath

3*" P' ne
i%" No. 1 4*t.

3 5°
60

hemlock lath. . 3 5°

iA" mill run hem-
lock lath .1 25

XX Pine Shingles 2 »s
X Pine Shingles.

.

X *s
XX B.C. Cedar

2 30
XXX 6 butts to 2" 3 »s

XXXX 6 to 23-16" 3 60

XXXXXsto a"... 4 30
Red pine, c & c f i".

.

•• i'A". .

.... 30 00

. - -3' 00
00

Red Pine, common 21 00 22 00

70 00

HARDWOODS—PER M. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Ash White ists and
211 ds, I to 2''.

. . .$

Ash, black, istsand „

2nds 1 to 2"

Ash, black No. 1

common and
better i"

Ash black log run
Birch, No. i com-
mon and betten"

Birch log run
Birch, No. i com-

mon and better,

i-tftoa"
Birch, 3 to 4"

Birch, 1" ists & 2nds
Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter, 1'1

Basswood log run
Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1 % to 2"

Basswood mill run
Soft Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1 ^ to 2" . . . -

Soft Elm log run
Soft Elm, common

and better 1"

Soft Elm, mill run
Rock Elm, No. 1 .

common and bet-

ter 1"

57 00

38 00

26 00

25 00

26 00
22 00

27 00
32 00

35 00

28 00
26 00

27 00
23 OO

24 OO
20 OO

Rock Elm, 1% to 2"

1 sts & ands . .

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1"

Soft maple common
& better 1 % to 3"

Hard Maple i"\4"
& up 10/16 No. 1 com
mon and better .

.

Hard Maple 4% 4"
10' to 16' common
and better
Oak, red, plain,

ists and ends 1"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 2"

Oak, red, plain,

r sts and ands, 3"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nd v 4"

Oak, white, plain.

1st and ands, 1"

Oak, white, i^"x6"
and up 10/16 .

.

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds

Oak, quartered,
istsand ands, ij4

to 2"

Hickory ists and
ands h'vy ij^to 3" 6a 00 73 00

43 00

aa 50

26 00

32 00

52 00

54 00

58 00

60 00

52 00

54 00

80 00 82 00

84

OTTAWA, ONT.

Pine good sidings :

iin. x 7in and up
1yA " andi^'x

8' and up
%' x 7" and up
No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up

Pine good strips :

iX"' and
a '

Pine good shorts :

1
' x 7" and up.

.

1 "
1

lA" and 1%" . .

.

a '

7" to 9"A Sidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

nidings
Pine, No. 1 dressing

strips
t

. ...

Pine, No. 1 dressing
*horts

Pine, 8 «. c. and bet-

ter ia' to 16' ...

.

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ing*
Pine, n. c. strips. . .

Pine, n. c. nhorts. .

.

Pine, s.c. and better,

'X4
Pine.s.c. and better,

1x5
Pine. s.c. and better,

1x6
Pine. s.c. and better,

1x7
Pine, s.c. and better,

rx8
Pine, s.c. and better,

1 x 9
Pine. s.c. and better,

1 x 10

Pine, box boards.,
x 10 No 1 barn .

.

1 x 10 No. a
'*

x 8 & 9 No, r barn

MANUFACTURE

42 OO 46 OO

50 OO 56 00
48 OO 54 OO

34 OO 36 OO

32 OO 34 OO
38 00 42 00

42 00 45 00

ffg 00 37 00
28 00 o 00
40 00 43 OO
42 or 45 00
25 00 27 00

36 00 40 00

26 00 31 00

22 00 26 00

23 00 25 00

33 00 a6 00
19 00 21 00

17 00 19 00

ao 00 21 00

21 00 aa 00

aa 00 23 00

22 00 23 00

23 00 34 00

23 00 24 00

24 00 26 00
15 00 18 00

3Q OO 3a OO

33 00 a$ 00

33 00 26 °o

R S PRICES
1 x 8 & 9 No. a 1

Pine Shorts 6' to 1

Pine mill culls. . .

.

Pine O. culls

Red Pine log run,
mill cults out. . .

.

Spruce, 1" x 4" & up
Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10''
.

.

Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B)
Hemlock
Basswood log run,

dead culls out .

Basswood log run
mill culls out. .

Birch
Soft Elm, common,
and better 1, 1^,3"
Ash, black common
and betten" to 2"

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
13/8"

No. 2 white pine
Spruce, mill run
Red pine mill run
No. 1 white pine

& iX
m
......

No. a white pine
1 "& \\i
Spruce mill run

>#
Red Pine
run \° &

12" Lath. . ,

.

Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18"

.

Clear Butt
xx, 18"....

White Cedar Shingl
xxxx, 18' .

Clear Butt, 18"

x, x 18^'

Railwav *ies

No. 3 Railway Tics

Spruce logs

o 00 13 00

17 00
15 00

19 00
17 00

17 00 19 00

24 00

13 00
26 00
15 00

10 00 20 00

22 OO
18 00

26 00
20 00

24 00

28 00

2 75
2 25
2 25
a 25

2 50

' 75

' 75

' 75
1 00

3 5°
a 75
> 5°

en

:

4 aS

3 00

« SO
o 42
20 00
12 00

3 00
2 50
2 50
a jo

3 00

2 00
1 5°

4 00
3 25
' 75

4 50
3 25
> 75

* ° 5°
25 00

14 OO

TbLRGRAPH Poi.fs

25 feet long, 6" to 8" top i oo i 50

3° " " "

'

4<» 3 *S

35 V " 11 a 35 4 00
4° " 7" "

4

as 4 75
4S " " "

4

75 5 75
50 " " " n

7

S° 10 5°

55 " " " 11 00 13 50
60 " " " 16 50

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAFT. CtS.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 leet average. 40
First class Ottawa waney, iff' average, according to lineal.. 70

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality bo

ELM.
By the dram, acoordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 65

" " " " 30 to 35 feet. 50

ASH.

10 inches and up, according to average and quality 25

Average 16 inch 35

BIRCH.

14 inch 16

7 m
18 " 3* 36

QUBBBC BPBUCK DEALS
12 teet and up x 1 x 9 and up 17 00 per ft.

Oddments 15 °°

Hoards, 1 and a in 15 00

KIRCH PLANKS.
to 4 in '8 00

26

32

SARNIA, ONT.
FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" . 50 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 5.5 00

i\i and i%" " 02 00
a" *' 64 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 4., 00

6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 54 00

8/4 ,, ,, , S7 00

6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 ,, 47 00

8/4 ,, ., m 4» 00
6/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 42 00

8/4 ,, ,, ,, 46 00

NO. 1 CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 44 00
i

l/t in.

1% in.

ain.

2% and 3'

4 in.

5 1 00

53 00
56 00

75 00
80 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 29 00
1W 39 00
iA" .. 41 00
a'' " 45 00

3/4- 3 and 4" " 60 00 65 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
\~% and iA" " 31 00
2" 31 00

*A* 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
l" X 4" 24 OO
l" X 5" 26 OO
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

1" x 10

1" x 12"

1" x 13 and .up

' M • ' A and 2 '

.

28 00

30 00

31 00

30 00

1 in

' \i . % and 2" .^ and 3"

4

NO. I BARN.

31 OO 42 OO

34 00

37 00
42 00

NO. 2 BARN.

29 OOi in

iH, and 2"

2% and 3" 30 00

33 00
28 00

NO. 3 BARN.

1 in 23 00 26 00

i/i, iA and 2" 23 00 26 00

No. 1, 1, itf. iA. »"

No. 1 mill culls, 1,

27 00

% t 1 A and 2".
. . . 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" 15 00
1, 15^, iA and 2" 15 00
No. 2 14 00 15 00

LATH.

No. i, 32" 1 50 2 OO
No. 2, 48" 3 50
No. 1 1

48" pine 4 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. 1 PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. I S. AND I E.

6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14 X 16 tt

20 OO 22 00 17 OO 18 so 18 50
3x6 and 3x8 17 00 1850 l8 50

22 OO 23 00 >7 50 SO 50 19 OO
17 no 19 00 17 SO 2> SO. 21 OO

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

2 x 4-1J $19 00

2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00
2 x 4-10-18-20 21 00

2X61
2X8, 8 to 16 19 00

Common Boards

4 inch $'9 00
ai 50
22 50
22 50
22 50

Flooring
4 or 6 .inch No. i $32 00

" " *' 2 30 00
' 3 22 50

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch 19 00
6 41

21 50
8, 10, 12 inch 22 50

Siding
6 inch No. 1 31 00

" ' No. 2 29 00
" No. 3 22 00

13 00

»3 50
11 50
'3 5o

>3 5°

14 and 16 tt

21 50
22 00
24 00
22 50
22 50
22 50
29 80

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce: 4 75

No. a " " " 3 »S

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
. 12 tt.

3 x6and 3 x8 »' 5°

3 * 10

3 x 12

4x4 to 6x8 ••

4 x 10 to 10 x 10

8x8 •

6 x 14 up to 32 tt

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

a x 4, 2 x t>, 2 x 8, 8 to 16 ft $2" 00
" " 18 to 3a ft 2250

2 X IO, 2 X 12, 8 to 16 ft 21 OO

18, «0, 22 ft 24 00

34, <6. 28, 30, 32 2t 00

a x 14 up to 3a ft 2 5 °°

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 K 2250

3 * 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 25 00

6 x 6 to 6 x 12 up to 32 ft 25 00

3 X 14. 4 » "4
2
$ 00

B. C. FIR TIMBER - ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 11

up to 32
10 x ao
8 x 20

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less ttian Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Ked Pine, 4 in

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring
H. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring . .

F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring

$24 80
2f) 80

3" 50
40 00
40 00
3' 00
29 00

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce
8 to 16 ft., 6 in

B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16'..

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16'

BOARDS -ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch

3
" 4
" J

XXX B. C. Cedar
X X B. C. Cedar .

XXX Dimension

mixed w dths

SHINGLES

ai 00
18 50
ao OB
19 Op

$27 00
a 1 00
18 50

5 5°
1 1 on

3.80
a.00

»SS

No. 1 Mixed W & R Pine.
No. 1 B. C. Fir....

LATH.
*3So
4SO

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.
WHITE PINK

(Wholesale selling

Uppers 4/4 to 8/4 $8S 00
' 0/4 to 12/4 95 00

Selects 4'4 to 8/4 78 00
10/4 to 12/4 00 00

Fine Common 4/4 56 00
" 5/4 62 00

6/4 62 00
8/4 64 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4 48 00
5/4 55 00
6/4 57 00

" " 8/4 60 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 33 00

5/4 43 00
" " 6/4 45 00
1 " 8/4 49 00

No. 3 Cuts 5/4 35 00
" 6/4 35 00

8/4 35 00

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Box

price.

-s'if? 5/4 46 00
5/4 * 'O ]l M
5/4*11 52 OO

> Moulding j/4 5800
'74 58 00
8/4 58 00

2 Mould ng 5/4 47 00
6/4 47 00
8/4 47 00

1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00
1 x 6 & 8. . . . 35 00
x 10 X7 00

2 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 33 00
1 x 10 35 00

3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 27 00
' x 10 29 00

1 x 6 & up 24 00
x 10 24 00

1 x 12 26 00
I x 13 & up 01 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

WHITE ASH.

1st & 2nd, 1 inch.. . 40 00 42 00 I

i){ to 2 inch 44 00 46 00 I Strips
zA to 4 inch 48 00 54 00

I Com. and culls ..

22 00
14 00

24 00
22 00

BLACK AND BROWN
1 st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 4200

|
Com. good culls 1400 2000

BIRCH

I
1 st & 2nd, white, 6

42 00
I

inch and up 30 00 32 00
I
Common and good

I
culls. 16 00 18 Oo

1 st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red 40 00

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up 32 00

Common and culls. 15 00

1st and 2nd hand 20 00
Common and culls 14 00

ELM.
1st and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up .... 26 00 28 00

Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE
23 00 I 1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00
15 00

I
Common and culls. 12 00

23 00
13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch $92 00 $94 . 0
Selects. 1 to 2 inert

81

00 84 00
Fine Common, 1 inch 5800 61 00

.
1 V* to 2 '"eh 64 00 66 00

No. 1 Cuts 1 inch . . . . 4S 00
iKtoaimh 7.7. . M oo .,800

No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch 35 00 37 00

n R a'
K K

2 '"Ch 4b 00
Barn Boards, Mo. 1, 1 x 12 48 00 50 00N,°- «.«*»»

37

00 38 00
No - I.IX8

3600

37 00
No. 2, 1 x 12

40

00 "4, 00
5°' 2'""; 34 00 35 . o
No. 2, 1 x 8

„

50 34N° 3. 1 x 12 3a 00 34 00
N.°- 3. X IO 30 00 '„ 00
No. 3. 1 x 8

29

00 30 00
Spruce, 10 and 12 m dimension 2 - 00

9 in. and under .... 24 00 2500
10 and 12 in. random lengths. 10 ft. and up 24 00 25 00
2x2. 2x4, 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up 2I so 22 qq
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft ..

and up • • • 2200 2300
5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up p, is 19 00 20 00
Canadian Spruce boards . 23 00 24 00
Vermont Spruce boards, matched . . 22 00 22 ?°
1 x 2 and 1 x 3 furring- p, 1 s clipped and bundled 20 00 22 00
1 S Spruce laths 3 80 400

3 so

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAB SHINGLES

P."
1™8 $3 8. $4 00

£
leanV :

3

30 3 SO
Second clears 2
Clear Whites

7

7 ..2 30 24^
Extra is (Clear whites out) ; . ,,

Extra is (Clear whites in)
. 7 7 .77 .77' 1 50 , 60

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16" c butts to 2" , -a,

" Eurekas. 18" " " « 2^" " Prrtections, 5 butts to aH" 460 475
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

We
Challenge

!

Here's Our Address

and

THE SOONER WE
MEET—THE BETTER

Why Do We Challenge—Because
the quality and manufacture of our lumber products are the best that
modern methods and personal supervision can make them, and are
therefore giving the best satisfaction to our customers, and so we
hand you here our address in the belief that "The sooner we meet
the better."

"There are none better because there are none better made.
Good reasons—Good Stock."

Here is what We Manufacture

|

Our well-known "Silk Finish" Quebec Spruce needs no introduc-

|

tion except to say that it's " as good as ever" and the best ever.
In Lumber
\y\ ^1 PI I Y\ Of I

'

The Fenderson Brand New Brunswick White Cedars. PromptAll Kjk IAI I£f
I

Shipments. Quality Goods.

WRITE US

Saw & Shingle Mills
Sayabec, P.O St. Moise, P. Q
Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P. Q.

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Sayabec, P. Q.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling-, Partition, Novelty Siding
Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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A LEADER THAT LEADS

DeLoach "Leader" Planer

Weight 1,800 pounds.

Price at factory only $230.00

Just the thing for neighborhood work
Fully guaranteed,

also

20" "Paragon" $376.12. 24" Double "Monitor" $590.00.
24" "Monitor" 461.38. 20" " Daisy " Surfacer 137.92.

Solid forged steel cylinders slotted four sides.

The reversible as well as the variable feature of the
feed puts our machines in a class by themselves.

Send for 254 page catalog of Saw Mills, Shingle Mills,

Planers, Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills,

Water Wheels, Engines, Boilers and Gasoline Engines.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

Branch Office and Warehouse :

Nkw Oklkanh, Louisiana 421 Carondelet Street

LUMBER
DRY KILNS

Natural Draft Moist Air System

Steel Roller Bearing Trucks

Shaving Exhaust Systems

Hot Blast Heating Systems

SktlbortB, Jimittb - dalt, (Dntario

- k W-

The Alligator

Steam Warping Tug
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with
flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST & PEACHEY
SIMCOE - - . ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals
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DISSTON

Saws, Tools and Files
Made
Sold
Used ON MERIT

And the Confidence placed in the Quality and Efficiency of the DISSTON BRAND shall

be as well-deserved in the future as it has been during the past SIXTY-NINE YEARS.

Henry Disston <fc Sons, Inc.
Canadian Works:

112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INQUIRE INTO THE MERITS OF OUR

New Tie or Log Siding Machine
It slabs both sides of the logs accurately and rapidly at the one operation. Both
saws movable to or from the centre simultaneously by means of a lever within
the sawyer's easy reach, and the spacing indicated on a quadrant in plain sight,
lhis machine will cut over 3,000 ties in ten hours. In any mill using a Gang.

this machine, if used for preparing the cants, will
increase the output 20%. It is a compact machine,
strongly built, as the cut indicates, to withstand hard
and continuous usage. It is without an equal, let
alone a superior, in this line, because it meets the
requirements perfectly. Let us have an opportunity
of sending descriptive matter, and price.

WE CAN ALSO INTEREST YOU IN

Saw Mill Machinery
We build a complete line for any desired capacity.

Our Triumph Turbines are unexcelled. They will give more power than any other Water Wheel on the market.

CATALOGUES FOR THE ASKING.

Head Office and Works : Lindsay, Ontario
Eastern Representative : > nU p di„_i. T , Ci t o -m if _ Western Representative:E

'
Plant

»
1790 St

' James Street
>
Montreal, Que. Canadian Fairbanks Company, Vancouver, B. C.
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The Woods No. 59
Double

or Single Surfacer
A pioneer product of the present-day revolution in the dressing of lumber.

Equipped with every feature essential to improved output at a feed of one

hundred feet per minute or an increased rate if desired.

S. A. Woods Machine Company - Boston
CHICAGO
NEW ORLEANS The Planer Specialists

ATLANTA
SEATTLE

10-483

VI

B

A

L

A

T

A

A SirixSle Order for30 Endless

Each. Belt £i'tuide x$'$y(53 feet l^oT&}^or-T)TYVvn4 Motors -

Supplied inJamiaxx 1905 tx> one oftne lardest Mines in Sotxbh. Africa- by
Tfcc'Soutncoari^MaTi^actarij)^ gl£? Sole Makers rfibc 'Vi-Balata Belt

B

E

L

T

I

G

Sole Canadian Agents Large Stocks Carried at all Branches

The
Woods Western Building,

Corner Market and Louise Sts.,

Winnipeg;, Man.

General Supply
of Canada, Ltd.

FLECK BROS., LIMITED, 443 Pender St. West, Vancouver, B.C.

Co.
219-221 Bank St.

Ottawa, Ont,
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H. SMITH CO., Limited
St. Catharines, Ont.

Sole Manufac-
aws under the

Th

Simonds Process in the Dominion
of Canada.

i here ,s no process .ts equal for tempering circular saws. Other makers recognize this fact, as some
ol them, in order to sell their goods, claim to have the same process. All such Claims are FALSE,
as .he patentee in the U.S. and ourselves are the only firms in the world who use it

INSERTED TOOTH SAWS
Notice the improved shank. We call particular

attention to the swell which strengthens it at the weakest

part and which gives it more wear than the old style.

Shanks made in usual gauges and to fit your saws

perfectly.

SHINGLE SAWS
The quality of the " Simonds " Shingle Saws is

proven by the fact that the largest shingle and machine
manufacturers in Canada are usino- them

Run a " Simonds" and you will increase your
output.

The Simonds Temper
and style of tooth make
the "Leader" the fast-

est and easiest cutting-

saw manufactured.

Write for prices.

R. H. SMITH CO. iui St. Catharines, Ont,
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Gang Edgers
and

Gang Circulars
Made of Different Styles and Capacities.

Descriptive' booklet mailed free to any address on request

P. Payette & Company
Penetanguishene, Ont.

If You Want
any kind of Machinery, see us and we will show it

to you right in Vancouver.

We cater especially to the logging- and saw-
mill industries, carrying the largest stock of new
and second-hand machinery in Vancouver.

Some of Our Specialties

Washington Iron Works Logging Engines

Hiester Geared Logging Locomotives

Logging Trucks

Leonard Engines and Boilers

Good Second-Hand Machinery bought and sold

Hoisting and Logging Engines for rent

Warehouse and Storage Accommodation for rent

Vancouver Machinery Depot
Limited

Office: 441 Seymour St. Warehouse and Wharf : Foot of Alder St.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Robb Power Plants

Engines
Corliss

Slide Valve

Horizontal

Vertical

Boilers

Return Tubular

Water Tube

Internally Fired

Portable

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST. N. S.

i709 Power Building, Montreal, Watson Jack, Manager
DISTRICT I Traders Bank Building, Toronto. William McKay, Manager
OFFICES I Union Bank Building, Winnipeg, W. F. Porter, Manager

lCalgary Block, Calgary, J. T. Porter, Manager

Make Bigger Shingle Profits

by installing this machine and cut down the cost

of manufacture. If

The Columbia
will make more and better shingles, from the same
stock, in less time, than any other machine, doesn't

it add to your profits ?

Write for Catalog and Details

PERKINS 8c CO.. Grand Rapids, Mich.
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JUST OUT

The New Waterous Band Mill

The latest most

up-to-date mills

on the market.

Upper guide of

patented safety

saw centre
swing design

adjustable ver-

tically and hori-

zon tally. I -

fitted with quick

opening device;

is water coated

and non-break-

able.

Upper guide
arm raised and

lowered by
power niechan-

Lower sawguide
designed on same

principle as up-

per to swing
above centre of

saw. Is quick

opening and un-

der control o f

tail sawyer.

8 ft., 9 ft., 10 ft., Sizes Single and Double Cutting

Cut of 8'

—

Double Cutting.

The product of

our 50 years ex-

perience in saw-

mill business.

Columns solid,

rigid, giving
wide range of

adjustment t o

upper wheels.

Upper wheel

raised and low-

ered by jack
screws and
gearing.

Tensioning de-

vice acts inde-

pendentlyof
position of up-

per wheel and

removes all jar

from saw b y
patented self-

cushioning ten-

sion weights.

Tilting Device Improved and Simplified. Cross Lining- Adjustments also Supplied.
Frame very Heavy and Extends Completely Around Mill.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL BULLETIN DESCRIBING THESE MACHINES

Waterous Engine Works Co.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited

Winnipeg, Man. Brantford, Canada B. C. Agency : H. B. Gilmour,
Vancouve r



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
You have your books audited by firms of exptert accountants, you have your plants appraised by expert appraisers

companies—Why ? To get the best at the lowest cost.

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance— Our inspector and adjusters are lumbermen as well as insurance men. We can

handle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessable policy, and absolutely sound indemnity.

Drop us a line and we will explain our methods fully.

By Lumbermen

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway - NEW^YORK

For Lumbermen

Veneered

Doors
Good profit await the retail

lumber dealers who stock

builders' supplies. Owr ve-

neered doors are popular

sellers and yield fine profits

to the dealer.

Colonial Columns
Your orders can be {entrus-

ted to us with a certainty of

getting satisfaction in ser-

vice and workmanship.

Newel Posts
stocked in many designs

' and various woods.

Door B. L. 303.

YOUR ORDERS AND ENQUIRIES TO

Baits Limited
50 Pacific Avenue WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWN

OUR
** mmi

EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

9

)

H. WALTERS & SON, hull, canada
VANCOUVER BRANCH : Corner Powell and McLean Streets.

MANUFACTURERS OF

AXES, ALL KINDS AXE HANDLES, MACHINE KNIVES, ALL KINDS LUMBERINC & LOCCINC TOOLS

long distance PHONE. We supply the Largest Lumbermen in Canada.

J. R. Booth, Ottawa, Ont.; W. C. Edwards & Co., Rockland, Ont.; McLachlan

Bros., Arnprior ; E. B. Eddy Co., Limited, Hull ; A. & B. Gordon & Co., Pem-

broke : G. Perley & Co., Calumet, Que.; Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Hawkes-

bury, Ont.; A. Fraser Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont.; Shepherd & Morse Lumber

Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Hull Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Gilmour & Hughson, Hull,

P.Q.; Imperial Paper Mills of Canada, Sturgeon Falls, Ont. ; Algoma Com-

mercial Com., Limited, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont; Graves, Bigwood & Co., Byng

Inlet, Ont.; Turner Lumber Co., Worthington, Ont. ; J. J. McFadden, White-

fish, Ont.; St. Anthony Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Northern Timber and

Lumber Co., Markstay, Ont.

Imachine
'

AL1 WRITE |FOR
1 KNIVES: KIN DS.J catalogue! 1

H.WALTERS & SONS Lumbering #
Logging Tools
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded 4

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Your Attention Wanted !

!

Look us up ! We have played no small part

in lightening one burden of the Lumber
Trade. Others have profited. Why not you?

Th«

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

Nine - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies ARCTIC METAL

FOR COOL BEARINGS

We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
HAMILTON, ONT.

We Make

SPECIAL BELTS
for

Special Work
and

Guarantee Results

WRITE OCR NEAREST WAREHOUSE

D. K. McLAREN, Limited
Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West 200 King West 4 i8Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.
ai St. Peter St. 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS* SUPPLIES

Tents.Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets. Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER <a SONS
Cor.George.King& Water Sts , Peterborough, Ont , Can.

THE GREAT BELT"
BEATS ALL RIVALS EVERY TIME

Strength

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

for WET or DRY WORK.
SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Srretf. MONTREAL.

W^ERPROOF LEATHER BELTING FOR THE
SIf T PLAGE S.nth, SAWMILLPHIB I

SADLERSHAWORTtf
LtvTOJS SEND YOU

PRICES £^
SAMPLES MONTREAL*
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PETERBORO SAW HILLS

Some of Our Shingle Machines

The Perfection is a power driven

machine, having a capacity of more than

thirty thousand perfectly made shingles

per day of ten hours.

It can be run to its full capacity with

fifteen horse power.

Notice that the carriage is driven from

both sides preventing it cramping.

From the view-point of Economy,
you cannot buy a better machine than our

Grand Triumph.

Any good operator can cut thirty-

thousand shingles in ten hours, and many
men have done better than that.

With this machine all of your bolt

can be cut into shingles—there is no spalt

left at the end.

Ten horse power is sufficient to

drive it.

You will be interested in Our Shingle
Machinery Catalogue, which we will

send anywhere on Request. ^

B. C. Agents : The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver, B. C.

WILLIAM HAMILTON Co. LIMITED 1

PETERBORO ONTARIO
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J. B. MILLER, President

The
W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Limited

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

We have the following

3,000 feet

3,000 feet

44,000 feet

10,000 feet

20,000 feet

14,000 feet

20,000 feet

14,000 feet

34,000 feet

17,000 feet

85,000 feet

13,000 feet

50,000 feet

stock, all perfectly dry, which we desire to move quickly:

2x6 and up 18-22 feet long White Pine
3x6x12-16 Mill Run White Pine
3x6 and 7x18-14 White Pine
3x10-18 White Pine
3x 10 x 18-24 White Pine
3x12x18 White Pine
5-8 x 4 and up Mill Run White Pine
2x4-11x17 and up Norway
2 x8 x 12-16 Norway
2 x 6 x 12-16 Norway
2X4X 2-1 1 x 12-16 Norway
i l/2 inch 4 and up 12-16 Norway
1x4 and up 12-16 Norway

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

Traders Bank Building,

Phone Main 1016

HEAD OFFICE:

Toronto, Ont Telegraph Codes :

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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W. E. LOUNT
360 Berkeley St., TORONTO

Lumber Salseman, Inspector

and Arbitrator

Pine, Hemlock, Hardwoods, Lath
and Shingles.

Lists and consignments solicited.

Will sell on salary or commission.
Inspection contracts wanted

—

charges moderate. Fifteen years

experience as salesman and
inspector. Satisfaction guar-

anteed.

WANTED
We are in the market for

season's supply. White

Pine, Red Pine, Spruce,

Hemlock and White Cedar

Shingles. Send list of

prices. :: :: ::

Muir & Terry
408 Confederation Life Bldg.

TORONTO
Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE - ONT.

Dimension Timber. Joisting

Rough and Dressed Lumber

Lath, Shingles and Pickets

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to day. List of timber

and pulp limits, reports and blue prmts supplied

on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, B. C.

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine

H is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

G. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood
Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

DRUGSTORE FITTINGS.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawn Lumber, Lath, Sash,

Doors and Factory Material

Dimension Bill Stuff in

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Geo. Gordon & Co
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarmsall sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

R. Laidlaw

Lumber
Company

Limited

Ferguson Lumber Co.
London, Ont.

SHINGLES
- UMBER
'ATH

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles

Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

LEAK & CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Write us for special price on

18ft. 2x10* 12in.

DRY NORWAY

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF—

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations lolicited for Hemlock Bill

Stuft. We have also stocks of Ash, Elm,
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-

ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX, XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICE :

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,

Handle*, Pole*, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orlllla. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building;

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched

or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box

Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and

sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesali

J^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

AA^E are in the market and pay
the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor
this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street East

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dlmeotloa Tlmbtr a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Ontario Lumber
Co . Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River, Ont. Water Shipment.
Yard : Point Edward, Ont.

Write u* for Price*

Home
3
£ifeBu1idine, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer op

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

•upply any grade Dressed Stock.
On T>miskaming Railway, 103

miles north of North Bay

HAILEYBURY. ONT.

" Well bought is half sold

"

Here's Your Chance

!

6 Cars 1x4 No. 1 Hemlock
$11.50

F.O.B. Byng Inlet

Dry stock

Extra nice lot

In the way
Must be moved

You Can Get

No. 2 Hemlock
6 ft. and up

2 X 4
2 X 6
2 X 8
2 X 10
2 X 12

from us

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

1006-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in slock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

X\TE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds
* v of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States: Spruce.
White Pine. White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir. Beech, Birch. Wal-
nut. Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

A^GER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of
LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES

£on
U"yn

qU;P1?d
r
PUninf? Factory in connec-tion Dressed Lumber, Flooring in PineHardwood or Hemlock, Vs Ceiling-" Sashand Doors, Mouldings, Wood Turning etc

Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-ty at current prices.

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co.. Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Let us quote you on §", 1",

and 2" Spruce
; g", 1", \±„

Vs" and 2" Pine ;
1" and 2"

Hemlock, also posts and
lath. ::

The

Brockville
Wholesale and Retail

Lumber
Lumber,

Company
Lath,

LIMITED Shingles,
Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y. Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

s

Jalph Loveland, Pres.
i-. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS of

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John

Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,

25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,

10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.

and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards

and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited.
Hoch.laKa B^' Building QuebeC, QuC

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY © CO.
Quebec

A. II. MACA UK.
Secretary.

JOHN PONOOH, J A M1CS P. CUNNINGHAM.
President. Vice-President.

Wholesale Dealers Only

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang

SPECIAL DRIVE

Limited

Red Pine Flooring Strips -Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1212 Traders Bank Chambers TORONTO
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

J I.. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,

New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,

Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, TORONTO ONT
(Telephone Main 6244). 1 * W »

Wil 1 '

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty
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CAMERON & GO., Limited
MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

SHINGLES basswood POSTS

LUMBER

LATH

TIMBER

POLES

MILL AND YARD: OPEONCO, ONT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, ONT.

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA

EASTKR

N

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W K S T K K X

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all grades and a "SPECIAL BRAND" cheaper
and better than Kastern Clear Butts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Sellers of

White Pine, Red
Pine and Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Selling Agents fob Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street ... OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & GO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

We have a nice lot of i, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-
ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Hetail

21 Dorchester Street West - - - MONTREAL

Lumber and Timber
Let me quote on your requirements in

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,

B.C. Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine, Lath,

Shingles Lumber—Rough or Dressed

C. A. SPENCER
Wholesale Lumber

Telephone Mai,, 5551 55 st. Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Carg-o.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q,

Spruce and Birch
To Buyers

Send me your enquiries.

I have a large stock to
ship from.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade MONTREAL

Wholesale Lumber Dealer
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The Best Argument
You cannot gather figs from thistles nor can

we make good Mooring from poor lumber. We
don't try to do it. Our flooring receives skilful

workmanship and this combined with the liiL?li

grade lumber produces a strictly first class product.

Manufactured in 3/8" end matched Birch,

Maple or Oak.

J. R. Eaton & Sons,
ORILLIA,
ONTARIO

Montreal Agent : C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St.

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office Springfield. Mass.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

" MONTREAL, P.Q.

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative

T. FRANKFURD STORY, ' ns-

LONO DIStANCF TELEPHONE

Detroit Colonial Columns
Are Trade Winners

Colonial Columns manufactured

with our famous Lock Joint can-

not warp or check and will with-

stand every weather condition. We
manufacture from selected stock,

both yard and kiln dried in Birch,

Oak, Chestnut, Pine. Columns
are with us a specialty and we
produce the finest column on the

market.

We also stock Composition

Capitals.

Investigation invited from re-

tail dealers.

There is money in handling

Detroit Columns.

Detroit Column & Manufacturing Company
Holden Ave. and M. C. R. K., DETROIT, MICHIGAN

E. A. LeBel Wholesale
Dealer in

Pine and Hemlock Lumber,

Lath, Shingles and Cedar Posts

Car and Cargo lots only. When in need of

stock write or ca!.' up Long Distance Phone.

Office and Yards : South of Elevator, S^tmitSl Oflt

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
Perfect milling and correct grading applied

to lumber gives us lumber that meets the

demands of the most exacting trade.

By maintaining a large and well assorted

stock we can promise shipments with the

least possible delay.

Special facilities for handling Canadian
trade.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO., "'Vtl—
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address : "Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N. S. Office :

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Picklord & Black*! Whart

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(j or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
and

Heading
WRITE TO

James Webster & Bro.
Bootle, Liverpool, England Ltd.

Gloucester House. 2 Bishopsgate St. \V., E.C.

Qant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St

Hardwood End Matched

rVi Jf •
U Bored

>
Polished

Fioorlno and Bund,ed

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bide.. Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS, CO,

22 St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.
Our Prtoes will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

Savoie @. Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Spruce, Hemlock and Birch

\% in. Spruce Lath
Cedar Shingles - R. R. Ties
8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts
Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood

Are building a Planing Mill ami Dry Kiln, which will be completed
for the 1st of September.

Coriesponilence Solicited MANSEAU, QUE.
on I.C. Ry. no mill's cast of Montreal

Officers and Directors

:

R. H. DOWNMAN, PRESIDENT FREDERIC WILBERT. 1ST VICE-PRES. GEO. W. DODGE, 2ND VICE-PRES
F. B. WILLIAMS WM. L. BLRTON j. C. RIVES JOHN DEBLIEUX

Gl'S DREWS EDWARD HANSON L. H. PRICE H. M. COTTEN H. B. HEWES

J. A. HILLIARD. Shipment by Rail or Sea,
Secretary & General Manager Cable Address " REDCYPRESS'

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress

Lumber, Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity :

3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, - NEW ORLEANS, La.

We carry everything in standard
grades and sizes of rough or dressed

Louisiana
Red Cypress

FRED. J. DAVENPORT, . Box 425, Detroit, Michigan
Canadian Representative.

The

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
Send us your enquiries for

New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
Lath, Shingles,

Limited

Main Office :

Globe Atlantic Building
St. John, N.B.

etc.

Branch Sales Office

:

180 St. James Street

Montreal. Que.

1

WESTERN

LUMBER

^J*¥ii
SHINGLE

c°
I

VANCOUVER

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

SENDUS

INQUIRIES I

MSB-

it.; -. ;. r .- »

'

t 'V

RAIL OR WATER
SHIPMENTS
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, B. C. E. H. HEAPS <fc CO.,
Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

VANCOUVER.. B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER— Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC,

HICH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY

THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.
Prairie Representative

W. J. LOVERING. 1312-13 Traders Bank Bldg.. TORONTO
Ontario Representative

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
= -Wholesale

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia.

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, 541 Hastings street,

Logs. Piles. Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands VANCOUVER. B. C.
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Cablk Address— Gillisco.

Codes Used I
A
„
MER1CAN Lumbrrman Tf.lecode.

( \\ ESTERN L NION.

C. H. GILLIS & CO.
LIMITED

445 Granville St., Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping- Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
and 125,000 feet

LUMBER

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Head Office: 205-206 Loo Bids., 1/ r» n
Cor. Hastings and Abbot Sts., VanCOUVCr, D.L.

Correspondence

Solicited Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

Timber ^lmitS
We haVe Several Lar&e Blocks for Sale
with Mill Sites, near Vancouver.

Everything in

WOOD GOODS
Shingles our specialty. Prices always consistent with the market
For hurrying up information ring up Bell Phone 346^ H. FONGER, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch
Rough and Dressed Lumber

Dimension and Bridge Timber
a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE - - B.C.
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Bowman Lumber Co.
LIMITE.D

R.EVELSTOKE, B. C
Manufacturers of

Ced^r, White
Pirve ^r\d

Fir Products
Shiplap, Boards, Dimension Siding, Finish,

Lath, Shingles

Annual Capacity, 50,000,000 feet

Mills at

Revelstoke, B. C. Comaplix, B. C.

The

East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine, Larch,
and Fir

Lumber, Timbers, Mouldings, Etc.

Saw Mills at Jaffray, Ryan, Oranbrook.
PLming Mill at Jaffray, B. C.

Head Office Jaffray, B. C.

J5he

Yale-Columbia Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : Nelson, B. C.

Mills at Nakusp. Westly, Cascade and Nelson B. C.

We use American Lumberman Telecode.

MANUFACTURERS OF

All Kinds Rough and Dressed Lumber,

Mouldings, Lath, Etc.

DEALERS IN

Cedar and Fir Piles, Telephone and Telegraph

Poles, Fence Posts, Etc.

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
Bay Street103 TORONTO

Want to Buy
One carload ist and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x 1^/2 in.. 10 ft.

6 in to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1^ in. x 2^ in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be well

manufactured and free of defects.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up, wide.

Coffin lengths.

The

Golden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

MANUKA! TI' kicks of

White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Cedar

and Hardwood Lumber, Pine, Spruce, and

Hemlock Lath, Cedar Shingles ^ ^ ^ ^

Write Us if in the Market for Hemlock Dimension

Mills at Golden Lake and Barry's Bay, Ont.

Head Office: - Eganville, Ont.

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

cX6eRat Portage Lumber Co. Limited
WITH MILLS AT WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.. HARRISON R-IVER. KENORA. RAINY RIVER AND BANNING.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS

And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shooks and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple Flooring,

Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac Pthng, etc.

Our Vancouver Mill cuts High-Grade Cedar, Fir and Spruce Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles. Winnipeg Mills cut Pine, Tamarac and Spruce Lumber.

he
aodress

ce RAX PORTAGE LUMBER. COMPANY. Limited. WINNIPEG. MAN.
D.C CAMERON. PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER.
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills <a Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and
Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Yard (& Office CAPACITY 40.000.000
MOR.R.ISTOWN, N. Y.

New York City

G\iy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Hemlock
When you want a ship-

ment right quick, write or

wire us. We give you stock

of. the best quality and with

the minimum of delay.

Each order receives per-

sonal attention.

Split Posts
Posts Good
Prices Right

Th<

Long Lumber Co.
Hamilton, Ont.

FLOORING
Good Hardwood Flooring must be ACCU-
RATELY MANUFACTURED. Selected

lumber, large dry kilns scientifically constructed,

strong expensive machines built for the purpose,

expert workmen who KNOW HOW, system-

atic oversight, and years of experience combine
to make our Hardwood Flooring the best you
can procure.

Also get our quotations on

ROUGH or DRESSED

LUMBER
in Pine, Hemlock, Basswood, Ash, Elm, Cedar,
Maple and Birch Lumber.
Building Timber, Shingles, Lath, Posts, Ties,

Doors, Sash, Frames, Mouldings, Turned Goods
of all kinds, Casings, Box Shooks, Cratings, etc.

John Carew
LINDSAY ONTARIO

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Manufacture of ^^jj^g^ Lath aild ShlUglOS Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lurrvber and Le^th

Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East. TORONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT,
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Very Best

YELLOW
PINE

,^yE are in a position to supply

you with the very finest Long

Leaf Yellow Pine Lumber made.

We want your enquiries for

Flooring

Finishing

Ceiling, etc.

and will win your trade if quality

and value count. We can also

quote on strictly Long- Leaf Yellow

Pine Timber dressed on four sides

or in the rough.

We handle genuine Louisiana

Red Cypress from one of the best

shippers in the South.

Frank A. Arend
& Co.

65-66 Equitable Building, Boston, MaSS.

Shreveport TRADK MAKK Louisiana

Long and Short Leaf

Yellow

Pine

Lumber
Mills in

Arkinsaw, Louisiana and Texas

Capacity : 500,000 feet per day

€ff Our Long Leaf Timbers and Joists are as strong

as Oak and is unexcelled in dimension of all kinds on

account of its tensile strength.

If Our Short Leaf Flooring Finish and all kinds of

Trim are in a class to themselves on account of its

freedom from knots and the beauty of its grain.

€f|
We make a specialty also of Rough Steam Dried

and Smoke Dried Finish and other factory stock of

all kinds.

€f[
We would appreciate your inquiries and orders.

Chas. R. Ball

Lumber Co.
Bank Building Shreveport, La., U.S.A.
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The C. Beck
MTg. Co., Limited

Penetanguishene, Ont.

MANUFACTURERS Oh

White and
Red Pine
Lath, Shingles

BoxesandShooks

Pails and Tubs

Bills sawn to order.

Planing Mill work done

promptly. Send us your

enquiries. Phone service

night and day. We can

ship by rail and water.

Saw Mills Planing Mill Woodenware Factory Box Factory

Penetanguishene, Can.

Box Factory :

Foot of Parliament Street - Toronto, Can.

LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock

Lumber and Dimension
Timber

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint 1 rSash, Doors,
Roofing Write for Prices Blinds and
Sheeting' (Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

New Edinburgh Mills Ottawa, Ontario

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths
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"Carss" Pine Wool Mackinaw

Black Klondyke, 44 oz., four pockets and belt,

absolutely waterproof.

is the Best by Test

<Jf
The only way to get absolute satis-

faction in Mackinaw clothing" is to see

that the "Carss" brand is on every

garment.

€JJ
We devote our entire energies and

facilities to this line of clothing, manu-
facturing from the wool to the finished

article, and are able to give you the

very best quality ofgoods and make-up.

€J|
The trade mark "Carss Mackinaw"

is a guarantee of genuineness. It

means honest value for your honest

coin. We stand behind every garment

sold.

Mackinaw Pants
Long and Short, 35 oz.

The Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co.,
Orillia

Ontario

LOGGING TOOLS
Our Catalogues will Interest You

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

Skidders .Loaders
Powerful, Strong and
Economical in Operation

Our Skidders and Loaders are in successful operation

under almost every condition met by loggers to-day.

Russel

Logging Cars
Strength Capacity

Durability

The Standard among Progressive Loggers
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"Defiance"

Wood-Working Machinery
FOR MANUFACTURING

Hubs, Spokes, Wheels, Wagons, Carri-
ages, Rims, Shafts, Poles, Neck-Yokes,
Single Trees, Barrel Hoops.

Handles of Every Kind, Insulated
Pins, Spools, Bobbins, Oval Wood Dishes,
and General Wood-Work.

Invented and Built by

The Defiance Machine Works
Defiance, Ohio, U.S.A.

Mowry & Sons Gravcnhurst, Ont.

Our Model "D"
Steam Feed Valve

is the very best Steam Feed Valve

in use. It has large steam openings.

—

They will not leak, stick or kick. Used
by hundreds of Saw Mills. We make
Steam Feed Cylinders 8 in., 9 in., 10

in. , 1 1 in. and 1 2 in. Bore and any length

you want.

Pneumatic
Carriage Buffers

18 in. Cylinder, will stop any carriage,

saves wrecks, it gives your sawyer confi-

dence, does not cost much.

We make up-to-date Saw and Shingle Mill Machinery. Let us know your wants. New Machinery or repairs.
Get our prices on large orders or small. We can please you no matter what you want in the Mill Line.

Mowry Sons, Gravenhurst, Ont.

JEFFREY
Conveyers

are the best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Ties,

Pulpwood, Refuse, etc.

See Catalog No. T 57 B.

n* Jeffrey Mfg. Company,
Canadian Office and Works:

MONTREAL
Main Office and Works : Columbus, Ohio

ATKINSSWAWS
are in active demand wherever the finest saws are appreciated. They're
just as perfect as money and brains can make them.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE

E. C. ATKINS & CO. INC.
- INDIANAPOLIS, IND

HAMILTON. ONT.
)

HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY
Canadian Works
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I Am Convinced

Simonds
Shingle

Saws
Have Saved Me Money 19

A man bought nine 40 inch Simonds Shingle Saws.
He wanted the best and paid the price.

He knows whether he won or lost on the deal.

A careful record of Shingle Saw cost was kept, with
the result that after a few months the record showed, in

that mill, the saw cost per thousand shingles cut to be
slightly less than one-half of one cent. About 9 cent
saw cost for twenty thousand shingles.

That is why this Millman said he was convinced
Simonds Saws are money makers because they are cost stivers.

This is a statement of fact. We have the proofs and

will gladly show them. If you want low cost use the

right saws—Saws made of Simonds Steel, made by
Simonds Methods. Dollar for dollar value is given, A
saw to sell for less money than the Simonds cannot be as
good. It cannot run as economically, and it will not
make the same profit for you in the long run.

More shingles mean more money from the same block
of wood.

For shingle saw prices and particulars, address our
nearest office, giving size, number of teeth and gauge of

saw desired.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que.
St. John, N.B.
Vancouver, B.C.

United States Factories:

Fitchburg. Mass.
Chicago, 111.

Hoisting
Engines

We would like your enquiry when in. the market.

Our Hoists will stand up under the hardest kinds

of service and are fully guaranteed. We have all

sizes in stock for prompt shipment.

Let Us Quote You

F. H. Hopkins & Co., Montreal

P. E. Ritchie, Quebec. Dunn Bros., Winnipeg E. A. Eurle & Co., Vuncouver

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale

or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

VSllllCd . , OKNKK Ol' TIIK Traders Bank Building, TuT0nt0
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A National Journal

(anada lumberman
Worker

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President
THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, Business Manager
JAMES FISHER, Toronto, Advertising Manager

OFFICES AND BRANCHES

:

VANCOUVER - - - - Telephone 2010. 20 Crowe & Wilson Chambers
J. V. McNAULTY, Representative
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allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timelv
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by its readers.
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mills etc. The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedlv the most
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B. C. Commission's Important Task
The announcement of the personnel of the British Columbia Forestry

Commission, will probahly be received by the lumber industry of that
province as an earnest of the Government's intention to enact and carry
into effect whatever laws are found to be necessary for the benefit of
the industry and of the province's share in it. Already the Government
is to some extent pledged to make the licenses perpetual. Whether this
is done or not, the appointment of the commission ko soon after the
close of the legislative session leads to a hope that effective steps will be
taken without unnecessary delay to render investments in British Col-
umbia timber more permanently secure than they have been. The prob-
lem is fraught with many intricacies which will need delicate handling.
Where the aims of all parties, however, are so identical, namely, the
preservation of the province's resources, and the placing of the industry
on a sound economic basis, there should be no insurmountable barriers
in the path of acceptable reform. The Vancouver weekly "News Adver-
tiser," in an editorial reference deals with the question in a general but
acceptable fashion. Its views are perhaps effected somewhat by the
political atmosphere in which it lives, but they are none the less to
the point. Its remarks are as follows:—

"The Government is endeavoring to the utmost of its ability to bring
about a condition of affaim relative to our timber wealth similar to that
of our mining resources, and while in regard to timber it has problems
to cope with as difficult as those involved in the sister industry, if not
considerably more so, we may safely anticipate that laws will be enacted
within a short time which will require no drastic emendations for many
years to come. The forest asset of the province is so large a one that it is

only fair to anticipate a public revenue yield theerfrom commensurate
with its intrinsic value, but it is possible to understand the feeling of

private persons or corporations who w ish to know as exactly as possible
what charge will be levied on their property and that the figure will not
be subject to disconcert in- changes at short notice, and also that their
title, in whatsoever form it may be drawn, is good for a reasonable num-
ber of years. The Government 111 its choice of the personnel of the Com-
mission, has selected men who will bring to bear an open mind on a
highly important issue. They may safely be regarded as without bias on
any of its aspects, and therefore as capable of truly balancing the im-
mense amount of evidence which it will be their duty to sift. It will re-

main for the representatives of the various interests involved in the tim-
ber and lumber industries to give their opinions in the utmost of good
faith, and to lay before the board all available figures and facts bearing on
the issues at stake. Only by this means will the gentlemen with whom
will rest, subject only to the final endorsement of the House and the Gov-
ernment, the drafting of laws equitable and to all intents and purposes
permanent, be able to do their duty as they would desire on behalf of
the public demesne and private capital invested or desirous of investing
therein.

"

English Lumber Trade Situation
The situation of the lumber business in England so far as it 0011-

cerns Canada, is rather a peculiar one at the present time. It is ap-
parently just on that doubtful margin which leads some people to be-
lieve that it has already made a change for the better, and yet which
others are inclined to look upon as unsatisfactory. The various reports
to hand regarding the half-yearly trade, which are summarized else-
where in this issue, are of a nature to show at least that trade conditions
are not unduly extreme in either one way or the other, and that if the
improvement which has already commenced in other countries and in
other lines of business is continued, the lumber business will be able,
to fall in with the procession and jog along pleasantly until normal trade
returns.

The most hopeful sign of possible improvement is the reduction of
stocks. At London, nearly all descriptions of landed stocks have been
worked down to very modest dimensions, and holders are justly confident
of realizing at improving rates, seeing that such stocks cannot now be
replaced at the present level of f.o.b. prices. Shippers will, no doubt,
take full advantage of the situation. F.o.b. rates have already been
considerably advanced for most current descriptions of wood. If stocks
for shipments are generally very light, as is claimed, no harm can come
of a legitimate improvement in market rates, so long as consumption can
take care of the importations, as at present promises to be
the case.

The soundness of the f.o.b. situation is further explained by the
lesson taken to heart by the majority of importers as to the danger of
speculation, or, as it was formerly termed, intelligent anticipation of
customers' wants. The "Timber Trades Journal," discussing this point
recently, said :

"The last few years have proved that the speculative buyer has
done little good to himself by the purchase of a few parcels at compara-
tively cheap rates, as, while his travellers have managed to make a
moderate profit on these low-priced contracts, they have generally con-
trived to depreciate the value of the rest of the stock. These trans-
actions, repeated as they were in many quarters, resulted in imparting
an amount of nervousness to the market in general which was wholly
•unwarranted by the general state of trade in the country, unsatisfactory
as this may have been. The timber trade, which was formerly one of
the soundest in the land, has lately been undermined by this cutting
of quotations on the part of firms determined to do business at any cost,
and the result has been unsatisfactory trade and diminished profits, if

not positive loss, for the majority of importers, especially those in the
London district. This suicidal policy was, of course, bound to work its

1

own cure, but the reaction has been long in making its effects felt, and
it is to be hoped that, now that it has apparently set in, the situation
will not again be ruined by over-sanguine speculation. As far as stock
lists are concerned, there appears to be some reason to anticipate a short-
ness of supply this autumn; but it is hardly necessary to remind our
readers that anticipations in this direction more often than not have been
unfulfilled, and that, from one quarter or another, goods have been forth-
coming which have altogether altered the complexion of affairs. So far,
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English buyers this year have exercised considerable prudence in limit-

ing their purchases to actual requirements, and, as long as they continue

to do this, there is every prospect of a continuous moderate improvement

in trade.

"The feature in the market this year has undoubtedly been the firm-

ness of plank sizes. For the first time for many seasons sellers have not

made a point of pressing upon buyers a large proportion of broad dimen-

sions; the tendency lately having been to diminish the quantity as far

as possible. We have already alluded to the 'corner' which was stated

to have been established in deal sizes, especially 3 x 9-inch, and adhere

to our opinion that the matter has been greatly exaggerated, although

there are not wanting many who maintain that the scarcity in the mar-

ket of 9-inch goods arises from the manipulation of certain London

dealers. For ourselves, we are inclined to attribute the diminution of

stocks and the absence of plank sizes from many specification* to flu-

demand which has arisen from the railways and, in particular, the paving

companies."

At Mersey ports stocks of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick pine and

spruce have been materially lowered. At Clyde ports, in spite of a dull

demand, stocks are low enough to warrant higher prices. There is a

general tone to the reports received which indicates hopefulness as to

the near future. The depression of the past year or two, however, has

been a severe strain and the slow recovery of the last six months was

really to be expected. It can scarcely even be termed recovery. It is

in the nature rather of a stemming of the tide which was formerly flowing

so strongly in the wrong direction. With care from now out it should

be possible to turn the tide definitely in the proper direction in the

course of a few months.

Greater Cooperation Needed to Deal with Lumber Problems

Lumber producers have perhaps given greater attention during the

last year or two to the matter of cheaper production than to anything

else. Unsatisfactory conditions of business have induced them to study

matters which would otherwise obtain little attention. Dull times and

low prices have been the factors which led to this, and to that extent

the dull times have been a blessing in disguise. It is unfortunate that

some means is not available for collecting and disseminating the experi-

ence which is gained in this manner, as it would be of great benefit to all

in the business. Lumber producers who make a study of these things,

however, are not in the habit of handing on the knowledge gained to

others. There is not much communication of information of this sort

among the manufacturers, possibly perhaps because of a faulty concep-

tion of business competition and possibly also on account of lack of fa-

vorable opportunity. Every manufacturer, therefore, has to work out his

own problems and apply his own remedies for practically every new diffi-

culty which arises, whereas, hundreds of others have worked out practi-

cally similar problems in the past, or will have to work them out in the

future. The "Canada Lumberman" does what it can to assist in the

spreading of useful information of this nature, but it depends largely

upon the co-operation of those whom it serves. It would be to the benefit

of all concerned if lumbermen would recognize more fully that the col-

umns of the "Canada Lumberman" are at their service for the publish-

ing of all interesting information for the benefit of their fellow manufac-

turers and dealers.

The losses to which lumbermen are subject are so continual and

widespread that they should be given much more general study than

they receive. The sources of loss are manifold. Among them are: de-

terioration of standing timber in the forests, of logs on the ground or in

the pond, of lumber in the pile or even in the drying kiln. The value of

lumber is lessened by rot, insect ravages, dote, splits, stain, warping

of sawed stocks, and many other causes which prevent it from reaching

the consumer in as good condition as it might. Take the case of hard-

wood logs. If they reach the mill vilhin a reasonably short time after

cutting and are piled up as lumber, the profits are much greater than if

they are allowed to lie for some time before transportation to the mill.

Hardwood logs are said to dry very slowly, and although they may seem

dry at the ends the centres may be quite green. It may be, as some be-

lieve, that this condition causes unequal strains which are discovered

when the log is cut, which would account for the fact that many boards

after leaving the saw develop splits extending for their full length. If

the logs were put through the mill when green the strain would he even

throughout and probably many of these .splits would be avoided. Logs

which are left in swampy locations and places from whi-h it is a matter

of much difficulty to haul them quickly to the mill, are sunject to many

sources of destruction. Some manufacturers prevent much of the damage

which might result from this, by painting the ends of the logs. This is

to prevent the ends from checking and to make the drying more uniform.

Checks and splits may be kept down to a certain extent in the piling by

proper cross piling. When in the pile, lumber is liable to stain as a

result of fungus growth and of infection from stickers or cross

pieces.

These problems and many others, such as the preservation of lumber

from injury, by treatment with creosote pr by carbonate of soda, are too

great for most lumbermen to handle. They must be studied by large

associations and governmental institutions. The lumberman is much too

busy to take these questions up in a scientific manner, but it is a matter

of necessity for him, if he wishes to make the most of his resources, that

he should keep in touch with the latest information upon such subjects.

The production of cheaper lumber and the proper care of lumber which

has been manufactured would go far to solve a number of the difficulties

which are looming so large before the manufacturers of to-day as a result

of the depletion of timber resources. The "Canada Lumberman" would

be glad to hear from its readers on all subjects of this nature, and to

publish their experiences or opinions.

Canadian Lumbermen's Association Receiving Widespread Support

The secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, Mr. Frank

Hawkins, has returned from his business trip to the Pacific coast. During

the trip h's time was largely occupied with business, so that there was

little opportunity for him to study business conditions closely. One point,

however, with which he was impressed was the tremendous inportance

of the West to the lumber interests of Canada. There should be no diffi-

culty, he believes, in the Provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Mani-

toba, absorbing vast quantities of lumber, and with the coast mills in a

position to export, he could see nothing but a bright future for the trade,

if their affairs are conducted on business principles. With the prospects

to-day of a tremendous yield in the harvest fields, the position of the

Northwest farmer was practically assured, and there were evidences

through the Northwest, of solid substantial improvement in conditions

which would not be visible if times with the farmer were not good. So

far as the Canadian Lumbermen's Association was concerned, he be-

lieved that his trip to the West would have far-reaching effects. Many

of the important manufacturers were already with the Association, and

others were coming in right along, so that the Association could fairly

claim to be representative of the iumber interests of the Dominion.

The decision of the Association to send its secretary to the West,

at this time, was a most opportune one. The Association has been in

existence a little over a year and for so young an institution has had an

exceptionally successful career. Besides having effected a good organiza-

tion, it has undertaken a progressive compaign in the interest of its

members. The success with which it has already met is now well known

to lumbermen in general. During this first year, however, little oppor-

tunity was found for conducting anything in the form of a membership

campaign. The Association grew of itself, but naturally the membership

was largest in those provinces nearest the place of the Association's

origin. Ontario and Quebec were well represented, but the West and

the Maritime provinces had done little more than evince an interest in the

Association. The usefulness of the Association, however, was self-appar-

ent and in Ontario and Quebec the membership grew automatically.

Now that the aims of the Association have been placed before the people
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of the West, they have been quick to realize the .advantages which will

accrue from membership, and the secretary has returned to Ottawa with
the practical assurance of the co-operation of the whole West.

In the natural course of events it is now to be expected that a visit

to the maritime provinces will shortly follow and that similar encourage-
ment will be obtained from that quarter. The next time the Associa-
tion holds its annual meeting, therefore, which is to be in Ottawa in
February, 1910, the indications are that a large representation will be
present from all parts of Canada, and that, what may aptly be termed a

Canadian Lumbermen's Parliament, will come into full existence. The
Association will then be free to enlarge its activities along numerous
lines which have already been mapped out, and along others which will
be proposed. One cannot avoid a feeling of satisfaction that at last this
practical organization in the interests of the lumber business has come
into existence and passed the preliminary stages of its existence success-
fully. That it has been able to do so is in a great measure due to the
energy and enthusiasm of the officers who have held office since the or-
ganization of the Association.

Good Opportunities for Flooring in Great Britain
The inactivity which has characterized the lumber trade of Great

Britain during the last two years, seems to be disappearing, and at the
same time, the changes which have resulted in trade conditions are
making themselves strongly felt. Canadian wood goods have been obliged
to meet stronger competition than ever before from continental pro-
ducts. They have, however, comparatively speaking, done well, and have
even found in some cases new fields to cultivate. In this regard, Canadian
manufacturers receive much assistance from the Trade Commissioner
service, which is continually on the outlook for new possibilities for in-
creasing trade. The reports of the commissioners in various parts of the
world frequently contain valuable suggestions for Canadian manufactur-
ers of lumber and those from Great Britain are exceptionally useful. As
an instance, recent reports contained advice regarding the opportunities
for selling flooring, in the old country.

The Trade Commissioner for Canada at Leeds and Hull, Eng., re-
ports as follows: "In addition to the varied lines of Canadian wooden
goods which now command a successful sale in this part of England, there
would appear to be opportunities for introducing two further specialties
in the way of wood pulleys and hardwood floorings. Renewed inquiries
recently received here from United States sources regarding the demand
for the former article, have suggested to local importers the possibility
of obtaining these pulleys from Canadian manufacturers, who would un
doubtedly receive the preference, prices and other considerations being
equal. At the present time, these wood pulleys are being imported from
Sweden and the United States and are chiefly used in flour mills, seed-

crushing mills and similar establishments. There is also an
increasing demand for hardwood floorings, mainly arising out
of the revived interest and enthusiasm shown in this country
towards roller-skating, which is said to have resulted in the formation of
nearly 130 joint stock undertakings during the last twelve months to
operate roller-skating rinks in different parts of the United Kingdom. The
importers are experiencing a steady demand for suitable timber for use
in the erection of new rinks and for the purpose of repair in those already
built, and desire to ascertain what Canadian shippers have to offer in
this, direction."

The Canadian Trade and Commerce reports contain the following in
a recent issue from the Glasgow, Scotland, office: "Business continues
to display a regrettable lack of animation, and though there has been of
late some little improvement observable, it has not so far made much
progress. Apart altogether fro mhow prices are likely to go during the
season, the general feeling seems to be that trade prospects are not cal-
culated to induce speculative purchases, and as a consequence the ten-
dency with every one is to carry as little stock as possible. Meantime,
prices are as a whole steady, and unless stocks accumulate considerably!
brought about by imports being out of proportion to the consumption,'
the probabilities are that they will be maintained. During the week de-
liveries from the docks have been moderately brisk, a fair amount of
progress having been made witli the sale of recent imports, with the ex-
ception perhaps of Canadian pine, which is quite unusually slow of sale,
due, no doubt, to so many cheaper substitutes in the market."

Commissioners Seeking to Remove St. John River Troubles
It has been pretty clearly brought out in evidence before the inter-

national commission appointed to enquire into the logging troubles on the
St, John river, in New Brunswick, that the practice of delivering logs at
Van Buren, for the purpose of distribution, militates greatly against the
expeditious moving of the drives. Mr. Jobn Kilburn, of Fredericton, one
of the principal witnesses, stated that since the institution of the booms
at Van Buren, driving operations have been rendered much more diffi-

cult and expensive. Mr. Kilburn is a man of long experience on the St.
John river and its tributaries. His experience there goes back some 52
years. In driving he has worked both above and below the Grand Rapids.
From his experience he believed that the effect of stopping the logs for
sorting, at any point above Grand Falls, was very serious, as it was most
desirable that the Falls should be reached on a fair pitch of water. Other-
wise the logs would be broken up. In the last three or four years, he
stated, the price of driving the logs had increased from 14 cents to 20
cents per thousand, and the increase was attributable to the one main
cause, the Van Buren hold up, or, in other words, the stopping of logs for
sorting above Grand Falls. Previous to 1904 there had been but little
lumber shipped by rail above Fredericton. Nothing had been done since
then in the matter of removing obstructions below the St. Francis river.
All logs coming down the river were stopped and sorted at Fredericton
regardless of whom they belonged to. Logs which should have been
driven this year by June 1, had not reached their destination yet, and he
believed that the delay was due to the upper contractors. When explain-
ing the methods in use for sorting logs at the Fredericton gaps, Mr. Kil-
burn said that he knew of no method of sorting other than by means of
distributing the logs by sorting gaps. Possibly some of the increased cost
of driving of late years, he admitted, was due to the increase in the cost
of labor. Since the existence of the corporation, Grand Falls had never

been reached before July 1, whereas previously he had made the fall
about May 20. As to the proposal for sluicing Grand Falls, Mr. Kilburn
believed that this would not be possible.

Mr. George C. Rainboth, of Aylmer, Que., a Dominion Land Sur-
veyor, who has been engaged in the survey of the international boundarv
together with Mr. J. B. Baylor, the United States representative, statedm evidence that although the treaty called for a straight line from the
sources of the St. Croix river, they found that the survey made after the
treaty, showed some variations from the straight line. A quantity of fur-
ther evidence was given and the commission adjourned until a later date.

The taking of evidence upon the question is of necessity a slow pro-
cess. There are many side issues to be considered which bear more or
less strongly upon the merits of the case, and which require careful in-
vestigation. It may, therefore, be some considerable time before even a
conclusion of the taking of evidence is reached. It will then be the duty
of the commissioners to weigh the evidence minutely and announce their
finding. After this is done, the result of their decision will have to be
given effect by the Governments of both countries, and upon it a treatv
or convention of some nature founded which will provide a remedy.

It would be over optimistic therefore, to look for anything in the
shape of immediate, effective or permanent remedy. What may however
be hoped is that the commissioners will recommend some modus oper-
andi whereby lumber manufacturers on the lower parts of the river will
be able to have at least a fair proportion of their logs reach them early in
the season of 1910. If this is done, there will be no great amount of dis-
turbance next year, and if extensive construction is found necessary for a
permanent remedy, it can be gone on with, with assurance
that from the present onward, the situation will gradually im-
prove.
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Pioneer Lumbermen of the Ottawa
Gillies Brothers of Braeside—Their Modern and Extensive Saw Mill

Plant—A Business extending over 60 Years and Three Generations

The illustrations published herewith of the mills and properties of

Gillies Brothers, Limited, at Braeside, Ont. , will be of interest to lum-

bermen throughout Canada, on account of the progressive business car-

ried on by the firm. The business was established in 1873 as a partner-

ship, under the style of Gillies Bros., by James, William, John and David

Gillies Brothers, Limited—The Office.

Gillies, four eons of the late John Gillies, of Gillies Mills (now Herons
Mills) and Carleton Place, Ont., one of the well known lumbermen of a

generation ago. He was senior partner, 1867 to 1873, in the firm of

Gillies & McLaren, large manufacturers of sawn lumber at Carleton

Place, and for a score of years previously was actively and extensively

engaged in the square timber trade on the Clyde, Mississippi and Trent

rivers. The move to Braeside was made in order to locate on the Ottawa
river, with a view to further expansion. At Braeside, all the tributaries of

Gillies Brothers, Limited—The Inn.

the Ottawa river above the Chats Falls were available as sources of

supply.
The partnership formed in 1873 was changed, in 1893, into a limited

company, under the name of Gillies Bros., Limited, with the four or-

iginal partners and the oldest sons of two of them as directors. Later

other sons were admitted, and the present board of directors consists of

John Gillies, president; David Gillies, vice-president; John S. Gillies,

secretary-treasurer; William Gillies, J. A. Gillies, 1). A. Gillies, and A
B. Gillies, all (excepting Mr. Win. Gillies) actively engaged in the vari-

ous branches of the business. The original partners continued together

without a break for thirty-six years, until the death, in January, 1909, of

James Gillies, the senior member of the partnership and the president

of the succeeding company from its incorporation until his death. This

thows a continued active connection with the timber trade extending

over sixty years, and three generations. GtflHeB Brothers, Limited, have

therefore good claim to being among the old pioneer firms in the Ottawa

Valley. They have inherited a splendid name among the lumbering fra-

ternity and have maintained its merits undiminished to the present day.

The properties bought in 1873 consisted of the; mill at Braeside, ca-

pacity 13,000,000 feet yearly, and some 250 miles of timber limits on the

Gillies Brothers, Limited The Cedar Mill.

jCoulonge river, formerly owned and operated by the Rev. Henry Us-

borne. Since that date the business has been gradually extended both in

mill capacity and timber holdings, until the present time. The sawmills

now have a capacity of 35,000.000 feet in the season running ten hours

only, and contain two bands, twin cylinder, and a 54-inch double cant

gang, with every equipment for careful manufacture and economical

handling.

The cedar mill is equipped with one circular log saw and six shingle

Gillies Brothers, Limited—The Boarding House.

machines. It has a capacity of 150,000 ties and 25,000,000 shingles in

the season, working day time only.

The timber limits now held by the company consist of some 1,400
square miles in Ontario and Quebec, all on tributaries of the Ottawa,
from which logs can be floated to their mills at Braeside. The company
are assured of a supply for years to come.

The head office of the company is at the mills, Braeside, Ont on
the main transcontinental line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, thus as-
suring a good supply of cars and good service. They also have a dis-
tributing yard and planing mill at Morristown, N.Y., on the United
States border, with Mr. D. D. Earing in charge, while Mr. Guy E. Rob-
inson, of 1123 Broadway, New York City, is their able representative in
that important market.

It is seldom that one finds so many members of a family taking ac-
tively to the one line of business. In the present case, the personal in-
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tercet taken by each member of the company in its welfare is responsible
for the splendid record which has been made. They have all, in fact,
identified themselves elcsely with the business. They have, however!
been able to devote their energies to other fields as well. Mr. James
Gillies, eldest son of the late John Gillies, resided in Carleton Place and
was in charge of the mills and sales of Gillies & McLaren for some years.
ITe was also manager of Gillies, Son & Company, woollen manuf'aetur-
crs. and John Gillies & Company, machinists and founders, both at
Carleton Place. In addition, he was interested in other less extensive
concerns. He was also actively interested in school and church work.

Mr. John Gillies has been in charge of the Braeside milk since their
purchase, and has resided at Braeside.

The logging department has been in charge of Mr. David Gillies,
who, perhaps, is best known as the former able representative of the

The Lumber Trade in Great Britain

Statistics of Import and Consumption for

the Half Year — Improvement Noted

The completion of the first half of the year 1909 .has been coincident
with an appreciable improvement in the condition of the lumber markets
generally in Canada, and in the United Kingdom the opinions of those
who are accustomed to study trade conditions seems to be that there is
some reason to expect improvement. In the month of June, however, in
the face of increased imports at some of the leading ports, the demand i^

reported to have been disappointingly small, so that the deliveries were

Gillies Brothers, Limited Part of Log Pond.

County of Pontiac in the Quebec Legislature, a position which he filled
with honor for some seventeen years, retiring at the last election.

Of the younger members of the company, Mr. J. S. Gillies, secre-
tary -treasurer, is the eldest son of Mr. James Gillies, the first president.
He resides at Braeside. Mr. J. A. Gillies, eldest eon of John Gillies, is
now in charge of the logging end of the business, with headquarters' at
Gillies Depot, near Cobalt.

Lastly, and by way of explanation of the success which has been ob-
tained by this family of lumbermen, it should be stated that thev are

Gillies Brothers, Limited— Office, Village and Lumber Yard.

light. A favorable factor at Liverpool, however, is the fact that stocks,
with few exceptions, are not too large and values, therefore, are fairly
well maintained. Yet in the face of the weak demand, it is still desirable
that imports should be moderate. The stocks of New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia spruce and pine at Liverpool and Manchester combined
totalled 16,410 standards on June 30th last, against 19,000 at the same
time in 1908, and 26,960 in 1907. Comparatively speaking, therefore
these are light. The imports of these classes of woods were pretty evenly
divided between Manchester and Liverpool. The demand at present is

Gillies Brothers, Limited—The Saw Mill.

all Presbyterians of Scotch descent. Scotch Presbyterians have had an
exceedingly honorable connection with lumbering in the Ottawa valley
and none have been more deservedly successful than the late John Gillies
and his descendants.

Accordmg to a despatch from Portland, Ore., most of the logging
camps of the Lower Columbia and tributaries, as well as those of Gravs
Harbor, have shut down for the vacation season, and they are expected to
remain idle until the tariff question is settled, one way or the other.

The camps have not recognized any vacation season for the past five
years, because there was a strong demand for logs, but the disturbed con-
dition of the market at this time has prompted the owners of the camps
to guard against an oversupply, at a time when the price is inclined to
decline.

There are about 1,250,000 feet of logs now in the water of the lower
nver. Logs are now quoted at $7 for red fir and $9 for yellow, and this
it is cla.med, will not permit of profit in the logging business at the rate
of wages and the cost of provisions.

Gillies Brothers, Limited—Lumber Yard on Main Line of C. P. R.

reported to be poor, although, with stocks still low prices are remaining
fairly steady. The imports for the month of June were much lighter
than those m the previous years, being as follows: 1909 11 600 stand
ards; 1908 15,670 standards; 1907, 15,020 standards. The consumption
although about stationary, shows in reality a slight increase for the month
of June, being as follows: 1909, 6,790 standards, 1908 6 310 standards
a,nd 1907, 6,690 standards.

^naaras,

Birch logs at Manchester and Liverpool at the end of June 1909showed an increase m stock. The figures are as follows : 1909 1 700 loads'
1908, 1,080 loads. In 1907 the stock at the end of June was 2', 120 loads'The consumption of birch logs during the month of June was compara-
tively heavy, amounting to 1,250 loads, against 860 in June, 1908 andd40

1

in June, 1907. The imports increased similarly, amounting to 1 380
loads rn June, 1909, against 780 in June, 1908, and 460 in June 1907

Birch planks in stock at the end of 1909 at Manchester and Liver-
pool amounted

I
to 1,376 standards, against 795 on the same date in 1908,and 1,363 ,n 1907. The consumption of birch planks at these ports for

the month of June, 1909, amounted to 243 standards, against 303 in
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.June, 1008, and 128 in June, 1007. The imports increased from 133

standards in June, 1008, to 727 in June, 1000, whereas in June, 1007,

they were 297 standards. Hindi logs arriving in the Mersey were mostly

from Quebec, and the demand is reported to have been fairly good. At

present the stocks are quite ample. Birch planks have not been in such
good demand and the prices are low.

British Columbia and Oregon pine 1 imports at Liverpool, Birkenhead
and Carston have .been light and the demand has been limited. Stocks

at present are heavy but prices are fairly well maintained. During June
there Mas an import of 4,000 cubic feet, against 18,000 cubic feet in

June, 1008, and nil in June, 1007. Stocks at the end of June amounted
to 304,000 cubic feet, against 320, 000 cubic feet at the same date in 1008

and 405,000 cubic feet in 1007. The consumption for the half year

amounted to 104,000 cubic feet in 1000, against 125,000 cubic feet in

1008, and 120,000 cubic feet in 1907.

Quebec square and waney pine stocks at the above ports amounted
to 88,000 cubic feet on June 30th, 1900, against 07,000 on the same date

in 1908, and 105,000 in 1907. The consumption of these woods for the

half year was quite light, amounting only to 39,000 in 1009, against 70,000

in 1008 and 68,000 in 1907. The imports for the half year were nil and

the same in 1008, against 10,000 cubic feet in 1007. Pine imports from
St. John and other ports were also nil, as they have been for the same
period during the two previous years.

At Glasgow the lumber business during the past quarter dragged on
in an uneventful manner, the improvement which was looked for not

having materialized. The opening of the St. Lawrence, which usually

puts some briskness into business, has so far failed to do so. Parcels

which were shipped under contract were taken in delivery by the mer-
chants, but the bulk of the consigned stock found its way to the storage

ground. With the exception of Quebec oak and sawn pitch pine, the

stocks are extremely moderate. This fact, coupled with the probability

of imports being kept within reasonable bounds, largely accounts for the

steadiness of prices, in face of the small enquiry. The import of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia spruce at Glasgow since the beginning of

1909 has been moderate and most of the arrivals have gone into con-

sumption from the ship's side. Stocks are now reported to be low and
to warrant higher values, but the competition of Baltic goods has kept
the prices down. Present quotations are £7 10s. to £8 for 7-inch and 8-

inch, and £8 15s. to £10 for 9-inch and wider, St. John stock.

Stocks of birch at Glasgow appear to be light, but there are heavy
supplies in the private yards and prices are weak. Recent arrivals have
sold at 16 to 20d. for 16-inch average, and 17%-inch recently brought
2s. 2d., but this figure is higher than the present prices.

At London the aggregate stock of deals and battens at the end of

June was 2,763,674 pieces, against 3,838,565 at the same date in 1908,

and 4,636,809 pieces at the same date in 1907. According to Foy, Mor-
gan & Company's estimate this stock will last at the current rate of

consumption 3,28 months. The 1908 stock at the same time was simi-

larly estimated to last 3.39 months, and the 1907 stock 2.67 months. In
spite of the comparatively low stocks, therefore, it is to be seen that

the demand is dull. The lowness of the stocks in deals and battens is

fairly well distributed throughout fir, pine and spruce and pitch pine.

Some of the larger dealers are inclined to look for improvement on the

strength of recent activity. During the first half of the year the prices

of waney pine at London have shown little variation. They promise to

remain steady with an upward trend, on account of light supplies. Can-
adian oak has been in poor demand, though some important enquiries
have recently appeared.

The spruce market at London has been restricted during the first

half of the year, because of the inability of shippers and merchants to

agree. Baltic white woods have been taking the place of spruce. With
a disposition on the part of shippers to meet the views of merchants,
which is now reported to be more noticeable, it is thought that a larger

cargo business at reasonable prices can be expected during the rest of

the summer and autumn.
The arrivals of stocks from Canada at London, during June, were

as follows :

From St. Lawrence ports:

—

Pino, deals 112,000 pieces, against 100,000 pieces in 1908
Spruce 95,000 pieces, against 70,000 pieces in 1908
Birch planks 18,000 pieces, against 26,000 pieces in 1908

From New Brunswick, etc. :

—

Pine deals 19,000 pieces, against 29,000 pieces in 1908
Spruce 172,000 pieces, against 330,000 pieces in 1908
Birch planks 146,000 pieces, against 93,000 pieces in 1908

The deliveries have been very light, only 28,000 pieces of all kinds

and some cheap sales are reported. These, however, are only of an ex-

ceptional, nature.

Frank A. A rend K. Company, wholesale lumber dealers, have fa-

vored the "Canada Lumberman" with a handsome leather covered

pocket diary and memorandum book, which contains also an interesting

assortment of useful information. Frank A. Arend & Company make a

specialty of hard pine.

Letters to the Editor

Mr. J. Innes Tells of Cooperage Production.

Mr. J. Innes, of the Sutherland, [nnes Company, Limited, Chatham,
Out., in an interesting communication to the "Canada Lumberman,"
gives some instructive details regarding the production of cooperage stock

in Ontario. In the course of his letter. Mr. Junes says:
"1 went into the matte)- of the production of cooperage stock in this

country for the past two or three years, and it is approximately about the
same.

"There are quite a number of small mills throughout the country
who manufacture considerable st< ck and sell i! locally, from whom I an
unable to obtain reliable statistics, but from personal knowledge 1 should
say that the amount of stock manufactured by these mills during the past

few years would not vary or have any appreciable value in the market.
"There are not over one-third as many stasi s manufactured in On-

tario at. thi' present time as there win in 1800. Nearly all of the large

mills in Kent, Essex and Lambton have gone out of existence for lack

of raw material; whereas there used to be a stave mill at almost ever\
station between Windsor and St. Thomas on the .Michigan Central, now
there are only three mills. Along the Leamington branch of the M.C.B.,
where there used to be four mills, there are none. On the Pere Marquette
there are only two mills, as against 12 or 14, and on the Grand Trunk,
while there are a number of small mills, the output from these mills is

not one-third of what it was years ago.

"The greatest difference in quantity of stock produced is on the
Courtright branch of the M.C.R. The largest mills in Canada, namely
Alvinston, the Jog, Oil City, Courtright, Homesdale, Inwood and Alvin-
ston, are all out of existence. Where formerly there used to be in the
neighborhood of 200,000,000 exported from Canada to the United States
each year and 12,000,000 to 15,000,000 to Europe, there are not over 5,-

000,000 exported from Canada yearly, this trade being filled by staves
manufactured in the United Siates, both for local and export consump-
tion.

"In heading it is a little different. There is about three-quarters as
much heading manufactured in Canada now as there was ten years ago.
There was never any heading manufactured for export to the United
States, although, of course, some has been shipped in times of scarcity.
While about 100,000 sets used to be exported to Europe from Canada,
about one-half of this is still exported from here and the balance from the
United States,

"There are about 60 per cent, of hoops made now in comparison to
ten years ago, the use of patent elm hoops in Canada being to some ex-
tent supplanted by the wire hoop.

"Regarding the consumption in Canada, this has not varied more
than 25 per cent.

"While in older districts there is not as much cooperage stock as
formerly, new markets have opened and there is probably 75 per cent, as
much stock used now as ten years ago."

Continual Waste of Timber Resources.
A correspondent from Little Current, in a letter to the "Canada

Lumberman," writes as follows: "One of our chief needs at the present
time is a national revival of forestry. The waste still continues, and the
nation still permits lumber speculators to use the public domain to raise
crop after crop on the one purchase of the then saleable timber thereon,
without allowing anything for the increasing price of lumber, or giving
the permanent settler any share of the crop sown by the Creator for the
present and future benefit of the land and future population. Till the
lumberman clears up his own rubbish, nothing will ever succeed in
protecing our forests effectively, and united action by the Government
(the original owner), the licensee (the owner of the first cut only), and
the farmer (or permanent proprietor j, will alone increase the forest
wealth.

"No man will clean the waste of the cut over for nothing, and
eventually the fire loss will far more than offset the stumpage gain.
Thousands of our best young men are going to the United States or the
prairies who would be a great benefit to New Ontario had they got a fair
opportunity to remain in the timbered portion of Canada."

" 'What God hath joined together let not man put asunder' is as
true of the land as of the race who inhabit it. Let the Government re-
sume all the licensed lands, keeping poor soil in trees, and selling or
leasing fertile soil to men of reputation, who would care for the trees
under competent foresters, who would control cutting when ripe only—
not giving away thrifty saplings on the Doyle rule, for a mere fraction
of their value, with modern milling machinerv. Give the pioneers of to-
day similar inducements to those of 1830-05 and you will fill New On-
tario with the cream of our young men and save the benefits derived
from preserving tree life."
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Manufacturers' Convention at Seattle
Important Meeting of N.L.M.A.—Delegates Discuss Important Topics — Edward
President—Many Canadians in Attendance. Hoo-Hoo House the Scene of

Hines Elected

the Gathering

Tlic seventh annual convention of the National Lumber Manufac-
turers' Association of the United States was held at the Hoo-Hoo house
in the Alaska- Yukon-Pacific Exposition at Seattle, Wash., on Mondav,
Tuesday and Wednesday, July 12th, 13th and 14th. Beyond any ques-
tion the convention was the most important meeting of lumbermen
Which has ever been held west of the Rocky .Mountains.

The President's Address.

The opening session took place on Monday, and the president, Mr.
R. A. Long, of Kansas City, Mo., occupied the chair. The visiting lum-
bermen were welcomed to the city of Seattle by Mayor John F. Miller
and I. A. Nadeau, director-general of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposi-
tion. Major E. G. Griggs, president of the Pacific Coast Lumber Manu-
facturers' Association, also extended an official welcome to the visitors.
President R. A. Long, on behalf of the National Lumber Manufacturers'
Association, replied to the addresses of welcome in a brief speech, after
which he delivered his annual address. In the course of his address he
made special reference to the matter of the duty upon lumber entering
the United States from Canada. In regard to the settlement of such
questions as these, the National Association, he said, had a most im-
portant work to carry out. "Strange to say," he remarked, "the ques-
tion of the duty upon lumber came at a time when the whole country
seemed to be alive with the necessity of conserving our forests. Strange,
T say. because the two purposes work exactly to the opposite of each
other, for a close study of the whole matter will reveal to any unpreju-
diced mind that a reduction of the tariff means an increase in the supplv
of low grade lumber from Canada, thus overstocking an already over-
stocked market, necessarily reducing the prices to such an extent as to
compel the leaving of a large amount of our low grade logs in the woods
to rot or be burned, thereby reducing our timber supply instead of con-
serving it. I want to repeat in most emphatic way what I have before
publicly stated, viz., low prices and the conservation of any commodity
cannot travel the same road, and if tariff means low prices it means the
opposite of conservation. The more closely this subject is studied the
clearer this statement becomes, and so it is necessary to educate the
people, our law makers and all, to the end that this great industry shall
not be paralyzed, the wages of laborers reduced, the products of the farm
sold on a lower level, the life of our forests be prolonged."

He then outlined the work which the Association had done in opposi-
tion to a lower tariff on lumber. He devoted some attention also to the
matter of conservation and suggested that it might be a wise move to
form a national clearing house for lumber manufacturers in connection
with the Association, similar to the clearing house already established bv
the Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association.

The secretary, Mr. Geo. K. Smith, stated that the affiliated associa-
tions now represented a production of 12,000,000.000 feet, or one-third
of the total for the United States. Speaking of trade conditions, he said :

"Generally speaking, the supply has exceeded the demand during
the last eighteen months and neither the volume of business nor the
prices received for the product have been satisfactory. The figures for
lumber produced in 1908 as compared with 1907 show a decrease in pro-
duction of 17 per cent., and undoubtedly that percentage, of decrease,
or a larger one, will be shown for 1909."

A paper entitled "The Lumber Cut of the United States in 1908,"
which had been prepared by Mr. R. S. Kellogg, of the Forest Conserva-
tion, was then read. The gist of this paper has already been published in
the preliminary statement upon the production of lumber in 1908, which
appeared in the "Canada Lumberman" of July the first.

Proper Handling of Cutover Lands.

This was followed by an address by Mr. J. A. Freeman, of St. Louis.
Mo., on the subject, "How Should the Various Types of Cutover Land
be Handled to Secure the Best Reproduction, Either Natural or Artifi-
cial ?" Mr. Freeman dealt both in a sarcastic and serious manner with
the problems of conservation, laying particular stress upon the importance
of governmental co-operation. It was idle, he said, for individual lum-
bermen to attempt the task of conserving the forest resources. The mul-
titude of their cares and worries stood squarely across the way. Nothing
short of most thorough and most intelligent organization could"hope to get
results. The only thing lumbermen could do was to lend their sympa-
thetic interest, and to co-operate with those upon whom the State laid
the burdens of finding ways and means of conserving their present con-
dition and their future need.

Those who were interested in the odd lengths conference assembled
in the Hoo-Hoo house in the afternoon. Secretary Victor H. Beckman
of the Pacific Coast Lumber Manufacturers' Association, called the con-

vention to order. John A. Bruce, of Strader, La., was elected chairman.
A number of members delivered addresses expressive of their views upon
the odd lengths question. After a. discussion which lasted for some time a
motion by Mr. Paul E. Page was unanimously adopted, to the effect that
it was the sense of the conference, to be reported to the National Asso-
ciation meeting, that odd lengths in moulding, flooring, drop and bevel
siding, finish and partition be considered standard, and that the approval
and aid of the National Association be eidisted in this.

On Tuesday a brief morning session was held, during which Mr. J.
E. Rhodes, who represented the Association at Washington before the
sub-committee on car service and demurrage of the National Association
of Railway Commissioners, presented a report of the action taken. The
shippers had been unanimous in demanding a rule to provide for averag-
ing of hours of overtime granted to a shipper for loading, or a receiver for
unloading cars. The so-called "debit and credit" system was recom-
mended. He believed that the sub-committee would incorporate such
a provision in its report to the National Association of Railway Commis-
sioners. Mr. Rhodes' reports was received and adopted by the Association.

The convention then adjourned in order to attend the funeral of
the late Representative Francis W. Cushman, of the 2nd Congressional
district of Washington, whose services on behalf of lumbermen were re-
garded by all to have been the greatest help which they had received in
the struggles at Washington.

On Wednesday morning the report of the Committee on Resolutions
was accepted. Among the resolutions was one recommending for serious
consideration by the Board of Governors at an early date, the code of
ethics of the American Lumbermen's Trade Congress"recently adopted at
Chicago. A resolution was also included to the effect that the Associa-
tion recommend the adoption of all practical and effective means of con-
serving the forests and utilizing their products to the fullest extent with-
out waste. Another important resolution included in the report was that
the \ssociation should declare its opinion that all lumbermen should re-
quest that supplies furnished from stores and lumbering camps be de-
livered in wooden packages.

Election of New Officers.

The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows : Presi-
dent, Edward Hines, Chicago; 1st Vice-President, E. G. Griggs Tacoma
Wash.; 2nd Vice-President, W. B. Stillwell, Savannah, Ga. ; Treasurer'
J. A. Freeman, St. Louis, Mo.

The newly elected president, Mr. Edward Hines, delivered an in-
augural address, in the course of which, referring to the duty upon lum-
ber, he said that unless they were united they could accomplish nothing
in a national way. The National Association should take up those larger
questions in which the manufacturers of all sections had a common inter-
est He pointed out how the Association had disabused the public mind
of the belief in a lumber trust which had been so successfully nourished
y™u t0r KlttridSe -

The experience of the Association's Committee
at Washington had convinced it that a national association, properly or-
ganized with suitable machinery, could demand recognition in all legisla-
tion on matters pertaining to the lumber industry, and could obtain full
justice for each of its members.

At the conclusion of Mr. Hines' address, the convention elected the
following Board of Governors for the ensuing year :

E. C. Fosburgh (re-elected), Norfolk, Va. ; J. B. White (re-elected)
Kansas City, Mo.

; William Irvine, Chippewa Falls, Wis.
; R M Car-

rier, Sardis, Miss.; J. H. Bloedel (re-elected), Bellingham Wash Wil-
liam Deary (re-elected), Potlatch, Ida.; A. L. Osborn, Oshkosh WisW. C. Miles (re-elected), Globe, Wash.; F. H. Pardee (re-elected)'
Wausau, Wis.

;
D. H. Downman (re-elected-, New Orleans La H m'Graham (re-elected), Brinson, Ga. ; R. A. Long (ex-offi'cio) ,' Kansas

( ity, Mo.

An invitation was then extended to the Association to hold its 1910
meeting at New Orleans. This invitation was unanimously accepted
this concluded the business session of the convention, and the rest of the
time was devoted to the reading of a number of important papers, amon^
which was an extremely interesting one entitled "How Much Does it
Cost to Grow Timber?" by R. S. Kellogg and E. A. Ziegler, of the Forest
Service, Washington, D.C. The conclusions reached in this paper were
as follows.

''Present stumpage prices of white pine are at a point where "rowin^
this timber is profitable for a. 40 to 70-year investment at from 4 to fi per
cent, with land and stocking at $10 an acre. Where land naturallv stocked
with a dense stand of young white pine can be bought for less than $10
the profit is correspondingly greater
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"Stumpage of other species must rise to the cost of production in all

cases except where cheaper, fast growing species will furnish satisfactory

substitutes. At the present rale of stumpage increase, loblolly pine, red

oak, yellow poplar and Douglas fir will shortly bring reproduction prices.

Preliminary measurements indicate that Cottonwood, red gum, southern

white ash, redwood and probably a number of other species have a rate

of growth that, will include them in the list of species which will soon

reach stumpagc prices covering the cost of growing. There is little room

to doubt that with all these species the stumpage will reach a reproduc-

tion price long before the timber can be grown. Tn other words, there is

every reason to assume that the timber land owner who begins now to re-

forest will realize a profit when the timber is ready to cut.

"Present virgin timber is nearly always of greater age than can be

grown with profit hereafter. This old timber usually has a larger per-

centage of the highest grades than "second growth" or young timber.

Hence, in value virgin stumpage must be compared, not with the cost of

the younger aged timber quoted above, but with the older classes. Under
present methods of taxation, and to cover a 4 per cent, investment, vir-

gin timber values should rise at least, to the cost of growing saw timber

from 12 to 24 inches in diameter, averaging 16 inches.

"The -cost of growing timber with the long investments required be-

comes unreasonable when high rates of interest are demanded. Tf private

capital is unwilling to engage in the growing of timber for an income of

4 or 5 percent, compound interest, then the sooner timber lands come
into possession of the States or the National Oovcrnment the better, for

they can undertake it at an even lower rate than 1 per cent."

A paper entitled "The Relation of Taxation to Forest Conservation,"

by Pre*. F. R. Fiirchild, of the Yale University School of Forestry, was

listened to with great interest by all present.

"The Future of the Forests" was the title of an address by Mr. E. T.

Allen, District Forester, United States Forest Service, Portland, Ore.

Among other addresses delivered were tiie following: "Lumber In-

surance," by Ceo. H. Emerson, Hoquiani, Wash. ; "Dumber Inspec-

tion," by E. G. Ames, Port Gamble, Wash.; "Uniformity of Grades,"

by C. C. Bronson, Seattle, Wash.; "Forest Fire Protection," by Frank

H. Lamb, Hoquiam, Wash., and "Trade Ethics," by W. A. Whitman,
Tacoma, Wash. 4

The meeting of the cargo branch of the Association was held on Wed-
nesday afternoon, at which Chairman E. G. Griggs presided.

During the course of the convention a great number of entertainment

features were provided by the committee in charge.

Among the Canadians who were noticed in attendance at the con-

vention were the following: R. H. H. Alexander, Vancouver, B.C., Bri-

tish Columbia Lumber & Shingle Manufacturers' Association ; J. A.

Dewar, Nelson, B.C., Porto Rico Lumber Company; J. S. Emerson,

Port Moody, B. C. ; P. D. Roe, Port Moody, B.C. ; E. C. Mahoney, Port

Moody, B.C. Emerson Lumber Company; W. A. Anstie, Nelson, B.C.,

secretary Mountain Lumber Manufacturers' Association ; W. H. Higgins,

Vancouver, B.C., Pacific Coast Lumber Company; John Hendrie, B. C.

Mills Timber & Trading Company, Vancouver, B.C. ; J. O. Cameron,
Cameron Lumber Company, Victoria, B.C. ; Richard Alexander, B. C.

Mills Lumber & Trading Company, Vancouver, B.C. ; T. F. Patterson,

Terminal Lumber & Shingle Company, Vancouver, B.C. : H. J. Mackin,

Fraser River Lumber Company, Fraser Mills, B.C. ; J. E. Tusker, Van-

couver Lumber Company, Limited, Vancouver, B.C. ; J. EL McLean,
Port Moody Shingle Companv, Port Moody, B.C. ; T. Ludgate, Arrow-

bead, B.C.'

The Advantages of Using- Thin Knives.

To use thin steel knives or not to—is a proposition that comes to

the mind of every progressive lumberman at this time. The facilities

offered by their use are no longer an experiment and those who are will-

ing to retreat from the march of progression will show their adherence

to old fogy ideas with all the defective methods accompanying.
To tear loose sometimes requires real courage, but usually such show

their progressive spirit and compensate by the early advantages to their

complete satisfaction. Naturally, the reader may hesitate owing to the

varied methods of using the thin knife.

Some advocate the use of a square head with thin knife and spring

steel hack, whereas others purchase complete heads, of which there are

a variety to select from, especially suited to the use of the thin steel

knife.

Tt matters little which of the methods now in vogue may be adopt-

ed, because they all show especially advanced ideas for the planing and
surfacing of lumber. There is one point, however, of particular interest

and that is relative to the kind of thin steel knives one adopts.

Many makes of these knives may be found with varying degrees of

merit, but the, Bedee Knives, manufactured by Samuel J. Shimer &
Sons, Milton, Pennsylvania, to whose; product this journal has fre-

quently referred, are especially useful and make particular claim to su-

periority.

United States capital invested in Canadian lumbering interests is

estimated to be not less than $40,000,000.

Use of Safety Devices Increasing

Greater Attention now being Given in On-

tario Mills to the Protection of Employees

Factory Inspector Thomas Keilty writes as follows to the Ontario

Government in his annual report: "I ain pleased to report that the

progress of industry and the equipment for the safety and protection

of employees in factories has made very favorable progress during the

past year. I might refer in particular to the installment of guards on

shapers, buzz planers, etc. During the fall of 1007 there was on exhi-

bition at the Toronto Fair, a rip-saw shaper and buz/, planer equipped

with practical guards to protect the operator from being injured by these

machines. Since that time I have seen more guards applied to these ma-

chines than during my previous years of inspection; which demonstrates

that, generally, manufacturers are desirous to protect their machines

when they are convinced that a practical means is available.

"Other conditions have maintained their reputation for progress, ai-

thr ugh there was throughout the year a marked tendency to curtail the

manufacture of some lines of goods. This applied in a geseral way to the

lumber industry, which was not worked up to the standard of other

years, and which had the effect of providing a more skilled class of work-

men through the reduction of former staffs who were employed when the

mills were operated to their full capacity, and thus averting the cause

for accidents and the employment of bojs under the required age, which

is am the evidence of the great regulator of supply and demand.

"Another industry which is closely allied, if not a part of the lumber

industry, is the manufacture of pulp, asd which follows into the manu-

facture of paper. Within the last few years this combined industry has

assumed large proportions in this province. In the past the manufacture

of pulp was at; almost distinct occupation, but of late many of our large

lumber mills have turned their attention to the manufacture of pulp;

or, at least, where this is not done, to the supply of pulp material. The

laeet to enter this line on a large scale in my district, is J. E. Booth, of

Ottawa, whe manufactures lumber, pulp and paper at his extensive works

in the above-named city, employing an aggregate of twelve hundred men.

And in justice to their enterprise, I am satisfied that his new pulp and

paper miils are among the best, if not the best, on the continent, from a

constructive, sanitary and safety standpoint. Of course, this plant being

recently constructed, would have the advantage of past experience in

remedying defects in constructive safety and sanitary appliances. But
experience has convinced me that unless humanitarian interests and

modern enterprise are combined, we cannot hope for the best results.

My only purpose in referring to this particular plant is to give credit

where credit is due, and with the hope that what I have to say will be of

benefit to other similar industries in remedying defects that exist in

or about their premises.

"A plant for the manufacture of pulp, or pulp and paper, requires a

large amount of heavy machinery and shafting. This machinery in some
parts is operated at a high rate of speed, and necessarily requires a good

substantial foundation, not only in behalf of the life and duration of the

machine, but also its safety and effectiveness. It also requires that its

dangerous parts be securely protected against accident as far as practic-

able. Then the shafting, counter-shafting and couplings require to be

put up in a substantial and well balanced manner, and lastly, securely

fenced and protected in all parts exposed to traffic. This latter direc-

tion also applies to pulleys, belting and drives. All stairs and openings

should be securely railed, also planks or gangways provided for oiling,

or as a means of access to any part of the machinery or shafting, should

have strong and suitable handrails for the protection of persons whose
duties require them to have access to such parts.

"In putting up handrails or protection of any kind, do so with the

object of making that part perfectly safe. I have in mind instances

where railing was put up at the direction of the inspector, and I after-

wards discovered the danger had increased because of the temporary
nature of the protection. If a man were to turn his cattle into a field

where there was an open well, he would not simply throw a rail across

that well to protect his cattle, but he would put a substantial fence

around the well to protect them. The same applies more forcibly to the

railing or fencing of dangerous machinery, where human life is at stake.

Strange to say, however, some persons consider their legal obligations

only, and these in a literal sense.

"Another phase of this industry is its sanitary effects. It has been

proven beyond doubt that certain processes in the manufacture of 'sul-

phide pulp are very injurious to workmen ; the evil effects from these

processes have been practically removed in the system installed in J. B.

Booth's mills. The injurious effects consisted in the presence of sul-

phuric acid gas in such quantities as to contaminate the air in a very

harmful degree, and thereby cause the workmen to inhale almost con-

tinuously during working hours this poisoned air. The origin of these

gases is found to be principally in the washing tanks. After the pulp

chips are cooked in the digester tanks and impregnated with sulphuric
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gas, they are usually emptied into a large tank to be cooled, washed, and
conveyed to another process, and some of these tanks are open, permit-

ting the gases to circulate throughout the entire premises. This system
provides for the removal of the wood pulp by conveyors in a semi-dry

state after the water which cools and washes has run off at the bottom
of the tank. The process installed by Mr. Booth provides a closed tank,

in which the cooked pulp is emptied, after which the washing and cool-

ing water is turned on and the whole is reduced to a slush, which, in

turn, is pumped up to a further process, allowing the sulphuric gas to

escape through a ventilator, twelve by sixteen feet, and extending fifty

feet above the roof. The system also provides a spray of pure water
constantly pouring on the air which passes through this ventilator, to

wash the gas from the air as it passes out over the city. Thus it will

be seen that there is very little chance for the escape of injurious gases.

Of course, poorly constructed or leaky pipes conveying the gas from the

furnace to the digester, will readily give rise to trouble from this

source, but this is a condition which can easily be remedied. In justice

to those who have plants of the old type, it would hardly be fair to ask

them to reconstruct their system along the lines described, as it would
involve a large expenditure; but in view of the serious consequences to

persons employed in those places, T woidd feel justified in requiring a fan

installed so as to supply fresh air to workmen whenever engaged in

these cooling tanks."

Personal Mention.

Mr. R. H. Thompson, city engineer of Seattle, visited Vancouver
recently with a party of good roads delegates.

Mr. Fred J. Davenport, selling agent for Canada of the Louisiana

Hod Cypress Company, of New Orleans, spent the month of July visiting

the company's various mills.

Mr. A. D. McRae, president and general manager of the Fraser

River Lumber Company. Fraser Mills, B.C., is visiting Toronto and other

eastern points. Mr McRae reports an excellent outlook for the lumber
business in the West.

Mr. R. H. Alexander, manager of the Hastings mill, one of the best

known and most experienced lumbermen on the Pacific coast, has been
chosen by the Vancouver Board of Trade to represent them at the meet-
ing of Chambers of Commerce of the Empire, to be held in Sydney,
Australia, in September next.

Mr. James Maclaren, of Ottawa, the principal shareholder in the

North Pacific Lumber Company, whose mill at Barnet, near Vancouver,
was recently destroyed by fire, will spend the summer superintending the

erection of a new and large mill, which will have a dailv capacity of 130.-

000 feet. The plant will cost $400,000

Vancouver has gained another good citizen in the person of Mr. Wm.
Robertson, assistant general manager of the Rat Portage Lumber Com-
pany, Limited, who went there from Kenora, Ont., with his family. Mr.
Robertson has been with the company since its organization in 1898,

having been secretary and manager of the eastern mills for that Ions;

period.

Mr. J. P. Johnson, of Campbell & Carman, Toronto, recently- re-

turned from a visit to the Pacific coast. Mr. Johnson took advantage of

his trip to visit the Alaska-Y ukon-Pacific Exposition, where one of the

main centres of attraction is the Forestry Building. This building was
erected by the State of Washington. It is 312 feet long, 128 feet wide
and 90 feet high. In its construction there were consumed 2,016.000 feet

of logs and lumber and 300,000 cedar shingles.

Mr. Fred S. Morse, of the Fred S. Morse Lumber Company, Spring-

field. Mass., and of the Nepisiguit Lumber Company. Bathurst. N.B ,

is making an extensive trip in New Brunswick, to look into the lumber
situati r :i there. Mr. Morse looks for little or no change in the American
lumber market before next spring. This opinion, he has formed on the

reports sent in by his firm's travellers in various parts of Canada and
the United States. The sluggishness of the lumber market, he says, is

due to a variety of causes. By some the tariff is named as the cause of

lack of buoyancy.

Expanding- Business Demands Larger Premises.

The B. Greening Wire Company, Hamilton, have instructed their

architect. Mr. W. A. Edwards, of Hamilton, to prepare plans for a new
wire rope factory. It will be a one-storey concrete and brick structure,

124 feet by 112 feet, with saw-tooth roof construction. The flooring will

be solid concrete so as to withstand the weights of heavy machinery and
large reels of cable. It will be an up-to-date factory in every respect.

Orders have been placed for additional rope machinery of the very latest

design.

Tt is expected the new mill will be completed and machinery installed

by November first. The present rope mill will be used as an extension of

the wire working branch of the business and will provide much needed
room for the rapidly growing demand for their wire guards, garden fenc-

ing and bordering, factory lockers, etc.

British Columbia News

Secretary McGaffey, of the Vancouver Island Development League,
wishes to hear from the different mill owners and loggers on the island
concerning the development and progress of work at the camps and mills.

He has undertaken to have all information of interest printed.

The concensus of opinion among prairie lumber dealers and mill

men appears to be that following a good harvest—of which no doubt is

entertained—there will be a period of tremendous activity in building,

and stocks on hand in the yards will be rapidly depleted.

W. A. Anstie, secretary of the Mountain Lumbermen's Association,
Nelson, B.C., states that up-country sawmill men are unanimous in re-

porting that the demand for lumber from the three prairie provinces is

stronger now than at any previous period during the past two years. Vir-

tually every mill is in operation and despite the output, lumber stocks,

which last January amounted to about two hundred million feet, have
been reduced to about one hundred and fifty million feet. With a good
crop harvested the improvement of conditions in regard to the lumber-
industry next fall will be a certainty. Prices are not showing any ten-

dency to increase.

If everyone in the West is as busy as the Walsh Sash & Door Com-
pany, of New Westminster, B.C., there must be prosperous times ahead.
Mr. W. E. Walsh, jr., reports that the company are employing 75 men
in the ten-hour shift, by which they can turn out 300 doors a day. They
need more doors, however, and have had to start running a night shift

so as to turn out 500 doors per day. The company's equipment is all

new and up-to-date. The motive power used is electricity. They have
recently added a new power door clamp to the equipment, which has a
capacity of 700 doors per day. The Walsh Sash & Door Company were
formerly owners of the Bay City Sash <v Door Company, -of Bellingham,
Wash., and while there shipped most of their output to Canada. Among
the articles manufactured are doors, windows, turnings, and bandsawing
in straight or mixed car lots. The company manufacture in both cedar
and fir. They have been in operation at New Westminster now for about
ten months.

Mr. H. J. Mackin, sales manager for the Fraser River Lumber Com-
pany, Limited, reports as follows: "With regard to conditions and our
experience for the past few months, will state the market has improved
wonderfully, prices are firmer and the persent prospects for a bumper
crop make the future look very hopeful. Our new mill is running along
finely. The lumber we have shipped out has been very favorably com-
mented on, and British Columbia's largest mill is certainly making good
on its promise of superior products, perfectly milled and quick deliveries.

We carry in stock 15,000,000 feet of lumber that is made 'right,' and
with this stock, can ship promptly.

"Last month we shipped over 175 cars to the prairies, besides water
shipments as follows: Coast-wise, 1,500,000 feet; S.S. 'Invertay,' for

Sydney and Newcastle, 1,500.000 feet; ship 'Schurbek,' Valparaiso,
Chili, 2,500,000 feet; S.S. 'Clan Machines,' for Sydney, 1,500,000 feet:
ship 'Puritan,' Melbourne, 2,2,50,000 feet; a total disposition of stocks of
about 12,500,000 feet. We believe this is a record for the coast."

Sessions of the Pacific Coast Logging Congress were held in the Hoo-
Hoo house on the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition grounds on July 19,

20, 21, with many prominent loggers and others identified with the in-

dustry in attendance from all parts of the Pacific northwest. The pro-
gramme provided for the organization of a permanent logging congress,
the election of officers, addresses by noted speakers and an excursion to
Mukilteo, to inspect the mills there.

After the address of welcome by the president, E. P. Blake, of
Seattle, a number of addresses were delivered, among which were the fol-

lowing : "The Scope and Purpose of the Pacific Coast Logging Congress,"
Frank H. Lamb, Hoquiam, Wash. ; "Electricity as a Factor in Logging,"
George J. Brown, Portland, Ore.; "Cost of Fuel for Donkey Engines,"
C. W. Thompson, Cascade Locks, Ore.; "Timber Cruising," Frank H.
Conant, Weyerhauser Timber Company; "Fire Hazard and its Preven-
tion," D. P. Simmons, jr., Washington Forest Fire Association, and
Prof. F. F. Miller. University of Washington; "Methods of Redwood
Logging," W. W. Peed, Eureka, Cal. ; "Sugar Pine Logging," Wallace
Everett, manager Wood & Iron, San Francisco; "Logging on Grades too
Steep for Locomotives," A. W. McLafferty, Tenino. Wash., and A. W.
Clark, O. K. Logging Company, Portland, Ore.

The conference at Washington, between the Senate and the House
of Representatives confreres and President Taft, upon the tariff schedules
has been concluded and the duty on lumber has been placed at $1.25.
This is a compromise between the Senate figure and that of the House
of Representatives, which were $1.50 and $1 respectively. It is believed
that the tariff uncertainty will now be settled and that the conference
report will be agreed upon and signed by the President this week.



CAMP DEPARTMENT
Logging in British Columbia—Methods in Vogue

on the Coast

The logging industry on the British Columbia coast and in the in-

terior is one affording employment to thousands of men in the woods and
oilier thousands of men are kept at work in the mills throughout the pro-
vince. The amount of money annually placed in circulation by the lum-
bering interests is tremendous, and with a good demand for the products
of the forests there is prosperity for a very large proportion of the popula-
tion of Bitish Columbia. Lumbering lends an impetus to many other
industries and to commerce of many kinds; it furnishes large orders to
the machinery and hardware men, throws thousands of dollars in the way
of the vendors of oils, leather belting, steel, steel cable and wire rope,
tools of all descriptions which find a place in camp or mill, keeps scores
of tugboats running all the year around, is a factor in the operation of
trans-Pacific steamships, transcontinental trains, and the supplying of
cargoes to scores of sailing vessels destined for all parts of the world with
the output of the mills. Tn a thousand different ways the lumbering in-

dustry is a factor in the development of the wealth of the province, and
w ere the camps and mills of coast and interior forced to close down there
would be an enormous hole driven through the prosperity of the people of
the great West.

Logging Methods Change

For forty years and more it was possible on the coast for the logger
to take a donkey engine or two on a scow, strike up the coast in tow of a
tug and land his machinery and supplies on the beach directly in front of
the timber which he had been employed to cut or which he intended to
cut on his own account. Those were the days of the cheapest kind of
1n"ging. because with the aid of the donkey engines it was possible to pull
out of the woods all the merchantable timber these waterfront limits con-
tained. With the waterfront denuded of its forest wealth the logger was
forced further back, but for many years he managed to remain in business
wtih his donkey engines and with great timber chutes which he built
down the steep hillsides to the water, and by means of which he was en-
abled to log off table lands and little shoulders high up in the hills where
excellent timber grew.

But with the gradual disappearance of the timber which was easily
accessible from the water with such primitive means of securing it as log
chutes and donkey engines, there have arrived great steam logging rail-
ways which pierce the hills through the valleys which were logged over
in the early days. These railways are tapping great reserves of timber
far back from tide water which could not be reached by any other means.
The logs are yarded still by steam donkeys and loaded on flat cars for
transportation to salt water, where they are discharged into the sea to be
made up into booms for towing to the mills of Vancouver and New
Westminster.

Well Built Logging Railways

These railways are not by any means built in any slipshod fashion

;

they are constructed as well as any transcontinental line, the ballasting
and the entire roadbed being as perfect as possible because of the irn^
mense weight the cars have to bear in transporting the fallen monarchs of
the forest, from their cradle to the water that is the next thing to their
grave. Logs forty and sixty feet in length, with a diameter of from six
to ten feet, are not things to be lightly tossed around, and the roadbed
that supports a string of flat cars bearing such burdens has to be some-
thing as stable as modern engineering science can make it. The grades
of these up-to-date logging railways are also made as low as possible as
the expense of transportation is as closely figured on as in the engineer-
ing department of the great transcontinental railways.

At the present time there is under construction a logging railwav
from tidewater at Scow Bay, just north of Jervis Inlet, to the Gordon
Pasha lakes, a distance of about five miles for the first section of the line
which is all that will be built for some time. This road is bein* hurried
to completion and it will be in operation within a few months° As the
road taps the large water stretches of the Gordon Pasha lakes, which
dram a vast area of what is declared to be some of the best timbered
country on the coast of British Columbia, it will be possible to lo* an
immense stretch of country by means of it.

Unique Grade Locomotive
There is at the very door of Vancouver a logging railway which is

unique in that it runs down a mountain side where the grade in places
is declared to be 18 per cent. This road is situated on the west side of
the Capilano river. So steep is the grade of this road that a Shea geared
locomotive which was secured to furnish motive power, was unable to
hold the rails, and within a very few days of its introduction on the work
il raced down the mountain side and jumping the tracks, scattered its
remnants through the forest. When a geared locomotive could not oper-
ate on the grades the; builders of the line were forced to fall back on what

is probably the only logging engine of the kind on this coast. Jt is a
wheeled platform adjusted to the grade and bearing a donkey engine and
upright boiler. At the upper end of the line cables are securely anchored
and these are passed around huge sheaves on the locomotive, which
lowers itself and its load down the mountain and then winds itself up
again.

More and' more every year are the loggers being forced back from the
coast line to secure their timber, and as a consequence the number of
these steam logging roads will rapidly increase where there are extensive
limits to be logged. There is now under construction in the Squamish
valley a standard gauge railway which, while built to develop the rich
agricultural resources of the Pemberton valley and the Lillooet, will be
used in transporting billions of feet of fir from the Squamish and tributary
valleys to tidewater.

The day of the big logger, the man with hundreds of thousands of
dollars behind him, is here, and with his coming the small man is gradu-
ally passing away, being forced out by conditions over which he has no
control, but the hand logger and the man with the donkey engine have
played a wonderful part in the development of the lumbering industry on
this coast.—Vancouver Daily Province.

Protection of Timber Lands from Fire

Of all the possessors of valuable property, the owners of timber lands
take less precautions to insure against loss by fire of any known class of
people, says C. L. Crawford, in "The Paper Mill."

In the nature of things I shall expect that the first exclamation to be
used will be that they are unable to insure such property. But there is

more than one kind of insurance. One of the oldest and largest holdings
in Maine and New Brunswick—a property which was sold a few years
ago at a price close to $1,500,000—was for twenty years and over kept
almost entirely free from fire at an annual expense not exceeding $1,000.

This property would have been considered an extra hazardous risk
by any insurance company, on account of the miles of railroad and number
of trains crossing it. A patrol system of following each train during the
dangerous season was the means of extinguishing many incipient fires,

and thereby preventing great loss. The most damage was done in June
of 1903. The patrol of these people discovered a fire on a 10,000-acre
tract belonging to a neighboring lumber company. The owners promised
to see that it was put out, but neglected to do so, trusting that it would
go out of its own accord or be drowned by rains. In that season the most
extensive damage all over the country was done in one day of high wind.
This wind swept the fire over this 10,000-acre tract, a 6,000-acre tract of
still another owner, and got on to the land which was being patrolled,
about 600 acres. And this totally unnecessary fire caused them more
loss than they suffered at any other time in the twenty odd years. Tim
fire destroyed pulpwood which, if cut, would have netted the owners
over $500,000.

There has hardly been a forest fire in a good many years which could
not have been prevented by a comparatively small expenditure in an effi-

cient patrol system.

While these fires seldom do any serious damage to timber suitable
for lumber, they destroy the smaller growth and put back the reforesta-
tion of the area for a generation, and in many cases for a longer time.

The people are not going to stand for these fires, with their accom-
panying smoke, much longer, and when the reaction comes the timber-
land owners are going to be very heavy losers. Already the mutterings
are heard, and if the agitation now started reaches much further, several
States will put laws on the statute books compelling every lumberman
to destroy the old tops and refuse left after cutting. If they stop to con-
sider what this will cost them, their hearts, which, with a good many of
them, are located close to their pocketbooks, will give one mighty throb,
and all this will be caused because nearly all of them considered that
money spent in this manner was money thrown away, if it happened that
they were lucky enough to be one of the fortunate ones that fire did not
visit.

In the majority of cases, the owner who has fire on his timber land
deserves no one's sympathy. A very much smaller expenditure of money
than any insurance company would demand in premiums, invested in an
efficient patrol system during -particularly dry seasons, would keep them
almost entirely free from fire. In a majority of years this patrol would
be necessary only for a short time in the spring and fall, although there
is an occasional year, like 1008, when it would be necessary for a longer
time.

A sale by public tender of certain timber and tie berths in the Dis
tricts of Algoma, Sudbury, Thunder Bay, Kenora and Bainy River, will
be held by the Ontario Department of Lands, Forests and Mines on Wed-
nesday, September 15. Descriptions, plans and conditions of sale mav
be had from the Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.
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THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH )

SOLID TOOTH 1
C,RCULAR

CROSS-CUT - BAND - CANC

AND OTHER SAWS

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT J» j*

FULLY GUARANTEED

SAW G0.
5
LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA

REPAIRS

OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. jt

ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

Extracts from letters received which speak

volumes—Original letters can be seen by any
customer or firm using Mill Saws.

"The Saw is giving the greatest satis-

faction— Everyone who sees it run thinks

it is a dandy and so little trouble to care

for it."

" I must let you know I tried your saw ;

it works fine and I am awfully well satis-

fied with it ; cannot recommend it too

highly."

Above were both Famous Burns' Inserted

Tooth Saws.

Camp Supplies

When you are needing Grocery Supplies of any kind it will be

to your advantage to communicate with us, because we are right

in line on this class of business and can surely make it pay you
to get our quotations, and also take an opportunity of just seeing

how well we can, and do do this work.

H. P. Eckardt & Co.
Wholesale Grocers Cor. Front and Scott Streets, Toronto

Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
Our Specialty

A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

Reference*: Dominion Bank, Toronto

Herbert Smith, Manager

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For' free sample copy address

Hugh C. Maclean, Ltd.

Confederation Life Building,

TORONTO



WANTEDS FOR SALE DEPARTMENT

WANTED EMPLOYEES
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than •'Employment Wan
ted" will be inserted in this department at the

rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the

basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements ot "Employment Wanted"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than
the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion

in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED — TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24

Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tf

Logs Wanted
FOR SHIPMENT IN FALL, 3 OR MORE

cars first quality hewn Black Walnut Logs 16"

and up square, 8ft, and up long. Address "Canada
Lumberman," B34 Board of Trade, Montreal 15

Wanted
SOFT MAPLE, SOFT ELM, ASH, CHESTNUT

Basswood and Birch. Will you write us if you
have any of the above. The R.E. Kinsman Lumber
Co. Limited, Hamilton, Ont. 18

Wanted
1" Soft Elm, Coffin Stock

2" and 3" Soft Elm, Mill Run
Hard Maple Axle Stock.
1" Basswood, Log Run, Dead Culls out

Box 786 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 15

Wanted
1st and 2nd Clear Spruce or Norway
10 M ft. 6/4 x 4 and up—20 ft.

5 M ft. 6/4 x 4 and up—22 ft.

18 M ft. 3 x 12—20 ft.

Furnace Run Saw Mill & Lumber Co.,

7
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Lumber Wanted
SOFT ELM, ASH, BASSWOOD, OAK,

Beech, Soft, Maple, Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch, i"t0 3". Can use log run, dead
culls out. State what you have ot each kind, when
sawn and lowest price. Box 793 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 16

Wanted
4, 5,6AND8/4 NO. 1 COM. AND 1ST AND 2ND

Bass, also Log Run Mill Culls out advising how
much can furnish, if dry, and how same runs to

widths and lengths, with best price on car your
shipping station. Furnace Run Saw Mill and
Lumber Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 17

"Wnnf^rl •
Whitc Pinc

VV anted . Tank Lumber
3x6 and 8-18, and 3 x 10-24

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
Limited

Toronto, Ontario t'

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
OA THOUSAND, STANDARD HEMLOCK

railway ties. Apply Hodge & Wai.i.ky,
Sbcrnrooke, Que. 17

For Sale

FROM 200,000 TO 300,000 FEET 1^x12" 12/16
feet dry, West India Shippers. Address

P.O. Box 415, Ottawa, Canada. t.f.

For Sale
ABOUT .50,000 FEET B. M. RED PINE,

mos ly clear. Cut to order 12 to 16 feet long.
Apply Box ^23, New Liskeard, Ont. 15

Spruce and Tamarack for Sale
CARLOAD 2x4 SPRUCE, 10 FEET UP ; ALSO

several carloads x" Tamarack. McDonai.d-
Rowland Lumber Co.,.Owen Sound, Ont. ij

H AVE YOU ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
wish to sell? If so, make the fact known to

probable buyers by placing an advertisement in

the Wanted and For Sale Dapartmhnt. Address,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

FOR SALE
OtAft CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
fetJUv suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

50 ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont tf

Wanted—Pulpwood Contract

WE CAN SUPPLY FROM 5 TO 10 THOU-
sand-Cords of Spruce and Balsam Pulpwood

(Exportable), for 1910 delivery by water. For par-
ticulars apply to Hand & McNabb, P.O. Box 363,
Sault St. Marie, Ont. 17

Wanted
LUMBER TO DRESS, MATCH OR RESAW

in transit, best mill in Canada for this kind of
work, two R R sidings through mill, prompt and
careful attention. A Few cars of 4/4 dry spruce for
sale in the rough or dressed. Tait Carss Lumbfr
Co., Orillia. 15

For Sale

350 M. 1" Basswood
50 M. 1" Brown Ash
20 M. 1" Soft Elm

Winter cut. Mill run, dead culls out. $21.00 per
M. f.o.b. Coe Hill Station. Address Wilson Lum-
ber Co., Toronto. tf

For Sale
10 cars N. B. Extra Shingles
10 cars Clears " "

140 M ft. 1" M. C. Red Pine
40 M ft. Vs" Basswood C. & B.
40 M ft. %n Elm C. & B.
30 M ft ys" B. A-h C. & B.

Geo. C. Goodfellow,
528 Board of Trade, Montreal.

For Sale
4 Cars Tamarac, Spruce and Balsam Joists 2x4, 2x5,

2x6 and 2x8. 80% 12' long, balance ot 20% from
12 to 24'

2 Cars 6/4 Pine good fair quality.
2 " 4/4 *' medium *'

t " Pine squares 5x5, 6x6, 7x7, 12' long.
1 " Cull Ash and Elm 4/4.
8 " Cedar Fence Posts to 4% to 6" top'
1 " " " '* 9' 4% to 4%" top.
2 8'4to 5

"

1 *' '
8' 3 to 4" ,

1 " '
7' to 4"

1 " Hard Maple Axle Squares.

A. T. SHAVER & SON,
i$ Lunenburg, Ontario.

Lumber for Sale
Cut this Season

TO BE DELIVERED SEPTEMBER AND
October f.o.b. Lavant Station, K. & P. Rail-

way, to be inspected at yard. Poland dead culls out.

White Pine
32 M 1 in. Siding
30 ,, 1 Yi Flooring

30 11 i
l
/2 Flooring

4 M 3 x 6

5 3 x 7
3x8
3 X xo
4x6
4x8
4 x 10

4x7
6x6
6x8
8x8

For Prices and any
R. R. DRYSDALE, Box

Spruce
15 M 1 in. Spruce
44 ,, 2 x 4, 2 x 6, 2 x 8, 2 x 10

5 ,, 2x8, 2X 10, i8to22long

Hemlock
10 M 2 x 6, 2 x 8

Ash
1 Car Com 1 in. Ash

Basswood
2 Cars 1 in, Basswood

Red Oak
2 M each, 1, 2, 3 in.

other information address
43 Lanark, Ont. 15

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
SECOND-HAND CIRCULAR SAWMILL

complete, good repair, engine 12" x 16" stroke.
1312-3 Traders Bank, Toronto. |«

For Cheap Power
ir ROLLER TOP SWING CARS. SUIT

able for double piling lumber. Standard Gage,
The Cavendish Liimhi'.k Co., Limited, Lakcficld
Ont. ,8

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70, 60 & 40 h.

p

Locomotive Boilers: 20, 25, 30, 40 and $0 h.p.

Sawmill Engines: 2$, in. 3S. 40. 50, 60 and 70 h.p.

Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 25, 30,

40 and ,50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30,000 feet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited, Seaforth, Ont. t

Second Hand Machinery
For Sale

16 x 20 square bed Engine
14 x 20 square bed Engine
11 x 10 centre crank Engine
3 block 40" Reliance Carriage
3 block 46" Hamilton Carriage
3 block 36" Mowrey Carriage

Correy & Baker Steam Setter
8x12 Cunningham Steam Feed
Champion Edger. 4 saws
No 1 Waterous Ratchet Set Works
Drag Saw, with heav\ wood frame
Some Band Saw Tools

NEW Stationery and Locomotive Boilers,
all sizes in stock.

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
tt BRANTFORD. CANADA

FOR_SALE
SAW, SHINCLE AND LATH MILLS

newR.H. rope feed three block sawmill
refitted No. . Lane, L.H. three block sawmill
refitted R.H. three block sawmill complete
refitted 12" x 16" twin engine steam teed
refitted No. 1 gang edger, 3-18" saws
new horizontal shingle machine, 40" saw
refitted Boss automatic shingle machine, 40" saw
refitted automatic shingle machine, 36" saw
refitted Canada Favorite shingle machine, 35" saw
refitted Small wood automatic shingle machine
refitted tour knife shingle jointer, 42" wheel
new shingle jointer, 40 saw
refitted Ackert shingle jointer, 2-36" saws
lefitted six knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel
refitted four knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel
new adjustable shingle packers
new No, 2 lath machine and bolter
new wood frame lath machine and bolter
refitted self-feed lath machine
nearly new No. 2 lath bolter, 24" saw
refitted wood frame lath bolter, 20" saw

SAWMILL BOILERS

48"x2o' semiportable fire box boiler
44"xi8' semiportable fire box boiler
66"xi4'7" horizontal return tube boiler
6o'xi7'6" horizontal return tube boiler
fto"xi6' horizontal return tube boiler
,54"xi4^ horizontal return tube boiler
5o"xi4' horizontal return tube boilers

2 48"xi5' horizontal return tube boiler

SAWMILL ENCINES

1 12 X30' R. or L.H. Corliss automatic engine
1 i2"xz8" R. or L.H. Corliss automatic engine
1 t,* 2*" R-H. Wheelock automaticengine
1 8"x24" R.H. Brown automaticengine
1 8"jt24" L. H. Wheelock automatic engine
1 12 X15" C.C. horizontal slide valve engine
1 hm"xi4" L.H. horizontal slide valve engine
1 11 X15" C.C. horizontal slide valve engine
1 10^ X14" C.C. horizontal slide valve

HOISTINC ENCINES
1 >o"xi2" double cylinder, single drum reversible

(

hoisting engine without boiler
1 7 x 10" double cylinder, double drum steam hoist

with boiler

2 5"x7" double cylinder, single drum hoisting engines
without boilers

A copy of our supply catalogue or machinery stock
list for the asking.

H. W. PETRIE. Ltd.
Toronto Montreal Vancouver

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

Wanted
COMPETENT RIGHT HAND BAND SAW-

yer, having excellent references and experience
seeks position. Apply Box 779, Canada Lumber-
man. Toronto. ,5

YOUNG MAN, NINETEEN, WITH Busi-
ness ability and experience seeks position

with lumber company with view to learning busi-
ness and eventually acting as salesman. Not
afraid of work in yard or elsewhere. Box 8iq
Canada Lumhukman, Toronto ,c

Wanted
POSITION WANTED BY A, LUMBER
J. Buyer and Inspector, good references fur-
nished. Box 816, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

Wanted
•AW MILL HELP. TWO GOOD BAND SAW

«J setter, one gang saw yer, one edgerman, two
planing machine men, also other experienced saw
mill help. Prince Albert Li mhek Co. Li d.. Prince
Albert, Sask. I&

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale
Good Business Chance

PORTABLE SAWMILL IN GOOD SHAPE,
latest improved, with as h.p. Engine, cable

feed friction set works, inserted tooth saw. double
edger slab saw, trucks, waggon, sleighs, also
quantity of timber in the yard, also .50 acres of good
clay loom, good building. Bargain. Will sell to-
gether or separate.
For particulars apply to Box 03 Newmarket

Ont. ,»

For Sale

AN UP-TO-DATE SAW MILL ON LAKE
Nipissing, with timber range, scows and

and alligators complete. For full particulars apply
to Drawer B. Sturgeon Falls, Ont. 18

For Sale

A STEAM SCREW STEAMER. HAVING
daily mail, passenger and fteight route on

Lake Nipissing; withsco*»s. wharfs, store-houses
coal sheds, blacksmith shop, and ship yard.
For particulars applv to Drawer B, sturgeon
Falls Ont. 18

MISCELLANEOUS

Timber Limits

For Sale
T N THE PROVINCE OF MANITOBA. 84
X square miles of standing timber, adjoining Lake
Winnipeg. The=e limits are comprised principally
ot Spruce and Tamarac suitable for marketable
lumber, railway ties and poles In connection with
these will be sold a well equipped mill, steamer and
two barges. For terms apply to

H. P. MacMahon, Traders Bank Chambers,
Winnipeg, Man. 17

SALE OF

McCormick & Moore
Timber Limits

The undersigned are instructed to sell by Public
Auction, as one Parcel or separately to suit pur-
chasers, at the Russell House, Ottawa, on

September 30th, 1909,
at 2.30 p. m.

the following Timber Limits situate in Block A,
Upper Ottawa, Province of Quebec, viz :

Parcel i. N. y2 Lot No. 8. Range 4, Block
A, Upper Ottawa, Que., 25 square miles.

Parcel a. S. % Lot No. 8, Range 4, Block
A, Upper Ottawa, Que., 25 square miles.

These limits are surveved and are easy of access
the Ottawa River and Branches traversing both
limits.

Terms 10% of the purchase money to be paid down
at the time of sale, and the balance in equal instal-
ments at One(i), Three (3), and Six (6) months
thereafter with interest at the rate of five per cent,
per annum.
For further particulars and conditions of sale apply

to The Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch) and
to Code & Burntt, Solicitors, Carleton Chambers,
Ottawa.
Dated this 7th day of July, A.D. 1909.

THE ROVAL TRUST COMPANY,
Trustees for Sale. 18
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Limits for Sale
FOR SALE. Sao ACRES TIMBER LANDS IN

Muskoka. mostly in Hemlock, convenient to
railway. Apply Box 802, Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. 17

For Sale
OAA ACRES GOOD LAND HEAVILY TIM"«W berrJ with Beach, Hard Maple, red and yellow
Hirch. Balsam. Spruce. Hemlock and a sprinkling:

ot Elm, Ash. Basswot.>od and Cedar. Land mostly
level on good main road, a 1

? miles to Emsdale
station, G.T. R.. also a small portable saw-mill it

desired. Cheap iftaken quickly. Apply B. O. Mabee,
Box u Emsdale. Ont. 15

Sale of Timber and
Tie Berths

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT CER-
taln timber and tie berths situated in the

Districts of Algoma. Sudbury. Thunder Bay.
Kenora and Rainy River in the Province of Ontario
will be offered sale by public tender on Wednesday
the Fifteenth day ot September next. For descrip-
tions, plans and conditions ot sale apply to the
undersigned or to the Crown Timber Agents for the
above Districts.

F. COCHRANE,
Minister-

Toronto. July 13th, 1909.

Sale of Valuable

Timber Limits

Andrew MacCormack Estate

Other Interests

and

THE UNDERSIGNED ARE INSTRUCTED
to sell by Public Auction en bloc, at the Russell

House, Ottawa, on September 30. 1909, at 3.^0 p.m.,
the following Timber Limits situate in Block A
Upper Ottawa, Province of Quebec, viz :

Berth 676 Licence No. 580 of 1908-09, south hal.
Lot 16, Range 4. Block A, 25 square miles ; Berth
677, License No. 581 of 1908-09, south half Lot y.
Range 3, Block A. square miles: Berth 611,
License No. 582 of 1908-09, Grand Lac Victoria,
River Ottawa, 19 square miles ; Berth 678, Lieence
N°- 583 of 1908-09, south half of north half Lot 16,

Range 4. Block A, 9*4 quare miles ; Berth 079,
License No. 584 of 1908-09, north half Lot 16, Range
3. Block A, square miles; Berth 680. License
No. 585 of 1908-09, north half Lot 15. Range 3, Block
A, 18 square miles; Berth 681, License No. 586 ot
1908-09, southhalf Lot 17, Range 5, Block A, 25
square miles ; Berth 682 Licence No. 587 of 1908-09,
north half Lot 16, Range 5, Block A, 25 square miles;
Berth 696, License No. 588 of 1908-09, north half lot

17. Range 4, Block A. 25 square miles.
Total 183^ square miles.
These limits are all surveyed and are easy of

access by a good roadway from Ville Marie to their
location. They comprise some of the best pine and
pulp wood areas in the Province.
The Trustee reserves the right it the Reserve

Bid is not reached, to offer the berths separately.
Terms— 10 per cent, of the purchase money to be

paid down at the time of sale, and the balance in
equal instalments at one( 1 ), three (3) and six (6) months
thereafter with interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per
annum.
For further particulars and conditions of sale

apply to the Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch),
and to Code & Burritt, Solicitors, Carleton Cham-
bers, Ottawa.
Dated this 31st day of March, 1909.

THE ROYAL TRUST; CO.. Ottawa.
•8 Trustees of Sale.

The Tumbo Tree.

2ia. the west coast of Africa grows
a curious plant classed by botanists
as a tree, but no lumberman of
this country would suppose it to
be a "tree." It is called "Tumbo,"
and is a curious instance of adap-
tation to conditions and environ-
ments. It grows in an absolute
desert where no rains fall and no
moisture is present except the fogs
from the sea coast. The Journal of
the New York Botanic Garden de-
scribes the full grown "Tumbo"
as a "trunk" about two feet long,

shaped much like an inverted cone.
Almost all the trunk is below the

surface of the ground, the visible

part being only a few inches above
ground. The remarkable feature
of the trunk or stem is that often
it is three and a half feet in dia-

meter, or about 14 feet in circum-
ference, and becomes more or less

two-lobed in maturity. The trunk
looks like a great mass of burned
crust of a loaf of bread. The under-
ground portion becomes greatly
elongated, and its termination be-
comes the tap root of the plant.
This goes down several feet into
the desert soil in its efforts to get
the few drops of water that the
arid nature of the country permit.
It never has more than two leaves
after the seed leaves drop off, and
very curious leaves they are. Start-
ing from opposite sides from a
groove on the depressed "trunk"
they stand straight out on both
sides of the plant and are often six

feet long and two feet wide, and
usually split into ribbons that un-
dulate on the ground, strikingly

suggestive of the tentacles of an
octopus. With its great ugly body
and its tentacle-like leaves, it is

been discovered during the past
century. Its flowers are borne in

scarlet cones that come from the
crown of the stem. It can be cul-

tivated only by approximating the
conditions that exist in its native
African habitat. It is a desert plant
par excellence. Sa far no use has
been found for it.

A Sewer for Good Money.
Imagine a customer going into a

haberdasher's and ordering a $2
shirt, tbrow down 75 cents as pay-
ment. Yet this is what occurs
every day of the present time.
Manufacturers no longer fix their

prices. They are told what their

output ip worth to the buyer and
that ends it. Now let the manufac-
turers close down all the milk of

this coast for sixty days. Then the
supply will come to a closer level

with the demand and prices will,

once more, assume a normal tone.

When the loggers and the manu-
facturers settle upon the price

which is "right," then, and then
only, will come the hour when the
coastwise lumber business will be-

come something better than a mere
sewer into which to throw good
money after bad.—Wood and Iron.

Loss of Timber Wealth.
The annual loss to the State of

Maine through failure to utilize

properly its wealth of timber is

estimated by Fred. A. Gilbert, of
the Great Northern Paper Com-
pany, at over $10,000,000 a year
on five of the most common kinds
—spruce, pine, fir, hemlock, and
cedar. In addition to this the State
is slowly losing its principal as-

sets, the standing growth of the
timber itself. This latter loss is

not due to the cutting and market-
ing of the timber (in fact, but little

more than one-half of what the
State is capable of producing is

ever marketed), but to the great
waste and decay and the losses by
fire and wind.

Lumber
at Huntsville

Our whole season's cut of

White Pine Mill Cull Stocks

and Sidings for sale in car

lots or in large blocks to

suit purchasers.

Huntsville Lumber Co.

Huntsville, Ont.
Limited

Branch Office and Warehouse :

New Orleans, Louisiana 421 Carondelet Street



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

There has been little of any importance to report in the lumber
situation in Ontario during the past fortnight. If anything, there is a
slightly more active demand for white pine from the United States. This
is especially the case for the mill run goods. American buyers have been
travelling about Ontario in large numbers. It is reported that one of the
most extensive manufacturing companies have sold the greater part of
their cut to United States buyers. The retail trade in Ontario is listless
and irresponsive to any effort on the part of manufacturers. Travellers
report that the yards generally are fairly well supplied, and that in many
sections formers, on account of doubt as to the crop outcome, are buying
no lumber at all. Hemlock, if anything, shows a tendency on the part
of those who have stocks to refrain from cutting prices. Prices in other
lines are unchanged, and the amount of business going on is very slight.

The demand for lath and shingles at Ottawa has declined quite°ex-
tensively, though manufacturers are not disposed to pay much attention
to it. They argue that the dealers who are cutting prices are making a
mistake and that the demand will revive again early in the fall at the
latest, when dealers with short stocks will have to pay the manufacturers'
1 -rices, and will regret having parted with their summer stocks at low
figures. The American demand for -shingles is light, on account of the
probable increase in the duty from 30 to 50 cents. Buyers of pine and
spruce in the United States are also holding back until the tariff uncer-
tainty is removed. There is still a downward tendency in the lower
grades of thin lumber and deals. For pine mill culls $17 is a high price,
and most, of the sales are at $10 per thousand. Hemlock and tamarae
arc r^so reported weak.

Eastern Canada
The improved demand for "Enlgish" spruce deals has only held its

own and has not continued, as was at first expected would be the case.
The quotations at present for specifications containing 50 per cent
sevens and eights, 40 per cent, nines, and 10 per cent, elevens and wides,
are from $14 to $14.50 per thousand feet f.o.b. steamer St. John. The
shipments of "English" spruce during the last fortnight have exceeded
the output by hundreds of thousands of feet, so that the stocks have been
materially reduced. At St. John, the holdings at present amount to five
and a half to six millions of superficial feet. Spruce lath have been dull
for the past month but prices are quite steady at $2.90 for non-dutiable
and $2.65 for dutiable f.o.b. steamer St. John." Cedar shingles have been
weaker and improvement is not expected before September. Prices are
$2.75 for dutiable extras and $2.25 for dutiable clears.

The turning point in the market for spruce at Boston is believed to
have been reached during the past fortnight. Buyers are showing much
more interest and are anticipating their wants to some extent, since
prices grew firmer. A few dealers are still accepting $23 for frames 9-
inch and under. Several mills, however, are firm at $23.50, and business
has been done at this price. Some manufacturers state that they will
hold for $24. This figure, however, has been obtained only in rare cases
as yet. Bandom has not advanced, but dealers are a trifle more firm.
There is not an active call for wide random. The average price is $23,
though bids of $22 are frequently made. For 2x3 and 2x4, $21 is the
selling price. Boards are only in moderate demand though firmer.

At New York the spruce market is strong according to reports from
wholesalers;. Prices, however, are a little unsteady. Shingles are weak
at Boston and prices easy. Canadian shipments for prompt delivery are
being made at low prices so as to anticipate the tariff changes Cedar
"extras" are quiet at $3.65 to $3.75, with few bids at the top price

SPRUCE
Ix4,5&6xl0/16ft. Spruce Flooring

N. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of Tra.de Building, Montreal

Lath arc about steady with sales of choice 1%-inch at $3.75. The gen-
eral price is $3.50. For 1%-inch, prices range from $3.75 to $3.85.

Western Canada
Fir logs are very cheap in British Columbia at present and there is

ari excellent demand for lumber. This is the first time in many years
that such a combination has occurred, and as a result the lumber market
is considered satisfactory by manufacturers. As an instance of the low
fir log prices, a boom, above merchantable in the general run, was re-
cently sold, delivered at the mill with all charges paid, for $6.50 per
thousand. The base price of lumber is $11. The going price for logs is
better than $6.50, but a sale at this figure illustrates the weakness of
the market. Shingles are in good demand on the prairies. It is so good,
in fact, that manufacturers are not concerning themselves much about
fcho United States market, where the demand has fallen off greatly.

Great Britain

The f.o.b. market continues to show strength and importers believe
that a fair autumn trade is assured. The better demand has helped to
bring this about, though it is believed that inland consumption has im-
proved, largely on account of stocks having been allowed to run down.
In spite of a good deal of encouragement English buyers are still in-
clined to be extremely cautious, and speculation is remarkable by its
absence. At the London docks, business is still remarkably brisk in over-
side deliveries, but spot deliveries continue to fall away in all descrip-
tions. Very little inconvenience has been caused by the extreme light-
ness of dock stocks this year. Prices continue quite steady for useful
sizes, deals being very firm, and the demand for floorings and matching
well maintained. At Churchill & Sims' recent auction sale unsorted
Quebec spruce, 3x8, went at £8 10s., and 7-inch at £8 5s. 16-foot 1st
Montreal pine made £31 15s., and the regulars £32 5s., 10 and 11-foot
going at £28 15s. Prime unsorted Oregon made Is. 7d. and Is. 6d.

At Liverpool there is a better tone than was expected a short time
ago. The spruce deal market particularly is quite buoyant, and there is
an upward tenden -y fir cargoes to arrive. Ordinary shipments from St..
John and Miramichi have advanced at least 5s. per standard during the
last few weeks. Cargoes recently landed are going direct into consump-
tion. Canadian pine deals are unchanged at Liverpool and very little
of the arrivals go into stock. Prices are expected to remain firm 'for the
rest of the season. At Manchester spruce deals are in good demand and
are expected to remain so for another month or two at least.

United States.

The improvement recently shown in business conditions has made
itself felt quite noticeably in the lumber trade in the United States fit
Chicago, northern pine is moving in larger quantities and prices of all
the upper grades remain firm. At Minneapolis the outlook is encourag-
ing for later business, and manufacturers are inclined to hold their fac-
tory grades of northern pine firmer. Bailroads also are beginning to order
lumber for gram doors, etc., which is having a good effect upon low grade
stocks. At New York, upper grade stocks are in better demand, but the
market still is comparatively quiet with prices steadv. Floor timbers at
Chicago are unsettled. Although there have been increased enquiries
ot late, no orders have resulted.

Jt is expected that repair work on the railroads will shortly reffuite
a quantity of floor timber. Stocks of No. 2 flooring are low with a good
demand. Finish is strong. B. siding 'i s in good demand and scarce
Spruce also is m good demand and steady. There is a shortage of the

R. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street TORONTO

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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Cleveland - Sarnia

Saw Mills Co., Limited

One of Our Lumber Camps.

We Point With Pride
to the quality of our lumber. Quality and Service are our

two hobbies — they are trade-getters for our customers too.

Try us with your next order for anything in Norway or White
Pine. Do you want a special bill cut in a hurry ? Just see

how we can hustle it through for you.

Cleveland - Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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higher grades of western pine at Chicago. Prices are strong and a large
volume of business has been done for No. 2 shop and better.

Red cedar shingles at Chicago have gone off a few cents. White
cedar .shingles are dull, as a result of red cedar competition. At Minne-
apolis shingles are in good demand, but there is a shortage of transit care
from the coast. Prices are firm and show no advance.

Market Correspondence

Ottawa Valley News—Lath and Shingles Lower.
Ottawa, July 24.—Lumber manufacturers do not attach much im-

portance to the recent reduction in lath and shingles in the Ottawa dis-
trict and expect advances to come later on in the season. There was
even a greater decline in lath quotations a year ago, when white pine
lath fell in a short time from $4.25 to $3.25 per thousand. The high
figure was never restored, but this was not strange in view of the re-
markable prices that had been ruling for lath for about a year. But the
depression was short lived. When the dulness came in 1908 holders of
stock preferred to keep what they had rather than sacrifice them, and
there was consequently an early strengthening if the market. White
pine and spruce lath were carried over in considerable quantity and the
abundance of this stock on the market at present accounts for the weak-
ening of the prices. The big producers are again holding to old prices
and declare that middlemen and all who cut the rates are making a
mistake. It is pointed out that this has been a low season for the pro-
duction of all sorts of lumber as a result of a late start and hindrance to
manufacture by high water, and that the demand for lath will come later
on when the supply will not be able to meet it. To some extent the
same holds good with respect to shingles.

Some surprise is expressed at the scarcity of enquiries for shingles
on the American side, although the biggest producer reports himself
sold out. The prospective increase of the duty from 80 to 50 cents has
not stimulated the local demand very much and makers wonder what
improvement can be derived by the trade when the tariff for this line is
settled. In pine and spruce lumber sold to Americans the situation is
very clear. The buyers are holding off till the Customs law is declared.
An example of the interruption to trade is found with Hurdman & El-
mitt, who have several boat loads waiting to be despatched and which
the buyers do not want to accept until the tariff conditions are made
more favorable. The Ottawa shippers in all cases will be only indirectly
affected, as the sales are made f.o.b. In some cases, however, they are
not waiting till the buyer is ready and have ordered them to ship away
the stock at once.

Any downward tendency in thin lumber and deal prices is still in
the lower grades. Pine mill culls rarely sell at more than $17 per thou-
sand and a great quantity goes at $16. Hemlock is also weak and there
is a good deal of tamarac on hand. The latter is bought chiefly in lots
sawn to order, and commands from $14 to $15 per thousand. It does
not often replace white pine, being sought mainly for bridges, stable
flooring, silos and such like.

Compared with a year ago the water power is admirable and promises
to make up considerably for the loss sustained from high water in the
spring. One of the heaviest rain falls for the month of July, amounting to
an inch and a half, occurred on the 22nd and 23rd of the month, which,
with the previous rains, will put the Ottawa river in excellent condition
for supplying the needs of the mills. J. R. Booth is running at full
blast, and the prospects for all the mill owners are that they will be able
to operate more extensively and at less cost than in the latter part of the
summer of 1908. A great quantity of last winter's cut of logs will not
be needed at the mills this summer, but the logs are far enough ahead to
be available for any demand.

Lumbermen's agents report a scarcity of the sort of labor required
for shanty work, and there is a probability of the wages going up four or
five dollars a month. Last year $26 was high, and the bulk of the men
were engaged at an average of $22. The wages for farm hands now are
$26 a month, and there is a small supply compared with the demand.
For months the labor element has been drained off to the Northwest
farms and to railway construction camps. The reduction of the gangs of
river drivers also left men depending on other means of livelihood, and
they went away to quarters where they will not be available when the
hiring for the woods begins. So many too, were disappointed at the pay
of last year that they are not so anxious to follow lumbering another sea-
son. Supplies for the shanties are also high priced. Pork is $12 per
cwt.

;
hay $16 per ton, and a poor crop ; flour $6 per barrel. Lumbermen

have not yet decided on plans as to the extent of the operations in the
forest, but it is expected more logs than last year will be taken out. The
first gangs will be sent away to the woods next month to cut roads and
prepare the camps.

M. J. O'Brien, the wealthy lumber, mining and railway man of
Renfrew, is the head of the St. Lawrence Pulp & Paper Company, which

has just begun to produce pulp board at the Chaudiere at a prospective
capacity of 35 tons per day. The mill will not use much spruce, depend-
ing for its chief source of supply on spruce screenings from mills that
have thrown this refuse in the river.

The big incinerator at J. R. Booth's mill, erected some years ago
for the burning of the sawdust from the mill, was examined by the city
authorities to ascertain if it would be suitable; for burning the city gar-
bage. Mr. Booth informed the city that garbage might damage the huge
burner and that there might also be trouble in getting the consumer to
eat up the green stuff as easily as sawdust. The city afterward agreed
to pay $2,500 a year to have the refuse drawn away.

From New Brunswick's Capital " English " Deals Firmer.
St. John, N.B., July 26.—The fortnight has been productive of

many events of moment to those who are interested in the lumber in-
dustry of the province. Among other features was the getting out of the
drives on the St. John river, the last logs having reached the Fredericton
boom on the 17th. The drives this year have been very expeditious and
results have been very satisfactory, not more than two millions of feet
having been left. The quantity which nas run into the sorting works at
Fredericton is estimated at 130,000,000 feet. Of this quantity about
one-half has been rafted and sent down river.

The sitting of the commission which is taking up the difficulties
arising at points where rivers form the boundaries between Canada and
Maine, was resumed in this city on Monday, July 19th. Most of the
time up to the present writing has been taken up with the evidence of
Mr. J. Fraser Gregory, of Murray & Gregory, of this city, and president
of the St. John River Log Driving Company. The commission so far is
aiming, apparently, to obtain knowledge fully covering the conditions
governing the stopping of logs for sorting purposes at Van Buren, Maine,
at the sorting works owned by the St. John Lumber Company. This
stopping of the logs seems to be the most important issue at stake. Mr.
Gregory made some interesting statements while giving his evidence,
among others, that the value of the plants in St. John used for the pur-
pose of manufacturing lumber would be in the vicinity of $1,025,000. The
finding of the commission will be a tremendously vital one to local mill-
owners and will be awaited with great interest.

It was asserted by one or more of the witnesses at the enquiry that
it would be possible to dam some of the upper branches of the St. John
river and use the water thus reserved to make a head in the main river
when required to drive logs. It would thus be possible to stop the logs
for sorting purposes, without jeopardizing the chances of getting out the
logs which must go further down river to be sawn. It is estimated that
the cost of such an extensive operation would be between $400,000 and
$500,000. While it is rather early to make any definite statement in
regard to the matter, it is regarded as probable that a system of dams
will prove the ultimate solution of the problems in connection with the
driving of logs on the St. John river.

The sale of "no mark" and 'mixed mark" logs rafted at the Fred-
ericton booms and to be rafted during the balance of the season, took
place on July 21st. The "no mark" hemlock, pine and cedar were bidden
in by Scott Bros., of Fredericton, at $5, $10.10 and $7.25 per thousand
feet respectively, and the spruce, which forms the much greater part of
the whole, was bought by Messrs. Randolph & Baker, of St. John, at
$13.90 per thousand for deal logs and two-thirds price for battens.

In trade circles the fortnight has been one of important events. The
most vital question of the day in lumber trade circles has to do with
"English" deals. The situation is being watched very closely, especially
as the stimulation mentioned in the last letter proved a change after a
long period of quiet. This stimulation, while quite tangible, has not
been followed up by the trend of events to the extent which it was hoped
would be the case and the situation as regards "English" spruce deals
remains, locally, at any rate, much the same as it was previous to the
slight manifestation of liveliness of a few weeks ago. The present local
value of "English" spruce deals, in a specification containing say 50 per
cent, sevens and eights, 40 per cent, nines, and 10 per cent.°elevens and
wides, would range from $14 to $14.50 per thousand feet (two-thirds
price fourths and ends) f.o.b. steamer St. John.

Shipments of "English" spruce during the fortnight have exceeded
by some hundreds of thousands of feet the output of the local mills, and
the aggregate of local stocks has consequently shrunken considerably
The present local holdings of this line of goods would total from five and
one-half millions to six millions of superficial feet. A considerable por-
tion of this quantity has been already placed and awaiting the arrival of
steamers for despatch.

Freight charters for July and August shipment are quoted at 32s and
6d. per standard to the west coast of Great Britain and the east coast of
Ireland.

The market for spruce lath has shown little change for a month
past. Local values in this line remain steady and there is apparently
little danger of a shrinkage in values. Local stocks would total to a
quantity of six and one-half to seven millions, shipments having been
during the present month, frequent and large. The present local value
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I have much pleas-

ure in stating that I

have been using your
"Camel Brand" Hair
Belting for the last

six years as it gives

me the host satisfac-

tion and I shall con-

tinue to give it the

the preference as long

a s the quality remains
as good as formerly.

J. K. Booth

Ottawa, March, 1900.

We Get Repeat Orders All the Time
tor

Sec Trade Mark is on the Belt

Sole Manufacturers

F. Reddaway & Co.
56 St. Francois-Xavier, MONTREAL

1896-1909

We have been using

a 10 inch "Camel
Brand " Belt which
has given us excellent

satisfaction. It holds

a good grip on the

pulleys, and has not
streched as is usual

with rubber and leath-

er belts and was
never taken up.

Henderson & Pots

Halifax, N.S.,
Jan. 1898

Woods Planers
There are a thousand and one things to tell you about these planers. Here is one

In the Solid Back Round Cutter-Head—the latest

improvement extra metal behind the knives provides

a solid support and takes all the strain. There are no
projecting bolts in tension, but a series of set screws
in compression which hold the independent pressure
blocks in position without distorting the knives. Self-

hardening steel can be used with absolute certainty

that the knives will not spring.

The head is made in a single piece of fine crucible

steel turned to cylindrical form and slotted from end to

end. Each knife is set at exactly the same angle as

in a square head.

S. A. Woods Machine Company - Boston
CHICAGO

NEW ORLEANS
ATLANTA
SEATTLE The Planer Specialists

10-468

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices.

The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-
creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 months
and is giving splendid satisfaction to all our
customers. Burning all grades of fuel with the
very best results. All live Mill Managers and
Engineers would do well to consult us when re-
quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-
ranted not to be an infringement on any prior
patents. We stand behind our customers and

id guarantee them in the unmolested use of our
own invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and
repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert
workmen.

A post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY Branch Office: 119 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.
Telephone Main 1342.

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.
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of spruce lath is $2.90 for the non-dutiable goods and $2.05 for the

dutiable lath, f.o.b. schooner St. John.
The prices on cedar shingles have been growing slightly weaker dur-

ing the past month or six weeks and it is doubtful if there will be any
improvement in values or demand until September, when the end of

the hot weather brings a resumption of business at the chief distributing

centres of the New England States. The local business of the past fort-

night has been marked by a certain amount of hesitancy and local prices

have weakened a trifle. The prevalent local quotations at present are

$2.75 per thousand on dutiable "Extras" and $2.25 per thousand on
dutiable "Clears."

The current freight rates between St. John and New England ports

by schooner are 00c per thousand on lath to New York, $3 per thousand
feet on long lumber to New York, and 25c per thousand on shingles to

Boston and vicinity.

Hoo-Hoo Annual Meeting in September.

The eighteenth annual meeting of the Concatenated Order of Hoo-
Hoo will be held at Hot Springs, Ark., Sept. 8-12 next. Already ar-

rangements are under way for providing an entertainment for the members
that will excel anything they have ever yet seen. The four vicegerents

for Arkansas, E. C. Lippmann Tupelo; J. H. Carmichael, Little Rock;
Harry J. Large, De Queen, and C. B. Barnhaf, Burdos, Ark., are in

frequent conference over ways and means. These men are also receiving

the active co-operation of ex-Snark of the Universe "Bige" Ramsey, of

Nashville, Ark., and of the supreme officers of the organization.

One feature of the annual this year will be the ceremony of placing

Bronze Tablet to Mark the Birthplace of Hoo-Hoo.

in the wall of a building at Gurdon, Ark. (the birthplace of Hoo-Hoo), a
bronze memorial tablet, just finished by Mr. Zolnay, the sculptor, of
St. Louis. The building now occupies the site of the old house where
seventeen years ago Hoo-Hoo was founded.

The size of the tablet is four and a half by six and a half feet. It

is of bronze and is to be dedicated on Sept. 9th. Is the lower boxes are
receptacles in which any documents, photographs, etc., may be placed.
This tablet is being erected by voluntary contributions, and it is desired
that every member of the order contribute something to this fund.

Something About Hoo-Hoo.

The Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo is a fraternal and social order
based upon a homogeneity, or unity, of commercial interest. Its object
ia to extend acquaintance and promote friendship among lumbermen and
men engaged in other lines of enterprise so similar as to be practically
interdependent. From this basis, those who are eligible to membership
in the order comprise (besides lumbermen) general freight and passenger
agents of railroads, manufacturers of sawmill and planing mill machinery,
and editors and publishers of newspapers. The idea is that only those
men shall be admitted who come in contact with lumbermen in the regu-
lar course of business.

Hoo-Hoo is unique in that it is the only fraternal order in existence
that takes as its foundation stone the reciprocal advantage resulting from
closer union of men whose business interests are, in a sense, identical.

Whatever the business may be which makes a man eligible, it must be
his principal or chief occupation. The order has no insurance feature
and pays no death benefits. Neither has it any philanthropic aspects,
and :t undertakes no charitable enterprises, except on the broad plat-

fon.i of voluntary contribution to those of its members who may happen
upon evil days.

So far as the reason for its being is concerned, Hoo-Hoo stands firm

on the two general principles:

Business is the most important thing in the civilized world, since

without it, nothing would be that is, and that the lumber business is one
of the most important lines of industry.

Nothing contributes in greater degree to the prosperity and extension

of the individual's business interests than the friendship of others who
are engaged in the same or similar lines of enterprise.

The "Supreme Nine" constitutes the governing body of Hoo-Hoo,
and each of these nine men is elected at the annual meeting. The
members of the present supreme nine are

:

Snark of the Universe—Piatt B. Walker, Minnesota.

Senior Hoo-Hco—W. A. Hadley, Ontario, Canada.
Junior Hoo-Hoo—E. H. Dalbey, Illinois.

Bojum—C. E. Patten, Washington.
Scrivenoter—J. H. Baird, Tennessee.

Jabberwock—Maurice W. Wiley, Maryland.
Custocatian—W. R. Griffin, Indiana.

Arcanoper—Burt J. Wright, Missouri.

Gurdon—Edw. F. Niehaus, California.

The motto of Hoo-Hoo is "Health, Happiness and Long Life." These
words represent the sum total of a successful career, and Hoo-Hoo stands

for all that constitutes that "spirit of hopeful endeavor" without which
all effort tends toward failure.

Hoo-Hoo has no lodges or fixed days of meeting except the annual
meeting previously mentioned. A "concatenation," or meeting for the

purpose of initiating new members, is held whenever, in the discretion

of the vicegerent snark, it is deemed expedient and desirable. The vice-

gerent snark has complete charge of all concatenations in his district.

Hoo-Hoo is now seventeen years old, and has a membership of

about 20,000. The membership is largest in the United States, but for

the last few years the order has been growing very rapidly in Canada.
There are some members of Hoo-Hoo in nearly every civilized country.

It may be said, in fact, that there is no quarter of the globe where the

influence of Hoo-Hoo is not felt.

Good Demand for Wood Boxes in South Africa.

Mr. H. R. Poussette, Canadian Trade Commissioner at Durban,
South Africa, in a recent report says

:

"A number of trade inquiries have gone forward from this office re-

cently for wood boxes in shooks, from fruit and butter packers. Sweden
has practically a monopoly of this trade, but if Canadian shippers can
compete with that country in price and quality, they have assured an
extensive and expanding market with tea growers, butter and cheese
factories and fruit packers. The fruit industry is becoming a very im-
portant one in South Africa, and owing to the attention which it is re-

ceiving from the agricultural departments of all the colonies, and the
interest aroused in it amongst most of the growers, it is likely to be a
rapidly growing one.

"Many of the firms using boxes for packing here have stated that
they would much prefer to deal with Canada than with foreign countries,

but at the same time some of them seem to feel dubious as to the desire

of Canadians to compete in the trade. Reading between the lines of

their courteous words, one is left with the impression that they do not
believe that Canadian shippers will take the trouble to send exactly the
class of article required. And the same thing applies to the timber mer-
chants. And, of course, it is only natural that when they have a coun-
try such as Sweden, which is anxious to oblige them in every way, they
will turn to it for their supplies, when these are -unobtainable from that
source which they would prefer."

Mill Owners Living Up to the Factory Law.
Factory Inspector Henry A. Clark, in his annual report to the On-

tario Government, says: "During the year I visited a large proportion of

the sawmills in the province. I am pleased to say that notwithstanding
the great activity in this line of industry, the law, with but few excep-
tions, was fairly well lived up to. I found the mill managers, as a rule,

willing to make any changes that would safeguard the workmen em-
ployed in and around the mills. In my tour of inspection through the
mills in the Manitoulin Island and through the Georgian bay district. I

found the child labor problem with which the inspector had to battle in

past visits had disappeared. It was a rare thing to find a boy under 14
years of age working in a mill.

"I find that a number of mills run day and night. I have recom-
mended that special protection be provided for all parts of machines that
are in any way dangerous, and also that the best light obtainable be in-

troduced for night use. In all lines of industry operated on the principle

of continuous employment I have recommended that the lighting facili-

ties be of the best kind."

The University of Toronto has decided to establish a course in com-
merce and finance, the plan being to make the course of real practical
value.
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Lumber Matters in the Law Courts

Lien upon Lumber—Payment upon Tim-
ber Gutting Contract— Recovery of Logs

Lien for Material Furnished to Contractor. In the case of Ludlam-
Ainslie Lumber Company v. Fallis, Judge Clute, in an Ontario Divisional
Court, has recently held that it is essential before the lien can arise that
the material should be furnished and placed upon the land upon which
the lien is claimed. In the case under consideration it was conceded that
the last of the material sold to the contractor was never used upon the
building or even placed upon the land, and that more than 30 days,
elapsed between the time any material furnished by the plaintiff was
placed upon the land or used in the construction of the building. He
was of opinion, therefore, that no hen attached. The question raised was
on an appeal as to whether a sub-contractor was entitled to recover for
the value of material sold to the contractor, but which was not actually
placed in the building or upon the land* upon which the building was
being erected. The trial judge had upheld the lien and Judge Clute re-

versed this judgment with costs.

Description of a Timber Limit—In the Supreme Court action of

Edmond & Norman v. the Vancouver Lumber Company, an action for

$12,000, for cutting timber on what was alleged to be the plaintiff's limit,

Mr. Justice Irving has given judgment holding that the stakes of a timber
limit are to be given precedence over the advertised and registered de-
scription. He awarded the plaintiffs $680, and reserved the question
of costs.

Payment for Cutting Timber.—The case of Thomas Casey v. Archi-
bald McNab, a dispute over a contract to cut timber, has been decided
by Judge Gunn, at Russell, Ont., the plaintiff being awarded $139.37, or

$60 less than he claimed. McNab engaged Thomas to cut timber in a
bush near Kenmore agreeing to pay him $509.37 for the whole job. Be-
fore he was finished and when still the hardest part of the work was left

to be done, according to the defendant, Thomas threw up the job. He
was given $310 for what he had done, but he claimed that he had ful-

filled the contract, and sued for the full amount. Judge Gunn before
giving his decision visited the bush near Kenmore to get a clearer idea
of the case.

Damages for Flooding Land—The appeal of the Heaps Timber Com-
pany, Vancouver, against the judgment of the County Court judge
awarding Albert Bamford $760 damages m consequence of the flooding
of the latter 's land at Hills Prairie by the giving way of the company's
dam on the Campbell river, has been dismissed. The appeal was on
tb~ ground that the damages were excessive.

Recovery of a Boom of Logs—In the Vancouver County Court re-

cently George Deighton, a logger, obtained an order for reclaim of a boom
of logs collected by one Stubbs. The evidence disclosed that the plain-
tiff had collected the logs on the north coast, but they were cut loose and
picked up by Stubbs, who thereupon claimed them as treasure trove. A
claim for damages, by Deighton, was disallowed by the judge.

Therese Schmidt, of New York, and John Shilton, of Toronto, re-
cently issued a writ against William Miller, William D. Dickson, and
Miller & Dickson, of the district of Rainy River, and the Eastern Con-
struction Company, of Fort William, Thunder Bay District. The plain-
tiffs want damages for the alleged cutting and removal of timber, and an
injunction.

Trade Enquiries.

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain
the following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman"
may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped en-
velope and stating number of enquiry :

825. Agency abroad.—A South Wales firm wishes to secure the re-

presentation of some Canadian lumber exporters.
836. Paper, white news.-—A South African newspaper and printing

company asks for quotations for white news, 27 inches by 42 inches, 40
pounds per ream, also same size, 38 pounds per ream. Prices must be
c.i.f. East London. 300 reams in one lot, or 600 reams in two shipments
two or three months apart.

837. Newspaper. - A South African firm of printers and publishers
asks for samples and quotations of newspapers.

852. Box-wood.—A South African firm of fruit growers and exporters
asks for quotations for box-wood, boxes 24 inches by 6 inches in wired
snooks, as per specification, and hays 18 inches by 12 inches by 2%
inches as per specification, packed 100 in crate.

853. Butter boxes.—A South African creamery asks for quotations
for butter boxes, wood to be odorless and free from knots; inside mea-
surements to be: length, 15 inches; breadth, 10]/, inches; depth, 11%
inches. Also for boxes suitable for storing purposes of the cube pattern,
to be %-inch sides, tops and bottoms and ends, each in one piece and
12-inch cube inside measurements.

854. Butter boxes,—A South African creamery asks for quotations

for butter boxes; an assurance must be given that the wood is absolutely
free from taint.

863. Doors and windows.—A South African firm of general merchants
asks for quotations for doors and windows, etc.

906. Box wood—A South African firm of manufacturers of jams, etc*,
aisks for quotations of box wood.

907. Box wood—A Soutli African firm of manufacturers asks for
quotations of box wood.

908. Box wood—A South African Government Agricultural depart-
ment asks for quotations for box wood, as per specifications, which can
be had by applying to the Department of Trade and Commerce at Ottawa.

925. Flooring blocks—A London firm which handles large quantities
of prime maple flooring blocks, cut to dimensions, invites samples and
quotations from Canadian manufacturers who are in a position to make
large and regular shipments.

950. Box wood.—A South African canning company asks for quota'
tions from exporters of box wood.

951. Box wood—A South African fruit packer asks for quotation*
for box wood in shooks as per specifications, which can be ha/1 by apply-
ing to the Department of Trade and Commerce at Ottawa.

953. Agents—A Scottish firm manufacturing cranes, hoists, overhead
runways, wire ropeways, conveying and elevating plants, pulley blocks,
lifting jacks, winches, barrows and trucks," chains, ropes, etc. (logging
supplies a specialty), is desirous of appointing representatives in Canada.

959. Logs and boards—A London firm of timber merchants wish to
get into communication with Canadian shippers of rock elm logs, and
soft elm and basswood boards.

How to Figure Lumber Selling- Costs.

Every business man does, or should, figure his selling cost at a cer-
tain percentage, whether his output is handled by paid salesmen or on
a commission basis. Naturally, the producer wishes to hold the ex-
pense of distribution down to the minimum, and with tliis idea in view
some manufacturers contend that sales made on a commission basis are
the cheaper. Perhaps they are, per thousand feet. Perhaps a man who
sells lumber for $5 a car will move more stock for the money paid him
than will a high-class salaried salesman, but if so, it does not follow that
the manufacturer who employs the $5 man is selling his stock the more
cheaply. In figuring cost on disposal of output there is a right and a
wrong way, just as there is in anything else. It is not necessary to talk
about the wrong way. The right way is to figure cost of selling as a cer-
tain percentage of the profit on the transaction. If there is to be no
profit, why make the sale ?

Salesmen, like the members of any other class of business men, differ
greatly in ability, but the best salesman in the world must have an in-
centive or he will not use his ability to the utmost. The man who sells
lumber for a fixed price per car has only one incentive and that is to .sell

as many cars as possible. Why should he hold off for a higher price than
the rock bottom figures allowed him and risk losing a sale that means
money to him when he gets no more for his work should he succeed in
inducing the buyer to pay the higher price ? In selling lumber at $5 a
car the man must sell a good many cars a month a make a living. His
methods of doing business undoubtedly hurt the lumber market, but it is
the system and not he which is to blame.

The salesman, on the other hand, is required to make a showing not
only in the amount of stock sold but on the prices he receives for it and
his ability is judged more by the latter than the former. Indeed, among
the brotherhood of salesmen, the man who gets the price is known as a
salesman and the man who takes what he can get, as a peddler.

It costs just as much for stumpage, manufacture and freight on the
stock that is sold at prices that represent the bottom of the market as it

does for that which is billed out at $2 above such rock bottom figures. If
the manufacturer makes $2 a thousand on the first lot and $4 on°the sec-
ond, his percentage of profit on the second lot has been increased 100 per
cent., and should be so figured, and the methods by which it was obtained
credited to that extent.

Perhaps the greatest improvement that could be made in lumber sell-
ing conditions surrounding the commission trade would be increasing the
amount of commission allowed, either on a flat car rate or per thousand
feet, to an amount which would allow the reputable commission man to
do justice to the interests of his milling connections and at the same time
make a living profit.—The "Lumber World."

Below will be found a, list of patents recently issued bv the Canadian
Patent Office, 1909, relating to inventions of interest to lumbermen, and
furnished by Fetherstonhaugh & Company, Ottawa, Russel S. Smart,
resident

:

119,108—Howard Parker, Nashua, N.H.
; cvlinder moulds for paper

making machinery; Sherbrooke Machinery Company. Limited Sher-
brooke, Que.

119,181- W. P. Chynoweth, Paimesdale, Mich.; combined measur-
ing instruments.

119,272—J. Morin, Seattle Wash.; gauges for cross-cut saws.
119,291—C. A. Knowles, Friend. Ore.; saw-swages.
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Lumber and Sawmill Insurance
By using the facilities of this office the COST of insurance on your LUMBER and MILL property
will be MATERIALLY REDUCED without impairing the quality of your present indemnity. A
SUBSTANTIAL SAVING is possible because our experience as SPECIALISTS has taught us to direct
the property owner s efforts for PHYSICAL BETTERMENT of his property into the channels which
will result in RATE REDUCTIONS. We have also eliminated many forms of expense, thereby
SAVING to our policy holders unnecessary drains on our premium income.

If you are interested Write Us, and you will find that we are interested in you.

Lumber Insurance Company of New York
42 Central Chambers, OTTAWA

Only Lumber Specializing Company regularly
licensed under the Dominion Government.

General Agent, E. D. HARDY
Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta :

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man.
Agents for Maritime Provinces :

J. G. RAINNIE.

The

Lombard Steam Log Hauler

Interested parties

will note, the load

taken in one trip.

Figure it out

yourself and the

saving" will surprise

you.

It will pay for

itself

Our descriptive

catalogue gives you

further surprising

results.

Can we mail you

a copy.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited

Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Montreal

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Gait Machine Knife Works

Machinery Knives
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

WOODWORKING MACHINES
Send for Price List

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited - Gait, Ont.

The

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY Limited

Manufacturers of

Larrigans
Lumberman's and Prospector's Boots

Sporting Boots

Lumberman's Aprons
and Tanners of the Celebrated

English Oak Harness Leather
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Highest Efficiency is what
you look for in your
plant and what you
get when you install

Western Electric
Generators

J^IGHEST Efficiency day-in and day-out—under
heavy loads or light ones.

That's what the Western Electric Generators will

give you.

Thirty years of constant working to improve is

back of every machine.

$230,000,000 worth of apparatus put into service

in the past five years— that is the Western Electric

Company's record—figures that must prove to you,

better than anything else we could say, that Western
Electric Generators give the highest satisfaction.

Those parts in which heat is developed are so

generously and so well ventilated that the heating is

kept at a minimum.
Perfect regulation is obtained by so proportioning

the parts as to reduce to the lowest possible value the

quantities which tend most strongly to prevent good
regulation.

You who own a plant should know more about
Western Electric Apparatus. Our Bulletin No. 510
shows you all the details and we will gladly send

you a copy. Write for it to-day.

NORTHERN ELECTRIC
/A.N, D MANUFACTURING CO LIMITED)

Manufacturer* and Suppliers of all apparatus and
equipment used in the construction, operation and
Maintenance of Telephone and Power Plants

EDGINGS

Montreal
Toronto

Winnipeg"
Vancouver

Ontario
Machinery for Captain Kendall's tic mill at Kenora, Ont., is. being installed.

A shingle and lumber mill is to be erected by Captain Mellon at Jlowe
Sound, Ont., with a daily capacity of 20,000 feet of dressed lumber and 100,000
shingles.

A bush fire in McCarthy Township, Ont., along the Sturgeon river, which
continued for nearly two weeks, caused considerable damage to the limits of the
Cache Bay Lumber Company, the Heck Manufacturing Company, and the Vic-
toria Harbor Lumber Company, the latter firm Josing camp buildings as well.

All the mills along the Ottawa river are supplied with enough water power
to keep machinery going regularly. The only trouble is that before long the
river will shrink as a consequence of the enormous waste during the spring
flood. On this account there is uneasiness at the delay in the construction of
the conservation dam at Lake Temiskaming on the upper Ottawa, at headwater.

Many of the largo lumbermen will store a. quantity of logs in the Ottawa
river to allow the pulpwood logs of the E. B. Eddy Company to get to the manu-
facturing plant. J. It. Booth, W. C. Edwards Company, the Hawkesbury
Lumber Company and Shepard & Morse are joining in this move to help the
pulp mill, which otherwise would be unable to get enough raw material to keep
the grinders in operation.

The Royal Trust Company will hold a public auction sale on Sept. 30th at
2.30 p.m. at the Russell House, Ottawa, of timber limits in Block A, Upper
Ottawa, Province of Quebec. The limits include: Parcel 1, north half of lot
Jso. 8, range 4, block A, Upper Ottawa, Que., 25 square miles; and parcel 2,
south half of the same lot, 25 square miles. These are known as the Mac-
Cormack & Moore Timber Limits.

The Chaudiere dam, a private enterprise, built by the power interests of
Ottawa and Hull, comprising chiefly the E. B. Eddy Company and J. R. Booth
lumber and pulp manufacturers, valued at $250,000, may escape municipal
taxation on account of the value of the improvement to the water service of the
two cities. The Hull City Council has made a valuation of the portion on their
side of the river at $100,000, and ratepayers will be asked to exempt the struc-
ture from taxation for at lease fifteen years.

The Niagara Veneer Company, of Parry Sound, Ont., which until a few
months ago was known as Parry Sound Furniture Staples, Limited, report busi-
ness increasing in an encouraging manner. They have recently installed a

j j-
McCulloca beading machine to make headings, and are also putting in

an addition to their plant for the purpose of installing a roll veneer dryer The
Niagara Veneer Company do any extensive business in the manufacturing of
furniture veneers, drawer bottoms, basket veneers, etc.

J. R. Booth has taken out a building permit for the construction of apower house at the Chaudiere. The power will be used chiefly for his sulphiteand box board factories, which are in the same block as the lumber mill The
building is on the site of his first sawmill, erected about a half century ago.The lumber mill was destroyed in a fire in 1900 and the land remained idle
until the present time. Electricity will be generated on the place and trans-
mitted at low cost to the various points of consumption. The motive power
tor grinding pulp and sawing lumber continues to be the Chaudiere Falls.

Eastern Provinces
A man named Allan Belliveau was seriously injured in a sawmill at StPaul, Kent county, recently, when a piece of wood flew up, striking him in thestomach. He was taken to the Moncton hospital.

• Jnn
e
<K

C
'
R management has given instructions for immediately transform-ing 500 flat cars into pulpwood cars at Moncton, N.B. An order has also been

issued to build 200 box cars of 60,000 tons capacity at Moncton

R alJr
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/

S
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?
n
£L July 2

°,th '
by the Eastern Trust Company,Halifax, for the purchase of 665 acres of timber lands situated on Five Milelake, Harts County, belonging to the estate of the late Bennett Smith.

It is estimated that the Hearst pulp mill to be erected in T\Wfrmr.riio„,i
will cost from $10 000,000 to $15 000500! as the

°
UrriVg*,toZed by^Siealembraces one of the richest and vastest lumber areas in Newfoundland. Afurther 250,000 acres of lumber have recently been purchased by a syndicate

$3,W0000
Se

' "
6reCt PU1P miHs resenting an outlay of

Hon. Jules Allard Minister of Crown Lands and Forests, Province of Oue-bec has been conducting an inquiry into the origin of recent forest fires inArthabaska county It appears that these fires have been caused by new se^t ers, who do not take the precautions to extinguish bush fires when they leaveIt is understood that the Minister will at the next session of the Legislature'introduce a bill making it a criminal offense to set fire to the forest
S

'

Wm. Currie M.P.P., confirms the report of the sale of his company'sproperty to an American syndicate. The interests sold by Wm Currie Tcompany, Limited consist of 163^ square miles of lumber 'limiTs focated on the'different branches of the Char o river, N.B., a new shingle and railway tie millone of the largest in the province, situated at River Charlo, all the logs In theCharlo boom general lumbering outfit consisting of horses, etc. Walter Millerformerly bookkeeper for Wm Currie
, & Company, Limited,' will manage the newbusiness and the affairs will be conducted as in the past excent tW t^ U^

office of the company will be at River Charlo, instead of cim&tn

British Columbia
The Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Company, near Wardner, B C recentlyinstalled a private telephone system around their plant.

Jeceniiy

Cranbrook, B.C., is to have another sawmill to be p™t^ c li.
Skookum Chuck. Two carloads of machines arrived recently

°f *he

The Nicola Valley Lumber Company, of Cranbrook, B.C.', has acquired theportable sawmill operated until recently by Wm. Gray, of Lower Nicok
The Thompson Lumber Company, Limited Selkirk u„„

porated with a capital of $40,000,' for' the purple"^Sidi^and^peSSgTw
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shingle, and planing mills, etc. John James Jackson, Bedford B. Thompson, and
i'.dward J. Tarr, ot Winnipeg, are incorporators.

The forestry branch of tho Canadian Government rinds that the early re-

ports of damage done by tires along the Canadian Northern Railway in Sas-
katchewan were greatly exaggerated.

The Peterman Manufacturing Company's plant at Tacoma, Wash., consist-

ing of a sawmill, sash, door and interior finishing factory, has been totally de-
stroyed by tire. Loss $80,000; insurance small.

The work of rebuilding the North Pacilic Lumber Company's plant at
Barnet, ten miles from Vancouver, which was destroyed by tire in May, is

being pushed with all possible speed by the contractor, Mr. C. H. Caites.

The British barque Puritan did not suffer any damage through grounding on
a sand bar in the Fraser river, as at tirst reported. After being inspected at
Royal Roads, Victoria, by the surveyor for Lloyds, she left for Melbourne,
Australia, on July 6th, with her large cargo of lumber from the Fraser Millls
Company, Limited.

Mr. H. L. Jenkins, senior member of the Vancouver Timber & Trading
Company, has let the contract for a new steel ten-storey office building to be
erected on Pender street, between Granville and Seymour streets. The structure
will have a roof garden, and the basement will be fitted up as a fashionable
restaurant. The cost will be about $125,000.

A pile of lumber in the yard at Deep Creek sawmill, belonging to the
Okanagan Lumber Company, caught fire recently and in a few minutes the
whole yard was enveloped in flames. How the fire originated is a mystery, and as
the lumber yard is some distance from the mill the conflagration could not have
been started from a spark. The loss will be heavy.

Vancouver City Council has decided to put down 12,000 yards of cedar
block pavement on residential streets. The contract for cutting the blocks has
been awarded to the Paterson Lumber Company, of Vancouver. Over one mil-
lion feet of cedar will be required. The blocks will be cut at the plant of the
Terminal Lumber <!fc Shingle Company, on False Creek.

A largo number of loggers from Oregon, Washington and British Col-
umbia met recently in the Hoo-Hoo house at the Fair in Seattle for the purpose
of exchanging views and organizing a Pacific Coast Loggers' Association, which
will meet annually to discuss the engineering and technical side of the logging
industry rather than its business phase. The congress spent throe days in lis-

tening to papers on features of logging business.

When the Princess Royal, of the C.P.R. passenger fleet, was leaving Vic-
toria harbor on the night of July llft-h, she ran into a boom of logs in tow of
a tug, which had put into the harbcr to escape the heavy swell outside. The
shock opened up several of the cribs and the logs went adrift. The concussion
caused by the collision created alarm among some of the passengers on the
steamei, but they were quickly reassured by the officers.

With a view to acquiring certain timber limits 011 Howe Sound, a party of
New York financiers left Vancouver recently to visit the claims. The party con-
sisted of Messrs. E. B. Kurtz, president of the American Finance & Security
Company, of New York; his wife, Mr. W. R. Welsh, and Mr. E. J. King, of
Seattle. They were accompanied by four timber cruisers. The limits contain
28 sections and consist of fir and cedar. The price approximates $750,000.

If present plans come to a head, the B. F. Graham Lumber Company will
in the near future have a sawmill at Victoria, B.C., capable of cutting 100,000
feet daily. Mr. C. M. Shannon, a wealthy mining operator and lumberman, of
Los Angeles, Cal., is one of the parties interested. A railroad along the shores
of Vancouver Island to Barclay Sound is also projected by the members of the
company in order to tap a timber country containing some billions of feet.

Spokane lumbermen are up 111 arms against the use of pulp paper or fibre
boxes and packages. It is estimated that fully 30 per cent, of the lumber here-
tofore manufactured in the United States has been used by the box factories,
and the increasing substitution of pulp is being felt. The Spokane Lumbermen's
Club recently passed resolutions deploring the use of pulp for boxes, a copy of
which has been sent to every manufacturer in the United States and to all
lumber organizations.

The Michigan Lumber Company, owners of extensive limits along the
Jordan river, Vancouver Island, intend to construct a large sawmill at the river
mouth. Docks will be constructed for the use of vessels loading for the for-
eign trade, and sailing vessels will be able to arrive and depart without the aid
of tugs. The company is now constructing a breakwater which will extend out-
ward 1,000 feet, at a cost of $50,000. Seven miles of logging railroad have been
built into the limits, and two locomotives are engaged hauling logs to the sea-
board.

A 7,000-acre tract at Gordon Pasha lake on the mainland coast, owned by
Dr. Judson Clark, of Vancouver, has been bought by W. L. Keate, of Van-
couver, on behalf of American clients. Although the price has not been made
public, it is stated to have been at a record figure for cedar held under license.
Seattle capitalists have also purchased a 5,000-acre holding on Britten river,
Jervis inlet, from Daniel O'Brien, of the Wilson Logging & Lumber Company,
of Vancouver. The price was about $75,000. The timber consists principally of
cedar estimated at approximately 140,000,000 feet.

The construction of the projected Howe Sound, Pemberton Valley & North-
ern Railway from the head of tidewater on the Squamish river, about thirty
miles from Vancouver, to Lillooet, B.C., is eagerly awaited by lumbering firms.
The grading of the first section of seven and a half miles is under way, and it

is the intention to have trams passing over it before the end of next January.
Many millions of feet of some of the finest timber on the coast will be made ac-
cessible as a result of the building of this first link of the road, and the shipping
of logs to tidewater will be prosecuted with great energy by half-a-dozen firms
ac soon as traffic opens. As fast as one section of the line is completed an-
other will be put under contract.

An Edmonton, Alta., despatch states that through the sudden rising of
the Saskatchewan river recently and the consequent breaking of the booms at
the Walters, Edmonton Lumber Company, and the Fraser Company's mills,
lumbermen are threatened with a loss of logs fully as great as that of last year,
when two million feet were swept down the stream by floods. The river rose
eleven feet the first day, and several of the booms gave way, allowing some of
the logs to be swept down stream. The lumbermen placed large gangs out on
booms to rescue as many logs as possible from the drifts, the gangs working
practically all night. The lumbermen curtailed the lumber cut this year to at
least one-third, in view of the possibility of another flood. The lumbermen last
year put forth strenuous efforts to have the Dominion Government assist in
providing protection for the logs and booms on the river, several of the local
merchants going to Ottawa, but no action was taken and the conditions this
year are precisely as last summer.

FOR

British Columbia Timbers
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

(RAIL OR CARGO SHIPMENTS)

Communicate with the

Imperial Timber & Trading Co., Ltd.

VANCOUVER, B. C.P. O. Drawer 930

Ask us about our Dry stock good
length and width of

Log Run Maple
We have about 100,000 feet M.C.O.
of 4/4.

Here is some Common and Better

Poplar
about 350.000 ft. altogether 5/4 stock
which will run from 40% to 50%
No. 1 Common. 25% Saps 10% Cull,

alance 1 and 2 soft yellow Poplar.

If you are in the market for Sound
Wormy

Chestnut
get prices on 500,000 each of 4/4
and b'4 and 50,000 feet of 8/4.

And then we have tome Common
and Better

Chestnut
in 4 ! 6/4 and 8/4 of which
there are 4 cars. We want to ship
this quickly.

You can get a good price on this

Common and Better

Ash
It runs 50 M feet of 6/4, 36 M feet of

8/4, 35 M feet ot 10/4, 16 M feet of

3 inch, and 25 M feet of 4 inch.

How are you fixed on Common and
Better

Red Oak
We have 5 cars of 6/4 and a car ot

4/4 and 8/4 all dry and good lengths
and widths.

Another chance of Heart Rived

Gulf Cypress Shingles
300,000 each of 7 x 24 and 6 x 20.

Get an order in early for

Log Run White Oak
We only have 7 cars of 4/4 and 4
cars of 5/4—dry.

There is a lot of

Poplar
at one of our our outside points—

150,000 feet of 5/8 No. 1 Common
60,000 ,, ,, 24" and up 1 and 2

70,000 18" ,

,

150,000 4/4 No. 1 Common
75,000 ,, ,, Saps
36,000 ft 5/4 18" and up 1 and 2

10,000 ,, 24" tl it 1 ,

80,000 feet 6 and 8/4 Com. and Better

" We Have It If Its Hardwood "

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices : Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St. .. - . _
Yards : Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedlyabig

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

v i ce. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg:
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

40 00 44 OO

19 00

25 00
23 OO

31 OO

3s 00

27 00
28 00

26 00
25 «.o

20 00
J 3 5o
27 oO
21 Oo
10 Oo
15 °o
1° 50
20 00

CAR OR
inch Pine

cuts & better
\% inch No.

cuts and better. 53 00 55 00
2 ' No. 1 Cuts and

Better. ....... 52 00 54 00
1% in. No. 2 Pine

cuts and better 44 00 47 00
2" No. 2 Pine Cuts

and Better. ... 46 00 49 00
1% inch No 2 Cuts

and Better - • 33 00 35 00
2" No. a Cuts • • • 35 00 37 00
1 in Pine Dressing
and better shorts 24 00 27 00

1 x4 and 5 common 22 00 23 00
1 x 6 common 22 00 24 00
1 x Scoinmon 23 00
1 x 10 box 21 00
1 X 10 common and
dressing 29 00

1 x 12 common 33 00
ixioand 12 mill cull

sidings 19 00
2 x 10 common 25 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 26 00
1 x 10 inch box and

common. . 24 00
1
7 mill run sidings 23 00

1 x 10 and 12 mill

culls 18 50
1" dead cullsidings 12 50
1% inch Hooring 25 00
Spruce mill run ... 20 00
Spruce mill culls.. 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 14 00
2X4to8in.,ioto 16ft. ib 00
2x4 to 10 inch 1 8ft.

Clear inch B.C.
cedar, kiln dried 52 00 67 00

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber 55 00 70 00

HARDWOODS—PER
Ash White ists and

2nds, 1 to 2''....$ 57 00
Ash, black, istsand

2nds 1 to 2' ... . 38 00
Ash, black No. 1

common and
better 1" 2b 00

Ash black log run 25 00
Birch, No. 1 com-
mon and betteri" 26 00

Birch log run 22 00
Birch, No. 1 com-

mon and better,

t%to 2" 27 00
Birch, 3 104" 32 00
Birch, 1" ists & 2nds 35 00
Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter, \* 28 00
Basswood log run 26 00
Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter \%. to 2" 28 00
Basswood mill run 20 00
Soft Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1 ^ to 2" ... - 27 00
Soft Elm log run 2* 00
Soft Elm, common

and better 1". . . 24 00
Soft Elm, mill run 20 00
Rock Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1" 32 00

RGO LOTS

Douglas fir dimen
up to 32 teet :

—

8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12

1x14, 12 x 12,12 x
014,14x14,14x16.

.

6xto, 6x12, 8x10, 8x
1 2, IOX ID, I 2X it), 16

xi6, 14x18, 16x18,

i8x 18 & 20x20. . .

6x14, 8x14, 12x18, 18

X20
6xi6, 8xi6, 10x18,

12x20, 14x20 ik 16

x 20.

10x20 .

6x18, 8x18
6x20, 8x20
Lengths over 32 It. t

lowing advances ;

50c; 36 to 40 It., $1

$3 ; 46 to ,so ft., $j,

Fir flooring, edge
grain

\
l/2 " No.i 4 ft. Pine
Lath

i
l/2 " No. 2 4tt. lath

iK" 32" pine
\%" No. 1 4ft.

hemlock lath. .

1 mill run hem-
lock lath

XXPine Shingles
X Pine Shingles .

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2''

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXX 5 to 2"...

Red pine, c & c f 1"
'

.

.

Red Pine, common 18 00

BlOn timber

31 80

3* 3o

32 80

33 30

33 8°

34 3o

35 3o
ake the fol-

33 to 35 ft.,

; 41 to45 ft.,

4 00

3 50
1 60

3 25
2 25
1 25

2 3°
3 *5
3 60

4 30
. 30 00
• 31 00
. 32 00
22 00

M. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Rock Elm, 1% to 2"

1 sts & 2Ilds . .

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1"

;

Soft maple common
& better 1

l
/i to 3"

Hard Maple i"x$"
& up 10/16N0.1 com
mon and better .

.

Hard Maple 4"x 4"
10' to 16' common
and better
Oak, red. plain,

ists and ends 1"

Oak, red, plain,
ists and 2nds, 2"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 3"

Oak, red, plain,
ists and 2iids, 4"

Oak, white, plain,
1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, i%"x6"
and up 10/16 .

.

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1" 80 00 8;

Oak, quartered,
istsand 2nds, 1%
to 2" 84 00

Hickory ists and
2nds h'vy i^to 3" 62 00 72 00

42 00

22 50

26 00

32 00

52 00

54 00

58 00

60 00

52 00

54 00

>2 on

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTl

Pine good sidings :

iin.x7in andup 42 00 46 00
iW* andiK"x

8' andup 50 00 56 00
2" x 7" and up 48 00 54 00
No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up 34 00 36 00

Pine good strips :

x
" —j ";;»"" 32 00 34 00
iji and 1% ' .. 38 00 42 00
2 ' 42 00 45 00

Pine good shorts :

1
' x 7" and up. . 35 00 37 00

I

28

00 o 00
i^t"and i%" .

,

. 40 00 43 00
2 42 or 45 00
7" to g"A Sidings 25 00 27 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
sidings 36 00 40 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips 26 00 31 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
shorts 22 00 26 00

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-

ter 1
2' to 16' ... . 23 00 25 00

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings 21 50 25 00
Pine, s. c. strips. . . 19 00 21 00
Pine, s. c. shorts. . . 17 00 19 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4 20 00 21 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5 21 00 22 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6 22 00 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x7 22 00 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8 23 00 25 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9 23 00 24 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1 x 10 24 00 26 00
Pine, box boards.. 15 00 18 00
x ro No 1 barn . . 29 00 32 00

1 x 10 No. a " 23 00 25 00
r x 8 Sl 9 No. 1 barn 23 00 26 00
x 8 Sc g No. 2 " 20 00 22 00

Pine Shorts 6' to 1
1'

x 10' 22 00 23 00

RV R S PRICES
Pine mill culls.... 1600
Pine O. culls 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out. .. . 17 00
Spruce, i"x 4" & up 1500
Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10"
. . 17 00

Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B) 24 00
Hemlock 13 00
Tamarac 14 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out. zz 00
Birch 18 00
Soft Elm, common,
and better 1,1^,2" 20 00
Ash, black common
and betten" to 2" 25 00

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
.3/8" ....... 2 75
Nk. 2 white pine 2 00
Spruce, mill run 2 25
Red pine mill run 2 25
No. 1 white pine

J**»XNo. 2 white pine
i"& tX,
Spruce mill run

>K
Red Pine mill
run 1" & iV„

19 00
13 00

19 00
17 00

19 00

26 00
15 00
15 00

20 00

26 00
20 00

24 00

28 00

3 00
2 50
2 50
2 50

2 50 3 00

1 75 2 00

75

75
Tamarac mill run 1 '75

Has.wood
Hemlock "

.12" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18"

2 00

« 75

.1 50

XX, IB" 1 50
White Cedar Shingles :

xxxx, 18' .... 4 25
Clear Butt, 18" 3 00
x, x 18" 1 50

Railway ties o 42
No. 2 Railway Ties 20 00
Spruce logs (pulp) 1200

2 00
2 00
2 25
2 25
1 50

4 00

3 =5
' 7S

4 5°
3 2S
1 75
o 50

a oo
14 00

Telegraph Poles
2,S feet long1

,
(1" to 8" top 1 Oo 1 50

3°
|J jj

" i 40 3 35
35 " "

225

4 00
4° " 7" "

4

25 4 75
45 '

f

4

75 5 75
5°

7

50 10 50
55 " 1 " : 1 1 00 13 5°
60 " " " 16 50

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAFT. CtS.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 teet average 40 s°
First class Ottawa waney, 18 ' average, according to lineal.. 70 72

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality bo b^

ELM.
By the dram, accordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 65 70

30 to 35 f«t. 50 ,55

ASH.
10 inches and up, according to average and quality 25
Average ib inch «

BIRCH.
14 inch

16

00
15 "

22

24
; 7 "

27

3°
*8 ** 32 35

QUEBEC SPRUCE DEALS
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 17 00 per ft.

Oddments 1500 '

Boards, 1 and 2 in 15 00

BIRCH PLANKS.
1 to 4 in 18 00

SARNI
FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" 50 oo
1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00

tft a"d l %" " 6a 00
2

'
" 64 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. i & better 45 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 54 00

8/4 57 00
6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 ,, 47 00
8/4 ,, ., ,, 49 00
0/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 42 00

8/4 ,, ij ,, 46 00

NO. I CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 44 00
1% in. 51 00
1

l
/z in. 53 00
2in. 56 00
2% and 3' " 75 00
4 in. ' .... 80 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 29 00
l %" 39 00
\%" . 41 00
2" 45 00
aK> 3 a°d 4" " 60 00 t>$ 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
1% and \%" " 31 00
2" 31 00
2%, 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
1" x 4" 24 00
1" x 5" 26 00
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

A, ONT.
I x 10
1" x 12"
1" x 13 and^up
X. i'A and 2"

.

28 00
30 00
31 00
30 00

NO. I HARN.

1 in 31 00
t'/i. \% and 2"

2% and 3"

4

NO. 2 BARN.

i in 29 00

2J2 and 3"

42 00

34 «°

37 00
42 00

33 00
30 00
30 00

NO. 3 BARN.

i in 23 00 26 00
l H> x Vt and 2" 23 00 26 00

No. 1, z. i%> 2" 20 00 27 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

J Xt *K and 2".
. . . 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, i" 15 oo
". "K. and 2" 15 00
No. 2

14

00 15 00

LATH.

No. 1, 32" 1 50 2 00
No. 2, 48" 3 50
No. 1, 48" pine 4 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. 1 PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. I S. AND I E.

6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14 x 16 tt

14 00 17 00 18 50 8 50
lb 50 17 00 850 18 50
17 00 »7 50 20 50 19 00
"7 5° '7 5° 21 50 21 00

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

2 x 4-12 $19 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00
2 x 4-10-18-20 21 00

I x I f
8 to 16 ^ 00

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
6 " 21 50
8 " 22 50
10 " 22 50
12 " 22 50

Flooring
4 or 6 .inch No. « $32 00

" " 2 30 00
3 22 50

Shiplap—Finished

19 00

vv " 50
12 inch 22 50

4 inch
6 "

No.
No.

Siding
6 inch No. 1 3, DO

" No. 2 29 00
No. 3 22 00

Lath

Cedar, Pine, Spruce 4 75

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
12 tt. 14 and 16 tt

3 x 6 and 3 x 8 21 50 21 50
3 x 10 23 00 22 00
3x12 23 50 24 00
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 21 50 22 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 23 50 22 50
8x8 23 so 22 so
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 80

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

2 X 4, 2 X b, 2 X 8, 8 to 16 ft $20 OO
' 18 tO 32 ft 22 SO

2 X IO, 2 X 12, 8 to 16 ft 21 OO
18, 20, 22 ft 24 OO
24, 26, 28, 30, 32 ,too
2 X 14 Up tO 32 ft 2S OO
3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft 2250
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft ijoo
6 x 6 to 6 x 12 up to 32 ft as 00
3 x 14, 4 x 14 as 00

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x ta, 10 x 14, la x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x

"P t0 3»
10 x 20
8 x 20

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. Ie«s than Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine. 4 in

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring . . ....
F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce
8 to 16 ft., b in

B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16'

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16'

6,

$24 80
20 Ho

27 30

BOARDS-ROUGH OR S. 1 S.
No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch

3
" 4
" 3

XXX B. C. Cedar
XX B. C. Cedar ..

XXX Dimension.,

mixed w dtiis

SHINGLES

3" 50
40 00
40 00
3' 00
29 00

21 00
18 so
20 00
19 00

$27 00
21 00
•8 so
'5 5"
I I oo

No. 1 Mixed W & R Pine.
No. 1 B. C. Fir

LATH.

•2.80

2.00

»-55

*3 5°
4So

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.

No. 1 Cuts

Uppers 4/4 to 8/4 $88 00
0/4 to 12/4 9S 00

Selects 4/4 to 8/4 78 00
10/4 to 12/4 90 00

Fine Common 4/4 s6 00
5/4 62 00
6/4 6a 00
8/4 64 00

4/4 48 bo
5/4 55 00

" " 6/4 57 "o
" 8/4 Co 00

No. 2 Cuts 4/4 33 00
5/4 4« 00

'j 6/4 45 00
8/4 49 00

No. 3 Cuts 5/4 3< 00
6/4 35 00

" 8/4 3j 00

WHITE PINK

(Wholesale selling price.

Dressing s/4 46 00
S/4 X'O S" c«

" 5/4X12 5 2 OO
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00

6/4 58 00
8/4 s8 00

2 Moulding s/4 47 00
6/4 47 00

_ 8/4 47 00
1 Harn 1x12 46 00

x6 & 8.... 35 00
""o 37 00

2 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 33 00
1 x >o 35 00

i Barn 1 x 6 & 8 27 00
1 x 10 29 00

Box 1 x6 & up a4 00

No.

No.

No.

No.

' x 10 24 00
' 1 X 12 26 OO
' I X 13 & up 1100

The following quotations on hardwoods rcpiesent the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

WHITE ASH.

1st & 2nd, 1 inch.. . 40 00 42 00 I

1
l
/i to 2 inch 44 00 46 00 I Strips 22 00

z lA to 4 inch 48 00 54 00
I Com. and culls 14 00

BLACK AND BROWN
1st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 42 00

|
Com.

24 00
22 00

good culls 14 00 20 00

1 st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red 40

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up 32 00

Common and culls. 15 00

1st and 2nd hand 20 00
Common and culls 14 00

35 00
17 00

1st & and, white, 6
inch and up 30 00

Common and good
culls 16 00

1st and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up ... . 26 00

Common and culls. 10 00

MAPLE
23 00 I 1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00
15 00

I
Common and culls. 12 00

32 00

18 o„

28 00
17 00

23 00
13 00

Fine Common

No. 1 Cuts
inch

.

BOSTON, MASS.
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch $92 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch g, ^

inch . .

.

1 M to 2

1 inch.

.

iX to 2 inch.

.

No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch

1% to 2 inch
Barn Boards, No.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No
No.
No.

Spruce, 10 and 1 2 in. dimension
9 in. and under

10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up
2 X2.2X4 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft

.

a"duP 22 00
S m. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up, p, is 19 00
Canadian Spruce boards 23 ^Vermont Spruce boards, matched .. . . .. . . .. 2200
'

o

nd 1 x
3,
furring p, 1 s clipped and bundied 20 00

iH Spruce laths , on
i%" ;

3

58 00
64 00

45 00

54 00

35 00
38 00

«. > X 12 48 00
1, 1 x 10 37 00
'• 1 x 8 36 00
» 1 x 12 40 00
•

1 x '° 34 00
• * * 8 33 5°

32 00
30 00
29 00

24 00
24 00

1 x 10

1 x 8

21 50

$3 80

3 3°

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras
Clears
Second clears
Clear Whites. I 30
Extra is \Clear whites out)
Extra is (Clearwhites in)

' 45
' 50

_ BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16" q butts to 2" , ,»

" Eurelias, 18" " "
" Perfections, s butts to i .... 4 60

$94 00

84 00
61 00
66 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00

37 00
4' 00

35 00
34 50
34 00
31 00
30 00
27 00
25 00
25 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
22 50

22 00
4 00

3 5°

$4 00

3 5°
2 so
* 45
2 25
1 60

3 8s
4 «5

4 75
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

To-Day'stheDay
and

Fenderson's

the Products
for every dealer who wants the best

stock he can get for his money and

his customers. Why? Because our

products are manufactured under our

strict personal supervision with the sole

view of having them fully up to the

requirements of the Eastern yard trade

Here they are

:

I 1 lfYl r\Al* I

Our well-known "Silk Finish" Quebec Spruce needs no introduc-

111 JL-Jill 1 1 KJKsK
I

tion except to say that it's " as good as ever" and the best ever.

t^tll^jtj^l^^S
^ ^C ^enC"erSOn ^ranc

*
New Brunswick White Cedars, also Mill

I

Brands. Prompt Shipments. Quality Goods.

WRITE US

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Saw & Shingle Mills:

Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q.

Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P. Q.

Sayabec, P. Q.
Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,
Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY
"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada

e
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Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,

lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

Reliable
Veterinary
Remedies
No logging outfit is complete without a

supply of reliable Yeterinary remedies.
Getting the wrong kind means the loss
of the use of your horses when time is
valuable.

Johnson's Veterinary Remedies
are guaranteed never to fail when used
as directed. You get your money back if
they ever do.

They are
Johnson's Horse Liniment No. i.

A penetrating Alcoholic liniment.
Put up in one gallon jugs, with full
directions, per imperial gal. $4.50

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. a.
A combination of the best oils used
as liniments, imp. gallon . S3.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy.
A sure and speedy cure for colic
Imperial gallon $5.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Olnt*
ment.
Positively the best all-round healing
ointment made. In use by the larg-
est owners of horse flesh in Canada.
Put up in 1 lb tins, each . . $2.25
or in }i lb tins, per dozen . . $3.50

Johnson's Condition Powders. (Con-
centrated).
Put up in bulk, per lb ... 30c.

These goods being put up in bulk are
more economical than others, as cost of
bottling, etc., is saved.

CAMP REMEDIES.
In addition to our Veterinary Reme-

dies we make a line of medicines for lum-
bermen, including a strong, penetrating
liniment, healing ointment, cholera cure,
liver pills, cough syrup, in fact anything
in the form of Camp Drug Supplies. We
know that there are no better remedies
made than those we offer. There may be
others nearly as good, but they lack our
guarantee. Satisfaction or money back.
A trade discount of 10% allowed off all
orders amounting to f 100.

Send postal for printed matter.

A. H. JOHNSON
Wholesale Druggist

Colllngwosd, - Ont.

RUBBER BELTING

for Transmitting,

Elevating and

Conveying.

Rubber

Hose

for Water, Steam,

Air Suction, and

Fire Protection.

The

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, Limited

Head Offices : 47 Yonge Street, TORONTO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

The Cyclone Grate
will make

Two Boilers do the Work of Three

The Cyclone Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar
has a ninety per cent, under draft and there is an
even distribution of air over] the entire grate
surface, thus making a strong steady heat, when
fire is in the furnace.

From 25% to 50% is added to the

Efficiency of Your Boiler
Specially adapted to cheap fuel, soft and hard
coal screenings, and hard or run of mine coal.

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co.
Limited

36 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO

DA II O For Tramways, Sidings, Etc.
I1HILO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St W., TORONTO

If Y0*J
R

15IMT WORTH
ADVERTISING,

The . . .

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO., Limited

Head Office: TORONTO

HIGHEST GRADES OF

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

AND ALL

PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS

The M. Brennen

& Sons Mfg. Co.

Limited

Hamilton - Canada

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont

Yard, and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont.
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For Log Loading, operating a Derrick,

pulling and placing cars and general

hoisting purposes

The "MIDLAND"
Hoisting

Engine

is unsur-

passed.

Catalogue

on

request

The Canada Iron Corporation, Ltd.
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND < o. box 4 2 5 ONTARIO

A Popular Cutter Head
for a Popular Service

That of matching single tongue and groove flooring, ceiling
or plank, with bits interchangeable and readily set up by a stan-
dard guage to bring all the tool edges into equal cutting relation
around the head centre. This forms first of all a perfect cutting
tool wherein every cutter does its share of the work—no more.
The cutters being circular and secured to inclined bit seats estab-
lishes a system of perfect edge and point clearance, enabling them
to cut in any lumber without binding or burning the wood.

Every practical man should understand the use of THE
SHIMER CUTTER HEAD. We publish a large catalogue
giving full description of the tools as well as many hints to prac-
tical men. Send for a copy free. Address

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons,
Branch of Milton, Pa., U. S. A.

GALT
Ontario

A LEADER THAT LEADS

DeLoach "Leader" Planer

Weight 1,800 pounds.
Price at factory only $230.00

Just the thing for neighborhood work
Fully guaranteed,

also
20" " Paragon" $376.12. 24" Double "Monitor" $590.00.
24" "Monitor" 461.38. 20" " Daisy " Surfacer 137.92.

Solid forged steel cylinders slotted four sides.
The reversible as well as the variable feature of the
feed puts our machines in a class by themselves.
Send for 254 page catalog of Saw Mills, Shingle Mills,
Planers, Gang Kdgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills,
\\ arer Wheels, Engines, Boilers and Gasoline Engines.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 511,
BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

A HOT FIRE
Under your boilers or in your ovens

Increases the efficiency of every machine
and every man in your mill - -

IT ADDS TO YOUR OUTPUT
But not to your expenses

The GORDON
HOLLOW BLAST
GRATE is the ideal

forced draft system
for burning wet or
green slabs, edgings,

sawdust and similar

refuse.

It causes your boil-

ers to develop from 25

to 50% more steam.
It makes it as easy to control your fire as though you

were burning gas.

It lightens the labor of firing.

It outlasts all your other machinery.
SOLD ON APPROVAL, subject to thirty days' test. In

case of rejection,WE PAY THE FREIGHT BOTH WAYS.
Write for proposal, giving dimensions of grate

\ surface
or surfaces.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Greenville Michigan

Also manufacturers of the famous
'TOWER" LINE OF EDGERS AND TRIMMERS
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A GIGANTIC ORDER

SOLE CANADIAN
AGENTS :

13.108 FEET « 24" WIDE

7.000 FEET « 36' WIDE

1.944 FEET « 42 WIDE

This series of BELTING was

supplied in one order by

Tbp Southwark Manufacturing Co. Ltp

ziiouihwapK Bridge Road

LONDON

England

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank St., Ottawa, Ont. Woods Western Building-, Cor. Market and Louise Sts., Winnipeg, Man.

Large stocks carried at all branches FLECK BROS., Limited, 443 Pender Street West, Vancouver, B. C.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Sawmill, Shingle, Lath and Transmission Machinery
Manufacturers

of

The Improved Hot Blast Grate
Develops more heat from green, wet or frozen sawdust or mill refuse,

than an ordinary draft grate developes from wood or coal.

The most modern and economical grate on the market. Increases steaming
power of boiler 50 per cent.

We are the sole manufacturers for Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime
Provinces, for this grate. It will save you money, regardless of the kind of
fuel,used. We have many testimonials bearing out this statement.

Here is one :

—

Berridale, Ont., June 28/09.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited,

Orillia.

I (car Srs,

With reference to Hot Blast Grate purchased from you
on trial about six weeks ago, we have found it to be one of the
most profitable things we evei put in any of our saw-mills.
It is much cheaper and move convenient than any sort of
Dutch Oven. We placed it under two 6 foot boilers where we
saw Spruce and Balsam logs, the sa wdust of which makes poor
fire. Before we began using the Hot Blast Grates we burned
from '3 to 4 cords of dry slabs daily, and even then had a
deficiency of steam, but now we have all the steam we desire,

and the only fuel used is sawdust.

(Signed) The Highland Lumi-.er Co.
Style "B" for Mill Furnace

Full Particulars on Application

The E. Long Manufacturing CO., Limited Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Orillia, Ontario Williams & Wilson, Montreal
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DISSTON

Saws, Tools and Files
Made
Sold
Used ON MERIT

And the Confidence placed in the Quality and Efficiency of the DISSTON BRAND shall

be as well-deserved in the future as it has been during the past SIXTY-NINE YEARS.

Henry Disston «fc Sons, Inc.

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

Philadelphia, Pa,

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this'

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just"

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
CANADA

B. C. Selling Agents:

Robert Hamilton & Co., VANCOUVER, B. C.

GALT ONTARIO
Western Branch: Quebec Agents :

248 McDermott Ave., WINNIPEG, MAN. Ross & Creig, MONTREAL, QUE.

titt; T\/f A V"C Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and PowerW IZr lVlX^.I^.r_# Pumps, Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating

Machinerv. Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.matnuicij, o
, ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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Saw Machinery

v >

We manufacture under our own Patents the

most Complete Line of

Automatic Saw Sharpeners

Saw Stretchers - Retoothers

Shears - Swages
and all ncccsary appliances for the Filing Room

Covel Manufacturing Company
Benton Harbor, Mich.

The Covel No 90 for Heavy Band Saws

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.
AGENTS FOR CANADA

Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

For Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

!n V*, K and 1 Cord Capacity—Extra Strong ofThor
oughly Seasoned Hardwood and Bolted Throughout

DominionWrought Iron WHeelCo d
,

0RI.LUA.ONT.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in Trains or Singly for Platform Work.

Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co.
Limited

ORILLIA - . ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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Wire Rope
Special Alligator

Ropes, any lengths,
fitted with proper at-

tachment.

See Carriage Ropes
Haulage Ropes.

Smoke Stack Stays.
etc.

Standard and Lang's Patent Lay.

The B. Greening Wire Company
HAMILTON, ONT. Limited MONTREAL. QUE.

H V T H E Rv BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw
I

J

Patent Groover or Dado Head

V

Can be used on any Circular Saw MandrelFor either Rip or Cross Cutting

Will cut equally as smooth in either Ripping Cross-
cutting or cutting at an angle ol 45 degrees, with
grain of wood. the grain (Sent on approval).

Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do

HUTHER BROS. SAW MFG. CO., Inc., - - - ROCHESTER, N. Y.

For cutting any width groove from 1/8"

to 1" wide. Will cut either with or across

THE OEffEY DOOR

Cranbrook Sash and

Door Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DOWELL DOORS, INTERIOR FINISH
WINDOWS, TURNINGS, BRACKETS

DETAIL WORK A SPECIALTY

Lumber Shingles

Lath
Shipments in Straight or Mixed

Carloads.

Address Cranbrook, B.C.

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian I

Hart
Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranteed the best wheel

on the market.
Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

We Make All Kinds of

Machinery and Tools

for the Care of Saws

The sectional view of our swage shows our new spring

bracket which permits the swage to tip forward during the

operation of swaging. In this bracket we have preserved

our compact construction features. It is practically as strong

as a solid bracket, is impossible to get out of order, and is

easily adjusted to give any amount of spring desired, or to

be rigid and allow no spring.

This new feature of Hanchett Swages still further in-

creases the efficiency of a swage which without this improve-
ment has for a number of years been quite generally con-

ceded to have the lead over any other swage mannfactured.

The spring bracket, in conjunction with the action of Han-
chett dies, proves unusually effective in bending the tooth

forward so that it may be faced perfectly with little grinding.

Sectional View of Hanchett Band Saw Swage.
(Patented January 5, 1909.)

With this spring bracket with its perfect adjustments, added
to the unusually wide range of adjustment of Hanchett
swages, the filer can swage his saws to a nicety, and adjust

his swage to place the points just where he wants them, and
get any amount of hook wanted.

These brackets will fit all the old Hanchett Swages, so
that our old customers can avail themselves of this improve-
ment by purchasing from us the new spring bracket.

We absolutely guarantee our swages and all swage
parts, and any part furnished by us which fails to be per-

fect in every respect, both in workmanship and material,
will be promptly replaced by us without charge.

Let us send you our New 1909 Catalog No. 18. It is the

most comprehensive and up-to-date Filing Room Catalog
in existence. It will interest you. : : : : :

Hanchett Swage Works
BIG RAPIDS, MICH., U.S.A.

Hanchett Swages Do Good Work
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Maple Leaf Saw Works
Shurly <fc Dietrich

GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular Saws

Gang Saws

Mill Saws

Band Saws

Cross-Cut Saws

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hand Saws

Buck Saws

Plastering Trowels

Butcher Saws

Straw Knives

Maple Leaf Saw Set
MANUFACTURED BY

SHURLY & DIETRICH, Gait, Ont

Directions.—Place the set on the point of tooth, as shown in the accom-
panying cut, and strike a very light blow with a tack hammer. If
you require more set, file the tooth with more bevel.

If you follow directions you cannot make a mistake. Be sure and not
strike too hard a blow, and it will set the hardest saw. Oil receipt
of 40 cents we will send one by mail.

We are the only manufacturers in the world who
export Saws in large quantities to the

United States.

GROUND THIN ON BACK
Save Labor Save Gumming
Save Time Save Files

This Saw Stands Without a Rival
AND IS THE

FASTEST CUTTING SAW IN THE WORLD!

Its Superiority consists in its Excellent Temper. It
is made of " Razor Steel," which is the finest ever used in
the manufacture of Saws. We have the sole control of
this steel. It is tempered by our secret process, which
process gives a keener cutting edge and a toughness to
the steel which no other process can approach.

We Manufacture

HIGH GRADE BAND SAWS
Of AH Widths and Lengths.

These Saws are made of Refined Razor Steel, and tempered by our Secret
Process; for Fine Finish and Temper are not excelled.
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JUST OUT

The New Waterous Band Mill

The latest most

up-to-date mills

on the market.

Upper guide of

patented safety

saw centre
swing design

q u i c k vertical

and horizontal

adjustment. Is

fitted with quick

opening device ;

is water cooled

and non-break-

able.

Upper guide
arm raised and

lowered by
power mechan-

ism.

Lower sawguide

designed on same

principle as up-

per to swing
around centre of

saw. Is quick

opening and un-

der control o f

tail sawyer.

8 ft., 9 ft., 10 ft., Sizes—Single and Double Cutting

Cut of 8'

—

Double (Jutting.

The product of

our 50 years ex-

perience in saw-

mill business.

Columns solid,

rigid, giving
wide range of

adjustment t o

upper wheels.

Upper wheel

raised and low-

ered by jack
screws and
gearing.

Tensioning de-

vice acts inde-

pendentlyof
position of up-

per wheel and

removes all jar

from saw by

patented s e 1 f-

cushioning ten-

sion weights.

Tilting Device Improved and Simplified. Cross Lining Adjustments also Supplied.
Frame very Heavy and Extends Completely Around Mill.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL BULLETIN DESCRIBING THESE MACHINES

Waterous Engine Works Co.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited

Winnipeg, Man. Brantford, Canada B. C. Agency : H. B. Gilraour,
Vancouver



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
You have your books audited by firms of expert accountants, you have your plants appraised by expert appraisers
companies—Why ? To get the best at the lowest cost.

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance—Our inspector and adjusters are lumbermen as well as insurance men. We can
handle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessable policy, and absolutely sound indemnity.
Drop us a line and we will explain our methods fully.

By Lumbermen

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway NEW YORK

For Lumbermen

Plain Facts

If you do not handle
builders' supplies you art?

losing money. No other-

line offers such a combina-
tion for trade winning and
profit making.

Colonial

Columns
Low prices — good values.

Newel Posts
Manufactured from kiln

dried stock and up-to-date

in all particulars.

Veneered

Doors
Stocked in a variety of

styles and in many cabinet

woods.

ALL ORDERS TO

Baits Limited
50 Pacific Avenue WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWNOUR

EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

44Trident " Steel Loading Chains
These Chains are made with extra long lapped, self locking, swelled welds.
The very best Chains for log conveyors, decking, log haul ups, hoisting, loading, etc.

PINK'S PEAVEY HANDLES in select split Rock Maple are the Standard everywhere.

REAL'S PATENT TONGS for handling pulpwood, ties, or light logs of any kind.^

THOMAS PINK, - Pembroke, Ont.
Manufacturer of Logging Tools
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Your Attention Wanted !

!

Look us up ! We have played no small part

in lightening one , burden of the Lumber

Trade. Others have profited. Why not you ?

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

Nine - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
.Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on ^jS

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies

FOR COOL BEARINGS

We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
HAMILTON, ONT.

We Guarantee Every Belt

" D.K." Balata

Genuine Oak

BELTING
D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West aoo King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.
si St. Peter St. . 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including:

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. <a SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents, Awnings. Flags, Sails,Waterproof Covers, Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER <& SONS
Cor. George.King* Water Sts., Peterborough, Ont., Can.

THE GREAT BELT
beats all rivals every time

Strength
TJ"n iformity
Reliability
Endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK
SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Street. MONTREAL

WATERPROOF LEATHER BELTING FOR THE ^
WET PLAGES 'n T«r SAWM ILL i*tmm 1 b 1a

"*""""
54dler.sHaworth-™-j
^^1^^^-

'

'

; " TORONTO i#
PRICES £c
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PETERBORO SAW MILLS

Some of Our Shingle Machines

The Perfection is a power driven

machine, having a capacity of more than

thirty thousand perfectly made shingles

per day of ten hours.

It can be run to its full capacity with

fifteen horse power

Notice that the carriage is driven from

both sides preventing it cramping.

From the view-point of Economy,
you cannot buy a better machine than our
Grand Triumph.

Any good operator can cut thirty-

thousand shingles in ten hours, and many
men have done better than that.

With this machine all of your bolt

can be cut into shingles—there is no spalt

left at the end.

Ten horse power is sufficient to

drive it.

You will be interested in Our Shingle
Machinery Catalogue, which we will

send anywhere on Request.

B. C. Agents: The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver, B. C.

WILLIAM HAMILTON Co LIMITED
PETERBORO ONTARIO
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J. B. MILLER, President

The
W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Limited

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

VIEW OF OUR MILLS AT PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.
Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

HEAD OFFICE:

Traders Bank Building,

Phone Main 1016
Toronto, Ont

Telegraph Codes :

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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W. E. LOUNT
360 Berkeley St., TORONTO

Lumber Salesman, Inspector

and Arbitrator

Pine, Hemlock, Hardwoods, Lath
and Shingles.

Lists and consignments solicited.

Will sell on salary or commissi! in.

Inspection contracts wanted

—

charges moderate. Fifteen years
experience as salesman and
inspector. Satisfaction guar-
anteed.

WANTED
We are in the market for

season's supply. White

Pine, Red Pine, Spruce,

Hemlock and White Cedar

Shingles. Send list of

prices. :: ::

Muir & Terry
408 Confederation Life Bldg.

TORONTO
Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE - ONT.

Dimension Timber. Joisting

Rough and Dressed Lumber

Lath, Shingles and Pickets

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. List of t 'mbe '"

and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied

on application to

E. A. Haggen
BEVELSTOKE, B. C.

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine

It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood
Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

SUPERIOR MFC. C0.t
T
.°

RUBBER &. STEEL STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Manufacturer* of

Sawn Lumber, Lath, Sash,

Doors and Factory Material

Dimension Bill Stuff in

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Geo. Gordon & Co
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

R. Laidlaw
Lumber
Company

Limited
Room 913 Traders

Bank Building. Toronto

Ferguson Lumber Co.
London. Ont.

SHINGLES
¥ UMBER
L/ATH

B.C. Red Cedarjand Ontario Cedar Shingles

Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirement*.

Prompt Shipments.

LEAK 6 CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Write us for spec ial price on

18ft.2xl0*12in.

DRY NORWAY

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill

Stuft. We have also stocks of Ash. Elm,
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting. Trv a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX. XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICE:

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and
sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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Mason, Gordon &, Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesale

J^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : DimenMon Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

\A/E are in the market and pay
the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street East

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER GO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

yhe Ontario Lumber
Co • Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River, Ont. Water Shipment.

Yard : Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Price*

Home
3
Lifc BuUding, TofOntO, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing- Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock.

On Temiskaming Railway, 103
miles north of North Bay

HAILEYBVRY, ONT.

Well bought is half sold"

A Few Items at Midland

3 M 1x4 and up Fine
Dressing and better

White Pine Shorts 20.

11 M 1x4 and up Box
Shorts 13.

40 M 1x4 and up Com-
mon Cedar 14.

35 M 1x4 and up Cull

Cedar 10.

12 M Cedar Squares . 15.

90 M 4 ft. Cedar Lath 2.50

F. O. B. Midland

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock

Lumber

1006-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in slock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

Y\TE Bu y. Sell and deal in all kinds
* * of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
A fully equipped Planing Factory in connec-
tion. Dressed Lumber, Flooring in Pine
Hardwood or Hemlock, y% Ceilings, Sash
and Doors. Mouldings, Wood Turning, etc.

Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-
ty at current prices.

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Let us quote you on §", 1",

and 2' Spruce
; §", 1",

li" and 2" Pine ;
1" and 2"

Hemlock, also posts and
lath. :: ••

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stoff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

S

talph Loveland, Pres.
i^, K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John

Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

Aboixt 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,

25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.

and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Corrcspon Jence Solicited.
Hochelaga Bank Building Quebec, Que.

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOGH, JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM,
President. Vice-President.

A. II MACAHIi.
Secretary.

Wholesale Dealers Only

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang

SPECIAL DRIVE

Limited

Red Pine Flooring Strips-Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1212 Traders Bank Chambers
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

TORONTO

J L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,

New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,

Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, THRHNTH OMT
(Telephone Main 6244). * V7I\.W11 1 KJ, 1 .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT,
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty
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CAMERON & GO., L
MANUFACTURERS

, _JMITED
MANUFACTURERS

TIMBER

POLES

LUMBER PINE

SPRUCE

„„ HEMLOCK
LATH CEDAR

BIRCH

SHINCLES BASSWOOD POSTS

MILL AND YARD: 0PE0NC0, ONT. HEAD OFFICE: OTTAWA, ONT.

Th. Hurdman Lumber Co.
OTTAWA, CANADA

ETA STERN

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

\V BSTB K N

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all grades and a "SPECIAL BRAND" cheap?
and better than Eastern Clear Hutts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Sellers of

White Pine, Red
Pine and Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Selling Agents for Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & GO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath

ROUGH OR DRESSED
We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-

ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West MONTREAL

Lumber and Timber
Let me quote on your requirements in

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,

B.C. Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine, Lath,

Shingles Lumber—Rough or Dressed

C. A. SPENCER
Wholesale Lumber

Telephone Main 5554 55 st. Francois Xavier St.,MONTREAL

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Sellers

Send me your list, there

is probably something I

can use.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Wholesale Lumber Dealer

MONTREAL
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills (St. Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Y^rd (EL Office

MOR.R.ISTOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

G\iy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Hemlock
When you want a ship-

ment right quick, write or

wire us. We give you stock

ot the best quality and with

the minimum of delay.

Each order receives per-

sonal attention.

Posts Good
Split Posts Prices Right

The

Long Lumber Co.
Hamilton, Ont.

FLOORING
Good Hardwood Flooring must be ACCU-
RATELY MANUFACTURED. Selected

lumber, large dry kilns scientifically constructed,

strong expensive machines built for the purpose,

expert workmen who KNOW HOW, system-

atic oversight, and years of experience combine

to make our Hardwood Flooring the best you

can procure.

Also get our quotations on

ROUGH or DRESSED

LUMBER
in Pine, Hemlock, Basswood, Ash, Elm, Cedar,

Maple and Birch Lumber.

Building Timber, Shingles, Lath, Posts, Ties,

Doors, Sash, Frames, Mouldings, Turned Goods

of all kinds, Casings, Box Shooks, Cratings, etc.

John Carew
LINDSAY ONTARIO

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
M"to0

' Lumber, Lath and Shingles Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and La.th

Head Office, 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT.
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The C. Beck
M'f'g. CO., L™ted

Penetanguishene, Ont.

MANUFACTURERS OF
1

White and
Red Pine
Lath, Shingles

BoxesandShooks

Pails and Tubs

Bills sawn to order.

Planing Mill work done

promptly. Send us your

enquiries. Phone service

night and day. We can

ship by rail and water.

Saw Mills Planing Mill Woodenware Factory Box Factory

Penetanguishene, Can.

Box Factory :

Foot of Parliament Street - Toronto, Can.

Pine Lumber Co.
Telegraph Office : PinA Onf C. P. R. Station :

Windy Lake Fin", V/Hl. Bahnsen

Manufacturers of

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and Lath
Car Flooring, Siding, Etc.

We are open to contract for this season's cut in

car load lots or blocks to suit purchasers.

Also mill culls, dead culls etc. Inquiries solicited.

/fp\
Booth @.

OoJ Shannon
^^^^^^ Biscotasing, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Norway and White Pine

Lumber
and Lath

We are in the market to contract for present season's

cut of 6 million feet of Pine Lumber and Lath. N£ ^£

We have also to offer 1908 cut of 1 million feet No. 2

W7
hite Pine Culls. N£ v§ v§

Mills on Main Line of C. P. K. at Bisco Station
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Hardwood Flooring
We manufacture a flooring that will uphold

you in any reasonable argument you might find

necessary to make with your customei's. II is

made by modern machinery from carefully selec-

ted stock and with every precaution taken bo

insure a strictly high grade product. Matched
flooring in | in. Birch, Maple or Oak.

If you are interested in profitable lines write

us for prices.

J. R. Eaton & Sons. ONTARIO
Montreal Agent: C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St.

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mess.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

96 AGNES STREET
ST. HENRYT. FRANKFURD STORY, MONTREAL, P.Q.

LONO DISTANCE TELEPHONE

Detroit Colonial Columns
Head the Market

In sales, in popularity and unequalled

style and finish, Detroit Columns are

second to none. An examination at any

stage of manufacture, will convince you

of the high grade material and excellent

workmanship employed in their produc-

tion. Ourfamous "Lock Joint" eliminates

all possibility of shrinkage or warping

and presents that clean, even surface that

is so much in demand with architects and

builders. We stock in Pine, Birch, Oak,

and Chestnut.

A combination of Real Quality and

Style is a sure winner in any line. Detroit

Columns offer the retail lumber dealer

many opportunities of adding to his

reputation and to his annual profit. Why
not investigate ?

Detroit Column & Manufacturing Company
Holden Ave. and M. C. K. K., DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Savoie (Si Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Sprvice, Hemlock and Birch

1% in. Spruce Lath
Cedar Shingles - R. R. Ties

8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts

Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood
Arc building a Planing Mill and Dry Kiln, which will he completed

for the l.st of September.

Con espondence Solicited MANSEAU, QUE.
on I.C.Ky. no miluH east o( Montreal

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
Perfect milling and correct grading applied

to lumber gives us lumber that meets the

demands of the most exacting trade.

By maintaining a large and well assorted

stock we can promise shipments with the

least possible delay.

Special facilities for handling Canadian

trade.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO., n.^—
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address: "Walmor," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N.S. Office:

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Pickford & Black's Wharf

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
Heading

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office :

Gloucester Home, 1 Bishopsgate St. Wt.. E.C.

Qant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers

Cab'e Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St

Hardwood End Matched
-NUIUnUUU Bored, Polished

rloonno andBund,ed

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bide.. Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS, CO.

22 St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

EA T />R /> 1 Wholesale
• XX* JLUC>UtCl Dealer in

Pine and Hemlock Lumber,
Lath, Shingles and Cedar Posts

Car and Cargo lots only. When in need of
stock write or cal: up Long Distance Phone.

Favorable Prices on White Cedar Shingles

Office and Yards
: South of Elevator, S^mia Ont

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
an d Laths

The

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
Send us your enquiries for

New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
Lath, Shingles,

Limited

Main Office

Globe Atlantic Building
St. John, N.B.

etc.

Branch Sales Office

:

180 St. James Street

Montreal. Que.

WESTERN

LUMBER

SHINGLE

C° li

VANCOUVER

B.C.

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

YOUR
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Cedar Cove Mills, Tl TT TTT1 \ T>0 At C+f\
Vancouver, B. C -El • XX • JUiAjTO Ot/ \JKJ

VANCOUVER, B.C. LIMITED

Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER—Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINGLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W. J. LOVER1NG, 1312-13 Traders Bank Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited= =Wholesale

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia.

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath. Shingles, 541 Hastings Street.

Logs, Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Cable Address—Gillisco.
„ ( American Lumberman Telecode.Codes Used i ,,.

\ \\ estern Union.

C. H. GILLIS & CO
LIMITED

445 Granville St., Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping- Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
a.d 1 25,000 feet

LUMBER

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Head Office : 205-206 Loo Bldg., \T n ft
Cor. Hastings and Abbot Sts., VcHlCOUVer, D.L.

Correspondence

Solicited Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

T 1m r T im iifc
We have Several Large Blocks for Sale

1 llilUCI i^lIIULb with Mm SiteS; near Vancouver.

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver: B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg;
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The

Golden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

— Manufacturers op

White and Red Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Cedar
and Hardwood Lumber, Pine, Spruce, and
Hemlock Lath, Cedar Shingles ^ Ne ^

Write Us if in the Market for Hemlock Dimension

Mills at Golden Lake and Barry's Bay, Ont.

Head Office: - Eganville, Ont.

Officers and Directors

:

R. H. DOWNMAN, PRESIDENT FREDERIC WILBERT, 1ST VICE-PRES. GEO. W. DODGE, 2ND VICE-PRES

F. B. WILLIAMS WM. L. BURTON J. C. RIVES JOHN DEBLIEUX

Gl'S DREWS EDWARD HANSON L. H. PRICE H. M. COTTEN H. B. HEWES

J. A. HILLIARD,
Secretary & General Manager

Shipment by Rail or Sea,
Cable Address " REDCYPRESS'

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress

Lumber, Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity :

3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We carry everything in standard

grades and sizes of rough or dressed

Louisiana
Red Cypress

FRED. J. DAVENPORT, - Box 425, Detroit, Michigan
Canadian Representative.

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

Very Best

Yellow Pine

fT^riO arc in a, position In supply you with
»» tin- very finest Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Lumber made We wan'- your enquiries for

Flooring, Finishing

Ceiling, Etc.

and will win your trade if quality and value

count. We can also quote on strictly Long
Leaf Yellow Pine Timber dressed on four

sides or in the rough.

We handle genuine Louisiana Red Cypress
from one of the hest shippers in the South.

Frank A. Arend & Co.
65-66 Equitable Building, Boston, Mass.

Shrcvcport ^

—

^ Louisiana
TRADE MARK

Long and Short Leaf

Yellow Pine
Lumber

Mills in Arkinsaw, Louisiana and Texas
Capacity : 500,000 feet per day

Our Long Leaf Timbers and Joists are as strong as
Oak and are unexcelled in dimension of all kinds on
account of its tensile strength.

Our Short Leaf Flooring Finish and all kinds of
Trim are in a class to themselves on account of its
freedom from knots and the heauty of its grain.

We make a specialty also of Rough Steam Dried andSmoke Dried V mish and other factory stock of all kinds.
We would appreciate your .enquiries and orders.

Chas. R. Ball Lumber Co.
c^ijjnu..^

Shreveport, La., U.S.A.
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Cheapen Your Logging

By Using the

Lidgerwood Skidding Method
from teams or from the skidway or where left by itself at a previous setting. It operates throughout the year and isabsolutely independent of ground conditions ; that is, such as windfalls, underbrush, rocks, cfiffs, ravines, 01 thesteepest slopes, operating under such conditions almost as cheaply as over smooth ground.

All swamping, rolling, sliding and expensive cant dog or other hand work is eliminated. It does not fill the lo«*s fullof gravel and it does not break or otherwise damage them.
It re<

capacity
on the
each

of f7fteen
e

vea°rs

diti0nS
" ^ When not ôrki^7dol7nirh74e^to be "sprang"out" wdfibST3 working life

been^nstelled m^nada™"
11^ °f theSG machines now °Perating in the United States and Mexico. Three have just

chaise
6

of°any
h
nIture

rePreSentatiVe ™ Canada
"
who wiU examine y°ur conditions and tell you what can be done, free of

WRITE US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co.
Originators and Builders of High Grade Steam Logging- Machinery

96 Liberty Street - - . New York
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Insulator Pin Lathe

"Defiance"

Wood-Working Machinery
FOR MANUFACTURING

Hubs, Spokes, Wheels, Wagons, Carri-
ages, Rims, Shafts, Poles, Neck-Yokes,
Single Trees, Barrel Hoops.

Handles of Every Kind, Insulated
Pins, Spools, Bobbins, Oval Wood Dishes,
and General Wood-Work.

Invented and Built by

The Defiance Machine Works
Defiance, Ohio, U.S. A.

No. i Hub Turning Lathe

The E. Long Maunfacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Sawmill, Shingle, Lath and Transmission Machinery

The Improved Hot Blast Grate

Manufacturers
of

develops more heat from green, wet or frozen sawdust or mill refuse,

than an ordinary draft grate developes from wood or coal.

The most modern and economical grate on the market. Increases steaming
power of boiler 50 per cent.

We are the sole manufacturers for Ontario, Quebec, and the .Maritime
Provinces, for this grate. It will save you money, regardless of the kind of

fuel used. We have many testimonials bearing out this statement.

Here is one :

—

Berridale, Ont., June 28/0!).

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited, Orillia.

Dear Sirs,

With reference to Hot Blast Grate purchased from you
on trial about six weeks ago, we have found it to be one of the
most profitable things we ever put in any of our saw-mills.
It is much cheaper and more convenient than any sort of
Dutch Oven. We placed it under two 6 foot boilers where we
saw Spruce and Balsam logs, the sawdust of which makes poor
fire. Before we began using the Hot Blast Grates we burned
from 3 to 4 cords of dry slabs daily, and even then had a
deficiency of steam, but now we have all the steam we desire,
and the only fuel used is sawdust.

(Signed) The Highland Lumber Co.Style "B" for Mill Furnace

Full Particulars on Application

The E. Long Manufacturing CO., Limited Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Orillia, Ontario Williams & Wilson, Montreal

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

jugate

We handle Boiler Flues, bo

DIAMOND
h new and welded; at lowest prices. A post card

GRATE BAR COMPANY

The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-
creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 months
and is giving splendid satisfaction to all our
customers. Burning all grades of fuel with the
very best results. All live Mill Managers and
Engineers would do well to consult us when re-
quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-
ranted not to be an infringement on any prior
patents. We stand behind our customers and
guarantee them in the unmolested use of our
own invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and
repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert
workmen.

or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.

Branch Office : 1 1 9 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.
Telephone Main 1342.

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.
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"Carss Pure Wool Mackinaw
is the Best by Test

Black Ktondyke, 44 oz., four pocket* and belt,
absolutely waterproof.

€Jf
The only way to get absolute satis-

faction in Mackinaw clothing-

is to see

that the "Carss" brand is on every

garment.

€ff
We devote our entire energies and

facilities to this line of clothing, manu-

facturing from the wool to the finished

article, and are able to give you the

very best quality of goods and make-up.

€jf
The trade mark "Carss Mackinaw"

is a guarantee of genuineness. It

means honest value for your honest

coin. We stand behind every garment

sold.

Mackinaw Pants
Long and Short, 35 oz.

The Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co.,
Orillia

Ontario

LOGGING TOOLS
Our Catalogues will Interest You

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co,
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

Skidders Loaders
Powerful, Strong and
Economical in Operation

Our Skidders and Loaders are in successful operation

under almost every condition met by loggers to-day.

Russel

Logging Cars
Strength Capacity

Durability

The Standard among Progressive Loggers
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SIMONDS
Inserted
Point
SQlWS

Made
in

Montreal

Are you buying a new saw this winter? Then listen to
what some other mill men say about the Simonds Saw. We
quote from their letters. "As near perfection as one could be
made for our mill." " Miles ahead of any others-would not
take $100 in gold for it." " Our favorite saw in the mill."
" First class, works fine." " Runs equally well winter or sum-
mer." " Your saws have proved the best I ever used." " It's
the only saw I can get to stand up in frozen timber."

Some of our friends may l)e over enthusiastic, but there
you have their own words. Isn't it enough to cause you to
hesitate and learn more about the Simonds before buying any
other make? Really he who uses this saw profits much more
by it than do we in selling it. You have more to gain than we.

An attractive little booklet fully describing these saws can
be obtained by addressing our nearest office.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
St. John, N. B. MONTREAL, QUE. Vancouver, B. C.

For Log Loading, operating a Derrick,

pulling and placing cars and general

hoisting purposes

The "MIDLAND"
Hoisting

Engine

is unsur-

passed.

Catalogue

on

request

The Canada Iron Corporation, Ltd.
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p. o. box 4 2 5 ONTARIO

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection ot such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

. "ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

f)ff :rp c . GROUND FLOOR
V7IIH.C3. CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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A National Journal

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President

THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, Business Manager
JAMES FISHER, Toronto, Advertising Manager

OFFICES AND BRANCHES

:

VANCOUVER - - - - Telephone 2010. 26 Crowe & Wilson Chamhers
J. V. McNATJLTY, Representative

TORONTO - - - - Telephone Main 23G2. Confederation Life Building

F. W SCHFRBARTH, A M FISHER, Representatives

MONTREAL Telephone Main 2299. B34 Board of Trade

D BURNSIDE, Representative

WINNIPEG Telephone 224. Commercial Travellers' Building

ROLAND F. HILL, J R HOOPER, Representatives

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:

Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per year, in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3.00.

"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest
of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and
allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely
information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion
by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-

worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade at
home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For manu-
facturing and supply firms wishing to bring their ^oods to the attention of

owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp
mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the most
direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed to the
"Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.

Vol. 29 Toronto, August 15, 1909 No. 16

Securing and Keeping Retail Trade
How to obtain effective publicity is a problem which all retail lum-

ber dealers have to face. A good deal of money is spent in advertising

in ways which are without effect. It should be the object of the retailer

to see that his advertising is the kind which brings results. Advertising

in the press is a splendid manner of acquainting the public with the

merits of one's stock, but it must be carried out in an intelligent fashion.

The dealer who advertises storm doors in January and leaves the same

advertisement in the paper until midsummer will not get much return

for his money, but the one who changes his copy to suit the changing

seasons and the changing demands of his customers will probably enjoy

more than a proportionate share of whatever trade is going.

Advertising consists in bringing to the attention of possible cus-

tomers the quality, merits and range of one's stock. One method of

doing this which is frequently adopted by progressive retail dealers is

by attracting attention to the lumber waggons which deliver orders.

Handsomely painted lumber waggons, of uniform color, with attractive

teams of horses and noticeable signs swinging from them, go far to

acquaint the public with the fact that a firm is doing an extensive and

prosperous business. Teams of horses of the same color are also a splen-

did means cf attracting notice. There are many other methods which

are adopted from time to time, and which in their place are fairly ef-

fective. Some of these are calendars, booklets, memorandums, fence

board advertising, etc. They all have, however, the one drawback that

they are adopted by all classes of merchants and that it is difficult for

anyone to carry in mind the name of one firm out of a great number
which meet his eye.

After all one is forced to the conclusion that the best advertisements

for a retailer are good business methods and courteous treatment of cus-

tomers. Nothing succeeds like success, and the evidence of success will-

advertise a man or a company more than anything else. One may show

this evidence in his advertising or ii his public appearance. The excep-

tionally successful man will show it in both. If by means of bright wag-

gons and good horses he persuades the public that he is particular about

his public appearances, they will also come naturally to the conclusion

that he is particular about the class of lumber which he keeps. And so

the whole thing comes back to the common sense basis that one must pay

close attention to all details, public appearances no less than the treat-

ment of customers, and the latter no less than the quality of lumber

kept and the discipline of the staff. These are all of importance in at-

tracting customers. To keep them after once they have been attracted is

,1 study in itself, but the key to success in this as in all other fields is con-

tinued courtesy and giving them the class of goods which they need. If

a farmer is well treated he will tell someone else about it, and other cus-

tomers will result. And vice versa, if he is not treated according to his

liking he is even more certain to let others know about it.

Ontario's Next Timber Limit Sale
The sale by tender of pine, tie and other timber which the Ontario

Government has advertised is attracting interest among lumbermen both

in Canada and the United States. The berths to be sold are in the Dis-

tricts of Sudbury, Algoma, Thunder Bay, Kenora and Rainy River. Since

advertising the sale the Government has decided to include in it a portion

ot the Mississauga Forest Reserve in the District of Algoma, which has

been burned over. This additional area covers 144 .square miles. A large

quantity of standing timber therein was so seriously damaged that it

must be sold at once to permit cutting during the coming winter. The
tenders for the timber will be received until September 15th, in order to

give the purchasers an opportunity to make roads, improve rivers and

get men and supplies into the berths in time for the winter's lumbering

operations.

Tenders are to be for each berth separately, and are to state (1) the

amount per thousand feet board measure which the tenderers are pre-

pared to pay for pine and other timber respectively, in addition to the

Crown dues of $2 per thousand feet
; (2) the amount per tie in addition

to the Crown dues of 5 cents each, for suc h timber as may be suitable

for making railway ties. Licenses are to run for five years in addition to

the present season, namely to the 30th April, 191/), after which no further

renewals will be given, and the territory will revert to the Crown. The
timber is to be manufactured in the Dominion of Canada. An annual

ground rent of $;"> per mile is to be paid, and licenses issued for the dif-

ferent areas. Licenses are to issue upon payment of ground rent for the

current season, and the amount of the deposit required by the conditions

of the sale. No cutting is to be made before the license is issued.

Separate tenders are to be made for each berth, and a marked cheque

is to be deposited for one-fourth the amount set opposite the respective

berths in the list issued by the Government. Successful tenderers are

tc pay in the amounts, including the deposits stipulated in the Govern-

ment's list, within twenty days after being notified' of the acceptance of

the tenders. The cutting of the timber is to be done in an economical

manner and in accordance with the directions of the officer of the De-
partment of Lands, Mines and Forests who is in charge of it. Any tim-

ber which in the opinion of the officer should be cut, delivered and paid

for, if left in the bush uncut or unhauled, will be charged for at the ten-
dered price and dues, and the amount will be deducted from the

deposit.

Sawlogs, timber and ties cut are to be measured and counted by a

culler or cullers appointed by the Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

The wages and expenses of the cullers are to be paid in equal proportions

by the licensee and the Department.

No trees of a less diameter than nine inches on the stump are to be

cut, and all timber down to the prescribed diameter is to be taken. In
trees suitable for ties, all timber which will make a tie six inches in face

must be taken out. Logs eleven inches or over at the top end are to be

measured on a board measure basis whether taken out for lumber or ties.

Logs of a less diameter than eleven inches at the top end are to be paid

for at the rate tendered for ties, including dues, whether made into

lumber or ties. Each eight feet in length are to be charged for as one tie,

and longer lengths proportionately.
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The rights of holders of mining claims or locations or of lands pur-

chased for agricultural or other purposes are to he reserved. On lands
which are covered by mining patents, the pine timber only is offered.

The same applies on berths in Grand Trunk Pacific block No. 6.

The sale is to be subject to the Crown timber regulations, excepting
in so far as inconsistent with any of the above conditions, and to such
acts and orders in council as now exist or may be hereafter passed. The

Department does not bind itself fed accept tin bigheai or any tender

Tenders are to be enclosed in sealed- envelopes, marked "Tenders for

Timber Berths," and to be addressed by registered letter to tin- Minister

of Lands, Forests and Mines, Toronto. Maps showing the bertha for sale

may be obtained from the Minister or from the Crown Timber Agents in

the districts where the berths are situated, or copies of the maps and

conditions may be seen at the office of the "Canada Lumberman/4

The Dangers of Cutting Pri<
Does it pay to cut prices in order to move stock ? Everyone will

say no, but practically everyone in the lumber selling business indulges
in the practice now and then and believes that special circumstances jus-

tify him in so doing. What is the real nature of the situation ? Say a

carload of lumber is thrown on an unwilling market at a sacrifice price.

The shipper's yard is probably full and orders are scarce, while the pay-
roll keeps going along the same as usual. The temptation to realize a
little money by sacrificing a carload of lumber somewhere is strong, espe-
cially if it is accompanied by a possibility of making a fair margin of

profit. The car goes forth and when it reaches its destination it may
happen that no buyer appears. Demurrage charges commence to accrue.
Finally the lumber is peddied around from one office to another until

disposed of at a price much lower than the prevailing market price. The
shipper, however, often believesthat he has made a good move, and goes
home in a contented frame of mind.

There is good reason to believe that this contentment is not well

founded. It may be that temporarily he has tided himself over a trouble-

some period, but the immediate present is not alone to be considered in

such cases. His action will probably have a future effect which it will

not do to overlook. He will find this out when he tries to sell lumber
again in the same market. He will then have to face the prices which
have been artificially lowered by his forced sale. He will find that it is

a simple matter to force prices down. In fact, they need no forcing at

all. They go down of their own accord whenever there is the semblance
of an excuse for a decline. To force them up again, however, is quite

in Order to Move Stocks
another matter. To bring about a recovery in prices takes many times

longer than it took for the occ urn-nee of the decline. Everyone knows
this but few act upon it when tin- lime comes for them to face the music
of a slow market and declining receipts. One by one they act a« above

and the result is that very soon a condition which was artificial and which

dealers hoped would only be temporary, becomes permanent and every-

one suffers. The particular offender is not- the only one to suffer. All

others, no matter how they may have sought to maintain prices, have to

accept the situation. Consumers are wonderfully quick to learn of re-

ductions in price and to expect them to become standard.

This sort of thing has been going on all over Canada and the United
States during the last year or two and will probably continue so long as

commercial conditions remain as they are. It will probably take a con-

siderable improvement in business to put an end to price cutting of this

sort, and the price cutting itself is one of the most serious factors in pre-

venting the return of normal business conditions. There has been so
much of it in Canada that the wonder is that everyone has not been edu-
cated by sad experience to act in a more reasonable manner, yet it would
be rash to prophesy that any single offender will have profited by experi-

ence when he is again confronted by similar conditions. There is great

need for some form of organization to bring men to their senses when
business is dull and they are subject to pannicky fits. If an association

could be devised which would convince members of the futility of price

cutting, the lumber business would be one of the most rapid instead of

the slowest to recover after a period of business depression

Good Opportunities for Canadians in South Africa Lumber Trade
In a recent report to the Department of Trade and Commerce, the

Canadian Trade Commissioner at Durban, South Africa, writes as follows:

"It is a pity that Canada has so small a share of the lumber trade of

South Africa. There is no doubt that the local merchants are afraid of

Canadian exports. It has been stated to me repeatedly, that the Can-
adian lumber is frequently not sent as specified, and that it is often in-

ferior. Two dealers have said to me that the inspection is not rigid

enough
; whilst this may confer a temporary benefit upon the exporter,

it makes a bad impression here, and exerts a most deleterious effect upon
the trade.

"From articles I have seen in the 'Canada Lumberman and Wood-
worker,' I judge that the lumber industry in Canada is not in a too flour-

ishing condition owing to excessive competition, and this would appear to

especially affect British Columbia. I also notice in the last issue to
hand, a letter to the editor from Messrs. A. R. Bickerstaff & Company,
Limited, complaining that Canadian lumbermen do not seem to be in-

terested in the export trade, and that much of their lumber finds its way
to foreign countries through the medium of United States dealers, and
thus the profit of the latter is lost to our people. All of this seems most
unfortunate, that for want of a little enterprise so much good business
should be lost to the Canadian firms; if may be ignorance of trade condi-
tions on my part, but I confess I cannot understand why we have not the
hulk of the South African trade, which will undoubtedly be a growing
one. Tf British Columbia lumber mills can export their output to Au-
stralia and New Zealand, I would think that it would pay them to work
into the. South African trade, at least, if they sent, their cargo in sailing

vessels.

"The freight rates below were given me by the agents, of a Swedish
line of ateamors, and may he of interest to Canadian shippers: Bates
from Swedish to South African ports: On deals, battens, case-boards
and planed hoards, 72s. (id. per standard, excluding landing. On joinery,

match boxes and splints, 100s. per standard, including landing."
The letter referred to in the above report, was published in the

"Canada Lumberman" of May 15. A. R. Bickerstaff & Company, Lim-
ited, wished to be placed in touch with dealers who would be willing to
handle foreign trade in lumber, such as pine, hardwood, mahogany, etc.,

for which they frequently received enquiries from dealers in New Zea-
land, Australia, Great Britain, Germany, France, Spain and Cuba. The
letter was published in the hope of attracting the notice of those inter-
ested. Apparently, however, Canadian dealers are guilty, as the Trade
Commissioner in South Africa says, of indifference towards some mar-
kets. Why this should be the case is quite a question. British Colum-
bia's export lumber trade is extensive, and has been so since its origin.
The lumber trade of Eastern Canada with Great Britain is also extensive.
Dealers would surely be consulting their best interests by investigating
the openings for trade in other countries. Canadian lumber goes to
most of these countries very largely m United States shipments. Its
reputation is often injured by being mixed with United States lumber.
There is no better lumber in the world than the Canadian products, and
with a fair amount of exploitation it should be able to win a commanding
position in almost any market in the world. The trade in Great Britain
has been built up during a long period of years and as an almost natural
course, of events. While this was going on and while British Columbia
lumber was finding its way into foreign markets across the Pacific, the
mills of the United States were supplying the United States markets.

Of recent years, Canadian lumber has met with a continually
increasing demand in the United States and much of the lumber which
formerly went from Eastern Canada to Great Britain is now being manu-
factured to suit, the United States demand and being sold in markets in
that country. So far as Eastern Canada is concerned it does not seem
probable that shipments to foreign countries will increase. They are
already so successfully transhipped from English markets that no great
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advantage would accrue. Tn Western Canada, however, the case is

quite different. The South African trade will he a rapidly growing one.

Tt will he conducted alon? business lines similar to those with which

Canadian shippers are familiar. Tt would he a great mistake to allow the

opportunity to go by unheeded. Shippers in British Columbia should

take steps to disabuse the minds of South African importers who are al-

ready prejudiced against Canadian lumber. First impressions are long

lived. Specifications should be rigidly adhered to and inspection made,

if anything, more rigid than usual, until the trade has made a good start.

Once Canadian lumber has obtained a footing on its merits in South

Africa, its merits will hold the trade. One more extensive market would

be of important assistance in times of business depression.

Frequent Meetings and Plain Talking Would Improve Business
"These associations were founded upon the convictions of two of our

great churches, which hold close communion, or private confession,

where people get very close together and for a short space tell each other

the truth."

A speaker at a recent convention of lumber manufacturers in the

United States made use of the above sentence when addressing a number
of his fellow members. From the amount of applause which followed

the remark it was safe to say that he had struck a large nail on the head.

He also said some other things which were equally to the point, and

which should be taken to heart by lumbermen in general. There is a

great, deal too much working at cross purposes among lumber manu-
facturers and it is hard to understand why this should be the case.

Manufacturers of .lumber are as much in need of co-operation as anv

other class of manufacturers, much more even than a good many, as

can be understood readily by a consideration of the trade conditions

which have prevailed the last two years. Tf there had been more of co-

operation it is beyond a doubt that a long drawn out depression in the

lumber market could have been materially shortened. Every one ad

mits this, and everyone has his favorite way of accounting for all the

trouble, but few of the proposed remedies are alike. None of them are

so much to the point as the remarks of the speaker quoted above. Manu-
facturers of lumber, like most other manufacturers, are prone to look at

business matters through their own spectacles only, whereas if they were

to put on some one else's occasionally, they would obtain a better per-

spective probably, and at least a wider outlook upon actual conditions.

It cannot be said with truth that manufacturers are in the habit of de-

ceiving one another purposely, yet by the amount of information which

is withheld the result is much the same.

If there were an association which had for its purpose the gathering

together of a number of manufacturers, or retailers or wholesalers for

that matter, with the object of laying before one another the exact con-

ditions prevailing in each member's business and the problems which

each have had to face, a lot of good could be done. It would take some

time for members to get into the habit of taking one another into each

other's confidence, as it would go greatly against established custom,

yet as shown in the instance under discussion in the quotation above,

they would become quite frank with one another in the end and change

their business methods entirely. Tn the case under consideration the

members soon acquired the habit of travelling once every month a dis-

tance of some 100 miles on the average. At the meetings, each manu-
facturer states the nature of his troubles; what his stock is like; what he

is getting for his lumber; whether he is suffering from car shortage, etc.

They did not do this at first, but finally they got down to business and

gave information and got information. In conclusion, the speaker on the

above occasion said: "It would be folly for you gentlemen to get to-

gether once a year and listen to addresses, 'resolute' a little, settle with

the secretary, and go home. That is all filigree and folderol."

Large annual meetings are splendid things in their way, but some
such associations as the one just outlined would be the most useful kind

of association imaginable and would accomplish great results. The asso-

ciation movement has not gone very far in Canada. Possibly this is be-

cause of the wide extent of the country and the varied interests. The
interests of lumbermen in different localities, however, are often quite

similar and many useful associations could be formed which would go

a long way toward bringing about the much needed improvements. The
Canadian Lumbermen's Association could act as a sort of clearing house

for the difficulties of various associations, when these were found to

clash with one another. Local associations, whether formally organized

or simply growing out of friendly business meetings, could be brought

into existence in every part of Canada. In the West a few have already

appeared and are doing successful work. Lumbermen in Canada ought

ti adopc more heartily this system which has grown to large proportions

in the United States and which from its inception has borne fruits which

more than justify its existence. Above all, annual meetings are not

enough. Quarterly or, if possible, monthly meetings are the kind that

are needed.

Another Evidence of Competition Not Being the Life of Trade
At the recent meeting of the National Lumber Manufacturers' As-

sociation, in the Hoo-Hoo house at the Seattle Exposition, the meeting

of the cargo branch was the occasion of a number of interesting short

speeches being delivered. One of the most interesting addresses was by

Mr. R. H. Alexander, of Vancouver, B.C. Mr. Alexander touched upon

a subject which one seldom hears discussed, but which, if carefully

studied, would probably bring good returns to lumber manufacturers, by

eliminating a useless and costly competition.

Mr. Alexander stated that three years ago a meeting of a similar

nature was held in St. Louis, and it was proposed at that meeting that

lumbermen from the Pacific coast and Gulf States should get in touch

with each other through their association secretaries and endeavor to

arrive at some equitable basis for the handling of export shipments. It

was brought out that pitch pine of the Gulf States really was the only

competitor of Douglas fir from the'north Pacific coast States in the vari-

ous foreign markets, and this competition was working a menace to

market conditions respecting prices. Mr. Alexander stated that there

was no source from which timber could be obtained except the Pacific

coast and Gulf States for export, and it was a big mistake to give it away.
He stated that no amount of conservation would replace the large timber

that is being cut on the coast. In speaking of present prices, he called

attention to the fact that the present price is $7 less than that of two
years ago. This difficulty, he stated, rested with the manufacturer and
not with the consumer. He called attention to the fact that export trade

on this coast has not increased at an equal ratio with the production of

the mills, and that no new markets have been added to those to which

the coast has been catering the last forty years. It was a noticeable fact

that when the market price of pitch pine declined the Douglas fir market
declined in sympathy. He pointed out also that pitch pine manufacturers

have a decided advantage over fir manufacturers on the coast in that

less time is required for a shipment to reach European markets from

their territory than from the coast, which was an important item to be

considered. He stated that Australia consumed 72 per cent, of the Pa-

cific coast cargo business ; China and South America, 8 per cent. ; the

United Kingdom, 8 per cent., and Central America, 6 per cent. Of the

markets to which this coast is able to ship he pointed out that Australia

always had been the biggest consuming market, but of late South Ameri-

ca, much to his surprise, had been the best. Mr. Alexander expressed

the belief that the price situation would improve as a result of general

business improvement throughout the country.

Mr. Alexander's remarks upon the conditions relating to competition

between the Pacific 'coast and the Gulf lumber, are in reality only a

specific and forcible example of the conditions prevailing in the whole

lumber industry. There is more useless throat cutting among lumber
producers than among any similar body of manufacturers. Lumber is

hourly growing more scarce and more in demand all over the world, yet

lumber manufacturers continue to cut far in excess of the demand and

then to accept ruinous prices for their product*
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Lumber Tariff Adopted by United States
Rough Lumber Duty Reduced from $2 to $1.25 per Thousand Feet Duty
on Shingles Increased by 20 Gents per Thousand Pieces—Details of Change

The passage of the United States tariff bill after many months of

discussion and doubt will be welcomed by Canadian and United States
lumber manufacturers and dealers. From the outset it was apparent
that whatever alteration would be made in the duty on lumber it would
be in the direction of a decrease. WT

hat the effect of this will be is ex-

tremely difficult to foresee. Opinions beyond number have been given
by people who are supposed to be acquainted with actual conditions, but
these opinions have varied from one extreme to the other.

The duties which are to be enforced from t he present are as fol-

lows, with comparisons with the former duties :

New
Dingley Minimum

Articles Rate Rate
Lumber (whitewood, sycamore, basswood), rough .. $1.00 $ .50

Planed one side 1.50 1.00
Planed one side and tongued and grooved 2.00 1.25

Planed two sides 2.00 1.25

Planed two sides, tongued and grooved 2.50 1-62%
Planed three sides 2.50 1-02%
Planed four sides 3.00 2.50

Lumber not otherwise specified (pine, hemlock,
spruce, fir, etc.), rough 2.00 1.25

Planed one side 2.50 1.75

Planed one side, tongued and grooved 3.00 2.25
Planed two sides 3.00 2.25
Planed two sides, tongued and grooved 3.50 2.37j4
Planed three sides 3.50 2.37%
Planed four sides 3.50 2.75

Lumber, cabinet woods (ad valorem) 15% 15%
Veneers (ad valorem) 20% 20%
Clapboards, per M. pieces 1.50 1.25
Shingles, per M. pieces 30 .50
Lath, per M. pieces 20 .20

Pickets, palings, staves (ad valorem) 10% 10%
Timber, hewn, sided or squared, other than sawed

(sawed timber same as lumber), per cubic foot .01 -00%
Paving posts, ties, poles (ad valorem) 20% 10%
Hubs for wheels, posts, heading bolts, stave bolts, last

blocks., waggon blocks, oar blocks, heading blocks,

and all like blocks or sticks, rough hewn, sawed
or bored (ad valorem) 20 % 20%,

Porch and window blinds, baskets, curtains, shades, or

screens of bamboo, wood, straw, or composi-
tions of wood, not specially provided for in this

section (ad valorem) 35% 43.75%
If stained, dyed, painted, printed, polished,

grained or creosoted (ad valorem) 40% 50%
Articles to be Admitted Free of Duty

The paragraphs regarding the free list are as follows:

"The articles mentioned m the following paragraphs shall, when im-
ported into the United States or into any of its possessions (except the
Philippine Islands and the Islands of Guam and Tutuila), be exempt from
duty :

"('asks, barrels and other containers of American manufacture ex-
ported filled with American products, or exported empty and returned
filled with foreign products including shooks and staves when returned
as barrels o>* boxes.

"Kindling wood.

"Wood: Logs and round unmanufactured timber, including pulp-
woods, fire wood, handle bolts, shingle bolts, gun-blocks for gunstocks,
rough hewn or sawed or planed on one side; hop poles, ship timber and
ship planking; all the foregoing not specially provided for in this section.

"Woods: Cedar, lignum-vitre, lancewood, ebony, box, granadilla, ma-
hogany, rosewood, sal in wood, and all forms of cabinet woods, in the log,

rough, or hewn only, and red cedar timber, hewn, sided, square or round;
similar wood unmanufactured, or not (ai l her advanced than cut into
blocks suitable for the articles into which they are intended to be; con-
voted; sticks of patridge, hair wood, pimento, orange;, myrtle, bamboo,
rattan, reeds unmanufactured, India mallaca joints, and other woods not
specially provided for in this section, in the rough, or not farther ad-
vanced than cut into lengths BUltable lor sticks for umbrellas, parasols,
sunshades, whips, fishing rods, or walking canes."

Temporarily, the general tariff of the United States applicable to

forest products is that shown previously in the tabular list quoted under

the caption "New minimum rate." From and alter March 31, 1910, the
general tariff of the country will be the new minimum rate plus 25 per

cent, of the value of the import, subject to such modifications as will be
found in the act, here quoted

:

"That from and after the 31st day of March 1010, except as other-
wise specially provided for in this section, there shall be levied, collected

and paid on all articles imported from any country * * * the
rates of duty prescribed by the schedules and paragraphs of the dutiable
list of section 1 of this act, and in addition thereto 25 percentum ad val-

orem, which rates shall constitute the general tarff of the United StateR

:

Provided, that whenever after the 31st day of March, 1910, and so long
thereafter as the President shall be satisfied, in view of the character of
the concessions granted by the minimum tariff of the United States, that
the government of any foreign country imposes no terms or restrictions,
either in the way of tariff rates or provisions, trade or other regulations,
charges, exactions, or in any other manner, directly or indirectly, upon
the importation into or the sale in such foreign country of any agricul-
tural, manufactured or other product of the United States, which unduly
discriminate against the United States or the products thereof, and that
such foreign country 'imposes no export, bounty or prohibition upon the
exportation' of any article to the United States which unduly discrimin-
ates against the United Staees or the products thereof, and that such
foreign country accords to the agricultural, manufactured or other pro-
ducts of the United States treatment which is reciprocal and equivalent,
then after proclamation to the effect by the President of the United
States, all articles when imported into the United States * * *

shall, except as otherwise herein provided, be admitted under the terms
of the minimum tariff of the United States as prescribed by section 1 of
this act."

President Authorized to Apply Additional Tariff

To the President is delegated authority, in his discretion, to apply
the terms of his proclamation to the whole of any foreign country or any
political subdivision thereof, and similarly to release the operation of
such proclamation. The words of the act on this point are:

"The proclamation * * * may, in accordance with the facts as
found by the President, extend to the whole of any foreign country, or
may be confined to or exclude from its effect any dependencv, colony', or
other political subdivision having authority to adopt and enforce tariff
legislation, or to impose restrictions or regulations, or to grant conces-
sions upon the exportation of articles which are or mav be imported into
the United States."

This section of the act is directly applicable to Canada, At the
present time New Brunswick and Nova Scotia are the only provinces that
would not be affected by the discriminatory features of the bill and which
would be entitled to the minimum tariff. Since Ontario, Quebec and
British Columbia all place restrictions of one sort or another upon the
exportation of timber cut from Crown lands their products imported into
the United States presumably would be charged the maximum or general
tariff rates. 5

There is however, reasonable doubt as to the application of these
provisions. The simple fact that a country imposes an export charge
upon forest or other products, or forbids their exportation altogether
would not seem to forbid the minimum tariff being extended to it pro-
vided there is no discrimination against the United States, i e provided
that country treats all other countries alike. If Canada or any of the
provinces absolutely forbids the exportation of timber cut from Crown
lands to any country the United States would apparently not be dis-
crimmated against There is a possibility, however, that Canada's pre-
ferential treatment of Great Britain may lead to the application of the
general or maximum tariff to Canadian products

The bill as framed by the Ways and Means Committee of the Houseprovided that preferences in favor of the mother country by a province ordependency, or vice versa, should not bar them from the advantages of
the minimum tariff, but such proviso was omitted from the tariff asadopted. 1

If the maximum tariff were applied to Canadian lumber the dutywould be much higher than it was under the Dingey tariff
One- of the most recent opinions upon the effect of the tariff reduc-

her, a hough that view is taken by many people not familiar with therue situation Lumber passes through too many hands from the tuneleaves the forest until it reaches the consumer/to make it os We forthe latter to reap the benefits the cuts in the Dingley tariff l am sure
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there will be a great revival in business, not only in the lumber industry,

but in all others, now that the tariff promises soon to be disposed of.

Nearly all lines of business have been working under handicap while the
tariff schedules have been under consideration."

The outlook for the consumer is pretty significantly put by Mr. Hines
in this interview. It is scarcely to be expected that the 75 cents a thou-
sand reduction will go into the consumer's pocket, when there are so
many hands for the lumber to pass through on its way from the forest to
the consumer. However, prophesying is not now in order. Everything
remains to be seen, and we shall see what we shall sec. Certainly, as

Mr. Hines says, the chances for a revival of trade are encouraging now
that the tariff uncertainty has been removed.

Stocks in the

clean up the

a dollar more
rush business

Many Rush Orders from the Prairies.

Mr. A. D. McRae, president and general manager of the Eraser
River Lumber Company. Eraser Mills, B.C., who recently visited To-
ronto, in an interview with the "Canada Lumberman," said: "The vol-

ume of business in the West is fine and the crops are fine. Tt is pretty

hard to foretell what the crops wdl be in western Canada. They will be
anywhere from 130,000,000 to ISO.000.000 bushels, depending on the

weather during the next few weeks We are <;oing to have good prices

for the crops and they are the controlling factor so far as the lumber
business is concerned. Everything depends upon the crops. At present

all our orders are rush orders, and everything is going to the prairies.

That condition, however, will change as soon as the crops are off. I be-

lieve that a 20 per cent, increase in the present volume of business will

advance the price of lumber $2 a thousand in the West.
"I spent three weeks in Winnipeg on my way here.

West are not heavy. Sixty davs of good buying would
stocks in the western yards. We are asking 50 cents to

now than we were 30 days ago, because we have all the
we can take. T do not fancy there is any mill at the coast which has not
the same conditions."

Mr. McRae was asked for his views upon the question of obtaining
perpetual licenses for timber limits in British Columbia. Tn reply he
said: "I am the president of the association which is seeking to obtain

an improvement in the titles for timber limits. Tt is a very live question
now, and we hope to have the licenses made perpetual. We will be able

to do so if we receive full co-operation. To make the association effective

we ought to have the support of every license holder out there. The
day for small mills has gone by. It is a question now of large plaids re-

quiring an investment of a million dollars or more. A man cannot afford

to put money into a plant unless he can count upon his supply of timber.

Ninety per cent, of the land on which timber is locate ! in British Col-

bia is valueless for any other purpose. At the present time the Govern-
ment is getting $140 annually for every mile under license. They tell

us that if we will carry this license along to the end of 21 years, no Gov-
ernment will legislate us out of our vested rights. We will be subject
to whatever conditions they will put into effect regarding the timber, but
will not be put in a position of having to compete w ith some outsider for

our own timber.

"Compound the payments we make at six per cent, interest. The
man who takes a mile and pays $140 a year annually for 21 years, will

have invested over $8,000 in that mile. No Government would throw him
out of his rights. All we are asking is to put an assurance of this in the
laws. These 21-year licenses simply make a bid to the holder to get in

and log the limit. He is not going to lose his money, and unless he is

sure of some steady title, the thing to presume is that he is going to take
the lumber off. The talk to-day is not of the destruction of the forests,

but of the preservation of the forests. Nothing will ever do more for

their preservation than the granting of fixed titles, under, say. a fixed
stumpage or a royalty. The Government may make the charge $2 or $5
or more before the timber is removed. We do not care about that. All
we want is a sure title. If we do not get a perpetual title, people who
have put a few thousand dollars in licenses will put in mills and cut the
timber.

"

The following comparative statement of timber, masts, bowsprits,
spars, staves, etc., measured and culled to date, has been issued by the
Supervisor of Cullers at Quebec under date of August 4 : .

White pine

Red pine

Oak
Elm
Ash
Birch and maple

1907 1908 1909
..cubic-feet 644,880 669,840 622.560

77,560 97,120 51 .840

4,640 4,080 5,680
209,800 342,560 455,840
186,960 74,080 61,880

9,480 4,000 520
63,680 59,880 57,240

F. Bickerdike. trade agent for Canada at Belfast, reports that 23
ships, with a total of 123.430 tons, are now under construction there,
and the demand for Canadian lumber is emphasized.

U.S. Imports and Exports of Timber

Comparative Statistics Showing Quantities

for June and for the Twelve Months

The imports of wood and its manufactures into the United States
during June and the twelve months ending June were as follows:

June 12 months ending June
1908 1909 1908 1909

Logs and round timber, M.ft. free $ 138,582 $ 142,289 $1,264,439 $ 1,510,767
535,942 635,139 4,989,919 4,333,905
95,528 146,848 2,149,950 1,607,796
10,209 17,652 64,318 116,381

Pulp wood cords, free
All other unmanufactured . .free

All other unmanufactured . . dut.

Lumber

—

Hoards, planks, deals and other
sawed lumber M, ft. free 1,829,343 1,887,837 15,212,788 15,946,755

Imported from—

•

British North America 1,820,323 1,851,497 14,989,179 15,709,531
9,020 36,340 223,609 237,224Other countries

Shingles M. dut.
All other dut.

Cabinet ware or house furniture
dut.

Wood Pulp

—

Mechanically ground ..lbs. dut.
Chemical, unbleached, lbs. dut.
Chemical, bleached .. lbs. dut.

218,477 206,364 2,379,242
240,944 251,489 2,665,428

48,454 68,326 910,547

134,244
417,498
207,594

2,500,398
2,452,888

705,046

2,057,877
4,478,903
2,092,483

Total 417,629 759,336 7,313,326 8,629,263

Imported from

—

Gernianv
Norwav
Other Europe
British North America
Other countries

110,761

56,682
78,892

171,294

174,386
126,486
166*549
292,005

1,517,595
952,420

1 ,645,088

3,198,223

1,817,080
1,563,905
1,840,563
3,406,663

1,052

Wood, and manufactures of :

—

Cabinet, woods

—

Mahogariv M. ft. free 170,394 170,057 2,566,954 2,479,976

All other manufactures of.. dut. 212,963 211,843 2,546,164 2,000,934

Total wood, tv manufactures of 3,988,947 4,673,759 43,527,982 43,690,417

Statistics relative to the production of tight cooperage stock are an-

nually collected and published by the Bureau of the Census of the United
States in co-operation with the Forest Service of the Department of

Agriculture. The following advance statement for 1908 has just been
issued :

Staves (in thousands).

Classes 1908 1907

Quantitv Value Quantitv Value
Aggregate 345,280 $10,009,295 385,232 $12,942,885
Sawed 301,728 7,383,806 325,653 9,062,678
Bucked and split 18,339 910,105 25,082 1,277,104
Hewed 8,019 758,500 12,737 1,513,203
Beer and ale 17,194 956,884 21,760 1,089,900

Heading (in sets).

Aggregate 20,515,072 4,397,148 27,692,994 6,864,485
Sawed 19,703,525 4,182,528 25,828,909 6,367,738
Beer and ale 811,547 214,620 1,864,085 496,747

In common with the products of most of the group of forest indus-

tries, tight cooperage stock showed a falling off in production during the

calendar year 1908 as compared with 1907. For staves of all classes

this decrease amounted to 10.4 per cent., being least in sawed staves and
beer and ale staves, where it was 7.3 per cent, and 21.0 per cent., re-

spectively, and greatest in bucked and split and hewed stock, where the

decreases were 26.9 per cent, and 37.0 per cent., respectively. The
showing for heading production was similar to that for staves. While de-

creases in the average value per thousand of the various classes of stock

were general, they were in most cases slight, and some stock showed
substantial gains in this respect. This was particularly true in bucked
and split and hewed staves, a large part of which are exported, and in

beer and ale stock.

Exports of wood goods from the United States to British North
America were as follows

:

June 12 months ending June
1908 1909 1907 1908 1908

Timber, hewn and sawed ... $120,441 $127,663 $1,268,640 $1,190,158 $1,181,744
Lumber, boards, deals, joists,

planks and scantling .... 232,322 359,422 4,971,808 4,269,179 3,317,043
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A New Bill of Lading Adopted

Important Concessions Made to Shippers—Carriers

Co-operate in the Change — Effective October 1

The Board of Railway Commissioners has made an order approving
of the two forms of bill of lading for use in Canada, namely that for con-
signments "to order" and that for 60 termed "straight consignment,"
which were submitted by the authorized representatives of the carriers

and shippers some time ago for approval. It is gratifying to note that
the shippers and earners were able to agree upon the conditions embodied
in the order. The committees worked on a isuggeistion thrown out a little

over a year ago by Chairman Mabee, who suggested that an effort be made
to agree as far as possible upon the terms of the contract. The new con-
ditions are the result of these negotiations. It is also some satisfaction
(o note Unit the forms of bills of lading are agreed upon and presented
to the Commission for approval within a year from the date of the meet-
ing of the Canadian shippers in Toronto for the purpose of organization.

The various committees in charge are entitled to great credit and
the thanks of the shipping public for their devotion to the task which
they undertook and we believe have carried out so successfully, particu-
larly so as all the principal shipping bodies and Boards of Trade had to
be communicated with and their views and endorsation obtained. Na-
turally a large share of this work fell upon the chairman of the general
committee and the general secretary.

The new conditions, effective October 1st, are so entirely different
from those which appear on the back of the present bill of lading that
space will not permit of a comparison. It is believed they define and
make clear the relative positions of the shipper and carrier. There is

ati obligation imposed upon the carrier from which it was formerly re-

lieved, due to the fact that the oid conditions were prepared by the car-
riers for the earners. The shipper, owing to lack of organization, did not
have the same opportunity to have a say in the matter. As a result the
contract was entirely a negative one. In other words, the carrier under
its conditions placed all responsibility upon the shipper, and even in the
case of negligence on the part of the carrier the shipper had to prove it.

This has been entirely changed, the carrier must under the new contract
prove freedom from negligence.

Particular attention is called to section 2. Under this section the
initial carrier is made responsible for the carriage and safe delivery <>f

goods at destination if in Canada, whether or not they pass over one or
more lines. It is also responsible through to destination in all cases
where there are joint tariffs. This applies to foreign countries. The fact
of the carriers agreeing to the above, as well as the many other favorable
features of the bill from the shippers' point of view, are a good illustra-

tion of the friendly spirit in which the negotiations were carried on and
the recognition of the respective rights of all concerned. The representa-
tives of the carriers acknowledged that many of the conditions at present
in effect were relicts of barbarism, and joined in an honest effort to evolve
a contract that would make clear the relative obligations of the contract-
ing parties.

The importance of the bill of lading, particularly under the new con-
ditions, cannot be overestimated. Lewis E. Pierson, chairman of the
Bill of Lading Committee of the American Bankers' Association, says:
"Next to the currency—and in speaking of currency I include bank
cheques—the bill of lading is to-day the most important instrument in
commerce. It is the symbol always given by the carrier to the shipper
and used to represent merchandise in transit. Every article of manufac-
ture, from shoe strings to a Corliss engine, in the journey from factory to
market, is represented by a bill of lading. Every one of our great staple
crops, the grains, cotton, in fact every line of farm produce, as well as
live stock, goes to market only after the issue of a bill of lading by carrier
to shipper. Likewise the shipment of the products of our forests and
mines is only initialed after the bill of lading has been issued. Thus it

is readily seen that in every part of the country in connection with all its

important industries the bill of lading is the one vital document repre-
senting title while the goods are in transit and removed from the imme-
diate possession of the owner."

The credit for obtaining the adoption of this new bill of lading is

almost entirely due to the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, the
transportation department of which has used every effort to bring about
the change. It is believed that the new conditions are more favorable
than those recommended by the Interstate Commission of the United
States and used generally at the present time in the United States. One
point wherein shippers will be materially benefited under the new bill

is in the matter of making claims. Under the old bill claims had to be
filed within 36 hours after the delivery of the goods. Under the new con-
ditions they may be filed within four months, that is for damage. Tn
the case of non-delivery, claims are to be made within four months after a
reasonable time for delivery has elapsed.

Tt seems that the first factory circular saws, as we know them, were
used for cutting teeth in the wheels of wooden clock works.

Lumber Resources of the Winnipeg- Basin.

In a report by W. Thibaudeau, C.E., to the Surveyor-* taosral of

the Dominion, reference is made to the pulpwood resources in the drain-

age basin of the Winnipeg river in Manitoba. Mr. Thibaudeau reports as
follows :

—

"The drainage basin of Winnipeg river in Manitoba, exclusive of ten

miles on both sides of the Canadian Pacific Railway right-of-way, and
exclusive of the farming lands, has an area of about 1,840 square miles,
which, added to the drainage basin of English river, in Keewatin, which
joins Winnipeg river east of the boundary and covers an area of 9,500
square miles, forms a total of 11,340 square miles. Assuming about half

this area to be covered by rivers, lakes and swamps, the balance, 5,070
square miles, or 3,028,000 acres, is forest, averaging twenty cords to the
acre; this equals 72,570,000 cords of pulpwood, which is a conservative
estimate. Assuming this to be equal to a supply for twenty years, it

would allow a consumption of 3,028.800 cords per year, or about 3,000,-
000 tons of pulp, or 9,015 tons per day, which would require about 500,000
horse-power to convert it into pulp.

"Within the area alluded to the proportion of pulpwood from my own
observations and information gathered from many sources is about as
follows: poplar, 55 per cent.

;
spruce, balsam and tamarack, 25 per cent.

;

jaekuine and a few white birch, 20 per cent. Poplar is found mostly
along the rivers and lakes on the flats. As one goes inland spruce, bal-
sam and tamarack, take the place of poplar. Jackpine is found on rocky
ridges. The present size of the timber is a growth of about twenty years.

,

Outside the pulp area already described, but tributary to Winnipeg and
English rivers in Ontario, there are 12,000 to 15,000 square miles of the
same kind of wood, existing under the same conditions, and which would
average about the same per acre.

"To preserve the pulpwood industry it is imperative that stringent
regulations should be adopted and enforced prohibiting the cutting of
trees under a certain size, say three inches in diameter. The owner of
the timber berth should not be allowed to cut over the same area twice in

twenty years, except in special cases. T saw only two places where the
timber had been destroyed by fire. Although the country is rough it

would be easy to construct a railway logging road at a reasonable cost.
Logging with teams would have to be done in winter owing to the
swampy character of a portion of the ground."

Flooring* Blocks Wanted in England.
The Canadian Trade Commissioner at London, Eng., in a recent

report to the department writes as follows:

"From time to time inquiries reach us from United Kingdom firms
who seek supplies of maple flooring blocks and wish to be placed in com-
munication with Canadian manufacturers who may be in a position to
quote for regular supplies.

"It would appear that at the present time there are few, if any,
manufacturers in Canada who are making a specialty of these blocks.
In any case, we cannot learn that export trade has been established to
any extent. It is stated that considerable quantities are annually im-
ported into the United Kingdom, depending upon the amount of con-
structional work which is being undertaken, but a considerable number
of carloads reach Great Britain each year.

"The following specification of an inquiry which was made recentlv
by a large London timber firm is given for the information of any Can-
adian manufacturing enterprise which may wish to submit quotations :

1 inch x 3 inches x 9 inches planed to %-inch x 3 inches x 9 inches
1% mch x 3 inches x 9 inches planed to 1% inches x 3 inches x 9 inches
V/2 mch x 3 inches x 9 inches planed to 1% inches x 3 inches x 9 inches

"These blocks are required with V-groove on each side and planed all

over.

"The revival in the pastime of roller skating has been followed by the
erection of a number of rinks in various parts of Great Britain, and if

the craze continues similar skating rinks will presumably be built in

almost every large centre of population. This has created an active de-
mand for maple flooring, and although it is understood that no great
difficulty is being experienced in obtaining supplies, still the matter
should be of some interest to the Canadian lumber trade, in view of the
large supplies of maple obtainable in certain parts of the Dominion."

The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company, of Boston, Mass.,
have issued a folder with their financial statement dated June 30, 190o!
The asets shown amount to $545,700.93 and the liabilities to $177,880.47,
leaving a net cash surplus of $307,880.46. The insurance in force totals
$13,177,589.94, the premiums being $317,802.19. Contingent assets,
as capital, amount to $953,400.57, bringing the total assets to pay losses
up to $1,499,167.50. The losses in 1909 amounted to $31. 749~11 and
dividend payments to $58,275.66. The gain in net cash surplus for 1909
was $63,792.14. From 1895 to 1009 the total losses paid to policyholders
amounted to $549,446.32, and the total dividends to $453,622.27. The
rate of dividend to policyholders on terminating policies is 40 per cent.
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News from the Maritime Provinces

St. John River Commissioners at Work
—New Brunswick's Pulpwood Question

The international commissioners who are enquiring into the St. John
river log driving difficulties held a session at Fredericton on Jul}' 29th,
when evidence was given by Lewis H. Bliss, manager of the St. John
River Log Driving Company; Allan H. Randolph, of Randolph & Baker,
and R. A. Estey, a practical lumberman of forty years' experience .The
commission met also at St. John on Tuesday, August 10th, and will
meet later at Bangor and Calais.

Mr. Bliss in his evidence stated that people thing along the river
had the same right now to raft logs as they had before the amalgamation
of the Fredericton Boom Company and the St. John River Log Driving
Company. He described the river between Grand Falls and Fredericton.
-fating that at White Rapids, at the mouth of the Aroostook and at
Muniac, it was difficult to drive logs because the river was rocky, and at
low water the logs had to be dragged over. From the highest pitch of
the water about June the first, it fell at the rate of one foot every 24
hours. It was imperative therefore to have the logs reach the booms
during the freshet season. The company put out its booms just as soon
as the ice went out in the spring.

About 75.000. 000 out of a total of 140.000.000 came into the booms
on high water this season, with little expense for driving. On some occa-
sions no logs had reached the booms at all. They all laid over and went
past the booms with the ice in the following spring, being afterwards
caught, at great expense, in the drift drive. This year a large proportion
of broken logs had come over with the first of the drive. Many of these
belonged to the St. John Lumber Company and came down with the ice
at low water.

The St. John River Log Driving Company, he said, had full control
of the appliances at the Fredericton booms, and of the driving of the
logs from Grand Falls to Fredericton. and from the boundary line on the
Aroostook. They had the exclusive right to drive the river between these
points and the power to charge on all loose logs except hank logs. They
collected no toll upon rafted logs. They had control of the piers, assort-
ing works and holding booms. Tn 1000, there had been almost 0,000.000
in the drift drive and in 1007 nearly 3, 000, 000. It cost much more per
thousand in 1007 than in 1906 because it took about the same crews and
appliances to gather a small quantity as it did a large quantity.. The
company kept a record of all marks at the booms and sorted the logs for
the owners. He did not think it would be possible for a private individual
to boom any great quantity of logs between Fredericton and Woodstock,
as he would have to stop all the logs and sort them. Fredericton was
the uppermost point at which logs could be rafted with safetv. The aver-
age depth of water at Fredericton in summer was about ten feet..

Mr. A. H. Randolph, president of the Randolph & Baker Lumber
Company, who manufacture from 15,000.000 to 18,000,000 feet of lumber
per year, in giving evidence said that his company procured logs on the
upper St, John and its tributaries, and had from 7,000,000 to 10,000,000
coming over Grand Falls each year. This vear their total was 8 000 000
They had a drive of 6,000,000. being on East Lake and in Grand Rapids
in the year 1005. Logs were frozen in the ice during the winter and in
the spring of 1906. Mr. Sweeney, the contractor, delivered them at the
corporation limits. He was informed that his logs and a quantitv belong-
ing to others went into the sorting booms at Van Buren. A considerab?e
portion of them were not rafted at the Fredericton booms that vear. The
boom company carried over two or three million feet of logs at the
Mitohell boom that year. Many of the logs were picked up in the drift
drive the following year. He was satisfied that his logs were frozen in
between Van Buren and the boom limits. Mr. Estev, who was employed
by the log owners to watch the Van Buren booms, informed him that' his
loors had gone into the Van Buren sorting works in the season of 1906.

Mr. Randolph said that he had personal knowledge of the upper St
John and its tributaries. He had been on the Tobique and also the
Madamaska rivers as far as Temiscouata lake. From his knowledge of
the conditions he thought it possible to conserve the water for driving
purposes by means of storage dams. He was aware that such storage
dams were m existence on other rivers, where conditions were similarHe knew of a dam on the Trouser's lake where g-reat good was received
It was a wooden dam. which could be built for about $1,000.

Mr. R. A. Estey, the next witness, had been connected with the
lumber business about fortv years. His operations being confined to the
Tobique, which entered the St John 24 miles below Grand Falls he was
familiar with the river from the falls down. He had been in the employ of
inL t

L°g Dnv]ri? Company for three years prior to this year
'

In
1906 he inspected the sorting of logs at the Van Buren booms There
were a large number of logs in the booms early in the season. There was

10,000,000 at Grand Isle. The jam was pretty well handled that year
i he logs that got m first and went back of the island remained there all

summer.
. These logs were destined for points down river. They were

not taken out of the booms until August.
Mr. Estey had been on the Green River, and considered it feasible

to construct storage dams there. Such dams would facilitate driving,
but it might not be possible to refill them after July 1. He knew of a
storage dam on the Shogomoe, which had been of great assistance in
driving. It cost $2,500, and gave six feet of water over a 1,500-acre lake.
Fraser & Sons had a storage dam at Trouser's lake which carried an
eight-foot head. It spread over a large square and had proved very
efficient.

Further evidence will be taken at later sessions.

Pulpwood Waste Being- Lessened in New Brunswick.
"At the present time New Brunswick has 10,000 square miles of

timber lands under license, a gain of 88 square miles over the previous
year and of 7,500 over that of 1880," said Hon. W. C. H, Grimmer, Sur-
veyor-General of New Brunswick, recently in discussing forest conditions
in his province. "In all cases the upset mileage prices of our timber
areas is $20 per square mile and the stumpage price ranges from 40
cents for hemlock to $1.25 for spruce, pine and cedar. The annual cut
of lumber on our areas is about 150,000,000 superficial feet, or about one-
half the estimated growth.

"There is, however, a considerable portion of our lumber being cut
for pulpwood, which, after being rossed, is shipped to United States
ports, and this business is rapidly becoming a problem in the forest ad-
ministration of New Brunswick. It is an easy matter to prove that a
great deal less money is left in the province by cutting, rossing and ship-
ping this lumber than would be paid out for manufacturing it here.
While this is true, the really serious question is that the cutting of pulp-
wood will soon deplete the forest?.. In this connection I might say that
it is contended by some of the large pulpwood operators in the province
that it can be easily demonstrated that by judicious cutting the forests
will not only be preserved in the quality and quantity of the timber,
but will actually be increased.

"The question of cutting undersized lumber has also bothered us
considerably. We found this year that permits had been given .some
time ago to many applicants to cut this wood. The result
was that large quantities of undersized spruce were cut, which in a de-
cade or so would have become good sized logs. The new policy of my
department, is that where spruce is found on examination by competent
persons to come to maturity or to be fit for good sawlogs in 75 years, or
under an average of 14 inches diameter breast high, no permit to cut the
same is granted. In stunted growth and on barren lands, where it has
1 een ascertained by counting the rings that it has taken 150 to 200 years
for spruce to reach nine inches in diameter, permits have been given to
cut such lumber, and also to thin out thickets, ,so as to admit sun and
air, and stimulate growth.

"We are lessening pulpwood waste by insisting that now the whole
tree must be taken out of the woods : at all events, that logs exceeding
five inches in diameter at the small end must be taken out.."

Dartmouth, N.S., is rejoicing over the arrival of a carload of lum-
her for shipment by the brigantine "Don" to St. Pierre. The shipment
will amount to about 50,000. The cause of rejoicing is that Dartmouth
has long envied Halifax its foreign lumber shipping trade and has hoped
to have a share for itself. The arrival of a carload of lumber has caused
the city to dream of a forest of masts in its harbor.

United States Newspaper Seeking* Pulpwood in

Eastern Canada.
A. B. Macdonald, jr., of the Kansas City "Star," one of the leading

newspapers of the south-western States, was recently in St. John, N.
B., his object being to look for supplies of pulpwood. The Kansas City
"Star," he said, is the only newspaper in the United States that has
its own paper mill and manufactures all the paper it uses, which in the
"Star's" case is a very large amount. Until recently the management
of the Kansas City "Star" has been buying its pulpwood in Wisconsin,
but since the removal of the duty on pulpwood from New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia, Mr. Macdonald says they intend to buy it in these pro-
vinces, ship it by water to New Orleans, and thence by rail to Kansas
City. The amount of pulpwood required, he added, will "keep a pulp mill
busy. Mr. Macdonald visited all of the pulp mills in Nova Scotia and at
the mouth of the Miramichi. He said that the spruce of the eastern
Canadian provinces makes a superior quality of pulp, and since the re-
moval of the duty he anticipated that they would be able to get their
full supply there.

Merritton, Ont., uses the liquor from the digesters of the paper mill
instead of water for street sprinkling, and finds that once every two weeks
is sufficient to keep down the dust. The possibilities in the way of utiliz-
ing by-products are ever on the increase. Here is one which will prove
very interesting to paper manufacturers.
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Lumber News at Western Points

Gar Shortage threatened during Grain Move-
ment-Edmonton to have Storage Booms

A meeting of the Mountain Lumberman's Association was held at

Nelson, B.C., on July 30, at which Otto [achmund, Otis Staples, P. Lund,

E. S. Sanders, K. E. Suie, V. W. Hess, A. F. Krappel, (i. (i. Jewell,

W. E. Cooke, M. B. King, C. 0. Rodders, W. N. Poole and others were

present. After the meeting, Mr. W. A. Austin, secretary of the associa-

tion, said that: he had been gratified to learn that, the volume of business

which the mountain mills had been doing for the past six months war-

ranted a considerable advance over the prices which have prevailed dur-

ing the past year. Mr. Anstie continued: "And it is encouraging to learn

that the manufacturers are now charging within $2 a thousand feet of

the prices which were obtained prior to the big slump in 1908. 'the juices

have been since then far too low and a return to more satisfactory con-

ditions seems certain.

"I have been informed unofficialh by prominent traffic officials of

the C.P.R. that if the present excellent crop prospects are realized in

any measure equal to the indications the railways will be unable to pro-

vide the lumber industry with an adequate car service once, the harvest

on the prairies is completed and the movement of the grain commences,

it having been the custom of past years to "ive the grain crop precedence

over other commodities. The lumber manufacturers, in view of the

period of depression from which they are just emerging, are much alarmed

at this prediction of traffic officials, and a strongly worded resolution to

the railway companies was proposed and adopted at the meeting. 1 would

point out that the consuming public of the prairies, as well as the lumber

men, will suffer a great hardship unless adequate provision is made for

the transportation of lumber It is therefore clear that it will be to the

interests of the retailer throughout the prairie provinces to anticipate

the demand for lumber as much as possible and to take advantage of the

next six weeks to lay in a supply for the fall trade."

Inland Empire Production.

Three hundred and fifty billion feet of standing timber, estimated,

in those portions of eastern Washington and Oregon, north and central

Idaho, western Montana and south-eastern British Columbia, comprising

the Inland Empire, converted into merchantable lumber, would provide

sufficient materials for the construction of 17,000,000 four and five-room

buildings or enough to house the nation, says the "Mississippi Valley

Lumberman." At the present rate of cutting, 1,2.50,000,000 feet a year,

this available supply will last nearly 300 years, not allowing for the

growth it will make, while at the prevailing cost of cutting and market-

ing, placed at $10 a thousand feet, labor alone will receive $3,500,-

000,000.

The 400 mills in the district, with a possible capacity of 3,000,000,000

feet a year, represent an investment of $15,000,000 for plants, the em-

ployment of working capital of from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000 and the

disbursement of approximately $12,500,000 in wages and for supplies.

These plants cut 1,250,000,000 feet of lumber in 1908, when sixty per

cent, of the product, composed chiefly of western soft, red and white

pines, larch and fir, with a sprinkling of other woods, was shipped by rail

to various parts of the United States, as far east as the Atlantic sea-

' board, the bulk going into the north central states, while 40 per cent,

was marketed in local territory. The transportation of this output would

require nearly 60,000 cam, while between 40,000 and 50,000 were em-

ployed in the industry at wages ranging from $2 to $7 a day.
'

The industry, which added about $18,000,000 to the wealth produc-

tion of the district in 1908, dates its real beginning from 1901, and has

gained in importance by leaps and bounds. The range of progress, show-

ing that the mill men are fully alive to the situation, is from the small

mill operating circular and up and down saws, driven by portable steam

engines and water wheels in the pioneer days, to the plants of the pres-

ent day, containing the most complete equipment that mechanical genius

has devised. There are in the district a score or more mills, declared by

experts to represent the highest type of manufacturing apparatus, while

with the numerous logging roads and waterways the logging camps are

as near perfect as system can make them.

Nothing approaching actual statistics was compiled during the period

from 1887 to 1903, when the industry was in its infancy, with operations

for the first four years confined almost exclusively to local consumption.

Forty-one per cent, of the 157,940,213 feet cut in 1903 was marketed in

local territory, while the following year 43 per cent, of 220,380,545 feet

found market in the Inland Empire. The cut for 1005 was 634,553,466

feet, with 42 per cent, used in the district, and in 1001) the output of the

mill's was near the 1,000,000,000 mark. The cut in 1007 was estimated

at 1,000,000,000 feet, while for last year the total production was esti-

mated at 1,250,000,000 feet. The manufacture of 142 mills, reported for

1908, is placed at 672,944,057 feet, with 700,7(52,983 feet of stock on hand

at the beginning of the year, as against 989,820,084 feet sold by 177

mills in 1907, with 509,009,040 feet of stock on hand in .January, 1908,

and 9(57,720,008 feet manufactured by 179 mills in 1000, with 489,721,688

feet on hand January 1, 1007.

In addition to the output of the saw and planing mills there are pro-

ducts of the numerous box, sash and door and cut t ing-up plant s, which

are marketed in north-western, western and eastern territory. There an;

also shingle and lath mills, which have large capacity, but there are no

stat istics at hand to show the yearly production.

The decrease in sales during 1008 is assigned chiefly to the difficulties

encountered by shippers m obtaining reasonable freight rates on consign-

ments to Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota and other eastern points, the

other factor being the curtailment of building operations in those States

resulting from the financial flurry in the fall and winter of 1007. It was

followed this spring by the uncertainty as to the outcome of the tariff

legislation on lumber and other commodities and staples, during which

period many of the dealers in so-called eastern territory permitted their

stocks to run down, but it is believed that with the excellent crop pros-

pect that the business will adjust itself shortly.

Storage Booms for Edmonton.

Hon. Wm. Pugsley, Dominion Minister of Public Works, recently

visited Edmonton, Alta., and was interviewed b\ the lumbermen of Ed-

monton and Strathcona regarding the necessity for constructing storage

boms. The Minister assured them that booms, with a capacity of fifty

million feet, would be constructed in time for next year's cut. The lum-

ber firms have suffered great losses, from year to year, by being unable

to take care of their season's catch of logs during flood time on the Sas-

katchewan river. They have appealed to the Dominion Government for

help on several occasions, and last June, after an exceptionally heavy

loss, they sent representatives to Ottawa, who made a personal appeal

to Mr. Pugsley. Full consideration of their demands was promised. Mr.

Pugsley, at the interview, offered the installation by the Dominion
Government of storage booms with a capacity of 50,000,000 feet of Logs

at a point ninety miles up the river. An effort will be made to have these

booms completed in time for the cut nest spring. The large limber

areas up the river owned by the Dominion makes the Government more
particularly interested in insuring the safety of timber on the river.

Canada's Forest Products.

At the special meeting of the Canadian Forestry Association to be

held in Kegina, Sask., on Friday and Saturday. Sept. 3rd and 4th, the

subjects dealt with will refer particularly to conditions in the prairie pro-

vinces and will embrace: tree planting on the eastern and western sec-

tions of the prairies, forest reserves, game protection, growing wood for

fuel and for windbreaks, the relation of forests to the conservation of

moisture, etc.

The Lieut.-Governor has kindly consented to open the meeting and
representatives of the provincial government, the city of Kegina and the

Board of Trade will welcome the delegates and take part in the discus-

sions. Among those who will read panels are : Mr. Angus MacKay,
Superintendent of the Dominion Experimental Farm, Indian Head; Mr.
Norman M. Eoss, Chief of the Tree Planting Division; Mr. J. P. Turner,

secretary Manitoba Fish and Game Protection Association; Mr. A.

Knechtel, Inspector Dominion Forest and Game Reserves; Mr. A. H. D.

Pass, M.A., M.F., lecturer in Forestry, University of Toronto; Mr. A.

Mitchell, assistant, Tree Planting Division; Mr. T. N. Willing, Chief

Game Guardian, Saskatchewan.

It is expected that the following, among others, will he present to

take part in the discussions: Dr. William Saunders, Director of Experi-

mental Farms, Ottawa ; Senator T. O. Davis, Prince Albert ; Mr. R. H.
Campbell, Superintendent of Forestry, Ottawa; Mr. C. E. E. Ussher,

assistant traffic passenger manager, C P. P. ; Mr. Geo. H. Shaw, traffic

manager C.N.R. ; Mr. J. B. Whitman, Bridgetown, N.S. ; Mr. J. N.

Bayne, Dep. Municipal Comr., Regina, and a number of representatives

of the governmental, lumbering, farming, transportation, commercial
and professional interests in all parts of Canada. Some United States

forestry experts are also expected. The railway companies have granted

a single fare for this meeting, regardless of the number in attendance.

Wm. E. Barrett, of Chicago, recently stated in an interview that

the lumbermen of the United States Inland Empire had nothing to fear

from Canadian timber, because Canada would not have timber enough
for home consumption. This would be encouraging to lumbermen on

both sides of the boundary, but it seems a little odd, in view of the fact

that Mr. Barrett had just been over to Cranbrook, B.C., and left an

order for fifty cars of Canadian lumber. With the duty on lumber re-

duced, there will be still greater inducement to Mr. Barrett and other

United States lumbermen to get Canadian supplies.

Mr. F. D. Day, president of the Day Bros. Lumber Company, of

New Orleans, was in Vancouver recently. Mr. Day says he is looking

forward to the revival of the lumber business and that bis company is

contemplating the building of a mill on the coast.
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Canadian Birch for Stave Making*.

The Canadian Trade and Commerce reports state that Canadian

birch may replace oak for stave making. Some experiments have been

mad ) by Canadian firms with birch wood in the manufacture of puncheon

staves with apparently some success. On inquiry at Barbados as to the

il lative value of oak and birch for staves, it is found that birch will

answer the requirements. As the price at which this stave can be placed

on the market from Canada is lower than oak staves from the United

States, and as the trade is quite large, it would justify a serious effort

being made to perfect the birch stave in Canada, so that it may be equal

to the oak stave, which can, no doubt, be easily done. Maple might also

be tried.

Staves come in bundles of about thirty, sufficient in width to make
one hogshead. They are about 44 inches in length, and from 2% to 4%
inches in width, and are cut square at the ends. The stock is a full inch

in thickness. The hogshead contains about 30 superficial feet of lumber

In its sides. The ends of both puncheons and hogsheads are made from

pine and spruce. The puncheon head is 28 inches in diameter, and the

hogshead 30 inches. Neither the staves nor the head require to be kiln

dried, but should be weather dried for a short time. Generally the stave

is slightly bent in manufacture, but this is net essential as it can be done

here just as well. Any firm, however, intending to go extensively into

the manufacture of staves, should put in a machine for bending the wood.

Lumber Trade of the West Indies.

The lumber trade of the British West Indies. British Guiana and
Bermuda, as shown in the latest customs returns, amounted to £501,024.

The imports were valued at £421,922, and the exports at £130,702.

Shingles, hoops and shooks and staves, puncheons and casks wen- in-

eluded under this head. Of spruce, white pine and hemlock, the impor-

tation from Canada was greater than from the United States by £12,780;

the amounts from each country being £41,931 and £29,142 respectively.

Under the additional head of lumber without classification, the im-

ports from the United States, however, were greater than from Canada,
the figures being for the United States. £37,273, and for Canada £9,900.

All the importation of pitch pine, amounting to £114,375, was from the

Southern States of America and was the largest item of the wood import.

Puncheon and puncheon staves, taken together, amount to about

three-fourths, and shooks and empty boxes about one-fourth of the value

of the staves, shooks, puncheons and casks. The United States and Can-
ada supply these goods. Much the largest share of this trade goes to the

United States. In the case of staves, it is due to the large amount of

red and white oak still obtainable in that country, as staves are generally

made of that wood. The amount imported from the United States

amounts to £92,605, and from Canada, £0.823.

Quebec Cullers Report.

The following comparative statement of timber, masts, bowsprits,

spars, staves, etc.. measured and culled to date, has been issued from
the Supervisor of Cullers' Office, Quebec, under date of July 7th :

l«.)f)7 1908 1909
Cubic ft. Cubic ft. Cubic ft,

Waney white pine 540,360 551,160 583,000

74,040 96,040 51,240
4,640 8,000 5,40(1

Oak 152.700 129,000 408,160

Elm 148,800 44,080 61,880

Ash 8,680 4,000 480
Birch and maple 63,680 59,880 45,080

The fifth annual picnic of the lumber dealers, contractors and car-

penters of Hamilton, Ont., will be held on Saturday, Aug. 21, at Queen

Victoria Park, Niagara Falls, Ont. This event has come to be looked

forward to throughout the year with keen anticipation. Practically

every representative of the three callings in the city attends the picnic

and a splendid time is enjoyed. The free drawing for prizes will again

be one of the chief features during the journey by train. Prizes aggre-

gating $50 in value will be given to the fortunate winners.

The Long Lumber Company, of Hamilton, Ont., have secured the

contract, for supplying lumber for the new T. C. Watkins dry goods

building, known as "The Eight House," at Hamilton, Ont. The
Bishopric Construction Company, engineers and contractors, 19 Welling-

ton street west, Toronto, have obtained the contract for construction of

the building.

The city council of Toronto is considering the sale of a block of land

on the west side of Perth avenue, just north of Bloor, to Mickle, Dyment
A Son, of Barrie. The price offered is $7,250 and the block has a front-

age of 375 feet on Perth avenue and is 125 feet deep,

The Forest Products of Canada.

By instruction from the Forestry Branch of the Department of the

Interior, A. H. D. Ross, M.A., of Toronto University, recently issued a

bulletin dealing with the forest products of Canada. In 1808 the exports

of manufactured and unmanufactured products, according to this report,

amounted to less than $19,000,000, and last year they aggregated $49,-

000,000. The United States, in 1808, took $7,842,520 worth, and last

year $27,470,754 worth; in the same yeans Great Britain took $9,354,244
and $11,483,095 respectively. In manufactured wood products, such as

pulpwood, the whole practically goes to the United States.

Mr. Ross discusses the need" of more thorough gathering of informa-

tion respecting the forestry resources of the Dominion. It was with this

end in view that the Forestry Branch was started. The forest areas are

among the greatest resources of the Dominion. In the census of 1891 the

forest area of the Dominion was estimated at 799,000,000 acres. More
recent estimates, says Mr. Ross, reduce the area to between 500,000,000

and 000,000,000 acres, but this will include areas of timber which is not

at present merchantable, and for land covered with merchantable tim-

ber presently available estimates have been made as low as 200,000,000

acres, and even 100.000,000 acres. It is to be remembered, however,

that these are estimates based upon deductions from a general knowledge
of conditions or of special areas, and none of them are entitled to great

reliability.

The stand of timber is even less known, but between five and six

hundred billion feet of timber suitable for sawing would be a conservative

estimate. In addition there are large areas suitable for pulpwood. The
whole forest area of Canada has suffered so severely from fire that the

average stand must be computed at a low figure.

A Common Source of Forest Fires.

The question has been asked why there should be so many fires in

our American forests when there are so very few or none at all in the

forests of Europe '.' The answer is this : When the trees are cut in the

forests of Germany, France or Switzerland, the entire material in the

tree is marketed and removed, leaving no inflammable litter on the

ground. In our American forests, owing to lack of a market for such ma-
terial, fully one-half of the tree the limbs, smaller branches, twigs and
foliage ate left upon the ground, where they soon become dry and furnish

material for a. forest fire. In the European forests every part of the tree,

including the smallest twigs, is sold. The sale of this minor product con-

stitutes Over one-half of the revenue. Hence, when the forester is

through with his tree-cutting no inflammable material is left upon the

ground. Now, if our Adirondack lumbermen could sell the limbs and tops

of the trees instead of allowing them to go to waste for lack of a market,
^hev would not be obliged to leave the ground encumbered with the in-

flammable debris and litter which is such a prolific source of fire, and
which when ignited is so difficult to extinguish. A glance at any picture

showing the parklike appearance of a (lerman forest, and the mass of

limbs and (ops remaining in an American forest where lumbering has

been done, will explain readily why disastrous fires are so apt to occur

in this country.—From Forest Fires, by James S. Whipple, in the Outing
Magazine for August.

McBean 1 Verrall, Toronto, report that they find the hardwood lum-
ber business on the whole quiet. While greatly improved from last year's

conditions, things are by no means normal. Consumers are still buying
largely, mixed car loads for immediate use and special work, thus entail-

ing a large amount of extra work 011 hardwood shippers. Dry stocks,

however, are, on the whole, low, compared with former years, and should

trade pick up this fall, hardwood lumber conditions will be greatly im-

proved.

Enquiries from the United States are coming in freely, indicating an

improvement over there. Export trade is only fair, with prices hardly

high enough to offer much inducement for business in that direction. We
notice of late, in the vicinity of Toronto, the demands are for higher

grades of hardwood lumber than formerly, showing that a higher style of

work is being done than in years past.

Gordon Grant & Company, Port-of-Spain, report under date of July

24 as follows : Lumber and cooperage materials—No further arrivals of

pitch pine have taken place, and a well assorted cargo or two of good

quality would command ready sale. There is a very limited outlet for

spruce, hemlock, etc., but American and Canadian white pitch boards

are saleable.

The First National Conservation Congress of the United States will

be held in the Auditorium of the Alaska-Yukon. Pacific Exposition,

Seattle, August 20, 27, 28. The convention has been called by the

Washington Conservation Association, and has the official endorsement

of the various State Conservation Commissions and of the joint commit-

tee between States and nation.
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Designing* and Grinding- Shapcr Moulding Cutters.

By Nap. J. Millefcte.

In modern practice, we find that it is next to impossible to produce
duplicate shape mouldings without a proper gauge for testing the shape
when grinding cutters.

The following is a practical method of designing and maintaining in
same shape straight cutters, as commonly used on shapes, by which we
can produce uniform mouldings without particular attention.

Fig. 1 represents shaper collar as set on machine. This is done to
determine "working line" and "cutter line," which are of main import-
ance in designing moulding knives.

Fig. 2 shows shape of moulding adapted for this treatise, designed at
a right angle from working line, and at a given distance from the collar,
to suit the operation.

Fig. 3 is a portion of the cutter, designed at a right angle with cutter
line, laid out with all guiding points (as at fig. 2). All lines arc traced,
following the travel of the head from the working line to the cutter line'

Stave Manufacturing Costs.

At the eleventh annual meeting of the National Slack Cooperage
Stock Manufacturers' Association, one of the most interesting events was
the delivery of an illustrated talk on "Cost," by Mr. J. J. Tnnes, of the
Sutherland-Innes Company, Chatham, Ont. Mr. Tnnes said:

On account of the great divergence of opinion as to the cost of manu-
facturing staves, your president and secretary have asked me to give you
my own experience in the cost, and T will endeavor to do this, from actual
data at our own mills.

It has often been said that half of the manufacturers do not know
what it costs to manufacture staves. I don't think this can be correct,
but I do know that a great many manufacturers with whom I am ac-
quainted very often run a good many side lines along with their manu-
facture of staves, and do not keep their cost separate, consequently, can-
not tell for certain which is the profitable part of their business.

Nowadays, more especially in the north, there are very few stave
mills run exclusively on staves. Most of the mills where they have good
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to determine the length of cutter required, to produce the shape of mould-
ing, at intermediate points.

Fig. 4 is a sketch of the most important part of this treatise, "the
gauge," which is made in such a way that the same shape moulding
tests both right and left cutters. In this way both cutters are bound to
be the same, as long as the gauge is made square. The part of the gauge,
intended to guide the cutter is reduced on both sides, forming a shoulder
so as to guide the cutter on either side, as stated. Dotted lines on the
sketch of the gauge show the position of the cutter when testing, which
h brought close to the shape, resting along the side.

Fig. 5 represents a shaper cutter as made following this process,
intended to produce moulding as shown in fig. 2.

Gauges and cutters should be distinctly marked or numbered, well
placed to prevent them from damage, and to enable them to be quickly
found when needed. This avoids much delay and reduces the chances
of misunderstanding. The man who looks after a system for the saving
of tools and labor will find in the practice of these few points a great
saving, especially when he sets up machines for a small quantity of ac-
curate work at a time.

elm timber manufacture staves and hoops. However, I will first take a
stave mill running exclusively on staves in the most economical way, and
will afterwards refer to mills where we manufacture both staves' and
hoops.

The actual expenses in running a stave mill exclusively on staves
are as follows:

Team and extra man . . $5.50 per day
Drag saw 2.00
Tail sawyer 2.00
Bolter 2.50
Canter 1.75
Box fillers 3.75
Box pullers 3.80
Equalizer 1.75
Cutter 3.50
Culler 2.00
Loader 1.50

Cull Carrier $1.50 per day
Horse and driver 2.00
Pilers 4.00
Day fireman 2.00
Night fireman 2.00
Watchman 1.50
Yard man 1.75
Foreman 3 50

Total $48.30

Now, figuring the output of 40,000 staves, which a good mill should
do on an average, and not taking any extra men into consideration the
cost should run about as follows

:

A recent writer in one of the popular weeklies, on the subject of
educating employers in economy, assumes that there are only a few
band saws in use in the very best mills and that the general practice to-
day is to cut a kerf %-inch. Tn other words, that %-inch is wasted in
sawdust for every 1-inch board made. This is probably about 50% exag-
geration. It would be interesting to know what is the average saw kerf.

Labor $1.21 per 1,000
Jointing 55 "

Loading 10 "

Re-handling 10 "

Operating expenses
Repairs
Office expense ....
Insurance

$ 50 per 1,000
12
25
12

making the total cost of the staves, f.o.b. cars, for manufacturing $2 95
per 1,000. In actual practice, however, the cost will exceed this, as there
are certain seasons of the year when the mills are not running, and when
there are certain amounts of overhead expenses which are always in-
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rurred, and very often there is re-piling, re-packing and other work to do
where the staves are damaged, so that $3 is as cheap as the staves can
be produced with a one-knife mill. With a two-knife mill, the cost, of
production can be run down from 25 cents to 50 cents per 1,000, accord-
ing to the way that the mill is laid out, and the number of extra hands
which are required.

I have also taken the output of two of our mills for the year 1908.
and the actual cost of production is as follows : At one mill we produced
0.140.000 staves, and 4,840,010 hoops. I have separated the labor and
expense as near as possible in the cost of production of each, and our
figures are as follows:

. ,
Staves Hoops

£abor $1.98% per 1,000 Labor $1.41% per 1 000
Operating expense

. 69% " Operating expense . . 49%
Overhead expense

. . 50 " Overhead expense . . 35%

Total $3.18% " Total $2.26%
At another mill in the same district our expenses were as follows,

on a production of 5.781.070 staves and 2.100,180 hoops:

Staves Hoops
Jf'
ahor $2.00% per 1.000 Labor $1.60' ; nor 1 000

Operating expense 44% " Overhead expense . 35
Overhead expense

. . 43% " Operating expense . 34%

Total $2.88% " Total $2.30

The above two mills are United States mills in Michigan. T will now
come to our Canadian mills.

At one of our mills, on account of it having been run for a number of
years, the timber is not of a very high quality, as far as the proportion of
hoop timber is concerned, and last year especially we did not get in as
much hoop timber as usual ; we were unable to keep our cost of staves
and hoops separate, as our hoop saner ran part of their time on staves and
part of their time on hoops, this mill being equipped with two stave
knives and hoop knife, so that when the hoop gang cannot get sufficient
work on hoops we change them off on to staves.

This mill produced 11.002.500 pieces of staves and hoops, the cost
of production being as follows :

^abor $2.00 per thousand
Operating expense fiO " "
Repairs II
Offieo expense Ifi

"

Insurance 12 " "

Total $2.90 " "

for both staves and hoops, this being the cost of the stock, f.o.b. ears.
At another of our Canadian mills, where we manufacture staves and

hoops, running one stave knife and one hoop knife, but where it is im-
possible to keep the cost of the staves and hoops separate to a nicetv, our
cost of manufacture was as follows:

£abor $2.00 per thousand
Rxpense 35 < <<

Sundries g << <

Total $2.99 " "

We manufacture at this mill, roughly speaking, two-third staves and one-
third hoops. Figuring roughly, it cost us at this mill $3 to put the staves
on the cars and $1.75 per 1.000 to put the hoops, while we produced
3,500 pieces on an average, staves and hoops to 1,000 feet of logs but
on account of the logs going through the mill together, and sometimes
part of the log being fit for hoops and part for staves, it would onlv be
possible to approximate the out-turn per 1,000 feet separately.

You will notice in the above an item of 11 cents per 1,000 for repairs

;

in the other mills our "repairs" were charged to expense account, but in
this case the repairs ran high, as there had to be new hoop vats put in and
some foundations repaired, and T kept the repairs separate which
amounted to $1,230. or 11 cents per 1,000 on the production. As every
mill realizes, every year there are some repairs, about every three or four
years there is a general overhauling to be done, which usually amounts to
from 5-10 per cent, of the original cost of the mill, and this must be
taken into account on the cost of production.

After careful figuring and on the experience I have had it is never
safe to figure less than $3 per 1,000 as the cost of manufacturing staves
and $2.50 per 1,000 to manufacture hoops, even under the most advan-
tageous circumstances, and a mill man is safer if he figures $3.50 for
staves and $3 for hoops, which keeps him on the safe side.

I have not taken into account at all the interest on the investment
as this is a matter which has to be figured in the profits, but have simply
gone into the cost of manufacture, and in every case I am giving von
actual experience, and not simply "paper figures," but where we" have
paid the money out to the men for their work.

It has also been suggested to me that I say something with regard
to the production from 1,000 feet of logs. This, however, is a very diffi-
cult thing Our experience in Canada has been, that on an average we
produce 3.300 staves and 4.500 hoops from 1,000 feet of logs- a *reat
deal depends, however, on the quality of the logs, as far as the hoop
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production is concerned, and on the size of the logs as far as the stave
production is concerned.

At one of our mills, the results of which I have now before me our
actual production was 3,300 staves to 1,000 feet, as near as it is possible
to figure it. At another mill we produced in elm staves 3,552 staves
per 1,000 feet: in hardwood, 3,747 staves per 1,000 feet, and 5,136
hoops per 1,000 feet. At another mill we produced 4,077 elm staves' per
1.000 feet and 5,202 hoops per 1,000 feet. It must, however, be taken
mto consideration that quite a considerable amount of the staves and
hoops in these two latter cases were "shorts;" in other words, keg hoops
and staves 18 to 24 inches long made from cut-offs, and which °do not
bring in very much more than the cost of their manufacture. I there-
fore contend it is not safe for any manufacturer to figure over 3,300
staves to 1,000 feet of logs; if lie overruns this, so much the better, 'but
this is a safe figure to go on, on an ordinary run of logs.

At our Canadian mills, in estimating the production, we do not
figure the shorts at all, except where we cut 24-inch staves from the lo^
Our cut-offs, which run from 2,000 to 3,000 staves per day, we figure If
we get an average of $3.50 out of them we are reducing the cost of our
other staves to some extent, but we do not count them in our total of
the production.

Manufacture of Small Dimension Stock.
There is no branch of the woodworking industry that has had more

ups and downs and witnessed, more discouraging experiences, probably,
than that of manufacturing small dimension stock ; and yet it continues
persistently to tempt people, says the St. Louis "Lumberman." There
ta no doubt but it should continue to tempt people, too, because there is
much good material goes to waste that could be worked up into small
dimension stock to good advantage, and there is nothing wrong with men
being continually tempted to experiment with the idea until a successful
outcome is found. The wrong, or the error rather, is not in the idea of
utilizing the waste itself, but is in the method resorted to to carry out
the idea. The most common error is that of too elaborate equipment,
and comes from the pursuit of the natural but erroneous notion that
small dimension stock can only be successfully manufactured by practi-
cally automatic handling.

It has been demonstrated so often that every well-informed mill
man should know by this time that automatic handling calls for enormous
quantities of material, in the first place, and quite frequently necessitates
this material being clear stock. Every now and then a man is met with
who has experimented with very expensive machines, each of which has
some separate appliance for handling small dimension stock, and he finds
in the end he can get better results—more for his money—with two or
three boys and a couple of plain rip saws. This is not always the case,
neither is it an argument in toto against automatic machinery. That
sort of machinery has other uses, and is important in the scheme of me-
chanics, but when it comes to making small dimension stock, especially
out of scrap material from around the sawmill, a few simple machines
in the way of rip saws and cross-cuts and a few men at work who know
their business, and who use their brains as well as their hands, are worth
more than the complicated and expensive machines. One reason for this
i.s that scrap stock can be had only in limited quantities for these small
dimensions, and each piece must usually be given individual treatment,
which it can get with a good man in charge who knows that it is himself
and not the machine that must be depended on to get proper results.

The saving of scrap stock and converting it into small dimension
stock suggests in some ways a sort of relation to chicken farming, in
which waste material of various kinds about the place are used to feed
the chickens and produce eggs. Men with sharp pencils and bright ideas
have set down and figured what great returns, comparatively, farmers'
wives are getting from their chickens, and from this they figure out on
paper the possibilities of magnificent results to be obtained from going
into the poultry farming business on a large scale and in a scientific man-
ner. The results of such undertakings have been the subject of jokes in
the funny papers for years, and need not be related in detail; but the
moral may be cited, which is that certain things have limitations in the
way of extension and manipulation. Herding too many chickens together
breeds cholera, and working too much stock together breeds confusion,
both of which are accompanied with financial disaster.

In short, the plain road to success right now in the small dimension
stock business is through each man making a small business of it, just
as farmers' wives make chickens and eggs an incidental business and get
a very good thing out of a limited number of chickens, the aggregate of
which amounts to an enormous figure. The farmers' wives can tend to a
few chickens and be comparatively free from cholera epidemics and
things of that kind, and the average mill man can give a modicum of at-
tention to the small dimension stock business and realize therefrom a
fair share of profit.

The best way to babit boxes without trouble is, first know how to
do the work. Have the proper appliances with which to do it, and then
go about it as if you enjoyed it, and not as if it were a troublesome job,
and the trouble bird will not likely appear.
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Lumber Matters in the Law Courts

Lien for Sawing Lumber which has been
Burned — Liability for Trespass on Limits

Lien Upon Burned Lumber.—In the case of Chew v. the Traders
Hank of Canada, which recently came up in the Court of Appeal, the
court upheld the appeal with costs. The original claim was for payment
on a contract for sawing lumber for Caswell & Company, agents for the
defendants, and also for a lien upon the lumber for the price of the saw-
ing, which lien, plaintiff held, he should be entitled to enforce against
the insurance moneys paid into court in satisfaction of claims under the
policies of insurance upon the loss of the lumber b\ fire. The agreement
for the sawing was made between the plaintiff, a saw miller, and Caswell
& Company, lumbermen, the owners of the logs. The defendants, the
Traders Bank, were not mentioned in the written agreement and ac-

cordingly the first claim was held not to have been established. The
appeal in connection with the second branch of the claim was taken by
the Traders Bank against Judge Riddell's decision to the effect that the

lien claimed upon the insurance moneys was valid. Judge Riddel! had
held that the insurance was upon the lumber, and covered the interest of

aril who had an insurable interest. He was unable to see that the cir-

cumstances that the money wais made payable to the bank made any dif-

ference. The Court of Appeal in reversing this decision and allowing the
bank's appeal said that what the plaintiff had at most was a mere pos-

sessory lien for the price of the sawing, depending not upon the contract,

but wholly upon possession, and therefore brought to an end by the fire.

Trespass and Cutting Logs on Plaintiff's Property Judge Mathers
has given judgment in the case of Law v. Madden in a Manitoba Trial

Court, holding the defendant, James A. Madden, liable for trespass. The
plaintiff alleged that defendant's employee's trespassed on his land, in

cutting logs for the defendant. The defendant's employees did not know
they were trespassing until after a survey was made. Damages to the
extent of $250 and costs were given.

A settlement has been arrived at between the Rainy River Lumber
Company and Mr. Wm. Quimbly, for the death of Mr. Quimbly. The
company agreed to pay $1,000, of which the widow is to receive $300
and the balance is to be paid into court to the credit of three children.

Quimbly met his death as the result of an accident while in the employ
of the company.

Janwick Trepanier has instituted an action against the Haskell
Lumber Company for $9,600 damages, on account of injuries received

while working on a logging railway for the cbmpany. He was caught be-

tween two cars. One of his legs has been paralyzed since the accident

and the other is permanently injured.

Trade Enquiries.

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain

the following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman"
may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped en-

velope and stating number of enquiry :

973. Flooring boards—A Manchester firm asks for prices and di-

mensions of flooring boards from Canadian exporters.

974. Birch logs—A Manchester firm wishes to correspond with Can-
adian exporters of birch logs.

977. Pine lumber—A Cheshire firm wishes to correspond with Can-
adian exporters of pine lumber.

978. Spruce deals—A Manchester firm asks for prices and dimen-
sions of spruce deals from Canadian shippers.

990. Agents—A Sheffield manufacturer of cast and shear steel, files,

saws, edge tools, etc., is desirous of appointing agents in Nova Scotia

and Newfoundland.

991. Leather belting—A firm in the Midlands of England, manufac-
turing leather belting, wishes to increase business connections in Canada.

1000. Wood boxes—A South African fruit packer asks for quotations

from exporters of wood boxes as per specification : (1) 18-inch x 12-inch

x 3%-ineh ; (2) 18-inch x 12-inch x -8-inch ;
(3') 10-in«h x 11-inch x 20-

inch Of No. 1, about 2,000 will be required; of No. 2, 1,500, and of No.
3, 1,600

1024. Paper—A Newfoundland daily newspaper is open to purchase
five carloads of paper annually in rolls 54 3

/{ inches wide.

1033. Butter and cheese boxes—A South African firm of general

merchants asks for quotations from exporters of butter and cheese boxes,

and sample, of wood.
1034. Fruit boxes—A South African fruit packer asks for quotations

for fruit boxes, as per specifications, sent upon request, to Department
of Trade and Commerce.

1036. Wood boxes—A South African fruit packer asks for quotations
for wood boxes, as per specifications. Quotations to be c.i.f. Durban.
Dimensions: (1) 26% inches by 26% inches by 6 inches; (2) 26%

inches by 26% inches by 7 inches; f3) 2(5% inches by 26% inches by 8

inches. h be made of %inch wood.

1037. Butter boxes—A South African dairy company asks for quo-

tations for butter boxes.

1069. Wood ties—A firm of general woodenware importers are open
to buy large or small parcels of wood ties 18-inch x 1% x 1% in bundles
of 36 pieces, made from white pine, basswood, spruce or any (dean bright

firwood. Shipments to Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1096. Poplar, pine, deals, doors A South African firm of timber

merchants asks for quotations from exporters 'J poplar, pine, deals, aver-

aging 16 feet to 17 feet; doors. Shipments should be guaranteed up to

specifications. Quotations to be c.i.f. Durban.
1105. Timber—A South African firm of timber merchants asks for

quotations from exporters of all descriptions of timber. Quotations to be
c.i.f. Durban and Delagoa Bay.

1121. Canadian spruce—A north country firm of timber importers
who are interested in Canadian spruce, would be pleased to receive quo-
tations from Canadian shippers.

The New Zealand Timber Enquiry.

The Timber Commission, appointed by the Government of New
Zealand to take evidence upon the suitability of increasing the duty upon
imported timber, is still continuing i's labors. At a session held in Auck-
land recently the chief timber expert gave the quantifies of milling tim-
ber remaining on Crown lands. State forests and forest reserves, and
private and native lands, at March .'51. 1000. as follows:

Private and
Timber Crown Lands Native Lands

Kauri feet 209,627,889 275,819,100
Rimu feet 909,422,310 2.964,082,710
Kahikatea feet 109,497,863 574,028.890
Matai feet 103,435,579 706.630.105
Totara feet 90,889,203 59.005.180
Miscellaneous feet 3,000,300 129,614,728

Totals 1,425,873.144 4,799,240,713
Grand total 0,225,113,857

The evidence taken is, of course, very contradictory, architects and
builders being opposed to an increase in duty, while the small sawmill
m n urge the necessity of it. The reaction in the trade of New Zealand.,
which has largely stoped building operations in the cities, is partly re-

sponsible for the closing of the mills that have gone into liquidation. In
view of the evidence of the timber expert, it will make very little differ-

ence whether an increased duty is placed upon the importation of Oregon
or not save for a year or two, as the prices certainly will advance in pro-
portion to the increase of duties. The only rivals of Oregon are Kauri
and Rimu, and of the Rimu but a very small proportion, not much more
at the outside than one-sixth, of the timber is heart timber, which can
in any way compare in quality with Oregon ; the balance of the cut being
inferior timber.

Personal Mention.

J. P. Reardon, secretary and treasurer of the McGoldrick Lumber
Company, Spokane, and Mrs. Reardon visited Victoria and Vancouver
recently.

Mr. E. A. Thornton, of the E. A. Thornton Lumber Company, with
offices in the Chamber of Commerce building, Chicago, recently took a
trip to the Georgian bay district, Duluth and Minneapolis.

The following party visited Vancouver, B.C., recently: Thos. S
Shevlin and H. C. Clark, of the Shevlin-Carpenter Lumber Company,
Minneapolis; B. F. Nelson, of the Nelson Lumber Company. Minne-
apolis; Dr. D. F. Brooks and M. J. Scanlon, of the Brooks-Scanlon Lum-
ber Company, Minneapolis; E. D. Keys, M.D., J. A. Nichol and J. R.
Randal], of Minneapolis. They were in Vancouver to look after their
own lumber interests and to consider the extension of their lumbering
operations in British Columbia. Mr. B. F. Nelson is particularly inter-
ested in pulp manufacture and looked over the ground with a view of
establishing a pulp works on the coast.

R. E. Edwards, of Peru, Ind., has by purchase succeeded to the
interest of John M. Thompson in the Wolverine Cedar & Lumber Com-
pany, of Menominee, Mich. Mr. Thompson has resigned the general
management of the Wolverine Company and his duties have been as-
sumed by Mr. Edwards, who has for some time been connected in execu-
tive capacity, with the company. The Wolverine Company was started
in 1900 at Northland, Mich., bv Mr. Thomoson. and it has grown to
large proportions, with, mills at Northland and Little Current Ont With
the completion of the details Mr. Thompson will take a^ well earned va-
cation, but will return later to active connection with the lumber busi-
ness. He will remain a resident of Menominee and will retain his in-
terests in the White Pine Lumber Company, operating extensively in the
Spanish river district in Canada.



THE MACHINERY WORLD
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Equipment are Doing

An Improved Hot Blast Grate.
The E. Long Manufacturing Company, Limited, of Orillia, Onfc.,

have secured the exclusive right for manufacturing in Ontario, Quebec
and the Maritime Provinces, the Improved Hot Blast Grate, which is

widely known in the United States, being made there by the Hanehett
Hot Blast (irate Company, of Big Rapids, Mich. The Orillia firm have
a reputation for making a success of anything they undertake, and the
fact that they are now interested in this grate would indicate that it
will in the near future have a big market in this country. It is claimed,
on behalf of the Improved Hot Blast Grate, that it is exceedingly simple!
No change is required in the brick work of a furnace to put in a grate and
it can be used in either furnaces or ovens. Some of the advantages that
are given for this grate are as follows:

The blast openings are distributed in four rows lengthwise along
each blast bar. The blast from the outside rows is converging, while
that from the inside rows is diverging. In addition to the "blast from
these rows of opening, another blast is delivered forward from the
tuyeres next to the bridge wall. This forward blast plays an important
part and is one of the distinctive features. Whereas, in the case of an
ordinary grate, the draft ban a nataral tendency to take the eases and

competent fiddlesticks! It is nothing but downright carelessness and
neglect. Any man who has .sense enough to set up a machine to dress
and match flooring, not only knows that this flooring should match up
and lay smoothly, but he has at hand, all hhe time, means of determin-
ing whether or not it will, and is fully competent to test the matter and
make it right. You might argue with me on this point until doomsday
and I will argue that jt is nothing but neglect, It does not require much
skill to take a board as it comes from the planer, cut a few short pieces off
ft, match them together, and see whether or not they will lay smoothly
and it does not require any more skill to adjust a matcher head up and
down than it does to grind the cutters and put them on the machine It
is not lack of skill at all, but lack of attention. It cannot be explained
on any other theory, and there is no excuse for work of this kind bein<r
permitted to leave the mill.

Even if the plane*- man hasn't the time or inclination to do it the
office boy, shipping clerk, or anybody else about the P race could test the
stock m a few minutes and find out whether or not it will lie smoothly
Instead of that, however, time after time, day after day, stock that is
poorly matched is let go through our planing' mills, is loaded into the
ears, and no attention paid to it until some yard man sells it to a con-
tractor and the contractor goes to lay it in the floor, and then there is
rouble and cost m the way of claims for reduction, that amount to more
than the original cost of working the lumber in the planing mill.

i

•

the USC to suSSest a mechanical remedy in a case of this
kind

. \\ hat is needed is for the active manager of the mill to some way
give a little more attention to what is going on in the plant, right under
his nose, so to speak

; to set an example of giving specific attention to the
details, instead of neglecting them. You will then find fewer complaints
to adjust am l he wil] have more time Qn hig handg ^ afctend tQ
things.— I he W oodworker.

Improved Hot Blast Grate for Mill Furnace.

smoke away from the fire up through the smoke stack too quickly for
them to be properly consumed, this blast from the tuyeres next to the
bridge wall forces back the gases over the fire and supplies oxygen for
their thorough combustion.

Planing Machines—Their Proper Care.
The care of planers is materially simplified in some of the modern

machines and the burden of details made considerably lighter. This is
particularly true of knife-setting. In some of the late machines the set-
ting of the knives is a mighty simple problem compared to the setting of
knives on the old-time machines, a problem that any man versed in me-
chanics can work out easily. As everybody is not provided with the most
modern type, with these facilities for setting knives, however, the subject
is still one of important details that need attention. And this brings us
to a subject that has been elaborated on frequently by the writer, that
the proper care of planers, to give good work, is in careful attention to
small details. In other words, that it is not lack of skilled help, nor ig-
norance, so much as lack of attention to details, that makes poor work Fn
the planing mill.

We hear every once in a while complaint of lack of competent help,
and there may be lack of what we term efficient help, but it is not a lack
of knowledge so much as a lack of application and diligence. A lack of
competent help might originally reduce the quantity of work turned out,
but it should not continuously keep down the quality. This may look
like a ,new position to take in the matter, but it can be maintained with
reasonably good logic, and just to show how, let us consider a case or
two. Let us turn first to a car of flooring on which there has been a com-
plaint made and a reduction asked.

Upon examination, this car of stock is found to be poorly matched
so that it will not lay evenly. "Incompetent help," you may say. In-

Lidgerwood Machines Increasing in the Canadian Field.
The use of steam in logging is of recent introduction in Canada The

Alligator and Lombard sleigh hauler have become quite well known
where they are suitable, but the various skidding, re-yarding and load-
ing machines so rapidly becoming a necessary part of the equipment ofmost American companies, are almost unknown to Canadian operators,

i
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c]Serwood Manufacturing Company, of New York, one of the
largest builders of many types of logging machinery and the patentees
ol the cableway or overhead skidding method, the method primarily suit-
ed to rough ground conditions, has recognized the tremendous field for
this and for their other devices in Canada, and to more fully follow up
the initial installations of these equipments made last year "will have a
special representative in Canada.

•
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this representative, is already known to many

ol the Canadian lumbermen, having long been a member of the Canadian
forestry Association and editor of the "Forestry Quarterly," .which is
widely read by all interested in timber; and through his former connec-
tion as forest engineer with the Berlin Mills Company, large operators inQuebec and Nova Seotia.

The policy of the Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company in the United
States, to examine all timber holdings free of charge, direct or indirect
and to report just what can or cannot be accomplished with the new
steam methods, will also be followed in Canada. Further, with The sev-
eral plants now in operation in the provinces and possible for the inter-
ested operator to visit, it will be easy to determine the possibilities of
these improved power devices.

A minister in Greenville, Michigan, where the Gordon Hollow Blast
Grate and the Tower line of edgers and trimmers are made, was recently
preaching at a funeral. His subject was, "The Resurrection," and his
discourse was of considerably more than the ordinary length. Finally
the undertaker commenced to show symptoms of uneasiness, grancin'a
frequently at his watch and muttering to himself.

"What's the matter?" inquired a man who sat near him. "Don't
you like the sermon ? Or perhaps you don't believe in the Resurrec-
tion ?

"Oh. yes," answered the undertaker, "I like the sermon well enough
and I believe in the Resurrection, all right, but if he don't hurry up I'm
afraid I won't get the man buried in time."

Exports from St. John to United States ports for the half year were
valued at $1,776,109, as compared with $914,034 for the same period last
year. The chief increase was in lumber.



CAMP DEPARTMENT
Sanitation of the Logging* Camp.

At the recent Pacific Logging Congress at Seattle a paper which
proved very interesting was read by Dr. W. C. Belt, of Trontdale, Ore.,

on "Sanitation of the Logging Camp." Mr. Troutdale said:

Sanitation pays. It pays in cold-blooded dollars and cents, and will

return to you 25 per cent, a month on the investment. It pays in the

increased working efficiency of your men. It pays by attracting to your
camps steadier and more skilled workmen and keeping them there. It

lakes the grouch out of the men.
Regarding man merely as a machine, with, say, a maximum working

capacity of 100, statistics gathered throughout the whole United States

show the loss to industry from preventable sickness and lowered vitality

through unsanitary surroundings, insufficient and improper food, to be
40 per cent.

Apply these istatistics to your own affairs, and eliminating all the

lotally sick, whom you do not have to pay, you are still getting less than
75 per cent, maximum working efficiency out of your men. Figure it out
for yourself; there is a loss of 25 per cent., one-quarter of your monthly
payroll.

Sources and Prevention of Typhus.

Typhus and typhoid fevers are most to be guarded against in camp
life, but they can be entirely eliminated by a few sanitary precautions.

The germs that infest the bowels of men and animals are conveyed
through the soil to water, which they contaminate. Therefore, the first

requisite is pure water. Running water piped from a hill is the best, and
see to it that neither men nor animals can pollute the soil about its

source.

A simple test that shows the presence of organic pollution is to take

a bottle and add a few crystals of permanganate of potash until it pro-

duces a bluish purple tone ; allow this to stand for a few hours and if the

solution turns brown the water is not fit for drinking purposes. If you
than have any doubts about the water you can send it to your State

Board of Health for analysis.

I have not had a case of typhoid fever in my railroad camps during

the last three years, and in a typhoid country
; yet the water was tested

by the rough and ready permanganate solution. If you have to use wells

get as high ground as possible, even if you have to go a little deeper, and
see that no drainage from toilet, barn or kitchen can reach it. The milk

supply • may be a source of typhoid fever, but as the majority of camps
use condensed milk I think there is little danger from that source.

If you do not drink the germs of typhoid, you may eat them — flies

carrying them from unmentionable places on their feet, to your bread and
butter or other foods. So, screen your food, and while you are about it

screen your dining-room.

Beware of the fly. As flies breed in manure, have your manure put
in trenches and covered with crude oil or crude carbolic in water solution

every day. Bury or burn all kitchen scraps daily.

If it is not practical to build a septic tank, the closets should be

at least 100 feet from a dwelling or water supply and sprinkled every few

days with chloride of lime or blue stone. However, if you have running

water and the camp is permanent, it should be practical to install a

septic tank. This is not expensive. The theory of the septic tank is

briefly this :

There are two classes of germs : those that love darkness rather than

light; and those that love light—or as we call them, anaerobic and aerobic.

The first live without air or oxygen, the latter class requires air or oxy-

gen. In order to arouse the cannibal instincts of the germs, the contents

of the toilets are washed in a tank buried under ground away from light

and air. where the anaerobic germs multiply so fast they form a scum or

mould on top ;
they also lignify and destroy all the solids, including other

germs. The tank may be made of wood—cement is the best—brick or

rhat it is watertight and airtight. The inlet from the toilet should be

near the bottom and a board or other resistance should be inserted so the

iron, and can be of varying shape or size. The only requirements are

current will disturb the scum on top as little as possible ; the outlet

should be on the opposite side high up, and should be carried by drain

pipes some fifty feet to empty in a convenient stream or lose its contents

ill the toil.

Food Supply.

The filthy habit of some Chinese and other gardeners of sprinkling

solutions of manure upon their growing vegetables makes it imperative

that the outer leaves of cabbage, lettuce, etc., should be discarded and all

vegetables carefully washed.

Tim adulteration and sophistical ion of food has reached such alarm-

ing proportions that the Federal Government has intervened. Therefore

it is better in selecting your meats and other staple foods to buy those

products that are handled in interstate commerce, thus subjecting them
to Government inspection.

Tainted foods are a common cause of camp diarrhoeas and dysentery.

It is better that the cook destroy a few leaves of cabbage or a few pounds
of meat than that the camp be prostrated with dysentery.

Cooking and Ventilation.

Get a good cook, one with common horse sense. Upon him largely

depends the health of your camp. Let him inspect the food with the

senses God ha6 given him—by sight, by smell, by taste. Let him under-

stand you are not employing him for his ability to disguise and sophisti-

cate tainted food, but to give your rneir good, substantial, clean, healthful,

food. See that he is clean and has all kitchen refuse destroyed by burn-
ing or hurrying every day. Bury the old tin cans.

Ventilate your bunkhouses. 1 kuow many of them have enough
clacks to supply the necesasry cubic feet of air; but a little more sun-
light and a little less crowding, and the danger from spinal geuingitls

would be reduced to a minimum. Malaria is a disease uot common on
this north Pacific coast. As mosquitoes are known to he transmitters of

malaria, if mosquitoes are frequent about your camp, mosquito netting on
bunks and screens on bunk houses are required.

In regard to consumption, I would say no consumptive has any busi-

ness around a logging camp. For his own sake he should not labor, as
it will take all his physical energies to make for his own recovery. In the
Milwaukee sanitarium we have 100 per cent, of cures in the first stages;
GO to 40 per cent, later. The consumptive should rest and eat—eat and
rest—and breathe the pure outdoor air. The States are getting in line

with free sanitariums for the consumptive. In a few years consumption
will be one of the lost diseases. In the meantime don't keep a consump-
tive in your logging camp. Send him to a sanitarium where he has a
good show for his life. Professor Norton, of Yale, has suggested to me
that in the areas of logged-over lands you could do nothing better than
donate or lease a part for tuberculosis patients.

Isolation of Sick.

Diphtheria, smallpox, measles, pneumonia, we often find in camp
life, and unless the patient is promptly isolated the whole camp may be-
come infected. Therefore it is strongly advised that each camp have an
isolated house and any man sick with a fever should move his blankets
out of the bunk house to the isolation house or tent for a few days, or
until a physician can see him. In connection with this a small house,
say 6 x 10, air-tight as possible, and with racks made of laths, should be
provided, where blankets could be spread and disinfected with formalde-
hyde.

The only other practical suggestion I could make would be that it

would be desirable that every man going to work should be examined by
a physician and a clean bill of health made a requisite to employment;
also that his blankets be fumigated.

Periodical Inspection of Camps.

This is an age of combination and many of the camps are protected
by some so-called hospital association. But while you are giving your
men sick benefits and death benefits, why not give them health benefits
and a decent chance to live ? Am I my brother's keeper ? The answer
of the age is "yes." The American Association for the Advancement of
Science through its committee on national health has estimated that the
loss to the nation through preventable illness and preventable death
reaches the appalling total of $5,000,000,000, not to mention the anguish
and pain. A national society has been formed to induce the Federal Gov-
ernment to place all agencies working for national health under the super-
vision of a federal department. Health is the greatest asset of a nation.
Sickness, aside from its paralyzing pall, reduces the purchasing power of
the people $1,500,000,000. I would bespeak your earnest co-operation
toward the national health movement.

In the life history of the human race, from its cradle in central Asia,
it reached its highest development in the north-west of Asia, in Palestine
and Phoenicia. From Greece to Rome, from Rome to north-western
Europe, the race has travelled always toward the setting sun. Now,
from the rocky hills of New England and the savannas of the South, the
white race has reached its final resting place upon this Pacific coast.

It is to this north-western country that physiographers look confi-
dently forward to the greatest development of the human race. Let us
seek to do all that _ we can. May our virtues blend harmonious in this
coming race—our vices be forgot.

Before I say farewell, I would like to add a few words about welfare.
Reciprocity is a law of nature. "You scratch my back and I'll scratch
yours." Look after the interests of your men and they will look after
your interests. Large corporations are realizing this fact and erecting
(dub houses and gymnasiums for their employees. Some modification of
this plan should be installed in every camp, if it is only putting in a bath
and laundry. The Japanese army required that every soldier going into
battle take a bath and put on clean underwear.



CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER

THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

Extracts from letters received which speak
volumes Original letters can be seen by any
customer or firm using Mill Saws.

saw CO., Limited
TORONTO, CANADA

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH )

SOLID TOOTH j
CIRCULAR

CROSS-CUT - BAND - CANC
AND OTHER SAWS

"The Saw is giving the greatest satis-

faction—Everyone who sees it run thinks
it is a landy and so little trouble to care
for it."

" I must let yon know I tried your saw ;

it works tine and I am awfully well satis-

fied with it: cannot recommend it too
highly."

REPAIRS

OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. Jt

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT J* jt

Above were both Famous Bums' Inserted
Tooth Saws. ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

FULLY GUARANTEED CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

Camp Supplies
When you are needing Grocery Supplies of any kind it will be

to your advantage to communicate with us, because we are right

in line on this class of business and can surely make it pay you
to get our quotations, and also take an opportunity of just seeing
how well we can, and do do this work.

H. P. Eckardt & Co.
Wholesale Grocers Cor. Front and Scott Streets, Toronto

e make them; WHAT? THE ECLIPSE BOARD MILLS. ETC.
If you are a stranger to them and they to

you. Get acquainted.
We make a speciality of Board Mills with a

capacity of from 2000 to 25000 feet of lumber per
day. Our chief aim being to make all our machin-
ery in sxich a way that a customer once secured
always stays with us.

Get your eyes on our
Eclipse HoardSaw Carriagesand Accessories.
Eclipse Clapboard Sawing Machines.
Eclipse Clapboard Planers and Trimmers.
Eclipse Combined Lathe and Bolter Machines.
Eclipse Combined Trimmer and Buncher.
Eclipse Shingle Machines.
Eclipse Board Planers.
Eclipse Double Edger.

Make your labor more productive by
using one of our Eclipse Lath Machines.

Write for Prices and Catalogue

SLEEPER. 6\ AKHURST
Coaticook, Que.
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Advertisements other than ''Employment Wan-
ted" will be inserted in this department at the

rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the

basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.

When four or more consecutive insertions are

ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Employment Wanted"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than

the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion

in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

Wanted
WHITE CEDAR OR JUNIPFR LOGS OR

lumber in large quantities. Address P.O.

Box 986, New Orleans, La. 19

WANTED — TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24

Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tt

Wanted
SOFT MAPLE, SOFT ELM, ASH, CIIESTN JT

Basswood and Birch. Will you write us ll you

have any of the above. The R.E. Kinsman Lumber
Co. Limited, Hamilton, Ont. '8

Wanted
1 st and 2nd Clear Spruce or Norway
10 M ft. 6/4 x 4 and up—20 tt.

5 M ft. 6/4 x 4 and up—22 ft.

18 M ft. 3 x 12—20 ft.

Furnace Run Saw Mill & Lumper Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Lumber Wanted
SOFT ELM, ASH, BASSWOOD, OAK,

Beech, Soft, Maple, Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch, i"to 3". Can use log run, dead

culls out. State what you have of each kind, when

sawn and lowest price.' Box 793 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. l^

Wanted
4, s,6AND8/4 NO. . COM. AND .ST AND 2ND

Bass, also Log Run Mill Culls out advising how
much can furnish, if dry, and how same runs to

widths and lengths, with best price on car your

shipping station. Furnace Run Saw Mill and
Lumber Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. '7

Wanted: v
Tank Lumber

3x6 and 8-18, and 3 x 10-24

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
Limited

Toronto, Ontario tf

FOR SALE-LUMBER. ETC.

For Sale
THOUSAND, STANDARD HEMLOCK

railway ties. Apply Hodge & Wallev,
Sherorooke, Que. '7

20

For Sale

FROM 200.000 TO 300,000 FEET ij^xia" 12/16

feel dry, West India Shippers. Address
P.O. Box 415, Ottawa, Canada. t.f.

HAVE YOU ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
wish to sell? If so, make the fact known to

probable buyers by placing an advertisement in

the Wanted and For Sale Department. Address,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

FOR SALE
otAA CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
LJUM suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

<o tt. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfu. Coy., Huntsville, Ont. tf

Wanted—Pulpwood Contract

WE CAN SUPPLY FROM .5 TO 10 TIIOU-
sand Cords ol Spruce and Balsam Pulpwood

(Exportable), for 1910 delivery by water. For par-

ticulars apply to Hand Hi McNabh, P.O. Hox 363,

Sault St. Marie, Ont. 17

For Sale

350 M. 1" Basswood
50 M. 1" Brown Ash
20 M. 1" Soft Elm

Winter cut. Mill run, dead culls out. $21 00 per
M. f.o.b. Coe Hill Station. Address Wilson Lum-
ber Co,, Toronto. tf

For Sale
10 cars N. B. Extra Shingles
10 cars Clears "

140 M ft. 1" M. C. Red Pine
40 M ft. V Hasswood C. & B.

40 M It. V Elm C. & B.

30 M ft
;V B. A>hC. & B.

Ceo. C. Goodfi'.i.i o\v,

528 Board of Trade, Montreal.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Cheap Power
1C ROLLER TOP SWING CARS. SUIT
I*' able lor double piling lumber. Standard Gage,
The Cavendish Lumber Co., Limited, Lakeficld
Ont. 18

For Sale

ONE HORIZONTAL RETURN TUHULAR
Boiler. 72 in diameter, 15 ft. long with 88.-3^2

in. tubes. Allowable working pressure, under City
of Montreal regulations, 8.s lbs. per sq. in. Boiler

in good order. 100 to 120 H. P. Montreal
Rolling Mills Co., Montreal. 16

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70, 60 & 40 h.p

Locomotive Boilers: 20. 25, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmill Engines: 25, 30. 35 40. 50. 60 and 70 h.p.

Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 25, 30,

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30.000 feet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited, Seaforlh, Ont. t

WANTED- EMPLOYMENT

Wanted
COMPETENT RIGHT HAND BAND SAW-

yer, having excellent references and experience
seeks position. Apply Box 779, Canada Lumber-
man. Toronto. 16

EXPERIENCED LUMBER SHIPPER
• wanls position to ship by thousand or on

salary. Well posted Canadian and British ship-

ments. Box 820, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 19

YOUNG MAN, NINETEEN, WITH Busi-
ness ability and experience seeks position

with lumber company with view to learning busi-

ness and eventually acting as salesman. Not
afraid of work in yard or elsewhere. Box 819,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 16

Wanted
POSITION WANTED BY A 1 LUMBER

Buyer and Inspector good references fur-

nished. Box 816, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.
>7

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Wanted
SAW MILL HELP. TWO GOOD BAND SAW

setter, one gang sawyer, one edgerman, two
planing machine men, also other experienced saw
mill help. Prince Albert Lumber Co. Ltd., Prince
Albert, Sask. 16

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale
Good Business Chance

PORTABLE SAWMILL IN GOOD SHAPE,
latest improved, with 2.5 h.p. Engine, cable

feed friction set works, inserted tooth saw, double
edger slab saw, trucks, waggon, sleighs, also
quantity of timber in the yard, also 50 acres of good
clay loom, good building. Bargain. Will sell to-

gether or separate.
For particulars apply to Box 563 Newmarket.

Ont. tf

For Sale

A STEAM SCREW STEAMER. HAVING
daily mail, passenger and height route on

Lake Nipissing ; with scows, wharfs, store-houses

coal sheds, blacksmith shop, and ship yard.

For particulars apply to Drawer B, Sturgeon
Falls Ont. '8

For Sale

AN UP-TO-DATE SAW MILL ON LAKE
Nipissing, with t

:mber range, scows and
and alligators complete. For full particulars apply

to Drawer B. Sturgeon Falls, Ont. "8

SHINGLE MILL FOR SALE IN NELSON.
B.C., capacity 25 M. Price $3,600. time if

desired, $500 extra will double capacity. Mild

climate. Profit 70 cents per M. Address P. O. Box
o», Nelson, B.C.

MISCELLANEOUS

Timber Limits

For Sale
TN THE PROVINCE OF MANITOBA. S4
X square miles of standing: timber, adjoining Lake
Winnipeg. The*e limits are comprised principally

ot Spruce and Tamarac suitable for marketable
lumber, railway ties and poles In connection witb

these will be sold a well equipped mill, steamer and
two barges. For terms apply to

H. P. MacMahon, Traders Hank Chambers,
Winnipeg, Man. 17

SALE OF

McCormick & Moore

Timber Limits

The undersigned are instructed to sell by Public
Auction, as one Parcel or separately to suit pur-
chasers, at the Russell House, Ottawa, on

September 30th, 1909,

at 2.30 p. m.

the following Timber Limits situate in Block A,
Upper Ottawa, Province of Quebec, viz :

Parcel i. N. H Lot No. 8, Range 4, Block
A, Upper Ottawa, Que. , 25 square miles.

Parcel 2. S. K Lot No. 8, Range 4, Block
A, Upper Ottawa, Que., 25 square miles.

These limits are surveyed and are easy of access

—

the Ottawa River and Branches traversing both
limits.

Terms 10% of the purchase money to be paid down
at the time of sale, and the balance in equal instal-

ments at One (1), Three {3), and Six (6) months
thereafter with interest at the rate of five per cent,

per annum.
For further particulars and conditions of sale apply

to The Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch) and
to Code & Burritt, Solicitors, Carleton Chambers,
Ottawa.
Dated this 7th day of July, A.D. 1909.

THE ROYAL TRUST COMPANY,
Trustees for Sale. 18

Limits for Sale
F

Sale of Timber and
Tie Berths

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT CER-
tain timber and tie berths situated in the

Districts ol Algoma, Sudbury, Thunder Bay,
Kenora and Rainy River in the Province of Ontario
will be offered sale by public tender on Wednesday
the Fifteenth day ot September next. For descrip-

tions, plans and conditions of sale apply to the
undersigned or to the Crown Timber Agents for the

above Districts.
F. COCHRANE,

Minister-

Department ol Lands, Forests and Mine.,
Toronto, July 15th, 1909. 17

OR SA I.E. 800 ACRES TIMBER LANDS IN
Muskoka, mostly in Hemlock, convenient to

railway. Apply Hox 802, CAMAIM Lumberman,
Toronto. '7

Virgin Forests

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS HAVE
brought the vast northern timber tracts close

to shipping facilities. The Pine and Pulp of the
upper waters of the world famed Ottawa will be
manufactured at Halleybury, on navigable Lake
Temiskammg on account of competitive shipping
facilities. Follow the timber northward, and buy
and build while prices arc right. Will supply in-

formation, maps. etc. Address CvRll. T. VOl'NC,
Chairman Public ty Department. Board of Trade,
I laileybury. 17

A QUANTITY OF PINE AND SPRUCE
timber situated in the Missi»sauga Forest

Reserve, in the District ot Algoma, having been
partially damaged by fire, tenders are hereby in*

vited tor the right to cut said timber. The timber
is tributary to the Sable River and the west branch
ol the Spanish River, and lies north of Townships
125 and and i«, as shown on plan of the north
shore of Lake Huron. Tenders will be received up
to We nesday, the 1,5th day ot September next.
For descriptions, plans, particulars, etc.. apply to
the undersigned, or to the Crown Timber Agents at
Sudbury and Webbwood.

F. COCHRANE.
Minister.

Department of Lands, Forests and Mines,
Toronto, Aug. 5, 1909.

Sale of Valuable

Timber Limits

Andrew MacCormack Estate and

Other Interests

THE UNDERSIGNED ARE INSTRUCTED
to sell by Public Auction en bloc, at the Russel,

House, Ottawa, on September 30, 1909, at a.30 p.m.
the following Timber Limits situate in Block A
Upper Ottawa, Province of Quebec, viz :

Berth 676 Licence No. 580 of 1908-09, south hal.
Lot 16, Range 4, Block A, 25 square miles ; Berth
677, License No. 581 of 1908-09, south half Lot 14,
Range 3, Block A, 21% square miles: Berth 6ti,
License No. 582 of 1908-09, Grand Lac Victoria,
River Ottawa, 19 square miles ; Berth 678, Licence
>Jo. 583 of 1908-09, south hall of north half Lot 16,

Range 4. Block A, g% quare miles ; Berth 679,
License No. 584 of 1908-09, north half Lot 16, Range
3, Block A, i$'/2 square miles ; Berth 680, License
No. 585 of 1908-09, north half Lot 15, Range 3, Block
A, 18 square miles; Berth 681, License No. 586 of
1908-oy, southhalf Lot 17, Range 5, Block A, 25
square miles; Berth 682 Licence No. 587 of 1908-09,
north half Lot 16, Range 5, Block A. 25 square miles;
Berth 696. License No. 588 of 1908-09, north half lot

17, Range 4, Block A, 25 square miles.

Total 183^ square miles.

These limits are all surveyed and are easy of
access by a good roadway from Ville Marie to their
location. They comprise some of the best pine and
pulp wood areas in the Province.

The Trustee reserves the right if the Reserve
Bid is not reached, to offer the berths separately.

Terms—10 per cent, of the purchase money to be
paid down at the time of sale, and the balance in
equal instalments at one( 1), three <3>and six (6) months
therealter with interest at the rate ot 5 per cent, per
annum.

For lurther particulars and conditions of sale

apply to the Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch)-
and to Code & Burritt, Solicitors, Carleton Cham-
bers, Ottawa.

Dated this 31st day of March, 1909.

THE ROYAL TRUST CO., Ottawa,
»8 Trustees of Sale.
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"Trident" Steel Loading Chains
These Chains are made with extra long lapped, self locking, swelled welds.
The very best Chains for log conveyors, decking, log haul ups, hoisting, loading, etc.

PINK'S PEAVEY HANDLES in select split Rock Maple are the Standard everywhere.

REAL'S PATENT TONGS for handling pulpwood, ties, or light logs of any kind.

THOMAS PINK, Pembroke, Ont.
Manufacturer of Logging Tools

L
at Huntsville

bumoer

We have in stock for sale a

quantity of Mill Cull Stocks

and Sidings, also No. 2 Mill

Culls.

Huntsville Lumber Co.
Huntsville, Ont.

Limited

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

Hart
Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guarante *d the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

DA II Q For Tramways, Sidings, Etc.nniLO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,
lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

For
Immediate Shipment

2000 tons prime 56 lbs. relaying
rails with Angles.

200 tons prime 72 lbs* relaying
rails with Angles.

40 tons prime 30 lbs. relaying
rails with Plates.

For further particulars apply to

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

The M. Brennen

& Sons Mfg. Co.

Limited

Hamilton - Canada

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont.

Yard* and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont.

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.
Confederation Life Building

TORONTO



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

There is practically nothing of importance to report regarding the
Ontario markets. Prices for all grades of white pine are unchanged and
steady. The United States denuind continues to he encouraging and the
settlement of the tariff is expected to improve it somewhat. Hardwoods
are rather dull. This is the dull season and the demand is lagging some-
what. Prices have been shaded accordingly. White ash is a trifle easier
for 1-inch and 2-inch at $55, but black ash is firmer at $40. Birch is a
bit lower at $24 for 1-inch No. 1 common and better, and $21 for log
run. Basswood is also a bit lower at $27 for 1-inch No. 1 common and
better, and $25 for log run. Soft elm, No. 1 common and better, 1-inch,
and rock elm, No. 1 common and better, 1%-inch to 2-inch, are selling

at $27.50 and $30 respectively. Soft maple is easier at $25 for common
and better 1%-inch to 3-inch. Oak is firmer. Bed plain, lsts and 2nds,
1-inch, are selling at $53, 2-inch at $55, 3-inch at $60, and 4-inch at

$65. White oak is steady generally and plain lsts and 2nds, 1-inch, are
higher at $54.

The demand for the lower grades of white pine from the United
States has improved in the Ottawa valley. Large quantities of box lum-
ber are in stock and the improvement is much welcomed. Prices for box
lumber are firm around $16 and $17 per thousand. Higher grades are

steady. Lath are improving in demand with prices firm at $3.50 per
thousand for No. 1 white pine, 1%-inch x 4 feet. Mill run white pine is

not so firm, selling at $2.75.

Eastern Canada

There is quite an improvement in the trade for lath at St. John,
both the price and the demand having increased. An increase in price

was looked for, but not so early in the season. As a rule, an improve-
ment in the demand for lath comes after the end of the hot weather, and
accordingly the present improvement is looked upon as an indication of

an active fall trade at higher prices.

St. John stocks of spruce lath are lower than is usual in August, on
account of frequent and extensive shipments of dimension which bave
been in progress during the summer. There are about six and one-half
millions of lath in stock at present, two-thirds of which are "dutiable."
The price for lath at present, at St. John, is from $2.80 to $2.85 per
thousand for "dutiable." The trade in spruce deals for New York is still

dull, but improvement is looked for early in the autumn. St. John de-

mand is only steady and stocks are light, amounting to from twelve to

fourteen hundred thousand. American spruce deals are selling at from
$16 to $16.50 on 3x6 and 3x8, and from $20 to $20.50 on 3x10 and 3x12.

The demand for eastern spruce at Boston has been moderately active

during the past fortnight. A few of the retail buyers are showing some
interest in the market, but so far they have not come up to the higher
prices. For frames 9-inch and under the quotations are $23 to $24.
Sellers of random are asking higher prices, but buyers are bolding back
and not buying large lots. There is a belief among some cf the buyers
that by the end of August prices will be a shade easier. The demand for

spruce boards is quiet and prices are steady.

At New York, eastern spruce is in a little better demand but there
is room for a good deal of improvement still. The yards are stocking
slowly and cautiously, as there is a feeling that there will be an advance
in prices before long. Shingles are offering freely at Boston but the de-

mand is not large. Tariff conditions have led to free offerings of Can-
adian shingles. The settlement of the tariff is expected to stop this.

Cedar extras have been selling in some cases at from $3.50 to $3.75, but
the bulk of the sales have been at $3.50 to $3.65. Lath are not in active

demand at Boston though prices are gradually growing firmer. A belter

demand is looked for from now on, from other markets. The price asked

for 1%-inch is $4, and for 1%-inch $3.50 to $3.60.

Great Britain

There have been no public auctions of late in London and the holiday

season has been on, so that business has been somewhat of a broken na-

ture. The strike among the mill hands in the Baltic is interfering with

shipments and the whitewood market at London is feeling the effect, as

these shipments have helped to supply the shortage of spruce. Yards
are reported to be filling up their supplies, but reports do not indicate

that they are getting rid of their new stocks freely. Liner arrivals ai

Bristol have been fairly large. The spruce deal market at Liverpool is

unchanged. Some of the most important St. John shippers are already

sold out for the season. There may probably be some large arrivals ior

Manchester in the early part of August, but as these have already been
sold on c.i.f. terms, they will not affect the market. At least, they should

not do so, as this will be followed by a considerable diminution of arrivals

until September and October. With regard to spot value of special sizes,

they depend entirely upon what enquiries come to the retailers' hands
and whether they can fill them or not.

The Canadian pine deal market is unchanged. There is no weakening
in prices of pine goods of any quality or dimension, nor is there likely to

be as long as the season of importation lasts and after they advance to

winter prices.

At Manchester the arrivals have been heav3-

of late but the state

of trade has not been correspondingly brisk. Large quantities of spruce

have been bought to arrive. Stocks are very low. Tt is believed that this

year's imports of spruce will not be so large as a year ago. At Glasgow
business is rather quiet. Prices, however, are steady.

United States

The improvement which began some weeks ago in the lumber busi-

ness generally througbout the United States is still continuing and

promises to do so for some time. The railroads are continuing, and even

increasing, their demand and the building situation is improving. The
factory trade is at the highest point for the year and it is expected that

soon the furniture men will be in the market also. The settlement of

the tariff uncertainty will be a strong factor in assisting any improvement
which manifests itself.

At Chicago there is an improvement in the demand for northern

pine which is well justified by the recoveries in hemlock, yellow pine and
fir. Shop lumber is in splendid demand and the supply of uppers, it ie

thought, will scarcely be sufficient for the winter and spring trade. Coun-
try yards are making their demands felt more strongly. Many of them
are calling for immediate shipments, which is believed to indicate that

their stocks are considerably broken. Box makers are asking for more
lower grade stuff.

At Minneapolis the past fortnight has witnessed quite an improve-

ment in the demand for northern pine. The fall buying has started about

two weeks in advance of the regular time. Even low grade stocks are

feeling the benefit of the improvement. No. 4 boards are being held up
to $13. Retail yards are replenishing their stocks before the crop move-
ment. At New York the demand for northern pine is improving only

slowly and prices are scarcely steady.

The demand for western woods at Chicago is improving and normal
business is expected before long. No. 1 and No. 2 vertical grained floor-

ing have been scarce at fair prices. Spruce finish in No. 2 and better and

SPRUCE
1 x 4, 5 & 6 x 10/16 ft. Spruce Flooring

N. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of Trade Building. Montreal

B. Laidlaw Lumber Go.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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CIeveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co., Limited

One of Our Lumber Camps.

We Point With Pride
to the quality of our lumber. Quality and Service are our
two hobbies - they are trade-getters for our customers too.

Try us with your next order for anything in Norway or White
Pine. Do you want a special bill cut in a hurry ? Just see
how we can hustle it through for you.

Cleveland - Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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bevelled siding are in excellent demand. Western pine is still strong at

Chicago. Red cedar shingles are showing a tendency to advance at Chi-

cago. In some quarters they are reported to have advanced ten cents.

Clears, however, can be secured in Chicago at $3.32 and stars at $2.70.

White cedar shingles are steady with no increase in demand. Lath are

firm at Chicago. At Minneapolis shingles have advanced five cents.

Wholesalers are asking $3.10 for clears and $2.(18 for stars, on the 55-

cent rate. Cooperage at Chicago continues quiet. Sales of barrels and
tierces are not expected to improve until the fall. Staves are also ex-

pected to remain unchanged. Hemlock is reported to be recovering at

Chicago, while hardwoods are in fair demand, but the orders are largely

for small quantities for immediate delivery. At Minneapolis the fall

activity in hardwood is already making itself apparent.

Market Correspondence

Ottawa Valley News—Improvement in Lath.

Ottawa, Aug. 11.—An improved demand for the lower grades of pine

in the United States has quickened trade in the Ottawa valley. As box

lumber is the chief sort in stock the prospective buoyancy in the market

is welcomed. The new tariff reducing the customs on rough lumber from

$2 to $1.25 per thousand is not regarded as the main reason for the in-

creased inquiries. Manufacturers look upon the situation as decidedly

favorable to the lumber trade in general. The price of box lumber is

likely to remain firm around $10 and $17 a thousand. Mill owners have

no fears about the higher grades ot pine. The smaller manufacturers are

the only ones showing a tendency to cut prices and they have not the

supply to fill any large orders. Many of them are doing business with

the co-operation of the users of lumber, who put themselves about just

to use the sorts turned out of the small mills. A great deal of the local

trade is furnished in this way. The price list at the big mills is firm,

however, and variations are rare.

A betterment is noticed in the market for lath. The best stock is

picked up fast. No. 1 white pine, 1%-inch by four feet, is now firm at

$3.50 per thousand. The 1%-inch lath ranks as 1%, the only actual 1%-
inch coming from Whitney. The mill run of white pine is not so firm as

the first quality, $2.75 being the ruling figure at present. The extensive

building operations in Ottawa makes a demand for all varieties of lath

and mills are turning them out at a wide range of prices and in many
sizes. The chief buyers of shingles at present are the farmers in the

Ottawa valley, who, encouraged by the outlook for good crops, are build-

ing extensively.

The last fortnight has witnessed an upward move in the freight

charges on the Ottawa water routes. The Inland Seamen's Union earned

lumber at $2 per thousand in the early spring, but are now asking $3.

Most of the stock shipped lately by barges went at $2.50 or $2.75, an

advance which counteracts the advantage in the modification of the tariff.

The rates will hurt export of cheap lumber to the United States. This

and several delays on the part of railways in not getting shipments of

shingles into the United States in time to escape the new Customs of 50

cents a thousand, drew considerable attention to transportation prob-

lems recently.

J. R. Booth, E. B. Eddy Company and Shepard & Morse are send-

ing away crews to the shanties in preparation for the winter's work.

Owing to the' extensive fires along the Montreal river, caused by mining,

the Shepard & Morse Company has already a gang of 250 men on its

limits. The wages so far are the same as last year and plans for the

winter operations seem to be just about as extensive as a year ago.

While the terms of the new American tariff were well considered

for some time the news that the measure had been actually signed and
put into effect by the President brought relief to the Ottawa valley manu-
facturers in general, although some of the big mill owners do not count

much on the effect the new conditions will have on the trade. Still

shipments are going through easier now because buyers can no longer

ask to have orders held back till the lower customs become effective.

Lumbermen had not expected so prompt a finish to the long drawn out

campaign, and there were consequently a considerable number of ship-

ments sent away liable to the old tariff, but were admitted at the reduced
rates. The extra rates on shingles, however, will offset a good deal of

this gain.

For a long time J. R. Booth, who depends on United States con-

sumption for about half his output of some 80,000,000 feet a year, found
trade quiet though not backward. He figures on an impetus to business

now, though no change in prices. His shingle and lath stock is pretty

well sold up and the advance in tariff on these items on the other side

can have little effect. The season's production on account of the high

water and late start in the spring is going to be nearly 25 per cent, lower
than last year, so that he can afford to let stock accumulate, even if the
American sales decline under the higher tariff.

W. C. Edwards, who, as well as Mr. Booth, has extensive trade with

both the English and American markets, states that the new tariff can

have no appreciable effect on the Canadian lumber trade. He bases this

assumption on the fact that of approximately $000,000,000 worth of

lumber made in Canada each year only $20,000,000 worth goes across

the border. He admitted that the higher tariff against shingles and lath

could not fail to operate slightly against the Canadian, but, as in the

case of rough lumber, the limitation on the trade should keep Canadians
from worrying. As to the effect on the local lumber industry in the last

year on account of the unsettled state of the American tariff, Senator
Edwards said :

"I think any setback to trade was more imaginary than real, though

business was a little dull."

Mr. Peter Whelen, president of the Ottawa Hoard of Trade and local

manager of Shepard & Morse Lumber Company, expressed pleasure at

having the vexed tariff question ended.

"It is a surprise that the bill has gone through so quickly," he said

to the "Canada Lumberman," "but it is good to have the agony over
When it is considered how sensitive the lumber business has been during

the last year on account of the deliberations on the tariff, we can readily

understand what advantage the settlement of the tariff will be. Buyers
on the other side have been more conservative than they would otherwise
be. The first benefit from the change will be to stimulate trade in low
grades of pine, which are very plentiful in the Ottawa valley. Fortunately
the upper grades are able to take care of themselves. Along with the set-

tlement of the tariff we have at present the prospect of bumper crops,

which should have a beneficial effect on all the trade."

The Hurdman & Elmitt Lumber Company have been looking forward
to the settlement of the tariff for n long time to quicken orders and espe-
cially shipments, and join with the trade in welcoming the end of the
Customs war.

From New Brunswick's Capital Effect of the Tariff.

St. John, N.B., August 11.—The last fortnight has been one of

many interesting developments, speaking locally as well as generally. The
event of most general interest and importance was the adoption of the
new tariff bill in the United States with its changes in the duties on long
lumber, shingles and lath. The change in the duty on long lumber to

$1.25 per thousand superficial feet is perhaps less important to local

manufacturers than at first glance seems to be the case. The amount
of the reduction, 75 cents per thousand, will probably have little effect in

the way of diverting spruce deals sawn from provincial logs to the
American market, although there have been cases in which New Bruns-
wick manufacturers have, during the past year, shipped large and im-
portant lots of spnice deals to the New York market, paying the duty
thereon of $2 per thousand feet. Still, though the reduction of 75 cents
puts the American market on a basis from which it is more feasible,

more apt (by 75 cents per thousand) to enter into the calculations of

local shippers of spruce deals of the dutiable sort, it is very improbable
that the change will have the result of turning any important quantity
toward the New York markets.

The increase of 20 cents per thousand on shingles is, on the other
hand, of great importance to local shippers of this line of goods; is, in

fact, a much more vital circumstance than the reduction in the duty on
the other lines. The shingles cut from American cedar have grown less
in volume each year and the output of provincial shingles has increased
in proportion, some of the mills owned by Americans having sawn quan-
tities of provincial cedar logs, paying the duty on the shingles sawn
therefrom. There is no doubt that the value of provincial cedar logs
will suffer as a consequence of the increase in the duty. Thus the resident
of Maine who markets his logs in New Brunswick will find them quite
as valuable as before but his neighbor on the opposite bank of the St.

John river will find that the value of his has shrunken to an important
extent. In many cases, of course, local sawmill owners cut their own
cedar by contract from limits upon which they own the stumpage, and
in such cases they will be obliged to stand the brunt of the change in
the duty on the shingles. Indeed, as a matter of fact, it is generally
regarded as a change which the manufacturer of dutiable shingles will

be obliged to bear practically in its entirety. As few of the lower grades
are exported, the "Extras" and "Clears" only are affected.

The reduction of 5 cents per thousand in the duty on provincial lath
is regarded as of little importance, while in the right direction. So small
an amount could, however, have little consequence of importance in
any manner.

In trade circles the fortnight has been an important one, the stimu-
lus in the lath trade, an increase in price and a considerable betterment
in the demand for lath being the principal features. The present ad-
vance in the price of this line has taken place considerably earlier than
was expected, owing to the fact that the trade seldom shows any in-
creased stimulus until the brightening up of business generally following
the end of the hot and holiday season. Coming, as it does, at this time
it is considered by many in the light of a forerunner of a fall trade that
will be productive of a snappy demand and high values.

Local stocks of spnice lath are no doubt lower than is usual at this
time of y^ear, shipments throughout the summer having been frequent
and considerable in dimension. The total local stocks at present would
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"THE SIGN OF QUALITY"

The ManWhoWins
his proper share of the trade, is the man who keeps

a complete stock of lumber that is Made Right

We Are After Such Accounts
With Quick Delivery

Best Stocks

Right Prices

Our Mill is New — Our Stocks are New and Bright

Ships Loading at our Export Dock

Fraser River Lumber Company, Limited
Mill and Head Office - FRASER MILLS, B. C.

Branch Offices :

REGINA, C. Bruce, Representative, Medical Hall Building

WINNIPEG, F. A. Shore, Representative, 332 Grain Exchange
TORONTO, H. A. Rose, Representative, 2 Toronto Street
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FOR

British Columbia Timbers
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Fir, Cedar and Spruce
(RAIL OR CARGO SHIPMENTS)

Communicate with the

Imperial Timber & Trading Co., Ltd.

VANCOUVER, B. C.P. O. Drawer 930

If you are burning sawdust, and

your grate bars choke up
—put in

—

The Gordon
Hollow Blast Grate

This gvate not only
injects air into the fur-
nace IN A POSITIVE
MANNER, thus stimu-
lating combustion, but
KEEPS THE SAW-
DUST LOOSE, and
gives the natural draft
a chance.

It makes it easy to
run the mill with saw-
dust alone, even if wet,
green or frozen.

It is equally efficient with slabs or other coarse fuel.

It makes it easy to keep up steam.

It renders you independent of the weather.
It is so exceedingly durable that in the end it is so much

cheaper than an ordinary or draft grate that there is no
comparison.

SOLD ON APPROVAL, subject to a test of thirty days. In
case of rejection,WE PAY THE FREIGHT BOTH WAYS.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Greenville Michigan

Also manufacturers of the celebrated

"TOWER" LINE OF EDGERS AND TRIMMERS

Established 1878

Hanson's Woollen Mill
Hull, Que.

Manufacturers of The " Hanson " Sock and Mitt
Nothing in the Market
to equal them for Lum- /r\ TRADE
bermen { UQJlfiQft,

Ks MARK

My Socks are" sold Direct only through Travellers of My Own

EDGINGS
Ontario

l'\ \V. Beacb will rebuild his mills near Iroquois which were recentlj de-
stroyed by fire.

Tin- K. B. Kdd\ Company have begun (lie hiring of men for spruce limits
on the Rouge river. J. R. Booth also has sent men away, paying $30 a month,
a wage which last year was given only to his pick men.

The Spiesz Furniture Company, Limited, Hanover, Ont., has been incor-
porated with a capital of $60,000. Incorporators, H. and J. J. Spiesz, G.
Boettger, B. B\ Ahrens, F. Becker and W. Uohertson, all of Hanover, Ont.

An examination of those desiring to qualify as cullers, to measure timber
cut on Crown lands, was hold at North Bay and Kenora on August 12. Ex-
aminations will also he held at Arnprior on August 19th, and at Thessalon on
August 26th.

The Madera Company, Limited, has been incorporated under Dominion
charter to carry on business as lumber dealers and manufacturers, etc. Pro-
visional directors: J. S. Lovell, W. Bain, R. Gowans, H. Chambers, R. M.
Coates, E. A. Dyer, G. H . ('assets, Toronto. Capital, $.1,000,000.

The Kent Cooper Company, Collingwood, are erecting a new sawmill. The
company hope to have the mill ready for opc ration about the middle of Sep-
tember. It is expected that between a million and a million and a half feet of
Lumber will be cut this fall. They will employ between 25 and 30 men. The
company recently received its first instalment of logs, a raft containing 45,000
pieces of hemlock, from French river. For convenience! of storage they have
been divided, a part being put into the pond at Charlton's mill and the balance
ir the pond in front of the new mill property.

Eastern Provinces
Hon. .Jules Allard, Minister of Crown Lands for Quebec, declared recently

that the stumpage duties would be considerably increased at the next session of
the Legislature, and action would be taken to prevent the exportation of pulp-
wood.

Recent incorporations include: H. Walters <fc Sons, Limited, Hull, Que.,
capital $350,000, to manufacture contractors' and lumbermen's tools. Incor-
porators, M. P. Walters and J, E. Gravelle, both of Hull, Que.; J. W. Wal-
ters, H. I. Thomas and J. Walters, jr., all of Ottawa.

Rhodes-Curry Company, Limited, Amherst, N.S., capital $3,000,000, have
been incorporated to take over the business of Rhodes, Curry & Company,
Limited, general merchants, lumber and timber merchants, contractors, etc.
Incorporators, E. F. Surveyor, K.C.,, G. V. Cousens, F. C. Clarke, S. B. Ham-
mond and H. G. Boyle, all of Montreal.

Tenders are being received until Sept. 1st for the purchase of the Joseph
Yilleneuve Company, at St. Romuald, Levis county, Quebec. The property,
factory, machinery and supply of wood, including 350,000 feet of spruce, 80,000
feet of pine, and 90,000 feet of cherry, will be sold, also a quantity of panelling,
flooring and manufactured spruce, cherry, mouldings, etc. Tenders are being
received by J. B. Bourassa, St. Romuald.

A new lumber company has been organized in Bridgewater, N.S., called
the Bridgewater Lumber Company, capitalized at $50,000. The members are
Nathan Veinot, Boehner Bros., Edward Zwicker & Sons and others. The offi-

cers of the company are Nathan Veinot, president ; James Zwicker, vice-presi-
dent ; Geo. A. Boehner, secretary-treasurer ; Fred Boehner, managing director.
J. W. Margeson is solicitor for the company. The head office is at Bridgewater,
Nova Scotia.

It is reported that the Aberdeen mill property at Fredericton will shortly
be disposed of by the Messrs. Eraser & Sons to the Stetson Cutler Company,
of St. John. J. Cutler, a representative o,f the company, was in Chatham, N.
B., recently, and intimated that it was the intention of the company to go into
the manufacture of pulp if a suitable place at Fredericton could be secured. If

this deal carries it will probably mean the erection of a large pulp mill at
Fredericton.

The Chaleur Bay Mills, at Mission Point, Que., have been totally de-
stroyed by fire. The fire started under the mill between the engine house and
mill, and it is supposed to have been caused by a heated journal. It spread to
the lumber piles near the mill and these were burned, but about five million
feet of high grade lumber piled on the wharf and vicinity were uninjured. The
exposed sides and tops of piles were covered with sails and blankets and kept
wet while the fire raged. The engine and boiler house, which was of concrete
construction, was not damaged. This mill was built about six years ago, and
was one of the finest in Eastern Canada. It was built on massive concrete
abutments and was equipped with the most modern machinery. Mr. David
Champeaux is the manager of the company, whose principle sttock holders re-
side at Portland and Bangor, Maine. The mill was valued at $138,000. The in-
surance is $50,000 on the mill and $40,000 on the lumber. Negotiations are
under way to procure one of the Richard Company's mills to complete the
season's sawing.

The Forest and Lands Department of the Province of Quebec has decided to
dispose of all timber on a strip one mile wide along the National Transcontin-
ental from Latuque, near Quebec, to the western limits of the province, and
tenders will be asked for at an early day. The aim of the department is to
assist the builders of the Grand Trunk Pacific in getting their supply of timber
and at the same time taking advantage of a good opportunity of adding a fair
sum to the provincial treasury funds. The strip of land will be divided into
sections of thirty and forty miles and special prices will be asked. The privi-
lege of cutting the timber will be sold for only five years, and will not be re-

newed at the expiration of that term. The initial prices will be $0 a mile
against $3, as it is now, for common timber land, and the stumpage duty will

be $5 a thousand feet of pine, against $1.30, as it is now for other lands, and
$3 for spruce, against 65 cents, as it is elsewhere. On railroad ties the duty
will be 5 cents each, against 2 cents, as it is now on other Crown lands. It is

expected that the province will realize between $200,000 and $300,000 from
those lands.
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LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock

Lumber and Dimension
Timber

=

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint

Roofing ' Write for Prices
Sheeting!

Sash, Doors,

Blinds and
Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

new Edinburgh Mills Ottawa, Ontario

A>k us about our Dry stock good
length and width of

Log Run Maple
We have about 100.000 feet M.C.O.
of 4 4 .

H- re is some Common and Better

Poplar
about 150,000 ft. altogether 5 4 stock
which will run from 40 to 50%
No. 1 Common. 25 \ Saps 10 Cull,
balance 1 and 2 soft yellow l'oplar.

If you are in the market for Sound
Wormy

Chestnut
get prices on 500.000 each of 4 4
and 04 and 50,000 feet of 8/4.

And then we have some Common
and Better

Chestnut
in 4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8 4 of which
there are 4 cars. We want to ship
this quickly.

You can get a good price on this
Common and Better

Ash
It runs 50 M feet of 6/4. 36 M feet of

8/4. 35 M feet of 10 4, 16 M feet of

3 inch, and 25 M feet of 4 inch.

How are you fixed on Common and
Better

Red Oak
We have 5 cars of 6 4 and a car ot

4/4 and 8/4 all dry and good lengths
and widths.

Another chance of Heart Rived

Gulf Cypress Shingles
300,000 each of 7 x 24 and 6 x 20.

Get an order in early tor

Log Run White Oak
We only have 7 cars of 4/4 and 4
tars of 5/4—dry.

There is a lot of

Poplar
at one of our our outside points

—

150,000 feet of 5/8 No. 1 Common
60,000 ,, , ,, 24" and up 1 and 2

70,000 , , , , , , 18"
, , , , M

150,000 ,, 4/4 No. 1 Common
75.000 ,. ,, ,, Saps
36,000 .. 5/4 18" and up 1 and 2

io.ooo ,, ,, 24" ,, , ,

80,000 feet 6 and 8/4 Com. and Better

" We Have It If Its Hardwood "

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices: Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St. , , D
Yards : Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.

Western Canada
The Pioneer Lumber Company have purchased six lots on Pacific avenue,

Winnipeg, for a lumber yard site.

T. D. Robinson <fe Sons, of Winnipeg, have been awarded by the city, a
contract for the supply of $1,000,000 feet of lumber, board measure, at $21,025.

The Huntting Lumber Company, of Vancouver, B.C., have been allowed
ninety days in which to vacate all city property occupied by them near Columbia
avenue and Front street on the south side of False creek.

The Great West Show Case <fc Manufacturing Company, Limited, has been
organized at Edmonton, Alta., and will erect a factory in that city at a cost
of $50,000. Thos. H. Miller and Wm. Morris are interested.

Matthew G. Curran, D. McCleave, D. W. Nickercher, W. Wilson and Hugh
R. Patnache, all of Winnipeg have beeu incorporated as "British American
Mills & Timber Company, Limited," with a capitalization of $25,000.

A timber deal of considerable importance has been closed in Seattle, Wash.,
which involves the purchase of 60,000 acres, largely yellow fir and cedar, on
the east coast of \ ancouver Island, 140 miles north of Vancouver, by those
interested in the Edgar Lumber Company, Wesson, Ark., and the Freeman-
Smith Lumber Company, Millville, Ark., and associates, among whom is C. A.
Buchner, of Hamburg, Ark., formerly with the Crossett Lumber Company,
Crossett, Ark. The tract is the final grouping of a number of small holdings into
one large tract.

The newly created British Columbia Forestry Commission will commence
its sessions at the beginning of the present month. At each point the commis-
sion will discuss questions with men of practical knowledge, and consider
means of preserving the forest and timber resources of the province. Refores-
tation, fare protection and the present system of licensing timber areas will be
the principal matters discussed The dates of the sittings will be as follows :

Victoria, Aug. 16, 17 and 18; Nanaiino, Aug. 19; Vancouver, Aug. 23, 24, 25
and 26; New Westminster, Aug. 27 and 28; Kamloops, Aug. 30; Vernon, Sept.
8 and 9; llevelstoke, Sept. 10 and 11; Nelson, Sept. 13; Cranbrook, Sept. 14
and 15; Feruie, Sept. 16; Grand Forks, Sept. 17.

Owing to action on the part of British Columbia sawmill men, the Railway
Commission has notified the forestry department that it will send an inspector
to British Columbia to look into the matter of the failure of railways to use
screened smokestacks. The department has received a detailed report from
the sawmills in British Columbia, which have kept tab on forest fires, and it is

stated that every few days sparks from engines have started fires. Corrobora-
tive evidence is cited in the fact that back from the railways the fire loss is
comparatively small, while along the lines, especially in the Kootenay, where
the grades are heavy and much live coal is belched out of the locomotives, fires
rage almost continually during the dry weather. For their own protection, the
mills have kept patrols directly along the railways, with the result that many
fares were nipped.

The Western Canada Wood Pulp & Paper Company, of Victoria, B.C., on
July 27th combined their entire interests with the British Canadian Wood Pulp
& Paper Company, Limited, oi Vancouver. Ihe former own 55,669 acres of
pulp limits at Quatsino Sound, a 25,000-inch water record on Marble Creek,
and valuable foreshore rights. The new company will carry out the plans of
the Quatsino Sound Company and erect a plant on Quatsino for the manufac-
ture of newspaper and wrapping paper only. Another plant, which will open
for business in a few weeks at Port Mellon, B.C., will be exclusively used for
the manufacture of fine grades of paper. The amalgamation will render pis-
sible more economical administration on the part of both concerns. The share-
holders of the Quatsino concern will exchange their stock for seven per cent,
preference stock in the Port Mellon Company.

E.
New
sentative, . o . avui&, oetntit;, wasn., were in Vancouver last weeK ana went up
to Howe Sound to inspect a large cedar and fir proposition. The area consists
of 28 sections. Four cruisers accompany the party to check up the original re-
port. At the conclusion of this trip the party will proceed to Vancouver island,
where various tracts of timber owned by different individuals, as well as by
the Canadian Pacific Railway, will be inspected. The area it is proposed to
acquire coosists of about 100,000 acres adjacent to and north of Cowichan lake.
If the deals come to a successful conclusion two large sawmills and a 30-mile
railway will be built. Last winter, Mr. Welsh, who is senior partner of the
firm of Lyons & Welsh, New York, sold the Jordan river timber limits on Van-
couver island to a syndicate of Michigan capitalists.

The Barnet-McDonald lumber and shingle mill, on Lulu Island, near New
Westminster, B.C., was recently burned; loss about $100,000; insurance $55,-
000. The fire was discovered by the night watchman shortly after coming on
duty. The city firemen on arrival found the water supply defective, and the
fire raged unchecked until the arrival of the Eraser River Lumber Company's
fire steamer Senator Jansen. The dry kiln, the greater part of the lumber, and
the outbuildings were saved. The plant will be rebuilt as speedily as possible,
the firm owning valuable timber limits. The same day the sawmill at Abbots-
ford, B.C., owned by Willbank & McPherson, was burned at 3 p.m. The mill
was closed down for the afternoon, some Hindus remaining to load lumber. The
blaze started in a pile of sawdust near the planer and swept through the mill
and yard, fanned by a stiff breeze, causing a loss of from $20,000 to $25,000.
The yard contained one million feet of lumber. The mill will be rebuilt.

A Victoria, B.C., despatch states that the deal for a large tract of timber
and farming land in the Cowichan lake district, which has been hanging for
some time, between an American company and the C.P.R., is now all but con-
summated. The transaction involves a number of features which make it of
interest. First, it insures the opening up of what is believed to be the finest
timber valley in the province—a vaiio ..nich will ke'ep the railway in freights
for half a century. Second, it invci . the early construction of the much de-
sired C.P.R. extension to Cowichan Like, affording quick access to a splendid
sporting area and to lands of great fertility. It will also mean the abandon-
ment of the Cowichan river as a highway for the conveyance of logs, and its
preservation as a trout stream. One clause of the contract now pending pro-
vides that the company shall erect a large mill, presumably on Cowichan bay,
and another at Cowichan like, and that as soon as the company is ready to
ship its logs and lumber the railway will have facilities provided for transfer-
ring them to the bay by rail. It is also understood that a very advantageous
freight rate on these logs has been secured from the company, and that this
rate will be available for all shippers who wish to take advantage of it. The
Cowichan district has been practically untouched by the lumbermen, for al-
though of great wealth the Chemainus and other lumbering concerns have con-
tented themselves with holding their reserves there for the future.
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Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
Our Specialty

A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

References: Dominion Bank, Toronto

Herbert Smith, Manager

Conveyers
for Saw Mills and

Woodworking Plants

designed and built to suit

your special requirements

Send for Catalogue T57

Chains of all kinds made to

order. Crushers, Eleva-
tors, Screens, etc.

The

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Jeffrey Wire Rope Offal Conveyer COLUMBUS, OHIO

New York St. Louis Pittsburg Knoxville Charleston, W.Va
Chicago Boston Denver Buffalo Montreal, Can.

HUTHER BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw

Ik

Patent Groover or Dado Head

,

For either Rip or Cross Cutting

Will cut equally as smooth in either Ripping: Cross-
cutting or cutting at an angle of 45 degrees, with
grain of wood.

Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do

HUTHER BROS. SAW MFG. CO., Inc., - - - ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandrel

For cutting any width groove from 1/8"

to 2" wide. Will cut either with or across
the grain (Sent on approval).

Sawed Hemlock
SPECIALTIES

Red Cedar Shingles White Pine Lath Bass and Poplar Siding

JAMES GILLESPIE

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH ano SHINGLES

North Tonawanda, IV. Y.

EST A B LI SH E C t i8ga.

V OILLE 8c MgKEEN
Wholesale Lumber

NOR-TH TONAWANDA, - N. Y.

TRADE WITH CANADA SOLICITED.

aggregate to six and one-hall millions, of which two-thirds is dutiable
stock. The local value of lath at present writing is from $2.80 to $2.85
per thousand for the dutiable article

The local trade in spruce deals for export to the New York markets
has been marked by a long season of monotony, there having been little

up or down in any phase of the business throughout the summer months.
Generally speaking, the early autumn is expected to bring interesting de-
velopments in this portion of the lumber trade. Local demand has been
steady although marked by no particular snap. Shipments have been
frequent but production has been lighter than usual because of the fact
that two of the local mills owned by Americans are sawing provincial
logs exclusively. Local stocks are moderately light, from twelve to four-

teen hundred thousand would properly describe the quantities of this
line of goods on the local wharves. The local value of "American"
spruce deals ranges from $10 to $10..r>0 on 3 x 0 and 3x8, and from $20
to $20..TO on 3 x 10 and 3 x 12.

Boundary Marking* in the Forest Reserves.

Mr. E. H. Campbell, Dominion Superintendent of Forestry, and
.Mr. A. Knechtel, of the Forestry Branch, are making extended visits to
Manitoba and the West. Mr. Campbell has inspected the fire patrol
service in the forest reserves near Prince Albert and other points in the
West. On August 5 and 0 he attended the irrigation convention at Leth-
bridge, and he hoped also to attend the national irrigation convention at
Spokane, August 9th to 14th.

Mr. Knechtel, speaking of the work of the forestry branch, in an in-

terview, said :

"One of the matters which we have in hand this summer is the lo-

cating of the boundary line on various forest reserves of the prairie
vinces. From time to time timber is stolen from these reserves and when
the matter is investigated the guilty parties usually claim that they were
innocent of any intention to defraud, that they were not aware where the
line of demarcation was. The department is now making the line clear,
marking it with a series of iron stakes. Lines are being cut through the
forests, eight feet wide, and roads are being constructed. The low places
on these roads are being filled with brush, so that a waggon can be
driven about the reserve. In case of fire the men engaged can be driven
by these roads, from point to point, and in case of fire coming in from the
prairies, these roads can be advantageously used as points from which
back firing can be done. In the Spruce Wood reserve, near Brandon,
the Canadian Northern and the Canadian Pacific Railways have just
completed the plowing of fire-guards along their rights-of-way. These
guards are being plowed on many of the reserves, and one has just been
completed around the Cypress Hills forest reserve in Alberta.

"This year there have been very few fires on any of the reserves and
those which broke out have been quickly extinguished. The only fire

of any consequence was one on the Riding mountains, and in this case
there was very little heavy timber destroyed, although smaller trees,
chiefly poplar, were burned. No spruce nor pine were destroyed."

New Freight Rates Objected to by U.S. Coast Mills.

Sweeping reductions in the rates on forest products from points in
Montana to the consuming markets in North and South Dakota, western
Minnesota, Nebraska and other middle western States, with no corre-
sponding reductions from coast shipping points, are contained in the new
transcontinental freight bureau lumber and shingle tariff, which becomes
effective on August 15. The new tariff also shows that the northern roads,
the Great Northern and Northern Pacific, have made sharp reductions
on rates to points in the middle west to which the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Puget Sound road cut the rates on lumber and shingles. Lumbermen
declared recently that the new schedules will be disastrous to coast mills,
and are likely to result in the loss of more trade than did the efforts of
the transcontinental lines to advance the rates from coast points two
years ago, which, after much litigation, the lumbermen were able to head
off in a large measure.

For the purpose of affording protection against fire in the forests of
Idaho and Washington, the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound Railroad
is equipping about forty of its locomotives as oil burners. H. B. Earling,
general superintendent of the company, says that if the railway coufd
avoid fires by precaution there would never be a burned stump along the
line of the road. The oil burners will be used on two divisions in the Bit-
ter Root mountains and between Seattle and Cleelum, in the Cascades.

The business of the J. C. McLaren Belting Company, Montreal, has
been reorganized under letters patent of the Dominion of Canada. The
business was established in 1850 and conducted since 1895 under a Que-
bec charter. It will now be carried on under one management for the
whole of Canada, with head office and factory at Montreal and branches
at Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver. The company report that their
business is being operated without interruption and that having recently
increased their plant they are better equipped than ever to execute
promptly all orders for belting, card clothing, reeds and mill supplies.
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The

Lombard Steam Log Hauler

Interested parties

will note, the load

taken in one trip.

Figure it out

yourself and the

saving will surprise

you.

It will pay for

itself

Our descriptive

catalogue gives you

further surprising

results.

Can we mail you

a copy.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Montreal

A Popular Cutter Head
for a Popular Service

1

'
:

That of matching single tongue and groove flooring, ceiling
or plank, with bits interchangeable and readily set up by a stan-
dard guage to bring all the tool edges into equal cutting relation
around the head centre. This forms first of all a perfect cutting
tool wherein every cutter does its share of the work—no more.
The cutters being circular and secured to inclined bit seats estab-
lishes a system of perfect edge and point clearance, enabling them
to cut in any lumber without binding or burning the wood.

Every practical man should understand the use of THE
SHIMER CUTTER HEAD. We publish a large catalogue
giving full description of the tools as well as many hints to prac-
tical men. Send for a copy free. Address

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons,
GALT

Ontario

Branch of Milton, Pa., U. S. A.

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street TORONTO

Want to Buy
One carload ist and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x i&}4 in., 10 ft.

6 in to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.
Four carloads ist and 2nd Rock Elm Strips ii( in. X2}4 in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be well
manufactured and free of defects.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up, wide.
Coffin lengths.

Lindsay^Woodworker's Grinder
for Saws, Knives,
&c

Does the entire

grinding of the
shop instead o f

standing idle

days out of 6.

Most up-to-date

machine on the
market.

Prices and full

particulars on ap-

plication to

A- J. LINDSAY, 55 Gould street, Toronto
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

CAR OR C
inch Pine

cuts & better. . . $,

i % inch No. i

cuts and better,

a ' No. i Cuts and
Better

i % in. No. a Pine
cuts and better

a" No. 2 Pine Cuts
and Better

i % inch No 2. Cuts
and Better - •

.

a" No. 2 Cuts . -

.

lin Pine Dressing
and better shorts

1 x 4 and 5 common
1 x 6 common
1 x 8common
1 x 10 box
1 x 10 common and
dressing

1 X 1a common
ixioand 12 mill cull

siding's

2 x 10 common
2 and 3 x 12 common
1 x 10 inch box and

common.

.

\
n mill run siding's

1 x toand 12 mill

culls
1" dead cullsidings
1% inch flooring
Spruce mill run
Spruce mill culls..

Hemlock 1x4 to 8in.

2x4 to8in., 10 to 16ft.

2x4 to 10 inch 18ft.

Clear inch B.C.
cedar, kiln dried

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber , .

.

\o 00 44 00

53 °o 55 00

52 00 54 00

44 00 47 00

46 00 49 00

33 °° 35 00

35 00 37 00

24 00
22 00
22 00

23 00
21 00

27 00
23 00
24 00
25 00
23 00

29 00 31 00

33 00 35 00

19 00
25 00
26 00

27 00
28 00

24 OO 26 00

23 OO 2$ CO

18 50
12 50
35 00
20 OO
14 OO
14 OO
16 OO
19 OO

20 OO

*3 5o
27 oo
2 1 OO
ID OO
15 OO
ib 50

52 00 67 00

55 00 70 00

AKGO LOTS

Douglas fir dimen
up to 32 feet :

—

8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12

1x14, 12 x 12,12 x,

014, 14X 14, 14X 16 .

.

6x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x
12, iox 10, 12x16, 16

xi6, 14x18, 16x18,

18x18 & 20x20. .

.

6X14, 8X 14, I 2X 18, 18

X20 , . . .

6x16, bxi6, 10x18,

12x20, 14x20 & 16

x 20
10x20
6x18,8x18
6x20, 8x20
Lengths over 32 it. t

lowing advances ;

50c; 36 to 4" tt. , $1

$3 ; 46 to 50 ft., $5.

Fir flooring, edge
grain

i#'
r
No.i 4 ft. Pine

Lath
\%n No. 2 4 tt. lath

iW' 32" pine
\%" No. 1 4»t.

hemlock lath. .

ij4" mill run hem-
lock lath
XXPine Shingles
X Pine Shingles.

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2"

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXX 5 to a". .

.

Red pine, c&cf 1",

HARDWOODS—-PER

Ash White ists and
2nds, 1 to 2''.

. . .$ 55 00
Ash, black, istsand

2nds 1 to 2' ... . 40 00
Ash, black No. 1

common and
better 1" 26 00

Ash black log run 25 00
Birch, No. 1 com-
mon and betteri" 24 00

Birch log run 21 00
Birch, No. 1 com-
mon and better,

i%to 2" 26 00

Birch, 3 to 4" 32 00
Birch, 1" ists& ands 35 00
Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-
ter, 1'' 27 00

Basswood log run 25 00
Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter \% to 2" 28 00

Basswood mill run 20 00

Sort Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter i^to 2" 27 50
Soft Elm log run 22 00

Soft Elm, common
and better 1". . . 24 00

Soft Elm, mill run 20 00

Rock Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1" 30 00

Red Pine, common 18 00

M. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Rock Elm, 1 % to 2"

1 sts & ands . .

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1" 20 00

Soft maple common
& better i

l/2 to 3"
Hnrd Maple i"x4"
& up 10/ 16 No. 1 com
moil and better .

.

Hard Maple 4"x 4"
10' to 16' common
and better
Oak, red. plain,

ists and 2nds 1"

Oak, red, plain,
ists and 2nds, 2"

Oak. red, plain,
ists and 2nds, 3"

Oak, red, plain,
ists and2nds, 4"

Oak, white, plain.
1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, i^"x6"
and up 10/ 16 .

.

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1" 80 00

Oak, quartered,
istsand 2nds, \%
to 2"

Hickory ists and
ands h'vy i^to 3" 62 00

sion timber

31 80

32 3°

32 80

33 3°

33 80

34 3o

35 3"
;ake the fol-

33 35 ft-

1

41 to 4 5 ft -

.

4 00

3 50
1 60

a 15

3 10

3 45
4 '5

30 00
31 00
32 00
2 2 OO

42 OO

22 50

25 OO

22 OO

32 OO

53 00

55 00

60 00

65 00

54 00

54 00

82 00

84 00

72 00

OTTAWA, ONT.

Pine good sidings

1 in. x 7in and up 42 00 46 00
and i%"x

8' and up 50 00 56 00
a" x 7" and up 48 00 54 00
No. 2 cuts 2x8''

and up 34 °o 36 00
Pine good strips :

i'' 32 00 34 00
and \

lAr 38 00 42 00
2 ' 42 00 45 00

Pine good shorts :

1
' x 7" and up .. 35 00 37 00

1 28 00 o 00
i%" and i%" .

.

. 40 Oaj 43 00
2".

. 42 oc 45 00
7" to 9"A Sidings 25 00 27 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
sidings 36 00 40 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips 26 00 31 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
shorts .... 22 00 26 00

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-

ter 12' to 16' ... . 23 00 25 00
Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings 21 50 25 00
Pine, 8. c. strips, . . 19 00 21 00
Pine, s. c. shorts. . . 17 00 19 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4 20 00 21 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5 21 00 22 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6 22 00 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x7 22 00 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8 23 00 25 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9 23 00 24 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1 x 10, 24 00 26 00
Pine, box boards.. 15 00 18 00
x 10 No 1 barn . . 29 00 32 00

1 x 10 No. 2 " 23 00 25 00
1 x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn 23 00 26 00
x 8 & 9 No. 2 " 20 00 22 00

Pino Shorts 6' to 1
1'

x 10' 22 00 23 000
Pine mill culls .... 16 00 19 o

MANUFACTURER S PRICES
Pine O. culls 10
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out
Spruce, i"x 4" & up
Spruce, i'' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10''
.

.

Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B) 24 00
Hemlock 13 00

17 00
15 00

19 00
17 00

17 00 19 00

1 amarac 14 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out. 22 00
Birch 18 00
Soft Elm, common.
and better 1, 1^2,2" 20 00
Ash, black common
and betteri" to 2" 25 00

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
1 3/8" x 4 . .... . 3 00

No, 2 white pine 2 00
Lath, mill run
white pine. ... 2 75
Spruce, mill run 2 25
Red pine mill run 2 25
No. 1 white pine
j" x 4' ........ 2 50
No. 2 white pine

26 00
15 00
15 00

20 00

26 00
20 00

24 00

28 00

• 75

75

Spruce mill run
1

Red Pine mill
run 1" 1 75
Tamarac mill run 1 75
Basswood " 2 00

I 75

3 50
a 75

50

Hemlock
32" Lath. . .

.

Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18".

.

Clear Butt
xx, 18"

White Cedar Shingles :

xxxx, 18' 4 25
Clear Butt, 18" 3 00
x, x 18" .... t 50

Railway ties o 42
No. 2 Railway Ties 20 00
Spruce logs (pulp) 12 00

3 50
a 5°

3 °o
2 50
a 50

3 00

2 OO

2 OO

2 OO
2 OO
2 25
2 25
I 50

4 00
3 25
' 75

4 50
3 25
* 75
o 50

25 00
14 OO

Telegraph Poi.es
25 feet long, 6" to 8" top 1 Oo 1 50
3°

J* ^ " t 40 3 25
35

'

' 2 25 4 00
4° " 7" " 4 25 4 75
45 4 75 5 75
5° 7 50 10 50
55 " " 41

1 1 00 13 50
60 9 " M 16 50

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE—IN THE RAFT. cts.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average 40 50
First class Ottawa wancy, 18' average, according to lineal.. 70 72

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality 60 65

ELM.
By the dram, acoordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 65 70"30 to 35 feet. 50 55

ASH.
10 inches and up, according to average and quality 25
Average 16 inch 35

BIRCH.
14 inch 16 OO
15

H
22 24

7 " »7 30
'8

' 32 3S
QUEBEC SPRUCE DEALS

12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 17 00 per ft.

Oddments 1500 '

Hoards, 1 and 2 in 15 00

BIRCH PLANKS.
I to 4 in 18 OO

SARNIA, ONT.
FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" 50 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00
xVi and 1%" " 62 00
2

'
" 64 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 45 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 54 00

8/4 ,, ,, ,. 57 00
6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 ,, 47 00
8/4 ., M 4g 00
6/4X 6 & up No. 3 42 00

8/4 p, p, p, 46 00

NO. I CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 44 00
1% in. 51 00
i}4 in. S3 00
2in. 56 00
2]4 and 3' " 75 00
4 in. " 80 00

no. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 29 00
K" 39 00
1 J£ • 41 00
2 45 00
>K. 3 and 4" " 60 00 65 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00

1^ and 1%" " 31 00
a 31 00
*/4< 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
>" X 4" 24 OO
i" X 5" 26 00
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

1 x 10
1" x 12"
1" x 13 and up
'

lA< and 2"

.

28 00

30 00
31 00
30 00

«K and 2"

2% and 3" ...

.

4'

NO. I BARN.

3' OO

NO. 2 BARN.

X in 29 OO
1%, i^and 2"

2% and 3"

42 00

34 00

37 00
42 00

33 00
30 00
30 00

NO. 3 BARN.

i in 23 00 26 00
1 %> 1% and 2" 23 00 26 00

No. Kf 1, 2" 20 00 27 00
No. 1 mill culls, i,

1 % » 1 H and 2"
. . . . 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, i
n

15 00
•

l
i/i, iK and 2" 15 00

No. 2 14 00 15 00

LATH.

No. I, 32" I 50 2 OO
No. a, 48"... 3 So
No. 1, 48 pine 4 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. 1 PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. 1 S. AND I E.

» x 4
2x6 and 2x8
2 x
2 x

6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14 x 16 tt

14 00 17 00 1850 18 50
17 00 1850 1850

. . 17 00 7 So 20 50 19 00
17 S° '7 So 21 50 21 00

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

2 x 4-12 $19 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00
2 x 4-10-18-20 21 00

2 x 8 }
8 to ,6 19 00

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
6 " ai 50
8 " 22 50
10 " 22 50
12 " 22 50

Flooring
4 or 6 .inch No. 1 •$32

2 30 00
" " 3 M JO

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch tg 00

" •. 21 50
8, 10, 12 inch 22 50

Siding
6 inch No. 1 g X DO

" No. 2 29 00
" No. 3 22 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 4 75
No. 2 " " " 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
12 ft. 14 and 16 ft

3x6 and 3x8 21 50 21 50
3 x 10 23 00 22 00
3 x 12 . 23 so 34 00
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 21 50 22 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 '3 5° 23 50
8x8 23 So 22 50
6 x 14 up to 32 tt 29 80

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIK
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

2 X 4, 2 X b, 2 X 8, 8 to 16 ft $20 00
" " " l8 tO 32 ft 22 50

2 X IO, 2 X 12, 8 tO |6 tt 21 OO
l8, 20, 22 ft. 24 OO
24, 26, 28, 30, 32 at 00
2 X 14 Up tO 32 ft ... 2JOO
3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 h 22 50
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 25 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 12 no to 32 ft 25 00
3 x 14, 4 x 14 2500

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14, 12 x 12, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 X It

up to 32
10 x 20
8 x 20

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. lets tnan Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine, 4 in

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce
8 to 16 ft., 6 in

B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16'

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16' „
BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch

$..4 80
m Ho

27 3°

3
" 4
" 3

XXX B. C. Cedar
XX B. C. Cedar ...

XXX Dimension..

mixed w dths .

3050
40 00
40 00
31 00
29 00

31 OO
18 .50

20 OO
19 OO

$27 oe
21 00
»8 50

S SO

SHINGLES

No. 1 Mixed W & R Pine.
No. 1 B. C. Fir

LATH.

f3.8o
3.00

*S5

$3- SO

4SO

.BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.

(Wh
Uppers 4/4 to 8/4 ..

.

' 0/4 to 12/4.

Selects 4*4 to 8/4. .

.

" 10/4 to 12/4.

Fine Common 4/4. .

.

S/4...
6/4...

8/4...
No. 1 Cuts 4/4
" " S/4

" 6/4
" " 8/4

No. 2 Cuts 4/4
" " S/4

" 6/4
" - 8/4

No. 3 Cuts 5/4
" 6/4

" " 8/4

WHITE PINE

olesale selling price.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Dressing 5/4 46 00
5/4 x 10 51 00

.5/4x13 52 00
1 Moulding: s/4 58 00

6/4 58 00
8/4 58 00

Moulding 5/4 47 00
6/4 47 00

" 8/4 47 00
Barn 1x12 46 00
" 1 x 6 & 8. ... 35 00

1 x 10 17 00
Barn 1 x 6 & 8 33 00

""° 35 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 27 00
" " x 10 29 00

Box 1 x 6 & up 24 00
" 1 x 10 24 00
' 1 x 12 26 00
"

1 x 13 & up •!«,

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

WHITE ASH.

1st & 2nd, 1 inch. . . 40 00 42 00 I

1 Vt to 2 inch .
. . . 44 00 46 00 I Strips 32 00 24 00

2% to 4 inch 48 00 54 00
I
Com. and culls 4 00 22 00

BLACK AND BROWN
1st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 42 00

|
Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

$88 00

• 95 00
. 78 00
. 90 00
56 00

. 62 00

. 62 00
64 00

. 48 00
SS 00

• si 00
. 60 00
33 00

• 41 00
45 00

. 49 00
• 35 00
• 35 00
• 35 00

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red 40 00 42 00

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up 32 00

Common and culls. 15 00

1st and 2nd hand 20 00
Common and culls 14 00

35 00
17 00

1st & 2nd, w hite, 6
inch and up 30 00

Common and good
culls t6 00

1st and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up ... . 26 00

Common and culls. 10 00

MAPLE
23 00 I 1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00
15 00

I
Common and culls. 12 00

32 00

8 o_

28 00
17 00

23 00
13 00

BOSTON, MASS
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch
Selects, 1 to 2 inch
Fine Common, 1 inch

1 to 2 inch
No. 1 Cuts 1 inch . .

iji to 2 inch
No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch '.

.

.

1 5^ to 2 inch
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12

No. 1 , ix 10
No. 1, 1 x 8
No. 2, 1 x 12
No. 2, 1 x 10
No. 2, 1 x 8
No 3, 1 x 12
No. 3, 1 x 10 .

No. 3, 1 x 8
Spruce, 10 and 12 in dimension

9 in. and under
10 and 12 in. random lengths. 10 ft. and up
2x2. 2x4, 2x5 2x6. 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up .

All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft ..

and up . . . . . .

5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up p. is
Canadian Spruce boards
Vermont Spruce boards, matched . .

1 x 2 and 1 x 3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundied
1W Spruce laths

>K"

$92 00
81 00
58 00
64 00

45 00
54 00

35 00
38 00
48 00
3- 00
36 00

. 40 00

34 00
• 33 SO
32 00
30 00
29 00

24 00
24 00

21 50

22 00
19 00
23 00
22 00
20 00

3 80

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras
Clears

'

Second clears
Clear Whites.
Extra is (Clear whites out)

; /
Extra is (Clear whites in) t ][o

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16" <; butts to 2" - 7C

" Eurekas, 18" " "
" " Perfections, 5 butts to 460

$3 83

3 30
2 3S
2 30

45

$94 00
84 00
61 00
66 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
So 00
38 00
37 00
41 00

35 00
34 50
34 00
31 00
30 00
27 00
25 00
25 00

22 00

33 00
20 00
24 00
22 5O

22 OO
4 OO

3 SO

$4 00

3 SO
2 50
» 45
2 25
1 60

3 85

4 »5

4 75
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

You Cant

Get Away
from

the

fact

that quality and general satisfaction are what

count in building up and keeping a satisfied

constituency. Now just a word as to where

we come in. We own extensive timber lands

and mills in the Province of Quebec and through

the application of the most modern methods

and personal supervision to manufacture we can

say unqualifiedly that our Spruce and Shingle

products are the kind that suit. We're satisfied

and you will be if you give them a trial. They
are " Quality Lumber and Shingles" and that's

all we aim to sell you. Send us an inquiry.

Quebec Spruce
New Brunswick
White Cedar Shingles

WRITE US

Saw & Shingle Mills
Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q.

Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P. Q.

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Sayabec, P. Q.

Sales Office

:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling-, Partition, Novelty Siding,
Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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A LEADER THAT LEADS

DeLoach "Leader" Planer

\

Weight 1,800 pounds.

Price at factory only $230.00

Just the thing for neighborhood work
Fully guaranteed,

also

20" "Paragon" $376.12. 24" Double "Monitor" $590.00.
24" "Monitor" 461.38. 20" " Daisy " Surfacer 137.H2.

Solid forged steel cylinders slotted four sides.

The reversible as well as the variable feature of the
feed puts our machines in a class by themselves.

Send for 254 page catalog of Saw Mills, Shingle Mills,

Planers, Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills,

Wacer Wheels, Engines, Boilers and Gasoline Engines.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. BRIDGEPORT, ALA.

LUMBER
DRY KILNS

Natural Draft Moist Air System

Steel Roller Bearing Trucks

Shaving Exhaust Systems

Hot Blast Heating Systems

(ShdbortB, §Kmittb - Salt, ©ntario

L

Branch Office and Warehouse :

Nkw Ohi.k \\'s, Louisiana 421 Carondelet Street

The Alligator

Steam Warping' Tug
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with
flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST & PEACHEY
SIMCOE - . . ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals
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DISSTON

Saws, Tools and Files
Made
Sold
Used ON MERIT

And the Confidence placed in the Quality and Efficiency of the DISSTON BRAND shall

be as well-deserved in the future as it has been during the past SIXTY-NINE YEARS.

Henry Disston <fc Sons, Inc.

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INQUIRE INTO THE MERITS OF OUR

New Tie or Log Siding Machine
It slabs both sides of the logs accurately and rapidly at the one operation. Both
saws movable to or from the centre simultaneously by means of a lever within
the sawyer's easy reach, and the spacing indicated on a quadrant in plain sight.
This machine will cut over 3,000 ties in ten hours. In any mill using a Gang

this machine, if used for preparing the cants, will

increase the output 20%. It is a compact machine,
strongly built, as the cut indicates, to withstand hard
and continuous usage. It is without an equal, let

alone a superior, in this line, because it meets the
requirements perfectly. Let us have an opportunity
of sending descriptive matter, and price.

WE CAN ALSO INTEREST YOU IN

Saw Mill Machinery
We build a complete line for any desired capacity.

Our Triumph Turbines are unexcelled. They will give more power than any other Water Wheel on the market.

CATALOGUES FOR THE ASKING.

Head Office and Works : Lindsay, Ontario
Eastern Representative : Western Representative :

H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James Street, Montreal, Que. Canadian Fairbanks Company, Vancouver, B. C.
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Truing the Knives on a Woods Planer

In less than three minutes the

knives on both heads can be trued on

a Woods Planer equipped with Truing

Devices (patented July 2, Dec. 10 and

17, 1907). What is more, it can be done

without stopping the machine or dis-

turbing any adjustments. You can

then be absolutely sure that all the

knives are cutting exactly alike and

that there is nothing to prevent feed-

ing at a rate as much over 100 feet per

minute as you desire.

Top and Bottom Truing Devices out of Use on a Planer and Matcher

S. A. Woods Machine Company - Boston
CHICAGO

NEW ORLEANS
ATLANTA
SEATTLE The Planer Specialists

Beardmore Leather Belting
72 inch 3 ply 175 feet long

Made only of Extra Selected No. i Packer Steer

Hides, Oak Tanned

Beardmore Extra Waterproof Cement Leather

Belting for the Wet Places in Pulp, Paper and Saw

Mills, Etc.

The Maximum of Stretch is taken out of Beardmore

Belting by improved appliances, without impairing its life.

Every belt guaranteed as to quality of material and

workmanship.

The Largest Leather Belt ever made - — . « *~ • « i 11 » «_
in Canada Large Stocks Carried at all Branches

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank St., Ottawa, Ont. Woods Western Building1

, Cor. Market and Louise Sts., Winnipeg, Man.

FLECK BROS., Limited, 443 Pender Street West, Vancouver, B. C.
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R. H. SMITH CO., Limited
St. Catharines, Ont.

We are the Sole Manufac-
turers of Sa.ws under the Simond's Process in the Dominion

of Canada

There is no process its equal for tempering circular saws. Other makers recognize this fact, as some

of them, in order to sell their goods, claim to have the same process. All such Claims are FALSE,
as the patentee in the U. S. and ourselves are the only firms in the world who use it.

INSERTED TOOTH SAWS
Notice the improved shank. We call particular

attention to the swell which strengthens it at the weakest

part and which gives it more wear than the old style.

Shanks made in usual gauges and to fit your saws

pertectly.

SHINGLE SAWS
The quality of the " Simonds " Shingle Saws is

proven by the fact that the largest shingle and machine

manufacturers in Canada are using them.

Run a "Simonds" and you will increase your

output.

The Simonds Temper

and style of tooth make

the "Leader" the' fast-

est and easiest cutting-

saw manufactured.

Write for prices.

R. H. SMITH CO. St. Catharines, Ont
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The Important Savings You
Can Make with This Machine

in your shingle department makes it well worthy of your
attention.

The Columbia
has greater capacity and is safer and easier for operator to

handle, than any other shingle machine made.

Hand or power feed. Adaptable for experienced or unex-
perienced operator. Workable in any kind of timber. For
over a third of a century, the leading shingle machine. Can
you afford to pass it up ? Write us.

PERKINS & CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

RobbPower Plants

Engines
Corliss

Slide Valve

Horizontal

Vertical

Boilers

Return Tubular

Water Tube

Internally Fired

Portable

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST, N. S.

i 709 Power Building, Montreal, Watson Jack, Manager
DISTRICT | Traders Bank Building, Toronto, William McKay, Manager
OFFICES l Union Bank Building, Winnipeg, VV. F. Porter, Manager

I Calgary Block, Calgary, J. T. Porter, Manager

New No. 1

0

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may he instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT ONTARIO CANADA

Western Branch: Quebec Agents : B.C. Selling Agents:

248 McDermott Ave., WINNIPEG, MAN. Ross & Creig, MONTREAL, QUE. Robert Hamilton & Co., VANCOUVER, B. C.Wp 1VTAICF Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and PowerA'J"tll*"L-' Pumps, Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating
Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.

ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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JUST OUT

The New Waterous Band Mill

The latest most

up-to-date mills

on the market.

Upper guide of

patented safety

1 saw centre
swing design

quick vertical

and horizontal

adjustment. Is

fitted with quick

opening device :

is water cooled

and non-break-

able.

0 ppe r guide
arm raised and

lowered by
power mechan-

ism.

I .owersaw guide

designed onsame

principle as up-

per to swing
around centre of

saw. Is quick

opening and un-

der control o f

tail sawyer.

8 ft., 9 ft., 10 ft, Sizes Single and Double Cutting

The product of

our 50 years ex-

perience in saw-

mill business.

Columns solid,

rigid, giving
wide range of

adjustment t o

upper wheels.

Upper wheel

raised and low-

ered by jack
screws and
gearing.

Tensioning de-

vice acts inde-

p e n d e n 1 1 y of

position of up-

per wheel and

removes all jar

from saw Jby

patented s e 1 f-

cushioning ten-

sion weights.

C ut of 8'

—

Double Cutting.

Tilting Device Improved and Simplified. Cross Lining Adjustments also Supplied.
Frame very Heavy and Extends Completely Around Mill.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL BULLETIN DESCRIBING THESE MACHINES

Waterous Engine Works Co.
BRANCH !

Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited
Winnipeg, Man. Brantford, Canada B. C. Agency : H. B. Gilmour,

Vancouver



Specialists on Lumber Insurance
You have your books audited by firms of expert accountants, you have your plants appraised by expert appraisers
companies—Why? To get the best at the lowest cost.

Lumber Underwriters
are experts on Lumber Fire Insurance— Our inspector and adjusters are lumbermen as well as insurance men. We can
handle your line at reduced cost to you, giving you a strictly non-assessable policy, and absolutely sound indemnity.
Drop us a line and we will explain our methods fully.

By Lumbermen

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway - , NEW YORK

For Lumbermen

Plain Facts

If you do not handle
builders' supplies you are

losing money. No other

line offers such a combina-
tion for trade winning and

profit making.

Colonial

Columns
Low prices — good values.,

Newel Posts
Manufactured from kiln

dried stock and up-to-date

in all particulars.

Veneered

Doors
Stocked in a variety of

styles and in many cabinet

woods.

ALL ORDERS TO -

Batts Limited
50 Pacific Avenue - WEST TORONTO

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT'S
KNOWN

'EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

H. WALTERS & SON, hull, canada
VANCOUVER BRANCH : Corner Powell and McLean Streets.

MANUFACTURERS OF
AXES, ALL KINDS AXE HANDLES, MACHINE KNIVES, ALL KINDS LUMBERINC & LOCCINC TOOLS

LONG distance PHONB. We supply the Largest Lumbermen in Canada.

J. R. Booth, Ottawa, Ont.; W. C. Edwards & Co., Rockland, Ont.; McLachlan
Bros., Arnprior ; E. B. Eddy Co., Limited, Hull ; A. & B. Gordon & Co., Pem-
broke ; G. Perley & Co., Calumet, Que.; Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Hawkes-
bury, Ont.; A. Fraser Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont.; Shepherd & Morse Lumber
Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Hull Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Gilmour & Hughson, Hull,

P. Q. ;
Imperial Paper Mills of Canada, Sturgeon Falls, Ont. ; Algoma Com-

mercial Com., Limited, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.; Graves, Bigwood & Co., Byng
Inlet, Ont.; Turner Lumber Co., Worthington, Ont. ; J. J. McFadden, White-
fish, Ont.; St. Anthony Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Northern Timber and
Lumber Co., Markstay, Ont.

Imachine
"

ALL rami
II KNIYE5:L KINDS.

L

• catalogue.! 1

H.WALTERS & SONS
Y\\a\_\_ .QUE.

Lumbering'*
Logging Tools
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid eutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Your Attention Wanted !

!

Look us up ! We have played no small part

in lightening one burden of the Lumber

Trade. Others have profited. Why not you?

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

Nine - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working ,••

Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies arcticmm

FOR COOL BEARINGS

We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
HAMILTON, ONT.

We Make

SPECIAL BELTS
for

Special Work
and

Guarantee Results

WRITE OUR NEAREST WAREHOUSE

D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West 300 King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC
ji St Peter St.

ST. JOHN, N.B.
64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. (SL SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers.Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptive*.

J. J. TUR.NER. <a SONS
Cor. George, King& Water St*., Peterborough, Ont , Can

THE GREAT BELT"
beats all rivals every time

Strength
TXniformity

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK
SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Street. MONTREAL
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How the Steam Tension Band Mill increases your

daily cut and saws uniform lumber

^ - ...

Think how much more sensitive a steam con-
trolled device i» than any system operated by
weights and levers.

On our band mill we control the tension
on the saw by steam, which is the only way
we know of to keep the right strain always
on the saw.

Thus your saw is always in shape to turn
out perfect lumber, and you get a uniformly
sawn product.

As the top wheel is moved up and down
by steam, when you change your saws you
save all the time (except ten seconds) formerly
taken to lower and raise that wheel and get
the proper tension on the saw. That is be-
cause no system of screws and gears can act
as quickly as steam.

The top guide is also operated by steam
so that the sawyer can raise or lower it

ntinstaaneously.

You see therefore that this is quicker and
easier to handle than any weight tension mill.

That means more lumber every day.

A number of Canadian mills are cutting
with it this season. Would you like to know
who they are so that you can see it working
before the mills shut down ?

B. C. Agents : A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver, B. C.

WILLIAM HAMILTON Co
PETERBORO ONTARIO

LIMITS
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J. B. MILLER, President

The
W. B. T1NDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Limited

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

VIEW OF OUR MILLS AT PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has d
Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

one ours.

Address all communications to the

raders Bank Building,

Phone Main 1016

HEAD OFFICE:

Toronto, Ont.
Telegraph Codes :

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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W. E. LOUNT
360 Berkeley St., TORONTO

Lumber Salesman, Inspector

and Arbitrator

Pine, Hemlock, Hardwoods, Lath
and Shingles.

List s and consignments solicited.
Will .sell on salaryor commission.
Inspection contracts wanted—
charges moderate. Fifteen years
experience as salesman and
inspector. Satisfaction guar-
anteed.

WANTED
We are in the market for

season's supply. White
Pine, Red Pine, Spruce,

Hemlock and White Cedar
Shingles. Send list of

prices. :: ;: :: ::

Muir & Terry
408 Confederation Life Bldg.

TORONTO
Main 2545

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE ONT.

Dimension Timber. Joisting

Rough and Dressed Lumber

Lath, Shingles and Pickets

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on applicai ion to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, B. C.

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood

Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

FINE

IBANK.OFFICE

OOUflT HOUSE & t^-.i
'OBUG STORE FITTINGS. d» X^tND FOR CAT £

'OFFICE. SCHOOL.
EHURCH&tODGFFUBNITUR!

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawn Lumber, Lath, Sash,

Doors and Factory Material

Dimension Bill Stuff in

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Geo. Gordon & Co
Cache Bay, Ont.

Manufacturers of

Sawn and Dressed

Red and White Pine

Lumber
and

Timber
We have in stock now a complete assortment of

Dimension Stock, Dry Lumber and Lath, as well

as Sidings, Mouldings, Casings, Shiplap, etc.

Crossarms all sizes and lengths, painted or unpainted.

Car Sills and Car Decking, dressed or undressed.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED

Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

SHINGLES
¥ UMBER
L/ATH

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

LEAK & CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Write us for special price on

18ft. 2x10* 12in.

DRY NORWAY

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill

Stuff. We have also stocks of Ash, Elm,
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting:. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX, XXXX.
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD office:

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handle*, Pole*, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoop*,
Heading, Backets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and
sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Wholesale
Montreal

^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

\\7E are in the market and pay
•™ the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber,will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street East

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVELAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufac turers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Tlmbtr a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER GO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

yhe Ontario Lumber

CO* Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River. Ont. Water Shipment.

Yard: Point Edward, Ont.

Write ua for Prices

Home £ife Building, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock.

On Tfmiskaming Railway, 103
miles north of North Bay

HAILEY BURY, ONT.

"Well bought is half sold"

A Few Items at Midland

3 M 1x4 and up Fine
Dressing and better

White Pine Shorts 20.

11 M 1x4 and up Box
Shorts 13-

40 M 1x4 and up Com-
mon Cedar 14.

35 M 1x4 and up Cull

Cedar 10.

12 M Cedar Squares . 15.

90 M 4 ft. Cedar Lath 2.50

F. O. B. Midland

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock

Lumber
1006-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng- Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

Y\TE Bu y. Sell and deal in all kinds
v » of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States: Spruce,
White Pine. White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AVGE.R & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
A fully equipped Planing Factory in connec-
tion Dressed Lumber, Flooring in PineHardwood or Hemlock, % Ceilings, Sashand Doors. Mould.ngs, Wood Turning, etc.
Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-
ty at current prices.

The
Elgie & Jam's

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Let tis quote you on g", 1",

and 2" Spruce ; 1", lj.",

U" and 2" Pine ;
1" and 2"

Hemlock, also posts and
lath. :: ::

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

S

talph Loveland, Pres.
j^. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Sandwich, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.

and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, ^\ 1
Hochelaga Bank Buildinr l^UebeC, l^UC

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOGH, JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM. A. II. MACABE.
President. Vice-President. Secretary.

Wholesale Dealers Only

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang Limited

SPECIAL DRIVE

Red Pine Flooring Strips-Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1212 Traders Bank Chambers - TORONTO
Phones: Main 7733 - Main 4896

J L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON L>. E. CARMAN

Campbell Gt Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, TADAMTH /"MVIT
(Telephone Main 6244). 1 l^rV^ll 1 KJ, KJIH 1 .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty
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CAMERON & CO., Limited
MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

SHINGLES basswood POSTS

LUMBER

LATH

TIMBER

POLES

MILL AND YARD: OP EON CO, OHT. HEAD OFFICE: OTTAWA, ONT.

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA

E AST E li N

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W ESTE H

X

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all grades ami a "SPECIAL BRAND" cheapei
and better than Eastern Clear Butts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Sellers of

White Pine, Red
Pine and Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Selling Agents for Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & GO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-
ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West - - - MONTREAL

Lumber and Timber
Let me quote on your requirements in

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,

B.C. Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine, Lath,

Shingles Lumber—Rough or Dressed

C. A .SPENCER
Wholesale Lumber

Telephone Main 5554 55 st. Francois Xavier St., MONTREAL

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard:
Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Buyers

Send me your enquiries.

I have a large stock to
ship from.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade MONTREAL

Wholesale Lumber Dealer
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills ®. Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Y&rd (St Office

MOR.RISTOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

FLOORING
Good Hardwood Flooring must be ACCU-
RATELY MANUFACTURED. Selected

lumber, large dry kilns scientifically constructed,

strong expensive machines built for the purpose,

expert workmen who KNOW HOW, system-

atic oversight, and years of experience combine

to make our Hardwood Flooring the best you

can procure.

Also get our quotations on

ROUGH or DRESSED

LUMBER
in Pine, Hemlock, Basswood, Ash, Elm, Cedar,

Maple and Birch Lumber.

Building Timber, Shingles, Lath, Posts, Ties,

Doors, Sash, Frames, Mouldings, Turned Goods

of all kinds, Casings, Box Shooks, Cratings, etc.

John Carew
LINDSAY ONTARIO

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Ma„uf,c,urers of dumber, Lath and Shingles Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and Levth,Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT. Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East. TORONTO. ONT.
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address: "Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N.S. Office:

Smith, Tyrer & Co..

Pickford 4 Black's Wharf

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
Heading

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd-
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Gloucester House. 1 Bishopsgate St. Wt., E.C.

fjant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St

Hardwood i:l
m
pt^n, _ . Bored, Polished

FlOOriM] a-d"
Siemon Bros., Ltd.

WIARTON, Ont.
Office : 309 Confederation Life Bide-.. Toronto

EAD1E DOUCLAS, CO.
22 St. John Street. Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Inters t you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

EA T Wholesale
• ill MU C/ 13 IC L Dealer in

Pine and Hemlock Lumber,
Lath, Shingles and Cedar Posts

Car and Cargo lots only. When in need of
stock write or cal; up Long Distance Phone.

les
Specialty: 16 and 18 in. Ontario White Cedar Shingle

O ffice and Yards
: South of Elevator, S^mlc! Ont

Officers and Directors:
R. H. DOWNMAN. PR KSIPENT FREDERIC WILBERT, ,ST V.CE-PRES. G.O. « . PODGE, 2ND VICE-FRES

F. B. WILLIAMS WM. I.. BURTON j. c. RIVES JOHN DEBLIBUX
Grs Drews edward hanson l. h. price II. M. GOTTEN H. B. HBWRS

J. A. MILLIARD.
Secretary & General Manager

Shipment bv Rail or Sea,
Cable Address " REDCYPRESS'

Louisiana Red
Cypress Company

of New Orleans

Rough and Dressed Louisiana Red Cypress

Lumber, Shingles, Lath, Mouldings, Pickets

Daily Capacity :

3,000,000 feet Lumber, 2,500,000 Shingles, 1,000,000 Lath

Hibernia Bank Building, NEW ORLEANS, La.

We carry everything in standard
grades and sizes of rough or dressed

Louisiana
Red Cypress

FRED. J. DAVENPORT, Box 425, Detroit, Michigan
Canadian Representative.

Th«

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
Send us your enquiries for

New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
Lath, Shingles,

Limited

Main Office

Globe Atlantic Building
St. John, N.B.

etc.

Branch Sales Office

:

180 St. James Street

Montreal. Que.

WESTERN

LUMBER
&

|

SHINGLE

C°

1 .

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

SEND USHUB7 »'• I

|Y0UR

INOUmiES

RAIL OR WATER
SHIPMENTS
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Hardwood Flooring'
We manufacture a flooring that will uphold

you in any reasonable argument you might find

necessary to make with your customers. It is

made by modern machinery from carefully select-

ed stock and witli every precaution taken to

insure a strictly high grade product. Matched
flooring in g in. Birch, Maple or Oak.

If you are interested in profitable lines write
us for prices.

J. R. Eaton & Sons,
ORILLIA,
ONTARIO

Montreal Agent: C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St.

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(H.ad Office. Springfield, Mmi.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln
Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
06 AGNES STREET

ST. HENKV

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
MONTREAL, P.Q.

Detroit Columns
are Standards of Excellence

In sales, in popularity and unequalled style and finish

Detroit Columns are second to none. An examination at any
stage of manufacturing will speedily convince you of the high grade
material and excellent workmanship employed in their production-
Our famous "Lock Joint" eliminates all possiblity of shrinkage or
warping, and presents that clean, even surface so much in demand.
We stock in Pine, Birch, Oak and Chestnut.

A combination of Real Quality and Style is a sure winner in

any line. Detroit Columns offer the retail lumber dealer many
opportunities of adding to his reputation and to his annual profit.

Why not investigate?

Detroit Column & Manufacturing Co.
Holden Ave. and M. C. R. R., DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Savoie ©. Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Sprvice, Hemlock and Birch

\% in. Spruce Lath

Cedar Shingles - R. R. Ties

8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts

Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood
building a Planing Mill and Dry Kiln, which will be completed

for the 1st of September.

M4NSEAU, QUE.

Are

Correspondence Solicited
on l.C.Ry. no miles east of Montreal

Think It Over!
Do you wish prompt shipments of best lumber ?

at low prices.

We are in the market for orders of

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
and have special facilities for handling Canadian
trade. Timber can be supplied up to 36 feet in

length and 6 x 12 in surfaces.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO.,
Hu,

!>

A
s
k
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MaM KAITl'KKHS (>!•

Red and White Pine

LUMBER and LATHS
Car Flooring, in Required Lengths

Our Red Pine, put up Box and Better, is nice stock. Take a Sample Car, and we are assured ot
further pa'ronage.

The Mill Culls, though a little narrow, are otherwise "Choice," being culled tor little red streak
and little wane. They are splendid lor Box Manufacture, and the Dead Culls too, with little waste,
can be used for same purpose.

Trv us. we will endeavor to satisty you. We l ave our whole season's Cut to dis ose ot.

Booth ©.
Shannon

Biscotasing, Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine

Lumber and Lath
We are prepared to contract for present season's cut of Norway
and white pine lumber and lath. Also have for sale a Quantity
of 1 inch and 2 inch No. 2 mill culls of IMS cut.

Mills on Main Line of C. P. R. at Bisco Station

Must Be
Moved
We have in stock for quick shipment :

—

100 M feet one-inch No. 2 Hemlock
100 M feet two-inch No. 2 Hemlock
45 M feet one-inch Birch. No. 2

and No. 3 Common
Everything in two-inch Hemlock. :: :: ::

:: Special Prices on Bill Stuff

Long' Lumber Co.
Hamilton, Ont.

Manufacturers of

White and Red Pine
Lath, Shingles, Boxes and Snooks, Pails and Tubs

Bills sawn to order. Planing Mill work done promptly. Send us your

enquiries. Phone service night and day. We can ship by rail and water.

Saw Mills, Planing Mill, Woodenware Factory, Box Factory: Penetanguishene, Can
Box Factory: Foot of Parliament Street, Toronto, Canada
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, B. C. E. H. HEAPS <fc CO., Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

VANCOUVER, B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER—Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC,

HICH GRADE RED CEDAR SHINGLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON. 414 Ashdown Block. WINNIPEG.

Prairie Representative
W. J. LOVERING. 1312-13 Traders Bank Bldg.. TORONTO

Ontario Representative

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited= =Wholesale

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia.

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber. Lath, Shingles,
Logs, Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street,

VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Cable Address — Gillisco.

Codes Used I
American Lumberman Telecode.

^ \\ estern L nion.

C. H. GILLIS & CO
LIMITED

«*g™,?S, Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping- Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
and 125,000 feet

LUMBER

§ ///

[HI!
11

;)!
1

!'!!!

1,1 •

jMEAD OfHCt'i 3
II II!

MNlMGriMNGCO™
Hi,

Ma.r\ufa.ctviror» of

Fir and Ced^r

LUMBER
Specialty

Red Cedar Shingles
Correspoader\ce Solicited

i I
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! i I

1
1

( PUslBf Mill, v , L . . .., j| 0

|

B* • » . 814>nC Mill. Tiiiiin, B C
|

8hin t lt Mill Ho f r»Mim. * c.

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Head Office: 205-206 Loo Bldg., 17 f> f*
Cor. Hastings and Abbot Sts., V &I1C011V6F. D.L.

Correspondence

Solicited Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

Timber Limits Z^mn%7*
1 Large

v°
cks for Sale

with Mill Sites, near Vancouver.

Everything in

WOOD GOODS
Shingles our specialty. Prices always consistent with the market
For hurrying: up information ring up Bell Phone 3461, H. FONGER, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

The

East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine, Larch,
and Fir

Lumber, Timbers, Mouldings, Etc.

Saw Mills at Jaffray, Ryan, Cranbrook.
PI ming Mill at Jaffray, B. C.

Head Office - Jaffray, B.C.
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Bowman Lumber Co.
_ LIMITED
R.EVELSTOKE, B. C

Manufacturers of

Ceda^r, White
Pir\e a^rvd

Fir Prodvicts
Shiplap, Boards, Dimension Siding, Finish,

Lath, Shingles

Annual Capacity, 50,000,000 feet

Mills at

Revelstoke, B C. Comaplix, B. C.

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch

Rough and Dressed Lumber
Dimension and Bridge Timber

a Specialty
Cedar Telegraph and

Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE - - B.C.

Yale-Columbia Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : Nelson, B. C.
Mills at Ntkuep, Westly, Cascade and Nelson B. C.

We use American Lumberman Telecode.

MANUFACTURERS OF

All Kinds Rough and Dressed Lumber,
Mouldings, Lath, Etc.

DEALERS IN

Cedar and Fir Piles, Telephone and Telegraph
Poles, Fence Posts, Etc.

The Golden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

MaNIJI ACTCHKiiS OF*

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
We have a well assorted stock of 1 in. and 2 in. Hem-
lock well manufactured and strictly N<>. 1 Lumber.
We can also cut dimension in Hemlock and Norway
Pine. Prompt shipment and rock bottom prices.

n^j Send us your inquiries ^ v<

Mills at Golden Lakk and Barry's May, Ont.

Head Office: - Eganville, Ont.

Lumber at Huntsville

We have in stock for sale a

quantity of Mill Cull Stocks

and Sidings, also No. 2 Mill

Culls.

Huntsville Lumber Co.
Huntsville, Ontario Limited

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

Rat Portage Lumber Co• Limited
(WITH MILLS AT WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER. HARRISON R.IVER, KENORA. RAINY RIVER AND BANNING.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shook* and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple Flooring,
Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac Piling, etc.

Our Vancouver Mill cuts High-Grade Cedar, Fir and Spruce Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles. Winnipeg Mills cut Pine, Tamarac and Spruce Lumber.

he1d
d
o
r
ff

s
ice RAT PORTAGE LUMBER. COMPANY. Limited, WINNIPEG, MAN.

D. C CAMERON. PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER.
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No Need to go out of Canada for your

BLOWERS
Exhauster, Exhaust Systems, Dry
Kilns, Trucks or Heating Plants

We make them and make them good too.

Ask for references and descriptive matter, we
have lots of them.

The

Dominion Heating & Ventilating Co.
Hespeler, Ont.

Snow Ploughs Brazel Patent
Known in every Camp from the Atlantic to the Pacific, as the most satisfactory Snow Plough made.

X

COMBINATION MODEL, LUMBERMAN* SNOW PLOUGH, CAN BE USED
EITHER WITH OR WITHOUUT RUT CUTTER.

One man to operate. Adjusting wheels close together make change for light or heavy work in an instant. Wines nlaced to

R™ipC«,L W1
f«»

thT s
f

1

t
lgh

,

tl'aC
.

k °r
,
?¥™wer if desired. Height of Mouldboards prevent snow falling;bacl on trickBrazel Ploughs cut 6 wider than logging sleighs, roll snow outside track and away from roadway. Cut off knolls fill Un hot*and leave a perfectly level road. Cut off dirt and manure from an ice road leaving a clean roadbed. Roll up and push entirelvaway from the road, 12" of loose snow each time the plough passes over.

p P entirely

Sold on their merits. Strongly built and of first class material. Well finished and fully guaranteed.
Illustrated Catalogue and Prices on application.

SOLE RIGHT OF MANUFACTURE AND SALE IN CANADA CONTROLLED BY

The Wilkinson Plough Company
Limited ™

Toronto - Canada
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Automatic Long Handle Lathe

"Defiance"

Wood-Working Machinery
FOR MANUFACTURING

Hubs, Spokes, Wheels, Wagons, Carri-
ages, Rims, Shafts, Poles, Neck-Yokes,
Single Trees, Barrel Hoops.

Handles of Every Kind, Insulated
Pins, Spools, Bobbins, Oval Wood Dishes,
and General Wood-Work.

Invented and Hnilt by

The Defiance Machine Works
Defiance, Ohio, U.S.A.

la" Rim, Hound and Bow Bender

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Sawmill, Shingle, Lath and Transmission Machinery
Manufacturers

of

Style " B " for Mill Furnace

The Improved Hot Blast Grate

develops more heat from green, wet or frozen sawdust or mill refuse,
than an ordinary draft grate developea from wood or coal.

The most modern and economical grate on the market. Increases steaming
power of boiler 50 per cent.

We are the sole manufacturers for Ontario, Quebec, and the .Maritime
Provinces, for this grate. Jt will save you money, regardless of the kind of
fuel used. We have many testimonials bearing out this statement.

Here is one :

—

Berridale, Out.. June 28/09.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited, Orillia.

Dear Sirs,

With reference to Hot Blast Grate purchased from vou
on trial about six weeks ago, we have found it to be one of the
most profitable things we ever put in any of our saw-mills.
It is much cheaper and more convenient than any sort of
Dutch Oven. We placed it under two 6 foot boilers where we
saw Spruce and Balsam logs, the sawdust of which makes poor
fire. Before we began using the Hot Blast Grates we burned
from 3 to 4 cords of dry slabs daily, and even then had a
deficiency of steam, but now we have" all the steam we desire,
and the only fuel used is sawdust.

(Signed) The Highland Lumber Co.

Full Particulars on Application

The E. Long Manufacturing CO., Limited Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Orillia, Ontario Williams & Wilson, Montreal

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices.

The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-
creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 months
and is giving splendid satisfaction to all our
customers. Burning all grades of fuel with the
very best results. All live Mill Managers and
Engineers would do well to consult us when re-
quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-
ranted not to be an infringement on any prior
patents. We stand behind our customers and
guarantee them in the unmolested use of our
own invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and
repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert
workmen.

A post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY Branch Office: 119 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.
Telephone M;iin [342,

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.
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We make them; WHAT? THE ECLIPSE BOARD MILLS, ETC.
If you are a stranger to them and they to

you. Get acquainted.
We make a speciality of Board Mills with a

capacity of from 2000 to 25000 feet of lumber per
day. Our chief aim being to make all our machin-
ery in such a way that a customer once secured
always stays with us.

Get your eyes on our
Eclipse Board Saw Carriages and Accessories.
Eclipse Clapboard Sawing Machines.
Eclipse Clapboard Planers and Trimmers.
Eclipse Combined Lathe and Bolter Machines.
Eclipse Combined Trimmer and Buncher.
Eclipse Shingle Machines.
Eclipse Board Planers.
Eclipse Double Edger.

Make your labor more productive by
using one of our Eclipse Lath Machines.

Write for Prices and Catalogue

SLEEPER. & AKHURST
Coaticook, Que.

LOGGING TOOLS
Our Catalogues will Interest You

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co.
DETROIT, MIHIGAN, U.S.A.

Skidders od Loaders
Powerful, Strong and
Economical in Operation

Our Skidders and Loaders are in successful operation
under almost every condition met by loggers to-day.

Russel

Logging Cars
Strength Capacity

Durability
The Standard among Progressive Loggers

Established 1878

Hanson's Woollen Mill
Hull, Que.

Manufacturers of Jfo " HanSOIl "
S<>ck aild Mitt

Nothing in the Market
to equal them for Lum-
bermen.

ALL MY SOCKS BEAR THIS STAMP

My Socks are sold Direct only through Travellers of My Own

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.
Confederation Life Building

TORONTO
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SIMONDS
Inserted
Point

Made
in

Montreal

Are yon buying a new saw this winter? Then listen to
what some other mill men say about the Simonds Saw. We
quote from their letters. "As near perfection as one could he
made for our mill." "Miles ahead of any other—would not
take $100 in gold for it." "Our favorite saw in the mill."
" First class, works fine." " Runs equally well winter or sum-
mer." " Your saws have proved the best I ever used." " li s

the only saw I can get to stand up in frozen timber."

Some of our friends may be over enthusiastic, but there
you have their own words. Isn't it enough to cause you to
hesitate and learn more about the Simonds before buying any
other make? Really he who uses this saw profits much more
by it than do we in selling it. You have more to gain than we.

An attractive little booklet fully describing these saws can
be obtained by addressing our nearest office.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
St. John, N. B. MONTREAL, QUE. Vancouver, B. C

WIRE ROPE
Why experiment continually with wire rope you know is not up
to " Dominion " quality—quality that means better material,

better construction and better service ?

MATERIAL All our ropes are made from the best quality of
imported wire, specially drawn to our own specifi-
cation. Each coil is carefully tested for its tensile
strength, torsion, flaxion and elastic limit.

CONSTRUCTION —Every step in the construction of our wire ropes is

carefully watched over by experts. Our many
years experience in manufacturing wire ropes
enables us to offer the best to be had anywhere.

SERVICE Every length of "Dominion Rope" gives satis-
faction, because it is serviceable and dependable.

All lengths and sizes carried in stock for immediate shipment

The Dominion Wire Rope Co., Limited
Montreal

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offices :

GR0UND FLOOR
CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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A National Journal

'9

(anadalumberman^ e Wood \\r*r>\s~r-Worker
Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President
THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, Business Manager
JAMBS FISHER, Toronto, Advertising Manager

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:
VANCOUVER - - - - Telephone 2010. 26 Crowe & Wilson Chambers

J. V. McNAULTY, Representative

TORONTO - - - - Telephone Main 2362. Confederation Life Building
F. W SCHERBARTH, A. M. FISHER, Representatives

MONTREAL Telephone Main 2299. B34 Board of Trade
D BURNSIDE, Representative

WINNIPEG Telephone 224. Commercial Travellers' Building
ROLAND F. HILL, J. R. HOOPER, Representatives

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per year, in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3.00.

"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest
of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and
allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely
information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion
by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-
worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade at
home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For manu-
facturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of
owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp
mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the most
direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed to the
"Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.
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they can to prevent long delays. The lumbermen are rightly alarmed as
they have had so many drawbacks to contend with during the last two
vears, and the occurrence of another, just at the time when business is

beginning to approach normal, threatens to deprive them of the only
harvest they have come near to reaping in a long time.

The long-experienced depression in the lumber business has caused a
general diminution in the stocks carried by retailers. With the demand
from consumers on the increase the retailers have not sufficient supplies
to sell them, and they are obliged to call urgently for stocks. Thus the
situation is further aggravated, and it may well be, that in the face of a
rapidly advancing price for lumber the manufacturers, with plenty of
stock on their hands, will be unable to place it in the hands of those who
wish to buy. Possibly the difficulties which are now feared will not ma-
terialize. The probabilities, however, are all pointing in the other direc-
tion. In the United States the same trouble is apparent, only in an
even more aggravated form. The railroads there have allowed their roll-
ing stock to depreciate to a much greater extent than those in Canada,
in their endeavor to keep down operating expenses on account of re-
duced revenues. Railroad officials have been of the opinion that when
business improvement came it would be so gradual that they would have
plenty of time to cope with it, It begins to look now as though this be-
lief was not justified.

In a reference to this subject by the "American Lumberman" the
situation is well summed up as follows:

"Anticipating a car shortage of such magnitude as to affect the
entire lumber industry of the country, those buyers of lumber who expect
to need stock during the fall months, those who are not carrying well as-
sorted and ample stocks at the present time, should get their orders in
just as rapidly as they can place the business, bearing in mind that no
successful business will be conducted upon narrow margins of supplies
during 1910. The hand-to-mouth method has become a habit during the
last two years; but this is the time to break it, for the dealers or the
factory caught with an inadequate stock three or four months from now
will be compelled to pass by opportunities which, if taken advantage of,
may help to make up for the two years of depression now closed. °This
is the time to buy, and the laying in of a reasonable stock before the heavy
traffic of the fall blockades the country's transportation lines can not be
counted recklessness, but will rather be the evidence of an exercise of
the best business judgment."

Car Shortage a Serious Matter
The announcement recently made by Mr. W. A. Anstie, secretary

ol the Mountain Lumbermen's Association, that the railway companies'
expect to be unable this year to handle lumber shipments while the crop
movement is under way, should cause lumber manufacturers to lose no
time in completing orders which they have recently received and in seek-
ing orders for whatever stock is likely to be needed by their customers
for a few months ahead. Everyone wishes the farmer prosperity in the
form of plentiful crops, but there is another side to the matter, and an
impartial statistical record of the value of the crops to the farmers of

the country would make some set-off on account of the loss to the farmer
and to the w^hole country, as a result of the annual car shortage which
occurs when the crops have to be sent to the markets. It is a difficult

matter to see how this trouble can be permanently overcome, yet it is

so serious and regular in its occurrence that there is room for much im-
provement.

The movement of lumber at this particular time, although not of

.-uch great importance as the movement of the crops, is more important
than it has usually been in the fall. The lumber business is just emerg-
ing from a period of depression which has been long-lived, and extremely
disastrous to lumber manufacturers. The demand from the prairies has
become very strong as a result largely of last year's good crop being suc-
ceeded by another good one this year. Cause and effect are in this man-
ner closely linked, and the lumber which the farmer's want, is so ur-
gently needed that the coast mills have recently been flooded with rush
orders. How these orders can be filled when every available car is being
used for the hauling of grain it is hard to see. At the recent meeting of
the Mountain Lumbermen's Association a strongly worded resolution
was adopted upon the subject, and forwarded to the railway companies.
The latter are, no doubt, well seized of the aituation and will do what

French-Canadians for the Coast
The step taken by the Fraser Eiver Lumber Company in the direc-

tion of substituting French-Canadians for the Japs, Chinese and Hindus
in their mills is meeting with a great deal of commendation among the
people of Vancouver. French-Canadians are being brought from Quebec
to replace the Orientals, who number about one-half of the force engaged
at this firm's mills, near New Westminster. A large number of Orientals
are also employed in the company's logging camps. From the outset
the hiring of Orientals has been an unpleasant necessity. The Hindus
employed in the mills are said to have been remitting about $7,000 a
month to India, and the Chinese and Japanese do the same thing to a
greater or less degree.

The plan of the management of the Fraser Eiver Company is to re-
place these Orientals gradually. The working out of the plan has been
placed in the hands of Father O'Boyle, parish priest of New Westminster,
and Mr. Theo. Theroux, of the Fraser River Mills, who recently left for
Quebec to bring out the first detachment of 100 men. In order to secure
these men they are going into the lumbering districts of Quebec and thor-
oughly acquainting the lumbermen with the conditions existing on the
coast. It is hoped that in the end some 500 expert mill operatives and
loggers will be induced to go to the West, the married men taking their
families with them. The company expects to have to pay larger wages
to the French-Canadians than to the Orientals, but at the same time they
expect that they will secure much better work and also furnish employ-
ment to a better class of people, who will spend their money in the coun-
try instead of sending it to their families in other lands.

The scheme of the company includes a plan which will enable the
new employees to make homes for themselves in the West. Cottages
for the men have been erected on a large tract of land near the mills. The
employees will be allowed to purchase these houses and a one-acre plot
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from the company on easy terms. They will be able in this way soon to

own their own homes. The owner of such a plot will be allowed to

rent or sell it, if he wishes. If he wishes to leave before the whole is

paid for, the company will take it off his hands at cost less a slight re-

duction for interest and depreciation.

Other employers of Oriental labor on the coast will watch thi« ex-

periment with a great deal of interest. If it proves satisfactory it will

probably be adopted by others. It is believed that in this way one of the

meet serious problems at present facing the mill owners of British Col-

umbia will be solved satisfactorily .

Importance of Logging Railroads in Development of the Country
A strong factor in the development of the lumber business upon the

Pacific coast has been the promotion of logging railroads, which, in the

neighborhood of Vancouver particularly have recently become quite nu-

merous. The first cause for the building of logging railroads is the fact

that the timber along the coast has been thinned out, and that loggers

are obliged to go back considerable distances in order to secure suitable

timber. There have recently been quite half a dozen of these logging

railroads constructed in part, and a number of others are at present being

built. Great blocks of virgin timber of the finest quality will be opened

up by them. A noticeable result is therefore likely to be a great improve-

ment in the quality of the lumber and shingles manufactured by the mills

of those firms which are interested in the railroads. It is expected that

this improvement will have a substantial effect also upon the market,

acting as a considerable advantage. In this way the benefits of logging

railroads will advertise themselves, and other firms are certain to follow

the course of those who have been pioneers in the work. It is interest-

ing to notice the growing application of these methods of lumbering on

huge scales which are now being made in British Columbia. This stage

was long ago reached in the country to the south of the border, and Can-

adians who are adopting them have the assurance that they are adopting

methods which have been proved by experience to be successful.

A favorable feature in connection with these railroads is the fact

that they are well built and equipped, and will therefore be of consider-

able assistance in the settlement of a number of valleys in the interior

of the province. In these valleys the soil and other conditions are well

adapted to the growing of fruit and vegetables, but until the present they

have been lacking in communication with possible markets. An instance

of the advantage to be obtained by the construction of logging railroads

into these valleys is afforded by the case of the Heaps Lumber Company,

whose railway up the valley of the Stave river, at Ruskin, B.C., will

open a section of country which it is claimed is unsurpassed anywhere.

The same is true of other districts which are being opened up in a simi-

lar manner.

With the removal of the timber it will be natural for the owners of

the limits to seek to acquire other limits in the neighborhood and to add

to the mileage of their logging railroads. The railroad will thus become

increasingly valuable as a factor in the settlement of the province. One
of the latest of these logging railroad propositions is that of the Van-

couver & Northern Railway Company. They propose to build a road

from Burrard Inlet, Vancouver harbor, up the Seymour valley behind

North Vancouver, and over the divide of the Mamquam river, which will

be followed to the Squamish. This line would facilitate the transporta-

tion of billions of feet of splendid timber in the Mamquam valley and at

the head of Seymour creek, while incidentally it would be of material

assistance in the development of the mineral and agricultural resources

of the country.

Common Sense Decision of the Maine Log Scaling Commission
The action of the Maine Log Scaling Commission in reporting in

favor of the use of a cubic foot caliper rule has met with much general

approval. The "Forestry Quarterly" in dealing with the subject says:

"At last patriotism in holding on to the established and antiquated

is to be supplanted by common sense. The Legislative Commission of

Maine appointed to investigate the methods of scaling logs and lumber,

have made their report, and state in substance the following

:

" 'The board foot is not the proper unit for log measure since it is

relevant only in case of lumber manufacture, but entirely irrelevant in

pulp, staves, veneer, and other industries. The cubic foot should be the

unit of measure and each manufacturer should calculate the product he

could manufacture in board feet, pounds of pulp, number of staves and

square feet of veneer, and fix the price accordingly. The contract logger,

figuring in cubic feet, would then be paid according to the weight he

handles, whether the logs are large or small. In contracting by the thou-

sand board feet, as is now done, he handles a larger weight of small logs

per thousand than of large logs. The Commission recommends the sub-

stitution of a cubic foot caliper rule as the legal rule for Maine, arguing

that, besides applying to all industries involved, it would aid economical
,

logging and full utilization of material.

"To a forester, there is no need of pointing out the soundness of this

conclusion. He knows that the logs always did grow into cubic feet, and,

if the irrelevant and tedious translation into board feet, which is de-

pendent entirely upon the judgment and practice cf the scaler and the

miller is avoided, his fate will be a happier one. It is very evident that

if log measurement is to be standardized for the entire country, the cubic

foot caliper rule applied at the middle of the log will be applicable for all

states, all industries, all species, whatever their taper, and for long logs

as well as short logs. While the volume by the middle diameter method
is not entirely exact, especially for very long logs, the error is very small

in favor of the buyer. But it gives by far the better result in comparison

with end diameter measurement,

Suggestions for Shippers to the Lumber Markets of Cuba
A recent issue of the Canadian Trade and Commerce reports contains

useful information regarding lumber imported by Cuba. The information

which has been obtained from some of the large manufacturers, is as

follows :

—

Cuba consumes annually from seven to nine million feet of spruce,

practically all of which comes from Nova Scotia. It is used almost ex-

clusively for making boxes, shooks and trunks, and the requirements of

the market demand that it must be a full inch in thickness. Manufac-

turers catering to this market would do well to have the green lumber

cut 1%-inch. The reason for this is that each board is split in thr*ee, and

if it is lfcss than a full inch when dry it is not suitable. It is usually im-

ported in cargoes of from 300 to 450M. feet, and the prices run from $20

to $24 c.i.f., with average length not under 10% to 11 feet. Most of the

consumers insist on special specifications—that is, the greater part of

the cargoes must run 8-inch in width; a certain percentage 0-inch; some

10.0-inch; 6-inch is the smallest accepted. The quality is the "common
merchantable grade." Cargoes have been sold this year at $23.75 on the

following specifications: 400 M. feet, 5 per cent. 6-inch; 10 per cent. 7-

inch ; 75 per cent. 8-inch ; 5 per cent. 9-inch, 5 per cent. 10-inch and over.

White pine is imported chiefly from Upper Canada via New York,

and from eight to twelve Aillion feet are consumed annually. Very little

white pine comes from the Maritime Provinces, as it is said here (whe-

ther justly or not) to be of a coarser grade, and a second and smaller

growth. White pine for this market ranges in price, based on carload

lots, grade "West India shippers," from $29.50 to $34 per M., speci-

fications running 1 x 8, 1 x 10, 1 x 12 and 1 x 14, in stock lengths, 12,

14 and 16 feet.

Another grade of the above, known as No. 1, sells at from 50 cents

to $1.50 more per M. No. 7, clear-, in sizes 1 x 12, 12 and 16 feet, sells

as high as $52 per M. The price on the latter has increased $6 per M.
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in the last year, but the market is limited. Yellow pine is more ex-

tensively used than either of the above, but is entirely unsuitable for

some purposes for which the above are imported, and, in this respect,

can never compete with them. It formerly sold for the same price as

spruce, but is now several dollars per M. cheaper. Hemlock pays a duty
of $2.60 per M., and is but little used.

Serious Drawbacks in Quebec
Reference was recently made in the "Canada Lumberman" to the

unjust attacks upon timber iicense owners in Quebec province. In this

connection, the other side of the story is well outlined in an article by
K. Wilson, B.A., C.E., in the "Forestry Quarterly." Mr. Wilson writes

os follows :

—

"The forest policy of the Quebec Government is a most admirable
cue in theory, with one very serious exception. All timber lands are

the property of the Crown and are not sold, but the license to cut is

leased, practically in perpetuity, for a nominal ground rent and so much
per thousand feet stumpage dues when the timber is cut. Cutting regu-

lations are in force, but there is no adequate inspection and the regula-

tions are obeyed by the licensees only because they believe it is to their

interest and profit to do so. But the Government reserves the right to

take lands out of a license-holder 6 territory for settlement, giving him
until the first day of May, following the issuance of a ticket of location

to a settler, to remove the timber down to the diameter limit set by law.

The settler generally waits until the companies have finished their win-
ter's operations before applying for his land, so that there is no possibility

of the company removing the timber, and as the diameter limit does not
apply to the settler he is able to cut the land clear, selling either to the
original license-holder or to some rival concern. There would be no ob-

jection to the sale of lots to settlers if the lands were actually agricultural

lands, better fitted for farming than for the growing of timber, but this

is not the case. Xo attempt is made to classify the lands, and, when a

license holder protests, some local official is sent to make an examination
and report, and he is always ignorant and generally dishonest. In-

vestors in timber licenses in this province have called the attention of the

's Timber License Regulations
Government to this state of affairs for a long time, and the general feel-

ing now is one of distrust and insecurity. Large holders of timber lands
are very anxious to manage them according to the most up-to-date for-

estry methods, are willing to put money into permanent improvements,
roads, telephone lines, plantations on burnt-over areas, etc., but they
dare not do this since there is no assurance that at any time their ground
rents and stumpage dues may not be raised beyond all reason, or their

best lands given over to speculators masquerading as settlers. Only this

fall, just before the general election, a member of the Provincial Parlia-

ment went to the Minister of Lands and told him that in order to win his

election he must have some lots for his constituents. The order for the
sale of sixteen lots was issued to him, lots whose only value consisted in
the timber on them

; there were no roads, the soil was poor, the land hilly

and in no sense fitted for agriculture. Fortunately, the license holder
discovered what was afoot, and by taking the matter directly to the
Prime Minister succeeded in getting the sales cancelled. Capital, how-
ever, will not feel secure in investing in this province until such things
are eliminated.

"The great need is for an honest and intelligent classification of
lands so that those better fitted for timber than for agriculture can be
kept in forests, and that the man who puts in money in timber licenses
can feel that he is being justly treated and his rights protected. Nowhere
on the American continent are owners of timber lands more ready and
willing, indeed anxious, to manage their lands under forestry methods
than in the Province of Quebec, and its wealth lies almost wholly in its

forests and water powers, and everything possible should be done to con-
serve and protect them for all time to come."

Timber Resources of the Eastern Slope of the Rockies
An interesting article on the timberland of the eastern slope of the

Rockies, by Mr. H. R. MacMillan, appeared recently in the "Canadian
Forestry Journal." Mr MacMillan draws attention first to the difference

of character and situation of this timberland from any other in Canada.
From the international boundary 140 miles north to the mam line of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, the forest area consists of a strip 15 to 40
miles wide between the elevations of 3,500 and 6,500 feet. The whole
of this mountainous belt is not under timber; a large proportion of it,

that which comprises the very steep mountains, the summits of the ridges
and the higher peaks, is, because of its very- rocky nature or extreme alti-

tude, incapable of producing commercial timber. The remainder of the
area, the valleys of the main rivers and their tributaries, the gentler

slopes leading to them, and the lower ridges separating them, have in

the early years been completely covered with dense stands of lodge-pole
pine, Englemann's spruce, and Douglas fir. These species, especially

east of the summit of the continental divide, do not produce as much
lumber per acre as is common in the forests of British Columbia; the
trees are small, rarely exceeding eighteen inches on the stump.

The great value of the east slope forest to the lumberman lies in the
fact that the timber is small and easily handled, that the formation of

the country presents no great difficulties to render logging expensive,
and, most important of all, that it is a short distance and down grade
from the timber to the prairie market, Its natural situation has thus
placed upon this pine and spruce a high value, which is attested by the
fact that nearly every square mile of timber on the eastern slope of the
Rockies, accessible or inaccessible, is at present held under license. At
present only a few of these limits are being worked. The sawmill ca-
pacity on the east slope is not large; the present cut per annum of 31,-

651,000 feet has not yet cleared any large area of forest, and will not at
its present rate of growth consume all the merchantable timber for a very
long time.

That these limits only represent a small proportion of the area of

the east slope is due to the incalculable damage wrought by fire ; and that

the value of the limits is less than should be represented by the amount
of timber involved is due to the constant and well-founded fear amongst
limit holders that a fire may occur to-morrow and reduce to ashes what
is to-day worth millions of dollars. The extent of the damage inflicted by
fires upon the trade of the country at large, as well as upon the private
holdings of lumbermen on the east slope, can hardly be realized. So nu-
merous and so disastrous have been the fires that of the original 184
square miles of forest 39 miles remain. Nor is this the worst of it. The
timber which does escape the fire is that at high elevations, where con-
ditions are not so favorable to the production of heavy stands. The best
timber grows in the valleys, on the wide exposed benches and terraces,
and in the case of fire is always the first to be destroyed. The destruc-
tion of 145 square miles of timber has meant a direct loss of millions of
dollars in trade and industries. But the loss cannot be measured by the
loss of timber value alone. One fire may destroy only the timber, but a
second or third kills all forest reproduction, and leaves a desolate waste
which must remain absolutely non-productive for a long time. The soil

is often unfit for agriculture, and of very little value for grazing purposes.
Other industries beside lumbering are affected by these fires. The

Crow's Nest Valley is the home of the Alberta coalfields, and these mines
need annually 3,000,000 feet of props, and it is important, of course, for
the cheap production of coal that the timber should be grown as near at
hand as possible. The slow growth of the timber and their absolute de-
pendence upon the promise of large supplies of it have driven the mining
companies to ask that the Government should take some steps promising
relief.

Another great reason for the conservative handling of the forest on
the east slope of the Rockies is its undoubted influence on the run-off of
the water from the ice, snow, and rain of the district. There have been
several bad floods in the North and South Saskatchewan rivers and tri-

butaries which have done vast damage. These floods are ascribed to the
denuding of the forests. The fires dry up the soil and cause the water
to run off rapidly.
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Successful Northern Ontario Enterprise
Evans Company Limited, of Sudbury, make rapid Strides In-
corporated 1906—Their Extensive Business of the Present Day

The new planing mill and sash and door factory of the Evans Com-
pany, Limited, is one of the latest industrial acquisitions to the growing
town of Sudbury, Ontario. A glance at any recent railway map of Can-
ada shows the important commercial position of this prosperous town,
which undoubtedly has a great future as the natural distributing centre
for a rapidly populating section of the great north. The large area which
proclaims Sudbury as its commercial capital is rich in timber and miner-
als, and has the additional advantage of possessing a considerable area
of fertile farm land, which insures the permanence and stability of the
town.

Sudbury is, therefore, an ideal location for an enterprise like the
Evans Company, Limited, which caters to every requirement of the
builder and contractor. This company is the outgrowth of the Sudbury

D. H. Andress, Secretary.

Building Supply Company. The new organization, which was incorpor-
ated in 1906, steadily outgrew its facilities, and it was evident that a
plant of large proportions would be necessary to meet the demand for the
company's products. The old plant was taken over by the Canadian
Northern Railway for the site for their new terminal station and freight
sheds, and the Evans Company secured for a new site about four acres
adjoining the tracks of the Canadian Pacific and the Manitoulin & North
Shore Railroads.

The erection of the new plant was started in August, 1908, and by
Christmas time it was in partial operation. Since that time it has been
fully completed. The layout of the entire plant is governed by the 50-

foot space clause required by the fire underwriters, the mill being 50
feet from all lumber, and the lumber being kept 50 feet from the railroad

tracks. The lumber is arranged with 18-foot alleyways between each pile,
the piles having a 36-foot breast.

Situated in the foreground is the commodious brick office building,
which is fitted up with all the latest office devices. Behind the office are
the shipping and glazing rooms.

The lumber shed in connection with the mill has few if any equals
in this country. It is 54 x 150 feet, double decked, with a team-way in
the centre. The lower decks are racked for roofings, cements, dressed
lumbers, etc., and the upper decks for mouldings, sash, doors, turnings,
etc. The entire plant, including the mill, office and lumber shed, it
roofed with Paroid roofing.

The planing mill, which is 80 x 80 feet, is equipped with a 4-sided
jobbing planer and matcher of Cowan make, one Berlin flooring ma-

F. H. Aurie, Vice-President.

chine, one 12-inch Cowan sticker; one self-feed rip saw, one large double
surfacer, one 5-inch band resaw, one sash sticker, all made by the Hes-
peler Machinery Company

; one cut-up saw, turning lathe, together with
a full complement of knife grinding, saw filing and belt-lacing machinery,

The sash and door factory, 80 x 64 feet, is equipped with one
peler band saw, together with boring machine, arm sander, clamps,
Hespeler mortiser, one Cowan tenoner, Hespeler jointer, 3-drum Cowan
sander, Hespeler shaper, Hespeler combination saw table, and a Hes-
etc. The main shaft is hung on Chapman double ball bearings through-
out, and every loose pulley in the mill is equipped with Chapman double
ball bearings.

The dry kiln, shavings exhausting system and the heating system
were installed by Sheldons, Limited, all the fans running on ball bear-

W. A. Evans, President.

Office Building. Evans Company Limited, Sudbury, Ont. Planing Mill.
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ings. The power is supplied by a 125 h.p. Robb-Arnistrong engine, a
140 h.p. Goldie A McCulloch boiler, and a Smart-Turner return pump.

All the material is handled on the Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel
Company's detachable trucks.

The mill construction is half timbered brick, getting light from the
west through a saw-tooth arrangement of the roof, which gives abso-
lutely perfect lighting. The mill is lighted throughout bv electricity,
and the heating arrangements are such that on the coldest morning in
winter the men remove their coats to start work, after the fan has been
going less than half an hour

A large portion of the lumber used is supplied from the company's
sawmill at Larchwood.

The Evans Company handles the most complete line of builders'
supplies in the north. They control the output of the Sudbury Brick
Company, which is allied with this firm, W. A. Evans, the president of
this company, being manager of the brick company. They also have a
concrete plant equipped with a full complement of machinery, including
mixer, block machines, etc., which are operated under the company's
own patents. Lehigh Portland cement, for which the company are agents,
is exclusively used in all the lines manufactured, which includes cement

Evans Company Limited, Sudbury, Ont.—General Lay-Out of Plant.

Interior of Planing Mill Evans Company Limited, Sudbury, Ont.
Interior of^Sash^and Door Factory.
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blocks, chimneys, tile, arch stones, and moulded work. Their patent
chimney can be put up any height in sections of 12 inches each. It is

particularly adapted for farm houses.
The officers of the Evans Company, Limited, are: W. A. Evans,

president; F. H. Aurie, who has been associated with Mr. Evans for the
past 15 years, vice-president and superintendent of manufacturing; D.
H. Andress, secretary, purchasing and sales manager. The staff is com-
posed of thoroughly practical men. Mr. Evans started life as a mason
and graduated into contracting, which he successfully conducted for a
number of years, during which time he built several of the largest blocks
in Sudbury. Mr. Aurie and Mr. Andress were both good carpenters and

Group of Employees—Evans Company Limited.

builders, and brought to the new business an experience which is in-

valuable both to the firm and to their many patrons.

In addition to the regular planing mill work, the Evans Company
does an extensive business at matching and dressing in transit.

U. S. Reader's Account of the Pulp and Paper Industry
in New York State.

Editor "Canada Lumberman":

—

Sir,—As the tariff on wood pulp seems to be of paramount interest,

I wish to submit a few facts and figures to the readers of the "Canada
Lumberman."

The State of New York ranks first, among the leading States, in the

manufacture of print paper, mechanical and sulphite pulps. In the con-

sumption of wood by the mechanical process, it falls only about 80,000
cords short of that reported for New England.

The wood fibre mills of this State—with the exception of those on
the Oswego rivevr, and at Lockport and Niagara Falls—are nearly all

Evans Company Limited—Interior of Lumber Shed.

located on streams having their source in that part of the State known
as the Adirondacks. In order to avoid disclosing the operations of in-

dividual firms, I will include the mills north of Troy in one group ; those
on Black river in another; also, those mills located on streams flowing
north to the St. Lawrence, and east to Lake Champlain, which I will

designate as the St. Lawrence group.

First group (Black river district)—32 mills are located in this dis-

trict, with a combined daily capacity of 734 tons of wood fibre paper.

Second group (Hudson river district)-—26 mills are represented in

tin's region, with an aggregate daily capacity of 944 tons of fibre papers.
Third group (Si. Lawrence district)—17 mills are located here, in

the St. Lawrence and Lake Champlain valleys, with a combined daily
capacity of 591 tons.

The Forest Service gives the amount of wood consumed by the mills

of this State, in 1907, as 990,000 cords, of which 46 per cent, was im-
ported from Canada. The imported wood was shipped from along the
lines of the Intercolonial, Quebec Central, Grand Trunk, Canadian Pa-
cific and Quebec & Lake St. John railroads. As a noteworthy fact, the
hulk of this wood came from that part of Canada known as the Eastern
Townships. During the season of navigation, a large amount is shipped
from Canada to the mills of the Hudson river district, in canal boats.
This comes by way of the Richelieu river and canal, Lake Champlain
and Whitehall, N.Y. The mills of Pennsylvania, Maryland, the Vir-
ginias and Carolinas, have an aggregate daily capacity of 1,290 tons of
wood pulp. The approximate total is 9,500 tons for the entire country.
Hemlock, basswood, sweetgum, white and yellow poplar, cottonwood,
etc., represent the bulk of the wood used in these mills, which is largely
made into chemical fibre or, in other words, soda and sulphite pulps.

Twenty-one different kinds of wood are reported as being used for
pulp. As a matter of fact, when we take out the spruce, hemlock, pine,
balsam, poplar, cottonwood and fir, the rest forms an unimportant total.
New York reports the highest price per cord for wood delivered at mill,
$9.11. The lowest pice, $6.90, is credited to Pennsylvania.

A cord of wood (or reported to the Forest Service) reduced by the
mechanical process, produces from 1,500 to 2,400 pounds of pulp, with
an average of 2,000 pounds. Where the chemical process is employed,
from 900 to 1,200 pounds of pulp per cord is the amount generally re-
ported. The price per cord, as reported to the Forest Service, cannot be
applied to any individual firm. For instance, local prices in this part of
the State, for unpeeled wood, are as follows : The Malone Paper Company
pay $5 per cord for hemlock and balsam, $5.50 for spruce, hemlock and
balsam mixed, and for a good quality of spruce, $6. The Remington-
Martin Company, of Norfolk, N.Y., have paid $6.25 for unpeeled spruce,

Evans Company Lim'tei—3ear of Office Showing Railway Facilities.

f.o.b. at St. Regis Falls. The local price for peeled poplars is $6.50 per
cord. Local prices for rossed wood (spruce, hemlock and balsam) range
from $9.50 to $10.50 at point of shipment. Rossed wood from Canada
in carload lots, usually brings from $12 to $14 per cord at point of de-
livery. This is for a good quality of spruce. It is apparent from the
foregoing that $9.11, the average for the State, is the average for local
supplies and rossed imported wood.

George B. Oberton,

North Bangor, N.Y.

Imitation of Fine Woods by Graining*.

The art of imitating fine woods by graining, or the application of
paint and use of tools, had its origin at a very early period. It has been
practised in Grpat Britain for at least two centuries, possibly longer. It
is reasonable to suppose that artisans recognized the need for a cheaper
form of the natural-finished hardwood, and saw how it might be accom
plished w :th paint or stain.

The most difficult wood to imitate by graining is oak, and at the
same time no wood is more worthy of faithful imitation, well repaying
the time and labor spent upon its reproduction. It has been said that a
well-executed example of oak graining is in appearance equal, and in
many instances superior, to the natural wood. This is because the grainer
may use only the finest natural wood effects in his work, whereas the
woodworker may and too often does use inferior pieces, putting together
pieces that fail to harmonize together, and which often lack beauty. On
cheap work this may be pardonable, but it is not infrequently seen on
more expensive work. Given a door to make, or a piece of furniture to
make, if the worker will carefully select his wood, and place together
only those pieces which will agree in color and grain he will produce a
much better looking job. Very often the stainer covers up the bad work
of the careless workman, or who may not have been careless at all but
simply following instructions from his superior.

Mr. John Sutton, sr., of Windsor, Ont,, will shortly commence cut-
ting cedar at Kearney, Ont.
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B.C. Timber and Forestry Commission
Opening Session at Victoria and Vancouver—Important Deliberations of Interest to Lumber-
men—The Question of Timber Leases—Afforestation Methods—Expert Evidence and Opinions

A great deal is hoped for by lumbermen and others from the delibera-
tions of the Provincial Timber A Forestry Commission, which held its
first session at Victoria on August 16th. The Commission comprises
Hon. F. J. Fulton, chairman; Mr. A. S. Goodeve, M.P., Rossland, and
Mr- A. C. Flumerfelt, a leading citizen of Victoria. The objects of the
Commission are as follows : To cause inquiry to be made into and con-
cerning the timber resources of the province, the preservation of forests,
the prevention of forest fires, the utilization of timbe rareas, afforestation,
and the diversification of tree growing, and generally all matters con-
nected with the timber resources of the province.

The itinerary arranged provides for meetings at the following places
on the dates mentioned: Victoria, August 16, 17 and 18; Nanaimo, Aug.
19; Vancouver, Aug. 23, 24 and 25; Seattle, Aug. 26, 27 and 28; Kam-
lcops, Sept. 7; Vernon, Sept. 8 and 9; Revelstoke, Sept. 10 and 11;
Nelson, Sept. 13; Cranbrook, Sept. 14 and 15; Fernie, Sept. 16; Grand
Forks, Sept. 18. A session will also be held at New Westminster on a
date to be appointed, and it is likely that a second meeting of the Com-
mission will also be held at Vancouver.

At the opening session at Victoria, Mr. \V. A. Anstie, of Nelson,
B.C., secretary of the Mountain Lumbermen's Association, presented
the case on behalf of that section, and said his statements would be
borne out by witnesses to be heard. It was most desirable that leases
should be in perpetuity, otherwise only the best timber would be cut
and fire would sweep the rest. He believed the owners of limits would
be willing to defray half the cost of an adequate system of fire protection.

Prof. Craig, of Cornell University, gave evidence on reforestation.
He favored the German system of clearing away old timber entirelv and
planting young trees. Only a few years ago the United States grant for
forestry work was only $30,000, while last year $3,000,000 was voted.

Mr. M. Carlin, a prominent Vancouver Island lumberman, thought
leases should be perpetual in order to keep lumbermen here. If fire
were kept out of the limits the land would reforest.

Mr. Solly, of the E. T. N. Railway Company. Victoria, favored per-
petuity of rights, but thought it would be best to burn off debris before
reforest ration.

Mr. Flumerfelt put a series of question as to the increase of markets
and the effect of the new United States tariff. Mr. Anstie considered
the natural markets within the reach of the British Columbia mills were
likely to increase in the immediate future. The change in United States
duty would have very little effect on the British Columbia timber cut,
but it would retard the production of shingles for some time at least. Mr.
Anstie did not think that as much as ten per cent, of the timber lands
of the province would be suitable for agriculture if cleared off.

The principal witness at the second day's session was Mr. M. J.
Scanlon, of Minneapolis, whose company hold under license large tracts
of timberlands in the province. Mr. Scanlon said he had given much at-
tention to the matter of conservation of timber, but he had not found a
solution satisfactory to himself or his partners. He did not think any-
thing could be done in the province beyond preventing fires, and he was
satisfied that in this precautionary- measure every lumberman was willing
to co-operate with the Government, bearing half the expense. The Do-
minion leases, he said, were looked upon more favorably than provincial,
because in the case of the Dominion it was thought rentals or royalties
were not likely to be raised. Mr. Scanlon was asked if he were afraid to
invest in British Columbia timber. He stated emphatically that he was
not—that he considered his company's timber investments in the province
as excellent investments.

Mr. Fulton pointed out that the Dominion regulations were similar
to the provincial, inasmuch as the Dominion leases were renewable year-
ly, and the royalty was subject to change.

Mr. Scanlon stuck to his statement that Dominion leases were fa-

vored over provincial, and the banks preferred them, as the Dominion
regulations had never changed. Mr. Scanlon agreed that the prohibition
of exporting logs was right, as Canadian timber should be manufactured
in Canada.

Michael Carlin, another witness, said that if leases were made per-
petual it would be beneficial, as owners would be careful to protect their
limits as far as possible from fire. Mr. Carlin said that of the timberland
in the interior only twenty per cent, was available for agriculture, and
this should be carefully preserved. After the first cutting the timber
land was good, because it would develop a standing forest again. He said
he had taken a second lot of timber in this way from Kicking Horse
Canyon, in ten years. Timber could be grown after a first and second
cutting, but fires must be held in check, was Mr. Carlin's opinion.

Leonard Solly, of the E. & N. Railway Company, testified at the

third day's session that the present Fire Act was giving far more satis-

faction than former acts. The wardens had more power, and campers,
etc., were being educated to the danger of fires in the forests.

At the concluding session of the Commission Mr. E. McGaffey, sec-

retary of the Vancouver Island Development League, appeared in sup-
port of a resolution of the Clayoquot Development League, asking the
British Columbia Government to order that the agricultural lands within
timber limits should be thrown open for settlement.

In answer to this resolution the chairman, Hon. F. J. Fulton, pointed
out that all the unalienated timber in the province had been reserved
since December, 1907.

Mr. McGaffey suggested that the Government should acquire reserves
on Vancouver Island, and emphasized the fact that the time to conserve
forests was now.

This concluded the sessions at Victoria.

The Commission resumed its deliberations at Vancouver, August
23-25. At this session the witnesses included R. J. Skinner, Provincial
Timber Inpector, and the following prominent lumbermen : T. F. Pater-
son, Fred. L. Ward, Jas. S. Emerson, John O'Brien, W. T. Cox, W. I.

Paterson, E. H. Heaps and Wm. Tytler. Further details of this meet-
ing, together witli a resume, of the evidence taken, will be published in

our next issue.

Importance of Accuracy in the Cutter-Head.

It goes without saying that good work on a planer depends first, last

and all the time on the cutter-head, for it's the cutter-head that does the
actual work ; the rest of the machine merely feeds the stock to it and
takes it away. An unbalanced head, poor stock in the knives, improper
grinding, incorrect setting and imperfect jointing, all have a share in

turning out poor work. Any one of these bad features in the cutter-head
may offset all the good points in the best machine.

The ideal of the S. A. Woods Machine Company has been to make
the best machine that constant study and constant improvement, the
best tools, the best materials and the best workmen could produce. But
more than this, they have centred attention on the cutter-head, to de-
vise methods for giving it perfect running balance. They select the
finest steel for the knives, and are making use of the high speed steels,

have for years built special knife grinders to insure perfect accuracy in

the knives themselves, and last of all, have devised a radial knife setting
gauge to insure equal accuracy in their setting, preparatory to the final

process of jointing by means of the Woods truing devices while the head
is running at full speed.

Correctly set knives must have all corresponding points of the cut-
ting edges at exactly the same distance from the centre of the head.
This is true, no matter what the form of the knives or the accuracy of
the cutter-head. To secure such exactness, measurement must be made
from the centre of the shaft, not from the lip of the head or from some
ether part of the machine. By its ingenious design, the S. A. Woods
Company claim that absolutely accurate setting is insured by the radial
gauge which may be rotated about the shaft.

This gauge is a specially designed form of calipers. It consists es-
sentially of two curved arms connected by a shaft. The arms hook over
the journals at each end of the head. Springs, easily manipulated by
the thumbs, provide quick and secure means of locking the gauge in posi-
tion. Upon the shaft are two setting rollers which have a close sliding
fit thereon. As the gauge is revolved about the head, this shaft remains
parallel to and at the same distance from the centre of the cutter-head.
As the gauge is swung about the latter shaft the rollers come in contact
with the knives. In the process of setting these are lightly clamped so
that they may be pushed back into position by the passing rollers. As a
result all knives are set exactly the same distance from the centre and
may be firmly clamped in this position.

The company claim that the proper use of this radial gauge will give
a setting that is more accurate than any previously devised method, and
will produce equally good results on knives with an under-bevel as on
those without, regardless of the extent of the bevel, or even whether all

are bevelled alike. This, they say, is a result impossible to obtain by
any method of measuring from the lip of the head or from any fixed
gauges attached to the head. This gauge, which is patented, is now being
furnished with all of the machines manufactured by the S. A. Woods
Machine Company, of Boston. Its use is preliminary to that of the
Woods Truing Devices, which true the edges while the' head is running,
thus overcoming the effect of centrifugal force which causes distortion.
The result is equality of cutting by all of the knives, which makes pos-
sible finer finish and faster feed.
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Concatenated Order of Hoo - Hoo
Coming Convention at Hot Springs, Ark.—Four-
day Session Attractive Programme Arranged

The eighteenth annual meeting of the Concatenated Order of Hoo-
Hoo will be held at Hot Springs, Ark., September 8-11.

No special rate for the meeting has been made by the railways as

there prevails all over the country the regular round-trip tourist rate to

Hot Springs. In addition to this there now prevails to Hot Springs a

regular summer tourist rate. The latter is slightly lower than the for-

mer and is practically a rate of one and one-third fare on basis of tariff

now prevailing, without complications as to certificates, etc. The ticket

on both rates is the usual form of round-trip ticket, and has only to be
validated at Hot Springs before the return journey is begun.

The first rate mentioned above applies all over the country, and
tickets can be bought on that rate any day in the year. It contains

liberal provisions for stop-overs both ways and has a return limit of 90

days from date of purchase. Tickets on the other rate—the summer
tourist rate—are on sale at practically every point in America east of

the Rocky Mountains and at many points in Canada. From some sec-

tions stop-over is allowed on these tickets, which are good to return up
to October 31st. Good hotel accommodation may be had at moderate
rates. Following is the programme of the meeting

:

Wednesday, Sept. 8—Forenoon : General reception. Afternoon : Busi-

ness session Osirian Cloister; shopping tour for ladies. Evening: Osirian

Cloister initiation
;
progressive cards and music for ladies at Arlington

Hotel.

Thursday. Sept. 9—Forenoon: Business session to 11.30 a.m. Af-

ternoon: Excursion to Gurdon, Ark., for dedication of Hoo-Hoo Memori-
al Tablet; train leaving Hot Springs at 12.30, and returning at 6.30 p.m.
Evening : Annual concatenation at Auditorium ; musicale with vaudeville

features at Arlington Hotel.

Friday, Sept. 10—Forenoon : Business session. Afternoon : Business

session ; carriage drive for ladies through mountains. Evening : Annual
banquet at Arlington for all Hoo-Hoo and invited guests.

Saturday, Sept. 11—Forenoon : Business session (election of offi-

cers) to 11.00 a.m. Afternoon: Old-fashioned Southern barbecue at Whit-
tington Park; visit to ostrich farm and alligator farm.

The St. John River Situation.

Conditions on the St. John river were the subject of a confer-

ence held last month in St. John between Right Hon. James Bryce,

British Ambassador to the United States ; Lieutenant-Governor Tweedie

and Premier Hazen, with a delegation composed of three prominent

lumbermen of the city. The members of the delegation were J. Eraser

Gregory, president of the St. John River Log Driving Company ;
Henry

Hilyard and Alexander Wilson, of A. Cushing & Company, representing

the American and Canadian miilowners of St. John. Mr. Wilson, speak-

ing of the conference after it was over, described it as a very pleasant one.

His excellency did not commit himself in any way but seemed impressed

with the manner in which the delegates, assisted by Lieut. -Governor

Tweedie and Premier Hazen, presented the Canadian case under the Ash-

burton treaty. He assured them that his previous knowledge of the mat-

ters in dispute had been largely supplemented by the information they

were ab! j to present.

Mr; Gregory opened the discussion. He contended that in conse-

quence of the works of the St. John Lumber Company at Van Buren, the

cost of leg driving to Fredericton had increased 100 per cent. He had a

large map of the St. John river, with the aid of which he explained the

situation to his excellency. The alleged unfairness of the company hold-

ing up 140,000,000 feet of logs destined for points further down the river

in order to sort out 40,000,000 feet of their own lumber was what Mr.

Gregory principally complained of.

Mr Bryce at this point asked what course, if any, Mr. Gregory could

suggest as a means to settle the difficulty, having respect to the rights of

all parties. Mr. Gregory suggested that a thoroughly independent man
be appointed to sort the logs at Van Buren, which he contended should

no longer be left in the hands of the St. John Lumber Company.
The other delegates, however, with Premier Hazen and Lieutenant-

Governor Tweedie, opposed this expedient. They pointed out that the

interests were too unequal and insisted that the provisions of the Ash-

burton treaty be carried out in their entirety. Under that agreement

the St. John river was to remain free and unobstructed forever. It was.

they thought, simply a case of vested rights against legal rights and they

held the Canadian Government should uphold the rights of the St. John

mill owners and the lumbermen along the river. The St. John Lumber
Company, they continued, could not justly complain of what might he

done because they ought to have made full investigation before building.

Even on the basis of vested rights, they contended, the interests of the

mill owners in St. John were more valuable than those at Van Buren. Tn

this city $1,250,000 had been invested in mill plants and there is a yearly

pay rolj of $50,000. The great hardship that would be inflicted if any
part of this were rendered useless was self-evident.

Mr. Wilson said his excellency asked many questions and showed a

comprehensive grasp of the matters under discussion. While he was
careful not to commit himself, he thought he was impressed with the idea

that the legal rights in the dispute were entirely with the Canadians.
Speaking of the personnel of the international commission now inquiring

into conditions on the river, he expressed his surprise that a fifth mem-
ber had not been appointed who would be independent of either interest

and avert a deadlock.

125,000,000 feet will be rafted at Fredericton, H. B.

J. Fraser Gregory, president of the St. John River Log Driving Com-
pany, St. John, N.B., speaking of the rafting and work at the booms this

year, said that it had been a most successful season and that owing to

the large amount of work and the favorable conditions the work had been
carried on at a smaller cost than last year. The log owners would be
assessed the same charges so as to pay for the damage to the booms last

winter at the time of the midwinter freshet, when booms that cost $20.-

000 were destroyed in a few minutes at the Nashwaaksis. Mr. Gregory
said the amount of log6 coming to the booms was about 10,000,00 short

of the estimate of 135,000 feet made last spring, and this was due, he
Lhought, to operators not making a thorough clean-up on the brooks. The
last corporation drive of the season was now nearing the booms. In the
rear there was about 2,000,000 feet. Rafting operations would be com-
pleted shortly. Speaking of logs which had been hung up, Mr. Gregory
said that in a lot of logs cut by Cunliffe Bros, for manufacture at St.

John there had been about 1,500,000 feet that got into the St. John Lum-
ber Company's boom at Grand Isle and had not yet come out.

To Prevent Moulder Knives from Burning*.

Some have trouble with moulder knives burning. I am using two
inside moulders on kiln-dried oak and maple, and have no trouble with
the knives burning, cutting all the way from % to 1% inches deep, says a

writer in an exchange. I find that I cannot use a knife that ie soft

enough to file ; if I do, it burns. T temper knives in clear water and make
them considerably harder than I want them, then draw them to a light

straw color.

I grind my knives a little bevel on the edge, so that they will be sure
to clear and give a free cut. Have never found a man that could step
on my toes in the line of tempering small knives up to 5 x 5—never tried

it on larger ones. There is no secret about the matter. I never use oil

to temper in, for I could never get a knife so hard but what I could file

it, though perhaps it can be done. I use clear, cold water, and have it

free from soap. Soft water is best if one can get it. Have water enough
so you can keep it the same heat until you get the job done. 1 have
made tempering a life study, and find there is lots to learn yet. There
is as much in heating a knife as in tempering. Some steel will stand lots

more heat than others. Some will not stand a red heat, while others will

stand almost white heat. One has to be acquainted with the different,

grades of steel to know how to get the best results.

Harvesting1 of Crops Influences Business.

With the harvesting of farm products worth more than $157,000,000,
the last lingering doubt as to the business future should be dispelled.

The past two years have certainly been lean ones but the moving of

crops, of greater value than ever before, should start a rush of business
in all lines of greater volume even than that of 1907. There is no question

but that the period of industrial depression has been prolonged by the
timidity of all prospective buyers, This developed into months of hand-
to-mouth business in all lines, a condition of affairs which made it im-
possible for a man to part with a dollar except for his absolute and im-
mediate necessities. All that was needed to put the required backbone
into trade was some big natural force that would convince all business
men, in spite of themselves, of the return of prosperity. This has come
with the harvesting of the crops and we now can say that this is cer-

tainly a year of plenty.

S. P. Musson, Son & Company, Barbados, report- under date of

Aug. 21: Lumberstuffs—White pine—Since our last the schooner "Kes-
trel," from Shelburne, N.S., has arrived to our address with about 80m.
feet, which we sold to arrive at $29.67 and $21.67 for merchantable
and second quality respectively. Dealers' stocks are running low, and
next receipts should do well. Spruce—The "Kestrel" also brought a

small lot of 15m. which we placed at $21.67. Pitch pine—No arrivals

and stocks in dealers' yards are not heavy. Shingles—The "Bravo."
from Gaspe to selves, brought some 825,000 cedar laying, which we sold
at $1.92 per m., but the other expected cargoes have not yet run in.

Shooks—We note arrival of 850 bdls. transhipped from St. Vincent, and
purchased to arrive by dealers. Wood hoops—No receipts; no enquiry.



THE MACHINERY WORLD
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Equipment are Doing

Jeffrey Storage Battery Truck.
The accompanying illustration shows a new yard truck just brought

out by the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, of Columbus, Ohio. The
electrical equipment, including storage batteries, motor, controller, with
all necessary* charging instruments, are all located below the platform,
so that the truck can be U6ed for carrying material of any kind, or for
hauling yard cars. The design is such that it can be used on anv "auge

Storage Battery Truck manufactured by the Jeffrey Mfg. Co.,
Columbus, Ohio.

from 10-inch up, and on the shortest curves encountered on industrial
tracks The electrical equipment is furnished in sizes to suit the service.

For loads up to ten tons a 6-h.p. motor with 10-k,w. battery is pro-
form is made removable, allowing easy access to the electrical equipment.
For the service usually encountered around the average sawmill or wood-
working plant, moving lumber, finished products, etc., the 6-h.p. equip-
vided. For heavier service larger motors and batteries are supplied, de-
pending on the maximum loads and the frequency of the trips. The plat-
ment will operate two or three days on a charge.

Ey estimating the average weight and average length of trip the
proper size equipment can be determined. The use of these cars fa-cili

tates the handling of material around a sawmill or woodworking plant,
and also effects a great saving in the cost of this work.

The Dunbar Shingle Machine.
Messrs. Alex. Dunbar & Sons' Company, Limited, of Woodstock.

N.B., have issued an interesting circular explaining the merits of the
"Dunbar" 6hingle machine, a cut of which is reproduced herewith. Mr.
Dunbar, sr., of this firm, was the inventor of the original machine bear-
ing his name. It was patented in 1885, and the firm state that many

1

double ended so that they may be changed when worn, thus prolonging
the use of these. The slab catchers are steel and fitted close, so as to
prevent waste of lumber. The machine weighs about 2,500 pounds. It
will take blocks from 15 inches to 20 inches, but can be made of larger
capacity if desired.

Snow Ploughs in the Winter Camps.
The development of the lumber industry has been so rapid in Can-

ada during the last few years that competition is becoming very keen.
The company with modern equipment is possessed of a splendid advan-
tage in the race for business. At this time of year equipment for the
w inter camp is being considered, and snow ploughs are a most important
factor in the equipment of every camp. There is no more important es-
sential in the marketing of lumber than that the roads from the forest
to the river or to points of shipment be as good as they can be made.
There is many a slip 'twixt the cup and the lip, and likewise there is
many a slip 'twixt the forest and the mill. The cost of woods work may
be greatly increased by inattention to the matter of securing good roads.
As the loads of to-day are of great size and weight, the roads are called
upon to withstand wear which would tear up any but the best. If a load
of logs breaks down or becomes stuck on the road in any manner, the loss
to the company is large. The loss of time through the idleness of the
team and the men is great, and with a number of breakdowns the sea-
son's operations may even be rendered unprofitable. Not simply as a

Wilkinson Snow Plough.

saving of loss, however, but as an actual economic factor in the getting
out of the logs, the roads are to be considered in the same light as any
other equipment of a camp.

How to provide good winter roads is often a serious problem. With a
favorable season, having a fair amount of snow and a favorable average
temperature, good roads will sometimes be easy to secure. But experi-
enced woodsmen know that nothing is less certain than the occurrence
of proper conditions for road making. Snow ploughs have come to oc-
cupy an important place in camp equipment. They eliminate practically
every uncertainty. So long as the snow is there, a good snow plough wiil
provide the roads. Of snow ploughs there are many, but one of the best
is the Wilkinson snow plough, made by the Wilkinson Plough Company,
Limited, Toronto. An illustration of their combination model lumber-
man's snow plough is shown herewith. The company guarantee this
plough fully, and all their other goods also. The firm itself is too well
known in Canada to need any introduction to readers of the "Canada
Lumberman." They will be pleased to furnish information regarding
their goods to any who will write them. Catalogues may be had also by
writing or making application to the company. Readers will be inter-
ested in noting the company's advertisement on page — of this issue.

"Dunbar" Shingle Machine.

valuable improvements have been made as suggested by experience.
Some of the leading features of the "Dunbar" are as follows : The main
arbor is of polished steel three inches in diameter, running in very long
self-oiling boxes. The jointer arbor is also of polished steel two and a

quarter inches in diameter, and has enlarged collars. The jointer table
has an improved joint by which it is held very firm and is easily oper-
ated and adjusted. The table and joint is made so that it can be easily
swung out of the way when changing saws. The set rolls are made

A revolution in the dressing of lumber has been wrought by the
introduction of truing devices that joint the knives while running, thereby
overcoming the distortion due to centrifugal force, insuring finer finish by
closer spacing of the knife marks and making possible higher rates of
feed.

J. Hanbury, of Brandon, president of the Hanbury & North Star
Lumber Companies, and C. E. Ayre, manager of the Elko mill, were in
Fernie recently. Mrs. Hanbury, her sister-in-law and three children, are
rusticating for a month at Elko.
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Very Best

Yellow Pine

are in a position to supply yon with
» » the very finest Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Lumber made. We want your enquiries for

Flooring, Finishing

Ceiling, Etc.

and will win your trade if quality and value

count. We can also quote on strictly Long
Leaf Yellow Pine Timber dressed on four

sides or in the rough.

We handle genuine Louisiana Red Cypress
from one of the best shippers in the South.

Frank A. Arend & Co.
65-66 Equitable Building-, Boston, Mass.

Shreveport Louisiana
TRADE MARK

Long and Short Leaf

Yellow Pine
Lumber

Mills in Arkinsaw, Louisiana and Texas
Capacity : 500,000 feet per day

Our Long Leaf Timbers and Joists are as strong as
Oak and are unexcelled in dimension of all kinds on
account of its tensile strength.

Our Short Leaf Flooring Finish and all kinds of

Trim are in a class to themselves on account of its

freedom from knots and the beauty of its grain.

We make a specialty also of Rough Steam Dried and
Smoke Dried Finish and other factory stock of all kinds.

We would appreciate your enquiries and orders.

Chas. R. Ball Lumber Co.
507 -5IO conu„enui

iid
.

nK shreveport, La., U.S.A.

The Wood Trade of Norway.
In a recent issue of the Canadian Trade and Commerce bulletin, the

following report was published upon the wocxl trade of Norway:
White battens are slightly weaker, whereas 3x0 red deals are in great

demand, but scarce. Sales are proceeding slowly, and owing to shipper*'

firmness in their quotations buyers have been obliged to pay the previous

prices, viz. : basis £9 7s. 6d. mixed white, and £11 7s. 6d. 1st red, c.i.f.

cheap ports for July-August shipment. Australia has bought some car-

goes at £8 17s. 6d. basis colonial 1st white, and £9 12s. 6d. for colonial

1st red.

Africa has been in the market for prompt, but as Sweden is now sell-

ing red planed at very low prices, these orders are principally taken by
this country, as long as the Norwegians do not reduce their prices to a

corresponding level. However, they do not see any necessity for doing

so as the sawing of logs in Norway as well as in Sweden was delayed

about three or four weeks this year owing to the very late spring and
consequent delay in floating timber. As redwood must not be sawn after

the middle of July in order to avoid blue, the productions for shipments
this year will be reduced by at least one month's sawing as compared
with previous years, which is considerable, and consequently there is no
reason to reduce prices for redwood in spite of few inquiries for this kind

of wood goods at present. A recent sale to London at £7 15s. for %-inch
by 6-inch red p.e. u/s has not affected the London market as much as the

sellers intended, for other shippers kept firm quotations, refused offers

of £7 17s. 6d., but accepted only £8 18s. 9d. for 0-inch and £8 8s. 9d.

for 5%-inch, which prices are also accepted for successive shipments.

Stocks seem to be very light on shippers' side for this time of the year.

The following observations, which are the result of careful investi-

gations and experiments made by the Norwegian Pulp Manufacturers'

Association, may also interest Canadian manufacturers: The consump-
tion of lumber for making mechanical pulp has proved to be quite dif-

ferent, according to the dimensions and the compactness of the structure

of the raw material. Younger and smaller trees give a far smaller result

than older and larger trees of firm grow th, and the nature of the soil on

which the trees are grown also makes some difference. In addition,, the

loss by barking and cleaning the surface of the trees is much larger for

the small than for those of larger dimensions. This loss is calculated

with hand cleaning to be about 12% per cent, for 3%-inoh, 10 per cent,

for 5-inch, and 6 per cent, for 9-inch. With machine cleaning the loss

is about twice that much.
Careful measurements have further proved that up to two metres

long, 6-inch lumber, correctly laid up, gives a compact mass of wood
about 75 per cent, of the loose measure, while 3%-inch and 4-inch only

gives 65 per cent. Through several experiments, some of which have
been made in Sweden, it has been proved that to make one ton of me-
chanical pulp, dry, it takes about 5% cubic metres of unbarked lum-

ber. To this must be added what is lost through floating the lumber,

breakage, sinking, etc., which loss is dependent on local circumstances,

the condition of the lumber, etc., amounting to some two to four per cent.

An influential deputation of paper makers of the Province of Quebec
recently interviewed Premier Gouin with the object of asking the Gov-

ernment to suspend its new tax of 25 cents per cord on pulpwood ex-

ported from this province before being manufactured in order to give

time to the Canadian manufacturers to comply with the new United

States tariff. The delegation was composed of Messrs. J. B. Booth and

H. B. Erskine, of the Booth Pulp Company ; W. H. Bowley and Geo.

Miller, of the Eddy & Sons Company ; Geo. Chahoon and J. C. Acer, of

the Laurentide Paper Company ; H. Biermens and A. C. S. Campion, of

the Belgo-Canadian Pulp Company, Carl Biordan and W. K. Trower, of

the Biordan Paper Company ; 0. Z. A Parritt, of the Jonquieres Pulp
Company; Geo. Macdougall, of the Jacques Cartier Paper Company; F.

G. Campbell, of the Canada Paper Company; B. N. Kenny, of the James
McLaren Company; J. B. Bolland, of the Bolland Paper and the North-

ern Paper Companies ; Mr. Hyde, secretary of the Canadian Wood Pulp
Association. The delegates represented to the Ministers that if the new
duty of 25 cents per cord on the exportation of unmanufactured pulp-

wood cut in the Crown forests of the Province of Quebec were remitted it

would enable them to avail themselves of the new minimum tariff of the

United States. As this 25 cents duty is the only one imposed by the

Province of Quebec, its withdrawal would put an end to all difficulties

with the American Government. The Premier promised to submit the

demand to the Ministers at the next meeting of the Cabinet.

A cut of over 12,000,000 feet is reported by the different New West-
minster sawmills to have been made during July. The prospect for

winter is highly favorable and all the mills expect to keep running the

full season. Over half of the July cut was made by the Fraser Biver
Mills, that concern averaging 370,000 feet per day. The Boyal City,

Small & Bucklin and the Brunette Sawmills cut each between one and
a. half and two million feet. Several smaller mills in the city made fair

cuts. The Eraser Biver Mills have received word from their representa-

tives, Father O 'Boyle and M. Thereaux, that the first body of French-
Canadians, composed of about 20 families, will come this month to re-

place the Oriental labor now employed.



CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER

THE E. R. BURNS
FACTORY and WORKS

Extracts from letters received which speak
volumes—Original letters can be seen by any
customer or firm using Mill Saws.

saw CO., Limited
TORONTO, CANADA

MANUFACTURERS

INSERTED TOOTH )

SOLID TOOTH J
CIRCULAR

CROSS-CUT - BAND - CANC
AND OTHER SAWS

"The Saw is giving the greatest satis-

faction—Everyone who sees it run thinks
it is a landy and so little trouble to care
for it."

" I must lot you know I tried your saw
;

it works fine and I am awfully well satis-

fied with it; cannot recommend it too
highly."

REPAIRS
OLD SAWS CUT DOWN AND RE-MADE

EITHER SOLID OR INSERTED TOOTH —
RE-HAMMERED, RE-TEMPERED, ETC. >

IT PAYS YOU TO BUY THE BEST
IT PAYS US TO SUPPLY IT jl jl

Above were both Famous Burns' Inserted
Tooth Saws. ALL WORK DONE BY EXPERTS

FULLY GUARANTEED
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

Camp Supplies
When you are needing Grocery Supplies of any kind it will be

to your advantage to communicate with us, because we are right

in line on this class of business and can surely make it pay you
to get our quotations, and also take an opportunity of just seeing
how well we can, and do do this work.

H. P. Eckardt & Co.
Wholesale Grocers Cor. Front and Scott Streets, Toronto

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street - TORONTO

Want to Buy
One carload ist and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x i8}4 in., 10 ft.

6 in. to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1 ^ in. x 2% in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in
, 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To" be

well manufactured and tree of defects.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up wide.
Coffin lengths.

Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
Our Specialty

A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

Reference.: Dominion Bank, Toronto

Herbert Smith, Manager



WANTED 1FOR SALE DEPARTMENT

WANTED EMPLOYEES
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than ''Employment Wan-
ted" will be inserted in this department at the

rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the
basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements ot "Employment Wanted'
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than
the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion

in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED—4-4 CLEAR BOAT CEDAR FOR
boat building; in large or small quantities.

H. E. GIDLEY & Co., Penetanguishene, Ont. 20

FOR SALE — 40,000 to 50,000 Tamarac and Jack
Pine Cull Ties, from 4 to 6" tace, 6" thick and

8-long. Address, Thos. Crockett, Fort William,
Ont. t. f.

Wanted
'IVE CARS ELM COFFIN STOCK. APPLY

Box 825 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 20

Wanted
WHITE CEDAR OR JUNIPER LOGS OR

lumber in large quantities. Address P.O.
Box 986, New Orleans, La. 19

WANTED — TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tf

Wanted
SOFT MAPLE, SOFT ELM, ASH, CHESTNUT

Basswood and Birch. Will you write us if you
have any of the above. The R.E. Kinsman Lumber
Co. Limited, Hamilton, Ont. 18

Wanted
A HALF TO THREE QUARTERS OF A

million feet 1" and 2" No. 1 Hemlock widths
and lengths piled separately is preferrable. Address
Box 827 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 17

Wanted
ist and 2nd Clear Spruce or Norway
10 M ft. 6/4 x 4 and up—20 ft.

5 M ft. 6/4 x 4 and up—22 ft.

18 M ft. 3 x 12—20 ft.

Furnace Run Saw Mill & Lumber Co.,

17 Pittsburgh, Pa.

Wanted
4, 5 , 6AND 8/4 NO. 1 COM. AND 1ST AND »ND

Bass, also Log Run Mill Culls out advising how
much can furnish, if dry, and how same runs to

widths and lengths, with best price on car your
shipping station. Furnace Run Saw Mill and
Lumber Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 17

Wanted: v
Tank Lumber

3x6 and 8-18, and 3 x 10-24

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
Limited

Toronto, Ontario tf

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
THOUSAND, STANDARD HEMLOCK

railway ties. Apply Hodge & Walley,
SherDrooke, Que. 17

20

For Sale

F'ROM 200,000 TO 300,000 FEET 1^x12" 12/16

feet dry, West India Shippers. Address
P.O. Box 415, Ottawa, Canada. 18

HAVE YOU ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
wish to sell ? If so, make the fact known to

probable buyers by placing an advertisement in

the Wanted and For Sale Department. Address,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

FOR SALE
OCAA CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
£«)W suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to
co ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mec;. Coy., Huntsville, Ont. tf

Wanted—Pulpwood Contract

WE CAN SUPPLY FROM .5 TO 10 THOU-
sand Cords of Spruce and Balsam Pulpwood

(Exportable) for 1910 delivery by water. For par-
ticulars apply to Hand & McNabb, P.O. Box 163,
Sault St. Marie, Ont. '

17

For Sale

350 M. 1" Basswood
,50 M. 1" Brown Ash
20 M. 1" Soft Elm

Winter cut. Mill run, dead culls out. $21.00 per
M. f.o.b. Coe Hill Station. Address Wilson Lum-
ber Co., Toronto. tf

For Sale
10 cars N. B, Extra Shingles
10 cars Clears 11 41

.40 M ft. 1" M. C. Red Pine
40 M ft. ;V Basswood C. & B.
40 M It. V Elm C. & B.
30 M ft B. A-h C. & B.

Geo. C. Goodfeli ow,
,528 Board of Trade, Montreal.

Dry Birch for Sale

We have a fine stock of 1" common and a few
cars ot Mill cull Birch that we must move,

suitable for Furniture & Flooring trade. In order
to move this we will quote very low price on this
stock. Write us for prices. Bartram Brothers
Limited, Room 16, Citizen Building, Ottawa,
Ont. ,8

For Cheap Power
15 HOLLER TOP SWING CARS. SUIT
" able lor double piling lumber. Standard Gage,

The Cavendish Lumber Co., Limited, Lakefii Id
Ont. ,g

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

FOR SALE
WOODWORKING MACHINERY

1 27" revolving bed, double surface planer
2 26" revolving bed, double surface planers

26" (Sol die & McCulloch surface planer
refitted 24" double surface planer and matcher
refitted 24" double surface planers
new 24" planer and matcher
refitted 24" planers, matchers and moulders
refitted 24" revolving bed surface planer
refitted 24" surface planer complete
refitted 22" wood frame surtace planer
new 18" planer and matcher
refitted 13" lightning planer and matcher
refitted 24" buzz planer with countershaft
new 16" buzz planers with countershafts
new 12" buzz planer with countershafts
refitted 12" buzz planer with countershaft
refitted 8" universal wood worker
refitted 10" 4 side, inside moulder
refitted 10" 3 side moulder
refitted wood frame sash stickers

new No. 2 foot power mortiser with chisels

new No. 1 foot power mortiser with chisels

new No. 3 Fox foot power mitre machine
refitted power feed, rod and dowel machines
new 44" Ober handle and spoke lathe
refitted 20" patternmakers wood lathe

refitted 18" wood turning lathe complete
new ib" wood lathe
refitte I 2 spindle horizontal boring machine
refitted single spindle, horizontal car borer
new iron top, 2 spindle wood shaper
new Cowan. 2 spindle wood shaper
refittted power feed gang rip saw table
new dimension saw tables w ith tilting attachments
refitted double, rip and cross cut saw table

refitted Cowan saw table and dado machine
refitted variety saw table with countershaft
new wood frame swing cut off saw with table

new iron frame swing cut ofT saws
refitted iron frame swing cut off saw
nearly new roller top cordwood saw tables
nearly new champion hand and foot power saw
table'
refitted 54" band resawing machine
refitted 40" circular resawing machine
refitted Roge'S vertical resawing machine
refitted 30" double drum sander with countershaft
refitted 24" double drum sander with countershaft
refitted 24" single drum sanders complete
refitted new 32" disc sander with boring attachment
refitted arm sander in good order

: new No. 6 Lion universal wood trimmers
new No. 5A universal bench wood trimmer

o new No. 4 Lion universal bench wood trimmers
new Champion Moor scraper
nearly new Cowan band saw filing machine
refitted box board matcher with countershaft
refitted horizontal bracket carving machine
new Dominion hand saw set
refitted hand power spoke tenoner

\ copy of our supply catalogue or machinery
stock list for the asking.

H. W. PETRIE. Ltd.
Toronto Montreal Vancouver

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70. 60 & 40 h.p
Locomotive Boilers: 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.
Sawmill Engines: 25, 30, 35 40, go, 60 and 70 h.p.
Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 35, 30,

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30,000 feet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited, Seaforlh, Ont. t

Second Hand Engines
For Sale

1—Brown Engin* 20!^ x 54 62 R. P. M. 300
M. P. 16 x 31 M" fly-wheel, complete with Bulklcy
Syphon Condenser and usual valves, fittings and
indicator piping.

1—Brown Engine 13 x 34 00 R. P. M. 70 H. P.
complete wilh usual valves, fittings and indicator
piping.

1—Brown Engine 10^x30 80 R.P. M. 47
H. P. 8' x M fly-wheel, complete with usual valves,
fittings and indicator piping.

1—Slide Valve Engine 10 5/16 x 24 84 R. P. Al-
io x 16

' fly-wheel, complete with usual valves, fit-
tings and indicator piping.

Apply lor prices etc.

p£\ Omx>\ Paper Co Limited,

FMontreal; Toronto or Windsor Mills I\Q. tf

For Sale
MACHINERY IN SAW AND PLANING

Mill, formerly operated by Jas. H. Sanderson,
offered as a whole or any part thereof. Most of this
machinery is as good as new.

1 15 x 14 Ideal engine
1 11 x t2 Ideal engine

3 36" x so' boilers complete, with fronts grates.
stocks, water backs, etc.

1 6" x 4"x 10" Canton Pump
1 Dumont belt driven pump
1 Log jack complete, with gear drive, chain, etc.

1 Rotary husk with 3 15/16 arbor (Wm. Hamilton
Mfg. Co.)

1 2 arm steam log loader (Wm. Hamilton Mtg.
Co.

1 32" 4 block carriage complete with set works
(Wm. Hamilton Mfg. Co.)

1 8" x 42" steam teed complete (Wm. Hamilton
Mfg. Co )

1 Friction nigger
1 5 saw slasher, 28" saws
1 24" double surfacer and matcher (McGregor

Gourlay Co.)
1 No 664 circular resaw (Goldie and McCulloch)
1 10" Moulder
1 endless bead single surfacer (Frank)
1 pony sticker
Also Saws, Shafting, Pulleys, Piping and other

equipment.
Apply

PRINCE ALBERT LUMBER CO. Ltd.
18 Prince Albert, Sask.

WANTED- EMPLOYMENT

EXPERIENCED LUMBER SHIPPER
wants position to ship by thousand or on

salary. Well posted Canadian and British ship-

ments. Box 820, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 19

YOUNG MAN, NINETEEN, WITH Busi-
ness ability and experience seeks position

with lumber company with view to learning busi-
ness and eventually acting as salesman. Not
afraid ot work in yard or elsewhere. Box 819,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 17

Wanted
POSITION WANTED BY A 1 LUMBER

Buyer and Inspector good references fur-

nished. Box 816, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

AYOUNG MAN, NOW CONNECTED AS
travelling representative with one of New

York's large lumber dealers desires tn change to a
Canadian concern. High references and lecord of
sales for past year on hand. A good opportunity
for a good firm to secure a salesman of proven
ability. Box 823, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 17

Situation Wanted
BY LUMBER ACCOUNTANT OF THIRTEEN

years experience in wholesale and manufactur-
ing offices. Past eight years in charge of office;

now employed in that capacity by large pine mill
and chartered railroad. Would like to make nominal
investment as an item of permanency. Box 824,
Canada Lumiierman, Toronto. 20

COMPETENT SALESMAN WHO KNOWS
Western Ontario trade to sell millstock :

—

lumber, shingles, etc. State salary.) Good references
required. Apply Hox 569, Lindsay Ont. 20

Wanted
AN EXPERIENCED BAND SAWYER FOR

Ontario lumber mills, a good position for the
right man. Write stating particulars to Box 8s$
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. ,7

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale

AN UP-TO-DATE SAW MILL ON LAKE
Nipissing, with timber range, scows and

and alligators complete. For full particulars apply
to Drawer B. Sturgeon Falls, Ont. 18

SHINGLE MILL FOR SALE IN NELSON,
B. C, capacity 25 M. Price $3,600, time if

desired, $500 extra will double capacity. Mild
climate. Profit 70 cents per M. Address P. O. Box
91, Nelson, B.C. , 7

Jobbers Wanted

TO LOG FIVE TO FIFTEEN MILES FROM
Bannerman Siding, C. P. R. Large or small

blocks. Rigging supplied it necessary. Apply
The Northern Timbur Co.. Limited, Markstay.
Ont.

,
8

For Sale

A STEAM SCREW STEAMER, HAVING
daily mail, passenger and freight route on

Lake Nipissing; with sco*s, wharfs, store-houses
coal sheds, blacksmith shop, and ship yard.
For particulars apply to Drawer B, Sturgeon
Falls Ont. ,8

For Sale
PRACTICALLY NEW MILL, WELL

equipped, capacity 1.5,000 feet per day, consider-
able timber with it. About eight miles from railway
station. Parry Sound district. Practically level
roads in winter. Apply to Thomas Griffin Esq.
Guelph Ont.

For Sale
COMPLETE LUMBERING EQUIPMENT

including new sawmill, capacity 35 000 feet per
day, limits and lots, ten good houses, nine-acre mill
site, logging and camp ou fit etc. Located at
Kearney, Ontario on G. T. R. with switch to mill
and yards. Full particulars on application to W.
WILY, 48 Elgin Ave. Toronto. ,8

For Sale
Good Business Chance

PORTABLE SAWMILL IN GOOD SHAPE,
latest improved, with 25 h.p. Engine, cable

feed friction set works, inserted tooth saw, double
edger slab saw, trucks, waggon, sleighs, also
quantity of timber in the yard, also 50 acres of good
clay loom, good building. Bargain. Will sell to-
gether or separate.
For particulars apply to Box 563 Newmarket.

Ont. tf

MISCELLANEOUS

Sale of Timber and
Tie Berths

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT CER-
tain timber and tie berths situated in the

Districts ot Algoma, Sudbury, Thunder Bav,
Kenora and Rainy River in the Province of Ontario
will be offered sale by public tender on Wednesday
the Fifteenth day ot September next. For descrip-
tions, plans and conditions of sale apply to the
undersigned or to the Crown Timber Agents for the
above Districts.

F. COCHRANE,
Minister-

Department of Lands, Forests and Mine*,
Toronto, July 15th, 1909. 17



CANADA LUMBEEMAN AND WOODWOEKEE
SALE OF

McCormick & Moore
Timber Limits

The undersigned are instructed to sell bv Public
Auction. as one Parcel or separately to suit pur-
chasers, at the Russell House, Ottawa, on

September 30th, 1909,
at 2.30 p. m.

the following Timber Limits situate in Block A.
Upper Ottawa. Province of Quebec, viz :

Parcel i. N. % Lot No. 8, Range 4. Block
A. Upper Ottawa, Que., 25 square miles.

Parcel s. S. K Lot No. 8, Range 4. Block
A. Upper Ottawa. Que., 25 square miles.

These limits are surveved and are easy of access

—

the Ottawa River and Branches traversing both
limits.

Terms \o°/. of the purchase money to be paid down
at the time of sale, and the balance in equal instal-
ments at One(i). Three (3), and Six (6) months
thereafter with interest at the rate of five per cent,
per annum.
For further particulars and conditions of saleapply

to The Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch) and
to Cods Sc. Burritt, Solicitors, Carleton Chambers,
Ottawa.
Dated this 7th day of July, A.D. 1909.

THE ROYAL TRUST COMPANY,
Trustees for Sale. 18

Limit For Sale
AND JACK

130 miles west
of Edmonton on Macleod River and G. T. P.
Splendid proposition— move quick, snap—wire or
w rite 359 Cumberland Ave.. Winnipeg. 20

3o,o<)o,ooo arj™e Limits for Sal

e

FOR SALE, 800 ACRES TIMBER LANDS IN
Muskoka, mostly in Hemlock, convenient to

railway. Apply Box 802, Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. , -

Timber Resources
THE BOARD OF TRADE OF THE TOWN

of Haileybury is willing to assist investors in
white and red pine and pulp in getting in touch
with the owners of timber on the Upper Ottawa and
supply information relative thereto.

Hailrybury, on navigable Lake Temiskaming,
with competitive j-hipping rates, is destined to be-
come the milling site ot Northern New Ontario
where consumption exceeds the manufactured pro-
duct tod ,y. CYRIL T. YOUNG, Chairman Pub-
licity Department, Board of Trade, Haileybury,
Ont .,

By Public Auction

Valuable Pine

Timber Berth
North Shore Lake Huron

1
m 4?

A QUANTITY OF PINE AND SPRUCE
jTV timber situated in the Mississauga Forest
Reserve, in the District of Algoma. having been
partially damaged by fire, tenders are hereby in-
vited tor the right to cut said timber. The limber
is tributary to the Sable River and the west branch
of the Spanish River, and lies north ot Townships
125 and and 132, as shown on plan of the north
shore ot Lake Huron. Tenders will be received up
to We- nesday. the 15th day of September next.
For descriptions, plans, particulars, etc.. apply to
the undersigned or to the Crown Timber Agents at
Sudbury and Webbwood.

F. COCHRANE,
Minister.

Department of Lands, Forests and Mines,
Toronto, Aug. 5, 1909.

Sale of Valuable

Timber Limits

Andrew MacCormack Estate and

Other Interests

THE UNDERSIGNED ARE INSTRUCTED
to sell by Public Auction en bloc, at the Russell

House, Ottawa, on September 30, 1909, at 2.30 p.m.,
the following Timber Limits situate in Biock A.
Upper Ottawa, Province of Quebec, viz :

Berth 676 Licence No. 580 of 1008-09, south hal,
Lot 16, Range 4, Block A, 25 square miles ; Berth
677, License No. 581 of 1908-09, south half Lot 14,
Range 3, Block A, 21% square miles; Berth 611,
License No. 582 of 1908-09. Grand Lac Victoria,
River Ottawa, 19 square miles ; Berth 678, Lieence
No. 583 of 1908-09, south half of north half Lot 16,
Range 4, Block A, g'A quare miles ; Berth 679,
License No. 584 of 1908-09, north half Lot 16, Range
3. Block A, is'/i square miles ; Berth 680, License
No. 585 of 1908-09, north half Lot 15, Range 3, Block
A, 18 square miles; Berth 681, License No. 586 of
1908-09, southhalf Lot 17, Range 5, Block A, 25
square miles; Berth 682 Licence No. 587 of 1908-09,
north half Lot 16, Range 5, Block A 25 square miles;
Berth 696. License No. 588 of 1908-09, north half lot
17, Range 4, Block A, 25 square miles.

Total 183^ square miles.

These limits are all surveyed and are easy of
access by a good roadway from Ville Marie to their
location. They comprise some of the best pine and
pulp wood areas in the Province.

The Trustee reserves the right if the Reserve
Bid is not reached, to offer the berths separately.

Terms— 10 per cent, of the purchase money to be
paid down at the time of sale, and the balance in
equal instalments at one(i),three(3>and six (6) months
thereafter with interest at the rate ot 5 per cent, per
annum.

For further particulars and conditions of sale
apply to the Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch),
and to Code & Burritt, Solicitors, Carleton Cham-
bers, Ottawa.

Dated this 31st day of March, 1909

THE ROYAL TRUST CO., Ottawa,
•8 Trustees of Sale.

Auction sale of the license to cut the

timber on the south-east [quarter of the

Township of Foster
19 square miles) more or less

on THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7th, 1909,

at 3 o'clock p. m. at the QUEEN'S
HOTEL, Toronto.

Thrms—One half cash ; balance in nine months
with interest at 6 per annum.
For furtner pariiculars and Maps applv to

MILLAR. FERGUSON & HUNTER. Barristers.
Toronto.

This berth has only been operated one season and
is well timbered with pine and other merchantable
woods. It can be cheaply lumbered and the logs
driven down the White Fish River. The timber is
sound and subject to Crown Dues of one dollar per
thousand B. M. tor pine. The license has no time
limit and includes the right to cut all timbers on the
berth which can be easily reached from Nairn Centre
station on the Soo Branch of the C. P. R or from
Little Current by boat. iQ

Timber, Lands and Saw
Mills for Sale

The UNDERSIGNED Offers :-
Parcel 1. Ste Anne des Monts property situated

on the South Shore of the St Lawrence Rivrr.
Gaspe County. Quebec, about 1000 acres of Seign-
iory or Fee Simple lands—at the mouth of the Ste
Anne des Monts upon which is located a well
equipped lnmber and shingle Mill with ample steam
power, electric lighting, with a capacity of 25.000
teet of Lumber and 125000 to 150,000' pieces of
Shingles each ten hours—also Dwellings tor work-
men. Stable, Store houses, Repair Shops and Mill
Pond and storage facilities for logs.

About 300 square miles of licensed timber lands
upon which disinterested Explorers make a minimum
estimate of over 3^0 Million teet of saw logs,
principally spruce, fir and cedar, and 595,000 cords
of Spoolvvood. and Pulpwood.

All on drivable streams an average of not over -10

miles to Mill Pond.

And all shanty plant tools and equipment on the
property.

Parcel 2. What logs are now in the river esti-
mated 3 Million feet board measure.
Parcel 3. Grande Vallee property situated about

sixty miles east of Ste Anne des Monts on the South
Shore of the St. Lawrence River in the County of
Gaspe, Quebec.

About 54 square miles of Seigniory or Fee Simple
lands and 100 square miles of Licensed lands.

A new Mill consisting of 2 steam teed Circular
savys—

1 Mershon Horizontal resaw—with all sub-
sidiary Machiney and ample steam power and
electric lighting.

Capacity 50,000 to 75,000 feet of Lumber each ten
hours—A practically new Mill for sawing shingles
and railway ties.

With ample steam power and electric lighting to
produce 125 000 to 150,000 shingles each ten hours.

All the shanty plants, tools and equipment on the
property.

On the timber lands, disinterested Explorers
minimum reports are 100 Million feet saw logs,
principally spruce, fir and cedar and two hundred
and forty five thousand cords Pulp and Spool
Wood.

For further particulars, address,
G A. MILLINER,

Deseronto,
24 Ont.

Timber Limits

For Sale
TN THE PROVINCE OF MANITOBA. 84X square miles of standing timber, adjoining Lake
\\ innipeg. The-e limits are comprised principally
of Spruce and Tamarac suitable for marketable
lumber, railway ties and poles In connection with
these will be sold a well equipped mill, steamer and
two barges For terms apply to

,..
H

-
.

P
- MacMaho.n, Traders Bank Chambers,

YV innipeg, Man.

Wood Preservation.

The United States Government
has gone into the study of every
phase of wood preservation and as
progress is made in new experi-
ments, important facts are brought
to light to which heretofore has
been given little or no attention.
One of the features in the work of
wood preservation which has been
neglected is the effect of patches
of inner bark on wood in prevent-
ing proper penetration of preserva-
tives.

Before timber is subjected to
preservative treatment, it is cus-
tomary to remove the bark. Un-
less this is done very thoroughly,
however, patches of the inner bark
will remain on the wood. This
thin inrsr bark or skin adheres
v-ry closely, and is difficult to re-
move without the use of a drawing-
knife, unless the timber is cut
when the "sap is going up."

Until recently, it does not seem
to have been realized that this
bark presented a very effectual
hindrance to the penetration of
creosote. In conducting some tests
on the treatment of pine in Ala-
bama and Louisiana, in 1907 and
1908, it was noticed by a repre-
sentative of the Forest Service that
very little or no creosote entered
the wood through even the thin-
nest layer of adhering bark.
The same thing was discovered

by the management of one of the
large creosoting companies in the
South, and steps were immediate-
ly taken to see that every particle
of bark was removed from piling
and other timbers. While it is

probable that the bark of all spe-
cies is not as resistent as that of
pine, it is not known how the dif-

ferent species rank in this respect.
In the creosote treatment of

timbers, it is rarely that the en-
tire stick is penetrated by the pre-
servative. The value of the treat-
ment consists largely in the
creating of an exterior antiseptic
zone around the untreated interior

portion. If this outer zone be bro-
ken, the value of the treatment is

to a large extent lost.

In the case of piling, the effect

of any small portion of untreated
wood extending from the outer sur-
face to the interior of the pile is

especially injurious, because of the
manner in which teredos work.
The teredo enters the wood when

3 1

small, making but a tiny hole, per-
haps no larger than a pinhead. As
they grow, they increase the size
of their borings, and if present in

large numbers, they will very
quickly so riddle and weaken a pile,

that it will break off with a very
slight strain. Access to the in-
terior of a treated pile might
readily be gained through small un-
treated portions of the outer sur-
face of the wood, which, because
of bark adhering at time of treat-
ment, absorbed no preservative,
with the result that all of the in-
terior untreated portion would be
riddled, leaving only the exterior
creosoted shell sound. It is prob-
able that many of the failures of
creosoted piling are due to this
cause.

With other forms of timber, the
effect may not be so quickly seen
or so disastrous, but in a similar
manner decay may extend to the
interior through any untreated por-
tions communicating with the in-
terior.

Veneer in the United States.

During the year 1908, there were
cut into veneer in the United
States 382,542,000 feet b. m. of
logs, valued at $7,891,000, as
against 348,523,000 feet, valued at
$6,436,000, in 1907, according to
statistics just published by the
Bureau of the Census in co-opera-
tion with the United States Forest
Service. Although industrial con-
ditions generally were unfavorable
during the year 1908, tLe amount of
wood cut into vender increased,
substantial gams oeing made in
the quantity of Loth imported and
domestic wood consumed. This
was due in a measure to the closer
canvass in 1908, when returns
were received from 402 active es-
tablishments located in 34 States,
as against 370 in 31 States, for the
preceding year.

Bed gum, as in the preceding
year, ranked first among the woods
used for veneer, 119,945 feet be-
ing consumed, with a valuation of
$1,272,096, forming a percentage
of 31.4 of the total consumption.
The demand for red gum was even
greater than in 1907, when its per-
centage of the whole consumption
was 29.3. Among other woods,
with the exception of yellow pine,
which shows an important increase,
no great increase is noted. The
principal woods imported for the
industry were mahogany and Span-
ish cedar. Of the former 11,487
feet were used, with a valuation of
$1,478,364, as against 8,722 feet,

with a valuation of $839,695, in
1907.

When there is a broken stave
in a barrel it means not only the
loss of a stave, but expense in the
way of re-coopering that sometimes
amounts to more than two or three
staves. So, it is cheaper to buy
better staves or take more pains in
selecting or coopering, whichever
may be necessary to guard against
the breaking.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

The settlement of the American tariff question has had a stimulating
effect upon the lumber trade in Ontario. A good quantity of white pine

is moving to American ports, with prices from $2 to $5 per thousand
better than at this time last year. Present indications favor a further

advance. In making a comparison of present conditions with those of

last year a noteworthy difference is in evidence, inasmuch as the Ameri-
can lumberman is now visiting all the lumber producing sections of the

Georgian Bay, and inland mills as well, looking for different lines and
picking up quickly everything that is suitable, whereas last year at this

time he appeared to have lost his buying appetite. There are a few lines

of white pine particularly strong, namely, 1 x 12, 1 x 10, 1 x G, and 1 x A ;

also 5-4 and G-4 mill run in all widths. Shop lumber also has shown
marked improvement. Lath appears to be pretty well contracted for by

all the mills in Georgian Hay and vicinity. Prices at which lath have
been selling are considerably in advance of last year's highest prices.

Hemlock lath is also strong

Holders of hemlock are adhering firmly to their prices. During the

early spring months hemlock was very weak and sales were made at prices

below the cost of production. Now, quite a number of mills that have
other kinds of timber to cut, have turned their attention to manufac-
turing it, and are holding their hemlock in reserve until the market sin w
a profit. Lumber manufacturers anticipate a marked advance; in the

price of hemlock lumber this fall, and consider the visible supply far

short of the probable demand. British Columbia shingles are weak. Since

the added duty of 20 cents per thousand was put on, many manufactur-

ers have started cars in transit to the Ontario markets, which was already

well supplied. As a result, many cars are being offered at greatly re-

duced prices. There have been no features in the hardwood market worth
recording since the publication of our last issue, the quotations of which
still hold good. There is little movement in birch and soft elm. Bas -

wood is moving freely but with no change in price. Oak is firm and likely

to advance.

Ottawa manufacturers forecast a dearth of good lumber in the Ot-

tawa valley this autumn if the present activity continues. The Ottawa
market records an upward tendency in the prices of good strips, lath and
some lines of shipping culls. One-inch white pine good strips are in

demand. Recent sales of one-inch stock have been made at $38 to $40,

two-inch, $43 to $44. The high grades are extremely buoyant. In the

dearer grades of box lumber there has been a strong movement. Low
grades are expected to stiffen before the close of navigation. Good sized

orders are reaching the Ottawa valley mills from Chicago and the Can-
adian West. The assurance of a good crop is already giving an impetus
to buying.

Eastern Canada.

The new tariff on Canadian long and short lumber going to the

United States is the most notable feature for the past fortnight. The
new schedule will make considerable changes in some quarters. At St.

John, N.B., the local price of dutiable cedar shingles is twenty cents per

thousand less than before the schedule went into effect. Dutiable
spruce boards will be affected to the extent of an increase of 75 cents per
thousand. The increase in local value is accounted for by the diminished
export fees. There has been the same old uniformity in merchantable
spruce boards. Values have been pretty well maintained under fairly

good shipments. Our St. John correspondent estimates the available

stocks in this line at the local wharves at 1,500,000, and calculates the

local value of dutiable merchantable spruce boards at $12.75 to $13,

SPRUCE
1x4, 5&6xl0/16 ft. Spruce Flooring

N. B. Cedar Shingles

Spruce Lath
EVERYTHING IN SPRUCE

Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Board of Tr&.de Building. Montreal

f.o.b. schooner St. John. Cedar shingles remain unchanged. Dutiable

"extras," $3 per thousand, and dutiable "clears," $2.50, f.o.b. St. John.

"Second clears" are quoted at $2.20, and "Ex. No. IV at $1.20. Quo-
tations for "English" spruce are now $13.75 to $14.25 per thousand on
a specification containing 50 per cent, sevens and eights, 35 per cent,

nines, and 15 per cent, elevens and wides, f.o.b. St. John. At Boston
the spruce market has gained considerably in strength. The general

sions. Some mills are confident that it will pay them to hold their stocks

for a few weeks so as to obtain $24. Prices for random are somewhat
firmer. For large sizes the quotations are from $23 to $23.50. Narrow
random is in moderate demand. Boards are selling in some cases at $22.
Prices for eastern spruce in New York hold firm, the building activity in

Brooklyn and northern New Jersey keeping up a good demand. The de-

mand for shingles at Boston is somewhat small. Canadian manufac-
turers have not yet advanced their low prices. In some cases, with the

duty added, their quotations are lower than Boston manufacturers. Cedar
"extras" are offered at $3.05 to $3.80. There is a much firmer under-
tone in lath. The price asked for 1%-ineh is $4. Sales of 1%-inch have
price asked for 9-inch frames and under is $23.50, with very few conces-

been made at $3.05.

Great Britain.

The general trade of the country is beginning to show some improve-
ment. In spite of the fact that August is the most favored holiday month
in the old country, and in the face of the influence of the Swedish strikes,

there is a gratifying indication in most markets of increased confidence.

In the hardwood trade there has been the usual holiday dulness. London
reports business in soft woods fairly brisk, with more interest shown at

public sales. The dock stocks are much below those of previous years.

This is partly due to increased overside deliveries. Stocks of pine and
spruce are the lowest on record, but in spite of this fact sellers find some
difficulty in placing their stocks. Canadian goods continue to come in

very slowly. The north-east coast ports are doing an encouraging
values generally continue firm, the demand for future deliveries is rather
business.

There has been but a moderate business at Liverpool, where, though
poor. The situation at this port in regard to Canadian pine deals and
boards is still unaltered. The arrivals by the regular liners are to the

consignment of the importing houses, who are delivering direct what is

sold to arrive, and are putting into store what is left unsold. Trade at

Manchester has been ebbing somewhat. Prices are steady all round.
What spruce is offering shows slight advances in values. The continued
depression in cotton at Manchester is not conducive to quick recovery
in the lumber industry. Imports at Glasgow are lighter than usual for

the time of the year. Fairly brisk deliveries are reported from recent

arrivals. The improvement in the lumbering business, which has been
noted in Glasgow, is attributed to the revival of Canada and the United
States in advanced prices.

United States.

Reports generally indicate a steadily increasing movement of lum
ber. This is attributable in no small measure to the outlook for more
than an average yield of wheat and corn, particularly in regard to the

building grades and sizes. The grain crop of the Northwest is such that

the railroads will not have cars enough to handle the business of it. In
consequence there will be a heavy demand for lumber for building more
equipment. It is said that during the last two weeks coast mills have re-

ceived orders for 30,000,000 feet of lumber for car building purposes.

B. Laidlaw Lumber Go.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A. F. Holden, Pres.
J. M. Diver, Genl. Mgr.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. The E< C Barre
- Ass>t - Mgr -

Cleveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co., Limited

A Monster Skidway on our Limits at Nairn, Ont.

Some of Our Specialties
We are manufacturers of White Pine Lumber in all the different grades

and thicknesses. Any length furnished, from ten feet to sixty feet.

Always ready to quote on heavy construction timber, bridge timber, ship

timber, ship decking, tank stock, silo material, etc.

Cutting special bills to order is a hobby with us.

Cleveland - Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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There is a tendency for improvement in low grade stocks in sympathy
with business coming in from the railroads. A good fall trade in northern
pine is anticipated at Chicago, where the improved tone is maintained,
with brisk shipments. An upward movement in high grade lumber is

chronicled at Minneapolis in new lists issued by the manufacturers. The
market is stiffening and the list prices will probably represent actual

conditions soon.

Trade conditions are looking up at Buffalo, which reports prices firm

in all grades. Buyers of eastern spruce at Boston, who a week or so ago
found the prices demanded for eastern spruce too high for them, are

now in the market for fair-sized stocks. The activity of factory trade in

the East is furnishing an outlook for a variety of hardwoods. The feature

of the market is the tendency of the buyers to place orders for large

quantities of lumber. Both at Chicago and Minneapolis the most con-

servative lumbermen take a much brighter outlook in regard to hardwoods.
There has been a heavy call in Chicago for No. 2 clear and better in

finish. Spruce flooring is sold here at satisfactory prices. Tt is expected
at Buffalo that the shingle trade will take, new form under the additional

20-cent tariff, which will make it hard for New Brunswick to compete
and put Vancouver red cedars in a tight corner.

Therp have been recent advances in the price of red cedar shingles

at Chicago owing to the increased demand for both "clears" and "stars."

The former have been selling up to $3.42 and the latter up to $2.84.

White cedar shingles are unchanged, as are lath. There has been no ex-

citement in the cooperage trade. Chicago reports from country points

some demand at low prices for butter tub staves, headings, and boops,

otherwise conditions are unchanged.

Market Correspondence

Ottawa Valley News — Manufacturers Forecast Dearth

of Lumber.

Ottawa, Aug. 26.—An upward tendency in the pznees of good strips,

lath and whatever sort of shipping culls happened to be scarce, marked
the Ottawa lumber market in the last fortnight. One-inch white pine

good strips are exceedingly rare. A buyer who had been over mcst of

the Ottawa valley for a big quantity for export found all but one manu-
facturer sold out. This one 'asked $10 more than the highest ruling

figure of the market, so that it was apparent he did not want to sell. The
recent sales of one-inch stock have been made at $38 or $40; two-inch,

$43 and $44. The high grades are all extremely buoyant and whenever
a run occurs on a particular brand of fine lumber the price stiffens in a

few days. If the present activity continues the manufacturers assert

that the autumn will witness a dearth of good lumber in the Ottawa
valley -.

The brisk market for the upper grades of pine has affected shipping

culls aoad advances in prices are looked for. The rates have been steady

for several months, with a weakening tendency. Already the shipping

cull pine, 1-inch by 6-inch, is well sold out and the quotations advanced
from $23 to $25 in the last few days. The same grade of pine, an inch

wider, is a dollar or two in the thousand cheaper because it is not so

much sought, while 1-inch by 8-inch is strong at $24 or $25 per thou-

sand. The holdings of middle classes of pine are light compared with a

year ago, so that prices are very likely to stiffen.

There has been a marked improvement in the movement and in-

quiries for box lumber following the dearer grades. Before navigation

closes it is believed all the low grades that were slow in the summer will

experience a quickening. The shipments by water now are retarded by
some exporters declining to pay the advanced freight rates. It is under-

stood that $2.80 per thousand has been refused by the Inland Seamen's
Union for carrying lumber, and that shippers decline to pay more. Cars

are still plentiful but the rates are higher. Later on, when the western

crop begins to move freely and there is a rush to get lumber away be-

fore the close of navigation, a lack of convenient and prompt transporta-

tion is expected. The Ottawa valley bills are benefiting for the first time
this season from considerable orders from Chicago and the Canadian

West. This trade is likely to expand rapidly, as the Ottawa manufac-
turers have the sort of stock needed. The bumper western crops are

giving an impetus to the buying.

The settlement of the American tariff only indirectly improves the

trade, the local lumbermen say, because the reduction of 75 cents is

more than counteracted r^y an advance in freight charges. The lumber
trade derives an advantage, however, from the revival of other industries.

The Upper Ottawa Improvement Company, which has charge of the

drive on the Ottawa river, reports that the number of logs descending the

Ottawa river is greater than last year. Still the work is well advanced

and a considerable number of the river drivers have been released from

work. The company used 20 tugs in its work. Exceptionally high water

is the reason for the success of the drive. With the exception of some
logs on the Kippewa, all the timber destined for the main stream this

season has been brought to its destination. A cut of logs still on the Peta-

wawa, owned by R. & T. Ritchie, of Aylmer, will be brought only to a
convenient point for handling next spring. The logs have been practi-

cally all taken out of Lake Temiskaming. One steamer is kept there for

towing if the Gillies Bros, cut any pulp on an adjacent limit in the Pro-

vince of Quebec. All the 1907 cut of logs are at the lower end of the

river and last season's is in the head waters or farther advanced.

Lumber manufacturers have experienced no scarcity of logs, ex-

cept in the case of the E. B. Eddy Company, which was obliged to tow

pulp timber up stream from the mouths of the Rouge and Catineau

rivers. The company had logs enough on the Upper Ottawa, but they

were blocked by the larger drives of lumbermen. But for the large

storage boom built at Quyon, capable of holding 800,000 logs, the Ot-

tawa valley lumbermen might have suffered as much from scarcity of

material as some other seasons. By running the surplus logs of any firm

into the reserve boom three gaps at Quyon could be worked, as to two
gaps in ordinary years. Sometimes in low water only of these gaps were
workable. Then lumber mill owners suffered greatly for want of loge.

Mr. G. B. Greene, manager of the Upper Ottawa Improvement
Company, expects that there will be no dearth of water this season to

interfere with a continuance of the present satisfactory conditions. Only
a very dry fall could do harm. The Ottawa river to-day, at the foot of

the Rideau locks, is ten feet six inches deep, or three feet above the
depth a year ago. The river has benefited by heavy rainfall in August.
The Improvement Company lost the tug "Albert" on August 23rd,

through the pilot running it on a sandbar. It was at once replaced by
the passenger steamer "G. B. Greene," which discontinued its regular
trips for the purpose of handling logs.

Ottawa valley lumbermen ridicule the report that there was a
movement among them to form a merger. The lumbermen are disposed
to act independently and have little to gain from co-operation outside of

the assistance given each other by means of the Canadian Lumbermen's
Association.

,

From New Brunswick's Capital—Local Effect of New Tariff.

St. John, N.B., Aug. 25—The fortnight in the lumber trade, while
productive of few startling features, has been marked by several events
of special interest.

One of the live features of the month thus far has been the local

effect of the new tariff on Canadian long and short lumber going into the
United States. To the American millowner, whose products (when sawn
from logs cut on the American side) go in duty free, the changes will not
be of importance except in cases of such small lots as might be 6old in

the local market for the provincial trade. But to the provincial (duti-

able) products the new schedule will make considerable changes in local

prices. The difference in the local price of dutiable and non-dutiable red
cedar shingles, for instance, will be greater than before and it is in this
line of trade that the change will be most felt in local selling and buying
circles. All else being equal, the local price of dutiable cedar shingles
is now 20 cents per thousand less than was the case before the new
schedule went into effect.

The change will be important in relation to dutiable spruce boards
to the extent of 75 cents per thousand, the export fees being that much
smaller and the local value being accordingly increased.

The trade in merchantable spruce boards has been uniform and
steady, but there has been little snap existing in this line of trade all

through the summer. Shipments have been fairly heavy and values have
been fairly well sustained all through the season. It is usual, during
the hot season, for spruce boards to stock up considerably, as locai people-
depend almost entirely upon the Boston market for disposal of this line'

of goods, and business in that direction during the hot months is always
more or less quiet and irregular. This season has been an exception in
this respect; trade in merchantable spruce boards has held its own and
it has not been found necessary to make any sacrifice in values in order
to do business. Local stocks have not multiplied to any important ex-
tent and are, if anything, slightly less than was the case two months
ago. One and one-half millions of feet would correctly describe the
available stocks of this line of goods at the local wharves. The local
value of dutiable merchantable spruce boards is $12.75 to $13, f.o.b.
schooner St. John.

Beyond the change due to the new tariff the price of cedar shingles
has shown no fluctuation in any direction. Dutiable "Extras" are quoted
at $3 per thousand, and dutiable "Clears" at $2.50, f.o.b. St. John. The
local and provincial trade are taking care of practically all the "2nd
clears" and "Ex/No. l's." The prices are $2.20 and $L20 respectively.

The trade in spruce deals for export to Great Britain has shown no
radical improvement, although the confidence of local dealers and ship-
pers is made manifest in a growing tendency to hold out for firmer fig-

ures Such is a good indication of the situation in regard to this line of
goods—the expectations are always toward higher values; it 'seems as if

any probability of lower values do not enter into the calculations of any.
Local stocks of "English" spruce would aggregate to from five to

five anl one quarter millions of feet. An enquirer for this line of °oods
wouM be quoted from $13.75 to $14.25 per thousand on a specification
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THE SIGN OF QUALITY"

The ManWho Wins
his proper share of the trade, is the man who keeps
a complete stock of lumber that is Made Right

We Are After Such Accounts
With Quick Delivery

Best Stocks

Right Prices

Our Mill is New — Our Stocks are New and Bright

Ships Loading at our Export Dock.

Fraser River Lumber Company, Limited
Mill and Head Office - FRASER MILLS, B. C.

BRANCH OFFICES :

REGINA, C. Bruce, Represenative, MEDICAL HALL BUILDING
WINNIPEG, F. A. Shore, Represenative, 32 GRAIN EXCHANGE
TORONTO, H. A. Rose, Represenative, 3 TORONTO STREET
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We Stand Behind

Every Garment Sold

!

The fact i hat " Carss brand "

is the only strictly waterproof

Mackinaw sold is well-known

to the lumber trade.

We stand behind every gar-

ment to which we affix our

brand, and guarantee its genu-

ineness. You are sure of honest

value for your honest money.

" Carss Mackinaw " is the

standard by which all others

are judged. Then why experi-

ment with other brands when
you can have the standard

itself for the asking.

Mackinaw Pants
Long and Short, 35 oz.

The Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co.
Orillia, Ont.

For Log Loading, operating a Derrick,

pulling and placing cars and general

hoisting purposes

The "MIDLAND"
Hoisting

Engine

is unsur-

passed.

Catal6gue

on

request

The Canada Iron Corporation, Ltd.
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p. o. box 425 ONTARIO

containing, say 50 per cent, sevens and eights, 35 per cent, nines, and
15 i c-r cent, elevens and wkles, f.o.b. St. John.

Freight rates to the west coast Great Britain are quoted this week
at 32s. 6d. per standard with a tendency toward greater firmness.

The firmness in the lath market, mentioned a fortnight ago, has
fully developed and prices are from 20 cents to 25 cents per thousand
higher in this line than the figures of a month ago. The local value of
dutiable spruce lath at present writing is $2.80 to $2.90 per thousand.

Thrcc-Wirc Direct Current Generators.

When the load on the central station generators consists of botfa

motors and incandescent lamps, as is often the case in small isolated
plants, it is found advantageous to use what is known as the three-wire
system. The motors may he connected to the outside wires at a voltage
of 220, while the lamps may he operated at 110 volts, being connected
between the neutral and the outside wires. This arrangement is espe-
cially advised when the motors are of the variable speed type, since the
three-wire system offers. an excellent arrangement for a two-voltage speed
control.

The general design and appearance of the Western Electric three-
wire generator differs little from the standard "L" design generator. The
most distinct feature in the design of these machines, is a doubly wound
armature which is employed for obtaining the neutral e.m.f. point. Use
is made of a special balancing winding which is placed beneath the usual
armature winding at the bottom of the slots. This winding is intercon-
nected with the main armature and with a slip ring between the poten-
tials of the two brushes. The section of the copper in the auxiliary wind-
ing is large, so that the current density is low, thereby enabling the ma-
chine to take care of very large unbalanced loads. The voltage regulation
is close even under sudden or large changes in the unbalanced loads.

In order to compound for the total load on the generator under all

conditions, the series field winding is divided into two parts, one-half of
the coils being connected to one terminal of the armature and the other
half to the other terminal; the coils on alternating poles being connected
to the same side of the armature. The liability of the breaking down of
the insulation is reduced to a minimum, since the coils, having the full

potential of the machine between them, are not placed on the same pole.
This arrangement further results in perfectly balanced magnetic and
electric circuits. The neutral wire is connected to the brushes, which
rest on the collector rings, electrically insulated from, but mounted at

the end of the commutator. This simple construction is possible be-
cause no shifting of the neutral brushes is required no matter what
amount of overload is carried.

Fire Bill for 1908 Twenty-Five Millions.

The Forestry Branch of the Interior Department at Ottawa has is-

sued an interesting bulletin dealing with the damage caused by forest

fires in Canada in 1908. The bulletin, which was prepared by H. R.
McMillan, Assistant Inspector of Forest Reserves, shows that during the
year 835 forest fires of serious proportions occurred in the Dominion,
upward of 188,000 acres were burned over, causing the destruction of

over 56,000,000 feet of timber, valued, including mills and improvements,
at $25,500,000. Twenty-one lives were lost as a result of the forest fires

(all in British Columbia), and 2,404 persons were thrown out of employ-
ment. The cost of the fires to the public was nearly $300,000. Quebec
province headed the list with 250 fires, British Columbia came second
with 235. In Quebec, however, the value of the timber destroyed was
very slight. In British Columbia 40,000,000 feet were destroyed at a

loss of $25,000,000, or over 90 per cent, of the total loss by fire in Can-
ada. The destruction by fire in Manitoba and Alberta was very light,

but in Saskatchewan timber valued at over $20,000 was burned. The
heavy loss in British Columbia was due to the great fire in the Crow's
Nest Pass country, which destroyed Fernie and entailed a heavy loss of

life. A fire on Vancouver Island, it is estimated, caused the destruction
of 24,000,000 feet of timber.

Dealing more particularly with the prairie provinces, the report says

:

"That so few fires were reported fom Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Al-

berta last summer is no indication that the northern timber belt in these
provinces entirely escaped visitation of forest fires, as might be sur-

mised from these reports, nor is it any guarantee in the future that they
will be immune from fire. The best efforts of the forestry branch have
not been able so far to recover the northern timber with fire rangers 60
that all fires will be prevented, extinguished, or even reported. The im-
mense areas through which the travellers may pass for a week without
seeing a green tree, all bear witness to the fact that fires have always
raged unchecked through the spruce and poplar timber of Canada's north-
land. That the timber limits of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta are

comparatively small and scattered, is due, not to any condition of the
soil or climate which prevent the growth of timber, but to the recurrincr

forest fires, which have destroyed the valuable spruce forests, encouraged
extensive reproduction of less valuable poplar, or, in more serious cases,

destroyed the forest growth.'.'
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Lumber and Sawmill Insurance
By using the facilities of this office the COST of insurance on your LUMBER and MILL property
will be MATERIALLY REDUCED without impairing the quality of your present indemnity. A
SUBSTANTIAL SAVING is possible because our experience as SPECIALISTS has taught us to direct
the property owner s efforts for PHYSICAL BETTERMENT of his property into the channels which
will result in RATE REDUCTIONS. We have also eliminated many forms of expense, thereby
SAVING to our policy holders unnecessary drains on our premium income.
If you are interested Write Us, and you will find that we are interested in you.

Lumber Insurance Company of New York
Snecializincr fnmnflnr rponitarlw

•t 42 Central Chambers, OTTAWA
General Agent, E. D. HARDY

Only Lumber Specializing Company regularly
licensed under the Dominion Government.

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta :

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man
Agents for Maritime Provinces :

J. G. RAINNIE.

The

Lombard Steam Log Hauler

Interested parties

will note, the load

taken in one trip.

Figure it out

yourself and the

saving- will surprise

you.

It will pay for

itself

4 Our descriptive

catalogue gives you

further surprising

results.

Can we mail you

a copy.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Montreal

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Gait Machine Knife Works

Machinery Knives
OP EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

WOODWORKING MACHINES
Send for Price List

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited - Gait, Ont.

The

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY Limited

Manufacturers of

Larrigans
Lumberman's and Prospector's Boots

Sporting Boots

Lumberman's Aprons
and Tanners of the Celebrated

English Oak Harness Leather
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LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock

Lumber and Dimension
Timber^=

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint i I Sash, Doors,
Roofing Write for Trices Blinds and
Sheeting] (Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

New Edinburgh Mills Ottawa, Ontario

Branch Office and Warehouse :

Nkw Ok.I-.kank, Louisiana 421 Oarondelet Street

EDGINGS
Ontario.

The Toronto Furniture Company "ill build a factory either in Toronto or
some other city.

The sawmill owned by the Hoeken Lumber Company at Otter Lake, Out.,
was recently destroyed by fire.

The Peribonca Pulp Company, of Peribonca, Que., is rebuilding its mill,
which was destroyed by fire last year.

L. Christie has completed bis mills at Fort Frances. The sawmill's ca-
pacity is 35,000 feet per day, that of the planer 50,000 feet.

McArthur Bros, have their new mill installed at Fort William, and are now
running full blast. The E. Long Company, of Orillia, supplied most of the ma-
chinery.

Mr. Goodmurphy, formerly with the Wilson Planing Company, Collingwood,
Out., has been given the position of foreman in the Western Manufacturing
Company's mill at Regina.

The St. Lawrence Paper Mills Company is about to install machinery to
handle its old magazine stock at its mill at Mille Roches, Ont. The same com-
pany may open an office in Toronto.

Zimmerman Bros.' stave factory at Tavistock, Out., was damaged by tire,

which broke out in the engine room. It was, however, got under control by
the employees. The loss is covered by insurance.

Fire in the planing mill and lumber yards of George Matthews, at Fort
William, entirely destroyed the mill and every foot of lumber in the yard. The
loss will be in the neighborhood of $25,000, with $4,000 insurance.

In Stratford, Ont., a by-law to guarantee the $25,000 bonds of the Strat-
ford Carriage and Motor Company, which proposed to take over the premises
of the Borland Carriage Company, was defeated by the ratepayers.

The ratepayers of Port Arthur, Ont., have approved a by-law granting a
bonus of $25,000 a year for ten years and a free site to the Western Dry Dock
& Shipbuilding Company, who will erect a plant at a cost of $1,000,000.

The St. Thomas Match Company, Limited, St. Thomas, Ont., capital $100,-
000, has been granted a Dominion charter to make matches, brooms, wooden-
ware, etc. A. E. Thomas and J. R. Green, of St. Thomas, are charter members.

The Madera Company, Limited, Toronto, capital $5,000,000, has been grant-
ed a Dominion charter to manufacture and deal in logs, lumber and all articles
into which wood enters. J. S. Lovell, accountant, and W. Bain, bookkeeper,
are among the incorporators.

Murphy's saw and planing mill, about five miles east of Warsaw, Ont., was
destroyed by fire recently. On account of the material and the lack of fire-fighting
equipment the blaze made quick work of the buildings. A large quantity of
lumber was also destroyed. The loss will total over $4,000 partially covered by
insurance.

A six-year forestry course will be added to the course of study at Toronto
University at the coming term. Students taking the course will oualify for arts
and forestry degrees simultaneously. This course is in addition to the four-year
course already in existence, and is established for the purpose of creating better
educated foresters. The practical w>rk will be done hereafter in October and
November of the fourth year.

The Rainy River Lumbei Company expects to commence the erection of
their mammoth sawmill and planer at Fort Frances shortly. The proposed mill
will have a capacity of one hundred million feet per annum, and will employ
over 400 men. The planer, which it is expected will run the year round, will

also employ a large number of hands. The company has a capital of $20,000,000
and owns a large amount of timber.

Recent Ontario incorporations include : Montrose Paper Mills, Limited, To-
ronto, Ont., incorporated, capital $150,000: incorporators, G. H. Sedgewick, L.
Davis, M. Nesbitt, A. T. Struthers and H. J. Wilson, all of Toronto. Excelsior
Lumber & Development Company, Ottawa, Ont., incorporated, capital $100,000:
incorporators, J. S. Crawford, W. E Brown, J. W. Gamble, J. J. Collins and
C. W. Patton, all of Ottawa.

J. R. Booth and the Ottawa city council recently had a dispute regarding
the storing of woodpiles in Dalhousie Ward, on the ground that they were a
menace to property in case of fire. Mr. Booth explained to the city that he
was reducing the cut of his mills every year, and would continue to do so until
he got down to day sawing only, on account of the bad feeling against lumber
m the city, but that it would mean a loss of $180,000 per year in wages. Finally
the council decided to retain the woodpiles.

Eastern Provinces.

The Nordin Company will build a woodworking plant at Tide Head, N.B.
The Champeaux lumber mills, on the Quebec shore, opposite Campbellton.

N.B., were recently destroyed by fire at heavy loss.

The St. Louis Construction Company, Limited, Montreal, has been incor-
porated with a capital of $20,000 to manufacture doors, sashes, blinds and house
fixtures. Paul Demers and J. E. Berube, of St. Louis (Montreal), are incor-
porators.

The annual meeting of the Laurentide Pulp & Paper Company will be held
at Montreal in the near future, and it is generally believed that at that time
the company will increase its capital. The stock has been very strong of late,
and is closely held, selling at $128.

About 24,000 feet of lumber belonging to R. B. Bishop, and two new tene-
ment houses were destroyed by fire at Robertson Station, Que., on the Quebec
Central Railway. The loss is estimated at $10,000. The fire is thought to have
caught from boys smoking cigarettes among the lumber piles.

William Currie & Company, Limited, have sold their property at Charlo,
N.B., consisting of the fine mill and property at Charlo river and the timber
limits on the Charlo river to Credit Foncier Canadien, of Providence, R.I. The
business will be run as formerly, Walter J. Miller, secretary-treasurer of the
Wm. Currie & Company, Limited, having been chosen manager. A large mill
will be erected to manufacture spruce.
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Western Canada.
The Acorn Lumber Company, Limited, Stettler, Alta., has been incorporated.
Fire did $25,000 damage to the plant and yard of the Willbank & McPher-

son mill at Abbotsford.

The Mayook Lumber Company, of Mayook, B.C., had its lumber stock de-
stroyed by fare, with a loss of about $50,000.
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limited, have been 8r»nted a permit for the erection of

• $0,1)00 sash and door factory in Victoria, B.C.
The Arrow Lakes Lumber Mills, at Kamloops, B.C., have been reopened

after the expenditure of $20,000 on repairs and additions.
The Mundy Lumber Company's plant at Three Vallev, B.C., was totally

destroyed by hre. Loss, $250,000 The mill is being rebuilt,

u n
ThC

.

Lan'b-)Vatson Lumber Company has started up its mill at Kamloops,
*.»VA™

men eni P'°>'ed A new addition has been erected, costing
$20,000. ' &

The B. F. Graham Lumber Company will build a 100,000 capacity sawmill
on Vancouver Island in conjunction with C. L. Betterton, of Victoria, who is
building a railroad in the vicinity

The Westminster .Mill Company, New Westminster, B.C., recently incorpor-
ated will build a shingle mill and sawmill. W. A. Bailey, J. L. Bat'lev and G.
\\ Beach, ot Seattle, Wash., are incorporators.

_ .

following the amalgamation of large wood, pulp and paper interests in
British Columbia, it is announced that the British Canadian Company will build
large new works at Quatsino and Port Mellon.

Spokane and Idaho capitalists have paid $235,000 cash for 61 sections of
timber m the rraser river valley in Cariboo. This deal was negotiated by F T
Cromwell, formerly of Portland but now of Vancouver, and well known on the
coast.

T. A. Wilson has been appointed manager of the Western ManufacturingCompany s null et Regina. He was for the past three vears foreman in the
Handbury Planing Mill at Brandon, and previous to that time was in chame of
the Wilsons plant at Collingwood, Ont.

The King Lumber Company, Cranbrook, B.C., are now operating two saw-
mills and a large planing mill. They an- under the management of M. B Kin"
At Yahk, 41 miles west of Cranbrook, are located the company's largest saw-
mills, in the centre of their timber holdings.

It is stated that a deal is pending between an American company and the
Canadian Pacific Railway for the acquisition of a large tract of timber land in
the Cowichan lake district. A clause of the proposed contract is that the com-
pany shall erect large mills at Cowichan bay and Cowichan lake, B.C.

The Michigan Pacific Lumber Company, Grand Kapids, Mich., who recently
acquired extensive interests on the Jordan River, fifty miles west of Victoria
B.C., will erect a large lumber and shingle mill. J. W. Moore is manager; Alde-
bert Hankin, superintendent. The headquarters of the company are in Vic-
toria, B.C.

An order has been placed by the Fraser River Lumber Company. New West-
minster, B.C., for a 750 kilowatt steam turbine engine with a capacity of 1 000
horse-power, which will be directly connected with a dvnamo to be' used 'for
lighting the entire plant. This will be the first engine of this type to be in-
stalled in that province.

The Forestry Commission, consisting of F. J. Fulton, Chief Commissioner of
Lands; A C. Humerfelt and A. S. Goodeve, will hold its sittings as follows-
Victoria, August 16, 17 and 18; Nanaimo. August 19; Vancouver, August 30-
\ernon, Sept. 8 and !)

;
Revelstoke, Sept. 10 and 11; Nelson. Sept 13 Cran-

brook, Sept. 14 and 15; Fernie, Sept. 16; Grand Forks, Sept. 18.
According to the reports of lumbermen in the Kootenav, the demand for

lumber m the Prairie Provinces is stronger than at any time during the past
two years. Nearly every mill is in operation, and despite the large output
stocks, which last January amounted to about 200,000,000 feet, have" decreased
to about 100,000,000 feet. With a good crop an improvement in the lumber con-
ditions this fall will be a certainty.

Last year the lumbermen at Edmonton lost two million feet of logs by the
spring rush of water in the Saskatchewan river. They applied to the Govern-
ment at Ottawa for assistance, but none was given, consequently, last winter
they reduced their cut, in view of possible loss. Thev were wise," for the same
conditions prevailed this year with another large loss. Water's mill, the Ed-
monton Lumber Company and the Fraser Lumber Company were the losers.

A large party of Minnesotan lumbermen was in Vancouver recently It was
comprised of Thomas H. Shelvin and H C Clark, of Shelvin-Carpenter Lumber
Company, of Minneapolis, which controls timber areas in British Columbia; B
F Nelson, of the Nelson Lumber Company, Minneapolis, who is looking over
the pulp manufacturing possibilities on the coast ; D. F. Brooks and M. F Scan-
Ion, of the Brooks-Scanlon Lumber Company, St. Paul ; E. D. Keys, J. A. Nichol
and J. R. Randall, of Minneapolis.

Among lumber and sawmill companies recently incorporated under British
Columbia laws are the following: Otter Shingle Company, Limited, capita]
$50,000; International Lumber Company, Limited, capital $150,000, to pt.r-
chase the mills of T. E. and W. O'Neil and W. H. Tackett in Cowichan district-
Northland Timber Company, capital $100,000; Westminster Mill Company'
Limited, capital $30,000; Brooks Timber Company (Minnesota, Minn) canital
$250,000; agent, H. D. Blackford, Vancouver. '

1

Complaint has frequently been made by lumbermen in the interior of British
Columbia that forest fires were caused by sparks from locomotives, and many of
the mills and timber owners had patrols of their own during the dry weather
One of the mills kept tab on the fires, forwarding the finding to Ottawa, witli
the result that the Railway Commission has notified the Forestry Department
o* the Dominion that it will send an inspector to British Columbia to see why-
railway companies are not using screened smokestacks according to the law.

Mr. F. L. Peck, of Scranton, Pa., president of the Mississippi Central
Railway and president of the United States Lumber Company, has purchased 38
timber sections in the Renfrew district, on the west coast of Vancouver Island
from W. E. Simpson, of Iowa Falls, la. The consideration was $200,000 Mr'
Peck has not yea formulated his plans, but may erect a sawmill next year He
is likely to invest additional capital in British Columbia timber lands

'

The area
just sold is mostly cedar, but also includes some pine. Its favorable location will
greatly facilitate logging and milling operations. The standing timber is esti-
mated to total seven hundred million feet. Mr. Peck's lumber company owns
over 300,000 acres of pine woods in the Southern States, and its three sawmills
have a cutting capacity of seven hundred thousand feet dailv. One of the mills
recently completed is a steel and concrete fireproof affair.

FOR

British Columbia Timbers
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Fir, Cedar and Spruce
(RAIL OR CARGO SHIPMENTS)

Communicate with the

Imperial Timber & Trading Co., Ltd,
P. O. Drawer 930 VANCOUVER, B. C.

Get an order in early tor Log Run

White Oak
We only have 7 cars of 4/4 and 4
cars of 5/4—dry.

We have a large stock. 200.000 feet
2J4/4. No. 1. Common and better,
soft

Yellow Poplar
in our Philadelphia yards.

You can get a good price on this
Common and Better

Ash
It runs 50 M feet of 6/4, 36 M feet of

8/4. 35 M feet ot 10/4, ij M feet of
3 inch, and 25 M feet ot 4 inch.

V ou can put good figures on 150,
000 ft. 8/4 No. 2. common and better

Red Oak

This is a good stock of

Gulf Cypress
4/4 to 10/4, there is also a car of
14,000 feet 16/4, 1 and 2 selects ; 3,000
feet ot 12/4, i and 2 selects which
could be loaded in same car.

A mighty attractive price will be
made on

Carload of 4 ft. 6 in.

Bed Slats
but get your order in right away.

lf v°u are in the market for Sound
Wormy

Chestnut
get prices on 500,000 each of 4/4
and 0,4 and 50,000 feet of 8/4. And
then we have some common and
better in 4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 which
there are 4 cars—we want to ship
this quickly.

There is a lot of

Poplar
at one of our outside points

—

150,000 feet of 5/8 No. 1 Common
30,000 24" and up 1 and 2
50,000 ,, ,, ,, 18"

,, ,, ,,

150,000 ,, ,, 4/4 No. 1 Common
80.000 feet 6 and 8/4 Com. and Better

Ask us about our Drv stock good
length and width of

Log Run Maple
We have about 100,000 feet M.C.O.
of 4/4.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices: Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St.

Yards : Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.

JEFFREY

"Reliance"

SAWMILL CHAINS
are interchangeable with other riveted chains ot corresponding styles
and sizes. These chains are made of the highest quality malleable
iron; all links are uniform and true to pitch,

For Conveying
LUMBER, REFUSE. SAWDUST. SLABS. ETC.

Write for Catalogs, Series " T ".

Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.
COLUMBUS, OHIO USANEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON st"^' MONTrTaY DENVER
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS

i inch No. i Pine
cuts & better. . .$40 00 44 00

1 % inch No. 1

cuts and better. 53 00 55 00
j ' No. 1 Cuts and

Better 5" 00 54 00

t% in. No. 2 Pine
cuts and better 44 00 47 00

2" No. a Pine Cuts
and Better 46 00 49 00

1% inch No 2 Cuts
and Better 33 00 35 00

a" No. a Cuts ... 35 00 37 00
lin 1 ine Oressin g
and better shorts 24 00 27 00

1 x 4 and 5 common 22 00 23 00

1 x 6 common 2a 00 34 00
1 x 8common 23 00 25 00

1 x 10 box ai 00 23 00
1 x 10 common and
dressing 29 00 31 00

1 x 12 common 33 00 35 00

ixioand 12 mill cull

sidings 19 00 20 00

2x10 common .... 25 00

2 and 3 x ncommon 2600
1 x 10 inch box and
common . . 24 00

1" mill run sidings 23 00
1 x loand 1a mill

culls 18 50
1" dead cullsidings 12 50

1 J4 inch flooring 25 00

Spruce mill run .... 20 00
Spruce mill culls.. 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 1400
2x4 to8in.,ioto 16ft. 1600
2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 19 00

Clear inch B.C.
cedar, kiln dried 53 00

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber 5° 00 '

HARDWOODS

Ash White ists and
ands, 1 to 2''.

. . .$
Ash, black, istsand

ands i to 2'' ... . >

Ash, black No. 1

common and
better 1"

Ash black log run
Birch, No. 1 com-
mon and better:"

Birch log run ....

Birch, No. 1 com-
mon and better,

•Kt0 2"

Birch, 3 to 4"

Birch, 1" ists & 2nds
Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter, 1"

Basswood log run
Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1A to 2"

Basswood mill run

Soft Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1V2 to 2"

Soft Elm log run
Soft Elm, common

and better 1".
.

.

Soft Elm, mill run
Rock Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1"

27 00
28 00

26 00

25 00

20 00

'3 5o
27 00
21 00
16 00
15 00
16 50
20 00

68 00

Douglas fir dimei
up to 32 iect :

—

8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12

1x14, 12 x 12,12 x,

014,14x14,14x16.

.

6x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x

12, IOX lb, 1 2X 16, 16

x 16, 14x18, 16x18,

18x18 & 20x20. .

.

6x14, 8x 14, 1 2X 18, 18

X20
6x16, 8xi6, 10x18,

12X20, 14x20 & 16

sion limlicr

12 80

2C OO

25 OO

74 GO
21 OO

26 OO

32 OO

35 00

27 50
22 OO

24 OO
20 OO

10X20
6X18, 8X18
6X20, 8X20
Lengths over 32 it. t

lowing advances :

Soc; 36 to 40 It.. $1

;

$3 ; 46 to so ft-. $5.

Fir flooring, edge
grain

iK N0.1 4 ft. Pine
Lath

i%" No. 2 4 rt. lath

>
lA" 3'" P'ne

i'A" No. 1 4ft-

hemlock lath. .

mill run hem-
lock lath

XXPine Shingles
X Pine Shingles.

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2"

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXXsto 2". ..

Red pine, c & c f 1".

.

Red Pine, common 18 oo

M . FEET, CAR LOTS.

Rock Elm, 1% lo 2"

1 sts & 2nd* . .

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1" 20 00

Soft maple common
& better 1% to 3"

Hard Maple ."X4"
& up 10/16N0.1 com
mon and better .

.

Hard Maple 4
wx 4"

10' to 16' common
and better

Oak, red, plain,

ists and ends 1"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 2"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2 nds, 3"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2iids, 4"

Oak, white, plain,

1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white, i}£"x6"
and up 10/16 .

.

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1" 80 00

Oak, quartered,
istsand 2nds, 1%.
to 2"

Hickory ists and
ands h'vy i^to 3" 62 00

33 3"

33 8a

34 3°

34 80

35 3o

36 30
ike the fol-

33 35 ft-i

4 1 to 4,s tt,

,

4 00

3 50
1 60

3 5°

3 25

» »5

3 10

3 45
4 l 5

3° 00
3> 00
33 00
22 00

40 00

22 50

25 00

22 00

32 on

53 00

55 00

60 00

65 00

54 °o

54 00

82 00

84 00

7a o

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTURE

Pine good sidings :

lin. X7in andup 42 00 46 00

iji" andiK x
8' and up 50 00 56 00

a" x 7" and up 48 00 54 00

No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up 34 00 3° 00

Pine good strips :

1'' 36 00 40 00

iA" and \A"'.. 38 00 42 00
2 42 00 45 00

Pine good shorts :

1
' x 7" and up .. 35 00 37 00

1
'' 28 00 ,0 00

1 A" and \%" . . . 40 00 4300
2" 4a oc 45 00
7" to 9"A Sidings 25 00 37 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
sidings 36 00 40 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips 26 00 31 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
shorts 22 00 26 00

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-

ter 12' to 16'. . . . 23 00 2500
Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings 21 50 ag 00

Pine, ». c. strips... 19 00 21 00

Pine, s. c. shorts. . . 17 00 19 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4 20 00 21 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5 21 00 22 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6 23 00 2500
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x7 22 00 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8 23 00 as 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9 23 00 24 00
Pne, s.c. and qetter,

Pi 1 x 10 24 00 26 00

xn e, box boards.. 16 00 20 00
N 10 No 1 barn . . 29 00 32 00
ix i 10 No. 2 " 23 00 2s 00

S & 9 No. 1 barn 23 00 26 00

x 8 & 9 No. 2 " 20 00 22 00
Pine Shorts 6' to 11'

x 10' aa 00 23 000
Pine mill culls 16 00 19 o

R s PRICES
Pine O. culls 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out. .. . 17 00
Spruce, 1" x 4" & up 15 00
Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10"
. . 17 00

Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B) 24 00
Hemlock 13 00
Tamarac 14 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out . 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out.
Birch
Sott Elm, common,
and better i,z%,x"
Ash, black common
and betten" to 2"

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
1 3/8" x 4'

N". 2 white pine
Lath, mill run
white pine. . .

.

Spruce, mill run
Red pine millrun
No. 1 white pine
'" * 4'

No. 2 white pine

22 00
18 00

25 00

19 00
17 00

19 00

26 00
IS 00

»S 00

20 00

26 OO
20 OO

24 OO

28 OO

3 25
2 7S

75
25

25

3 75
3 *5

3 00
2 so
a 50

2 so 3 00

Spruce mill run
x

Pine mill

1 75

75
Red
run 1" 1 75
Tamarac mill run 1 75
Bas«wood " 2 00
Hemlock " 1 75

32" Lath 1 00
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18"
3 50
2 75

xx, 18" 1 50
White Cedar Shingles :

xxxx, 18' 4 2$
Clear Butt, 18" 3 00
x, X 18" i 50

Railway ties o 42
No. a Railway Ties ao om
Spruce logs (pulp) la 00

2 00
2 25
2 as
1 50

4 00

3 25

75

4 50

3 25
' 75
o 50
25 00
14 OO

TBX.ROSAPH Poles
as feet long, 6" to 8" top

1

00 1 so

30 " " *'

1

40 3 »5

35 " " "

2

25 4 00

4° " 7" "

4

*5 4 75

45 " "

4

75 5 75
SO " " "

7

S° 10 5°

55
' " 11

1 1 00 1 3 50
60 " " " 16 50

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAFT. Cts.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 leet average. 40 so
First class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal.. 70 72

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.

By the dram, according to average and quality 60 6.1

BUt.
By the dram, acoordin to average and quality, 40 to 4s feet. b$ ^„

" " " " 3° to 3s feet. 50 5^

ASH.

10 inches and up, according to average and quality 2s
Average 16 inch 35

BIRCH.
14 inch , '6 00

15 " 22 24
-.1 " »7 30

18 " 3' 35

gl'EBEC SPRUCE DEALS
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 17 00 per it.

Oddments '5 00

Boards, 1 and 2 in 15 00

KIRCH PLANKS.

, to 4 in ,8 00

SARNIA, ONT.
FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

i x 6 and 8" 50 00

1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00

\Yt and iH" " 62 00
2" 64 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4x80: up No. 1 & better 4s 00

6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 54 00

8/4 ,, ., , 57 °o

614 x 6 & up No. 2 47 00

8/4 ,. .. ., 49 00
6/4X 6 81 up No. 3 ., 42 00

8/4 ,, ,, ,, 46 00

NO. 1 CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 44 00

S 1 00
53 00
56 00

75 °o
80 00

'A i"-

''A in.

ain,

i'A and 3'

4 in.

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 29^00

iA" 39 00

K" .. 4' 00
2" " 45 00

aM» 3 and 4" " 60 00 65 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00

1% and 1%" " 31 00
2 " 31 00

2%, 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
1" X 4" 24 OO
1" x s" 26 00
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

1 x 10
1" x 12"

1" x 13 and up
tX, t'A and /'

28 OO
30 00
31 00
30 00

NO. I BARN.

I in

1%. iM and 2".

2% and 3" ... .

4

NO. 2 BARN.

I in

''A, '14 and 2"
.

*A and 3"

NO. 3 BARN.

42 OO

34 OO

37 00
42 00

33 00

30 00

30 00

1 in 23 00 26 00

i
lA, iA and 2" 23 00 26 00

No. 1, 1, iA> l A> 2" 20 00 27 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

1A • 1A and 2"
. . . . 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" 15 00
1. 'A- 'A and 2" 15 00

No. 2 14 00 15 00

LATH.

No. 1 ,
32" I 50 2 OO

No. 2, 48" 3 50
No. 1, 48" pine 4 00

NO.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. 1 S. AND
6ft

2x4 14 00

2x6 and 2x8 16 50

2 x 10 '7 00

2 x 12 '7 50

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

8ft
17 OO

'7 50
17 50

10 ft

18 5o
18 so
2050
2! SO

14 X 16 ft

t8 50

Dimensions

2 x 4-12 $'9 00

2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00

2 x 4-10-18-20 21 00

2 x 6
*

2x8 8 to 16 19 00

Common Boards

4 inch $'9 00
21 50
22 50
22 50
22 50

Flooring
4 or 6 .'inch No. 1 $32 00

*' " 2 30 00
" " " 3 22 jo

Shiplap—Finished

4 inch 19 00
6 " ai 50
8, 10, 12 inch 22 50

Siding
6 inch No. 1 31 00

" No. 2 29 00
No. 3 22 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
12 ft.

2 1 50
23 5°

4 75
3 25

14 and 16 tt

21 so
22 00
24 00
22 50
22 50
22 50

. . . 29 80

3x6and 3 x8 •.-— «£
>**

4 x 4 to 6 x 8

V* 8° *
!

0
.

X
.

U>
':::::':::::. v".v".v.v.v.v.::::: «^

6 x 14 up to 32 ft

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND El

2x4, 2X6, ax 8, 8 to .6 ft *20 °°

18 to 3a ft

a x 10, a x la, 8 to 16 ft

18, ao, aaft
'

24, 26, 38, 30, 3a

2 x 14 up to 32 It ... •
3X4to4by.2.8to.6ft •••• • •; »£
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 10 to 32 re

6 x 6 to 6 x 1a 110 to 32 ft

3 x 14. 4 * '4

50
21 00
24 00

25 00
25 00
25 OO

B. C. Fl R TlM BE R»-ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14, 12 x la, 12 x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x

up to 32.
10 x 20
8 x 20 .'

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine, 4 in

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
F. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce. ...

8 to 16 ft., 6 in

B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16'

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16'

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch

3
" 4
" 3

XXX B. C. Cedar

mixed w dtha

SHINGLES

X X B. C. Cedar .

XXX Dimension.

$24 80
26 Ko

27 30

30 50
40 00
40 00
3' 00
29 00

21 00
18 so
20 (to

19 'JO

$27 00
21 00
18 50

•5 SO
1 1 on

•*2.8o

2.00

2-S5

No.
No.

Mixed W & R Pine.
B. C. Fir

LATH.
$3- so
4So

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. V.

Uppers 4/4 to 8/4.

.

0/4 to 12/4 9S 00
Selects 4/4 to 8/4 78 00

" 10/4 to 12/4 90 00
Fine Common 4/4 56 00

S/4 62 00
6/4 62 00
8/4 64 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4 48 00
5/4 55 00
6/4 57 00

" 8/4 60 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 33 00

5/4 43 00
" 6/4 45 00

" *' 8/4 49 00
No. 3 Cuts s/4 35 00

" 6/4 35 00
8/4 3S 00

WHITE PINE

(Wholesale selling price.

Dressing 5/4 46 00
S/4 x 10 si 00
S/4 " n 52 "o

No. 1 Moulding s'4 58 00
6/4 s8 00
8/4 ;H <„,

No. 2 Moulding s/4 47 00
6/4 47 00
8/4 47 00

No. 1 Barn 1x12 46 00
1 x 6 & 8 35 00

" 1 x 10 37 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 33 00

x 10 35 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 27 00
" " 1 x 10 29 00

Box 1 x 6 & up 24 00
" ix 10 24 00
"

1 x 12 26 00
"

1 X 1 3 & up .»| OO

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

WHITE ASH.

i st & 2nd, 1 inch.

1 A to 2 inch .

.

2A to 4 inch

40 00 42 00 I

44 00 46 00 I Strips 22 00 24 00
48 00 54 00

I
Com. and culls . . 14 00 22 00

BLACK AM) BROWN
1st St 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 42 00

1
Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

BIRCH

1st & 2nd, white, 61st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red 40 00 42 00

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up 32 00 35 00

Common and culls. 15 00 17 00

inch and up 30 00 32 00
Common and good

culls 16 00 18 o

1st and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up .... 26 00 28 00

Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE
1st and 2nd hand 20 00 23 00 I 1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00 23 00
Common and culls 14 00 15 00 | Common and culls. 12 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch $92 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 81 00
Fine Common, 1 inch $g 00

iA to 2 inch 64 00

45 00

54 00

35 00
38 00

37 00
36 00

No. 1 Cuts, 1 inch
1A t° 2 inch

No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch
i){ to i inch. .

.

Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12
No. 1, 1 x 10
No. 1,1x8
No. 2,1X12 40 00
No. 2, 1 x 10
No. 2, 1 x 8 33 50
No. 3, 1 x 12 32 So
No. 3, 1 x 10 30 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 29 00

Spruce, 10 and 12 in. dimension
9 in. and under 24 ob

10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up .... 23 50
2x2. 2x4, 2x5. 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up 21 so
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft ..

andup 21 so
S in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up, p, is 19 00
Canadian Spruce boards 23 00
Vermont Spruce boards, matched . . 22 00
1 x 2 and 1 x 3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundled 20 00
1
H" Spruce laths 3 80
'A"

$94 00
84 00
61 00
66 00

58 00
37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00

37 00
42 00

35 00
34 00
34 00
29 00
25 So
27 00
2S OO

22 OO

23 OO
20 OO
24 OO
21 5°
22 OO

4 OO

3 50

Extras

.

Clears

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
$3 70 $4 00

Second clears 2
Clear Whites 2
Extra is (Clear whites out) 1 45
Extra is (Clear whites in) 50

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16" & butts to 2" 3 90
" " Eurekas, 18" " "
" " Perfections, j butt» to »J<*

2 50
2 45
2 25
1 60

3 8s
4 »5

4 75
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

JOT

IT

DOWN
We're Manufacturers and Wholesalers

to the Trade only
And in addition to strictly observing legitimate
trade lines we manufacture and wholesale
from our own mills and timber the very best

Nrk 9 QuebecIW.JL Spruce
LUMBER, FURRING, etc.

"Quality Lumber & Shingles"

WHITE CEDARS&»» in i a* y^cuPi

Shingles
"Quality is the best policy

"

Saw & Shingle Mills
Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q.
Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P. Q.

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Sayabec, P. Q.

OU
R

Q
,

U^LITY
M
ST
S
CKS

<r
F1°°rin^ CeiIin^ Partitio"> Novelty Siding-Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lat£ etc

Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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Lower the Cost

Increase the Output

Uawthorn
Induction Motors

mm will surely do that in

your lumber-mill—or any

other— Because

Hawthorn Induction Motors naturally must de-

crease the operating" cost of any saw, any planer,

any machine whatever, inasmuch as they not only

increase the speed of the machine, but keep that speed

the same whatever the load, and make that machine
easier to operate because they give positive and
instant control of stopping and starting. Incidentally

there is no waste of power when the machine stands

idle during working time.

I fa w thorn Indue-

tion Motors also

must surely lessen your

outlay for power, ma:

terially—Because

the direct drive of a Hawthorn Motor, applied

exactly when and where it is needed, utilizes all that

horse-power otherwise lost by belt-drives and shafting.

Often that lost power amounts to fifty per cent. Pay
you to save that much, wouldn't it?

Ouilt in such a practical way,

and so shielded, that shav-

ings, dust, chips, cannot pos-

sibly work into the mechanism.

Nothing to bother over about a

Hawthorn Induction Motor.

Take time NOW to send for Bulletin 507. It will

perhaps give you new light on the lumberman's power-

problem. Glad to mail it to you when you write to

our nearest branch, as below:

/NORTHERN ELECTRIC
AND [MANUFACTURING CO. UMITtD

Manufacturers and Suppliers of all apparatus and

equipment used in the construction, operation and

Maintenance of Telephone and Power Plants

Montreal
Cor. Noire Dameand Guy Streets

Toronto
60 Front Street West

Regina
Winnipeg1

5qg Henry Avenue

Vancouver
424 Sejmour Street

For Sale
A quantity of No. 2 Pine Culls; also some dry

4-4, 5-4 and 8-4 Birch Log Run, Dead

Culls out.

Huntsville Lumber Co.
Huntsville, Ontario.

They Stand the Test
The thousands of Shimer Cutter Heads sold on their
merits proves that they will stand any fair test given
them to determine their strength, cutting ability and
general labor-saving features.

The duplicate orders from these trial patrons for Heads and Cutters
to de other varieties of work, and to be used interchangeably with those
first purchased, is also a convincing argument in favor of using the
Shimer Cutter Heads to manufacture any special articles you may wish
to get out in quantity.

For all-round service, at reasonable cost, our "Best of All," which
are illustrated herewith, are the favorites, They are turned out of solid
steel forgings and coutain all the latest improvements in bit seats to give
freedom in the cut and to make the overcut on bead, cove or bevel siding,
etc. They also contain the Shimer Expansion feature to enable the
operator to quickly and easily make any desired change in the thickness
of tongue or groove. They are tools well worth investigating and cost
only $31.50 per set, complete.

We have the same tools without Expansion feature for $4.00 less
the set, besides many other varieties both cheaper and dearer, but for
general all-around satisfactory service, you will make no mistake in
selecting the "Best of All," as thousands of users can testify. Address

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons,
Branch of Milton, Pa., U. S. A.

Gait Ont.

ATKINS s
cr
v
oss

s
cut

lSAWS
AT-< >;<>•

are in active demand wherever the finest saws are appreciated. They're

just as perfect as money and brains can make them.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

E. C. ATKINS & CO. INC.
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY

Canadian Works
INDIANAPOLIS, IND

HAMILTON. ONT.
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You are Losing Money if you
Operate with Horses

!

Patented in Canada and U.S.A. Dunbar Logging Engine.

The

Dunbar Logging Engine
with patented improvements solves the problem of increased cost in logging operations

We would call the attention of Lumber Operators to the following advantages and improvements of the Dunbar
Logging Engines over all other makes. Our engines have been made heavier in every part and have larger Boilers
with deep fire boxes for wood firing, and besides the usual equipment of injectors, etc. are fitted with Feed Water
Heaters and direct connected pump, thus making a very large saving in fuel. Our patent attachment for adjusting the
Boiler to suit the different grades of road eliminates all danger from rush of water to either end of Boiler, thereby doing
away with burnt Crown Sheets and Tube ends.

Everything which experience has shown to be necessary, has been done to make as complete an engine as
possible for the purpose, viz.

,
hauling logs on ice and snow roads.

These Engines will haul upwards of 150,000 ft. of lumber, depending on the condition of the road which only
requires to be made as tor horses' operations except that they should be nine feet wide.

In every case there is a large saving over the use of horses. The results to be obtained are not based on theory but
have been actually obtained and in some cases the saving has been 75%.

Our descriptive circulars and photos will be gladly sent upon request. They will certainly interest every lumber-
man who recognizes the importance of economical log hauling.

We also manufacture Shingle Machines, Rotarys, Stock Gangs, Planers and all Saw Mill Mach inery.

The Alex. Dunbar & Sons Co., Limited
WOODSTOCK, N. B.
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Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,
lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

Reliable
Veterinary
Remedies
No logging outfit is complete without a

supply of reliable veterinary remedies.
Getting the wrong kind means the loss
of the use of your horses when time is
valuable.

Johnson's Veterinary Remedies
are guaranteed never to fail when used
as directed. You get your money back if

they ever do.
They are

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. I.

A penetrating Alcoholic Liniment.
Put up in one gallon jugs, with full
directions, per imperial gal. 94.50

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. a.
A combination of the best oils used
as liniments, imp. gallon . $3.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy.
A sure and speedy cure for colic
Imperial gallon $5.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Oint-
ment.
Positively the best all-round healing
ointment made. In use by the larg-
est owners of horse flesh in Canada.
Put up in 2 lb tins, each . . $a.as
or In X lb tins, per dozen . . $3.50

Johnson's Condition Powders. (Con-
centrated).
Put up in bulk, per lb ... . 30c.

These goods being put up in bulk are
more economical than others, as cost of
bottling, etc., is saved.

CAMP REMEDIES.
In addition to our Veterinary Reme-

dies we make a line of medicines for lum-
bermen, including a strong, penetrating
liniment, healing ointment, cholera cure,
liver pills, cough syrup, in fact anything
in the form of Camp Drug Supplies. We
know that there are no better remedies
made than those we offer. There may be
others nearly as good, but they lack our
guarantee. Satisfaction or money back.
A trade discount of 10% allowed off all
orders amounting to $100.

Send postal for printed matter.

A. H. JOHNSON
Wholesale Druggist

Colllngwood, - Ont,

RUBBER BELTING

for Transmitting-

,

Elevating and

Conveying.

Rubber

Hose

for Water, Steam,

Air Suction, and

Fire Protection.

The

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, Limited

Head Offices : 47 Yonge Street, TORONTO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

Have You Trouble
in keeping up constant steam
pressure and expenses down?

You can increase the steaming capacity
of the boiler and evaporate more water
per pound of fuel with

The Cyclone Shaking

and Dumping Grate Bar
than with any other device.

The dominating features are simplicity,
durability and economy. 6

Qi'mnli'mKr No roc^s or bolts to become
DimpilCliy displaced and obstruct the draft.

Adapted to cheap fuel, soft and
Economy hard coal screenings, and hard

or run of mine coal.

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co.
Limited

36 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO

DA II O ' or Tramway*, Siding*, Etc.
llHILO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

If H** 15'NT WORTH
ADVERTISING,

The . . .

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO., Limited

Head Office: TORONTO

HIGHEST GRADES OF

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS

The M. Brennen

& Sons Mfg. Co.

Limited

Hamilton - Canada

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont

Yard* and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont.
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DISSTON

Saws, Tools and Files
Made
Sold
Used ON MERIT

And the Confidence placed in the Quality and Efficiency of the DISSTON BRAND shall

be as well-deserved in the future as it has been during the past SIXTY-NINE YEARS.

Henry Disston <fe Sons, Inc.
Canadian Works:

112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

Philadelphia, Pa.

Burn your Refuse under your Boilers
utilizing the heat to run your mill.

This enables you to dispose of it without expense, and permits
you to

SELL YOUR WOOD
for which there is a large and rapidly-growing demand, at good prices.

The Gordon
Hollow Blast Grate

gives as good results with wet, green or frozen sawdust as
a draft grate gives with dry wood.—Equally efficient with
wet or green slabs.—Generates from 25 to 50% more steam
than an ordinary grate.—Gives you perfect control over
your fire.—Makes you independent of the weather.—Saves
labor in firing.—Lasts a lifetime.—Adapted for either or-
dinary furnaces or Dutch ovens, and for any number of
boilers.

It often

PAYS FOR ITSELF IN ONE WEEK'S TIME

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Greenville Michigan

(Please mention this publication.)

A LEADER THAT LEADS

DeLoach "Leader" Planer

Weight 1,800 pounds.
Price at factory only $230.00

Just the thing for neighborhood work
Fully guaranteed,

also

?Z "Paragon" $376.12. 24" Double "Monitor" $590.00.
24 'Monitor" 461.38. 20" "Daisy" Surfacer 137.92.

Solid forged steel cylinders slotted four sides.
The reversible as well as the variable feature of the
teed puts our machines in a class by themselves.
Send for 254 page catalog of Saw Mills, Shingle Mills,
1 laners Gang Edgers, Lath Mills, Grinding Mills,Wacer Wheels, Engines, Boilers and Gasoline Engines

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 511,
BRIDGEPORT, ALA.
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Beardmore Leather Belting
72 inch 3 ply 175 feet long

Made only of Extra Selected No. i Packer Steer

Hides, Oak Tanned

Beardmore Extra Waterproof Cement Leather

Belting for the Wet Places in Pulp, Paper and Saw

Mills, Etc.

The Maximum of Stretch is taken out of Beardmore

Belting by improved appliances, without impairing its life.

Every belt guaranteed as to quality of material and

workmanship.

The Largest Leather Belt ever made T oa « n • « i «« n a

in Canada Large Stocks Carried at all Branches

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank St., Ottawa, Ont. Woods Western Building, Cor. Market and Louise Sts., Winnipeg, Man.

FLECK BROS., Limited, 443 Pender Street West, Vancouver, B.C.

Mowry's Jumbo Edger and Gang
Separate or Combined

•This is one of the best machines
* manufactured in Canada. We have sold quite a

number of these machines and have some splendid recom-
mends for them. Mandrel is 4^ in. diameter by 10 ft.

6 in. long. Drive pulley is 20 in. x 20 in. The machine
is five feet seven inches inside of frame. It has two
water boxes. Two stationary and two movable saws
(or more if desired). It has eight stationary saws for the

gang side (or more if desired). It will rip up cants to

eight inches thick. Take a slab off two sides of your
small logs and run the log through the "Jumbo " and it

will come out in boards. It is impossible for the cant to

fly back. It has reverse gear so that if a cant binds the

operator can touch a lever and run the log back. 24 in.

or 26 in. saws are used. Prices quoted on application,

with or without saws.

We make all Kinds of up-to-date Saw
Mill Machinery

Send for our Catalogue and Prices

Mowry & Sons, Gravenhurst, Ont.
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The Planer Specialist's Narrow No. 59 Surfacer
gives the same output as the ordinary wide machine—simply because it can be run at so
much faster feed. What is more the narrow machine costs less, occupies less floor space,
is more easily maintained and less expensive in the matter of upkeep. The Balanced
Round Cutter Head and the Truing Devices—both patented—insure work of the highest
grade even at the fastest feed.

S. A. Woods Machine Company - Boston
The Planer Specialists

CHICAGO
NEW ORLEANS ATLANTA

SEATTLE

New No. 10
Heavy Open Side Molder

This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-
ing machinery, just
from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
w..,.„ B_h

GALT ^Nb
TARI° CANADA

WP ZTh^ r ,

R°" ' "ON™V QUt «—*—"'^'VANCOUVER, B. C.WE MAKE S5«k
c„S;, cS ^nt^^&J^ E"t s*w "g" B°«-. "«..««, r**,, s.»„ .»„ p.™

Machinery Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.
Macninery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating

ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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Saw Machinery
We manufacture under our own Patents the

most Complete Line of

Automatic Saw Sharpeners

Saw Stretchers - Retoothers

Shears . - Swages

and all necesary appliances for the Filing- Room

Covel Manufacturing Company
Benton Harbor, Mich.

The Covel No 90 for Heavy Band Saws

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.
AGENTS FOR CANADA

Detachable Lumber Trucks

with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

For Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In ^, and 1 Cord Capacity—Extra Strong ofThor.

oughly Seasoned Hardwood and Bolted Throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in Trains or Singly for Platform Work.

Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co.
Limited

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRTTE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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Wire Rope
Special Alligator

Ropes, any lengths,
fitted with proper at-
tachment.

See Carriage Ropes
Haulage Ropes.
Smoke Stack Stays.

Standard and Lang's Patent Lay .

The B. Greening Wire Company
HAMILTON, ONT. Limited MONTREAL. QUE.

HUTHER. BKOS. PATENT GROOVER OR DADO HEADFor cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to , inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material. Will
Thi.i. _1„ r»lJ„ lil-J —I/' cut a. pen«t groove with or across the grain.
1 his is the only Dado Head on the market that gives entire satisfaction on all classes ot wofk No

rndI
a
?
JU!,Tm

- A
F°r

.
d,fferCn,

r
idth Kr«>\«- *™P'i remove or add inside cuuers So?d by builders

f"!f™ °.
,:"°od wo

.

r
.

k,n» "V»ch.nery ,n all part, ot the United States. Will send on approval,
pense.

N.Y., manufacturers
HiTiikd" uo

h
^e

ny
c'.™ m.^e on

SiS
marl"!,

:
if "Ot «he best return at our experHUTHER BROS SAW MFG. CO.. Inc.. ..70 University Ave.. Rochestkr :

Circular bawi, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box Cutters. Concave Saws, etc.

Cranbrook Sash and

Door Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DOWELL DOORS, INTERIOR FINISH
WINDOWS, TURNINGS, BRACKETS

DETAIL WORK A SPECIALTY

Lumber Shingles

Lath
Shipments in Straight or Mixed

Carloads.

Address Cranbrook, B.C.

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

I SiIicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranteed the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got ourCatalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

We Make All Kinds of

Machinery and Tools

for the Care of Saws

The sectional view of our swage shows our new spring
bracket which permits the swage to tip forward during the
operation of swaging. In this bracket we have preserved
our compact construction features. It is practically as strong
as a solid bracket, is impossible to get out of order, and is

easily adjusted to give any amount of spring desired, or to
be rigid and allow no spring.

This new feature of Hanchett Swages still further in-
creases the efficiency of a swage which without this improve-
ment has for a number of years been quite generally con-
ceded to have the lead over any other swage mannfactured.
The spring bracket, in conjunction with the action of Han-
chett dies, proves unusually effective in bending the tooth
forward so that it may be faced perfectly with little grinding.

Sectional View of Hanchett Band Saw Swage.
(Patented January 5, 1909.)

With this spring bracket with its perfect adjustments, added
to the unusually wide range of adjustment of Hanchett
swages, the filer can swage his saws to a nicety, and adjust
his swage to place the points just where he wants them, and
get any amount of hook wanted.

These brackets will fit all the old Hanchett Swages, so
that our old customers can avail themselves of this improve-
ment by purchasing from us the new spring bracket.

We absolutely guarantee our swages and all swage
parts, and any part furnished by us which fails to be per-
fect in every respect, both in workmanship and material,
will be promptly replaced by us without charge.

Let us send you our New 1909 Catalog No. 18. It is the
most comprehensive and up-to-date Filing; Room Catalog
in existence. It will interest you. : : : : :

Hanchett Swage Works
BIG RAPIDS, MICH., U.S.A.

Hanchett Swages Do Good Work
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The

Maple Leaf Saw Works
Shurly & Dietrich

GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular Saws

Gang Saws

Mill Saws

Band Saws

Cross-Cut Saws

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hand Saws

Buck Saws

Plastering Trowels

Butcher Saws

Straw Knives

Maple Leaf Saw Set
MANUFACTURED BY

SHURLY & DIETRICH, Gait, Ont.

Directions.—Place the set on the point of tooth, as shown in the accom-
panying cut, and strike a very light blow with a tack hammer. If

you require more set, file the tooth with more bevel.

If you follow directions you cannot make a mistake. Be sure and not

strike too hard a blow, and it will set the hardest saw. On receipt

of 40 cents we will send one by mail.

We are the only manufacturers in the world who
export Saws in large quantities to the

United States.

GROUND THIN ON BACK

Save Labor Save Gumming

Save Time Save Files

This Saw Stands Without a Rival

AND IS THE

FASTEST GUTTING SAW IN THE WORLD!

Its Superiority consists in its Excellent Temper. It

is made of " Razor Steel," which is the finest ever used in

the manufacture of Saws. We have the sole control of

this steel. It is tempered by our secret process, which

process gives a keener cutting edge and a toughness to

the steel which no other process can approach.

We Manufacture

HIGH GRADE BAND SAWS
Of All Widths and Lengths.

These Saws are made of Refined Razor Steel, and tempered by our Secret

Process ; for Fine Finish and Temper are not excelled.
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JUST OUT

The New Waterous Band Mill

The latest most

up-to-date mills

oa the market.

Upper guide of

patented safety

saw centre
swing design

quick vertical

and horizontal

adjustment. Is

fitted with quick

opening device

;

is water cooled

and non-break-

able.

Upper guide
arm raised and

lowered by
power mechan-

ism.

Lower sawguide

designed on same

principle as up-

per to swing
around centre of

saw. Is quick

opening and un-

d e r control o f

tail sawyer.

8 ft., 9 ft., 10 ft, Sizes—Single and Double Cutting

Cut of 8'—Double (Jutting.

The product of

our 50 years ex-

perience in saw-

mill business.

Columns solid,

rigid, giving
wide range of

adjustment t o

upper wheel.*.

Upper wheel

raised and low-

ered by jack
screws and
gearing.

Tensioning de-

vice acts inde-

pend ently of

position of up-

per wheel and

removes all jar

from saw by

patented self-

cushioning ten-

sion weights.

Tilting Device Improved and Simplified. Cross Lining Adjustments also Supplied.hrame very Heavy and Extends Completely Around Mill.
"

WRITE FOR SPECIAL BULLETIN DESCRIBING THESE MACHINES

Waterous Engine Works Co.BRANCH :

Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited
Winnipeg, Man. Brantford, Canada B. C. Agency : H. B. Gilmour,

Vancouver



FOR LUMBERMEN WE BELIEVE
YOU WILL READ THIS ADVERTISEMENT.

It has then served its purpose. We want to ask you a question and will confidently leave the answer to you.

DO YOU THINK YOUR INSURANCE RATES TOO HIGH ?

We have a plan that will reduce your rates and invite you to correspond with us, we will be glad to explain.

ASK FOR OUR ADDITIONAL LINE PROPOSITION.
Would you not feel safer with from $1,000 to $10,000 additional protection ? Suppose you have a fire to-night,

would your present insurance put you on a sound business basis again ? Write us to-day, now that you

have read this advertisement before you forget.

Lumber Underwriters

BY LUMBERMEN

FIRE INSURANCE 66 Broadway, NEW YORK, N.Y. REDUCED RATES

Venereed

Doors
Each door we manufacture is made from kiln

and air dried stock, carefully machined and

finished and represents the value on the market.

We stock in a variety of woods and designs,

ensuring prompt and satisfactory service. :: :;

Newel Posts - Staved Columns

In our Staved Colonial Columns a "V" Locked

Joint is employed, giving a larger gluing sur-

face and preventing all possibilility of shrinkage

or checking :: " ::

All Orders to

Batts Limited
48 Pacific Avenue - West Toronto

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT 5
KNOWN

"EXTRA"

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

44Trident" Steel Loading Chains
These Chains are made with extra long lapped, self locking, swelled welds.

The very best Chains for log conveyors, decking, log haul ups, hoisting, loading, etc.

PINK'S PEAVEY HANDLES in select split Rock Maple are the Standard everywhere.

REAL'S PATENT TONGS for handling pulpwood, ties, or light logs of any kind.

THOMAS PINK, - Pembroke, Ont
Manufacturer of Logging Tools
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(anadalumberman
£ Wood \A7Vb*~1^t-Worker

Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney & Foot - McCIellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

We Cannot Compel You
to Come in—But

your decision after full in /estigation

will be correct and satisfactory to us.

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

40 of the premium now paid back to Policy Holders.

Nine - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies

We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
ARCTIC METffl Hamilton, ont.

FOR COOL BEARINGS

We Guarantee Every Belt

" D.K." Balata

Genuine Oak

BELTING
D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West joo King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.
a 1 St. Peter St. 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including:

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. <& SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents, Awnings. Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets, Grey Blanket*, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowihoes,
Moccasins, Etc Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER <& SONS
Cor.George.King& Water Sts., Peterborough. Ont , Can

THE GREAT BELT"
beats all rivals every time

Strength
TTniformity
Reliability
Endurance

Test it

Try it

TAKe it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK
SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Sire*. MONTREAL
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How the Steam Tension Band Mill increases your

daily cut and saws uniform lumber

Think how much more sensitive a steam con-

trolled device ia than any system operated by

weights and levers.

On our band mill we control the tension

on the saw by steam, which is the only way
we know of to keep the right strain always
on the saw.

Thus your saw is always in shape to turn

out perfect lumber, and you get a unifoimly

sawn product.

As i he top wheel is moved up and down
by steam, when you change your saws you
save all the time (except ten seconds) formerly

taken to lower and raise that wheel and get

the proper tension on the saw. That is be-

cause no system of screws and gears can act

as quickly as steam.

The top guide is also operated by steam

so that the sawyer can raise or lower it

instantly.

You see therefore that this is quicker and

easier to handle than any weight tension "mill.

That means more lumber every day.

A number of Canadian mills are cutting

with it this season. Would you like to know
who they are so that you can see it working

before the mills shut down ?

B. C. Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver, B. C.
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J. B. MILLER, President

The
W. B. T1NDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Limited

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

VIEW OF OUR MILLS AT PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

Traders Bank Building,

Phone Main 1016

HEAD OFFICE:

Toronto, Ont.
Telegraph Codes :

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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W. E. LOUNT
360 Berkeley St., TORONTO

Lumber Salesman, Inspector

and Arbitrator

Pint*, Hemlock, Hardwoods, Lath
and Shingles.

Lists and consignments solicited.

Will sell on salaryor commission.
Inspection contracts wanted
charges moderate. Fifteen years
experience as salesman a n d
inspector. Satisfaction guar-
anteed.

Muir & Terry
Wholesale Lumber

White and Red
Pine, Spruce,
Shingles, and
Lath

408 Confederation Life Bldg.

TORONTO

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE ONT.

Dimension Timber. Joisting

Rough and Dressed Lumber

Lath, Shingles and Pickets

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. List ot timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied

on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, B. C.

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

G. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT. MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood
Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

SUPERIOR MFC. CO.U?
RUBBER & STEEL STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT.
f NO fO» CAUtOCOt

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawn Lumber, Lath, Sash,

Doors and Factory Material

Dimension Bill Stuff in

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Must Be Moved
We have in stock for quick shipment :

—
100 M feet one-inch No. 2 Hemlock
100 M feet two-inch No. 2 Hemlock
45 M feet one-inch Birch, No. 2

and No. 3 Common

Everything in two^inch Hemlock. ::

:: :: :: :: Special Prices on Bill Stuff

Long Lumber Company
HAMILTON, ONT.

R. Laidlaw

Lumber
Company

Limited

Ferguson Lumber Co
London, Onl.

gHINGLES
UMBER

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles

Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

LEAK & CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Write us for special price on

18ft. 2x10* 12in.

DRY NORWAY

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Hill

Stutt. We have also stocks of Ash. Elm.
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-

ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX, XXXX,
16 and iS inches.

HEAD OFFICE :

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillla, Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched

or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and

sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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Saw Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

The Way to Get Good Lumber
as every manufacturer will tell you, starts with the selection of the timber. It is

because we are particularly fortunate in having- the finest pine timber in Northern
Ontario, and are painstaking in our manufacturing", that our products to-day are
so far ahead of the average.

We know we can satisfactorily fill your requirements when you are in the market for

Rough or Dressed Norway and White Pine Lumber
Railroad and Structural Timbers

Flooring, Ceiling, Moulding, Siding, Cross Arms, etc.

With a daily capacity of 190,000 feet of lumber, 65,000 pieces of lath, besides box
boards, pickets, etc., we are in a position to fill orders of any size without delay.

George Gordon & Company, Limited
Cache Bay - . Ontario
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. ' A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.

and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office

:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited.

Hochelaga Bank Building Quebec, Que.

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN OONOGH, JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM. A. II. MACABE.
President. Vice-President. Secretarv

Wholesale Dealers Only

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang

SPECIAL DKiVE

Limited

Red Pine Flooring Strips-Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1212 Traders Bank Chambers - TORONTO
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

J L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, TADAMTn amt
(Telephone Main 6244). I UIVUIl I KJ, KJIV I .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath - Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty
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CAMERON & CO., L
MANUFACTURERS

JMITED
MANUFACTURERS

TIMBER

POLES

LUMBER pine

SPRUCE
. ._„ HEMLOCK
LATH CEDAR

BIRCH

SHINGLES Sasswood POSTS

Mill AND YARD: 0PE0NC0. ONT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, ONT.

Th (

Hurdman Lumber Co,
OTTAWA, CANADA

B A STKK

N

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W EST E R

N

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

RED CEDAR SHINGLES in all grades and a "SPECIAL BRAND" cheaper
and better than Eastern Clear Butts.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Sellers of

White Pine, Red
Pine and Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Selling Agents for Phaser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers
74 Nepean Street - OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & GO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-
ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West ... MONTREAL

Lumber and Timber
Let me quote on your requirements in

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,
B.C. Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine, Lath,

Shingles Lumber Rough or Dressed

C. A .SPENCER
Wholesale Lumber

IWephoDe Mai,, 65M 55 St Francois Xavier st MONTREAL

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Sellers

Send me your list, there
is probably something I

can use.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade MONTREAL

Wholesale Lumber Dealer
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Tre»s

Mills <& Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill, Y^rd <& Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MOR.R1STOWN, N. Y.

New York City

Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

FLOORING
Good Hardwood Flooring must be ACCU-
RATELY MANUFACTURED. Selected

lumber, large dry kilns scientifically constructed,

strong expensive machines built for the purpose,

expert workmen who KNOW HOW, system-

atic oversight, and years of experience combine

to make our Hardwood Flooring the best you

can procure.

Also get our quotations on

ROUGH or DRESSED

LUMBER
in Pine, Hemlock, Basswood, Ash, Elm, Cedar,

Maple and Birch Lumber.

Building Timber, Shingles, Lath, Posts, Ties,

Doors, Sash, Frames, Mouldings, Turned Goods

of all kinds, Casings, Box Shooks, Cratings, etc.

John Carew
LINDSAY ONTARIO

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Mwac.ur.rscf ^^g^ Lath and Shingles Limlted

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Manufacturers of L\imber aild L^ctK

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO, ONT-
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Mason, Gordon 6* Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
I HOLESALB

^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

\VTE are in the markel and pay
^
" the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Corre-pondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street Eait

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Jhe Ontario Lumber
CO. Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills: French River, Ont. Water Shipment.
Yard: Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Price*

Home Life Building, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock.
On Temiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of North Bay

HAILEYBVRY, ONT.

" Well bought is half sold

"

A Few Items at Midland

3 M 1x4 and up Fine
Dressing and better

White Pine Shorts 20.

11 M 1x4 and up Box
Shorts 13.

40 M 1x4 and up Com-
mon Cedar 14.

35 M 1x4 and up Cull

Cedar 10.

12 M Cedar Squares . 15.

90 M 4 ft. Cedar Lath 2.50

F. O. B. Midland

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

1006-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in siock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

AITE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds
* » of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States :
- Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple. Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER «, SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
A fully equipped Planing Factory in connec-
tion. Dressed Lumber, Flooring in Pine
Hardwood or Hemlock, H Ceilings, Sash
and Doors, Mouldings, Wood Turning, etc.
Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-
ty at current prices.

The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Let us quote you on f", 1",

and 2' Spruce ; g", 1", 1}",

1%" and 2" Pine ;
1" and 2"

Hemlock, also posts and
lath. ::

The

Brockville
Wholesale and Retail

Lumber
Lumber,

Company
Lath,

LIMITED Shingles,
Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y. Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

s

{alph Loveland, Pres.
K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.

C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Thessalon, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.
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Hardwood Flooring'
Wo manufacture a flooring that will uphold

you in any reasonable argument you might, find

necessary to make with your customers. It is

made by modern machinery from carefully select-

ed slock and with every precaution taken bo

insure a strictly high grade product. Matched
flooring in § in. Birch, Maple or Oak.

[f you are interested in profitable lines write

us for prices.

J. R. Eaton & Sons, ™ti&
Montreal Agent : C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St.

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mesa.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,
Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY, * SELS" MONTREAL, P.Q.
LONO D1BTAMCI TELEHHONB

Detroit Columns H*
are Standards of Excellence

In sales, in popularity and unequalled style and finish

Detroit Columns are second to none. An examination at any
stage of manufacturing will speedily convince you of the high
grade material and excellent workmanship employed in their

production. Our famous u Lock Joint " eliminates all possibility of

shrinkage or warping, and presents that clean, even surface so
much in demand. We stock in Pine, Birch, Oak and Chestnut.

A combination of Real Quality and Style is a sure winner
in any line. Detroit Columns offer the retail lumber dealer

many opportunities of adding to his reputation and to his annual
profit. Why not investigate ?

Detroit Column & Manufacturing Co.
Holden Ave. and M. C. R. R., DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Savoie ©. Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Sprvice, Hemlock and Birch

\% in. Spruce Lath

Cedar Shingles - R. R. Ties

8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts

Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood
\ir building a Planing Mill and Dry Kiln, which will be completed

for the 1 si of Sept ember.

( lorrespondence Solicited M4NSEAU, QUE.
on I.C.Ky. no miles east of Montreal

Think It Over!
Do you wish prompt shipments of best lumber ?

at low prices.

We are in the market for orders of

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
and have special facilities for handling Canadian
trade. Timber can be supplied up to 36 feet in

length and 6 x 12 in surfaces.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO., ""Vtr"
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Mason, Gordon& Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or 'Phone for Prices Western Office: — 615 Hastings Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

The Golden Lake Lumber Co,
Limited

Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
We have a well assorted stock of 1 in. and 2 in. Hem-
lock well manufactured and strictly No. 1 lumber.
We can also cut dimension in Hemlock and Norway
Pine. Prompt shipment and rock bottom prices.

Pt ^ "*< Send ns your inquiries ^ ^

Mills at Golden Lake and Barry's Bay, Ont.

Head Office: - Eganville, Ont.

Booth ®.
Shannon

Biscotasing, Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine

Lumber and Lath
We are prepared to contract for present season's cut of Norway
and white pine lumber and lath. Also have for sale a quantity
of 1 inch and 2 inch No. 2 mill culls of 1908 cut.

Mills on Main Line of C. P. R. at Bisco Station

Manufacturers of

White and Red Pine
Lath, Shingles, Boxes and Shooks, Pails and Tubs

Bills sawn to order. Planing Mill work done promptly. Send us your
enquiries. Phone service night and day. We can ship by rail and water.

Saw Mills, Planing Mill, Woodenware Factory, Box Factory : Penetanguishene, Can.
Box Factory: Foot of Parliament Street, Toronto, Canada
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Cedar Cove Mills, Tl TT TTT1 A T>0 jf*
Vancouver, B. C. Ilm Jl1« JEl.XL|jtJLJTO OC VJ\J*)

VANCOUVER, B.C. LIMITED

Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties : AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER—Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINGLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON, 414 Ashdown Block, WINNIPEG, J. T. MacLAREN, W. J. LOVERING, 1312-13 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO
Representative for Saskatchewan, Manitoba. Representative for Alberta. Ontario Representative.

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
— —Wholesale

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia.

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs, Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street

VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Cable Address—Gillisco.

Codes Used I

American Lumberman Telecode.
\ Western Union.

C. H. GILLIS & CO
LIMITED

445 Granville St., Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping- Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
and 125,000 feet

LUMBER

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Bldg.,
Cor. Hastings and Abbot Sts.,

Head Office : 205-206 Loo Bldg., \T n n
Vancouver, B.C.

Correspondence

Solicited Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

Timber Limits ^ha^^Tal Large
^

locks for Sale
with Mill Sites, near Vancouver.

The

East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Limited

MANUFACTURERS OP

Pine, Larch,
and Fir

Lumber, Timbers, Mouldings, Etc.

Saw Mills at Jaffray, Ryan, Cranbrook.
PI ining Mill at Jaffray, B. C.

Head Office - Jaffray, B.C.
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address: "Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N.S. Office:

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Pickford & Black s Wharf

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
Heading

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office :

Gloucester House, 2 Bishopsgate St. Wt., E.C.

^ant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers

Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands

and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St

lardwood

Flooring

End Matched,

Bored, Polished

and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto
EAOIE DOUULAS, CO,

22 St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street,.Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

EA T Wholesale

# A« LCDCl Dealer in

Pine and Hemlock Lumber.
Lath, Shingles and Cedar Posts

Car and Cargo lots only. When in need of

stock write or cal.' up Long Distance Phone.

Specialty: 16 and 18 in. Ontario White Cedar Shingles

Office and Yards : South of Elevator, Samia ^)nt»

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

The

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
Limited

Send us your enquiries for

New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
Lath, Shingles, etc.

Main Office

Globe Atlantic Building

St. John, N.B.

Branch Sales Office :

180 St. James Street

Montreal. Que.

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

ion.

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

WESTERNIMMMHMMN
LUMBER

m

SHINGLE
MUM

CP

VANCOUVER!

B.C.I

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

V SEND US

YOUR

SinouTries

, S ':

RAIL OR WATER
SHIPMENTS
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Very Best

Yellow Pine

\X7
,

l*' are in position to supply you with» the very finest Long Leaf Yellow Pine
Lumber made. We want your enquiries for

Flooring, Finishing

Ceiling, Etc.

and will win your trade if quality and value
count. We can also quote on strictly Long
Leaf Yellow Pine Timber dressed on four
sides or in the rough.

We handle genuine Louisiana Red Cypress
from one of the best shippers in the South.

Frank A. Arend & Co.
65-66 Equitable Building*, Boston, Mass.

Shreveport Louisiana
TRADE MARK

Long and Short Leaf

Yellow Pine
Lumber

Mills in Arkinsaw, Louisiana and Texas
Capacity : 500,000 feet per day

Our Long Leaf Timbers and Joists are as strong as
Oak and are unexcelled in dimension of all kinds on
account of its tensile strength.

Our Short Leaf Flooring Finish and all kinds of
Trim are in a class to themselves on account of its
freedom from knots and the beauty of its grain.

We make a specialty also of Rough Steam Dried and
Smoke Dried Finish and other factory stock of all kinds.

We would appreciate your enquiries and orders.

Chas. R. Ball Lumber Co.
*">" c'&Xmn, Shreveport, La., U.S.A.

We Stand Behind

Every Garment Sold

!

The fact that " Carss brand "

is the only strictly waterproof

Mackinaw sold is well-known

to the lumber trade.

We stand behind every gar-

ment to which we affix our

brand, and guarantee its genu-

ineness. You are sure of honest

value for your honest money.

" Carss Mackinaw " is the

standard by which all others

are judged. Then why experi-

ment with other brands when
you can have the standard

itself for the asking.

Mackinaw Pants
Long and Short, 35 oz.

The Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co.
Orillia, Ont.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

$20 a Day Profit orv
$100 Investmervt

The DeLoach "Mustang" Shingle Mill
will cut 10,000 Shingles per day with 4 H. P. and 20,000 with 8 H. P.

and give you as smooth shingle as turned out by any machine on
earth that costs $300.

It is all steel and durable for a lifetime. The Carriage has ball-
bearings, and a coil spring at each end, insuring a Quick and
Easy Stroke.

Write for catalog of 254 pages describing Saw Mills, Shingle
Mills, Planers, Gang Edgers, Trimmers, Lath Mills, Corn Mills
Flour Mills, Corn Crushers, Water Wheels, Engines, Boilers and
Gasoline Engines.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co.
Box 509

Bridgeport, Ala.
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Automatic Long Handle lathe

"Defiance"

Wood-Working Machinery
FOR MANUFACTURING

Hubs, Spokes, Wheels, Wagons, Carri-
ages, Rims, Shafts, Poles, Neck-Yokes,
Single Trees, Barrel Hoops.

Handles of Every Kind, Insulated
Pins, Spools, Bobbins, Oval Wood Dishes,
and General Wood-Work.

Invented and Buill by

The Defiance Machine Works
Defiance, Ohio, U. S. A.

la" Rim, Hound and Bow Bender

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Sawmill, Shingle, Lath and Transmission Machinery
Manufacturers

of

The Improved Hot Blast Grate

Style "B" for Mill Furnace

develops more heat from green, wet or frozen sawdust or mill refuse,

than an ordinary draft grate developes from wood or coal.

The most modern and economical grate on the market. Increases steaming
power of boiler 50 per cent.

We are the sole manufacturers for Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime
Provinces, for this grate. It will save you money, regardless of the kind of

fuel used. We have many testimonials bearing out this statement.

Here is one :

—

Berridale, Ont., June 28/09.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited, Orillia.

Dear Sirs,

With reference to Hot Blast Grate purchased from you
on trial about six weeks ago, Ave have found it to be one of the
most profitable things we ever put in any of our saw-mills.
Tt is much cheaper and more . convenient than any sort of
Dutch Oven. We placed it under two 6 foot boilers where we
saw Spruce and Balsam logs, the sawdust of which makes poor
fire. Before we began using the Hot Blast Grates we burned
from 3 to 4 cords of dry slabs daily, and even then had a
deficiency of steam, but now we have all the steam we desire,
and the only fuel used is sawdust.

(Signed) The Highland Lumber Co.

Full Particulars on Application

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Williams & Wilson, Montreal

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar
The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-

creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 months
and is giving splendid satisfaction to all our
customers. Burning all grades of fuel with the
very best results. All live Mill Managers and
Engineers would do well to consult us when re-
quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-
ranted not to be an infringement on any prior
patents. We stand behind our customers and
guarantee them in the unmolested use of our
own invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and
repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert
workmen.

A post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY Branch Office : 1 1 9 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.
Telephone Main 1342.

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.
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By Using the

dgerwood Skidding Meth

ofg^leT^tf^^Zoft^S^S °- °tber hand W°rk
'
S e"mi°"M

-
11 d<*» «" «« f«"

bee^nsTalTedSo£S^ " "°W^ in the Unitpd Stat- and Mexico. Three have just been

cha^VarTy naU1r
a
e.

lePr?SentatiVe * Wh° WiU 6Xami»e^ and tell you what can be done, free of

WRITE US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Lidgerwood Manufacturing
Originators and Builders of High Grade Steam togging Machinery

96 Liberty Street - . . flew York
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MONDS
Inserted
Point
SQlWS

Made
in

Montreal

Are you buying a new saw this winter? Then listen to
what some other mill men say about the Simonds Saw. We
quote from their letters. "As near perfection as one could be
made for our mill." "Miles ahead of any other—would not
take $100 in gold for it." "Our favorite saw in the mill."
" First class, works fine." " Runs equally well winter or sum-
mer." " Your saws have proved the best I ever used." " It's

the only saw I can get to stand up in frozen timber."

Some of our friends may be over enthusiastic, but there?

you have their own words. Isn't it enough to cause you to
hesitate and learn more about the Simonds before buying any
other make ? Really he who uses this saw profits much more
by it than do we in selling it. You have more to gain than we.

An attractive little booklet fully describing these saws can
be obtained by addressing our nearest office.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
St. John, N. B. MONTREAL, QUE. Vancouver, B. C

For Log Loading, operating a Derrick,

pulling and placing cars and general

hoisting purposes

The "MIDLAND"
'--•JL Hoisting

Engine

is unsur-

passed.

Catalogue

on

request

The Canada Iron Corporation Ltd.
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p o box 425 ONTARIO

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale

or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offices :

GROUND FLOOR
CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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A National Journal

(anadalumbermanV* £ Wood *—* W/vrlr^*.Worker
Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President
THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, Business Manager
JAMES FISHER, Toronto, Advertising Manager

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:
VANCOUVER - - - - Telephone 2010. 26 Crowe & Wilson Chambers

J. V. McNAULTY, Representative

TORONTO - - - - Telephone Main 2362. Confederation Life Building
F. W SCHERBARTH, A. M. FISHER, Representatives

MONTREAL Telephone Main 2299. B34 Board of Trade
D BURNSIDE, Representative

WINNIPEG Telephone 224. Commercial Travellers' Building
ROLAND F. HILL, J R HOOPER, Representatives

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per year, in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3.00.

"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest

ii-
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i

• r
eaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and

allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely
information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion
by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-
worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade at
home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For manu-
facturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of
owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp
mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the most
direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed to the
"Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.
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Yellow Pine Imports Increasing
The extensive imports of yellow pine into Canada of recent years

have been the cause of some concern to Canadian manufacturers of lum-
ber. There are, of course, two points of view to be considered in con-

nection with the matter, and although the Canadian manufacturer feels

that it is scarcely fair that yellow pine should be allowed to cut him out
of so much business, the consumer probably thinks that yellow pine com-
petition has something to be said in its favor. There would not be much
reason for complaint if yellow pine, like Canadian lumber, were sold

on a reasonable basis of profit, but financial difficulties have so strangled
many of the manufacturers in the South that for some time they have
been disposing of large quantities of lumber at prices which preclude a
profit, the object being apparently to realize money and keep making
payments to the banks which have financed the mills. The present
improvement in business conditions leads to a hope that this state of

affairs may be bettered in the near future. For all concerned, it is to
be hoped that this may be the case. Yellow pine products, especially
the long timbers, are somtimes preferred even in Canada, at prices simi-
lar to those of Canadian goods, and it is to be presumed that they al-

ways will be. If, however, they are sold here at a profitable figure, no
one will be able to complain.

That the complaints which have been made upon this subject are
not without good foundation is easily to be seen from a few statistics re-

garding the imports of recent years. Four of the principal ports of entry
of Ontario, Bridgeburg, Prescott, Sarnia and Windsor, show that al-

though in 1907, when business depression was general, the imports de-
clined, they exceeded in 1908 chose of the good business year of 1906.
In 1906 the total for these ports was 651,944 feet, valued at $19,283,

against 418,761 feet, value 1 at $14,450, m 1907, and 844,262 feet valued
at $25,657, in 1908.

The imports of yellow pine into the whole Dominion of Canada
show an even greater and more regular increase. In 1906 they amounted
only to 22,576,299 feet, valued at $565,474. In 1007 the total almost
doubled, amounting to $40,19i;595, valued at $1,288,791. In 1908, the
total was more than three times that of 1906, viz., 68,946,389 feet,
valued at $2,170,143. The figures strengthen the belief that ' the Can-
adian market for yellow pine lias been built up on prices which are not
profitable. In 1907, when the lumber trade was entering a period of
stagnation, the increase on a percentage basis was nearly 50 per cent.,
and in 1908, when the depression was deepest, the increase over the in-
creased business of 1907 was about 25 per cent. The figures for 1909
will be awaited with a great deal of interest and are expected to show
another large increase. The price obtained for yellow pine in Canada
seems to point to an effort on the part of manufacturers to sustain the
price rather than to slaughter the goods, and is a hopeful sign that in
connection with improved business conditions, the low prices of the last
two years will disappear. In 1906, when business generally was at high
level, the average price obtained for yellow pine in Ontario was $29.60
per thousand feet. In 1907 it increased to $34.50, assisted, no doubt,
by the great prosperity in the early part of the year and not immediately
checked by the depression which commenced in the fall. In 1908,. when
the depression was so great, the price declined only to $30.39. For the
imports into the whole of Canada the figures are somewhat similar, the
prices being as follows: 1900, $25; 1907, $32; 1908, $31.45. If figures
prove anything the foregoing demonstrate clearly that yellow pine manu-
facturers have come into Canadian markets to stay; that they are keep-
ing a keen eye for every business opportunity; that they are increasing
then- sales rapidly, and that they have been able to maintain prices
fairly well throughout a period of extreme dulness in the lumber markets
Canadian lumber manufacturers have a strong rival to meet in yellow
pine, and will be able to meet it successfully only by consistently prac-
ticing modern and progressive principles of manufacturing and sales-
manship.

The Advantage of a Small Yard
Retail lumbermen who are doing a fairly good business with a small

yard are sometimes too quick to adopt a policy of expansion. Country
yard owners often look with unfounded envy upon their fellows who con-
duct large city yards or a series of yards throughout, the country. Business
extension is the legitimate goal of all successful men, but there are
times when these who pursue this object find that they have been run-
ning after a phantom. A large business, conducted with large capital
does not necessarily involve the making of more money than a small
business conducted on a small capital. Recently the owner of a large
city yard who was worrying over the expense bills and the low prices
which he was obtaining for his stock, looked back with longing upon the
good old times when in his little yard, with a small amount °of capital
he was making a good profit and was burdened with far less anxiety.

In a large city the competition of a great many yards makes it fre-
quently necessary to figure upon bills at cost price in the hope of secur-
ing trade which will result in more profitable orders at a later time. The
loss from such business and the direct loss from figuring upon bills which
never result in orders comes much less frequently to the owner of a
small country ward. The man already referred to was quite ready to
sell out his large yard and go back to a small one if he could find some-
body who wanted to run his city business. This is, of course, no argu-
ment against the natural ambition of the progressive business man\o
do as big a business as he can, providing it can be done with a reason-
able profit. The matter of profit, however, is just the sticking point
which has brought trouble to so many during the recent business de-
pression. Both in the manufacturing and in the selling line similar
troubles have occurred and firms which have been seeking to do business
at a loss rather than no business at all, have discovered the mistake
they were making. None of them are to-day in any more favorable posi-
tion for securing the business which has now turned up, than are those
who rested quietly, husbanding their resources and waiting for the turn
of the tide, which was certain to come.

In the matter of conducting a large retail yard or a lot of yards
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there are many difficulties which make the life of the dealer burdensome.

The employment of yardmen in the first place presents perhaps the

most serious difficulties. The small dealer has very little trouble of this

sort. In large yards employing one or two score of men, it is not an in-

frequent thing to find, just when large orders have to be filled that

several men have decided to lay off or to secure employment elsewhere.

Then the proprietor has to roll up his sleeves and turn in with the re-

maining employees, and at the same time to neglect his office work.

Bills which have to be figured must be postponed lest the order be not

filled. Cars of lumber may arrive just when the yard is short-handed

and large demurrage charges may accumulate. Lumbar yard employees

seldom seem to have any desire to remain in a steady situation. They

know that they can obtain work anywhere and they do not worry about

the trouble in the yard when they happen to feel like making a change.

Harvesting, mine working, berry picking, railroad construction and many

other forms of employment draw them from one place to another. About

the only solution is to employ regularly more men than are ordinarily

needed, so as to be sure of sufficient help during a rush of business. Com-

panies which have tried this plan look upon the extra expense as a form

of insurance against being short-handed,

Criticism of B.C. Products Based on Talk of Information
Lumber manufacturers during the last few years have had a great

many difficulties to contend with, which have been caused in more cases

than one can number by the ignorance of people who are not connected

with the lumber business. Newspapers have long been in the habit of

crying against alleged lumber trusts. When put to the test, fortunately,

they have been unable to produce the proof. Far from being united in

a trust, lumbermen have during the last two years been suffering perhaps

more than any other class of business men from lack of co-operation

among one another. No sooner had the dull times commenced to make

themselves felt than lumber manufacturers inaugurated a widespread

campaign of price-cutting which worked incalculable harm to the trade.

All this, however, is fortunately now a thing of the past.

Business conditions are improving both rapidly and surely, and some

of the difficulties of good times, such as car shortages, are beginning to

make themselves felt. It is a matter of regret, therefore, at such a

time as this, that from the ranks of lumbermen themselves there should

develop difficulties which, as in other cases, are the result of lack of

information. A case in point is offered by statements which were re-

cently made by Mr. H. S. Chaplin, of Manchester, Eng., who has re-

cently appeared in print as an opponent of British Columbia pine. He
claims to have had practical experience of prejudice against British

Columbia pine and in some cases to have been convinced of its unsuit-

ability for the market in the United Kingdom. By way of illustration he

refers to a shipment of British Columbia pine from Chemainus. This

lumber, he states, arrived in the old country in practically an unsaleable

condition as the result of rot having set in during transit in the damp

hold of a sailing vessel. Again, he states that the open grain of the

timber is additional objection, inasmuch as when it is planed down the

softer portion shrinks extensively and the plank soon displays a corru-

gated appearance. Comparing British Columbia fir with the Baltic pro-

duct he declares that the former has not so great a breaking strain as the

latter, and that when broken it snaps off like a slate pencil, having no

beard at the fracture. In conclusion, he states that buyers expect too

much from British Columbia timber. It is good, clean stuff, he says, but

is not suitable for every purpose; for railway work it would do excellently.

Mr. Chaplin must surely have been misinformed regarding this

matter or else he is making use of incorrect terms. Practically, there is

no British Columbia pine exported, and it is principally used locally for

making door and window sashes. Even in British Columbia, as com-

pared with fir, it is a little utilized product, either for shipments or for

construction. It may be that Mr. Chaplin was referring to British

Columbia fir, which is used in many parts of the world for all purposes.

If this be the case, his complaints are surely unfounded, as never in the

past has any complaint been received about the shipments of this wood.

In fact, the same may be said of the very few pine shipments which have

been made.

Will Odd Lengths of Lumber Soon Become Standardized ?

The conference recently held at Seattle, Washington, upon the

question of standardizing odd lengths of lumber was the result of a

gradually growing conviction that the present day methods, which have

been in vogue practically since the commencement of lumbering in North

America, are wasteful and unreasonable. The day has come to look

closely into any proposition tending to more economic use of our timber

resources. Even a layman is frequently surprised into exclamation by

the lumber waste which he notices in the construction of buildings.

Much of this could be prevented if odd lengths of lumber were manu-

factured. The "American Lumberman" in a recent article dealt with

the subject editorially in a moderate manner, but in such a way also as

to confirm those who look for this change, in their belief that, the move-

ment being now under way will be brought to a successful conclusion

before long by the natural law of supply and demand, unless urged along

more rapidly by the efforts of those who already are working to that

end. The editorial referred to is as follows:

A portion of those identified with the lumber industry believe

the manufacture of stock into multiples of two-foot lengths,

at least, to be a time honored, if not a sacred custom.

At one time nearly all frame buildings and many of those constructed

of other kinds of material, were designed so as to use without loss multi-

ples of two stock. This custom happily has been disregarded in large

measure. Houses are now built without particular regard to whether or

not a waste of a few inches be incurred in cutting the joists, siding, floor-

ing, sheathing or other material used.

Nearly all retail lumbermen and some manufacturers and whole-

salers oppose the standardization of odd lengths in part because of the

newness of the idea and the assumption that it would be more expensive

to handle a greater variety of lengths. Retail lumbermen have entered

a vigorous protest against the shipment of odd length piece stuff, joist

boards, flooring and ceiling. With respect to flooring, however, their

objections are not applicable to hardwood, merely to pine. Retail lum-

bermen are handling without protest odd lengths of mouldings, siding and

casing and in many cases moulded interior trim.

Perhaps a comparison of the ideas manufacturers and dealers now

hold with those extant twenty years ago would show the progress made

in the odd length material. The rules for the inspection of hardwood

adopted by the Lumbermen's Exchange of Chicago in 1885, and revised

and reaffirmed in 1889, stated: "Standard lengths are always recognized

as 12, 14, and 16 feet. Shorter than 12 and longer than 10 feet does not

come within the range of standard." An exception was made in favor

oi black walnut and cherry, where 10-foot lengths were recognized as

standard. The rules of the National Hardwood Lumber Association de-

scribe standard lengths as follows: "Standard lengths are 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, but not over 15 per cent, of odd length are admitted.

In the grade of firsts and seconds the lengths are 8 to 16 feet ; but there

must not be over 20 per cent, under 12 feet and not to exceed 10 per

cent, of 8 and 9-foot lengths." The Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa-

tion of the United States defines standard length in this way :

'

' Standard

lengths are 4 to 20 feet, with 15 per cent, of odd lengths in feet in any

grade admitted as standard length."

Considerable ill-feeling has developed in regard to the standardiza-

tion of odd lengths of yard stock. In view of current market conditions

it is doubtful if the manufacturers would be able to carry out their ideas

along this line. Some wideawake retail lumberman 6ome day, recogniz-

ing the advantage to be derived from having a greater assortment of

lengths, will quietly put in a stock and in a few years thereafter the

change will be as great as that shown by comparison of the ideas of the

Lumbermen's Exchange of Chicago in 1889 with those of the hardwood

manufacturers and dealers of the country 1

in 1909.
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The Western Crop-Its Import to the East
Conservative Estimate of Total Grain Yield :—295,841,734 Bushels,
Valued at $157,293,100—An Appreciation from the United States

One hundred and fifty-seven millions of money! That is the very
least that the 1909 crop will mean to the people of Western Canada. It

is the conservative estimate of a conservative institution. In the light

of past experience we would be inclined to add ten per cent, to this
estimate, but taking this as a safe basis for calculation, it is easily found
that this amount will provide the West with $157 per capita, a distri-

bution surely unique in the history of all agricultural countries.

The "Last Great West" is marketing one of the best crops on
record. General market conditions are such as to insure exceptionally
good prices. There is no doubt, nothing open to question about this
crop. It is assured. The period of danger, the days of harvest, has
passed, and that which earlier in the season optimists dreamed of, pessi-
mists derided, shrewd men banked on and all longed for, is no longer a
shadowy possibility born of a fertile

imagination, but a great, big Reality.

This being so, it behooves us in our

own interests to look into the situation

a little more closely, and to ask our-

selves what this grain yield means to

each one of us. In the first place, it

will enable the farmer to discharge his

obligations to the storekeeper. Similarly,

it will benefit the latter, who will settle

up with the wholesaler. Then it will

provide a surplus for the farmer, who
will invest in new implements and ma-
chinery—keeping Eastern factories well

supplied with orders—and for the store-

keeper, who will either put another

storey on his old place or pull down his

old structure and erect a modern build-

ing. Better credit will be obtainable,

and Eastern manufacturers who carry

Western merchants will be enabled to

extend their business.

An exceptionally good crop opens
up a demand for increased transporta-

tion facilities — and the railways carry

constructive materials of Eastern make
as well as grain of Western growth. This
demand in former years has 'resulted in

railway development hitherto unparal-

leled in history. The railway companies
are always among the first to grasp the
situation and their opportunities: They
have already entered upon an important
schedule of extensions in anticipation of an exceptionally heavy Western
movement. Another noteworthy feature will be a marked increase in
import business, due to heavier buying by manufacturers in anticipation
of a big demand after the harvest.

The high prices of all classes of grain are the forerunner of a very
rapid marketing of Western products. A natural result of this movement
will be that money will circulate far more quickly. This will be benefi-
cial to all classes : to the farmer, to the storekeeper, to the wholesaler, to
the manufacturer and to those interested in constructional enterprise.
The concensus of opinion in banking circles is that the present season
will be an exceptionally early one, establishing new levels in financial
transactions.

It is an old prophecy that Canada is destined to become the granary
of the world, and its fulfilment is being worked out to a splendid con-
summation. This is no optimistic effusion. The plain stubborn facts
are here to prove it. A quarter of a century ago the Canadian West
had only one million bushels of wheat for export. Last year it had one

that in ten

GRAIN YIELD OF THREE PROVINCES
ESTIMATED WORTH $157,293,099.88.

The head office of the Canadian Bank of
Commerce has received an estimate of the
crops of the three western provinces, based
upon reports from 390 branches and corre-
spondents. The report says

:

Allowing reasonable percentages for further
depreciation and damage to the crop from
various causes, such as rain, heat, hail, etc.,
we estimate the total yield for the three
western provinces in wheat, oats and barley,
as follows

:

113,979,336

157,537,750

24,324,648

Wheat bush.
Oats bush.
Barley bush.

The above figures have been compiled after
carefully considering special reports from 390
branches and correspondents.

Taking the prevailing prices as a basis, we
estimate the value of the above produce to
the farmer about as follows

:

Bushels.

Wheat . . .113,979.336
Oats 157,537,750
Barley . . . 24,324,648

hundred millions odd. In some quarters it is estimated

years' time the figure will reach 500,000,000 bushels.

It is singular that the greatest conservatism is to be found in our
own midst. Perhaps we are too conservative; anyway we are not
sufficiently enthusiastic, and certainly there is not the amount of practi-

cil confidence that is warranted, especially in the East. It takes the
people across the border line to enthuse over Canada, and they are not
afraid of doing so to their own disadvantage. Here is an extract from
tho Wall Street Journal which provides a good illustration in point

:

"Kansas grows but twelve bushels of wheat to the acre. Alberta
had an average winter wheat production of thirty-three bushels to the
acre last fall, and in the Canadian West there are 200,000,000 acres

of virgin soil wheat lands. Alberta and British Columbia possess the

greatest quantity of coal in the world,

outside, perhaps, of Pennsylvania, and
its adjoining States. British Columbia
possesses lumber resources greater than

all the States of the Union east of the

Rocky Mountains. British Columbia is,

moreover, now recognized as the orchard

of the Empire. The Canadian West is

now drawing 100,000 of the best farm
population of the United States away
to the virgin lands to the north. That
country is being developed, and be it

remembered that the climate of Alberta

and Saskatchewan is the climate of Ger-

many, and that Edmonton and Berlin

have the same climate and latitude. The
Mackenzie valley will grow finer wheat
and more of it than the Missouri valley

or the Arkansas, just as the valley of

the Neva will grow it, and for like

causes. However unpleasant these

facts may be to the people of the

States, it is folly to blind one's self to

the fact that the Canadian West is de-

stined to supply beef and pork, and
cheese and butter, and bread to the

world. It has the soil, the climate, and
the cheap transportation, and it will

have the people."

These considerations should prove
palatable food for reflection for all, but
particularly for the East, for whom the

lessons of the greatest significance are
to be found. We have now entered upon the second year of recovery from
financial depression and there should be in appreciable evidence a prac-
tical show of augmented purchasing power. The great bounds of the
West towards prosperity must result in the rapid extension of Eastern
Canada. This is a matter of precedent. Be it remembered that finan-
ciers the world over are watching us, and we may rest assured that ac-
cording as we play our part now in developing the resources of the
country, so, in due course, we shall be rewarded in terms of capital
and advancement.

At.

88c

30c

40c

Total Amount.

$100,301,815.68

47,261,325.00

9,729,859.20

$157,292,999.88

Advices received from Vancouver and Winnipeg just as we go to
press state that a number of mills are already unable to secure cars to
fill orders received. Two telegrams to Winnipeg from coast concerns
state that they are utterly unable to secure cars to ship. Winnipeg
dealers state that thousands of cars have been left standing idle for over
a month awaiting grain shipments, and claim that this reserve has been
made too early
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Lumber and Its Appliances at C.N.E.
Gratifying Increase of Exhibits- B. G. Government and G. P. R. Adver-
tise the Coast Products Extensively—Many Exhibits of Machinery

Lumbering interest** were more extensively represented at the Can-
adian National Exhibition at Toronto this year than ever before. Ma-
chinery manufacturers were represented by several firms. Belting and
babbit metals were exhibited to good advantage. The Government of
British Columbia inaugurated a commendable policy of publicity by dis-

playing an attractive assortment of finished lumber products. A small
exhibit of Kootenay lumber products was also shown. This is all as it

should be, but a beginning only, has been made. Lumbering is one of
the greatest industries in Canada and has been surprisingly overlooked
at the Exhibition. In future, possibly other provinces will emulate Bri-
tish Columbia's example, and will vie with one another in securing pub-
licity for their lumber through the medium of the Canadian National
Exhibition. Among the exhibits noted this year were the following:

—

In the C.P.R. exhibit, in the Railway Building, one of the most in-

teresting features of the whole exhibition was the moving picture enter-
tainment, showing the industrial resources of British Columbia. Among
the pictures there was a splendid series depicting some of the features
of the lumbering industry. A train trip was first shown passing through
and alongside some of the great forests of the province. Then came a
series depicting the felling of one of the giants of the forest. Two men
were shown sawing the tree, and standing on the sawing platform high
above the ground. Their work was clearly shown and the ever-increasing
cut of the saw was watched with interest. When the sawing work was
finished one of the men moved away to a place of safety. The remain-
ing man after two or three vigorous chops with an axe scampered down
to the ground and hurried off likewise, out of harm's way. Then slowly
the great tree commenced to topple. Presently it gained headway and
came crashing to the ground amid such a shower of branches and broken
limbs that one almost felt the crash and heard the crackling of breaking
branches.

No sooner was the great trunk stretched upon the ground than a

force of men and horses commenced hauling it away to the skidway,
whence it was rolled into the river. The arrival of the logs at the lumber
mill was also shown. A large number of people attended the exhibition

of moving pictures each evening and appreciated them greatly.

The Provincial Government of British Columbia had an excellent

exhibit of wood products. These included a number of panels of various

mercantile woods, both finished and plain. The exhibit also included a

cedar plank 30-inch by 30-inch, a spruce plank 3 feet 5% inches square,

a fir plank of the same dimensions, a cedar plank 10 feet long by 2 feet

0 inches wide, and a fir plank 10 feet long by 4 feet 5 inches wide. These
were all from the British Columbia Mills Timber & Trading Company,
of Vancouver. The adaptability of British Columbia lumber for interior

purposes was well displayed by a handsome fir door planed on one side

and left with the natural finish on the other. A cedar door similarly

treated was particularly handsome and was remarked by many visitors

for its beautiful grain. A number of panels were also shown, of cedar,

English oak, hemlock, fir, cypress, spruce and bird's-eye maple. The
exhibit was in charge of Mr. W. E. Scott, of the British Columbia Board
of Horticulture, and Mr. W. J. Brandrith. The exhibit also included a

sect inn of a fir tree which measured 61 inches in diameter and 65 inches

in diameter, not being exactly circular. This section was cut 25 feet

from the butt. There was also a section of a spruce tree measuring 59

inches by 61 inches, cut 35 feet from the butt, and a section of a cedar

tree 43 inches by 44 inches. In the Railway Building there were also

some interesting samples of lumber from the Kootenay district of British

Columbia treated in a similar manner to that of the Provincial Govern-

ment's exhibit.

The Dominion Belting Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont., dis-

played a wide range of fcheir various classes of belting, including "Maple
Leaf stitched cotton and duck belting, of which they are the sole manu-
facturers and which they claim is the strongest, most durable and best

driving power belt on the market. This belting is made from duck spe-

cially woven for the Dominion Belting Company according to their own
formula, and they claim that it contains the least possible stretch with

the greatest possible strength. If is machine, folded and lock-stitched

with a special strong cord, each row of stitching being entirely indepen-

dent of the other rows. Tin; belts are waterproofed by the company's

own method, which they claim renders them impervious' to water, steam,

oil or gases, and makes them flexible under all conditions. This licit is

uniform in width, strong in surface and can be made in any length de-

sired without joins. The company also manufacture the "Maple Leaf"

belt tracings for keeping belts soft and pliable and preventing slipping.

They are agents for the Jackson wire, belt lacing machines and have re-

cently taken over the business of the Canadian Buffing Wheel Company,
which enables them to furnish buffs in canvas, bleached and unbleached
cotton and muslins, etc. Their exhibit was of much interest to all lum-
ber manufacturers and others in whose business power transmission is a
factor.

D. K. McLaren, Limited, Toronto, St. John, Vancouver and
Quebec, showed an extensive line of their genuine oak-tanned leather
belting, Balata rubber, American duck, and Baltimore belting. This
firm's products have become so well known to the trade that their ex-
hibit is always sure of being visited by a large number of pleased cus-
tomers. This was no less the case this year than in other years. The
company are also headquarters for mill supplies of many kinds. Chief
among these is the Philips' pressed steel pulley, manufactured by
Philips' Pressed Steel Pulley Works, Philadelphia, Pa. The exhibit was
in charge of Messrs. R. M. W. McLaren, Joseph Haines and R. S.

Semple. Mr. E. J. Webb was present in the interests of the Philips'
Pressed Steel Pulley Works.

The Canadian Steam Boiler & Equipment Company, Limited, 186
Queen street east, Toronto, exhibited the Cyclone shaking and dumping
grate bar, of which they are the manufacturers and owners. The com-
pany claim that this grate bar has no equal to-day as a steam producer,
fuel and labor saver. It is in use by a large number of factories, mills
and public buildings and is giving good satisfaction in each case. In ad-
dition to this product, the company also manufactures a number of other
steam specialties, including feed water heaters, boiler feed pumps, smoke
consumers, automatic air vents, etc Among this company's interesting
products are the N. D. vacuum specialties, which enable them to give
special inducements to anyone' requiring vacuum heating. They had on
exhibit a vacuum valve, which was examined with interest by many visi-
tors. The exhibit was in charge of Mr. Hemple.

The Diamond Shaking i Dumping Grate Bar Company, Berlin,
Ont., exhibited their new model Diamond shaking and dumping grate
bar. The "Diamond," they claim, combines the very best features of all

the old style bars with improvements which ensure greater economy of
fuel and labor. The bars are built in the company's own foundry and
all bars are thoroughly tested before being allowed to leave the factory.
The company claim that these bars save from 10 to 25 per cent, in fuel,
that they have more air space than any others, and that they give as
good results from natural draft as from forced.

An exhibit which has come to be looked upon as a fixture at the Ex-
hibition and one which attracts probably more interest and admiration
than any other is that of Shurly & Dietrich, Gait, Ont., manufacturers
of Maple Leaf saws and of mill supplies in general. Their saws and mill
tools were arranged in an attractive symmetrical design in three panels
of wall space in such a manner that the light played upon them and
attracted attention from every quarter. This company has been exhibit-
ing for a great many years. Their first exhibit was in the year when
the Marquis of Lome and Princess Louise vteited the Exhibition. Shurly
& Dietrich temper their saws by a secret chemical process which tough-
ens and refines the steel and which is of especial value in the manu-
facture of large circular and band saws. They use extra refined razor
steel imported from England, and claim that in this way they are able
to produce saws which hold a keener cutting edge, wear" longer and are
less liable to get out of order than when made bv any other process The
company have a great many customers in the United States and claim
that they are the only manufacturers of saws in the world who are able
to sell their goods in competition with American goods in the United
States markets. Their exhibit was in charge of Mr. T. F. Shurlv and
Mr. 0. H. Vogt.

Cowan & Company, of Gait, Ont,. had several of their machines on
exhibition. Chief among these was an interesting chain saw mortiser.
This little machine is a wonderful time, labor and money savino- device
It is easily operated, makes little noise, has no jar and involves no boring
or core cleaning. The company claim to be the onlv manufacturers of
chain saw mortisers in Canada. This machine has taken well in the Can-
adian market and the orders for it are rapidlv increasing in number The
mortise is made by a chain, each link of which has a sharpened tooth
so fomred as to carry out its own chip. This chair travels approxi-
mately 1,500 feet per minute, during which period 40,000 teeth are pre-
sented to the work, and while one tooth removes but a small amount of
material the collective cut of all the teeth greatly exceeds anything
possible by other mechanisms. Another machine shown by this corn"
pany, of which they are the only Canadian manufacturers was their
box board matcher. They exhibited also a number of other machines
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among them being their 13-inch moulder with compensating gear which
waa recently described in the -Canada Lumberman and Woodworker "
<
-uan a ( ompanv also showed a combination rip and cross-cut saw and

a dado machine. Several of their machines were in operation, showing
the.r g<HKl running and working qualities. The exhibit was in charge ofMr. W. Cowan, of Gait, and Mr. S. F. Barron, Toronto representative

Batts. Lunited, of West Toronto, had an attractive and comprehen-
sive exhibit of staved columns, veneer doors, newel posts, cypress green-house material, pine door* and frames, sash, flooring, trim, turned newelsand balusters I he exhibit was in charge of .Air. Richard Martin Theproducts of th.s company are widely known for their superior manu-
facture and reasonable prices. Mr. Martin reported that many enquiries
were forthcoming at the Exhibition, giving promise of a good fall busi-
ness. Batts. Linuted, have recently doubled the size of their planingmills and are now equipped to turn out large quantities of the very best
classes of product.

*

The G Walter Green Company, Limited, Peterborough, Out., hadan excellent display of their machinery for portable sawmills shin.de
nulls etc. Some of their machinery was shown in operation and gavea good illustration of the splendid running qualities for which their pro-duct* are noted Among the machines which this company manufac-
tures are

_

shingle packers, saw jointers, saw summers, double edgeiBwood sawing machines and a general line of mill machinery. Their No!
0 portable sawm.il is adapted for any power from 10 to 25 h.p and willcut from 4 000 to 12.000 feet per day. Their new No. 1 saw carriage isan especially attractive machine. It can be run with from 15 to 40 h pand wdl cut from 4,000 to 20.000 feet per day. The exhibit was incharge of Mr. Wm. Silk and Mr. John Condon, both of whom reportedhat they were receiving a great deal of attention from visitors to the
Exhibition and that the.r business had been increasing of late at a mostencouraging rate.

The Dodge Manufacturing Company, of Toronto, Limited, dis-played a full hue of power transmission machinery, including rope drivewood and iron pulleys, wood rim pulleys, shafting, couplings, hangers'pulley Mocks, take-ups. post hangers, wall hangers, wall brackets etc'An i uteresting part of their exhibit was the display of Dodge split and
solid dutches winch enable one to cut off or attach individual pullevs
"' ta"n *he ,,,a

"! Rafting. The easy running qualities of Dodge pul-cys was illustrated by a pulley which was run on a counter-shaft fro n a

;Hn
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r .^t propelled u> «*• Js nug. The exhibit also included sprockets and sprocket chains withhen- attachments for all purposes. The exhibit was in charge of JobHafiS
-
olltsI^ traveller, and T. J. Gerry, city traveller.

The E. Long Manufacturing Company, Limited. Orillia Out hadB very extensive line of mill machinery on exhibit. Tins included lathmill machinery sawmill carnages, saw frames, double edgers etc Chiefamong their exlnbits were double acting circular set works, and edgers
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ht f t J T T* eucoe88ful specialties is an improved hotblast grate winch they claim develops more heat from green wet orfrozen sawdus and mill refuse than an ordinary draft grate developsfrom dry wood and coal, and that it increases the steaming power of
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VS 3f ^^Wbition. Lumber manufacturers"andm fact all factory owners and managers, are keenly interested in theapplication of electricity to their needs. It has come about to-day thatmotor driven machines are recognized under many- circumstances asthe most efficient, economical and convenient to be had. Th™eneratersmotors and other apliances produced by the Northern Electric ConTpanvare justly celebrated for their splendid qualities. Mill owners win doweUto get m touch with the company when considering the question of
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fs * Metal Company, Hamilton, displayed a widerange of then- products, including their well known "Arctic Metal " Thecompany guarantees every pound of Arctic Metal and claims that nine-tenths of the manufacturers of woodworking machinery in Canada aresatisfied customers of theirs

^a aie

The Canadian Hart Wheels, Limited, Hamilton, had one of themost interesting exhibits to be seen in the Machinery Hall This company ,s now operating the plants of the Canadian Corundum Wheel Com"pany, Lumted, and the Hart Corundum Wheel Company at HamSThese two companies in the past have established a favorable reputationfor the excellence of their goods. They now produce the buTof Jhe
v, heels and grinding machinery used in Canada. Among the specialtieswhich they had on exhibition were cup wheels, dish wheel

'

buzze sspecial wheels for km e and for drill grinding, also for roll and for toolgrinding, as well as a large assortment of emery and oil stones etc Oneof their most interesting exhibits was the "Beaver" gauge oil 'stones forchisels etc., made in special shapes to suit various Wnds of took The
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Lumberman President of Maritime Board of Trade.
The election of Mr W. B . Snowball to fill the office of president ofhe Mantime Board of Trade will be greeted by lumbermen Is a matterfor congratulation to themselves and to the president-elect. Mr Snowbail is a man of considerable prominence in his own town. He wasborn on January 12th, Mil, and « educated at Chatham, N.B ^

Z^fm' 5» &Ch
n

6 g^UaS Aft6rWards he ^tended inXyears 1880. 1881, 1882, 1 pper Canada College, Toronto. He went intohe lumber business with his father, on leaving college, and has been nthe business ever since. In 1899 the company waf ncorporated as ajomt stock company, as J. B. Snowball Company, Limitedl a whichime he became the secretary-treasurer. On the death of his father190G, he became president of the company.

a ?£u
Sn0wbaI1

„

vvas an German for Chatham during the years 1898and 1899 mayor for the two terms of 1901 and 1902,
g
and alain wentback mto the council as an alderman for the years 1903, 1904 °1905 and1907 and did not after that offer for re-election. He has been presidentfor three terms of the Chatham Board of Trade and ?d^Tof&B

v t. e North W T£°" C°?Pany '

° f the West Boom Company ^e North West Boom Company, and chairman of the SchoolBoard of
( hatham. During the year 1908 he was president of the Canadian Forestry Association.
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Commissioner s Report on Fort Frances Inquiry
According to the report of Mr. S. Price, the commissioner who in-stigated certain allegations of falsification of returns made against the

t Francis Lumber Company, the Ontario Government has been defrauded out o W.J88.07 in timber dues and $1,068.75 in penalties for-pass, a total of $2,0.54.82. This is the decision arrived at by Mrrnce m a careful report which he has forwarded to the Minister ofUmK Fore sts and Mine. At the same time Mr. Price exonerate

II b ame fo^tbe ff '4Y
Cu^Jt °f the co^P^y, fromall blame for the offence. The evidence," says Mr. Price ''precludesany reasonabe suspicion that W. A. Preston, president of the company'uas a party to or cognizant of the fraud, and there is not sufficient evi'cnc t

.
for be,,vn,g that the manager, W. W. Cassidy, was im^catedm t, Mr. Price declares that, owing to the clumsy way in which the
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R. Laidlaw Lumber Company Obtain Two More Yards.
An encouraging indication of better times in the lumber business inToronto is the extension of the business of the K. Laidlaw Lumber Company. The company have added two yards to their Toronto busingmakmg four m all. The new yards are located, one on the old be hue
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; 1 rd the other °n SP^ina road near theC.P.B. The former is not all laid out yet, but the building operationsare m progress. A small factory is being erected for planing,"*^TZ 7nd

tl S j
****** 18 nearly completed. The Spadina roaTyardthe old Jesse Cook property. The company will carry a full line atthe new yards, the same as in their other two.

_

The commission appointed by the New Zealand Government to inqmre into the condition of the local timber trade and to make recom-mendations for its improvement has completed its work and, accord!™to cable statements, has reported recommending the Government to makethe long lengths of Oregon imported free, but to increase the duty uponshort lengths from 2s^to 3s per 100. Even if such a change be madewdl not materially effect the importation of Oregon for any Wtn
'

fame. Canadian exports will be much more affected by the toamerswhich have hitherto run from Vancouver to New Zealand nJfJ u •

withdrawn from the trade.
Zealand ports, being

Under average forest conditions it takes more than 190 years togrow a 30-foot cedar pole.
yedrs t0
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A Good Method of Piling Hardwood
Northern Manufacturer gives Results of his Experience for Benefit of

Others—Three and Four-Sticker Piles—Prevention of Checking and Dote

In the piling of hardwood lumber there are so many methods em-
ployed throughout the country that the experience of a manufacturer
who has been in the business for a long time must be of value to all who
wish to adopt modern and effective methods of saving their stock from

saving in cost. We are now building concrete blocks 16 inc

on the bottom, 13 inches square on the top, and 6 inches

cost us about eight cents each to produce. We find that fi

these blocks under an ordinary 16-foot timber will produce enoi

lies square

thick, that

or six of

gh founda-

the losses, so frequently occurring in the yards. With the object of ob-

taining the results of experience in this direction the "Hardwood
Record" recently sought the views' of a manufacturer in the northern

hardwood country. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman" will find

tion on firm ground to sustain a pile of green lumber 12 to 18 feet high,

and, of course, the higher the pile, the closer the blocks will need to be
placed. I enclose you herewith a pencil sketch showing you what we
consider the proper method of piling hardwood lumber. You will note

Fig. 2.

/ \ i / \ : v v / \ r-a
/G

Fig. 3-

much of value in the suggestions given and they are therefore repro-

duced herewith.

"I have given the matter of concrete foundations quite a bit of

investigation and study recently, and we find by experience that we

can afford to utilize concrete foundations in place of wood, and at a

that I show a side elevation for a four-sticker bottom, as well as a three-
sticker bottom. To producers of hardwood who have a fixed market for

11, eir lumber so that they know that the lumber will not be in a pile to
exceed a year or a year and a half, I would recommend a four-sticker
bottom, but if their market is not positive and their lumber is liable to
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remain in piles longer than this period, I would recommend a three-
sticker bottom, as we find by experience that if the lumber is too lon<*m pile on the four-sticker bottom the rear sticker will draw too much
moisture and dote the lumber on the ends. The object of having the
rear sticker is to prevent the lumber from checking, but we find" that
hardwood that is on sticks two or two and a half vears is damaged lees
from checking of the 16-foot lengths on a three-sticker bottom than it is
by dote on the rear end of the lumber on the four-sticker bottom

In this sketch, the writer has used 16 feet as the prevailing length
as that is the length we aim to cut as many of our logs as possible, cut-
ting twelve or fourteen-foot lengths to save timber, and as we trim all
our lumber to specified lengths, it will readilv be seen that the short
lengths can be doubled on the stickers and held to place in good shape
and there will be enough sixteen-foot lengths to carry up the pile in
good form. r

"In hardwood lumber we find the best results are obtained by using

"Another important point is that the rear end of the lumber should
not, be nearer the ground than twelve inches, and the front end of the
pile should be high enough to give a pitch of three-fourths of an inch to
the foot. In blocking up under the piling bottom solid blocking should
not be used, as lumber is better preserved when there is a good circula-
tion of air under the piles."

The sketches accompanying this article are supplied by the author
of the foregoing letter. Fig. 1 shows the ground plan of piling with four
stickers

;
fig. 2 shows side elevation of four-sticker pile

;
fig 3 rear ele-

vation
;

fig. 4, ground plan of pile with three stickers, and fig. 5 side
elevation of a three-sticker pile.

The suggestions covered in this article and th* accompanying
sketches are worthy the careful analysis of all northern operators.

It will be noted that the scale of these drawings is one-half inch to
the foot

;
that the proposed concrete blocks are 16 inches square on the

six-inch stickers for the frant and rear, and three or four-inch for the
interior stickers. Our practice is to allow a pile to lean to the front abwt
one inch to the foot; that is, a pile of lumber eighteen feet high would
lean to the front eighteen inches.

"And then, another point that is quite important, the front sticker
should extend out beyond the ends of the lumber about two inches so
that the sun will not check the ends of the lumber, and the same thing
would apply in case a rear end sticker is used. The interior sticker
should be so arranged that none of the boards will extend beyond the
sticker less than eight inches. We find by experience that if a board
is piled in this manner it will check from the end of the board up to
the sticker, while if it extends a longer distance there is enough strength
to the board to hold it together and not check.

"The matter of roofing the piles is also quite important, and the
roof boards should extend enough to the rear so that the drippings will
strike on the ground and not on the rear of the pile.

bottom 13 inches square at the top, and 6 inches in thicknessdotted lines indicate stickers.
tmciraess. The
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THE WOODWORKER
Shearing1 Cuts with a Straight Cutter.

I!v N. J. MlLLETTE.

The following is a practical method of performing a shearing cut

with straight cutters on shaper. By the use of these cutters, hard or

soft wood can be shaped with or across the grain on very small pieces

without chipping the wood. The percentage of defective stock is re-

duced to a minimum, and we can attempt to do some classes of work

that could not he done by the ordinary straight cutter. The danger for

the operator is greatly reduced, as the action of cutting is always smooth
and uniform.

The sketches herewith show the method l>\ which we can design

and grind to constant shape cutters for this purpose.

Fig. 1 shows a "top view" of the bottom collar as placed on the

machine, with the two cutters placed on a slant, as desired to be oper

ated. The dotted outside line shows the travel of the cutting edge and

Fiq- -1-

* 7 6 <S 4 3 Z /

Top view of collar showing position of cutters as operated, and method of

designing.

the way the cutter has to be made to perform the straight cut.

Fig. 2 represents the cutter laid out with corresponding points, to

the position at which it stands slanting as operated, designed in such a

way as to produce a perpendicular cut.

Fig. 3 is a "cross section" of the shaft and collars to illustrate the

Frs-3-

1 Tj
i

1
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/ ^ i
!

- ^ l_J_

Gauge N°- - -7!^ —

.

fb/i 7ssr/A/ch ifs/sps or

Cutter Fdff Smpmg-
Sr/?/r/G//rS//£/ifr/A(? Cur

Cross section of elevation, showing position of cutters as operated and gauge fo r

grinding.

position of the 'cutters," and the special grooves made in the collars

to secure them in operation.

Pig. 4 is a sketch of the "gauge" required to grind cutters to true

«hape, laid out in such a way as to test- both right and left cutters, by

placing same on opposite side of the gauge.

Fig. 5 shows a cutter in position for testing on gauges. This is done

by sliding the cutter along side of the gauge until the cutting edge

reaches the shaped part.

All collars, cutters, gauges and tools of every description should be

well marked so that everybody can tell at onoe what the tool is intended

for. This simplifies the direction. The marking of tools appears to in-

volve much work when making them, but is a very small job compared
with the time lost in daily handling when they are not marked.

The Making of Wooden Columns.

The making of wooden porch columns formerly was, and is still, to

(mite an extent, a special planing mill job. However, recent changes in

styles and a much greater enlargement in the number used, have led to

the development of manufacturing institutions devoted exclusively to

column-making. The most notable changes in the columns are from
solid material to a built-up or stave column, and from the old small,

square post, turned part of its length, to the larger, round, smooth or

fluted column of something like classic proportions.

There are still solid columns made. We can find here and there
among the factories piles of the old squares 4, f) and 0 inches thick, with
a part of the length in the middle turned, but these are mostly piled up
as remnants, and there is very little call for them except in certain iso-

lated places. Also, there is another form of solid column in which a

section of a tree, large enough to make the column desired, is used,
having a hole bored through the centre or heart from end to end, then
turned to the size and shape desired.

The great majority of columns, however, made now are built up of

staves—that is, are made of comparatively narrow strips of lumber of

various thicknesses, slightly tapered, and jointed together so as to form
a barrel-like column, which is turned off on the outside, fitted with a base
or pedestal and a cap, the column face being either left plain or fluted,

depending on the desire of the user. Naturally it takes thicker lumber
to make the fluted columns than the plain, because the staves must be
thick enough to permit of fluting as well as turning off, and still leave
enough body to give strength and stability to the column.

There are a number of ways of making staves for columns, and sev-
eral different kinds of lumber used. The most general materials are
poplar, cypress and Oregon fir. The lumber is taken in the rough and in

thicknesses varying from one inch to three inches, depending on the size

and kind of column being made—that is, the general size and whether or
not it is to be fluted. The general run of columns, 6-inch to 10-inch dia-

meter, requires only plump 1-inch lumber, whereas some of the large
ones, 18 to 24-inch diameter, may require lumber 2-inch or 4-inch thick.

The method of converting lumber into staves varies in different fac-
tories. Generally, everywhere, the first step in the process is to cross-
cut it to the length desired, and the next is to rip it into widths for the
staves. Sometimes this ripping is done so as to give a flat joint, and then
the staves are dowelled together without further treatment, some with
special shapes of tongue and groove joints, some with what are termed
the lock joint, some one way and some another, some of the jointing
being done on stickers and some on special stave column jointing ma-
chines.

After the jointing, no matter just what the form of joint, the staves
are built up into columns, and generally the joints are spread with glue,
to hold them together. After being built up they are clamped tightly
with chain clamps or something of the kind, a series of which is wrapped
around the columns to squeeze them tightly together and hold them
while setting. The column factory glue room' while it is generally off to
itself like the glue room in other woodworking institutions, differs ma-
terially from others in the simplicity of its equipment. There is no array
of presses, forms and cauls. There is a glue-heater, a lot of pots and
stands, and brushes for spreading the glue by hand, some trestle benches
on which the column staves are laid while being built up, with drip pans
or something underneath to catch the waste glue. This, together with
a pile of chain clamps for binding the column staves together, constitutes
the equipment of such a glue room.

From the glue room the column goes to the lathe, where it is turned
to the size and shape desired, usually the turning being done by hand,
without special tool-holders other than those in ordinary hand lathe prac-
tice. It would seem that here they might use back knife or gauge lathes,
or something of the kind, that would turn almost automatically to the
size wanted, and probably some of the factories do, but in others the
variety of work required seems to render this inadvisable

; and, anyway,
a column turner soon becomes expert enough that he can practically
gauge his work with his eye and turn a column almost as quickly by-
hand as could be done with a latch lathe.

After turning, if the column is to be fluted, it goes to the fluting
lathe. Here we find some difference from the ordinary pianino mill
practice, where fluting attachments are put on the turning Jathe.

"
One

might argue that there is no need to make an extra handling and reset
the column in another lathe, to flue it. It is found, however, that the
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fluting takes up too much time from the turning lathe, consequently the
fluting lathe is generally kept separate from the others, with a man in
charge who doee the fluting on such columns as are to be fluted, while
the others that are turned smooth are finished and sent on, and the lathe
continues uninterruptedly.

The great majority of columns made vary in size from 6-inch to 12-
inch diameter. That is. the largest number 'are within these sizes, but
there are lots of larger ones made to special order, and some of the col-
umn factories are equipped to make them as large as 30-inch diameter
and 24-foot long. The writer caught a picture of one of these especially
large columns, one 28-inch diameter and about 20-foot long, while the
flutes were being cleaned up by hand. These larger columns and those
01 special size and pattern, while they go through the same process as the
standard stock in a general way, require some special treatment. That
is, a little hand work now and then in the way of cleaning up flutes and.
of course, they require a very large lathe. The one referred to, capable
of turning columns 30-inch diameter and 24-foot long, was found over to
one side of the building by itself. It had been very carefullv bedded in
concrete, to reduce vibration. Formerly they had it setting on the floor
along with other lathes, but found that in turning these large columns
there was considerable vibration, so they took it off to one side and bed-
ded it in concrete.

One of the important things about columns, no matter what material
they are made of nor just how much they are jointed, is to have the stock
thoroughly seasoned before working. Another is to paint them immedi-
ately after they are done, to prevent swelling, shrinking and checking
and the opening of the joints. In some factories they are not only paint"
ed. but are wrapped with thick paper before they are packed awav in the
warehouse, to protect them not only from moisture, but from having the
face damaged.

The plain turned caps and bases of the columns are made in the col-
umn factory on the same lathes, with the assistance of band saws, but
the ornamental caps of classic design, with carving, are generally made
of composition material. These are purchased by the column factories
and kept in stock in various designs, ready to ship out with the columns,
so that the column and its trimmings may all be purchased from the same
place.—K. L. Thayer, in ' The Woodworker."

Scrolling' with a Band Saw.
There is really too much tendency to do scroll work with a band saw

these days which by rights should be done on the scroll saw. writes J.
Crow Taylor, in the "Woodworkers' Review." This subject has been
mentioned in these columns before, but the general persistence in the
practice suggests the necessity of not only making mention of it again,
but of adding a word or two of advice, and that is, if you will substitute
the band saw for the scroll saw try to make it do its work better than the
average band saw usually does it. This is no reflection on the average
saw, because they do the work as well as band saws, but to compare the
average band saw work to scroll saw work is quite frequentlv like com-
paring rough-sawed lumber to stock that has been through a planer. Some
well kept band saws in the hands of an expert do nicer work than some
poorly kept scroll saws in the hands of an ignorant or slothful operator
but that doesn't alter the fact that with the same degree of skill and
care in the operation of the machines the scroll saw will do much smooth-
er work than the average band saw. Quite frequentlv this difference
amounts to more in the cost of sanding and smoothing up by hand than
the extra time to do the work on the scroll saw as compared' to the band
saw. Therefore, if you persist in using a band saw for scroll work see
to it that it is kept in the pink of condition, so as to reduce to the small-
est possible minimum the hand sanding required to make a smooth jobDo you know. I think the best thing that one can turn to, as an aid
to keeping the band saw in the pink of condition, is an automatic filer
or sharpener. I am not out to advocate the use of any special machine
that would not be fair. Besides, it has been a number of years since I
have used one of these band saw filing machines, and many new and im-
proved ones have come on the market since

; but with one of the old re-
ciprocating type used ten years ago, one of the kind which has been dis-
carded frequently as being unsatisfactory, I got results that were so
pleasing that I would not operate a band saw again without an automatic
machine to do the filing. In the first place, it is too big and too tedious
a job to be continuously filing by hand a fine tooth band saw, such as is
necessary for smooth work. In the next place, the time required costs
so much money that it is decidedly cheaper to buy an automatic ma-
chine With these machines, as with everything else, a man has to studythem to learn how to use them for the best results, otherwise "they will
not, give the satisfaction they should. The main fault I have found inheir use has been tne tendency on the part of those using them to makethe filing machine cut too fast. They want to get done too quickly, andmake the machine sharpen a tooth to each stroke. The way to get ex-cellent work out of such a machine and also out of the saw, because it

Vhtlv Z EH '

W t0 aUt°matiC fili"g machine so * verylightly and let it go round the saw two or three times, depending on theamount of work necessary to put keen points on the teeth. I would rathergo around a dozen times with a machine than undertake to put it in good

shape with one trip around. After the machine is carefully adjusted it

practically takes care of itself. Of course, you can not go off and leave
it alone by the hour, but you can be doing other things, and keep your
eye on the sharpening machine meantime, so there is very little addi-
tional cost in the extra time required to file a saw with a mechine cutting
lightly. The great thing with such a machine is that it encourages keep-
ing the machine sharp and in good order, and if, in addition to using
them one will give careful attention to the setting, the average band saw
work can be decidedly improved 111 point of smoothness. And that's what
we need when we do scroll work with a band saw, smooth cutting. The
only way to get smooth cutting is to have a band saw in the pink of
condition.

Short Drive Belts.

Of course, millwrights are well agreed on one point at least, and
that is to hang shafting so the belted pulleys will not be very near to-
gether on centres, especially where a heavy load must be carried; 20 feet
between centres gives a much more satisfactory belt, and one capable of
doing much more work, than it is reasonable to expect where belted
pulleys are not more than 8 feet or 10 feet between centres, or perhaps
Jess.

When small pulleys are required, running at high rate of speed,
they are very satisfactory on light machines; but if they must run at a
lew rate—say 500 r.p.m. or less—the mill man who expects that sort of
a thing to do much work, especially heavy work, will—well, get left,
that's all. But on heavy lines, with good-sized pulleys and correspond-
ingly wide belts, I have had good success belting a countershaft, as I will
explain, which I have found capable of doing a good lot of work ten or
twenty-four hours each day, as circumstances required.

The sketch shows a rough plan of how I belted up a counter 60 feet
long, with a varying load at the far end from the driver, requiring a 96-

h.p. transmission. Almost all sawmill machinists have had more or less
experience with edging shippers, or "hogs," as they are commonly called,
and know very well how varying the load is. The machines I had on
this counter were in a pulp mill and were especially designed, but very
similar to the "hog" in common use.

The main line was a 3 7-16-mch shaft, making 375 r.p.m., on which
1 put, close together, two pulleys 30 x 14-inch. The counter driven was
2 5-16-inch shaft, on which were two pulleys, close together, 24 x 14-
inch. By referring to sketch the readers can see the space between the
belts was wide enough to eliminate all danger of the edges of belts com-
ing m contact with each other and becoming entangled, as they were
only 12-mch belts on 14-mch face pulleys, although as a precaution I put
a brace above and below the belt, B and A, and put a 1%-inch pipe be-
tween the belts, which I have no doubt now was needless work.

As above mentioned, this was in a pulp mill that ran 24 hours per
day, and after the first few days, to get the right tension to the belts, we
had no trouble whatever, and it has now been running nearly a year If
the circumstances required, judging from the way those belts do the
work, by putting m an extra bearing and more belts alongside, one could
add to the power transmission and raise it to any desired efficiency —
L. R. B., in "The Woodworker.

The Russel Wheel & Foundry Companv, Detroit, Mich., has just
issued a well illustrated and tastefully arranged souvenir catalogue ' de-
scriptive of the various makes of "Russel" cars. As the company points
out, the demand for heavier car equipment has greatly developed with
the growth of the lumber industry and the increase of distance from the
mill to the timber. The Russel Company claims to be turning out a lod-
ging car which, in design and detail, compares favorably with the most
mcdern standard railroad equipment.
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The National Convention of Hoo-Hoo.

The national convention of Hoo-Hoo was held at Little Rock and
Hot Springs, Ark., from Sept. 8th to 11th. The address of the Snark
of the Universe was extremely interesting. Three important events, he
said, had occurred during the year. One was the erection of the house
of Hoo-Hoo at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. The house repre-

sented an investment of approximately $25,000 and it had proved one of

the most attractive features of the Exposition. Another work of much
credit to Hoo-Hoo was the erection of the home for waifs and sick child-

ren, known as the Fairview Settlement. The structure when finished

cost $3,500. It contained sixteen rooms, splendidly arranged, to take

care of the little patients. This work had been inaugurated and carried

out successfully by a number of influential members at Indianapolis.

Another event of much interest was the dedication of a memorial tablet

to commemorate the birth of Hoo-Hoo. At the beginning of the last

fiscal year there had been in the hands of the Scrivenoter $4,589.17 to

the credit of the distress fund. This fund had only been increased about

$100 during the year, and payments had been made from it amounting
to $1,035.15, leaving a balance on hand of $3,052.11. It spoke highly

of the character and financial standing of the members that so few calls

for financial assistance had been made.
The Snark of the Universe also recommended that there should be

selected some supreme representative who would be able to respond to

the numerous invitations to attend concatenations and to devote his time

to furthering the interests of Hoo-Hoo. He suggested also that a scrive-

noter should be appointed who would give his complete time to the order.

The financial statement showed that it had cost approximately

$32,000 to carry on the ffairs of Hoo-Hoo during the year. Of this sum
about $5,000 had been paid for buttons for new members and for ex-

penses of concatenations. The publishing of the twelve issues of the

bulletin in 1908 represented an expenditure of about $7,000. He sug-

gested that a change should be made in the date of the annual meeting,

as it would be much easier to obtain a large attendance in July or August
than in September.

The Scrivenoter's report for the year ending Sept. 9, 1909, showed
receipts of $40,954.75, and a balance on hand of $10,758.06. Seventy-

five concatenations had been held during the year, at which the initia-

tions had included four life members, and 1,456 regular members.

Government Report on Forest Fires in Canada.

The report of the Dominion Government upon forest fires recently

referred to in the "Canada Lumberman," contains much of interest to

lumbermen. Referring to fires on the C.P.R. belt in British Columbia
the bulletin says

:

"The most serious fires on Dominion lands in 1908 were in the

region of the dryest weather, the greatest railway danger and the most
valuable timber of British Columbia. The fire season lasted here from

early in May until October, and during that time a large force of rangers

was constantly employed. In spite of their efforts upwards of 100 fires

occurred, small and large, and there were injured over 10,270,000 feet

of merchantable timber, 200,000 feet of which are a total loss, and the

remainder of which can be saved only if logged immediately. In addi-

tion to this, forest fires over-ran large areas of cut-over and other lands,

and killed outright the virogous young growth which had been established.

"The worst two fires of the railway belt occurred in the neighbor-

hood of Shuswap lake on limits licensed to the Columbia River Lumber
Company and the Arrow Lake Lumber Company.

"Both fires required the unremitting efforts of a large number of

men for several days to subject them, and, before they were controlled,

killed almost 10,000,000 feet of merchantable timber. A serious feature

of these fires was that while the rangers and their assistants were put-

ting forth every effort to overcome them, squatters and others interested

in clearing the land were setting new fires in different places, as if with

the intention of burning up the whole country.

"The Government, lumber and other business and industrial inter-

ests lose heavily by every fire which occurs in the railway belt. The large

number of trains running over the main line of the Canadian Pacific

Railway through the territory, the constant development of mining,

lumbering and railroad construction work, and the increasing number
of settlers in the timber on the valley land—all these render the danger

of forest fire every year more acute. When forest fires start in the moun-
tain country they sweep up the slopes with irresistible speed and force,

and rapidly gather such strength and volume as to render their extinction

an impossibility. They must be prevented rather than extinguished,

and this requires that, if the immense resources of the railway belt are

to be saved, the people must be educated to the damage resulting from

forest fires, all possible causes of forest fires must be eliminated and
there must be employed a large enough force of rangers to patrol effi-

ciently the territory in danger.

"The Forestry Branch is yearly endeavoring to meet these obliga-

tions; and, as the timber has steadily risen in value and an increase of

development in traffic and exploitation has increased the fire danger,

there has been a proportionate growth in the protective system."

Referring to the public apathy in the matter of preventing the spread

of forest fires, the bulletin says: "The Fernie fire is a good illustration

of what is, throughout the newer districts of Canada, a common condi

tion. The Fernie fire was, for a month before the town was consumed,

burning in the logged-over lands and waste lands of the Elk River Val-

ley surrounding the town. Because it was not destroying timber at that

time merchantable no one made the slightest effort to control the fire.

Though for over four weeks it spread through the timberland, destroying

all small growth, it was allowed to continue unchecked, and the result

was that it got into the slashing near the town, a wind Bprang up, and,

borne upon it, the fire consumed the town and almost everything within

its limits, bringing to 22 persons a horrible death, and entailing on a

large number the tremendous property loss of $2,000,000."

The following table shows relatively the destruction due to forest

fires in 1908

:

Jurisdiction.
Number

of

Fires.

Area
Burned
Over.

Feet of

Timber
Damaged

or
Destroyed.

Value of

Ti.nber and
Improvements
Destroyed.

Men em-
ployed.

Private
Expense,

Public
Expense.

Dominion ' Govern-
ment

—

British Columbia. 100
57
84
2.S

235

acres.

»

7,540
1,800
120

88,100

10,270,000
4,000,000

20,000
40,000,000

9 cts.

5,135 00
3,180 00

21,200 00
60 00

25,000,000 00

464
46
77
14

118
692
4H3
500

9 cts. $ cts.

21,757 48
13,086 60
10,319 95
4,701 M

28,083 21
163,060 84
12,000 00
25,000 00
6,089 00

Saskatchewan

British Columbia. .

.

" 50606
5,000 00

46,621 45
12,000 00
25,000 00

250
25
56

80,000
10,000

830

500 00

3,000 00

975 00
New Brunswick. .

.

2,000,000

Totals 83 188,390 50,290,000 25,533,550 00 2,404 89,121 45 284,098 22

"Reports from all the provinces are unanimous in giving as the main
causes of forest fires, sparks from railway locomotives, bush burning by
settlers and carlessness by travellers and sportsmen. Fires from other
causes are, to a great extent, preventable. The first necessity is the
education of the people to the extent of the damage due to forest fires,

the second a more thorough patrol of the country where fires are likely

to occur, and the third a more stringent egulation on the railways."

Logging Machinery in Ontario.

The installation of a cableway skidder by the Eddy Bros. Company,
Limited, of Blind River, Ont., is an event of much interest to Canadian
lumber operators. The Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, of New
York, who manufactured and sold the machine, state that it is the first

of its kind to be used anywhere in Ontario. As it is now working the
engine is placed beside the sled road, and the further end of the main
cable is one thousand feet away, on top of a very rough and broken
mountain, and at an elevation of 240 feet above the engine. The ma-
chine takes the logs in bunches of from five to twenty, depending upon
their size, conveys them through the air and drops them alongside the
sled road, to be there piled for winter hauling. The machine is reported
to have proved itself a great labor and money saver for such logging as
abounds in Ontario, and to have rendered possible the securing of a
great deal of stumpage that would otherwise have to be left in the woods.
It is reported also that a number of neighboring operators propose to
mstal these machines.

The Lidgeo-wood Manufacturing Company have also installed a
Lidgerwood system of logging for H. Cargill, of Cargill, Ont. The Car-
gill Company own a large hardwood swamp, approximating 10,000 acres.
On account of the tangled undergrowth and an abundance of mud and
water, the swamp is very difficult to log. When the logs, stave stock
and cordwood are brought to the machine they are deposited on large, spe-
cially constructed draught waggons, and from there hauled to the mills
by powerful traction engines. The fuel for both these machines will be
wood, secured upon the ground at slight expense.

There has been a marked improvement in New Brunswick exports
to the United States, according to United States Consul Botkin, who
says that there was invoiced through the Campbellton consulate and
Paspebiac agency, for the first six months of 1909, the dullest part of
the year, goods to the value of $303,504, against $194,227 for the same
period last year. The largest item was shingles, which amounted to
$127,539, the first half of this year, while spruce lumber totalled $32,787,
and laths $25,114. The shipments to the United States for the year
will probably go above the million-dollar mark. Exports of lumber, shin-
gles, and laths to Great Britain, South America, Australia, South Africa
and the West Indies, which in 1908 were about $700,000, will be as
large or larger during the present year. The district is busy and pros-
pering.
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THE E. R. BURNS SAW CO., LIMITED
Toronto

Make the Finest Inserted Tooth Saws
for Winter Cutting-

and

Can Save You Money

H K F K R K N"(
' KS—Customers who have been using

Burns Saws for a quarter of a century.

If you intend to buy a new saw—either inserted

tooth or solid—write us. It will pay you.

Camp Supplies
When you are needing Grocery Supplies of any kind it will be

to your advantage to communicate with us, because we are right
in line on this class of business and can surely make it pay you
to get our quotations, and also take an opportunity of just seeing
how well we can, and do do this work.

H. P. Eckardt & Co.
Wholesale Grocers Cor. Front and Scott Streets, Toronto

We make them
: WHAT ? The Eclipse Double Edger, etc.

Did it ever
If you are a stranger to them and they to you. Get acquainted

occur to you that our prices on Clapboard Machinery are just one-half the price of others. Capacity of each machine over 4,000 boards per day

Get your eyes on our
Eclipse BoardSaw Carriages and Accessories.
Eclipse Combined Lath and Bolter Machines.
Eclipse Combined Trimmer and Buncher.
Eclipse Clapboard Sawing Machine.
Eclipse Clapboard Planers and Trimmers.
Eclipse Automatic Shingle Machines.
Eclipse Board Planers.

Make your work more productive by
using one of our Eclipse Lath Machines.

Prices and Catalogues cheerfully
given on application.

SLEEPER. <& AKHURST
Coaticook, Que.

STOP: I am the most Perfect Acting and Reliable Double Edger upon
the market—Low in Price and Always Ready.



WANTED 5 FOR SALE DEPARTMENT

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than -'Employment Wan-
ted" will be inserted in this department at the

rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the

basis ot 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.

When four or more consecutive insertions are

ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements ot " Employment Wanted
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than

the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion

in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

\A ANTED—4-4 CLEAR BOAT CEDAR FOR
V\ boat building ; in large or small quantities.

H. E. G1DLEY & Co.. Penetanguishene, Ont. 20

FOR SALE
OCAA CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
£JUU su itable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

50 ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont. tf

For Sale
10 cars N. B. Extra Shingles
10 cars Clears 14

140 M ft. 1" M. C. Red Pine
40 M ft. %" Basswood C. & B.

40 M ft. ye" Elm C. & B.

30 M ft B. Ash C. & B.

Geo. C. Goodfellow,
528 Board of Trade, Montreal.

Wanted
FIVE CARS ELM COFFIN STOCK. APPLY

Box 825 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 20

Wanted
WHITE CEDAR OR JUNIPER LOGS OR

lumber in large quantities. Address P.O.

Box 986, New Orleans, La. 19

Wanted
WILL PAY GOOD CASH PRICE FOR 1"

Coffin Elm, i
l/2 " 2" and 3" Mill Run Elm. Box

830, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 25

WANTED — TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24

Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tt

Wanted
SOFT MAPLE, SOFT ELM, ASH, CHESTN UT

Basswood and Birch. Will .you write us if you
have any of the above. The R.E. Kinsman Lumber
Co. Limited, Hamilton, Ont. 18

Lumber Wanted
SOFT ELM, ASH, BASSWOOD, OAK,

Beech, Soft Maple, Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch, 1" to 3". Can use log run, dead

culls out. State what you have of each kind, when
sawn and lowest price. B»x 793 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. tf

Wanted: v
Tank Lumber

3x6 and 8-18, and 3 x 10-24

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
Limited

Toronto, Ontario tt

WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR 500 M.
4x4x6" & up wide, No. 3 Barn, averaging

10" wide, 10 to 16' long.

500 M. 5/4 x 6" & up wide — same specification.

For delivery within L/L New York.

1 million ft. of Pine Box, 10% 1x6 35% »o & 12."

Balance 7, 8 & 9". At least 60 % 16', rough or

D. 2 S. for delivery upon a N. Y. N. H. & H.R.R.
rate of freight.

Only delivered prices to be considered.

The Knott, Sampson Lumber Co., 88 Broad
Street, Boston, Mass. 19

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale

FROM 200,000 TO 300,000 FEET 1^x12" 12/16

feel dry, West India Shippers. Address

P.O. Box 415, Ottawa, Canada. 18

FOR SALE— 40,000 to 50,000 Tamarac and Jack
Pine Cull Ties, from 4 to 6" face, 6" thick and

8-long. Address, Thos. Crockett, Fort William,

Ont. *• »•

FOR SALE, 50 CARS SOFT AND HARD-
wood slabs, Edgings and Listings also pine

spruce and hemlock lumber. The Northern
Commercial Co., Ltd., Sundridge, Ont. 18

Dry Birch for Sale

We have a fine stock ot common and a few
cars ot Mill cull Birch that we must move,

suitable for Furniture & Flooring trade. In order

to move this we will quote very low price on this

stock. Write us for prices. Bartram Brothers
Limited, Room 16, Citi/en Building, Ottawa,
Ont. 18

For Sale

Hemlock Timber
at Parry Sound, Ont

About 150,000 feet B. M. 10 x 12 and 140,000 feet

B. M. 12 x 12 all 22 feet and up for immediate ship-

ment either by water or rail.

For prices and other information apply to,

MASON GORDON & CO.,
80 St. Francis Xavier St.,

21 Montreal, Que.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Cheap Power
1C ROLLER TOP SWING CARS. SUIT

able for double piling lumber. Standard Gage,
The Cavendish Lumber Co., Limited, Lakefield

Ont. 18

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70. 60 & 40'h.p

Locomotive Boilers: 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmill Engines: 25, 30, 35. 40, 50, 60 and 70 h.p.

Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 25, 30,

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30,000 feet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited, Seaforth, Ont. tf

Second Hand Engines
For Sale

1—Brown Engine 20% x 54 62 R. P. M. 300
H. P. 16' x 31X" fly-wheel, complete with Bulkley
Syphon Condenser and usual valves, fittings and
indicator piping.

1—Brown Engine 13 x 34 90 R. P. M. 70 H. P.

complete with usual valves, fittings and indicator

piping.

1—Brown Engine 10^x30 80 R.P. M. 47
H. P. 8' x 4^ fly-wheel, complete with usual valves,

fittings and indicator piping.

1-Slide Valve Engine 10 5/16 x 24 84 R. P. M.
10' x 16" fly-wheel, complete with usual valves, fit-

tings and indicator piping.

Apply for prices etc.

f~Z\ Canada Paper Co Limited,

fMontreal, Toronto or Windsor Mills I\Q. tf

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

AVE YOU ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
L wish to sell? If so, make the fact known to

probable buyers by placing an advertisement in

the Wanted and For Sale Department. Address,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

EXPERIENCED LUMBER SHIPPER
wants position to ship by thousand or on

salary. Well posted Canadian and British ship-

ments. Box 820, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 19

Position Wanted
COMPETENT LUMBER INSPECTOR OF

wide experience wants opening as yard foreman
or inspector. Might arrange to buy on commission
for responsible firm. Seek, change so as to reduce
travelling and be more at home. Box 832, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 21

Situation Wanted
BY LUMBER ACCOUNTANT OF THIRTEEN

years experience in wholesale and manufactur-
ing offices. Past eight years in charge of office;

now employed in that capacity by large pine mill
and chartered railroad. Would like to make nominal
investment as an item of permanency. Box 824,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 20

WANTED EMPLOYEES

COMPETENT SALESMAN WHO KNOWS
Western Ontario trade to sell millstock :

—

lumber, shingles, etc. State salary. CiooJ references
required. Apply Box 569, Lindsay Ont. zo

Wanted
AN EXPERIENCED BAND SAWYER FOR

Ontario lumber mills a good position foi the
right man. Write stating particulars to Box 833,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto 20

WANTED AT ONCE EXPERIENCED
salesman on Circular and other Mill Saws

which have high reputation. Apply stating age
and salary required, and give references. Appli-
cations will be treated as confidential. Apply Box
829 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 18

WANTED—NEW YORK WHOLESALE
lumber house requires services ot a travelling pur-
chasing agent, competent to buy lumber of all

kinds, visit mills and collect useful information. No
one but a thorough lumberman will be considered.
Reply, Box 831, Canada Lumberman Toronto. 18

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale

AN UP-TO-DATE SAW MILL ON LAKE
Nipissing, with timber range, scows and

and alligators complete. For full particulars apply-

to Dr iWer B, Sturgeon Falls, Ont. 18

Jobbers Wanted
""TO LOG FIVE TO FIFTEEN MILES FROM
1 Bannerman Siding, C. P. R. Large or small

blocks. Rigging supplied if necessary. Apply
The Northern Timbbr Co., Limited, Markstay,
Ont. >8

For Sale

A STEAM SCREW STEAMER, HAVING
daily mail, passenger and freight route on

Lake Nipissing ; with scows, wharfs, store-houses

coal sheds, blacksmith shop, and ship yard.

For particulars apply to Drawer B, Sturgeon
Falls, Ont. 18

For Sale

COMPLETE LUMBERING EQUIPMENT
including new sawmill, capacity 25 000 feet per

day, limits and lots, ten good houses, nine-acre mill

site, logging and camp ou fit etc. Located at

Kearney, Ontario on G. T. R. with switch to mill

and yards. Full particulars on application to W.
WILY, 48 Elgin Ave. Toronto. 18

For Sale
Good Business Chance

PORTABLE SAWMILL IN GOOD SHAPE,
latest improved, with 25 h.p. Engine, cable

feed friction set works, inserted tooth saw, double
edger slab saw, trucks, waggon, sleighs, also

quantity of timber in the yard, also 50 acres of good
day loom, good building. Bargain. Will sell to-

gether or separate.
For particulars apply to Box 563 Newmarket,

Ont. tf

MISCELLANEOUS

SMALL TIMBER LIMIT FOR SALE FORTY-
two acres virgin forest ; fifty miles from Tor-

onto ; \Y\ miles from railroad station; comprising
maple, elm, beech, hemlock, basswood, cedai.
Apply Box 834, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 21

Mill Sites

MILL SITES WITH THE TIMBER BE-
hind them, both pine and pulp— that is what

lumbermen want today. Northern New Ontario is

building so quickly that the rough product is easily
marketed and the high class material shipped out by
rail. Take advantage of this unique situation now
and buy and build at Haileybury on navigable
Lake Temiskaming while prices are right. Write
us. CYRIL T. YOUNG. Chairman, Publicity
Department of Haileybury Board ot Trade.

Limit For Sale

in nnn nnn 1111 spruce and jac k
JV,UUU,VVU Pine, good qui

ot Edmonton on Macleod Ki\er and G.T. P.

Splendid proposition— move quick, snap—wire or

write 359 Cumberland Ave., Winnipeg 20

Timber, Lands and Saw

Mills for Sale

The UNDERSIGNED Offers:—

Parcel 1. Ste Anne dea Monts property situated
on the South Shore of the St Lawrence River.
Gaspe Count)-, Quebec, about 1000 acres ot Seign-
iory or Fee Simple lands—at the mouth of the Ste
Anne des Monts upon which is located a well

equipped tnmber anil shingle Mill with ample steam
power, electric lighting, with a capacity of 25,000
feet of Lumber and 125000 to 150,000 pieces of
Shingles each ten hours- also Dwellings for work-
men. Stable, Store house*, Kepair Shops and Mill

Pond and storage facilities for logs.

About 300 square miles of licensed timber lands
upon which disinterested Explorers make a minimum
estimate of over 3*0 Million feet of saw logs,
principally spruce, fir and cedar, and 595,000 cords
of Spoolwood. and Pulpwood.

All on drivable streams an average of not over 30
miles to Mill Pond.

And all shanty plant tools and equipment on the
property.

Parcel 2. What logs are now in the river esti-

mated 3 Million feet board measure.

Parcel 3. Grande Vallee property situated abou
sixty miles east of Ste Annr des Monts on the South
Shore of the St. Lawrence River in the County of
Gaspe, Quebec.

About 54 square miles of Seigniory or Fee Simple
lands and 100 square miles of Licensed lands.

A new Mil] consisting of a steam teed Circular
saws— 1 Mershon Horizontal resaw—with all sub-
sidiary Machine)' and ample steam power and
electric lighting.

Capacity 50,000 to 75,000 feet of Lumber each ten
hours—A practically new Mill for sawing shingles
and railway ties.

With ample steam power and electric lighting to

produce 125 000 to 150,000 shingles each ten hours.

All the shanty plants, tools and equipment on tbe
property.

On the timber lands, disinterested Explorers
minimum reports are 100 Million feet saw logs,

principally spruce, fir and cedar and two hundred
and forty five thousand cords Pulp and Spool
Wood.

For further particulars, address,
G A. MILLINER.

Deseronto,
24 Ont.

By Public Auction

Valuable Pine

Timber Berth
North Shore Lake Huron

Auction sale of the license to cut the

timber on the south-east 'quarter of the

Township of Foster
(9 square miles) more or less

on THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7th, 1909,

at 3 o'clock p. m. at the QUEEN'S
HOTEL, Toronto.

Terms—One half cash ; balance in nine months
with interest at 6 per annum
For further particulars and Maps applv to

MILLAR, FERGUSON & HUNTER. Barristers.
Toronto.

This berth has only been operated one season and
is well timbered with pine and other merchantable
woods. It can bf cheaply lumbered and the logs
driven down the White Fish River. The timberjis
sound and subject to Crown Dues of one dollar per
thousand B. M. tor pine. The license has no time
limit and includes the right to cut all timbers on the
berth which can be easily reached from Nairn Centre
station on the Soo Branch of the C. P. R or from
Little Current by boat. jo
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Saw Mill, Timber Lands

and Lumber for Sale

T" HE ESTATE OF J. D. McARTHUB
1 Esquire, offers the following Parcels, all sitl

uated in the vicinity of South Lancaster. Ontario*
PARCEL ONE: SAW-MILL consisting ol tin

roofed building with circular saw, trimmers, double
edger. shingle machine and bolter, rip saw tables,
planer for tonguing and grooving, lath mill, etc.,
lighted by electricity, light generated on the prem-
ises. Capacity 15000 to 20,000 feet of lumber each
ten hours with ample steam power. Good custom
trade to the mill from surrounding district.

PARCKL TWO : About ,, 31 acres of fnehold
timber lands on which disinterested explorers make
an estimate ol over 36,000 saw-logs, principally
Hardwood. The above limits are all on drivable
streams and an average ot not over 18 miles to the
Mill pond.

PARCEL THREE : About two million feet of
sawn lumber piled in the vicinity of the saw-mill
consisting of maple, birch, ash. elm, pine, etc., etc.

^
Also—2,000 cords of slab wood, and a large quan-

tit v of shingles.

Tendeis for the above mentioned Parcels EN
BLOC or separately will be received up till the
FIFTEENTH DAY OF OCTOHER. iocq. For
further particulars address Mrs. J. 1). McArthur,
c/o The Estate of J. I). McArthur, South Lancas-
ter, Ontario.

The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted
by tho vendors. Iu

Sale of Valuable

Timber Limits

Andrew MacCormack Estate and

Other Interests

THE UNDERSIGNED ARE INSTRUCTED
to sell by Public Auction en bloc, at the Russell

House, Ottawa, on September 30, 1909, at a. 50 p.m.,
the following Timber Limits situate in Block A.
Upper Ottawa, Province of Quebec, viz :

Berth 676 Licence No. 580 of 1008-00. south hal,
Lot 16. Range 4, Block A, 25 square miles ; Berth
677, License No. 581 of 1908-00, south half Lot 14,
Range 3, Block A. square miles; Berth 611,
License No. 582 of 1908-00, Grand Lac Victoria.
River Ottawa. 19 square miles : Berth 078, Licence
No. 583 of 1908-09. south hall of north half Lot 16,
Range 4. Block A, g'A quare miles ; Berth t>79.
License No. 584 of 1908-09. north halt Lot 16, Range
3, Block A, isii square miles; Berth 680, License
No. 585 of 1908-09. north half Lot 15, Range 3, Block
A, 18 square miles; Berth 681, License No. 586 ot
1908-09, southhalf Lot 17, Range 5, Block A, 23
square miles ; Berth 682 Licence No. 387 of 1908-09,
north half Lot 16, Ranges, Block A 23 square miles;
Berth 696. License No. 588 of 1908-09, north half lot
17, Range 4, Block A. 25 square miles.

Total 183^ square miles.

These limits are all surveyed and are easy of
access by a good roadway trom Ville Marie to their
location. The> comprise some of the best pine and
pulp wood areas in the Province.

The Trustee reserves the right if the Reserve
Bid is not reached, to offer the berths separately.
Terms— 10 per cent, of the purchase money to be

paid down at the time of sale, and the balance in
equal instalments at one( 1 ), three (3) and six (6) months
thereafter with interest at the rate ot 3 per cent, per
annum.

For further particulars and conditions of sale
apply to the Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch),
and to Code & Burritt, Solicitors, Carleton Chani-
ers, Ottawa.

Dated this 31st day of March, 1909.

THE ROYAL TRUST CO., Ottawa,
8 Trustees of Sale.

Hay for Sale
OR HAY (TIMOTHY AND CLOVER

I mixed) apply to E. Siinard & Co., 103 St.
Francois Xavier street, Montreal. ao

SALE OF

McCormick & Moore
Timber Limits

The undersigned are instructed to sell by Public
Auction, as one Parcel or separately to suit pur-
chasers, at the Russell House. Ottawa, on

September 30th, 1909,
at 2.30 p. m.

the following Timber Limits situate in Block AUpper Ottawa. Province of Quebec, viz:

Parcel i. N. % Lot No. 8. Range 4. Block
A, Upper Ottawa. Que., 23 square miles.

Parcel 2. S. % Lot No. 8. Range 4, Block
A. Upper Ottawa, Que., 25 square miles.

1 hese limits are surveyed and are easy of access—
the Ottawa River and Branches traversing both
limits.

Terms 10% of the purchase monev to be paid down
at the time of sale, and the balance in equal instal-
ments at One(,), Three (3). and Six (b) months
thereafter with interest at the rate of five per cent,
per annum.
For further particulars and conditions of sale apply

to The Royal Trust Company (Ottawa Branch) and
to Code & Burritt. Solicitors, Carleton Chambers
Ottawa.
Dated this 7th day of July, A.D. 1909.

THE ROYAL TRUST COMPANY,
Trustees for Sale. 18

Estimating Rules for Ties, Etc.

In the State of Pennsylvania the
number of board feet 'of lumber
contained in ties, poles, posts, etc.,
is estimated by means of the fol-

lowing table :

Railroad tie 44 board feet
M'ne tie 25 board feet
Telegraph poje ... 150 board feet
Trolley pole 100 board feet
Fence post 10 board feet
Fence rail 8 board feet
Mine prop 18 board feet
Car of mine props 5,460 board feet
7 .->00 lath 1,000 board feet
3,500 shingles ...1,000 board feet
Coard of wood ...1,000 board feet

perpetual bonfires, and defective
logs and low grade lumber aban-
doned as not worth moving.

This policy does not generally
prevail now. Some mills have put
in machinery to work up their own
by-products, others sell their waste
to manufacturers who can use it,

as in the case cited in Maine. The
properties and uses of woods are
now subjects of careful investiga-
tion, and the problem of turning
to account the odds and ends and
the by-products is brought more
to the front now than formerly.

Life of Burned Timber.

The question of how long timber
will remain sound after being killed
by forest fire is one of the many
forestry problems which will be in-

vestigated by the Portland, Ore.,
office of the United States Forest
Service during the present sum-
mer. There are thousands of acres
of fire-killed timber in the States
of Washington' and Oregon, which
are undoubtedly of great commer-
cial value. These areas will be
carefully investigated by members
of the Forest Service for the pur-
pose of determining the rate of
deterioration and the usability of
limber standing on them.

Timber which has been killed by
forest fires is not necessarily of in-

ferior quality until deteriorating
agencies, such as decay and in-

sects, attack it. The rate at which

3 1

deterioration advances, and the
time elapsing between the fire and
the beginning of the destruction,
are very important questions which
confront the Pacific coast logger.
They will be studied under various
climatic and forest conditions. A
large number of typical burned
areas will be visited and a variety
of conditions investigated.

Fire-killed timber when sawed
into lumber is often discriminated
against by the consumer, particu-
larly when it is to be used for
structural purposes. In order to
determine the merits of this ma-
terial for the above uses the Forest
Service will also investigate its

strength properties at the timber
testing laboratory of the service at
Seattle, Wash.

The use of concrete for founda-
tions, r.ot only for mill and factory
frames, but also for machine's
themselves, adds to the life of the
machine and makes a much easier
job of keeping them in good order
and running smoothly. A solid
concrete foundation keeps the posts
carrying line shafting from settling
and thus setting up strains in the
machinery. And solid foundations
under the machines themselves
prevent vibration and keep the ma-
chines together in better shape. So
when you have occasion to do re-

pairing or remodelling J the
foundations investigate Cue merits
of this material.

Telegraph Office :

Windy Lake Pine, Ont.

Manufacturers op

C. P. R. Station :

Bahnsen

Passing of the Waste Heap.

The waste wood heap continues 1

f
to diminish and pass away. A J
Massachusetts manufacturer of I
brushes recently made a discovery J
in Maine which supplied him with f
material exactly suited to his pur- I

pose. He went to the Pine Tree
State to buy wood for the backs of
hair burshes and the handles of
shaving brushes, and chanced to
visit the yards of a spool maker
who was using white birch. The
spool man took the white part of
the wood only, and was throwing
away the red hearts. Thousands
of cords had been burned or dump-
ed in the lake to be rid of it. The
red hearts were exactly what the
brush maker wanted, and at little

more than the expense of freight
he supplied his factory.

This is typical of the trend of
manufacturing. Waste of wood is

still great, but it is decreasing.
What one factory cannot use, an-
other turns to profit. Formerly
mills threw away half the forest—tops left in the woods, sawdust
dumped in streams to pollute them
and destroy fish, s.<tbs burned in

Red and White Pine

LUMBER and LATHS
Car Flooring, in Required Lengths

Our Red Pine, put up Box and Better, is nice stock. Take a Sample Car, and we are assured of
turtner patronage.

The Mill Culls, though a little narrow, are otherwise "Choice," being- culled tor little red streakand Utile wane. They are splendid for Box Manufacture, and the Dead Culls too with little wastecan be used for same purpose. wasic,

Try us, we will endeavor to satisfy you. We have our whole season's Cut to dis ,ose ot.

HUTHER. BR.OS. PATENT GROOVER. OR DADO HEAD
For cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to z inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material. Will cut a perfect groove with or across the grain.
This is the only Dado Head on the market that gives entire satisfaction on all classes of work. No

screw adjustment. For different width grooves, simply remove or add inside cutters. Sold by builders
and dealers of wood working machinery in all parts of the United States. Will send on approval, in
competition with any other make on the market; if not the best return at our expense.
HUTHER BROS., SAW MFG. CO., Inc., .170 University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., manufacturers
Circular Saws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box Cutters, Concave Saws, etc.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

A fairly firm tone prevails all through the market for Lumber in
Ontario. The export demand is a little better and prices are stronger
for good qualities, thougli no marked advances have resulted. The
strength in 1 x 12, 2 x 12 and 3 x 12 white pine which recently developed
has become more marked and is believed to indicate a shortage of these
sizes in all grades. The demand for 1 x 12 for export is extremely good,
extensive orders coming in from South Africa and the Argentine.

British Columbia shingles and lath are suffering from an over supply
in Ontario since the arrival of extensive shipments from the coast, as a
result of manufacturers having anticipated the recent increase in the
United States tariff. A traveller recently returned from a trip through
western Ontario repots that most of the retail yards are now carrying
stocks of shingles sufficient to carry them through to next spring. British
Columbia lumber and dimension timbers in Ontario are in good demand.
It is expected that a further advance of from 50 cents to $1 a thousand
will shortly be put into effect.

Ottawa reports state that the lumber trade is exceedingly brisk.
Shipping cull sidings over one inch in thickness and seven inches in width
are in especially good demand at $27 to $30 per thousand. One-inch
stock is selling at $24 per thousand, but the demand is dull. There is a
good demand for good pine strips from Chicago and the Canadian West.
Bix lumber is a trifle easier but prices are unchanged at $17 to $18 for
large lots. Lath and shingles at Ottawa have been fluctuating. Lath,
red pine and spruce are in good local demand at Ottawa. Mill run red
pine is selling at $15.50 to $17 per thousand and the demand is good.
Spruce and hemlock are also in good demand. Tamarack is also much
sought after, especially for building stables and silos. Ties and tele-

graph poles are quiet. The best railway ties selling at from 42 to 50
cents.

The hardwood business is improving materially, the higher grades
in particular selling at good prices. Some dealers are laying in fairly

large stocks. Basswood at present is rather quiet but active movement
is expected in a short time. The furniture factories are increasing their
demands for several kinds of hardwoods, and with the Canadian National
Exhibition over, it is expected that the fall trade will assume good pro-
portions. Quarter-cut oak is very active, holding up at high prices, and
is expected to remain so at least until next spring, when the stocks
which are not being cut will have been seasoned sufficiently for placing
upon the market. Possibly at that time a material decrease in prices
will occur. Plain common oak is quite active, the furniture factories
using a large amount of it. Elm has been moving quite freely, the two-
inch variety especially being in good demand and scarce.

Eastern Canada.

Little of note has occurred during the past fortnight in connection
with the lumber industry. It is thought that shingles will shortly be a
little firmer but at present no changes have occurred. Manufacturers
are making preparations for cutting about the same number of spruce
logs on the St. John river during the coming winter as last year, and
the contracts which have already been let are at about the same price

as those of last year. The cedar cut will also be equal to the previous
one. Spruce deals for export to Great Britain are unchanged. Local
trade at St. John in spruce was much better during August of 1909 than
August of 1908. It is expected that the rest of the season will witness
a good and steady quantity, of business. The price of English deals
has remained unusually steady all summer, with a tendency toward

LATH
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

LIMITED

Board of Trn.de Building, Montreal

higher levels. The stocks of "English" arc fairly heavy, amounting to

between five and a half and six millions of superficial feet at St. John,
which would sell at present at from $14.25 to $14.75 per thousand feet
f.o.b. steamer St. John. Some dealers are expecting an increase in the
price of cedar shingles. The August shipments of shingles were ex-
tremely heavy and St. John stocks were greatly reduced. They now
amount to about two and a half millions of "extras" and one and a half

millions of "clears," which are selling at about $2.80. GcxkI prices are

being obtained at St. John for "2nd clear" cedar shingles, with the re-

sult that very few are being exported. They are selling now at about
$2.20 per thousand.

The Boston spruce market is fairly quiet with steady prices. Frames,
2-inch and under, are selling at about $23.50, although some holders are
asking $24. Random has been quite quiet at $23 for large sizes, but
few offers at this figure are made. Spruce boards are in quiet demand.
Shingles are somewhat stronger at Boston but the demand is rather
dull. The best cedar "extras" are holding at $3.80, though some sales
are being made at $3.00. Lath also are quiet, though some mills have
heen doing a fairly good business. The prices at present are $3.00 to

$3.75 for 1%-inch, and $4 to $4.10 for 1%-inch.

Great Britain

A slight improvement in the lumber business is at last reported on
the London spot market. Stock deliveries and arrivals are both increas-
ing. Prices are continuing very firm for deals, battens and floorings. At
Churchill & Sim's recent auction sale common St. John sold at £5
15s. for 11 -inch, and £5 7s. for 7-inch to 9-inch. At Liverpool there is

as yet little in the condition of trade to warrant much improvement in

prices. Some of the city sawmills are working three-quarter time and
others at even less than this. There is a general feeling, however, that
an improvement may be expected within the near future. The market
for spruce deals remains steady, as usual. Arrivals at Mersey ports have
been quite heavy. At Manchester it is repoi-ted that the timber trade
is decidedly flat. Deliveries have been somewhat limited and imports
are little different from what they were a year ago so far as the aggre-
gate is concerned. It is also reported that there has been a heavy falling

off in the import of spruce this year.

No important changes are reported in the lumber business at Glas-
gow. There is, however, a steadily increasing spot demand, which leads
to a general conviction that improvement is about to occur. In fact, an
all round healthier condition is manifest, and an active fall trade is

looked for. The hand-to-mouth transactions which have been so general
for a long time past are broadening out into regular trading. Buyers
seem to have convinced themselves that the present time is opportune
for acquiring stocks, and they are acting upon this belief. Spruce, teak,
birch logs and hardwood lumber generally are moving, and in some
instances quite freely.

United States.

The lumber industry is reflecting fairly well the general expansion I

in all lines of industry which has come about as a result of the return <

cf confidence to business men. During August a first rate midsummer
business was done, especiallv in the soft woods, and during the early
part of September the position of all lines of lumber improved consider-
ably. It is believed that the yellow pine situation is improving rapidly

j

as a result largely of curtailment on the part of the southern mills, which
are said to be cutting only aboue 00 per cent, of their capacity. Northern
pine is in fair demand at Chicago for manufacturing purposes, though

R. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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Cleveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co., Limited

A Monster Skidway on our Limits at Nairn, Ont.

Some of Our Specialties
We are manufacturers of White Pine Lumber in all the different grades

and thicknesses. Any length furnished, from ten feet to sixty feet.

Always ready to quote on heavy construction timber, bridge timber, ship

timber, ship decking, tank stock, silo material, etc.

Cutting special bills to order is a hobby with us.

Cleveland - Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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the Volume of business is not extensive. Orders now being received are
mostly for prompt delivery, showing that manufacturing concerns are
in immediate need of lumber. No. 2 barn and better are in good demand
at Buffalo 1)111, the low grades, as usual, are very dull. The hemlock
situation is improved. At Chicago the prices of piece stuff and boards
have advanced in sympathy with the advance in yellow pine. Even yet,
however, they are too low to allow much profit. Country yards are
sending in orders for immediate delivery and therefore are willing to
pay a little higher price.

At Buffalo there is a good demand for hemlock. On account of the
various sources from which it is drawn dealers are able to obtain supplies
without paying the advances which have recently come into force in

other places. Considerable fir is arriving at Chicago from the Pacific
coast, but it is finding an active competitor in yellow pine, and even in

hemlock. There is a good demand for car roofing, siding and flooring.
Timbers are still quiet. At Buffalo there is still a decidedly good de-
mand for Pacific coast fir and similar woods. It is expected that some of
this class of wood will shortly be purchased in British Columbia, as a

number of Buffalo lumbermen are taking an active interest in that field.

The movement of shingles from the Pacific coast is very marked at
Buffalo. There is a splendid demand for red cedar shingles in thai pari
of the country. The depression in the cooperage industry at Chicago,
and, in fact, throughout the country, continues with no sign of im-
provement.

A slight Improvement ha-3 been noticed in the market for hardwoods
at Chicago, and a large trade is looked for during the fall. Plain oak is

the most important feature at present. The price of upper grades is

quite firm. There is a better demand for birch firsts and seconds unse-
lected. No. 1 common is fairly strong. Firsts and seconds in red birch
are also in good demand at Chicago and so are the upper grades of ash,
both white and brown. Basswood is firm and maple also is in <*ood
demand.

Market Correspondence

Ottawa Valley News—Brisk Trade at the Capital.

Ottawa, Sept. 12.—Many Ottawa Valley lumbermen report trade
exceedingly brisk. Others assert that it is only moderate but that when
the crop, which is late, gives unmistakeable signs of its good quality,
buying will be very heavy. At the same time a scarcity of cars is

looked for and shipping may be hindered. There is an especial run just
now on shipping cull sidings, thicker than an inch and over seven inches
wide. Quotations run from $27 to $30 per thousand. One-inch stock
is worth about $24 per thousand, but the demand is weaker. A large
quantity of the shipments is going to the Eastern market. The demand
for good pine strips from Chicago and the Canadian West continues un-
abated and prices are very firm. There was a little decline in the prices
for box lumber, sold in the last fortnight, but the situation has not ma-
terially changed. Buyers from the United States are willing to pay from
$17 to $18 per thousand in very large lots, Lath and shingle have
fluctuated a little. Inquiries for the better grade of shingles stimulated
the figures for XXXX and the shipments across the border were large.
This shingle being free from any flaw, is used widely for sheeting of sum-
mer houses and such like, while the cheaper grades are sold well on
local markets on account of the building boom. The construction of
new houses is represented by building permits for August, issued in
Ottawa, amounting to $317,000, compared with $105,000 in the corre-
sponding month a year ago In July, 1908, the building permits were
$250,000, and this July $1,300,000. Local consumption also creates a
big demand for lath, red pine and spruce.

With red pine, mill run, selling at from $15.50 to $17 per thousand,
buyers look eagerly for it. The price is now a couple of dollars below
spruce mill run. But spruce and hemlock are also good sellers. Hem-
lock, which brings from $12 to $14 for one-inch stock, and a couple of
dollars more for two-inch, 12 to 16 feet long, is scarcely fine enough to
attract the outside market, but is used largely by local builders since
pine prices became so stiff. Tamarac is selling at one dollar a thousand
more than hemlock, and the heavy sales to farmers for stable and silo

constmction are leaving a big proportion of the pine cut for another mar-
ket. The tariff, changes have as yet made no appreciable changes in the
sales.

The demand for ties and telegraph poles is quiet. The W. C. Ed-
wards Company is producing a large quantity of seven-inch ties which
will be used on the CP. Pi., and other mills are turning out six-inch ties
in considerable numbers. Except where the sales have been made in

advance, the opportunities for sidling are not bright. The price of the
best, quality of railway ties is from 42 to 50 cents.

Lumbermen in discussing the revival of trade comment on the
gradual way that good times will return. Mr. C. Jackson Booth states:
"The lumber trade has been exceedingly slack for the last two years and
it has not yet begun to flourish. The lumber industry was the first to

feel the depression, but will be the last to recover from it. I'eople
must begin to build more and improve their property, and that is why
the lumber industry must finally be revived. The Payne tariff cannot
hit us hard because the Americans must have the lumber and they
have to pay the duty. It is different with our paper, because the de-
liverer has to pay that duty."

Senator W. C. Edwards states that the depression which lasted two
years is certainly vanishing, but that neither the boom of three years
ago, nor any other boom, can be expected again.

Mr. Peter Whelen, president of tin; Ottawa Board of Trade and head
of the Shepard & Morse Lumber Company, believes the lumber industry
is bound to be brisk and that the tariff and crop situations are greatly
in its favor. He is as optimistic as any of the Ottawa lumber kings.

Compared with a year ago, lumber prices are firm and much higher.
Pine mill culls, spruce and hemlock are all from a dollar to two dollars
better, and some of the upper ( lasses of pine are three dollars dearer.
The .stocks are considerably lower, which is by far the healthiest sign
for the continuance of the satisfactory quotations. The prices quoted a
year ago in many cases do not differ from these of to-day, but fewer
sales were made and purchasers rarely bought at the figures they are
now offering.

The logs on the Ottawa river burst out of their booms on Labor Day
and gave the Upper Ottawa Improvement company a big task in locating
some of them. A north wind drove logs from the Quebec shore across
the Ottawa river and endangered many of the pleasure craft along the
Britannia beach. The steamer G. B. Greene was commissioned to help
fight the storm, which lasted three hours, but still many of the logs
got away.

From New Brunswick's Capital Preparing- for Winter Work.
St. John, N.B., Sept. 10.—The past fortnight has been productive

of few changes of importance in lumber trade circles. There is some
indication that the prices of cedar shingles will be firmer in the near
future, but so far there have been no tangible developments in this
respect.

The present month will be marked by the completing of arrange-
ments, by the local lumber manufacturers, in connection with the
getting of logs during the coming winter. The making of contracts has
so far been marked by no conditions or figures in regard to quant it v
that could be called out of the ordinary. The indications are that the
total volume of spruce logs cut on the St. John river and its tributaries
during the winter of 1000-10 will be practically the same or perhaps
slightly less than that of last season. Generally speaking, the prices
named in contracts are fully equal to those of last vear, and in some
cases slightly in excess. The cut of cedar will be fully equal to that of
last year.

The trade in spruce deals for export to Great Britain has been
marked by little of a remarkable nature. The volume of trade in local
circles during August has been considerably in excess of that of the same
month in 1908, and all indications point to the conclusion that the bal-
ance of the year will be marked by a satisfactory and steadv volume of
business.

Prices of "English" deals have shown a remarkable uniformity all
through the summer. While the tone is undoubtedly- all in favor'of a
higher level in prices and while any change is sure to be—so it is
thought by those most interested—in the direction of greater firmness,
there has been no advance in price of real importance for a long time'
past. Local stocks of "English" are moderatelv heavy at present wri-
ting, the total quantity would range between five and' one-half and six
millions of superficial feet. The local value of "English" spruce deals
may be estimated from the fact that a specification containing sav 50
per cent, sevens and eights, 35 per cent, nines and 15 per cent elevens
may be purchased at from $14.25 to $14.75 per thousand feet, f.o.b.
steamer, St. John.

The indications of an increase in the local price of cedar shingles
have not yet taken tangible form, but such an increase would not be at
all surprising, is, in fact, quite within the probabilities. It is stated that
some advance over the prices of last week have been quoted but there
have as yet been no transactions at the advanced prices. Shipments of
shingles were very heavy during August and local stocks have decrease 1

materially two and one-half millions of "Extras" and one and one-half
millions of Clears" would cover the available quantities at local
plants and wharves. Two-thirds of these quantities are dutiable goods.
An enquirer would be quoted on this line of goods $2 80 Manv en-
quiries have been received in regard to "2nd clear" cedar shingles, but it

is probable that only such shingles of this grade as are not needed for
the local and provincial trade will be shipped, as local prices give much
better results than may be obtained by shipping to the markets of the
Eastern States. Local business has been good during the present vear
and has taken care of the much greater part of the 2nd Clears mentioned
at local mills. The price obtained is $2.20 per thousand

Harry Simpson, of the Simpson Planing Mill Company, Toronto,
nt. has retired. The- remaining parties will continue business under

tlie old firm name.
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We Sell to

Regular Dealers Only

It will pay you

to carry Stocks that are

New - Bright and Right
MADE BY

PROMPT SHIPMENTS
PROMPT ATTENTION TO INQUIRIES

Fraser River Lumber Company, Limited
FRASER MILLS, B. C.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES :

REGINA, MEDICAL HALL BUILDING, C. Bruce, Representative
WINNIPEG, 332 GRAIN EXCHANGE, F. A. Shore, Representative
TORONTO, 3 TORONTO STREET, H. A. Rose, Representative
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A Popular Single Surface Planer.

The accompanying illustration represents the new 24-inch patent
four-roll single surface planer manufactured hy the Defiance Machine,
Works, Defiance, Ohio, U.S.A. This planer is designed for accurately
planing hard or soft wood up to 24 inches wide and from 1-16 to 6^
inches thick. It is accurately constructed and meets the requirements
of the most exacting wood worker. It is of especial value to furniture
and piano manufacturers, pattern makers and others requiring smooth
and true work. The frame is a single casting of sufficient strength to
support the working parts and to overcome all tendency to spring or
chatter.

The table, in one piece, is gibbed to the frame at the four corners
and supported in the centre at either side upon two heavy steel screws,
tr overcome the liability of springing or sagging when the machine is

doing its heaviest work, and it is raised and lowered to an indicator for

determining the exact thickness of material to be planed, by a convenient
hand wheel, which is out of the way. The cylinder, of forged steel, is

accurately balanced, and great care is taken to have the journals ground
perfectly true. These run in long genuine babbit metal self-lubricating
bearings. The cylinder is driven by a single 6-inch belt.

The feed is driven from the cutter head spindle. It can be arrested
quickly while the machine is in motion by a convenient hand lever. Four
large feed rolls are employed. Those in the table are mounted in milled
seats with means for quick adjustment, while the upper rolls are con-
trolled by compression springs with means for adjustment of tension.
The gears and parts are heavy and well supported.

The company claim that this is in every detail the handiest and most
complete small size planer manufactured, giving free access to the cylin-
der and cutters by simply raising the hood, and that the method oif lu-

brication is most complete. The counter is furnished as follows: Shaft,
44 inches by 1 11-16 inches; one pair No. 2 ball and socket adjustable
drop hangers, fitted with improved belt shipping apparatus; one driving

Defiance Single Surface Planer.

pulley, 24 inches by 6 inches; one pair tight and loose pulleys, 10 inches
by 6 inches; speed, 800 rotations per minute. The loose pulley is fitted
with bronze bearings and is self-lubricating. Five horse-power is used
and the floor space occupied is 36 inches by 54 inches.

Trade Enquiries.

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain
the following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman"
may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped en-
velope and stating number of enquiry

:

1127. Pine deals.—A Manchester firm asks for prices of pine deals
from Canadian shippers.

1131. Oak planking.—A Manchester firm asks for prices of oak plank-
ing, all sizes, from Canadian exporters of same.

1141. Oak staves.—A Liverpool firm asks for prices of oak staves
from Canadian manufacturers.

1151. Butter boxes.—A South African dairy company asks for quo-
tations for butter boxes 12-inch cube inside and thickness of wood %-
inch. Quotations to be c.i.f. Durban.

1152. Railway sleepers.—A South African firm of general importers
asks for quotations of railway sleepers. Quotations to be c.i.f. Durban
and Delagoa Bay.

1153. Butter boxes.—A South African firm of general importers asks
quotations for butter boxes in shooks. Quotations to be c.i.f. Durban
and Delagoa Bay.

1154. Cheese boxes.—A South African firm of general importers
asks quotations for octagonal cheese boxes, to hold 20, 30, 40 and 60
pounds cheese. These must also be packed in shooks and quotations to
be c.i.f. Durban and Delagoa Bay.

1166. Maple wood.—A London firm makes inquiry for Canadian
shippers of soft white maple wood, of which they wish to procure samples
to judge of its suitability for their purpose.

1177. Wood pulp.—A north of England firm wishes bo pet into com-
munication with Canadian exporters of wood pulp.

1183. Rock elm planks.—A London firm of timber merchants invites
quotations from Canadian shippers of rock elm planks.

1232. Agency abroad.- A Japanese firm of importers k desirous of
securing an agency for Japan, of a mill that manufactures all grades of
British Columbia pine and fir.

1233. Hardwood lumber.—A firm in Japan having large hardwood
interests would like to get into touch with a Canadian firm that could
handle and import this product into Canada.

1244. White pine.—A Lancashire firm is anxious to get into touch with
Canadian lumber firms open to supply "Uppers" quality white pine, in
3-inch, 4-inch and 6-inch thicknesses, in carload quantities.

1282. Cooperage, stock, box shooks, cedar posts, poles, railroad ties
-A prominent manufacturers' agent in South America covering the
markets of Argentine Republic and Brazil, and Uruguay, who possesses
first-class Canadian and United States references, is anxious to form
connections with Canadian exporters of the above and similar goods

Recent Patents Issued.
Below will be found a list of patents recently issued by the Can-

adian Patent Office, relating to inventions of interest to lumbermen
ana furnished by Fetherstonhaugh <v Company, Ottawa; Russel S. Smart
resident

:

1LI.481. W. W. drenville, Thorold. Out.; process for forming pub,
articles

119.674. A. N. Webb, Youngsville, Pa.; furniture joints for wooded
structures

119,964. J. W. and (J. B. Hums, New Westminster, B.C.; wood
pianer cutter heads; assigned to J. W. and (1. B. Burns, E. H. Bucklin

119,972. J. Christie. E. Macdonald, St, John, N.B. ; combined
mntching and splitting heads.

120,026. B. Friedlaender, Sebewaing, Mich.
; wood facing composi-

tions. 1

120,109. H. Stubb, Christiania, Norway; T. Quiller. Fredrocksstad,
Norway

; pulp strainers.

120,162. A. McNulty, Little Rock, Wash.; shoes or sockets for log-
gers' falling boards.

The Provincial Crown Lands Department of New Brunswick has
made important new regulations for lumbermen on Crown Lands. It is
provided that in future operations trees shall be sawn down at the swell
of roots instead of being chopped down, and that a saw be used instead
of an axe in cutting trees in lengths. The trees shall be lopped off as
small as five inches in diameter and the lower limbs of every fallen tree
shall be lopped off so that the tree will he flat on the ground to rot.
Scalers will be instructed to scale any and all tops left in the woods up to
five inches in diameter. No spruce or pine trees shall be used for skid-
ding or building roads, and if such are used they will become a charge
against the license. No portable sawmill will be set up on Crown lands
without first obtaining a license from the department. The Surveyor-
General also orders that undersized spruce on Crown lands mav be cut
for clearance or thinning or owing to scrubby growth only on special
pemission. and in no case if it can be shown that in 75 vears the spruce
would attain 14 inches diameter breast high. Violation of this means
double stumpage charge.

The improvement in the lumber business in Winnipeg during the
last few months has been very marked. Mr. J. C. Graham, president
of the J. C. Graham Lumber Company, Winnipeg, places it at 80 per
cent, increase for the whole of the present year to date as compared
with last year for the 6ame period. "It is not so very long ago," Mr.
Graham stated in an interview, "that we were doing business on long
terms, but now that method is the exception, rather than the rule. Most
of the business we do in Winnipeg to-day is on a strictly cash basis, and
we have all of it we can comfortably handle at that.

'

The demand is

very good indeed. It is getting to be better known and appreciated every
day, and as a consequence the market is constantly improving."

Mr. J. C. Graham, president of the J. C. Graham Lumber Company.
Winnipeg, recently made a pleasure trip to Vancouver and other points
on the Pacific coast. He spent a delightful fortnight in the mountains
on a hunting and fishing trip.

The Government of Costa Rica has given a concession for cutting
and exporting cedar and mahogany from a tract of 400 square miles near
Guapiles. The concessionaire (whose name is obtainable from the Bureau
of Manufactures) is to pay 70 cents for each tree cut and 50 cents for
each log exported, which will make a tax of about $2 for each tree. The
consul adds that the concesion is considered quite valuable.
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The

Lombard Steam Log Hauler

We have one of

these haulers all

made and in our

Sherbrooke yards

for Exhibition pur-

poses, will be pleased

to have you call and

see it run for your-

self.

If unable to visit

us, write and we
will visit you or send

descriptive circulars.

Shall we mail you

a catalogue ?

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Montreal

They Stand the Test
The thousands of Shimer Cutter Heads- sold on their
merits proves that they will stand any fair test given
them to determine their strength, cutting ability and
general labor-saving features.

The duplicate orders from these trial patrons for Heads and Cutters
to do other varieties of work, and to be used interchangeably with those
first purchased, is also a convincing argument in favor of using the
Shimer Cutter Heads to manufacture anv special articles you may wish
to get out in quantity.

For all-round service, at reasonable cost, our "Best of All," which
are illustrated herewith, are the favorites, They are turned out of solid
steel forgings and contain all the latest improvements in bit seats to give
freedom in the cut and to make the overcut on bead, cove or bevel siding,
etc. They also contain the Shimer Expansion feature to enable the
operator to quickly and easily make anv desired change in the thickness
of tongue or groove. They are tools well worth investigating and cost
only $31.50 per set, complete.

We have the same tools without Expansion feature for $4.00 less
the set, besides many other varieties both cheaper and dearer, but for
general all-around satisfactory service, you will make no mistake in
selecting the "Best of All," as thousands of users can testify. Address

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons, Gait Ont.
Branch of Milton, Pa., U. S. A.

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street TORONTO

Want to Buy
One carload ist and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x i8}4 in., 10 ft.

6 in. to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1^ in. x 2% in.

In lengths 4ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be
well manufactured and tree of defects.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up wide.
Coffin lengths.

Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
Our Specialty

A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

References: Dominion Bank, Toronto

Herbert Smith, Manager
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FOR

British ColumbiaTimbers
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Fir, Cedar and Spruce
(RAIL OR CARGO SHIPMENTS)

Communicate with the

Imperial Timber & Trading Co., Ltd.

VANCOUVER, B. C.P. O. Drawer 930

EDGINGS

Get from 25 to 50%
More Steam from Your Boilers

hy installing

The Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
No experiment. 20 years on the market. Over 0,000 sets in use.

Sold on approval, subject to thirty days' trial. In case of rejection, we
pay the freight BOTH WAYS. This protects you. It also shows our
good faith.

This celebrated grate frequently

Pays for Itself in One Week's Time
taking into consideration the saving

due to burning sawdust instead of

wood, and the increase in capacity

that results from always having
ample steam.

State how many boilers you
have and whether you have ordi-

nary furnaces or Dutch ovens, and
give width and length of grate

surface, and let us submit a pro-

posal.

We also Manufacture

The Famous "Tower" Line

of Edgers and Trimmers

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co,
Greenville - Michigan

(Please mention this publication.)

Ontario.
The sawmill owned by the Hocken Lumber Company at Otter Lake, Out.,

was recently destroyed by fire.

The pulp mills of the Ontario Power Company at Tain worth, Out., were re-
cently destroyed by fire. The loss is estimated at $0,000.

T. A. Weldon, who for twenty years was manager of the Toronto branch
of the E. B. Eddy Company, of Ottawa, recently resinned in order to accept the
management of the Montrose Paper Mills Company, of St. Catharines, Ont., in

which he has a large interest.

The Master in Chambers at Toronto has made an order on application of
A. F. Aylesworth, for judgment in favor of the Charlton Sawmill, Limited,
against the Simooe Wood & Lumber Company. No cause was shown. The action
was against notes to the value of $1,105.79.

The longing season in the Georgian Pay district is likely to begin early, and
an increased cut is expected. Some men have been engaged for work on the
limits, wages at present ranging from $'24 to $30 a month, the demand for har-
vesters in the West tending to keep up the rate.

Vere H. Smith and J. G. F. Lowson, representing English capital invested
in the Gordon Pulp <v Paper Company, which has a large mill at Dryden, Ont.,
recently arrived from England and have been engaged in making investigations
to determine the extent of the company's operation.

J. R. Booth, of the Ottawa Valley, has invested heavily in cement stock,
showing his confidence in the new building material. The next largest lumber
manufacturer of the Ottawa Valley, Senator W. C. Edwards, has done simi-
larly. They are directors of the $30,000,000 merger, including a dozen of the
leading cement plants in Canada.

The will of the late Mr. A. H. Campbell, of Queen's Park, Toronto, who
was one of the foremost lumbermen of Canada, disposes of an estate of $493,712,
exclusive of life insurance in favor of his widow to the amount of $34,191. The
will divides the property equally among the children, subject to an annuity of
$7,500 for life to Mrs. Campbell, and the payment of a number of educational,
religious and charitable bequests.

The new Lawrence mill in course of construction at Bruce Mines, Ont., is

expected to be cutting logs this fall. Mr. Lawrence states that they are putting
in one band and two gang saws, and will be able to run out 85,000 feet per day.
In addition to the cutting of logs, a lath department and a box factory will be
put in, making the mill one of the best on the shore. The other two mills at
Brace Mines are working double shifts.

The negotiations under way toward the amalgamation of the interests of
the Perley Company and the Riordan Company, of Hawkesbury, Ont., are not
complete, says Mr. Perley—only under consideration. The two companies have
been carrying on an exchange of logs for some years advantageous to both. The
small spruce from the Perley limits have gone to the Riordan mills to be ground
into pulp and the large logs were given in return and converted into lumber.

Recent Dominion incorporations include: The Rhodes-Curry Company, Am-
herst, N.S., authorized capital, $3,000,000; E. F. Surveyor, G. V. Cousens, F.
C. Clark, S. B. Hammond and H. C. Boyle. The Bridgewater Lumber Com-
pany, Bridgewater N.S. ; authorized capital, $50,000. The Excelsior Lumber
& Development Company, Ottawa, Out.; capital, $100,000; incorporators, J.
S. Crawford, W. E. Brown, J. W. Gamble, J. J. Collins and C. W. Patton, all

of Ottawa.

Mr. George E. Young, acting sanitary inspector of the Ontario Board of
Health, has commenced a tour of the unorganized districts. He will visit lum-
ber camps and such construction camps as are under provincial jurisdiction in
order to see that physicians have been engaged to care for the men employed
in them. He will also take cognizance of sanitary conditions generally in the
districts. He will travel north over the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Rail-
way, and subsequently will proceed westward.

Mr. George H. Perley, M.P. for Argenteuil, in the Dominion House, pro-
poses that the Government of Canada should introduce legislation affecting
lumber or pulp in Canada at the coming session. The Conservative party, of
which he is a member, has been advocating through private members for prohi-
bition of the export of unmanufactured pine or spruce, but he does not feel dis-

posed to take part in the campaign at the present juncture. It should be made
a party question, he affirms, meaning that the party in power should announce a
definite policy on the export of logs and give Canservatives a chance to approve
or sanction the proposal.

Established 1878

Hanson's Woollen Mill
Hull, Que.

Manufacturers of J " HailSOIl " S(>ck and Mitt

to equal them for Lum- \ T
bermen ( I/qT/J6071)
ALL MY SOCKS BEAR THIS STAMP \^ \S Afl

My Socks are sold Direct only through Travellers of My Own

Eastern Provinces.

The Mount Royal Box <fe Lumber Manufacturing Company, Montreal, Que.,
has gone into voluntary liquidation.

The Chaleur Bay Mills, at Mission Point, N.B., have been totally destroyed
bv fire. The mill was valued at $138,000, on which there was an insurance of

$90,000.

Alex F. Crosman, architect, 84 St. Francois Xaxier street, Montreal, is

preparing plans for an addition to the Howard-Smith Paper Company, Limited,
warehouse on Cote street, Montreal.

The work of rebuilding the Windsor mill of the Canada Paper Company, at

Windsor Mills, Que., is progressing rapidly. In two months it is expected
that the mill will be running. It will be fitted in the most up-to-date manner,
and already about the mills a number of labor saving devices have been installed.

A sad accident recently occurred at River Philip Valley, N.S., which re-

sulted in the death of Mr. Frank Schurman, a well known merchant and lum-
berman of that place. Death was due to taking a dose of carbolic acid by mis-
take. Mr. Schurman is survived by a widow and seven children, four sons and
three daughters.

A Hull, Que., report states that operations as extensive as last year are

assured. There will be 5,000 or 6,000 more men sent before the end of the sea-

son. Good choppers and teamsters are paid $28 a month if they stay the whole
winter. If not, the wage will be reduced by $2. Road cutters and hands going
to the woods for the first time arc offered from $20 to $25, about $2 more than
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last season. Fifteen hundred shantymen have left the vicinity of Hull for the
lumber camps.

Leading pulp and paper men of Montreal state that everything points to
higher prices during the fall and winter. There is an increasingly steady de-
mand for ground wood pulp from the United States, and very little is to be
had. It is selling at $20 a ton f.o.h. Canadian mills, but it is expected that it

will be many dollars a ton higher during the fall and winter months.
An investigation is taking place at Quebec in connection with the recent

administration of the Department of Crown Lands, especially in connection
with the cutting of timber. Mr. A Lajoie, Forestry Guardian, strongly dis-
approves of the system of granting lots to settlers, as in most cases they simply
go in and strip the timber off in a wasteful way, and then leave for other parts,
here they repeat the operation. He also made suggestions regarding the pre-
vention of forest tires, regulations which would tend to eliminate waste in the
cutting of timber.

Mr. Reuben Cooke, of Papineauville, Labelle county, Que., passed awav
recently at the advanced age of 88 years. Deceased was the father of Mr. J.
R. Cooke, of Ottawa, and was well known throughout the Ottawa valley, having
been for many years connected with the lumber business. About five years ago
the late Mr. Cooke celebrated his golden wedding. He always took a great part
in public life and was a municipal councillor for years, and a justice of the
peace for over 30 years. He leaves a widow , three daughters, Mrs. P. Honer,
.Mrs. F. W. Simmons and Miss Georgia Cooke, all of New York City; two sons'
Mr. J. R. Cooke, of Ottawa, Superintendent of the Children's Detention Home,
and A. P». Cooke, of Papineauville.

The Laurentide Paper Company, Limited, has issued its annual report for
the.year ending June 30, 1909. The following are extracts from the report: The
profits from the company's business for the year ended June 30, after providing
for interest and contingent accounts, were $283,892.64. The forestry system of
the company has been most effective in preserving property. During the last
season of disastrous forest fires throughout Canada and the northern United
States, the company suffered no loss whatever. The profit and loss account
shows a balance on July 1, 1908, of $286,42.5.76. Added to this are the profits
of the year, leaving a comfortable balance of $570,318.39. The amount earned
on the company's stock after allowing for the preferred dividends is equal to
12.49 per cent, of the 1,600,000 common outstanding.

An important delegation of the Province of Quebec pulp and paper makers
waited recently on Sir Lomer Gouin, Premier of the province, and the Hon
C. Allard, Minister of Crown Lands, in regard to the new tax of 25 cents a
cord. The object of the delegation was to ask the Government to suspend this
tax on pulpwood exported from the province before being manufactured, in
order to give time to the Canadian manufacturers to comply with the new
American tariff, which imposed a heavier duty on paper and pulp. The delega-
tion was composed of J R. Booth and H. R. Frskine, of the Booth Pulp Com-
pany

; W. H. Rowley and George Miller, of the Eddy A Sons Company; George
Chahoon and J. C. Acer, of the Laurentide Paper Company; H. Biermens and
A. C. Campion, of the Belgo-Canadian Pulp Company; Carl Riordan and W.
K. Trower, of the Riordan Paper Company; O. Z A. Parritt, of the Jonquieres
Pulp Company; George MacDougall, of the Jacques Cartier Paper Company;
F. G. Campbell, of the Canada Paper Companv; R. X. Kennedv, of the James
McLaren Company; J. B. Rolland, of the Rolland Paper and the Northern
Paper Companies

; Mr. Hyde, secretary of the Canadian Wood Pulp Association
The delegates represented to the Ministers that if the new duty of 25 cents a
cord on the exportation of unmanufactured pulpwood cut in the Crown forests
of the Province of Quebec was remitted it would enable them to meet their
obligations on account of the new minimum tariff of the United States. As this
2o-cent duty is the only one imposed by the Province of Quebec its withdrawal
would put an end to all difficulties with the American Government. The Premier
promised to submit the demand to the Ministers at the next meeting of the
Cabinet.

Western Canada.
The mill of the Campbell Lumber Companv, Weymouth. Sask., was recentlv

damaged by fire.

The Huntting Lumber Company's mill on False Creek, B.C., was destroyed
by fire recently, at a loss of $200,000.

r, i ^ J?
Lee

'
lumber dealer, Marshall. Sask., has been succeeded by the

Lalvin-W atson Lumber Company, Limited.
The Westminster Mill Company, New Westminster, B.C., will erect a large

shingle mill on Lulu Island, within the city limits.

The Kinistino Milling & Elevator Company, Kinistino, Sask., have secured
a mill site and will at once commence building operations.

The Yellow Head Pass Lumber Companv, Limited, Kimberlv B C have
assigned, and are being succeeded by the Taylor Lumber Company.

Messrs. Emerson & Lougheed have purchased Mr. J. S. Emerson's old saw-
mill at Eburne, B.C., and several timber limits for a consideration, which it is
understood, was $100,000. The Emerson mill has been idle for the last 'three
months during construction of new buildings and the installation of new ma-
chinery and equipment.

S. T Furushima and S. Murata have established a logging camp on Howebound, about twenty-four miles from Vancouver, on limits which were thrownup by the primary locators because the ground was too rough and inaccessible
to permit of profitable development. The Japs, after an expenditure of $16-
000, have demonstrated that the project is feasible, and are taking out laro-'e
quantities of bolts. The Chew Lumber & Shingle Companv controls the limitsand it is estimated that this company will make $150,000 in stumpage, whilethe Japs will make double that amount in the next fifteen years. The smalltimber will be taken out for the British Canadian Wood Pulp & Paper Com-

twoVo'nths
& ^ H°We S°U"d

' ^ Whi°h ^ sUrt °Peration in about

A deal has been completed whereby D. B. Stevens, of Rhineland, Wisconsinhas purchased the remaining timber limits on Lemon Creek, making his totalholdings there 16 limits and two Crown grants of about 200,000,000 feet oflumber. The deal completed involved eight limits and two Crown grants It
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i
road f/om the head of the creek tothe CP R. track from Nelson and take down the lumber by that means Hedoes not intend to trust to the vagaries of the Slocan river. He will" buildlaarge mill ,n that vicinity later. The building of this railway wffl be of theutmost importance to the Lemon Creek district, as there are manv miJ™claims upon which good showings have been made'and which have3? awattedtransportation in order to be developed into mines

J awa,ted

LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock

Lumber and Dimension
Timber

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint

Roofing
Sheeting

j

Sash, Doors,
Write for Prices Blinds and

(Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

New Edinburgh Mills Ottawa, Ontario

Get an order in early tor Log Run

White Oak
We only have 7 cars of 4/4 and 4
cars of 5/4—dry.

We have a large stock, 200,000 feet
No. t, Common and better,

son

Yellow Poplar
in our Philadelphia yards.

You can get a good price on this
Common and Better

Ash
It runs 50 M feet of 6/4,36 M feet of

8/4. 35 M feet ot 10/4, 15 M ieet of
3 inch, and 25 M feet ot 4 inch.

You can put good figures on 150,
000 ft. 8/4 No. 2. common and better

Red Oak

This is a good stock Ot

Gulf Cypress
4/4 to 10/4, there is also a car of
14,000 feet 16/4, r and 2 selects

; 3,000
feet of 12/4, 1 and 2 selects which
could be loaded in same car.

A mighty attractive price will be
made on

Carload of 4 ft. 6 in.

Bed Slats
but get your order in right away.

If you are in the market for Sound
Wormy

Chestnut
get prices on 500,000 each of 4/4
and 6/4 and 50,000 feet of 8/4. And
then we have some common and
better ir. 4/4, 5/4, 6/4 and 8/4 which
there are 4 cars—we want to ship
this quickly.

There is a lot of

Poplar
at one of our outside points

—

150,000 feet of 5/8 No. 1 Common
30,000

, 24" and up 1 and 2
50,000 ,, ,, ,, 18"

,, „ ,,

150,000 ,, ,, 4/4 No. 1 Common
80,000 feet 6 and 8/4 Com. and Better

Ask us about our Dry stock good
length and width of

Log Run Maple
We ha ve about 100,000 feet M.C.O.
of 4/4.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices: Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St. D,

Yards : Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.
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"Trident" Steel Loading Chains
These Chains are made with extra long lapped, self locking, swelled welds.
The very best Chains for log conveyors, decking, log haul ups, hoisting, loading, etc.

PINK'S PEAVEY HANDLES in select split Rock Maple are the Standard everywhere.

SEAL'S PATENT TONGS for handling pulpwood, ties, or light logs of any kind.

THOMAS PINK, Pembroke, Ont.
Manufacturer of Logging Tools

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,
lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

The M. Bremen

& Sons Mfg. Co.

Limited

Hamilton - Canada

DAM C r?or Tramway*, Sidings, Etc.nnlLO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont

Yard* and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont.

For
Immediate Shipment

2000 tons prime 56 lbs. relaying
rails with Angles.

200 tons prime 72 lbs. relaying
rails with Angles.

40 tons prime 30 lbs. relaying
rails with Plates.

For further particulars apply to

SESSENWEIN BROS.

Montreal

For Sale
A quantity of No. 2 Pine Culls; also some dry

4-4, 5-4 and 8-4 Birch Log Run, Dead

Culls out.

Huntsville Lumber Co.
Huntsville, Ontario.

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock Red Cedak Shingles Whits' I'ine Lath Bass and Poplar Siding

JAMES GILLESPIE

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH anc SHINGLES

North Tonawanda, N . V

.

ESTABLISHED i8ga.

V OILLE 8c MgKEEN v
Wholesale Lumber

NOR.TH TONAWANDA. - N. Y.

TRADE "WITH O -A.IN" .A.ID-A. SOLICITED.

JEFFREY
CONVEYERS

are the Best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Refuse, etc.

Catalog T 57 B

Reliance Saw
Mine Chains

made in all standard sizes. Write for

Price List.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Canadian Office and Works . . MONTREAL.
Mine Office and Works - COLUMBUS, OHIO, U.S.A.

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian I »»•

Hart
I

S 'l'c<"e

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guarante»d the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON
iiiuiiiiiidiiiiiiiWi"
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& B I |_ The FamousOnOW r lOUgnS BrazelPatent
Known in every Camp from the Atlantic to the Pacific, as the most satisfactory Snow Plough made.

COMBINATION MODEL, I.I MBKKMAN S SNOW PLOl CiH, C AN HE I\S1£I>

EITHER W ITH OK WITHOITT KI T Cl'TTEK.

Que man to operate. Adjusting wheels close together make change for light or heavy work in an instant. Wings placed tothrow snow 9 wider than sleigh track or narrower if desired. Height of Mouldboards prevent snow falling back on track
Brazel Ploughs cut • wider than logging sleighs, roll snow outside track and awa\ from roadway. Cut off knolls fill up holesand leave a perfectly level road. Cut off dirt and manure from an ice road leaving a clean roadbed. Roll up and push entirely
away from the road. 12' ot loose snow each time the plough passes over.

Sold on their merits. Strongly built and of first class material. Well finished and fully guaranteed.

Illustrated ^Catalogue and Prices on application.

SOLE RIGHT OF MANUFACTURE AND SALE IN CANADA CONTROLLED BY

The Wilkinson Plough Company
Limited

Toronto - Canada

LOGGING TOOLS
Our Catalogues will Interest You

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co.
DETROIT, MIHIGAN, U.S.A.

Skidders -Loaders
Powerful, Strong and
Economical in Operation

Our Skidders and Loaders are in successful operation

under a'most every condition met by loggers to-day.

Russel

Logging Cars
Strength Capacity

Durability
The Standard among Progressive Loggers
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

oo 27 00
00 23 00
00 24 00
00 25 00
00 23 00

00 31 00

3i 00

00 27 00
00 28 00

00 26 00
00 25 to

20 od"

'3 SO
27 oo
21 OO
l6 OO
15 OO
16 50
20 OO

1 inch No. 1 Pine
cuts & better. . .$40

1 % inch No. 1

cuts and better. 53
a ' No. 1 Cuts and

Better 52

t% in. No. 2 Pine
cuts and better 44

2" No. 2 Pine Cuts
and Better 46

1% inch No 2 Cuts
and Better 33

2" No. 2 Cuts . . . 35
1 in 1 ine Dressin g
and better shorts 24

1 x4 and 5 common 22

1x6 common 22

1 x Scommon 23

1 x 10 box 21

1 X 10 common and
dressing 29

1 x 12 common 33
ixioand 12 mill cull

sidings 19

2 x 10 common.... 25

2 and 3 x 12 common 26

1 x 10 inch box and
common.. 24

1" mill run sidings 23

1 x loand 1a mdl
culls 18

1" dead cullsidings 12

\% inch flooring 25

Spruce mill run ... . 20

Spruce mill culls.. 14

Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 14

2x4 to 8in., 10 to 16ft. 16

2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 19

Clear inch B.C.
cedar, kiln dried S3 00 68 00

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber 5° 00 7 1 °°

HARDWOODS PER

Ash White ists and
2nds, 1 to 2". . . .$ 55 00

Ash, black, istsand
2iids 1 to 2" 40 00

Ash, black \o.
common and
better 1" 28 00

Ash black log run 25 00

Birch, No. 1 com-
mon and betteri" 2400

Birch log run 21 00

birch, No. 1 com-
mon and better,

i%to 2" 26 00

Birch, 3 to 4" 32 00

Birch, 1" ists& 2nds 3200
Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter, 1" 2" 00

Basswood log run ' 25 00

Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1 % to 2" 28 00

Basswood mill run 20 00

Soft Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter i 1^ to 2".... 27 00

Soft Elm log run 22 00

Soft Elm, common
and better 1". . . 24 00

Soft Elm, mill run 20 00

Rock Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1" ... «• 3° 00

CAR OR CARGO LOTS

Douglas fir dimension timber
00 44 00 up to 32 feet :

—

8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12

00 55 00 1x14, 12 x 12,12 x,

014,14x14,14x16.

.

00 54 00 6x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x
12,10x10,12x16, 16

00 47 00 xi6, 14x18, 16x18,

i8x 18 & 20x20. .

.

00 49 00 6x14,8x14,12x18,18
X20

00 35 00 6x16, bxi6, 10x18,

00 37 00 12x20, 14x20 & 16

32 80

33 3o

33 80

34 30

34 80

35 3o

3° 3"

45 00

4 00

3 5°
1 60

3 SO

3 »5

2 "5

3 >o

3 45

4 «S

10x20
6x18, 8x18
6x20, 8x20
Lengths over 32 It. take the fol

lowing advances : 33 to 35 ft.

50c; 36 to 40 ft., $1; 41 t04.s ft.

$3 ; 46 to 50 ft., $5.

Fir flooring, edge
grain

i^'
r No.i 4 ft. Pine
Lath

1 %" No. 2 4ft. lath

\
lA" 32' ' pine. . .

.

H" No. 1 4*t.

hemlock lath. .

.

mill run hem-
lock lath

XXPine Shingles
X Pine Shingles.

.

XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2"

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXX s to2"...
Ked pine, c & c f 1" 30 00

" '• \%" 3' 00
11 41 2" 32 00

Red Pine, common 18 00 22 00

M. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Rock Elm, \ % to 2"

1 sts & 2nds . . 40 00
Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1" 20 00 22 50

Soft maple common
& better ij^ to 3" 25 00

Hard Maple i"X4"
& up 10/ 16 No. 1 com
mon and better . . 22 00
Hard Maple 4"x 4"
10' to 16' common
and better 32 00
Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds 1 53 00
Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 2" 55 00
Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 3" 65 00
Oak, red, plain,

ists and2nds, 4" 7000
Oak, white, plain,

1st and 2nds, 1" 54 00
Oak.white,

and up 10/16 . . 56 00
Oak, quartered,

1st and 2nds 1" 80 00 82 00
Oak, quartered,

ists and 2nds, i}4

to 2" 84 00
Hickory ists and
2nds h'vy ij^to 3" 62 00 72 00

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFAC1URV

Pine good sidings :

lin. x 7in and up 42 00 46 00

iji" andiK" x
8 and up 50 00 56 00

a" x 7" and up 48 00 54 00

No. 2 cuts 2x8"

and up 34 00 3^ 00

Pine good strips :

,'' 36 00 40 00

itf" and i%" . . 38 00 42 00

2 42 00 45 00

Pine good shorts :

1 ' x 7" and up.. 35 00 37 00
1 " 28 00 ;o 00
1% " and 1 %" . . . 40 00 43 00
2" 42 00 45 00
7" to 9" \ Sidings 25 00 27 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
sidings 36 00 40 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips 26 00

Pine. No. 1 dressing
shorts 22 00

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-

ter 12' to 16' ... 23 00 25 00

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings I 21 50
Pine s.c. Sidings \ %

& 2" 27 00
Pine, s. c. strips
Pine, s. c. shorts
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6 23 00
Pine. s.c. and better,

1x7 22 00
Pine, s c. and better,

1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

ixq 25 00 24 00
Pine, s.c and better

IX 10 24 00
Pine, box boards.. 1600
x 10 No 1 barn

1 x 10 No. 2
"

1 x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn 23 00 26 00
x 8 & o No. 2 " 20 00 22 00
Pine mill culls.... 1600 1900

31 00

26 00

25 00

70 00

19 00 21 00

17 00 19 00

22 00

25 00

24 00

25 00

26 00
20 00

29 00 32 00
23 00 25 00

18 00

R S PRICES
Pine O. culls 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out. . .. 17 00
Spruce, i"x4" & up 1500
Spruce, 1'' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and io'' . . 17 00
Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B) 22 50
Hemlock 1" 12 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8

10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 14 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out
Basswood log run

mill culls out.
Birch
Soft Elm, common,
and better 1, i}4,2"
Ash, black common
and betteri" to 2"

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
1 3/8" x 4'

N >. 2 white pine
Lath, mill run
white pine. . .

.

Spruce, mill run
Red pine millrun
No. 1 white pine
i"x 4' ........
No. 2 white pine
I "

:

Spruce mill run

19 00
17 00

25 00
14 00

16 00

15 00

26 00
20 00

20 00 24 00

5 00 28 00

3 25

2 75

75
25

! 25

75

75
Red Pine mill
run 1"

Tamarac mill run
Bas«wood "

Hemlock "

32" Lath. ... '

. . . . 1

Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18" 3 5°
Clear Butt 18" 2 75
xx, 18" x 50

White Cedar Shingles :

xxxx, 18' ... 4 00
Clear Butt, 18" 3 00
x, ix 8" 1 50

Railway ties o 42

1 75
> 75
2 00
1 75

3 75
3 25

3 00
2 50
2 50

3 00

2 00

2 00

2 00
2 00
2 25
2 25
' 50

4 00

3 So
' 75

4 50

3 25
» 75
o 5 '

Pine Shorts 6' to 1 1'
I No. 2 Railway Ties 00 0025

X 10' 21 00 23 00 I
Spruce logs (pulp) 12 co 14 to

Tf.lf.graph Poles
25 feet long, 6" to 8" top 1 00 1 50
30 " " " ' 1 40 3 25

35 " " " » *B 4 00
40 7" " 4 25 4 75
45 " " " 4 75 5 75
50 " 1

7 50 10 50
55 " " " " 00 13 50
60 " " " . .

.• 16 50

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAFT.

Square white pine, measured off", 30 to 40 feet average
First class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal..

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality

By the dram, acoordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet.
" " " 30 to 35 feet.

cts.

4° 5o

10 inches and up, according to average and quality .

.

Average 16 inch

BIRCH. '

14 inch

«S "
1 "
18 "

yUKBEC SI'KDCE DEALS
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 17 00 per ft.

Oddments 15 00 '

Hoards, 1 and 2 in 15 00

BIRCH PLANKS.

1 to 4 in 18 00

25

35

27

SARNIA, ONT.
FINB, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" .... 50 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00
1

x/t and 1 fi" " 62 00
2

'
" 64 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 45 00

6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 54 00

8/4 ,. „ ,. 57 00

6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 ,, 47 00

8/4 ,, ., ., 49 00
6/4X 6 ci up No. 3 ,, 42 00

8/4 ,, ,, ., 46 00

NO. 1 CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 44 00

iX in.

1% in.

2in.

2% and 3'

4 in.

51 00

53 00
56 00

75 00
80 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 29"*00

K" 39 °°
iH" .... 41 00
2" " 45 co

2%, 3 and 4" " 60 00 65 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00

iji and i%" " 31 00
2 " 31 00
3 /4* 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
1" x 4" 24 OO
1" x 5" 26 OO
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

1 x 10
1" x 12"
1" x 13 and.up
• X. and 2".

28 00

30 00

3" 00

30 00

i^. '% and 2".

2% and 3"

4

NO. I BARN.

31 OO

NO. 2 BARN.

i«, 1% and 2"
,

2% and 3"

NO. 3 BARN.

42 00

34 00

37 00

42 00

33 00
30 00

30 00

1 in 23 00 26 00

1%, 1% and 2" 23 00 26 00

No. i, 1, i^*2, 2" 20 00 27 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

1 K < 1 5*2 and 2"
. . . . 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" 15 00
1, iK* l % and 2" 15 00
No. 2 14 00 15 00

LATH.

No. I, 3a" I 50 2 00
No. 2, 48" 3 50
No. 1, 48" pine 4 00

NO.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

I S. AND I E.DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S.

6 ft

2x4 14 00

2x6 and a x 8 16 50
ax 10 17 00

ax 13 17 50

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

8 ft 10 ft 14 x 16 ft

17 00 1850 1850
17 00 1850 1850
•7 5° 20 50 19 00
17 50 21 50 21 00

Dimensions

2 x 4-12 $19 00

2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00
2 x 4-10-18-20 21 00

2 x
i \ 8 to 16 19 00

2X8|

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
21 50
22 50
22 50
22 50

Flooring
4 or 6 .inch No. 1 $32 00

1 " " a 30 00
" "

.
" 3 22 50

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch 19 00
6 " 21 50
8, 10, 12 inch 2a 50

Siding
6 inch No. 1 31 00

" No. 2 29 00
" No. 3 22 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
12 ft.

.21 50
23 00

23 50
21 50
23 50
23 5°

4 75
3 25

14 and 16 ft

21 50
22 00
24 00
22 50
22 50
22 50

.. 29 80

3x6 and 3x8
3 « IO

3 x 12. . .

4 x 4 to 6 x 8

4 x 10 to 10 x 10

8x8
6 x 14 up to 32 ft -

•

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND Fa

a x 4. a x b, 2 x 8. 8 to 16 ft $20 00

18 to 32 ft "5°
2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 16 ft " 00

,8, ao, aaft a4 00

24, 26, 28, 30, 32 at 00

a x 14 up to 3a ft ... 25 00

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft " So

3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft *5 0o

6 x 6 to 6 x 12 no to 3s ft »S°o

I I4.4> <4

«7 3°

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14, 12 x 1a, 1a x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 16,

up to 3s $24 80
10 x 20 so 80
8 x 20

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & a Red Pine, 4 in 30 50
E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring 40 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and a Flooring . ... 40 00
F. G. No. 1 and a Flooring 3, 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring 29 00

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce si oo
8 to 16 ft., 6 in 18 50
B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16' aooo
B.C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16' 190a

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.
No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch $37 oe

•850
mixed w dths 15 50

11 00

SHINGLES
XXX B^C Cedar

. . f a 8o
- a.00

«-«S

LATH.
No. 1 Mixed W & R Pine Ij.jo

4-fJo

X X B. C. Cedar
XXX Dimension.

No. 1 B. C. Fir.

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.

Uppers 4/4 to 8/4 $88 00

0/4 to 12/4 95 00
Selects 4 '4 to 8/4 78 00

10/4 to 12/4 90 00
Fine Common 4/4 56 00

5/4 62 00
6/4 62 00
8/4 64 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4 48 00
S/4 55 00

" 6/4 57 00
8/4 60 op

No. 2 Cuts 4/4 33 00
5/4..:...' 43 00
6/4 45 00

" " 8/4 49 00
No. 3 Cuts 5/4 3S 00

" 6/4 35 00
" " 8/4 35 00

WHITE PINR

(Wholesale selling price.

Dressing 5/4 46 00
5/4 x 10 51 00

" 5/4x11 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00

" 6/4 58 00
" 8/4 58 00

No. 2 Moulding; 5/4 47 00
6/4 47 CO

" " 8/4 47 00
No. 1 Barn mi 46 00

1 x 6 & 8 35 00
" 1 x 10 37 00

No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 33 00
" " 1 x 10 35 CO

No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 27 co
'*

1 x 10 29 00
Box 1 x 6 & up 24 00
" 1 x 10 24 00
"

1 x 12 26 co
" 1 x 13 & up ;ioo

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

1st & 2nd, 1 inch.

.

1 % to 2 inch ....

2% to 4 inch

WHITE ASH.

40 OO 42 OO I

44 00 46 00 I Strips
48 00 54 00 j Com. and culls .

22 00 24 00
14 00 22 00

BLACK AND BROWN
1st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 42 00

|
Com. good culls 14 00 ao 00

BIRCH

1st & 2nd, white, 61st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red 40 00 42 00 inch and up 30 00 32 00

Common and good
culls 6 00 18 00

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up

Common and culls.

1st and 2nd hand
Common and culls

I

1st and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up .... 26 co 28 00

Common and culls. 10 00 17 co

MAPLE
2© 00 23 00 I 1 st and 2nd, soft. . ao 00 33 00
14 00 15 00

I
Common and culls. 12 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch $92 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 81 00
Fine Common, 1 inch.

1% to 2 inch.
No. 1 Cuts 1 inch

iji to 2 inch
No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch

1 'A to 2 inch ...

.

Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12

59 00
64 00

45 00

54 00

35 00
38 00

No.
No.
No.
No.
No. 2, 1 x 8 33 50

2 32 50

1 x 10 37 00
ix 8 3600
x 12 40 00

30 00
29 00

24 00

23 5°

No 3
No. 3, 1 x 10 .

No. 3, 1 x 8
Spruce, 10 and 12 in dimension

9 in. and under
10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up ....

2x2. 2x4, 2x5 ax 6, 1x7 and 3x4 random
lengths, 10 ft. and up 21 50

All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft ..

and up ..... . . 21 50
5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up, p, is 19 00
Canadian Spruce boards 23 00
Vermont Spruce boards, matched . . 22 00
1 x 2 and 1 x 3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundled 20 00
iH" Spruce laths 3 80
K"

$3 7°

3 25
2 35

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras
Clears
Second clears
Clear Whites a 30
Extra is 1 Clear whites out) : , 45
Extra is (Clear whites in) 1 so

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16" 5 butts to a" q 00

" Eureka*. 18*'" "
" " Perfections

, 5 butts to »H*

$94 00
84 00
61 00
66 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00

37 00
42 00

35 00

34 00

34 00
29 00
25 5°
27 00
25 00

23 00
20 00

24 00
21 5°
22 OO

4 OO

3 50

$4 00

a 50
* 45
2 25
1 60

385
4 »5

4 Tf
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINGLES

New Brunswick White Cedar

Shingles

A Word
to the
Wise

doesn't do any good if you're caught with the

wrong goods. You can't talk your customer
into buying goods when he can get better from
your competitor. The burden of proof is on

.
you. But when you buy and keep in stock

the best goods you can get for the money, you
needn't worry about your trade and competi-

tion. Good stock brings and keeps good
trade. And just remember that

Fenderson's Lumber and Shingle products are
the results of the best skill and supervision
applied to as fine a run of Spruce and Cedar
Timber as ever grew in the Eastern Provinces.

They are " Quality Lumber and Shingles"
and there are none better because there are

none better made.

Fenderson Silk Finish
"

No.2 Quebec
Spruce

Saw & Shingle Mills
Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q
Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P. Q.

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Sayabec, P. Q.

Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,

Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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DUNBAR
Logging Engines

Patented in Canada and U.S.A. Dunbar Logging Engine.

Strength, durability and simplicity are three factors that have made the

Dunbar the leading logging engine throughout Canada. Where long

hauls are a necessity the most economical methods must be employed to

successfully and profitably meet competition. Dunbar Logging Engines

will do the work of forty teams of horses over any road on which horses

may be operated and do so at a big reduction in expenses.

Our patent attachment enabling the adjusting of the boiler to a proper

level for climbing and descending grades, effectually prevents heated

crown sheets or burned tubes.

We also manufacture Shingle Machines, Rotarys, Stock

Gangs, Clapboard Planers and all Sawmill Machinery

All information and photos furnished on request

The Alex Dunbar & Sons Co.
Woodstock, N. B.

Limited
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Original Dunbar Improved

Shingle Machine

Big results interest every manufacturer. The use of the Dunbar Improved Shingle

Machine means increased trade capacity and a class of shingles that will meet all

competition. It is practically automatic and machines a high-class shingle. Every
line has a leader and for big results financial and otherwise the " Dunbar" Improved
leads the entire field. :: :: :: ::

With this machine delays and saw hampering are eliminated and repairs and labor ex-

penses reduced to a minimum. It is a profit making machine and a good investment.

Shingle men using our machines are unanimous regarding the results. Geo. F.

Parker, Buckingham, P. Q. :

—"On a two million contract of bone dry cedar, the

stock could not be manufactured at a profit without the Dunbar Machine."

Metis Lumber Co., Price, Que.:
—"Our experience has convinced us that the

Dunbar Machine is economical and does work at a minimum cost for repairs."

Machines equipped with 40 or 42 inch saws for British Columbia trade.

For complete information write

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson Mfg. Co.
Fredericton, N. B.
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THE PLANER SPECIALISTS
WHY? Because we learned through years of experience that in the manufacture of many types

and sizes our attention was distracted from details. But now, as planer specialists making only
one type of machine, we are able to give ample consideration to each detail and to perfect every

feature that makes for the highest efficiency and the greatest durability.

A Typical Machine—the No. 59 Double or Single Surfacer. Kquipped with Radial Knife Setting Gauge, Truing

Devices, Solid Back R' und Cutter-Heads and a hundred other features that insure the best in quality and quantity of output.

S. A. Woods Machine Company - Boston
Chicago New Orleans Atlanta Seattle 10-486

VI

B

A

L

A

T

A

ASHK>icC)iJr, ioiOOLudle^
.. .

EaOH

B

E

L

T

I

N

G
Sole Canadian Agents Large Stocks Carried at all Branches

The
Woods Western Building,

Corner Market and Louise Sts.,

Winnipeg:, Man.

General Supply
of Canada, Ltd.

FLECK BROS., LIMITED, 443 Pender St. West, Vancouver, B.C.

Co.
219-221 Bank St.

Ottawa, Ont.
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DISSTON

Saws, Tools and Files
Made
Sold
Used ON MERIT

And the Confidence placed in the Quality and Efficiency of the DISSTON BRAND shall

be as well-deserved in the future as it has been during the past SIXTY-NINE YEARS.

Henry Disston <fc Sons, Inc.

Canadian Works:
112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INQUIRE INTO THE MERITS OF OUR

New Tie or Log Siding Machine
It slabs both sides of the logs accurately and rapidly at the one operation. Both
saws movable to or from the centre simultaneously by means of a lever within
the sawyer's easy reach, and the spacing indicated on a quadrant in plain sight.
This machine will cut over 3,000 ties in ten hours. In any mill using a Gang

this machine, if used for preparing the cants, will

increase the output 20%. It is a compact machine,
strongly built, as the cut indicates, to withstand hard
and continuous usage. It is without an equal, let

alone a suparior, in this line, because it meets the
requirements perfectly. Let us have an opportunity
of sending descriptive matter, and price.

WE CAN ALSO INTEREST YOU IN

Saw Mill Machinery
We build a complete line for any desired capacity.

Our Triumph Turbines are unexcelled. They will give more power than any other Water Wheel on the market.

CATALOGUES FOR THE ASKING.

Head Office and Works
Eastern Representative :

H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James Street, Montreal, Que.

Lindsay, Ontario
Western Representative :

Canadian Fairbanks Company, Vancouver, B. C.
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Sheldon Slow Speed

Exhaust Fans

The fans that are revolutionizing the shaving exhaust business.
They will handle wet or dry, long or short shavings and saw-
dust, and will do this work with a guaranteed reduction in
speed of from 25 to 40% less, and with a power consumption
of from 20 to 35% less than any other exhaust fan.

Descriptive circulars sent on request.

<§Iulbons, pmittb - (Salt, ©ntario

No Need to go out of Canada for your

Blowers
Exhauster, Exhaust Systems

Dry Kilns

Trucks or Heating Plants

We make them and make them

good too.

Ask for references and descriptive

matter, we have lots of them.

The Dominion Heating &
Ventilating Co.

Hespeler ... Qnt.

The Alligator

Steam Warping Tug'
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with
flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST & PEACHEY
SIMCOE - - - ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals

The cheapestway to skid and load logs is by steam power. The

Universal Logger
is a combined two line skidder and loader with
separate engine for loading with steel skidding
boom and steel swinging loading boom.
It is self-propelling, spots its own cars and moves
rapidly from point to point, saving time and the
usual switching expense.
Ample water tank capacity is located between the
trucks, and the frame is constructed to permit
empty cars to pass through the machine for load-
ing by means of its own power.
This machine is especially adapted for light steel
or wooden rails.

May We Send Catalogue ?

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Sole Manufacturers of the McGIFFERT and DECKER Patent Stlt-ProDe!!inir

Steam Logging Machinery.

Duluth, Minn. r
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R. H. SMITH CO., Limited
St. Catharines, Ont.

We are the Sole Manufac-
turers of Saws under the Simond's Process in the Dominion

of CacrvacdaL

—

There is no process its equal for tempering circular saws. Other makers recognize this fact, as some
of them, in order to sell their goods, claim to have the same process. All such Claims are FALSE,
as the patentee in the U. S. and ourselves are the only firms in the world who use it.

INSERTED TOOTH SAWS
Notice the improved shank. We call particular

attention to the swell which strengthens it at the weakest

part and which gives it more wear than the old style.

Shanks made in usual gauges and to fit your saws

perfectly.

SHINGLE SAWS
The quality of the " Simonds " Shingle Saws is

proven by the fact that the largest shingle and machine

manufacturers in Canada are using them.

Run a " Simonds" and you will increase your

output.

The Simonds Temper

and style of tooth make

the " Leader" the fast-

est and easiest cutting-

saw manufactured.

Write for prices.

R. H. SMITH CO. umited St. Catharines, Ont.
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The Important Savings You
Can Make with This Machine

in your shingle department makes it well worthy of your
attention.

THE COLUMBIA
has greater capacity and is safer and easier for operator to
handle, than any other shingle machine made.

Hand or power feed. Adaptable for experienced or unex-
perienced operator. Workable in any kind of timber. For
over a third of a century, the leading shingle machine. Can
you afford to pass it up ? Write us.

PERKINS & CO.. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Waterous Engine Works Company, Brantford, Winnipeg, Man.,

St. Paul, Minn, and Vancouver, B. C. Agents.

Robb Power Plants

Engines
Corliss

Slide Valve

Horizontal

Vertical

Boilers

Return Tubular

Water Tube

Internally Fired

Portable

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST, N. S.

j
709 Power Building, Montreal, Watson Jack, Manager

DISTRICT Traders Bank Building, Toronto, William McKay, Manager
OFFICES ! Union Bank Building, Winnipeg, W. F. Porter, Manager

iCalgary Block, Calgary, J. P. Porter, .Manager

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT ONTARIO — CANADA

Western Branch: Quebec Agents : B. C. Selling Agents:
248 McDermott Ave., WINNIPEG, MAN. Ro.. & Creig, MONTREAL, QUE. Robert Hamilton & Co., VANCOUVER, B. C.

"WE MAKE Wheel0<* Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and Power* Pumps Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating
Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.

ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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JUST OUT

The New Waterous Band Mill

The latest most

up-to-date mills

o& the market.

Upper guide of

patented safety

saw centre
swing design

quick vertical

and horizontal

adjustment. Is

fitted withquick

opening device

:

is water cooled

and non-break-

able.

Upper guide
arm raised and

lowered by
power mechan-

ism.

Lower saw guide

designed onsame

principle as up-

per to swing
around centre of

saw. Is quick

opening and un-

d e r control o f

tail sawyer.

8 ft., 9 ft., 10 ft, Sizes—Single and Double Cutting

Cut of 8'

—

Double Cutting.

The product of

our 50 years ex-

perience in saw-

mill business.

Columns solid,

rigid, giving
wide range of

adjustment to

upper wheels.

Upper wheel

raised and low-

ered by jack
screws and
gearing.

Tensioning de-

vice acts inde-

pendentlyof
position of up-

per wheel and

removes all jar

from saw by

patented s e 1 f-

cushioning ten-

sion weights.

Tilting Device Improved and Simplified. Cross Lining- Adjustments also Supplied.
Frame very Heavy and Extends Completely Around Mill.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL BULLETIN DESCRIBING THESE MACHINES

Waterous Engine Works Co.
BRANCH

Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited
Winnipeg, Man. Brantford, Canada B. C. Agency : H. B. Gilmour,

Vancouver



FOR LUMBERMEN WE BELIEVE
BY LUMBERMEN

It, has 1

1

YOU WILL READ THIS ADVERTISEMENT.
en served its purpose. We want to usk you a question and will confidently !<-a \

' i lie answer to you.

We have

DO YOU THINK YOUR INSURANCE RATES TOO HIGH ?

• a plan that will reduce your rates and invite you to correspond with us, we will he glad to explain.

Would
J

would y

ASK FOR OUR ADDITIONAL LINE PROPOSITION.
•on not feel safer with from $1,000 to $10,000 additional protection ? Suppose you have a fire to-night.

>ur present insurance put you on a sound husiness hasis again? Write us to-day, now that you
nave, read this advertisement before you forget.

Lumber Underwriters
FIRE INSURANCE 66 Broadway, NEW YORK, N.Y. REDUCED RATES

Veneered

Doors
Each door we manufacture is made from kiln and

air dried stock, carefully machined and finished

and represents the best value on the market.

We stock in a variety of woods and designs,

ensuring prompt and satisfactory service. :: ::

Newel Posts - Staved Columns

In our Staved Colonial Columns a "V" Locked

Joint is employed, giving a larger gluing sur-

face and preventing all possibility of shrinkage

or checking :: :: :: ::

All Orders to

Batts Limited
48 Pacific Avenue West Toronto

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWN

OUR
tr mm

EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

H. WALTERS & SON, hull, canada
VANCOUVER BRANCH : Corner Powell and McLean Streets.

MANUFACTURERS OF
AXES, ALL KINDS AXE HANDLES, MACHINE KNIVES, ALL KINDS LUMBERINC & LOCCINC TOOLS

LONG DISTANCE PHONE. We supply the Largest Lumbermen in Canada.

J. R. Booth, Ottawa, Oni.; W. C. Edwards & Co., Rockland, Ont. ; McLachlan
Bros., Arnprior ; E. B. Eddy Co., Limited, Hull ; A. & B. G rdon & Co., Pem-
broke ; G. Perley & Co., Calumet, Que ; Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Hawkes-
bury, Ont.; A. Fraser Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont.; Shepherd & Morse Lumber
Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Hull Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Gilmour & Hughson, Hull,

P. Q. ; Imperial Paper Mills of Canada, Sturgeon Falls, Ont. ; Algoma Com-
mercial Com., Limited, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.; Graves, Bigwood & Co., Byng
Inlet, Ont.; Turner Lumber Co., Worthington, Ont.; J. J. McFadden, White-
fish, Ont.; St. Anthony Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Northern Timber and
Lumber Co., Markstay, Ont.

machine I all 1 w
;
.t« 1

J KNIVES:J KINDS.JcatalocueJ

H.WALTERS & SONS Lumbering «?

Logging Toojls
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney& Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

We Cannot Compel You
to Come in—But

your decision after full investigation

will be correct and satisfactory to us.

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

40% of the premium now paid back to Policy Holders.

Nine - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies mmmm

FOR COOL BEARINGS

We (ruarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
HAMILTON, ONT.

We Make

SPECIAL BELTS
for

Special Work
and

Guarantee Results

WRITE OUR NEAREST WAREHOUSE

D. K. McLAREN, Limited
Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
309-311 Craig West 200 King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.
31 St. Peter St. 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. <8L SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, CoaJ
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER. <& SONS
Cor. George. King& Water Sts., Peterborough, Ont.. Can.

THE GREAT BELT"
beats all rivals every time

Strength
TTniformity
Reliability
endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Sire*. MONTREAL.

NG FOR TH

E

MILLAMPHIBIA
^amp^T SADfc&RjHiAWORJri

o A M h» lELb>m --/^
:.

. . .

'
:^>m^ jor onto :•



How the Steam Tension Band Mill increases your

daily cut and saws uniform lumber

Think how much more sensitive a steam con-

trolled device ia than any system operated by

weights and levers.

On our band mill we control the tension

on the saw by steam, which is the only way
we know of to keep the right strain always
on the saw. v

Thus your saw is always in shape to turn

out perfect lumber, and you get a uniformly

sawn product.

As the top wheel is moved up and down
by steam, when you change your saws you
save all the time (except ten seconds) formerly

taken to lower and raise that wheel and get

the proper tension on the saw. That is be-

cause no system of screws and gears can act

as quickly as steam.

The top guide is also operated by steam
so that the sawyer can raise or lower it

instantly.

You see therefore that this is quicker and
easier to handle than any weight tension mill.

That means more lumber every day.

A number of Canadian mills are cutting

with it this season. Would you like to know
who they are so that you can see it working
before the mills shut down ?

B. C. Agents : A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver, B. C.

WILLIAM HAMILTON Co. LIMITED
PETERBGRO ONTARIO
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J. B. MILLER, President

The
VV. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Limited

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

VIEW OF OUR MILLS AT PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, Etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.
Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

Traders Bank Building,

Phone Main 1016

HEAD OFFICE:

Toronto, Ont.
Telegraph Codes :

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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W. E. LOUNT
360 Berkeley St., TORONTO

Lumber Salesman, Inspector

and Arbitrator

Pine, Hemlock, Hardwoods, Lath
and Shingles.

Lists and consignments solicited.

Will sell on salary or commission.
Inspection contracts wanted

—

charges moderate. Fifteen years
experience as salesman and
inspector. Satisfaction guar-
anteed.

Muir & Terry
Wholesale Lumber

White and Red
Pine, Spruce,
Shingles, and
Lath

408 Confederation Life Bldg.

TORONTO

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE ONT.

Dimension Timber. Joisting

Rough and Dressed Lumber

Lath, Shingles and Pickets

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to day. List ot timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
BEVELSTOKE, b. c.

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Hardwood
Cypress

Yellow Pine

W. J. ANDER80N
Canadian Representative LONDON, ONT.

î ^^^^^FINE

BANK OFF!

OOURT HOUSE 8
DRUG STORE FITTINGS

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawn Lumber, Lath, Sash,

Doors and Factory Material

Dimension Bill Stuff in

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

TICE. SCHOOL
"CHURCH&LOOGEFURNITUFLnunin&LuuiitmKHinjHt -—:—fCVoH!»

Must Be Moved
We have in stock for quick shipment :

—

100 M feet one-inch No. 2 Hemlock
100 M feet two-inch No. 2 Hemlock
45 M feet one-inch Birch, No. 2

and No. 3 Common

Everything in two^inch Hemlock. :: :: ::

:: :: :: :: Special Prices on Bill Stuff

Long Lumber Company
HAMILTON, ONT.

R. Laidlaw
Lumber
Company

Limited
Room 913 Traders

Bank Building. Toronto

Ferguson Lumber Co.
London. Ont.

CHINGLLS^ ¥ UMBER
L/ATH

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

LEAK & CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. . TORONTO

Write us for special price on

18ft.2xl0*12in.

DRY NORWAY

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill
Stuff. We have also stocks of Ash, Elm,
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX, XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICE:

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Pole*. Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and
sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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Saw Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

The Way to Get Good Lumber
as every manufacturer will tell you, starts with the selection of the timber. It is

because we are particularly fortunate in having the finest pine timber in Northern
Ontario, and are painstaking in our manufacturing, that our products to-day are
so far ahead of the average.

We know we can satisfactorily fill your requirements when you are in the market for

Rough or Dressed Norway and White Pine Lumber
Railroad and Structural Timbers

Flooring, Ceiling, Moulding, Siding, Cross Arms, etc.

With a daily capacity of 190,000 feet of lumber, 65,000 pieces of lath, besides box
boards, pickets, etc., we are in a position to fill orders of any size without delay.

George Gordon & Company, Limited
Cache Bay - - Ontario
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.

and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

CorrcsponJence Solicited. Room 4, f\ » *\
Hochelaga Bank Buildinp V^UeDeC, v£UC

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOGH, JAMES P, CUNNINGHAM, A. H. MACABE,
President. Vice-President. Secretary.

Wholesale Dealers Only

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang Limited

SPECIAL DRIVE

Red Pine Flooring Strips-Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1212 Traders Bank Chambers - TORONTO
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

J. L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell €t Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, TY"ID/^1VJTY"\ rvMT
(Telephone Main 6244). 1 V-JKVJm 1 KJ, Kjn I .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty
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CAMERON & CO., Limited
MANUFACTURERS

LUMBER
spruce

TIMBER

. __M HEMLOCK
LATH cedar POLES

BIRCH

SHINGLES basswood POSTS

MILL AND YARD: OPEONCO, ONT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, OHT.

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W E S T E K N

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

WANTED Three or four carloads of S" x 7* and up x 12/16' Sound
Red Oak, hearts accepted if free from rot.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Sellers of

White Pine, Red
Pine and Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Selling Agents for Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers
74 Nepean Street - OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-
ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West ... MONTREAL

Lumber and Timber
Let me quote on your requirements in

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,
B.C. Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine, Lath,

Shingles Lumber—Rough or Dressed

C. A. SPENCER
Wholesale Lumber

Telephone Main 55w 55 St Francois Xavier St., MONTREAL

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard:
Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Buyers

Send me your enquiries.
I have a large stock to
ship from.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade MONTREAL

Wholesale Lumber Dealer
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

i873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills On Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Ye^rd f& Office

MOR.R.ISTOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

Guy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Hardwood
Flooring
Manufactured from choice stock, air and
kiln dried, and with quality in finish and
stock the dominating- features. Exper-
ience and accuracy is behind our Flooring.

LUMBER
Sa.wrv or Dressed

We quote interesting" prices on Pine,

Maple, Ash, Birch, Elm, Basswood,
Cedar, Hemlock.
Building" Timber, Ties, Lath, Posts,

Shingles, Sash, Doors and Frames,
Mouldings, Turned Goods, Box Shook-
ing Crating"s, Casings, etc.

John Carew
LINDSAY ONTARIO

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Manufacture, ^jjjIj^ I^th aild SMUglCS

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Manufacturers of L/VlITiber atld Lc^tK

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington St. East. TORONTO. ONT.
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Mason, Gordon & Co.
80 St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesali

J^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

\\/E ar« in the market and pay
the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber,will contract tor
this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street East'.

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVBLAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dlmeotloo Tlmbtr m Speclmlty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Ontario Lumber
Co . Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River, Ont. Water Shipment.
Yard: Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Prices

Home
3
£ife Building:, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock
On Trraiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of Nortn Bay

HAILCYBVRY, ONT.

" Well bought is half sold
"

FIRE
has completely cleaned

out our

Midland Stock
but

Byng Inlet

is still on the map with

a splendid assortment of

Pine

Norway
Hemlock

Write us

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

1006-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ollt.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

\\Z"
E Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds
of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States: Spruce,
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wall
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of
LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES

Wnn'"
yn

qUip P,ed
,
Plam'

n* ^ctory in connec-
tion Dressed Lumber, Flooring in PineHardwood or Hemlock, % Ceilings Sashand Doors. Mouldings, Wood Turning etc
Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-ty at current prices.

H«-idi

The
Elgie & Jam's

Lumber Co.. Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO
Let us quote you on §", 1",

and 2" Spruce
; g", 1", \£»

U" and 2" Pine
;

1" and 2"

Hemlock, also posts and
lath. ::

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

S

talph Loveland, Pres.
i^. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Thessalon, Ont.

SAGINAW - . MICH.
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Mason,Gordon&Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or 'Phone for Prices Western Office: 615 Hastings Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

The Golden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers op

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
We have a well assorted stock of 1 in. and 2in. Hem-
lock well manufactured and strictly No. 1 lumber.

We can also cut dimension in Hemlock and Norway
Pine. Prompt shipment and rock bottom prices.

^ ^ ^ Send us your inquiries ^

Mills at Golden Lake and Barry's Bay, Ont.

Head Office: Eganville, Ont.

Booth (Si

Shannon
Biscotasing, Ont.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine

Lumber and Lath
We are prepared to contract for present season's cut of Norway
and white pine lumber and lath. Also have for sale a quantity
of 1 inch and 2 incli No. 2 mill culls of 1908 cut.

Mills on Main Line of C. P. R. at Bisco Station

Manufacturers of

White and Red Pine
Lath, Shingles, Boxes and Shooks, Pails and Tubs

Bills sawn to order. Planing Mill work done promptly. Send us your

enquiries. Phone service night and day. We can ship by rail and water.

Saw Mills, Planing Mill, Woodenware Factory, Box Factory : Penetangllishene, Can.

Box Factory: Foot of Parliament Street, Toronto, Canada
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Strong Features
We manufacture a strictly high grade Flooring
that is fast becoming famous for its perfect man-
ufacture and finish. Our service is the l>est, each
order receiving prompt shipment.

.Manufactured in f end matched Maple, Oak
and Birch.

J. R. Eaton & Sons,
Montreal Agent: C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St.

Very Best

Yellow Pine

\WK arc in a position to supply you with" the very finest Long Leaf Yellow Pine
Lumber made. We want your enquiries for

Flooring, Finishing
Ceiling, Etc.

and will win your trade if quality and value
count. We can also quote on strictly Long
Leaf Yellow Pine Tim her dressed on four
sides or in the rough.

We handle genuine Louisiana Red Cypress
from one of the best shippers in the South,

Frank A. Arend & Co.
65-66 Equitable Building, Boston, Mass.

Savoie ®. Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Spruce, Hemlock and Birch

1% in. Spruce Lath
Cedar Shingles - R. R. Ties
8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts
Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood

Are building a Planing Mill and Dry Kiln, which will be completed
for the 1st of September.

Correspondence Solicited M4NSEAU, QUE.
on I ~ Ry- no miles east of Montreal

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Mass.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln
Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Addrees all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
6

\TLr«rT
MONTREAL, P.O.

LONG DIST.ANCK TELEPHONE

Shreveport Louisiana
TRACTS MARK

Long and Short Leaf

Yellow Pine
Lumber

Mills in Arkinsaw, Louisiana and Texas
Capacity : 500,000 feet per day

Long Leaf Joist and Timbers, rough or dressed, up
to 40 teet in length and can dress 4 sides up to 14 x 30" if
desired.

Railroad Construction and Car Material and FactoryMock of all kinds a specialty,

also
Rough Steam dried and Smoke dried finish.

Send us your inquiries and our prices will set the
husiness. 0

Chas. R. Ball Lumber Co.wC«SkS1»I Shreveport, La., U.S.

A

Do Not Hesitate!
There is one firm with special facilities for hand-
ling Canadian orders of

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
We are backed by modern equipment and an ad-
equate supply of pine timber for supplying orders
of any size. We can satisfy you. Timbers up to
36 feet in length and 6 x 12 surfaces.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO., H" l)^r

'
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Cedar Cove Mills, T1 TT TTT1 \ TICJ C_ g^ig^k
Vancouver, B. C XJ« JjL« JjL JCi.fi.JTkS 06 V^We^

Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

VANCOUVER.. B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties : AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER—Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3- in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills. Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON, 414 Ashdown Block, WINNIPEG, J. T. MacLAREN, W. J. LOVERING, 1312-13 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO
Representative for Saskatchewan, Manitoba. Representative for Alberta. Ontario Representative.

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
-Wholesale

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia.

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs, Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street,

VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Cablk Address—Gillisco.

Codes Used 1
American Lumberman Telecode.

[ \\ estern Union.

C. H. GILLIS & CO
LIMITED

445 Granville St., Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping- Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
ana 125,000 feet

LUMBER

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Bldg.,
Cor. Hastings and Abbot Sts., Vancouver B C

Correspondence

Solicited Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

X 1* TTl her T 1m 1ire
We have Several Large Blocks for Sale

j^lllllUs with Mm giteS) near Vancouver>

Bowman Lumber Co.
LIMITEDREVELSTOKE. B. C.

Manufacturers of

Cedacr, White
Pirve a^rvd

Fir Products
Shiplap, Boards, Dimension Siding, Finish,

Lath, Shingles

Annual Capacity, 50,000,000 feet

Mills at

Rev elstoke, B. C. Comaplix, B. C.

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds ot

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch
Rough and Dressed Lumber

Dimension and Bridge Timber
a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE - - B.C.

Th«

East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine, Larch,
and Fir

Lumber, Timbers, Mouldings, Etc.

Saw Mills at Jaffray, Ryan, Cranbrook.
PI tning Mill at Jaffray, B. C.

Head Office - Jaffray, B. C.
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address: "Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N.S. Office:

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Pickford & Black s Wharf

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
Heading

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office :

Gloucester House, 2 Bishopsgate St. Wt„ E.C.

Qant&Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers

Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands

and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter SL

Hardwood
Flooring

End Matched,

Bored, Polished

and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation LifeBldg. , Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS, CO,

23 St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

E. A. LeBel Wholesale
Dealer in

Pine and Hemlock Lumber,
Lath, Shingles and Cedar Posts

Car and Cargo lots only. When in need of

stock write or cal! up Long Distance Phone.

Specialty: 16 and 18 in. Ontario White Cedar Shingles

Office and Yards : South of Elevator, Samla, ^)nt<

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

The

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
Limited

Send ns your enquiries for

New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
Lath, Shingles, etc.

Main Office

Globe Atlantic Building

St. John, N.B.

Branch Sales Office

:

180 St. James Street

Montreal. Que.

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

ion.

There is un-

doubtedlyabig

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

r P II. t

WESTERN J

LUMBER

SHINGLE I

c° 'j 3

VANCOUVER
mmm

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER \\

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE
I i .)

:

'<
;

I SEND US
YOURHMWMMI

» INQUIRIES t
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Yale=Columbia Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : Nelson, B. C.
Mills at Nikusp, Westly. Cascade and Nelson B. C.

We use American Lumberman Telecode.

MANUFACTURERS OF

All Kinds Rough and Dressed Lumber,
Mouldings, Lath, Etc.

DEALERS IN

Cedar and Fir Piles, Telephone and Telegraph
Poles, Fence Posts, Etc.

ImeMiiffcer©!!)
Ealegrapb < >ttice

:

Windy Lakb Pine, Ont.
O. I'. H. Station :

Babmskn
Mani kA( Tl/KERS OF

Red and White Pine

LUMBER and LATHS
Car Flooring, in Required Lengths

Our Red Fine, put up Box and Better, is nice stock. Take a Sample Car, and we are assured of
further patronage.

The Mill Culls, though a little narrow, are otherwise •'Choice." being culled tor little red streak
and little wane. They are splendid for Box Manufacture, and the Dead Culls too, with little waste
can be used for same purpose.

Try us. we will endeavor to satisfy you. We have our whole season s Cut to dis ose of.

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street TORONTO

Want to Buy
One carload ist and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x i8}4 in-, 10 ft.

6 in. to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1^ in. x 2^ in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be
well manutactured and tree of defects.

Four carloads ist and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up wide.
Coffin lengths.

For Sale
A quantity of No. 2 Pine Culls; also some dry

4-4, 5-4 and 8-4 Birch Log Run, Dead

Culls out.

Huntsville Lumber Co.
Huntsville, Ontario.

We Stand Behind

Every Garment Sold

!

The fact that " Carss brand "

is the only strictly waterproof

Mackinaw sold is well-known
to the lumber trade.

We stand behind every gar-

ment to which we affix our
brand, and guarantee its genu-
ineness. You are sure of honest

value for your honest money.

"Carss Mackinaw" is the

standard by which all others

are judged. Then why experi-

ment with other brands when
you can have the standard

itself for the asking.

Mackinaw Pants
Long and Short, 35 oz.

The Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co.
Orillia, Ont.

J5he _
Limited

(WITH MILLS AT WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER. HARRISON R.IVER, KENORA. RAINY RIVER AND BANNING.)

Rat Portage Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Snooks and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber Made FlooringHardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac Piling, etc.

Our Vancouver Mill cuts High-Grade Cedar, Fir and Spruce Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles. Winnipeg Mills cut Pine, Tamarac and Spruce Lumber.

head'ofhce RAT PORTAGE LUMBER. COMPANY. Limited, WINNIPEG. MAN.
D. C. CAMERON. PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER.
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DEFIANCE" WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
PATENTED AND HUII.I BY

The Defiance Machine Works

LjJ, Defiance,

Ohio

12" Hand Planer with Boring1 Attachment No. 8 Variety Saw-Kip and Cut-Off.

For Making
Hubs, Spokes,

Wagons,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles,
Neck-Yokes,
Singletrees,
Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
Wood Dishes
and General
Wood- Work 28" Band Saw. 34" Single Surface Plane

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Sawmill, Shingle, Lath and Transmission Machinery
Manufacturers

of

Style "B" for Mill Furnace

The Improved Hot Blast Grate

develops more heat from green, wet or frozen sawdust or mill refuse,

than an ordinary draft grate developes from wood or coal.

The most modern and economical grate on the market. Increases steaming
power of boiler 50 per cent.

We are the sole manufacturers for Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime
Provinces, for this grate. It will save you money, regardless of the kind of

fuel used. We have many testimonials bearing out this statement.

Here is one :—

Berridale, Ont., June 28/09.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited, Orillia.

Dear Sire,

With reference bo Hot Blast Grate purchased from you
on trial about six weeks ago, we have found it to be one of the
most profitable things we ever put in any of our saw-mills.
It is much cheaper and more convenient than any sort of
Dutch Oven. We placed it under two 6 foot boilers where we
saw Spruce and Balsam logs, the sawdust of which makes poor
fire. Before we began using the Hot Blast Grates we burned
from 3 to 4 cords of dry slabs daily, and even then had a
deficiency of steam, but now we have all the steam we desire,
and the only ftiel used is sawdust.

(Signed) The Highland Lumber Co.

Full Particulars on Application

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Williams & Wilson, Montreal

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

We handle Boiler' l ines, both new and welded; at lowest prices.

The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-
creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 months
and is giving splendid satisfaction to all our
customers. Burning all grades of fuel with the
very best results. All live Mill Managers and
Engineers would do well to consult us when re-
quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-
ranted not to be an infringement on any prior
patents. We stand behind our customers and
guarantee them in the unmolested use of our
own invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and
repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert
workmen.

A post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY Branch Office : 1 1 9 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.
Telephone Main 1342.

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.
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The Lidgerwood Patent

Hauling Loaded Sleds over a Ridge

SLEIGH HOIST
A machine designed to hoist or lower sleighs loaded with logs, pulpwood, bark or

other forest products, in mountain logging.

It handles steadily and under perfect control the largest sleigh loads, on any hill, no
matter how steep, and up to 3,500 ft. in distance.

Saves horses when used with them. Maiming and killing of horses on steep hills is

eliminated; saves the horses from the hardest work, that of taking the empty sleighs up the hills.

Does what horses can not do. The hardest uphill haul costs no more than hauling on the
level with horses. Enables bringing timber over heights of land, thus frequently saving
long hauls

;
the improving of small streams ; or the absolute loss of stumpage.

It pulls itself about in the woods
; uses wood for fuel

; and is simple to operate.

We now have a representative in Canada, who will examine your conditions and tell
you what can be done, free of charge of any nature.

WRITE US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co,
Originators and Builders of High Grade Steam Logging Machinery

96 Liberty Street - - . New York
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Pulleys for Saw Mills
Every pulley is thoroughly nailed

Every pulley is guaranteed for

heaviest Double Belts.

Our Arms and Hubs are made of

Hard Maple. Rims Soft Maple.

If for very damp place we bolt th e

Rims.

Strongest pulley on the market

—

no Slip.

Send for Catalogue.

We make and sell more pulleys

than all other makes put together.

We have the largest and only com-

plete Pulley Works in Canada.

Might as well have the best.

Cheapest in the end!

We also manufacture

Shafting, Hangers, Pillow Blocks,

Friction Clutches, etc., etc.

Dodge Manufacturing Co., Toronto, Montreal

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT ONTARIO

Western Branch:

248 McDermott Ave., WINNIPEG, MAN.

CANADA
Quebec Agents : B. C. Selling Agents

:

Ross & Creig, MONTREAL, QUE. Robert Hamilton & Co., VANCOUVER, B. C.Wp lVT A TCP Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and PowerA»xiix*.j_-r Pumps, Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating
Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.

ASK FOR CATALOGUES. PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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Original Dunbar Improved

Shingle Machine

This machine produces a shingle that meets all requirements—

a

shingle that is the right article for big sales and good profits.

The DUNBAR IMPROVED SHINGLE MACHINE has many
special features. The ease with which it may be operated, its

accuracy and the volume of work turned out place it far in

advance of any similar machine. Being practically automatic it

does not require a high priced workman to handle and run it and
will work year in and year out without appreciable expense for

repairs and without breakdowns.

For full information write

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson Mfg. Co.
Fredericton, N. B.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

1 inch Pine No. i

cuts & better. . . $50
1 inch No. 1

cuts and better. 18

a ' No. 1 Cuts and
Better 60

\% in. Pine No. 2

cuts and better 46
2" Pine No. 2 Cuts

and lietter 47
i % inch No 3 Cuts

and Better 33
a" No. 3 Cuts 33
nn 1 me Ores s 1 ng
and better shorts 24

1 x 4 and 5 common n
1 xo common 22

1 x 8common 23
1 x 10 box 21

1 X 10 common and
dressing 29

1X12 common .... 33
ixioand 12 mill cull

sidings 19

a x 10 common. ... *5

a and 3 x 1 2 common 26

1 x 10 inch box and
common . 24

1" mill run siding- 23

t x 10 and 12 mill

culls 18

1" dead cullsidintis 12

1% inch flooring 25

Spruce mill run . .
20

Spruce mill culls.. 14

Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 14

2x4 to8in.,ioto 16ft. 16

2x4 to to inch x8ft. 19

Clear inch B.C.
cedar, kiln dried 53

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat
lumber . . 5°

CAR OR CARGO LOTS

Douglas tir dimension t imhcr
up to 32 teet :

—

8\8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12

co 60 00 1x14, 12 x 12,12 x,

014,14x14,14x16.. 32 80
00 6200 6xi<>, 6x12, 8x10, 8x

1 2, 1 ox ib, 12x16, 16

00 49 00 xi6, 14x18, 16x18,

18x18 & 20x20... 33 30
00 50 00 6x14,8x14, 12x18, iK

X20 33 80
00 35 00 6x16, 8xi6. [OX 18,

00 37 00 12XJ0, 14x20 & 16

00 27 00
00 23 00
00 24 00
OO 2,5 OO
00 23 OO

OO 3 1 00

3a 00

00 20 00
00 27 00
00 28 00

26 00
25 1 o

10x20
6x18, 8x18
6x20. 8x20
Lengths ove r 32 1 1 1

lowing advances

:

SOC.J 36 to 4
0 It., $1

$3 ; 46 to ,^0 ft., $5
Fir flooring, edge

M .*<>

34 80

35 3°
30 30

*ke (he tol-

33 to 35 it.,

41 to 4,5 It.,

20 00

«3 So
I

27 oO
l

2 1 OO
IO OO
15 OO
j 6 50
20 00

68 00

00 71 00

grain . . . 45 OO
i'A N0.1 4 ft. Pine

4 CO
zA" No. 2 4>t. lath .1 5°

•A" 32" pine 60
No. 1 4H.

hemlock lath. 3 5°
1 V2" mill run hent-

lock lath 3 2S
XXP.ne Shingles a 10

X Pine Shingles.

.

1 10

XX B.C. Cedar
3 05

XXX 6 butts to 2"
3 00

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXX S to a"...
3 35
4 OS

Red pine, c & c f 1".

.

00
' OO

32 OO
Red Pine, common i $00 aa 00

HARDWOODS—PER
Ash White ists and

ands, 1 to 2" $ 55 00

Ash, black, istsand
2nds 1 to 2" 40 00

Ash, black No. 1

common • and
better \" 28 00

Ash black log run 2=; 00

Birch, No. 1 com-
mon and betten" ?4 00

Birch log run 00

nii\h. No. 1 com-
mon and better,

1% to 2" 26 00

Birch, 3 to 4" 3* 00

Birch, 1" ists&2nds 32 00

Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter, 1" 27 00

Basswood log run 25 00

Basswood, \o. 1

common and bet-

ter 1 % to 2" 28 00

Basswood mill run 20 00

Sott Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter to 2" 27 00

Soft Elm log run 22 00

Sott Elm, common
and better 1"... 24 00

Sott Elm. mill run 20 co

Kock Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter t" 3o 00

[, FEET, CAR LOTS.

Rock Elm, 1 % to 2"

1 sts & 21lds . .

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1" 20 00

Soft maple common
& better 1% co 3"

Hard Maple i"x4"
& up 10' 16 No. 1 com
mon and better .

.

Hard Maple 4"x 4"

«o' to 16' common
and better
Oak, red plain,

ists and *nds \"

Oak, red. plain.

ists and 2nds, 2"

Oak, red, plain,

ists and 2nds, 3
Oak, red, plain,

1 sts and 2nd*, 4"

Oak, white, plain.

1st and 2nds, 1"

Oak, white. ij^'
/&2w

and up to 16

Oak, quartered,
1st and 2nds 1" 80 00

O a k, quartered,
istsand 2nds, 1%
to 2"

H ckory ists and
2nds h'vy ij^to 3" 62 00

40 00

22 50

25 00

53 00

55 00

°5 00

70 00

54 00

56 00

82 OO

84

MANUFACTt
Pine good sidings :

tin. X7in and up 42 00 46 00
M" and 1 A" x
8 and up 5° 00 56 00

»" x 7" and up 48 00 54 00

No. a cuts 2x8'

and up . . . 34 00 36 00

Pine good strips :

i'> 36 00 40 00

ij^" and i'A''- 38 00 42 00

a" 4a 00 45 00

Pine good shorts :

1 ' x 7" and up .. 35 00 37 00

I
'' 28 00 o 00

iii"and i%" ... 40 CM 43 00

a 4a oc 45 00
7" to 9"A Sidings a5 00 27 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing

tidings 36 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
trips ... 26 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing

shorts aa 00

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-

ter ia' to 16' . . . a3 00

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-'

ingi 1* ., » 50

Pine s c. Sidings 1 'A

<fc a" )J 00

Pine, s. c. strips. . . 19 00

Pine, s. C. shorts. . . 17 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

X 4 ao 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5 ai 00 aa 00

Pine. s.c. and better,

1x6 a3 00 25 00
Pine. s.c. and better,

1X7.... aa 00 34 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8 23 00 a5 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1 X9 Ij 00 24 00

Pine. s.c. and better

ix 10 24 00 26 00

Pine, box boards.. 16 so 20 00

x 10 No 1 barn.. 29 00 32 00
1 x 10 No. 2 " 23 00 f, 00
1 x 8 ftt 9 No. 1 barn 23 00 26 00
x R & 'i No. a " 20 00 22 00

Pine -i ill culls 16 00 19 00

OTTAWA, ONT.
'RER'S PRICES

Pine O. culls 10 oo
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out 17 00
Spruce i"x4" & up 15 00
Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

7, 8 9 and io''
. . 17 00

Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B) 22 50
Hemlock 1 12 00
Hemlock 2x4, o, 8

10, 1 2/ 1 b' 14 00
Tamarac 14 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out.
Birch
Solt Elm, common,
and better r, 1^,2" 20 00
Ash, black common
and hetten" to 2" 25 00

Latfa per M :

No. 1 white pine
1 3/8" x 4'

N". 2 white pine
Lath, mill run
white pine ....

Spruce, mill run
Red pine mill run
No. 1 white pine

f M'
No. 2 white pine
I "

SprtlCC mill run

40 00

31 00

26 00

25 00

25 00

30 00
21 00
19 00

21 00

22 OO
l8 OO

3 »5

2 75
2 25
2 25

2 50

' 75

' 75

75

Red Pine mill

run 1"

Tamarac mill run 1 75
Has*- wood "

Hemlock "

32" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18"

xx, 18"

13 00

19 00

16 OO

15 OO

26 OO
20 00

24 00

28 00

3 75

3 OO
2 50
2 50

3 00

2 OO

2 OO

2 OO
2 OO
3 2,5

xxxx, 18'

Clear Buttj
x. rx 8"

Railway f ies .

.

18"

75 25
1 Oo 1 5°

3 50 4 00
a 75 3 50
1 50 V

es

4 00 4 50

3 3 *5
5° 1 75
42 0 5

Pine Shorts 6' to n' i No. 2 Railway Ties 00 20
x 10' 21 00 23 00 I Spruce logs (pulo) 12 00

T/RLKORAPH Pcm.es

15 fret long, 6" to 8" top 1 00
30 " 11 " 1 40
35 " » »S
4° 7" " 4 25

45 " " " 4 75
5° " " " 7 5°
55 " " ** it 00
60 " " " 16 50

14 .0

' 50

3 »5
4 00
4 75

5 75
10 50
'3 5o

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAFT. CtS.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average 40
First class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal.. 70

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality 00

ELM.
By the dram, accordin to average and quality. 40 to 45 fe et. 65

" " " 30 to 35 feet. 50

ASH.
10 inches and up, according to a\crage and quality 35
Average 16 inch 35

BIRCH.

14 inch 16

5 " ^ 22

55

QUEBEC SPRUCE DEALS
12 fret and up x 3 x 9 arid up 17 00 per It.

Oddments 15 co
Hoards. 1 and 2 in 15 00

BIRCH IM.ANKS.

to 4 in. 18 <

SARNIA, ONT.
KINK, COM. AND BETTER

i x 6 and 8"
. .

i in., 8" and up wide.

iK and \%"

5° 00

55 oo
02 OO
^4 oo

CHS AND HKTTKK
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 45 00

6/4 x8 & up No. 1 & better 54 00

8/4 n .• 57 00
6 4 x 6 & up No. 2 47 00

8/4 |t .. i. 40 00
0/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 42 00

8/4 ,, ,. 46 00

NO. I CUTS.
1 in,, 8" and up wide 44 00

1% 5* 00

iH 53 00
2in. 50 00

2.
l/2 and 3' " 75 00

4-in. " .... 80 00 -

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 29 00

.... 39 00
• 41 00

45 00
6q 00 05 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

i in., 6" and up wide 21 00
1 % and 1 %" " 31 00
2' " 31 00
2 M< 3 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
l" X 4" 24 OO
1" x 5" 26 00
i"x6 and 8" 26 00

a

aJ4. 3 and 4" "

r x 10
" x 12"

1" x 1 3 and up
,yt ,

i^and »*.

28 00

30 00

3' 00

;o 00

1 in

t)(i and 2"
.

ij4 and 3" ....

HAKN.

31 OO

NO. 2 BARN.

X in 29 OO
1
lA* 1

lA and 2"

2 lA and 3"

42 00

34 00

.37 00
42 00

3.3 00
30 00
30 00

NO. 3 BARN.

i in

23

00 a6 00
1 V\ , 1

lA and a" 23 00 26 00

BOX.

No: 1, 1, 1V4, i%, 2" ao 00 27 00
^»Jo. 1 mill culls, 1,

1
lA • 1 A and 2"

. . . . 16 00 iq 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" 15 00
1, 'Kt 'A and 2" 15 00
No. 2 14 00 15 00

LATH.

No. i, 3a" 1 50 2 OO
No. 2, 48" 3 50
No. 1, 48" pine 4 00

NO.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. 1 S. AND 1 E.

•M • •

ax6 and a x 8
a X io.

a x ia.

6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14 x 16 ft

14 00 17 00 18 50 18 50
16 50 17 00 850 18 50

. . 17 00 '7 5° 20 50 19 00
• '7 50 7 5° 21 50 21 00

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

2 x 4-12 $<9 00

2 x 4-8-14-16 19 00

2 x 4-10-18-20 21 00
ax6
2 X

to 16. 19

Common Boards

4 inch $'9 00
21 50
22 50
aa 50
22 50

Flooring
or 6 .inch No. 1. . .

.

. $32 00
a 30 00
3 22 50

inch

.

Shiplaf)— Finished

8, 10, 12 inch 22

9 00
21 So

50

Siding
inch No. 1 21 00
" No. 2 29 00
" No. 3 aa 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 4

No. 2 " " " 3 25
PINE—ROUGH TIMBER

12 ft.

3x6 and 3x8 •• 50

3 x 10 a3oo
3 x1a
4x4 to 6x8
4 x 10 to 10 x 10.

.

8x8
6 x 14 up to 3a ft

»3 50
21 .SO

»3 5°
*3 50

14 and 16 tt

21 50
22 OO
34 OO
22 50
22 50
aa 50
29 80

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

2 x 4, 2 x b, 2 x 8, 8 to 16 ft $20 00
" " " 18 to 32 ft 22 50

2 X to, 2 X 12, 8 tO 16 ft. 21 OO
|8, 20, 22 ft 34 OO

34, 36, a8, 30, 33 2f 00
2 X 14 Up to 32 ft . 25 00

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50

3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft . 35 00
6 x €1 to 6 x 12 lit) to 3a ft 25 00
x 14. 4 " 14 35 00

J»4 h.,

v, ho
27 30

B. C. FIK TIMBER-ROUGH
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x is. 10 x 14, 12 x 12, ia x 14, 14 x

up to 31
10 x 30
8 x so

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. leu than Fir

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Ked Pine. 4 in 30 50
E. G. No. 1 and 2 Pir Flooring 40 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring . . ... 4o
F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring 3^ 00

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce 2100
8 to 16 ft., 6 in ,t> yo
B. C Fir 8", 10" and 13" Shiplap 10/16' 3000
B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16' 19 od

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.
No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch $3700"a '*

11 " 21 00
" 3 " " ." 1850
" 4 " mixed w dthi 1 5 50"5 11 00

XXX H. C. Cedar
X X B. C. Cedar
XXX Dimension

SHINGLES

No.
No.

Mixed W & R Pine.
B. C. Fir

LATH.

' 2 .80
3.00

•tt

•3-50
4JO-

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. V.

Uppers 4/4 to 8/4 $88 00
0/4 to 12/4 95 00

Selects 4 '4 to 8/4 78 00
10/4 to 12/4 90 00

Fine Common 4/4 56 00
5/4 62 00
6/4 62 00

" " 8/4 64 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 48 00

5/4 55 00
6/4 57 eo
8/4 Co 00

No. 2 Cuts 4/4 33 <"o

)|
" s/4 4' 00

1 " 6/4 45 00
" 8/4 49 00

No. 3 Cuts 5/4 35 -oo
" fi/4 35 00

8/4 35 00

WHITE PINR

(Wholesale selling price.

Dressing 5 4 46 oe.

5/4 x 10 51 to

No. 1 Moulding 5/4 s8 oo-

6/4 58 oo-

8/4 58 oo-
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 oo-

6/4, 47 CO-

8/4 47 oo-
No. 1 Barn 1 x ia 46 00

x 6 & 8 .... 35 oc-
" ix 10 37 00-

No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 33 00
" " 1 X 10 35 00

No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 27 00
" ix 10 29 oc*

Box 1 x 6 & up 24 00-
"

1 x 10 24 00
"

1 x 12 26 t»
I

" 1 x 13 & up -1 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobber
buying price at Buffalo and Tonawnnda:

1 st & 2nd, 1 inch,

ijf to a inch
2 lA to 4 inch

1st & 2nd 6 inch up

tst & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red

WHITE ASH.

40 OO 42 OO I

44 00 46 00 I Strips
48 00 54 00

I
Com. and culls

22 00 24 00
14 00 22 oo-

BLACK AND BROWN
.40 00 42 00

j
Com. good culls 14 00 20 co

BIRCH

1st Si 2nd, white, 6
40 42 00 inch and up 30 00

Common and good
culls ,6 00

32 00

18 00

tst and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up

Common and culls.

tst and 2nd hand
Common and culls

J

1 st and 2nd, soft, 6
32 00 35 00

I
inch and up .... 36 00 28 ot>

15 00 17 00
I
Common and culls. 10 00 17 oo

MAPLE
ao 00 33 00 I 1st and and, soft. . 30 00 2; <x>
14 00 15 00

I
Common and culls. 12 00 13 co

BOSTON, MASS.
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch $92
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 8,
Fine Common, 1 inch

1 H to 2 inch
No. 1 Cuts 1 inch. .

i%Xoa inch
No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch

i
lA to 3 inch 38 00

Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 .

No. 1, 1 x 10 37 00
No. 1, 1 x 8 36 00
No. 2, 1 x 12 40 00
No. 2, 1 x 10
No. 2, 1 x 8
No 3, 1 x 12

No. 3, 1 x 10

No. 3, 11 8
Spruce, 10 and 12 in dimension

9 in. and under
10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up ....
2x2. 2x4, 2x5 2X6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft...

and up 21 50
5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up, p, is 19 00
Canadian Spruce boards 33 00
Vermont Spruce boards, matched 22 00

59 00
64 00

45 00

54 00

35 00

33 5o

32 50
30 00
29 00

24 00

23 50

21 50

1 x 2 and 1 x 3 furring p,
iH" Spruce laths

'A" . ,. .

s clipped and bundled 20 00
3 80

Extras
Clears
Second clears.
Clear Whites.

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
$3 70

3 25
a 35
3°

Extra is (Clear whites out) : 1 '^j

Extra is (Clear whites in) 1 so

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16" 1 butts to a" 3 90

*' " Eurekas, 18" 11 "
" Perfections, 5 butts to 2lf"

$94 ot>

84 00
61 00
66 00

s8 co
37 co
46 00
50 00
58 00
37 00
-42 00

35 c»
34 co-

34 00
29 00
35 50
27 00
25 00-

22 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
ai 5°
22 00
4 00
3 50

$4 co

3 50
2 45
3 25
1 CO

3 85
4 »S
4 7.?



MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINGLES

Quebec
Spruce

Manufactured
from our own
timber and strict-

ly up - to - date
plants, carefully

graded and of a
quality that will

please any and
everybody.

A
Storm
Signal

Take Warning—If your trade
is decreasing in character or
volume just see if it is not due
to the quality of stock you are
handling. If your best trade
are leaving you, maybe it's be-
cause some of your competitors
are giving them better goods
for the money. If you're hand-
ling our products you can stand
any storm of competition that
comes along. Why? Because,
"They're made to suit." None
better because they're the best.

Try us once and see.

Shingles
N. B. White Cedars

Saw & Shingle Mills
Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q
Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P. Q.

"OURS IS JUST A LITTLE BETTER"

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Sayabec, P. Q.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,
Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY
"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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SIMONDS TKCAUO"

Inserted
Point

Made
ir\

Montreal

Are you buying a new saw this winter? Then listen to
what some other mill men say about the Simonds Saw. We
quote from their letters. "As near perfection as one could be
made for our mill." " Miles ahead of any other—would not
take $100 in gold for it." " Our favorite saw in the mill."
" First class, works fine." " Runs equally well winter or sum-
mer." " Your saws have proved the best I ever used." " It's

the only saw I can get to stand up in frozen timber."

Some of our friends may be over enthusiastic, but there
you have their own words. Isu't it enough to cause you to
hesitate and learn more about the Simonds before buying any
other make ? Really he who uses this saw profits much more
by it than do we in selling it. You have more to gain than we.

An attractive little booklet fully describing these saws can
be obtained by addressing our nearest office.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
St. John, N. B. MONTREAL, QUE. Vancouver, B. C.

" Davenport

"

Locomotives
Our Locomotives are guaranteed to haul more cars
than any others of equal size.

They are built heavier and stronger— giving longer
life and more satisfactory service. ^ ^ ^
All Sizes for any Gauge Track. Write for Catalog

F.H.Hopkins& Co.
MONTREAL

P. E. RITCHIE, Quebec DUNN BROS., Winnipeg E. A. EARLE & CO.. Vancouver

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-
imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-
est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but
the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-
ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale
or undertaking you may make with your customers,
unaware as you may be of the application of the
Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.
We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated
several years ago for the special convenience of
our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with
all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offirp* • OROUN'D floor
VSUllCa . CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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Quebec Spruce Popular in England
The increasing use of Quebec spruce in Great Britain, in the face

of the competition of the cheaper goods from New Brunswick, has drawn
a great deal of attention of late. The London Timber Trades Journal
sees in it the natural working of the law of the survival of the fittest. It

states that the price of New Brunswick spruce has advanced, until the
difference in price between it and the Quebec spruce is small enough to
warrant consumers in buying the latter, which is "economically pre-
ferable for first-class box-making purposes." If the difficulty with New
Brunswick spruce is largely one of grading and the filling of special spe-
cifications, it could be overcome. The sooner attention is given to the
matter the better. The article upon the subject in the "Timber Trades
Journal" is as follows:

"With a raw material so elementary as wood, it is only over a long
period of time that changes of predilection among consumers for one or
another description of stub or size or mode of manufacture can be readily
discerned. In this connection reference may, we think, be drawn to the
increasing favor with which Quebec spruce appears to be looked upon for

box and case making purposes. In quality, and more particularly in

manufacture, the deals, which, though shipped from the various loading
places on the St. Lawrence, bear the general name of Quebec spruce, are

generally admitted to be greatly superior to shipments from St. John and
other lower port stocks. When these latter shipments ranged in prices
round about £6 or £7 c.i.f., and at the same time contained a decent per-

centage of 11-inch deals, wane as well as waste, due to bad cutting or

other causes, were less momentous matters to the box-maker, who paid
a moderate profit on those values, than when, as at the present time, he

has to buy at a profit on figures closely approximating to £8 per standard
c.i.f. At the enhanced prices of to-day it is not surprising to us to find

that many buyers appear to look upon Quebec spruce, though dearer, as
economically the more preferable article for first-class box-making pur-

poses.

"A further cause which will, we think, tend to bring about a larger

demand for Quebec spruce for box-making purposes is a little more re-

mote, and requires explanation. Popular daily journalism published at

cheap rates has so enormously increased the power of advertising that

quite the larger share of the daily wants of the masses of the country
are met by proprietary articles. In many cases the huge manufacturing
concerns upon whom the public rely for tobacco, biscuits, cocoa and
what not have set up their own box and case making plants and the

ability to secure special specifications added to the advantages of a fixed

grading, and, with waste reduced to a minimum, has, in the estimation

of these buyers, left a balance of advantage in favor of Quebec spruce as

against the stuff shipped from the ports of New Brunswick. With the

great attention which nowadays is given by large manufacturing firms

engaged in the production of food supplies and similar articles of daily

consumption to the appearance of their boxes and cases, there is, we
think, likely to be in the near future an increasing demand for the better

class makes of spruce to the detriment of the commoner shipments."

Development in Tariff Situation
The tariff situation, as it strikes a Canadian lumberman at present,

is rather indefinite 111 its features, yet there cannot fail to attract his at-

tention certain straws in the wind which indicate the general direction

in the movement of events. Since the passage of the new United States

tariff, two significant features have developed. Of great importance has

been an interpretation of the tariff on print paper and pulp. This in-

terpretation was given by the Treasury Departanent at the request of the

C(.Hector of Customs at Ogdensburg, N.Y. Of almost equal importance,

and in the end possibly of greater importance far, are the reports that

several United States paper mills are making plans for disposing of their

plants and moving over to Canada.

The interpretation of the tariff, given by the Treasury Department,

puts print paper and pulp back practically to the old Dingley rates, be-

cause of alleged discrimination in Canada against the United States in

the export of wood pulp and pulpwood. Under the retaliatory clauses

of the tariff bill the duties on print paper from Ontario will be $5.75

per ton, only 25 cents less than the Dingley rate. Print paper from

Quebec will pay $6.10 per ton, or 10 cents more than the Dingley rate.

The rate on Ontario print paper is made up of the minimum duty of

$3.75 per ton and $2 per ton under the retaliatory clause, because On-

tario prohibits the export of pulpwood cut on Crown lands. The rate on

Quebec print paper is made up of the $3.75 minimum duty, the $2 re-

taliatory duty as in the case of Ontario," and 35 cents a ton countervail-

ing duty, to offset the 25 cents a cord refund of stumpage tax granted

by the Quebec Government for pulpwood cut on Crown lands and manu-
factured into a finished product within the province. There is no doubt,

according to this ruling, that the United States Government believe that

they have a good chance of persuading Ontario and Quebec to permit

the export of pulpwood. Only on such an assumption can one account

for their course in attempting to penalize Canadians for protecting their

own raw materials and their own industries.

If there were any real discrimination against the United States the

situation would be easy to understand, but there is none. Ontario for-

bids the export of her logs to any country under the sun, the United

States included. Quebec encourages home industry by rebating 25 cents

per cord of the stumpage tax when the logs are put through Quebec

mills. If they go to the mills of any other country, the United States

included, the rebate is not given. All other countries are treated the

same as the United States. There is no discrimination. It is a little

more than unneighborly, therefore, for that country to inaugurate a

tariff war and base it upon the pretence that Canadians are discriminat-

ing against them

.

Canadians are minding their own business in this matter. They

have their own resources to preserve and must do so irrespective of

whether any one else is injured. The United States are in sore straits

from the depletion of their raw materials, through nobody's fault but
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their own. Now they are following further the policy which has led

to this depletion and arc taking measure* which will deplete the coun-

try of many of its paper mills. Canadians have everything to win and
nothing to Ise in this matter. If United States tariffs force United

States mills to migrate to Canada, they will he heartily welcomed. The
pulpwood resources of Canada need capital for their conversion into

paper, and United States capital will do the work as well as any other.

Among the mills which are reported to have their eyes upon Canada, are

the International Paper Company and the Berlin Mills, of New Hamp-
shire. Some reports on high authority state that positive plans are

being laid for the disposal of water rights in the United States now em-
ployed for the making of news paper and that negotiation* are being

made for the erection of large plants in Canada. Canadians have no

desire to appear vindictive in this matter, but they may be pardoned

for saying "I told you so," if events continue to develop along present

lines. Far from having the desired result, the United States tariff poli-

cy, if persisted in, will make news print paper more expensive in the

United States, will close many United States mills, and will be a strong

argument for the Dominion Government at its next session, when it

takes up the question of placing an export duty upon pulpwood.

Fraternal Visit of Prominent Western Lumbermen to Ontario
A number of prominent British Columbia lumbermen attended the

recent annual meeting of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association at

Hamilton, and while in Ontario, visited also Toronto and Ottawa. The

object of their eastern visit primarily was a fraternal one, as they wished

to get into closer touch with the lumbermen of Eastern Canada and to

karn at first hand of the work which the Canadian Lumbermen's As-

sociation is carrying out. As a result of the recent visit of the secretary

of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association to the Pacific coast, the As-

sociation has secured a large number of new members in that part of

Canada, and the probability is that a direct result of the visit of the

western lumbermen to Ontario will be an increased interest in (lie

Association.

The visitors from the West included Mi-. John Hendry, president

of the British Columbia Mills Timber & Trading Company, Vancouver;

Mr. Otto Lachmund, of the Arrow Lakes Lumber Company, president

of the Mountain Lumbermen's Association; Mr. D. C. Cameron, presi-

dent of the Rat Portage Lumber Company, and Mr. R. H. H. Alex-

ander, secretary of the British Columbia Lumber & Shingle Manufac-

turers, Limited. While in attendance at the Canadian Manufacturers'

meeting at Hamilton the party were greatly gratified by the election of

one of their number, Mr. John Hendry, to the position of president of

the Association. An additional honor to the representatives of the lum-

ber interests was the election of Mr. W. H. Rowley, of the E. B. Eddy

Company, Hull, Que., to the position of vice-president of the Association.

The visitors from the West were entertained to luncheon at the National

Club during their visit to Toronto. About twenty-five were in attend-

ance at the luncheon, including, in addition to the guests, Mr. Gordon

C. Edwards, Ottawa, president of the Canadian Lumbermen's Associa-

tion, who occupied the chair; His Worship, Mayor Oliver; Mr. W. H.

Rowley, Hull, Que.; Mr. Herman H. Hettler, Chicago; Mr. J. E.

Walsh, manager of the transportation department of the Canadian

Manufacturers' Association; Mr. W. D. Lummis, Toronto; W. B. Mc-

Lean, Toronto; J. J. McFadden, Toronto; A. C. Manbert, Toronto; W.
A. Firstbrook, Toronto; W. Charlton, Toronto; R. B. Elgie, Toronto;

W. B. Tindall, Toronto; W. C. Laidlaw, Toronto; W. J. Bell, Spanish

River Lumber Company; Ralph Lovcland, Lovcland & Stone, Cutler,

Ont. ; Dennis Murphy, Ottawa; R. (J. Cameron, Ottawa, and the sec-

retary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association. An exceedingly plea-

sant time was spent during the luncheon and a general chat upon matters

of interest was indulged in over the coffee.

There is no doubt that much good to the Canadian Lumbermen's
Association will result from this visit. The British Columbia men
exhibited a strong inclination to further its objects in every way possible

and were strongly impressed by the value which the Association can

be to lumbermen all over Canada, by taking up practical questions from

the standpoint of the interests of the whole Dominion. One concrete

result of the visit was the unanimous election of Mr. John Hendry, Mr.

Otto Lachmund, Mr. D. C. Cameron, and Mr. A. D. McRae, president

and general manager of the Eraser River Lumber Company, Fraser Mills,

B. C., as directors of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

Canadian Manufacturers Approve of Prohibition of Pulpwood Export
During the meeting of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association in

Hamilton on Sept. 14, 15, and 16, several matters of interest to lum-

bermen were taken up. Among these were the following resolutions by

the pulp and lumber sections: "That the policy of the Quebec Govern-

ment in prohibiting the export of logs and pulpwood from the Crown

lands of the Province of Quebec is endorsed, and it is urged that action

thereon be taken without delay so that the prohibition take effect as soon

as possible.

"That the Association favor the prohibition of the export of logs and

pulpwood from Canada, and respectfully request the Dominion Govern-

ment to enact the necessary legislation to prohibit such export.

"That we appreciate and heartily approve of the beneficial action of

the Dominion Government in establishing a permanent commission for

the conservation of the natural resources of Canada, and urge that the

local Governments of the various provinces be asked to assist and to co-

operate in these matters, and also to provide effective protection against

the destruction of the forests by fire."

Mr. W. K. McNaught, Toronto, objected to the proposal to exact a

duty on pulpwood, on the ground that it would result in retaliatory

measures which would seriously affect the industrial interests of Ontario.

In this province, he said, they were dependent on the United States for

their coal supply and if they started a war of duties they did not know

where it would end, and they would probably get the worst of it. He

was in sympathy with the desire of Quebec and the other provinces to

conserve their resources, but in the interests of the people of Canada as

a whole he believed that the imposition of an export duty should not be

encouraged.

Mr. W. H. Rowley, Hull, Que., said the resolutions had been care-

fully considered by the pulp and paper and lumber section, and Quebec

was simply proposing to follow the policy that had been adopted by the

Ontario Government.

Mr. McNaught contended that the policy of the Ontario Govern-

ment was altogether different from that proposed by Quebec.

Mr. Rowley thought that an export duty on pulpwood was the only

means Canada had of obtaining a reciprocal arrangement with the United

States.

The tariff committee in its report commended the proposal for an

export duty on pulpwood from Crown lands in Quebec, and also favored

the proposal that the Dominion Government should place an export duty

on lumber.

The report of the Railway and Transportation Committee made spe-

cial mention of the new bill of lading adopted by the Canadian railways

after consideration of the matter before the Board of Railway Commis-

sioners. The Board had heard the representations both of the trans-

portation companies and of the shippers, and the bill of lading as adopted

was agreed upon by all parties. This bill, which comes into effect on

October 1st, the committee believed was equal, if not superior, to any in

use. Referring to it the report of the committee said: "It defines the

terms upon which a shipment is made, and will be of value in that the

shipper will not be compelled to consult a lawyer to ascertain his rights

in case of loss or damage. The general liability of the carrier is defined

in a way that is thought fair to both carrier and shipper. The carrier is

made responsible for all loss or damage not caused by the act of God,

the King's or public enemies, or by the act of default of the shipper. The
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railway's responsibility as farrier continues for 48 hours, or, in the case
of bonded goods. 72 hours, after written notice of the arrival of the goods
at. destination has been sent or given.

"Instead of imposing upon the shipper the burden of proving the
carrier's negligence, as is done at present, the new conditions impose
upon the carrier the burden of proving its freedom from negligence, a

very great advantage in settling claims. Then again, the carrier issuing

the bill of lading, in addition to its other liabilities, is made liable for any
loss, damage or injury to the goods from which the other carrier is not
by the terms of the bill of lading relieved, caused by or resulting from
the act, neglect, or default of any other carrier to which such goods may
be delivered in Canada, or under a joint tariff, or over whose line or lines

such goods may pass in Canada or under such joint tariff, the onus of
proving that such loss was not so caused or did not so result being upon
the carrier issuing a bill of lading. The importance of this clause cannot
be overestimated.

"

The manner in which the railway companies had met the shippers
was acknowledged, and the opinion expressed that the thanks of the
shipping world were due to the committee who had successfully con-
served their interests.

The Insurance Committee in its report dealt at some length with
the matter of insurance in unlicensed companies doing business in Can-
ada. Under a section of the Dominion Insurance Act of 1908, a tax of

15 per cent, on the net premiums had been placed upon this class of in-

surance. Inasmuch as many manufacturers, including lumbermen, have
been insuring largely in the New England mutuals, this tax was greatly
objected to. The situation was tersely put in a resolution presented by
Mr. P. W. EUis, Toronto, which was earned by an overwhelming ma-
jority. The resolution was as follows: "Whereas the Dominion Insur-

ance Act, as passed by the Canadian House of Commons at the last ses-

sion of Parliament, contained a clause providing for the furnishing of a

return and the payment of a tax on all insurance placed with companies
not registered in Canada ; and whereas this i6 being followed by a move-
ment on the part, of the insurance companies forming the Canadian Fire

Underwriters' Association to have legislation enacted which will make it

impossible for the insured in Canada to place insurance in unregistered
companies; and whereas such legislation would prohibit the use by Can-
adian insurers of insurance by mutual and reciprocal underwriters, a
class of insurance which for nearly half a century has rendered a unique
service to the insured and to the country, both by thorough inspection
and consequent low cost, and, moreover, such mutual and reciprocal in-

surance cannot be obtained in Canada, nor is it practicable under the
present Dominion Insurance Act to organize offices which might supply
it; and whereas such legislation would also prohibit the right of contract
with other insurance companies and associations outside of Canada which
accept insurance under conditions and advantages that cannot be ob-
tained from companies registered in Canada—a class of insurance also
largely used in Canada, and which, moreover, offers the only safeguard
against exorbitant rates;

"Therefore, be it resolved, that the Canadian Manufacturers' As-
sociation, while recognizing always the principle of protection for Can-
ad ian industries, places itself on record as strongly opposed, under present
circumstances and conditions to any legislation which would impair ir

prohibit the continued use by companies of the valued service rendered
by such unregistered companies."

It is a sign full of encouragement for lumber manufacturers, that
the representatives of all other lines of manufacturing in Canada should
take up so decidedly the work of educating the public and the govern-
ments as to the importance of protecting the timber resources of Canada
against exploitation for the benefit of foreign mills. The lumber in-

dustry of Canada has had a great deal to contend with in the way of
competition from foreign lumber, and it is a matter of plain justice that
one of its important branches—the pulpwood industry—should be so
protected as to prevent its raw materials being sold to foreign mills to
enable them to compete with our own mills in the finished product. As
to the bill of Jading and the insurance questions, these affect every line
Ol industry, but none more so than lumbering. Lumber manufacturers
will therefore have been pleased to see the CM. A. acting so success-
fully for the former and agitating so vigorously for their cause in the
latter.

An Instructive Example of Practical Conservation of Resourses
The man who creates a market for something which formerly went

to waste ought to be classed alongside of the one who makes two blades

of grass grow where formerly there was but one. We hear a great deal

about conservation in the abstract and we have grown wean,' of hearing

about it and seeing so little done. It seems like a breeze from the pines

to a weary dweller in the city to hear of a man who is actually obtaining

results. Capt. J. B. White, of Missouri, in a modest manner, at a recent

convention told of some of the difficulties which he had faced in the

matter of waste in lumber manufacturing. Capt. White has naturally

been criticized by others as well as by himself for allowing so much to

go to waste. He is able to justify himself, however, and to go a little

further by showing what can be done when one perseveres.

"If the manufacturer of lumber," he say6, "sells everything he can
find a market for, or that he can by any human ingenuity provide a

market for, he cannot be accused of ruthless waste in leaving in the

woods or in sending to the burner as refuse that which has no commer-
cial value. The fact that it would have commercial value as kindling

wood, or for other purposes, if shipped to the large cities, does not
change the situation if the cost of transportation is greater than the

market value. I was led to believe in conservation as a great saving

principle because I saw the great need of it in my own business. In the

cutting and sawing of logs there was and is an unavoidable waste, which
I was powerless to prevent ; and in endeavoring to prevent it, I commit-
ted a greater waste, which, however, because of the principle involved,

gave me back some compensation in the satisfaction that I was working
along right lines which would eventually bring good results. It came in

this way
: My company was manufacturing yellow pine lumber, and be- •

cause of there being no market for the lower grades, and never had been
any market for the lower grades of yellow pine lumber, every manufac-
turer was obliged to leave his top logs, those that were limby and knotty,
in the woods to rot or be burned by forest fires.

"I decided to try manufacturing No. 3 boards from a portion of

these logs, same as I had previously done in white pine. This was in
1890. and they netted me that year from $1.50 per thousand to $3.25
per thousand, and the bringing them in from the woods, sawing, stacking
and shipping, cost me a loss of from $3.75 to $5.50 per thousand. My
board of directors protested, but I justified myself by the belief that I
would create a market for this cheap lumber, and I did, and in two years
we got cost. In 1897 I put a still lower grade, a No. 4 board, on the
market, and the first year got only $2 per thousand for it, but in a few
years I got the price up to 50 cents above cost. I then made lath and
shingles out of yellow pine slabs and refuse, and in every conceivable
way tried to market all waste."

Capt, White's experience should be studied by everyone in the lum-
ber business, by manufacturers as well as by retailers and wholesalers.
Manufacturers will welcome the day when they can turn their waste
material into money. Wholesalers won't care a great deal one way or
the other, but they will probably be pleased to see their field of activities
widened. Retailers will in the end look at the matter from a common
sense point of view. At present many retailers are reported to be taking
objections to the proposal for the manufacture of odd lengths of lumber*
as they do not think the public want them yet. The manufacturer of
odd lengths may in the end be the salvation of their business. The pub-
lic will certainly want odd lengths and low grades if they find that they
are suitable as well as cheaper. When lumber stocks as they exist
to-day become more expensive the public will buy less lumber unless
something cheaper, and to all intents and purposes just as good, is found
to take their places. Odd lengths and low grades will be utilized ex-
tensively before many of us are much older. Pioneers will have to make
the market for them and there will not be much money in it for the
pioneers, but fortunately, human nature is so arranged that there is al-

ways a certain percentage of men who are willing to accept virtue as its

own reward, and who, like Capt. White, will be recompensed by the
satisfaction of knowing that they are working along right lines.
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Lumbermen Win in Freight Tariff Case
Railway Commission Orders Tariff Expert to Prepare New Freight Rates Railways'

Overcharges to be Refunded—Good Feeling Exhibited on Both Sides During Hearing

Ottawa, Sept, 21.—By the decision of the Board ci Railway Com-
missioners of Canada delivered to-day, the Canadian Lumbermen's
Association gets recognition of its contention that the railway companies

were collecting substantially more under the revised tariff of a year ago

than under the former one, though the companies always contended that

the change was no more than a readjustment. The case is not finally

disposed of. The Commission, after reaching the conclusion that the

approximate amount of $40,000 wars collected under the new tariff in

excess of what would he derived from the old one, (submitted the whole

matter to the Commission 'is own tariff expert, .lames Hard well, for a

report. He is instructed to adjust the railway schedules so that the

inconsistencies of the old tariff will remain out and the tolls on lumber-

men will not be any considerable amount greater. The Commission

did not doubt thai the railways bad intended only to harmonize their

tariff schedules. The important announcement was made that the rail-

ways would have to show ground for the large advances in export tolls.

Chairman James P. Mabee remarked that it had not been shown that

these should stand on any different footing from domestic rates.

Five hours were required for the hearing. The proceedings were of

the greatest interest to lumbermen, as was evidenced by the number of

thiiu who attended the court. There wer-e noticed; J. R. Booth, honor-

ary president of the Lumbermen's Association, and his salesman, Walter

Ross; Gordon C. Edwards, president of the Association; John Hendry,
president of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association; W. H. Rowley,

president of the E. B. Eddy Company; Peter Whelen, president of the

Ottawa Board of Trade and manager of the Shepard & Morse Lumber
Company ; R. H. H. Alexander, secretary of the Pacific Coast Lumber-
men's Association; D. C. Cameron, of Winnipeg; J. C. Brown, of Fraser

& Company; John S. Gillies, of Braeside ; V. R. Marshall, of the Brock-

ville Lumber Company; Robert Cox, lumber exporter; E. R. Bremner,

of Watson & Todd; R. G. Cameron, of Cameron & Company; M. Kin-

sella, of Shillings, Whitney & Barnes; C. B. Doherty, of the Rideau

Lumber Company ; W. H. Bromley, of the Pembroke Lumber Company

;

A. O. Anderson, of the James MacLaren Company; F. A. Filion and W
C. Hughson, of Gilmour & Hughson.

Mr. Frank Hawkins, secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's As-

sociation, who has been collecting data for the last year on the case, sat

beside the 'lumbermen's solicitor, Mr. J. F. Orde, K.C., and supplied

him with abundance of ammunition for the contest. The Canadian

Manufacturers' Association and the Montreal Board of Trade, which re-

cently joined in the application, left the active conduct of the fight to

the lumbermen. The Grand Trunk Railway Company was represented

by Mr. W. H. Biggar, K.C., and the Canadian Pacific Railway by Mr.

E. W. Beatty. Mr. F. H, Phippen, K.C., appeared for the Canadian
Northern, Quebec, but the lumbermen had no complaint against that

company, chiefly on account of the proportionately small quantity of

lumber the line handled. The railways were ably assisted by Mr. W. B.

Bulling, assistant freight traffic manager of the C.P.R.

Of especial interest was the apparent cordial relation between the

two opposing sides. The lumbermen accepted the figures of the railway

companies as the basis on which they would fight out the

case. The only departure from this was when Mr. Frank Hawkins found

errors in the railway tables, including rates inserted that were not com-
plained of and a few errors in extensions and additions. These for the

G.T.R. amounted to $738.08, or 15 per cent, on their estimated increase.

The errors in the C.P.R. statement totalled $306.73, or 4 per cent. When
the mistakes were pointed out the companies readily accepted them.

The C.P.R. and G.T.R. submitted statements for June and Sep-

tember in 1008, and February and March in 1909. By multiplying the

returns from these four months by three the conditions for the year

were ascertained. The G.T.R. showed that of 5,400 cars shipped, half

of them went to Montreal, Toronto or Hamilton, and the tolls on these

were increased by $2.75 per car. The other half went to sundry places,

and on them there was a reduction of $1.14 a car. When the chairman

asked why this worked out to the disadvantage so much of the shipper,

Mr. Bulling replied that it was (lie result of the adoption of the uniform

scale and that some, such scale was suggested by the Commission's ex-

pert officer. The increase on the G.T.R. domestic shipping was 47 cents

ner car, and on export $3.98 per car. The total amount collected in the

lour months, over what would have been derived from the old tolls, was

$4,818 according to the company's reports. For convenience this was
regarded as $5,000, and multiplied by three gave a yearly gain of

$1.1,000.

The C.P.R. statement showed that to Montreal, Toronto and Ham-
ilton there were shipped 1,522 cars, at an increase of $3.49 per car, and

1,501 cars to other points, at an advance of 08 cents per car. The
C.P.R. domestic shipping showed an increase of $1.30 per car, and ex-

port, $2.80 per car. 'Die total increase amounted to $8,157, which, when
multiplied by three, gave approximately $25,000.

The combined statement for the railways showed $3.30 increase in

export- tariff and 90 cents in domestic. A very peculiar feature was that

the G.T.R. shipments to the big centres of Montreal, Toronto and Ham-
ilton should be so close to the percentage of the C.P.R. shipments,
namely, 49.9 for the former and -49.4 for the latter.

The circumstance of the lumbermen accepting the figures offered by
the companies greatly simplified proceedings. The applicants had

abundance of material, but preferred to take the railways' statement.

There was apparent satisfaction on both the sides of the railway

companies and the. lumbermen when Chief Commissioner Mabee an-

nounced that the Board was prepared to dispose of the case.

"The present complaint had its origin," the Chief Commissioner
began, "as far back as 1907, when objection was taken to the rates

charged from the Georgian Bay district to Wingham as compared with

the tariff to St. Thomas. Traffic officials then took under consideration

provisions affecting the lumber rates between these and other point*;

with a desire to harmonize the scale and eliminate all inconsistencies.

After a year and a half the present tariff was evolved.

"We commence with the shippers saying the results of the revision

have been to materially increase tolls. At the inception of the inquiry

issue was taken by the companies, and their counsel said the revision

had no such effect. They contended that an increase in tolls was not

intended, but that the whole endeavor was to eliminate incongruities and

that this was the result. Then the shippers began to produce individual

records showing that they had to pay more under the new tolls than

under the tariff these replaced.

"It was next arranged that the railway companies should produce

records. No complaint was made, nor can be made, with the desire of

the railway officials to remove anomalies and absurdities from the tariffs.

They were entitled, and indeed bound, to do that. But when the ob-

jectionable features were removed some consumers got a benefit from

the operation and others suffered. Still it was the desire of the rail-

way people that all should he treated alike. With the object that led

to this work the Board is in entire sympathy.

"The presentation of extracts from the companies' books shows that

between certain points there have been increases. Out of 5,400 cars

about 2,700, or half, in round numbers were sent to Montreal, Toronto

and Hamilton. The tolls cn these were increased by $2.75. On the

other 2,700 there was a reduction of $1.14 a car. The broad view in

this would lead to the conclusion that very low scale charges had grown

in use to Montreal, Toronto and Hamilton, and this conclusion has not

been disputed. Those who prepared the revised tariff had then, when
the operation of scaling was applied, to lower to the basis in vogue to

Montreal, Toronto and Hamilton or else it was imperative that these

rates should be scaled up.

"I confess that feature gave me a lot of difficulty. Was it possible

to eliminate these objectionable features of the old tariff and preserve

to the railway companies their revenue ? We have not been able to

say. After our tariff expert comes to the conclusion that a tariff can be

built up that will be fair to the consumers and be free from the blem-

ishes of the old one, such tariff must be put in effect. We are of the

opinion that the receipts which flowed into the coffers of the railway

companies as a result of the increased rates are not inconsiderable. The
G.T.R. admits an advance of approximately $15,000 from the year's

operations under the revised tariff. The increased earnings of the C.P.R.

are $25,000. This $40,000 seems to ns a considerable increase on one

item. It is a million dollars capitalized at 4 per cent. A proportionate

amount on all other large items would render an extremely large increase

to the companies. We are not able to say this is not a matter of im-

portance.

"But we do unhesitatingly accept the statement that the gentlemen
who prepared this new tariff had no intention of effecting an increase.

We are satisfied they desired only to harmonize conditions and that there

was no devious motive. At the same time there is the result. If a

tariff can be prepared that will avoid this result, it must be prepared and

put into effect. Tn working out the new tariff there may be still an in-

crease, but the Board would not consider such a sum as $3,000, $4,000.

or $5,000, as affecting the result materially. These amounts the Board
would permit. It is not our desire that the tariff should be decreased.
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We would sanction a slight increase rather than a cutting, so that it

will be understood the companies' revenues must be maintained."
Chairman Mabee concluded with a reminder that the export rates

charged by any companies were not to be increased without giving suffi-

cient reason for doing so. He condemned the action of the railway
company in raising th eexport rate from Ottawa to Montreal from four
to five cents per 100 pounds, and similarly for adding 2% cents to the ex-
port rate from Georgian Bay points to Montreal.

"We are not able," said the chairman, "to accept the proposition
that export traffic stands on any other footing than domestic. Where a

carrier has established an export rate he is not at liberty to withdraw it
or increase it without showing proper ground for the course. The de-
cisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission compel us to this view.
The railway companies shall have an opportunity of developing this
branch of the case and give the history of the export rates.

"The matter now goes to Mr. James Hardwell, tariff expert for the
Commission, to deal with. The understanding is the same as when the
case was last up—the .shippers get the benefit of any reduction in the
tolls and all increases collected must be refunded."

Commissioners Scott and MacLean acted with Judge Mabee.

Good Prices Secured for Ontario Timber
Government Sale by Tender Results in Some New High Records—Berths Sold
in Thunder Bay, Rainy River, Kenora, Sudbury and Algoma—Details of Results

The sale by tender of pine, tie and other timber recently conducted
by the Ontario Government resulted in 51 berths being disposed of, com-
prising an area of 1.425 square miles, in the districts of Thunder Bay,
Kenora, Rainy River. Sudbury and Algoma.

The licenses for the berths are for five years and will expire on April
30, 1915. In addition to paying for the timber cut, the licensees mu6t
also pay a ground rental of $5 a square mile and their lumber must be
manufactured in Canada.

Thunder Bay District.

F. P. 12—To Thos. Falls, Port Arthur; jack pine, spruce and tamar-
ac, $2 per thousand feet ; 3%cents per tie.

F. P. 14—To Ray Bell, Port Arthur; jack, spruce and tamarac, $2;
ties at 3% cents.

F. P. 15—To James A. Stewart, Port Arthur; jack and tamarac, $2;
ties, 2 cents.

W. 4—To Ray Bell, Port Arthur; jack, $2; ties, 3 cents.

.

W. 5—To James Stewart; jack and tamarac, $3; ties, 4 cents.
H. B.l—To J. and C Greer, Port Arthur; red and white, $3; ties

2 cente.

H. B.2—To J. and C. Greer; jack. $3; ties, 2 cents.
H. B.2—To J. and C. Greer; all pine, $4; ties, 2 cents.
L. 1—To F. S. Wvley, Port Arthur; all pine, $4.10; ties, 6 cents.
L. 2—To F. S. Wyley. all timber. $7.10; ties, 6 cents.
L. 3—To John Whalen, Port Arthur; white pine, $6.25; red $5 25-

jack. $3.50; ties, 7 cents.

Block 5—To Austin Si Nicholson, Sudburv ; red and white pine
$6.10; jack, $5.10; ties, 7 cents.

H. S. 1,000—To H. A. Whalen; all timber. $4; ties, 5% cents.
H. S. 1.002—To H. A. Whalen; all timber, $4; ties" 5% cents.
Mining locations in the Township of Strange—To Mackie & Tavlor;

tamarac and jack, $3 ; ties, 4 cents.

District of Kenora.

A.—To A. Bishop & Company, Port Arthur; pine, $7.60; jack and
spruce, $5; ties, 7 cents.

B. G.l—To Rat Portage Lumber Company; red and white pine, $3;
jack, tamarac and spruce, $2; ties. 4 cents.

B. G.3—To Keewatin Lumber Company ; white and red pine, $4

;

spruce, tamarac and jack. $2.50; ties, 9% cents.

B. G.4—To Keewatin Lumber Company ; red and white, $4; spruce,
tamarac and jack, $2; ties, 7% cents.

B. G.6—To Rat Portage Lumber Company; red and white, $3.10;
jack. $2; ties, 4 cents.

B. G.9—To Keewatin Lumber Company; red and white, $2.75;
jack, $1 ; ties, 2 cents.

S. 1—Rat Portage Lumber Companv
;
pine, $4; spruce and tamar-

ac, $2; ties, 3 cents.

S. 24—To Rainy River Lumber Company; red and white, $4; jack,
$2; ties, 6% cents.

S. 24a—To J. W. Shortt. Kenora; red and white, $5.50; jack, $4 ;

tamarac. $4.50; ties, 4 cents.

S. 28e—To Ernest Appleton, Rainy River; pine, $8.50; tamarac and
jack, $6.50; spruce, $5.50; ties, 5 cents.

S. 28w—To Ernest Appleton; pine, $8.50; taramac and jack, $6.50;
spruce, $5; ties, 5 cents.

S. 41—To G. T. Lovering; white pine. $10; red, $7; jack, $4; ties,
6 cents.

S. 42—To G. T. Lovering; white pine, $9; red, $6; jack, $3; ties,
3 cents.

S. 43—To P. P. Elliott, Fort Frances; pine, $5.75; jack, $4.75; ties,

5% cents.

Rainy River District.

G. 30n—To Rat Portage Lumber Company; pine, $4.05; spruce,
tamarac and jack, $2.60; ties, 5% cents.

G. 30s—To Rat Portage Lumber Company; pine, $4.05; spruce
tamarac and jack, $2.50; ties, 5% cents.

G. 32w—To J. W. Shortt, Kenora; red and white pine, $4.75; jack
$3.50; tamarac. $3.70; spruce, $3; ties, 2% cents.

G
- 34—To Lockhart & Company, Fort Frances; red and white pine,

$5.50; jack, tamarac and spruce, $4; ties, 5 cents.
Sand Point Island, Rainy Lake—To Fort Frances Lumber Company;

white pine, $10.70; jack, $6; spruce, $6; tamarac and cedar, $7; ties'
0 cents.

(i. 70—To Northern Construction Companv; pine, $8.15; jack and
other timber, $6; ties, 5% cents.

G. 72—To Fort Frances Lumber Company; pine, $8.70; jack $5 •

spruce, $4; tamarac, $5.50; ties, 5 cents.
G. 73—To Northern Construction Company; pine, $8.15; jack $6

ties, 5% cents.
'

G. 74—To Northern Construction Company; pine, $8.15; jack $6
ties, 53^ cents.

.

Cr 75—To Northern Construction Company; pine, $8.15- jack $6
ties, 5% cents.

G. 76—To Shelvin, Clark & Company, Rainy River; all timber
$5.55 ; ties, 2 cents.

G. 77—To Northern Construction Company; pine, $8.15; jack $6
ties, 5% cents.

'

G. 78—To P. P. Elliott, Fort Frances
; pine, $6.35 ; jack $4 25

tamarac, $4.50; ties, 7 cents.
G 79—To P. P. Elliott; pine, $10.05; jack, $7.10; tamarac, $7.05

ties, 9% cents.

•

, \?trT°.
Eat Porta "e dumber Company; pine, $4; tamarac and

jack, $2.50; ties, 5 cents.

•

Brth 6—110 W
-
J

-
E!,i°tt> Thunder Bay; white and red, $6 80-

lack. $4.55; ties, 7 cents.

Berth 7—To P. P. Elliott; pine, $7.50; jack, $5.55; ties, 7 cents.
Berth 8—To Fort Frances Lumber Companv; white and red pine

$9.30; jack, $5; tamarac, $6; ties, 8 cents.

Sudbury District.

-,?
lock

,

1TT° Au8thl & Nicholson, Sudbury; red and white pine
$6.10; jack, $5.10; ties, 7 cente.

Block 2—To Austin k Nicholson; red and white, $5.10; jack $4 10-
ties, 5% cents.

'

Algoma District.

Block 3—To Austin & Nicholson ; red and white pine, $5 10 jack
$4.10; ties, 5% cente.

'

Block 4—To Austin & Nicholson; red and white, $5.60; jack $4 60-
ties, 6 cente.

Mississauga Forest Reserve.

The sale of timber in the Mississauga forest reserve resulted in six
out of eight berths offered, being disposed of at good prices.

The following sales were made :

Berth E, south half—James Munro, Pembroke; red pine jack pine
and spruce, $8.55 per M.

_

North half—Booth & Shannon, Biscotasing; white pine, $5.20- red
pme, $3.

Berth 1, north half—W. B. Russell, Toronto; white pine $10 55-
red pme, jack pine and spruce, $8.55 per M.

South half—Richard Fair; white pine, $11.37; red, jack pine and
spruce, $8.55.

1

Berth J, north half—Booth & Shannon; white, $5.10; red $3 •

jack pine and spruce, $1.

.
South half—J. G. Forgie, Pembroke; white, $10.55; red pine jack-

pine and spruce, $8.55.
'

The north and south halves of Berth F were not sold.



The above illustration will convey to our readers some idea of the
immensity of the plant of George Gordon & Company, Limited, lumber
manufacturers, Cache Bay, Ont. Until the first of September, 1909,
this business was conducted by George Gordon & Company, Mr. George
Cordon, M.P., having associated with him his brother, Mr. Robert W.
Gordon and Mr. Eobert Booth, of Pembroke, Ont. The new limited
company, which took over the business on September 1st, has an au-
thorized capital of $750,000, and was made up by the amalgamation of

George Gordon & Company and the Cache Bay Lumber Company,
Limited.

The standing timber controlled by the new company will exceed two
hundred millions in red and white pine. The limits on the Sturgeon
river are the townships of Kelly and Davis; part of the township of Scad-
ding, and berths 1 and 3 of McCarthy township. The limits on the
Veuve river and its tributary waters are the townships of Awrey and
Burwash, and part of the township of Hagar; and on Lake Nipissing the
townships of Bertram and Latchford. The logs are driven down the
Sturgeon and Veuve rivers, the former emptying into Lake Nipissing
four miles east of the mill, and the latter about three miles west of the
mill, being towed to the mill from the mouths of these rivers.

The lumber yard covers an area of 45 acres, and presents an im-
posing sight either from the water or from the main line of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, which passes close by. The sawmill, which is modern
in every respect, has a daily capacity of one hundred and ninety thousand
feet of red and white pine lumber, and sixty-five thousand pieces of lath,

besides pickets and box boards. The lumber from the mill is handled by
a steam locomotive and high cars. There are between seven and eight
miles of standard track in the yards.

A detailed description of the entire manufacturing plant will prove
interesting to all' engaged in the sawmill industry.

The boiler house, 42 x 50 feet, is equipped with six slide valve en-
gines, made by the William Hamilton Company, Limited ; two Waterous
and four Butterfield & Dyrncnt boilers; four Waterous steam pumps, two
being for fire purposes and one for the boilers.

The sawmill proper is 150 feet long, the rear end 83 feet wide and
the front 120 feet. The section containing the sorting table and trim-
mers adjoins the front section of the mill, and is 21 x 210 feet. The mill

is equipped with one William Hamilton circular saw; one; Wickes Bros.

gang; one Waterous, and one William Hamilton double-cut band mill,

each equipped with steam feeds and setts ; two setts of William Hamilton
trimmers; two setts Waterous overhead slash saws; one Waterous and
one William Hamilton lath mill; a Waterous and a William Hamilton
edger.

The filing room at the top of the mill has a complete outfit of Covel
filing room machinery.

A fine refuse burner, 30 x 110 feet, was erected at the mill this
season

.

The planing mill, 60 x 84 feet, is supplied with a full complement

Geo. Gordon, M.P , President and Gen. Mgr.
Geo. Gordon & Company, Limited

Tho». F. Strong, Ogdensburg, N.Y., Vice-President
Geo. Gordon & Company, Limited

i
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of modem machinery. The power is supplied by a 70 hp St Paul

T8™' j Jhe
,

pIant consiels of one McGregor Gourlav shaper; due S
A. Woods Machine Company's 8-inch sticker; one Hespeler MachineryCompany s 12-inch sticker; one S. A. Woods rip saw; one Berlin Ma-chine Works rip saw; one Connell & DengJer re-saw ; one Berlin Noo2 matcher; one Berlin 30-inch surfacer; one S. A. Woods railroad cut-
off Saw; one Chatanooga boring machine for boring telephone cross armsThe planing mill produces all kinds of dressed lumber, includingfloonng ceiling mould.nos, siding, and telephone cross arms which
are furnished painted or unpainted.

\

»

RobertjBooth, Pembroke, Director Geo
Gordon & Company, Limited.

R. W. Gordon, Pembroke, Director Geo.
Gordon & Company, Limited.

The electric lighting for the entire place is supplied from the com-
pany s own lighting plant.

Mr. George Gordon, M.P. for the electoral district of Nipissing, is
the general manager of this important industry. Mr. Gordon was born
at Packenham in 1865, and a few years later moved with his father to
Pembroke, where he was educated in the Public and High schools He
chose lumbering as his life's occupation, and at the early age of sixteen
started on his career. The next ten years found him with Messrs. Booth
& Gordon, on the Kippewa. He then spent two years as a logging con-
tractor for Messrs. John R. Booth and Robert Booth, and the subsequent
four years he was with the late J. W. Munro, of Pembroke, two of which
were spent m Bay City, Mich., superintending the cutting of the logs.
Soon afterwards he associated himself with Messrs. Robert Booth and
R. W. Gordon in the firm of George Gordon & Company, at Cache Bay
with which business he has ever since been identified.

In the Dominion election contest of 1904 Mr. Gordon was selected as
the standard bearer for the Conservative party in Nipissing, but was de-
feated by Mr. C. A. McCool. In 1908, however, Mr. Gordon was a^ain
unanimously selected to contest the riding, and was successful in being
returned to Parliament by defeating Mr. McCool in a spirited contest

In addition to his large interests at Cache Bay, Mr. Gordon is also
director of the following companies, Cache Bay Lumber Company, Lim-
ited, the Lovermg Lumber Company, Limited, of Toronto; the Tema-
gami Lumber Company, Limited, of Orillia; the Strong Lumber Com-
pany, Limited, of Orillia; the A. J. Young Company, Limited, whole-
sale grocers and provision merchants, of North Bay and Sudbury; Coch-
rane Hardware Company, Limited, Sudbury; the Gordon Development
Company, Limited, of British Columbia

; and a stockholder in the Caven-
dish Lumber Company, Limited, of Lakefield.

Associated with the new firm of George Gordon & Company, Limited
are some of the foremost lumbermen of Canada and the United States'
ihe officers are: Mr. George Gordon, M.P., president and general man-
ager; Mr. Thos. F. Strong, Ogdensburg, N.Y., vice-president; Mr. Henry
J. Bartlett, of Orillia, treasurer, and Messrs. Robert Booth, Pembroke;
h. W. Gordon, Pembroke, and J. D. McLaurin, of New York, directors'

Mr. Thomas F. Strong, of Ogdensburg, N.Y., vice-president of the
company, is a captain in the lumber industry across the border. Mr.
Strong was born in that great lumber centre, Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1856,
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The Saw Mill -Geo. Gordon & Company, Limited, Cache Bay, Ont.

and has spent most of his life, over 34 years, with the Skillings, Whit-
ney & Barnes Lumber Company, at Ogdensburg. Since Mr. Tibbetts'
death, in 1908, he has been general manager of the company, the execu-
tive committee of the board of directors being : Mr. Thomas F. Strong,
general manager, Ogdensburg, N.Y. ; Mr. James D. McLaurin, trea-

surer, New York; Mr Henry J. Bartlett, Canadian general manager,
Orillia, Ont. The Skillings, Whitney k Barnes Lumber Company com-
menced business in Ogdensburg, N.Y., in 1856, and is therefore one of

the very few companies which have been in existence over fifty years.

Outside of the Skillings and Gordon companies, Mr. Strong is con-

nected with the following business concerns : President of the Marine
Transportation Company, Ogdensburg, N.Y. ; director of the Campbell-
McLaurin Lumber Company, Montreal

;
vice-president of the Cavendish

Lumber Company, Limited, Lakefield, Ont. ; director of the Temagami
Lumber Company, Orillia, Ont.

; president of the Strong Lumber Com-
pany, Orillia, Ont.

Mr. H. J. Bartlett, of Orillia, treasurer of George Gordon & Com-
pany, Limited, is another busy man in the lumber world. He is director
and Canadian manager of the Skillings, Whitney & Barnes Lumber Com-
pany

; vice-president of the Levering Lumber Company, Limited ; mana-

Interior of Saw Mill Geo. Gordon & Company, Limited, Cache Bay, Ont.
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The Planing Mill Geo. Gordon & Company, Limited, Cache Bay, Ont.

ger of the Strong Lumber Company. Limited ; treasurer of the Cavendish
Lumber Company, Limited, and treasurer of the Temagami Lumber
Company. The fact that Mr. Bartlett is slated for so many treasurer
ships would indicate that those associated with him have supreme confi-
dence in his financial ability.

James D. McLaurin, of New York, treasurer of the Shillings. Whit-
ney & Barnes Lumber Company, is one of the many brainy and enter-
prising Canadians occupying high positions in the industrial life of the
American Republic. Mr. McLaurin began business with McLaurin &
Blackburn, of East Templeton, Que., in 1877. Three vears later lie

joined the Skillings, Whitney & Barnes Lumber Company. He spent
seven years in the Burlington branch, and three years in Boston. In
1890 he went to the New York office as manager, and has since been ap-
pointed director of the company, an 1 treasurer of the corporation. That
he has very extensive interests is shown in his connection with the fol-

lowing companies: Director of George Gordon & Company, Limited;
stockholder in the Strong Lumber Company; director of the Cavendish
Lumber Company; stockholder in the Temagami Lumber Company;
vice-president of the Campbell-McLaurin Lumber Company ; and director
of the Marine Transportation Company, of Ogdensburg, N.Y.

Mr. R. W. Gordon, of Pembroke, in addition to being a director of
this company, is largely interested in industrial and mining enterprises
throughout the country. He is secretary-treasurer of the Colonial Lum-
ber Company, Pembroke; director of the Pembroke Milling Company;
vice-president of A. J. Young, Limited, of North Bay and Sudbury; di-
rector of the Excelsior Life Insurance Company, Toronto; second vice-
president of the Cobalt Silver Queen Mining Company; president of the
National Cobalt Mining Company ; and director of the Pembroke Southern
Railway, which is now under control of the Grand Trunk Railway.

The company is fortunate in having as one of its directors Mr. Robert

General View of Logs and Saw Mill Geo. Gordon & Company, Limited, Cache Bay, Ont.
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Jas. D. McLaurin, New York, Director Geo.
Gordon & Company, Limited.

Geo. A. Swayze, New York, a Stockholder in

Geo. Gordon & Company, Limited.

M. P. Kinsella, Ottawa, a Stockholder in

Geo. Gordon & Company, Limited.

Booth, of Pembroke, a pioneer among Canadian lumbermen. His friends
say of him that when it comes to knowing the history of the lumber in-

dustry in Canada, Mr. Booth is a veritable encyclopaedia. He seems to

know almost every foot of timber land between Ottawa and the Soo, and
coupled with this knowledge he is a shrewd and far-seeing financier.

Mr. Booth was born about seventy years ago in the Eastern Townships,
Quebec province. For forty years he served as superintendent for Mr.
John B. Booth, of Ottawa, during which time the foundations for the

large and prosperous enterprise at the Chaudiere Falls were securely

laid. In addition to being a director of George Gordon & Company, Lim-
ited, Mr. Booth is also president of A. J. Young, Limited, wholesale

grocers, of North Bay and Sudbury; senior partner of Booth & Shannon,
lumber manufacturers, Biscotasing ; of the Larchwood Lumber Company,
Larchwood; and of Booth & Ostrom, Pembroke; director of the Tema-
gami Lumber Company ; Cache Bay Lumber Company, Limited

; Strong

Lumber Company, Limited ; shareholder in the Cavendish Lumber Com-

as

View in the Lumber Yards—Geo. Gordon & Company, Limited, Cache Bay, Ont.
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pany, Limited, and a director of the Gordon Development Company, Lim-
ited, of British Columbia.

Mr. M. P. Kinsella, of Ottawa, is manager of the Ottawa branch of
the SkUlings, Whitney «i Barnes Lumber Company. He is also a stock-
holder in George Gordon & Company, Limited; the Strong Lumber
Company, Limited, and the Cavendish Lumber Company, Limited.

Mr. George A. Swayze, wholesale lumberman, of New York, has
large lumber and financial interests. He has been in the lumber business
for the past 22 years, during 14 of which he has been connected with the
Skillings, Whitney &, Barnes Lumber Company, of which he is now the
export agent; he is a leadmg stockholder in George Gordon & Company,
Limited; trustee of the Middletown Savings Bank, of Middletown, N.Y.

;

and he is also prominently identified with the Empire Tni6t Company,
42 Broadway, New York,

Cache Bay, where the mill, yards, offices and general store of George
Gordon <i Company, Limited, are situated, is a town of about 1,400 in-

habitants, on the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, 26 miles
west of North Bay, in the District of Nipissing. The name of the place
was derived from Cache (French), which means hidden. This bay is

an arm of Lake Nipissing extending in about six miles from the lake, and
is the best and safest harbor on the lake.

Setting and Balancing Knives.

One who has had occasion to set the knives on a cutter-head will be
surprised at the many ways in which they can be set wrong.

I saw, recently, a man "cutting and trying" with dividers on a ma-
chine. As soon as they are slightly worn the adjustable bed planers get

so much lost motion that the index is not reliable. The most satisfactory
and quickest way is to have a templet precisely one inch thick. Lay
this on the bed-plate,, and set each knife by bringing it down on the
templet. With the index set at one inch the space will be true for one
inch and for other spaces above and below.

Along with the setting comes the insistent problem of "balancing,"
and here we find something that is obvious, that can be proved by mathe-
matics, and yet is not true. Knives of equal weight at rest would seem
to be of equal weight in motion, but they are not.

If you will see that your knives are of equal weight by the balances,
then of equal dimension in every part, you will have a smooth motion
that wUl give a good surface, prevent hot boxes and prolong the life of
your mill.—Exchange.

The best time for fighting a forest fire is at evening or in the early
morning. During the middle of the day while the sun is high, and more
nr less wind prevails, the men work at a disadvantage, and as a rule
cannot accomplish much in the way of checking the spread of the flames.
But at nightfall when the air is still, and in the early morning before
sunrise, when the ground and vegetation are damp with dew, the fires

burn slowly, and make little or no progress. If attacked vigorously then
the flames can be easily controlled along the outer edges of the burned
area, and the fire thus prevented from spreading. For this reason the
more intelligent and efficient fire wardens keep their men on duty day
and night, and do not allow them to leave the place. Blankets and food
are sent into rhem, and so no valuable time is lost in going to distant
boarding houses for meals or lodging.

Hoo-Hoo Abolishes Use of Intoxicants.

One of the most important events at the recent annual meeting of
Hoo-Hoo at Hot Springs, Ark., was the passage of a resolution to the
effect that in future no person under the influence of liquor shall be
eligible as a candidate for admission to Hoo-Hoo, and that intoxicating
liquors should not be dispensed during the exercises or at subsequent ses-

sions "on the roof." This step has been under consideration for several
years and has been favored and promoted by business men, who believe
that it will result in much benefit to the order. The endeavor of those
responsible for the movement, is to place the order high above all possi-
bility of reproach. The order will gain in dignity and usefulness by this
move. It will gam in membership and its objects and ideals are certain
to be benefitted.

A Shanghai report to the Canadian Trade and Commerce Department
states that railway sleepers are in great demand, but hitherto the Chinese
have demanded hardwood, and a very large quantity has been received
from Australia. But if cedar, spruce or tamarack could be laid down in
China at reasonable rates, a good market can be established, as well as
for telegraph poles to order. One of the great disadvantages of doing
trade with China is that they insist on seeing the article itself and make
up their minds accordingly. The shipper should have a good reliable
firm in China to represent him, with a good warehouse, or as it is called
in China Godown accommodation.

Miscellaneous Statistics of the Lumber Trade.
Imports of manufactured and unmanufactured wood from Canada

to British South Africa amounted in value in 1908 to £24,720 against
£35,881 in 19,07, a decrease of £11,101.

'

During the year ending March 31, 1909, Trinidad and Tobago im-
ported timber valued at £45,014, of which the United States' share was
£32,425, and Canada's £0,724. In the previous year the imports from
Canada were valued at £9,385.

Imports of wood into South Africa for the five months ending May
31, during 1908 and 1909, were as follows:
Wood ceiling and flooring £58,395 £53,912
Wood (planed and grooved) 37,670 37 947
Wood (manufactured) 88,993 77^733

Exports of forest products from Canada during July, 1909, amounted
in value as follows:

Exports ju ly . 7 Months.
$5,935,277 $20,901,088

19^8 4,841,209 18,293,238
1907 .5,896,013 20,768,205

The lumber trade of the British West Indies, British Guiana and
Bermuda, as shown in the latest customs returns, amounted to 139,702
pounds. Shingles, hoops, shooks and staves, puncheons and casks were
included under this head. Of spruce, white pine and hemlock, the im-
portation from Canada was greater than from the United State's by 12,
789 pounds; the amounts from each country being 41,931 pounds and
29,142 pounds, respectively.

The apple barrel trade is reported slow at Chatham, Out. A repre-
sentative of the Sutherland-Imies Company, Limited, reports that, "the
fall trade is not opening up as well as expected, the demand for' apple
barrel stock being comparatively light. The general trade throughout
the country, however, has improved considerably, and we believe it will
continue to improve for the balance of the year."

Imports of forest products into Canada during July, 1909, were
valued at $708,300, and for the four months ending with July, at $2,-
774,210.

In some instances, in the United States, Canada, Sweden and Nor-
way, pulp wood production has really been established as an adjunct to
lumbering and sawmill operations rather than as a separate industry.
This has been found an especially satisfactory system in Finland, where
within the past two or three years several new pulp mills have been
erected with the primary object of utilizing the waste material of the saw-
mills. The principle involved is capable of indefinite extension.—The
World's Paper Trade Review.

Publications.

"Hardwood Record," of Chicago, has published an attractive book
entitled "Oak Flooring," being an outline of correct methods of manu-
facturing, handling, laying and finishing, with an analysis of widths,
thicknesses and grades. The book is daintily prepared, with a half-tone
illustration upon the front cover, and tinted art paper for the text. The
author is Mr. Henry H. Gibson, editor of "Hardwood Record," who is

to be commended for having mcluded so much useful information within
so small a compass. The leading oak manufacturers of the United States
have approved the book and purchased 10,000 copies, which will be dis-
tributed free of charge. Anyone wishing for a copy can obtain it by ad-
dressing the Book Department, "Hardwood Record," 355 Dearborn
street, Chicago, and enclosing 10 cents in 2-cent postage stamps.

Wm. Rider & Son, Limited, 164 Aldergate street, London, E.C.,
publishers of the "Timber Trades Journal," have favored the "Canada
Lumberman" with a copy of the latest edition of their "List of Shipping
Marks on Sawn and Planed Timber.

'

' The list is published in book form
and is arranged in good systematic order so as to be of the utmost ser-
vice. The Canadian and American section has been enlarged and the
book has been carefully revised and corrected throughout. The "List"
is notable for its completeness, which has been made possible only by
securing information from all shippers, agents and others, In addition
to a list of marks, the book contains a list of agents and brokers in the
United Kingdom, the Continent and colonies, for shippers of wood goods,
an index to the shippers and their agents, and a number of useful maps
and charts of timber ports and loading places on the Continent.

Seven hundred billion matches a year are consumed by smokers in
America.

A United States lumber journal soliloquizing upon the result of the
long tariff campaign says : "It now looks very much as though lumber-
men must more actively interest themselves in legislation and the ad-
ministration of public affairs, if they are to escape the continued enact-
ment of obnoxious and harmful legislation either at Washington or their

own State capitals."
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Canadian Snark of the Universe

W. A. Hadley of Chatham, Ont., Unanimiously
Elected by Hoo-Hoo—A Well-Deserved Honor

The election of W. A. Hadley, of Chatham, Ont., to the position

of Snark of the Universe, by a unanimous vote, at the recent meeting
of Hoo-Hoo in Hot Springs, Ark., was an honor to Mr. Hadley which he
well deserved and which he will carry with credit. Mr. Hadley was
elected Bojum of the Supreme Nine at the meeting held at Atlantic

City, N.J., and Senior Hoo-Hoo in 1908 at Chicago. He had previously
been honored in his own territory with the position of Vicegerent Snark
for Eastern Canada, in which position he gave most satisfactory service

to the interests of the Order. In his new position he will enlarge the
sphere of influence of Hoo-Hoo in Canada, and it is felt that he is just

the man for the place at this period of the Order's growth in Canadian
territory.

W. A. Hadley was born in Chatham, Ont., on the 28th of July,

1868, it being recorded that he first saw the light where the factory of

the S. A. Hadley Lumber Company has its present domicile. Sylvester

Hadley, his father, was born at Pickering, Ont., and his mother was
born in historic Inverness, Scotland. The father was one of the early

settlers in Chatham, founding the first lumber business in the town. W.
A. Hadley, the subject of our sketch, was educated in the public and
high schools of Chatham, and determined to be a lawyer, taking up the

study with a view to following the profession. Subsequently he changed

*

W. A. Hadley, Chatham, Ont., Snark of the Universe.

his mind and entered his father's office, settling down to the lumber
business and mastering it in all of its details. His father died in No-
vember, 1892, and a joint stock company was formed to carry on the
business, under the name of the S. A. Hadley Lumber Company, Lim-
ited, Mr. W. A. Hadley being elected secretary and treasurer of the
company. His two brothers, Joseph and Charles Hadley, are also identi-

fied with him in the conduct of its affairs. The company do a large
wholesale business, and are also manufacturers of interior finish and
fixtures with a growing trade in all parts of Canada, and with the pro-
ducts of their factories to be found in every province.

W. A. Hadley is an Odd-Fellow and a Mason, in addition to being
a Hoo-Hoo. Several years ago he was elected a member of the Board of

Trade. He is a married man, his wife being the daughter of Simon
Eraser, deceased, one of the best known lumbermen of Ontario. Mr.
and Mrs. Hadley have two sons, and the new Snark of the Universe is

proud of his promising offspring. The Hoo-Hoo of Canada are proud of

the honor conferred upon Mr. Hadley, and feel that he will give a fine

account of his stewardship as the head of the Order.

The proceedings which led to the election of Mr. Hadley as Snark
of the Universe were opened by A. C. Ramsey, on behalf of the State of

Arkansas, who when called upon to present that State's candidate for

the office, said

:

"Speaking for Arkansas proper, we have no candidate. As far as

Hoo-Hoo is concerned we have a candidate, a man of the North. This
gentleman needs no introduction from Hoo-Hoo. He is a worker in the
ranks, a member of the Supreme Nine and eminently fitted for the office

to which we are about to nominate him. I desire to place in nomination

for the office of Supreme Snark of the Universe William A. Hadley, of

Chatham, Ontario.

Mr. Harry J. Miller, representing the Slate of Washington, second-
ed the nomination and paid a high tribute to Mr. Hadley 's character.
The nominations were then closed by unanimous vole and Mr. Hadley
declared elected.

After being escorted to the chair, Mr. Hadley said : "To say that this

is the proudest moment of my life would not be expressing what I feel

from the bottom of my heart. I have not the words at my command to

thank you for the great honor that you have conferred upon me to-day.

It makes me feel that there is in this life something in the brotherhood
of man that appeals to all of us and in this world there is nothing more
that we can accomplish than making true and lasting friends, and 1 hope
I have made friends of all whom I have had the honor and pleasure of

meeting at the several annual meetings that I have attended. I do. not
know that I can come up to so many good qualities that have been men-
tioned by my mover and seconder just at this moment, but I can say
this: That this order will have during the next twelve months the very
best of my feeble efforts toward promoting its continued success and pros-

perity.

I want just now, wdiile on my feet, to tell you something that

has been very dear to my heart ever since I have had the pleasure of at-

tending any annual meetings, and that is this : That I have always wanted
to have the privilege of extending an invitation to the members of this

great order to hold at least one of their annual meetings in Canada, but
up until a few days before I left home I did not know how this could be
brought about, but I am pleased to tell you that I have had some corre-

spondence with brethren of Winnipeg and they have asked me to tell you
that they hope to hold in 1912 an International World's Fair. This pro-

position is having the hearty support of all the lumbermen, not only in

the Canadian Northwest, but of British Columbia," where there are a
great many members of this order. They expect to have one week during
this world's Fair for a lumbermen's week and they desire me to intimate
to you that at the proper time an invitation will be forthcoming to this

order that the annual meeting be held in that great city in 1912. Per-
haps you do not know—all of you—that Winnipeg in Canada is considered
the Chicago of the Northwest. It is the gateway of magnificent progress
in making such rapid strides in upbuilding the great nation we hope to

have in the not very distant future. I do not want to take up too much
of your time, but simply to say that from the very bottom of my heart
I thank you."

The complete list of officers elected was as follows: Snark, W. A.

Hadley, Chatham, Ont. ; Senior Hoo-Hoo, Geo. W. Hoag, Spokane,
Wash.; Junior Hoo-Hoo, J. C. McGrath, Little Rock, Ark.; Bojum, H.
W. Hogan, San Francisco; Scrivenoter, James S. Baird, Nashville.

Tenn.
; Jabberwock, David W. Richardson, Dover, N.C. ; Custocatian.

Robert Carpenter, New Orleans, La. ; Arcanoper, F. L. Johnson, jr, Chi-
cago.

;
Gurdon, C. P. Ives, Baldwin, Kan.

Personal Mention.

Mr. W. F. Klugkist. of Montreal, is making a business trip through
western Ontario and is also taking in Cleveland and Buffalo.

Mr. Ed. Ouellette, of the Tourville Lumber Company, is at the
company's mill at Louisville, Que., on a tour of inspection, and is also

superintending some repairs to the mill.

Mr. Geo. C. Goodfellow is at present on a trip through British Col-

umbia, and incidentally will take in the Seattle Exhibition. Mr. Good-
fellow expects to place a quantity of hardwood flooring in the West,
where this product is in good demand. He is also buying British Col-

umbia shingles for the Ontario trade.

Mr. P. D. Gordon, of the firm of Mason, Gordon & Company, 80 St.

Francois Xavier street, Montreal, is on his way home from Edmonton.
While in that city Mr. Gordon secured a large order for fir from Messrs.
Foley, Walsh & Stewart, to be used in the construction work of the

Grand Trunk Pacific. This will be supplied through the Vancouver
office of his firm.

Mr. C. D. TenEyck, wdio has long been the general sales agent for

E. C. Atkins & Company, Indianapolis, Ind., and Hamilton, Ont., has
resigned his position to join the American Fork & Hoe Company, of

Cleveland, as general sales representative for the United States and
Canada. Mr. TenEyck has represented the E. C. Atkins & Company
for the past five years, and is most widely and favorably known to the

jobber, hardware dealer and the large mill trade, using that type of pro-

duct. He has made many warm friends among his customers, who re-

gret his leaving, and naturally cannot but congratulate him on the

splendid position wdiich he has been elected to fill. E. C. Atkins & Com-
pany have appointed Mr. F. J. Klingensmith, formerly superintendent

of the Cleveland-Samia Saw Mills Company, as their representative, to

the large mill interests around the Georgian Bay. Mr. C. R. Hubbard
continues to represent them in southern Ontario, and Mr. A. D. Cantin,

residing in Montreal, representing them in the Province of Quebec ; their

British Columbia representative being W. C. Birdsall, of Vancouver.
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THE E. R. BURNS SAW CO., LIMITED
Toronto

Make the Finest Inserted Tooth Saws
for Winter Cutting

and

Can Save You Money

RKFKK KXCKS—Customers who have been using

Burns Saws for a quarter of a centurv.

If you intend to buy a new saw—either inserted

tooth or solid—write us. It will pay you.

President and General Manager Assistant General Manager
D. 0. Camkkon, Winnipeg W.M. ROBBBTBON, Vancouver

Secretary-Treasurer, Wilson Bkll, Winnipeg

The Rat Portage

Lumber Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers of-

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
Cedar Shingles, Fir and Cedar Lath

Car Sills and Sheathing, Cedar Sidino-

Large and Long Timbers
for heavy construction work

Vancouver, B.C., and Harrison River, B.C.

For Log Loading, operating a Derrick,

pulling and placing cars and general

hoisting purposes

The "MIDLAND"
Hoisting

Engine

is unsur-

passed.

C atalogue

on

request

The Canada Iron Corporation Ltd.
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p. o. box 425 ONTARIO

We make them: WHAT? The Eclipse Double Edger, etc.
n.A .,

If y°u are a stranger to them and they to you. Get acquainted.
Did.it ever occur to you that our prices on Clapboard Machinery are just one-half the price of others. Capacity of each machine over 4,000 boards per day

Get your eyes on our
Eclipse Board Saw Carriages and Accessories.
Eclipse Combined Lath and Bolter Machines.
Eclipse Combined Trimmer and Buncher.
Eclipse Clapboard Sawing Machine.
Eclipse Clapboard Planers and Trimmers.
Eclipse Automatic Shingle Machines.
Eclipse Board Planers.

Make your work more productive by
using one of our Eclipse Lath Machines.

Prices and Catalogues cheerfully
given on application.

SLEEPER. & AKHURST
Coaticook, Que.

STOP: I am the most Perfect Acting and Reliable Double Edger upon
the market—Low in Price and Always Ready.
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Advertisements other than "Employment Wan-
ted" will be inserted in this department at the

rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the

basis ot 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are

ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.
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WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED—4-4 CLEAR BOAT CEDAR FOR
boat building; in large or small quantities.

H. E. GIDLEY & Co., Penetanguishene, Ont. 20

Wanted
FIVE CARS ELM COFFIN STOCK. APPLY

Box 825 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 20

Wanted
WHITE CEDAR OR JUNIPER LOGS OR

lumber in large quantities. Address P.O.
Box 986, New Orleans, La. 19

Wanted
flLL PAY GOOD CASH PRICE FOR 1"

Coffin Elm, 1%" 2" and 3" Mill Run Elm. Box
830, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 25

WJ

WANTED — TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tf

Lumber Wanted
SOFT ELM, ASH, BASSWOOD, OAK,

Beech, Soft Maple, Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch, 1" to 3". Can use log run, dead
culls out. State what you have of each kind, when
sawn and lowest price. Box 793 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. tt

Wanted: v
Tank Lumber

3x6 and 8-18, and 3 x 10-24

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
Limited

Toronto, Ontario tf

WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR 500 M.
4x4x6" & up wide, No. 3 Barn, averaging

10" wide, 10 to 16' long.

500 M. 5/4 x 6" & up wide—same specification.

For delivery within L/L New York.

1 million ft. of Pine Box, 10% 1x6, 35% 10 & 12."

Balance 7, 8 & 9". At least 60 % 16', rough or
D. 2 S.. for delivery upon a N. Y. N. H. & H.R.R.
rate of freight.

Only delivered prices to be considered.
The Knott, Sampson Lumber Co., 88 Broad

Street, Boston, Mass. 19

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

SPRUCE, 9 cars 2x4, dry, well cut, good stuff.

Basket Bottoms, 5 cars SxJi^'3 zA Burks Falls
rate, special price to quick buyers. Address Gage-
Harrison Lumber & Shook Co., Burlington, Ont.

HAVE YOU ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
wish to sell ? If so, make the fact known to

probable buyers by placing an advertisement in

the Wanted and For Sale Department. Address,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

FOR SALE
OCAft CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
MVVV suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to
50 ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont. tf

For Sale
10 cars N. B. Extra Shingles
10 cars Clears "

140 M ft. 1" M. C. Red Pine
40 M ft. yH" Hasswood C. & B.

40 M tt. y," Elm C. & B.
30 M ft. %» B. A-h C. & B.

Geo. C. G00DPSLLOW,
528 Board of Trade, Montreal

For Sale

Hemlock Timber
at Parry Sound, Ont

About 150,000 feet B. M. 10 x 12 and 140.000 feet

B. M. 12 x 12 all 22 feet and up for immediate ship-

ment either by water or rail.

For prices and other information apply to,

MASON GORDON & CO.,
80 St. Francis Xavier St.,

21 Montreal, Que.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

Second Hand Engines
For Sale

1—Brown Engine 20\i x 54 62 R. P. M. 300
H. P. 16' x 31K" fly-wheel, complete with Bulkley
Syphon Condenser and usual valves, fittings and
indicator piping.

1-Brown Engine 13 x 34 90 R- P- M. 70 H. P.

complete with usual valves, fittings and indicator

piping.

1—Brown Engine 10^x30 80 R. P. M. 47
H. P. 8' x 4^ fly-wheel, complete with usual valves,

fittings and indicator piping.

1-Slide Valve Engine 10 5/16 x 24 84 R. P. M.
10' x 16" fly-wheel, complete with usual valves, fit-

tings and indicator piping.

Apply for prices etc.

Canada Paper Co Limited,

^Montreal, Toronto or Windsor Mills P.Q. tt

FOR SALE
SAW, SHINCLE AND LATH MILLS

2 refitted No. 1 Lane, L. H. three block sawmills

1 refitted R.H. three block sawmill complete

1 nearly new 16' carriage for No. 2 sawmill
1 refitted i2"x 16" twin engine steam teed

1 refitted No. 1 gang edger, 3-18" saws
2 new edgers, 3-16" saws
1 new horizontal shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted Boss automatic shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted upright swing shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted automatic shingle machine, 36" saw
1 refitted Canada Favorite shingle machine, 35" saw
x refitted Smallwood automatic shingle machine
1 refitted four knife shingle jointer, 42" wheel
1 new shingle jointer, 40" saw
1 nearly new shingle jointer, 40" saw
1 1 efitted six knit'e shingle jointer. 34" wheel
1 refitted four knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel

5 nearly new adjustable shingle packers
1 new No, 2 lath machine and bolter

r new wood frame lath machine and bolter

1 refitted self-feedlath machine
1 nearly new No. 2 lath bolter, 24" saw
1 refitted wood frame lath bolter, 20" saw

SAWMILL BOILERS

i 48"x2o' semiportable fire box boiler

1 44"xi8 semiportable fire box boiler

3 36" x 13' semiportable fire box boilers

1 6o"xi7'6" horizontal tubular boiler

1 6o"xi6' horizontal tubular boiler

1 60" x 13' 8" horizontal tubular boiler

1 54"xi4' horizontal tubular boiler

2 5o"xi4' horizontal tubular boilers

1 48
//xi5/ horizontal tubular boiler

SAWMILL ENCINES

i i2"x3o" R. or L.H. Corliss automatic engine
1 I2"x28* R. or L.H. Corliss automatic engine
1 io"x24" L. H. Brown automatic engine
1 9"x24" R.H. Wheelock automaticengine
1 8 //X24

// R.H. Brown automaticengine
1 8"x24" L.H. Wheelock automaticengine
1 i6

//X24 ,/ L. H. horizontal rocking valve engine
1 i2"xi5" C.C. horizontal slide valveengine
1 L.H. horizontal slide valve engine
1 1 1 XJ$f/ C.C. horizontal slide valve engine

HOISTINC ENCINES

1 io"x 12" double cylinder, single drum reversible
hoisting engine with or without boiler

, 1 6^''x8" double cylinder, double drum steam hoist
wilh boiler

2 6^"x8" double cylinder, single drum hoisting
engines without boilers

1 s"x7" double cylinder, single drum hoisting engine
without boiler

A copy of our supply catalogue or machinery stock
list for the asking.

H. W. PETRIE. Ltd.
Toronto Montreal Vancouver

Mill Frame For Sale

MILL FRAME FOR SALE, IN GOOD CON"
dition. 1 10 x 40 tt. heavy timbers 8x8. 10 x 10

and lax 16, suitable for saw mill, planing mill or
large factory. Apply to 512 Dickson St Peter-
borough Ont. 22

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70. 60 & 40 h.p
Locomotive Boilers: 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmill Engines: 2s, 30. 3S 4". S°. 60 and 70 h.p.

Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 25, 30,

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30,000 feet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited, Seaforih, Ont. tf

For Sale
MACHINERY IN SAW AND PLANING

Mill, formerly operated by Jas. H. Sanderson,
offered as a whole or any part thereof. Most of this

machinery is as good as new.

1 15 x 14 Ideal engine
1 11 x t2 Ideal engine

3 36" x 20' boilers complete, with fronts, grates,
stocks, water backs, etc.

1 6" x 4"x 10" Canton Pump
1 Dumont belt driven pump
1 Log lack complete, with gear drive, chain, etc.

1 Rotary husk with 3 15/16 arbor (Wm. Hamilton
Mfg. Co.)

1 2 arm steam log loader (Wm. Hamilton Mfg.
Co.)

1 32" 4 block carriage complete with set works
(Wm. Hamilton Mfg. Co.)

1 8" x 42' steam teed complete (Wm Hamilton
Mfg. Co )

1 Friction nigger
1 5 saw slasher, 28" saws
1 24" double surfacer and matcher (McGregor

Gourlav Co.)
1 No 664 circular resaw (Goldie and McCulloch)
1 10" Moulder
1 endless bead single surfacer (Frank)
1 pony sticker

Also Saws, Shafting, Pulleys, Piping and other

equipment.
Apply

PRINCE ALBERT LUMBER CO. Ltd.
Prince Albert, Sask.

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

EXPERIENCED LUMBER SHIPPER
wants position to ship by thousand or on

salary. Well posted Canadian and British ship-

ments. Box 820, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 19

Position Wanted
COMPETENT LUMBER INSPECTOR OF

wide experience wants opening as yard foreman
—*»rrnspector. Might arrange to buy on commission
for responsible firm. Seeks change so as to reduce
travelling and be more at home. Box 832, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 21

WANTED—POSITION IN OFFICE OR AS
shipper with British Columbia lumber or

logging firm. I have had three and a half years
experience in Canadian Chartered Bank and I am
now office manager and shipper of large furniture
manufacturing company. Will supply recommen-
dation letters it requested. Apply to Box 839
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 22

Situation Wanted
BY LUMBER ACCOUNTANT OF THIRTEEN

years experience in wholesale and manufactur-
ing offices. Past eight years in charge of office;

now employed in that capacity by laree pine mill

and chartered railroad. Would like to makenomiral
investment as an item of permanency. Box 824,
Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 20

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Wanted
AN EXPERIENCED BAND SAWYER FOR

Ontario lumber mills a good position for the
ri^ht man. Write stating particulars to Box 833,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto 20

1 A fANTED GOOD PRACTICAL MAN TO
V V take full charge, as yard foreman in retail
lumber yard, also the unloading of cars, keeping
stock in order, supplying material to planing
mill and to take full charge of filling orders and de-
livering. Must understand sash, doors, mouldings
and everything in wood in the building line. Must
be young, strong and and a hustler, and have the
ability to handle men. A good steady position and
good wages for the right man. Apply to M. Mc
KinnOn, Bex 337, Cobalt, Ont. tf"

COMPETENT SALESMAN WHO KNOWS
Western Ontario trade to sell inillstock :—

lumber, shingles, etc. State salary. Good reference*
required. Apply I'ox 569, Lindsay Ont. 20

Wanted
MACHINE AND BENCH HANDS WANTED

for sash and door factory. Apply to H. A,
Clemens Co., Limited, Guelph Ont. 19

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale
SAWMILL, CAPACITY 20,000, AND 1,300

acres of timber in Parry Sound district. Situa-
ted on lake with navigable water to R.R. Scow,
camp, etc., in connection. Apply Box 840, Canada
Ll'MHEKMAN, Toronto. 23

For Sale
Good Business Chance

PORTABLE SAWMILL IN GOOD SHAPE,
latest improved, with 25 h.p. Engine, cable

feed friction set works, inserted tooth saw. double
edger slab saw, trucks, waggon, sleighs, also
quantity of timber in the yard, also 50 acres of good
clay loom, good building. Bargain. Will sell to-
gether or separate.
For particulars apply to Box 563 Newmarket,

Ont. t»

FOR SALE—SMALL HARDWOOD MILL
Well equipped. On Georgian Bay. Lumber

sold for several years. A Bargain. Forlurther part-
iculars apply Box 844, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. 22

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE — PARRY SOUND DISTRICT,
Saw Mill, capacity 15 to 20 M. 400 acres tim-

ber, 100 M logs at mill. Plenty of cheap timber
convenient. Two miles to shipping point. Snap
for quick buyer. Box 832, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. ig

Timber, Lands and Saw

Mills for Sale

The UNDERSIGNED Offers:—
Parcel 1. Ste Anne des Monts property situated

on the South Shore of the St Lawrence River.
Gaspe County, Quebec, about 1000 acres of Seign-
iory or Fee Simple lands—at the mouth of the Ste
Anne des Monts upon which is located a well
equipped lnmber and shingle Mill with ample steam
power, electric lighting, with a capacity of 25,000
feet of Lumber and 125.000 to 150,000 pieces of
Shingles each ten hours—also Dwellings for work-
men. Stable, Store houses, Repair Shops and Mill
Pond and storage facilities for logs.

About 300 square miles of licensed timber lands
upon which disinterested Explorers make a minimum
estimate of over 3S0 Million feet of saw logs,
principally spruce, fir and cedar, and 595,000 cords
of Spoolwood, and Pulpwood.

All on drivable streams an average of not over ?o
miles to Mill Pond.

And all shanty plant tools and equipment on the
property.

Parcel 2. What logs are now in the river esti-
mated 3 Million feet board measure.

Parcel 3. Grande Vallee property situated about
sixty miles east of Ste Anne des Monts on the South
Shore of the St. Lawrence River in the County of
Gaspe, Quebec.

About 54 square miles of Seigniory or Fee Simple
lands and 100 square miles of Licensed lands.

A new Mill consisting of 2 steam teed Circular
saws— 1 Mershon Horizontal resaw—with all sub-
sidiary Machiney and ample steam power and
electric lighting.

Capacity 50,000 to 75,000 feet of Lumber each ten
hours—A practically new Mill for sawing shingles
and railway ties.

With ample steam power and electric lighting to
produce 125 000 to 150,000 shingles each ten hours.

All the shanty plants, tools and equipment on tbe
property.

On the timber lands, disinterested Explorers
minimum reports are 100 Million feet saw logs,
principally spruce, fir and cedar and two hundred
and forty five thousand cords Pulp and Spool
Wood.

For further particulars, address,
C A. MILLINER,

Deseronto,
24 Ont.



CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER
Small Timber Limit for Sale

FORTY - TWO ACRES VIRGIN FOREST:
htty mites from Toronto ; i \ miles from rail-

road station : comprising maple, elm, beech, hem-
lock, banswood, cedai. Apply Box 834. Canada
Lumberman. Toronto. 21

Limit For Sale

30,000,000 £
EET

5
PRV1E AN,,

1

,ACK
' ' Pine, good quality, 1 ;o miles west

ol Edmonton on lladeod KWer and G. T. P'
Splendid proposition— move kfuick, snap— wire or
™ te .159 Cumberland Ave, \\ innipeg. 20

CAQ ACRES HEAVILY TIMBERED LAND
tor sale in Parry Sound, Ont., new mill :

pnncipalK hemlock and birch, ot finest quality, never
culled. Good roads winter and summer. Timtxr
easily operated. Term* part cash balance taken
in lumber. Box 841 CANADA l.i mberxian. Toronto.

1 ,

Timber for Sale
QQ ACRES LARGE VIRGIN TIMBER
*"-' Hemlock and Hardwoods, on C. P. R. near
smart mill, land level Particulars by addressing
Box 838, Canada Li mbkr.man. Toronto. iu-2o-»3-2.v

37

500 ACRES TIMBER LAND IN LAKE
Township, Hastings County. Ontario, es-

timated four million timber Over one million hem-
lock alone. Fine hard maple, gray elm. basswood.
etc.. and over six thousand cords of wocd Will sell
very cheap. Snap tor investor. Owner.care Codv
Light Co., Detroit, Mich. „.

Proposals
'rHE CITY OF TORONTO. CANADA. WILL
JL Sh

°,
r,

i
:

Ca
o }

or
Xendm for Pole Li"e Sup.

plies, including Poles. Crcssarms. Pins, Braces, etc

ment C
!

t °H
m

i

at,°" aPP 'y ElecTRIC*L Depart-

Investment Opportunity
TNTEREST IN SECURING GOOD HOLD.
X ings o» timber tributary to Lake Temiskaming
>s growing. Ot course the reason is obvious— trans-
poration facilities are good and the mines and towns
ot Temiskaming are growing apace, producing amarket on the ground. We can show vou whv >ou
will make money buying timber tributarv to HaJIey-
bury^and manufacturing it there. Write us. CYRIL
£. YOUNG. Chairman Publicity Department.
Haileybury. Board of Trade.

,9

Hay for Sale
"COR HAY (TIMOTHY AND CLOVER
I "}ixed) apply to E. Simard & Co.. 103 St.
francois Xavier street. Montreal. 29

Notice

Cancellation of Public

Auction

Re auction sale of the license to cut timbi r on the
south east quarter ol the

Township of Foster
we hereby give notice that above sale has been
cancelled.

MILLER. FERGUSON <S: HUNTER
Barristers. Toronto.

Valuable Timber Limits

and Saw Mill For Sale

«•'" w t
.'
mber

.

Iands f» rm"lv belonging to
William McVicar in tne Count, ol Bruce consisting
of upwards of eight thousand acres in the Tow nship
ot ot. bJmunds and Lindsay.

1. Timber Limit in the district of Algoma com-
posed of Berth 1 1 containing 28 square miles.

p.3*. Valuable Saw Mill i„ the Town of Port
tlgin with harbor and railway connections. For
particulars and conditions of sile.
Apply to Lees, HOBSON & Stephens, vendors

solicitors, Bank ol Hamilton Chambers. Hamilton
Ont.

Saw Mill, Timber Lands

and Lumber for Sale

T [| E ESTATE OF J. D. McARTHUR
1. bsquire. offers the follow ing Parcels, all sit'

uated in the vicinity ot South Lancaster. Ontario"
PARCEL ONE: SAW-MILL consisting of tin

rooted building with circular saw trimmers, double
edger, shingle machine and bolter, rip saw tables
planer for tonguing and grooving, lalh mill, etc..
hghied by elec.ncity. light generated on the prem-
ises. Capacity 15 000 to 30.000 feet of lumber each
ten hours with ample steam power. Good custom
trade to the mill from surrounding district.

PARCEL TWO: About 1137 acres of frtehold
timber Iands on which disinteresu d explorers make
an estimate of over 36.000 saw-logs, principally
riardwood. The above limits are all on Jrivable
streams and an average ot not over 18 miles to the
Mill pond.

PARCEL THREE
: About two million feet of

sawn lumber piled in the vicinity of the saw-mill
consisting of maple, birch, ash, elm, pine, etc., etc.

?T2,000 cords o{ s 'ab » ood, and a large quan-
tity of shingles.

Tenders for the above mentioned Parcels EN
or sePar*telv will be received up till theFIFTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, ,

P
qcc, For

further particulars address Mrs. J. D. Mr-Arthur
c/o The Estate of J. D. McArthur, South Lancas-
ter. Ontario.

The highest or an, tender not necessarily accepted
ty the vendors. r

British Columbia Timber.
British Columbia has an area of

395,000 square miles, or 252,800 -

000 acres. Of this 82,000.000
acres are in forest and woodland
nearly one-third of the entire area
of the province being in timber.

In 1907 the mills of British Col-
umbia cut 840, (M)( (.000 feet of lum-
ber, to say nothing of the lath and
shingles they produced. The cut
of 1907 was worth $12,700,000.
Figures relative to the cut of 1908
have not yet been entirely complet
ed for publication, but the activity
of the coast mills was such during
last year that it is predicted the
output- of the province as a whole
mil be m excess of the product of
the preceding year.

British Columbia is the home of
the Douglas fir and the giant cedar;
She has extensive forests of sprue ;

and other woods and is one of the
great centres of supply for the lum-
ber demand of the world. In the
years to come, declare foresters
who have spent years in calculation
relative to the consumption of tim-
ber an] the visible supply, the
world \«ill bays to fall back on
British Columbia for its lumber
Incidentally they also predict that
unless immediate eteps are taken
by tin':, province to conserve the
nvesent standing; timber and adopt
the means rf adeouate reforestation
there will 1- PttJe --.tan liner timber
i" British Columbia when another
half century has rpH"d around.

Mexico's Timber Development
The recent Pearson railroad pur-

chases mark an epoch in the de-
velopment of northern Mexico and
especially the district of Ciudad
Juarez. The Pearson railway in-
terests there now include the' Chi-
huahua and Pacific line, extending
173 miles from the city of Chinau^
hau to Temossachic; the Sieflra
Madre & Pacific, a 32-mile line
connecting Temcsachic with the
timbered district at Madera, and
the Rio Grande. Sierra Madre &
Pacific, running 150 miles south-
western from Ciudad Juarez to
Terrazas. This new syndicate pro-
poses to complete the 160-mile con-
necting link between Madera and
Terrazas. When finished this road
(Mexico Northwestern) will insure
access to the timbered district, the
mineral fields, and will provide
new routes to markets for exports
and imports.

Apple Butter
for lumber camps

I am manufacturing and have
for sale a high grade of apple
butter which I guarantee to give
satisfaction. It has already
gained a wide reputation among
all users.

Telephone in connection.

Thos. Chambers,
Dunedin Ontario

Sell Your Timber Limits by

Public Auction at Ottawa
I have had an extensive experience in

conducting: successful timber limit sales.
I conducted the last timber limit sale here
tor the Dominion Government. Ottawa
is the best place in America to sell timber
lands.

Wm. A. Cole, Auctioneer
163 Sparks St.,

Phone 163 Ottawa, Ont.

e. ~Re,"f"«s:-Bradstreets. R. G. Dun
&Co., The Bank of Nova Scotia.

Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
Our Specialty

A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

References: Dominion Bank, Toronto

Herbert Smith, Manager
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are in active demand wherever the finest saws are appreciated. They're
just as perfect as money and brains can make them.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE.
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- INDIANAPOLIS, IND
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Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

Tlif past fortnight has seen an important improvement in the con-
ditions of (lie white pine market throughout Ontario. Prices have gone
up from $(> to $10 for the hotter grades. The lower grades, however,
are still only in fair demand. The unproved prices are the result of a

shortage of the good ends. Trade in general is still quiet throughout
the country districts. The British demand is reported to be improving
extensively and to he taking large quantities of pine. The same is true

of the market in the United States. British Columbia cedar shingles have
fallen still further in price and are now quoted at $4.0.") for the XXXXN

;

$3.3.") for the XXXX; $3 for the XXX, and $2.05 for the
XX cedars. The supply of shingles is still exceedingly plentiful and
dealers are well loaded up with stocks.

The market for hardwoods has improved somewhat during the past,
week and orders have been coming in pretty nicely for practically all

i lasses. American hardwoods have been in good demand, quarter-cut
oak is selling well. The stocks of quarter-cut oak show signs of becoming
scarce, and it is feared that there may be a shortage about the first of

the year. Lnglish hardwoods are also holding up well, although bass-

wood is rather discouraging. Plain oak is in good demand and prices

are steady.

Reports from Ottawa indicate a continued period of quietness in

the lumber trade. Business generally is steady hut there is no great

buoyancy. Trices, however, are well maintained and manufacturers
really have no cause for complaint. The improvement in general trade

conditions in the I'nited States is helping to keep up the demand for

lumber. Shipments to the English markets show a falling off as com-
pared with last year, and the supplies available for export show no short-

age. Prices are, if anything, a trifle lower than during the first of the

month. Good grades of box board are selling at $18. No. 2 white pine
also has fallen off about 25 cents a thousand. Pine boards, lath and
shingles are unchanged for most lines, l^-inch white pine lath, first

quality, is in better demand and selling at $4 per thousand. The 1%-
inch variety is selling at 25 cents less. Tamarae of fair qualitv brings

$12 per thousand for the 1-inch mill run and $15 to $17 for 2-inch by
3-inch.

Eastern Canada.

There are strong indications that spruce lath will before long be

selling at higher prices in New Brunswick. Enquiries are quite numer-
ous and quotations are showing a tendency to advance. The supply of

spruce lath on the market is also growing smaller, some St. John manu-
facturers having sold their whole stock as well as all they will cut

during the rest of the present season. Sales are reported at $2.80 per

thousand, f.o.b. schooner St. John, and in some cases a small advance
on this price has been given. English spruce deals are steady. The
freight rates have advanced slightly, being now 33s. 9d. per standard to

the West Coast. The trade continues quiet with a gradual improvement.
Reports indicate that stocks are growing smaller at the principal distri-

huting centres of Great Britain, but this has not yet had any effect upon
prices or demand. At St. John the stocks of "English" have increased

during the last fortnight, amounting now to about 6,000,000 of superfi-

cial feet, for which the quotations are from $14.50 to $14.75 per thou-

sand feet for specifications containing 50 per cent, sevens and eights, 35

per cent, nines, and 15 per cent elevens and wides.

The demand for spruce at Boston during September was not so ex-

tensive as had been expected and prices have become a little easier in

some cases. Frames 0-inch and under have been selling at $23, and

LATH
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

LIMITED

Board of Trade Building. Montreal

the general price asked is $23.50. liandom is only in moderate demand.
The market is u instead \ for stocks between 2x3 and 2x7, Strong dealers
are holding up to $21, hut about the highest price offered is $20.50. The
prices of the larger sizes are not firm. Spruce boards are in only mod-
erate demand. .Matched spruce board, clipped, is quiet at from $21.50
to $23.50. A demand for all kinds of spruce lias turned lip at Buffalo,
to supplant white pine. Ii is expected thai a considerable quantity of

this will come from Canada ijince the reduction of the tariff took place.
Shingles are dull at Boston. Some of the Canadian manufacturers are

still asking $4 for the best cedar "extras," but United States manu-
facturers are selling at lower price--. bath are very firm, with higher
prices than a week ago. For 1%-inch the general price is $4.10 to $4.15.;

Some manufacturers are asking as high as $5 and others $4.25 to $4.50.
There is a fair demand for 1^-inch. with prices ranging from $3.65 to
$3.75.

Western Canada

The logging situation in British Columbia shows little or no change.
Kir logs show an upward t endenov but are stMthcheap. The better run
range from $6.50 to $0. The common or shingle run of cedar logs are

plentiful and in only moderate demand, at from $7 to $8. The better

run of cedar logs are rather scarce and arc in good demand at from $11
to $13. It is expected that the good crops on the prairies and a probable

decrease in production of logs during the wet weather, will strengthen
the price of logs, so that within three or four months they will be selling

at $10 for a good camp run of fir It gs. The lumber industry generally

is experiencing fairly satisfactory business conditions. Prices are firm

at the recently advanced figures. Several mills are reported to he en-

larging their capacity, among them the Lamb-Watson Company and the

Thompson River Lumber Company, at Kamloops. In the interior of

the province there is great activity in the cutting of cedar posts, ties

and telegraph poles.

Great Britain.

There is a more general tendency towards satisfaction with market
conditions than has been noticeable for some time. Prices are fairly well

maintained and there is a tendency to advance in the prices of useful

sizes in deals, battens and all plain goods. There is an expectation

that, on account of the Swedish strike^ and the cholera in the White Sea
district, there will shortly be a comparative shortage of stocks, and that

by the end of the year further advances in prices may be looked for. At
Foy, Morgan & Company's recent auction sale. 3x11 second Montreal
pine sold at £23 25s., and 9-inch at €18. Quebec spruce, 3x7 second,

sold at £8 5s.

Reports from Liverpool indicate a decided improvement in the mar-
ket, so extensive in fact that those who bought their stocks some time
ago are now well pleased with their foresight. The spruce deal market
continues firm and there is a strong tendency to advance in the prices

of future deliveries. Shippers from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia

ports are not pressing sales, being apparently contented to await the

course of events. It is reported, however, that if a cargo of St. John,

N.B., spruce deals were to be asked for. the price would be £8 5s. c,i.f.

for the usual specifications, with a reservation as to time of delivery.

Mirimachi shippers are firm and the sale of a large cargo to the Bristol

Channel is reported at prices a little better than those just quoted.

United States.

Conditions generally continue premising and enquiries for all kinds

and qualities of lumber are extensive. Many of these enquiries have re-

R. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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CIeveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co., Limited

A Monster Skidway on our Limits at Nairn, Ont.

Some of Our Specialties
We are manufacturers of White Pine Lumber in all the different grades

and thicknesses. Any length furnished, from ten feet to sixty feet.

Always ready to quote on heavy construction timber, bridge timber, ship

timber, ship decking, tank stock, silo material, etc.

Cutting special bills to order is a hobby with us.

Cleveland - Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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suited in good sized orders. At Chicago white pine is in good demand
with a steadily advancing price. It loolw as though the prices of the

upper grades of northern pine stocks would continue to advance. The
market Tor fir, spruce and cedar at Chicago is improving, hut still has

rather a nervous tendency. Railroads, however, have sent out many
enquiries for timbers. Spruce shop is selling well and B spruce siding

is too scarce to fill the demand. The southern pine trade at Chicago is

going along steadily with plenty of stocks offering and fairly good de-

mand. Bed cedar shingles have exhibited a slight tendency towards
decline at Chicago. "Clears"' are quoted at $3.40 and "stars" at $2.80,

f.o.b. Chicago. Tt is expected, however, that prices will improve again

as the number of cars in transit is small. White cedar shingles are selling

fairly well with unchanged prices. Lath are also unchanged. The coop-

erage trade at Chicago is still suffering from a small demand and price

cutting.

Market Correspondence

Ottawa Valley News—Preparing for the Camps.

Ottawa, Sept. 27—The lumber trade is passing through a period of

quietness in the Ottawa valley. Dealers and manufacturers report

steady business but in no instance is there any evidence of buoyancy.

Fortunately for the maintenance of good prices, the large producers have

the best reports on the market conditions. The salesman for J. B.

Booth told the "Canada Lumbermen" that the firm's business was very

good and that if the trade was as good in other quartern there should be

no cause for complaint. The tariff had not yet made any noticeable

effect on sales to the United States, even in respect of shingles, which

are the heaviest taxed. The improving tone of the trade on the other

side is believed by the Booth people to be the cause of keeping up the

demand for lumber. The local shippers to the English market assume

that prices are weak over there and the trade dull. The export up to

date is behind that of last year and there is no indication of a shortage

of supply at the places of delivery.

Lumber has been selling a little lower than early in the month. The

best box board commands about $18, and No. 2 white pine lath has

• dropped 25 cents a thousand. The quotations of most lines of pine

boards, lath and shingle, are regular and not likely to undergo any

marked change. There is a better demand for 1%-inch first quality

white pine lath than any of the other brands, and the prevailing figure

is $4 per thousand. The Shepard & Morse Company is turning out a

considerable quantity. The 1% sort sells at 25 cents less. A fair

quality of tamarac is selling at $12 per thousand. This is the one-inch

mill run, while two-inch by three sells at from $15 to $17.

The lumber industry shows none of the signs of curtailment of cuts

in the woods that were in evidence a year ago. Wages in 1908 were

indefinite, too, running from $16 to $26 according to the merit the men
showed after they had begun to work. Now, hands ca mot be induced

to leave the city except for a guaranteed wage. The figure of most com-

panies is from $24 to $28 per month. Boad cutters get the' lower amount
and nearly all the log makers, teamsters and rollers are paid $28. Some
hands sent by J. B. Booth to Eau Clair were hired as high as $30.

Graves, Bigwood & Company are sending gangs to Nairn Centre
;
Carney

Lumber Company, to Massey ; Bembroke Lumber Company, to Jocko

and Bockeliffe ; Victoria Harbor Lumber Company, to Wahnapitae

;

Colonial Lumber Company, to North Temiskaming; and Northern Lum-
ber Company, to North Bay. The James Maclaren Company, of Buck-
ingham, are not hiring so many as usual nor giving out large contracts to

jobbers, but the reason is because the company has a large quantity of

logs ahead. News comes from Maniwaki that hiring has been more
active there than in many seasons past, due, it is understood, to con-

tracts placed by American companies.

Since the farm work in the Ottawa valley became slack the difficulty

of securing men has disappeared. The firm wages, compared with a

year ago, are an indication of the more extensive operations planned be-

cause nearly all the available men are being picked up.

There is no indication of low water hindering the movement of

lumber before navigation closes. The river last year at this time was
so low that Booth's lumber mill was not running in the day and most
of the Eddy works were running only at half capacity. The Ottawa river

was only 5% feet deep at the foot of the Bideau locks, while to-day it is

10 feet.

The James MacLaren Company, of Buckingham, is concerned in a
movement among the German population of High Falls, numbering 100
families, 26 miles up the Lievre river from Buckingham. The Germans
are farmers who claim that the dam maintained by the mill owners is

responsible for the flooding of their property every spring. The Mac-
larens keep the dam to operate the slide when the stream is low. The
pastor of the German settlement, who is leading the action against the

lumber concern, proposes to ask for heavy damages. The company

AND WOODWORKER

claims that the dam is necessary for its driving operations and that the

real cause of the flooding of the farms is Ihe freshets of the spring. A
similar action 15 years ago failed against MacLaren & Boss.

The usefulness of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association was at-

tested by the successful conduct of the case against the G.T.H. and
C.B.R. over the increased lumber tolls. At a luncheon the day of wind-
ing up the case, Mr. John Hendry, president of the Canadian Manufac-
turers' Association, and Mr. D. C. Cameron, of Winnipeg, spoke in glow-
ing terms of the Association's achievement. The occasion also brought
together the lumber kings from distant parts, and they got in clf>ser

touch with the officers of the Association. The investigation of the tar-

iffs has been the chief work of the Association since is was formed and if

it accomplished nothing else, this would have justified the organization.

The Association may have another contest when the question of export
rates comes to be ventilated. As stated elsewhere in this issue, the in-

creases in the export rates have to be justified by the railway companies
Until all this is settled the lumbermen have no criticism to make of the
outcome of the contest so far as it has been conducted. Mr. Gordon
Edwards, president of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, told the
"Canada Lumberman" that it was not the time yet to pass judgment
on the matter. As to the working out of the tariff schedule to make a
more favorable rate for lumber shipping, Mr. W. B. Bulling, the C.P.R.'s
tariff expert, asserts that the task was gigantic and any improvements
will be difficult to make.

From New Brunswick's Capital Spruce Lath Stiffening*.

St. John, N.B., Sept. 24.—The fortnight lias been productive of

many events of considerable interest in the lumber trade and industry.

Particularly interesting are the preparations of local lumbermen in con-

nection with their log operations during the coming winter, indicating

as these preparations do, the prospects of trade as viewed by the man
who ?aws the lumber. Generally speaking, the policy of local lumbermen
seems to be to avoid loading up with raw material, at the same time
having available enough logs to ensure a fair season's work next year. In
short, it might be said that the line of operation followed will be much
the same as was the case last winter and the winter before, when the

total cut of cedar and spruce was about two-thirds of the quantity got-

ten out each winter for a long time previous. This conservative policy,

while hardly indicative of a lack of confidence in the deal markets, might
be said to mean a desire on the part of those most interested to be not
too vitally interested in case the predictions regarding the future of spruce
deal might prove too optimistic.

The prospects are that the present manufacturing season at the mills

at St. John and on the St. John river, will be about the average. Of
course, the mills at Fredericton and other up-river points will cease
operations as soon as the river freezes, but the local mills will continue
to run as usual until mid-December. It is doubtful if any of the mills

will continue to run throughout the winter or even entirely through
December.

The local market for spruce lath has shown considerable indication

that higher prices will ere long rule in this line. Inquiries are becoming
more insistent and it seems more difficult to obtain quotations at the

prices which have been the rule. The supply of purchasable spruce lath

seems to be diminishing and in several cases local manufacturers iiave

disposed of all they have on hand and all they will saw throughout the

remainder of the present manufacturing season. It is stated that sales

of spruce lath have been made at $2.80 per thousand, f.o.b. schooner
St. John, and that in some cases a slight advance on this figure has been
asked and given.

The market for "English" spruce deals has shown no new features

that might be applied in a general way. A slight advance in freight

rates has taken place, the ruling figure at present being 33s. 9d. per

standard to the West Coast. Trade in "English" is uniformly quiet,

but with the general tone improving slowly from month to month. Be-
ports from the chief distributing centres of Great Britain tell of lighter

stocks of Canadian spruce and also of lighter receipts, and yet these cir-

cumstances have had no actual or tangible response so far as prices or

even demand are concerned. Still there is at least no sign of a weaken-
ing ; all the indications point in the opposite direction. Local stocks of

"English' 'have augmented considerably since last writing. Local hold-

ings in this line would total to a quantity in the vicinity of six millions

of superficial feet. The present local value of "English" spruce deals,

in a specification containing, say : 50 per cent, sevens and eights, 35 per

cent, nines and 15 per cent, elevens and wides, would range from $14.50

to $14.75 per thousand feet.

An incident unique in the history of the local lumber trade occurred

a few days ago when a local woodworking concern had a large-type ad-

vertisement displayed in a local newspaper, which set forth their desire

to buy pine lumber- of good quality. Such is the scarcity of this wood
that at times the local product is practically unobtainable. Very little

is exported and any manufacturer who happens to get any pine logs is

always sure of a good market for the product thereof. The local price

of undressed "planers" at present is from $52 to $57 per tlxmsand feet.
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We Sell to

Regular Dealers Only

It will pay you

to carry Stocks that are

New - Bright and Right
MADE BY

PROMPT SHIPMENTS
PROMPT ATTENTION TO INQUIRIES

Fraser River Lumber Company, Limited
FRASER MILLS, B. C.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES :

REGINA, MEDICAL HALL BUILDING, C. Bruce, Representative
WINNIPEG, 332 GRAIN EXCHANGE, F. A. Shore, Representative
TORONTO, 3 TORONTO STREET, H. A. Rose, Representative
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Lumberman President for C. M. A.

John Hendry of Vancouver, Honored by the

Association. — A Man of Varied Activities

The accompanying portrait is that of Mr. John Hendry, of Van-
couver, B.C., the well known lumberman who was honored by being
elected president of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, at its re-

cent annual meeting at Hamilton, Ont. Mr. Hendry was born at Belle-
dune, N.B. He commenced in the milling business there. In 1872 he
left for the West, travelling on the Union Pacific (just then opened
through to Sacramento), and by boat from San Francisco, and thence
to British Columbia. After staying there for some time, Mr. Hendry
went to the Red river, and was in Winnipeg in 1875. He did not find
the timber there suitable, after being accustomed to the large trees of
British Columbia, and so he returned to New Westminster, the city of
Vancouver not being in existence at that time.

Mr. Hendry commenced in the sawmill business with the Royal
City Planing Mills, which under his direction assumed large proportions.

Tn 1895 he formed a company which includes the Hastings Saw Mill,

of Vancouver; the Royal City Mills, of New Westminster; the Royal
City Mill, of Vancouver; and the Moodyville Mill, situated opposite Van-
couver, on Burrard Tnlet, these various concerns being now branches of

the British Columbia Mills Timber & Trading Company, of which Mr
Hendry is president and general manager. Upwards of 2,000 men are
on the pay-roll of this company, engaged in logging operations in British
Columbia, in the operation of tow boats and railways, of which there are

John Hendry, Vancouver, B.C., New President of
Canadian Manufacturers' Association.

about 40 miles ; in the manufacture of lumber, and in the various sash
and door and box factories, planing mills, etc. The lumber is shipped
to all parts of the world, a large trade being carried on with the North-
west provinces.

Mr. Hendry has filled the offices of aldercnan and mayor for the
city of New Westminster. He was a charter member and has been
president of the Board of Trade. He has taken a deep interest in the
growth and development of the city and British Columbia as a whole.
His business interests are extensive, including the Nicola Valley Coal
& Coke Company, with mines at Nicola, B.C., of which he is president;
the Vancouver, Westminster Sc Yukon Railway, of which he was instru-
mental in the construction. He was proprietor of the Stave Lake Power
Company, which is now merged into the Western Canada Power Com-
pany.

Mr. Hendry has been appointed a member of the Commission for

the Conservation of the Natural Resources of Canada, in which he has
always taken a deep interest. He has been a member of the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association for a number of years, and was provincial

vice-president for British Columbia and vice-president of the Association

for the last two years. He intends to devote a large part of his time to

the affairs of the Association, and has made arrangements to get in touch
with all the provincial branches in order to get a complete acquaintance
with existing conditions.

Mr. Hendry is above all things a firm believer in Canada's future.

By the wise and judicious handling of his many and varied interests he
has himself been an important factor in the wonderful growth and de-

velopment of the Pacific province. He is also president of the Lumber
k Shingle Manufacturers' Association of British Columbia, and a di-

rector of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

Disstons make Extensive Increase in their Plant.

Henry Disston & Sons, Quebec, have just completed the first of a
group of new additions to their already large plant at Tacony. This
latest addition is a complete machine shop, thoroughly madern in every
detail. Its size and equipment is such that it can duplicate the largest
machinery found anywhere in the 50 acre plant. The building is 180 feet
long by 80 feet wide, and two storeys high. Comparatively little brick
is used, the major portion of the walls being composed of glass framing,
which makes the interior as bright as daylight in every corner.

The first floor is completely served with narrow gauge railway track*
—the latter connecting at the main entrance with a 40-foot railroad spur
running lengthwise of the structure, a 10-ton electric crane lifts from
truck and serves any machine on the first floor, or to the landing plat-

forms of the second floor galleries.

The usual machine equipment of a complete modern plant is found
within the four walls, planers, grinding machines, lathes, shapers, mill-

ing machines, drill presses, boring mills, etc., of the latest pattern arc

built by the best machine tool builders. The heavier machines are, of

course, on foundations; the lighter machines are bolted to the concrete
floor; while the array of lighter tools are placed in the galleries. The
whole plant is operated with electric power, coming from a central sta-

tion. Further economy is gained through running the various machines
in groups. A Sturtevant heating and ventilating plant keeps the at-

mosphere clean and fresh, never permitting it to go below a temperature
of seventy degrees, even when the thermometer outside registers zero.

Capping the full length of the roof is a large electric sign, six-foot

letters forming "Disston Saws." which is visible at night for miles up
and down the Delaware. New Jersey, and over Tacony.

Mr. M. G. Curran, general manager of the British America Mills d

Timber Company, Limited, was in Toronto recently arranging eastern

connections for his company. The British America Mills <fc Timber
Company, Limited, have absorbed the Canadian interests of the Chicago
Lumber & Coal Company, one of the best known firms in the United
States. The British America Company will occupy the Chicago Lumber
A Coal Company's former offices in the seventh floor of the Union Bank
building, Winnipeg. This move is the result of the growth of the Chi-

cago Lumber A Coal Company's Canadian business, which necessitated

the formation of a Canadian company with a Dominion charter and with

head office at Winnipeg. Mr. S. H. Fullerton will be president; J. C.

Cremer. secretary; Frank Geopel. treasurer, all of St. Louis, Mo., who
hold similar offices with the Chicago Lumber & Coal Company. M. C.

Curran will be vice-president and general manager at Winnipeg ; there

will also be other Canadian directors. The new company expects to

operate very extensively in all western provinces, including Ontario.

A Creditable Display of Belting*.

The Dominion Belting Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.. made a

creditable display at the Canadian National Exhibition of their well

known "Maple Leaf" brand, stitched cotton duck belting, which they
claim is the strongest, truest running, and most economical belt on the

market. Being thoroughly waterproofed, it is equally good for indoor

or outdoor work. "Maple Leaf'" belting is made from the best quality

of duck, specially woven to their own formula, and is machine folded

:

the sewing is done with a special strong twine, and is lock-stitched.

"Maple Leaf" endless thresher belts, they claim, are superseding rub-
ber, costing much less, and proving more durable. Any size belte can
be made endless, on the large power machines used in the manufacture
of "Maple Leaf" belting.

The company also manufacture "Maple Leaf" belt dressing, for

keeping belts soft and pliable, preventing slipping, thus saving the con-

sequent loss of power. This dressing is equally good for any kind of

belting, leather, rubber, etc. The company are agents for the Jackson
belt lacing machines, also for the "Crescent" belt plates and rivets,

which, they claim, make the best joins, causing practically no friction

in going over pulleys.

The Jury of Awards who examined the exhibits and rendered deci-

sions on the saw displays at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. Seattle

Wash., had a very difficult job on its hancls. as there was keen compe-
tition for first honors among the four firms exhibiting. The jury was
composed of five men selected on account of their thorough knowledge
of the general steel business. All of them might be called experts in

their particular lines. Their deliberations required several days' time,

and the result which awarded to Simonds saws the grand prize and to

the other three an equal division of second prize, was based on careful

tests of the saws.

A report from Vancouver states that on October 1st lower grades,

dimension boards, shiplap, etc., are to advance $1 a thousand.
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Lumber and Sawmill Insurance
By using the facilities of this office the COST of insurance on your LUMBER and MILL property
will be MATERIALLY REDUCED without impairing the quality of your present indemnity. A
SUBSTANTIAL SAYING is possible because our experience as SPECIALISTS has taught us to direct
the property owner's efforts for PHYSICAL BETTERMENT of his property into the channels which
will result in RATE REDUCTIONS. We have also eliminated many forms of expense, thereby
SAVING to our policy holders unnecessary drains on our premium income.
If you are interested Write Us, and you will find that we are interested in you.

Lumber Insurance Company of New York
t 42 Central Chambers, OTTAWA
General Agent, E. D. HARDY

Only Lumber Specializing Company regularly
licensed under the Dominion Government

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta :

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man
Agents for Maritime Provinces :

J. G. RAINNIE.

The

Lombard Steam Log Hauler

We have one of

these haulers all

made and in our

Sherbrooke yards

for Exhibition pur-

poses, will be pleased

to have you call and

see it run for your-

self.

If unable to visit

us, write and we

will visit you or send

descriptive circulars.

Shall we mail you

a catalogue ?

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Montreal

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Gait Machine Knife Works

Machinery Knives
OP EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

WOODWORKING MACHINES
Send for Price List

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited - Gait, Ont.

Th«

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY Limited

Manufacturers of

Larrigans
Lumberman's and Prospector's Boots

Sporting Boots

Lumberman's Aprons
and Tanners of the Celebrated

English Oak Harness Leather
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LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock

Lumber and Dimension
=Timber

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint
] |

Sash, Doors,
Roofing

|
Write for Prices Blinds and

SheetingJ
( Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

Hew Edinburgh Mills Ottawa, Ontario

The Proper Place to Burn Your Sawdust, etc.,

Under Your Boilers or in Your Ovens
You can get it there WITH THE LEAST EXPENSE,

and are UTILIZING THE HEAT TO RUN YOUR MILL.
The old reliable Gordon Hollow Blast Grate gives as

good results with wet, green or frozen sawdust, etc., as
a draft grate gives with dry wood.

It adds from 25 to 50% to the efficiency of a boiler.

. It saves labor in firing.

It is so extremely durable that one set ordinarily
lasts as long as the mill is operated.

Indeed, it frequently happens that when the mill is

dismantled the outfit is sold at a good price to some
one else.

Over 6000 Sets in Daily Use.

Over 600 Testimonials.

Sold on Approval.

Thirty days allotted for trial,

counting from day outfit is installed or first used. In
case of rejection,

WE PAY THE FREIGHT BOTH WAYS.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Greenville - Michigan

EDGINGS
Ontario.

Fire recently destroyed C. N. Clendenning's planing mil) at Niagara Falls,
Ont. $25,000 worth of lumber and machinery were burnt.

The new box factory of Graves, Bigwood & Company at Byng Inlet, on
Georgian bay, is in operation and is found to be of much service in working up
lumber so short that it is not profitable to ship it any distance.

Edward 0. Babcock, manager of the St. Catharines Wood & Supply Com-
pany, of Thorold, Ont., announces that plans have almost been completed for
a new company to locate on the United States side of the river as a branch of
the Thorold company.

It is estimated that the mills in the Georgian Hay district will cut 550,-
000,000 feet the present season. The Spanish Boom & Slide Company will
handle a total of about 150,000,000 feet of logs. The season has been favorable
lor log rafting, as there was a good stage of water for driving purposes in the
spring.

Tenders will be received by J. A McDonald, purchasing agent for the Can-
adian Locomotive Company, Limited, Kingston, Out., until October 15th, for
40,000 lineal feet wharf timber, ash, elm, hemlock, tamarac or poplar, to be
not less than twelve inches at large end, ten inches small end, in lengths of
twenty feet and upwards

;
to be delivered at Kingston not later than Janu-

ary 1st, 1910.

The steamships "Kongo" and "India" have just discharged at Fort Wil-
liam, Ont., their cargoes of hemlock timber, and Messrs. Mason, Gordon &
Company report that these vessels will probably make two more trips each this
lull, carrying similar cargoes. This timber will be used in connection with the
other extensive improvements that are being made at Fort William and Port
Arthur in order to facilitate the handling of the grain from the Northwest.

The sash and door factory belonging to Mr. John Donaldson, of Almonte,
Ont., was destroyed by fire on Sept. 23 about midnight. Loss about $7,000.
The flames when noticed had filmed considerable headway, and when the fire
brigade arrived the structure was doomed. Mr. Donaldson states that the
machinery was valued at $5,000, and the building at $1,500. About $200
worth of lumber that was in the mill was also destroyed. The cause of the
blaze is a mystery. The insurance will be about $2,000.

The Canadian Northern and Canadian Pacific Railways are reported to be
requesting the Ontario Government to set apart under lease large tracts of
Ontario's Crown timber land to supply them with material for ties. It is also
reported that other railways may make similar applications. According to the
report, the railways ask that the timber cutting rights on certain areas, to
be designated, be accorded them on the regulation assessment dues and under
the existing Crown regulations. It is believed that they have expressed a
willingness, should the privilege asked be accorded them, to confine the cutting
solely to timber of the growth needed for the making of railroad ties.

Eastern Provinces.
A large planing mill will be erected at Montreal by Friedman Bros.
Stephen Bros.' sawmill, at Windsor Junction, N.S., with all its machinery,

was recently destroyed by fire. Loss, $8,000.

Mason, Gordon & Company have just chartered two steam vessels to oper-
ate during the next spring and to carry the firm's supply of southern pine from
Savannah and Brunswick, Ga., to Gaspe and Grande River, Que.

William Currie & Company, Limited, have sold their mill property and
timber limits at Charlo, N.B., to the Credit Foncier Canadian, of Providence,
R.I. The business will be run as formerly and a large mill will be erected to
manufacture spruce.

S. Vaughan & Company, of St. John, N.B., have sold their large saw-
mills and timber lands to a Swedish-Canadian lumber company, of which Norden
Posebank, Northumberland county, is manager. The mills include what was
known as McLeod mills.

It is stated that the interests controlling the Berlin Mills property in New
Hampshire are planning to install a print paper mill plant at La Tuque, Que.
It is also reported that the International Paper Company has prepared plans
for numerous mills in Canada.

About 24,000 feet of lumber belonging to R. B. Bishop and two tenement
houses were recently destroyed by fire at Robertson Station, Que., on the
Quebec Central Railway. The loss is estimated at $10,000. The fire is thought
to have caught from boys smoking cigarettes among the lumber piles.

Mason, Gordon & Company recently secured an order for the supply of
timber for the construction of the new gates at the "Soo," Ont. They will be
built of fir and oak, the former being from 16 inches to 18 inches thick, and from
31 inches to 36 inches wide, all 37 feet long. The oak will also be of a large
size and is being brought from points in Indiana and Ohio. As over 1,000,000
feet of timber will be required for this work, the contract is an exceptionally
difficult one to fill.

In a few days the Chaudiere dam, erected to supply power for the Eddy
and Booth mills, will be completed. It now only lacks the stop log winch. This
weighs 25 tons, and is constructed so as to lift 35 tons. The corporation of
Hull has decided that the dam is so beneficial to its water service that it will
not levy any tax, though the improvement is worth a quarter of a million
dollars. The water has been so high this season that it has never been neces-
sary to utilize all the stop logs provided.

R. C. Mason, of New York, recently visited Halifax, accompanied by W.
Seward Webb, jr. Mr. Mason is interested in a proposed merger of Nova Sco-
tia lumber properties. He says that the money is available in Chicago for
underwriting the bonds of the company to the extent of between $5,000,000 and
$6,000,000, if it is shown that an aggregate output of 200,000,000 feet annually
can be produced by the combined company. The present lumber output in Nova
Scotia is 150,000,000 feet. Mr. Mason has been at work on this proposal most
of the summer, but he does not say whether it is likely to be consummated,
though he thinks it perfectly feasible.

The Riordon Paper Mills, Limited, of Montreal, owning timber limits in'
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Quebec and pulp and paper nulls at Haw keslmry, Out., and Merritton, Ont.,
and G. H. Perley it Company, of Ottawa, owning limits and sawmills in Que-
bec, have combined their properties. The capital will be about $3,500,000, and
the new company will own about 1,300 square miles of pulpwood country on the
Rouge river in Quebec. The new tirm will be called "The Riordon Paper Com-
pany, Limited," and will produce newspaper and building paper, sulphite
pulp, spruce and hardwood lumber, and clapboards. Considerable develop-
ments will be undertaken in the near future.

The Provincial Department of Lands, Forests and Mines has received a
communication from Senator W. C. Edwards, head of the Edwards Lumber
Company, calling attention to the advent of what is commonly called the spruce
bud worm, among the growing spruce up the Gatineau river. Que. The depart-
ment was notified that the Dominion Entomologist has been sent to investigate
and has reported that so far not much damage has been done, Quebec alone
suffering, but that the utmost care must be taken to prevent a spread. Mr.
Aubrey White, Deputy Minister of Lands for Ontario, has instructed the pro-
vincial forest rangers to investigate and report whenever there are any evidences
of the pest. Great ravages have been wrought in the spruce forests of Maine
from this cause, and the Government of that State has spent thousands of dol-

lars in its efforts to combat the pest. So far Ontario's timber has escaped.

The E. P>. Eddy Company, Hull. Que., have erected a conveyor to carry
and distribute wood along 500 feet of ground between their sawmill and factory.

The carriers start at an elevation of GO feet, and descend till the ground is

reached, 500 feet away. The device is to save hauling, and by its use four
teams and fifteen men can be dispensed with. The structure is all steel, and
will be run by an electric motor. The wood is delivered from the butting saw
into carriers, and is dropped from the conveyances into traps at intervals. The
great height is provided so that it can be piled to suit the requirements. The
Eddy Company is pi-i^ressive in installing labor saving devices. Its auto-
mobile trucks used for delivering paper save a few teams and men. The me-
chanical carriers are being erected by the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, of

Montreal,

Western Canada.

A new sash and door factory is to be built at Victoria, B.C., by Hurdick
Brothers.

The Beaver Lumber Company have purchased a site at Portage la Prairie

for the extension of their plant.

The Robinson A McKenzie Lumber Company will erect a mill at Kam-
loops, B.C., if a site can be secured.

The B. F. Graham Lumber Company has announced its intention of con-
structing at Victoria, B.C., in the near future, a sawmill with a dailv capacitv
of 100,000 feet.

If a site can be secured, the Cranbrook mill people will erect a plant cost-

ing over $100,000 at Kamloops. B.C. In addition, they will also put in a sash
and door factory and a casket factory.

J. C. Ryan, H. Witherspoon and J. R. Cassin, of Spokane, have incor-

porated the Beaver Lumber Company, with a capital of $250,000. Timber is

held on the Duncan river in the Kootonay, with more along the Fraser river.

A logging contract of considerable importance to the town of Nakusp, B.C.,
has been entered into between Lindsley Bros. Company, of Spokane, and A.
Criel & Hartling, of Nakusp, whereby the latter will take off all the timber on
1,200 acres of land on the lake shore south of the town.

W. E. Simpson, of Iowa Falls, Iowa, a couple of years ago invested in

timber on the southwest coast of Vancouver Island. Recently he sold it to F.
L. Peck, of Scranton. Pa., president of the United States Lumber Company, for

$200,000. He is said to have netted 500 per cent, on his investment.

The Canadian Pacific Sulphite Company, at Swanson Bay, was successful in

getting the contract this year for spruce oar stock for the British Admiralty.
This company has also cut some fine clear spruce timbers for a shipbuilding
company in Glasgow, some single pieces of which contain 1,000 feet.

Mr. W. I. Paterson, of the Paterson Timber Company, Vancouver, B.C..
is considering the establishing of a plant at Vancotiver for the extraction of
alcohol from wood refuse. Mr. Paterson made a trip to Europe early in the
present year to look into methods in use there, and is now in touch with the
scientists in Chicago who claim to have solved the problem.

Word comes from Portland, Ore., of the sale through James D. Lacey &
Company, there, of about 2,000,000,000 feet of standing timber in the Salmon
river district of Vancouver Island, to C. A. Buchner, of Hamburg, Ark. ; C. V.
Edgar, of Boulder, Col., and associates, who took over the interests of Harry
E. Hopper, Charles E. Bentley and others. The timber is said to be excep-
tionally fine even for that region and runs chiefly to yellow fir and cedar. James
D. Lacey & Company are making detailed estimates, and it is said that addi-
tional purchases by the same parties will probably follow.

Vancouver business men are receiving and making large shipments by the
Tehuantapec Railway across Mexico, affording a short cut between the At-
lantic and Pacific. Among the shippers have been several lumbermen and
shingle manufacturers, who found it profitable to route consignments that way
when filling orders for the Eastern States. The opinion is generally expressed
that when the Panama Canal is finished lumbermen in British Columbia will
be placed in a peculiarly fortunate position for filling foreign orders and that a
large demand for the products of the British Columbia forests will spring up as
soon as the canal is opened.

Mr. Max. Macgovvan, of Macgowan & Company, Vancouver, reports that
a considerable impetus may be expected in the lumber trade between Vancouver
and New Zealand and Australia. The chief item of interest in this line, Mr.
Macgowan stated, had to do with the added amount of idle tonnage which would
be available on Puget Sound and British Columbia waters with the arrival on
this coast shortly of all of the seven British steamers chartered by the United
States Government to carry coal from the Atlantic to the navy yard at Bremer-
ton. It was to be noted that, whereas lumber rates to Svdney and the Anti-
podes had been very low for nearly a year, almost at the minimum, the arrival
of these extra vessels, making idle tonnage beyond the demand, would serve to
keep the rates low and act strongly as a stimulus for the lumber trade. The
average lumber rates offered for steamers to Sydney is 30s., while sailers re-
ceive 31s. 3d. as an average. The increasing inquiries for lumber from Au-
stralia and New Zealand ports showed that the business was rapidly improving
in that direction. For the past 'four or five months there had been very little
movement in the lumber market toward the Antipodes, whereas from now on it

could be expected that the usual three ships a month would leave Puget Sound
and British Columbia waters under special charter for Australia.

FOR

British Columbia Timbers
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Fir, Cedar and Spruce
(RAIL OR CARGO SHIPMENTS)

Communicate with the

Imperial Timber & Trading Co., Ltd.
P. O. Drawer 930 VANCOUVER, B. C.

If you are in the market for

Chestnut
get prices on 400 M fe. t eacli 4 '4

and 6 \ Sound Wormy and No. 2
Common, 200 M teet each b 4 and 8 4No 2 Common and Better; weaUo
have 2 cars Common and Better.

How are you fixed on

Red Oak
We have about 6 cars each 6/4 and
8 4 No. 1 Common and Better and
100 M feet 8 4 No. j Common -all
dry and good lengths and width

Get an order in early tor quartered

White Oak
We only have 2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com-
mon and better

There is a lot of

Yellow Poplar
at one of our outside points

—

S to 6 cars 5/8 No. 1 Common
2 to 3 cars 5/8 No. 1 and No. 2.

2 cars y% ,
18" and over

t car ya . No. 1 and Better
100 M feet 4/4, No. 2 Common

You can get a good price on this
Common and Better

Ash
2 cars each, 4/4, ^'4 6/4 8/4, 10/4, 12/4
and 16/4, also 1 car 5/4 No. 1 and
No. 2 white, containing 2bout 20% or
more 12" and over wide—good tough
stock.

Another chance on Heart Rived

Cypress Shingles
300 M each 6 x 20 and 7 x 24. Can
ship immediately.

Ask us about our Log run

Bass
We have about 4 cars each 4/4 and
8/4--mills culls out— runnin g from
S°% to 60';' No. 1 Common a"d Bet-
ter.

If you are in the market for

Cherry
get prices on 2 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com-
mon and 1 car 4/4 Common and Bet-
ter.

Attractive price on

Carload of Assorted
Hardwood

83 to goX Maple—balance Beech and
Birch. Must be shipped quickly.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices: Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St. .. . , .

Yards : Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. * hlladelphia, Pa.

JEFFREY
Conveyers

are the best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Ties,

Pulpwood, Refuse, etc.

See Catalog No. T 57 B.

The IaIA^ayt \HCrr fsivMwtvtwr Canadian Office and Works

:

Jettrey IVItg. tompany, Montreal
Main Office and Works: Columbus, Ohio
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Without Stopping the Machine
or changing any of the adjustments, you can true the knives on both heads on a Woods
planer in less than three minutes. You can do it a dozen times and still take no more time
than is usually given to a single job of filing in the old fashioned way.

Like all other Woods machines the No. 24 Special Fast Feed Planer and Matcher is equipped

It works 9, 15, 18, 24 or 30 inches wide by 6 inches thick.with the Truing Devices

S. A. Woods Machine Company - Boston
The Planer Specialists

Chicago
New Orleans

Atlanta
Seattle

A Day's Run
of

The Shimer Cutter Heads
On your matcher or.moulder will convince you of their ability to pro-
duce neatly formed single tongue and groove flooring in sufficient
quality to make their use interesting. The cross-grain and the knot
take better finish by reason of the alternate clearance cut, for making
of which these tools embody special features.

The cutters work in pairs, dividing the cut into upper and lower
series upon the head, operating alternately, thereby reducing the
tendency to tear out the fibrous or knotty portions of the board.
Their careful, systematic construction reduces the labor of keeping
the heads and bits in perfect order, and in many mills they have
been known to SAVN THEIR COST IN A DAY'S RUN.

May we show you by actual test what they can do for you:' We
send them to responsible lumbermen anywhere on trial. Address

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons, Gait Ont.
Branch of Milton, I'll,., (J. S. A.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

$20 a Day Profit orv
$100 Investmervt

The DeLoach "Mustang" Shingle Mill
will cut 10,000 Shingles per day with 4 H. V. and 20,000 with 8 H. P.

and give you as smooth shingle as turned out by any machine on
earth that costs $300.

It is all steel and durable for a lifetime. The Carriage has ball-
bearings, and a coil spring at each end, insuring a Quick and
Easy Stroke.

Write for catalog of 254 pages describing Saw Mills, Shingle
Mills, Planers, Gang Edgers, Trimmers, Lath Mills, Corn Mills,
Flour Mdls, Corn Crushers, Water AVheels, Engines, Boilers and
Gasoline Engines.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co.
Box 509

Bridgeport, Ala.
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The Dunbar Steam Logging Engines

Patented in Canada and U.S.A. Dunbar Logging Engine.

With all large operators log moving is a question of

importance, and, in long hauls, one of expense. Dunbar
Logging Engines are designed for heavy service in

logging operations and built by men who know what
the demands are and appreciate the conditions under
which they must work. Upwards 150,000 feet of lum-
ber can be hauled by the "Dunbar" over snow or

ice roads.

This machine cannot be compared with horses. It

will do the work of forty teams, and do it quicker and
better. To meet competition successfully, you must
have modern equipment. Why not let us explain the
Dunbar? Our descriptive circular and photos will

be -eut upon request and all information cheerfully

furnished.

The Dunbar Shingle Machine which we also con-

struct is a superior contrivance and is the most
pi ofitable machine on the market for the manufacture
of shingles.

The Alex. Dunbar & Sons Co., Limited
Woodstock, N. B.

LOGGING TOOLS
Our Catalogues will Interest You

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

Skidders Loaders
Powerful, Strong and
Economical in Operation

Our Skidders and Loaders are in successful operation
under almost every condition met by loggers to-day.

Russel

Logging Cars
Strength Capacity

Durability

The Standard among Progressive Loggers
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Lower the Cost

Increase the Output

Hawfj/om
TRADE MARK

Induction Motors

will surely do that in your lumber-

mill — or any other - Because

Hawthorn Induction Motors naturally must de-

crease the operating cost of any saw, any planer,

any machine whatever, inasmuch as they not only

increase the speed of the machine, but keep that speed

the same whatever the load, and make that machine
easier to operate because they give positive and
instant control of stopping and starting. Incidentally

there is no waste of power when the machine stands

idle during working time.

I fawthorn Induction

Motors also must

surely lessen your out-

lay for power, mater-

ially—Because

the direct drive of a Hawthorn Motor, applied

exactly when and where it is needed, utilizes all that

horse-power otherwise lost by belt-drives and shaft-

ing. Often that lost power amounts to fifty per cent.

Pay you to save that much, wouldn't it?

Duilt in such a practical way,

and so shielded, that shav-

ings, dust, chips, cannot pos-

sibly work into the mechanism.

Nothing to bother over about a

Hawthorn Induction Motor.

Take time NOW to send for Bulletin 507. It will

perhaps give you new light on the lumberman's power-
problem. Glad to mail it to you when you write to

our nearest branch, as below:

NORTHERN ELECTRIC
Manufacturer! and Suppliers of all apparatus and
equipment used in the construction, operation and
Maintenance of Telephone and Power Plants

Toronto
60 Front Street West

Montreal
Cor. Notre Dameand Guy Streets

Regina

Winnipeg1

599 Henry Avenue

Vancouver
424 Seymour Street

No Need to go out of Canada for your

Biowers
Exhauster, Exhaust Systems

Dry Kilns

Trucks or Heating Plants

We make them and make them

good too.

Ask for references and descriptive

matter, we have lots of them.

The Dominion Heating &
Ventilating Co.

Hespeler ... Ont.

The cheapestway to skid andload logs is by steam power. The

Universal Logger
is a combined two line skidder and loader with
separate engine for loading with steel skidding
boom and steel swinging loading boom.
It is self-propelling, spots its own cars and moves
rapidly from point to point, saving time and the
usual switching expense.
Ample water tank capacity is located between the
trucks, and the frame is constructed to permit
empty cars to pass through the machine for load-
ing by means of its own power.
This machine is especially adapted for light steel

or wooden rails.
May We Send Catalogue ?

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Sole Manufacturers of the McGIFFERT and DECKER Patent Self-Propelling

Steam Logging Machinery.

Duluth, Minn. C-io?
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DISSTON

Saws, Tools and Files
Made
Sold
Used ON MERIT

And the Confidence placed in the Quality and Efficiency of the DISSTON BRAND shall

be as well-deserved in the future as it has been during- the past SIXTY-NINE YEARS.

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.
Canadian Works:

112 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, CANADA

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

Philadelphia, Pa.

Snow Ploughs BrazelPatent
Known in every Camp from the Atlantic to the Pacific, as the most satisfactory Snow Plough made.

COMBINATION MODEL, LUMBERMAN'S SNOW PLOUGH, CAN BE USED
EITHER WITH OR WITHOUUT RUT CUTTER.

One man to operate. Adjusting wheels close together make change for light or heavy work in an instant. Wines placed to
k™iP,^c,L W1^ th

-T
s£sh

.
tra<* or

,

narrower if desired. Height of Mouldboards prevent snow fal ing bac\ ^n tracfc

?n£ l x
P1°UghS

f
™\ 6

,

W
\
der than logging sleighs, roll snow outside track and away from roadway. Cut off knfllsffll up hoesand leave a perfectly level road. Cut off dirt and manure from an ice road leaving a clean roadbed. Roll up and push entirelvaway from the road, 12" of loose snow each time the plough passes over. P entirely

Sold on their merits. Strongly built and orfirst class material. Well finished and fully guaranteed.
Illustrated Catalogue and Prices on application.

SOLE RIGHT OF MANUFACTURE AND SALE IN CANADA CONTROLLED BY

The Wilkinson Plough Company
Limited

Toronto Canada
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Beardmore Leather Belting
72 inch 3 ply 175 feet long

The Largest Leather Belt ever made
in Canada

Made only of Extra Selected No. i Packer Steer

Hides, Oak Tanned

Beardmore Extra Waterproof Cement Leather

Belting for the Wet Places in Pulp, Paper and Saw

Mills, Etc.

The Maximum of Stretch is taken out of Beardmore

Belting by improved appliances, without impairing its life.

Every belt guaranteed as to quality of material and

workmanship.

Large Stocks Carried at all Branches

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank St., Ottawa, Ont. Woods Western Building. Cor. Market and Louise Sts., Winnipeg-, Man.

FLECK BROS., Limited, 443 Pender Street West, Vancouver, B.C.

MOWRY & SONS, Gravenhurst, Ont.
We Can Supply Your Wants in

Saw Mill Machinery, Saw Carriages, any
size, Niggers, Kickers, Loaders, Edgers

Trimmers, Slash Tables, etc.
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Saw Machinery
We manufacture under our own Patents the

most Complete Line of

Automatic Saw Sharpeners

Saw Stretchers - Retoothers

Shears - Swages
and all ncccsary appliances for the Filing- Room

Covel Manufacturing Company
Benton Harbor, Mich.

The Covel No 00 for Heavy Band Saws

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.
AGENTS FOR CANADA

Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

For Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In %, and 1 Cord Capacity—Extra Strong of Thor-
oughly Seasoned Hardwood and Bolted Throughout.

DoMlNlOHWROUGHTlRONWHi|||ii
Csu.ua.Ont.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in Trains or Singly for Platform Work.

Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co.
Limited

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,

lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

Reliable
Veterinary
Remedies
No logging outfit is complete without a

supply of reliable veterinary remedies.
Getting the wrong kind means the loss

of the use of your horses when time is

valuable.

Johnson's Veterinary Remedies
are guaranteed never to fail when used
as directed. You get your money back if

they ever do.
They are

Johnson's Horae Liniment No. i.

A penetrating Alcoholic Liniment.
Put up in one gallon jugs, with full
directions, per imperial gal. $4.50

Johnson's Horae Liniment No. 3.
A combination of the best oils used
as liniments, imp. gallon . 93.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy.
A sure and speedy cure for colic
Imperial gallon $5.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Oint-
ment.
Positively the best all-round healing
ointment made. In use by the larg-
est owners of horse flesh in Canada.
Put up in 2 lb tins, each . . Ja.as
or in 5i lb tins, per dozen . . $3.50

Johnson's Condition Powders. (Con-
centrated).
Put up in bulk, per lb . . . . 30c.

These goods being put up in bulk are
more economical than others, as cost of
bottling, etc., is saved.

CAMP REMEDIES.
In addition to our Veterinary Reme-

dies we make a line of medicines for lum-
bermen, including a strong, penetrating
liniment, healing ointment, cholera cure,
liver pills, cough syrup, in fact anything
in the form of Camp Drug Supplies. We
know that there are no better remedies
made than those we offer. There may be
others nearly as good, but they lack our
guarantee. Satisfaction or money back.
A trade discount of 10% allowed off all

orders amounting to Jioo.

Send postal for printed matter.

A. H. JOHNSON
Wholesale Druggist

Colli ngwood, Ont.

RUBBER BELTING

for Transmitting,

Elevating and

Conveying.

Rubber

Hose

for Water, Steam,

Air Suction, and

Fire Protection.

The

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co,
of Toronto, Limited

Head Offices : 47 Yonge Street, TORONTO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

Boiler Efficiency
The efficiency of your boiler hinges upon the grate

service and the consequent cost of steam production.

The "Cyclone" Shaking
and Dumping Grate Bar

is adapted to soft or anthracite coal, screenings,

etc.—producing a constant steam pressure with

any fuel. No other device can evaporate an

equal volume of water at so low a cost.

The points of the "Cyclone" deserve investigation

by every party interested in expense reduction.

For full information

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co.
Limited

36 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO

DA II C Tramway*, Siding*, Etc.
llnlLO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

If
YOti* ism WORTH
ADVERTISING.

A^FORSALE;

The . . .

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO., Limited

Head Office: TORONTO

HIGHEST GRADES OF

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

AND ALL

PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS

The M. Brennen

& Sons Mfg. Co.

Limited

Hamilton - Canada

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont

Yard, and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont.
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Wire Rope
" ACME " brand

Highest grade of hoist-

ing rope made Extra
tensile strength for

heavy work.

Use Greening's Rope Grease for lubrication

The B. Greening Wire Company
HAMILTON, ONT. Limited MONTREAL. QUE.

HUTHER. BROS. PATENT GROOVER. OR. DADO HEADFor cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to j inches or over

ThU^ 5k^JS ny
,

L
T,

ula
.

r S
'T

Mat
f
na\ W '." cut ".perfect groove with or across the grain,inis is the onl> Dado Head on the market that givea entire satisfaction on all classes of work Noscrew adjustment. For different width grooves, simply remove or add inside cutters. Sold by buildersand dealers ot wood working machinery in all parts of the United States. Will send on approval in

Hrtfi™ uo^eny S^Vr "\a.i
e °" A"'

marke,: if not ,he be»« retu™ »« our expense.
aDProval -

r:.

TH
.
ER- BROS-. SAW MFG. CO.. Inc.. . .70 University Ave.. Rochester N.Y.. manufacturersCircular Saws. Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box Cutters. Concave Saws etc

manuiaciurers

Cranbrook Sash and

Door Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DOWELL DOORS, INTERIOR FINISH
WINDOWS, TURNINGS, BRACKETS

DETAIL WORK A SPECIALTY

Lumber Shingles

Lath
Shipments in Straight or Mixed

Carloads.

Address Cranbrook, B.C.

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

I

Hart Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guarante -d the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
44« Barton Street East

HAMILTON

We Make All Kinds of

Machinery and Tools

for the Care of Saws

The sectional view of our swage shows our new spring
bracket which permits the swage to tip forward during the
operation of swaging. In this bracket we have preserved
our compact construction features. It is practically as strong
as a solid bracket, is impossible to get out of order, and is

easily adjusted to give any amount of spring desired, or to
be rigid and allow no spring.

This new feature of Hanchett Swages still further in-

creases the efficiency of a swage which without this improve-
ment has for a number of years been quite generally con-
ceded to have the lead over any other swage manufactured.
The spring bracket, in conjunction with the action of Han-
chett dies, proves unusually effective in bending the tooth
forward so that it may be faced perfectly with little grinding.

Sectional View of Hanchett Band Saw Swage.
(Patented January 5, 1909.)

With this spring bracket with its perfect adjustments, added
to the unusually wide range of adjustment of Hanchett
swages, the filer can swage his saws to a nicety, and adjust
his swage to place the points just where he wants them, and
get any amount of hook wanted.

These brackets will fit all the old Hanchett Swages, so
that our old customers can avail themselves of this improve-
ment by purchasing from us the new spring bracket.

We absolutely guarantee our swages and all swage
parts, and any part furnished by us which fails to be per-
fect in every respect, both in workmanship and material,
will be promptly replaced by us without charge.

Let us send you our New 1909 Catalog No. 18. It is the

most comprehensive and up-to-date Filing Room Catalog
in existence. It will interest you. : : : : :

Hanchett Swage Works
BIG RAPIDS, MICH., U.S.A.

Hanchett Swages Do Good Work
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The

Maple Leaf Saw Works
Shurly <fe Dietrich

GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular Saws

Gang Saws

Mill Saws

Band Saws

Cross-Cut Saws

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hand Saws

Buck Saws

Plastering Trowels

Butcher Saws

Straw Knives

Maple Leaf Saw Set
MANUFACTURED BY

SHURLY & DIETRICH, Gait, Ont.

Directions.—Place the set on the point of tooth, as shown in the accom-
panying cut, and strike a very light blow with a tack hammer. If

you require more set, file the tooth with more bevel.

If you follow directions you cannot make a mistake. Be sure and not
strike too hard a blow, and it will set the hardest saw. On receipt
of 40 cents we will send one by mail.

We are the only manufacturers in the world who
export Saws in large quantities to the

United States.

GROUND THIN ON BACK
Save Labor Save Gumming

Save Time Save Files

Tbis Saw Stands Without a Rival
AND IS THE

FASTEST CUTTING SAW IN THE WORLD!

Its Superiority consists in its Excellent Temper. It

is made of " Razor Steel," which is the finest ever used in

the manufacture of Saws. We have the sole control of

this steel. It is tempered by our secret process, which
process gives a keener cutting- edge and a toughness to

the steel which no other process can approach.

We Manufacture

HIGH GRADE BAND SAWS
Of All Widths and Lengths.

These Saws are made of Refined Razor Steel, and tempered by our Secret

Process ; for Fine Finish and Temper are not excelled.
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JUST OUT

The New Waterous Band Mill

The latest most

up-to-date mills

oa the market.

Upper guide of

patented safety

law centre
swing design

quick vertical

and horizontal

adjustment. Is

fitted with quick

opening device

;

is water cooled

and non-break-

able.

Upper guide
arm raised and

lowered by
power mechan-

Lower saw guide

designed on same

principle as up-

per to swing
around centre of

saw. Is quick

opening and un-

d e r control o f

tail sawyer.

8 ft., 9 ft., 10 ft., Sizes—Single and Double Cutting

Cut of 8'

—

Double Cutting.

The product of

our 50 years ex-

perience in saw-

mill business.

Columns solid,

rigid, giving
wide range of

adjustment t o

upper wheels.

Upper wheel

raised and low-

ered by jack
screws and
gearing.

Tensioning de-

vice acts inde-

pendently of

position of up-

per wheel and

removes all jar

from saw by

patented s e 1 f-

cushioning ten-

sion weights.

Tilting Device Improved and Simplified. Cross Lining Adjustments also Supplied.
Frame very Heavy and Extends Completely Around Mill.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL BULLETIN DESCRIBING THESE MACHINES

Waterous Engine Works Co.
Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited

Winnipeg, Man. Brantford, Canada B. C. Agency : H. B. Gilmour,
Vancouver



FOR LUMBERMEN WE BELIEVE
YOU WILL READ THIS ADVERTISEMENT.

It has then served its purpose. We want to ask you a question and will confidently leave the answer to you.

DO YOU THINK YOUR INSURANCE RATES TOO HIGH ?

We have a plan that will reduce your rates and invite you to correspond with us, we will be glad to explain.

ASK FOR OUR ADDITIONAL LINE PROPOSITION.
Would you not feel safer with from $1,000 to $10,000 additional protection? Suppose you have a fire to-night,

would your present insurance put you on a sound business basis again P Write us to-day, now that you
have read this advertisement before you forget.

Lumber Underwriters

BY LUMBERMEN

FIRE INSURANCE 66 Broadway, NEW YORK, N.Y. REDUCED RATES

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWN

'EXTRA'

MONTREAL TORONTO

WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Veneered

Doors
Each door we manufacture is made from kiln and
air dried stock, carefully machined and finished

and represents the best value on the market.

We stock in a variety of woods and designs,

ensuring prompt and satisfactory service. :: :;

Newel Posts - Staved Columns

In our Staved Colonial Columns a "V" Locked

Joint is employed, giving a larger gluing sur-

face and preventing all possibility of shrinkage

or checking :: :: :: ::

All Orders to

Batts Limited
48 Pacific Avenue - West Toronto

44Trident" Steel Loading Chains
These Chains are made with extra long lapped, self locking, swelled welds.
The very best Chains for log conveyors, decking, log haul ups, hoisting, loading, etc.

PINK'S PEAVEY HANDLES in select split Rock Maple are the Standard everywhere.

REAL'S PATENT TONGS for handling pulpwood, ties, or light logs of any kind.

THOMAS PINK, Pembroke, Ont
Manufacturer of Logging Tools
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney& Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

We Cannot Compel You
to Come in—But

your decision after full investigation

will be correct and satisfactory to us.

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

40% of the premium now paid back to Policy Holders.

Nine - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies

We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
METAl HAMILTON, ONT.'

FOR COOL BEARINGS

We Guarantee Every Belt

" D.K." Balata

Genuine Oak

BELTING
D. K. McLAREN, Limited

Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
109-311 Craig West »oo King West 418 Abbott St.

QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.
j 1 St. Peter St. . 64 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts', Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. (Si SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents.Awnings, Flags. Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets. Grey Blankets, Nose Bags. Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags. Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER. <a SONS
Cor. George. King& Water Sts., Peterborough.Ont , Can

THE GREAT BELT
BEATS ALL RIVAL8 EVERY TIME

Strength
TXniformity
reliability
Endurance

99

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.
SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Start. MONTREAL,

WATeRPR0OF LEATHER BELTING FOR THE
WET PLACES."* the SAWMILLPH IB I

•MONTREAL':

TORONTO;
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Reliable Carriages
Built in four sizes, opening 33 in., 40 in., 47 in. and 54 in.

Can be furnished with or without steam set works.

These carriages are specially built for fast and accurate cutting, and are fully

guaranteed in every way.

Pacific Coast Carriages are built to open 60 in., 66 in. and 72 in.

Some machines we know how to make: Log Handling
Machinery, Band Mills, Carriages, Steam Feeds, Steam Set Works,
Edgers, Trimmers, Slashers, Gangs, Gang Circulars, Lath and
Shingle Mill Machinery, Engines and Boilers.

It is not too soon to get prices for any new machinery you will need for next season.

British Columbia Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver, B. C.
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J. B. MILLER, President w r ttmoatt cW. K. IINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

The

Parry Sound Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Pine, Hemlock and
Hardwood Lumber

VIEW OF OUR MILLS AT PARRY SOUND, ONT.

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.
Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

Traders Bank Building,

Phone Main 1016

HEAD OFFICE:

Toronto, Ont Telegraph Codes :

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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W. E. LOUNT
360 Berkeley St., TORONTO

Lumber Salesman, Inspector

and Arbitrator

Pine, Hemlock, Hardwoods, Lath
and Shingles.

Lists and consignments solicited.
Will sell on salaryor commission.
Inspection contracts wanted

—

charges moderate. Fifteen years
experience as salesman and
inspector. Satisfaction guar-
anteed.

Muir & Terry
Wholesale Lumbeh

White and Red
Pine, Spruce,
Shingles, and
Lath

408 Confederation Life Bldg.

TORONTO

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited
PEMBROKE - ONT.

Dimension Timber. Joisting

Rough and Dressed Lumber

Lath, Shingles and Pickets

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, B. C.

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Quartered White Oak
Nice Flaky Stuff

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative, LONDON, ONT.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawn Lumber, Lath, Sash,

Doors and Factory Material

Dimension Bill Stuff in

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Hemlock Timber
at Sprucedale

34 pes. lOx lOx 10 22 pes. 12x12x10
47 << lOx lOx 12 42 << 12x12x12
16 M 10x10x14 15 << 12x12x14
7

<« 10x10x16 14 << 12x 12 xl6
5

<< 10x10x18 10 « 12x12x18
1

« lOx 10x20

There is 27,316 feet in the above lot,

which we want to MOVE QUICKLY

Long Lumber Company
HAMILTON, ONT.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

OHINGLES^ ¥ UMBER
Lath

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

LEAK & CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Write us for special price on

18ft.2xl0*12in.

DRY NORWAY

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill
Stuff. We have also stocks of Ash, Elm,
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting. Try a car df our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX, XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICE :

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building-

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and
sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184

KLOG STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

1 SUPERIOR MFC. C0.LT?
RUBBER & STEFL STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT.
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Interior of Saw Mill at Cache Bay, Ont

"Quality" is our Watchword
The finest Pine Timber in Northern Ontario and Mills equipped in the most
modern way possible enable our highly skilled workmen to perform their re-

spective tasks to the best advantage. Every board is properly sawn, edged
and trimmed. Try us when in the market for

Rough or Dressed Norway and White Pine Lumber
Railroad and Structural Timbers

Flooring, Ceiling, Moulding, Siding, Cross Arms, etc.

With a daily capacity of 190,000 feet of lumber, 65,000 pieces of lath, besides box
boards, pickets, etc., we are in a position to fill orders of any size without delay.

George Gordon & Company, Limited
Cache Bay - - Ontario
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of •

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John

Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.

and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, /-v /-v
Hochelaga Bank Buildinr l^UeDeC, l^UC

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOGU,
President.

JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM.
Vice-President.

Wholesale Dealers Only

A. H. MACABE,
Secretary.

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang Limited

SPECIAL DRIVE

Red Pine Flooring Strips-Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1212 Traders Bank Chambers - TORONTO
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

J L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,

Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, TADAMTO fMMT
(Telephone Main 6244). * ^-TVvJl^ l\J, V^ll 1 .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, On t

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath - Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty
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CAMERON & CO., L
MANUFACTURERS

JMITED
MANUFACTURERS

TIMBER

POLES

LUMBER pine

SPRUCE

,
._„ HEMLOCK

LATH CEDAR
BIRCH

SHINGLES basswood POSTS

MILL AND YARD: OPEONCO. OHT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, ONT.

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA

K A S T K H N

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W EST E H X

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

WANTED—Three or four carloads of 3* x 7* and up x 12/16' Sound
Red Oak, hearts accepted it' five from rot.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Sellers of

White Pine, Red
Pine and Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Selling Agents fob Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street - OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & GO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-
ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West ... MONTREAL

SPRUCE
A large and assorted stock of
8 in., 1 in., \\ in., 2 and 3 in.
in rnillrun or 'cull, well manu-
factured and dry also a large
line of

Kiln-Dried Flooring, Sheeting, Etc.
in | in., gin., I in., lj in., or 1J in., full thickness
all planed 2 sides, polished, bundled and in widths
and lengths to suit your trade. Let me quote you
on above or on your requirements in

Pine, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch, Etc.

C. A. SPENCER
Wholesale Lumber

Telephone Main 555* 55 St. Francois Xavier St., Montreal

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Sellers

Send me your list, there
is probably something I

can use.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Wholesale Lumber Dealer

MONTREAL
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills © Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. YoltcI <& Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MOR.R.ISTOWN. N. Y.

New York City

Guy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Hardwood
Flooring
Manufactured from choice stock, air and
kiln dried, and with quality in finish and
stock the dominating features. Exper-
ience and accuracy is behind our Flooring.

LUMBER
Scvwrv or Dressed

We quote interesting prices on Pine,

Maple, Ash, Birch, Elm, Basswood,
Cedar, Hemlock.
Building Timber, Ties, Lath, Posts,

Shingles, Sash, Doors and Frames,
Mouldings, Turned Goods, Box Shook-
ing Cratings, Casings, etc.

John Carew
LINDSAY ONTARIO

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Lumber, Lath andManufacturers of

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont.

Limited

Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secv.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and Le^thManufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE, ONT. Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East. TORONTO. ONT.
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Mason, Gordon 6> Co.
So St. Francois Xavier Street

Montreal
Wholesali

|^umber
and Timber

Car and Cargo Lots Only

Specialty : Dimension Timber in

DOUGLAS FIR, PINE, HEMLOCK,
SPRUCE, YELLOW PINE or OAK

Correspondence Solicited

A. W. EYER & CO.

V\TE are in the market and pay
*' the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber,will contract tor
this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street Ea.t

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVELAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dlmenston Tlmbtr a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Ontario Lumber
Co . Limited

Manufacturers of

White Pine, Norway, Spruce and
Hemlock Lumber; also Lath

Mills : French River, Ont. Water Shipment.
Yard: Point Edward, Ont.

Write us for Price*

Home £ife Bmkling, Toronto, Ont.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock
On Tfmiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of Nortn Bay

HAILEYBVRY. ONT.

" Well bought is half sold
"

FIRE
has completely cleaned

out our

Midland Stock
but

Byng Inlet

is still on the map with

a splendid assortment of

Pine

Norway
Hemlock

Write us

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

1006-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng- Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

XAlE Bu >'. Sell and deal in all kinds
v * of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States: Spruce,
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash]
Cedar. Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry. Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Okt.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES

Hon "y^
uiPPed

,

P|aning Factory in connec-
tion. Dressed Lumber, Flooring in PineHardwood or Hemlock, % Ceiling's Sashand Doors, Mouldings, Wood Turning, etc.
Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-
ty at current prices.

The
Elgie & Jam's

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Let us quote you on §", 1",

and 2" Spruce ; §", 1", 1J"
1£" and 2" Pine ;

1" and 2"

Hemlock, also posts and
lath. ::

The

Brockville
Wholesale and Retail

Lumber
Lumber,

Company
Lath,

LIMITED Shingles,
Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y. Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

s

falph Loveland, Pres.
i^. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Thessalon, Ont.

SAGINAW - . MICH.
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Mason,Gordon& Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or 'Phone for Prices Western Office: 615 Hastings Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

The Golden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
We have a well assorted stock of 1 in. and 2 in. Hem-
lock well manufactured and strictly No. 1 lumber.
We can also cut dimension in Hemlock and Norway
Pine. Prompt shipment and rock bottom prices.

Send us your inquiriesV£ v<£ ^« Ng

Mills at Golden Lake and Barry's Bay, Ont.

Head Office: Eganville, Ont.

Booth
Shannon

Biscotasing, Ont.
MANUFACTURERS of

Norway and White Pine

Lumber and Lath
We are prepared to contract for present season's cut of Norway
and white pine lumber and lath. Also have for sale a quantity
of 1 inch and 2 incli No. 2 mill culls of 1908 cut.

Mills on Main Line of C. P. R. at Bisco Station

Manufacturers of

White and Red Pine
Lath, Shingles, Boxes and Shooks, Pails and Tubs

Bills sawn to order. Planing Mill work done promptly. Send us your

enquiries. Phone service night and day. We can ship by rail and water.

Saw Mills, Planing Mill, Woodenware Factory, Box Factory : Penetanguishene, Can.
Box Factory: Foot of Parliament Street, Toronto, Canada
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Strong Features
We manufacture a strictly high grade Flooring

that is fast becoming famous for its perfect nian-

.ufaeture and finish. Our service is the best, each
order receiving prompt shipment.

Manufactured in end matched Maple, Oak
and Kirch.

J. R. Eaton & Sons,
Montreal Agent: C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St.

Very Best

Yellow Pine

WE are in a position to supply you with
the very finest Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Lumber made. We want your enquiries for

Flooring, Finishing

Ceiling, Etc.

and will win your trade if quality and value

count. We can also quote on strictly Long
Leaf Yellow Pine Timber dressed on four
sides or in the rough.

We handle genuine Louisiana Red Cypress
from one of the best shippers in the South.

Frank A. Arend & Co.
65-66 Equitable Building, Boston, Mass.

Savoie @. Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Spruce, Hemlock and Birch

1% in. Spruce Lath

Cedar Shingles - R. R. Ties

8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts

Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood
Are building a Planing Mill and Dry Kiln, which will be completed

for the 1st of September.

Correspondence Solicited M4NSEAU, QUE.
on I.C.Ry. no miles east of Montreal

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield, Mau.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln
Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
6 A

,r„
s

EN
s

R
T
v
REET

LONO D1ST.ANCK TELEPHONE
MONTREAL, P.Q.

Shrevcport ^- ^ Louisiana
TRADE MARK

Long and Short Leaf

Yellow Pine
Lumber

Mills in Arkinsaw, Louisiana and Texas
Capacity : 500,000 feet per day

Long Leaf Joist and Timbers, rough or dressed, up
to 40 feet in length and can dress 4 sides up to 14 x 30" if
desired.

Railroad Construction and Car Material and Factory
Stock of all kinds a specialty,

also

Rough Steam dried and Smoke dried finish.

Send us your inquiries and « our prices will get the
business.

Chas. R. Ball Lumber Co.
5°"'° Co

S°Buiidi« Shreveport, La., U.S.A

Do Not Hesitate!
There is one firm with special facilities for hand-
ling Canadian orders of

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
We are backed by modern equipment and an ad-
equate supply of pine timber for supplying orders
of any size. We can satisfy you. Timbers up to

36 feet in length and 6 x 12 surfaces.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO.,
Hu,

k
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, B. C. E. H. HEAPS <fc CO., Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

VANCOUVER., B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AAl HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER— Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON, 414 Ashdown Block, WINNIPEG, J. T. MacLAREN, W. J. LOVERING, 1312-13 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO
Representative tor Saskatchewan, Manitoba. Representative for Alberta. Ontario Representative.

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
===== Wholesale =========

Lumber and Shingles
We are.the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia.

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs, Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street,

VANCOUVER, B.C.
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Cablb Address—Gillisco.

Codes Used (
American Lumberman Telecode.

I \\ estern Union.

C. H. GILLIS & CO
LIMITED

™ Vancouver, B. C.

Wholesale
Lumber and Shingles

Railway Construction Material a Specialty

Guaranteed Daily Shipping Capacity

800,000

SHINGLES
a»d 1 25,000 feet

LUMBER

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Head Office : 205-206 Loo Blclg., \T J% f
C or. Hastings and Abbot Sts., V anCOUVCI*, D.L.

Correspondence

Solicited Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

Tl'mhpr T imifc We have Several Large Blocks for SaleUUUC1 -L-nillLb
wifch Mm Sites> near Vancouver.

President and General Manager Assistant General Manager
I). C. Cameron, Winnipeg Wm. Robertson, Vancouver

Secretary-Ti-easurer, Wilson Bell, Winnipeg

The Rat Portage

Lumber Co., Ltd.
Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
Cedar Shingles, Fir and Cedar Lath

Car Sills and Sheathing, Cedar Siding-

Large and Long Timbers
for heavy construction work

Vancouver, B.C., and Harrison River, B.C.

The

East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine, Larch,
and Fir

Lumber, Timbers, Mouldings, Etc.

Saw Mills at Jaffray, Ryan, Cranbrook.
Planing Mill at Jaffray, B. C.

Head Office Jaffray, B. C.
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address: "Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N.S. Office:

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Pickford & Black'* Wharf

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
Heading

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Gloucester House, 2 Bishopsgate St. Wt., E.C,

Qant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers

Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St

Hardwood
End M*icbed '

Fioorino

Bored, Polished

and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS, CO,

22 St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

Ejk T aR/>1 Wholesale
• il« MU^C*UICX Dealer in

Pine and Hemlock Lumber,
Lath, Shingles and Cedar Posts

Car and Cargo lots only. When in need of

stock write or cal: up Long Distance Phone.

Specialty: 16 and 18 in. Ontario White Cedar Shingles

Office and Yards
: South of Elevator, S^fflia Ont

J. V. Henderson
Railway Ties

Poles - Posts - Piles
Enquiries Solicited

197 Sparks St. - Ottawa, Ont.

The

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
Send us your enquiries for

New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
Lath, Shingles,

Limited

Main Office

Globe Atlantic Building

St. John, N.B.

etc.

Branch Sales Office

:

180 St. James Street

Montreal. Que.

The Carter-Stevens

Lumber Co., Limited
103 Bay Street - TORONTO

Want to Buy
One carload 1st and 2nd Hard Maple 5 in. x 18^ in., 10 ft.

6 in. to 12 ft. long. Square edged. Free of centre and shakes.

Four carloads 1st and 2nd Rock Elm Strips 1 ^ in. x 2^ in.

In lengths 4 ft. 3 in., 4 ft. 6 in., 4 ft. 9 in., and 5 ft. To be
well manufactured and tree of defects.

Four carloads 1st and 2nd Soft Elm 12 in. and up wide.
Coffin lengths.

* V'l \

1 is 1

WESTERNMMMMMML
LUMBER

SHINGLE

VANCOUVER?
JHBMaMMMar-'''

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

SEND US
B 1 . ;

YOUR I'

INQUIRIES

RAIL OR WATER 1
SHIPMENTS
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Pulleys for Saw Mills
Every pulley is thoroughly nailed

Every pulley is guaranteed for

heaviest Double Belts.

Our Arms and Hubs are made of

Hard Maple. Rims Soft Maple.

If for very damp place we bolt the

Rims.

Strongest pulley on the market

—

no Slip.

Send for Catalogue.

We make and sell more pulleys

than all other makes put together.

We have the largest and only com-

plete Pulley Works in Canada.

Might as well have the best.

Cheapest in the end

!

We also manufacture

Shafting, Hangers, Pillow Blocks,

Friction Clutches, etc., etc.

Dodge Manufacturing Co., Toronto, Montreal

Operating with Horses is Expensive

!

Patented in Canada and U.S.A. Dunbar Logging Engine.

Dunbar Logging Engines will haul upwards of 150,000

feet of lumber, depending on the condition of the road

which only requires to be made as for horses' operations

except that they should be nine feet wide.

In every case there is a large saving over the use of

horses. The results to be obtained are not based on

theory but have been actually obtained and in some
cases the saving has been 75°/.

Our descriptive circulars and photos will be gladly sent

upon request. They will certainly interest every lum-

berman who recognizes the importance of economical

log hauling.

We also manufacture Shingle Machines, Rotarys, Stock

Gangs, Planers and all Saw Mill Machinery.

The Alex. Dunbar & Sons Co., Limited
Woodstock, N. B.
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DEFIANCE" WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
l'ATliNTlil) AND BUILT HY

12" Hand Planer with Boring Attachment.

The Defiance Machine Works

Defiance,

Ohio

For Malting
Hubs, Spokes,

Waffonit,
Carriages,

Automobiles,
Rims, Shafts,

Poles.
Neck-Yokes,
Singletrees,

Hoops,
Handles,
Spools,
Bobbins,

Insulator Pins,
.Wood Dishes
and General
Wood -Work

No. 8 Variety Saw-Kip and Cut-Off, *H" Hand Saw.
24" Single Surface Planer.

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT

Western Branch:

248 McDermott Ave., WINNIPEG, MAN.

ONTARIO CANADA
Quebec Agents : B.C. Selling Agents:

Ross & Creig, MONTREAL, QUE. Robert Hamilton & Co., VANCOUVER, B. C.

"NATE 1VEAICE Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and Power
Pumps, Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating

Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.
ASK FOR CATALOGUES. PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

We hiii idle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices;

The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-

creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 months
and is giving splendid satisfaction to all our
customers* Burning all grades of fuel with the
very best results. All live Mill Managers and
Engineers would do well to consult us when re-

quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-
ranted not to be an infringement on any prior
patents. We stand behind our customers and
guarantee them in the unmolested use of our
own invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and
repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert
workmen.

A post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY Branch Office : 1 1 9 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.
Telephone Main 1342.

"

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.
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The Lidgerwood Patent

Hauling Loaded Sleds over a' Ridge

SLEIGH HOIST
A machine designed to hoist or lower sleighs loaded with logs, pulpwood, bark or

other forest products, in mountain logging.

It handles steadily and under perfect control the largest sleigh loads, on any hill, no
matter how steep, and up to 3,500 ft. in distance.

Saves horses when used with them. Maiming and killing of horses on steep hills is
eliminated; saves the horses from the hardest work, that of taking the empty sleighs up the hills.

Does what horses can not do. The hardest uphill haul costs no more than hauling on the
level with horses. Enables bringing timber over heights of land, thus frequently savincr
long hauls

;
the improving of small streams

; or the absolute loss of stumpage.

It pulls itself about in the woods
; uses wood for fuel ; and is simple to operate

We now have a representative in Canada, who will examine your conditions and tell
you what can be done, free of charge of any nature.

WRITE US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Lidgerwood Manufacturing; Co.
Originators and Builders of High Grade Steam Logging' Machinery

96 Liberty Street - . . New York
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The Grand Prize has been awarded SIMONDS Saws—the saws made in

Montreal. Circular, Band, and "Crescent Ground" Cross-cut Saws. They won

in open competition. No other saw firm received an award equal to this. It

was given after very careful investigations and tests made by a Jury of five men,

steel and mechanical experts. Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, Seattle, Wash. If

these men put SIMONDS Saws in a class above all others aren't they the saws

for you to buy ? Sold by Hardware and Supply Dealers throughout the world.

Made by

Simonds Canada Saw Company
VANCOUVER^

is\weclvtjpj a
Limited

-m% FOR ADDRESSES SEE TRADE MARK

For Log Loading, operating a Derrick,

pulling and placing cars and general

hoisting purposes

The "MIDLAND"
Hoisting

Engine

is unsur-

passed.

Catalogue

on

request

The Canada Iron Corporation Ltd.
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p. o. box 425 ONTARIO

We are Specialists on

Lumber and Saw Mill

INSURANCE
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS we have made

a close and constant study of this specialty, em-
bracing not only "The Best Protection at the Min-

imum Cost" in the sense of Policies in the Strong-

est Companies at the lowest possible rates, but

the enhanced Protection of such Policies so word-

ed as to Insure you under whatever form of sale

or undertaking you may make with your customers,

unaware as you may be of the application of the

Canadian Insurance Law in such instances.

We invite inquiry as to the above and our

"ADVICE SHEET" system which we originated

several years ago for the special convenience of

our Lumber Customers.
We personally inspect each of the plants we in-

sure at least twice a year.

Reed, Shaw & McNaught
General Agents of several, and Brokers with

all Companies doing business in Canada.

Offices :

GROUND FLOOR
CORNER OF THE Traders Bank Building, Toronto
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Logging Railways Assist Settlement
The importance of lumbering as a factor in the development of the

country is known to everyone who lives in a lumbering district, but

there are times when it is demonstrated more forcibly than at others and

when every one who takes an intelligent interest in public affairs has it

borne in upon him that in some of its features the lumbering industry

has a greater share in the opening up of a country to commerce than has

any other. If an instance were needed in Ontario, it would be afforded

by the Canada Atlantic Railway, built primarily to carry J. R. Booth's

logs to Ottawa, and now part of a great railway system. Another strik-

ing example is given by the case of the timber limits of Vancouver island,

which have just been sold by the Esquimalt A Nanaimo Railway, a

branch of the C.P.R., to the American Financial Securities Company.

These limits are located in the Cowiehan Valley and are known to con-

tain timber which is unsurpassed by any on the Pacific coast. The

railway was wise in its day in refusing offers for these limits which were

much in excess of those they have now accepted. They have sold to a

company who have pledged themselves to active development and who
will provide great quantities of freight for the branch railway which the

C.P.R. will build between the limits and tidewater. This timber, which

until now has been growing undisturbed for centuries, will be marketed

cheaply and will find its way to Vancouver and thence to the markets of

the world. An indirect result of the undertaking will be the development

of the Nitinat Valley, one of the most fertile districts on the island. The

city of Victoria has pricked up its ears upon hearing the news, and is

anxious not to be sidetracked entirely from the commerce which is to

result. The timber will go in car ferries from Cowiehan Bay to Van-

couver. Victoria will never see any of it, unless a railway is built into

the Nitinat Valley to tap that district. The Victoria & Barklay Sound
Railway will solve this difficulty for Victoria and the people of that city,

:f they are alive to their opportunities, will see that it is quickly con-

structed.

Though this is a case largely of local interest, it is an excellent

illustration of what has been going on in many parts of Canada and the

United States ever since lumbering was commenced. The logging rail-

way is primarily a local concern, but it is invariably constructed (witli a

view to the future), with an equipment which will serve for freight and

passenger business when the timber begins to grow scarce and the popu-

lation has increased. Logging railways open up fertile valleys and make
it possible to secure timber and agricultural wealth from the soil, which
would otherwise remain in a state of nature to the benefit of no one.

Government Undertake Useful Work
The Department of Trade and Commerce at Ottawa is undertaking

a work which will be of great value to all Canadian business men. This
is no less than the collection and publication of a list of Canadian manu-
facturers, exporters and producers generally, who desire to extend their

trade abroad. Blank forms are now being sent out which are to be re-

turned with the name and address of the firm desiring to be placed upon
such a list, and a detailed list of the articles manufactured or produced
by it. This list will be given the preference at all times when the names
of such Canadian firms are required by intending purchasers abroad. As
the information is received at the Department, it will be forwarded to
the Canadian Trade Commissioners in the various parts of the world
and be systematically indexed so as to be readily available in their re-

spective offices. A circular accompanying the blank forms is being sent

to all members of boards of trade, chambers of commerce and trade as-

sociations throughout the Dominion.

Nothing of this kind has ever been attempted in Canada, and it will

entail great labor upon the Department of Trade and Commerce. It is

hoped, however, that the list can be made the basis of a permanent list

which will be immediately available at all times in the advancement of

the foreign trade and commerce of Canada, The Department hopes to

obtain the name of every exporter from the Atlantic to the Pacific, with a
detailed list of the goods they are in a position to sell abroad. Through
the Dominion Trade Commissioners' service this information will be

available at six offices in the United Kingdom, one in France, two in

South Africa, one in Mexico, one in the West Indies, two in Australia,

one in China, one in Japan, one in Holland, and one in Newfoundland.
Such an undertaking will surely meet with the approval and hearty co-

operation of all whom it is designed to benefit.

An Estimate of Canada's Timber
Mr. R. H. Campbell, Dominion Superintendent of Forestry, in his

annual report speaks in high praise of the Forest Service of the United
States and points out that "although the extent of Canada is not less

than that of the United States, the forest service of the latter has an

appropriation of $4,640,000 and a permanent staff of over 2,000, while

the Canadian forest service has an appropriation of $100,000 and a per-

manent staff of about 40. If the Canadian people wish a service equally

efficient with that of the United States, they must be prepared to deal

much more generously with it than they now do."

Regarding the forest area of Canada, the report says :

"Mr. A. H. D. Ross, lecturer at the forest school of the University

of Toronto, was appointed during last summer to collect such statistics

as were available in regard to the forests and the timber production of

Canada, and the result of his investigations is being published. The re-

liable information was found to be so small as to leave all calculations

incomplete and indefinite. The forest area may, however, be put at

between 500 and 600 million acres with a stand of about as many billion

feet, but neither these nor any other figures available are entitled to any

great reliability in the present state of knowledge of the forests of

Canada."

The survey of the Riding Mountain forest reserve is reported to have

been completed. "Of a total area of 982,400 acres in this reserve, only

221,319 acres are described as timbered. The timber of over eight inches

in diameter at breast height is 210,740,346 feet board measure, and of

this poplar forms 54 per cent, and white spruce only 20 per cent. There

are only a little over 42 million feet board measure of white spruce. This
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reserve is one of those on which there is the greatest demand few timber
and wood, and every effort will be made to assist reforestation. Un-
fortunately the natural reproduction of white spruce, the most valuable
tree, is not good, and it will be necessary to resort to sowing or planting
if this species is tc ho reproduced as it should be."

Investigation* in the Crow's Nest district were made during the past
season by Mr. EE. R. MacMillan. Referring to this the report says:
"The forests on these great mountain slopes assist in preserving the
water supply and form the reservoir few wood and lumber for the Province
of Alberta, one of the greatest assets for comfort and happiness that tun
province can have, and, moreover, on it depends largely the development
of coal mining in that province, as without timber, coal mining is im-
possible, and the requirements for the development of the coal mines
along the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains will be enormous. Jt

is estimated thai there are twenty-two and one-half billion ions of coal

to be found in Alberta in the Rocky Mountain district. The mining of
such a quantity of coal will require 45 billion lineal feet of mining prop*,
the product of nine million acres for sixty years.

"In the Crow's Nest valley the mines now in operation are using
three million lineal feet of mining props and two and one-half million
feet board measure of lumber and dimension timber, and in five years
more this quantity will probably have doubled, then requiring the pro-
duct of 60,000 acres. The total area in this valley is 185,080 acres, of
which only 21,120 acres are covered by a mature unburned forest, the
remainder being entirely denuded, covered with dead standing timber or
with young growth. A more thorough and efficient fire patrol system is

required, and in order to organize and distribute it as economically as
possible, and to administer the forests on an intelligent basis, a timber
survey and mopping of the whole eastern slope should be made with the
leant possible delay."

Strong Arguments in Favor of Perpetual Timber Licenses
The duration of the timber license is an all important subject just

now in British Columbia, and operators throughout the province have
joined in a movement to bring about the establishment of a system of

perpetual licenses, so that they may be able to depend upon controlling
a supply of timber which will make it worth their while to carry on manu-
facturing operations in a conservative and at the same time business-
like maimer. There are some opponents to be found to this course, and
their chief argument is that such a step would encourage speculation,
inasmuch as owners of licenses, which would run in perpetuity, would
be able to sell them for a much larger sum than licenses which have a
limited period of duration, such as twenty-one years, which is provided
by the present law. The argument goes further, and claims that specu-
lators would be able to obtain vast areas of timber lands and withhold
them from development; that powerful foreign syndicates would be able

to invade Canada and secure control of the timber supply and thereby
work a grave injury to Canada and Canadians.

It is questionable whether these arguments are not based upon a

false idea of the ability of Canadians to look after their own ffairs. When
it comes to a matter of financing extensive deals or carrying out large
undertakings, Canadians of to-day are seldom found in a back seat. The
Government of British Columbia may be presumed to be composed of

men of good business capacity, who will see to it, that any measure which
may be passed in the direction of perpetuity of licenses will be so safe-

guarded that Canadian interests will be preserved and at the same time
developed even to a greater extent than was formerly the case. The
royalty will be a weapon to wield in the interest of the people, and will

be a powerful one for the prevention of extensive speculation. It will

prevent the withholding of limits from development with a view to
securing the profits resulting from natural increases in value. Those
who advocate perpetual licenses recognize the power of the royalty, and
are anxious to let the public know that they desire only perpetual li-

censes. They are well content to have the royalty matter settled in such
a way ns to prevent any of the evils which are feared by the opponents
of this plan.

The address given recently by Dr. Judson F. Clark before the British
Columbia Timber and Forestry Commission bore directly upon this sub-
ject and should be read by all who wish to become informed upon the
matter. It appears elsewhere in this issue. Dr. Clark has devoted his
life to the study of such problems and bis remarks are based upon a
thorough knowledge of the facts. Briefly summarized, bis address ad-
vocated perpetuity of title in timber licenses; the establishment of a pro-
vincial bureau of forestry under a capable minister, and the creation of
timber royalties on a sliding scale for ten years, increasing automatically.
His arguments in favor of perpetual licenses were based upon the fact
chat they would prevent wasteful logging and encourage forestry prac-
tice on the part of loggers. This view is accepted very generally by those
who are engaged in logging in British Columbia, and it appears to be a
most feasible method of instituting a reasonable system of economic for-

estry. If put into force under a capable department of forestry with a
responsible minister at its head, it should work out to the advantage of
the owners of the limits and do much to assist in a prevention of waste-
ful logging. If the investigation by the Timber and Forestry Commis-
sion results in the creation of a department of forestry with such duties
to perform it should meet with general approval.

Modern Methods of Preventing Fire in Dry Kilns
More advance has been made in the design and construction of

lumber dry kilns within recent years, than in probably any other class of
lumber manufacturing buildings. Fireproof construction has been adopted
in all modern plants and the old hazardous direct fire kilns are things
of the past. They have long ago been supplanted by furnace kilns, and
these, in turn, by the modern standard fireproof kiln. Much attention
has been devoted to the matter of sprinkler and steam jet protection.
All this attention and study has resulted in a large reduction of insurance
rates and has placed this class of risk in the profitable column instead of
the loss column for the insurance companies. No small amount of the
credit for this satisfactory state of affairs is due to the insurance com-
panies which specialize upon insurance risks. Their efforts have been
directed with vigor towards discovering the safest methods of construc-
tion and towards giving the information obtained to all in the lumber
business. They have, in short, been far-sighted enough to discover and
create a profitable class of business, which existed formerly only in

embryo, having practically to be created out of an adverse condition of
affairs, and in the creation of which an inestimable benefit has been con-
ferred upon those with whom they do business.

If a concrete instance were needed of the manner in which these
companies are working for the benefit of their policy holders as well as

themselves, it is afforded by the investigations which have been made
into the utility of sprinkling devices and steam jet equipments. "Lumber
Insurance," published by the Lumber Insurers' General Agency, pre-
sents the results of such investigations in its columns from time to time.
In the September issue the question is discussed in a valuable com-
munication by Alex T. Lumby, in a letter which first appeared in the
New York "Journal of Commerce." Mr. Lumby, referring to this sub-
ject of the relative efficiency of steam jets and sprinklers, writes in part
as follows:

"I have made a considerable study of the subject myself and am
strongly of the opinion that the steam jet is an excellent device for the
purpose, ranging alongside of sprinklers, and perhaps superior to them.
Certainly from a theoretical standpoint the steam jet is superior to the
sprinkler, as there is at least a sentiment, if not a demonstrated certain-
ty, that the sprinklers are apt to be obstructed in their operation by the
boards loaded on the kiln cars, and sometimes unable to reach the seat
of the fire. In this connection it may be of interest to read the report
of a fire in a sprinkler equipped kiln which appeared recently in one of

the insurance journals; the article was as follows:
" 'A fire occurred in the sprinklered plant of the E. C. Atkins Com-

pany at Illinois and South streets, Indianapolis, at 2 p.m., August 2nd,
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in the dry kiln used for drying out lumber for cross-cut saw handles.

There were sixteen heads in this room, of which two heads operated, but

the fire was so far underneath the lumber that the water could not reach

the seat of the fire. The fire was drowned out after three hours' hard

work and after several firemen had been overcome by the smoke. The
sprinklered alarms operated satisfactorily.'

"I have before me reports of fires in woodworkers, representing be-

tween one and two thousand fires, and it may be of interest to have a

brief sketch of the condit ions that prevailed in the instances where fires

occurred in dry kilns with some form of steam jet projection :

"Case No. 1575: Fire originated in dry kiln; protected by steam jets,

net automatic. Total loss.

"Case No. 1G00: Fire originated in dry kiln; protected by steam jet,

not automatic. Total loss.

"Case No. 1705: Fire originated in roof . of dry kiln; protected fay

steam jet, not automatic. Total loss.

"Case No. 1813: Fire originated in dry kiln. Building equipped
with stea~i jets, not automatic. Total loss.

"Case No. 1805: Fire originated in dry kiln; protected by steam
jets, r.ot automatic. Total loss. In this case our agent reported in ad-

dition to the above that the probable reason for failure of the jets to act

was the fact that the fire had gotten too much headway in the interior

of the kiln before the assured became aware of the fact that the kilns

were on fire.

"Case No. 1011 : Fire originated in dry kiln
; protected by steam jets,

not automatic. Total loss.

"Case No. 1913: Fire originated in dry kiln; supposed from a spark;

protected by steam jets, not automatic. Total loss.

"These results would at least be indicative of the indifferent value

of non-automatic steam jets and inferentially in favor of the automatic
type. The uncertainty of the value of sprinkler protection in the dry
kiln is recognized and the doubtful efficacy of non-automatic steam jets

is indicated, although not necessarily proved by the failure to operate in

the instances named. The advantage is so far with the automatic steam
jets, and I believe it was a wise move on the part of various southern
rating organizations to allow the generous reduction in rate accorded

under existing tariffs for the presence of automatic jets.

"Ten years or more ago, when the hazard of kilns was made the

subject of investigation and report and suggestion to the rating organiza-

tions, looking to such improvements as would reduce the fire hazard,
this department of woodworking risks was regarded as hopelessly bad
and to be declined and treated as prohibited as far as possible. The rate

w as ten per cent, for a kiln, practically irrespective of construction and
protection, and even at that high figure they were written, if at all, at a
serious loss. The value in utility of intelligently studying the subject

has been well demonstrated, and perhaps that can be set forth most gra-

phically by the statement that where kilns are constructed of standard

fire resistive materials and equipped with protective features of estab-

lished efficiency, including automatic jets, rates of 1% per cent, on the

building and 2% per cent, on the contents are now made. The saving

to the assured by the difference between these figures and the flat 10 per
cent, previously prevalent must represent a very considerable amount."

Government Statistics of Crown Timber Land Operations
Much valuable information regarding the Crown Timber resources timber on the public domain, owing to scattered settlement and the wide

of the Dominion is contained in the report of the Department of the area covered by timber. Special attention has been" paid to the opera-
Interior for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1909, which has just been tions at portable sawmills and to the cutting of timber as a speculation,
issued. The returns, ungortunately, are grouped with those of the grazing "Steps are being taken to give closer supervision than has taken place
and irrigation departments, so that in some cases the actual results so far in the past over the operations of the holders of timber berths by license
as timber is concerned, are not shown. and permit. They will be required in future to conform more strictly to

The total revenue from timber, grazing and irrigation received at all the requirements of the regulations in the matter of the keeping of
the Crown timber agencies, together with the ruling price of lumber and bush records of their cutting, of marking the timber cut, by a stamp ap-
the number of mills in each agency, is summarized as follows : proved by the department, and furnishing at the end of each season of

Agency. Total Revenue. A*^j£** ^fia!?* ^al!*
cutt>ing a ground sketch, showing the place or places where timber was

Calgary $24,615 $14. (J1 Iti 18 rut on the herth. Regular inspections will be made of the sales records

Edmonton 22,080 13.70 9 17 °f the millmen and stock will be talcen of the lumber in their possession..
Prince Albert 43,229 17..-.4 6 6 "Very little lumber is now brought in from the United States. Apart

v
"miw% ' '"

; --'11!. if"5 ?5
21 frona that imported by the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway for construction

.New Westminster o.j,730 14.20 10 ,, , . , , , ,purposes the amount during the past year would not exceed 7,000,000
The following quantities of building material were manufactured and feet, board measure, of which quantity there would be less than 1,000,000

sold under Government license during the year in the above mentioned feet of hardwoods, the balance fir, principally from the State of Wash-
agencies : ^ ington.

Sawn lumber, feet B.M '
Js2,940,499

'

183,375,022

"
The CUt °f logS this past year °n Domini<>» lands has bee11 lighter

Shingles ' 10,000 n for some yeare previously. The falling off occurred largely in the

Shingle bolts, cords 18,110 19,226 railway belt in British Columbia, where the millmen obtained their sup-
Laths 20,120,150 31,979,210 ply chiefly from the lands of the Provincial Government, the reason for

In the previous year the figures were :

this being that owing to the much heavier ground rent charged by the

Manufactured Sold.
province for lands held under license it is cheaper to carry Dominion

Sawn lumber, feet. B.M 207,532.730 180,909,384 timber for which only a nominal ground rental is charged.

Shingle bolts, cords 9,519 7,597 "I would again respectfully draw the attention of the department to
Laths

-

29,551,839 17,059,889 the large number of roof poles and fence rails authorized to be cut by
The areas of timbered lands under license and permit in the pro- settlers under free permits issued to them. As pointed out in my last

vinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, and within the Eailway annual report, this class of timber is not to any' extent now used by the
Belt in the province of British Columbia, on March 31, 1909, were as settler, sawn lumber (scantling) is almost wholly used in roofing, and
lollows : posts and wire fencing. In my opinion it would be in the public interest

License. Permit. to withdraw the privilege from the settler of cutting this class of timber

Albert

^

a
:::

squar
''
miles

I

f

5lil lliil
which takes a young healtlly tree in the manufacture °f each piece.-

Saskatchewan " 2 338 06 422 0? irrom lands held under permit the manufacture and sale of timber

British Columbia " 2^089.00 23.57 products was as follows: Lumber manufactured, 18,868,961 feet; lumber
sold, -15,753,216 feet; shingles manufactured, 296,000; shingles sold,

Total square feet 8,290.34 1,513.96 208,000. The timber material covered by permits during the year and
The receipts on account of timber on Dominion lands amounted to during the previous year was as follows :' Lumber and logs, 50,152,088

$245,217, made up as follows: rent, $60,171; royalties, $103,207; per- feet; 1908, 57,170,935 feet; roof poles, 1,520,847; 1908, 1,654,940; fence

mits, $65,297; seizures, $16,541. posts, 2,579,443; 1908, 2,831,028; fence rails, 6,329,020; 1908,

The Inspector of Crown timber offices, in his report, says: "It would 6,522,425; cordwood in cords, 106,036; 1908, 190,202; mine props, 3,000;

be a practical impossibility to put a stop wholly to the illegal cutting of shingles, 51,000; shingle bolt, cords, 923; railway ties, 601,652,
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Progressive Lumbering in New Ontario
Keewatin Lumber Company, formed in 1906, Conducting an Extensive Busi-
ness—Modern Plant and Business-like Principles lead to immediate Success

One of the most important sawmills, in New Ontario is that of the
Keewatin Lumber Company, Limited, situated on (he north shore of
the Lake of the Woods, between the thriving towns of Kenora and Kee-
watin. This company was formed in the year 1906 and boughl out the
Keewatin Lumber & Manufacturing Company, whose mill, situated on
the west side of Keewatin, was destroyed by fire in the fall of 1905.

Messrs, E. W. Backus and W. F. Brooks, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
who are among the best known lumbermen in the United States, and
whose knowledge of the lumber business will compare favorably with
the best, as they have spent the whole of their business careers in the
lumber business, were prime movers in the formation of the new com-
pany and now retain the positions of president and vice-president re-

spectively.

The site chosen for the new mill was an extremely favorable one
on a peninsula at the north of the Lake of the Woods, situated about a

Keewatin Lumber Company—View of Sawing Mill and a portion of Sorting Shed.

Keewatin Lumber Company—The Office

mile and a half from Keewatin and two miles from Kenora. It is con-

nected with the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway by a short

siding which belongs to the company. On account of its isolated posi-

tion the danger of fire is greatly eliminated, and, being nearly surround-

ed by water, it is especially suitable for boom accommodation.
The company draws, its supply of logs from large limits tributary to

the Lake of the Woods and Rainy Lake, the booms being brought to

the mill by their fine boat, the S.S. "Mather." These limits contain an

immense quantity of white pine timber of excellent quality, also a large

supply of Norway and spruce, and it is calculated that the present source

of supply is sufficient to keep two large sawmills running for fifteen years.

The building of the sawmill was. commenced in June of 1906, and

was completed by September of the same year. Since then it has been

added to considerably. The present capacity of the mill is 2/50,000 feet

per day of twenty hours, and its equipment consists of two band saws,

one six-foot horizontal re-saw, one Big Diamond double edger, and one
single edger, trimmer, slasher, etc., in addition to a complete lath manu-
facturing outfit. The power is secured from a 7/50 h.p. Buck Eye engine.
The sorting shed is a very large one, being about 820 feet in length, and
the sorting has very careful attention, the large amount of accommoda-
tion giving special opportunity for this. It is largely on account of the
care given to the sorting of the lumber that this company has built up
its well known reputation.

The planing mill is driven by a 250 h.p. engine, and lias a complete
equipment of seven machines for manufacturing every description of

lumber. It is capable of putting through 1/50,000 feet every teg hours.

Keewatin Lumber Company — General View of Logs and Plant.

Keewatin Lumber Company—Trucks Loaded ready for Piling.

There is also a large tie mill belonging to the company with a capacity of

5,000 ties per ten hours; this mill also contains a horizontal re-saw and a
lath manufacturing outfit.

The whole of the yards are built up with elevated tramways, and
great care is given to the piling in order that lumber may be sent out in
first-class condition. Both the position and the arrangement of the
piling accommodation are exceptionally well arranged, so that by a
single glance through the various alleys the officials are able to tell how
their stock in the various classes, sizes and lengths of lumber is varying.

The loading platform is capable of holding thirty cars, and a well
trained force of loaders is always on hand, so that the final grading is

done at the car doors, thus eliminating the chance of inferior grades
being shipped in error.

Mr. D. McLeod, who has had the management of the company since

its start, was previously connected with the old Keewatin Lumber &
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Manufacturing Company, and has built up the business by careful and
conservative methods. He takes a special prde in seeing that a good
grade of lumber is shipped and, more especially, that prompt shipments
re made. The company lias gained an enviable reputation in this latter

respect, so much so that Winnipeg merchants, finding themselves short
of any particular class of lumber, are in the habit of relying upon a te'e-

Keewatin Lumber Company The Planing Mill.

gram to the company, feeling certain that in this case the lumber will

be shipped within the next 24 hours if it can possibly be obtained.
In every respect the plant of the Keewatin Lumber Company, Lim-

ited, is one of which New Ontario should be very proud. The success
of the company will surely increase from year to year as its products
and business methods become better Known.

Advanced Duty Shuts B. C. Shingles out of U.S.

Mr. J. G. Woods, a prominent shingle manufacturer of Vancouver,
in a recent interview expressed strong objection to another interview
which appealed in a Vancouver paper regarding the effect of the increase
of 20 cents per thousand in the duty on shingles entering the United
States. Mr. Woods was also upheld in his views by Mr. Albert Cotton
and Mr. H. Davidson, the latter general manager of the Hastings Shingle
Manufacturing Company, and the former a well known manufacturer
also.

In the course of his remarks Mr. Wood said :

'"The advance of 20 cents per thousand shingles in the import duty
of the United States makes a very great difference to the business of

rn
f 1

Keewatin Lumber Company—One of the 25 Lumber Allies.

the British Columbia shingle manufacturers, so much so that it practi-
cally shuts off the American business. For the past two years I have
not made 20 cents per thousand or anything like that amount on the
shingles I have shipped to the eastern States. These remarks refer to
the 16-inch shingles that go into the New England States.

"Our shingles will command a higher price than those made in the
States just so long as our grades are superior to those produced in Wash-

ington, but it costs us materially more to produce a high grade article
than it does the Washington nulls.

"In the interview referred to it is stated that shingles are now selling
111 Vancouver at about $1.90 per thousand. If that is correct, out of
that $1.90 must eome all selling charges, commissions, cash discounts
and occasional losses, which easily amount to 15 cents per thousand. This
brings the net amount received by the mill to $1.75, and it costs me
SI. 75 to manufacture, and I doubt very much if any of the large mills
are to-day netting $1.75 per thousand.

"So far as shipments to the United States are concerned, I am
positive that no manufacturer in Vancouver nets $2 per thousand on 16-
inch shingles. As a matter of fact the net amount received is so far below
$2 that I for one am rather ashamed to say how much. I am not in fa-
vor of the over-tfrying of shingles, as we want our shingles to go to the
consumer in as good condition as possible."

B. C. Commission Concludes Hearing- of Evidence.
The British Columbia Timber & Forestry Commission have conclud-

ed their sittings, having devoted 27 days to the work. Mr. J. A. Harvie,
K.C., who represented the British Columbia Logging & Lumbermen's
Association, complimented the commission at the conclusion of its sit-
tings upon the impartial hearing which had been accorded to all, and
he was given permission by the members of the commission to submit
in writing an address which lie desired to deliver before the commission,
with the object of emphasizing some features of the evidence.

An interesting part of the evidence at the last session was that
given by Secretary Anstie, of the British Columbia Logging & Lumber-
men's Association. Mr. Anstie stated that 1,851,000,000 feet was the
capacity of all western Canadian mills shipping into the Northwest mar-
ket, and that the consumption of the Northwest market last year was
only 800,000.000 feet. On this basis he figured that the present 10-hour
capacity of the mills of British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan was
sufficient to supply more than double the demand. In 1907 the mills of
British Columbia had shipped to the Northwest market 645,000,000
feet. Last year their shipments were 20 per cent. less. The capacity
of the British Columbia shingle mills was 712,000,000 shingles daily.

Mr. A. Hamilton, who appeared before the commission on behalf
of the Vancouver Trades and Labor Council, voiced the views of the
wage-earners and the consumem. He opposed the granting of any ex-
tended tenure though he did not object to licenses being made renew-
able from year to year. He advocated abolishing the royalty and raising
the rental sufficiently to make up any deficit in revenue.

All that remains now for the commissioners to do is to consider the
evidence and draw up their report. This will take a considerable time,
as the evidence was very extensive. Their findings will be awaited with
great interest, because it is expected that upon them the Government
will base its future timber policy, the object of which should be to con-
serve the people's interests; to protect those who have capital invested
ra the lumbernig industry; and to guard the interest of those who are
dependent upon the latter for their employment.

Cowichan Valley Timber to be Operated.
One of the largest timber transactions ever carried out in Canada

has been concluded, whereby the American Finance & Securities Com-
pany, of New York, secure 54,000 acres of splendid timber lauds on
Vancouver island. These limits were a part of the E. & N. Railway
grant and are estimated to contain five billion feet of fir. The price paid
was approximately $1,500,000. The timber is mainly fir, with about ten
per cent of cedar, hemlock and spruce. The trees are reported to aver-
age 40 inches in diameter and to be practically free from branches or
limbs to 175 feet from the ground. The areas practically encircle Cow-
ichan lake. Excellent fire protection is said to be secured by the timber
being in the fog belt and the underbrush being a heavy growth of salal.

The purchasers have agreed to develop the property actively. The
railroad company has contracted to build a railway from Cowichan lake
to tidewater on Cowichan bay, a distance of 22 miles. It is expected
that this will be completed next year, when the purchasers agree to
commence operations on a large scale. One million dollars will be spent
on development, and a mill will be erected at tidewater with a

;
eapacity

of 100,000,000 feet per annum. An additional $500,000 w ill subsequently
be spent on a pulp mill, in which the hemlock and s^ru-e will be manu-
factured into pulp. The company will ooerate its own tn<js on the lake
for hauling log booms to the landing, where the logs will be loaded on
cars and shipped to the mill. Tt is stated that the mil] and the pulp plant
will give employment to at least n thousand woodsmen., without con-
sidering the large number who will be employed in the mills.

Mr. James W Davidson, president of the Crown Lumber Company,
of Calgary, i eports that there is a heavy absorption of lumber at present
in the prairie provinces, and that the outlook for the sawmilling industry
of British Columbia is correspondingly bright.
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Montreal Trade Somewhat Quiet

General Tone however Improving Stiffening
Tendency in Hardwoods Shingles Moving Slowly

Montreal Office of the "Canada Lumberman."
October 12th, 1009.

The lumber market in Montreal is not strongly aelive just now, and,
while the general tone is improving, many dealers find little difference

from the situation of the past few months. Collections are reported very
slow in some quarters. Conservative dealers concede that with the
present winter over, the prospects for improvement are bright. On the
other hand, a great many dealers feel that this fall will be a very good
one in lumber circles. Enquiries, they state, are coming in freely and
prices are slowly evening up. There is a feeling, too, that the market must
advance in keeping with the increase in shantymen's wages and camp
supplies.

Prices on some classes of stock are ruling slightly lower; culls and
common lumber of all kinds show little tendency to advance, but shop and
good lumber range from 10 to 15 per cent, higher than the prices of a few
months ago. White and red pine lath, with the exception of the hold-

ings of some local dealers, are very scarce .and are commanding higher
prices. There is only a fair demand for shingles in Montreal and vicinity.

Dealers, as a general rule, do not stock heavily, since their use in Mont-
real is practically prohibited, and orders filled are chiefly for near-by
points. Second clears are held at $2.25, and there are more enquiries

for this grade than for the better class. Manufacturers still have on
hand large quantities of shingles. Spruce is one of the best selling lines

to-day, and there is very little on the market. Pine in the better grades
is in fairly good demand. Prices are firmer and the outlook is for a still

further advance. Southern pine is also very active just now, and dealers

anticipate higher figures.

The local hardwood market is showing a decided tendency to stiffen.

This is the outcome of the approach of the season for inside construction,

where this class of wood is chiefly in demand. Oak and chestnut are re-

ported fairly scarce and have advanced from $3 to $5 per 1,000. Firsts

and seconds, quarter white oak, are quoted at from $85 to $87. Chestnut.
1st and 2nd, l-,inch, at $50 to $52. Log run mill culls, maple, is in good
demand and averages from $18 to $20. There are numerous enquiries

from the American side for maple white on two faced, and this quality
is hard to obtain; it is quoted at from $31 to $32.

The following are revised, current wholesale prices for Montreal

:

1-in., 2-in. and 3-in. pino log rim mill culls out $27.00 to $30.00
. 1-in., 2-in. and 3-in. pine log run dead culls out 24.00 to 20.00
Pine "0" culls 13.00 to 14.00
Pine mill culls 17.00 to 19.00
Spruce flooring, sheeting, etc., No. 1 24.00 to 26.00
Spruce flooring, sheeting, etc., No. 2 19.00 to 21.00
Merchantable, spruce boards 16. 50 to 17.50
2-inch merchantable spruce 16.00 to 17.50
Cull spruce boards 14.00 to 15.00
2-inch spruce culls 14.00 to 15.00
1^-inch spruce mill culls 15.00 to 16.00

Spruce scantling, 2x3, 12 and 13 feet 16.00 to 17.00
3x 3, 12 and 13 feet 16.00 to 17.00
3x 4, 12 and 13 feet 16.00 to 17.00
2x10, 12 and 16 feet 19.00 to 21.50

2-inch Cscant) x 9, fifth quality, N.Y "outs" 16.50 to 18 00
Oak, lsts and 2nds, quarter white 85.00 to 87.00
Chestnut, lsts and 2nds, 1-inch 50.00 to 52.00
Birch, 1-inch log run, mill culls out 18.00 to 20.00

Maple, 1-inch log run. mill culls out 18.00 to 20.00
fiasswood log run, mill culls out, 1x4 and up, winter sawn .... 24.00 to 26.00

Basswood log run, deal culls out, 1x4 and up. winter sawn .... 20.00 to 24.00

Laths, mill run. spruce, 1%-inch x %-inch. 4 feet 3.00 to 3.95

Laths, pine, No. 1 4.00 to 4.25

Laths, pine, No. 2 3.25 to 3.50

Laths, pine, No. 3 2.50 to 2.75

Shingles, clear 2.90

Shingles, 2nd clear 2.25
Shingles, extras, l's 1.50

Hemlock boards, mill run 14.50 to 16.50

Hemlock culls 13.00 to 14.00

Pulpwood Export Restriction on Crown Lands.

According to a statement made recently by Premier Couin, the re-

striction of the export of pulpwood from the Province of Quebec will be

confined to that cut from Crown lands. This will permit of the export

of large quantities cut on private lands, which, Sir Lomer Gouin stated,

the Quebec Government have no power to prevent from being exported.

This power belongs to the Dominion Government. Tn regard to the

pulpwood cut upon Crown lands, he stated further that the Govern-

ment's intention was to prohibit any export of unmanufactured pulp-

wood, but not to impose an export duty. Tt will be made a condition of

the permits that all wood cut shall be manufactured in Canada. People

applying for permits will have to sign an agreement not to export un-

manufactured pulpwood, and if they violate the agreement their licenses

will be cancelled. It is generally believed in Quebec Government circles

that this will be followed by a Dominion law applying a similar restric-

tion to all pulpwood, whether on private lands or on Crown lands.

At a recent meeting in St. John's, P.Q., Sir Lomer Gouin, Premier
of Quebec, announced that increased charges would be made for timber
cutting licenses, commencing on Sept. 1 next year. The increase will

date, according to the Premier's plans, from the time of the expiration
of present contracts between the Government and the lumber merchants.
The Premier announced that it was hoped that the increased charges
would increase the revenue by from $200,000 to $300,000.

The following comparative statement of timber measured and culled
has been issued by the Quebec Supervisor of Cullers' Office, under date
Of October 6

:

1907 1908 1909
Waney white pine cubic feet 1,030,520 905,720 092,440
White pine " 130,100 131,880 57,520
Ped pine " 8,400 8,200 8,080
Oak " 294,800 409,920 504.300
Elm " 212,300 80,440 107,900
Ash " 11,200 4,400 520
Birch and maple " 03,700 59,880 57,240

P. D. Gordon Finds Good Business in the West.

Mr. P. D. Gordon, of the firm of Mason, Gordon & Company, Mont-
real, who returned recently from a business trip as far west as Edmon-
ton, reports that business conditions throughout the West are unusually
promising. This was Mr. Gordon's first visit to Edmonton, and he was
greatly impressed with the city's prospects. During his journey Mr. Gor-
don covered nearly 2,000 miles of wheat producing country "and," he
says, "like everyone else who goes to the Northwest at the present time,

I found everything on the boom, owing to the enormous crop of wheat
which has been harvested and is now being threshed and marketed.

"Every merchant in any line of trade, whether lumber or otherwise,

is in the best of good humor, owing to the prospects ahead, and I am
quite certain that, with another year similar to 1908 and the present one,

the future of the Northwest will be well assured. Not having gone
through to the Pacific coast on this trip. T did not come in contact with

any of the lumber mills, but from reports which we have from our Pa-
cific coast manager, the mills out there are looking forward to better

times and also better prices.

"Owing to the conditions in the West, and also the existing condi-

tions in the East, the lumber trade in this section of the country is on
very much better footing than it was early in the present vear, and the

prospects are, in my opinion, that the year 1910 will be fully equal to

the year 1907, which was the banner year in the lumber trade of Eastern
Canada.

"

Mr. Gordon is now on a trip through the southern States, visiting

the yellow pine territory, and will wind up at Savannah. Ga., where, the

latter part of this month, his firm will load two cargoes of yellow pine

timber of about one million feet each.

Personal and Trade Notes from Montreal.

Mr. C. A. Spencer has just returned from a trip through Ontario,

where he has been placing some of his eastern stock and introducing a

specially manufactured line of kiln dred spruce flooring, sheeting, etc.

which is face-polished and bundled.

Mr. A. P. Beaupre, managing director of the Eagle Lumber Com-
pany, is at present superintending the construction of the boiler house in

connection with the erection of the company's new mill at Eapide-de-

L'Origial, Que., and expects to be away two weeks.

At the present time the water front presents a bustling scene of ac-

tivity and lumber dealers report a great difficulty in obtaining cars as

they require them. They are held for grain and perishable goods, with

lumber products expected to wait for a slacker season.

Mr. Thos. MacKarell. of Ottawa, returned recently from Liverpool,

and through Mr. Eussel, manager of the Montreal office for Thos. Mac-

Karell & Company, we learn that in his estimation the lumber prospects

in England are gradually brightening up and there is every reason to

expect better reports in the future.

The question of why Montreal dealers should be forced to go awav

up to the Georgian Bay districts for their supply of maple and birch

floorings, was propounded to the "Canada Lumberman" recently. And

really it does seem a conundrum when one considers that the surround-

ing district is richly supplied with these timbers, and especially so in

the case of birch.

The Eagle Lumber Company, Montreal, have under construction a

new sawmill at Bapide-de-L'Or'einal. Que. The mill will have a ca-

pacity of from 4,000.000 to 0,000,000 feet of spruce during a season's

run, Shingle machines will be installed with a daily output of 300.000
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per day, and provision will also be made to turn out cedar and hemlock
railway ties. Madison & Williams, Limited, of Lindsav, Ont,, are sup-
plying a portion of the sawing machinery, and E. Leonard t Son of
London, have a contract for installing the boilers and engines. The mill
will be one of the most modernly equipped in the district.

Lumbermen are getting a better service along the harbor front than
ever before, due to the new harbor terminals. Under the old regime cars
were wont to be placed anywhere from three to four sections awav'from
where they were required. General satisfaction is expressed also with the
new sheds. Lumber stored on the docks is afforded protection now and
can be landed at outside points in better condition.

British Columbia lumber companies have had their agents in Mont-
real recently, and succeeded in inducing a large number of French-
Canadians to move to the West at the expense of their companies These
men are tak ng their families with them and will engage in the lumber-
ing business, The Fraser River Lumber Company. Limited, of Fraser
Mills, B.C.. recently engaged a large number of workmen, who left on
a special train for the West.

Canada's Export Trade for 1909.

Statistics of Canada's trade in wood products with the United King-
dom and with the United States for the fiscal vear ending March 31
1909, and for previous years, are given in the following tables, which
have been issued by the Department of Trade and Commerce.

The exports to the United Kingdom were as follows :

w , ,

Ancles 1907 (9 mos.) 1908 1909Wood, unmanufactured

—

l
j0gs

, •: ,•; $ 38
<
948 $ 30,366 $ 19.164

L.umoor, nasswood, butternut, hickory 5,832 13 691 6 761

E
oa

!

s
' Pino • 1,621,981 1,r,88,'249 1.617 354

JJea s, sprue- and other... 6.414,045 6,057,286 4 782 490
Deal ends 279,327 298,089 2871713Hanks an, l boards 1.215.421 1.562,047 1 469 768
Joists and scantling 428,614 468,286 354^668
Staves, and headings 32,008 63,962 19 614

Shooks, box °
th° r hlmW 132,232 170,877 196

'

087

Shooks, other "22S,i82 108,617
"

17,070Tunber, square, .Ash 1,926 24 525 9 484" ,rch 86,335 1 23.875 110,757™m 266,753 212.183 134 435

4
)ak 245,770 400,761 211,884™> 95,116 6,097 45.579Pmc, white S57.320 993.095 683 995

All *i / 0thf^ 9 -628 32 -64" 54.134AH other wood unmanufactured 11,102 1 094 4 9°6

Totals, wood, unmanufactured $11,8&5,440 $12,140,746 $10,024,123

Wood, manufactured

—

Household furniture $ 54,900 $ 47 953 $ ggmDoors sashes and blinds 64,474 1 05,829 56 985Matches and match splints 37,224 8° 518 53 514Spool wood and spools 45,450 22 396 40*778W ood pulp :

—

Chemically prepared 21 624 842 446Mechanically prepared 463^75 74
2'
274

All other wood, manufactured 132,281 242,699 190 09''

Totals, wood, manufactured $ 892,938 $ 986,524 $ 1.481.750

Total wood and manufactures if. . $12,758,378 $13,127,270 $11,505,873

The exports to the United States were as follows:

Articles 1907 (9 mos.) 1908 1909
«<>od, unmanufactured

—

Bark for tanning' $ 31 481 $ U2ls $ m u
l1***"? 48,921 83,054 77 458Hoop, hop, telegraph and other poles 82,708 116 4°4 43 8Qf;

^emJock 445 31,489 31 797
i ,ne 2,505 2,894 20,981
*Pn,c\ 146,345 101,231 109,784

t u
A" ot

.
her 271,631 528,550 738 387

liumber, Deals, spruce and ether
. . . 328,235 410 462 35] 825

Laths, palings and pickets. 1,526,774 1,651420 1 744 485
Planks and boards 11,245,999 15,341,263 14'814'l06
Joists and scantling 251,201 412 902 '394 '?65
Staves and headings 118,595 15l!585 60 690
All other lumber, N.E.S... 451.768 317.039 366 076

£i"
g V": 116

'
310 298

>
966 74:002

r'osts. cedar, tamarack and other ... 12 585 29 707 .39 948

^
hinSles 1,325,958 2,518,517 2,520.339

Sleepers and railroad ties 295,851 591,382 289 473
IS

00*8 -.;-', 18,766 20,634 13,646
\V00d blocks and other, for pulp ... 1,999,264 4,656,721 4 356 391
All other wood, unmanufactured .... 81,651 116^839 207 619

Totals, wood, unmanufactured
. . . $18,357,453 $27,418,967 $26,377,715

Wood, manufactured

—

Barrels, empty $ 32,914 $ 50,392 $ 42 979
Household furniture ] 4,405 32,721 29 404Wood pulp— '

Uuemically prepared 1,364,030 1,223,702

Mechanically prepared 2 181 500
All other wood, manufactured 56,713 110,920

Totals, wood, manufactured $ 2,501,480 $ 3,739,563

Total wood and manufactures of .. $20,858,933 $31,158,530

The imports from the United States were as follows :

Artfcles 1907 (9 mos.) 1908
J}arreIs Dm... $ 21,234 $ 109 773

r. j
Free . . 33,215 45,670

Cane, reed or rattan Dut... 44,118 40 720

n , , , , ,
Fre^ • 11,066 U,U9

Corkwood or cork bark Dut... 17,161 76,588

v . , ,
Frec

• • 40i475 74^307
Felloes of hickory or oak Free .. 25,849 49,647
Fence posts and railway ties ....Free 99] '9(56 599 544
Furniture Dut... 504,366 722,457
Hickory and oak spokes and scale

board for cheese boxes Free .. 150,604 949752
Mouldings Dut... 68,303 78^877
Logs A round unman'fae'd titn. .Free. . . 405,790 514,620
Lumber, timber, planks, boards— ' " *

Cherry, chestnut, gumwood,
hickory and whitewood Free .. 386 303 677 260

Mahogany Free.. 176,766 196>,34
Free.. 1,380,478 2,173 307

Pitch pine Free.. 1,288,791 2,170,143
Sawed boards, planks, deals ... Dut .. . 70,128 104,512
Sawed or split boards, planks,

deals and other lumber ...Free.. 938,187 2,010,510
Timber or lumber manufac-
tured NOP Dut... 14,082 1,502

Timber or lumber, hewn or
sawed, squared or sided or
ereosoted Free.. 38,720 190 374

.
Walnut l<Yec . . 38,821 34 ,'367

\ eneers of oak, rosewood, ma-
hogany. Spanish cedar, walnut. Dut. 165 308 916 989

Woodenware Dut... 8^485
"

9 [356
Pails and tubs Dut... 12,556 17 592

AVood pulp Dut... 33,435 56416
All other Dut... 945,797 1,371,580

Free . . 537,792 929,954

Totals, wood and nifrs. of.. . Dut. .. 1,904.973 °.805,592
Freo . . 5.744.82.3 9.930 908

Total, combined $7,649,796 $12,735 800

25

1,841,177

80,076

$ 3,217,331

$29,595,046

1909
101,766
74,866
34,769
16,714
40,788
54,463
29,175

641 ,839

593,159

99,369
61,140

536,482

356.270
128,735

1,380,415
1,049,668
104,829

1,103,821

2,154

59,340
23,470

159.369
8,681

8,076
31,173

1,013,214

592,622

2,159.111
6.147,240

$8,306,360

Destruction of Manly Chew's Yard at Midland.
A disastrous fire broke out recently in the lumber yards of Manley

Chew, at Dollartown, just outside of the town of Midland, Ont., and
burned over twelve acres of yards, causing: a loss of $298,000, which was
fully covered by insurance. About 13,000.000 feet of lumber were de-
stroyed. The fire started, it is supposed, from a spark from the burner,
as it originated in the nearest pile in the yard to the burner and in direct
line from it. The wind was blowing from the mill towards the lumber
yard. This was a fortunate circumstance, because it prevented the mill
from being destroyed.

The losers were as follows: The Turner Lumber Company, Toronto,
$125,000. fully covered by insurance; Munns & Cochrane, Sudbury!
about $90,000. fully covered by insurance : E. E. Foss & Company. Bay
City, Mich., $28,000, fully covered by insurance: Manlev Chew' Clum-
ber), about $15,000. fully covered by insurance; Manlev Chew (trams,
etc.), about $15,000. partially covered by insurance; The Log Pickers'
Association, $25,000, fully covered by insurance. The Log Picker's
Association is an association formed of practically all the lumbermen of
Georgian Bay for the purpose of gathering logs which had been lost
from the rafts. The logs are taken to Midland and there sawn on joint
account.

The Turner Lumber Company's insurance was spread over a number
of comnanies, as follows. Adirondack Eire Insurance Company, New
York, $5,000; London & Lancashire Eire Insurance Company $8 000-
Queen Assurance Company of America. $7,000; North British & Mer-
cantile, $7,000; Liverpool k London & Globe Insurance Company. $14.-
500: Manitoba Assurance Comnanv. Montreal, $2,500; St. Paul Fire <*•

Marine Insurance Companv, $5,000; Lumber Insurance Company ofNew York. $10,000; Guardian Assurance Companv, Limited, London
Eng.. $8,000: Yorkshire Fire & Life Insurance Comnanv, York. Ens.]
$8,000; Royal Insurance Company. Limited, of Montreal, $15,000-
Phoenix Assurance Company, of London, Eng.. $13,000- Sovereign' Fire
Assurance Comnanv, of Canada, $1,000: Canadian Fire Insurance Com-
pany. $4,500: Richmond & Drummond Eire Insurance Companv. Rich-
mond, One.. $2,500; Phoenix Assurance Companv, of Brooklyn $4 000-
total, $125,000.

A more satisfactory state of affairs with regard to cars is reported
this fall than last year by New Westminster lumbermen. In the autumn
of 1908 it was almost impossible to obtain cars for lumber transporta-
tion, as the prairie farmers had them all tied no for their wheat crop
but the railroads have been able to keep up with the extraordinary de-
mand for cars from both industries this year.
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Death Summons N. A. Rhodes of Amherst, N. S.

The death occurred recently at Amherst, N.S., after an illness of

little more than one week, of Mr. N. A. Rhodes, vice-president of the

Rhodes- Curry Company, Limited, and one of the best known and most

highly esteemed business men of eastern Canada. Mr. Rhodes was re-

turning from a trip to Sydney, when lie was taken ill on the tram.

Several specialists were summoned and an operation for appendicitis

was found necessary. After the operation was performed it was ex-

pected that Mr. Rhodes would soon recover. Other symptom* developed,

however, and in spite of the most skilful attention Mr. Rhodes passed

away.

Mr. N. A. Rhodes was a self-made man in every sense of the word

having lost his parents at an early age and been thrown on his own re-

sources when ten years old. He was horn in Amherst, N.S., in 1845.

After learning the carpenter trade, he went to the United States, where

he remained for ten years, during five years of which he held a respon-

sible position as superintendent, with a large building and contracting

firm.

In 1877 Mr. Rhodes returned to Amherst and engaged in the manu-

facture of building materials. Later, he took into partnership his brother-

in law, Mr. N. Curry, who became president of Rhodes, Curry & Com-

The Late N. A. Rhodes, Vice-President Rhodes

Curry Co., Limited, Amherst, N. S.

pany, Limited. The business of this company is varied in character and

includes the operation of saw mills, planing mills, lath mills, shingle

mills, brick works, car works, machine works and foundry.

Mr. Rhodes also held large interests in other enterprises. He was

half-owner in a large lumber concern at Sheet Harbor, N.S., where he

and his partner, Mr. Curry-, operated on a large scale. He held a large

interest in a Newfoundland property, which was subsequently sold to a

Boston firm for a large figure, and he is also interested in other lumber

properties.

Mr. Rhodes was a director of the Misaquash Marsh Company. He
was also a director of the Maritime Heating Company, and was largely

interested in the New Brunswick Petroleum Company. As one of the

Governors of Acadia University at Wolfville, N.S., Mr. Rhodes took an

active interest in the progress of that institution. Mr. Rhodes did not

seek public office, but his popularity as a citizen was evdenced by his

being elected in 1904 as mayor of Amherst, N.S.

Sudden Death of Hon. Wm. T. Pipes.

The sudden death of Hon. W. T. Pipes, Attorney-General of Nova

Scotia, will cause great regret among all who were acquainted with him.

His death was the result of apoplexy and came with dramatic sudden-

ness, while he was visiting friends in Boston. Hon. Mr. Pipes was a

close friend of the late N. A. Rhodes, and had just referred sorrowfully

to the death of his friend when he was himself stricken.

About six weeks ago Mr. Pipes left for Regina to attend the meet-

ing of the Dominion Forestry Association, of which he was one of the

vice-presidents. He was recently appointed a member of the commission

for the conservation of the natural resources of the Dominion. During

the last few years Mr. Pipes has given much time and thought to the

timber resources of Nova Scotia, and early in June had visited Toronto

and engaged the services of Dr. Fernow and other experts, who are now

at work making a survey in the province of its forest lands. After the

convention, Mr. Pipes left for Vancouver, Seattle and other Canadian

and American cities on the Pacific coast. He spent some days in San

Francisco, then crossed the continent to Washington, I >.('., w here he

collected data in reference to the reforesting scheme.

William T. Pipes was born at Amherst on April loth, I860. He re-

ceived his preliminary education at the Amherst Aeadem\
. after which

he was graduated from Acadia College and called to the Bar in IH78.

After a long and successful political career he was appointed after the

last election to the position of Attorney-General of the Province of Nova

Scotia, with a seat in the Lower House.

Mr. Pipes was largely interested in many of Amherst's industries,

being a director in the Amherst Boot &, Shoe Company, Douglass & Com-

pany, and a large shareholder in the Rhodes-Curry Company and other

industries. He was also largely interested in lumber properties in dif-

ferent parts of the province.

The death occurred recently of Mr. Clifford A. Thompson, a leading

lumberman of Oxford, N.S., at the age of 55.

Canadian Pulpwood in U. S. Markets.

Editor "Canada Lumberman":

—

Dear Sir,—My article in the "Canada Lumberman" of Sept. 1st seems

to have awakened a great deal of interest. I have received a great many

letters from Ontario, presumably from parties who own wood lote. One

man writes: "I have six car loads of poplar pulp for sale; do you use

such material in your mill?'' Another writes: "Can you give me the

names and addresses of paper manufacturers on your side, who are in

the market for imported wood? Am in the pulpwood business and

would like to correspond with them if prices are right." Another writes:

"Would like to contract twenty cars of clear spruce, in car lengths, 30

feet and 35 feet long, 5-inch and 6-inch at top end. Also, could get out

a large amount of poplar wood."

I would like to reply to these people, through the columns of your

paper, as follows: "place an advertisement in one of the American

paper trade journals, if unable to do so individually, do so collectively.

In other words, club together." To Americans who are in the market

as buyers, I have this to advise : "place an advert :sement in the 'Canada

Lumberman' and let your requirements by known."

In comparing Canadian and American prices, the Canadian export

duty and the long or short haul by rail must be taken into consideration

when quoting prices at point of delivery. Now, a word in regard to the

state of the market. In the early fall of 1908, forest fires swept over a

large part of the woodlands in the Adirondacks. Paper and pulp mill

men, and others, are cutting this timber at the present time to save it.

Obviously, this is placing a large amount of domestic wood on the mar-

ket. Not only for the present year, but for one or two years to come.

T can easily give the name and address of every mill owner, or company,

in this part of the State, who are in the market as buyers, and will

readily do so.

Any Canadian engaged in the pulpwood business who wishes the

names "and addresses of parties on this side who are in the market for

imported wood, can get the information by enclosing a Canadian five-

cent piece, to cover cost of postage, stationery and trouble of writing. A

certain number of mills here get their wood wholly, or in part, from their

own timber limits; and, again, other companies are compelled to buy

every cord they use.

George B. Oberton,

North Bangor, N.Y.

No more concise and logical presentation of the pulp situation has

been put into words than that of Mr. P. J. Loughrin, one of the original

advocates of an export duly on Canadian raw products, particularly lum-

ber. Mr. Loughrin in an interview discussed the situation in detail, and

concluded as follows: "You must keep in mind that there is no party

politics in all this. It is a national question. President Roosevelt called

a conference for the preservation of natural resources. Canada was re-

presented at it, and there was a great hurrah, but the moment that

Canada attempted to conserve its natural resources of pulpwood by in-

sisting upon local manufacture, at that moment the Government at

Washington undertook to punish us by putting a countervailing duty on

our pulpwood products.

"Don't you see how it all works out? It is all a matter of bargain

and trade. We have the raw material ; we therefore control the situation.

They may put up a bluff of punishing us with an import duty upon our

pulp products, but, mark you, we have the whip hand, and our friends

across the line will eventually adjust their tariff to the needs of the

situation.

"

Senator D. J. King, of Chipman, N.B., John E. Moore, Dr. J. H.

King and party are on a trip in British Columbia. Senator King will

proceed to the coast and on his return trip will visit Edmonton. This is

Senator King's twelfth trip to the coast. Mr. Moore will remain in the

West for three weeks.
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Lumber News from New Brunswick
Limit Holders Object to Fvie Inch Cutting Rule
Busy Season Expected in Woods Operations

A Campbellton, N.B.. dispatch states that present indications point

to a busy season in lumber operations, and probably the largest cut yet
made will be the result. The Shives Lumber Company are planning to

get out about 35.000,000; the Wm. Richards Company, about 28,000,000:
Chaleur Bay Mills, about 12,000,000, and the Dalhousie Lumber Com-
pany, about 15,000,000. This, with the smaller operations of Bearinger
A Chapin. W. H. Miller and B. A. Mowatt, will mean considerably over
100.000,000 to come through the Restigouche boom next season, the

largest in its history. The cut this season was about 90.000,000, which
was greatly in advance of all previous years. In order to handle the
large output of next year, the Room Company intend to spend about
$10,000 upon increased facilities and boom capacity. A new feature

in the lumbering operations this winter will be the hauling of logs over
the Intercolonial Railway. Contracts have been made with the railway
to haid logs for Wm. Richards & Company, Dalhousie Lumber Company
and Rearinger & Chapin. in all about four or five million feet. This will

mean that the railway will be kept open all winter, which will be a great

advantage to the lumbermen in the carrying of supplies to their camps.

The Limit Holders' Association of New Brunswick, and the St. John
River Log Driving Corporation recently held a joint session in the Board
of Trade rooms at St. John. N.B., an l decided to present a memorial
to the Provincial Government protesting agauist the regulation recently
passed in regard to the cutting of lumber on Crown lands, to the effect

that all logs shall be cut up to 5-inch in width at the top end.
Lumbermen are opposing this on the ground that timber of this

class is worthless. They claim that it cannot be used as pulpwood and
cannot be manufactured into merchantable lumber. They say further
that it would not be worth the stumpage collected upon it. If the Gov-
ernment insist upon this regulation they state that they will ask to have
the timber scaled, and will pay the stumpage but leave the tree standing.

At the meeting, Mr Harry HUvard, vice-president of the Limit
Holders' Association, presided, and among others present were: W. B.
Snowball. Hon. Allan Ritchie, of Newcastle; James Robinson, of Miller-

ton; Frank Napier and William Anderson, of the Shives Lumber Com-
pany. Campbellton.

New Brunswick to Prohibit Pulpwood Export.

In the course of a speech at the opening of the Saekville Exhibition
on October 6th, Premier Hazen, of New Brunswick, foreshadowed some
important legislation at the next session of the New Brunswick Legisla-

ture. He intimated that an export duty will be placed on pulpwood cut

on Crown lands, and expressed the hope that the Dominion Government
"would so far co-operate with the provincial that our forest wealth now
being ruthlessly destroyed by United States paper makers might be pre-

served for the benefit of our own people."

Premier Hazen said in part: '"We have gone on with the idea that

the forests of the province are inexhaustible, that the annual growth is

equal, at least, to the yearly cut." He was sorry to have to state that

this was not the case, and that it had been ascertained for a certainty
that every year in New Brunswick they were cutting down more timber
than was being replaced by natural growth. "If this is continued," he
said, "it is only a question of a few years before our forests will be gone.
We must take steps to preserve our forests. The principal source of

the destruction of forests is the export of pulpwood. The time has ar-

rived when the province should adopt a policy that will have the effect

of causing the raw material of our forests to be manufactured by our
own people and in our own province. It is now time to put a stop to the
export of pulpwood from the Crown lands at least. I believe the Govern-
ment of New Brunswick woidd be acting in sympathy with public sen-

timent, if it placed a restrictive export duty on all pulpwood and raw
material cut on Crown lands."

The New Brunswick Government before concluding its session dis-

cussed the pulpwood question and decided to appoint a committee to

go thoroughly into the matter. The committee will be composed of

Surveyor-General Grimmer, Chief Commissioner of Public Works Mor-
rissey, and Provincial Secretary Flemming. Within the next two months
this committee will visit the various sections of the province in which
the pulpwood industry flourishes and will make investigations on the
spot and report.

A Bathurst, N.B., dispatch reports that the sale of the Adams
Burns property to the Nepisiguit Lumber Company has at last been
completed. The Nepisiguit Lumber Company is an American concern,
of which R. W. Ellis, president of the Union Trust Company, of Spring-
field, Mass., is president; Fred S. Morse, of the Morse Lumber Com-
pany, Springfield, managing director, and Messrs. Sisson and the A.

Sherman Lumber Company, of New York, are largely interested, as well
a6 some New York and Philadelphia men, who also own timber limits in

Quebec.

The Adams Burns Company's property is said to be one of the
largest and most valuable lumber properties in the province. It con-
sists of several thousand acres of freehold property, about 500 square
miles of licensed lands, stores and offices in Bathurst, mill, wharves,
tugs, lighters and booms at mouth of the Big Nepisiguit river, together
with the stock of the Bathurst Boom Company, and an electric light

plant. The purchase price has not been made public, but it is rumored
that it is several hundred thousand dollars.

The new company was organized two years ago, and had already
bought the Stacy mill and limits at Bathurst. It is announced that a
new mill mill at once be erected, and that thirty million feet of logs will
be cut this winter to be manufactured for the American market. The A.
Sherman Lumber Company, which is interested in this deal, has large
pulp and paper interests in New York, Pennsylvania and Tennessee.

Legal Decisions of Interest to Lumbermen.
The case of the Wapsehogan Lumber Company, N.B., v. C W

W entworth has been settled in the Equity Court recently and withdrawn
from the records. The defendant agreed to discharge the mortgage and
accept a small amount in settlement of damages.

Principal and Agent—The case of Marsh v. Lloyd recently came up
in a Division Court of Ontario. Chief Justice Meredith in his judgment
held that where an agent purchased timber as agent and afterward set
up that he had purchased it as principal, the agency
having been proved to have at first existed it was incumbent upon the
agent to show that the agency had been determined. This is a reversal
of a judgment formerly given by Judge Anglin in a Non-jury Court at
Toronto.

Negligence Causing Fire—Plaintiff, by agreement with defendants,
had the right to store cordwood on defendants' property adjoining their
tracks. A large quantity was destroyed by fire caused by sparks emitted
from the defective engine, lighting in some dry grass and being com-
municated therefrom to the cordwood. Defendants held liable for $300
damages. —Scott v. Pere Marquette R.W. Company.

Payment for River Improvements—In an action by three companies
for work done for and services rendered and materials supplied to de-
fendant in connection with the floating certain ties down streams and
towing them on the lake, the evidence showed that defendant had used
the river improvements of 'the plaintiffs for the two previous years with-
out objecting to the company's right to compensation for the use of

them, and he had made arrangements for the use of them for the year
1908. Held, that the defendant was liable.—Pigeon River v. Mooring.

Contract for Delivery of Goods—A case of considerable interest to
lumber manufacturers and dealers has recently been tried before a Nova
Scotia Court of Appeal in the suit of Jones et. a!, v. Gushing. Robert
Jones & Company, of Liverpool, brought action against Andre Gush-
ing & Company, of St. John, N.B., for damages resulting from the re-

fusal of the defendants to deliver a quantity of box shooks, which had
been contracted for. On May 30, 1902, the plaintiffs entered into a
written contract with the defendant to take 20,000 box shooks as a
sample lot, with the intention of taking larger quantities later, if they
were found to obtain a ready market. With a view to this the following
clause was inserted in the contract: "Buyers to have the option to ex-
tend the contract for twelve monthly shipments of 20/30,000 boxes after
receipt of this sample shipment."

The shipment sold readily and was paid for, and on November 8th
the plaintiffs wrote for further monthly shipments to be commenced on
December 1. The defendants, however, wrote in reply saying that they
considered the option to increase the order had been forfeited owing to
th unreasonable amount of time allowed to pass before notifying them of

acceptance. Accordingly they declined to fill the order. When the case
came to trial first, Judge Landry, without a jury, decided in favor of

the defendants, holding that the plaintiffs had delayed an unreasonable
time before availing themselves of the option. He gave judgment for

the defendants for $238.32, the amount of a counterclaim.
The appeal has now resulted in this verdict being set aside. Chief

Justice Barker in delivering the judgment of the court, stated that this

was not a case of a mere offer to deliver goods which might be withdrawn
at any time before acceptance. The defendant, entered into this con-
tract on the 30th May, 1902, and there was valuable consideration for it.

It might be that the defendant might in consequence of the delay have
acquired a right in some way to limit his liability on the contract in

point of time. But as nothing of that kind had been done it was un-
necessary to consider the question. The verdict was therefore set aside,

and as no damages had been given at the first trial a new ferial was
granted.

How many shingles can be cut from 1,000 feet of logs? A prominent
operator recently reported cutting 1,000. A reader of the "Canada
Lumberman" says he can get 3,000. Which is nearest right ?
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In Support of Perpetual Licenses

Dr. Judson F. Clark Presents his Views Be-
fore B. G. Timber and Forestry Commission

The duration of timber licenses and the amendment of the system
of timber royalties were discussed by Dr. Judson F. Clark, former Pro-
vincial Forester, in an address which he delivered recently before the
British Columbia Timber and Forestry Commission, during one of its

sessions at Vancouver. On the subject of establishing a provincial
forest service, Dr. Clark spoke in part as follows

:

"As regards a provincial forest policy, permit me to suggest the
desirability of having at Victoria a thoroughly efficient forest service.

"Protection of the forests from fire is not only the corner-stone of
all forest policy, but is the whole foundation of practical forestry. Forest
fire patrol—for the prevention rather than the extinguishing of flres—is

the forester's insurance. The present patrolling system should be greatly
extended. All fire rangers wearing badges should have the power to
arrest without warrant, and head rangers in all out-of-the-way places
should have the powers of a justice of the peace for the enforcement of

penalties under the Fire Act. The cost of the fire service might very
properly be divided between the license holders and 'the province.

"I suggest that the Provincial Government makes a modest ap-
propriation for the purpose of determining the practicability and cost of

burning the brush under local conditions. Certainly no intelligent legis-

lation can be formulated along this line until we have definite knowledge
gained by experiment both as regards its practicability and cost.

"The limited tenure feature of timber licenses is, in view of the large

amount of timber so held, a direct and most powerful incentive to waste-
ful logging and also utterly prohibitive of any forestry practices on the
part of loggers. Twenty-one years is much too short a time for a logger

who is looking to the future to plan for future crops of trees, and hence
prohibits forestry measures so far as he is concerned. So far as the log-

ger who cares nothing for the future of the forest is concerned, he could

have no objections to a limited tenure provided there was a harmonious
relation between the timber to be cut, the markets available and the time
allowed in which to cut it. When the tenure was fixed at 21 years there

were but a few hundred sections under license, and future developments
in this line were not and could not have been foreseen.

"A failure to bring the time limit on licensed timber into harmony
with the amount of timber so licensed would inevitably result in the em-
barrassment of all logging and lumber manufacturing enterprises by forc-

ing a chronic state of overproduction ; but more serious and more per-

manent would be the loss sustained by the province as a whole by the

irreparable damage it would bring to the forests themselves and to the

provincial forest revenues.

"Let the license holder be given the option for a period of say

ten years of renewing his license as per the present law, or of converting

it into a license renewable from vear to year without time-limit, as now
obtains on Dominion lands, with the provision that the logging, when-
ever undertaken, be conducted in conformitv with plans approved by the

provincial forest denartment. Special and reasonable provision must,

of course, be made for the clearing of timber from lands suitable for and
actuallv needed for agricultural settlement.

"Foresters are everywhere agreed that next to the fire the greatest

enemy of forest conservation is high annual taxation. High taxation

places a premium on hasty and uneconomical logging with a view to the

abandonment of the land after it has been stripped of whatever has any
market value at the time.

"The British Columbia case is complicated by the fact that the

high license fee is essentially a method of paying for the, timber on the

instalment plan, and can not now be changed without unfairlv discrimin-

ating in favor of the licensee, desirable as such a. course might be from
the standpoint of forest conservation. It is a matter in regard to which

we, as a province, have started on the wrong tack, and we will have to

pay the price.

"Provision should, however, bp made for the reduction of the annual

license fee to a nominal rate on all cut-over lands, whether under lease

or license, which are logged according to plans approved bv the forest

department, in order that operators may find it good business to log

carefully and otherwise care for their cut over lands with a view to re-

turning later to cut a second and succeeding crop of logs.

"How impossible it would be for lumbermen to hold cut-over lands

for second crops of logs with any hope of nrofit under the present taxa-

tion will be, anoreeiated when it is recalled that an annual tax of $140

per year for 30 years amounts (at 8 per cent, compound interest) to

$10,060 in 30 years, $40,180 in 40 years, $80,000 in 50 years. $191,940

in 60 years, and it takes fully 50 years to grow a lumber tree even in

British Columbia!
"The rovalty is capable of being adapted as an ideal method of forest

taxation. The royalty as at present collected has two defects, viz. : (1)

It bears relatively more heavily during seasons of low nrices than when
prices are higher, and (2) assesses as high a rate on the comparatively

or finish. A royalty assessed as a per cent, of the f.o.b, value of the
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mill product is not subject to either objection. For example, if the
worthless top log as on the log which gives a large proportion of flooring
royalty rate by 3 per cent., the royalty payable on all low grade material
averaging $10 per M. at the mill will be but 30c. per M., while the
royalty on flooring and finish will average between $1 and $1.50 per M.
This would tend to encourage the utilization of low grade logs. Thus, too,
a falling of prices will bring with it automatically a slight lessening of the
cost of production, while an improvement in prices will bring automati-
cally an increased revenue.

"As the values of forest products increase in price from time to time
it is right that the provincial treasury should reap the increased revenues.
A percental royalty on the value of the product gives this earned increase
automatically in large measures, though the province should ever re-
serve the right to increase the percental rate should increased stumpage
values call for such a course."

In reply to questions by the commissioners Dr. Clark stated that
in his view the tenure of the 21 years licenses should be made indefinite
on non-agricultural lands. Upon others a license holder might be given
ten years within which to decide whether he would continue his license
under new regulations or not. He estimated second growth on ordinary
stocked land at 500 board feet per acre yearly. The present forests were
not increasing. They had been here for 10,000 years, and as much was
rotting as was growing. He repeated that while ownership should be in
the hands of individuals, control over the lands should be entirely with
the government. Limits should be subject to inspection by government
scalers, who should mark trees as merchantable and compel the holder
to take them out.

Trade Enquiries.
The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain

the following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman"
may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped en-
velope and stating number of enquiry :

1289. White oak—An inquiry has been received from a firm of wood-
workers in Sheffield for supplies of Canadian white oak.

1301. Agency abroad—A Venetian firm would be pleased to receive
quotations, c.i.f. either Genoa or Trieste, from Canadian shippers of
lumber wishing to develop trade in Italian markets.

1304. Agency broad—A London firm claiming a good connection
among buyers of maple flooring, would like to hear from responsible
Canadian manufacturers prepared to appoint an agent.

1316. Pine sidings—A Manchester firm asks for dimensions and prices
of pine sidings from Canadian exporters of same.

1321. Box boards—A Manchester firm asks for dimensions and prices
of box boards from Canadian manufacturers.

1326. .Pulp wood—A Manchester firm asks for prices of pulpwood
from Canadian exporters.

1331. Lumber and timber—A Shanghai, China, firm of importers
desires to get in touch with shippers of lumber by the car load. Quota-
tions to be c.i.f. Durban.

1340. Lumber—A South African firm of cabinet makers, upholsters,
etc., wishes to get in touch with shippers of lumber by the car load.
Quotations to be c.i.f. Durban.

1363. Wood pulp—A London company seeks supplies of wood pulp
for the Spanish market and would be glad to hear from Canadian ex-
porters of the material.

1374. Lumber—A hardware dealer in Nevis wishes to hear from
Canadian lumber merchants and exporters of hardware.

1376. Hardware and lumber—A firm of hardware dealers in Nevis
wishes to hear from Canadian lumber merchants and manufacturers of
shooks and staves, shingles and general hardware.

1377. Timber, flooring, doors, window sashes—A South African firm
of general merchants is desirous of being placed in touch with exporters
of timber, flooring, doors, window sashes, etc. Quotations to be c.i.f.

Durban.

1381. Lumber and wood products—A firm of wholesale dealers in

wooden goods in London, Eng., with excellent connections, ;s anxious to
establish Canadian connections for supplies.

1384. Pine doors, hardwood dowels, wheels and wheel timber ash,
hickory.^ elm and oak logs—One of the largest wholesale timber' mer-
chants in Liverpool, Eng

;
, is in a position to place orders for the above

products from time to time, and would welcome correspondence from
Canadian firms.

1386. Lumber for furniture, varnishes, etc.—A firm of importers in
Venice, Italy, are in a position to contract for supplies of the above com-
modities from time to time with Canadian firms.

1388. Timber area—A London firm is instructed to purchase two
or three square miles of land largelv timbered with wood suitable for
pulping, which must be in close proximity to seaboard. Full particulars
are desired from parties having suitable land for sale.

Mr. Alfred Temple Dobell, son of the senior member of Alfred Do-
bell & Company, timber merchants, Liverpool, Eng., has beep admitted
into partnership with the firm,



CAMP DEPARTMENT
Fire Hazard and Its Prevention.

At the recent Pacific Coast Logging Congress at Seattle, an inter-
esting paper was read by D. P. Simons, jr., of the Washington Forest
Fire Association. Seattle. His remarks were as follows:

The experience of the Washington Forest Fire Association in hand-
ling and preventing forest fires shows that fully 00 per cent, of these
fires originate in the slashings left by the loggers. These slashings are
the greatest menace to the green standing timber of the Pacific coast and
as the lumber industry grows there will be a corresponding increase of
fire hazard.

The slashing of themselves are a menace from the fact that there is

such a large quantity of debris consisting of inflammable tops and defec-
tive logs left on the ground, and they would have to be watched were log-
ging done with ox-team and horses, for a lighted match, cigar or cigarette
stub thrown carelessly aside, a camp fire or ashes from a pipe left to
smolder, might start a conflagration that would soon become uncontrol-
lable. Rut logging on the Pacific const to-day is not done with the bull
team. Modern methods have been introduced, and instead we see the
logging locomotive and the donkey engine doing more work, much easier
and with greater speed. But the lodging locomotive and donkey engine
bring with them an increased fire hazard, for thev throw out sparks and
set fires and we know of many instances where a logger has spent enough
in one season in time and labor fighting these fires to more than offset
the profits for that season, and in some cases entirely destroying his out-
fit and timber, his only asset.

This fire hazard may be divided into two classes: Losing railways
and the donkey engines in the woods. Tt must be borne in mind that
local conditions will have to bo taken into consideration when it is sought
to apply a remedy -what will be effective in one place mav not be fea-
sible in another.

Remedies.

The hazard of the logging railway, although the simplest to remedy
heretofore, has been the last to receive attention. The remedies pro-
posed are; The use of fuel oil, modern spark arresters kept in good con-
dition, tank cans for water, a clean right of way and watchmen'. T can
not recommend too stronglv the use of fuel oil on logging railways, for
this solves the problem, and we find that manv of the logging roads have
adopted this and that many more are having the neeessarv changes made
in their equipment.

Where it is impractical to use oil for fuel owing to the location,
modem spark arresters kept in good condition are essential : of these
manv have been invented and are in use which give satisfaction for both
wood and coal burning locomotives.

In a great many places where water is scarce the water for the
donkey engines is hauled into the woods in tank cars; these could be
easily rigged up with hosp and pump and using the steam from the loco-
motive a very effective fight could be made on a fire either along the
right-of-way or for some distance each side.

Where the logging railway is of a permanent naturp there is no ques-
tion but that a plean right-of-way is most essential, and while the cost of
clearing up such a right-of-wav would seem nrohibitive. exnerienee has
shown that often many times the amount has been spent in fighting fires
along the road besides the other not infrequent property losses.

The loggers in western Washington are beginning to see more and
more the necessity for preventive measures and are emploving track
walkers and watchman whoso duty it is to patrol the track after each
train and put out any fires that may be set by the locomotive, in this
way nroventin? large and dangerous fires.

The remedies proposed for the donkey engines are fuel oil. if a prac-
tical burner can be found, modern spark 'arrester kept in good condition,
rater pumps, a clean space around the donkev setting, and watchmen.

Tf my information is correct, up to the present no suitable burner
has been found by which oil can be used as fuel in the donkev engines,
although the nature of the work and the location may make it impractical

A great manv spark arresters have been put on the market which
have been found to bp practical for use on donkev engines and there can
bp no good excuse offered for not using them, for thev are practical at
all times and places. Tt is claimed bv a few that a donkev will not
steam pronerly with a snark arrester, that thp draft is intprfered with
rhis may be true with the old style screen. However, we have a letter
from one of the most successful loggers in the State of Washington in

•+u r!
ate * fchat he is °Peratin2 several donkev engines equipped

n-ith the old stvle screen and as an extra precaution this has been rein-
forced with a larger hood of wire netting and when an engineer claims
tie can not keep un steam another man is put in his place/

Where water is abundant it has been found practical to install aPnmp at the ropd donkeys, and this with, a short hose makes a very <mod

fire equipment. Tt is very important that the debris around the donkey
setting be cleaned up. This is a very easy way to insure against the set-
ting of fires by the donkey engines and should be done in all cases.

Importance of the Watchman.
One very important feature of fire prevention in the woods is the

watchmen. It is the custom in most camps to have a man go to the
donkey engines after the evening meal to extinguish any smoldering fires
that may have been set during the day, or just before the men have left
the woods; while this is an excellent plan, I believe it should be carried
a step further and a night watchman put on, for we have had some very
bad fires that have smoldered along far into the night and did not start to
burn until early morning. By the time anyone was up the fire had gained
such headway that the whole crew had to be summoned and often outside
help secured in order to handle it. If a night watchman had been em
ployed these fires would have received attention when they first started
to burn. Some loggers profiting by the experience of others now employ
night watchmen who make their rounds and visit each donkey at regular
intervals.

An Approved Donkey Engine.

I have just received a letter from a man who is interested in fire pre-
vention in which he tells of visiting a logging camp recently where they
are using a donkey engine that does not throw sparks. He says: "It is
a compound 10 x 12 engine with a 60-inch boiler having 287 2-inch flues.
Although they have a screen on it, it steams perfectly with no sparks
coming out. They seem to be yarding about 35,000 and claim to be
burning only about two ricks of 16-inch mill wood a day. The exhaust is
outside the stack and the roof is clear of cinders, showing that few, if
any,_ sparks come out. The large boiler and many flues give much more
heating surface, thus generating steam with a slow fire." This machine
would cost $3,200, and they claim it is only $250 more than they would
have to pay for the old type of machine. Tt does not take long for a log-
ger to lose $250 if he gets fire out in his works in a dry time. This ought
to appeal to the logger.

It would seem that something should be done to reduce the great
accumulation of slash. Some loggers have been very successful in keep-
ing fire out of their works, but have now reached the point where they
are afraid of their own work because, owing to the development of the
country and the increased amount of logging, fire is liable to spread to
their works from other points where burning is being done bv loggers or
settlers. No rule can be laid down for all to follow. In the extreme
western part of the State it is so damp almost the entire year that it
would seem impossible to set a fire, yet we know of fires doing a great
deal of damage even here. Some have suggested the piling and burning
of the brush, in this way keeping up with the cutting, while others sav
the best way is to cut down all snags and work the tops and debris into
windrows, using a donkey engine for the purpose, before taking the outfit
out of the works, and in this way leaving it in shape to handle when it is
fired. In any event some united action will have to be taken for the
loggers toward this end. and it seems to me this would be better than to
wait until the matter is sought to be regulated bv the passage of laws
that would work a hardship through their rigid enforcement backed by
popular sentiment, for it must be remembered that forest fires sometimes
destroy human lives and other property besides the timber.

I do not advocate the continual burning over of losged-off land but
the necessity for removing the greater part of the small stuff and debris
is apparent, for this is what makes a hot fire and is so easily carried by
the wind, setting new fires as it goes, and with this removed fire pro-
tection is practical, and with adequate fire protection reforestation ofmuch cut-over land is assured.

Don ts for Campers.
1. Don't, when in the woods, throw down a lighted match, cigar

stub or other flaming object; make sure that the flame has been thor-
oughly extinguished before throwing it away.

2. Don't build your campfire larger than is necessary.
3. Don't under any circumstances leave your fire unguarded even

for a comparatively short time; see that it is dead out before you <?o
away. -

to

4. Don't build your fire in leaves, rotten wood or other inflammable
material.

5. Don't build your fire against a <large or hollow log, where it is
hard to be sure when it has been entirely put out.

To these "dont's" it may be added that in windy weather or in a
dangerous place, it is well to confine the fire in a hole dug clean down to
the mineral soil. A fire may smoulder in the humus, or "duff "

for days
only waiting for a strong breeze to fan it into a flame that may bura
oyer miles of timber, J
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WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED—4-4 CLEAR BOAT CEDAR FOR
boat building; in large or small quantities.

H. E. GIDLEY & Co., Penetangu.shene, Ont. 20

Wanted
FIVE CARS ELM COFFIN STOCK. APPLY

Box 825 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 20

Wanted

WILL PAY GOOD CASH PRICE FOR ."

Coffin Elm, . y2 " 2" and 3" Mill Run Elm. Box

830. Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 25

WANTED - TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24

Adelaide Street West, Toronto.

Wanted
DRY HEMLOCK. PINE AND SPRUCE.

Will also contract for stocks cut or to be cut.

Box 846, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 21

Spruce Wanted

WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR CULL
Spruce and narrow 4/4 Spruce. Plea-e quote

us F. O. B. Canisteo, N. Y., U.S A. We can use

about three carloads per week. Canisteo Wooden

Ware Co. 21

Lath
ANTED -TWO TO TEN CARS EACH,
spruce or pine lath. Must be well manufac-

tured and strictly nice grade. Address Box 845.

Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 20

w

Wanted

WE NEED THE FOLLOWING AT ONCE.
Will pay cash for Pine, Spruce and Hemlock.

Send us a list of any specials. Correspondence with

mills solicited. 25,000 Cedar posts for sale, M and

up. Dougherty & Jones, 28 Toronto street,

Toronto. *°

Lumber Wanted
COFT ELM, ASH. BASSWOOD, OAK,
O Beech, Soft Maple, Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch, 1" to 3"- Can use log run, dead

culls out. State what you have of each kind, when
sawn and lowest price. Box 793 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto.

Soft Elm Wanted

WE REQUIRE ONE MILLION FEET OF
Soft Elm sawn to our sizes for delivery as

soon as shipping dry; will pay good price for

choice stock. Parties in a position to supply some
of this, please apply for further particulars to Box
849 Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

Wanted: v
Tank Lumber

3x6 and 8-18, and 3 x 10-24

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
Limited

Toronto, Ontario tl

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

SPRUCE, 9 cars 2x4, dry, well cut, good stuff.

Basket Bottoms, 5 cars 5x^x13^ Burks Falls

rate, special price to quick buyers. Address Gage-
Harkison Li mber & Shook Co., Burlington, Ont.

AVE YOU ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
wish to sell ? If so. make the fact known to

probable buyers by placing an advertisement in

the Wanted and For Sale Department. Address,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

For Sale
10 cars N. B. Extra Shingles
10 cars Clears "

140 M ft. 1" M. C. Red Pine

40 M ft. y," Basswood C. & B.

40 M It. y«" Elm C. & B.

30 M ft Y»" B. Ash C. & B.

Geo. C. Goodkki.low,
528 Board of Trade, Montreal

For Sale

Hemlock Timber
at Parry Sound, Ont

About 150,000 feet B. Mi 10 x 12 and 140,000 feet

B. M. 12 x 12 all 32 feet and up for immediate ship-

ment either by water or rail.

For prices and otlicr information apply to,

MASON GORDON & CO.,
80 St. Francis Xavier St.,

21 Montreal. Que.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

Mill Frame For Sale

MILL FRAME FOR SALE, IN GOOD CON-
dition. 1 10 x 40 ft. heavy timbers 8 x 8. 10 x 10

and 11x16, suitable for saw mill, planing mill or

large factory. Apply to 512 Dickson St. Peter-

borough Ont. 22

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70, 60 & 40 h.p.

Locomotive Boilers: 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 b.p.

Sawmill Engines: 25, 30, 35 40, 50. 60 and 70 h.p.

Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 25, 30.

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30,000 teet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited, Seaforth, Ont. tf

Machinery for Sale
One MacGregor Gourley Co., 15" Q. Y. Matcher.
One MacGregor Gourley End Matcher.
One Cowan & Co. 13" Four Side Moulder.
One Cowan & Co. Heavy Door Clamp.
One 24" Revolving: Bed Surfacer.
One combination rip and cross-cut Saw with iron

frame.
These machines are all practically new and are

being- disposed of as the owners are going out of
that line of business. Any of these machines can be

seen running" in our factory. Address in first in-

stance to Box 848, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

For Sale
ONE PORTABLE CIRCULAR SAW MILL

for sale; one boiler and furnace (50 h. p.); one
engine (40 h. p.) with cylinder 14 x 24 with a heavy
square frame fly wheel eight feet in diameter with

sixteen inch face for drive belt; fourteen inch drive

belt just new. all other belts good; two circular saws,

one sixty inch, one forty-eight inch, good frame;
one slab saw; one edger; one three-block carriage

friction feed; 56 teet smoke stack, 22 inches in diam-
eter with screen on top; tools and pumping outfit.

This mill is easy to move and everything is in first

class shape and ready to go to work. This mill

will be sold cheap. Reason for selling : no more
limber to cut here.

A. McBETH.
21 Kippen, Ontario.

WANTED- EMPLOYMENT

FOR SALE
CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES
suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

joK. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont. tf

L
2500

Position Wanted
UMBER BUYER OR SALESMAN OF 17

. years is open for position with good firm.

Could arrange on short notice. Have selling con-

nection in Western and Eastern Ontario, also New
York State. Knows Ottawa Valley and Georgian
Bay grades, either in the rough or dressed. Apply-

to Box 847,Canada Lumberman, Toronto, ao

Position Wanted
COMPETENT LUMBER INSPECTOR OF

wide experience wants opening as yard foreman
or inspector. Might arrange to buy on commission
for responsible firm. Seeks change so as to reduce
travelling and he more at home. Box 8(2, Canada
Lumbkrman, Toronto. 21

WANTED-POSITION IN OFFICE OR AS
shipper with British Columbia li.mber or

logging firm. I have had three and a half years
experience in Canadian Chartered Bank and I am
now office manager and shipper of large furniture
manufacturing company. Will supply recommen-
dation letters it requested. Apply to Box 839
Canada Lumbkrman, Toronto. 22

Situation Wanted
BY LUMBER ACCOUNTANT OF THIRTEEN

years experience in wholesale and manufactur-
ing offices. Past eight years in charge of office;

now employed in that capacity by large pine mill

and chartered railroad. Would like to make nominal
investment as an item of permanency. Box 824,

Canada Lum.ifrman. Toronto. 20

WANTEDEMPLOYEES

Wanted
AN EXPERIENCED BAND SAWYER FOR

Ontario lumber mills, a good position for the
right man. Wriie stating particulars to Box 833,
Canada Lumbkrman, Toronto 20

COMPETENT SALESMAN WHO KNOWS
Western Ontario trade to sell millstock :

—

lumber, shmgles, etc. State salary. Good references
required. Apply Hox 569, Lindsay Ont. 20

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale
SAWMILL, CAPACITY 20,000, AND 1,300

acres of timber in Parry Sound district. Situa-
ted on lake with navigable water to R.R. Scow,
camp, etc., in connection. Apply Box 840, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 22

FOR SALE—SMALL HARDWOOD MILL
Well equipped. On Georgian Bay. Lumber

sold for several years. A Bargain. For further part-
iculars apply Box 844, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. 22

MISCELLANEOUS

Valuable Timber Limits

and Saw Mill For Sale

1. The timber lands formerly belonging to

William McVicar in the County of Bruce consisting

of upwards of eight thousand acres in the Township
of St. Edmunds and Lindsay.

2. Timber Limit in the district of Algoma com-
posed of Berth n containing 28 square miles.

3. Valuable Saw Mill in the Town of Port
Elgin with harbor and railway connections. For
particulars and conditions of sale.

Apply to Lees, Hobson & Stephens, vendors
solicitors, Bank of Hamilton Chambers, Hamilton,
Ont. 20

Harbour Commissioners of Montreal

Tenders for Timber and

Portland Cement

SEALED TENDERS ADDRESSED TO THE
undersigned and endorsed "TENDER," will

be received up to noon on WEDNESDAY, 27TH
OCTOBER, 1909, for the above materials.

Specifications may be obtained on application to

Mr. F. W. Cowie, Chief Engineer, at this office.

The Harbour Commissioners reserve the right to

reject any or all of the tenders received.

DAVID SEATH,
Secretary-Trea surer

57 Common Street,

Montreal, October 9th, 1909 20

Hay for Sale

FOR HAY (TI MOTH Y AND CLOVER
mixed) apply to E. Simard & Co., 103 St.

Francois Xavier street, Montreal. 29

Small Timber Limit for Sale
FORTY-TWO ACRES VIRGIN FOREST;

fifty miles from Toronto; 1 miles from rail-

road station ; comprising maple, elm, beech, hem-
lock, basswood, cedai. Apply Box 834, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 21

Limit For Sale

JU,UUU,UUU pine , Kood qua |j tVi , 3o miles west
of Edmonton on Macleod Rixer and G. T. P'
Splendid proposition— move quick, snap—wire or
write 359 Cumberland Ave., Winnipeg. 20

Timber for Sale
QO ACRES LARGE VIRGIN TIMBER
*^^ Hemlock and Hardwoods, on C. P. R. near
smart mill, land level. Particulars by addressing
Box 83K, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 19-20-23-24

For Sale

Large Tract of Timber
THE PROPERTY of

The Canadian Land and Immigration
Company of Haliburton, ( Limited )

There are large quantities of Railroad and other
Timber, including Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce, Balsam,
Basswood, Beech, Cherry-Birch, Maple, also con-
siderable Pine, Elm and Ash on tiiis tract. It is well
served by two railroads The company are prepared
to sell th s timber in blocks ranging from 2,000 to
10,000 acres, or more if desired.
There are several good mill sites to the property.

This would be a good opportunity for parties who
are at present cut out and arc looking: for a new
location.
Maps and plans and further particulars can be

had by applying to

W. H LOCKHART GORDON.
Managing Director,

79 Adelaide Street East, Toronto

Timber Lands and Saw

Mills for Sale

The UNDERSIGNED Offers :—

Parcel i. Ste Anne des Monts property situated
on the South Shore of the St. Lawrence River,
Gaspe County, Quebec, about 1000 acres of Seign-
iory or Fee Simple lands—at the mouth of the Ste
Anne des Monts upon which is located a well
equipped lnmber and shingle Mill with ample steam
power, electric lighting, with a capacity of 25,000
teet of Lumber and 125,000 to 150,000 pieces of
Shingles each ten hours—also Dwellings for work-
men. Stable, Store houses, Repair Shops and Mill
Pond and storage facilities for logs.

About 300 square miles of licensed timber lands
upon which disinterested Explorers make a minimum
estimate of over 3<;o Million feet of saw logs,
principally spruce, fir and cedar, and 595,000 cords
of Spoolwood, and Pulpwood.

All on drivable streams an average of not over 30
miles to Mill Pond.

And all shanty plant tools and equipment on the
property.

Parcel 2. What logs are now in the river esti-

mated 3 Million feet board measure.

Parcel 3. Grande Vallee property situated about
sixty miles east of Ste Anne des Monts on the South
Shore of the St. Lawrence River in the County of
Gaspe, Quebec.

About 54 square mile* of Seigniory or Fee Simple
lands and 100 square miles of Licensed lands.

A new Mill consisting of 2 steam teed Circular
saws— 1 Merslion Horizontal resaw—with all sub-
sidiary Machiney and ample steam power and
electric lighting.

Capacity 50,000 to 75,000 feet of Lumber each ten
hours—A practically new Mill for sawing shingles
and railway ties.

With ample steam power and electric lighting to

produce 125 000 to 150,000 shingles each ten hours.

All the shanty plants, tools and equipment on tbe

property.

On the timber lands, disinterested Explorers
minimum reports are 100 Million feet saw logs,

principally spruce, fir and cedar and two hundred
and forty five thousand cords Pulp and Spool
Wood.

For further particulars, address.
C A. MILLINER.

Deseronto,
24 Ont.



Timber Limit
for Sale by Tender

CEALED TENDERS ADDRESSED TO THE
v3 undersigned and marked on the envelope
" Tenders for Point Grondine Indian Reserve" will

be received until noon on WEDNESDAY. THE
TENTH DAY OF NOVEMBER NEXT, tor all

the cherry birch, maple, spruce, hemlock and other
classes ot timber : estimated to contain over fifty

million teet of hardwood and over titty million feet

ot sott wood together with all the improvements on
the limits; covered by Ontario Timber Licenses,
numbers 5 an-1 8 and Dominion License number 6a.

Area about 88 square miles. This tract is situated
on the Georgian Bay at Beaverton Ri\cr and is

particularly suited for a charcoal, stovew ood alcohol,
hardwood flooring or veneer proposition.

An accepted cheque for S500 must accompany
each tender to be made payable to the undersigned
and to be returned on non-acceptance of tender.
Terms, cash 50^ in ten days; balance six and

twelve months, good notes, interest at six per cent;
or all cash buyer's option.

Highest or any tender not necessarily accepted.

McCarthy, osler. hoskins &
HARCOl'RT. Toronto

Solicitors for the Vendors. 21

Government Forests of Java.

In the Lslaud of J av& there are

1 ,655,000 acres of Ciovemment for-

est — principally teak-wood. They
are primeval ioiv^ts, more or less
damaged by dishonest fellings.

Three hundred and sixty thousand
acres of them consist already of

plantations. Nearly all these for-

ests are worked on working plans.
In the greater part — 1,545,000
acres — the management is not so
thorough, a« forests are felled
there by contractors. In the re-

maining part — 120,000 acres —
management it> effective, the tim-
ber being cut by the Forest Ser-
vice. The area under effective
management increases yearly, and
consequently the felling by con-
tractors will decrease in future. In
1907 the teak forests yielded 175,-
000 tons of timber, of which 129,-
000 tons were cut by contractors,
39,000 tons by the Forest Service,
and about 7,000 tons by others.
The yield of firewood and" fuel was
27,000,000 cubic feet (stacked).
Government, felling was started

in 1897. In 1905 these fellings
yielded 26,000 tons of teak tim-
ber, the next year 36,000 tons,
and in 1907 the yield was 39,000
tons. Fellings by contractors
yielded in those years 120,000,
116.000 and 129,000 tons respec-
tively. Nearly all forests being
worked on working plans, it can-
not be expected that the annual
output will increase by increased
felling of forests.

Contractors arrange for the ex-
ploitation of forests with a yearly
supply of about 1,400 tons of tim-
ber for five to eight years. They
pay a certain sum per month or
year, or at a rate per ton of tim-
ber yielded. The exploitation of
these forests is mostly determined
by open contract, a great number
of such forests being in the hands
of a few companies, who sell the
timber after its arrival in depots,
or export it. The timber supplied
by the Forest Service is mostly
sold in public auction, the supply
of some Government depots being
sold by public tender.

At the beginning of this year the
Government started an experiment
with a donkey engine that was or-
dered from Seattle. Prior to this

CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER
time all the timber had been
hauled to the roads by buffaloes
or by men. The transport from
the forest to the nearest railway or
great river is done along logging
railroads or on buffalo cars. Float-
able streams are scarce in Java.
Most of this timber is hewn into
balks that are made in the forest
with the axe. However, in the last

few years the production of logs
has been growing into practice.

The export of teak timber in

1907 was 47,000 tons, distributed
as follows: 24,500 tons to Europe,
3,600 tons to Asia, 18,000 tons
(mostly sleepers) to Africa, 650
tons to Australia, and 150 tons to
America. 128,000 tons were used
in Java. The export has increased
of late years. In 1903 it was 20,-

000 tons; in 1904, 22,000 tons; in

1905, 43,000 tons; in 1906, 46,-

000 tons, and in 1907, 47,000 tons.

Besides the teak forests, Java has
wild wood forests of considerable
extent. All wood that is not teak
is called wild wood here. How-
ever, the good timbers have dis-

appeared from most forests. The}
occur still in the mountains, but
transportation is difficult there. Be-
sides, many of the mountain for-

ests have been reserved for cli-

matological and hydrological rea-

sons.

In the other islands (Sumatra,
Borneo, Celebes, etc.) there is no
forest management deserving the
name. However, the Government
is considering the exploitation by
contract in the Island of Sumatra
of a great forest area. Of course,
it would be necessary for capital

to interest itself in this enterprise.
Steam logging appliances and saw
mills and export on a large scale
would be necessary conditions for

success. There are still enormous
areas covered with forest on these
islands. Tims, if the experiment
should be tried and prove a suc-
cess, exploitation could be greatly
extended there.

3i

Pine,0nt.
Manufacturers of

Red and White Pine

LUMBER and LATHS
Car Flooring, in Required Lengths

Our Red Pine, put up Box and Better, is nice stock. Take a Sample Car, and we are assured ot

B_„t _ further pal ronage.
The Mill Culls, though a little narrow, are otherwise 'Choice." being culled tor little red streakand little wane. They are splendid for Box Manufacture, and the Dead Culls too wit little wastecan be used for same purpose.

wasic,

Trv us. we will Oideavor to satisfy you. We have our whole season s Cut to dispose ot.

•4

Sell Your Timber Limits by

Public Auction at Ottawa

I have had an extensive experience in
conducting: successful timber limit sales.
I conducted the last timber limit sale here
tor the Dominion Government. Ottawa
is the best place in America to sell timber
lands.

Wm. A. Cole, Auctioneer
163 Sparks St.,

Phone 163 Ottawa, Ont.

References:—Bradstreets. R. G. Dun
& Co., The Bank of Nova Scotia.

Gang Edg'ers
and

Gang' Circulars
Made of Different Styles and Capacities.

~

'

//*--
/ft

Descriptive booklet mailed free to any address on request

P. Payette & Company
Penetanguishene, Ont.

Apple Butter
for lumber camps

I am manufacturing and have
for sale a high grade of apple
butter which I guarantee to give
satisfaction. It has already
gained a wide reputation among
all users.

Telephone in connection.

Thos. Chambers,
Dunedin Ontario

For Sale
A quantity of No. 2 Pine Culls; also some dry

4-4, 5-4 and 8-4 Birch Log Run, Dead
Culls out

Huntsville Lumber Co.
Huntsville, Ontario.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

Ontario manufacturers are finding a better market across the border

than they are at home. The white pine market there is brisk, sales be-

ing recorded frequently at prices which could not be obtained a month
ago. Five quarter, 1, 2 and 3 cuts are moving quite freely, though

prices are about steady. Six quarter, number 3 cuts and better, are

selling at $38, whereas a month or .so ago $35 was the best bid. Five

quarter and six quarter, good sides, are bringing $52, which is $4 a

thousand better than the price two months ago. Hemlock also is in

better demand at Buffalo and Tonawanda and other United States points

than in Ontario, and prices are higher than fchej are in Ontario. Lath are

strong. Shingles, however, are demoralized.

Five quarter mill run, common and dressing, are reported to be in

good demand, selling at $25 at the mill, which is equal to $31 on the

other side. There is also a good demand for 1x0 and 1x12. Exporters

at Buffalo and Tonawanda are picking up all they can find of these

classes. Spruce is very erratic throughout Ontario, prices varying ac-

cording to local conditions. A base price of $15 is about fair for mill,

cording to local conditions. A base price of $15 is about fair for mill

culls out.

Wholesalers on the other side are very pessimistic and are stocking

up to full capacity in expectation of a good winter and spring trade. One

dealer is reported to have stated that lie would need 17,000,000 to take

care of his winter and spring business, whereas be formerly used on an

average from 13 to 14 millions. It is feared that the scarcity of boats

may hamper some of the dealers at Buffalo, Tonawanda and other Lake

Erie ports. The general revival in trade has caused extensive increases in

the quantity of freight being shipped by water, and a number of lumber

merchants may find that they will have to get in some of their stocks

by rail after navigation has dosed.

The approaching close of navigation has resulted in large quantities

of lumber being skipped from Ottawa to United States ports during the

last fortnight. Prices generally are a trifle irregular but have a tendency

to advance. Stocks of good white pine strips and shorts are small and

prices quoted are extremely high. One-inch white pine strips are selling

at $38 to $42 per thousand, and good white pine shorts are selling at

$38 for 1-inch. Ottawa shippers are convinced that no stiffening of

prices is probable in the English market at present, as business seems

still to be dull over there. Manufacturers, however, are not very heavily

stocked with lumber for the British market.

Eastern Canada

Short lumber is an active commodity on the St. John markets.

There is a feeling of restlessness about the market for spruce lath and

cedar shingles, with a tendency towards advance in the price of spruce

lath. An advance is a regular occurrence in the autumn, and will prob-

ably be repeated this year. The stocks of lath at St. John are normal,

or rather, if anything, they are upon the light side, totalling possibly

two and one-half millions. The price of spruce lath at St. John varies

from $2.95 to $3.05, f.o.b. St. John, and it is quite firm at that. The

state of affairs in connection with cedar shingles is quite different, as

there appears to be a lack of confidence because of the failure of cedar

shingles to improve along with other lines. Prices, however, are fairly

steady. The stocks at St. John are rather heavy for October, those of

"Extras" amounting to one and one-half millions, with prices at $2.90

for dutiable "Extras" and $2.40 for dutiable "Clears" per thousand,

f.o.b. schooner St. John.

The demand for spruce at Boston has been rather dull during the

LATH
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

LIMITED

Board of Tr*cU Building, Montreal

past fortnight. Prices are not falling off, but are somewhat weaker.

Frames 9-inch and under are selling at $23. Bandom has been in very

poor demand, small sizes being quiet and the prices being a trifle lower in

many cases. Spruce boards have been only in moderate demand. The
demand for shingles at Boston has been quiet but prices are firm. The
best cedar extras are quoted at $3.05 to $3.75. Manufacturers, how-
ever, will not sell at the inside price and some are holding out for $4.

The demand for lath has been fairly good and prices firm at $3.75 to

$3.80 for 1%-inch, and $4.10 to $4.15 for 1%-inch.

Western Canada

The demand for lumber is now much better than for some time past

but the coast mills are forced into competition with the mills on the

eastern slope of the Kockies and in northern Alberta, which are cutting

spruce and putting it on the market at prices the coast mills are unable

to get down to. The greater worth of the coast fir from the point of view

of the builder who wants lasting qualities in his timber, helps to coun-

terbalance the extra price and accounts for the fact that more lumber is

now on the books, lied cedar shingles are fluctuating at Chicago,

the coast for the first eight months of the present year was greater by
800,000 feet than the production for the corresponding period of 1908.

There is at present a considerable quantity of logs in the water on
the coast and the cut in the woods has been so large that prices have
been kept down.

Great Britain

The month of September was a quiet one in the lumber business

at Liverpool. Prices ruled fairly firm and importers made a little profit.

The volume of trade, however, is still very poor and buyers are not in-

creasing their stocks. The stocks of waney board and square pine are

not as heavy as in former years. They are, however, quite sufficient to

meet the small demand existing. The arrivals of pine deals and boards

are again considerably in excess of the consumption but prices are un-

changed. Stocks of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia spruce deals are

moderate and the consumption is fair, so that prices have an upward
tendency. The demand for oak is still quiet and prices are unchanged.
The consumption of rock elm is only of a retail character at unchanged
prices. There are plenty of birch logs and prices are only just main-
tained. The 6tock of birch planks is more than sufficient for the small

demand at present existing, and prices are a little easier.

The trade at Manchester is quiet. Orders are plentiful but they are

for small quantities. The sales of spruce have been fairly good during

the past month. Bristol reports indicate that business is still rather

dull, both at the yards and at the mills. During the balance of the year

it is not expected that the demand will show any improvement. Glas-

gow is still the most encouraging market in the old country. Business
continues to show signs of expansion and the demand is more active than
at any time during the year. Prices are maintained and the general ten-

dency is towards advance.
United States

Generaly speaking, there is a belief that the extent of business in

all classes of lumber is smaller than was expected by the trade. Prices,

however, are fairly firm all around, firmer, in fact, than the present de-

mands would seem to warrant. This is accounted for largely by the

fact that an improvement in demand is expected very shortly, as lumber
consuming industries are known to have allowed their needs to accumu-
late. White pine at Chicago has been in better demand from the manu-
facturing grades, although the low grades have been dull. Prompt de-

livery of good lumber is insisted upon by manufacturers, and full list

R. Laidlaw Lumber Go.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice- Pres. The
J. M. Diver, Gen'l. Mgr.
E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.

Cleveland - Sarnia
Saw Mais Co., Limited

Bird's Eye View of Our Plant on Sarnia Bay.

Prompt Shipments and Uniform Grade:
are two of the features which we started out to ac-
complish, and how well we have succeeded can
be easily determined by placing a trial order with us.

Special bills to order in White Pine, Norway and Fir

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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prices are secured on the better grades. At Minneapolis there is a ten-

dency towards improvement, which is expected to materialize during the

next month or two. Timber and plank are advancing and lath are selling

at good prices. A scarcity oi lath is expected before tin: close of the

season.

Buffalo dealers "report that they can sell with ease anything from

No. 2 bai n up, and that stocks of these grades are scarce. Low grades

are somewhat improved and late reports indicate a betterment in the

market for boxes. At New York the prices of while pine are steady and

an advance is expected in the near future. Hemlock in Chicago is rather

quiet, but quotations are steady. At Buffalo it is believed that hemlock

will continue to be in good demand until the weather prevents car-

penters from working out of doors. Boston buyers consider the prices

for hemlock about 50 cents or $1 too high. The best bids that can be

obtained for boards are around $10.50, but $10 is more often offered,

and manufacturers will seldom sell at this price.

Arrivals of western pine at Chicago are too scarce to fill the orders

now on the books. Red cedar shingles are fluctuaeing at Chicago.

Clears are selling at $3.17 to $3.27, and stars at $2.00 to $2.70. White

cedars are steady at $2.00 for stars and $2.45 for standards. At Buffalo,

shingles are still very slack. The cooperage situation still shows very

little improvement.

Market Correspondence

Ottawa Valley News Firm Prices Prevailing.

Ottawa, Oct. 12—Increasing quantities of lumber have been shipped

to the United States and Montreal during the last fortnight, but shippers

attribute the change to the approaching close of navigation. Even at

rates much higher than when the water transportation opened in the

spring, shipment by canal is cheaper than by rail. The prices are firm

and in some lines buoyant and irregular. .Manufacturers of good white

pine strips and shorts are pretty well sold up, and many of them ask

astonishingly high figures. The demand is scarcely supplied. The bulk

of the output of the mills is going around $38 to $42 per thousand for

one inch white pine strips and $38 for good white pine shorts of the same

thickness. The building boom in Ottawa and vicinity shows no sign of

abatement and permits are issuing from the city hall at double the rate

of last year. Suburbs are developing so rapidly that the call for lumber

for sidewalk construction is felt and the local consumption of hemlock

is increasing. The price is firm at from $13 to $15 per thousand.

The large dealers in ties figure on a big demand for them next

spring. This is the natural outcome of a summer of retrenchment when

all the repairs to tracks that could be done without were deferred. Two

electric railways skirting the country from Ottawa to the St. Lawrence

front are planned to start operations in the spring, and if they are carried

out the tie market will be very buoyant. One of the prominent tie mer-

chants told the "Canada Lumberman," however, that the proposed rail-

ways never affected the market so much as the conditions on operating

lines, because the unbuilt railways are always so much of an uncertainty.

The biggest local consumer of ties now is the Canadian Northern, whose

railway °will enter Ottawa this autumn. The poles erected on this rail-

way are of the 30-foot class, which are by far the most plentiful, selling

at from $2 to $3 a piece. If the electric railways are constructed to the

St. Lawrence the poles will also be of the short variety. All poles over

40 feet in length are scarce and difficult to procure even at the high

quotations, from $5 to $15 each, that they are running at. There is an

indication, however, that soon a big market for the long poles will

vanish, as the city of Ottawa is contemplating action to compel all light,

power, telegraph* and telephone companies to put wires underground.

The long poles are indispensible in cities when they are allowed, and any

move of this kind is looked upon as of the greatest importance to dealers.

The whole Ottawa valley has been pretty well cut over for long poles,

though there is a considerable quantity of tamarac and cedar fit for ties

left in the Gatineau and Ottawa river districts.

Lumbermen show their confidence in the market for next season by

the large gangs of men being sent away to the woods. The wages are

firm at"$28 per month for good choppers. Shippers to the English mar-

kef claim that prices cannot stiffen because it is dull oves there, but the

manufacturers are not overstocked with the sort of lumber that the

British market calls for.

The 183% square miles of timber limits owned by the estate of An-

drew McCormack, offered for sale by public auction in the Russell

Mouse, Ottawa, on September 30th, did not bring the reserve bid and

wen- withdrawn. The highest offer was $225,000. The area is at the

head waters of the Ottawa and comprises a lot of red and white pine and

spruce suitable for pulpwood. The attendance of Ottawa lumbermen

was small and the bidders were all from the district of Renfrew and

Pembroke. Tt is understood now that the timber will be sold by private

deal. Mr. F. A. Gendron, M.P.P., of Hull, one of the large shareholders

in the estate, told the "Canada Lumberman" that the company was

not obliged to sell. It is stated that the reserve bid is over $20'), 000.

In order to demonstrate the water power available in Ottawa, tin-

mayor has just investigated the conditions at the big manufacturing

plants, the chief of which are the lumber mills of J.K. Booth and the

W. C. Edwards Company. The Edwards mill, representing now an ex-

penditure of a million dollars, surpasses in some respects anything of

its kind on the continent. The lumber king has a plant that generate*

3,000 horse power, and of this 2.500 horse power is for sale There are

now being installed there twenty-four 100 horse power boilers, which

will be used in low water and will be fed by the refuse of the mill. J.

R. Booth has three new power wheels being erected in a new power

house, that will have a capacity of 3,000 horse power each. It is his in-

tention to use as much of this as will be required instead of the old water

power installations The pulp and paper mills will not need this power

as they are fed from steam produced from lumber mill sawdust. Mr.

Booth will not need all this power for the present, but intimates that

he mav have plants enough to consume it. Mr. Booth states that the

storage dams at the head waters of the Ottawa river, in conjunction

with the dam erected recently at the Chaudiere, will ensure 100,000

horse power the year round.

New Brunswick News Heavy Rains Delay Logging

St. John, N.B., Oct. 8.—The fortnight has been marked by many
features of interest in the lumber trade and industry. The continual

and heavy rains have seriously hampered the preliminary stages of log-

ging operations, many portions of the country being flooded and it being

an impossibility to move supplies or camping outfits. Many lumbermen

in different parts of the province have suffered severe losses by the break-

ing of booms containing logs, the booms being too weak to resist the

heavy press of water. In the St. John river the water was higher than

ever before known in the fall of the year, and reached a point as high as

the usual spring freshet.

A regulation of much importance to the lumbermen of New Bruns-

wick has been adopted by the Crown Lands Department. The regula-

tion deals with the cutting of logs on Government limits and provides

that all logs must be cut to a diameter 'of five inches at the top end, and

that the small end must be paid for at the same rate of stumpage as was

the case heretofore when the regulations provided that the log need be

cut up to a ten-inch top end. The New Brunswick Limit Holders' As-

sociation is very averse to the new regulation, and is taking the matter

up with the Provincial Government with a view to having some change

made in the conditions of the regulation.

In trade circles the most activity seems to be centred about the

market for short lumber. Spruce lath and cedar shingles seem to be in

a state of restlessness. In the price of spruce lath the tendency seems

to be ©f a decidedly upward nature, and it would look as if the history

of a number of the autumns of the past ten years would repeat itself so

far as lath are concerned.

Local stocks of lath are normal, probably a trifle on the light side

for this season of the year. The total quantity would be in the vicinity

of two and one-half millions. The local value of dutiable spruce lath

ranges from $2.05 to $3.05 f.o.b. St. John., with the probabilities point-

ing in the direction of higher quotations in the near future.

In cedar shingles the present conditions of trade are by no means

similar to those governing the lath market. There is an element of

uncertainty in regard to shingles, somewdiat in the nature of a lack of

confidence, caused by the fact that this line has failed to recover the

ground lost during the quiet in business circles caused by the hot season.

Still, no further ground has been lost, nor is it probable that any import-

ant concession in price is apt to be granted a buyer, at present writing.

Local stocks of shingles are fairly heavy for October. The local holdings

of "Extras" would total to two and one-half millions, of "Clears," to-

one and one-half millions. Buyers are being quoted on "Extras" (duti-

able), $2.00, and on dutiable "Clears," $2.40 per thousand, f.o.b.

schooner St. John.

The current freight rates by schooner are 25c. per thousand on

spruce lath to Boston and 65c. per thousand on lath to New York City.

Lumber Prices Soaring- in the Kootenays.

Mr. W. A, Anstie, secretary of the Mountain Lumber Manufacturers'

Association, recently made a tour of the Kootenays and reports that

owing to the big demand from the prairie provinces lumber prices in the

Kootenays are ruling higher than at any previous time during the past

two years. A late start at sawing operations was made. In January

stocks on hand in the upper country exceeded two hundred million feet.

Although the mills have been kept busy, stocks at present only amount

to about 125,000,000 feet, a quantity that will be readily absorbed if the

present demand continues. Mr. Anstie added that most of the mills

would close down within a month or two. He expects conditions to be

squally favorable next year, owing to the influx of settlers to the prairie

country.
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THE SIGN OF QUALITY

IT'S EASY
for us to make good on

Prompt Shipments

Good Stocks

Right Prices

REASONS
New Mill

Modern Machinery

Greatest Capacity in B. C.

The manufacture of GOOD LUMBER is a subject to which we
devote our entire time.

It will PAY YOU to carry stocks that will increase your trade.

Enquiries attended to promptly.

View of Transfer Tables leading from Saw Mill to Planing Mill.

Fraser River Lumber Company, Limited
Mills and General Offices: FRASER MILLS, B. C.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES :

REGINA, C Bruce, Representative, MEDICAL HALL BUILDING
5!?™^ I- * ' thore '

Representative, ROOM 17, CANADIAN NORTHERN BUILDING1UKONTO, H. A. Rose, Representative, 3 TORONTO STREET



THE MACHINERY WORLD
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Equipment are Doing

Increased Use of Logging Machinery in Ontario.

A noticeable feature in the development of Canadian lumbering me-
thods is the extent to which operators are now going in for the use of

logging machinery of various kinds. This has been particularly the case
during recent months in Ontario. An instance is afforded by the. Hope
Lumber Company, of Blind River, Out., which is owned by E. B. Foss
& Company, Bay City, Mich., who have placed an order with the Lidger-
wood Manufacturing Company for one of their improved patent sleigh

hoists for their Ontario operations. This hoist differs from others in

operation in that section of the country, from the fact that it will hoist

loaded sleighs over any ridge, and that it will lower the sleighs, loaded
or empty, no matter how steep the ridge, under steam. Perfecl control

of the sled is secured at any time, so that the trouble which formerly
practically prohibited the use of hoists under severe conditions in lower-
ing has thus been eliminated. An additional interesting feature in

connection with this hoist is that it can take the sleds directly to the
banking ground and return them as desired. An illustration of this

sleigh hoist is to be seen in the Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company's
advertisement which appears in this issue.

The cableway skidding equipments manufactured by the Lidgerwtxxl
Manufacturing Company are also meeting with much approval. The
Saginaw Lumber & Salt Company, who are large operators in the district

of Algoma, have ordered two of these equipments for use on their limits.

These equipments, with the timber found, will have daily capacities of

25,000 to 40,000 feet, and will bring the logs directly from the stump to

the driveable waters. The timber on the Saginaw Lumber & Salt Com-
pany's limits is verv fine and large, perhaps the best to be found in On-
tario to-day, and they intend shortly to have all their operations con-
ducted by steam.

A Cleverly Designed Advertising1 Float.

The "Old Home Week" celebration transformed Montreal for the
time being into the gayest city on the continent.. On the special Civic

Holiday a large industrial parade was formed, which was the centre of

attraction during the morning. About fifty local firms participated in

the procession formed. Prizes were afterwards distributed for the best
displays, and among the successful contestants was the firm of D. K.
McLaren, Limited, the well known belting manufacturers. Their dis-

play was a replica of the pyramid of belting which carried off the highest
award in its class at the Paris Exhibition of 1000. Several cards at-

tached to the float called attention to different features of the goods
manufactured by this firm, one in particular announcing that only Eng-
lish oak tanned leather, prepared by a special slow tanning process, was

A Unique Float D. K. McLaren Limited's contribution to
Montreal's Industrial Parade.

used in the manufacture of their goods. As may be noted from the ac-
companying photograph, the method of transporting the float and the
new style advertising included are quite original, and almost form an in-

fringement upon the Bovril picture, "Alas, my poor brother." The oxen
used wej-e first prize winners at the recent Bedford Fair, and, as may
be observed, are splendid specimens. They are four years old and tip

the scales at 3,500 pounds. They proved good "Steers" for the Mc-
Laren firm and elicited considerable praise from all sides.

Lumbering and Hoisting Engines of Merit.

The Clyde Iron Works, Duluth, Minn., have issued an attractive

catalogue of their contractors, hoisting engines, which will prove of much
interest to all engaged in industries using such engines. Jn addition to
hoisting engines, the company also manufacture log-loading and skidding
machinery, logging tools, etc., which are well known throughout Canada
and the United States for their excellent working qualities and their

splendid manufacture and material. The catalogue referred to is an
extremely handsome volume, of something over fifty pages and is pro-

fusely illustrated with excellent half tones and line cuts, which give one
an intimate knowledge of the company's products. Tn addition to the

description of the company's machinery the catalogue contains a great
deal of useful information for users of hoisting machinery. The aecom-

Hoisting Engine manufactured by the Clyde Iron Works.

panying illustration is of one of their hoisting engines and will give a
fair idea of its construction. All who are interested in machinery of this

nature will do themselves a service by writing to the company for a
copy of the catalogue, at the same time mentioning the "Canada Lum-
berman."

New Arrangement for B. C. Pulp Leases.

The Government of British Columbia have decided to give two years
more grace on the special terms already existing, for the lessees of pulp
limits which are to expire in November next. There are only four pulp
leases now in existence, and the holders were notified some time ago that
unless they took substantial steps to comply with the conditions of the
grants the leases would be cancelled. According to the new arrange-
ment, each lessee must enter into an agreement with the chief commis-
sioner of lands to expend not less than $500,000 in development, to in-

clude the construction of a pulp mill or pulp and paper mill, with a total

capacity of n^t less than 100 tons of pulp ; one-half ton of paper being
estimated ac equivalent to one ton of pulp. These mills are to be in

operation by November 20, 1911. The agreement must be accompanied
by a certificate oi deposit of $50,000, to be forfeited in the event of the
lessee not complying with the terms. The lessee is not to manufacture
or sell any timber until the pulp mill or pulp and paper mill have been
completed or put in operation, except that which may be required in

the erection of the buildings for the plant. The lessee will not be al-

lowed to cut or manufacture lumber from the wood pulp limits without
taking out special licenses covering the timber to be cut and paying
the regular fees and royalties therefore.

The Department of Indian Affairs, Ottawa, is calling for tenders
for "Cape Croker Timber," until noon on Tuesday, Oct. 19. The timber
will be taken out by the Indians on Cape Croker, Lake Huron, and de-
livered on the shore of the lake. It includec 500,090 feet B.M., compris-
ing basswood, elm, beech, hemlock, and cedar. Part of the timber was
injured slightly by fire during the summer on the bluffs, and part of it

is green, on the flats.
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THE E. R. BURNS SAW CO., LIMITED
Toronto

Make the Finest Inserted Tooth Saws
for Winter Cutting

and

Can Save You Money

KKFKRKXCKS—Customers who have been using

Burns Saws for a quarter of a century.

If you intend to buy a new saw—either inserted

tooth or solid—write us. It will pay you.

The

Lombard Steam Log Hauler
Do not allow yourself

to put off buying one

of these haulers for

another season.

Get one this year and

haul this season's cut.

Next year lumbering-

will be a trifle. Only

cost, first cost.

Our Catalog tells you
a little more than the

Cut does.

Our Demonstrator,
though, with one of

these Engines in our
Sherbrooke yards, ex-

plains everything from
the smoke stack down
to the runners.

Can you afford to al-

low this golden oppor-
tunity to slip by with-

out seeing for yourself?

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Montreal

We make them : WHAT ? The Eclipse Double Edger, etc.
If you are a stranger to them and they to you. Get acquainted.

Did it ever occur to you that our prices on Clapboard Machinery are just one-half the price of others. Capacity of each machine over 4,000 boards per day

Get your eyes on our
Eclipse Board Saw Carriages and Accessories.
Eclipse Combined Lath and Bolter Machines.
Eclipse Combined Trimmer and Buncher.
Eclipse Clapboard Sawing Machine.
Eclipse Clapboard Planers and Trimmers.
Eclipse Automatic Shingle Machines
Eclipse Board Planers.

Make your work more productive by
using one of our Eclipse Lath Machines.

Prices and Catalogues cheerfully
given on application.

STOP: I am the most Perfect Acting and Reliable Double Edger upon SLEEPER. & AKHURST
the market—Low in Price and Always Ready. Coaticook, Que
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FOR

British Columbia Timbers
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

(RAIL OR CARGO SHIPMENTS)

Communicate with the

Imperial Timber & Trading Co., Ltd.

P. O. Drawer 930 VANCOUVER, B. C.

A Hollow Blast Grate
that is

Cheaper than a Draft Grate
Such is the durability of the Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
that, although its first cost is necessarily greater, in the

end it is infinitely cheaper than any draft grate ever made.

There are many outfits in use to-day that have been in

service from fifteen to twenty years.

But the principal advantages of installing this celebrated

grate are that it adds from 25 to 50% to the efficiency

of a boiler, and that it gives as good results with wet,
green or frozen sawdust or slabs as a draft grate
gives with dry wood.

It also renders you absolutely independent of the
weather, and saves labor in firing.

Sold on approval, subject to thirty days' test, counting
from date of installation. In case of rejection, we pay
the freight both ways.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
. Greenville - Michigan

HUTHER. BR.OS. PATENT GROOVER OR DADO HEAD
For cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to z inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material. Will cut a perfect groove with or across the grain.

This is the only Dado I lead on the market that gives entire satisfaction on all classes of work. No
screw adjustment. For different width grooves, simply remove or add inside cutters. Sold by builders

and dealers of wood working machinery in all parts of the United States. Will send on approval, in

competition with any other make on the market; if not the best return at our expense.
HUTHER BROS., SAW MFG. CO., Inc., 1 170 University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., manufacturers
Circular Saws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box Cutters, Concave Saws, etc.
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EDGINGS
» .

Ontario.

The Huntsville Syndicate have received an order from the Grand Trunk
Railway for 4,000 doors for immediate delivery.

The Sault Ste. Marie Pulp & Paper Company have manufactured 29,718
tons of ground wood pulp this year, an increase of 3470 tons over the previous
year.

The Ontario Government has completed its survey of timber berths in the
Thunder Bay District for the present year. 36 berths were surveyed and the
surveying parties have all returned.

In the recent fire at J. Donaldson's sawmill, at Almonte, Ont., the lose
amounted to $9,322 and the insurance to $2,500, leaving a net loss of $6,822.
The detailr of the loss were as follow s Machinery, $">,872

;
building, $2,500;

patterns and tools, $600 ; manufactured goods, $350.

The Gibson, McCormack <v Irwin Lumber Company, of West Toronto, have
purchased two acres of land on the G. T. R. line in the south end of Weston,
Ont., for $4,000, where it is supposed thoj will have a lumber yard. The pro-
perty was once part of the Chew Estate. Messrs. Goulding <fe Hamilton put
the deal through.

The senior class in forestry at the Uuiversity of Toronto will be engaged
for the months of October and November in practical work in the woods for
which they will receive good wages. The Canadian Pacific Railway Company
engaged them to estimate the value of the timber resources in the State of
Maine along the line of the railway between Montreal and St. John, N.B. Upon
their return the students will complete their theoretical work. In future the
students will perform their practice in the woods during the fall term.

Graham <v Horne have sold their limits at Mine Centre, Ont., to the North-
ern Construction Co., the price reported being over $200,000, through which
ii is said Graham & Horne will profit to the extent of over $100,000. There is

talk of the Northern Construction Company erecting a pulp and paper mill on
the limits, as this is provided for by the terms of the timber license. It is

said, however, that there is not enough pulpwood on the limits to justify the
expense of erecting such a mill and that if it is built the Government will have
to provide the pulpwood.

Eastern Provinces.
Marcil cfe Lamarre, lumber merchants, etc., St. Michel Archange, Que.,

have registered, the members being Louis Marcil, Hector Lamarre and Syfroi
Lamarre.

A. McHart, of Halifax, N.S., has bought a considerable quantity of timber
land and is erecting a box factory at Bedford, N.S. The machinery is now
being placed in the mill.

The Munson Steamship Company, of Boston, has inaugurated a direct
monthly steamship service between St. John, N.B., and Havana, Cuba. The
first sailing was scheduled for October 1.

The Government of New Brunswick, before concluding its session, took
steps to secure in Havana a warehouse which will be available for use by New
Brunswick shippers to the Cuban market.

The work of rebuilding the mill of the Canada Paper Company, at Windsor
Mills, Que., is progressing rapidly. In two months the mill will be running. It

will be equipped with up-to-date machinery.

A five-mile timber berth on New river, Charlotte county, N.B., has been
sold at auction at the Crown Land Office to L. B. Knight at the upset price. A
four-mile berth on Salmon river was bid 111 by Alfred West at $20.50 per mile.

Stephen Brothers, lumber manufacturers, of Windsor Junction, N.S., are

rebuilding their factory, which was recently destroyed by fire, with a loss of

$8,000. The sawmill will be ready to run about October 20, and the Excelsior

plant about a month later.

Herbert J. Brown, of Portland, Maine, who is interested in the Quebec <fe

St. Maurice Industrial Company, announces that the Quebec & St. Maurice In-

dustrial Company will erect a small pulp mill at La Tuque, Que., carrying out

a plan the company had when it acquired the property a few years ago.

The Canadian Northern Kailway are reported to have acquired property

for a terminal on the Fraser river at New Westminster. They have also ac-

quired in connection with the transaction, it is said, the mill property formerly

owned by Small & Bucklin in New Westminster and all the timber controlled

by that firm. The railway company's cruisers are now in the field estimating

the extent of the timber purchased.

Reports on good authority state that a merger embracing the Rhodes-
Curry Company, the Dominion Car & Foundry Company, and the Canada Car
Company is being effected, with a capitalization of $10,000,000. The capital

of the Rhodes-Curry Company is $2,850,000 ; that of the Dominion Car &
Foundry Company, $3,510,900, and that of the Canada Car Company $3,000,000.

The output of the three plants will be about 150 cars a day.

J. D. McLaughlin, of Mill Cove, Queen's County, N.B., one of the leading

lumbermen of the province, has concluded a deal with the Stetson-Cutler firm

for their valuable timber lands at the head waters of the Tobique. Mr. Mc-
Laughlin has figured very largely in the lumber business of the province

within the last few years and this recent acquisition to his already extensive

lumber limits in Victoria County places him amongst the leading lumber kings

of the province.

Lord Northcliffe's paper and pulpwood manufacturing industries, at Grand

Falls, N.B., on which more than $6,000,000 have already been expended, were

formally opened on October 8th. Lord Northcliffe, proprietor of the London

"Daily Mail" and a number of other English publications, Lady Northcliffe and

a party of distinguished Britishers, were in attendance. The plant is exceeded

in size only by the paper mills at Millinocket, Maine. The establishment of

the plant is responsible for the building of the town of Grand Falls.

The effect of the strike at Glace Bay, N.S., is keenly felt by the residents

along the Mira. Hundreds of dozens of pit props are piled on either side of
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the river, and it looks as if they were to remain there for an indefinite period.

The usual winter timbering is not looked forward to with sueh bright prospects

as in the past. It is expected, however, that whenever the strike is settled,

there will be a boom in timbering, as it is believed that two or three times the

usual quantity of pit props will be required to put the mines in proper con-

dition.

P. G. Mahoney, the well known Melrose. N.B., lumberman, has purchased

from Senator Wood the lumber land known as the Calhoun property. This pro-

perty contains in the vicinity of 30.000 acres, also a farm, store, mill and a

number of houses at Calhouns. It is one of the finest blocks of lumber land

in the province. It has not been operated on for twelve or fifteen years, and

according to report contains a vast quantity of excellent lumber. The property

can be operated from the Sackviile or Aboushagan road end. and also from

Calhouns. With the purchase of this property, Mr. Mahoney becomes one of

the largest proprietors of" lumber land in the province, owning lary;e tracts at

his home in Botsford, at Brookline. and also at Bathurst. where he has been

operating extensively for several years.

Western Canada.

W. J. Holcomb & Son, lumber manufacturers, Trail, B.C., have dissolved

partnership.

Marks & Company, lumber merchants, Winnipeg, Man., have sold out

their business.

McDonald Bros., lumber merchants, Tyvan, Sask., have been succeeded

by Bakery & Reynolds.

A strip of country 20 miles long by 8 miles wide has been burned over and
considerable amount of damage done in the timber reserves near Elk Bark, Alta.

The city storekeeper of Vancouver has sold the sawmill and equipment
which was used by the waterworks department lor getting out the staves for

the Seymour creek pipeline, receiving $2,300 cash for the plant.

A dispatch of October <>tli reports a lir«' raginy. .'l

-

_> miles north of Oak Point,

Man. It was started over a week previously on the Don Creek Indian Reserve.

Knee then it had burned hundreds of square mile s of prairie sod and timber.

The plant of the Huntting Lumber Company has a^ain been visited by fire.

The shingle mill, planing mill and other buildings were destroyed, the loss be-

ing estimated at about si 00,000. The insurance is said to be about $45,000.

The fire originated in the dry kiln.

The Westminster Mill Company, which is at present erecting a shingle

mill on the north end of Lulu island, has decided to put up an extensive saw-

mill as so:ti as the former is completed. The new mill will have a capacity of

75,0"0 feet a day and will employ 100 men.

The sawmill of F. C Trethewey at Chilliwack, B.C.. has been destroyed

bv fire. The mill buildings are a total loss, and the machinery is badlv wrecked.

The damage will be between $10,000 and $20,000, and of $8,000 worth of

lumber in the yards about half \\;is saved. The insurance amounts to $4,800.

C. O. Rodgers, of Creston, B.C., is building another large sawmill on his

property at block 812 at Canyon City, eight miles from Creston. The machinery
for the mill has all been secured. This mill is a very heavy portable one and
will have a capacity of 20,000 feet of lumber per day. It is expected that it

will be in operation by Nov. 1 next.

The deepening of the harbor at Victoria, B.C., has progressed so satis-

factorily that there is now an entrance of twenty feet at low water. This will

bt a great benefit to the city, and especially to the lumber industry. Until

quite recently it was impossible for the Sayuard mill to do a shipping business,

a: the inner harbor was too shallow. Large vessels will now be able to load

directly from the mill.

R. McAllister & Sons, New Westminster, B.C., have disposed of their

lumber mill and timber limits on the Scott road to J. C. Campbell, of Van-
couver, and J. C. Laidlaw, of New Westminster. The purchase price was in

the neighborhood of $15,000. The purchasers expect to operate the mill, using
not only the timber on the limits purchased but also some from limits of then-

own in the same vicinity. The mill is equipped with modern machinery and
has a capacity of 20.000 feet of lumber per day.

It is report "d that the purchase of the Sayward mills, at Victoria, B.C., by
the Michiga i PacMic Company has been completed. The sum involved is placed

in the neighborhood of '$1,000,000. The property consists of the mills on Rock
Bay, which are among the most complete, although not the largest, in the pro-

vince. They have a capacity of 80,000 feet a day, and this is to be more than
doubled by the new owners. In addition to the mills the deal involves Mr. Say-
ward's holdings at Powell lake and throughout the district which bears his name.
About 32,000 acres belonging .to Mr. Sayward at Jordan river were sold by him
to the same purchasers some time ago, and are now being logged, the logs
finding a market at the local mills.

The manufacture of pulp has been commenced at the plant of the Canadian
Pacific Sulphite Pulp Company, at 'Swanson Bay, B.C. Orders have already
been received from Japan, and the next freighter going to the Orient will carry
some of British Columbia's first pulp. Previous to the starting of the ma-
chinery, the making of acid was proceeded with, and analyses demonstrated
that the acid produced at the works was of very high grade. The success of

this enterprise at Swanson Bay will mean much to British Columbia, which has
large areas available for the production of pulp. The Canadian Pacific Sulphite
Pulp Company has expended about $800,000 in the construction of its plant.
The capacity of the plant is 25 tons of pulp per day.

A controlling interest in timber and coal lands on Queen Charlotte island
has been purchased by J. A. Moore, of Seattle, and Herbert S. Law, of San
Francisco. The property is Crown granted and contains about 20,500 acres
of timber lands with coal measures underlying. The price paid was about $1,-
000,000. Engineers are now on the ground considering the location of a route
for the railway, which will be built from deep water into the limits. The ob-
jective shipping point will be on Skidegate Inlet. The railway will cross onto
Lena island, which is separated from the mainland by shallow water. On Lena
island the bunkers will be erected and wharves located. The railway necessary
to connect with the property will be about 17 miles long, and will be of standard
gauge. It is estimated that its cost will reach half a million. The coal will
be developed at once, and following that, the intention is to dispose of the
timber to other irterests who will use the railway to ship the logs to deep
water, where the mills will be located. It is estimated that 420,000,000 feet
of high c!-is* timber and 50,000,000 feet of smaller sized logs, are on the property.
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LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock

Lumber and Dimension
Timber

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint

Roofing
Sheeting

Write for Prices

Sash, Doors,

Blinds and
Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

New Edinburgh Mills Ottawa, Ontario

If you are in the market for

Chestnut
get prices on 400 M feet each 4/4
and 6 4 Sound Wormy and No. a
Common. 200 M feet each 6/4 and 8/4
No 2 Common and Better; we also
have 2 cars Common and Better.

How are you fixed on

Red Oak
We have about 6 cars each 6/4 and
8/4 No. 1 Common and Better and
100 M feet 8/4 No. 2 Common—all
dry and good lengths and widths.

Get an order in early tor quartered

White Oak
We only have 2 cars 5/4 No. t Com-
mon and better.

There is a lot of

Yellow Poplar
at one of our outside points—

5 to 6 cars 5/8 No. 1 Common
2 to 3 cars 5/8 No. 1 and No. 2.

2 cars y%, 18" and over
1 car y%. No. 1 and Better
100 M feet 4/4, No. 2 Common

You can get a good price on this

Common and Better

Ash
2 cars each, 4/4, 5/4, 6/4. 8/4, 10/4, 12/4

and 16/4, also 1 car 5/4 No. 1 and
No. 2 white, containing 2bout 20% or
more 12" and over wide—good tough
stock.

Another chance on Heart Rived

Cypress Shingles
300 M each 6 x 20 and 7 x 24. Can
ship immediately.

Ask us about our Log run

Bass
We have about 4 cars each 4/4 and
8/4—mills culls out—running from
50% to 60% No. 1 Common and Bet-
ter.

If you are in the market for

Cherry
get prices on 2 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com-
mon and 1 car 4/4 Common and Bet-
ter.

Attractive price on

Carload of Assorted
Hardwood

85 to qo% Maple—balance Beech and
Birch. Must be shipped quickly.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices: Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St. 111. n
Yards : Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. Philadelphia, ra.
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Snow Plows
The Famous

Brazel Patent
Known In every Camp from the Atlantic to the Pacific, as the most satisfactory Snow Plow made.

COMBINATION MODKL, M'MIIKRMAN'S HNOW PLOW, CAN BE USED
EITHER with on u rniniTT RUT CUTTER,

Sold on their merits. Strongly built and of first class material. Well finished and fully guaranteed.
Illustrated Catalogue and Prices on application.

SOLE RIGHT OP MANUFACTURE AND SALE IN CANADA CONTROLLED BY

The Wilkinson Plough Company
Limited

*~

Toronto Canada

LOGGING TOOLS
Our Catalogues will Interest You

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

Skidders *Loaders
Powerful, Strong and
Economical in Operation

Our Skidders and Loaders are in successful operation
under almost every condition met by loggers to-day.

Russel

Logging Cars
Strength Capacity

Durability

The Standard among Progressive Loggers
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Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
Our Specialty

A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

Reference!: Dominion Bank, Toronto

Herbert Smith, Manager

The Shimer Cutter Heads
Are Absolutely Dependable

At all times and under all conditions of operation. They have proven
their worth in thousands of mills and are considered an absolute necess-
ity by many pleased users.

The Importance of Good Cutter Heads
\\ ith no delicate parts to break down or soon wear out, connot be over-
estimated. There are few who realize the great strain to which these
tools are subjected and the necessitv for safe and lasting qualitv. In the
evolution of the SHIMEB CUTTER HEAD, crude forms and inefficient
designs which formerly were used have been displaced by simple, direct
and effective devices.

Solid Steel Forgings
Of 00,000 pounds tensile strength, forged under a powerful steam bu-
rner until the grain is further refined and solidified, have superseded cast
metals tor strength.

Only a Trial Needed
To demonstrate their good qualities. Send to us for full particulars and
team the low prices at which we can fit you out with the best Steel
rorged Cutter Heads that can be produced.

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons, Gait Ont.
Branch of Milton, Pa., U. S. A.

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

ion.

There is un-

doubtedlya big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

v i ce. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

We Stand Behind

Every Garment Sold!

The fact that " Carss brand "

is the only strictly waterproof
Mackinaw sold is well-known
to the lumber trade.

We stand behind every gar-

ment to which we affix our
brand, and guarantee its genu-
ineness. You are sure of honest

value for your honest money.

"Carss Mackinaw" is the

standard by which all others

are judged. Then why experi-

ment with other brands when
you can have the standard

itself for the asking.

Mackinaw Pant*
Long and Shaft, 35 oz.

The Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co.
Orillia, Ont.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

$20 a Day Profit orv
$100 Investment

The DeLoach "Mustang" Shingle Mill
will cut 10,000 Shingles per day with 4 H. P. and 20,000 with 8 H. P.

and give you as smooth shingle as turned out by any machine on
earth that costs $300.

It is all steel and durable for a lifetime. The Carriage has ball-
bearings, and a coil spring at each end, insuring a Quick and
Easy Stroke.

Write for catalog of 254 pages describing Saw Mills, Shingle
Mills, Planers, Gang Edgers, Trimmers, Lath Mills, Corn Mills
Flour Mills, Corn Crushers, Water Wheels, Engines, Boilers and
Gasoline Engines.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co.
Box 509

Bridgeport, Ala.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT

CAR OR CARGO LOTS

Douglas 1

48 00

55 0°

60 00

45 00

25 00

26 00

27 00

23 00

White Pine:

1 inch No. 1 cuts

& better $44 °°

1 % inch No. 1

cuts and better. 52 00
1 ' No. 1 Cuts and

Better 57 00

t% in. No. 2 44 00

2" Pine No. 2 Cuts

and Better. ... 47 00 So 00

1 S" No I,J & 3 Cuts 36 00 3800
2" No. I.2&3 Cuts 40 00 42 00

, in Pine Dressing 24 00 27 00

and better shorts

, x 4 and 5 common
and dressing. . 24 00

1 x 6 common and
dressing •

1 x 8 common and
dressing "6 00

, x 10 box . »1 00

1 x 10 common and
dressing '9 °° 3" °°

1 x ia common. . .
. 33 °° 35 <»

, xioand 12 mill cull

stocks >f
00 .900

2 x 10 common.... 36 00 27 00

j and 3 x 12 common 26 00 28 00

1 x 10 inch box and
common.. "3 00 25 00

," mill run sidings 23 00 25 ««>

1 x 10 and 1 a mill

culls siding..-- >7 00 "
8 00

1" dead cullsidings 12 50

,U inch flooring 25 00

Spruce mill run ... . >9 00

Spruce mill culls.. >3 00

Hemlock 1 X4 to 8in. 14 °°

2X4to8in.,iotoi6tt. 16 00

2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 19 00

Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried 53 00

Clear in. B.C. cedar

air dried boat lbr 55 °°

HARDWOODS

Ash White ists and
2nds, 1 to a" $

Ash, black, istsand

2nds 1 to 2"

Ash, black No. 1

common and
better 1"

Ash black log run

Birch, No. 1 com-
mon and better 1

Birch log run
Birch, No. 1 com-

mon and better,

i^toa" -,;

Birch, 3 to 4"

Birch. 1" ists&2nds
Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter, 1"

Basswood log run

Basswood, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1% to a",

Basswood mill run

Soft Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1% to 2"

Soft Elm log run

Soft Elm, common
and better 1"...

Soft Elm, mill run

Rock Elm, No. 1

common and bet-

ter 1"

Dimenlion Timber up to 32 feet :

8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12

1x14, 12 x 12,12 x,

014,14x14,14x16.

.

6x10, 6xi2, 8x10, 8x
12,10x16,12x16, 16

xi 6, 14x18, 16x18,

18x18 Si 20x20. .

.

6x14,8x14, 12x18, 18

xso
6x16, SX16, 10x18,

12x20, 14x20 it 16

32 80

33 3°

33 80

x 20. 34 3°

34 80

35 3o

36 30

13 00

27 o°
20 00
14 00

15 00
16 50
20 00

60 00

58 00

10x20
6x18, 8x18
6x20, 8x20
Lengths over 32 ft. take the tol-

lowing advances : 33 to 35 tt.,

50c.; 36 to 40 It., $1:4' to 45 It-,

$3 ; 46 to 50 ft., $5.

Fir flooring, edge
grain

|iVP No.i 4 ft- P'ne

Lath
No. 2 4ft. lath

1W 32
'
' pine. . .

.

ifc" No. 1 4»t.

hemlock lath. .

.

iY2 " mill run hem-
lock lath

X Pine Shingles.

.

XX Pine Shingles
XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to a"

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXXstoa"...
Red pine, c & c f 1" 3° °°

'
\Vt" 31 00

• 1
»

• a" 3a 00

Red Pine, common 18 00 1200

45 00

4 »5

3 5°
1 60

3 00

a 75

a 45
3 °°

3 35

4 °5

Pine Shorts 6' to 11'
I

No. 2 Railway Ties 00 20 00 aj

x 10' ai 00 23 00 I
Spruce logs (pulo) 1a 00 14 10

Trlpcraph Poles
as feet long, 6" to 8" top « 00 1 5°

30 " " " 1 40 3 a5

jc •' " " » «5 4 00

40 " 7" " 4 as 4 7S

4S " ' " 4 75 5 75

co " " " 7 50 10 so

« " ' ' 11 00 13 50

60 " 1 " " '6 SO

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAFT. CtS.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average . ..... 40 50

First class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal.. 70 72

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.

By the drain, according to average and quality 60 65

ELM.

By the dram, acoordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 65 70

30 to 35 feet. 50 55

ASH.

10 inches and up, according to a\erage and quality as

Average 16 inch 3$

BIRCH.

i4 inch
,6 00

S " " 24

, - a7 3»

,6 " 3a 3S

QUBBBC SPRUCE DEALS

12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 17 00 per It.

Oddments '5 00

Boards, 1 and a in 'S 00

BIRCH PLANKS.

, to 4 in
,8 00

SARNIA, ONT.

55 00

40 00

25 00

24 00
2 1 OO

26 OO
32 OO

32 OO

25 OO

27 00
22 OO

ER M. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Rock Elm, i% to 2"

1 sts & 2nds . . 40 00

Soft maple, com-
mon and better 1" 20 00 2a 50

Soft maple common
& better 1 H to 3" as 00

Hard Maple i"X4"
&upio/i6No.i com
mon and better . . 22 00

Hard Maple 4"x 4"

10' to 16' common
and better 3» 00

Oak, red, plain,

istsand ends 1" 53 00

Oak, red, plain.

ists and 2nds, 2" 55 00

Oak, red, plain,

ists and ands, 3" 6500
Oak, red, plain.

ists and 2nd*, 4" 7000
Oak, white, plain,

1st and ands, 1" 54 00

Oak, white, ij^"&a"
and up 10/16 . . 56 00

Oak, quartered,
1st and ands 1" 80 00 82 00

Oak, quartered,
istsand 2nds, i' ;

to 2" 84 00

Hickory ists and
2nds h'vy i^to 3" 62 00 72 00

FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" 50 00

1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00

1% and i%" " 6a 00

a"
" 64 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 45 00

6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 54 00

8/4 „ „ .• 57 00

6/4 x 6 & up No. a ,, 47 00

8/4 „ ., 49 °o

6/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 4a 00

8/4 ., ., ,» 46 °0

NO. I CUTS.

1 in., 8" and up wide 44 00

itfin.
in -

ain.

1% and 3'

4 in.

51 00

S3 00
56 00

75 00
80 00

NO. 2. CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 29 00

i%" " 39 00
,Lj" ... 41 00

2%, 3 and 4" "

24 00
20 00

30 00

45 °°
60 00 65 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00

1% and 1%" " 3' 00

a" " 3 1 00

x%, 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
1" x 4" 24 OO

i'^x 5" 26 00
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

r x 10
1" x 1 a"
1" x 13 and'up
iYt , 1% and 2".

28 °°

30 00
31 00

30 00

NO. I BARN.

1 in 31 CO

1%. iH and a"

aj^ and 3"

4

NO. a BARN.

i in 39

42 00

34 00

37 00
42 00

1% and 3"

NO. 3 BARN.

33 00
30 OO

30 OO

a3

1% and 2" 23 00
26 00
26 00

BOX. . <

No. 1, 1, iK. a" ao 00 27 00

No. 1 mill culls, 1,

iji, and a". . . . 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" .

i, 1%, 1% and a".

No. a

15 00
IS 00

14 00 15 00

No. 1, 3a"

No. 2. |8
No. ., 48"

3 5°
4 00

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTURER'S PRICES WINNIPEG, MAN.

Pine good sidings :

iin. X7in and up 42 00 46 00

andiK X
8 ' and up 5° 00 5° 00

a" x 7" and up 48 00 54 00

No. a cuts 2x8"

aDd up 34 00 36 00

Pine good strips :

iji" and i}4".

a

Pine good shorts :

, ' x 7" and up

.

38 00

40 00

42 00

42 00

44 co

45 00

36 00
28 00

38 00

30 00

\j£''aiid 1%" 4° 00 43 co

a'
1 4 a 00 45 00

7" to 9"A Sidings 25 00 2700
Pine, No. 1 dressing

sidings 36 co 40 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing

strips 26 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing

shorts J 2 00

Pine, 8». c. and bet-

ter ia' to 16' a3 00

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings if' W 5°

Pine s.c. Sidings i!4

& a" *7 00

Pine, s. c. strips. . . 19 00

Pine, s. c. shorts. . . 17 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4 30 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

31 00

26 00

Red Pine log run,

mill culls out
Spruce, i"x4" & up
Spruce, 1' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10''
.

.

Spruce 1" clear (fine

1x5. 21 00 22 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6 as co

Pine. s.c. and better.

1x7. 22 00 24 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8 '3»
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9 ».5 co

Pine, s.c. and better

ix 10 24 00

Pine, box boards.. 16 00

, x 10 No 1 barn. . 29 00

, x 10 No. a " a3 00

8&9N0. 1 barn a3 00

g 8t 9 No. a " ao 00

24 00

26 00
20 00
32 00
as 00
26 00

Hemlock 2x4, (

10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 14 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out
Basswood log run

mill culls out. .

Birch
Soft Elm, common,
and better 1, 1^,2"
Ash, black common
and betteri" to 2" 25 00

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
1 3/8" x 4' ..... . 3 25
N •. 2 white pine 2 75
Lath, mill run
white pine. ... a 75
Spruce, mill run a 25

Red pine mill run 2 25

No. 1 white pine
1" x 4' a 50
No. a white pine

I "
_

Spruce mill run

10 OO •3 00 NO. 1 PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

7 CO '9 00 DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. I S. AND 1 E.

•5 OO 17 00 6 it 8 ft 10 ft 14 x 16 tt

17 OO 1850 18 50
17 00 '9 00 a x 6 and 17 OO 1850 18 50

17 50 ao 50 19 00
22 So 25 00 •7 5° 21 50 21 00
I 2 OO '4 00

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
16 00

IS 00

18 00 20 00

2 2 00 26 00
18 00 20 00

20 00 24 00

3 75
3 as

3 00
a 50
a 50

3 00

2 00

MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

a x 4-ia $ai 00

a x 4-8-14-16 » 00

a x 4-10-18-ao a3 00

a x 6
'

a x 8
8 to 16.

Common Boards

4 inch $'9 co
ai 50
a2 50
aa 50
aa S°

Flooring
4 or 6 .inch No. 1 $33 00

" " " a 30 00
3 aa 50

Shiplap—Finished

4 inch 19 00
6 " ai 50
8. 10, 13 inch 32 50

Siding
6 inch No. 1 31 00

" No. 3 29 00
" No. 3 33 00

Lath

No. 1 Cedar. Pine, Spruce

No ' 2 " PINE—ROUGH TIMBER

4 75
3 »S

13 tt. 14 and 16 tt

1 75

1 75

75

75

3?

Red Pine mill

run 1"

Tamarac mill run 1 75
Bas*wood
Hemlock
Lath ....

Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18".

.

Clear Butt
xx, 18". . .

.

White Cedar Shingles
xxxx, 18'' 4 00

Clear Butt, 18" 3 00

X, 1x8" 1 S°
Railway ties o 4a

3 5°
a 75

SO

3 00
3 00
a 35
a as
1 5°

4 00

3 5°
1 75

4 5°
3 as
• 75
o 50

3x6 and 3x8...
3" 10

3 X 13

4 x 4 to 6 x 8 ...

.

4 x 10 to 10 x 10.

8x8
6 x 14 up to 3a ft

. 31 OO
31 50
33 OO

. 31 OO
.33 00
33 OO

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND Et

a x 4, a x 6, a x 8, 8 to 16 ft

' 18 to 33 ft

a x 10, a x 13, 8 to 16 ft

18, ao, aa ft

34, a6, 38, 30, 3a

ax 14 up to 3a ft

3 x 4 to 4 by 13, 8 to 16 ft

3 X 4 to 4 x ia, 18 to 3a ft

6 x 6 10 6 x 1 a no to 3a ft

3x 14, 4 » '4

a 1 00
ai 50
22 00
21 00
22 00
22 00
29 80

$21 50
24 OO
22 50
a.S So
a 7 So
27 SO
24 00
27 00
a6 30

5°

B. C. FIR TIMBER-ROUGH.
8 x 8, 10 x 10, 10 x ia, 10 x 14, ia x ia, ia x 14, 14 x 14, 14 x 16,

up to 33 $Js 80

10 x 30 7 80

8 x 20 •-. •• 2930
All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less ttian Fir.

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine, 4 in 3° 5°
E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring 38 00

B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring . . . 38 00

F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring 29 00

E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring 28 00

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce ••• ai 00

8 to 16 ft., 6 in '8 so

B. C Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16' 22 00

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16' ao 00

BOARDS-ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch $37 o*

"a *' " 14 ai 00

"3 " " " 850
" 4

'• mixed w dths 15 5°
<< - 11 " 11 00

SHINGLES
XXX B. C. Cedar a.8o

XX B. C. Cedar a.oo

XXX Dimension a.js

LATH.
No. 1 Mixed W & R Pine $3 *0

No. 1 B. C. Fir 4-Jo

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.

WHITE PINE

(Wholesale selling price.

Uppers 4/4 to

0/4 to

Selects 4/4 to

10/4 to

Fine Common

8/4 $88 00

a/4 95 00
8/4 78 00
13/4 90 00

4/4 56 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4.
" " S/4

" 6/4.
" " 8/4.

No. 2 Cuts 4/4.
" " S/4-

" .6/4.
' 8/4.

No. 1 Cuts 5/4.
" " 6/4.
" " 8/4.

S/4.

6/4.

8/4.

Dressing 5/4 46 00

S/4 *<° S' 00

S/4 x 12 sa 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00

6/4 58 00

8/4 58 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00

" 6/4 47 00
8/4 47 00

No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00
•' " 1 x 6 & 8 35 00
" " 1 x 10. 37 00

No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 33 00
" '* 1 x 10 35 00

No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 27 00
" " 1 x 10 39 00

Box 1x6 & up 34 00
1 x 10 34 00

" 1 x 13 26 00
" 1 x 13 & up ?i 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobber

buying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

WHITE ASH.

1 st & 2nd, 1 inch. . . 40 00 42 00
j

1 yt to 3 inch 44 00 46 00 I Strips 33 00 34 00

2$i to 4 inch 48 00 54 00 | Com. and culls 14 co 33 00

BLACK AND BROWN

1st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 43 00
|
Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

62
62 00
64 00
48 00
55 00

57 00
60 00
33 00

43 00

45 00

49 00

35 00

35 co
• 35 00

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red 40 00 42

1st and 2nd, rock, 6

inch and up 33 00

Common and culls. 15 00

1st and 2nd hand 20 00

Common and culls 14 00

35 00

17 00

1st & 2nd, white, 6
inch and up 30 co 33 00

Common and good
culls 16 00 18 00

1st and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up .... 26 00 28 00

Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE
23 00

I

1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00 23 00

15 00 Common and culls. 12 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch $92 co

Selects, 1 to 2 inch 81 00

Fine Common, 1 inch 59 00
\% to 2 inch 64 00

No. 1 Cuts 1 inch 45 00

1% to 2 inch .. 54 00

No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch 35 00

1% to 2 inch 38 00

1 x 11

I x 10
ix 8

Barn Boards, No.
No.
No.
No. 3, 1 x
No. 3, 1 x
No. 2, 1 x
No 3. 1 x
No. 3, 1 x
No. 3

37 00
36 00
40 00

ix 8 33 50
1 x 12 3a 50
1 x 10 30 00
ix 8 39 00

Spruce, 10 and is in. dimension

9 in. and under 24 00

10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up .... 23 50

axa. 3x4, 3x5. 3x6, 3x7 and 3x4 random
lengths, 10 ft. and up ai 50

All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft...

and up .. 21 50

S in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up, p, is 19 00
Canadian Spruce boards 33 00

Vermont Spruce boards, matched . . ........ aa 00

1 x a and 1x3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundled 20 00

iH" Spruce laths 3 80

«H"

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras $3 7»

Clears 3 25

Second clears a 35
Clear Whites a 30
Extra is vClear whites out) 1 45
Extra is (Clear whites in) 1 S°

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.

Red Cedar Extra, 16" 5 butts to a" .

" " Eurekas, 18" " "

Partections, 5.butts to «K" -

$94 00
84 00
61 00
66 00

58 00

37 00
46 00

5° 00
38 00
37 00
42 00

35 00

34 co
34 00
29 00

25 50
»7 00
35 00

22 00

33 00
20 00
24 00

31 5°
22 00

4 00

3 5°

$4 00

a 5°
a 45
a 35
1 60

3 85

4 »5

4 75
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINCLES

Falling by the Wayside
is a sad tale which is too often told in both business and in private walks of life. Some retail lumbermen
are falling by the wayside by reason of sticking- to old methods and systems. If you want to get new cus-

tomers and keep them, get into the line of up-to-date products.

That's what ours are, UP-TO-DATE-PRODUCTS. The best that up-to-date methods can turn

out. Our No, 2 Quebec Spruce and New Brunswick White Cedar Shingles are ''quality lumber and shingles."

WHY not GET the BEST? IT PAYS.

N.B.
White Cedar

Shingles No. 2
Quebec
Spruce

"THE BEST IS NONE TOO GOOD"—That's Our Motto

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Saw & Shingle Mills:

Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P.O.

Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P. Q.

Sayabec, P. Q.
Sales Office

:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,

Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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44Trident" Steel Loading Chains
These Chains are made with extra long lapped, self locking, swelled welds.
1 he very best Chains for log conveyors, decking, log haul ups, hoisting, loading, etc.

PINK'S PEAVEY HANDLES in select split Rock Maple are the Standard everywhere.
SEAL'S PATENT TONGS for handling pulpwood, ties, or light logs of any kind.

THOMAS PINK, - Pembroke, Ont.
Manufacturer of Logging Tools

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,
lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

The M. Brennen

& Sons Mfg. Co.

RAILS ^Ne^d^co^'lland^-

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Limited

Hamilton - Canada

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont

Yard, and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont.

For
Immediate Shipment

1250 tons prime 56 lbs. relaying
rails with fastenings.

25 Steel Flat Cars 5 to 7 tons
capacity.

Full particulars on application.

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

Established 1878

Hanson's Woolen Mitts
Hull, Que.

Manufacturer. or " HaDSOIl " Sock Ulld Mitt
Nothing in the Market
to equal them for Lum- /^S f~ TRADf
bermen

( Uandow
ALL MY SOCKS BEAR THIS STAMP \-/ {£/ MARK
My Socks are sold Direct only through Travellers of My Own

SPECIALTIES
SUV,,, II,. Ml RbOCkOAKSh.N.^S Wh.TB P,« LATH BAM AK„ POTU* S,„„c.JAMES GILLESPIE

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH «„c SHINGLES

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED 189a.

V OILLE 8c /VIgKEEN v
Wholesale Lumber

NORTH TONAWANDA. - N. Y.TRADE WITS CANADA SOLICITED.

JEFFREY
Conveyers

are the best for handling

Logs. Lumber, Ties,
Pulpwood, Refuse, etc.

See Catalog No. T 57 B.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Company, c^o^At Wori" :

Main 0ffice and Work.: Columbu., Ohio

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian I e ...

Hart
I

S"l»c»«e

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guarante-d the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited 1

446 Barton Street East
HAMILTON
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The

Original Dunbar Improved

Shingle Machine

RESULTS
in shingle manufacturing depend largely upon having the machine constantly producing a

high grade shingle.

The DUNBAR IMPROVED SHINGLE MACHINE meets these requirements fully and

squarely and further, being practically automatic, does not require a high priced workman to

handle and run it.

The Efficiency Test of any machine is the average of the volume of work and cost of repairs for

one year. The "DUNBAR" works year in and year out with accuracy and ease of operation

and without appreciable expense for repairs.

A pleasure to give further information.

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson Mfg. Co.
Fredericton, N. B.
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Keeping the Cutter Head True
This is the secret of all success in the work-
ing of lumber. But it's no secret that the

Woods Truing Devices make such success

possible, for they true the knives to a perfect

cutting circle while running. It's the feature

that makes them distinctive and eliminates the

effect of distortion due to centrifugal force.

The Woods Truing Devices are permanent
attachments of the machine. They can be used
at any time without disturbing any other ad-

justments, and therefore make possible frequent
sharpening and insure the highest grade finish

at all times.

Woods Planer and Matcher with Top and Bottom Truing Devices out of use.

S. A. Woods Machine Company
The Planer Specialists

Chicago
New Orleans

- Boston
Atlanta
Seattle

VI-BALATA

B
E

L

T
I

N
G

A GIGANTIC ORDER

SOLE CANADIAN
AGENTS :

13.108 F£ET x 24" WIDE
7.000 FEET * 36' WIDE

1.944 FEET " 42" WIDE

This series of BELTING was
supplied in one order by

fcSflUTHWMtoFACTOIIINCCaL?

28.tafiW(M Bridge Road

London

England

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank St., Ottawa, Ont. Woods Western Building, Cor. Market and Louise Sts., Winnipeg, ManFLECK BROS., Limited, 443 Pender Street West, Vancouver, B.C.
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ForSeventy Years the Standa rd of Excellence
From the >er> beginning Disston Saws have been made to

withstand the only test that genuinely stamps superiority—

THE TEST OF TIME—THE TEST OF WEAR.

Why DISSTON
Means Perfection

Seventy years ago Henry Disston made the finest saws
in America. To day, as in 1840, the line represents the very
best that science, energy, skill and superior materials can
produce. Theemplo; merit pf absolutely modern methods by
Henry Disston & Sons. Inc., maintains a lead as relatively

great in 1909 as it was in the lime ot the founder

In Saws and
other Tools

THis excellence is characteristic of all Disston made tools and saws, a few of which are illustrated on this page
The lite of a saw is in the steel. We hava manufactured crucible steel since 1855. w hen, recognizing the imp >rtance of making our own steel

in ori'er to obtain satisfactory quality, we established the first plant of its kind in America. Numerous and extensive improvements since then have
made it the largest and best of its kind—there is no other saw-manufacturing plant that makes the steel for its lull line. ...

Disston Steel is of a special formula, which in connection with its treatment in the Disston shops, renders it impossible of duplication outside of

the Disston works. This is one reason why imitations lack the uniformity and quality of the Disston saws.
Practically every hardware dealer and general store in the entire world, recognizing the immense superiority ot Disston made saws and tools

carries them in stock and recommends them. "The Disston Hand-Bock on Saws " Uoo pages) is the most complete, authoritative and informative book
of its kind ever issued. To those really interested in saws, it will be sent free of charge.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, INC.,

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File works • - PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INQUIRE INTO THE MERITS OF OUR

New Tie or Log Siding Machine
It slabs both sides of the logs accurately and rapidly at the one operation. Both
saws movable to or from the centre simultaneously by means of a lever within
the sawyer's easy reach, and the spacing indicated on a quadrant in plain sight.

This machine will cut over 3,000 ties in ten hours. In any mill using a Gang,.

this machine, if used for preparing the cants, will

increase the output 20%. It is a compact machine,
strongly built, as the cut indicates, to withstand hard
and continuous usage. It is without an equal, let

alone a superior, in this line, because it meets the

requirements perfectly. Let us have an opportunity

of sending descriptive matter, and price.

WE CAN ALSO INTEREST YOU IN

Saw Mill Machinery
We build a complete line for any desired capacity.

Our Triumph Turbines are unexcelled. They will give more power than any other Water Wheel on the market.

CATALOGUES FOR THE ASKING.

Eastern Representative :

H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James Street, Montreal, Que

Head Office and Works : Lindsay, Ontario
Western Representative :

Canadian Fairbanks Company, Vancouver, B. C.
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Sheldon Slow Speed

Exhaust Fans

The fans that are revolutionizing the shaving exhaust business.
They will handle wet or dry, long or short shavings and saw-
dust and will do this work with a guaranteed reduction inspeed of from 25 to 40% less, and with a power consumption
of from 20 to 35% less than any other exhaust tan.

Descriptive circulars sent on request.

cShdbons, Jimittb - §alt, (Dntario

No Need to go out of Canada for your

Biowers
Exhauster, Exhaust Systems

Dry Kilns

Trucks or Heating Plants

We make them and make them

good too.

Ask for references and descriptive

matter, we have lots of them.

The Dominion Heating &
Ventilating Co.

Hespeler - . . Qnt.

The Alligator

Steam Warping' Tug'
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with
flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST 6, PEACHEY
SIMCOE . . ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals

The cheapest way to skid andload logs is by steam power. The

Universal Logger
is a combined two line skidder and loader with
separate engine for loading with steel skidding
boom and steel swinging loading boom.
It is self-propelling, spots its own cars and moves
rapidly from point to point, saving time and the
usual switching expense.
Ample water tank capacity is located between the
trucks, and the frame is* constructed to permit
empty cars to pass through the machine for load-
ing by means of its own power.
This machine is especially adapted for light steel
or wooden rails.

May We Send Catalogue?

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Sole Manufacturers of the MrGIFFERT and DECKER Patent Self ProneirSteam Logging: Machinery. " " Pe">ng

Duluth, Minn.
C-103
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R. H. SMITH CO., Limited
St. Catharines, Ont.

We are the Sole Manufac-
turers of Saws under the Simonds Process in the Dominion

of Canada

There is no process its equal for tempering circular saws. Other makers recognize this fact, as some

of them, in order to sell their goods, claim to have the same process. All such Claims are FALSE,
as the patentee in the U. S. and ourselves are the only firms in the world who use it.

INSERTED TOOTH SAWS
Notice the improved shank. We call particular

attention to the swell which strengthens it at the weakest

part and which gives it more wear than the old style.

Shanks made in usual gauges and to fit your saws

perfectly.

SHINGLE SAWS
The quality of the " Simonds " Shingle Saws is

proven by the fact that the largest shingle and machine

manufacturers in Canada are using them.

Run a " Simonds" and you will increase your

output.

The Simonds Temper

and style of tooth make

the "Leader" the fast-

est and easiest cutting"

saw manufactured.

Write for prices.

R. H. SMITH CO. umited St. Catharines, Ont,
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Here] is the Most Reliable
Shingle Machine Made

and the most profitable one too. Reliable because the

COLUMBIA
is always ready to run in any kind of wood. Profitable be-
cause it will turn out more and better shingles, in less time
from the same stock, than any other shingle machine made.'

At the "come on " sign from you we'll send you all the
'conyincement" necessary to demonstrate the Columbia's

superiority.

PERKINS & CO.. Grand Rapids, Mich-
Waterous Engine Works Company. Brantford, Winnipeg, Man.,

St. Haul, Minn, and Vancouver, B. C. Agents.

Robb Power Plants

Engines
Corliss

Slide Valve

Horizontal

Vertical

Boilers

Return Tubular

Water Tube

Internally Fired

Portable

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST, N. S.

DISTRICT fiK£?« ^dine Montreal, Watson Jack, Manager
OFlHS -

^adtrs Bank Budding, Toronto, William McKay, ManagerOFFICES Lmon Bank Building, Winnipeg, W. F. Porter, Manager
^Calgary Block, Calgary, J. F. Porter, Manager

Manufacturers

of

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Sawmill, Shingle, Lath and Transmission Machinery

The Improved Hot Blast Grate

develops more heat from green, wet or frozen sawdust or mill refusethan an ordinary draft grate develops from wood or coal.

The most modern and economical grate on the market. Increases steamingpower of boiler 50 per cent.

We are the sole manufacturers for Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime
Provinces, for this grate. It will save you money, regardless of the kind of
fuel used. We have many testimonials bearing out this statement.

Here is one :

—

Style "B" for Mill Furnace

- —mm m WVU1U1 0 VII

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Berriedale, Ont., June
The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited, Orillia.
Dear Sirs,

™ i,-Y
[

\
h T
f*

rence t° H°t Blast Grate purchased from youon trial about six weeks ago, we have found it to be one of the

Tt^&h
i
e thmgS

Ye 6Ver Put in an^ of ™r saw mi fsIt is much cheaper and more convenient than any sort ofDutch Oven. We placed it under two 6 foot boilers whe°e wesaw Spruce and Balsam logs, the sawdust of which makes poor
W„ ?i°

re
i

We
,

USiDS the Hofc Blast Grates we burnedfrom 3 to I cords of dry slabs daily, and even then had adeficiency of steam, but now we have all the steam we desireand the only fuel used is sawdust.
uesire,

(Signed) The Highland Lumber Co.
Full Particulars on Application

Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Williams & Wilson, Montreal
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The WATEROUS
Big Champion and Combination Edgers

Standard Combination Edger with Independent Driven Cluster Section.

Built in 7 Sizes
Edger Section Opening 48 in. 54 in. 60 in. 66 in. 72 in. 84 in. 96 in.

Capable of handling and cutting- through 8 inch timber using saws 26 inches in diameter.

Standard Big Champion Edger showing Table and Saw Levers.

For Complete Specifications and Full Descriptions send for Catalog'ue 101.

Waterous Engine Works Co.
BRANCH : » Limited

Waterous Engine Works Co., Rro rif"fr\ri4 Pftnft/lft b. c. agency :

Winnipeg, Man. DraiUIOTQ, V^anSUa „ B Gilmour, Vancouver, B.C.



FOR LUMBERMEN

WE BELIEVE
BY LUMBERMEN

r
. .

(1

Y°U WILL READ THIS ADVERTISEMENT.
It has then served tt8 purpose. We want to ask you a question BDd will confidently leave the answer to you.-DO YOU THINK YOUR INSURANCE RATES TOO HIGH'We have a plan that will reduce your rates and invite you to correspond with us, we will be glad to explain.

...
, ,

ASK F0R OUR ADDITIONAL LINE PROPOSITION.
S1^ ZLl

e

nl
wit" fT 81,000 10 mm a,l<li,ional protecfcion

•

s, " , '"-«' y™ »would your present insurance put you on a sound husiness basis again? Write us to-dav, now that vouhave read this advertisement before vou foriret. * 7

FIRE INSURANCE

you forget.

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway, NEW YORK, N.Y. REDUCED RATES

Veneered

Doors
Each door w&manufacture is made from kiln and
air dried stock, carefully machined and finished
and represents the best value on the market.

We stock in a variety of woods and designs,
ensuring prompt and satisfactory service. :: :;

Newel Posts - Staved Columns
In our Staved Colonial Columns a "V" Locked
Joint is employed, giving a larger gluing sur-
face and preventing all possibility of shrinkage
or checking

::

AH Orders to

Batts Limited
48 Pacific Avenue - West Toronto

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT 5

our KNOWN

"EXTRA'

W£ TANNED c7

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

H. WALTERS & SON. HULL, CANADA
VANCOUVER BRANCH : Corner Powell and McLean Streets.

AXES, ALL KINDS AXE HANDLES, MACHINE IknIveIs^ALL KINDS LUMBERINC & LOCCINC TOOLS
I R R™*h

L
°n t f

D,STANC
A PHON

?i, ^C S^pl>' the Largest Lumbermen in Canada.
J. R Booth, Ottawa On,

; W . C. Edwards & Co , Rockland. Ont.; McLachlanBros., Arnpnor
; E B^ Eddy Co., Limited. Hull ; A. & B. G rdon & Co., Pem-broke ;G. Parley & Co., Calumet, Que.; Hawkesbury Lumber Co., HawkS-bury Ont.; A. Fraser Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont.; Shepherd & Morse LumberCo Ottawa, Ont.; Hui. Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Gilmou. & Hu.h" n, HuflP.Q.; Imperial Paper M.lls of Canada, Sturgeon Falls. Ont. ; Aljoma Commerc.al Com L.m.ted, Sauk Ste. Marie, Ont.; Graves, Big«ood & Co., ByTg

fish c?n
n
,

' V C?- Wortnin£lon
>
Ont.; J. J. McFadden, White

nhl r £ Anthony Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Northern Timber andLumber Co., Markstay, Ont.

Imachine
^

ALL WRITE T
J KNIVES:

L

1 KINDS.

1

row
f CATALOGUE |

HJ¥ALJ!RS&_SONS Lumbering &
Logging Tools
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Worker

Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

We Cannot Compel You
to Come in—But

your decision after full investigation

will be correct and satisfactory to us.

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

40 of the premium now paid back to Policy Holders.

Nine - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on

We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Trv it

ARCTIC METAL J&X3r- Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
It is Reliable It Satisfies fififTO fflETAfc HAMILTON, ONT.

FOR COOL BEARINGS

We Make

SPECIAL BELTS
for

Special Work
and

Guarantee Results

WRITE OUR NEAREST WAREHOUSE

D. K. McLAREN, Limited
Full stock carried at

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
909-311 Craig West 100 King West 4i8Abbott St.

QUEBEC
ai St. Peter St.

ST. JOH*, N.B.

£4 Prince William St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,
Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,
Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. (SI SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents. Awnings, Flags, Sails,Waterproof Covers, Oiled Clothing,
Horse Blankets. Grey Blankets, Nose Bags. Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks. Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoes,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole C anadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptive*.

J. J. TURNER. <& SONS
Cor.George.KingSt Water Sts., Peterborough. Ont , Can

itTHE GREAT BELT
BEATS ALL RIVALS EVERY TIME

Strength
TJnifohmity
Reliability
Endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

^OR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J.S.YOUNG, 14 Hospital Srreer. MONTREAL
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PETERBORO SAW MILLS
mi

-TnnmtmmniTniwtnnimi

i

How You Can Increase Your Net Profits $2,000.00

This FOUR INCH STEAM SET WORKS will do it

Figure it out this way :

In the first place, our customer, themselves state they are cutting on an average 2,000 feet more lumber per day with this setterAnd an average sawing season contains 150 working days.
*

That is, your cut will be incieased 300,000 feel per &eason.
Now what is it going to cost you to cut that 300,000 feet?
The machine, plus ireight and installation charges, plus interest, will cost you about $720.00.
That is $2.40 per thousand feet of your extra cut.

And then you will have to add the co^t per thousand feet of your logs—you know exactly what that is
The result is the Total Cost of the Extra 300,000 Feet you cut, because your operating charges' have remained exactly thesame, no extra wages, no ex'ra wear on your machinery.
Now you wdl receive an average price of at least $20.00 per thousand for that lumber.
Deduct fro-n th.tt vour total cost per thousand feet for this extra output, and
You wdl find your total profit is over $2,000.00.

That is, the machine pays for itself in one year, and makes $2,000.00 extra profit for you besides.Would you like to go further into this matter? Write us.
W

British: Columbia Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver, B. C.
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Interior of Saw Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

"
Quality " is our Watchword

The finest Pine Timber in Northern Ontario and Mills equipped in the most

modern way possible enable our highly skilled workmen to perform their re-

spective tasks to the best advantage. Every board is properly sawn, edged

and trimmed. Try us when in the market for

Rough or Dressed Norway and White Pine Lumber

Railroad and Structural Timbers

Flooring, Ceiling, Moulding, Siding, Cross Arms, etc.

With a daily capacity of 190,000 feet of lumber, 65,000 pieces of lath, besides box

boards, pickets, etc., we are in a position to fill orders of any size without delay.

George Gordon & Company, Limited
Cache Bay - - Ontario
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Mills at FRENCH RIVER, ONT. Kail or Water Shipments. Yards at POINT EDWARD, ONT.

The Ontario Lumber Co., Limited
Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Band and Gang Sawn White Pine, Norway
Spruce and Hemlock Lumber, Lath, etc.

Pott
q
EdLd

f 0

O„t
IUmber

,
" llnSUrpred

'

We HaVe a stock on hand a,Edward, Ont., and can make prompt shipments. Write us for prices
Head Offices, 35 and 36 Home Life Building

TORONTO, ONT.

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Hardwood
FI ooring
Manufactured from choice stock, air and
kiln dried, and with quality in finish and
stock the dominating features. Exper-
ience and accuracy is behind our Flooring

LUMBER
Sevwrv or Dressed

We quote interesting prices on Pine
Maple, Ash, Birch, Elm, Basswood!
Cedar, Hemlock.
Building Timber, Ties, Lath, Posts,
Shingles, Sash, Doors and Frames
Mouldings, Turned Goods, Box Shook-
mg Cratings, Casings, etc.

John Carew
LINDSAY ONTARIO

F. N. Waldie, President. R c Wa,™ \r db - Waldie, Vice-President. w p o cw. Harper, Secretary.1^ --J.. . . vv. 15.. Harper, Secretary.

ihe Victoria Harbor Lumber CompanyManufacturers of f _ w*»*^MlUJF
Lumoep, Lath and Shingles ltaiw

JW
!^

a
iZ

i

!
t

!!
i

!j*!rbor^^ Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
F. N. Waldie, Pres.

K. S. Waldie, Vice-Prls.
It > i w _ G - E - Clemens, Secv,WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Manner, „f Lumber and LaahMgU.« SPRAGCE, ONT. We..ington St. East . TORONTO. ONT.
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I B MILLER, President W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

The

Parry Sound Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Pine, Hemlock and Hardwood Lumber

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Out.

Address all communications to the

White and Red Pine
Lath, Shingles, Boxes and Shooks, Pails and Tubs

Bills sawn to order. Planing Mill work done promptly. Send us your

enquiries. Phone service night and day. We can ship by rail and water.

Saw Mills, Planing Mill, Woodenware Factory, Box Factory : Penetanguishene, Can.

Box Factory: Foot of Parliament Street, Toronto, Canada
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,
Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles& to 4.) ft. long, (i in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,1U in. x 10 in. and up.
1

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 inand U in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine hoardsand deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,
also r, 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.'
Correspondence Solicited. Room 4,

Hochelagra Bank Buildinp QuebeC, Qlie.

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY CO,
Quebec

JOHN DONOGH,
President.

JAMBS P. CUNNINGHAM.
Vice-President.

Wholesale Dealers Only

A. II. MAC A Hli,

Secretary.

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang

SPECIAL DRIVE

Limited

Red Pine Flooring Strips -Dressed or Rough
WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office:- 1204-5 Traders Bank Chambers - TORONTO
Phones

: Main 7733 - Main 4896

J I.. CAMPBELL
J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,
B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,'
Boat and Car Builders' Material,
Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles.

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Lm,,ed
National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, tadamt^ ^ mT_(Telephone Main 6*44). TORONTO, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR
D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath - Shingles

Contractors for Railway Supplies
BILL TIMBER a Specialty

MIDLAND, ONT.
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CAMERON & GO., Limited

LUMBER

LATH

SHINGLES

MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

ASH
BASSWOOD

TIMBER

POLES

POSTS

MILL AND YARD OPEONGO ONT. head office . OTTAWA. ONT,

The Hurdman Lumber Co.
OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Latb and Shingles

NY ESTERN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

WANTED—Three or four carloads of 3" x 7* and up x 12/16' Sound

Red Oak, hearts accepted if free from rot.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Sellers of

White Pine, Red
Pine and Spruce

Lumber and Lath
Selling Agents fob Feaber & Company, Lumher Manufacturers

74 Hepean Street - - - OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.

Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath

ROUGH OR DRESSED
We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-

ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1x6
and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West - - - MONTREAL

A large and assorted stock of

g in., 1 in., H in., 2 and 3 in.

in millrun or cull, well manu-
factured and dry, also a large

line ofSPRUCE
Kiln-Dried Flooring, Sheeting, Etc.

in till., gin., Jin., 1J in., or U in., full thickness

all planed 2 sides, polished, bundled and in widths

and lengths to suit your trade. Let me quote you

on above or on your requirements in

Pine, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch, Etc.

C. A. SPENCER
Wholesale Lumber

Telephone Main 5554 55 St. Francois Xavicr St., Montreal

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot

Office and Yard:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Buyers

Send me your enquiries.

I have a large stock to

ship from.

WRITE ME

E. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade MONTREAL

Wholesale Lumber Dealer
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W. E. LOUNT
360 Berkeley St., TORONTO

Lumber Salesman, Inspector
and Arbitrator

Pine, Hemlock, Hardwoods, Lath
and Shingles.

Lists and consignments solicited,
Will sell on salary <>r commission.
Inspection contracts wanted
charges moderate. Fifteen years
experience as salesman and
inspector. Satisfaction guar-
anteed.

Muir 6 Terry
Wholesale Lumber

White and Red
Pine, Spruce,
Shingles, and
Lath

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

The

Brockville
I

Who,esaIeandReteil

Lumber,
Lumber

Company
Lath,

Shingles,LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y. Bill Staff

And all kinds oi SASH FACTORY and
PLANING MILL GOODS.

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, B. C.

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light
in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDINC & GO.
HAMMOND BtD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.
Wholesale Lumber

Philadelphia

Quartered White Oak
Nice Flaky Stuff

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative, LONDON, ONT.

FINE
BANK OFFICEN^i__-?'0"tt;E. school
OOUAT HOUSE'* JWBCH&ipEJURjmiflE^
DRUCSIORE fittings.^sa^END FOR

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawn Lumber, Lath, Sash,

Doors and Factory Material

= Dimension Bill Stuff in=

rucePine, Sp

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our
prices for anything you require in lumber.

Birch for Sale
3x6
3x8
4x4
4x6

No. 1 Birch Hearts, Largely 3x6

There is only one car of this altogether, and we
are prepared to name a close price

for prompt shipment.

Long Lumber Company
HAMILTON, ONT.

R. Laidlaw

Lumber
Company

Limited

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

Chingles^ | UMBER

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirement*.
Prompt Shipment!.

LEAK & CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Write us for special price on

18ft. 2x10* 12in.

DRY NORWAY

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill
Muft. \\ c have also stocks of Ash. Elm,
Birch. Spruce and Basswood now cut-

^"f'
T
J,y

a car °f ourspeciallv graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX. XXX, XXXX
io and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICE :

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

Tne Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood. Railway Ties. Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and
sold. Accountant. Auditor, Liquidator,
General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

,8 Toronto St., TORONTO

Lt-t us quote you on |", 1".

and '2! Spruce ; |", 1 H*t

1|* anil 2 Pine :
1'' and 2"

Hemlock, also posts and

lath. :: - -

A. W. EYER & CO.

\\/E are in the market and pay
VV the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you

now have to sell. Correspondence

with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street Ea»t

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVFLAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER GO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.

Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock

On Temiskaming Railway, 103
miles north of Nortn Say

HAILEYBVRY, ONT.

"Well bought is halt sold"

FIRE
has completely cleaned

out our

Midland Stock
but

Byng Inlet

is still on the map with

a splendid assortment of

Pine
Norway

Hemlock

Write us

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

s

(alph Loveland. Pres.

1-.. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.

C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER and SALT
Mills at Thessalon, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock

Lumber

1006-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,

Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds

carried in stock. We are buyers

of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

WE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds

of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States: Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood. Ash,

Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-

nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short

and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-

wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES

A fully equipped Planing Factory in connec-
tion. Dressed Lumber, Flooring- in Pine,
Hardwood or Hemlock, ^3 Ceilings, Sash
and Doors, Mouldings, Wood Turning, etc.

Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-

ty at current prices.

Reliable
Veterinary
Remedies
No logging outfit is complete without a

supply of reliable veterinary remedies.
Getting the wrong kind means the loss

of the use of your horses when time is

valuable.

Johnson's Veterinary Remedies
are guaranteed never to fail when used
as directed You get your money back if

they ever do.
They are

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. I.

A penetrating Alcoholic Liniment.
Put up in one gallon jugs, with full

directions, per imperial gal. $4.50
Johnson's Horse Liniment No. a.

A combination of the best oils ust-d

as liniments, imp. gallon . $3.00
Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy.

A sure and speedy cure for colic

Imperial gallon $5.00
Johnson's Veterinary Healing Oint-
ment.

Positively the best all-round healing
ointment made. In use by the larg-

est owners of horse flesh in Canada.
Put up in 2 lb tins, each . . ji.a;
or in ^ lb tins, per dozen . . $3.50

Johnson's Condition Powders. (Con-
centrated).
Put up in bulk, per lb . . . . 30c.

These goods being put up in bulk are

more economical than others, as cost of

bottling, etc., is saved.

CAMP REMEDIES.
In addition to our Veterinary Reme-

dies we make a line of medicines for lum-
bermen, including a strong, penetrating
liniment, healing ointment, cholera cure,

liver pills cough syrup, in fact anything
in the form of Camp Drug Supplies. We
know that there are no better remedies
made than those we offer. There may be
others nearly as good, but they lack our
guarantee. Satisfaction or money back.
A trade discount of 10% allowed off all

orders amounting to $100.

Send postal for printed matte*.

A. H. JOHNSON
Wholesale Druggist

CoHlngwood, - Ont.
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Mason,Gordon& Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak
Write, Wi re or Phone for Prices Western Office: 615 Hastings Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

The Golden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers <>!•••

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
We have a well assorted stock of 1 in. and 2in. Hem-
lock well manufactured and strictly No. 1 lumber.
We can also cut dimension in Hemlock and Norway
Fine. Prompt shipment and rock bottom prices.

^ ^ Send us your inquiries ^ N*;

Mills at Golden Lakk and Barry's Bay, Ont.

Head Office: - Eganville, Ont.

Booth @.
Shannon

Biscotasing, Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine

Lumber and Lath
S w£;?r,5

are
?

to contractfor present season's cut of Norwayand white pine lumber and lath. Also have for sale a quantityof 1 inch and 2 inch No. 2 mill culls of 1908 cut.
Mills on Main Line of C. P. R. at Bisco Station

Strong Features
We manufacture a strictly high grade Flooring
that is fast becoming famous for its perfect man-
ufacture and finish. Our service is the best, each
order receiving prompt shipment.

Manufactured in end matched Maple, Oak
and Birch.

J. R. Eaton & Sons,
Montreal Agent: C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xe St.

For Sale
A quantity of No. 2 Pine Culls; also some dry

4-4, 5-4 and 8-4 Birch Log Run, Dead
Culls out

Huntsville Lumber Co.
Huntsville, Ontario.

JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE
RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills <a Hea^d Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and
Railway Ties

Planing Mill. Ye^rd (& Office

MORR.ISTOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

Guy E. Robinson. 1123 Broadway
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EA T oRi>1 Wholesale
• il« J^CUCl Dealer

Pine and Hemlock Lumber,
Lath, Shingles and Cedar Posts

Car and Cargo lots only. When in need of

stock write or cal) up Long Distance Phone.

Specialty: 16 and 18 in. Ontario White Cedar Shingles

Office and Yards : South of Elevator, Samia Ont

Very Best

Yellow Pine

flTK are in a position to supply you with
»» the very line.st Long Leaf Yellow Pine
Lumber made. We want your enquiries for

Flooring, Finishing

Ceiling, Etc.

and will win your trade if quality and value
count. We can also quote on strictly Long
Leaf Yellow Pine Timber dressed on four
sides or in the rough.

We handle genuine Louisiana Red Cypress
from one of the best shippers in the South.

Frank A. Arend & Co.
65-66 Equitable Building-, Boston, Mass.

Savoie (Si Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Sprvice, Hemlock and Birch

\% in. Spruce Lath

Cedar Shingles - R. R. Ties
8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts
Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood

Dressed Lumber a Specialty

Correspondence Solicited M4NSEAU, QUE.
on I.C.Ry. no miles east of Montreal

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Maes.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln
Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY, 96 A
sr„

s

EN
s

RTET

LONG DIST.ANCR TELEPHONE
MONTREAL, P.Q.

Shreveport Louisiana
TRADE MARK

Long and Short Leaf

Yellow Pine
Lumber

Mills in Arkinsaw, Louisiana and Texas
Capacity : 500,000 feet per day

Long Leaf Joist and Timbers, rough or dressed, up
to 40 feet in length and can dress 4 sides up to 14 x 30" if
desired.

Railroad Construction and Car Material and Factory
Stock of all kinds a specialty,

also

Rough Steam dried and Smoke dried finish.

Send us your inquiries and our prices will get the
business.

Chas. R. Ball Lumber Co.m's" c
°Bi?B*iwtor Shreveport, La., U.S.A.

Do Not Hesitate!
There is one firm with special facilities for hand-
ling Canadian orders of

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
We are backed by modern equipment and an ad-
equate supply of pine timber for supplying orders
of any size. We can satisfy you. Timbers up to
36 feet in length and 6 x 12 surfaces.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO.,
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, 6. C. E. H. HEAPS <fc CO., Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

VANCOUVER., B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish
Specialties

: AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER-Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed
special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER, B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HIGH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
===== Wholesale ==========

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia.

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Lotfs, Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street,

VANCOUVER, B.C.
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— Rat Portage Lumber Co • Limited
(WITH MILLS AT WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER., HARRISON R.IVER. KENORA. RAINY RIVER AND BANNING.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shook* and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple Flooring,
Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac Piling, etc.

Our Vancouver Mill cuts High-Grade Cedar, Fir and Spruce Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles. Winnipeg Mills cut Pine, Tamarac and Spruce Lumber.

HEadoffice RAT POR.TAGE LUMBER. COMPANY, Limited. WINNIPEG, MAN,
D. C CAMERON. PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER.

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Head Office: 205-206 Loo Bldg., \T DP
Cor. Hastings and Abbot Sts., V<lIlC0UV6r, D.L.

Correspondence

Solicited Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

Tl'mKpr T imirc We have Several Large Blocks for Sale
1111UC1 J^imiib with Mill SiteS) near Vancouver>

Bowman Lumber Co.
LIMITED

R.EVELSTOKE, B. C.
Manufacturers of

s=er- Ceded", White
Pirve aurvd

Fir Prodvicts
Shiplap, Boards, Dimension Siding, Finish,

Lath, Shingles

Annual Capacity, 50,000,000 feet

Mills at

Revelstoke, B. C. Comaplix, B. C.

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch

Rough and Dressed Lumber
Dimension and Bridge Timber

a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE - - B.C.

The

East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine, Larch,
and Fir

Lumber, Timbers, Mouldings, Etc.

Saw Mills at Jaffray, Ryan, Cranbrook.
PI ning Mill at Jaffray, B. C.

Head Office Jaffray, B. C.
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address: "Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N.S. Office:

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Pickford & Black's Wharf

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
Heading

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Gloucester House, 2 Bishopsg-ate St. Wt., E.C.

Qant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St

Hardwood End Matched>
I]IUI U II UUU Bored, Polished

Fioormo and Bundied

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation LifeBldg., Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS, CO,

23 St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prloes will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

E. J. Oha mbeBERLIN, .7. \Y. Smith, R. W . Gordon,
1'i-osniont. Vice-Pre*. Sec-Trereas.

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited

Pembroke, Ontario

MANUFACTURERS

Lumber Dimension

Timber Joists, Lath

Shingles and Pickets

Write for Copy of Stock List

Enquiries Solicited

The

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
Send us your enquiries for

New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
Lath, Shingles,

Limited

Main Office

Globe Atlantic Building

St. John, N.B.

etc.

Branch Sales Office

:

180 St. James Street

Montreal. Que.

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few
years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Dornin-

There is un-

doubtedlya big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

v i c e. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg:

BHHfl
WESTERNMMMMMMH
LUMBER

SHINCLE

VANCOUVERT

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

US

YOUR
INQUIRIES]

IAJL OR WATER
SHIPMENTS
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J5he

Yale=Columbia Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : Nelson, B. C.
Mills at Ntkusp. Westly. Cascade and Nelson B.C.

We use American Lumberman Telecode.

MANUFACTURERS OF

All Kinds Rough and Dressed Lumber,

Mouldings, Lath, Etc.

DEALERS IN

Cedar and Fir Piles, Telephone and Telegraph
Poles, Fence Posts, Etc.

CLEAN
*sJL PURE BANNER

BRAND
CONDENSED
MILK
Our Banner and Princess brands

of condensed milk, and our two

brands of powdered milk are

SPECIALLY SUITABLE
FOR LUMBER CAMPS
They can be used for every pur-

pose with as much satisfaction as

fresh milk.

We manufacture under favorable

conditions . and guarantee absolute

purity and cleanliness. Our products

are the best that skill and science can

produce.

Write for full particulars about

our various brands.

Prompt shipments and satisfac-

tory prices.

John Malcolm & Son
St. George, Ontario

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. Maclean, Ltd.

Confederation Life Building

TORONTO

Red and White Pine

LUMBER and LATHS
Car Flooring, in Required Lengths

Our Red Pine, put up Box and Better, is nice stock. Take a Sample Car, and we are assured of
further patronage.

The Mill Culls, though a little narrow, are otherwise "Choice," being culled lor little red streak
and little wane. They are splendid for Box Manufacture, and the Dead Culls too, with little waste,
can be used for same purpose.

Try us, we will endeavor to satisfy you. We have our whole season's Cut to dispose of.

We Stand Behind

Every Garment Sold!

The fact that "Carss brand"

is the only strictly waterproof

Mackinaw sold is well-known

to the lumber trade.

We stand behind every gar-

ment to which we affix our

brand, and guarantee its genu-

ineness. You are sure of honest

value for your honest money.

" Carss Mackinaw " is the

standard by which all others

are judged. Then why experi-

ment with other brands when

you can have the standard

itself for the asking.

Mackinaw Pants
Long and Short, 35 oz.

The Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co.
Orillia, Ont.

Who Wants Shingles?
We want to move out the balance of our
shingles at once. Write for quotations on the
following

:

190,000 X; 572,000 XX; 83,000 XXX; 170,000
XXX 16 inch; 235,000 XX 18 inch; 50,000 X
18 inch.

Also the following lots of lumber : 200,000
2 x 6, 2 x 8, 2 x 10 Hemlock, 10 to 16 feet long,

dimensions piled separately
; 100,000 1 inch

No. 2 Hemlock.Oil 22 Toronto Street

opeers & Lauder Toronto
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AUTOMATIC HOOP CUTTER

" DEFIANCE"

Wood-Working Machinery
For Manufacturing

Hubs, Spokes, Wheels, Wagons,
Carriages, Rims, Shafts, Poles,
Neck-Yokes, Single Trees, Barrel
Hoops
Handles of Every Kind, Insulated Pins, Spools
Bobbins, Oval Wood Dishes, and General
Woodwork.

Invented and built by

THE DEFIANCE MACHINE WORKS
DEFIANCE, Ohio, U. S. A.

TRIPLE HOOP * N D TRUNK
SLAT PLANER

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Manufacturers Q *11C1* 1 ¥ 1 -m i -

.

of Sawmill, Shingle, Lath and Transmission Machinery

The Improved Hot Blast Grate

Style "B" for Mill Furnace

develops more heat from green, wet or frozen sawdust or mill refusethan an ordinary draft grate develops from wood or coal.
The most modem and economical grate on the market. Increases steamingpower of boiler 50 per cent. 8

We are the sole manufacturers for Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime
I rovmces, for this grate. It will save you money, regardless of the kind offuel used. We have many testimonials bearing out this statement.

Here is one :

—

Berriedale, Ont., June 28/09.
The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited, Orillia.
Dear Sirs,

on tviJ
[

Jt
T?e

-

renC(>
?° Hot B1

^
st Grate Purchased from you

ZS nlnS?
ltsix^veeks ago, we have found it to be one of the

U L r ^i6 thmgS Te eVer Put in an >' of our saw-mills.It is much cheaper and more convenient than any sort ofDutch Oven. We placed it under two 6 foot boilers where wesaw Spruce and Balsam logs, the sawdust of which makes poor
t£f™ ?

8
f

We ^San iising the Hot Blast Grates we burnedfrom 3 to 4 cords of dry slabs daily, and even then had adeficiency of steam, but now we have all the steam we desireand the only fuel used is sawdust.
uesire,

Full Particulars on Application

(Signed) The Highland Lumber Co.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited Represented in the Province of Quebec by
Orillia, Ontario WiK™ & Wilson, Montreal

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices

The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-
creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 monthsand is giving splendid satisfaction to all our
customers. Burning all grades of fuel with thevery best results. All live Mill Managers and
Engineers would do well to consult us when re-
quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-ranted not to be an infringement on any prior
patents. We stand behind our customers and
guarantee them in the unmolested use of ourown invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and
repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert
workmen.

A post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY Branch0ffl<:' :

"1%£X*„C%">>°<*-™
Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.
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Cheapen Your Logging

By Using the

Lidgerwood Skidding Method
The machine shown in the cut above will pull itself on snow or bare ground wherever a pair of horses could take a

drag sled, dray, juniper, skidding or single sled. From any location alongside such road it will reach to the stump a
distance of one-quarter mde or less in every direction and wi 1 skid all trees in full length or in log lengths. It will
place the logs on skids or sleds or in the stream or lake as desired. It will re-yard logs, either taking the logs direct
from teams or from the skidway, or where left by itself at a previous setting, 'it operates throughout the year and is
absolutely independent of ground conditions ; that is, such as windfalls, underbush, rocks, cliffs, ravines, or the
steepest slopes, operating under such conditions almost as cheaply as over smooth ground.

All swamping, rolling, sliding and expensive cant dog or other hand work is eliminated. It does not fill the logs full
. of gravel and it does not break or otherwise damage them.

It requires a skidding crew of eight men, uses for fuel one and one-half cords of wood per day, and has a skidding
capacity of from 15,000 to 45,000 feet per day, and a re-yarding capacity of from 35,000 to 50,000 feet per day, depending
on the timber conditions and management. It will skid the largest tree or a cord of pulpwood, or several small logs at
each trip. It will clear 40 to 60 acres at each setting, moves itself quickly from setting to setting, operates independent
of weather conditions, does not "eat" when not working, does not have to be "sprung out" and has a working life
of fifteen years.

Three are several hundred of these machines now operating in the United States and Mexico. There have just
been installed in Canada.

We now have a representative in Canada, who will examine your conditions and tell you what can be done, free of
charge of any nature.

WRITE US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co.
Originators and Builders of High Grade Steam Logging Machinery

96 Liberty Street - - - New York
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Snow Plows Brazel

Famous

Patent
Known in every Camp from the Atlantic to the Pacific, as the most satisfactory Snow Plow made.

COMBINATION MODEL, LUMBERMAN'S snow PLOW, can BE rsKi.
EITHER WITH OB WITHOUUT HUT ClJTTKK.

One man to operate. Adjusting wheels close together make change for light or heavy work in an instant. Wings placed to

2 'Z S
p?I! Vr*

1
' StV^ " rrrow

r
r if desired

' *ei?h1 °f Mouldboards prevenl s„„« lulling I ark , ,1Brazel Plows cut 6 wader than logging s eighs, roll snow outside track and away from roadway. Cm off knolls fij £, hol«and leave a perfectly level road. Cut of! dirt and manure from an ice road leaving a clean roadbed. Roll up a '„ V < J vaway from the road, 12'' of loose snow each time the plough passes over. ' '>

Sold on their merits. Strongly built and of first class material. Well finished and fully guaranteed.

Illustrated Catalogue and Prices on application.

SOLE RIGHT OP MANUFACTURE AND SALE IN CANADA CONTROLLED BY

The Wilkinson Plough Company
Limited

Toronto Canada

DODGE
Elevating and Conveying

Machinery
We manufacture a very complete line of Machinery for

the handling of Materials of all kinds economically.

Belt Conveyors, any length, any capacity.

Bucket or Cup Elevators, any capacity.

We are headquarters in Canada for

Chain, Sprockets, Take-ups, Head Pulleys, Car Pullers,

Friction Hauls, Belt Tighteners, Rope Sheaves,
Gearing all kinds, Friction Clutches, Manilla and
Wire Transmission Rope, Car Pullers, &c, &c.

Send for our B7 Catalogue, also Chain and Sprocket Catalogue.

Dodge Manufacturing Co.
Toronto and Montreal
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The

Original Dunbar Improved

Shingle Machine

RESULTS
in shingle manufacturing depend largely upon having the machine constantly producing a
high grade shingle.

The DUNBAR IMPROVED SHINGLE MACHINE meets these requirements fully and
squarely and further, being practically automatic, does not require a high priced workman to

handle and run it.

The Efficiency Test of any machine is the average of the volume of work and cost of repairs for

one year. The "DUNBAR" works year in and year out with accuracy and ease of operation

and without appreciable expense for repairs.

A pleasure to give further information.

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson Mfg. Co.
Fredericton, N. B.
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SIMONDS
Inserted
Point

3

3"

V

Made
in

Montreal
Arc you buying a new saw this winter? Then listen to

wnatsome other mill men say about the Simonds Saw. Wts
quote from their letters. "As near perfection as one could bemade for our null." " Miles ahead of any other would not
taKe i|>lUU m gold for it." "Our favorite saw in the mill"" l< ir.st class, works fine." " Huns equally well winter or sum-
mer. " ^ our saws have proved the best I ever used." " lt\
the only saw I ran get to stand up in frozen timber."

Some of oui fnends may be over enthusiastic, but thereFou have their own words. Isn't it enough to cause von to
Hesitate and learn more about the Simonds before buyiiitr anvother make? Really he who uses this saw profits much moreoy it than do we m selling it. You havemore togain than we.

An attractive little booklet fullydescribing these saws can
be obtained by addressing our nearest office.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.St. John, N. B.

Vancouver, B. C.

Hoisting
Engines

We would like your enquiry when in the market.
Our Hoists will stand up under the hardest kinds
of service and are fully guaranteed. We have all

sizes in stock for prompt shipment.
. i

Let Us Quote You

F. H. Hopkins & Co., Montreal
E. A. Earle & Co., VancouverP. E. Ritchie, Quebec. Dunn Bros., Winnipeg.

MERSHON
Horizontal Saw Mill Resaw

Wm. B. Mershon & Co.
Saginaw, Mich.,, U.S.A.
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Encouraging Lumber Trade Statistics

So far as the trade statistics published by the Dominion Government
are an indication of trade conditions, the lumbering industry during re-

cent months has been making good progress toward a condition of re-

newed activity. Extensive transactions may not mean good prices, but

coming after a period of dulness, during which manufacturers have fol-

lowed a policy of holding stocks rather than selling them at a sacrifice,

and after which confidence in the stability of commercial, monetary and

industrial conditions has been steadily renewed, extensive transactions

have an encouraging significance which none but a dyed-in-the-wool

pessimist will fail to accept. They mean a return of prosperity to those

proportions which can only come about when a country has plenty of

valuable raw mateirals and plenty of ambitious and practical business

men, and when, in the world at large, conditions are favorable to the ex-

istence of an active demand. These conditions have been created in

connection with Canada's lumbering industry during the past few months.

Whether they are to be permanent is beyond the ken of man, but they

have all the ear marks of permanency, and of greater growth.

In this connection the condition of the lumbering industry may be

accepted as fairly indicative of the other industries of the country. Lum-
bering is a good barometer of general trade conditions in Canada. It is

significant, therefore, that during the month of August of the present

year, the exports of forest pi'oducts amounted in value to $6,090,329,

whereas in August, 1908, the total was only $4,561,223. A further in-

teresting point is that during August the exports of forest products were

only exceeded in value by those of one other natural product of the

country, viz., animals, the value of the exports of which was $7,282,103.

The value of the exports of agricultural produce has now to take the

third place, being less than that of the forest products. During the five

months ending with August the total value of exports was as follows

:

forest products, 1909, $20,896,554; 1908, $17,993,704. Imports of forest

products for August, 1909, were valued at $664,686, and for the five

months ending with August the total value was $3,438,902.

The figures for July and for the four months ending with July are

equally indicative of prosperous times ahead. The exports of forest pro-

ducts made a new high record for the month of July. The best previous

July was in 1907, when the value of the exports was $5,900,518. This

year the total for July was $5,964,863. This marks another important

step in the progress of the lumbering industry in Canada, as the exports

are again second in value among the divisions of natural products ex-

ported. Animal produce still leads, the total for July being $6,559,357,

but agricultural products, which formerly occupied second place, have

fallen to third, the total exports for July being $5,430,034. Not since

1905 have the July exports of forest products exceeded those of agricul-

tural products. In that year the July totals were: forest products, $3,-

090,467; agricultural products, $1,861,940. For the four months ending

with July the totals in 1909 were as follows: forest products, $14,806,-

225, the best on record with the exception of 1906; animal produce, $16,-

0")6,700; agricultural products, $20,908,210. The imports of wood and its

manufactures into Canada for July, 1909, were valued at $956,605,

against $765,240 in July, 1908. For the four months ending with July

the value of imports was: 1909, $3,859,952; 1908, $2,908,160; 1907,

$5,415,504.

Publicity—A Business Commodity
The following item appeared in a country yaper of recent issue :"The

other day a merchant saw a farmer receiving goods at the station from a

mail order house. The goods were in his line, and the same had been

carried in his store for years. He approached the farmer and said: 'I

could have sold you every article you have for less money than you paid

the mail order house, and saved you the freight, besides.' 'Then why on

earth don't you say so?" answered the farmer. 'I have taken the local

paper for years, and have never seen a line about your selling these

goods. The mail order house sent advertising matter to me asking for

my trade, and they got it. '

"

There are all sorts of ways of advertising one's goods. The mail

order method has been developed along a scientific basis and it brings

results. Publicity of an even better quality can be obtained by judicious

advertising in the trade press. This is no business exaggeration but a

plain business fact, the truth of which has been proved times beyond

number.

The value of trade journal advertising can be easily put to a practical

and convincing test by looking through the pages of the "Canada Lum-
1 erman." Nothing will be more noticeable than the fact that a list of

the advertisers found therein includes the majority of the successful firms

in Canada and many of those in other countries. Their names are in-

timately known to all lumbermen, and their products are equally fa-

miliar. The reason is not far to seek. These firms have realized that

the best method of obtaining publicity is to keep their names and pro-

ducts continually before the trade. The key to business success is con-

tinual publicity, backed up by good quality of products and fair dealing

with customers. Spasmodic publicity will have only spasmodic results.

In advertising, as in everything else, success comes from keeping ever-

lastingly at it.

It is interesting to note how differently advertising is regarded to-day

compared with what it was a few years ago. It is not many years since

a good advertisement was believed to be one designed like a trap, to draw

an unwilling reader on until he had gone so far that his inclination was
+ o read on to the end. The reader was given no credit for a natural

curiosity and desire to find out how he could make the best use of his

money. One day someone found out that an advertisement could be

made as instructive and as interesting as a bit of news, or as an editorial

article. From that day to this, advertising has become a plain business

proposition and the lot of the advertising agent has been greatly simpli-

fied. Advertising campaigns of to-day are based upon well defined rules,

and the results can be foretold with a certainty which a few years ago

seemed impossible. The fundamental rule is to create a desire. In

some cases the desire already exists, but in most cases a desire already
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Wfcieting has already been satisfied before tbe advertisement is read. Pri-
marily, therefore, an advertisement takes for granted a latent desire
mid concerns itself with stirring it up. This is a preliminary step and
must be followed by convincing the reader that his desire can best be
satisfied by purchasing the advertiser's goods. It is essential, therefore,
to have goods which measure up to their advertised qualities and to make
the reader realize this. Advertising, to have lasting results therefore,
needs to be planned with minute care. There is danger in saying too
much and there is wastefulness in saying too little, or not saying it often
enough. A good advertisement will give precise information about the

products advertised and will do so in an attractive manner. Advertising
is not charity to the publisher. If bo, it must be without results and
soon be withdrawn. It is, in effect, a definite commodity of measured
mi distinct value. It should be considered as sue]) In those who buy it.

They should examine it carefully when buying, seeing that they do at t

simply buy space, but that they buy an opportunity to present good ar-
guments to possible purchasers. This opportunity is to be found no-
where to so distinct advantage as in the trade journal, with its specialized
circulation and its unequalled facilities for carrying conviction to its
readers.

A Serious International Feature of the St. John River Difficulty
The International Waterways Commission, which has been consider-

ing, among other matters, the troubles arising out of the St. John river
log driving difficulties in New Brunswick, has entered into the study of a
feature of the question which possibly contains the kernel of the whole
difficulty. An engineer has been sent by the commission to obtain ac-

curate information regarding Chamberlain lake and the effect upon the
St. John river, of the diversion of its head waters by way of Chamberlain
lake into the Penobscot river in the State of Maine. It is more than
probable that the investigation will show that much of the trouble in
connection with the St. John river log driving is the result of this diver-
sion of its headwaters. Chamberlain lake is only a small portion of the
drainage area which supplies the St. John river and which has been
tapped by the construction of dams and canals from that lake to the Pen-
obscot.

At first glance one might think that the Americans were justified
in constructing these works, as they lie entirely within the State of
Maine, but the situation has a distinct international character. Water
which should naturally flow down the St. John river is taken away, and
during the summer months incalculable loss is caused to those who use
this river for log driving and for other purposes, including the develop-
ment of power. Mr. D. 0 Bourgoin has recently written a letter upon
the subject to the St. John "Telegraph" which puts the matter in a
strong light. He claims that the diversion of the water was a violation
of international law, and that the trouble between lumbermen on the

upper St. John and those down below about the delay caused by sorting
logs would never have existed, if this lake area were still tributary to
the St, John river. Under the old conditions logs could be driven on the
Penobscot only in the spring freshet. Now, with the water taken from
the headwaters of the St. John, logs can be driven on the Penobscot from
the melting of the ice until the river freezes again. A significant state-
ment is made by Mr. Bourgoin which, if true, throws a light upon the
situation. He states that the counsel for the American commissioners
is reported to claim that the question of restoring the diverted water is
beyond the scope of the commission's authority to inquire into. If an
international commission cannot take this matter up, it should be made
the subject of other immediate international negotiations

It would be premature to make any definite claims in regard to this
question before it has been investigated by an impartial commission.
Surely, however, just such a question is within the scope of the present
existing commission ? The terms of the Ashburton treaty have appar-
ently been violated and Canadians have suffered great loss through the
action of foreigners which they were powerless to prevent. If the matter
is not remedied soon it may be that the Americans will claim that their
own rights have become established by lapse of time. The rights of Can-
adians, however, were similarly established by the lapse of a still greater
time and were founded upon a natural geographical condition. It is the
duty of the Canadian Government to see that this matter is settled in ac-
cordance with the principles of justice with the least possible delay.

Export of Paper and Pulp from Canada to the United States
In connection with the tariff difficulties which have developed from

the change in the United States duty on paper and pulp, instructive in-
formation is available in the annual report of the Canadian Department
of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ending March 31 last. Ap-
parently the duty on wrapping paper was quite sufficient, as only $5
worth was sold by Canada to the United States. The quantity was 85
pounds. During the preceding twelve months the sales amounted to
297 tons, valued at $24,256. As to printing paper, however, the results
were different The sales by Canada to the United States amounted in
value to $914,657, against $792,608 in the previous year. A few years
ago the sales totalled less than $200,000 a year. There was a shrinkage
in the wall paper sold in 1908-9 to 7,930 rolls, worth $1,440, from 21,669
rolls the previous term, at a value of $7,341. Felt sales dropped from
$102,000 to $12,000. The most important item was wood pulp. Chemi-
cally prepared wood pulp sold by Canada to the United States amounted
i.n value to $1,223,702, compared with $1,364,030 in the previous year.
The quantity decreased from 38,475 tons to 33,520 tons, but the price
advanced from $35.40 to $36.50 per ton. Mechanically prepared wood
pulp sales amounted to 2,500,000 cwt., a decrease of 500,000 cwt. The
values were $1,840,000, compared with $2,181,000 in the previous year.
Canadian purchases of paper of all kinds from the United States amount-
ed in value to $2,500,000, and in the previous year the value was $2 -

800,000.

These figures are an eloquent proof that it would be to the advantage
of Canadians if Governmental action prevented the export of pulpwood
and did the utmost possible to encourage the establishing of paper mills
in Canada, which could utilize the large quantity of pulp now exported
to United States mills. The pulpwood situation, however, is not the only
one of interest to develop out of the tariff. The shingle situation in British

Columbia and the rough lumber situation, in Ontario present features of
importance. The shingle industry in British Columbia, it is reported,
has received a body blow from the new tariff, as British Columbia shin-
gles have been completely shut out of the United States markets. For-
tunately, however, a new demand has sprung up in the prairie provinces
which promises to compensate amply for the loss of the United States
trade.

The most important result of the passage of the tariff bill, so far,

has been the return of trade activity. The demand for lumber in the
United States has increased steadily and the manufacturers of Ontario
in particular, have benefited by the improvement. Manufacturers in the
United States now know fairly well, where they are, so far as the tariff is

concerned, and where they will be for the next four or five years at least.
Expenditures are being made which have been held back, by the business
depression and the tariff uncertainty. Dealers are able to sell good and
medium grades of lumber practically as fast as they can obtain them.
Ontaric products in particular are streaming into the United States as
they have not done for a long time past.

Reverting to the pulpwood question, it is regrettable that there
should be so much talk of a tariff war. The situation is readily resolved
into natural factors, The people of the United States wish to provide in
the most business-like fashion for the perpetuation of their paper making
industry. Canadians, with equal common sense, have in view the pro-
tection of their pulpwood forests from destruction and the development of
a large paper making business in Canada. Perhaps these two results are
incompatible with one another. Perhaps, also, they can be harmonized.
Whichever is the case, there is no tariff war at present, nor is there likely
to be one. If Canadians find that their only feasible course is to prohibit
the export of pulpwood, those who are in charge of the tariff policy of
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the United States will probably be among the first to recognize the

reasonableness of such a course. They may believe that a high duty

against Canadian paper will assist their own factories, and possibly they

may be right. If there is truth, however, in the reports of the scarcity

of pulpwood in the United States, it is a simple mathematical problem

to prove that a high duty on Canadian paper will be of no value to the

United States factories. It may be that the situation in the United

States is not so critical as it appears. The conditions prevailing to-day

are precisely those which in other industries have led to the devising of

new means for overcoming new difficulties. Conservation methods may
come to the rescue, before a crisis occurs, or new raw materials may
be found. It is much too early to predict a crisis and it would be un-

neighborly to encourage a tariff war, when the tendency of the times is

all in the other direction.

English Markets Now More Attractive to Canadian Shippers
The spruce import business at Liverpool, Eng., is looked upon with

comparative satisfaction by the London '"Timber Trades Journal," which

deals with the subject as follows: "The end of the spruce import season

is now fast approaching, there being very few cargoes, so far as we can

gather, to come forward, and as these are sold at full prices, there can

be no question of decline in values for the present. That values have

maintained themselves proves very conclusively, we think, how firm the

market is, for this reason, that had there been any fictitious value placed

upon the goods it would have been apparent some time ago. Trade, it

will be generally admitted, has been, taking it all round, of a very de-

sultory and hand-to-mouth character, and every order of any weight has

been keenly competed for by the various importers, and yet values have

remained firm. We admit that several orders have been taken by some

of the leading importers at very low prices, but these may have been

taken in a speculative way, and have not had any real influence on the

market. As we have previously 6tated in former issues, should such a

thing happen a6 a marked improvement in trade, values are bound to

increase, and that increase will be considerable. There has been a good

deal of talk about things looking brighter, but we are pleased to be able

to say that it is not all talk, and that trade generally is improving. Of

course, it will be urged that even if cargoes maintain their value right up

to the end of the season, there is always the possibility of liner parcels

coming along and upsetting the market. This may be so, but while

arguing from this basis it is as well to consider all the facts of the case,

and it must be remembered that freights are increasing and are likely to

go higher yet ;
therefore, for the time being, we can safely say that there

is very little chance, if any, of a decline in values this year. While

there is such a large quantity of 6tuff on the various quays as there is at

the present time, it is almost impossible to say with any accuracy if

there is any genuine shortage of a given dimension or size, but we do

know that there is a great scarcity of imported spruce boards, and values

are very firm, and holders would do well to note this fact. Taking a look

round the stocks, what strikes one most forcibly is the small quantity

of wagon lengths in 3x9 and 3x11 inch. Of course, these may be greatly

augmented with what is now on the quay, but we think that when stocks

are revised at the end of October the shortage of these lengths, i.e., 14

to 16 feet, will be realized more fully. Another feature of this season's

cargoes is the absence of lengths over 18 feet. It used to be a fairly

easy matter to obtain a fair quantity of lengths 19 feet and upwards, but

from the specifications we have 6een this season, they contain very few

of these lengths, the usual average length of about 14 to 14j^ feet being

made up with a large quantity of 15 to 17 feet. This is all very well in

the 9 and llx3-inch, but there is a constant demand for something long-

er, and this is hard to fulfil.

"There is not a large quantity of birch planks on the quay at the

present time, but stocks are ample for the demand, which does not ap-

peal' to be quite so good a6 it was, not that there has been anything like

the usual demand for some time
;
but, fortunately, there has not been

a very large quantity imported this season. Prices are a little easier,

but the decline is not appreciable, and a little better demand would soon

bring about an increase. Stocks are mainly composed of 3-inch, with a

sprinkling of 2 and 4-inch, but very few 2%-inch, and no 5-inch. With
regard to logs, the demand has fallen off considerably, but, notwith-

standing this, values remain fairly firm. At the present rate of con-

sumption stocks are ample for requirements for some time.

"Timber," of London, Eng., dealing with conditions at Glasgow,

ays: "Prices are very firm, and as advices from the States and Canada
continue to report a steady improvement in trading conditions and in-

creasing scarcity ot stock, there is every probability of values further

appreciating during the next month or two. There has been rather more
inquiry for Canadian pine of late, and buyers would do well apparently

to cover requirements at the present attractive prices, as the Quebec

shippers are unanimous in their opinion that much higher prices will rule

next year. No doubt this prophecy has a familiar ring about it, and has

been frequently falsified in the past, but this time there appears to be

sufficient evidence to accept it as probably correct, as the Americans are

already picking up Canadian stock, and it is they who have in the past

put up prices, it should be remembered. No doubt it will have the effect

of further driving this fine wood out of use here, but Canada nowadays
is less dependent upon the British market as an outlet for their surplus

stock, and this tendency is being accentuated more and more every year.

There has been a fair movement in spruce lately, and prices are decid-

edly firmer than a month ago, and it appears as if they may go higher,

particularly Quebec deals, which are by no means plentiful."

The Liverpool correspondent of the same journal refers to condi-

tions as follows : "To show that there is a genuine revival of business on

the other side of the Atlantic, I can quote an interesting conversation I

have had with one of the largest dealers in Quebec pine at this port. He
asserts as gospel truth that in order to obtain their supplies for this

market again next year they will have to pay the very considerable ad-

vances, which are being asked by Canadian manufacturers. He tells me
that the American buyers are bidding to-day furiously for large supplies,

and that the Canadians are in a perfectly independent position, being able

to play one set of buyers off against another/'

Considerable Improvement Noted in Western Lumber Business
The Crown timber agent at New Westminster reports that the con-

dition of the lumber business in British Columb'a improved considerably

during the previous three months, and he considered that with careful

management the business this year would be found very satisfactory in-

deed. The demand from tha prairie provinces was then much in excess

of last year, and as retail stocks on hand were very much below the

average it was expected that with the increase of population the demand
would continue. The receipts of the office for the year amounted to $48,-

787.39. This was a considerable falling off from the previous year, when
the receipts were $63,670.77.

The Crown timber agent at Edmonton reports the total operations

in his district for the year show an increase over those of the previous

year, the increase in the amount cut under settlers' permits being very

marked. The operations of the larger concerns, however, show a de-

crease, the supply of lumber being more, than equal to the demand. The

average price at which lumber was sold would appear to be $13.70, as

against $15 for the preceding year.

The following is the cut for the year: By licensed berth owners, 6,-

679,117 feet; by permit berth owners, 6,457,236 feet; by portable mills

under settlers' permits, 11,780,672 feet.

The Crown timber agent at Prince Albert reports that there was a

decided increase over the preceding year both in volume of work and

revenue collected, the total receipts being $38,229.53, as against $28,-

333.74 for the previous twelve months. The sales of lumber manufac-

tured under license show an increase of 13,362,450 feet, while the average

price per thousand feet shows $17,54%, being a reduction of $3.35% as

compared with last year The average number of feet per log on li-

censed berths is shown as 58 14-15, and on permit berths as 30%.
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A Practical Shed for End-Drying
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With the increasing value of high grade lumber and with the higher

price obtained for lumber of tlrs character seasoned in the best possibleway, producers general y are interested in a system of drying the bettergrade stock on end under permanent sheds.
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dwood lumber P^duction that has been prac-ticed ln the State of Michigan for many years. It has boon found neces-sary m order to season white maple free from sticker marks and abso-lutely white, to handle it in this way.
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8uPerintendent of Cobbs & Mitchell, inc. of

Cadillac, Mich., who is an expert in the handling of lumber in this way,

End Cross Section—End Piling Lumber Shed.

contributed a letter on the subject recently, to the "Hardwood Record "
Mr Bailou supplies the accompanying drawings for the end and side ele-
vations of the model end-drying shed. following i6 the letter accompany-
ing the sketches :

J

To begin with, we know by experience that it is quite essential tohave very substantial foundations for these buildings, as the weight that
is created m them is immense. Our first white maple shed was put onheavy posts and we found that in about five years these posts began to
rot and settle, making it necessary to build new and permanent founda-
tions. In repairing the old part of the shed, we built a cement pier under
.each post, but in building an additional 100 feet of shed to this buildin^
we found we could save time by building a long, shallow slab of concrete
that has made a very substantial, durable and inexpensive foundation
1 heretore, in erecting a new building we would recommend as follows

:

You will note by the pencil sketch enclosed that I have attempted
to show you a side elevation as well as the end elevation, the shed being
16 feet high for the purpose of end-sticking lumber 8 feet to 16 feet long
If the lumber was all to be 16 feet long, it would be necessary to have the
studding at least 17 feet long, in place of 16 feet, as you note by the end
sketch that a board 16 feet long extends up above the ceiling joists This
sketch was made on. a scale of 8 feet to 1 inch and shows the concrete
foundations to be 10 inches wide at the top and 14 inches wide at the
bottom, and running the full length of the building. The planking to be
used for the floor should be faid with two to three-inch openings, so that
a good circulation of air could be secured up through the floor You will
also note that the floor appears to be quite high from the ground but
this is essential, as you must create all the circulation of air through the
building that you can.

In building these sheds, particular pains should be taken in guarding
against the building falling down, as it is impossible to properly stay' the
building without interfering with the piling room on the ins ;de of the
building, it being a perfect shell. We have adopted the plan of building
our sheds in 48-foot sections, and therefore we would recommend that
regardless of how long the building is, the bulkhead or partition should
be created every 48 feet, built up of 6x6, so as to hold the building from
leaning endways, as it is very difficult to keep the lumber perfectly per-
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aDd affcer 11 once begins. to leanthere is a great pressure on the building.
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liar With the idua of handli»S lumber onwaggons These sheds are successfully operated by having a tramwavrunning along the side of the building, on which can be operand tram "artor two-wheeled trucks, and the lumber passed into the building at theside and stood to place.
e

Stickers one inch square are used for keeping the layers separated

othei about 11 feet high. In putting the lumber to place a layer oflumber is stood on end with the bottom out about 12 inches, ' k kee the

sucker is put to place and a na.l driven into the 4-inch rib just in the
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addltl°n to this
'
lath twine sh°ulcl be used in thecentre of the pile taking a loop around the centre of the upper sticker^
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egaZd t0 the^ f°r theSe buildings- " it is required for aterm of years, we would advise using roof boards, and then some kind of

telt roofing, properly coated, as the lumber must be kept dry from the
roof. If it is not desired to use the building for many years, and if lum-ber suitable for roofing it, lumber that will not curl up or split, can beobtained, a doub e layer of boards can be used to shed the -water. Wehave also found by experience that the sun and rain beating in at thesides of the bu.ld.ng injure the edges of the lumber that are exposedWe have, therefore adopted the plan of using a four or five-inch^iece
of cull lumber on the edge of each layer, and in this way the lumber allcomes out without any bad appearance on the edges of the boards

Building the sheds in sections of 48 feet has several convenient fea-
tures. It allows the umber to be put in in such a manner that it will
brace the building and hold it to position. It also allows the removal- oflumber from a seasoned section without interfering with the green pilingand furnishes different sections for the different lumber.

Referring to the matter of creating concrete foundations for lumber
piles, lhis is a matter that we have thought was impractical. We havegiven the matter considerable study, but on account of the immense
weight in a pile of lumber 20 or 25 feet high, we have felt that the ex-pense would be too great, and yet we are not through mth an experiment
along this line. We now propose to build slabs of concrete 4 inches thickand 18 inches square, and for a pile of lumber 16 feet long and 16 feetwide we will use eight of these slabs under each sticker, leaving about 6
niches of space between them, and on top of this line of slabs we will

Side Cross Section—End Piling Lumber Shed.

raisad about three feet frcfm the ground and'£e ofe wetufd not a9ordto budd th,s up al the way with conerete, as bloeking and Zber won dbe much cheaper than concrete after you have alimirTa.t.T *kT

«

the rotting of the tat foundation plan/ftjfhTu^hS <mL*LYou will note that m putting nn a ™1p ia 4w ^e gruuua.

stickers, this scheme wonld^aH fori Vt^jT^TZl^ Z
rfm«rS

'

Where "e SeTer'" th°—d J"-- *ba tpensT wouid

We have in our yards about two miles of tramways, and as the left
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these tramways is nothing compared with the heft in the lumber piles,

we have adopted the scheme of using two of these slabs under the locking

that supports each tramway bent, and this we are finding is qirte a prac-

tical thing to do. These slabs can be budt in forms and then carried and
laid to place without any trouble.

Personal News and Trade Notes

R. B. Elgie, of Elgie & Jarvis, Toronto, has left for the north on a

buying trip.

Mr. YV. A. Charlton, Toronto, is in Vancouver and will visit a num-
ber of Western Canadian cities before returning to Toronto.

Mr. C. R. Evarts, of the Detroit Column & Manufacturing Com-
pany, Detroit, Mich., paid a welcome visit upon the "Canada Lumber-
men" on October 20th.

William Hadley, of the S. Hadley Lumber Company, Chatham, Ont.,

visited Detroit recently to attend the banquet to the Detroit "Tigers."
Mr. Hadley is a real fan

Col. Davidson, Land Commissioner of the Canadian Northern Lands
Company, Toronto, is visiting Vancouver to arrange for the development
of some timber lands in British Columbia.

F. R. Roginson and E. J. Ryan, of the J. and T. Charlton Lumber
Company, Collingwood, Ont., have returned from a business visit to

Cleveland. Ohio. While in Cleveland they were entertained by the Lum-
bermen's Club.

A. W. Eyer has returned to Toronto after spending the summer at

Port Elgin, Ont. Mr. Eyer was unable to repel the temptation to do a

little lumber business during his vacation. Accordingly he busied him-
fc-elf w'th the operation of a local sawmill.

John G. Sutherland, who for many years has been manager of sales

for the Sault Ste. Marie Pulp &. Paper Company, and traffic manager of

the Algoma Central Railway, has resigned and gone to Minneapolis,
where he will be sales manager for the Minnesota & Ontario Power Co.

Joseph Chew, of the Joseph Chew Lumber & Shingle Company,
Vancouver, B.C., spent several days recently in the eastern territory,

making quite a visit at Springfield, Mass., the Fred S. Morse Lumber
Company of that city being the exclusive agents in the Eastern States for

this Vancouver concern.

W. Robertson, assistant general manager for the Rat Portage Lum-
ber Company, located in Vancouver, was in Winnipeg attending a meet-
ing of the directom of the company. It was decided to erect a sash and
door factory on the mill property in Vancouver at once. It will be the
largest of its kind in British Columbia, will cost $100,000 and employ
200 men.

Daniel Wells, vice-president of the Wrhite Pine Lumber Company,
cf Michigan and Ontario, has returned from British Columbia after pur-
chasing a tract of fir and cedar on Vancouver Island, containing between
five and six hundred million feet. The tract lies in what is known as
the richest timber belt in British Columbia.

F. A. Sullivan, of the Algonquin Lumber Company, Limited, Klock.
Ont., visited the "Canada Lumberman" last week. The Algonquin Com-
pany have ten square miles of limits at Klock, and have only been oper-
ating for a short time. They will cut about 1,000,000 feet this year
and probably 4,000,000 next year. Their mill is a new one, with two cir-

cular saws, steam feed on one side and cable feed on the other.

Mr. Fred S. Morse, of the Nep'siguit Lumber Company, Limited,
Springfield, Mass., has made a couple of visits recently to Bathurst.
N.B., where he attended to the taking over of the Adams-Burns Com-
pany, Limited, property. The titles have all been passed and the Nepisi-
guit Company is now in possession. They assumed control of the lumber-
ing operations from Sept. 1. Work has been commenced upon tearing
down the mill and plans are being prepared for an entirely new plant.
Mr Morse is again in Bathurst at present and will remain there for two
or three weeks.

William P. Dutton, of Winnipeg, Man., proprietor of the Great West
Lumber Company, with mill at Greenbush, Sask., was in Chicago re-

cently, where he feels much at home, as formerly he was a resident of
Sycamore, 111. Mr Dutton cuts spruce, which is, he says, the favorite
material for common building purposes in the Canadian Northwest. There
is little good lumber in the product, but it is sound knotted, light, white,
easily worked, and the carpenters and farmers like it. He says that the
demand is in excess of the supply, and that because of the lower freight
rates the mills in his district are getting better mill prices than the moun-
tain mills for their higher grade product.

Mr. R. S. Wilson, of the Wilson Lumber Company, Toronto, has
returned from a visit to his southern hardwood properties at Davisburg,
Kentucky. The L. N. White Lumber Company, at that point, in which
Mr. Wilson is interested, has just put into operation an incline railway
operating by steam and cable, over a distance of about a mile, connect-
ing the company's property with the Louisville & Nashville Railway.

They bought a hardwood tract from the railway some time ago but have
been unable to ship until the present because of the distance from the
railway. They have been cutting on the territory for some time, how-
ever, and now have a large stock ready for shipment. In view of the
high price of oak and its scarcity to day they are fortunate in being pos-
sessed of a good sized stock.

W. S. Howe, formerly advertising manager and in charge of the small
tool sales department of the Canadian-Fairbanks Company, Limited, of
Montreal, has become associated with the S. A. Woods Machine Com-
pany, the planer specialists, Boston. Mr. Howe was with the S. A.
Woods Machine Company for about ten years previous to his entrance
into the Canadian field, and has returned to join the planer specialists in
their work, the development and marketing of planers and moulders for
working wood. Mr. Howe made many friends during his stay in Can-
ada, all of whom will be pleased to hear of his continued prosperity. Dur-
ing the past few years the S. A. Woods Machine Company have reduced
their line from a great variety of woodworking machines to planers, and
as a result of this specialization their machines are said to have attained
a very high degree of efficiency.

Eight Months' Imports into United Kingdom

The Board of Trade returns of imports of wood goods into the United
Kingdom for the month of September show a big increase both as re-
gards hewn and sawn timbers. Though the imports for the nine months of
Qewn timbers are somewhat less than those of two previous years, the
total for sawn goods is in advance of the figures for last year, and' th's
notwithstanding the Swedish labour troubles. The import from Sweden
is down a matter of 240,000 loads as compared with the similar period
for last year. Norway shows an advance of 12,000 loads, in itself a
healthy indication of the flooring market. Another big increase is to be
noted in Russian exports, both on figures for the month and for the nine
months. This applies to both hewn and sawn goods, and indicates a very
healthy condition of affairs in that country. Canadian and American ex-
ports of sawn timbers both show an increase, a state of affairs which, as
regards America, is somewhat surprising. There has been during the
month a very heavy import of mining timber, though the figures for the
nine months are considerably below those of last year, and slightly in
advance of those of 1907. With regard to values, the month's import

'

of hewn timbers has led to a very considerable alteration in the figures.
Including mining timbers, the values show an advance of £56,000 on the
figures for September in last year. The total for the' nine months, how-
ever, is down \e.ry considerably as compared with 1908. With regard to
sawn goods, values are considerably in excess on the month for those of
lastyear, and the same applies also to the totals for the nine months.—Timber.

Queensland Lumber Cut on the' Increase
The Government statistician, in a report dealing with the sawmill-

ing industry of Queensland for the last year, states that there were 175
mills in operation, and during the year 2,960 hands were employed. The
value of machinery, plant and land was set down at £360,181 ; the mills
cut 64.696,000 feet of soft woods, valued at £404,976: 1,125,800 feet of
cedar, valued at £18.752; and 349,367 feet of hardwood, valued at £241,
622. The total quantity cut last year showed an increase of a little over
nine million feet compared with the previous year. While the output for
1908 was greater than that for the previous year, it is lower than that
of any previous year in the history of the federation. In 1901 the amount
cut was stated to have been 140,443.099 feet. This has never been equall-
ed since that year. In 1906 it was 82,801,846 feet.

The heavy duties placed on the importation of Oregon were intended
to encourage the development of the timber trade of Queensland. It is

clear that it has failed to accomplish this puroose. While there are large
areas of timber land vet in the state, the difficulty and cost of getting
the timber to large mills has hindered, and must continue to hinder, the
development of the trade unless the prices are very greatlv increased.
A number of email mills have been erected closer to the limits, but such
mills are expensive in operation and are not calculated to do much better
than a local trade.

The daily wages of pulp mill and paper hands working for the E. B.
Eddy Company, at Hull, Que., during the first six months of 1909, were
as follows :

Pulp mill—Foremen, $4.00: sub-foremen, $2.00: barkers. $1.65:
screen men, $1.46% ; grinders, $1.60; barkers' helpers, $1.55% : greasers.
$1.65.

Paper mill—Boss machine tenders $4.50: machine tenders. $3 83:
bag tenders, $2.47^: third hano". $1,921^: fourth hand. $1,462/^;
rreasers, $1.65: broke hustlers, $1 65: paper engineer. $2.20: naner man,
$1,462,6; assistant engineer. $1.65: boss finisher. $1.92 1/: finishers,
$1.48^; laborers, $1.65. Common laborers were paid from $1.37% to
$1.50 per day.
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rrogressive Hamilton Lumber Firm ally suppose, two young men with such t record, are members of tlx-Concatenated Order of Hoo-lloo.

Formed in 1904 -The Long Lumber Company
now among the leading wholesalers of Canada
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any> of Hamilton, Ont., composed of MessrsM.b.M Long and Guy H. Long, whose portraits are published herewith!are highly esteemed throughout the country. These two young men theelder or whom ,s about tlrrty years of age and the younger twenty-eightyea s of age, commenced business at an early age. Each of them made

rapid progress and gave evidence in a very short time of being possessed
of that natural business ability which accounts for the success whichthey have obtained so early in life.

The two Long brothers are sons of the late George Long who formany yearn conducted a successful wood and coal business in the city
of Hamilton The elder brother, Mr. M. S. M. Long, was born in 1879and obtained his preliminary education in the Hamilton public schools
after which he attended the Hamilton Collegiate and the Hamilton Buei-

?,TfV T ',

Then »t *?e T °l
8ixteen he looked aro^d for a situation,and the first one that he found was in a lumber office. He was soonsingled out as a man of promise and at the age of nineteen was foreman

and M T " yard
'

In
-

1
?°l

N,piS8ine Lumber Company was ESSand Mr. Long was appointed secretary, a position which he held for threeyearn. During this time he was engaged both at the mills and in the3 n 19
°t ,

L^g
?
ambiti°ns Ied him to commence business orhimself as a wholesale dealer in pm e and hemlock. It was not many

Guy H. Long—The Long Lumber Co.
Hamilton, Ont.

M. S. M. Long—The Long Lumber Co.
Hamilton, Ont.

months before his business expanded so much that it was to much for
him to handle by himself. Accordingly, the year after he commenced
this venture he took his brother into the business.

Mr. Guy H. Long was born in 1881 and after a preliminary educa-
tion, attended the Canada Business College, from which he graduated at
the age of fifteen. Shortly afterwards he obtained a situation as a junior
in the office of a Hamilton lumber company. After receiving a ground-
ing m business methods with this company he sought to extend his ac-
tivities and entered the wholesale grocery business. When seventeen
years of age he was sent out upon the road. During this work he saw
much of the lumber industry of Ontario. His ground was the northern
division and the majority of his larger customers were lumbermen. Dur-
ing the early part of 1905 Mr. Long abandoned the road, when the Long
Lumber Company was formed, and he has been connected with this com-
pany from that time until the present.

The Long Lumber Company has no outside capital invested in it.

The success which it has had is due entirely to the energy of the partners
and to the confidence which they have been able to instil in their cus-
tomers. The company is interested in four other lumber companies and
its members are directors of two other companies. The Long Lumber
Company deal almost entirely in pine and hemlock. They handle the
output of several mills and also manufacture each year a large quantity
of lumber from logs picked up by their agents. They have two repre-
sentatives covering the northern ground, buying and shipping, and two
salesmen on the road. They make a specialty of southern yellow pine and
British Columbia cedar shingles. Not the least important factor in their
continued success has been the fact that they make a rule of taking cash
terms on everything, and they have become noted also for giving every-
body with whom they have business, a square deal. As one would natu'r-

In addition to their business successes the Long brother* are wellknown among sporting circles. Mr. M. S. M. Long takes an active inter
es tin horses and dogs. He is secretary-treasurer of the Hamilton Driving
Club and vice-president of the Hamilton Tigers Football Club. Mr Guv

LonS ,s
,

manager of the Hamilton basketball team which for severalyears past has occupied the proud position of champions of Canada He
is also manager of the Tigers Second Football Team. In addition to thishe takes quite an active interest in rowing and bowling.

Why Manufacturers Want Their Lumber Free
The desire of the Canadian manufacturers for free lumber for theirown use and a duty op other lumber has prompted the following inter-

esting letter to the Winnipeg "Free Press":
Sir,—

I have been looking for a reply to a late editorial in your paper
regarding the attitude of the Manufacturers' Association toward the dutyon lumber entering Canada. None seems forthcoming, so like the eentleman of Walt Mason's picture, the writer "would like to make a fewremarks. Because the Manufacturers' Association want "free" lum-
ber for what they require for use in their own factories and support theJintish Columbia lumbermen's contention for a "duty" against United
States lumber, is not the piece of selfishness it is made to appear Thelumber required for use in these factories is chiefly special hardwood
such as oak, mahogany, chestnut, etc., not sufficiently produced in Can-ada the higher the duty on these, just so much more will we have topay for pianos, fine furniture and high grade house trim. Because it isumber required for building purposes the case of the British Columbialumbermen is altogether a different affair. Tn spite of the increased popu-ation and consequent demand for lumber the building of sawmills tomanaiacture has increased in a much greater ratio. They have multi-
plied on the coast and in the mountains, in the northern spruce districts
40d in the r-mtory east to Port Arthur, till their capacity is such that
Jen mil ion peegle could be supplied where there are not over one and a
half million. Where is the need of United States lumber in these cir-cumstances? There will always be those ready to shout "remember theumber combine and hark back to the day when the facilities to supplv
the prairies with lumber were just the reverse of what they are to-day
In the old days lumbermen were no better and no worse than other busi-ness men similarly circumstanced, not even excepting the Grain Growers
Grain Company, ,f ever they get a "downhill pull" on the wheat situ-
tit ion

.

It sounds natural for cement companies to "cement" and form
mergers, * but with such a multiplicity of big, medium and small saw-

mills, a merger is an impossibility and is never thought practicable Unani-
mity among lumbermen association units has never prevailed, much less
wUJ there be with the whole group, each jealouslv guarding its "sphere
of influence. As already noted, with mill capacity enough to choke upthe market in a few months where, nowadays, is the need of United
States competition ? Figure how long ten heavily stocked general mer-
chants would survive on the demands of one hundred and fiftv peoplebrother Jonathan keeps his bars in good repair against our building lum-
ber, but is allowed to make a convenience of us when he has occasion to
dispose of his surplus. The wages pa ;d in the millions of feet of Wash-
ington manufactured lumber shipped into Canada would be an all-round
benefit to us, besides, barring their product would help to take the sur-
plus we are so easily producing. The Dominion Government is aware
that western lumber manufacturers have a handicap in superfluous com-
petition Will they continue to allow one of the most important indus-
tries of the country to labor under such? Has political expediency more
weight with them than political economy? On his manufacturing opera-
tions the lumber manufacturer has been losing money for years. Must he
continue to do so when the situation could be corrected ?

Thomas Gibson.
Representative of the Pacific Coast Lumber Mills.

_

Chappell Bros. & Company, Limited, of Sydney, C.B., have recently
installed a fire pump at their sawmills; have added a three-storey ware-
house 24 x 40 feet to their factory, and a two-storev warehouse" of the
same s^ze to their branch at Glace BaV. They report that the market
tor lumber is strong and the demand fair, while the supply of lumber is
generally low. The strike at the collieries, they state, affected the sum-mer trade very much, but conditions are now better and are gradually
improving. Regarding the price of manufactured woodwork the company
claim that prices at present are too low on many lines as a result of cut-
ting of prices and lack of co-operation among the manufacturers.

The barge J
.

J. Barium has arrived at Sarnia with oyer one million
Jve hundred thousand feet of white pine lumber consigned to the E
Laidlaw Lumber Company. This is the largest cargo of lumber ever re-
ceded at Sarnia, and one of the largest to come down the Great Lakes
Capt._ W. A. Glass, of Sarnia, who sails the "Barium," states the load
contains the greatest amount of feet ever recorded locking through either
the Canadian or United States locks at the "Soo."
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Montreal Export Season Closing

Shipments Expected to Show a Decided
Falling-off—A Brighter Tone to the Market

Montreal Office of the "Canada Lumberman."
October 28th, 1909.

Comparatively little change has been noted in the market conditions

prevailing in Montreal during the past two weeks. Another three weeks
will see the winding up of the export shipments and, on the whole, the

season has been a disappointment. It is predicted that when the offi-

cial figures are issued in December, the report will show a decided falling

off, as compared with the previous year's trade.

The demand for laths is exceptionally good just now and several

manufacturers are holding their stocks at a firm figure in anticipation of

an early advance. The output of laths at the various mills during the

past season is not in excess of last year's manufacturing, and it i6 only

reasonable to expect better prices in consequence of the extensive build-

ing operations.

Shingles are quiet in sympathy with the Boston markets. The ad-

vance of 20 cents on the shingle tariff practically places Canadian dealers

out of the miming for a share of the American shingle trade.

Oak has again advanced in keeping with the continued large de-

mand, and is now quoted at from $87 to $90. Some dealers do not hesi-

tate to predict that this highly sought article will reach the $100 mark
during the next year.

The improvement in the American market for yellow pine is hailed

with delight in local circles. American railway companies are at present

buying largely for their own use in car repairing, and car builders are also

in the market. The low cost of production and the greater facilities for

marketing yellow pine have always made it a contender with Canadian
pines, and this firm feeling in the southern market will undoubtedly
strengthen the Canadian market.

The spruce market is also showing a brighter tone and dealers report

numerous enquiries for the various lines.

Following are revised current wholesale lumber prices for Montreal

:

1-in., 2-in. and 3-in. pine lo^ run mill mils out $27.00 to $30.00
1- in., 2-in. and 3-in. pine log run dead culls out 24.00 to 26.00

Pine "O" culls 13.00 to 14.00

Pine mill culls 17.00 to 19.00
Spruce flooring, sheeting, etc., No. 1 24.00 to 26.00
Spruce flooring, sheeting, etc., No. 2 19.00 to 21.00
Merchantable, spruce boards 16.50 to 17.50
2-inch n^erchant »ble spruce 16.00 to 17.50

Cull spruce boards 14.00 to 15.00
2-inch spruce culls 14.00 to 15.00
lX-inch spruce mill culls 15.00 to 16.00

Spruce scantling, 2x 3, 12 and 13 feet 16.00 to 17.00

Spruce scantling, 3x 3, 12 and 13 feet 16.00 to 17.00
Spruce scantling, 3x 4, 12 and 13 feet 16.00 to 17.00

Spruce scantling, 2x10, 12 and 16 feet 19.00 to 21.50

2-inch (scant.) x 9, fifth qualify. N. Y "outs" 16.50 to 18.00

Oak, lsts and 2nds, quarter white 87.00 to 90.00

Chestnut, lsts and 2nds, 1 inch 50.00 to 52.00
Birch, 1-inch log run, mill culls out 18.00 to 20.00

Maple, 1-inch log run, mill culls out 18.00 to 20.00

Basswood log run, mill culls out, 1x4 and up, winter sawn .... 24.00 to 26.00
Basswood log run, dead culls out, 1x4 and up, winter sawn .... 20.00 to 24.00

Laths, mill run, spruce, 1%-inch x %-inch. 4 feet 3.00 to 3.25

Laths, pine, No. 1 4.00 to 4.25

Laths, pine, No. 2 3.25 to 3.50

Laths pine, No. 3 2.50 to 2.75

Shingles, clear 2.90
Shingles, 2nd clear 2.25

Shingles, extras, l's 1.50

Hemlock boards, mill run 14.50 to 16.50

Hemlock culls 13.00 to 14.00

Pulp Scarce and Demand is Strong

An optimistic feeling rules in local pulp circles and the conditions

of trade just now are regarded as highly satisfactory. The market at

present is very bare of stocks. The low water conditions which have
prevailed in the United States throughout the past summer have not

been materially relieved by the rains which were expected to fall during

the autumn. The Connecticut, Hudson, Black and Oswego rivers, all

paper making streams, have ground practically no mechanical pulp for

a month past, and supplies of this article have, therefore, to be im-

ported from the Canadian mills. This condition has created a very good

price, and the prospects are for a still higher ruling figure. The lack ofl

rain in the paper making centres of New York and the Eastern States

will reduce very largely the usual fall production, and it is predicted that

ground wood pulp will continue scarce until the spring rains set in.

As news print is composed of 75 per cent, of ground wood and a large

quantity is used in nearly all the other papers, a strong market is bound
to follow. The shortage of ground wood will help the sale of chemical

wood, since more will be used when ground wood is not so readily ob-

tainable.

Chemical pulp is in greater demand with return of better business

conditions, and a very much larger trade is anticipated from the first of

November forward. A considerable quantity is moving to the
J

United
States.

A better feeling is apparent in the market and mills are not willing to

sell at a low figure for future deliveries.

The following are present quotations : Ground wood pulp at mills, $20
fen $21; sulphide, delivered in Canada, $38 to $42; sulphide, for ship-

ment to the United States, $42 to $44.

Government Sale of Quebec Timber Lands
The Provincial Government of Quebec have disposed of the right to

cut timber on 508 square miles of public lands along the line of the Na-
tional Transcontinental Railway. The awards were made in each case to

the highest bidders. The tenderers must manufacture in Canada all tim-
ber cut on the lands.

The lands in question consist of 32 lots, of from about 11 to 26 miles
each, 15 being just east of the boundary line between Ontario and Que-
bec, and 17 just west of Weymontachingue. East of the boundary line,

lot No. 2, consisting of 16 miles, was awarded to T. J. McManus. Lots
1, 2, and 7, west of Weymontachingue, consisting of 45 miles, went to

Thomas D. Malone, of Three Rivers. Outside of these above-mentioned
four lots, all the balance, 28 in all, went to McDonald & O'Brien.

All the lots are subject to an annual ground rent of $5 per square
mile and offers were asked from the tenderers as to the excess they
would pay (1st) per thousand feet board measure in addition to $3 for

spruce, balsam, cedar, white birch and poplar saw logs, and in addition

to $5 for pine saw logs
; (2) per cubic foot in addition to 5 cents for square

and waney timber, and (3) per railway tie in excess of 5 cents. Mr.
McManus for his lots pays an excess of $2 over the above for spruce, $3
for pine, 2 cents extra per foot waney and 5 cents additional on ties.

Mr Malone pays excesses of $3, $1, five cents and five cents re-

spectively. The price paid by McDonald & O'Brien is an excess respec-
tively of 60 cents, $2 in some instances, and $1 in others for class 2, and
five cents and six cents respectively of an excess in classes 3 and 4.

Personal and Business Notes from Quebec Province

Mr. E. H. Lemay is on a business trip to New York.

Mr. Williamson, of the Laurentian Lumber Company, is at present

on a short trip through the Ottawa district.

Mr. W, G. Mason, of Messrs. Mason, Gordon & Company, returned
recently from a pleasure trip through the Larder Lake district.

Mr. H. M. Price, of Quebec, one of the most prominent lumber mer-
chants of that city, has been elected a director of the Lake Superior
Corporation at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

Mr. Scott, of the Argenteuil Lumber Company, reports that the

company's mills at Morin Flats, P.Q., are at present operating to full

capacity, and will continue to cut until the ice forces the cessation of

operations.

The members of the Quebec Provincial Government were waited on
recently by a large deputation of lumber operators, including Senator
Edwards, Mr. J. R. Booth, Hon. Geo. Bryson, Messrs. Egan, Wm. Price,

W. Power, Col. B. A. Scott, S. P. Grogan, Gerald Power and McLean.
The deputation asked that when deciding upon the proposed increase in

stumpage dues in the province the Government would also take fully into

consideration the condition of the lumber industry and general business.

Consideration of the request was promised.

A good demand for lumber, particularly for the upper end, and an
excellent demand for lath and shingles is reported by the Cascapedia
Manufacturing and Trading Company, of New Richmond, Que. They
also report that the demand for ties is much better. Stocks of spruce
are much below normal and there is not nearly the usual quantity to

winter over. The demand in the United Kingdom has been good and
has stimulated shipments. The same applies to stocks cut for the United
States. The prospects are good for a strong demand and higher prices

next spring. The company report also that the men are now nearly all

in the woods and the usual quantity of timber will be cut if conditions

are favorable. Plenty of men are available in that locality.

Mr. E. E. Guay, of the Guay Lumber Company, Whitehall, N.Y.,
has bought a site at Montreal and opened a retail lumber yard. The new
enterprise has just got into smooth running order and promises to be a
success. Mr. L. A. Guay, who is a son of Mr. E. E. Guay, is in active

charge of the retail yard. His experience with his father in Whitehall
and later in Biston gives Mr. Guay the right sort of ability to conduct a
new venture of this sort, though he is only 23 years old. Mr. E. E. Guay
still lives in Whitehall, N.Y., and will continue to operate a wholesale
lumber business at that point under the style of the Guay Lumber Com-
pany. The retail branch in Montreal is expected to prove a valuable ad-

junct to the wholesale business. Mr. E. E. Guay expects to make fort-

nightly trips to Montreal to keep in touch with and help out his son at

the retail end with his long and valuable experience. .
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A Practical Method of Testing- Flooring

By N. J. MlLLETTES.

Editor "Canada Lumberman":—

i .nn
1 haVe read a very interesting article, in your issue of August 15th

1909, m the section "The Machinery World," ent ; tled "Planing Ma-
chines—Their Proper Care." The writer points out an important matter
which, in my opinion, is the burden of management. We know that
trouble exists, and the best thing to do is to find what is to be done to
better the situation.

There is only a small percentage of working men who realize the
importance of accurate work ; the value of the lumber that passes through
their hands, and the loss made by improper workmanship in a planing
mill. It would be a pleasure to handle help, if every man would use
pla'n common sense and a little human judgment, which are so neces-
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sary for the benefit of the stock. Unfortunately, a great number of men
are working away carelessly, taking no means to learn the important
points of the work. They are satisfied with what they do, no matW
even if they know that their stock is a little inferior to what, the other
man has done. They do not care so long as they think that their work
will be accepted.

To overcome this constant d ;fficulty the best way I have found, is to
establish standard sizes for the stock, and make steel gauges to test its
shape, size, etc. Show the men how to use them and see that they use
them properly. Make the man feel responsible for the stock if it does
not fit the gauge. If the man is not able to set the machine right to do
the work it would be better for him to stop the operation than to spoil
the lumber. If he fails to follow the instructions given, a few cents
charged against him will do more good to develop his care, 'than a calling
down (even if done by a professional).

As the article referred to, deals with a carload of defective floorin?
it may be of interest to illustrate a mode of testing floor'ng

:

Fig. 1 represents pieces of flooring, as they would be made bv the
gauges illustrated.

Fig. 2 represents the gauges for testing the shapes of the aid's
tongue, groove, etc.

Fig. 8 represents the gauge to test the thickness, and the various
widths, corresponding to the sizes established.

In testing the stock as it passes through the machine, we can tell a.
a glance exactly where the setting is off, and in this way make it uniform.
With reasonable skdl in a short time the operator can get his stock; not
next to perfection, but as perfect as his machine will allow him to do
the work

Jointer Guards to Protect Woodworkers
In a letter to the "Woodworker," M. A. Johns deals as follows with

the subject of Jointer Guards: Almost every issue of a mechanical maga-
zine contains descriptions of one or more devices for protecting the wood-
working machine operator; therefore, in order to follow suit, I will give
here a very simple guard for one of the most dangerous machines the
woodworker has to contend with—that is, the jointer or hand planer.
Fig. 1 6hows a top view of the machine with the guard in pos :

tion and
ready to receive the work; fig. 2 shows front of machine and arrange-
ment of tension for holding guard always against the stock being worked

;

fig. 3, an end view of machine and guard, showing box which contains a
weight of the necessary size to ensure a quick return of the guard to the
guide of the machine after the stock has passed the head. Notice that

Fig. 5 r,9.6

Details of Simple and Effective Jointer or Hand Planer Guard

this weight box is under the machine and occupying space that is other-
wise lost.

The main piece J, in fig 1, should be made of some good hardwood
with a small bolt through the small end to prevent splitting, also a piece
of A x !% or 2-incb wrought iron, screwed to wide end, which not only
keeps this from being split, but also forms a good and lasting slide, for
use when taking a piece back over machine to repeat the operation, thus
making it more convenient than lifting the piece clear of machine when
drawing back to joint another side ; for as soon as the stock you are joint-
ing passes the point L, fig. 1, the weight immediately causes the piece J
to jump back aga'nst the guide, keeping the knives always covered, thus
ensuring you against loss of fingers and liability of dropping a piece of
work into the head.

The piece H should be made to exactly fit into the rabbet of the
machine bed, and fastened by means of two machine bolts, A, with the
heads let in flush at top and fitted with thumbnuts on bottom under ma-
chine bed—thumbnuts for th ;

s in order to avoid the necessity of looking
up a wrench every time the guard has to be removed for rabbeting. When
necessary to face off a w'de board, all you have to do is lift off the piece
J, as the square hole receiving F should be made a snug fit, but not
tight enough to prevent its being lifted off easily. In order to strengthenH at the point where slot is cut to admit the round section of F, glue on
block M with grain crossing that of H.

Fig. 5 will give a better idea of the upright piece F. The brackets
T> and E, figs. 2 and 3, are used in order to get the socket receiving the
lower end of F above the floor, thus ensuring it agamst the chances of
getting filled with shavings or sweepings. Fig. 6 shows plan of arm G,
with a %-inch hole in small end to receive an ordinarv sash cord. This
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cord B, fig. 3, runs over pulley C and into weight box K, carrying the

necessary we'ght.

I have fitted up three machines with this guard ; one has been on for

nearly rive years, one for two and one-half years, and one for about two
years, and but once has a man been hurt on any of these machines since

the guards were put on, and this once was when, for some reason or

other, some one neglected to put the guard back after changing knives.

Two factory inspectors have told me that this guard is the best they

have seen, for the reasons that, first, being fastened from stationary end
of machine, there is no danger of running it into the knives when adjust-

ing for depth of cut; second, because of its simplicity and cheapness;

third, because it is only the matter of a few seconds' time to remove the

guard for changing knives and facing off wide boards. And, furthermore,

•t can be made to fit any machine of the jointer, hand-planer or universal

varieties, and for extra wide machines an extension can be easily at-

tached to the front of J, with hinges, and folded back upon it when using

the guide near the front of machine. I am giving this to readers of the
"Woodworker" in hopes that it will lessen the death knells of departing

fingers, which I know it will do if given a trial.

Some Suggestions Regarding1 Saw Jointing

The general woodworking trade is finding that there is more to the

subject of saw joint'ng than they have ever looked for heretofore. In the

early days of woodworking it was not considered that what we term a

joint could be made with a saw. Yet, to-day we are finding glue joints

made with a saw, something we never even dreamed about in the early

days of jointing woodwork by machinery.
Probably the first instance of the saw becoming prominent in doing

what is termed jointing was in connection with parquetry flooring where
it is used to rip the oak lumber into strips and made to do the job so well

that the strips require no further jo'nting to fit them together in a par-

quetry floor. It is possible that the saw may have been used for joint-

ing in connection with staves earlier than it attained prominence in joint-

ing oak flooring, but the saw has really never yet attained any prominent

place in stave jointing. It is used for jointing slack staves, it is used for

straight listing, for rough jointing, and then again for reioint'ng certain

staves, especially those that are cross-crrained or have knots or some-
thing on the edge making it difficult for the wheel iointer to do a smooth
job on them. That is the circle saw. There ;s another kind of saw jointer

made with a band saw that works differently and has cut quite a swath

in the cooperage business here and there.

May Play Important Part

There is something of particular interest about the small circle saw.

however, and it is possible that some time in the future it may play a

more important part in jointing staves, both slack and tight barrel, than

anybodv has ever dreamed of. Tt is being used to joint staves for making
colonial porch columns and large classic columns and it makes joints

close enough for gluing purposes. To do th ;s class of work, of course,

the saw is kept in excellent shape, is set rather close, and the corners are

jointed off perfectly even so there are no deep saw marks, and it produces

a smooth, but not slick edge. And the little woollv effect of fibres on

the face serve to make for some purposes, a more desirable ioint than one

where the edges are worked slick on a wheel jointer. That is why it

may become particularlv useful in the cooperate business.

The saw joint for slack barrel staves should be the ideal one. for two
reasons. One is that it should make the barrel stand up better and the

staves not slip so readilv against each other, because it would furnish a

smooth joint instead of a slick one. This is most important with the

hardwoods. Also, for jointing these same woods where they are cross-

grained or difficult to get a smooth souare at one exit with a knife the

saw should do its work well. Tt is used for re-jointing staves in some
t ;ght barrel plants where the wheel jointer leaves it rough, because of

cross grain or something, and this same facultv that appeals here should

make it valuable in jointing hardwood slack barrel staves. We are talk-

ing now. of course, purelv of the value of the joint, regardless of the

time and expense it might take to make it. There is not much doubt

but what if saws are properlv kept up and carefully operated joints can

be made on e'ther slack or tight barrel staves that are in many respects

better than anv ioint made with a cutting knife either on a wheel jointer

01 on a planer-like machine. This being the case, the question is, to

what extent may it be practical to adopt the saw jointing idea in coop-

erage work ?

Chance to Extend Its Use

In tight barrel staves there is a chance to extend the use of the saw
jointer considerablv and it is used probably more than lots of people

give it credit for, but there is not much data available as to the relative

capacity or the cost of jointing on saws and jointing on wheel jointers

and other well known types.

In the slack cooperage line the saw jointer is verv seldom used and
whether or not it will ever enter extensively probably depends on the

practicability of devising machines or a mechanism by which the saw can

be used for jointing and do the work ^n a satisfactory manner both from
the point of properlv utilizing timber and of cost of operation. Admit-
tedly the slack barrel stave jointer as it stands is not up to the times. Tt,

is particularly behind the times in being a man driven or foot power ma-
chine instead of being operated' by mechanical power, and there is seem-
ingly a good opening for some form of saw jointer to come along and cut
quite a swath in this branch of the cooperage trade, provided some genius
can devise the necessary machine or equipment to go with it by means
of which saw jointing can be carried out in a business-like manner and
done at a cost not to exceed that of the average slack stave jointer of
to-day. That the sawmill can make the joints and make them well,

there is no question. This fact is being demonstrated and pretty well
admitted among mach'ne woodworkers all over the country. So the
only question is one of the feasibility of applying the idea in a practical

manner to jointing staves.—Packages.

Cost of Hoop Making in Dull Times
In talking with a hoop manufacturer not long ago, the question c

"

the increased expense of cost of manufacturing hoops during the dull sea
son, or during the period such as we have had in the past year or eighteer

months, he brought out the point that with two-thirds of the crew running
full time, he could get four-fifths of h's output obtained when running
full time with the full crew. In explaining this proposition, he said:

"During a period of depression, such as we have had in the past
year, when manufacturers have onlv enough to keep them busy a part
of the time, there is no question but that the cost of manufacture of

hoops or any other product is greatly increased from the fact that over-

head charges and the general expenses are the same as when running to
capacity. Of course, there can be nothing done to decrease these general

and overhead charges, but T have found by a little experience that it is

much better to run my hoop mill with two-thirds force and full time than
to run the entire force part of the time. Tn fact. T have been able to get
four-fifths of my regular production out of two-thirds of the force.

"The reason for this is that in cutting down the force in a mill to

about two-thirds. T can weed out all or at least a large part of the incom-
petent help and keep onlv the best men. A man who is working at a

hoop coiler, for instance, turning out a large amount of work every day,

and another man alongside of him who is doing considerable less. T can
keep the good man and let the other one go. Then the fact that we have
let out a number of our force only stimulates those remaining to do the ;r

best work for fear that they w ;
ll be the next to go. Of course, when

times are good and we are running full force, with orders accumulating
faster than we can take care of them, we cannot be particular about- the
class of labor that we put on. This only goes to show what can be done
by cnrefullv selecting the workmen, and thus by employing as near as

possible the highest class of labor, the output can bp increased more than
the increase in expense for paving the better priced labor. T think that

the results are more than satisfactory and that those who have been run-

ning their full forop only nart of the time have been losing considerablv

more than those who are following the plan as I have outlined."

It is not onlv possible, but probable, that in the near future builders

and carpenters w'fh woodworking machinery will have to take into con-

sideration the effects of treated woods on machines, and build and plan

accordingly. There is not onlv the treating of woods for nresprvative

purposes, but treating for firenroofing and for various other purposes,

and as this practice extends there will naturally be more treated wood
which will reouire worlc'ng. Tf some man can invent a treating process

that will lengthen thp time that knives will hold their edge in the ratio

that creosote is supposed to lengthen the life of timber, it will be a bless-

ing to the knife-grinder.

If you are running a plant where there are frequent changes neces-

sary in order to do special jobs or change from one to another, and von
have machines or appliances that make these changes slow and burden-
some, the sooner you get new machines and anpliaue.es, the sooner you
will make better profit out of the business. Likewise, if you have men
who are tardy about making changes and do not enter into it with the

right spirit, the sooner you iniect a new spirit into them, or replace them
with others who have the right spirit, the better.

Where men have to operate wide surfacers, a short man is at a dis-

advantage when he has to reach close to the guard when it is set at the

back of the machine. The man is liable to slip on the hardwood floor

and fall against the knives. This danger may be greatly reduced by
using a piece of rubber matting in front of the machine. Tf the machine
is very high and most of the men worir'ng it are of medium height, it is

sometimes advantageous to build a low platform in front of it and cover

the top of the platform with matting.

Is it practical to build and operate a fireproof woodworking factory ?

Buildings can be made fireproof, but to carry out the idea of safety would
require a rule that all manufactured stock be cleared out of the factory

at night and taken info the warehouse. so> there would not be at any time
enough wood or wooden products in the factory building itself to supplv

fuel for a damaging fire. Would it be practical to apply this idea to your
woodworking institution ?
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Lumber News from Eastern Canada
American Capitalists Taking Extensive Interest
in New lirunswick-Delay in Loading Steamers

That the Atoercan capitalists are becoming each year more familiar
w.ith Ih,. opportunities for profitable investment to be found in the Pro-
vince of New Brunswick is evident from the timber tracts and mineral
properties which have been acquired by United States investors of latehe latest transaction of this nature is at present being completed in
Albert County. Mr Isaac Prescott is disposing of his timber propertyand sawmill to the Eastern Canadian Lumber & Construction Company
Limited, recently incorporated in the State of New York, and composed
of residents of New York City.

Mr W.H Malcolm, of New York, was in St. John recently ar-
ranging the details of the sale. Ifc fc understood that the sum to be paid
for the property » m the vicinity of $100,000. In addition to carrying on
a lumber business, it is understood that the company propose to acquire
the Albert Southern Railway and establish a large hardwood industry in
the country. The railway, which runs from a short distance below River-
side to Alma, was built many years ago but has not been used for some
time. The re-opening of the line should mean a considerable boom to
that portion of the country.

The delay in loading steamers at British North America ports this
season has directed the attention of steamship owners to the necessity of
lay days being more definitely stipulated for in timber charters from
Canadian ports says the London "Shipping Gazette." The present form
simply states that the vessel is to load as fast as she can, as customary
which 's far too vague. In the past fair dispatch was obtained, and usu-
ally a minimum of 100 standards per day was loaded, whereas this season
it has been more like 50 to 75 standards per day. This, coupled with the
low rates of freight, has made the business unprofitable. It would be
well therefore, if, before next season opens, owners would put their
heads together with a view to securing improved conditions. At Mira-
michi some ^owners have got into trouble over the draught of water it
not being safe to count on loading below 20 feet draught in order to cross
the bar. borne of the places to which vessels are sent in the MiraimVhi
r-ver have barely a safe 16 feet. Many owners think that when they ac-
cept Miramichi loading it means one place of loading, whereas this sea-
son steamers have had to load at four and five places. To shift to several
oi these places means tug hire, which is very expensive, and runs up the
disbursement bill to a very serious item.

Canadian Lumber Company's Plans

tvt a
The

,

Canadian Lumber Company, Limited, of Weymouth Bridge
N.S., will not rebuild their mill which was recently burned, as they have
an up-to-date sawmill along with their pulp mill further up the river
Ihis mil fills all their requirements. The company have recently in-
creased the output at their pulp mill to 60 tons in 24 hours, and have in-
stalled two new pulp screens, two hydraulic presses and one wet machine
I hey report that they have had an exceptionally dry summer in that part
ot Nova Scotia, the average rainfall during the summer months bem*
about 1% inches. •

b

During the summer the company did a considerable amount of lod-
ging and expect during the fall to have a drive of three-quarters to one
million feet, if the water will permit. The company report that the mar-
ket seems to be firm, with a good demand for South African schedules
with a large percentage of 12-inch. Hemlock 2x4 is selling exceptionally
well for the United States market, as well as spruce in scantling and
plank sawed to order. The Cuban market has been very dull throughout
LOG S6£LSOn

The company are contemplating installing an electric plant at theirupper falls, where their upper pulp mill now stands. This mill is notnow running, as they are utilizing the lower pulp mill entirely for the
manufacture of pulp. The electric plant will be a water power scheme torun dynamos for supplying power to the lower mill as well as lighting the
neighboring towns. The demand for pulp is improving and a good mar-
ket IS expected for the company's next year's production. In order tocarry out these proposed developments the company will probably in-
crease its capital stock. •

J

A recent despatch from St. John, N.B., states that the tugboat
lush ng ,s now on her way down river with 100 joints of logs, which

form the last lot to be rafted from the Springhill booms this season. This
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omP°sing which came into the booms athe time of the third and last freshet. A few logs still remain in theboom, but these were left until next year

This year's closing of the towing season is one of the earliest on
record. n other years tugboats have been compelled to leave their
rafts in the middle of the river to run down with the ice in the spring,and have been themselves compelled to put on their best power to reachhome before they themselves were frozen in. In 1884 the ice closed in
behind the last raft and became solid or. November 24th, chasing the tugand tow so that they barely reached the South Bay booms in safety The
river had been frozen before that, but had thawed again

I his year s final raft started from the booms five weeks ahead of the
last rait of 1908, which did not get under way until Nov. 20th at thai
1
his years rafted cut, although it fell over 10,000,000 feet short of cal-

culations, exceeded last year's by 40,000,000 feet.

Decrease in St. John River Cut
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found that the lumber cu t of the St. John river for 1900
is 10,000,000 short of the estimate made in all quartern and sustained
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st UP to the present time. The lowest estimate marie
earlier placed the cut at 125,000,000, while 180,000,000 feet was pre-
dieted by many of the best informed.

Now that only two rafts remain to be brought down river from the
Bt. John River Log Driving Corporation's booms, below Fredericton the
cut is seen to be much shorter. Up to September 20, when rafting wascommenced again, after a wait for the Stetson drive, carried off at Big
Rapids by the second freshet, the total amount rafted was 110 000 000
feet The drive which came off with the freshet was smaller than' ex-
pected not amounting to more than 2,500,000 feet. Even including the
oank logs, which are never counted in making the yearly estimate the
total cut on the river will not reach 120,000,000 feet, The bank loes ofhe year amounted to about 0,000,000 feet. These are bought by the
bimber manufacturers, but do not come through the corporation booms
being cut on the farms above Springhill and rafted to that point by hand!

Exports from St. John to the United States in the quarter ending
September 30, were valued at a million dollars, of which more than
three-quarters was represented by lumber and pulp.

Oportunities in South Africa for Canadian Firms
Mr. S. R. Poussette, Canadian Trade Commissioner at Durban

South Africa, is making an effort to induce some of the best Canadian
umber exporting firms to take an interest in that market. One of the
largest firms there, he states, has cabled an order for pine doors and if
quotations can compete with the United States a steady intercourse should
be established. An unfortunate prejudice against Canadian doors and
lumber had its foundations some years ago in some shipments of very in-
ferior quality. Importers have favoured United States goods for that
reason. It is suggested that a practical way for Canadian exporters to
keep in touch with the South African market is to supply the larger
commission houses which have branches in South Africa with quotations
A very large business exists for lumber, ceiling and flooring boards, and
pine doors. The principal houses are Messrs. C. Amsincke & Co., Arkell
& Douglas, Peabody, and Crossman & Sielcken.

Australian Lumber Imports
For the year ending June 30, 1909, the imports of all descriptions

into the port of Melbourne, Australia, amounted to 7,114,543,000 feet the
largest total since 1891. The imports of spruce show increased figures
since for many purposes it is preferred to New Zealand white pine, its
chief competitor. The consumption for 1908-9 is estimated to have been
98,858,000 feet. Stocks of timber held in Melbourne at the end of June
totalled 65,368,000 feet, being the heaviest for the last seven years. Pa-
cific pine, imported in logs from Manchuria and other points in the far
east, shows an increase of 5,943,000 feet in comparison with the previous
year, but against this there was a decrease in consumption of 514,000 feet

The stocks of timber held in Melbourne for the year ending June 30,
1909, show an all around increase of some 16,000,000 feet as compared
with the previous year. The stocks held in 1908 were 49,651,000 as
against 65,368,000 feet in 1909. The particulars are: Red deals 3 724 -

000 feet; flooring, etc., 14,087,000 feet; spruce and white deals, 4,666 000
feet; Oregon, 14,293,000 feet; sugar and yellow pine, 2,533,000 feet - red-
wood, 4,850,000 feet; American shelving, 280,000 feet; kauri N z' 4-
711,000 feet; N. Z. white pine, 9,438,000 feet; clear pine, 69.000 feet-
Pacific pine logs, 6,717,000 feet; total, 65,368.000 feet

A Large New Company in Northern Ontario
The Massey Lumber Company, Limited, of Pembroke, Ont. has

been incorporated. It is composed of James F. Munro, J. G. Forgie
Richmond Frair, E. A. Dunlop and W. D. Russel. These gentlemen
compose the directorate and the officers are James F. Munro, president ;

J G. Forgie, vice-president; Richmond Frair, managing director, and
James Coxford, secretary-treasurer. The company own 75 miles of pine
limits on Aux Sable river, Algoma, Out., purchased at the recent Gov-
ernment sale held in Toronto, September 15th. They will run three
camps this winter, which will mean the employment of about 150 men,
and expect to get out a quantity of board pine and logs. Men and horses
are now being sent to the camps as rapidly as possible. Two carloads
of heavy draught horses have been shipped for the camps and more are
being purchased. As yet the location of the mill or mills has not been
fixed upon. They may build, rent, or have their lumber sawed by the
thousand, but the mill will be located on Georgian bay.
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Lumber News of the Canadian West
Permanent Grading Inspection Staff for the Moun-
tain Association — Pacific Freight Rate Reduction

The -Mountain Lumber Manufacturers' Association will appoint a

permanent grading inspection staff, the function of which will be to see
that the standard grading rules of the assoeiat'on are carried out. The
object of these rules is to make uniform the product of the different mem-
bers of the organization. W. A. Anstie, Nelson, B.C., is secretary of

the association.

Cranbrook is the metropolis of the timber industry of southeastern
British Columbia. Throughout the district there are vast quant:

ties of

pine, fir and tamarac, assuring an unlimited supply for many years to

come. There are between 25 and 30 sawmills in the district, some of

them within a mile of the city limits.

Mr. A. D. McRae, head of the Fraser River Lumber Company, in

his evidence before the British Columbia Timber & Forestry Commission
stated that with the opening of the Panama Canal a large trade with New-
York and Europe will be available to British Columbia timber. His
firm recently received a large order from New York, showing what will

be possible when water transport is available.

Trans-Pacific freight lines have made a reduction of $1 on lumber
from Puget Sound to the Orient and of 5s. to Europe, dating from Oct.
15th. Offshore sail rates are quoted firmer. Lumber for Puget Sound or

British Columbia to Sydney, 30b. @ 31s. 3d. ; to Medbourne or Adelaide,
35s. ; Port Pirie, 35s. ; to Freemantle, 38s. 9d. (J? 45s. 3d. ; to Japan
ports (steamers), 30s. 31s. 3d. ; Callao, 38s. 9d. @ 40s. ; direct nitrate

ports, 38s. 9d. ; Valparaiso for orders, 41s. 3d. (?f 42s. 6d. ; 2s. 6d. less

to direct port; to South African ports, 52s. Gd. ; to United Kingdom or

Continent, 55s. @ 60s.
;
Guaymas, $5; Santa Rosalia, $6; Honolulu, $5.

The death occurred recenty at Portland, Ore., of A. F. Dudgeon,
superintendent of the Yale-Columbia Lumber Company, Nelson, B.C.,

and of the Bowman Lumber Company, of Revelstoke and Comaplix.
The late Mr. Dudgeon was one of the most prominent lumbermen in

Kootenay. He had been in ill health for some time and several weeks ago
left for Portland to consult a specialist, who pronounced him to be suf-

fering from acute kidney disease. The news of his death was received
with deep regret by his many friends throughout Kootenay and numerous
messages of condolence were sent to Mrs. Dudgeon and his son and daugh-
ter, who were with him at the time of his death. Mr. Dudgeon was born
in Michigan 50 years ago and was a prominent Mason.

The Crown timber agent at Winnipeg in his annual report presents

the following statement of lumber and other products of timber sold

within the d :

strict, exclusive of imports from the United States

:

1907-08. 1908-09.

Feet B.M. Feet B.M.
From Ontario, west of Lake Superior

—

From Canadian logs 58,000,000 51.000,000

From American logs 50,000,000 40,000,000
From British Columbia 92,000,000 100,000.000

From mills under Dominion license 53,485,361 61.694,391

From mills under Dominion permit 13,500,000 5,631,695

T:je seling price of the different classes of lumber during the year

ended on March 31, 1908, with that for the year ended March 31, 1909,

is given as follows

:

Per M. ft. B.M. Per M. ft. B.M.
Pine, cedar and fir— . . .1907-08 1908-09

Dimension lumber $18.00 to $25.00 $18.00 to $25.00

Fir for interior finishing 40.00 to 20.00 40.00 to 50.00

Flooring, siding and ceiling . . . 33.00 to 40.00 33.00 to 40.00

Shiplap and common boards . . 21.00 to 23.00 20.00 to 23.00

Spruce

—

Dimension lumber 18.00 to 25.00 18.00 to 20.00

Siding, flooring and ceiling .... 23.00 to 28.00 23.00 to 28.00

Shiplap and common boards . . . 18.00 to 24.00 18.00 to 24.00

Lath 4.00 to 5.00 3.75 to 5.00

Shingles , • 3.00 to 3.65 2.70 to 3.00

It is more than probable that when the Board of Railway Commis-
sioners hold their next session in British Columbia, some time this

autumn, one of the important matters to come before them will be the

failure of the C.P.R. to supply cars for shingle freight during the move-
ment of the grain. Many of the smaller millmen state that their business

is being ruined by the car shortage, just at a time when plenty of good

business is obtainable. They believe that the C.P.R. is discriminating

unfairly against them, so that they will be unable to get their products

to market before the building season ends, when the orders will be can-

celled. It is claimed that the small shippers, who want one or two cars

at a time, cannot obtain them, and that the larger manufacturers who
can use half a train of cars at a time, are given the first chance. A few
concerns report that they have had no cars for a month and that they

have lost their whole fall business.

Miscellaneous Lumber Trade News
R.- C. Haskin, Phillipsville, Ont., cheese box manufacturer, re-

cently sustained a loss by fire.

The effort to get lumber down the Great Lakes late in the season has
resulted in rates being raised. Buffalo shippers say they can not afford
to meet the advance. '

Davis & Ward have started up a new cedar lumber and shingle mill
at Loughborough Inlet, B.C. They have 100 men at work and expect to
have 200 men in the near future.

The mill of the J. W. Wells Lumber Company, of Menominee,
Mich., was burned to the ground on October 16. The loss is estimated
at $50,000, and the insurance was $25,000. It will be reconstructed im-
mediately

Demand for lumber boats on the Great Lakes is better than ever
and it is predicted by Cleveland, Ohio, parties that $3 will be paid for
cargoes from even Georgian bay points before the close of the season. Al-
ready $2.50 from Georgian bay has been paid in the last week, the high-
est rate this season.

At the yard of Graves, Manbert, George & Company, at Black Rock,
N.Y., a new plan has been put in operation of cutting out certain of the
lower grades of white pine without edging the boards, so that the most
U6e can be made of them for cutting up into box or other material. In
case of logs that are crooked or considerably larger at one end than the
other the saving i s large.

A Novel Tree Felling- Machine
The accompanying illustration represents a new and novel gasoline

motor tree felling machine, designed by the DeLoach Mill Manufactur-
ing Company, Bridgeport, Ala.

It is unnecessary to lay stress upon the statement that a successful

DeLoach Tree Felling Machine.

machine which will fell the trees and cut off the sawlogs and shingle
blocks, will prove quite an innovation, and will meet with hearty welcome
from lumbermen.

The manufacturers of this machine claim that it is a success in every
particular, and guarantee it to save the labor of two good men in the
woods. They will ship it on trial to responsible parties.

The machine is equipped with a 2% high grade gasoline motor
,
speed

3,200 r.p.m., geared down so as to give 150 to 200 strokes per minute.
The machine throughout is made of the best material, and all of the
mountings are made of brass and steel forgings. The small gear is made
of wrought steel, and the large one of semi-cast steel.

As will be seen by the illustration, the machine has vertical adjust-
ment for cutting stumps of different heights, from 8-inch up to the full
limit of 30 inches adjustment. The company claim that it is also ad-
justible to hillsides and uneven ground, quickly set, and quickly mounted
or dismounted, the axle, being made eccentric, only needs shifting to
knock down, or pushing to mount.

The truck wheels are wrought steel, 24-inch high. The first reduc-
tion of the speed is accomplished by a belt and a tightening pulley which
affords freedom for starting the motor, and the power is applied gradu-
ally by tightening the belt. The weight of the machine complete is 400-v
pounds, and the price $236.

Wood pulp, mechanically ground, imported into the United Stated
from anywhere in Canada except Quebec and Ontario, is free of duty,
until otherwise directed, according to a decision by the United States*
Treasury Department. If produced from pulpwood cut on private lands
in Quebec and Ontario it is admissible free of duty, but if produced from
pulpwood cut on Crown lands in either Quebec or Ontario, it is assessable
at one-twelfth of one cent per pound, and in the case of Quebec there
is added a countervailing duty of 25 cents per cord, as the equivalent of
the export tax.



CAMP DEPARTMENT
Conservative Lumbering- Methods

Lumbering is of two kinds—conservative and ordinary. The first
seeks to so treat the forest that successive crops may be produced the
second takes no account of the future, but cuts only the better parts of
the trees often destroying young and promising trees in so doing Lum-
bering in Canada and the northern United States is usually carried on at
quite a distance from habitation. A camp is prepared at a spot con-
venient to the scene of the proposed logging operations. Here the men
eat and sleep. Since most northern logging is done in the winter, thesecamps are made up mainly of transients; men whose home-keeping re-
quires but a place to sleep and eat, with storage room for the tnmk ba»
or box. The buildings in these camps are made for use, architectural
features being unnecessary. The men, for the most part, are a hardy
healthy, good-natured set Their winter life is a strenuous one but is
calculated to make for good feeling withal—provided the cook does his
part. Early to bed, early to rise and active exercise in the open air of
the crisp winter days creates an appetite which stands not upon the rules
of polite society for its satisfaction. The preparation of a meal in many
of these camps, owing to the army of men to be served, is a task of no
small moment

The building of a camp is preceded in many places bv the making of
a road. With the completion of the road and the camp, lumbering' be-
gins m earnest. The trees which are to be cut are marked, usually bv
chipping them with a hatchet at the'r bases. This is done by an official
after whom come the men whose duty it is to fell the trees. Tn conserva-
tive lumbering the trees are selected m such a wav that their removal
will not cause injury to the forest.

Winter the Best Time for Cutting
The best time of year for cutting trees is in the late fall and winter

for several reasons. First, trees cut in the spring or summer contain a
large amount of sap or undigested food. This sap causes the wood to
decay much more readily than it otherwise would. Second, the damage
to the young trees will be much less in winter than in summer when
their bark is green and tender. Felling the trees requires skill and ex-
perience. It must be made to fall as clear of the young growth as pos-
sible, yet in such a position that it can be readily cut up. A tree that is
likely to be broken in its fall would better be let alone, for the expense of
getting it down and to the mill will ordinarilv be more than its lumber
will be worth. Felling mav be done either with the axe or the saw, usu-
ally with both. It is no uncommon sight to see clearings in which the
trees have been cut off high above the ground. This high cutting is
made, not, as one writer states, because the lower cuttings were harder
to make, but because experience had shown the lumbermen that the
wood near the base of the tree is not so desirable as that higher up. Tn
California manv of the big trees are cut as high as 10 f»«t above the
ground. A seres of holes are bored into the tree and plan 1^ are inserted
into these upon which the chopper mav stand. Conservative lumbering
would cut the tree close to the ground. With the felling of the tree, the
lower branches are chopped off and the crown is severad from the trunk,
which is then sawed into convenient lengths for handling.

It is in the transportation of the logs that ingenuity asserts itself
most. There are manv wars, from the simple practice of attaching a
chain to a log and pulling it with a horse, to the meehameal processes
highlv developed, of handling the great redwood loaR nf California, The
first step in the log's transportation is known as skidding, and consists in
collecting the logs in piles at some convenient place. These are called
rollwavs. vards. or banking grounds.. Horses and oxen mav be used to
drag the logs. "Donkev engines with wire cables are quite common Wire
trolleys are not unusual. A donkev engine furnishes the power the
skidding and loading taking place at one operation. Logs are trans-
ported to the sawmills by sleds, bv rail and bv water. There are various
wavs of transporting bv water. Among them are the alligators of the
Canadian lakes, the giant rafts of the Pacific, the splash dam, river rafts
and flumes.

The Importance of Sleds and River Dams
(

Where sleds are used, ice roads are made, and the reader no doubt
is famihar with the enormous size of the load that can be hauled one of
which was exhibited at the World's Fair at Chicago, pictures of which
are scattered all over the country. Snlash dams are used when a stream
is too shallow to float the logs under ordinarv conditions A dam is built
across the stream, water is collected above and the logs below it When
the gates of the dam are opened the flood of water carries the loo* down
the stream. On large streams the logs are bound together and floated
as rafts, or thev mav be floated singlv. When thev are floated singlv
thev are accompanied by men called river drivers, whose business it is'
to hreak up anv lams which the logs mav form. River drivers must
walk upon the logs as thev roll and float upon the water, and their work
requires great skill and daring. To break a iam requires the presence of
the men near the middle of the stream, usually, and when the key of

the jam has been removed thousands of logs go out with a rush It ishe river drivers skill in leaping from log to log that saves him. Not
infrequently his life goes out as a sacrifice, in Bpite of his skill. Flumes
are long troughs bu.lt to carry a stream of water upon which the logs
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ivti labeling and in comparing Americanmethods of lumbering with those of Europe, Gifford Pinchot, Chief For-ester of the United States Government, has the following to say "ingeneral ifc is true that the present methods of lumbering are unneces-sarily destructive and wasteful. This is not because lumbermen aremore greedy for gain or less careful of public interest than other busines,
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waste in lumbering is not only unnecessary; butactually costly to the lumberman, for the present it is impossible toavoid waste altogether. It will be easier to do so when the methods andadvantages of conservative lumbering, which is forestry, are betterknown to the American lumbermen, and are therefore in more generaluse. Although rough conservative methods have often been practiced inthe past, the success of the lumbermen who made the trial was generallvbut partial, because their knowledge of the forestry was partial also. Thevwere often deceived by underestimates of the capacity for tree growth
of the lands they were handling, because accurate measurement were
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11 U8e of the Productive power of theforest. More recent attempts, based on better knowledge, have been

successful in almost everv case."

A Knechtel, inspector of Dominion Forest Reserves and R H
Campbell, "Horn Superintendent of Forestry, reached Winnipeg re-cently from the West. Mr. Knechtel has been in the West since April
1st on matters connected with Irs department. He has just returned
from the Cypress hills, where the department is considering an addition
to the existing forest reserve, which now covers half a township. Ex-
perimental work is being done on the reserve with a view to encouraging
the growth of young trees and also in the direction of keeping the forests
ctean and so lessening the danger from fire

Durmg the summer Mr. Knechtel made a trip along the eastern
slope of the Rockies from High river to the Crow's Nest Pass with saddle
horses. A large amount of dead timber was found along the trails. This
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f°resfc fire * and one which the department is study-ing with a view to taking preventive measures. Mr. Knechtel subse-
quently visited Lethbridge, and intends next to examine the Wood Moun-
tain district south of Moose Jaw to see if the timbered area there can bemade into a forest reserve.

* t/' 1\ rgxr^
K-°-' 0f Fredericton, N.B., and Hon. W. P. Jones,

of Woodstock, N.B., counsel for the Canadian commissioners in the StJohn river investigation, were in St. John recently consulting A p'

Barnhill and John Keefe, the commissioners, in regard to sending an
engineer to make a survey and take levels of Chamberlain Lake The
Americans have also been asked to send an engineer for the same pur-
pose, the Canadian contention is that Chamberlain Lake is a tributarv
of the St John river, and that the Americans, by digging a canal, have
diverted the waters to the Penobscot, thus violating the Ashburton

JZ1

?^ 1^ al? Ckim that the di^in? of the canal causes s°me
75,UUU 000 feet of lumber to go through that wav instead of coming down
the St. John river F. W. Holt. C.E., has been decided upon bv the
commissioners, and he will leave shortly for Chamberlain lake. The next
session of the commissioners w'l probably be held in Bangor shortlv
when the reports from the engineers will be presented

In his evidence before the British Columbia Timber & Forestry Com-
mission, Mr. W C. Gladwin, chief fire warden, on the basis of reports
from the 38 wardens under him, stated that the fire loss this year for the
whole province would be seven and a half million feet There were 184
fires reported during this dry season, of which 62 were in the coast dis-
trict, the chief causes were locomotives, donkey engines, settlers camp-
ers and lightning. Out of 1,600 permits granted' to settlers for setting out
fires the wardens had to take care of two. At first the settlers had com-
plained somewhat, but as soon as they learned to understand the system
they saw it was m their own interests. The greatest care was taken by
wardens to see that permits were only granted where there would be no
danger. Mr. Gladwin favored the use of oil as railwav fuel in the drv
season, as spark arresters did not prevent the throwing of sparks in the
sharp exhaust of an up-grade.
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THE E. R. BURNS SAW CO., LIMITED
Toronto

Make the Finest Inserted Tooth Saws

for Winter Cutting

and

Can Save You Money

K KFER EXCES—Customers who have been using

Burns Saws for a quarter of a century.

If you intend to buy a new saw—either inserted

tooth or solid—write us. It will pay you.

RUBBER BELTING

for Transmitting,

Elevating and

Conveying.

Rubber

Hose

for Water, Steam,

Air Suction, and

Fire Protection.

The

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, Limited

Head Offices : 47 Yonge Street, TORONTO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

For Log Loading, operating a Derrick,

pulling and placing cars and general

hoisting purposes

The "MIDLAND"
Hoisting

Engine

is unsur-

passed.

Catalogue

on

request

The Canada Iron Corporation Ltd.
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p. o. box 425 ONTARIO

We make them : WHAT ? The Eclipse Double Edger, etc.
If you are a stranger to them and they to you. Get acquainted.

Did it ever occur to you that our prices on Clapboard Machinery are just one-half the price of others. Capacity of each machine over 4,000 boards per day

Get your eyes on our

Eclipse Boar;1
. Saw Carriages and Accessories.

Eclipse Co nbinerl Lath and Bolter Machines.
Eclipse C > nliined Trimmer and Buncher.
Eclipse Clapboard Sawing Machine.
Eclipse Clapboard Planers and Trimmers.
Eclipse Automatic Shingle Machines.
Eclipse Board Planers.

Make your work more productive by
using one of our Eclipse Lath Machines.

Prices and Catalogues cheerfully
given on application.

I am the most Perfect Acting and Reliable Double Edger upon SLEEPER- & AKHURST
the market—Low in Price and Always Ready. Coaticook, Que.

STOP:



WANTEDI FOR SALE DEPARTMENT
i : i

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment Wan-
ted" will be inserted in this department at the
rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the
basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Employment Wanted"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than
the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

Hard Maple
\X/ANTED—80,000 FEET OF NO. 1 COMMON
v » and better \% inches Hard Maple. Apply,
Box 855, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 24

Sap Gum Wanted
WANTED UP TO 20 CARS PRIME INCH

sap gum. Reply to "Gum" care Street's,
30 Cornhill, London, England. 21

White Oak
WANTED-WE ARE IN THE MARKET

for a car of White Oak, 1" 2" 3" and.4" inch.
In quoting give dimensions and length. M.
McKinnon, Cobalt, Ont. 21

Logs Wanted
BIRCH AND MAPLE LOGS DELIVERED

at railroad or convenient for water shipment.
Highest price f>r right quality. Box 850, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 24

Soft Elm and Birch

WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR A FEW
cars of the following dry lumber:—2" soft elm

No. 1 common or common and better, 6/4 and 8/4
birch, No. 1 common or common and better.

Address, London Lumber Company,
London, Ont. 24

Wanted
W/ILL PAY GOOD CASH PRICE FOR ,"
vv Coffin Elm, 1%" 2" and 3" Mill Run Elm. Box

830, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 25

WANTED - TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tf

Wanted
DRY HEMLOCK. PINE AND SPRUCE.

Will also contract for stocks cut or to be cut.
Box 846, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 21

Spruce Wanted
U/E ARE IN THE MARKET FOR CULL

T.
ŜPruce and narrow 4/4 Spruce. Please quote

us F. O. B. Canisteo, N. Y., U. S A. We can use
about three carloads per week. Canisteo WoodenWare Co.

Lath Wanted
WANTED 3/8 x x 4' HEMLOCK AND

White Pine lath. Describe fully and quote
lowest wholesale price on car, naming shipointr
point. C. A. Larned, Phoenix, N.Y. 4

Lumber Wanted
SOFT ELM, ASH. BASSWOOD, OAK

Beech, Soft Maple, Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch, 1" to 3". Can use log run, dead
culls out. State what you have of each kind, when
sawn and lowest price. Box 793 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. ^

Soft Elm Wanted
WE REQUIRE ONE MILLION FEET OF

Soft Elm sawn to our sizes for delivery as
soon as shipping dry; will pay good price for
choice stock. Parties in a position to supply some
of this, please apply for further particulars to Box
849 Canada Lunlberman, Toronto. tf

Wanfp^ •
Whitc PineVV dlllcCl . Tank Lumber

3x6 and 8-18, and 3x10-24

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
Limited

Toronto, Ontario tf

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

FOR SALE
9Cnn CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES

suitable for Pile-sand Telegraph Poles, 2.5 to
5° ft- long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsvillc, Ont tf

For Sale
40,000 to 50,000 Tamarac and Jack Pine Cull Ties,

from 4" to 6" face, o" thick and H' long. Address
Thos. Crockett, Fort William, Ont. tf

HAVE YOU
wish to sell ?

ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
II so, make the fact known to

P
i.

r0
,?r

bu > crs b>' placing an advertisement in
the Wanted and For Sale Department. Address,
Canada Lumberman, Toronti

.

For Sale
10 cars N. B. Extra Shingles
10 cars Clears " "

140 M ft. 1" M. C. Red Pine
40 M ft. y%" Basswood C. & B.
40 M ft. y»" Elm C. & B.
30 M ft ys " B. Avh C. & B.

Geo. C. Goodfellow,
528 Board of Trade, Montreal

For Sale

Hemlock Timber
at Parry Sound, Ont

About 150,000 feetB. M. 10x12 and 140,000 feetM
- ;

2 x 12 all 22 feet and up for immediate ship-
ment either by water or rail.

For prices and other information apply to,

MASON GORDON & CO.,
80 St. Francis Xavier St.,

31 Montreal, Que.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

Machinery for Sale
One MacGregor Gourley Co., 15" Q. Y. Matcher.
One MacGregor Gourley End Matcher.
One Cowan & Co. 13" Four Side Moulder.
One Cowan & Co. Heavy Door Clamp.
One 24" Revolving Bed Surfacer.
One combination rip and cross-cut Saw with iron

frame.
These machines are all practically new and are

being disposed of as the owners are going out of
that line of business. Any of these machines can be
seen running in our factory. Address in first in-
stance to Box 848, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

For Sale
ONE PORTABLE CIRCULAR SAW MILL

tor sale; one boiler and furnace (50 h. p.); one
engine (40 h. p.) with cylinder 14 x 24 with a heavy
square frame fly wheel eight feet in diameter with
sixteen inch face for drive belt; fourteen inch drive
belt just new, all other belts good; two circular saws,
one sixty inch, one forty-eight inch, good frame;
one slab saw; one edger; one three-block carriage
friction feed; 56 feet smoke stack, 22 inches in diam-
eter with screen on top; tools and pumping outfit.
This mill is easy to move and everything is in first

class shape and ready to go to work. This mill
will be sold cheap. Reason for selling: no more
timber to cut here.

A. McBEATH,
21 Kippen, Ontario.

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70. 60 & 40 h.p
Locomotive Boilen: 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 h.p.
Sawmill Engines: 25, 30, 35 40, go, 60 and 70 h.p.
Portable Engines on Wheel* or Skids: 20, 25, to,

40 and 50 h.p.

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30.000 feet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER CO
Limited. Seaforlh, Ont.

t f

Machinery for Sale
THE MACHINERY USED IN A WATER-
J. power mill, the business of which is ound up,

consisting of one rip-saw frame ; one lath mill •

shingle mill (ButterfieldJ ; clipper machine, 48 inch
solid tooth saw

; single hand edger with 16 inch
saw; saw-frame hasher and carriage; two block
carriage 14 inches long ; feed works; rope feed spool
and rigging; bull-wheel and chain; also bolting
apparatus for grist-mill, and one hasher, small, in
good order. For further particulars apply to J. DMcKinley ArJoch, Ont., or to Macdonnell &
Farrem., Kingston. a2

Mill Frame For Sale
MILL FRAME FOR SALE, IN GOOD CON-

dition. 1 10 x 40 ft. heavy timbers 8 x 8, 10 x 10
and 12 x 16, suitable for saw mill, planing mill orUrge factory. Apply to 512 Dickson St Peter-
borough Ont.

FOR SALE
WOODWORKING MACHINERY

1 27" revolving bed, double surface planer
2 26 revolving bed, double surface planers
1 26 Coldie & McCulloch surface planer
2 refitted 24" double surface planers
1 new 24" double surface planer anil matcher
1 refitted 24" revolving bed surface planer

refitted 24" planer, matcher and moulder
1 new 18' planer and matcher
1 refitted 13" planer and matcher
1 refitted 24" buzz planer with countershaft
2 new 16" buzz planers with countershafts
1 new 12" buzz planer with countershaft
1 refitted 8" universal wood worker
1 refitted 10" 4 side, inside moulder
1 refitted 10" 3 side moulder
1 refitted 8" 3 side moulder
2 refitted wood frame sash stickers
1 new No. 3 Fox foot power mitre machine
2 refitted power feed, rod and dowel machines
1 new 44" Ober handle and spoke lathe
1 refitted 20" patternmakers wood lathe
1 refitted 18" wood turning lathe
1 refitte I 2 spindle horizontal boring machine
2 refitted single spindle horizontal boring machines
1 new iron top, 2 spindle wood shaper
1 new Cowan 2 spindle wood shaper
1 refittted power feed gang rip saw table
2 new dimension saw tables with tilting attachments
1 rehtted double, rip and cross cut saw table
1 rehtted champion hand and foot power saw
table

1 refitted variety saw table with countershaft
1 new wood frame swing cut off saw with table
2 new iron frame swing cut off saws
2 refitted iron frame swing cu' off saws
2 nearly new roller top cordwood saw tables
2 refitted handle and spoke sawing machines
1 refitted 38" pedestal band saw
1 refitted 40" pedestal band saw
1 refitted 54" band resawing machine
1 refitted Rogers vertical resawing machine
1 refitted 30^ double drum sander with countershaft
1 refitted 24" double drum sander with countershaft
2 refitted 24' single drum Sanders
1 nearly new 32" disc sander with boring attachment
2 new No. 6 Lion universal wood trimmers
1 new No. 5A universal bench wood trimmer
10 new No. 4 Lion universal bench wood trimmers
1 new Champion hardwood floor scraper
1 nearly new Cowan band saw filing machine
1 refitted box board matcher with countershaft
1 refitted horizontal bracket carving machine
1 new Dominion band saw set
1 refitted hand power spoke tenoner
50 new 36" Palmer patent glueing clamps
A copy of our supply catalogue or machinery

stock list for the asking.

H. W. PETRIE, Ltd.
Toronto Montreal Vancouver

\X7 ANTED—POSITION IN OFFICE OR AS»» shipper wuh British Columbia h mber or
logging firm. I have had three and a half years
experience in Canadian Chartered Bank and I amnow office manager and shipper of large furniture
manufacturing company. Will supply recommen-
dation letters it requested. Apply to Box 83gCanada Lumberman, Toronto.

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC.

Flooring Machine
QNE GOOD SECOND-HAND FLOORINGW Machine. John Stirrett and Sons, Hymers,
Ontario.

24

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

Wanted
POSITION AS LUMBER SALESMAN, PINE

or hemlock. Would handle stock on salary
or commission. References furnished. Box 8*2
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. ,~

Pulp Wood Salesman
DESIRES POSITION WITH FIRM TO

represent it in the States. Has large acqaint-
ances among paper mills and understands the
business thoroughly. Guarantees to sell 25 000
cords or better th- first year. Apply to Pulp Wood
Salesman, Box 856, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Foreman Wanted
FOREMAN TO TAKE CHARGE OF COOPERX Shop, must be conversant with nail keg
manufacture and shop work. Apply stating gge.
salary expected and references to Box 8«, CanadaLumberman, Toronto.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale
CAWMILL, CAPACITY 20,000. AND 1,300

.j
ac

,

re
,

s of 1,mber P*"-y Sound district. Situa-
ted on lake with navigable water to R.R. Scow
camp, etc., in connection. Apply Box 840, CanadaLumberman, Toronto.

F°R SALE-SMALL HARDWOOD MILLA Well equipped. On Georgian Bay. Lumber
sold tor several years. A Bargain. For further part-
iculars apply Box 844, Canada Lumberman,
1 oronto.

For Sale
TN PARRY SOUND DISTRICT. SAWMILLA capacity 20M. al<o one timber limit. 8.000 acres'
•Snap for quick buyer. Box 85., Canada Lumber-man, I oronto.

*4

MISCELLANEOUS

Small Timber Limit for Sale
T7ORTY.TWO ACRES VIRGIN FOREST-
i. fifty miles from Toronto; 1% miles from rail-
road station

; comprising maple, elm, beech, hem-
lock, basswood, cedar. Apply Box 834, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto.

98
Timber for Sale

ACRES LARGE VIRGIN TIMBER
Hemlock and Hardwoods, on C. P R near

smart mill, land level. Particulars by addressing
Box 838, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 19-20-23-24

Timber for Sale
FOR SALE, 2600 ACRES, HEAVILY TIM

bered with spruce, fir birch, easily lumbered
driving stream runs through limit, fives miles irom
railway and shore, situated at St. Godfroi, Township
of Hope, County of Bonaventure, P. Que. Price
reasonable. Apply, P. Naudeau & Sons, Grand
Cascapedia, P. Que. a .

500

Timber for Sale
ACRES TIMBER LAND IN LAKE
township, Hastings county: estimated four

million timber; over a million hemlock alone; fine
hard maple, grey elm, basswood. etc., and over six
thousand cords of wood ; will sell verv cheap ; snap
for investor. Owner, care Cody Light Company,
Detroit, Mich.

For Sale

Large Tract of Timber
the property of

The Canadian Land and Immigration
Company of Haliburton, ( Limited

)

There are large quantities of Railroad and other
Timber, including Cedar, Hemlock, Spruce, Balsam,
Basswood, Beech, Cherry-Birch, Maple, also con-
siderable Pine, Elm and Ash on this tract. It is well
served by two railroads The company are prepared
to sell th s timber in blocks ranging from 2,000 to
10,000 acres, or more if desired.
There are several good mill sites to the property.

I his would be a good opportunity for parties who
are at present cut out and are looking for a new
location.

Maps and plans and further particulars can be
had by applying to

W. H. LOCKHART GORDON,
Managing Director,

21 79 Adelaide Street East, Toronto
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Hay for Sale

FOR HAY (TIMOTHY AND CLOVER
mixed) apply to E. Siinard & Co., 103 St.

Francois Xavier street. Montreal. 29

For Sale

PARRY SOUND DISTRICT, SAW MILL,
capacity 15 to jj M. 400 acres timber, tooM

logs at mill. Plenty of cheap timber convenient.
Two miles to shipping point. Snap (or quick buyer.
Box &4J. Canada Lumberman. Toronto 31

Dissolution Sale of

Sawmill Property

The undersigned will offer for sale by Publi c

Auction at O Neil's Hotel, in the town of Powassan-
in the District of Parry SounJ, Ont.. on TUES-
DAY, the 16th DAY OF NOVEMBER. 1909. at

the hour of 1 o'clock p.m., the following valuable
sawmill and farm property, viz. :

—

No. 1—One sawmill, only a short time in use.
Capacity in soft woods 35 M. feet per Jay, Engine
and boiler, no. h.p. This mill contains lath
machinery and all the latest modern attachments,
consisting of steam feed, live rollers, trimmers, etc. ;

blacksmith shop and tool-house; one frame stable,
capacity eight teams ; one sleeping house ; one cook
and dining house ; one office. This property is

situate on a switch of the G.T. R., two miles south
of the said town of Powassan.
No. 2—One sawmill in good order. Capacity, 10

to ta M. per day in soft woods. Offices and stables.

Situate five miles from said switch, on a fine down-
grade winter snow road, in the centre of a large
quantity of hemlock, spruce, birch elm, basswood
and pine timber.
No. 3—500-acre farm, freehold, without encum-

brance; about 7$ acres cleared, under grass and hay.
This land produces two tons of a continuous crop of

timothy per acre. Balance is covered with hemlock,
spruce, birch, basswood. ash, elm and maple. A
good new brick house and frame barn.
No. 4—The Trumelh Timber Limit, 14 square

miles, on which remains a large qnantity of timber
for milling purposes.
The mills are situate on leased ground, on which

there is an option to continue the leases for a
reasonable time.

Sufficient timber owned or in sight to supply the
mills tor eight to ten years yet.

Terms of Sale :—Ten per cent, of the purchase
money to be paid day of sale ; balance in 30 and 60
days, or a portion of the purchase may remain
unpaid, bearing interest at 7 per cent, per annum,
secured, as may suit the buyer.
The vendor reserves the right to one reserved bid.

Offers will be accepted for the purchase of above
property up to and including the 13th day ot

November, 1909. and further information will be
supplied by any of the following persons, viz.

:

Alex. McBeath. Kippen P.O.; H. C Monteith.
Powassan. P.O., Parry- Sound District, the Head
Office of the Company, or to S. T. Jackson. Ripley.

BRAY LUMBER COMPANY.
31 Powassan. Ont.

Timber Lands and Saw

Mills for Sale

The UNDERSIGNED Offers:—

Parcel 1. Ste Anne des Monts property situated
on the South Shore of the St Lawrence River.
Gaspe County, Quebec, about 1000 acres of Seign-
iory or Fee Simple lands—at the mouth of the Ste
Anne des Monts upon which is located a well
equipped lnmber and shingle Mill with ample steam
power, electric lighting, with a capacity of 25.000
feet of Lumber and 125.000 to 150.000 pieces of
Shingles each ten hours— also Dwellings for work-
men. Stable. Store houses, Repair Shops and Mill
Pond and storage facilities for logs.

About 300 square miles of licensed timber lands
upon which disinterested Explorers make a minimum
estimate of over -?<o Million feet of saw logs,
principally spruce, fir and cedar, and 595,000 cords
of Spoohvood, and Pulpwood.

All on drivable streams an average of not over 30
miles to Mill Pond.

And all shanty plant tools and equipment on the
property.

Parcel 2. What logs are now in the river esti-

mated 3 Million feet board measure.

Parcel 3. Grande Vallee property situated about
sixty miles east of Ste Anne des Monts on the South
Shore of the St. Lawrence River in the County of
Gaspe, Quebec.

About 54 square miles of Seigniory or Fee Simple
lands and 100 square miles of Licensed lands.

A new Mill consisting of 3 steam teed Circular
saws— 1 Mershon Horizontal resaw—with all sub-
sidiary Machiney and ample steam power and
electric lighting.

Capacity 50.000 to 75,000 feet of Lumber each ten
hours—A practically new Mill for sawing shingles
and railway ties.

With ample steam power and electric lighting to
produce 125 000 to 150,000 shingles each ten hours.

All the shanty plants, tools and equipment on tbe
property.

On the timber lands, disinterested Explorers
minimum reports are 100 Million feet saw logs,
principally spruce, fir and cedar and two hundred
and forty five thousand cords Pulp and Spool
Wood.

For further particulars, address,
C. A. MILLINER,

Deseronto,
24 Ont

POSIES
^

If
YOfl* ism WORTH
ADVERTISING,

Planed Only on One Edge.

In walking around through a half

completed flat building the other
day I noticed that, not only was
much of the dimension of No. 2
grade, but that it was surfaced
only on one edge and both sides

left rough, and in this condition

it was from 1% to 1% of an inch

thick. I asked the contractor if

he thought such lumber made a

first-class building, and he at once
asked, "Why not ? This dimen-
sion averages thicker than that

dressed on one side and one edge
and consequently it is stronger.

There is absolutely no 6ense to my
mind in cutting lumber thick and
then taking off from a quarter to

a half an inch in dressing it down.
The yard where I got this stuff

has a planing mill and they have
been shipping in a large amount
of stock by portable mills up north.

It is shipped here rough and much
of it is extremely thin. The retail-

er who had it had almost despaired

of getting rid of it when I asked
him for a price on it. Of course,

it was cheap ; I simply had it sized

on one edge, and if it doesn't make
as good a building as any good
Jun her surfaced one side and edge

to an inch and five-eighths thick.

I don't know the first principles of

what constitutes the strength of

lumber.

"Did you notice the sheathing

on this building?" he went on,

leading me over to a point where
I could see the ends of the boards.

"You see how thick that is?" he
asked. I measured it with my
pocket rule and it was a strong %-
inch thick. "Did you ever get any
boards surfaced on one side ac-

cording to the rules that were that

thick?" he asked. "They were
rough when I saw them in the

yard and T gave my direction t<

run them through the surfacer s( .

to the thickness you see in thei

boards. It doesn't make any di

ference in the quality of tl o

building if a few rough places ai

left where th* planer skipped, and
when these are covered over I have
a better house than T would have
with stuff surfaced down smooth
to the regulation mill thickness."

—Mississippi Valley Lumberman.

Unique Grade Locomotive.

There is at the very door of Van-
couver a logging railway which is

unique in that it runs down a
mountain side where the grade in

places^is declared to be 18 per cent.
This road is situated on the west
side of the Capilano river. So steep
is the grade of this road that a
Shea geared locomotive which was
secured to furnish motive power,
was unable to hold the rails and
within a very few days of its in

traduction on the work it raced
down the mountain side and, jump-
ing the tracks, scattered its rem-
nants through the forest. When a

geared locomotive could not oper-
ate on the grades the builders of

the line were forced to fall back
on what is probably the only log-

ging engine of the kind on this

coast. It is a wheeled platform ad-
justed to the grade and bearing a
donkey engine and upright boiler.

At the upper end of the line cables
are securely anchored and these
are passed around huge sheaves on
the locomotive, which lowers it-

self and its load down the moun-
tain and then winds itself up
again.

More and more every year are
the loggers being forced back from
the coast line to secure their tim-
ber, and as a consequence the num-
ber of these steam logging roads
will rapidly increase where there
are extensive limits to be logged.
There is now under construction in

the Squamish valley a standard
gauge railway which, while built
to develop the rich agricultural re-

sources of the Pemberton valley
an 1 the Lillooet, will be used in

transporting billions of feet of fir

from the Squamish and tributary
valleys to tidewater.

The day of the big logger, the
man with hundreds of thousands
of dollars behind him, is here, and
with his coming, the small man
is gradually passing away, being
forced out by conditions over which
lie has no control, but the hand
logger and the man with the don-
key engine have played a wonder-
ful part in the development of the
lumbering industry on the joast.

Newfoundland's Pulp Areas.

Sir Edward Morris considers the
wood pulp industry of Newfound-
land in its infancy. Sir Edward
is credited with having cordially

assisted Lord Northcliffe, the Al-
bert Eeed Company, and others in

the establishment of their import-
ane undertakings on the island.

Other concerns, he says, are seri-

ously contemplating the acquisition
of great pulpwood bearing areas.

"You will get some idea," Sid Ed-
ward says, "of the gigantic possi-

bilities of our pulpwood resources
if you remember that Newfound-
land is larger than Ireland, and
the tenth largest island in the
world. It is, in formation, an ;r-

regular triangle, with a populati -U

scattered along the fringe of th t

coast. Ten years ago there was
wt a human habitation five miles
from the coast, and the almost im-

penetrable interior formed the

home of the wolf, fox, bear, lynx
and other wild animals. There are,

undoubtedly, in remote parts of

the island, pulp areas equal, if not
superior, to any of the properties

secured by existing companies.

Letterheads Printed from Steel

If you are thinking of improving: your letter-
bead, and purchase in quaqtities of 5,000, I

will submit a sketch that is artistic and with
a business greeting- arrangement. Address
PENN DE BARTHE, 929 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A. 24

Gill& Fortune

Lumberand Retail

Trenton, Ont., Canada

Sell Your Timber Limits by

Public Auction at Ottawa

£1 have had an extensive experience in
conducting successful timber limit sales.
I conducted the last timber limit sale here
tor the Dominion Government. Ottawa
is the best place in America to sell timber
lands.

Wm. A. Cole, Auctioneer
163 Sparks St.,

Phone 163 Ottawa, Ont.

References:—Bradstreets, R. G. Dun
& Co., The Bank of Nova Scotia.

Apple Butter
for lumber camps

I am manufacturing and have
for sale a high grade of apple
butter which I guarantee to give
satisfaction. It has already
gained a wide reputation among
all users.

Telephone in connection.

Thos. Chambers,
Dunedin Ontario

Do You Want
To Sell

second-hand machinery of

any kind? Many a mill man
or manufacturer has one or
more machines for which he
has no further vise. They
may be in good shape but
for some reason or other
they have been displaced.

Somebody Wants

To Buy
just such machines. You
can get in touch with
that somebody by advertis-

ing in the "Wanted and
For Sale" Department of

the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker. A tri-

fling expense will do the
trick.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

The usual fall briskness is apparent at present in the lumber trade
1 he upper ends of white pine are in good demand and there seems to be
a little better movement in red pine. There is more hemlock on the
market now than it will consume, and apparently there is no upward
movement in the price. It is, however, holding its own. B. 0 shingles
continue weak and are selling at low prices, stocks being very plentiful

if., u^f
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,

rly firm and the Probabi% is that the price will advance a
little before long. A decided improvement is noticed in the demand from
the United States. The leading wood in that market is white pine
bpeakmg generally, the market is about steady with a good demand and
an upward tendency of prices.

Ottawa reports indicate a decided improvement during the past fort-
night, this being noticeable particularly in the activity of English buyers
of deal One of these buyers has closed a contract for the output of one
of the largest mills in the Ottawa valley. The price obtained is a little
higher than it was last year. English buyers are not taking any chances
on waiting for lower prices, as they did last winter. There is a tendency
among deal manufacturers to consider the sawing of their timber into
12-mch stock. All sorts of good lumber are now selling at high prices.
Sidings and strips have made important advances. Good siding stock
2x7, is selling at a 'minimum price of $52, an advance of $3 or $4 per
thousand. White pine pattern stock is in strong demand and No 1 ;s
nearly sold out. No. 2 also is active. Prices for No. 1 and No. 2 are a
dollar higher than they were during the first week in October. All pine
grades above shipping cull and better are selling at good prices. Box
board also has improved slightly and stocks are diminishing. Mill and
dead culls are plentiful and prices are about $10, compared with $12
last year. Box board is a dollar lower than it was this time last year,
the better classes of pine, however, in most instances, are from $1 to $2
higher During the last fortnight there has been a marked improvementm the demand for several lines which had been dull formerly.

Eastern Canada
Trade conditions have been rather quiet during the past fortnight.

The "parcel trade" in "English" deal by the winter liners is showing
signs of activity. The first sailings will be early in December, and prob-
ably the quantity shipped in this manner during the winter will be heavy.
Large shippers who control much of the output of the country mills are
inclined to prevent any loading up of spruce deals for winter delivery, so
that it is probable that the stocks at St. John of "English" spruce will
continue light. During October they were much lighter than in October,
1908. Merchantable spruce deals at St. John total abont six and one-
half million feet, and the price is about $14.25 to $14.50 per thousand
feet, f.o.b. steamer, on the usual specification.

Dulness prevails in the export business at Boston and New York.
Spruce lath, however, is quite active. "American" spruce deals are
also quiet and somewhat depressed. Although spruce lath have been im-
proving it appears as though further improvement could still be expected.
St. John dealers and manufacturers are holding their stock fairly tight.
Stocks at St. John amount to about five and one-half millions, and the
price is $3.05 to $3.15 per thousand f.o.b. schooner St. John. At Mont-
real, conditions are practically unaltered compared with a fortnight ago.
The export season which is almost closed has been quite a disappoint-
ment, the quantity shipped being considerably less than was expected.
Laths are in good demand at present and manufacturers are holding for
high figures. An advance in the near future would not be a surprise.
Shingles are dull. Oak continues very strong, being quoted at $87 to

LATH
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

LIMITED

$J0 Much satisfaction is felt with the improvement in the American
market for yellow pine, which, it is believed, will have a good effect upon
the Canadian market. Inquiries for spruce are fairly numerous. The
pulp market is in a good condition on account of the increased demand
from the United States.

At Boston the demand lor spruce is rather quiet. Retailers, bow-
ever, have been reducing stocks. The demand for random is limited
with small sizes selling at $20.50 to $21. There is very little life in the
demand for matched spruce boards and prices are easy. The demand for
spruce m New York is irregular. The amount of business in shingles at
.Boston has been small during the last fortnight. Canadian manufac-
turers are reported to be holding at firm prices, which, however, arc
said to be too high for business. The best cedar extras are quoted at
$d.G,> to $3.75, and clears at $2.50 to $2.00. There is ;i •o-.i deman,]
for lath at firm prices. Sales of 1%-inch are reported at $4.25. Dealers,
however, are looking for better prices in the near future. The demand
lor l^-inch is good and prices are firm at $3.75 to $3.90.

Western Canada
The steady demand for lumber from the prairie provinces has re-

sulted in the stiffening of the price of logs in British Columbia, and par-
ticularly on the coast. Fir logs, good camp run, are selling at about
$8.o0 to $9 delivered to the mill, all charges paid, common run of cedar
at about the same, and good cedar at from $10 to $13 per M., according
tc quality. Spruce is selling at $9. Small lots of common or scrub logs
are bringing prices considerably lower, but the quantity offering is small
and grade very poor. The outlook is very good, the demand for lumber
both locally and for the rail trade, will be good all fall and winter, and
it is expected that the spring demand will be very good. The price of
logs will probably continue to go up for the next two months.

The lumber industry in the province is in a better condition than the
shingle industry. Orders for lumber are fairly plentiful, but with so mam-
mills in the cutting, there being 64 in the mountain district and 50 on
the coast, the price is not as good as it ought to be, being from $9 to $11
for rough. In the shingle industry the production is ahead of the supply,
vyith consequent lower price. Notwithstanding the increase in the United
States on Canadian shingles some orders are coming in.

Car shortage is not a serious handicap to the mills at present. It is
true that there has been a shortage of cars, but at present the C.P.R.
seems to be able to fill any reasonable demands made upon it for cars.
Undoubtedly shipments will continue good all fall.

Great Britain

The close of the season for the receipt of spruce cargoes finds buyers
rather apathetic in regard to purchases. It is reported that a large car-
load from St. John, with the usual specifications, was sold recently in
the Bristol Channel at a price in the neighborhood of £8, 2s. and 6d. At
Churchill & Sim's last public sale 11-inch and prime unsorted Oregon
sold at Is. 2d. and Montreal birch at Is. 3d. A lot of first broad Michi-
gin pine sold at £41 5s. The price obtained for sawn birch and Oregon
pine cannot be taken as a guide to values because many of the floats had
been broken into. Offerings of flooring were very small and the prices
obtained were high.

At Liverpool the price of spruce is firm. Trade generally, however,
has been of a very hand-to-mouth character. The stocks reveal a notice-
able scarcity of wagon lengths in 3x9 and 3x11, 14 and 16 feet. The sea-
son has been noticeable also for a shortage of 18-foot lengths. Birch
planks are not plentiful on the Liverpool quay at present buAhe demand

Board of Tr^de Building. Montreal

E. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A. F. Holden, Pres. J. M. Diver, Gen'l. Mgr.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. The E C " Barre
>
Ass>t - Mgr

Cleveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co., Limited

Bird's Eye View of Our Plant on Sarnia Bay.

Prompt Shipments and Uniform Grades

are two of the features which we started out to ac-

complish, and how well we have succeeded can

be easily determined by placing a trial order with us.

-

-

Special bills to order in White Pine, Norway and Fir

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO
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is rather dull. Prices are somewhat, easier. The principal stocks are
8-inch and there is a small amount of 2-inch and 4-inch, but little 2%-
inch and no 5-inch. The demand for birch logs is declining but prices
are firm. There is a considerably better feeling for Quebec pine deal,
although the demand is only moderate and stocks are heavy. Quebec
reds are feeling the benefit of the scarcity of Archangel and Baltic reds.

At Manchester the demand for timber i,s showing a tendency to
weaken, the result, it is said, of the higher price of money. This is no-
ticeable in the inquiries for spruce. It is expected, however, that the
demand for this wood will soon increase. Floorings are firm at £10 10s.
basis c.i.f. for unsorted boards. There is quite an activity in the import
of timber at Tyne

; noticeable among the arrivals being a number of Can-
adian shipments. At Southampton the timber trade is steady. Arrivals
are scarce but stocks seem to be sufficient for all demands.

At Glasgow arrivals of spruce continue fairly heavy and prices are
firm. The few shipments due to arrive before the close of the season are
holding for increased rates.

United States

Satisfactory conditions are reported from nearly all the large mar-
kets. The car shortage, which has become intense, is a strong factor
towards greater activity. Orders for car material are numerous and
railways also are buying timbers and ties quite extensively. The good
demand for fir taken from the Pacific coast has done away with any fear
in regard to over-production. The mills, on an average, seem- to have
about two months' orders booked ahead, and reports indicate that even
yard stocks are well sold ahead and waiting for cars. Manufacturers
of northern woods and yellow pine report that the competition of Pacific
coast fir is becoming a very important factor in their business. There is
a fair demand for white pine yard stocks. Shop and pattern lumber are
selling well. A slight improvement is noted in the prices for No. 3 and
No. 4 red pine, and the indications are that the lowest grade may shortly
bring a reasonable figure. The general impression is that the market is
evening up, as box factories are buying and other users of Jow grade pine
are in the market.

Normal activity prevails at Chicago in the market for northern pine.
The quantity of stock in movement is considerable. At Buffalo, white
pine is extremely strong in the good grades and dealers are holding on
with a view to getting much better prices. Many of the yards, however,
are loading up with rather poor stock, which is selling unsatisfactorily!
Even these grades, however, are better than they were a short time ago.
There is a small improvement noticeable in the demand for fir lumber°at
Chicago, although heavy timbers are a trifle sluggish. Fir yard stock
is moving better than for some time. The demand for spruce is still
maintained.

A marked recession has occurred in the Chicago business in southern
pine, which is more noticeable in the yard stock items than in car ma-
teiial and timbers. Stranger conditions are looked for, however, in the
near futufe Bed cedar shingles are still quiet at Chicago, in all grades.
The city yards and those in the country are doing very little buying. The
demand for white cedars is unchanged but prices are firm. Lath are in
steady demand and prices are strong. At Buffalo, the demand for shin-
gles has lessened a trifle but the trade is stili good. Cooperage condi-
tions are still rather dull at Chicago, as the market is still waiting for
bog receipts. Some of the heading mills have contracts for 30 or 60
days. Flour staves are steady, also basswocd flour and sugar heading.
No. 2 staves are selling with difficulty, as large quantities are still unsofd
at the close of the apple season.

The demand for hardwoods is steadily improving, the most noticeable
feature being the great demand for plain sawed red oak. Plain sawed
w hite oak is also very popular. At Chicago there is a good demand for the
upper grades of birch and prices are very firm. Maple also is much
stronger in the upper grades. At Mineapolis there is a steady demand for
hardwoods. Sash and door firms are stocking up in advance on many
items. The best demand is for birch, which is selling at high prices. Oak
and basswood are also very firm. Hemlock is selling well at good prices
at nearly all the markets, although at Buffalo a striking falling off is

noted

Market Correspondence

Lumber Production of Calgary District

The Crown timber agent at Calgary in his report states that the quan-
tity of timber manufactured from licensed berths in his district during
the twelve months, amounted to 13,730,588 feet B.M., quantity sold
11,211,737 feet B.M. ; manufactured by portable mills under permits
7,210,191 feet B.M.

;
quantity sold, 5.476.799 feet; total quantity on

hand, 13,611,610 feet. In addition to the 20.940.779 feet board measure
manufactured there was probably about 100,000.000 feet brought into the
province from British Columbia, but apparently nothing was imported
from thj United States.

The log crop amounted to 20.000.000 feet, which ;n addition to the
13,000.000 feet left over from 1907 and 1908, made 33,000,000 feet to
be manufactured into lumber during this season. The average price at
which the lumber sohl throughout this district, during the year, was
$14.91 per thousand feet

Ottawa Valley News-Improvement is General
Ottawa, October 27,-The tone of the lumber market haa improved

n the last fortnight, '1 he best evidence of this is the activity of the En*hsh buyers of deal, who have already closed a contract for the cut of one
of the largest nulls m the Ottawa valley. Jt is understood that the price
18 a shade better than last year. Local lumbermen are encourage! a*to conditions, in the British market by the fact that the buyers are not
akiiig the chance of waiting, as they did last season. Some of the dealmanufacturers believe that they could make more money out of theirtimber by sawing ,t into 12-inch stock, even if the market for the Englishstock does improve slightly. The logs large enough for producing 12-mch lumber are being used up so fast that the deal buyers may have topay much higher for the thick lumber in another year or so

Other signs of an improving market are found in the higher quota-ons for better lumber. In fact, all sorts of good lumber are now up tothe best prices of the past. There have been some marked advance*
tins month in sidings and strips. The good siding stock, 2-inch by 7-inchwent up $8 or $4 per thousand, and none has been selling at less than
*52 per thousand There was a strong demand for white pine of theban, variety, and No. 1 stock is nearly all sold out. No. 2 is active also,both being a dollar higher than early in th» month. In fact, all the ninegrades above shipping cull and better at. well taken care of at good
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s that the large stock on hand will be reduced to ordinary proportions
beiore the season is over.
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,S SellmVat S reduCti°n from l^ Price*Some of he dead culls are selling as low as $10 per thousand, as com-pared with 3,12, the minimum a year ago. Box board is a dollar lower

than a year ago also, but many of the upper classes of pine are one ortwo dollars a thousand higher, showing the growing demand for the bet-
ter sorts of lumber. The last fortnight, however, has witnessed an im-provement even in the duller branches of the trade. "It would be onWsome startling political event affecting the money market," said oZmanufacturer, that coulJ injure the prospects for an active season',
business in lumber.

Reports of fever in lumber camps have caused a lot of anxiety tomanufacturers and some hands have left camps on Jocko river, fearing
attacks of black fever, which is said to be threatening. Investigation?
by lumbermen failed to show there was much real danger. The Pem-broke Lumber Company, which operates on Jocko river, found there wereno cases in its camps. The Shepard & Morse Lumber Company, thoughno fears were felt about its limits, had a sample of water tested at theOttawa Experimental Farm from a well on the Montreal river limits and
the report was of the most assuring kind that there was no typhoid germ
in that source of drinking water. Typhoid is prevalent at the Cobaltmining camps and lumbermen have come to the conclusion that anj
germs reaching the lumber regions were carried by flies. The fact that
the sickness has died out gradually since the advent of the cold weather
is a confirmation of this belief.

M. J O'Brien, lumberman and contractor of Renfrew, who recently
purchased 28 timber berths, auctioned by the Quebec Government will
erect mills on them for the manufacture of ties which he will use in rail-way building. McDonald & O'Brien, of which Mr. O'Brien is a part-
ner, have a big contract for railway building near the limits, and the
ties will be convenient. Mr. O'Brien secured 28 of the 32 limits offered
the total sum realized from the sale being about $400,000

The Massey Lumber Company, with headquarters' at Pembroke are
putting in 150 men to take out pine logs on 75 miles of pine limits re-
cently purchased m Algoma at the Government sale. The propertv is
on the Aux Sable river.
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Edwards Company are this year sending up fewer men

to the shanties than formerly. "Lumbering has been an unremunera-
tive business for the last few years and on this account we have been
obliged to call a halt and send fewer men to the timber camps," said
Senator Edwards to the "Canada Lumbermen." Some of the other lum-
ber companies, however, are sending about the usual number of men to
the woods.

That the Kippewa dam contract in connection with the storage of
Ottawa river waters will soon be awarded seems to be indicated in the
report of the Department of Public Works just issued. This is gratify-
ing to Ottawa valley lumbermen, who have been complaining of the slow
progress on the dam at Lake Temiskaming. The Public Works report
says that the three upper Ottawa basins, Lake Kippewa, Quinze and Ex-
panse lakes and Lake Temiskaming, with a total area of 300 square
miles, are caoable of storing approximately a laver of 15 feet deep over
an area of 300 square miles, or 4.500 square miles one foot deep. This
will furnish a flow of nearly 10.000 cubic feet per second during the low
water period, when the flow at Ottawa is only 10,000 to 12,000 cubic feet
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Lumber and Sawmill Insurance
By using the facilities of this office the COST of insurance on your LUMBER and MILL property
will be MATERIALLY REDUCED w.thout impairing the quality of your present indemnity. A
SUBSTANTIAL SAVING is possible because our experience as SPECIALISTS has taught us to direct

the property owner's efforts for PHYSICAL BETTERMENT of his property into the channels which
will result in RATE REDUCTIONS. We have also eliminated many forms of expense, thereby

SAVING to our policy holders unnecessary drains on our premium income.

If you are interested Write Us, and you will find that we are interested in you.

Lumber Insurance Company of New York
42 Central Chambers, OTTAWAOnly Lumber Specializing Company regularly

licensed under the Dominion Government.

General Agent, E. D
Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta :

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man.

HARDY
Agents for Maritime Provinces :

J. G. RAINNIE.

The

Lombard Steam Log Hauler
Do not allow yourself

to put off buying one

of these haulers for

another season.

Get one this year and

haul this season's cut.

Next year lumbering

will be a trifle. Only

cost, first cost.

9L

SW-sttt,
. 55 ooo
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Our Catalog tells you

a little more than the

Cut does.

Our Demonstrator,
though, with one of

these Engines in our

Sherbrooke yards, ex-

plains everything from

the smoke stack down
to the runners.

Can you afford to al-

low this golden oppor-

tunity to slip by with-

out seeing for yourself?

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited

Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Montreal

Gait Machine Knife Works

Machinery Knives
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

WOODWORKING MACHINES
Send for Price List

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited - Gait, Ont.

Tht

R. M. Beat Leather Co.
LINDSAY Limited

Manufacturers of

Larrigans
Lumberman's and Prospector's Boots

Sporting Boots

Lumberman's Aprons
and Tanners of the Celebrated

English Oak Harness Leather
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pei second or in other words, the 150 days' short flow of water would
be doubled. Iho storage of the Upper Ottawa means the control by
sluices of the various lakes so that the overflow waters of the spring will
be retained and stored until autumn, when they can be used to augment
the very meagre flow from the month of October to the month of March±ne manufacture of pulp has been far greater in the Ottawa valley
this season than was anticipated, chiefly on account of the great supply
o! water power. The James MacLaren Company, of Buckingham, Que'consumed so much pulpwood in their miJls that they have been obliged
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river. The flow of water has been favorable for the drive and the EddyCompany and J. R. Booth have very little trouble
Since the new tariff of the United States went into effect J. RBooth has been enjoying a lower rate of customs for large shipments ofpaper across the boarder. The minimum United States tariff on paper is

$3.75 per ton compared with $6 formerly, and Mr. Booth derives the
toll benefit of the change. There would be an additional $2 levied on MrBooth s export of paper if he manufactured fro mspruce cut on theBooth s export of paper if he manufactured from spruce cut on thethe latter province on account of the 25 cents per cord discrimination
against shipping unmanufactured pulpwood out of Quebec. The pulp-wood used now in Mr. Booth's large plants is bought from settlers, hence
bis opportunity of exporting under the lower rate.

during the last week things have picked up considerably and a great dealWe stock is moving than expected. Prices for No. 1 stock are stiffen

-

ing very considerably, and No. 2 stock is also showing an upward ten-dency Mill run stock is still very low in price and it looks as though ,lot of this stock would have to be sold instead of No. 2, as the No 2 stockwill soon be cleaned out and mill run will have to be taken as a substi-
tute. Hoops are looking better and as the manufacture has almost
stopped the accumulation will soon be disposed of. Heading is still low
in price and it looks as though about the only thing that will be carriedover into next year will be heading and probably some mill run staves Agreat deal of trouble has been caused by the mill men, especially in thesouth, shipping a poor grade of mill run stock, and choice No 2 northern
Staves are being shipped to a great extent instead of mill run southernslaves. The manufacturers, as a whole, who produce stock of standard
Quality, are getting fair prices, but stock of a poor, unreliable grade, has
to be sacrificed this year at prices which must have been serious loss tothe manufacturers. The outlook for future business is good, especially £
high-grade stock, as there is little left on hand and holders are able todemand fair prices for their goods

"

New Brunswick News—Parcel Trade May be Light
St John, N.B., October 25.—The fortnight has been marked bv

httle of an unexpected nature, although several very interesting phases
have materialized^ the local and provincial lumber' trade and industryOne of the most interesting features is the preparations and indications
for the parcel trade in "English" deal for shipment by the winter
liners. Shipments of full cargoes of this line of goods from this port
have ceased entirely, and the next shipments will be parcels bv the
liners, the first sailings of which are scheduled for early in DecemberJudging from present indications, there will be considerable quantities
shipped frorn this port in this way before spring. Of course, local people
will not put m the total volume of shipments, a large proportion coming
by rail from portable mills and other plants situated at inland points It
is these outside goods which make it bard to gauge the volume of ship-
ments and the supply The weather is always an important factor in the
output of country mills and, of course, the prevailing prices have an im-
portant bearing upon the anxiety of the mill owner to turn Irs raw ma-
terial into deals and place it upon the market. Practically all of the pro-
duct of these country mills is controlled by the dealers 'at the shipnine
centres and it is right at this point that the policy of local firms is
apparent. This policy seems to be similar to that followed last year, and
its chief characteristic seems to be to avoid a loading up with spruce
deals, the delivery of which is to be taken during the winter This
caution is one of the elements which will go a long way toward keeping
withm very close bounds the volume of deals sawn at country mills dur-ing the winter throughout the entire province. Local stocks of "Eng-
lish spruce are considerably lighter than in October, 1908 Although bvno means what could truthfully be described as light. The total fibres
of merchantable spruce deals would be in the vicinity of six and one-half
millions to seven millions of feet. The lowest quotation obtainable bvan enquirer would be from $14.25 to $14.50 per thousand superficial feet
f.o.b. steamer St. John on the usual specification.

The trade in provincial lumber for export to Boston and New York
has continued in a state of monotony and uncertainty through the sum-mer and autumn, the exception to the rule being spruce lath, which line
has supplied considerable activity and variety to the record of the past
several months.

_
The trade in "American" 'spruce deals has not beensuch as to give rise to any particular enthusiasm, although, perhaps less

depressed and less dangerous to market operators than the expressed
ideas of some of the authorities would seem to indicate
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e" rather Wronger during the past fortnight and
it would seem as if the high-water mark had not vet been reached Local
dealers and manufacturers have decidedly optimistic ideas in regard to
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th?\™". manufacture during the next few months.While, no doubt, the high price of lath will start a number of countrymillownem into manufacturing lath from the round wood, the crop of
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Trade Enquiries
The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain

the following trade enquiries. Headers of the "Canada Llmberman"may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped en-
velope and stating number of enquiry:

1431. Maple flooring A Liverpool firm having a large demand for
maple flooring is desirous of buying supplies from Canadian exporters.

1462. Lumber—A London firm wishes to be placed in communication
with Canadian hardwood lumber exporters.

1433. Pine spars—An important public body in the United Kingdom
makes inquiry for small experimental supplies from Canada of "Oregon
pine spars in the round, suitable for masts of fishing boats, the spars to
be 45 feet to 50 feet in length and 14 inches to 16 inches across at the
butt with bark on. The spars must be whole, not tops, and free from
knots.

1458. Cheese boxes—A South African firm of general agents asks for
price lists, etc from manufacturers of cheese boxes in shooks. Quota-
tions to be c.i.f. Durban.

1499. Birch boards and scantlings—A Manchester firm asks for
prices and dimensions of birch boards and scantlings from Canadian ex-
porters

1501. Ash logs and squares—A Manchester firm asks for prices and
dimensions of ash logs and squares from Canadian exporters.

1515^ Agent—A Yorkshire firm wishes to get into touch with an
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r—A larSe So'^h African firm of general merchants de-
sires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers of timber. Quotations
to be c.i.f. Delagoa Bay.

1538 Flooring and shelving—A large South African firm of general
merchants desires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers of floor-
ing and shelving. Quotations to be c.i.f. Delagoa Bay

1539. Doors and windows.—A large South African firm of general
merchants desires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers of doors
and windows. Quotations to be c.i.f. Delagoa Bay

1559. Flooring and ceiling boards—A large South African firm of
general^ merchants desires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers
of flooring and ceiling boards. Quotations to be c.i.f East London

1560. Doors and windows—A large South African firm of general
merchants desires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers of doors
and windows The doors must have four panels instead of two long ones
and the panels must have play, to allow for the movement produced by
a very dry atmosphere. Pins must not be driven into the panels. Quo-
tations to be c.i.f. East London.

1563. Spruce lumber—A large South African firm of general mer-
chants desires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers of spruce
lumber. Quotations to be c.i.f. East London

1579^ Mining timber—A South African firm of furniture dealers de-
sires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers of mining timber
Q' otahons to be c.i.f. East London.

General improvement in the cooperage business is reported bv T
tones, of the Sutherland Junes Company, Chatham, Out who savsBusiness is certainly^looking up. We made heavier sales" during' themonth of September than any other month this vear both in ttn In a
No. 2 stock. Mill run apple barrel stock is a little slow in movmg but

Lumber Mutual's Excellent Report
The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company, of Boston, Mass

have issued their financial statement, for the year ending Sept 30 1909'
A net cash surplus is shown of $389,760.74. The total liabilities includ-
ing the net cash surplus, amount to $579,499.03. The cash and contin-
gent assets amount to $1,577,042.14, which sum is available for pay-ments of losses. The insurance in force amounts to $13,889 544 05 the
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? 1909 the los^ stalled
^43,275.07, and the dividends to policyholders amounted to $85 177 26
Ihe gam in the net cash surplus for 1909 was $85,672 42 From 1895
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the /otal of losses paid to policyholders was $560.-

972.28, and the total of dividends paid to policyholders was $480 523 87
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THE SIGN OF QUALITY

IT'S EASY
for us to make good on

Prompt Shipments

Good Stocks

Right Prices

REASONS
New Mill

Modern Machinery

Greatest Capacity in B. C.

The manufacture of GOOD LUMBER is a subject to which we
devote our entire time.

It will PAY YOU to carry stocks that will increase your trade.

Enquiries attended to promptly.

View of Transfer Tables leading from Saw Mill to Planing Mill.

Fraser River Lumber Company, Limited
Mills and General Offices: FRASER MILLS, B. C.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES :

REGINA, C Bruce, Representative, MEDICAL HALL BUILDING
WINNIPEG, F. A. Shore, Representative, ROOM 17, CANADIAN NORTHERN BUILDING
TORONTO, H. A. Rose, Representative, 3 TORONTO STREET
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LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock
Lumber and Dimension

Timber

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint
Roofing

Sheeting

J

[Sash, Doors,
Write for Prices Blinds and

(Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

New Edinburgh Mills Ottawa, Ontario

The

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
Makes TWO Boilers do
the Work of THREE

SAMPLE TESTIMONIAL

:

I had THREE 300 H.P. boilers in use in my saw-
mill, burning mostly wet fuel, and WAS NOT ABLE TO
RAISE STEAM ENOUGH TO KEEP RUNNING.
Since installing your hollow blast grate I have been
using only TWO of the boilers, and have STEAM TO
SPARE. Theo. Kundtz, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Gordon Hollow Blast Grate not only greatly
increases the efficiency of a boiler and bums wet, green
or frozen sawdust, slabs, etc., readily, either separately
or together, but

IT MAKES FIRING EASY and is PRACTICALLY
INDESTRUCTIBLE

Let us ship you an outfit ON APPROVAL. We
will give you thirty days in which to test it, and will
pay the freight BOTH WAYS if it proves unsatisfactory.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Established 1889

Greenville - Michigan

Ontario.
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of the Tilson Stave Mills, at Woodstock, Out was
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m°re fcTber and P^Pwood cut in that sectionGUIS winter than lor several seasons past.
^ere ia an unconfirmed report from Ogdenaburg that owing to the changesin the tariff a number of capitalists of that place are about to start a nu In m 11at Prescott, on the Canadian side of the river.

1 P

Parry Sound Ont., will shortly have a box-barrel factory in operation thepresident being Mr Belfry. An old factory has been purchased a ,]I s £erapidly fitted up with machinery and other equipment.
K

Fire has destroyed the saw and grist mill, and cheese box factory of ReubenHaskms, of I'hillipsv.lle, near Brockville, Out., with the whole of their conSntsentailing a heavy loss, as the owner carried only a small insurance The fire issupposed to have originated from the boiler.
A prominent Chicago newspaper company is looking over the ImperialPaper Mills' plant at Sturgeon Falls, with the possibility of purchasing I

This '-n u ! , ,T'n '
•

Ka " PaP-°r m°n ar" als° considering the purchase.
I nis plant will probably be in operation again soon.

,
J ]
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Ga&-E* rrJ™n sawmills at Burk'a Falls have been destroyed by fire Mr

.1. Walter (,ago, of Ham. ton, Out., is a partner in the company with Mr Har-

pjaoed at $12,000 and the insuranoe amounted to only $.3,000.
An echo of the strike in the pulp and paper mills of Sweden was heard inOttawa, Canada, last week, when an appeal was received from 86,000 workmenme, there by the Canadian Federation of Labor for funds to carry on the wa-ewar with the manufacturers. I he request was not granted.

TRSS feVT6
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PaP7 MUl8;Mille Roches, Out., are erecting an addition,

185 feet by 80 feet, two storeys high, which will be used as a finishing roomThree 64-mch new supers are being installed as well as an electric elevator whiletwo railway sidings are being extended. The building is of stone with wallstwo reet thick.

ii
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n
0^ Franc<»> Ont., despatch states that all of the grinders for the pulp

mill will be installed on the United States side and the power will be exportedfrom the Canadian side. No provision is being made for grinding pulp on theCanadian side of the river. The Hoard of Trad., and town council may investi-
gate the situation closely.
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Kent-Croj^r mill, which has been erected on the site of the sawmillowned by Mr. D. G. Cooper, at Ccllingwood, Out., which was burned some timeago has commenced operations. The mill is larger than its predecessor and is
fitted with a circular saw and machinery especially adapted to the hardwood
business The company have a large stock of hemlock logs on hand and expect
to cut about one and one-half million feet before the close of the season.

The production of box board is increasing in the Ottawa district. .The St
Lawrence Pulp S- Paper Company, which has been turning out five tons a day
will begin next week to run at night, doubling the production. The E B EddvCompany, which started the making of box board a few months ago, is turning
out two tons a day. The by-product from other paper mills is used in both
these plants. J. R. Booth has a box board mill nearing completion which will
soon begin operations

R E. Edwards, vice-president and general manager of the Wilverine Cedar
Lumber Company, which recently removed its offices from Menominee to the

Sot, is optimistic regarding winter logging operations. He says there will be a
substantial advance n, production over last year, owing to the necessity of get-
ting out the timber partially damaged by fire. Mr. Edwards' company expects
to get out over .

c
- 000,000 feet of pine and hardwood at Menominee ' and 27 -

000,000 feet at Little Current. Ont. The company's principal operations this
season will be earned on in the vicinity of Georgian Bay, Ontario.

During September over 52,000,000 feet of lumber was unloaded from vessels
at the Tonawandas, N. Y. This was the largest amount of stock to arrive during
any month this season. Of these receipts 15,000.000 feet came from Canada, the
largest amount to be received during any month in the history of the market
from Canadian ports. Last month's receipts brought the total for the season
up to 209,000,000 feet, an increase over the same period of last year of 50.000,000
feet. As the receipts give every promise of being more active during the balance
of the season than the closing months of navigation last year the total for
1909 will be much greater.

Eastern Provinces.
A large planing mill will be erected in Montreal by Friedman Bros.
The Mount Royal Box & Lumber Manufacturing Company, of Montreal, has

gone into voluntary liquidation.

The Campbell Lumber Company's sawmill, box factory and lath shop at
Weymouth Bridge, N.S., have been burned down with a loss' of $16,000 and only
small insurance

E. J. Getty, of Sutton, Que., has, in company, with H. H. Getty, of Farn-
ham, purchased 207,000 feet of hemlock logs from the Sweat-Cummings Com-
pany, of Richford. Vermont.

At the annual meeting of the Haskell Lumber Company. Limited, of Fas-
sett, Que., held recently it was decided to change the name of the company on
January 1, 1910, to the "Fassett Lumber Company, Limited."

The Eastern Canada Lumber & Construction Company, Limited, has been
incorporated at Valhalla, Westchester County, N.Y., with a capital of $50,000,
by George A. K. Sutton, H. S. Gould and G. E. Holmes, of New York City.

Heavy rains recently swelled the rivers and streams in the district about
Quebec, P.Q., to great heights, and from many points come reports of loss of
hundreds of cords of pulpwood through the parting of booms. Aecordino- to a
icport from Batiscan, Que., the river of that name reached the highest point in
many years, not excepting during the spring freshets.
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George N. Thompson, of Sutton, Que., has let several big pulpwood con-

tracts One for 250,000 feet of logs went to J. Joyal, of Bondville. Mr. A.
Perras, of Sutton, has a contract from the Thompson people to deliver 2.50,000
feet of mixed logs at Sutton and a contract for 75,000 feet of spruce logs also.

Some 150,000 feet of logs are at Thompson's mill at Sutton at the present time.

Mr. J. Lavine, manager of Joseph Paquette, Limited, Lacroix street, Mont-
real, lumber merchants, stat ea that his firm have disposed of their property to
the C. P. R. for their proposed new extensions to Place Viger Station, but have
secured a corner lot on Papineau avenue and Pare Lafontaine, near Ontario
street east, where they will erect their new mills and offices in the near future.

Tiic organisation of the new company which has taken over the Montrose
plan: has been com pitted. The new company is called the Montrose Paper Mills,
Lrmted. This slight difference is to distinguish it from the old company. The
capital stock is 5150,000 The majority of the stock is held in Toronto and
Montreal, but sr ;i is held by Kalamazoo, Mich., capitalists. The officers are:
President and general manager, T. A. Weldon ; Vice-President and treasurer, G.
R. Copping: Secietary, Isaac H. Weldon, Directors, the above, and S. F. Duncan
and S. R. Munro, the former of Cornwall . Out., and the latter of Kalamazoo.

Papers of incorporation of the Newfoundland Lumber Company have been
filed with the Secretary of State in Albany, N.Y., and in the Chemung County
Clerk's office. The company is organized to deal in timber and timber lands in
Newfoundland and New York State and el>ewhere. The principal offices of the
company are to be in Klmira. The capital stock of the corporation is $65,000.
It begins business with $62,000. The stock is divided into 650 shares of $100
each. The five directors are Horace H. Parker, Leonard Harrison, William
O'Connor and Edwin Matson, of Wellsboro, Pa., and Elmer Sherwood of
Odessa, N.Y.

It has been announced by Mr. N. Curry, of Amherst, N.S., that the merger,
which includes the Dominion Car & Foundry Company, the Canada Car Com-
pany, and the Rhodes-Curry Company, of Amherst, N.S.. is now an accom-
plished fact, under the name of the Canada Car & Foundry Company. Mr.
Curry, who is the largest shareholder, will be the first president of the merger.
The other officers are \V. \V. Miller, vice-president, and N. S. Reader the second
vice-president, the board of managers not yet being complete. No general
manager will be appointed, each concern working individually. The amalgama-
tion will employ at first four or five thousand men, but this number will be in-
creased, as the met iter has extensive plans, including the erection of a steel
car plant, which will be built on an extensive plan, if the railways support it.

The capital will consist of $3,500,000 bonds, $5,000,000 preferred stock, and $3,-
500.000 can i, on stock.

The Mexico North western Railwav Company, the $40,000,000 Canadian con-
corn headed by Dr. F. S. Pearson that is now in possession of the extensive
timber tracts in the State of Chihauhau that were formerly controlled by Col.
\\ . C. Greene, plans to not only stop the importation of pine lumber into Mexico,
but to export heavily. The company have now in operation sawmills with a
combined capacity of 400.000 feet of pine lumber, and by the end of 1910 expect
to have an output of 1,000.000 feet a day. The timber lands amount to 3,000.000
acres. The Mexico Northwestern Railway Company is also in possession of the
Rio Grande, Sierra Madre iv Pacific Railroad, extending from Ciudad Juarez,
across the river from El Paso, Texas, to Terrazas, and the Chihuahua & Pacific
Railroad from Chihuahua to Minaca. The first of these lines will be extended
at once to Madera, the company's lumber headquarters, a distance of 110 miles,
and the second will be built west to a connection with the Southern Pacific ex-
tension in the State of Sonora. providing a Pacific outlet for Northern Mexico.
The Pearson company will put into effect a system of modern reforestration with
the object of perpetuating its timber supplies, and will divide the valley lands
within the boundaries of its tract into farms for settlers.

Western Canada.
C. O. Rodgers, of Creston. R.C., is erecting another mill, which he hopes

to have in operation by November 1st next.

The Candahar Lumber Company recently began business with offices in
Grand View. Man., and yard at Candahar, Sask.

The Revelstoke Sash ft Door Company, Limited, has succeeded R. J. Wat-
son, sash and door manufacturer, at Revelstoke, B.C.

Davis & Ward have started their new cedar lumber and shingle mill on
Loughborough Inlet, B.C. They will employ about 200 men.

The Fernbridge Lumber Company, Limited, has succeeded the Dominion
Shingle & Lumber Manufacturing Company at New Westminster, B.C.

The Cowan Lumber Company are building a large sawmill at Crooked Lake,
north of Prince Albert, Sask. A railroad is being built to that point by the
Canadian Northern, from Shelbrook.

A sawmill is being installed by the Hardscrabble Lumber Company on the
south bank of the Skeena river, B.C., a few miles above Kitselas. The capacity
of the mill will permit of turning out 15,000 feet of lumber any day, and it can
run up to 25,000 feet daily without crowding.

A sale of Vancouver Island timber, involving half a million dollars, and
30,000 acres, has been concluded by H. H. Jones, of Victoria, B.C., formerly of
Port Hope, Ont. Mr. Jones, who is well known in Toronto, savs that the sale
will revolutionize the coast export trade, as the mills will be on Esquimault
Island, and in touch with a billion feet of timber. The same management will
exploit the Victoria <v Barkley Sound Railway.

A prospecting party returned from a trip through the Beaver Lake dis-
trict, north Saskatchewan, reported that fierce forest fires were devastating the
country. Fire was then raging fiercely north of Pas Mission, and doing thou-
sands of dollars damage to timber limits. It covered a space of over twenty
miles, and the dry moss and grass was greatly assisting the blaze. The limits
are the property of Henry Finger, of Port Arthur.

Three thousand two hundred and forty acres of Crown granted timber, coal
and agricultural lands at the northern end of Vancouver island hare passed
into the hands of Mr. C. S Battle, of Vancouver, by purchase from Captain
John Irving, of Victoria. The property, consisting of 24 sections, lies about three
miles from Port McNeill on the eastern coast of the island, and extends to
within a very short distance of Rupert arm, which is a deep fiord connected
with Quatsino sound. The sale carries with it the rights to the underlying coal
measures. It is stated that the area embraced in the 24 sections is the flattest
piece of land on the whole of Vancouver island, and that when the timber is
cleared off it will be an ideal farming %nd, owing to the great depth of soil,
which in places runs from 6 to 22 feet. ' It is reported to be the intention of the
purchaser to first log the property and then start prospecting for coal. An ex-
cellent harbor for handling the coal is available at Port McNeill.

FOR

British Columbia Timbers
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Fir, Cedar and Spruce
(RAIL OR CARGO SHIPMENTS)

Communicate with the

Imperial Timber & Trading Co., Ltd.
P. O. Drawer 930 VANCOUVER, B. C.

If you are in the market for

Chestnut
get prices on 400 M feet each 4/4
and 6 4 Sound Wormy and No. 2
Common, 200 M teeteach 6/4 and 8/4
No 2 Common and Better; we also
have 2 cars Common and Better.

Mow fixed

Red Oak
We have about 6 cars each 6/4 and
8/4 No. 1 Common and Better and
100 M feet 8/4 No. 2 Common—all
dry and good lengths and widths.

Get an order in early tor quartered

White Oak
We only have z cars 5/4 No. 1 Com-
mon and better.

There is a lot of

Yellow Poplar
at one of our outside points—

5 to 6 cars 5/8 No. 1 Common
2 to 3 cars 5/8 No. 1 and No. 2.

2 cars ye ,
18" and over

1 car %, No. 1 and Better
100 M feet 4/4, No. 2 Common

You can get a good price on this
Common and Better

Ash
3 cars each, 4/4, 5/4,6/4, 8/4, 10/4, 12/4
and 16/4, also 1 car 5/4 No. 1 and
No. 3 white, containing 2bout 20% or
more 12" andover wide—good tough
stock.

Another chance on Heart Rived

Cypress Shingles
300 M each 6 x 20 and 7 x 24. Can
ship immediately.

Ask us about our Log run

Bass
We have about 4 cars each 4/4 and
8/4—mills culls out—running from
50% to 60% No. 1 Common and Bet-
ter.

If you are in the market for

Cherry
get prices on 2 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com-
mon and i car 4/4 Common and Bet-
ter.

Attractive price on

Carload of Assorted
Hardwood

85 to 90% Maple—balanoe Beech and
Birch. Must be shipped quickly.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices: Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St. , .

Yards : Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. "nlladelphia, Pa.

Conveyers
for Saw Mills and-

Woodworking Plants

designed and built to suit
your special requirements

Send for Catalogue T57

uhains of all kinds made to
order. Crushers, Eleva-

tors, Screens, etc.

The

Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Jeffrey Wire Rope Offal Conveyer

New York St. Louis Pittsburg
Chicago Boston Denver

COLUMBUS, OHIO

Knoxville

Buffalo

Charleston, W.Va
Montreal, Can.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

White Pine :

i inch No. i cuts
& better $44 00 48 00

1 % inch No. 1

cuts and better. 52 00 55 00
a ' No. 1 Cuts and

Better ........ 57 00 60 00
iX in. No. 2. ... 44 00 45 00
2" Pine No. 2 Cuts

and Better. ... 47 00 50 00
i %" No 1,2*3 Cuts 36 00 3800
2" No. i,2&3 Cuts 40 00 42 00
1 in Pine Dressing 24 00 27 00
and better shorts

1 x4 and & common
and dressing.. 24 00 25 00

1 x 6 common and
dressing 26 00

1 x 8 common and
dressing 26 00 27 00

1 x 10 box 21 00 23 00
1 x 10 common and
dressing 29 00 31 00

t X i2 common.... 33 00 35 00
1 x loand 12 mil! cull

stocks 18 00 19 00
2 x 10 common. ... 26 00 27 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 26 00 28 00
1 x 10 inch box and
common . 23 00 25 00

1" mill run sidings 23 00 25 10
1 x loand 12 mill

culls siding.... 1700 1800
1" dead cullsidings 12 50 13 00
1% inch flooring 25 00 27 00
Spruce mill run .... 19 00 20 00
Spruce mill culls.. 13 00 14 00
Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 14 00 15 00
2x4 to8in.,ioto 16ft. 1600 1650
2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 19 00 20 00
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried 53 00 60 00
Clear in. B.C. cedar

air dried boat lbr 55 °° 58 00

HARDWOODS—PER
Ash white, ists and 2nds,

and 2" 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1. com. 45 00
Ash, brown, ists and
2nds, 4/4 37 00
Ash, brown, No. 1, com. 27 00
Ash, brown, ists and
2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 45 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 4/4 32 00
Birch, common and bet-

ter, 4/4 26 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 6/4

and 8/4 32 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 12/4

and 16/4 34 00
Basswood, ists and 2nds,

4/4 3 2 00
Basswood. No. 1, com-
mon and better, 4/4 26 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3,

common >S 00

Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4

ists and 2nds 40 00
Soft Elm, ists and 2nds,

4/4 3° °°

S .ft Elm, No. 1 common
and better, 4/4 26 00
Soft Elm, No. 2 and 3,

common .
l 5 00

Soft Elm 6/4 and 8/4 ... . 33 00
Rock Elm, ists and 2nds

4/4 30 00

R. ck Elm, No. 1 com-
mon and better, 4/4 »5 00

Rock Elm ists and 2nds,

6/4 and 8/4 4° 00

CAR OK CARGO LOTS

Douglas Fir
Dimcntion Timber up to 32 feet
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12

1x14, 12 x 12,12 x,

014,14x14,14x16.

.

6x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x
12, iox ib, 1 2X 1 C, 16

xi6, 14x18, 16x18,
18x18 & 20x20. .

.

6x 14, 8x 14, 12x18, 18

X20
6x16, Sxi6, 10x18,

12x20, 14x20 & 16

80

33 30

33 80

34 30
34 80

35 30
3° 3°

45 00

4 *5

3 5°
1 60

3 00

2 75

2 45
3 00
3 35
4 °5

10x20 . .

6x18, 8x18
6x20, 8x20
Lengths over 32 ft. take the fol-

lowing advances : 33 to 35 ft.,

50c; 36 to 40 ft., $1 ; 41 to45 ft.,

$3 ; 46 to 50 ft., $5.
Fir flooring, edge

grain
iK No.i 4 ft. Pine

Lath
i

lA" No. 2 4ft. lath
32" pine

i%" No. 1 4ft.
hemlock lath. .

.

ij^" niill run hem-
lock lath

X Pine Shingles .

.

XXPine Shingles
XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2''

xxxx 6 to 23-16"
XXXXX 5 to 2".

.

.

Red pine, c & c f 1" 30
'* \%" 31 00
*' 2" 32 00

Red Pine, common 18 00 22 00

1. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Soft Maple, ists and
2nds, 4/4 a3 on
Soft Maple, common and
beiter. 4/4 ,„ OQ
Soft Maple, 6/4 and 8/4
ists and 2nds 27 00
Hard Maple, ists and
jnds, 4/4 28 oo
Hard Maple, common
and better, 4/4 22 on
Hard Maple, 4x4-10 to
t6' 33 00
Hard Maple, 12/4 and
16/4, ists and 2nds 40 00
Red Oak, plain, ists and
2nds, 4/4 53 co
Red Oak, plain, ists and
2nds, 8/4 55 00
Red Oak, plain, ists and
2nds, 12/4 and 16/4 6c 00
White Oak, plain, ists

?"?.2nds ' 4/4 5400
White Oak. plain, ,sts

?„
nd.2nds, 'K and a" .... s6 00

White Oak, plain, ists
and 2nds, 12/4 and 16/4.. 65 00
White Oak, % cut ists

?r^-
2nd4' 4/4 8300

White Oak, 5/4 and 6/4,

:^.a"d 2nds 85 00
White Oak 12/4 and 16/4
ists and 2nds
Hickory, ists and 2nds
4/4
Hickory, 6/4 and 8/4, ist:
and 2nds

95 00

60 00

OTTAWA, ONT.
manufacturer's prices

Pine good sidings :

lin. x 7in and up 42 00
1V" and i^"x
8 and up 50 00

2" x 7" and up 52 00
No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up . 34 00

Pine good strips :

1" 38 00
i%" and 1%'' 42 00
a1' 44 00

Pine good shorts :

«' x 7" and up . . 36 00
1

'' x 4" and up . . 28 00

1 and 1%" ... 40 00
a" 42 00
7" to 9"A Sidings 25 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
sidings 33 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips 26 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
shorts 22 00

Pine, 8 ». c. and bet-

ter 12' to 16' ... 23 00
Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings 1" 21 50
Pine s.c. Sidings 1%

& 2" 27 00
Pine, s. c. strips... 19 00
Pine, s. c. shorts.

.

'. 17 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x7 22 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9 25 00
Pine. s.c. and better

ix 10 26 00
Pinr, box boards.. 1600
1 x 10 No 1 barn . 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 " 23 00
1 x 8 ft 9 No. 1 barn 25 00

56 00
57 00

36 00

Pine O. culls 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out. ... 17 00
Spruce i"x4"&up 15 00
Spruce, 1 ' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10"
. . 17 00

Spruce 1" clear (fine
dressing and B) 22 50

Hemlock 1" 12 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8

10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 14 00
Basswood log run,

dead c ulls out.

.

Basswood log run
' mill culls out.
Birch
Soft Elm

, common,
and better 1, 1^,2" 20 00
Ash, black common
and betteri" to 2" 25 00

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
1 3/8" x 4'

N . 2 white pine
Lath, mill run
white pine. . .

.

Spruce, mill run
Red pine mill run
No. 1 white pine
'" x 4'

No. 2 white pine

18 00

22 00
18 00

3 75
3 °o

2 75
2 25
2 75

13 00

19 00
17 00

19 00

25 00
14 00

16 00
5 00

20 00

26 00
20 00

24 00

28 00

Spruce mill run

Red Pine mill
run 1"

Tamarac mill run
llas»wood "

Hemlock "

32" Lath 1

Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18'

75
1 75

' 75

26 00

3 5o

2 75
xx, 18" 1 50

White Cedar Shingles :

xxxx, 18' ... 4 00
Clear Butt, 18" 3 00
x, ix 8" 1 50

4 00

3 25

3 00
2 50
3 00

2 5°

2 OO

2 00

2 OO
2 OO
2 25
2 25
1 50

4 00

3 5o
' 75

4 50

3 25
1 75

1 x 8 & 9 No. 2 '* ao 00
Pine nill culls ... 16 00
Pine Shorts 6' to 11'

Railway ties o 42 o 5022 00
19 00

No. 2 Railway Ties 00 20 00 35
" lo' »' 00 23 00 \ Spruce logs (pulo) 1200 1400

Telegraph Poles
2,5 feet long, 6" to 8" top ,

30

35
40
45
5°
55
60

. . 1 40
• • a »S

4 »5

4 75
•7 5°

..11 00
16 ,50

' 5°
3 25

4 00

4 75
5 75
o 50
3 50

QUEBEC, QUE.
white pine— in the raft. cts.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average 40 50
First class Ottawa wancy, 18" average, according to lineal.. 70 72

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dr:uri, according to average and quality 60 6*

ELM.
By the dram, accordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 65 7u

30 to 35 feet, so 5,
ASH.

10 inches and up, according to average and quality 25
Average 16 inch 35

birch.
14 inch 16 00
!5 . 22 34
7

" 27 30
8 " 32 35

CU'EBKC SPRUCE DEALS
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up'. 17 00 per ft.

Oddments 1500 '

Boards, 1 and 3 in 15 00

BIRCH PLANKS.
1 to 4 in 18 00

SARNIA, ONT.
FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" 50 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00
i}^ and i%" " 62 00
2" 11 64 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 45 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 54 00
8/4
6'4 x 6 & up No. 2

8/4
6/4X 6 & up No. 3

8/4

57 00

47 °o
49 00
42 00
46 00

i'X in.

i'A in.

sin.

2*4 and 3'

4 in.

NO. I CUTS.
and up wide 44 00

51 00

53 00
56 00

75 00
80 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 29 00
• X" 39 00
i%" . . 41 00
2"

. " 45 00
2%, 3 and 4 " 60 00 65 00

no. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
iji and 1)6" 31 00
2 ' 31 00
2 l
/i, 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
i" X 4" 24 00
l" X 5" 26 OO
i" x 6 and 8" 26 00

x 10

x 12"
1" x 13 and .up 31

•H. < % and a" 30

28 00

30 00

30 00

NO. I BARN.

31 OO 42 OO
i'A, '% and 2" 34
2*4 and 3" ... 37 00

42 00

NO. 2 BARN.

1% and 2" 30
»>4 and 3" 30

29 00 33 00

3° 00

3° 00

NO. 3 BARN.

1 m 23 00 26 00
I J^» s /4 and 2" 23 00 26 00

BOX.

No. 1, 1, iU, 1%, 2" 20 00 27 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

X Y*< 'X and 2" 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS

Mill run culls, 1"

•i and 2"
No. 2

15 00
15 00

14 00 15 00

No. 1, 32"
No. 2, 48"
No. 1, 4.8"

. 1 50 2 00
3 So
4 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. 1 PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

2 x 10.

2 X 12

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR s. 1 a. AND I B.

6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 4 X 16 ft

17 00 1850 18 50
17 00 18 50 1850

17 OO •7 50 20 50 19 00
>7 50 7 50 21 50 21 OO

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

2 x 4-12 $21 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 ai 00
2 x 4-10-18-20 23 00

I x 8 }
8 to ,6 21 00

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
21 50
22 50
22 50
22 50

Flooring
4 or 6 .inch No. 1 $32 00

" " 2 30 00
3 22 50

Shiplap—Finished
nch

; . .

.

4
6
8, 10, 12 inch

.

9 00
1 50
2 So

Siding
6 inch No. 1 3I 0o

No. 2 29 00
22 00

No. 1 Cedar,
No. 2

No. 3

Lath
Pine, Spruce ^ ^

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
12 ft.

3 x 6 and 3 x 8 . ..2100

3 " IO "So
3 x 12 23 00
4x4 to 6x8 21 00
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 23 00
8x8 23 00
6 x 14 up to 32 ft

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

2 x 4, 2 x b, 2 x 8, 8 to 16 ft .

18 to 32 ft

2 X IO, 2 X 12, 8 to 16 ft

l8, 20, 22 ft

24, 26, 28, 30, 32
2 X 14 Up to 32 ft

3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft

3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft

611 6 to 6 x 12 no to 32 ft 26 30
3% 14, 4 x 14 »7 50

14 and 16 ft

2 1 00
21 50
22 00
21 00
22 00
22 00
29 80

$21 50
24 00
22 50
25 5o

27 5o
27 50
24 00
27 00

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH,
x 8, iox 10, 10 x 12, 10 x 14

$ up to 33
10 x 20
8 x 20 . .

.

2 X 12, 12 X 14, 14 X 14, 14 X 16,

$25 80
"

'
'

" »7 80

All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir. *
9 3°

v, c .
FLOORING.

No 1 &. 2 Red Pine, 4 in
E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring
B. C. Fir li. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring
E and F G. No 3 Flooring

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce
8 to 16ft., 6in

\\
B. C Fir 8". 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16' .

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16'

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.
:No. 1 (. ommon Pine, 10 inch

30 5°
38 00
38 00

18 so
22 00
20 00

3
" 4
" J

XXX B. C. Cedar
XX B. C. Cedar .

XXX Dimension.

mixed w dtfis

SHINGLES

No. Mixed W & R pme .

No. 1 B. C. Fir....

LATH.

18 50
'5 50
11 00

2.80
3.OO

*-S«

$3 50
450

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.
WHITE PINE

(Wholesale selling price.
Uppers 4/4 to 8/4. $88 00 Dressing 5/4 ^0/4 to 12/4 95 00
Selects 4

'4 to 8/4 7800
' '°/4 to 12/4 90 00

Fine Common 4/4 56 00
" ' 5/4 62 00

6/4 62 00
" 8/4 64 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4 48 00

„ " ' 55 00
6/4 57 00

xi" 60 00
HO. 2 Cuts 4/4 33 oo

sS 41 00

, f/4 45 00

xi ^ .
8/4 49 00

No. , Cuts 5/4 3, oo
" ?/4 35 00

8/4 35 00

5/4 x 10 s
„5/4xii 52 00
Moulding 5/4 ,8 00

6/4 58 00
8/4 ,8 00

Moulding 5/4 47 00
6/4 47 00

„ " 8A 47 00
Warn 1x12 46 00

'/ 1 x 6 Sc 8. ... 3s 00
ix 10 37 00

No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 33 00
1 x 10 35 00

No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 Si 8 27 00

,, ", „
1 x IO 29 00

Box 1 x 6 & up
"

1 x 10

No.

No.

No.

24 00
.... 24 00

1 * '2-. 26 OO
I x 13 & up „ oo

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobberbuying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:
joooer

WHITE ASH.

40 00 42 00 I

44 00 46 00
J

Strips 22 00 34 00
48 00 S4 00

I
Com. and culls .... .4 00 22 00

BLACK AND BROWN
ist & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 42 00

1
Com. good culls .4 00 20 00

ist & 2nd, 1 inch.

.

ij£ to a inch . . .

2/4 to 4 inch

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red

ist and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up

Common and culls.

BIRCH

40 00 42 00

ELM.

ist & 2nd, white, 6
inch and up 30 00 32 00Common and good
culls 16 00 18 o0

ist and 2nd hand
Common and culls

(ist and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up 26 00 28 00Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE
20 00 23 00 I ist and 2nd, soft. . 30 00 23 001400 1500 I

Common and culls. 12 00 1300

BOSTON, MASS.
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch $g2 ^
Selects, 1 to 2 inch jj.

F-
, °1 Oo

ine Common, 1 inch.w 59 °o

1M0. 1 Cuts 1 inch. . . . 77
Kto2 inch ::::::::: \{

™
No. 2 Cuts. 1 inch % ~

1% to 2 inch '

-8 00Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12
N°- 1, x 10 .

'

. . 3, 00
£»• •

x 8 36 £N
T

°- 2 - ,x ' 2 40 00
No. 2, 1 x 10

go 3..x .2 S %N.°- 3. t X .0
No. 3. 1 x 8

J

opruce, 10 and 12 in dimension
9 in. and under

! 24 00
10 and 12 in. random lengihs, 10 ft. and up 23 502x2.2x4 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3 x 4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up 21 to
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft

andup M
5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up p is 19 00
Canadian Spruce boards

. 23 00Vermont Spruce boards, matched .". 2200
1 .V o"

d 1 x
3,
furring p, 1 s clipped and bundied 20 00in spruce laths , o„

iK"

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras c
Clears .

*3 go

Second clear*. 3 25

Clear Whites. ... * 35

Fxtra is .Clear whitsc out). ft
Extra is (Clearwhites in) '..

, 5J

D , „ . _ BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16" 5 butts to 2" , ^" Eurekas. 18" " " ...

1

" 390
" " Pcriectiont, 5 butts to

$94 00
84 00
61 00
66 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00
37 00
42 00
35 <o
34 00
34 00
29 00
25 50
27 00
25 00

22 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
21 50
22 00
4 00

3 SO

$4

50

45
25
60

38s
4 »5

4 75
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINGLES

s
> X?

t f£NPER50rt X

^ SPFVjCE.

\> H~E>
'

TP A I/'IIVJ/^ TTl^P* \A/f^f"H"^Q is very convenient on certain occasions especially if you
1 /\J^.ll^lvi 1 V-/ 1 11 Hi VV v/v/JL/O have the woods to take to when the occasion demands.

It is just so in lumber. If the dealer takes to the right kind of woods he and his customer are both safe and
his trade is sure. We would like to have you take a car or two of our No. 2 Quebec Spruce and New Brunswick
White Cedar Shingles. If you do you will never take anything else.

THE BEST IS NONE TOO GOOD "—That's Our Motto

A Car of our

No. 2 ^ehec
Spruce

or N.B.
White Cedar

Shingles
WILL CONVINCE YOU

They are " Quality Lumber and Shingles
" Here is where you get them

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Saw & Shingle Mills: Qavalw P O

Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q. JdydUCC, IT. V£.
Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P. Q.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,
Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY
"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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Save Time in the Giving

and Receiving of Orders

Northern Electric

Intercommunicating

Telephones

will do this for you because

You get instant communication be-

tween departments.

You have provision for emergencies

—

You can be everywhere at once

—

You have complete control of your
entire plant.

Northern Electric Intercommunicating
Telephones are simple in operation

—

reliable in service and inexpensive of
installation.

Backed by our 30 years' experience
and the most liberal guarantee.

Our experts are at your service—don't

put up any longer with unhealthy
speaking tubes.

Write for Bulletin 513

NORTHERN ELECTRIC
/A.N; i M AN U F,A CTURINC 1 0 . 1 1 M I T E'P)

Manufacturers and Suppliers of all apparatus and
equipment used in the construction, operation and
Maintenance of Telephone and Power Plants

Toronto
6o Front Street West

Montreal
Cor. Notre Dameand Guy Streets

Regina

No Need to go out of Canada for your

Blowers
Exhauster, Exhaust Systems

Dry Kilns

Trucks or Heating Plants

We make them and make them
good too.

Ask for references and descriptive

matter, we have lots of them.

The Dominion Heating &
Ventilating Co.

Hespeler - . . Qnt.

Th e cheapestway to skid andload logs is by steam power. The

Universal Logger
is a combined two line skidder and loader with
separate engine for loading with steel skidding
boom and steel swinging loading boom.
It is self-propelling, spots its own cars and moves
rapidly from point to point, saving time and the
usual switching expense.
Ample water tank capacity is located between the
trucks, and the frame is" constructed to permit
empty cars to pass through the machine for load-
ing by means of its own power.
This machine is especially adapted for light steel
or wooden rails. ,

May We Send Catalogue ?

Winnipeg1

559 Henry Avenue

Vancouver
424 Seymour Street

CLYDE IRON WORKS
"cGIFFERT and DP ~

am Logging Machii

Duluth, Minn.

Sole Manufacturers of the McGIFFERT and DECKER Patent Self ProneirSteam Logging- Machinery.
pemng
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Operating with Horses is Expensive

!

Patented in Canada and U.S.A. Dunbar Logging Engine.

Dunbar Logging Engines will haul upwards of 150,000

feet of lumber, depending on the condition of the road

which only requires to be made as for horses' operations

except that they should be nine feet wide.

In every case there is a large saving over the use of

horses. The results to be obtained are not based 011

theory but have been actually obtained and in some

cases the saving has been 75%.

Our descriptive circulars and photos will be gladly sent

upon request. They will certainly interest every lum-

berman who recognizes the importance of economical

log hauling.

We also manufacture Shingle Machines, Rotarys, Stock

Gangs, Planers and all Saw Mill Machinery.

The Alex. Dunbar & Sons Co., Limited
Woodstock, N. B.

LOGGING TOOLS
Our Catalogues will Interest You

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

Skidders - Loaders
Powerful, Strong and
Economical in Operation

Our SkidJers and Loaders are in successful operation

under almost every condition met by loggers to-day.

Russel

Logging Cars
Strength Capacity-

Durability

The Standard among Progressive Loggers
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No. 24 Vciai Fast fed Planer and Matchei
Made by THE PLANER SPECIALISTS

This New Model Machine is designed for all requirements It Wftfi« o is is ™ ,A - ^
rolls. Amende

6
m^ny spJcSfffature's ar'e'the' following

by 6 iBChCS thlCk
"

Has si*

ADJUSTABLE WEDGE PLATEN distributes the cut between the tonand bottom heads without altering 1 he finished thickness or loration
of matching.

BELT RELEASING DEVICE by the motion of a single lever releases ortightens all belts ; provides means for independent tie-htenino-AUTOMATIC BINDERS prevent the side head be^ f^m einnbing orchafing even when working narrow stock.

RADIAL KNIFE SETTING GAUGE acts like a pair of calipers to
tim

1^ ^^ 1 thekn.ves without measuring.
P

I HUING DM ICES for top and bottom heads sharpen the knives in »

SiuHt2?nt
With°Ut 8t°PPing Mehh^ SSSSS "ny

CUTTER HEAD BOXES have self-adjusting caps. Merely require lock-ing when so adjusted. Are self-oiling.

All original features in Woods Machines are fully covered by patents

S. A. Woods Machine Company - Boston
Chicago New Orleans Atlanta Seattli

New No. 10
Heavy Open Side Molder

This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-
ing machinery, just
from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulIoch Company, Limited
w..,.„b„„.P

ALT °N
,,

TARI0 CANADA

we MAKE SS^cJSSS. CS? !T&AS£*iRB v£sJz "tV—* s*-»
Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.

y
'

v""meal mnl machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating
ASK FOR CATALOGUES. PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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you/Jfind DISSTON SAWS
The Disston Saws were there when the remotest lumber camps of the world were started. Seven decades of universal saw satisfac-

tion means much to the progressive lumberman. The superiority, even-running and clean cutting of Disston Saws reduce labor expenseto a^m.n.mum. Hundreds of D.sston Saws that played a prominent part in the "Winning of the Wonderful West" are to-day beingused by the sons and grandsons of those pioneers
Disston Saws are as important to a lumber camp as the wood they saw. that is if ser

you would know about saws, there s valuable information in our " Handbook on Saw s. " Sent free on request. Address

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc., Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works,

CANADIAN WORKS 112 Adelaide St. East, Toronto

Philadelphia, Penna.

No Matter What Your
Cutter Head Requirements

You can get a Shimer Cutter Head made
especially to meet those requirements.

whenafuTorH .

on
t
havine a Cutter Head that will always be ready tor the machinewhen a rush order comes in tor some specialty vou are making. No nline of Cutters r,V<T„. hiparticular shape needed-no filing to sLpe each t,me the Cutters are hfrpened-no filfn^ £
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youJ,ttchrMou!de^
maintain, the more time and labor they will save you.

aimcult your patterns are to

tn
.

al of the too,s Placc s Jour hands our most convincing argument Write us ahontyour requirements at once. Address
b «'«ummi. w rue us about

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons, Gait Ont.
BraDch of Milton, Pa., U. S. A.

CAM YOU BEAT IT?

$20 a Day Profit orv
e*. $100 Investmervt

The DeLoach "Mustang" Shingle
will cut 10,000 Shingles per day w ith 4 H. P. and 20,000 with 8 H. P.

aud give you as smooth shingle as turned out by anv machine on
earth that costs $300.

Tt is all steel and durable for a lifetime. The Carriage has ball-'
bearings, and a coil spring at each end, insuring a Quick and
Easy Stroke.

Write for catalog of 254 pages describing Saw Mills, Shingle
Mills, Planers, Gang Edgers, Trimmers, Lath Mills, Corn Mills
Flour Mills, Corn Crushers, Water Wheels, Engines, Boilers ami
Gasoline Engines.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co.
Box 509

Bridgeport, Ala.
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Beardmore Leather Belting
72 inch 3 ply 175 feet long *—

'

Made only of Extra Selected No. i Packer Steer
Hides, Oak Tanned

Beardmore Extra Waterproof Cement Leath
Belting for the Wet Places in Pulp, Paper and Sa
Mills, Etc.

er

w

The Largest Leather Belt ever made
in Canada

The Maximum of Stretch is taken out of Beardmore
Belting by improved appliances, without impairing its life.

Every belt guaranteed as to quality of material and

workmanship.

Large Stocks Carried at all Branches

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank St., Ottawa, Ont. Woods Western Building, Cor. Market and Louise Sts., Winnipeg, Man.

FLECK BROS., Limited, 443 Pender Street West, Vancouver, B.C.

MOWRY & SONS - Gravenhurst, Ont.

cL ^WM LOADERS
and T J^gaB are USed a11 OVer the country in Large Mills.

Catalogue Always make Half Revolution towards Carriage.
Very strong and heavy. Will load but one log at
a time. Large Cylinders. Any number of arms
with any number of spacing.

Cant^Flips, Board-Flips, Stocks Lifters
We can Build any kind of a Flip that you want and they will do their work.

WE BUILD UP-TO-DATE SAW AND SHINGLE MILL MACHINERY
The Best is None Too Good for You and We Build the Best
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Saw Machinery
We manufacture under our own Patents the

most Complete Line of

Automatic Saw Sharpeners

Saw Stretchers - Retoothers

Shears - Swages
and all ncccsary appliances for the Filing- Room

Covel Manufacturing Company
Benton Harbor, Mich.

The Covel No 90 for Heavy Band Saws

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.
AGENTS FOR CANADA

Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

For Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In Y± and 1 Cord Capacity—Extra Strong ofThor-

oughly Seasoned Hardwood and Bolted Throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in Trains or Singly for Platform Work.

Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co.
Limited

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
Our Specialty

A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

References: Dominion Bank, Toronto

Herbert Smith, Manager

Boiler Efficiency
The efficiency of your boiler hinges upon the o rate

service and the consequent cost of steam production.

The "Cyclone" Shaking
and Dumping Grate Bar

is adapted to soft or anthracite coal, screenings,
etc.—producing a constant steam pressure with
any fuel. No other device can evaporate an
equal volume of water at so low a cost.

The points of the "Cyclone" deserve investigation
by every party interested in expense reduction.

For full information

Canadian Steam Boiler Equipment Co.
Limited

36 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO

ATKINS s
ffi^ SAWS

ATKINS' '

j(Cf TOOTH

WMVlWtw^ r'

are in active demand wherever the finest saws are appreciated. They're
just as perfect as money and brains can make them.

fiend for Illustrated Catalogue.

A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PUR POSH.

E. C. ATKINS & CO. INC.
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY:

Canadian Works
INDIANAPOLIS, IND

HAMILTON. ONT.

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,
lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

RAM C For Tramway*. Siding*, Etc.imiLO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J. Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO.. L imited

Head Office: TORONTO

HIGHEST GRADES OF

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

AND ALL

PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS

1909 Model
Improved Lumberman's Snow Plow

Seat for driver not shown in cut. Extension Wings also

width of Plow made to any width to suit Sleighs.

The Steel Mould Boards also V Plow

for centre are raised and lowered

with levers as shown by cut.

Phelps Machine Co.
Eastman, Que.

All snow that is taken

from centre and from

runner beds carried to

outer ends of

Extension

Wings.

SIDE VIEW.
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Wire Rope
All kinds and sizes

and for al! purposes.

Standard and Lang's
Patent Lay.

Prices Right

Prompt Shipment*

Hope KittiliL Hope Grease

The B., Greening Wire Company
MONTREAL. QUE.HAMILTON, ONT. Limited

HUTHER. BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw Patent Groover or Dado Head

For cither Kip or Cross Cutting
Will cut equally as smooth in either Ripping Cross-

cutting or cutting at an angle of 4S degrees, with to i" wide. Will cut eitheT with or~acrossgram of wood. the grain (Sent on approval).
Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do

HUTHER BROS. SAW MFC CO., Inc., . ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandn 1

For cutting any width groove from 1 18"

Will cut <

'•"

Cranbrook Sash and

Door Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DOWELL DOORS, INTERIOR FINISH
WINDOWS, TURNINGS, BRACKETS

DETAIL WORK A SPECIALTY

Lumber Shingles

Lath
Shipments in Straight or Mixed

Carloads.

Address Cranbrook, B.C.

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

! Cl . ,

Hart
i

S'l'«t<=

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranteed the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

We Make All Kinds of

Machinery and Tools

for the Care of Saws

The sectional view of our swage shows our new spring
bracket which permits the swage to tip forward during the
operation of swaging. In this bracket we have preserved
our compact construction features. It is practically as strong
as a solid bracket, is impossible to get out of order, and is

easily adjusted to give any amount of spring desired, or to
be rigid and allow no spring.

This new feature of Hanchett Swages still further in-

creases the efficiency of a swage which without this improve-
ment has for a number of years been quite generally con-
ceded to have the lead over any other swage manufactured.
The spring bracket, in conjunction with the action of Han-
chett dies, proves unusually effective in bending the tooth
forward so that it may be faced perfectly with little grinding.

Sectional View of Hanchett Band Saw Swage.
(Patented January 5, 1909.)

With this spring bracket with its perfect adjustments, added
to the unusually wide range of adjustment of Hanchett
swages, the filer can swage his saws to a nicety, and adjust
his swage to place the points just where he wants them, and
get any amount of hook wanted.

These brackets will fit all the old Hanchett Swages, so
that our old customers can avail themselves of this improve-
ment by purchasing from us the new spring bracket.

We absolutely guarantee our swages and all swage
parts, and any part furnished by us which fails to be per-
fect in every respect, both in workmanship and material,
will be promptly replaced by us without charge.

Let us send you our New 1909 Catalog No. 18. It is the

most comprehensive and up-to-date Filing Room Catalog
in existence. It will interest you. : : : : :

Hanchett Swage Works
BIG RAPIDS, MICH., U.S.A.

Hanchett Swages Do Good Work
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Maple Leaf Saw Works
Shurly <fc Dietrich

GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular Saws

Gang Saws

Mill Saws

Band Saws

Cross-Cut Saws

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hand Saws

Buck Saws

Plastering Trowels

Butcher Saws

Straw Knives

Maple Leaf Saw Set
MANUFACTURED BY

SHURLY & DIETRICH, Gait, Ont.

Directions.—Place the set on the point of tooth, as shown in the accom-
panying cut, and strike a very light blow with a tack hammer. If
you require more set, file the tooth with more bevel.

If you follow directions you cannot make a mistake. Be sure and not
strike too hard a blow, and it will set the hardest saw. On receipt
of 40 cents we will send one by mail.

We are the only manufacturers in the world who
export Saws in large quantities to the

United States.

GROUND THIN ON BACK
Save Labor Save Gumming

Save Time Save Files

Tbis Saw Stands Without a Rival
AND IS THE

FASTEST CUTTING SAW IN THE WORLD!

Its Superiority consists in its Excellent Temper. It
is made of " Razor Steel," which is the finest ever used in
the manufacture of Saws. We have the sole control of
this steel. It is tempered by our secret process, which
process gives a keener cutting- edge and a toughness to
the steel which no other process can approach.

We Manufacture

HIGH GRADE BAND SAWS
Of All Widths and Lengths.

These Saws are made of Refined Razor Steel, and tempered by our Secret

Process; for Fine Finish and Temper are not excelled.
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The WATEROUS
Big Champion and Combination Edgers

Standard Combination Edger with Independent Driven Cluster Section.

Built in 7 Sizes
Edger Section Opening 48 in. 54 in. 60 in. 66 in. 72 in. 84 in. 96 in.

Capable of handling and cutting through 8 inch timber using saws 26 inches in diameter.

Standard Big Champion Edger showing Table and Saw Levers.

For Complete Specifications and Full Descriptions send for Catalogue 101.

Waterous Engine Works Co,
BRANCH :

- ,.- • Limited
Waterous Engine Works Co., KrJ%nTTf\rn IxAtlAnA B C AGENCY:

Winnipeg, Man. DlCUllAUlU, V/CUldUa „ B Gilmour, Vancouver, B.C



FOR LUMBERMEN

WE BELIEVE
BY LUMBERMEN

u . . ,
Y°U WILL READ THIS ADVERTISEMENT.

It ha^benBervedite^poee. W«want to ask you a potion n,„l will confided, leave the answer to yeo

.
D0 Y0U THINK YOUR INSURANCE RATES TOO HIGH?We have « plan that will reduce vour rates and invite you to correapond with us! Ue will be glad to explain.

ASK FOR OUR ADDITIONAL LINE PROPOSITION.

FIRE INSURANCE

^Xou" Z":;:!T'
vwnh fir 51,000 to $l0'000 additiona] p«*»*»' ;„„ hav) 0 fire ,„.„7 PnMnt~ -—

•

no. that

Lumber Underwriters
66 Broadway, NEW YORK, N.Y.

-night.

VOIl

REDUCED RATES

Veneered

Doors
Each door we manufacture is made from kiln and
air dried stock, carefully machined and finished
and represents the best value on the market.

We stock in a variety of woods and designs,
ensuring prompt and satisfactory service. :: :;

Newel Posts - Staved Columns
In our Staved Colonial Columns a "V" Locked
Joint is employed, giving a larger gluing sur-
face and preventing all possibility of shrinkage
or checking :: ::

All Orders to

Batts Limited
48 Pacific Avenue - West Toronto

THE

LEATHER
BELT

that's

our KNOWN

"extra"

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

44
Trident" Steel Loading Chains

PINK'S PEAVEY HANDLES in select split Rock Maple are the Standard everywhere
SEAL'S PATENT TONGS for handling pulpwood, ties, or light logs of any kind.

THOMAS PINK, , Pembroke, Ont.
Manufacturer of Logging Tools
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(InadaMerman
fi Wood 1 WnrkftrWorker

Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

We Cannot Compel You

to Come in—But
your decision after full in* estimation

will be correct and satisfactory to us.

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

40 of the premium now paid back to Policy Holders.

Nin' - tenth- of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on- ^gftk.7?^

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies

We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
fiSfTOSHTOi HAMILTON, ONT.

FOR COOL BEARINGS

For Exposed Situations, Laundries, etc.

use

Balata Belting

Every Belt Guaranteed.

Made endless to order in Two
Days in our own factory.

Mill Supplies of every descrip-

tion.

D. K. McLaren, Limited
Stock Depots :

Montreal Toronto
309 Craig St. West 100 Kingr St. West

St. John, N.B. Vancouver, B. C
64 Prince William St. 418 Abbott St.

Quebec
St. Peter St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,

Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,

Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. (SL SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents.Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers.Oiled Clothing,

Horse Blankets. Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoea,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Con*umptire«.

J. J. TURNER. ®. SONS
Cor. George. King & Writer Sts., Peterborough, Ont .Can

THE GREAT BELT
beats all rivals every time

strength
TTniformity
Reliability
Endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Sireef. MONTREAL
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How You Can Increase Your Net Profits $2,000.00

This FOUR INCH STEAM SET WORKS will do it

Figure it out this way :

In the first place, our customers themselves state they are cu.ting on an average 2,000 feet more lumber per day *ith this setterAnd an average sawing season contains 150 working days.
*euer.

That is, your cut will be increased 300,000 feet per season.
Now what is it going to cost you to cut that 300,000 feet?
The machine, plus freight and installation charges, plus interest, will cost you about $720.00.
That is $2.40 per thousand feet of your extra cut.

And then you will have to add the cost per thousand feet of your logs-you know exactly what that isThe result ,s the Total Cost op the Extra 300,000 Feet you cut, because your operating charges have remained exactly thesame, no extra wages, no extra wear on your machinery.
Now you will receive an average price of at least $20.00 per thousand for that lumber.
Deduct from that your total cost per thousand feet for this extra output, and
You will find your total profit is over $2,000.00.

Z
h
*l

*
r! Tchi"e pay

.

8 for
u
itself in one J™1"' and m*ke« $2,000.00 extra profit for you besides.Would you like to go further into this matter? Write us.

'

British Columbia Agents
:

A. R Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver, B. C.

4

WILLIAM HAMILTON Co ™]PETERBORO ONTARIO
i&=~— ~— —~— ^ j
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Interior of Saw Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

"
Quality " is our Watchword

The finest Pine Timber in Northern Ontario and Mills equipped in the most

modern way possible enable our highly skilled workmen to perform their re-

spective tasks to the best advantage. Every board is properly sawn, edged

and trimmed. Try us when in the market for

Rough or Dressed Norway and White Pine Lumber
Railroad and Structural Timbers

Flooring, Ceiling, Moulding, Siding, Cross Arms, etc.

m

With a daily capacity of 190,000 feet of lumber, 65,000 pieces of lath, besides box

boards, pickets, etc., we are in a position to fill orders of any size without delay.

George Gordon & Company, Limited
Cache Bay - - Ontario
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Mills at FRENCH RIVER, ONT. Rail or Wathk Shipments. Yards at POINT EDWARD, ONT.

The Ontario Lumber Co., Limited
Manufacturers and Wholesalers oi

Band and Gang Sawn White Pine, Norway
Spruce and Hemlock Lumber, Lath, etc.
The quality of our lumber is unsurpassed. We have a complete stock on hand al
Point Edward, Ont., and can make prompt shipments. Write us for prices.

Head Offices, 35 and 36 Home Life Building - TORONTO ONT

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Hardwood
Flooring
Manufactured from choice stock, air and
kiln dried, and with quality in finish and
stock the dominating features. Exper-
ience and accuracy is behind our Flooring.

LUMBER
Satwrv or Dressed

We quote interesting prices on Pine,
Maple, Ash, Birch, Elm, Basswood,
Cedar, Hemlock.
Building Timber, Ties, Lath, Posts,
Shingles, Sash, Doors and Frames,
Mouldings, Turned Goods, Box Shook-
ing Cratings, Casings, etc.

John Carew
LINDSAY ONTARIO

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Mw,cur.rSOf

j^umbep, Lath and Shingles Umited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and La^th

Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO. ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT.
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J. B. MILLER, President W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

The

Parry Sound Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Pine, Hemlock and Hardwood Lumber

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

White and Red Pine
Lath, Shingles, Boxes and Shooks, Pails and Tubs

Bills sawn to order. Planing Mill work done promptly. Send us your

enquiries. Phone service night and day. We can ship by rail and water.

Saw Mills, Planing Mill, Woodenware Factory, Box Factory: Penetanguishene, Can.

Box Factory: Foot of Parliament Street, Toronto, Canada
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.
and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, /"VI /-\

Hochelaga Bank Building l^UeDeC, V£Ue.

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY 6 CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOGH, JAMBS P. CUNNINGHAM. A 11 MACABE
President. Vice-President. Secretary.

Wholesale Dealers Only

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang

SPECIAL DRIVE

Limited

Red Pine Flooring Strips-Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1204-5 Traders Bank Chambers - TORONTO
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

J. L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I). E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited
National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, nrr\rtr\Krrr\ akit

(Telephone Main 6244). I UKUIN 1 U, ON 1 .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber - Lath = Shingles

Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

MIDLAND, ONT.
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CAMERON & CO., L
MANUFACTURERS

LUMBER

LATH

, JMITED
MANUFACTURERS

TIMBER

POLES

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

SHINGLES basswood POSTS

MILL AND YARD: 0PE0NC0 ONT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, ONT.

The Hurdman Lumber Co,
OTTAWA, CANADA

EASTERN

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W E STER

N

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

WANTED -Three or four carloads of 3" x 7* and up x 12 10 Sound

Red Oak, hearts accepted if free Cram rot.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Sellers of

White Pine, Red
Pine and Spruce

Lumber and Lath
Selling Agents for Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.

Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath

ROUGH OR DRESSED
We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-

ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CEHTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West - - - MONTREAL

Lumber and Timber
Let me quote on your requirements in

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,

B. C. Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine, Lath,

Shingles Lumber—Rough or Dressed

C. A. SPENCER
Wholesale Lumber

Telephone Main 5554 55 St. Francois Xavier St., Montreal

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot

Office and Yard:
Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Sellers

Send me your list, there

is probably something I

can use.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Wholesale Lumber Dealer

MONTREAL
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W. E. LOUNT
34 Rose Ave., TORONTO

Lumber Salesman, Inspector
and Arbitrator

Pine, Hemlock, I Lardwoods, Lath
and Shingles.

Lists and consignments solicited.
Will sell on salaryor commission.
Inspection contracts wanted
charges moderate. Fifteen years
experience as salesman and
inspector, Satisfaction guar-
anteed.

Muir & Terry
Wholesale Lumbeb

White and Red
Pine, Spruce,
Shingles, and
Lath

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Staff

And all kinds ot SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
BEVELSTOKE, B. C.

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & CO.
Wholesale Lumber

Philadelphia

Quartered White Oak
Nice Flaky Stuff

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative, LONDON, ONT.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawn Lumber, Lath, Sash,

Doors and Factory Material

Dimension Bill Stuff in

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Birch for Sale
3x6
3x8
4x4
4x6

No. 1 Birch Hearts, Largely 3x6

There is only one car of this altogether, and we
are prepared to name a close price

for prompt shipment.

Long Lumber Company
HAMILTON, ONT.

R. Laidlaw
Lumber
Company

Limited
Room 913 Traders

Bank Building. Toronto

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

HINGLES
LUMBER
ATH

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirement*.

Prompt Shipments.

LEAK & CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Get our prices before ordering oh

2x10 and 3x10-10 to 18 ft. Norway

2x12 and 3x12-10 to 18ft.
"

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill
Stuff. W'e have also stocks of Ash, Elm.
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX, XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICE :

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese 8ox Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shocks, Hardwood Flooring bought and
sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184

106 STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

SUPERIOR MFC. C0.LT?
RUBBER & STEEL STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT.
SCNO TOR c«T«LOCUC
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The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Let quote you on j", 1",

and 2' Spruce : g", 1", li",

and 2" Pine ;
1" and 2"

Hemlock, also posts and

lath. :: :: :: ::

A. W. EYER & CO.

\A/E are in the market and pay
the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street East

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVELAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds. Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND.

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock

On Temiskaming Railway, 103
miles north of Nortn Bay

HAILEVBVRY, ONT.

s

(alph Loveland, Pres.
j-. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.
C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Thessalon, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.

" Well bought is half sold
"

FIRE
has completely cleaned

out our

Midland Stock
but

Byng Inlet

is still on the map with

a splendid assortment of

Pine
Norway

Hemlock

Write us

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock

Lumber

1006-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,

Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds

carried in stock. We are buyers

of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

WE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds

of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,

Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-

nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short

and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-

wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES

A fully equipped Planing Factory in connec-
tion. Dressed Lumber, Flooring: in Pine,

Hardwood or Hemlock, % Ceilings, Sash
and Doors, Mouldings, Wood Turning, etc.

Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-

ty at current prices.

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of

Iron, are stronger, longer lived,

lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

The M. Brennen

& Sons Mfg. Co.

Limited

Hamilton - Canada

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont.

Yard* and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont.
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Mason,Gordon& Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or 'Phone for Prices Western Office: 615 Hastings Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

The Golden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
We have a well assorted stock of 1 in. and 2 in. Hem-
lock well manufactured and strictly No. 1 lumber.
We can also cut dimension in Hemlock and Norway
Pine. Prompt shipment and rock bottom prices.

^ ^ Ng Send us your inquiries ^

Mills at Golden Lake and Barry's Bay, Ont.

Head Office: Eganville, Ont.

Booth (EL

Shannon
Biscotasing, Ont.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine

Lumber and Lath
We are prepared to contractfor present season's cut of Norway
and white pme lumber and lath. Also have for sale a quantity
of 1 inch and 2 inch No. 2 mill culls of 1908 cut .

Mills on Main Line of C. P. R. at Bisco Station

Milling in Transit
We have recently built railway sidings to our
factory which enables us to do this work to better
advantage than ever. We do planing, matching,
resawing, etc. and look after the work promptly.
Our prices are the lowest possible consistent with
good workmanship. Orillia is a good stop over
point for this work as we are at the junction
of the Midland and Northern lines of the G.T.R.

J. R. Eaton & Sons,
Montreal Agent : C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St.

For Sale

A Quantity of No. 2 Pine Culls

Huntsville Lumber Co.
Huntsville, Ontario

JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

Mills <& Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and
Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Ye^rd <& Office

MOR.R.ISTOWN, N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

G\iy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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E. A. LeBel Wholesale
Dealer in

Pine and Hemlock Lumber,
Lath, Shingles and Cedar Posts

Car and Cargo lots only. When in need of

stock write or cal! up Long Distance Phone.

Specialty: 16 and 18 in. Ontario White Cedar Shingles

Office and Yards : South of Elevator, S&fllicilj Ont.

Very Best

Yellow Pine

WE are in a positioD to supply you with

the very finest Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Lumber made. We want your enquiries for

Flooring, Finishing

Ceiling, Etc.

and will win your trade if quality and value

count. We can also quote on strictly Long
Leaf Yellow Pine Timber dressed on four

sides or in the rough.

We handle genuine Louisiana Red Cypress
from one of the best shippers in the South.

Frank A. Arend & Co.
65-66 Equitable Building-, Boston, Mass.

Savoie (Si Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Spruce, Hemlock and Birch

1% in. Spruce Lath

Cedar Shingles - R. R. Ties

8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts

Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood
Dressed Lumber a Specialty

Correspondence Solicited M4NSEAU, QUE.
on I.C.Ry. no miles east of Montreal

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(He&d Office. Springfield. Mait.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

MONTREAL, P.Q.

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
96 A

sr„
s
EN
s

RTET

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

Shreveport Louisiana
TRADE MARK

Long and Short Leaf

Yellow Pine
Lumber

Mills in Arkinsaw, Louisiana and Texas
Capacity : 500,000 feet per day

Long Leaf Joist and Timbers, rough or dressed, up
to 40 feet in length and can dress 4 sides up to 14 x 30" if

desired.

Railroad Construction and Car Material and Factory
Stock of all kinds a specialty,

also

Rough Steam dried and Smoke dried finish.

Send us your inquiries and our prices will get the
business.

Chas. R. Ball Lumber Co.
*™" c

°S°B\liMi« Shreveport, La., U.S.A.-

Do Not Hesitate!

There is one firm with special facilities for hand-

ling Canadian orders of

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
We are backed by modern equipment and an ad-

equate supply of pine timber for supplying orders

of any size. We can satisfy you. Timbers up to

36 feet in length and 6 x 12 surfaces.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO.,
Hull, Alabama,

U. S. A.
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Cedar Cove Mills, tj
Vancouver, B. C. JCi« xl# HEAPS <fc

VANCOUVER., B.C.

f*{\ Ruskin Mill,

V^\J«j Ruskin, B. C.

LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER—Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed
special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINGLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON, 414 Ashdown Block, WINNIPEG, J. T. MacLAREN, W. J. LOVERING, 1312-13 Traders Bank Building, TORONTORepresentative for Saskatchewan, Manitoba. Representative for Alberta. Ontario Bepresentetive?

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
====== Wholesale===

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, 541 Hastings street.

Logs, Piles. Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands VANCOUVER. B. C.
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East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine, Larch,
and Fir

Lumber, Timbers, Mouldings, Etc.

Saw Mills at Jaffray, Ryan, Craxbrook.
PI ning Mill at Jaffray, B.C.

Head Office Jaffray, B. C.

inm ///

!

\
n |MEADOfFICC.',^\

x

V\\i

|,VANCOUVER,B.C.^i II Mi

MNIMCTTONGCOno
...,.. 0,.,.m„.

Manufivcturers of

Fir and Cedotr

LUMBER

in

Specialty

R^ed Cedar Shingles
Correspondence Solicited

''I

> (

7;

F
PUjBtD( MU1. Tumbvit, B C

S*t.1 tldiof Hill, Twilll't, 1

( I _ , . Mill IT. t v u . .
- . -

j

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Head Office
: 205-206 Loo Bldg., \T r» n

Cor. Hastings and Abbot Stl, VanCOUVCr, D.L.

Correspondence

Solicited Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

Timber Limits
w
l
ha
J

e

„
Se
J

eral Large Blocks for Sale
witn Mill Sites, near Vancouver.

Manufacturers of

Red and White Pine

I LUMBER and LATHS
Car Flooring, in Required Lengths

; Our Red Pine, put up Box and Better, is nice stock. Take a Sample Car, and we are assured of
? further patronage.
> The Mill Culls, though a little narrow are otherwise "Choice." being culled tor little red streak
I and little wane They are splendid for Box Manufacture, and the Dead Culls too, with little waste
I can be used for same purpose.

I
Try us. we will endeavor to satisfy you. We have our whole season's Cut to dispose ot.

President and General Manager Assistant General Manager
I). 0. Cameron, Winnipeg Wm, Robertson, Vancouver

Secretary-Treasurer, Wilson Bell, Winnipeg

The Rat Portage

Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Manufacturers of-

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
Cedar Shingles, Fir and Cedar Lath

Car Sills and Sheathing, Cedar Siding

Large and Long Timbers
for heavy construction work

Vancouver, B.C., and Harrison River, B.C.

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

ion.

There is un-

doubtedlya big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

v i ce. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers,
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address: "Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N.S. Office:

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Picktord & Black's Wharf

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
Heading

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Gloucester House, 1 Bishopsgate St. Wt„ E.C.

Qant & Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers

Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwood End Matched
*

IIUI UH UUU Bored, Polished

Fioorino "dB™<iM

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS, CO,

23 St. John Street, Montreal
C G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

E. .J. Oha m mkrij n, J. W. SMITH, K. W. Gordon,
President. Vice-Pres. Sec.-Treas.

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited

Pembroke, Ontario

MANUFACTURERS

Lumber Dimension

Timber Joists. Lath

Shingles and Pickets

Write for Copy of Stock List

Enquiries Solicited

The

Thos. Nagle Lumber Co.
Limited

Send us your enquiries for

New Brunswick

Spruce, Pine, Hemlock
Lath, Shingles, etc.

Main Office

Globe Atlantic Building

St. John, N.B.

Branch Sales Office

:

180 St. James Street

Montreal. Que.

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.
Confederation Life Building

TORONTO

\ V A

WESTERN
MUM* %Wi*« t

LUMBER

SHINGLE

]
c°

Tancouver

< B C-L

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

i' t •( »' 1 '
'

S^ND US

(III

mi

fi

RAIL OR WATER
SHIPMENTS
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Snow Plo
The Famous

WS Brazel Patent
Known in every Camp from the Atlantic to the Pacific, as the most satisfactory Snow Plow made.

COMBINATION MOIJKL, LUMBERMAN'S SNOW PLOW, CAN BE USED
EITHER WITH OK WITHOITT RUT CUTTER.

Om> man to operate. Adjusting wheels close together make change for light or heavv work in an instant. Wings placed tothrow snow 9 wider than sleigh track or narrower if desired. Height of • Mouldboards prevent snow falling back on track
Brazel Plows cut 6" wider than logging sleighs, roll snow outside track and awa^ from roadway. Cut off knolls fill up holesand leave a perfectly level road. Cut off dirt and manure from an ice road leaving a clean roadbed. Roll up and 'push entirelyaway from the road, 12" of loose snow each time the plough passes over.

Sold on ;their merits. Strongly built and of first class material. Well finished and fully guaranteed.

Illustrated Catalogue and Prices on application.

SOLE RIGHT OF MANUFACTURE AND SALE IN CANADA CONTROLLED BY

The Wilkinson Plough Company
Limited

Toronto - Canada

DODGE
Elevating and Conveying

Machinery
We manufacture a very complete line of Machinery for

the handling of Materials of all kinds economically.

Belt Conveyors, any length, any capacity.

Bucket or Cup Elevators, any capacity.

We are headquarters in Canada for

Chain, Sprockets, Take-ups, Head Pulleys, Car Pullers,

Friction Hauls, Belt Tighteners, Rope Sheaves,

Gearing all kinds, Friction Clutches, Manilla and
Wire Transmission Rope, Car Pullers, &c, &c.

Send for our B7 Catalogue, also Chain and Sprocket Catalogue.

Dodge Manufacturing Co.
Toronto and Montreal
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"DEFIANCE" MODERN WOODWORKING machinery
FOR MAKINd

Hubs, Spokes, Wheels, Wagons, Carriages, Kirns, Shafts. Poles, Neck-
Vokes. Single Trees, Barrel J loops, Handles of all kinds, Insulator Pins, Spools,

Bobbins, Oval Wood Dishes and General Woodwork.

Invented and built by

The

Defiance

Machine

Works
Defiance, Ohio

Sknd ior Catalog

32 inch Spoke Lathe. No. 1 Spoke Throat Polisher. No. 1 Hub Lathe. No. 2 Hub Mortiser.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Sawmill, Shingle, Lath and Transmission Machinery
Manufacturers

of

The Improved Hot Blast Grate

Style " B " for Mill Furnace

develops more heat from green, wet or frozen sawdust or mill refuse,
than an ordinary draft grate develops from wood or coal.

The most modern and economical grate on the market. Increases steaming
power of boiler 50 per cent.

We are the sole manufacturers for Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime
Provinces, for this grate. It will save you money, regardless of the kind of
fuel used. We have many testimonials bearing out this statement.

Here is one :

—

Berriedale, Ont., June 28/09.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited, Orillia.

Dear Sirs,

With reference to Hot Blast Grate purchased from you
on trial about six weeks ago, we have found it to be one of the
most profitable things we ever put in any of our saw-mills.
It is much cheaper and more convenient than any sort of
Dutch Oven. We placed it under two 6 foot boilers where we
saw Spruce and Balsam logs, the sawdust of which makes poor
fire. Before we began using the Hot Blast Grates we burned
from 3 to 4 cords of dry slabs daily, and even then had a
deficiency of steam, but now we have all the steam we desire,
and the only fuel used is sawdust.

(Signed) The Highland Lumber Co.

Full Particulars on Application

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited Represented in the Province of Quebec by

Orillia, Ontario Williams & Wilson, Montreal

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices.

The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-
creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 months
and is giving splendid satisfaction to all our
customers. Burning all grades of fuel with the
very best results. All live Mill Managers and
Engineers would do well to consult us when re-
quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-
ranted not to be an infringement on any prior
patents. We stand behind our customers and
guarantee them in the unmolested use of ourown invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and
repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert
workmen.

A post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY Branch Office : 1 1 9 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.
Telephone Main 1342.

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.
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The Lidgerwood Paten

Hauling Loaded Sleds over a Ridge

SLEIGH HOIST
A machine designed to hoist or lower sleighs loaded with logs, pulpwood, bark or

other forest products, in mountain logging.

It handles steadily and under perfect control the largest sleigh loads, on any hill, no
matter how steep, and up to 3,500 ft. in distance.

Saves horses when used with them. Maiming and killing of horses on steep hills is
eliminated; saves the horses from the hardest work, that of taking the empty sleighs up the hills.

Does what horses cannot do. The hardest uphill haul costs no more than hauling on the
level with horses. Enables bringing timber over heights of land, thus frequently saving
long hauls

;
the improving of small streams

; or the absolute loss of stumpage.

It pulls itself about in the woods ; uses wood for fuel ; and is simple to operate

We now have a representative in Canada, who will examine your conditions and tell

you what can be done, free of charge of any nature.

WRITE US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co
Originators and Builders of High Grade Steam Logging Machinery

96 Liberty Street - - - New York
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SIMONDS
Inserted
Point

Made
in

Montreal

Are you buying a new saw this winter ? Then listen towhat some other mill men say about the Simonds Saw. We
quote from their letters. " As near perfection as one could bemade for our mill." " Miles ahead of any other—would not
take $100 in gold for it." "Our favorite saw in the mill."

' * irst class, works fine." " Runs equally well winter or sum-
mer. " Your saws have proved the best I ever used." " It's
the only saw I can get to stand up in frozen timber.

Some of our friends may be over enthusiastic, but there
you have their own words. Isn't it enough to cause you to
hesitate and learn more about the Simonds before buying any
other make? Really he who uses this saw profits much more
by it than do we in selling it. You have more to gain than we.

An attractive little booklet fully describing these saws can
be obtained by addressing our nearest office.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.St. John, N. B. Vancouver, B. C

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

$20 a Day Profit orv
$100 Investment

The DeLoach "Mustang" Shingle Mi
will cut 10,000 Shingles per day with 4 H. P. and 20,000 with 8H. P.

and give you as smooth shingle as turned out by any machine on
earth that costs $800.

II is all steel and durable for a lifetime. The Carriage has ball-
bearings, and a coil spring at each end, insuring a Quick and
Kasy Stroke.

Write for catalog of 254 pages describing Saw Mills, Shingle
Mdls, Planers, Gang Kdgers, Trimmers, Lath Mills, Corn Mills
Flour Mdls, (Join Crushers, Water Wheels, Engines, Boilers and
Gasoline Engines.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co.
Box 509

Bridgeport, Ala.

For Log Loading, operating a Derrick,

pulling and placing cars and general

hoisting purposes

The "MIDLAND"
Hoisting

Engine

is unsur-

passed.

Catalogue

on

request

The Canada Iron Corporation Ltd.
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p. o. box 42 5 ONTARIO
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Increase of Exports Still Continues
The statistics published by the Department of Trade and Commerce

for the Dominion of Canada, continue to show a gratifying growth in the
lumber trade of Canada. Exports have maintained the increase, com-
menced a few months ago, and are now establishing new records. Both
to the United States and to the United Kingdom the exports for August,
1909, were considerably larger than in August, 1908. To the United
Kingdom, export* were valued as follows: August, 1909, $1,901,108;
August, 1908, $1,720,992. To the United States the value of exports
was, August, 1909, $3,973,516; August, 1908, $3,054,422.

The total exports of forest products from Canada during August last

amounted in value to $6,039,467, as compared with $4,544,072 in August,
1908. This was the largest export for August on record, the next highest
having been $6,007,579, in 1906. In July last the forest products ex-

ported totalled in value $5,935,277, which also was a record for July.

These figures relate only to the exports of home forest products. With
the foreign products exported added the total for August was $6,090,329,

and for July $5,904(863. Exports of forest products again ranked sec-

ond in value during August, being exceeded only by those of animal
produce, which totalled $7,218,896. The total exports of Canadian pro-

duce of all kinds in August was valued at $23,537,330, against $22,-

910,611 in August, 1908. This was exceeded only in August, 1907, and
August, 1909, when the totals respectively were $26,179,698 and $24,-

050,561.

For the five months ending with August the exports of forest pro-

ducts totalled $20,801,843 in value, against $17,861,247 for the same
period in 1908. This total was exceeded only once in the same five

months of previous years; namely, in 1906, when the value was $21,-

275,281.

Imports of wood and manufactures of wood during August, 1909,

were valued at $965,198, of which $293,237 worth was dutiable and

$671,961 was free of duty. In August, 1908, the imports totalled $643,-
437fi of which $178,028 was dutiable and $465,409 free. For the five
months ending with August, 1909, the imports were valued as follows

:

free, $1,345,091; dutiable, $3,480,059; total, $4,825,150. In 1908 the
figures for the same five months were: free, $1,002,321; dutiable, $2,-
549,276; total, $3,551,597. In 1<)07 the figures were: free, $1,499 780'
dutiable, $5,188,124; total. $6,687,904. The total imports, therefore,'
whik greater than those of 1908 by $1,273,553, are less than that of 1900
by $1,862,754.

An interesting comparison is afforded by the figures of the United
States exports and imports of wood and wood products for August. The
total value of imports during August, 1909, was $5,582,198, as against
a total of $4,116,547 for the same month last year. Exports of do-
mestic woods and manufaceures thereof for August, 1909, reached a
total of $6,495,662; for August, 1908. the total was $5,080,270. Wood
and manufactures thereof coming under the class of "foreign merchan-
dise," to a value of $132,348 were shipped out of the country during
August this year, as against a total of $85,890 in August, 1908.

Mistaken Views on Export of Logs
More ink has been spilled of late over the pulpwood situation, so far

as ,t concerns Canada and the United States, than over a good many
other subjects which are better worthy of discussion. When, however a
Canadian finds his way into print with views which are known to be ex-
travagant, it is time to spill a little more. In a recent interview which
appeared in the daily press, and found its way thence into a number of
n,ted States fcrade PaPei'S. Mr. John R. Barber, of Toronto, the well

known paper manufacturer, is quoted as having expressed some ideas
which cannot, be reconciled with existing conditions. After suggesting
that Canadians should look at the present tariff from a purely business
point of view and get all the business they can, he uses this maxim as
ground for an argument in favor of abolishing the present regulations
restraining the export of unmanufactured wood from some of the Can-
adian provinces.

The interview is thus summarized in one publication : "At the present
time, before the Quebec leases expire, Mr. Barber holds that Quebec
might very well abolish the difference between the duties on wood manu-
factured into pulp in the country and that sent out in form of wood. If
this were done Quebec would at once get its pulp into the United States
free and would get its paper in for $3.75 per ton instead of a little over
$6. The Province of Ontario might for a year- abrogate its regulation pro-
hibiting the export of wood cut on Crown lands. This could not be done
without the consent of those holdmg pulp concessions, but he thinks this
would not be difficult to obtain. Then Ontario wood and pulp and paper
would go into the United States on more advantageous terms than now.
She would get pulp in free instead of $1.67, and paper in for $3.75 instead
of $5.75. If this were tried until next March then perhaps conditions
would have been so affected that the arrangement might be continued
and even extended. In any event Ontario and Quebec would enjoy a
period of freer trade, and would be just as well off in regard to any action
of a retaliatory nature as they are now. Mr. Barber sees no use in losing
good business for a sentiment. In a word, accept what is offered now
while money is to be made out of accepting it, and let the future take
care of itself—do not anticipate."

Mr. Barber's arguments could not be more specious if uttered by a
citizen of the United States, who wanted our raw material for his own
factories. Quebec certainly might benefit by removal of the present re-

bate on pulpwood manufactured into pulp in Canada, because this rebate
is universally recognized as being of no effect so far as encouraging home
manufacture is concerned. The only effect is to give the United States
an excuse for imposing their own maximum tariff by way of retaliation.

The case in Ontario, however, is far different. Ontario's prohibition of

the export of logs has been of the greatest possible benefit to the pro-
vince. It has promoted the growth of great lumbering industries in many
parts of the country. It could not be abrogated without serious loss to

the industry and to all who depend upon it for their living. Ontario wood
might go into the United States on more advantageous terms than be-

fore, as Mr. Barber says, but not so the pulp. In a short time no pulp
whatever would cross the border. The duty might be nil, but the trade

would also be nil, as United States mills would use our logs for making
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pulp, and the pulp business here would be killed. Ontario would gain

nothing by such a change and would lose its lumbering and pulp indus-

tries in a very short time. Most of us remember too well the conditions

existing before the prohibition of log export from Ontario was enforced,
to want them to be repeated.

Mr. Barber is a bit at sea also about securing the consent of holders

of pulp leases in Ontario before doing away with the prohibition of log

export,. There are only about three pulp concessions in Ontario and it

a part of their agreement that they must manufacture their timber
into pulp in Canada. It is the Government which stipulates that they
must manufacture in Canada, not they who undertake to manufacture
if the Government will prohibit the export of pujpwood. Altogether, Mr.
Barber's interview is unfortunately inaccurate as well as untimely, and
gives a mistaken impression of the views prevailing in Canada.

The Importance of a Thorough Knowledge of Contract Law
The legal fraternity have a good deal to thank the lumber trade for,

in the way of business. If statistics were available it would probably be
seen that the lumber manufacturing and trading interests of the country
provide a goodly percentage of the cases coming before the courts. In
one way and another legal pitfalls are continually found in a lumberman's
path, and sad to relate, the lumberman often falls in. There should be
much less resort to litigation than there is, but how to bring this about is

a difficult problem.

Lumber transactions of every kind, from the felling of the tree to

the marketing of the product, ought to be the result of definite and spe-

cific contracts. In the majority of cases the contracts are there, but the
parties, acting generally in good faith, sometimes work at cross purposes
and one of them through a misunderstanding of the contract precipitates

a legal dispute which costs both parties a lot of money and anxiety. A
man carrying on a lumber business ought above all things to familiarize

himself with the law of contracts, so far as it affects him. He should be
able to understand the exact result of any undertaking he enters and
especially appreciate the implied obligations of his actions, which,
though not expressed in the contract, may be as definitely binding as

though they were in black and white. There are so many men looking for

excuses to avoid unpleasant duties under a contract that serious loss is

sure to result to the man who does not arm himself with the best weapon
against them. The only effective weapon of this nature is knowledge of

the law of contracts. A contemporary publication goes so far as to sug-

gest that public schools should give simplified instruction in the matter
according to some recognized authority. No information imparted in our
schools to-day would be of more value than this.

The basic idea of a eontraet is extremely simple. Two or more
people agree to do certain thing j or to leave certain things undone for

a consideration There must be an agreement and there must be a con-
sideration. Essentially the "consideration" is all important, The con-
sideration may be implied, and the extent to which such an implied
consideration may be imported into a contract, is considerable. A case
which recently came before an Ontario court bears strongly upon this
point. The defendants made use of certain river improvements con-
structed by the plaintiffs. They were floating logs down the river and
inasmuch as they used the improvements for this work, it was assumed
by the plaintiffs that they would be compensated therefor. They im-
plied an obligation upon the defendants to compensate, because the
defendants used the improvements without denying the obpgation. The
courts decided that the plaintiffs were in the right, even though there
had been no undertaking on the part of the defendants to pay for the use
of the improvements. The legal situation resolved itself into the exist-
ence of a contract by reason of the use of the improvements without dis-
avowal of the plaintiffs' cla ;ms for compensation.

The principle involved has no serious intricacies about it. If the
defendants had made a study of their situation beforehand they would
probably have quickly realized their obligation and avoided legal expenses
which were probably qu'te extensive. This is quite an average case. The
lumber press reports similar ones with unwelcome frequency. Business,
in a lumber office, is generally so urgent that many things have to be
overlooked. The legal responsibility erd, however, cannot be neglected
without danger of serious loss, which might frequently be avoided by a
study of contract law.

B. C. Lumberman Writes of Promising Western Trade Conditions
It does one good to come into touch with some of the optimism which

is prevalent throughout Canada to-day, especially among lumbermen,
and to contrast it with what was. fashionable a few months ago, when
conditions were not quite so promising. Genuine Canadians are never
lacking in faith in their own country, but it is their characteristic not to

publish their faith as much as they might. Mr. C. S. Battle, of Van-
couver, however, is one of those who believes in letting others know of

Canada's promise. In a brief but timely letter to the "American
Lumberman," he has given our neighbors to the south a little education,
which, in view of their lumber tariff eccentricities, will not be wasted.
Mr. Battle writes as follows:

"The general trend of conditions and the lumber market seem to be
upward and I doubt not, from the signs of the times, that next year will

be the beginning of a period of prosperity in the lumber business, in-

cluding all of its allied interests. British Columbia possibly is the least

developed and the least known of any white man's country on the Am-
erican continent.

"We have a province as large in area as the States of Texas, Color-
ado and Washington, with unbounded resources in mineral, timber,

ranching and fruit lands, fish and shipping facilities not excelled by any
country on the western hemisphere—but back to the lumber industry.

I will state that while there has been a market for all the lumber cut
(this being especially true of the coast district), at the same time the
price has been low and lumbermen generally are not satisfied with the
results of the last two years work. Stocks on hand are less than they
have been for some time, and everything points to a successful year in

1910—in fact, the demand now for lumber is good, but prices remain
low, owing to a proper concert of action on the part of the lumber manu-
facturers.

"The 'McBride Government' has just appealed to the country on its
railroad policy and doubtless will be returned. If so it will mean the ex-
penditure in this province in the next three years of about $20,000,000
by the Canad'an Northern alone. Add to this amount the completion
of the Grand Trunk Pacific from Edmonton to Prince Rupert and the
auxiliary line being built by the Canadian Pacific and Great Northern,
and you will have a faint idea of the great developments that are in store
for this section.

"In addition to the amount of lumber and ties required for the build-
ing of these different lines of railroads, there is an ever increasing demand
lor lumber for home consumption and also for the great wheat belt in
the northwest provinces, including Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and
even as far east as Ontario, British Columbia must supply the greater
portion of the lumber used in these developments.

"If you are at all familiar with the map of this province vou will
notice the different inlets and waterways in and around Vancouver island
and the thousands of islands lying between Vancouver and along the
mainland to Prince Rupert and beyond. Mills will be built on salt water
for export trade, anticipating the completion of the Panama canal, which
will help British Columbia from the lumbering standpoint almost as much
as it will the States of Washington, Oregon and California. The building
of these roads will develop the interior of the province. This, in connec-
tion with the great waterways, will make the interior of British Columbia
a great lumber mart. The probability is that at the next session of the
Dominion Parliament retaliatory legislation will be enacted on lumber-
that is to say, heretofore and at the present time there is no tariff on
rough lumber entering Canada, but in keeping with the protective policy
of the world, and especially of the United States, it would not surprise
me to see a tariff placed on American limber that would about equal the
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present American tariff on Canadian lumber. While this view is to some
extent speculative, at the same time the justness of the situation has been

growing on the people for some time.

'There has been quite an amount of activity in standing timber for

the last three or four months, and next year bids fair to break all records

in this line. You are aware that the lumber business is practically in its

infancy in this province, and you will also see that my position is, to gome
extent, based on the vision I have of the future.

"It was not my intention to have writeen at such length, but to do
anything like justice to a b'g subject in a big country, I find that it is

hard to condense what one has to 6ay."

Mr. Battle s views are shared by many other business men.

Decrease in Fires Indicates Greater Care on Part of Limit Holders
The report presented by W. C. Gladwin, chief fire warden for British

Columbia, for the season of 1909 is an excellent one, indicating that

greater system is prevailing in the locating and fighting of fires and that

w:th greater experience the fire fighting force is becoming more nearly

equal to the heavy demands which are made upon it. Even the most
efficient of forces will sometimes meet with fires too great to control.

This year, however, circumstances have combined with the watchful care

of the fire w ardens to prevent the occurrence of large fires and the result

has been a comparatively insignificant loss. This success, however, should

not be accepted too readily as evidence of a thorough system of fire pre-

vention. It is rather, evidence of what can be done by a good trained

force of small dimensions. It should encourage the Government to ex-

tend its force, because it proves that money thus spent saves timber of

many times its value. Up to a certain limit, which probably is far from
being reached as yet, such expenditures will surely be remunerative and
will have the added justification that, until this limit is reached, thorough

precautions cannot be said to have been taken against the occurrence of

great conflagrations, which may wipe out enormous areas of valuable

timber.

Some of the figures presented by Mr. Gladwin in his report are as

follows :

—

Only 240.000 feet of timber in the ten coast districts and 8,000,000

feet in the province as a whole, was destroyed by fire during the season.

As regards the coast districts, if this area is cut within a year the loss

will be nil. The area burned over amounts to 1,532 acres, and of this only

170 acres will be kept for another growth, the rest being cleared for set-

tlement. The total number of fires attended to was 77. Of these eight

were large fires, while the rest were discovered in time and extinguished

by the fire wardens in the course of their patrol, all of which, had they
not been discovered, would have spread and destroyed the standing tim-
ber and other property in the vicinity. In only two instances did the
wardens have to look after fires that had been started under permits,
though 1,600 permits were issued, and the holders were promptly dealt
with. Mr. Gladwin states as his opinion that with the great amount of

clearing in operation this season the loss would have been enormous
without the perm't system, which makes it possible to place the re-

sponsibility.

The report also contains the gratifying information that the loggers
are taking better precautions than ever before to prevent fires. There
are large tracts of land that have been logged over where a good growth
of small timber is still standing, and if fires can be kept out of these tracts
in the future, in a few years they will become valuable timber land. The
general opinion of wardens is that the refuse from logging should be left

on the ground to rot and form a protection to the next growth, and that
the only cases in which the refuse should be burned are along the right
of way of a logging railroad, where there is danger from ignition by the
sparks from locomotives in the dry season.

Of sixteen informations laid there were ten convictions, four dismis-
sals and two withdrawals. The wardens inspected 179 camps and 217
donkey engines. In a summary, covering the province as a whole, it is

stated that the total number of fires was 263 from the various causes:
Unknown, 67; settlers, 49; campers, 30; locomotives, 86; donkey en-
gines, 23; lightning, 10. The timber destroyed amounted to 8,000,000
feet, the fires being over 75,550 acres of mostly logged over land. The
number of men employed in fighting fires in all parts of the province was
376, the total wages paid being $3,711.

A Concrete Example of the Superiority of Wooden Boxes
The campaign in favor of the use of wooden packages instead of

pulp and paper will be stimulated by the results of a special enquiry

made by the Canadian trade commissioners in various important markets

of the world. Many matters reiating to packing are discussed in the

reports received, but prominent among them is the compla ;nt connected

with the cheese import into Great Britain. The cheese industry of

Canada is so important that no risk should be taken which may result

in the creation of even a slight prejudice against it. Wooden boxes alone

are suitable for cheese shipments, but recently efforts have been made
to save money by the use of pulp boxes. The result has been so un-

favorable as to bring forth a strong protest from the consignees in Great

Britain. The following is a quotation from the report referred to above,

and comes from the Leeds and Hull trade commissioner

:

"Some time ago a consignment of cheeses that reached this district

from Canada were put up in boxes made of pulpwood in lieu of the usual

wooden box. Although every credit "s due to the shipper for his enter-

prise in endeavoring to promote this cheaper form of package, yet the

continuance of this method of packing cheese is not advocated by local

importing houses. It is pointed out that in sending cheese this way,

there is always the risk—entirely unavoidable in some cases—of their be-

coming exposed to rain or damp during transit. Indeed, the same ship-

ment met with this experience en route, with the result that on arrival

in the warehouses here, the fastenings, which were intended to hold the

case in posif on, were found to have lost their grip entirely, owing to

the pulp having by some means or other become damp. An admirable

form of package for home trade and also from an economical point of

view, yet they are looked upon with but little favor here. It is stated

that they do not afford the maximum of protection in accordance with

the weight of cheese."

A similar report from Bristol says :

—

"Bad packing frequently gives rse to damage suits owing to the
merchant's claim on carriers for damage to goods caused by insufficient
package. A further incentive for better packing is the preference of re-
tailers who exhibit goods at their stores, for neat and unbroken packages.
Packages which have to be handled time after time in course of transit
should be made up of sufficient strength to withstand ordinary handling
and stowage."

If arguments were needed among lumber manufacturers, to prove
the superiority of wooden boxes over paper and pulp packages, no bet-
ter one could be secured than the above. Lumber manufacturers, how-
ever, understand the situation pretty well. Their problem is to acquaint
the consuming public with the actual facts, so completely as to put an
end to experimenting with useless forms of packages. Such experiments
are carried out by people who would gladly save the money they waste
if they were educated by publicity, to a proper appreciation of the fu-
tility of their efforts. The ways and means of doing this are numerous.
The first to suggest itself is by insisting personally upon wooden packages
for all goods purchased in balk, which are ordinarily delivered in wood.
Lumber manufacturers through their camp necessities control an ex-
tensive demand of this nature and can do something practical in this
line. Another method is available, which can be utilized to greater ad-
vantage. Lumber manufacturers, makers of boxes and box shooks in

particular, are closely in touch with the consuming market. They should
pass by no single opportunity of explaining to consumers the advantages
of wooden packages. A passive policy of looking only for orders in the
regular channels of trade, will not be of much avail in combatting the
efforts of those who are selling paper packages. Actual users could be
circularized to good effect.
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The Piping Plant for a Lumber Dry-Kiln
Practical Consideration of Accepted Methods of Installation Some Important Essen-
tials which Owners Should Understand as well as Engineers and Superintendents

Seasoning lumber in dry kilns presents so many engineering intrica-
cies that it is sometimes looked upon with undeserved anxiety by saw-
mill owners. Beyond question, the subject should be minute'^ studied
before a system is installed and just as minutely afterwards. Many who
are interested in dry kilns are not practical steam engineers and for such,
even an elementary knowledge of some of the important essentials is diffi-

cult to acquire. The piping of a plant, for instance, is sometimes mis-
understood even by those who undertake to superintend it. The follow-
ing article, contributed recently to the "Woodworker," deals with this
subject in a practical and simple fashion :

Tt seems to be difficult or impossible for some men to discard the
idea that if hot water resulting from heating a kiln is to go back into (he

boilers whence it came in the form of steam, the bottom of the kiln must
be located several feet above the top of the boiler. If this mistaken idea
is to be put into practice, the kiln must be placed high above the ground,
making it inconvenient and costly to get lumber into and out of it, or else
the boiler must be set in a hole that is never made large enough to give
the fireman a chance to work with comfort, and in some cases he cannot
properly care for the boilers, even if willing to work where it is dangerous
and uncomfortable. The truth in the matter is that both kiln and boilers
may be located on the same level, or the boilers may be set above the
kiln, without preventing the hot water from going back, thus using pure
water that will not ruin the boiler with scale, and saving much heat that
would otherwise be wasted.

Fig. 1 illustrates a boiler and a kiln set on the same level, where
steam is generated at high pressure in the former and used at low pres-
sure in the latter. The reducing valve 2 takes steam at boiler pressure
and reduces it to the desired point for use. It then is delivered to the
kiln and condensed in the process of taking moisture out of lumber. Hot
water gravitates to the receiver 3, from which it is taken by the return
trap 4 and put into the boiler. There are several points to be observed
in this connection, as otherwise the plant will not work well. The re-
ceiver 3 must be below the lowest pipe in the kiln in order to drain all

of the water. The drip pipe must run "down hill" all the way, that
water may run through it readily and no air pockets be formed to pre-
vent rapid operation. The return trap 4, must be at least 3 feet above
the highest water line in the boiler, as otherwise the water may not flow
into the boiler as rapidly as it comes from the kiln. There must be
enough pressure in 3 to raise water readily into 4. This means that it

requires 1 pound for each 2 feet that it is elevated. It is necessary to
put a steam gauge on 3, as otherwise the pressure may be too low for
(••uccessful operation, but the true cause of failure will not be apparent.
The reducing valve, 2, must be adjusted accordingly, not failing to re-

member that although the steam pressure at this point may be known,
it does not tell how much there is at 3, and there may be much differ-

ence between them, owing to rapid condensation and small feed and re-

turn pipes. Do not forget that water is not forced from 4 into the boiler

by pressure, the same as it is put in by a pump, as boiler pressure

admitted to the surface of this water, and it then runs ink. the boiler
by force of gravity, exactly the same way as if there was no pressure at
all on the machinery.

Some people are firmly convinced that steam at high pressure (say
100 pounds) contains much more heat than if there is only a low pres-
sure (say 10 pounds), but the fact is the capacity of steam for transfer-
ring heat from one point to another is not determined by its pressure,
as the total heat of steam at 10 pounds is nearly as great as at 100
pounds. However, if it is considered better to carry boiler pressure on
a kiln, ,t can be done by dispensing with the reducing valve, 2, and the
whole apparatus will work as well as before. Attention is called to the
fact that there is a globe valve, 5, next to the boiler in the feed pipe
and an angle valve, G, also in the feed line, with a check valve, 7, be-
tween them. This arrangement makes it possible to repair the check
valve without removing pressure from the boiler or the kiln, although
these valves seldom need repairs.

Fig. 2 illustrates an engine, boiler and a dry kiln all on the same
level, arranged to use all of the exhaust steam, thus saving much live
steam. The engine exhausts through the separator, 2, which takes all
cylinder oil and water cut of it, thus leaving only pure steam to go into
the kiln. The back-pressure valve, 3, is closed, but there is only a small
weight on the lever, thus limiting the back pressure. This lever should
not be overloaded, for under certain conditions it will add an unnecessary
load to the engine.

On a certain occasion I was asked to locate the trouble with an en-
gine that could not run as much machinery as formerly. Some of the
exhaust steam was wanted in the mill, but not all of it, hence when
several pieces of cast iron were put on the back-pressure valve lever, and
the engine lifted the valve against the back pressure created by these
weights, it required one-third of the power to do it, and as this was all
lost work, there was not enough left to operate the machinery.

Steam at low pressure goes out through the valve, 4, and enters the
kiln. If there is not enough of this to do the work, live steam is ad-
mitted through the stop valve, 5, to the reducing valve, 6, which auto-
matically regulates the amount delivered, so that the pipes are alwavs
full and none is wasted. Hot water resulting from the heating process

18

gravitates to the receiver, which is fitted with a hollow float. When the
water level rises it lifts this float, and this, in turn, opens a valve in the
steam pipe, admitting steam to the pump, which takes the water and
discharges it into the boiler as fast as it comes to the receiver

The steam plant and the dry kiln may be located in the most con-
venient places for them without regard to other conditions, where this
plan is adopted, as it is only necessary to set the receiver and pump below
the kiln, and the apparatus will do good work. The pit containing the
pump ought to be large enough to admit of repairing and packing the
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machine without inconvenience, as it costs but little more to build one
8 feet or 10 feet square than to make it 6 feet, although the latter may
be large enough to contain the pump.

A short time ago I saw one of these pits that was just large enough
to admit the pump and receiver, when they were lowered vertically,
but the engineer could not stand in the pit at the same time, consequeiitlv
when it became necessary to pack or repair the pump he had to discon-
nect the pipes and hoist the machine to the surface, in order to find
room enough to work, causing unnecessary trouble and expense.

Lord Northcliffe Favors Prohibition of Pulp Export
Lord Northcliffe, the well known English publisher, who has estab-

lished a large pulp and paper plant in Newfoundland
, was the guest of

the Montreal Canadian Club at luncheon on Nev. 5. Lord Northcliffe
came out in most emphatic terms in favor of the prohibition of export of
our pulpwood. "It is high time," he said, "that the Federal Government
of Canada came to the aid of the provinces, and supported them in the
fight which they are making in connection with the pulp question.

"If Canada would prohibit the export of pulpwood, eastern Canada
would become the greatest pulp and paper manufacturing country in

the world. Spruce trees are to eastern Canada what wheat is to western
Canada. You can search the entire world, but there is no place where
you will find such a prolific waste of raw material as in Canada. It is a
crying shame that Canada should receive $6 a cord for pulpwood, which
16 sent to the United States and made into paper, realizing for the latter
in the neighborhood of $40 a cord, thus building up huge manufaeturim:
establishments in the United States at the expense of the Canadian peo-
ple. I feel that this question is one of the most important facing the
Dominion Government, and if they are at all wise they will so arrange
the tariff that the manufacture of wood products will take place in Can-
ada. At present the Canadian Government is simply allowing a rival,
and at that an ungenerous rival, to deplete their most valuable"heritage.
It is the most important birthright Canadians have.

"I know that beyonrl question you have here in Quebec and Nova
Scotia and elsewhere the raw material that if the Dominion Government
will say the word, can make you the great paper makers of the world.
Our friends across the line are making the most desperate endeavors to
get their raw material in this country duty free, and one can hardh
imagine a better example of what they would cull a lead-pipe cinch than
that. They would pay $0 a cord for loers in Canada, take them to the
United States and manufacture them with American labor and sell the
product at $40 a cord, and drive Canada out of the market with her own
raw material. People say our farmers do well selling their wood at $0
a cord to Americans. It is a matter which can easily be rectified by the
Dominion Government.

"Read the history of the world, and you will find no example of such
reckless and relentless parting with raw material to a friendly rival whose
friendliness is driving you out of the world's markets. And in your
forests which are not yet protected this logging business for the market
is simply a brutal process of extermination of the trees. In many of the
European countries where forestry is a science, such as Germany, Nor-
way, Sweden and France, no man can cut a tree unless he produces a
guarantee that he will plant two more. When you sell your forests to
foreigners or urge your farmers to sell them to foreigners* at $6 a cord,
they are not particular what they cut. But in your spruce forests you
have a heritage which no scientist or chemist can rob you of, and it is
your duty to take care of this heritage as they do in Europe, and see
that no man recklessly robs at least two generations to come of labor,
work and profit from them.

"When I come here and see the people of this country seeming to
regard the spruce trees as though they were wheat, which can be grown
in a year, it seems a sad thing that they should be content to sell abroad
such a valuable concession at $6 a cord. I know when you consider this
you will realize that it is due to the eastern pari of Canada that the
Dominion Government should back up the provincial governments in
doing everything in their power to protect your spruce trees against for-
eign depredation. I like to discuss this question with business men, be-
cause Uncle Sam is putting up the biggest kind of a bluff—anyone can
go and see that he has not got the trees and needs yours. But it is a
bluff that fortunately is more likely to succeed at Westminster than at
Ottawa, where vou know him."

Ontario Government to Sell Lumber in Rondeau Park
The Ontario Department of Lands. Forests and Mines has commis-

sioned Mr. E. J. Zavitz, professor of forestry at the Ontario Agricultural
College, to take stock of the surplus growing timber in Rondeau Park.
His report will be followed by the sale of a large quantity of valuable
timber by public tender. Mr. Zavitz will work in conjunction with Mr.
Isaac Gardiner, the veteran Chief Ranger of the Provincial Park, who
will commence his work immediately. Rondeau Park, according to Hon.
Frank Cochrane, contains the most valuable growth of varied trees in the
province. It is still in a primitive state and has never experienced fores-
tation. As a result the growth has multiplied and thickened until manv

valuable matured trees are crowding out the new caplings. In some cases
decay from old age has set in

The Minister plans a careful and judicious pruning of the wide acre-
age. Mr. Zavitz will travel over the whole park and mark out the ma-
tured trees he deems it wise to remove. These will be sold to the highest
bidder and the timber removed on the snow. This will be followed in the
spring by an advantageous encouragement of new growth. Considerable
satisfaction is expressed with the success which has attended the "forest
nurseries" established on the cleared lands recently secured by the Crown
in older Ontario, and Hon. Mr. Cochrane anticipates being able to sub-
mit to the Legislature at its next session the outline of a progressive
general park and forestry policy for Ontario.

Good Demand for Nova Scotia Lumber
Clarke Brothers, lumber deakrs, Bear River, M.S., write under date

of Nov. 5th that they find an increasing demand springing up from nearly
every market with which they are doing business. Prices are firm and
stocks are exceptionally well cleaned up, so that there will be little avail-
able for shipment to the United States or elsewhere until after next
year's cut is thrown upon the market, Clarke Brothers are now getting
their camps under way for the cutting of next year's crop.

Speak ;ng of market conditions, they say that the outlook is favor-
able and the tendency in prices is upwards. The demand in all lines
is i^ood and the stock will be cleaned up much closer at the end of this
year than formerly. Referring to matters of general lumber interest, they
draw attention to the necessity for more careful cutting and a closer
supervision so as to eliminate the waste of timber resulting from leaving
tlie tops of trees, wtrch are of value, in the forest, Another matter
which they think is deserving of more attention than it is receiving is the
danger of forest tires resulting from the trimming off of all limbs from the
tops of trees.

Miscellaneous News of Lumber Matters
The Australian Commonwealth Government has placed in the es-

timates tlit- sum of £2,000 for experiments in wood seasoning

Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 17th and 18th, the Supreme Nine
of Hoo-Hoo, the members of the House of Ancients, and a number of
prominent and active members of the order will meet at the La Salle
hotel, Madison and Clark streets, Chicago, in an important conference
on matters pertaining to the good of the order, and to outline a campaign
for the ensuing year.

The following comparative statement of timber measured and culled
has been issue 1 by the Supervisor of Cullers' Office, Quebec, under date
of November 3rd :

1907 1908 1909
W aney white pine cubic feet 1,116,240 979,160 733 240
White pine 136,200 131,920 57,520
Eed P ]ne 8,400 8,200 8 680
0ak 399,920 524,280 537,160
Elm 212,360 86,440 107,960
A*h 25,880 4,400 520
Birch and maple " 82,200 59,880 57,240

At a session of the Dominion Board of Railway Commissioners, held
at Victoria on October 30th, an application was heard from the British
Columbia Government to give the fire wardens such authority that they
might be able to keep a closer watch over locomotives, in order to ensure
the latters' equipment with the most modern apparatus to prevent the
dissemination of sparks through timbered country. It also asked that the
railway companies be instructed to appoint men 'to patrol their lines after
the passing of trams through those districts in which the forests were
thickest and most subject to conflagration. Owing to the fact that a
Dominion Government official is engaged at the present time in inspecting
the Great Northern engines operating in Br'tish Columbia to ascertain
and report on what means may be taken to improve their equipment
with the idea indicated in mind, it was agreed, on Commissioner Scott's
suggestion, to allow the whole matter to stand over to the next sitting of
the board at Vancouver.

_

As an indication of the business revival in the United States, the
activity of the railroads is interesting. President W. C. Brown, of the
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad, has announced that the
management has entered upon a campaign of extraordinary- expenditure
to meet extraordinary traffic demands. The company placed contracts
in a few days, he said, for $25,000,000 worth of new locomotives, pas-
senger and freight cars, and intended to spend $60,000,000 more—$85,-
000,000 in all

—

;n reducing grades, straightening curves, and laying new
rails, exclusive of $50,000,000 terminal improvements in New York' City.

"These expenditures," he said, "are absolutely necessary to meet
the demands of business. The traffic records for the 'month of September
and October up to date have exceeded anything m the company's history.
The previous high water mark was for the first three quarters of 1907,
just before the panic.
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Gradual Improvement at Montreal
Splendid English Shipments. Shingles Quiet,
Lath Firm, Hardwood in Excellent Demand

Montreal Office of the "Canada Lumberman."
November 11, 1909.

The local lumber market is showin ga firmer tone and while no price
changes of any note have occurred within the past two weeks, there is

h gradual and quiet improvement to the general condition of the market.
Along the water front, activity continues and will last for another week
or so. The harbor sheds are congested at present with the heavy incoming
cargoes, and much difficulty is encountered in loading lumber on board
the vessels.

Some splendid English shipments are reported, lied pine is most
largely exported and the demand is largely for the cheaper grades of

merchantable stock, which is now employed where formerly No. 1 quality

was used. While the English market is showing a tendency to improve,
buyings are wholly for immediate use and are not extensive.

Report comes from the Ottawa district that several manufacturers
have closed contracts for their supply of deals to the British market and
at prices equally as good, if not better, than those obtained last year. The
closing of these contracts is effected at an unusually early date and is re-

garded here as an indication of a better feeling in the English market.

There is a good demand for the better grades of lumber, but the
feeling gains ground that the market for cull lumber must rule lower.
The loss of the American market for this class of stock, which was oc-

casioned by the high prices in effect two years ago, is keenly felt and
manufacturers have accumulated extensive supplies.

A very quiet tone characterizes the shingle market and there is a

feeling that manufacturers holding large stocks will have to reduce their

prices before the spring. The field for eastern Canadian shingles is con-
fined within smaller limits at the present time than was the case a few
years ago. Eastern shingles cannot new compete with British Columbia
reds further west than Kingston, Out., and formerly dealers could mar-
ket their supplies as far west as London, Ont. British Columbia reds
now meet with considerable opposition in the American market, where
Washington shingle* are marketed with a decidedly improved quality.

There have been no price changes in the local market.

Following are revised current wholesale lurnHci- prices for Montreal :

1-in., 2-in. and 3-in. pine log run mill culls out ... $27.00 to $30.00
1- in., 2-in. and 3-in. pine log run dead culls out ... - 24.00 to 26.00
Pine "O" culls 13.00 to 14.00
Pine mill culls • . 17.00 to 19.00
Spruce flooring, sheeting, etc., No. 1 24.00 to 26 00
Spruce flooring, sheeting, etc., No. 2 19.00 to 21.00
Merchantable, spruce boards 16.50 to 17.50
2-inch merchantable spruce 16.00 to 17.50
Cull spruce boards 14.00 to 15.00
2-inch spruce culls 14.00 to 15.00
1%-inch spruce mill culls 15.00 to 16.00
Spruce scantling, 3x 3, 12 and 13 feet 16.00 to 17.00
Spruce scantling, 2x 3, 12 and 13 feet 16.00 to 17.00
Spruce scantling, 3x 4, 12 and 13 feet 16.00 to 17.00
Spruce scantling, 2x10, 12 and 16 feet 19.00 to 21.50
2-inch (scant.) x 9, fifth quality, N. Y "outs" 16.50 to 18.00
Oak, lsts and 2nds, quarter white 87.00 to 90 00
Chestnut, lsts and 2nds, J inch 50.00 to 52.00
Birch, 1-inch log run, mill culls out 18.00 to 20.00
Maple, 1-inch log run, mill culls out 18.00 to 20.00
Basswood log run, mill culls out, 1x4 and up, winter sawn .... 24.00 to 26.00
Rasswood log run, dead culls out, 1x4 and up, winter sawn .... 20.00 to 24.00
Laths, mill run, spruce, 1%-inch x %-inch, 4 feet 3.00 to 3.25
Laths, pine, No. 1 4.00 to 4.25

Laths, pine, No. 2 3.25 to 3.50

Laths, pine. No. 3 2.50 to 2.75
Shingles, clear 2.90
Shingles, 2nd clear 2.25

Shingles, extras, l's 1.50

Hemlock boards, mill run 14.50 to 16.50

Hemlock culls 13.00 to 14.00
Merchantable, spruce boards . . 16.50 to 18.00

2-inch merchantable spruce 16.50 to 18.00

Spruce scantling, 2x10, 12 and 16 feet 19.50 to 21.50

Dimension timber is in fair demand at the present time. The prices

for pine, spruce and hemlock range about the same as those of last year.

On the other hand, Georgia pine and British Columbia firs are firmer

and a comparison with the prevailing figures of last season shows an

advance on British Columbia fir of $1 and on Georgia pine of $2.

The condition of the hardwood market as viewed by a majority of

Montreal dealers was never better than it is to-day. All grades of hard-

wood are in splendid demand. Basswood at the present time seems to

be gradually supplanting the much-used white wood. Birch, which has

not been very much appreciated up to the present time, has come more
into common use. It is very plentiful in the surrounding districts and on

the whole it is of a good quality, and the splendid finish that is obtained

by the varnished birch is bound to bring it into more general use. The

New York market for birch is very firm and dealers anticipate a corre-

sponding tone to be evinced in the Canadian market.

Laths remain firm at quoted figures. The hemlock market is quiet
at the present time, but the dealers are anticipating a demand for dry
hemlock. The tone of the pine market remains unchanged for the lower
grades, with the better class of pine showing a bullish tendency. All
grades of spruce are in better demand.

Montreal Men Studying the Sawdust-Alchohol Problem
The manufacture of alcohol from sawdust and other wood waste, was

dealt with in a lecture by Mr. Ruttan, professor of chemistry in Hie
medical faculty of McGiJJ University, at a meeting held recently in Mont-
real. This subject has been absorbing the attention of manufacturers
both in Canada and the United States for some years. It is claimed for
the new process, that the cost of production of alcohol can be reduced
(o one-third or one-quarter of the cost of production under present me-
thods. The importance of such a process to lumber manufacturers is

also great, as it would, if successful, reduce to a minimmu the present
extensive waste which accompanies lumbering.

Professor Farrier, of McGill University, Montreal, has been experi-
menting for many years on the process of making alcohol out of sawdust.
He was in Chicago recently and impressed several lumbermen in that
city with the merits of his discovery. Two of the largest lumbermen in
Ottawa, J. R. Booth and W. C. Edwards, are favorably impressed with
the discovery. Professor Farrier says that alcohol can be produced from
dry sawdust at a cost of 6 cents a gallon, and that one ton of dry sawdust
will produce twenty gallons.

Personal News from Montreal
Mr. H. M. Price, of Montmorency Falls, Que., was in Montreal re-

cently.

W. W. Humphries, of Messrs. Watson A Todd, Limited, Liverpool,
England, is on a visit to the company's Canadian offices at Ottawa and
Montreal.

Mr. H. Bourgouin will leave about the middle of December for
Paris, France. Mr. Bourgouin will join his family and spend the winter
season there.

Mr. H. E. Trudeau, Ville St Laurent, P.Q., was in Montreal this
week in connection with the sale of his lumber mills and timber and pulp
limits on the north shore of the St. Lawrence river.

Mr. W. T. Mason is in Buffalo this week. While in the Bison City
Mr. Mason expects to close an important contract for 1010 delivery, in

the interest of his firm. Messrs. Mason, Gordon & Company

Miscellaneous News from Quebec Province
Winter rates for lumber go into effect on the railroads on the 15th

of November. These rates will mean in effect, an advance of two cents
on the summer charges.

The failure of James J. Murphy, of Quebec, this week is noted with
considerable surprise in local lumber circles, where this firm has always
been well rated. Not long ago Mr. Murphy opened a lumber yard in

Montreal with Mr. Hickey in charge, and a good business was conducted.
The liabilities are placed at $47,000 with the assets in the neighborhood
of $35,000. Quite a number of Montreal lumber dealers are among the
creditors.

The feeling seems to prevail in Montreal that an organization of the
lumber interests could be effected for the advantage of all concerned. If
the Hoo-Hoo organization could be developed and extended in Montreal
and in Quebec Province generally, and the manufacturer, wholesaler and
retailer could be brought together, and made to realize the urgency of
pulling together and sticking to their respective fields, a splendid work
would be consummated.

Ten canal boats laden with lumber belonging to the Robinson, Ed-
wards Lumber Company, Burlington, Vt., left Montreal on Saturday,
Nov. 6, and were rushed through in order to enter the New York State
canals before they closed for the season. The American canals close on
the 15th of this month, and manufacturers have been rushing forward
their final shipments during the past few weeks. Boats had to reach
the entrance of the canals not later than the 12th of November in order
to reach their destination bv this route.

The plant of the Silsby Lumber Company, at St. George, Beauce,
in the vicinity of Sherbrooke, Que., was recently visited by a disastrous
fire which caused the destruction of the company's entire plant. For-
tunately only a small portion of the lumber stocks were destroyed in the
conflagration. The loss to the company is estimated at from $50,000 to .

$60,000. with insurance in the neighborhood of $20,000. The Silsby
Company is largely comprised of St. Johnsburg, Vt., capitalists.

The Canadian Northern Quebec Railway Company have made ar-
rangements with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company for the de-
livery of lumber and other commodities at the latter 's terminal points at
Montreal, whereby a reduction in freight rates varying from one-half
cent to one cent per 100 pounds is effected. This traffic was formerly
handled and transferred to Montreal via the Canadian Northern Quebec
lines and then switched to the Canadian Pacific Railway tracks, making
a very round-about circuit. By the present arrangements it is brought in
by way of Lachute, where it is transhipped to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way and from there it is sent on directly to Montreal.
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Personal News and Business Notes
G. A. Balfour, a former manager of the Merchants Bank, Morris,

has taken a position with the Rat Portage Lumber Company as auditor.

Nathaniel Curry, of Amherst, N.S., president of Rhodes-Curry, and
head of the new car merger, has been elected a director of the Bank of
Nova Scotia.

Frank Hawkins, Ottawa, Ont., secretary of the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association, accompanied by Gordon C. Edwards, of W. C. Ed-
wards & Company, Limited, vice-president of the association, spent two
days in New York recently

David Johnson, the well known lumberman of St. Andrews, N.B..
has contracted to furnish the St. Croix Taper Company witli 7,000,000
feet of logs during the coming winter. Mr. Johnson and his crew have
started for their scene of operations at Spedenic lake.

It is stated that Mr. E. C. Whitney, head of the St. Anthony Lum-
ber Company, is winding up his affairs in Canada and will retire to pri-
vate life in Minneapolis, Minn. The big mill at Whitney, Ont., and the
limits, now chiefly pulp and hardwood, have been sold to a Michigan firm.

Mr. Andrew Haslam has been appointed to succeed the late Mr. R.
J. Skinner in the offices of provincial timber inspector, assistant com-
missioner of lands and registrar of voters for the electoral district of the
city of Vancouver. Mr. Haslam was formerly supervisor of scalers, and
is familiar with the work of the timber office. Mr. A. Hamilton will be
supervisor of log scalers.

The W. H. Kelly Lumber Company, of Buckingham, Que., has
quite a showing of sawed lumber along the C.P.R. track at the landing.
Piles aggregating probably 300,000 feet b.m. will, if the present fine
weather continues, be in good shipping order very soon. It is rumored
that the company have secured a large contract for the supply of timber
to the Montreal Harbor Commissioners.

E. W. Backus, of Minneapolis, president of the Minnesota A- On-
tario Power Company, and J. G. Sutherland, the company's sales mana-
ger, were recently in Winnipeg on their way to Fort Frances. Ont., to
inspect the power works. Mr. Backus said that the paper mill at Inter-
national Falls. Minn., would be in operation in February. It would have
a dady capacity of 175 tons of ground wood pulp, 100 tons of sulphite
and 200 tons of news print paper. The principal market would be in the
middle States, from Detroit to Denver.

M. J. McYean, of the forest service of the United States Department
of Agriculture. Washington, is visiting Winnipeg. Mr. McYean lias
come to Canada to make a study of the administration of public forest
reservations, with particular reference to hydro-electric power conces-
sions in such reservations. Mr. McVean's work in the United States
forest service is largely concerned with the granting of such concessions.
Mr. McVean bears letters of introduction from Philip P. Wells, acting
forester for the United States Government, to Sir Daniel McMillan and
the Lieutenant-Governors of the Provinces of Saskatchewan, Alberta and
Brit'sh Columbia, as well as to officials of the Dominion Government.

Obituary
R. J. Skinner, for many years timber inspector in British Columbia,

died on October 20th after a long illness.

Alfred H. Hough, of Renfrew, Ont., a prominent and successful
lumber merchant, died recently at the hospital at North Bay, of typhoid
fever, aged 56.

_
Mr. Hough took an active part, in municipal affairs and

had lately acquired extensive mining interests in northern Ontario.
James D. Finlay died at Joliette. Que., recently, aged 63 vears.

Mr. Finlay was superintendent of the Toronto Paper Company's mills at
Cornwall for sixteen years. Other mills of -which he had charge at dif-
ferent periods were : Albion Paper Mills, Holyoke, Mass. ; Roval Pulp &
Paper Company, East Angus, Que., and mills at Watervbet, Mich., and
Joliette, Que.

The death of Edward Barnhil], of Fairville, N.B., occurred recently.
Mr. Barnhill had followed the lumbering business all his life and was
well known throughout the province. He was born in 1844 in St. John.
The father of the late Mr. Barnhill established at Pleasant Po'nt the
milling business now conducted by John E. Moore. His son continued
it, selling out to Mr. Moore a few years ago. The wife of the deceased
was a daughter of Eben Sutton, who had mills at South Bay and Grand
Bay, and who was connected with the firm of E. D. Jewett. A brother
and four sisters survive. The brother is B. B. Barnhill, of Two Rivers,
M.S., who is engaged in lumber'ng in that vicinity. The late Mr. Barn-
hill was a member of the Church of England and was also prominent in
Masonic circles. In politics he was a "Liberal. He was known as a keen
man of business. One of his forms of recreation was hunting, and as a
woodsman and hunter he had a reputation that was more than local.
Death was due to heart disease.

South African imports of wood for seven months ending July 31st
last, and for the same period in 1908, were as follows : wood unmanufac-
tured, in the rou<?h, 1009, £247.247; 1908, £207,187; wood planed and
grooved. 1909, £55,273; 1908, £51,455; wood manufactured, 1909, £130 -

839; 1908, £145,6662.

Lumber Matters in the Law Courts
Important Case Involving the Discontin-
uance of a Spur Track—Woodman's Liens

Discontinuance of Spur Track Facilities—A case of unusual interest
to lumbermen, has been decided in a trial court of Manitoba before Judge
Metcalfe in the matter of Robinson v. Canadian Northern Railway Com-
I

any. The matter at '"ssue was a claim on the part of the plaintiffs, who
are lumber and fuel dealers in Winnipeg, for $12,000 damages against
the railroad company for failing to supply the plaintiffs with reasonable
and proper spur track facilities, as had been ordered by the Board of
Railway Commissioners. The case came before the Board of Commis-
sioners originally on an application of the plaintiffs to have the company
replace the siding which had formerly been there and had been taken
away. The siding was originally constructed by the Northern Pacific &
Manitoba Railway Company, and spur track facilities for loading and un-
loading had been afforded, until November, 1904, when the rails and t

;

es
of the spur track were taken away by the Canadian Northern Railway,
which had taken over the road. The Board of Railway Commissioners
had granted the order for the plaintiffs and directed that the siding or
spur track should be constructed within four weeks of the date of the
order. The defendants appealed from this order to the Supreme Court
and the appeal was dismissed.

On October 27th, 1906, the plaintiffs brought the present action for
damages on account of the order not having been obeyed. The railway
company held that they were not liable for damages arising during the
appeal which they had brought promptly and which was heard without
undue delay. Judge Metcalfe, however, could not take this view of the
case. He held that the plaintiffs should have their damages from the
date of the breach of the statute winch stipulates that reasonable and
proper facilities shall be provded. He directed that judgment should be
given to the plaintiffs with a reference to ascertain the amount of
damages.

Death of Logging Train Engineer—An illustration of the variety of
opinions that can be given by authorities upon a legal question is af-
forded by the case of White v. Victoria Lumber Company, recently tried
on appeal in a full court of British Columbia. The case as it came or-
iginally before the jury was for the recovery of $6,000 by the father and
mother of a man who died from injuries sustained while in the employ-
ment of the defendants, for damages for his death. The jury brought in
a verdict in favor of the plaintiff. In the appeal, Chief Justice Hunter
and Judges Irving and Morrison constituted the court.

Deceased was killed by leap ;ng from his engine when taking a train
of eight cars loaded with logs from the camp to the mill at Chemainus
The company claimed that negligence on the part of the deceased con-
tributed to his death and that therefore they were not liable. It was
clearly shown in the evidence that the train was properly supplied with
braking equipment. Chief Justice Hunter gave his opmion 'that lack
of caution on the part of the deceased was the decisive cause of the ac-
cident and that for that reason a new trial would be of no use to the
plaintiff. He therefore ordered judgment to be entered for the defend-
ants. Judge Irving, however, held that the verdict must stand on the
ground that there was evidence to justify the jury in reaching the con-
clusion that the deceased was not a competent servant and that the
accident was the result of his incompetency and that the company had
not taken sufficient care in selecting him. The duty of taking care to
select, competent servants was bv common law one of the duties an
employer owed to his workmen. Therefore Judge Irving was of the opin-
ion that there should be a new trial. Judge Morrison took still another
view of the facts. He believed that the evidence had been fully and
ably canvassed before the jury and did not think that their finding should
be interfered with. Accordingly, in his opinion, he would dismiss the
appeal with costs.

Woodman's Liens—The case of Heaney v. Lobley was recently tried
in a full court of the Yukon Territory on anneal from the decision sriven

'

by Judge McCauley in favor of the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs (husband
and wife) who were employed, the former to drive a team, the latter to
cook, in a wood camp of the defendant, had ceased work at the de-
fendant's camp on December 24th and proceeded to Dawson City, and
had interviewed the defendant on December 25th. They claimed that
until their interview with the defendant was concluded and a decis :on
was reached that thev should not continue in his employ, they were still
entitled to payment bv way of wages. Judge McCauley had upheld this
claim. Upon appeal it was decided that the judgment for the husband
who was emnloyed on day work should be reversed, and that the appeal
against the judgment for the wife, who was employed by the month,
should be dismissed.

A despatch from Winchester, Ya,. on Nov. 5th, said that the forest
fires in that section contmue to rage fiercely, and unless rain fell within
the next few hours the property loss would be enormous. Thousands of
acres of valuable timber land m the Great Northern Mountains had al-
ready been laid waste, and the flames were spreading in all directions.



THE WOODWORKER
Homemade Belt Shifters

It is a dangerous proceeding to try to move a running belt from one
wheel to another by means of a portable shifting contrivance, yet one
sees this sort of thing done very often, says the "American Lumberman."
One day lately a lad endeavored to shift a 4-inch belt from the tight to
the loose wheel by using the handle end of an oiling stick. The st :ck
was caught under the belt and give the arms of the boy a severe wrench,
which laid him up for several days. In another instance a pole was used
10 shift an engine belt, was thrown downward into the wheel pit, where it

doubled up in the spokes of the turning balance wheel causing the wheel
to tilt and stop, necessitating several days' labor to level its bearings.
Employees are often seriously injured by shifting belts in this careless
manner.

First class belt shifters are on the market and easily obtainable, and
enterprising and thoughtful owners of power plants install these devices,
but many operators still take chances with crude contrivances of their
own invention.

The accompanying drawings are given to illustrate various methods
of moving belts on wheels. Fig. 1 is a shifting device which can be
leadily constructed with materials usually found about a ship. The shifter
is all wood, the ma ;n supporting piece being designated CC). From this
drop the brackets (BB), which are pieces of common wood slotted to
permit the passage of the pin carrier or shifter (A). The carrier is passed
through the slots and is provided with the strong wooden pins (DD).

Sometimes these pins are of wrought iron with the lower ends threaded
and a nut and washer on either side to cause the pins to grip in the car-
rier. Hence with the belt between the two pins it is possible to shift the
belt either way by means of the pole wlr'ch extends through the right
end of the carrier and down to the floor where it can be held.

Instead of the pole system of shifting, the wheel method is pre-
ferred in some shops. This plan of belt shifting with a homemade de-
vice is illustrated in fig. 2. The arrangement of the carrier for the pins
is simdar to that in the first illustration. The supporting brackets are
the same. Instead of the shifting pole, however, a wooden wheel is
placed on a spindle as at (E). A belt or rope (FF) passes over the
groove in this wheel. The wheel is fitted with a pin at the back and this
pin slips into a hole in the wrought iron piece represented by the black-
ened portion just at the rear of the wheel, whereby the shifter can be
moved back and forth by manipulating the belt or cord from below.

Gearing also is employed instead of the pole or rope system of shift-
ing. This mode of shipping a belt is presented in fig. 3. If a system of
this character is to be employed a strip of gearing may be obtained at a
metal working shop. In this system a flat row of gears, containing about
twenty cogs, is secured with rivets to the end of the moveable shifting
stick as at (G). Small bolts can be passed through the holes in the flat

line of gears and bolted to the woodwork, or screws may be employed.
The cogs should correspond in size with the teeth in the flat piece. The
gear is fitted to a bearing just below the centre of the moveable strip of
met al gearing, and by turning the movable stick carrying the belt shift-

ing pins may be shifted as desired. In order to turn the gear a small
grooved wheel is keyed on the shaft with the gear and this wheel (H)
i^, worked by the belt (IT).

Again, the gearing may be arranged as illustrated in fig. 4, some pre-
ferring this mode of moving the pin st

; ck. The stick is placed in its

correct position as before, and instead of fastening the flat gear piece on
the under side of the shifter, it is fastened on the front side. Then the
gear which is to work the strip of gearing is keyed to an upright shaft as

at (J). The shaft is fitted in strong supported bearings at the top and
at the bottom. At the lower end of the shaft is a turning wheel in which
turns the shaft, imparting the ne(;essary motion to the gear and the belt
stick is shifted accordingly.

Still another means of shifting the belt in a homemade device is
shown in fig. 5. This consists in having the shifter stick arranged m
before and furnished with the wrought iron lever movement. This lever
extends with one arm at (L) to the other arm at (M). The lever or
elbow is pivoted as shown, by which it can be swung as desired. The
rod (K) is secured in the extending end of the lever and from this point
it reaches downward to the floor. From the floor of the room, the work-
men may operate the lever by use of this rod.

Sometimes devices for shipping the belts are rigged up according to
the scheme in fig. C. This plan involves the use of the two wheels CNN),
which are placed on shafts. They are grooved for the roping (PP). A
centre stand piece is fixed at (R), which receives the rope in the middle,
as shown, so that when the right rope is drawn the shifter can be hauled
over in that direction; when the left rope is pulled, the reverse action
follows.

Prevention of Fires in Woodworking- Plants
The prevention of fires in woodworking plants is a live subject in

England, as elsewhere. A writer in "Timber" deals with the subject
from a mill owner's point of view and gives some timely advice for all
who have woodworking risks to consider. The writer expresses himself
as follows

:

The relative positions of mill owners, fire appliance manufacturers,
and the fire offices, remain very much the same as they were when the
author of these notes first took in hand the consideration of the most im-
portant subject of the prevention of fires in woodworking factories some
four years or so ago, and resembles pretty much the form of a triangular
duel, with the fire offices holding all the best weapons.

Much has been done to explam the circumstances and rouse interested
parties to a sense of responsibility and activity. But the frequent and
disastrous fires in sawmills and timber-converting factories generally
have placed all classes of woodworking risks on the black list in the in-
surance world, with the result that for premium rates, perhaps, no other
industry pays so high, while in not a few instances cover is withheld
altogether, even at such a figure as four guineas per cent., while it has
tc be a very safe looking risk indeed to be taken at a guinea and a half
per cent, in the London district and a sminea in the country. Owners and
managers are wont to cry aloud at this apparent extortion, utterly un-
mindful of the fact that these figures are arrived at as the result of long
experience and careful commercial calculations. No one is more keenly
alive to the seeming exhorbitance of such rates or equallv more ready to
come forward with reductions than the fire offices, but thev have them-
selves and their shareholders to consider, and business to them is no
more use than to any other concern or companv if it is not going to be
profitable. Powerful as the position is of the fire offices, It is none the
less assailable, and with the very weapons thev themselves offer, for.
provided that means are employed to lower the hazard, not only are
they willing to grant rebates of a substantial nature, but thev will go
farther and consider risks on their merits, to the manifest advantage of
the insured.

Viewing the question from a mdl owners' standpoint there is, of
course, always that strong and inherent objection to incurring any ex-
penditure which does not promise an immediate return ; but if the trouble
;s taken to delve into the matter a little, only a very little below the sur-
face, it -will at once be seen how exceedingly short siehted this reticent
policy is; and, still further, it can be readily 'and abundantly proved that
a fire appliance installation becomes just as much a wage earner as anv
other item in the factory. Added to that there is the supremely con-
scious feeling of security against the chances of a fire overtaking them
with all 'ts disastrous effects, loss of property, loss of business, and, per-
chance, loss of life. Now, in this latter respect, considering the' vast
number of fires in the woodworking industry, loss of life has been singu-
larly absent, so that when one does occur and a fine factory is reduced
to charred rums and a scrap heap, and the business scattered into other
eager channels, the matter is left to the owner to sort out with his in-
surance company or make the best of his reverses of fortune When
however, life is sacrificed, the complexion undergoes a marked charge
from apathy to concern on the part of governing bodies, and we under-
stand that county and borough councils have for some time past been
considering the advisability of enforcing the introduction of apnroved
methods of fire extinguishing appliances in sawmills and timber-convert-
ing factories generally, and this is probably the very best thin" that
could happen for the all-round benefit of everybody.

Tn many parts of the continent of Europe every woodworking fac-
tory is, under compulsion, equipped with one or other of the refuse re-
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moving systems, and some approved fire fighting appliances, with the

result that foreign sawmills have been rendered practically immune from
danger—at any rate, to any disastrous extent—while in this country,
excepting the few concerns that have adopted the sprinkler, and perhaps
here and there a few buckets, utilized for every- other purpose than which
they were designed, timber works as a whole are at the mercy of some
careless person whose negligence may cause a fine factory to be reduced
to a heap of ashes in a good many instances during the night.

It is not necessary to make particular mention of the various forme
of fire detectors and fighting appliances, each one of them possessing
claims to advantage under varying conditions amply demonstrated when
subjected to tests, and these often enough of the most exacting character.

One more point may, in conclusion, be pertinently raised, and this

to the fire appliance engineers. Their manufactures may be seen in mills,

factories, and warehouses of all descriptions all over the world, and many
are the records of the losses averted by them, but the huge field of the
woodworking industry remains unexplored and practically unexploited.

It seems, therefore, to us that a general effort should be made to

unite the interests of the fire offices, the sawmill owners, and the fire en-

gineers, and combine against the common enemy and devastating ele-

ment, fire.

What Causes the Ridges?
Here i6 another band resaw problem, writes G. W. P. in the "Wood-

worker." We have a band resawing maclrne with (50-inch wheels, run-

ning 6-inch saw6. The saws usually run fine in yellow pine No. 3 lum-
ber. The puzzle to me is. they cut some lumber as per sketch. It looks

like washboards, only the ridges run at an angle of about 45 degrees from
the saw cut. The lumber is all sawn on a band mill and is smooth and
free from marks. In fig. 1 horizontal lines are saw tooth marks and
d agonal lines the ridges on a 12-inch board. The saw—see fig. 2—runs
smoothly and cuts straight. There is only an occasional board with these
ridges, which are larger in centre of board and can hardly be seen at the
edges. Now what causes the ridges ?

Reducing the Waste
When it can be done without the extra cost being excessive, it is

much better to reduce the waste incident to the manufacture of lumber
than to devise ways and means for utilizing the waste, says the "Wood-
worker." In other words, the best way to utilize the waste is to get as
much of it as possible into the products you are manufacturing from
the lumber. Take, for example, a hardwood flooring plant. There is a

big item of waste, running from 2.5 to 33 per cent., depending on whether
the plant is making a variety of widths all at one time or trying to run
only a few widths. WT

hen one or only a few widths in flooring are be-
ing made, of course the percentage of waste is higher because the greater

the variety of widths the more opportunities there are for utilizing every
inch of width in a given board. Lumber usually comes to such plants

in a great variety of widths, as well as lengths, and it is in the ripping

that much of the waste is made or saved. There are two chances to save.

One is to have a sufficient variety of widths to utilize practically every
inch in the width of the board ; the other is to reduce to as small a frac-

tion as possible the amount of allowance for jointing on the groove edge

and for making a tongue on the other. To reduce this to the lowest
practical limit calls for the co.operat'On of the planer man and the rip

sawyer, and it is generally up to the foreman in charge to see to it. Some
are rather reckless in the allowance for the planer work and others cut
ib down so fine that only about 1-16-inch is allowed on each edge for the
planer to do its jointing. In other words, the rough stock is only cut
%- ;nch wider than the net measurement of the finished piece of floor-

ing. This is getting it down pretty fine, but it can be done with good
machines and thoughtful operators, and done at practically the same
speed as the more careless work, too. It is simply the difference between
seeing how well it can be done and with how little waste, and of running
along haphazard making plenty of allowance, thinking that %-inch does
not amount to anything. It is this %-inch repeatedly wasted that
amounts up to a whole lot in the course of a week s running, and it is

worth working after as long as one can get it without having to slow
down in the work so much as to make the cost more than it is worth.

The logic that applies here applies equally well to any stock, in the
planing mill, furniture factory, anywhere, and it also applies to cross-

cutting. In fact, it is up to the stock sawyer and the man in charge,
although each may like to have plenty of elbow room to work on, but
trained to careful manipulation they can effect quite a saving and the
percentage of waste can be materially reduced. By careful manipula-
tion in this way, or after this reduction is carried out as far as practical,

there is not so much left to worry about in utilizing the waste, because
the waste is not only smaller but is less worth while, and while a part
of it may do for something, or else all of it go to the fire box, there is

not much loss There is enough difference to be had by close calcula-

tions and finer manipulations in getting out stock to easily pay the wages
of a stock sawyer to do the work carefully. Try it once, and follow it up
closely, even if it involves training in some new men to do the work.
Wood is too valuable these days to waste in the old reckless manner, and
there is really no excuse for lots of the waste that is to-day considered
unavoidable in some woodworking institutions.

Concrete Steam Boxes
In building steam boxes for steaming bolts in a slack stave plant

there are many methods of construction, each fitting the individual needs

Front View Plan of Concrete Steam Boxes

of the plant. Generally these boxes are made of wood, as the mill can
supply the lumber from its own logs. Where these boxes are made of
wood, it is necessary to rebuild them as often as once every two years.

Indeed it is necessary to rebuild them oftener than that in many cases,

one manufacturer stating the other day that he put in new boxes just a
little over a year ago and now finds that he will have to rebuild again
this year.

To avoid this constant expense and loss of time in rebuilding the
steam boxes, cement has been resorted to in a few cases, with marked
success. The cement steam boxes last an indefinite length of time and
give equally as good results as those made of timber. The fact is, it is

claimed that they give better results, because they are built tighter and
hold the steam better. Thus a maximum amount of efficiency is obtained
from the steam box entering the boxes.

The following description of a row of six cement steam boxes built

by a slack stave and heading manufacturer in Indiana will give an idea

of the construction of the cement steam box. The manufacturer stated

that the six boxes could be built for about $400 or $500.

The general construction and form is shown by the accompanying
illustration. The height is about 85 inches, the width of each box 72

inches and the depth about 64 inches. The doors are made of good lum-
ber and fit into a small offset in the opening to the box so that they will

fit snugly. Two holds made of iron and set in the ^cement on either side

of the door opening hold a 2x4 plank which serves to hold the door in

place.

There is in fact no foundation for the structure, with the exception

that the walls are begun some 18 inches below the surface of the ground.

The steam enters the boxes through a pipe placed in the lower part of

the back wall. A rough wooden floor was built in these boxes, although

this is not at all necessary.

The advantage of the cement steam box is that when it is once built

it is built for all time, the constant heat and pressure of the steam hav-

ing no effect on it.



CAMP DEPARTMENT
A Well Managed Lumber Camp

The internal economies and details of management of a WP ii l«m*camp are matters which demand much more attention than ou side

£

would ever imagine. The pulpwood camp, No. 1, owned by the DulmUe
?EE3 «

Pearl
,
nver

' ?
nfc- is a ««>d example of a model camp It^located three mi es southeast by east of Pearl statin on the CP Rand is composed of three camps. The dining camp is 26 feet wide 38feet long, and 13 feet 6 inches high. The kitchen is 12 x 26 Co, ned ed

house" This'roofho
011"- 12 X

*tj*±f~* ^house. This root-house is supplied with everything necessary in the way

The kitchen is a credit to Mr. McBride, the cook. People who have

but Mr. McBnde alone knows this. He is assisted by second Cook MrCragg, and cookee, Mr. Sterling, and outside help, Mr. MorriT The

™3E?«P
artmen

S.
ore of the lSame *e ^ the dining hall and accom-

tTation of ^"l ^ Pr6Sent 40 men in fcheW- The ven-tilation of the sleeping camp ,B most worthy of note. It is provided bv aditch dug beneath the camp running out to rear of camp, and a window
in the centre of the roof with six hghte of glass 10 x 12 This w nworks on a pulley and can be opened or closed to suit the sleepers' con-venience Another window in the rear of the camp slides back and forthwith six lights of glass 10 x 12. There is a window appoSte^e cfoorwith six hghts of glass 10 x 12. Still another window is placed over thesink, with ten Ights of glass 10 x 12. Everything in the" amp fteS
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the
l
leepiRg camP is the oleanlmess noticed Adjoining the camp is a large barn accommodating 12 horses
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mP are weli supplied with everything in theway of boots, clothes and tobacco The men at present are busv prepar-ing the camps for the winter. They have three crews of men JuttingPulpwood, but will have more at a later date. They are cutting about

oL T ! \u 7^. a day J™** now
<
but wi" Probably double thisamount when the full force is at work. A doctor has been secured toattend the camp in case of sickness, but as yet he has not been in.

Extensive Logging- in Michigan
Logging operations in upper Michigan will be conducted on an ex-ensive scale this winter. In fact, there is everv indication that moretimber will be cut than any other season in recent years. Operation!will be carried on briskly in every one of the fifteen counties of th Ten

insula. Much logging railway has been constructed in various portion,of the region the last few month.,, and with the exception that thermsa scarcity of labor the opening of the season finds the lumbermen betterprepared for extensive, work than ever. Already a large m,mb™ camp.Ktot^' " " * ^« « £
fogging has been an important industry in upper AIichi<ran for Wvera, decades. Naturally tremendous inroads have been maKth Z~-plv of timber, and there is very little white pine remaining. But it fe a
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that the region has practically beenV-

il it
f°reSt gr°Wth °r thai jt is eve» reaching the end of its woodedweal h. The resources still are of vast extent, A generation henTw ]1

forests will be available Lumbermen and land owners are beginning tosee the great value of reforestation and conservation, and forests are notbe^ng despoiled as they have been. More careful methods Ift?S "re
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St°n Send* many men annually mto the Maine woods. These hmhare not as a rule, experienced woodsmen, and the employment aj' t«ay that a local man is worth three of the "taporffSS! " T55Loston men do not receive as much pay as the Maine men becamethey cannot do as much work in that line The class of m«n ™i *T
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a,r ™en g° ^ WOod8 fcDM wafl the c«tom *ihe old days. Then lumbering was about the onlv sort of work onen tomen who were out of steady employment. Swedes Russians P«W J?province men make the general run of a camp cTew now wher In theold times the woodsmen were mostly Americans and Irish
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It is understood that at least one of the big lumbering compares willnot cut more than half as much as it did last year The™™'™

i

overstocked with logs and will be unable to handle M taffijusual. Present indications, however, point to a large cut this winter*te£tT C°nfideRt that COnditi°nR wil1 be tJ™^ ^heTm!

Lumbermen Scarce in Maine

Historic Mill Being Dismantled
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A Departure in Planing Machine Construction
The exacting requirements of modern planing m ils in rapid produc-

tion and high grade of finish, have necessitated the development of many
new features in planing machines and the abandonment of many of the

older features of construction that had previously been accepted with-

out question.

One of the greatest troubles in obtaining perfect cutter head work
was due to the great difficulty in maintaining the proper condition in the

cutter head journals. Under high speed of planing machine cylinders

and the increased size of belt necessary for fast feed, the wear of the

journals was very rapid and soon destroyed the accuracy of any adjust-

ment. The lubrication of long cutter head boxes was also a difficult mat-
ter. Then, too, vibrations and jars thrown into the cutter heads by the

action of the belts upon the pulleys direct upon the shafts, were hard to

eliminate. Frequently the lacing of the belt left a mark upon the stock

each time it passed over the pulley. The difficulty of making two belts

run exactly alike was also a prominent cause of dissatisfaction. When it

b considered that as slight a difference as 1-100-inch in the diameter of

cutter head pulleys would mean a d :

fference of 10 to 12 feet in the

amount of belt travel at the ordinary planing machine speeds, it will be

seen that the slippage between the belts was a serious factor.

Belting the cutter heals upon the front or operating side of the

machine was also dangerous, and especially so in the modern machine in

which the operator must work about his cutter heads in the process of

truing them while they are running full speed. Many serious accidents

have occurred to operators through the breaking of belts at this time, or

while making other adjustments that take the operator within the line

of belting.

In any machine, convenience and accessibility on the operating side

plating the installation of planers will do well to look into this new type
of machine.

Trade Enquiries
The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce report contains the

following enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman" may obtain

the names of enquirers by writing U6, enclosing stamped envelope and
stating number of enquiry

:

1614. Lumber and doors.—A South African firm desires to be placed

in touch with the Canadian shippers of all kinds of lumber and doors.

Quotations to be c.i.f. Durban.

1628. Hard maple lumber, maple log, hickory logs, maple mangle
roller blocks.—One of the largest firms of timber merchants in Liverpool,

England, desires to hear from Canadian shippers of the above timber.

1657. Boxboard.—A London firm invite correspondence and quota-

tions from Canadian manufacturers of boxboards who are in a position

to undertake export business to South Africa.

1659. Lumber, flooring and ceiling boards, pine doors and shelving.

—A South African firm of commision agents desires to be placed in

touch with Canadian shippers of lumber, flooring and ceiling boards,

pine boards and shelving. Quotations to be f.o.b. Montreal and St. John.

1670. Maple flooring and flooring blocks.—A Liverpool company of

timber merchants have a large demand for maple flooring and flooring

blocks, and wish to get in touch with Canadian manufacturers who can
supply these goods.

1679. Wild cherry wood—A Belgian firm desires to correspond with

a Canad'an firm in a position to export wild cherry wood.

1682. Maple flooring blocks.—A South Wales firm wishes to pur-

The Woods New No. 19 Planer and Matcher

allowing the removal of cutter heads, tak'ng out broken stock or defec-
tive pieces, etc., are desirable qualities. To secure these and to eliminate
belting upon the cutter head direct, also to clear the front or operating
side of the machine for accessibility, and to reduce belt troubles, the S.

A. Woods Machine Company, Bcston, U.S.A., have developed the one
6ide coupled drive, in which one belt only is used for each cutter head.
These belts are placed on the back side of the machine, each driving a

cutter head pulley supported by boxes entirely independent of the cutter

head itself—connection between the two being made by a flexible coup-
ling. Thic coupling, they claim, absorbs all the vibrations transmitted to

the pulleys by the belt'ng, and leaves the journals of the cutter head
free from the strain of the belts or other disturbing influences. It also

permits the use of short journals upon the cutter head, which are effi-

ciently lubricated by improved oiling devices, and can be maintained in

ideal running conditions with ease. Another important feature of this

design is the possibility of uncoupling the head from the driving spindle
without disturbing the belts, thus detaching the cutter head instantly

from the driving spindle and leaving it free to be turned when setting up.

Driving a planing machine from one side is a radical departure from
the construction followed for so many years. This arrangement, however,
the company claim, has proven most satisfactory. There are many other

new features embodied in the Woods No. 19 planer and matcher which
assist in the rapid production of Irghly finished lumber. The machine is

built in two sizes, to work 9-inch or 15-inch wide by 6-inch thick. The
S. A. Woods Machine Company, of Boston, are known as the planer
specialists. They have concentrated their energy in the development
of wood planers, and the No. 19 is the outcome of this spec'alization,

illustrating that a high state of efficiency may be reached through con-
centration rather than by spreading over a wide field. Millmen contem-

chase supplies of maple flooring blocks and would like to receive prices

from Canadian exporters.

1693. Wood blocks.—A firm cf manufacturers are buyers of planed

blocks of white wool, which must be free from knots or other defects.

Sizes 8 inches long by %-inch or %-ineh square. Prices desired from
Canadian manufacturers for shipments to Liverpool or Manchester.

1690. Timber.—A South African firm desires to be placed in touch
with Canadian shippers of timber, flooring and ceiling boards, and pine

doors. Quotations to be c.i.f. East London and Delagoa Bay.
1704. Agency abroad.—A Bristol manufacturer's agent desires to

represent Canadian exporters of wood products, including brush handles,

blind rollers, Venetian blind laths, wood dowels, birch, beech and maple
cut to all s

!

zes, box shooks and furniture in the rough knocked down and
delivered c.i.f. at Bristol.

Timber Imports into Australia
From unofficial records carefully collated and compiled it is stated

that the gross imports of timber into Austrah'a during the year ended
June 30th, 1909, reach 114,543,000 superficial feet, or over 10,00,000

more than in 1907-8. Oregon pine was 11,200,000; kauri, 990,000; New
Zealand white pine, 2,050,000; and Pacific pine Hogs), 5,050,000 feet;

in round figures, more than in the previous year. The consumption of all

over-sea timbers recorded was 98,858,000, about 2,053,000 superficial feet

more than in 1907-8 and within 4,057,000 of the record ;n 1906-7. Stocks

in the aggregate at the end of the fiscal year were the largest recorded,

but Baltic flooring, etc., figured over 4,300,000 superficial feet short of

the total for last year. The great increase is in American products, being

in round figures *5, 000, 000 Oregon, 5,100,000 white pine, and 6,000,000

superficial feet Pacific pine in excess of the imports f«r the previous year.



WANTED 1 FOR SALE DEPARTMENT
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than -'Employment Wan-
ted will be inserted in this department at the
rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the
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' 4 lmes to an lnch
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WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

Hard Maple
ANTED—80,000 FEET OF NO. 1 COMMONvv and better 1% inches Hard Maple. Apply,

Box 855, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 24

For Sale
1 Car ys B Ash, C and li

1 .sou Telegraph Poles, 2? to 50 feet
.5 Cars Extras M. B. Shingles

10 " Clears " " "

3 " 2nd Clears "

Geo. C. Goodfei.low, Montreal.

For Sale
40.000 to 50,000 Tamarac and Jack Pine Cull Ties,

from 4 to 6" face. t>" thick and 8' long. Address
Thos. Crockett, Fort William, Ont. tf

For Sale at our Canada Storage
Yard

65 FT
, ?^6,a' Na

' CLEAR LONG LEAF
ROKTirn3$

t
V,

r
A',

ned Ye,low Pine p"'e Stock,BONE DR\
.

Will quote a special price to move
quick. American Lum.ser & M.c;. Co., Pitts-burg, Pa .

24

Engine for Sale

55 89RS3 1,owKR HEAVY DUTY SLIDE
M.™™'SfSSyy^ as new *M.«. TorontoMachine Works, 64 John St. aJ

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC.

Hay^for Sale
U OK HAY ( J |Vo T H Y AND CLOVER
Fran 13

*° E Silll«rd & Co. , I03 St.francois Xavier street. Montreal. a,

Flooring Machine
0 N

»
E ?OOD SECOND-HAND FLOORING

rT. ¥acn,ne
- John Stirrett and Sons. Hvmers.

Ontario.
24

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

Timber for Sale

93 ACRES LARGE VIRGIN TIMBERw Hemlock and Hardwoods, on C. P R near

Rnf« J";"'
'and

,'
eVel Par,;C"lars by addressingBox 838, Canada Lumberman. Toronto. 19-20.23.4

Logs Wanted
BIRCH AND MAPLE LOGS DELIVERED

at railroad or convenient for water shipment
Highest price for right quality. Box 8«v Canada
Lumberman, Toronto.

Soft Elm and Birch
WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR A FEW

cars of the following dry lumber:—2" soft elm
No. 1 common or common and better, 6/4 and 8/4
birch, No. 1 common or common and better.

Address, London Lumber Company,
London, Ont. 24

FOR SALE—MACHINERY, ETC.

Wanted
POSITION AS LUMBER SALESMAN, PINE
A or hen lock. Would handle stock on salar\
or commission. References furnished Box 8ci
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 2j

Mill Frame For Sale
A/1 ILL FRAME FOR SALE, IN GOOD CON-

,

dlt 'on
- '}° * 4o ft. heavy timbers 8 x 8, io x 10and ,2 x .6, suitable for saw mill, planing mil] orUirge factory. A.pply to 5.2 Dickson St Peter-borough Ont.

Wanted
WILL PAY GOOD CASH PRICE FOR .''

» Coffin Elm, i%" 2" and 3" Mill Run Elm. Box
830. Canada Lumberman, Toronto. , 2S

WAN
,
TE

,
D 7J? N̂ THOUSAND CORDS

ci u
and Wood

; aIso same quantity of
» f ,

' j
SlMCOE Wood and Lumber Company, 24

Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tf

Saws
CAWS, MORTAGEE'S BARGAIN-., TONS
^iffi"?^ P' 1 . and crosscut saws by Osborn
snemela. Cross invoice price £522 ; Net Am
Mortgaged for £, 4 o. Price F.O.B or rf«cash, £55 at 90 days.—New Industries, Limited'
143, Cannon Street, London. England. 22

\A1 ANTED—POSITION IN OFFICE OR ASV* shipper with British Columbia l L mber orlogging firm. I have had three and a half years
experience in Canadian Chartered Bank and I amnow office manager and shipper of large furniture
manufacturing company. Will supply recommen-
dation letters if requested. Apply to Box 8™Canada Lumberman. Toronto

Wanted
n R

Y,r-,F
EMLOCK

-
PINE AND SPRUCE

d o i 3 SO contra <:t for stocks cut or to be cut.Box 846, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 23

Machinery for Sale
Stationary Boilers: one each, 100, 80, 70. 60 & 40 h pLocomotive Boilers: 20, 25, 30, 4o and 50 h.p.
Sawmill Engines: 25, 30, 3 s 40. 50, 60 and 70 h.p
Portable Engines on Wheels or Skids: 20, 25, ,0

40 and 50 h.p. J '

Sawmills capacity from 2 to 30,000 feet per day.

The ROBT. BELL ENGINE & THRESHER COLimited. Seaforth, Ont. ^

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Accountant Wanted
VyANTED: A HIGH GRADE ACCOUNT-
» V ant and office man for lumber company Pre-

fer a man who is now employed but who wishes 10
better himself. Apply stating experience, and giv-
ing references to P.O. Box 9 ,6, Revelstoke. B C 23

Small Timber Limit for Sale
pOfTV-TWO ACRES VIRGIN FOREST:
* titty miles from Toronto: i

l/t miles from rail-road station
; comprising maple, elm, beech, hem-

lumberman, Toronto.

Partnership Dissolved
-THE PARTNERSHIP OF THE FIRM OFL Craig & Austin of the village of Kinmount,Lumbermen, has been dissolved by mutual consent.
I he business will be carried on as usual by J.Austin & Sons. zla4

Investment Opportunity
INTEREST IN SECURING GOOD HOLD-X mgs of timber tributary to Lake Temiskammg

is growing Of course the reas. n is obvious- trans-portation facilities are gocd and the mines and towns
of I miskam.ng are growing apace, producing amarket on the ground. We can show you why you
will make money buying timber tributary to Hailev-bury and manufacturing it there. Write us. CYRI L
a .,

YY G' Chairman Publicity Department
Haileybury, Board of Trade. ' '

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Valuable Timber and Pulpwood Limit
POR SALE. WITH SAW MILL AND PULP-
w 11

w
?,
od

^
Rossmgr Machines in full operation.Well situated on the North Coast of Yhe StLawrence River and having great facilities forshipments. tor particulars apply to Box 64,Villb St. Laurent, near Montreal, Que. 23

Lath Wanted
VV^JPr/8 X

, tif
xn*' HEMLOCK AND

\ V White Pine lath. Describe fully and quote
lowest wholesale price on car, naming shipping
point. C. A. Larned, Phoenix, N.Y „f

Lumber Wanted
COFT ELM, ASH, BASSWOOD, OAKO Beech Soft Maple, Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch, 1 "to 3". Can use log run, dead
culls out State what you have of each kind, whensawn and lowest price. Box 793 Canada Lumber-
man, I oronto.

t£

Soft Elm Wanted
WE REQUIRE ONE MILLION FEET OF

Soft Elm sawn to our sizes for delivery assoon as shipping dry; will pay good price for
choice stock. Parties in a position to supply some
of this, please apply for further particulars to Box
849 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. tf

WanfpH '
Wh

-
tc PineVV cUlLCU . Tank Lumber

3x6 and 8-18, and 3 x 10-24

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co.
Limited

Toronto, Ontario tf

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

Machinery for Sale

One Cowan & Co. 13" Four Sid Moulder.
One Cowan & Co. Heavy Door Clamp
One 24 Revolving Bed Surfacer.
One combination rip and cross-cut Saw with ironframe.
These machines are all practically new and arebeing disposed of as the owners are going out ofthat line of business. Any of these machines can beseen running in our factory, Address in first in-

stance to Box 848, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.
23

Machinery for Sale
'THE MACHINERY USED IN A WATER
1 power mill, the business of which is v. ound upconsisting of one rip-saw frame; one lath mil? :

shingle mill (Butterfield)
; clipper machine 48 inch

solid tooth saw
; single hand edger with 16 inchsaw; saw-frame hasher and carriage; two blockcarriage 14 inches long ; feed works

; rope feed spooland rigging; bull-wheel and chain; also boltinfr
apparatus for grist-mill, and one hasher, small ingood order. For further particulars apply to T

' DMcKinley Ardoch, Ont., or to Macdonnell &r a rrell, Kingston.

Saw Mill
CAW MILL BUSINESS FOR SALE AT
PO R M *u r>

^or -Particulars Applv to
P.O., Box 109, North Bay, Ont. X3

PT°R SALE-SMALL HARDWOOD MILLA Well equipped. On Georgian Bay. Lumber
sold for several years. A Bargain. For further part-
iculars apply Box 844, Canada Lumberman
1 oronto.

Timber Lands and Saw

Mills for Sale

For Sale
TN PARRY SOUND DISTRICT, SAWMILL
J. capacity 20M. also one timber limit, 8,000 acres'Snap for quick buyer. Box 851, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto.

For Sale
CAWMILL, CAPACITY 20,000, AND , TOOO acres of timber in Parry Sound district. Situa-
ted on lake with navigable water to R R Scowcamp, etc., in connection. Apply Box 84o..CanadaLumberman, Toronto.

For Sale
"PUREE CARS OF SHORT PINE BOX
l and better, aW' and wider x 14". Six cars of

short Pine Box and better, 2%" and wider x 20".
I wo cars of short Pine Box and better, 2^" and
wider x 24. Address Charlton Sawmill Co.,
Ltd., Collingwood, Ontario. a ^

FOR SALE
2500 CEDAR

,
^ND TAMARACK POLES

, ,
suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to

to ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. TheMuskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont tf

Second Hand Engines
For Sale

l-Laurie Corliss 15 x 30 with t4 ft. 6 in. fly-wheel, Corliss gear with double eccen'rics, fitted

valves etc
comPlet<: with lubricators and

1—Brown Engine 13 x 34 90 R. P. M. 70 H Pcomplete with usual valves, fitting and indicator

H
1
p!'v

Wn
,
En8»»e 10^ x 30 80 R. P. M. 47H. P. 8 x 4K fly-wheel, complete with usual valvesfittings and indicator piping.

'

,„'
1
r?"

id
ff
V

<

L
Ive

,

EnS'ne 10 5/16 x 24 84 R. P. M.IO x .6 fly-wheel, complete with usual valves, fit-tings and indicator piping.
Apply for prices, etc.

g\ Canada Paper Co Limited,[ A-'UllllCU,

Montreal, Toronto or Windsor Mills, P.Q. 22

For Sale

A FACTORY WELL EQUIPPED FOR THE
manufacture of Furniture and similar lines

Plenty of water and electric power at very lowe-t
rates. There is a splendid bargain in this and the
council will deal liberally with any responsible per-
son or firm. Particulars on application W H
Cross, Gravenhurst, Ont.

33

Veneer or Package Business
FOR SALE, WHOLE OR HALF INTEREST

in Veneer or Package business in desirable
location, where timber can be had at low cost also
comfortable dwelling included. Good reasons for
selling address. Box 857 Canada Lumberman
Toronto. '

Planing Mill and Factory
The Thompson & King Planing Mill and Factory

in the town of Parrysound. Main building 40x60
two storeys. Boiler, engine house and drykiln del
tached. Thirty-five h.p. boiler and engine, and
large amount of machinery. Half of the purchase
money may remain on mortgage if parties desire
Must be sold at once. A good bargain for some
one. Apply to S, Armstrong, Assignee, Parrv
Sound, Ont.

The UNDERSIGNED Offers :-

J?" 1 '' Ste Anne des Monts property situatedon the South Shore of the St Lawrence River.Gaspe County. Quebec, about .ooo acres of Seign-iory or Fee Simple lands-at the mouth of the SteAnne des Monts upon which is located a wellequipped nmber and shingle Mill wi.h ample steampower, electric lighting, with a capacity of 25,000feet of Lumber and ,25.000 to ,50,000 piece! ofShingles each ten hours-also Dwellings for work-

iw. J
bl

t'
Store

,
no.uses, Repair Shops and MillPond and storage facilities for logs.

About 300 square miles of licensed timber landsupon which d,s.nterested Explorers make a minimum
estimate of over 3,0 Million feet of saw logs

o7s"Po
Po1w^ **.o«, -ds

mifes to
n
M7np

b
ond

S

.

treamS ^'"^ °f "0t °™ *>

And all shanty plant tools and equipment on theproperty.

P
f

a
?e

\?"-ii-
WI

l
at

'?&s are now in the over esti-mated 3 Million feet board measure.
Parcel 3. Grande Vallee property situated about

sixty miles east of Ste Anne des Monts on the SouthShore of the St. Lawrence River in the County ofUaspe, Quebec. J

1

A
,

bOUt
J
54 SqUare miles of Sei8rniory or Fee Simplelands and ,00 square miles of Licensed lands.

A new Mill consisting of 2 steam teed CircularSa,"'S_I J^ 1
?!1on Horizontal resaw-with all sub-sidiary Machiney and ample steam power andelectric lighting.

Capacity 50,000 to 75,000 feet of Lumber each tenhours-A practically new Mill for sawing shinglesand railway ties.
»"«isies

With ample steam power and electric lighting toproduce ,25 000 to 150,000 shingles each ten hours,

property
sha"ty Plants -

tools and equipment on tbe

On the timber lands, disinterested Explorersminimum reports are ,00 Million feet saw logs,

SndTr l
V

fi

PrUC
.t

firand cedar and two hundred

Wood
th°usand cords Pulp and Spool

For further particulars, address,
C A. MILLINER,

Deseronto,
24

Ont
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British Columbia Timber Limits
an<

Going Sawmill Concerns

To close an estate the Advertiser otters for sale

39,800 Acres of Selected Timber Lands

in the interior of British Columbia, very accessible, and
reported upon by Government Cruiseis to carry over

600,000,000 ft. B.M. of High Class Timber

together with two first-class sawmills, now operating, which have been
erected and equipped at a cost of over $200,1)00, and which have a combined
capacity of over twenty million feet B.M. per annum, and are now
doing a very profitable business. Also logging plant, horses, buildings,

franchises, charters, steamers and all operating equipment, for the sum
of $600,000.

This price is considerably less than the present value of the
standing timber alone, which in >ix years will undoubtedly have a
stumpage value of over $5.00 per thousand, or over $3,000,000. Over
$100,000 profit per annum can be realized from operating under present
conditions. This offers

the best operating and timber holding

investment in Western America

and will In-ar the most stringent investigation. Terms of payment ex-

tending over a number ot years will be given to responsible parties.

Only those in position to handle need apply. Write in first instance to

t.f. Box 858, CANADA LUMBERMAN, Toronto

Timber Limit in Parry Sound
FOR SALE—A TIMBER LIMIT IN PARRY

Sound District, containing about twenty-three
square miles. Timbered « ith Pine. Birch. Hemlock.
Spruce, Balsam Maple (hard) and Beech. Also
well equipped saw mill with wagons, sleighs, etc.
Timber can be floated down by water to R R sta-
tion. For particulars enquire ot John Campbell,
c/o Huron a: Erie office, St. Thomas. Ont. aa

Timber for Sale
FOR SALE, a6oo ACRES, HEAVILY TIM-

bcred with spruce, fir birch, easily lumbered
driving stream runs through limit, fives miles 'rom
railway and shore, situated at St. Godlroi, Township
of Hope, County ot Bonaventure, P. Que. Price
reasonable. Apply, P. Nacdeau & Sons, Grand
Cascapedia, P. Que. 24

Saw Mill Machinery

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, INCLUDING:

Trimmers, Lath Mill and

Bolter, Gang Bolters, Edgers,

Saw Gummers, Picket Head-

ers, Tram Cars, Logging and

Yard Locomotives, Shaking

Grates ::::::
and all other Saw Mill Equipment. We can
make prompt shipment. Write and get our
prices and circulars.

Rothfuss-Howard Iron Works
Williamsport, Pa.

Sell Your Timber Limits by

Public Auction at Ottawa
I have had an extensive experience in

conducting successful timber limit sales.
I conducted the last timber limit sale here
tor the Dominion Government. Ottawa
is the best place in America to sell timber
lands.

Wm. A. Cole, Auctioneer
163 Sparks St.,

Phone 163 Ottawa, Ont.

References:—Bradstreets, R. G. Dun
&Co., The Bank of Nova Scotia.

Letterheads Printed from Steel

If you are thinking ot improving your letter-
head, and purchase in quantities of 5,000, I

will submit a sketch that is artistic and with
a business greeting arrangement. Address
PENN DE BARTHE. 92g Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A. 24

Apple Butter
for lumber camps

I am manufacturing aud have
for sale a high grade of apple
butter which I guarantee to give
satisfaction. It has already
gained a wide reputation among
all users.
Telephone in connection.

Thos. Chambers,
Dunedin Ontario

Gill& Fortune

Lumber
Trenton, Ont., Canada

Wholesale
and Retail

RAH Q For Tramways, Sidings, Etc.nnlLO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

For
Immediate Shipment

1250 tons prime 56 lbs. relaying
rails with fastenings.

25 Steel Flat Cars 5 to 7 tons
capacity.

Full particulars on application.

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

New Machinery
in stock for immediate sale

P. Payette's Patent Mill Dog, the only safe

Dog- for winter sawing

One No. 2 Heavy Carriag-e, for large mills

Two Four Saw, Iron Frame Bolters

Two Three Saw, Iron Frame Bolsters

Four, Five Saw Lath Machines

One Picket and Lath Machine

One Portable Three Saw Edger

One, Medium sized, Three Saw Edger

One Double Action, Geared, Boiler Feed
Pump

One Brick Machine, for cement-sand bricks

If you are interested, write us

P. Payette & Company
Penetanguishene, Ont.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

The demand for the better grades of white pine cont ;nues strong
and prices are firmer. 1%-inch No. 1 cuts and better are much firmer
at an advance of about $5, the present prices at Toronto being from $/38
to $60 for car lots, and 2-inch are also higher by about $3 to $5, selling
at $60 to $65. No. 2 cuts are also feeling the benefit of the improvement
in demand and are selling at $46 to $48 for 1%-inch, an advance of $2
over the prices a fortnight ago. 2-inch No. 2 cuts are about $3 higher
at $50 to $54. The improvement has extended to No. 1, 2 and 3 cuts
which bring $38 to $40 for the 1%-inch variety, and $44 to $48 for the 2-
inch, an advance of from- $2 to $4. Common and dressing is holding
well for all sizes, with a firmer tendency for 1x6 and 1x12. Box and
common are also steady generally, but firmer for 1x10

The demand for Ontario lumber in the northern States continues
good with but little change. There is a scarcity at present of all thick-
nesses of shop lumber in Ontario and enquiries have been received dur-
ing the last fortnight for shop lumber which could not be sold earlier in
the season. Good sidings are exceedingly scarce. The market conditions
for pine, hemlock and lath are all very promising. A few lots of hem-
lock are being offered at bargain prices, but the quantities are small and
so do not have much effect upon the market, but they give the purchaser
something to talk about and so prices are not very buoyant. Large
firms, however, are not cutting prices at all. An interesting feature of
the present market conditions is that Ontario producers of hemlock can
get into the United States market and obtain prices as good and in some
cases better than those that can be obtained locally. This shows that
so far as the Americans are concerned they have advanced prices of
hemlock sufficiently to allow Canadians to surmount the duty. An im-
proved demand for hemlock is the cause of this. All the large cities in
the United States, and even in Ontario, are breaking records in building
returns, and much of this class of lumber is needed. A large manufac^
turer, speaking of the situation, says, that while hemlock is a little un-
steady and some people at the present time are bearing the market, next
May there will be a good deal of activity and a decided stiffening up of
prices.

Many purchasers of shop lumber and intermediate grades of
pine are now on the market who a few months ago were diffident and
believed that there would be no scarcity. 1x4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12-inch
are getting pretty well cornered in common and dressing quality 1x5
and 6-mch are reported to be practically out of the market. 4-inch is in
fair supply. 8-inch is a little long but 10 and 12-inch are low. There is
quite an advance also in Norway and it is believed that before Ion* it
will occupy the position upon the market to which it is entitled. Lath
is still holding well and recent advances in prices for export have been
maintained. There is a decided scarcity of labor in the Georgian Bay
district. Good men are almost impossible to obtain. Wages are cor-
respondingly high and almost anybody who applies can secure a position

Ottawa reports show that the lumber trade still continues quite
brisk Some of the large manufacturers have already closed contracts
for their next season's cut of deal, and prices are reported to be consider-
ably higher than those of last year. White pine in particular is very
strong, and spruce is higher than it was a year ago. Low prices for box
board are tempting a good many buyers in to the market. Pine strips
and sidings, especially the better class, are very firm.

Eastern Canada
The manufacturing season is drawing to a close in New Brunswick

and preparations for the winter's work in the woods are taking everyone's

LATH
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

LIMITED

Board of Tmd* Building. Montreal

attention. The indications arc that the winter's cut in the woods will be
about the same as last winter. The only noticeable trade feature is the
continued dulness in cedar shingles for export to the United States
during the summer the demand fell off considerably and there lias been
no recovery since then. This is probably an aftermath of the high prices
last spring. St. John manufacturers, however, are selling shingles at
prices which give no cause for anxiety. Quotations just now for cedar
shingles are about $2.75 to $2.85 on dutiable "extras" and $2 25 to
$2.35 on dut'able "cleans," f.o.b. schooner St. John.

Spruce frames 9-inch and under at Boston are quoted at $23 to
$23 50. A few firms who are holding for high prices are making sales
at the latter figure, while others asking $23.50 have been accepting $23
he closing down of many of the mills has resulted in a considerable re-

duction in the quant ty of spruce produced during the last few weeks,
t here is not much interest taken by buyers in the market for random
Narrow sizes are quoted down to $20.50. Larger sizes are firm. Matched
spruce boards are quoted at $21.50 to $22. At New York the prices
tor eastern spruce are steady but there is not much business offering.
Arrivals have been numerous and reports from mill points indicate that
stocks are ample. Manufacturers, however, are believed to be holding
off for lake shipments. Shingles at Boston are quiet and prices are easy
Cedar extras have l>een sold at $3.50, but most of the dealers want
$3.65 and some are holding for $4. Lath are in good demand and firm
at $4.25 for 1%-inch. There is a good demand for 1%-inch and prices are
firm at $3.75 to $3.80. Some dealers are asking $3.90.

Western Canada

The price of logs in British Columb :

a is just enough to allow a small
margin. A good run of fir jogs brings from $8 to $9; spruce, $9, and
cedar $8 to $12. Merchantable lumber is selling at $11 to $11.50. The
logs quoted average 35 per cent. No. 1 and will cut at 25 to 30 per cent
clear lumber, which should bring about $16 per thousand. The margin
therefore, from the logs is about $7, to pay for conversion into lumber'
the demand for lumber is still good, but prices generally are below
actual value. Shingle prices are unsatisfactory. They can be bought now
as low as $1.60 green. Stars are down to $1.55 on Puget Sound, so that
British Columbia shingles with a 50 cents duty are shut out of that mar-
ket. Bolts now cost $5 to $5.20 a cord delivered at the mill, so that
material costs the manufacturer about $1 a thousand and the cost of
manufacture is about 60 cents a thousand.

Some logging operators claim that logs are going into the water too
fast During September the logs scaled on the British Columbia coast
totalled 56,000,000 feet.

United States

Chicago reports state that the city trade is still good but that the
country trade is only fair. Northern pine at Chicago is in fair demand
for the upper grades, with prices much higher than they were a few
weeks ago. Inch stock is in especially good demand with prices firm
and showing a tendency to advance. At Minneapolis new lists on white
pine have been issued and the demand is good. All grades of 4 and 6-
inch siding have been advanced $1 a thousand. Higher grades are
growing scarce and new stock is needed. At Buffalo the demand for
white pine is good, though some dealers declare it is unsteady in all but
the higher grades. The stocks which will be carried over into the winter
are of good size. Car material is still the most sought after at Clr'cago
and an increasing demand is appearing for timbers for railroad use
There is a good eastward movement also for fir for ships' decking The

R. kite Lumber Go.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. The
J. M. Diver, Gen'l. Mgr.

E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.

CIeveland - Sarnia
aw Mills Co., Limited

Bird's Eye View of Our Plant on Sarnia Bay.

Prompt Shipments and Uniform Grades

are two of the features which we started out to ac-

complish, and how well we have succeeded can
be easily determined by placing a trial order with us.

Special bills to order in White Pine, Norway and Fir

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO
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demand for western pine at Chicago continues good. Southern pine is
unchanged and the situation is unsatisfactory to both manufacturer and
wholesaler.

Red cedar shingles at Chicago are in poor demand and prices are
low lower in fact than they have been for three years past. Clears are
quoted at $3.17 and stars at $2.09. White cedars are moving slowly
with prices unchanged. Lath are steady and firm. Buffalo is receiving
large quantities of shingles and since lake shipments have become un-
sate, 10 cents has been added to the price of Pacific coast shingles The
preference for 10-inch lengths of red cedars continues. Some white-
cedars are arriving from Canada at lower prices. Extensive stocks will
probably be carried this winter and the local consumption for building
purposes at Buffalo promises to be heavy.

The hardwood situation at Chicago is promising. All dealers state
that October was one of the bus ; est months that they have had for a
long time past. Many of the hardwood firms at Chicago are short on
the principal staple items. Southern stocks are arriving very slowly
Plain white oak and plain red oak are in strong demand and offers of
stock are more freely made, although the supply is not increasing mater-
ially. The best grades of lsts and 2nds are bringing good prices. Quar-
tered oak is m good demand for lsts and 2nds and No. 1 common The
demand for basswood lsts and 2nds is good. Birch is also in good de-mand and prices are firm The same is true of maple. The maple floor-
ing manufacturers of Chicago have plenty of orders ahead. At Min-
neapolis the demand for hardwoods is excellent. Oak is stron^ for both
plain and quartered.

The cooperage situation remains practically unchanged although a
few unexpected orders and inquiries have been turning up at Chicago
both for tight and slack barrel stock.

Market Correspondence

Great Britain

Reports from Liverpool state that the slight improvement in trade
which had appeared was being maintained, but that the volume of trade
was still poor. There is really no life m business at Liverpool, transac-
tions bemg restricted to the satisfaction of the buyer's most pressing
wants. Spruce deals from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, however
have been well maintained in price. The few cargoes to arrive are firmly
held. Stocks of spruce deals are fairly plentiful, the only noticeable
scarcity being in the longer deals, especja%. 3 x 9 and 11-inch. There is
also a scarcity in 2% x 7-inch at several of the west coast ports. Im-
ported boards are becoming very scarce. British importers do not seem
to yet realize their situation in connection with Canadian pine goods.
Prices for next year have been advanced by the Ottawa manufacturers
who are greatly strengthened by the demand from the United States,'
and British importers may have to pav whatever price is asked.

At London there is a fair amount of trade, comparatively speaking.
The tone of the market continues to be good and prices are fairly well
maintained. At Churchill & Sim's recent auction sale 4 x 10 prime
Oregon unsorted could not get beyond Is. Od. 1st broad Quebec pine
went at £31, with the shorter lengths at £30, 3rd Montreal 3x9 at £14
and £13, with 8-inch at £12 5s., and 7-inch at £12 15s. 3 x 11 3rd Que-
bec spruce went to £10 5s., and 10 and 11-foot 3x9 ditto at £9 5s., 3 x
12 2nd Quebec at £10, 3 x 7 2nd ditto £8 10s., and unsorted ditto at
£8 5s. Quebec 1st birch only made 57s. Gd., and planks Is. 4d. and Is.
3%d. Some nice stocks of floorings were offered and produced satis-
factory prices.

limber at Manchester continues steady and it is believed that a
turn for the better has taken place. The import season has not yet
closed. Several spruce cargoes are still to arrive with the option of
Manchester as the post of discharge. At Southampton the trade is very
dull. Imports at Bristol consist almost entirely of liner parcels.

Interest in the preservation of our forest and other natural resources
is rapidly increasing throughout Canada, according to Mr. James Lawler
Toronto, secretary of the Canadian Forestry Association, who has just re-
turned from a two weeks' trip to the southwestern part of Ontario
where he lectured in Berlin, Sarnia, WT

alkerville, Chatham and London!
These illustrated talks on the state of our forests and what should be
done to protect them were well attended, and were held in collegiate
institutes, town halls, Canadian Clubs and Board of Trade rooms.
Leading citizens took part in the d ; scussion and held that prompt mea-
sures should be taken to preserve and perpetuate our forests.

A Belhngham, Wash., report says that an important test of the ex-
port laws of British Columbia and the import duty on timber into the
United States is being made by lumbermen of that city and British
Columbia. As near as can be learned the evasion of the British Columbia
export tax is being made by squaring the timber by sawing off slabs
which, it is held, permits the shipping from that country without pay-
ment of the export tax. In that condition it is also held that no import
duty can be charged by the United States government. The experiment
and the ultimate outcome is being watched with great interest by lum-
bermen on both sides of the line.

Ottawa Valley News Brisk Trade in English l>eals
Ottawa Nov. ll.-November witnesses a eont.nuauec ol the brisktrade sported last month. Contracts have been practical!; closed with

J. R. Booth, Hawkesbury Lumber Company, and the \\ . C. fcdward*Company tor the next season's cut of deal. All the deal in the Ottawa
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8 eXaCtl>' th« BelIing P'.ces ofdeal the Ottawa manufacturers assured the "Canada Lumberman" that

tlie product went at an important advauce on last year's figures. Thewin te pine stock was especially strong. Enquiry shows that spruce lum-
bei is also farmer than a year ago, and that the 1910 cut will bring a con-
siderable sum more than the cut of the past year

The favorable situation as to box board from the purchasers' stand-point is attracting many otters, and the prospect is that very little ofhat stock dry enough to ship will be left by the opening of navigationnext spring Ihe remaining week of navigation this season promises tobe the most active m lumber movement for several years. The middle-men have enough confidence in the market to stock up heavily for thewinter Some of the better classes of pine strips and sidings are practi-
cally all sold and prices are exceedingly firm. Frequently the buyers
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be SUpplled
- ^Peculators expect to make a

profit on lots of box board bought at from $10 to $20 and one-inch shin-ping culls selling at from $20 to $25 according to width. The 0 and 8-
inch sizes are pretty well off the market at this moderate price. Holders
of the low grades of lumber expect to see them advance as rapidly asthe upper classes before long.
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Shippers are beginning to realize the loss from the suspension ofsawing operations during the high water in May. The lumber sawn inthat month is always dry enough for early shipping, and although themdls have nearly all made up in quantity for the loss on account of thesteady supply of water for operation and driving logs that followed, themovement of dry umber has been greatly hindered. There is every
prospect for the mills being able to run until the end of November andwith a few exceptions they will take advantage of the chance

.Lumbermen attach significance to the retirement of the St Anthony
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The company closed itemill at W hitney the last of October after 14 seasons of business. Itsoutput is estimated at nearly 40,000,000 feet this season, and it has beenabout that or many years. Its white pine was among the best turnedout in the Ottawa valley, and with the discontinuance of the industry

the lumber most in demand becomes ail the scarcer. The company pro-duced very little deal in recent years as it made more money by catering
o the American demand for good sidings. English customers who knewthe stock well also bought sidings from the St. Anthony Lumber Company
at better prices than could be made out of the same lumber sawn intodeal the white pine on the limits is pretty well exhausted but there isan abundance of hardwood which will later be put on the market.

Lumbermen's agents are unable to supply the demand for experi-

nW, y men
' ^ Wh° Can be relied UP°Q to st*y * theirpeaces all the season after their transportation has been paid. R Carling

head clerk of the Carney Lumber Company, of Massey, who was in the
c
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*^tes thafc 75 camPs ln the Georgian Bay district areshort of help and that 0,000 more men are needed there. The Soo Lumher Company, whjch ordered 100 haudg frQm ^ ^ ^only 19. Their agent says that he could place 300 men a day in all thecamps now looking for men. Wages are still around $20 and $28 per
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Thos\who g° <>n railways get $8 or $10 more,and that has reduced the number available. The James MacLaren Com-pany, of Buckingham, Que., have enough logs ahead to permit of cur-
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Ottawa valley lumbermen are interested in the efforts for the Can-adian Manufacturers' Association to alter the purpose of the Insurance
Act passed in the last session of the Commons, and which will come be-
fore the Senate this session. The bulk of the lumber in the Ottawa valley
ih insured m mutual companies at from 20 to 35 per cent, less than would
be charged by tariff companies. Under the present Dominion insurancelaw the reciprocal insurance is not practicable in Canada and the lumber,men are obliged to go outside the country for it. Consequently there is a
lot of lumber covered by the New England mutuals, and to keep them
out would impose a hardship. Some years ago the mutual insurancescheme was so popular in the Ottawa district that an effort was made to
organize a mutual company. The men behind it finally formed the Ot-tawa Insurance Company, but there is still a desire to provide a means
of mutual insurance among the lumber interests. Mr Peter Whelen
president of the Ottawa Board of Trade and manager of the Shepard &Morse Lumber Company, and W. H. Rowley, of the E B Eddv Com
pany, also vice-president of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association
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WINNIPEG, Canadian Northern Building

TORONTO, Canadian Northern Building -
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are strong opponents of the features of the Insurance Bill which aims atDiocning the progress of mutual insurance.

The E H Eddy Company, of Hull, has been confronted with a
resolution oi the Hull School Commissioners withdrawing the tax ex-emption on the Eddy pulp and paper mills which they have enjoyed flbr
20 years The Eddy plant is assessed at a million and a halt. The PublicSchool Board (Catholic) of the city would derive $15,000 a year wh'cbwould be subject to 12 per cent, discount, leaving $12,000 net The
plant had been exempted on account of its value to Hull as a going in-
dustrial concern The company had agreed to pay $1,300 a year, whichwas to be divided between the Catholic and Protestant boards. The
latter never sanctioned the exemption scheme and kept rasing its assess-ment claim until it demanded the whole of the $1,300. Being left without
any revenue at all from the big manufacturer the Catholic Board now
declines to renew its exemption agreement, which comes up for ratifica-
tion every ten years. Trustees cla?m they have lost $100,000 to theEddy Company All the tax required by the Hull Board is $2(i,000, 80that the disposition of the Eddy revenue is of much concern to the city.Mr. H B Shepard, president of the Shepard & Morse Lumber
C ompany, has been over the limits with the Canadian manager of thecompany, Mr. Peter Whelen, and Mr. Minot Shepard, son of the presi-
dent, who comes from Boston to study the Canadian end of the business
the company is preparing to cut a quantity of logs which will produce
the usual output of lumber. The company's mill cut this season pro-mises to be 32,000,000 feet.

1

The Dominion Government has awarded the contract for the new
Kippevva- dain to Morrow & Seattle, of Peterboro, the contract pricebeing $26,210. The dam ,s part of the Government's great scheme forthe conserving of the waters of the upper Ottawa and distributing an
equal amount of water all the year round, with the exception of the
spring. After the completion of the dam the greater bulk of the Ottawa'swater will be retained in Lakes Temiskaming and Kippewa. The contract
tor the remiskammg dam was let some fc'me ago and the builders have
nearly completed the work.
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Shmgles for export to the United States. Win), cedars ingles lost consulerable ground during the hot season, which hassmce been regained prices and prospects are by no means suchas to--rant any pessimism on the part of those who have shing es to e

I be ugh prices Of last spring brought heavy receipts and a conse „ e tslumking m the demand with the natural shrinkage i n pn.-e V .ame ,me local people claim that they have no troub 1, % tting i d of

LBueu (inneiy out of the shingle market.
An enquirer for cedar shingles would 'be quoted from $2 75 to $2 88
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New Brunswick News—Preparation for the Winter Cut
St. John N.B., Nov. 10.—The past fortnight in lumber trade circles

has been productive of a number of interesting phases although none of
a startling or even remarkable nature.

The most interesting feature of the industry during this particular
season of the year is afforded by the prospects and conditions governingand connected with the getting out of the winter's cut of logs It isupon this pha.se of the business that the first forecast of next year's busi-
ness is built and it is the only basis upon which to figure the probableoutput of lumber during the ensuing season. Hence its importance to
all connected with the trade from the man who chops the logs to the manMho retails the lumber at the lumber yard.

For each year of the decade preceding the year 1906, there was an
increase each year in the cut of logs at the principal logging centres ofNew Brunswick Then began the period of depression in the deal trade,from which that trade has not yet recovered. Since that time the an-nual cut of logs on the St. John, the Miramichi and the other principal
livers of this province has averaged perhaps two-thirds of what it amount-ed to previous to 1906.

The winter of 1909-10, .judging from all indications, promises to besomewhat similar in this respect to the three winters which preceded itthe initial cause of tins curtailment is, of course, the uncertainty which
prevails in regard to the uture of the spruce deal market. Curtailment
o, output and of supply of raw material is obviously the safest policy
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aSOn °f 1909 "Rawing very near- to a closeThe 20th of November will mark the cessation of operations at all theinland mills with the exception of portables. At th?s^X^earlv a hem. Is will be closed late in the present month or early in Scember Therewill be only two exceptions to this rule; the two plants in question b Wso situated that ,t ,8 possible to keep them running KSSwrtttTjKand also having enough logs to provide for all or a Dart of fV,! L^W
operations. With these two exceptions, local mS ow^rs wil ha^ theirhogs prac ically cleaned up when the mills cease operations ate in themonth. The curtailment in logging operations each year does not pvide raw material for extended sawing seasons such as those of four fiveand six years ago. With their logs practically cleaned uTtWs faU all

logs reach the bcLs. The earliest of

Strong Position of English Deals
The two great lumber staples of the eastern Canadian provinces-

P ne and spruce deals-for export to the English market
, l/ave movedong into the fall season m a strong position, with price gains reported

<|U<»iaDJ.\ i„gj ie r. 1 he Ivighsh market for spruce had been verv disappointing smce the spring of 1907, and in the interim the miS? havebeen tunnng a larger proportion of their cut .ban usual into s/ei suitedto toe American market. Though the new duty will be a C Sverehandicap upon American shipments .ban was the old DingLy bill

™
claimed in Canadian circles that a larger proportion of the cut w 11 seeka market across the water should present, favorable conditio is in Eneland oontoue Canadian lath, shingles and clapboard w'll con ,nue fo6nd their e nef market in "the States," but there is no enthusiasm for-largmg the production of the two fust items, though perhZ the
"»»
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^able position of clapboards will encourage an enUrSd' pro"duct,on. r,,, demand for spruce clapboards from the New England
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wmk bu t that the tariff charge has been reduced from $1.50 to $1 25 perthousand pieces, will qui,, surely encourage an enlarged proluctionThe white cedar shmgles of Eastern Canada were hard hit by the newtuyff. and it wiU require a strong American market with a high level ofvalues to enable the shipper to overcome the handicap of the duty of 50cents and show a profit.—Lumbermen's Review
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An English View of the Deal Market
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ket m Great Britain is thus summarized by theLondon Timber Trades Journal: *
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hange ^ rep°rt regardinS values of these goods; infact, the market shows no sign of any fluctuation either way-that isreferring especially to c.i.f. prices. With regard to the near future
it is almost impossible to forecast how prices will turn out, But to reviewthe position would not be altogether inadvisable. From the state of theaemand which we can fully believe and realize exists in the Americanmarket, we may be certain that the shipper can dispose of a considerable

b To W aVaikbIe *°™* hat advantageously to that marketbut from what we can gather there will be a surplus of not inconsider-able proportions for this market for shipment per liners. It is no usechsguising the fact that the demand in this country has fallen off considerably and although stocks are by no means too heavy for a normaldemand, if a large quantity were to come over by liners the demand^ould be easily catered for ex quay, and stocks would remain. It is allvery well for the shippers to lead us to understand that prices will nevercome down to any extent, because every interested party knows thatthey cannot remain on the present basis for ever, and it only means that
•f the demand remains in the present unsatisfactory state, and consign-ments are sent over here, prices are bound to ease a little. So that° itab depends on what the demand in this country is like for the next twoor three months whether prices will be maintained."

Milling- in Transit
Attention is directed to the advertisement of J. E. Eaton & Sons
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?
nnou*ce in this lssue that they have recently improved

their facilities or milling in transit by having railway sidings built to
their factory. As Orlha is an important railway junction point, the firm
believe that they are particularly well situated to give good service to
parties wishing to have planing, matching, moulding, resawing etc
properly done. In a letter to the "Canada Lumberman and Woodwork-
er, the firm report that they are doing this work at the lowest possible
price consistent with good workmanship, and they make the following
point m regard to price, which is often overlooked: The lowest priced
work in matching lumber does not by any means necessarily imply that
it is the cheapest, Twenty-five cents per thousand is a' big item on
this work, but lumber run tco fast through the machine or run on poor
machines or on machines not kept in first class order will do far moredamage to the lumber than is gained in the difference in price
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Burns
Our

Inserted Tooth Saws

are made by Experts

and are fitted only

with

Hoe Fittings

Saws
If you want a Saw

to work

winter and summer

Get a Burns

The

Lombard Steam Log Iiauler

Do not allow yourself

to put off buying one

of these haulers for

another season.

Get one this year and

haul this season's cut.

Next year lumbering"

will be a trifle. Only

cost, first cost.

Our Catalog tells you
a little more than the

Cut does.

Our Demonstrator,
though, with one of

these Engines in our

Sherbrooke yards, ex-

plains everything from

the smoke stack down
to the runners.

Can you afford to al-

low this golden oppor-

tunity to slip by with-

out seeing for yourself?

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited

Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Montreal

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

We make them : WHAT ? The Eclipse Double Edger, etc.
If you are a stranger to them and they to you. Get acquainted.

Did it ever occur to you that our prices on Clapboard Machinery are just one-half the price of others. Capacity of each machine over 4,000 boards per day

STOP : I am the most Perfect Acting and Reliable Double Edger upon
the market—Low in Price and Always Ready.

Get your eyes on our

Eclipse Board Saw Carriages and Accessories.
Eclipse Combined Lath and Bolter Machines.
Eclipse Combined Trimmer and Buncher.
Eclipse Clapboard Sawing Machine.
Eclipse Clapboard Planers and Trimmers.
Eclipse Automatic Shingle Machines.
Eclipse Board Planers.

Make your work more productive by
using one of our Eclipse Lath Machines.

Prices and Catalogues cheerfully
given on application.

SLEEPER & AKHURST
Coaticook, Que.
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If you arc in the market for

Chestnut
fret prices on 400 M feet each 4/4and 6/4 Sound Wormy and No. 2
Common, 200 M feet each 6/4 and 8/4No 2 Common and Better; we also
have 2 cars Common and Hetter.

You can get a (food price on this
Common and Hetter

Ash
2 cars each, 4/4, 5/4.6/4. 8/4, 10/4. 12/4
and 16/4, also 1 car 5/4 No. 1 and
No. 2 white, containing: about 30% or
more 12" and over wide—Rood tough
stock.

How arc you fixed on

Red Oak
We have about 6 cars each 6/4 and
8/4 No. 1 C ommon and Hetter and
100 M feet 8/4 No. 2 Common-all
dry and g-ood lengths and widths

Another chance 1 n Heart Rived

Cypress Shingles
300 M each 6 x 21> and 7 x 24. Can
ship immediately

Get an order in early tor quartered

White Oak
We only have 2 cars ,5/4 No. 1 Com-mon and better

Ask us about our Log run

Bass
We have about 4 cars each 4/4 and
8/4—mills culls out— running from
50% to 60% No. 1 Common aod Het-
ter.

There is a lot of

Yellow Poplar
at one of our outside points—

5 to 6 cars 5/8 No. 1 Com moil
2 to 3 cars ,5/8 No. 1 and No. 2.
a cars yt ,

18" and over
1 car %. No. 1 and Better
100 M feet 4/4, No. 2 Common

If you are in the market for

Cherry
get prices on 2 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com-
mon and 1 car4/4 Common and Bet-
ter.

Attractive price on

Carload of Assorted
Hardwood

85 to 90X Maple—balance Beech and
Birch. Must be shipped quickly.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices: Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St.
Yards : Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.
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See That You Get the Genuine
Look for the NAME and TRADE MARK " Tho <shim»r r„t+.. u a m
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po^^L^liiS Bay
'

0,,t
"

0|"!r'"or" of — - "j

.»,.tr'^wX„o

„
f

as-?-
r""

• - I ««- The^^^^^

lire and water. The loss is est ma tori it *7 nnn n
d1

' uamagea oy

in the Commercial J^^SS^^iS^SSS^
tire destroyed the shingle mill at Clyde Forks Ont r,,n t*L t

paid on the purchase price, and an addit.onal sum of $100,000 is to be Sidwhen the necessary papers giving title arc executed It is said +h*+ \hl ™, u
price is in the neighborhood of a million and a quartL dollars

P

The Canadian Bond Hanger & Coupling Company Limited Ottawabeen incorporated with a capital of $45.U to earn on2gineers founders, machinists" millwrights, i'oodwSk^"^
6

and Tteef^
0

kers"and fitters. The^incorporators are: W. C. Perkins, M. C. Edey, A W Fraw™G. W. Hunt and J. G. Gibson, all of Ottawa, Ont.
eraser,

Eastern Provinces
J. J. Murphy timber merchant, Quebec, Que., is reported to have assigned

hnr/'n
recent^ broke out in the Williamson & Crombie lumber mills at Kings-bury, Que., and caused between $10,000 and $15,000 damage.

g

A number of Americans interested in the paper industry are inspecting tW

industries at Grand Falls, Newfoundland. P P P

The Riordon Paper Mills, Limited, have purchased the Torrance propertyon Beaver Hall Square, Montreal, and intend using it for office purposes It isunderstood that the price paid was in the neighborhood of $30 000
• •

+V?£gVTty
0?

f
F"

ited
,.
States merchants interested in the paper businessvisited the Lake St. John district on Nov. 7th, and all were suVprTsedI at theenormous mills and water power development of the country. Mitch Increasedtraffic is expected as a result of this trip and it is possible that more UnitedStates paper makers will visit the country.

unixea

The Eastern Canadian Lumber & Construction Company, Limited said to beincorporated m New York by New York men, is reported to have purchased thelumber property and sawmill of Isaac Prescott in Albert County N B for !proximately $1,000,000. It is said that the company Si develop the hardwoodlumber industry in that section and w li reopen the Albert Smith*™ t>I?i

intrusted.
°f W

-

H
'

MalC°ln
'

°f ^ h"

r„
T
Qnfr

POr
l

0t thG Inte
,

r.national Paper Company for the fiscal year ended

So Qfi7 q'o
mav\P?°r T g f°r ltS

?tockhold^s, the net earnings being but$149,967 99, which is paltry in comparison with average years in the business
life of the company. In explanation of the small surplus President Rnrhank
says that the long strike which occurred in the latter pail of SSt^Sunfavorable business and manufacturing conditions, is responsible for the smallamount earned. mdU

A recent despatch stated that tne ship Glenlin. after loading at Rimouskihad been driven ashore there by a northerly gale. Messrs. Price Bros & Com'pany, to whom the ship was chartered, immediately on receipt of the news ofher accident despatched the steamer Lord Strathcona to the Glenlin's assist
ance and it was hoped that she would be floated before receiving serious damage"Ihe Glenlin is a splendid iron ship of 1,847 tons register, and is loaded withlumber for South America.
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Galvin-Walston Lumber Company,
Alberta.

Western Canada
Humboldt, Sask., have registered in

The Red Spruce Lumber Company's plant and holdings in Vancouver, B.C.,
are reported to have changed hands for $200,000.

R. Conn «!fe Son, lumber dealers, have recently opened a branch at Moore
Park. Man., on the C.P.R., McGregor-Yarcoe branch.

The Guggenheim interests are said to have obtained control of the Western
Fuel Company, which owns 42,000 acres of coal and timber lands near Nanaimo
op Vancouver Island. The deal, which was for two millions, included the mine
at Nanaimo.

The steamer Empress of India, sailing for the Orient on October 28th, car-
ried the first shipment of Canadian pulp wood sent across the Pacific from Can-
ada. There were 160 bales, each weighing 250 pounds, from the new pulp mills
at Swanson Bay to Kobe, Japan.

Creosote wood blocks, which will be used on the traffic floor of the Fraser
river bridge at New Westminster, B.C., have been found to last on bridges for
flooring double the time of ordinary planking. The floor is expected to last for
ten or fifteen years. The cost is $22,000.

A despatch from Arrowhead, B.C., states that the Big Bend Lumber Com-
pany, of that place, has suffered a severe loss in the burning of its mill. The
building was insured, but the loss will nevertheless be considerable. It is un-
derstood that the kilns and lumber piles were not burned.

Martin Jerome, ex-M.P.P., Government fire ranger, has returned to Win-
nipeg after investigating the damage and seriousness of the swamp and bush
fires which have been raging between Cold Springs, Man., and The Narrows. He
reports a large loss of property and untold loss of timber and damage to
the land.

The steamer Princess Beatrice has brought down the second shipment of
wood pulp from the mills at Swanson Bay. B.C. The shipment consisted of 50
tons. The vessel brought word that the new pulp mills are working night and
day and turning out an average of 25 tons of pulp per day. The present ship-
ment is for Port Mellon.

A large basket and box plant will be established at New Westminster, B.C.,
on a site on the waterfront in the west end. American capital is interested and
work will be commenced at once. Arrangements have already been made for
the material required. It is expected that the plant will bo in operation in
January. The first section will cost from $60,000 to $75,000, but the plant will
be greatly increased later.

There is a great lack of labor in the woods in the Prince Albert, Sask.,
district. Any man who can lend a hand will get from $30 to $45 a month and
all found from any of the Prince Albert or Sturgeon Lake concerns. A. L.
Mattes, manager of the Prince Albert Lumber Company, said recently: "I could
put 1,500 men to work at once if I could get them. I am unable to get enough
help and sincv log^in^ operations have commenced many more men are wanted
in the woods."

The B. C. Gazette i^ives notice of the incorporation of the following com-
panies: Timberhnd Lumber Company, Limited, capital $25,000; the Call Creek
Lumber Company, Limited, capital $150,000; Portland Wonder Mining Com-
pany, Limited, capital $600,000, to import, buy, sell and deal, among other
things, in sawlo^s. timber, lumber, wood pulp, etc. ; Powell River Paper Com-
pany, Limited, capital $1,000,000.

The site is being cleared for a new lumber mill at Nahmina on the Alberni
canal, B.C. This point is at the mouth of the Nahmina river, eleven miles
from Alberni and will be tributary to that town. The machinery to be put in
will be lar<;e enough to load a big ship in a short time, having a capacity of
something like 100.000 feet a day. The lumber for the workmen's houses has
already been taken down from Alberni and the work will be pushed ahead so
that the mill will be able to start work early in next pear.

The steamer Georgia, of the Canadian Mexican line, which left Victoria,
B.C., on October 26th, had a full cargo of lumber and coal, made up of 16,000
railway ties loaded at Chemainus and Sidney; 1,000 tons of coal from Boat
Harbor and Comox ; and a quantity of box shooks. A small consignment of
canned salmon and other merchandise was also taken. This is the largest cargo
taken by the Canadian Mexican steamers for many months. The freight will be
landed at San Bias, Manzanillo and Salina Cruz, after which the steamer will
load with through freight from Europe and Montreal. The steamer took south
seven passengers.

Lumber freight rates on the Pacific are firming up considerably, both the
Australian and United Kingdom ranges commanding higher prices. Rates are
quoted as follows: San Francisco, $3.50; San Pedro, San -Diego and other
southern California ports, $4.25; Hawaiian islands and Guavmas, $5; Santa
Rosalia, $6; Svdney. 31s. 3d. @ 32s. 6d. ; Melbourne or Adelaide, 36s. 3d. @
37s. 6d. ; Port Pirie, 35s. (ffi 36s. 3d.

; Freemantle, 40s. @ 42s. 6d.
;
Hong Kong,

33s.
;
Shanghai. Kiaochow or Weihaiwei, Port Arthur, Taku or Newchang, Kobe,

Yokohama or Nagasaki, 30s.; Valparaiso, for orders (2-6 less direct), 41s. 3d
@ 42s. 6d.

;
Callao, 38s. 9d @ 40s.

;
Cape Town. 52s. 6d.

The construction of the Canadian Northern Railway across British Columbia
will give the lower coast mills and others as far east "as Kamloops direct com-
munication with a large territory east of the mountains, and over a four-tenths
grade, which should allow medium freight charges. The agreement with the
Government provides that construction shall be started within three months,
and Mr. Mann says that with surveys advanced as they are there will be no
delay, and that the road will be completed in three years. There will be docks
both at Vancouver and on the Fraser river, the plans calling for a fast ferry
service from a point south of the mouth of the Fraser river to Vancouver Island.
The route will be via Kamloops and the Yellowhead pass to Edmonton.

A new town in British Columbia, is Chase, at the foot of Little Shuswap
lake, a few miles from Kamloops. A few months ago a couple of shacks marked
its forest site, to-dav the town has at least fifty residences, well laid out
streets, a first class tourist hotel, several stores, two churches, a bank, a school,
two sawmills and other evidences of increasing prosperity and importance. Of
the townsite over 30 acres have already been surveyed, and nearly every lot has
been disposed of. The cause of all this development is to be traced to the en-
terprise of the Adams River Lumber Company, Limited, in locating a large and
modern sawmill plant at that point. The workmen have purchased lots and built
homes, the company supplying the lumber on easy terms. J. A. Magee the
company's manager ,has taken a deep interest in the affairs of the new 'com-
munity and stands high in the esteem of all.

LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock

Lumber and Dimension
Timber=

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint 1 (Sash, Doors,
Roofing Write for Prices Blinds and
Sheeting ! (Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

Mew Edinburgh Mills Ottawa, Ontario

The

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
Makes TWO Boilers do
the Work of THREE

SAMPLE TESTIMONIAL

:

I had THREE 300 H.P. boilers in use in my saw
mill, burning mostly wet fuel, and WAS NOT ABLE TO
RAISE STEAM ENOUGH TO KEEP RUNNING.
.Since installing your hollow blast grate I have been
using only TWO of the boilers, and have STEAM TO
SPARE. Theo. Kundtz, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Gordon Hollow Blast Grate not only greatly
increases the efficiency of a boiler and burns wet, green
or frozen sawdust, slabs, etc., readily, either separately
or together, but

IT MAKES FIRING EASY and is PRACTICALLY
INDESTRUCTIBLE

Let us ship you an outfit ON APPROVAL. We
will give you thirty days in which to test it, and will

pay the freight BOTH WAYS if it proves unsatisfactory.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co.
Established 1889

Greenville - Michigan



20,000 Shingles Per Day with an

Original Dunbar!

A prominent manufacturer writes that with an Original Dunbar Shingle Machine he has cut
and turned out as high as 21,000 shingles in one day.

Such achievements make this machine the leader in its field.

The Dunbar produces more shingles per day than any other machine.

In the twenty-five years that this machine has been on the market it has shown a steady increase in
popularity and improvements.

The Dunbar is the only shingle machine that is equipped with ring oilers—the one sure cure
for hot boxes.

What one leading shingle man says : "Ona two million contract of bone dry cedar, the stock could
not have been manufactured at a profit without the Dunbar Machine. In the eighteen
months I have used your machine my outlay for repairs has been only 25 cents for a spring."

The minimum of delays, repairs and saw-hampering if you use the Original Dunbar.

For quotations and particulars address

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson Mfg. Co.
Patentees and Sole Manufacturers

Fredericton, N. B.
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The Quality of a Disston Saw
(The Saw you See from Sea to Sea)

begins with Disston Steel

v•UK Steel used iu a DISSTON saw is a steel which

goes through a treatment exclusively DISSTON.

It is the best possible steel, to begin with. To make sure

of that it is made right on the DISSTON works, and has

been since 1855.

Something of its peculiar quality is seen when you

bear that its tensile strength is three times greater than

that of steel used in the construction of bridges and

buildings.

Because of the steel l>eing so strong, and because of

the shop treatments it gets before emerging as a finished SAW
or TOOL, a DISSTON Saw will withstand the greatest

reasonable strain. The teeth of a DISSTON Saw have

the right temper, the correct temper to give wear and

to retain a sharp edge the longest possible time.

These qualities of a DISSTON Saw have carried the

brand over all the world—from sea to sea. For nearly

seventy years, DISSTON Saws are the acknowledged

STANDARD of the saw world.

You might be surprised to know how many styles of

DISSTON saws there are—one for every use. The DISSTON
"Handbook" (200 pages) describes them and something of

the making of saws—interesting. Send for a postal.

THE HIGHEST AWARDS GRAND PRIX and GOLD
MEDALS at A.Y.P. Exposition, Seattle, Washington, 1909

Henry Disston (b Sons, Inc.
(Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works)

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INQUIRE INTO THE MERITS OF OUR

New Tie or Log Siding Machine
It slabs both sides of the logs accurately and rapidly at the one operation. Both
saws movable to or from the centre simultaneously by means of a lever within
the sawyer's easy reach, and the spacing indicated on a quadrant in plain sight.
This machine will cut over 3,000 ties in ten hours. In any mill using a Gan^

this machine, if used for preparing the cants, will
increase the output 20%. It is a compact machine,
strongly built, as the cut indicates, to withstand hard
and continuous usage. It is without an equal, let

alone a superior, in this line, because it meets the
requirements perfectly. Let us have an opportunity
of sending descriptive matter, and price.

WE CAN ALSO INTEREST YOU IN

Saw Mill Machinery

f.

We build a complete line for any desired capacity.

Our Triumph Turbines a^e unexcelled. They will give more power than any other Water Wheel on the market.

CATALOGUES FOR THE ASKING.

Head Office and Works : Lindsay, Ontario
Eastern Representative : Western Representative :

Canadian Fairbanks Company, Vancouver, B. C.H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James Street, Montreal, Que.
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S. A. Woods
Machine
Company

The
Planer
Specialists

nithZf^u*
Wel

\? 'f
ge qUantity are disti"g"ishing features of the output of Woodsmachines -the result of concentration upon a single idea, the perfection of the planer

The No. 24 Special Fast Feed Planer and Matcher has sit feed rolls and „orks six inches thick b, 9, ,5, ,8, 24 0, 30 inches wide.

S. A. Woods Machine Company - BostonChicago New Orleans Atlanta Seattle

New No. 10
Heavy Open Side Molder

This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed
to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete
catalog of wood-work-
ing machinery, just
from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, whieh may be instantly ehansed to suit e.nditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
w..,„„b„J?

ALT 0N
b
T
A
ARI° CANADA

248 McD*™„« Ava, WINNIPEG, MAN. Ro„ & c,%"MONTREAL OUF B C S«ni"«

ASK FOR CATALOGUES. PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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Operating with Horses is Expensive

!

Patented in Canada and U.S.A. Dunbar Logging Engine.

Dunbar Logging Engines will haul upwards of 150,000

feet of lumber, depending on the condition of the road

which only requires to be made as for horses' operations

except that they should be nine feet wide.

In every case there is a large saving over the use of

horses. The results to be obtained are not based on

theory but have been actually obtained and in some

cases the saving has been 75%.

Our descriptive circulars and photos will be gladly sent

upon request. They will certainly interest every lum-

berman who recognizes the importance of economical

log hauling.

We also manufacture Shingle Machines, Rotarys, Stock

Gangs, Planers and all Saw Mill Machinery.

The Alex. Dunbar & Sons Co., Limited
Woodstock, N. B.

LOGGING TOOLS
Our Catalogues will Interest You

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

Skidders „ Loaders
Powerful, Strong and
Economical in Operation

Our Skidders and Loaders are in successful operation

under almost every condition met by loggers to-day.

Russel

Logging Cars
Strength Capacity

Durability

The Standard among Progressive Loggers
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

White Pine :

i inch No. i cuts
& better $44

i % inch No. i

cuts and better. 58
a" No. 1 Cuts anil

Better 60 00 65 00
iJ4 in. No. 2 46 00 48 00
2" No. 2 Cuts and

Better. ... 50 00 54 00
1 %" No 1,2 & 3 Cuts 38 00 40 00
2" No. 1.2&3 Cuts 44 00 48 00
1 in Pine Dressing 24 00
and better shorts

1 x 4 and 5 common
and dressing.. 24 00

1 x 6 common and
dressing 26 00

x 8 common and
dressing 26 00

1 x 10 com & dr's'g 29 00 31 o
1 x 12 com & dr's'g 33 00 3^ 00
1 x loand 12 mill cull

stocks 18 00 20 00
2 x 10 common. ... 26 00
2 and 3 x 1 2 common 2600
1x8 ox & common 23 00 24 00
1 x 10 inch box and
common . 24 00

1X12 box ik common 27 00
1" mill run sidinjps 23 00 25 to

1 x loand 12 mill

culls siding 17 00
1 " dead cullsidinps 12 50
1% inch flooring 25 00 27 0°
t" mill run Norway 20 00

22 00
20 00
14 00
15 00
16 50

32 80

33 3o

33 **o

34 30

34 H°

35 3o
3*> 3"

Spruce mill run ... 19 00
Spruce mill cults.. 13 00
Hemlock 1x4 to Sin. 14 00
2X4to8in.,ioto 16ft. 1600
2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 19 00 20 00
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried 53 00 60 00

CAR OR CARGO LOTS

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat Ibr 55 00 58 00

Douglas Kir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet.
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12

1x14, 12 X 12, 12 X,

014, 14X 14, 14X 16.

.

6x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x
12, iox 10, 12x16, 16

xi6, 14x18, 16x18,
l8x 18 & 20X20. . .

6x 14, 8x14, 1 2x18, 18

X20
6Xl6, 8xi6, IOX18,

I2X20, 14X20 & l6

x 20
10x20
6x18, 8x18
6x20, 8x20
Lengths over 32 It. take the f'ol

lowing advances : 33 to 35 ft.,

50c; 36 to 40ft. , $1; 41 t©45 it.,

$3 ; 46 to .so ft., $5.
Fir flooring, edge

grain
N0.1 4 ft. Pine

Lath
i%" No. 2 4 tt. lath
XW 33" Pme
iy2 " No. 1 4ft.

hemlock lath. .

.

1 %" mill run hem-
lock lath

X Pine Shingles.

.

XXPine Shingles
XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2''

XXXX 6 to 23-16"

XXXXX 5 to 2".

48 00

60 00

27 00

25 00

27 00

27 00
28 00

25 00
28 00

18 00
13 00

3 75

3 25
1 10

Red pine, c & c f 1" 30

Red Pine, common 18

a 45
3 00

3 3.5

4 °5
00

31 00
32 00
22 00

HARDWOODS—*»ER m. FEET, CAR LOTS.

Ash white, ists and 2nds,
1

l
/i and 2"

Ash, white. No. 1. com.
Ash, brown, ists and
2nds, 4/4 37 00
Ash, brown, No. 1, com. 27 co
Ash, brown, ists and
2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 .... 45 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 4/4 32 00
Birch, common and bet-

ter, 4/4 26 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 6/4
and 8/4 32 00
Hirch, ists and 2nds, 12/4

and 16/4
Basswood, ists and 2nds,

4/4 32 00
Basswood. No. t, com-
mon and better, 4/4 26 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3,

common
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4,

ists and 2nds 40 00
Soft Elm, ists and 2nds,

4/4 30 00

Soft Elm, No. 1 common
and better, 4/4 26 00
Soft Elm, No, 2 and 3,

common .... '.5 00

Soft Elm 6/4 and 8/4....

.Rock Elm, ists and 2nds

4/4 30 00
Reck Elm, No. 1 com-
mon and better. 4/4 .... 25 00

Rock Elm ists and 2nds,

6/4 and 8/4 40 00

.55 00

45 00

34 00

15 00

33 00

19 00

33 00

Soft Maple, ists and
2nds, 4/4 21
Soft Maple, Common and
better. 4/4
Soft Maple, 6/4 and 8/4
ists and 2nds
Hard Maple, ists and
2nds, 4/4
Hard Maple, common
and better, 4/4
Hard Maple, 4x4-10 to
16
Hard Maple, 12/4 arid
16/4, ists and 2nds 40
Red Oak, plain, ists and
2nds, 4/4 53Red Oak, plain,1 ists and
2nds, 8/4 : 5;

.

Red Oak, plain, ists and
2nds, 12/4 and 16/4 ... 6c
White Oak, plain, ists .and 2tids, 4/4
White Oak. piaini'Vs'ts
and 2nds. iy and 2"
White Oak, plain, ists
and 2 nds, 12/4 and 16/4.
White Oak, yt cut ,sts

Wh.te Oak, ,,/4 and 6/4,
ists and 2nds
White Oak ia/4 And 16/4
sts and 2nds
Hickory, ists and 2nds,
4/4
Hickory, 6/4 and
and 2nds

56 00

65 00

"5 Oo

60 00
ists

75 00

OTTAWA, ONT.
MAN

Pine good sidings :

xin, X7in and up 42 00
1%" and 1 X

8" and up 50 00
a'' x 7" and up 52 00
No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up 34 00

Pine good strips :

1" 38 00
and 1

lA" 42 00
2 ' 44 00

Pine good shorts :

1' x 7" and up - . 36 00
1 " x 4" a nd up . . 28 oc
1 yt " and 1 ... 40 00
2 ' 42 00
7" to 9"A Sidings 25 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
sidings 3? 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips 26 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
shorts 22 00

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-

ter 12' to 16' ... 23 00
Pine, 7 up 5. c. sid-

ings 1" 31 50
Pine s.c. Sidings i'A

& 2" 27 00
Pine, s. c. strips. . . 19 00
Pine, s. c. Bhorts. . . 17 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6 2 3 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x7 22 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8 33 00 35 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9 33 00 24 00
Pine, s.c. and better

ix 10 26 00 28 00
Pine, box boards.. 16 00 20 00
1 x 10 No 1 barn . . 30 00 33 00
1 x 10 No. 3 " 23 00 26 00
1 x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn 25 00 38 00

UFACTURER'S PRICES

Pine O. culls 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out. , ,. 1700
Spruce, i"x 4"& up i 5 00
Spr-uce, r' stocks,

7, 8, 9 and 10"
. 17 00

Spruce 1" clear (fine
dressing and B) 22 50

Hemlock 1" 12 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8

10, 12/16' , 4 00
lamarac

, 4 OQ
Basswood log run,

dead culls out. 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out. 23 00
*?";ct> 18 00
Soft Elm, common,
and better 1, 1^,2" 2000
Ash, black common
and betteri" to 2" 25 00

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine

J
3/8" x 4'...... 375

IN •. 2 white pine 3 00
Lath, mill run
white pine. ... 2 75
Spruce, mill run 2 25
Red pine mill run 2 75
No. 1 white pine

j
x 4 2 00

No. 2 white pine
I " ...
Spruce mill run

46 00

56 00

57 00

36 00

42 00
46 00

47 00

38 00
30 00

43 00

45 00
27 00

35 00

31 00

26 00

35 00

19 00

25 00

24 00

13 00

19 00

25 00
14.00

1 6 00
15 00

26 00
20 00

24 00

28 00

4 00
3 25

3 00
2 50

3 00

1

Red Pine mill
™n '" .... .

Tamarac mill run 1 75
Bas«wood " 2 00

75

' 75

75

Hemlock
32" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"

Clear Butt 18"

xx, 18"
White Cedar Shingles

xxxx, 18' .... 4 00
Clear Butt, 18" 3 00
x, ix 8" , so

1 75

3 50
* 75

50

2 00
2 00
2 25
2 3S
1 50

4 00
3 50
' 75

4 50
3 a

' 75

1x8 ft a No. a
'

Pine mill culls.

.

Pine Shorts 6' to

j

Railway ties o 43 o 50
30 00 33 00
16 00 19 00

I No. 3 Railway Ties 00 30 00 25
IO 31 00 33 00 I Spruce logs (pulp) 12 co 14 co

TELEGRAPH Poles
25 feel long, 6" to 8" top. . .

.30 " " "...
35
40
45
50
55
60

. 1 40
a »5

4 »S
• 4 75
7 5°

. 1 1 00
16 50

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINK— IN THE RAFT. Ct

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average 40
First class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal.. 70

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality 60

ELM.
By the dram, accordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 6s

30 to 35 feet. 50
ASH.

45 00 ,0 inches and up, according to average and quality iS

4 25

3 50
1 60

' 50
3 as
4 00

4 75
5 75
o 50

3 50

5o

7j

65

35
Average 16 inch

BIRCH.
'4 inch ,6
'5 " 32

I .. '7
18

3»

*4
3o

35
QUEBEC SPK UCE PEALS

12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 17 00 per ft.
Oddments..

i S oa •

Hoards, 1 and 2 in 15 00
BIRCH PLANKS.

to 4 in ,8 00

SARNIA, ONT.
FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8' 50 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00
\% and i%" " 62 00
a" " 64 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. i & better 45 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 54 00
8/4

6/4 x 6 & up No. 2

8/4
6/4X 6 & up No. 3
8/4

57 00

47 00

49 00
42 00
46 00

'X in-

\% in.

ain.

2% and 3'

4 in.

NO. I CUTS.
and up wide 44 00

51 00

53 00

56 00

75 00
80 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 29 00

'K* 39 00
17a . . 41 00
2 '

, " 45 00
a>4, 3 and 4 60 00 65 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
i^i and iK" " 31 00
a 31 00
aK, 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
1" X 4" 24 00
1" X 5" 26 00
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

1" x 10" 28 00
1 x 12 30 00
1" x 13 and'up 31 00

'% and 2'' 30 00

NO. 1 BARN.

31 00 42 00

'¥/ •x™* 2" 34
2 y, and 3"

4

NO. 2 BARN

37 00
42 00

'X, 'Man
a lA and 3"

29 00 33 00
and 2" 30 00
3"

NO. 3 BARN.

1
• • • 23 OO 27 OO
'K and 2" 24 00 28 00

No. 1, 1, xM, t %, 2" 20 00 27 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" I$ ^
iKanda"

No
- 2 .4 00 ,s 00

LATH.
No. I, 33" ,

No. 3,4V'. '
»*

N°-«. 48" pine I*

aX4
3x6 and 3x8
3 x 10
3 x 13

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. 1 PINE. SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. I S. AND I E.

6 ft 8 ft 10 ft

14 OO 17 00 18 50
>6 50 17 00 18 50
1700 175° 8050
'7 So 17 50 21 50

PINE. SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

14 X 16 ft

18 50
18 50
19 OO
21 OO

Dimensions

2 x 4-13 $21 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 21 00
2 x 4-10-18-20 23 00

•2 x 8f
8 to *6 21 00

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
6 " a 1 50
8 " aa 50
10 11 33 50
13 " 22 50

Flooring
4 or 6 .inch No. 1 $32 00

a 30 00
3 as 50

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch IO

No.
NO. !

Ceda

" si 50
8, 10, is inch 23 50

Siding
6 inch No. 1 DO

" No. 3 29 00
No. 3 22 00

Lath
'inc. Spruce 4

3 as
PINE—ROUGH TIMBER

1a ft.

3x6 and 3x8 ai 00

3 x 10 21 50
3 x 13 33 00
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 2i 00
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 23 00
8x8 1300
6 x 14 up to 33 ft

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I 9. AND El

14 and 16 ft

50

22 00
22 no
29 80

2 x 4, 2 x b, 2 x 8, 8 to 16 ft

2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 16 ft. .

.

18, 20, 22 ft.

24, 26, 28, 30, 32
2 x 14 up to 32 ft

1 x 4 to 4 by 12. 8 to 16 ft

.

1 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft.

8 to 32 ft 24

&2i 50
00

aa 50
as So
»7 5o
a7 50
24 00
37 00

6 x 6 to 6 x 13 up to 33 ft 36 30
53X 14, 4 x 14 »7 So

'4 x 14, , 4 x

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
8x 8, 10 X IO, IO X 13, 10 X 14, 13 X 13, 12 X 14,
up to 3a

10 x ao

8 x 20 ' v. . . ...7.777.77.
All Common Cedar $2.00 per M. less than Fir.

6,

$2,580
37 80

39 30

FLOORING.
No 1 & 2 Red Pine, 4 in
E. G. No. . and 2 Fir Flooring jf£
B. C. Fir E. G. No. and 2 Flooring ,H

°1
F. G. No. , and 3 Flooring '

'

E and ¥ G. No. 3 Flooring
Jj

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce
8 to 16 ft., 6 in

2
l°°

B. C Fir 8", ,0" and .3" Shiplap w/lff... .
.7.' 7.. „ Z

B. C. Fir6" Shiplap 10/16 ..........

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.
No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch j2 . ,

33 00
20 00

3
4

" 3

XXX B. C. Cedar
XX B. C. Cedar ..

XXX Dimension..

mixed w dths

SHINGLES

850
>S so

fs.8o
3.OO
a-SS

LATH.
No. 1 Mixed W & R Pine ,
No. 1 B. C. Fir *3 S°

4-So

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.

Uppers 4/4 to 8/4
' 0/4 to »a/4 95 00

Selects 4/4 to 8/4 78 00
" 10/4 to 13/4 90 00

Fine Common 4/4 5600
"

j' 5/4 62 00
6/4 62 00

" _ " 8^4 64 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 48 00

5/4
" 6/4

kt" ^" 8/*
iNo. 2 Cuts 4/4
" " 5/4

" 6/4
•'

8/4
No. 3 Cuts 5/4 35 00
"

I)
6/4 35 00
8/4 35 00

WHITE PINE

(Wholesale selling price.

Dre ssing s /4 4600
5/4 x 10 51 00

" 5/4 x 'a 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00

6/4 58 00
" 8/4 58 00

No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00
6/4 47 00

VI
" „ " 8/4 47 00

i>o. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00
"

1 x 6 & 8. ... 35 00
ix 10 37 00

No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 33 00
1 x 10 35 00

No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 27 00
" " . x IO 39 00

Box 1 x 6 & up 34 00

55 00
57 00
60 00
33 00

43 00

45 00

49 00

»«» 24 OO
1 * «a 26 00

" 1 x 13 & up ,, oo

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the iobberbuying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

1st & 2nd, 1 inch. .

.

1 M to 2 inch
* lA to 4 inch

1 st & 2nd 6 inch up

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red

1 st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up

Common and culls.

1st and 2nd hand
Common and culls

33 OO 24 OO
14 OO 22 OO

WHITE ASH.

40 OO 42 OO I

44 00 46 00 I Strips
48 00 54 00

I
Com. and culls

BLACK AND BROWN
.40 00 42 00

j
Com. good cuUs 14 00 ao 00

1st & and, white. 6
40 00 42 00 inch and up 30 00 3a 00

Common and good
culls ,6 00 18 oc

ELM.
1st and 2nd, soft, 6

32 00 35 00 I inch and up .... 36 00 28 00
15 00 17 00

I
Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE
20 00 23 00 I 1st and 2nd. soft. . 20 00 33 00
14 00 15 00 j Common and culls. 13 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to 3 inch
Selects, 1 to 3 inch
Fine Common, 1 inch

i}i to 3 inch . . .

.

No. 1 Cuts, 1 inch.

.

1yt to 3 inch 7.7
™

No. 3 Cuts, 1 inch

i/i to 3 inch
"

Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 13
No. 1 , ix 10
No. 1 , 1 x 8 .7...
No. 3, 1 X 13
No. 2, 1 x 10
No. 2, 1 x 8 ...777.7..........
No 3, 1 x 12
No. 3, 1 x 10 ...

'.

No. 3, 1 x 8 .. .777.7.7.77!
Spruce, 10 and 12 in dimension

9 in. and under
10 and 13 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up 7 7
3X2. a x 4 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft ..

and up
5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 it. & up p, is
Canadian Spruce boards
Vermont Sprure boards matched -

Vd 1 x 3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundiediH Spruce laths
'X"

$9a 00
. 81 00
59 00
64 00

45 00

54 00
• 35 00

37 00
36 00
40 00

33 50
32 50
30 00
29 00

24 00
23 50

21 50

21 So
19 00
23 00
22 00
20 00

3 80

Extras
"EW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES

clears 1777. !!.!!.77777.777. $3 70

Second clears 3 25

Clear Whites
2

p
3

Extra is Clear whites out). '
"*bExtra is (Clear whites in) "7777 .' .'

, ,o

r. j r, . ^ BRITISH COLUMRIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16"

.< butts to 2"
" Eurekas, 18" " "
" Perfections, 5 butts to

$94 00
84 00
61 00
66 00

58 00

37 00
46 00
50 00
38 00

37 00
42 00

35 00
34 00
34 00
29 00
2S 5°
27 00
25 00

22 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
21 50
22 00
4 00

3 5°

$4 00

a 50
a 45
a 25
1 60

385
4 »5

4 IS
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINGLES

Nailing
Down a
Good Thing

Every time you do it, it makes the money.

We have some mighty good things in the

Shingle line just now. Are you interested ?

We've got the Shingles.

You've got the orders.

And your customers have the nails.

Lets get together and do some nailing.

Our N.B. White Cedars can't be beaten.

"Quality is the Best Policy."

That's our motto and we stick to it.

New Brunswick White Cedar

SHINGLES
No. 2 Quebec Dressed Spruce

The Silk Finish Kind

Saw & Shingle Mills:
Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q
Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P. Q,

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Sayabec, P. Q.

Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,

Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

hi

QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY
"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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"Trident" Steel Loading Chains
These Chains are made with extra long lapped, self locking, swelled welds
The very best Chains for log conveyors, decking, log haul ups, hoisting, loading, etc.

PINK'S PEAVEY HANDLES in select split Rock Maple are the Standard everywhere.
BEAL S PATENT TONGS for handling pulpwood, ties, or light logs of any kind.

THOMAS PINK, - Pembroke, Ont.
Manufactuer of Logging Tools

Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
Our Specialty

A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

References: Dominion Bank, Toronto

Herbert Smith, Manager

Established 1878

Hanson's Woolen Mitts
Hull, Que.

Manufacturers of J^g « HailS011 "
Socli *lld Mitt

Nothing in the Market
to equal them for Lum- TRAD£
bermen.

ALL MY SOCKS BEAR THIS STAMP
iijandon

ss/ W< MARK

My Socks are sold Direct only through Travellers of My Own

HUTH
L^,£ROS £^TENT GR.OOVER. OH DADO HEADFor cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to 2 inches or over

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock Red Cedar Shingles White P.ne Lath Bass and Poplar Sid.no

JAMES GILLESPIE

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH tno SHINGLES

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED 1802.

V OILLE 8c MgKEEN v
Wholesale Lumber

NOR.TH TONAWANDA, - N. Y.TRADE WITH C^TST^JDA. SOLICITED.

JEFFREY
"Reliance"

SAWMILL, CHAINS
are interchangeable with other riveted chains ot corresponding styles
and sizes. These chains are made of the highest quality malleable
iron; all links are uniform and true to pitch.

For Conveying
LUMBER, REFUSE, SAWDUST. SLABS. ETC.

Write for Catalogs, Series " T ".

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.
COLUMBUS. OHIO, U.S.A.NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON ST. LOUIS MONTREAL DENVER

Toronto Office : 8 Temperance Street

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

Hart Silicate

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guarante-d the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON
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KELLEY ROUTER

"The Kelley Router"
Electrically - driven and operated

0 n the bench by hand

Stair Routing and Interior Trim
Column and Pilaster Fluting

Cabinet and Furniture Work
Its accurate work and Time Saving

qualities will surprise you

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

Kelley Electric Machine Co.
36-38 West Seneca Street,

BUFFALO, N. Y. STAIR FRAMING PLATE

BANNER
BRAND

CONDENSED
MILK
Our Banner and Princess brands

of condensed milk, and our two
brands of powdered milk are

SPECIALLY SUITABLE
FOR LUMBER CAMPS

They can be used for every pur-

pose with as much satisfaction as

fresh milk.

We manufacture under favorable

conditions and guarantee absolute

polity and cleanliness. Our products

are the best that skill and science can

produce.

Write for full particulars about

our various brands.

Prompt shipments and satisfac-

tory prices.

John Malcolm & Son
St. George, Ontario

We Stand Behind

Every Garment Sold

!

The fact that " Carss brand "

is the only strictly waterproof

Mackinaw sold is well-known

to the lumber trade.

We stand behind every gar-

ment to which we affix our

brand, and guarantee its genu-

ineness. You are sure of honest

value for your honest money.

" Carss Mackinaw " is the

standard by which all others

are judged. Then why experi-

ment with other brands when

you can have the standard

itself for the asking.

Mackinaw Pants
Long and Short, 35 oz.

The Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co.
Orillia, Ont.

1909 Model

Improved Lumberman's Snow Plow
Seat for driver not shown in cut. Extension Wings also

width of Plow made to any width to suit Sleighs.

The Steel Mould Boards also V Plow

for centre are raised and lowered

with levers as shown by cut.

All snow that is taken

from centre and from

runner beds carried to

outer ends of

Extension
Wings.

Phelps Machine Co.
Eastman, Que.

SIDE VIEW.
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Sheldon Slow Speed

Exhaust Fans

The fans that are revolutionizing the shaving exhaust business.
They will handle wet or dry, long or short shavings and saw-dust and Will do this work with a guaranteed reduction inspeed of from 25 to 40% less, and with a power consumption
of from 20 to 35% less than any other exhaust fan.

Descriptive circulars sent on request.

(Shelboms, prate}) - ©alt, ©ntario

Don't you think it is a good plan for

Canadians to help one another? If we
want to buy anything in your line, we do
not peddle our orders all over the Continent,
but find out Canadian Firms that can sup-
ply us with the right kind of goods, and we
always give them the preference. We make

Fans, Blowers, Heaters, Shaving

Exhaust Systems, Dry Kilns, all

kinds of Lumber Trucks . . .

in fact everything required for drying and
handling lumber and we have filled some of
the largest and best contracts in the
Dominion of Canada. We should be glad
to have an opportunity of figuring on your
wants and can assure you prompt attention,

reasonable prices and good goods. We
shall appreciate your inquiries.

Dominion Heating & Ventilating Co.
HESPELER, ONTARIO

The Alligator

Steam Warping' Tug'
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with
flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST & PEACHEY
SIMCOE - - ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals

Th e cheapestway to skid and load logs is by steam power. The

Universal Logger
is a combined two line skidder and loader with
separate engine for loading with steel skiddingboom and steel swinging loading boom.
It is self-propelling, spots its own cars and moves
rapidly from point to point, saving time and the
usual switching expense.
Ample water tank capacity is located between the
trucks, and the frame is constructed to permitempty cars to pass through the machine for load-
ing by means of its own power.
This machine is especially adapted for light steel
or wooden rails.

May We Send Catalogue?

CLYDE IRON WORKS
So.e Manufacturers oi th^[^-«-«KCKER Patent ^.p^^

Duluth, Minn. „
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R. H. SMITH CO., Limited
St. Catharines, Out.

We are the Sole Manufac-
turers of Sa.ws under the Simond's Process in the Dominion

of Canada

There is no process its equal for tempering circular saws. Other makers recognize this fact, as some
of them, in order to sell their goods, claim to have the same process. All such Claims are FALSE,
as the patentee in the U. S. and ourselves are the only firms in the world who use it.

INSERTED TOOTH SAWS
Notice the improved shank. We call particular

attention to the swell which strengthens it at the weakest

part and which gives it more wear than the old style.

Shanks made in usual gauges and to fit your saws

perfectly.

SHINGLE SAWS
The quality of the " Simonds " Shingle Saws is

proven by the fact that the largest shingle and machine

manufacturers in Canada are using them.

Run a " Simonds" and you will increase your

output.

CROSS-CUT SAWS
THE "NARROW LEADER

"

REFINED SILVER STEEL.

The Simonds Temper

and style of tooth make

the " Leader" the fast-

est and easiest cutting-

saw manufactured.

Write for prices.

R. H. SMITH CO. Limited St. Catharines, Ont
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Here is the Most Reliable
Shingle Machine Made

and the most profitable one too. Reliable because the

COLUMBIA
is always ready to run in any kind of wood. Profitable be-
cause it will turn out more and belter shingles, in less time,
from the same stock, than any other shingle machine made.'

At the "come on " sign from you we'll send you all the
"convincement" necessary to demonstrate the Columbia's
superiority.

PERKINS & CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.— — — -i .„^

.

Wateroug Engine Works Company. Brantford, Winnipeg. Man.
3t. Paul, Minn, and Vancouver, B. C. Agents.

Robb Power Plants

Engines
Corliss

Slide Valve

Horizontal

Vertical

Boilers

Return Tubular

Water Tube

Internally Fired

Portable

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST, N. S.

r^TRTPT In .

an;u ' lan
1

'^l^sBldg., Montreal, R.W. Robb, Manager
SlrS? 7.'

ad^'« «^nk Bu.ldn.K. Toronto, William McKay, ManagerFFICES Union Bank Buildup, Winnipeg, W. P. Porter, Manager
IGalgary Block, Calgary, J. F. Porter, Manager

VI

B

A

L

A

T

A

A Siidc cfeieffe50 Endle;

J acb. Belt £1 wide x S pijf 53 feet Lwrf ) -for IJrW
Supplied inJanu&rx *90<5 to one dfthe West'
n-,o ^cithojazfcMaj^ctorih^X*ED Sole;Mates

bf T.)riyiT)($ Motors -
* Mnes in Soutn Africa,W

^r. u ^;K
:Ml) ?vi>rs. of ,1 be Vi-BfcJata Belt. v

B

E

L

T

I

N

G
Sole Canadian Agents

The
Woods Western Building,

Corner Market and Louise Sts.,

Winnipeg:, Man.

General Supply
of Canada, Ltd.

FLECK BROS., LIMITED, 443 Pender St. West, Vancouver, B.C.

Large Stocks Carried at all Branches

Co.
219-221 Bank St.

Ottawa, Ont,
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Steam Actuated
Single and Double

Log Deck Machinery
Our Stationary Niggers arc

built single and double cyl-

inder, in sizes to fill the re-

quirements of any mill.

The Cylinders arc provided
with steam ports instead of

outside pipes, thereby
avoiding leaky joints and
loss of steam. They are

made 8 in. and 10 in. in

diameter, cast especially

strong where necessary.

Valve Gearing and Valves of
a newer and stronger de-
sign. Steam is admitted
through a check valve,

which regulates the exhaust
to provide a steam cushion
to the piston at both ends
of the cylinder. This elim-

inates any danger of the

cylinder heads being forced
out by the piston. The
valves operate easily and
quickly by one lever only.

Valve travel is short and
the same distance in each
cylinder.

Guide Rods of forged steel

shafting, same diameter as

piston rods, are carried with
one end attached to the

upper cylinder head to make
the machine more rig-id and
self contained.

Cross Heads, extra heavy,
bored to fit piston rods and
guide bars, and provided
with patent improved oiling

arrangement.

Nigger Bars of cast and
wrought steel, wider and
stronger than the old style

bars, fitted with forged steel

teeth, hinged to drop back
out of the way as the bar
recedes.

New Spring Cushion Floor
Plate, extra heavy, con-
structed to take up shock of
the bar on the spring cush-
ioned end pieces. All Cyl-
inders and Valves are^thor-

oughly tested before
J ship-

ment.

NOTE : The accompanying cut has been used merely to show the
general arrangement of our Stationary Nigger, as the cuts for our
new Nigger, described above, are still at the Engravers.

We Manufacture a Complete Line of

Niggers Log Turners
Kicker Cant Flippers

Log Stops Boafd Lifters
Log Loaders

Write Us for any Information desired Catalogues Pr^«? sent on request

Waterous Engine Works Co
DD A XT /""* I_T .BRANCH

:

Waterous Engine Works Co.,
Winnipeg, Man. Brantford, Canada

Limited
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE :

H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B.C



FOR LUMBERMEN

WE BELIEVE
BY LUMBERMEN

YOU WILL READ THIS ADVERTISEMENT.
It has th,.„ served its purpose. We want to a.sk you a questioned will confidently leave the answer to you.

DO YOU THINK YOUR INSURANCE RATES TOO HIGH ?We have a plan that will reduce your rates and invite you to correspond with us, we will he glad to explain.

,

ASK FOR OUR ADDITIONAL LINE PROPOSITION.
Would you not feel safer with from $1,000 to $10,«00 additional protection:- Suppose vou have a fire to-nightwould your present insurance nut you on a sound business basis again ? Write us to-day. now that vouhave read this advertisement before you forget.

FIRE INSURANCE

Lumber Underwriters
66 Boadway, NEW YORK, N.Y. REDUCED RATES

Veneered

Doors
Bach door we manufacture is made from kiln and
air dried stock, carefully machined and finished
and represents t he best value on the market

.

\\Y stock in a variety of woods and designs,
ensuring prompt and satisfactory service. ::

Newel Posts - Staved Columns
•

In our Staved Colonial Columns a "V" Locked
Joint is employed, giving a larger gluing sur-
face and preventing all possibility of shrinkage
or checking :: :: ::

..

All Orders to

Batts Limited
48 Pacific Avenue West Toronto

THE

LEATHER
BELT

that's

our KNOWN

"EXTRA"

MONTREAL TORONTO

WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

H. WALTERS & SON, hull, canada
v VANCOUVER BRANCH : Corner Powell and McLean Streets.

MANUFACTURERS OF
AXES, ALL KINDS AXE HANDLES, MACHINE KNIVES, ALL KINDS LUMBERINC & LOCCINC TOOLS
. r. t*

long distance phone. We supply the Largest Lumbermen in Canada.
J. R. Booth, Ottawa, Oni.; W. C. Edwards & Co., Rockland, Ont.; McLachlan
Bros., Arnprior

; E. B. Eddy Co., Limited, Hull ; A. & B. Gordon & Co., Pem-
broke

; G. Perley & Co., Calumet, Que.; Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Hawkes-
bury, Ont.; A. Fraser Co., Limited, Ottawa, Ont.; Shepherd & Morse Lumber
Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Hull Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Gilmour & Hughson, Hull
P.Q.; Imperial Paper Mills of Canada, Sturgeon Falls, Ont. ; Algoma Com-
mercial Com., Limited, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.; Graves, Bigwood & Co., Byng
Inlet, Ont.; Turner Lumber Co., Worthington, Ont.; J. J. McFadden, White-
fish, Ont.; St. Anthony Lumber Co., Ottawa, Ont.; Northern Timber and
Lumber Co., Markstay,*Ont. *9

Imachine 7 ALL
J KNIVES.'L 1 KINDS. 1 CATALOGUE 1

H.WALTERS & SONS Lumbering #
Logging Tools
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle • Great Western

Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

We Cannot Compel You

to Come in—But
your decision after full investigation

will be correct and satisfactory to us.

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

40% of the premium now paid back to Policy Holders.

Nine - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
.Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies KRfriemm

FOR COOL BEARINGS

We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
HAMILTON, ONT.

For Exposed Situations, Laundries, etc.

use

Balata Belting

Every Belt Guaranteed.

Made endless to order in Two
Days in our own factory.

Mill Supplies of every descrip-

tion.

D. K. McLaren, Limited
Stock Depots :

Montreal Toronto Quebec
309 Craig St. West »oo King St. West »i St. Peter St.

St. John, N.B. Vancouver, B.C.
64 Prince William St. 4>8 Abbott St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,

Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,

Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. <& SONS
Peterborough, Onte.rio

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers.Oiled Clothing,

Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoea,
Moccasins, Etc Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER. <a SONS
Cor. George, King & Water Sts., Peterborough, Ont., Can

THE GREAT BELT
beats all rivals every time

Strength
"o"nif0rmity
Reliability
endurance

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK,
f

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S. YOUNG, 14 Hospital Start. MONTREAL

WATER PRO0F LEATHER BELTING FORT HE & *^

WET PLACES 'n T»r SAWMILL i *

*m Pi 1 1 < f

n

n Y n 1 1 rr _ ; II ^ n -vLtvTiUS SEND YOU
PRICES
SAMPLES

MONTREAL*
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A Slabbing Machine of Real Merit

JRif c

riinnrTTXTi:rTTTTr-rTT-rTin i

Our No. 1 Twin Circular

Slabs both sides of the log at once

It is the very best machine now made for slabbing for a stock
gang or a machine such as our "Kendall" Patent Circular Gang.
It can be driven by a steam feed as shown or with a rope feed,
and it is also made with a continuous chain feed.

Extremely simple and economical to operate.

It will add greatly to the capacity of a mill where such a machine
can be used—and the repair bills are practically nothing at all.

Built in two sizes to slab logs of any length into cants from
24 in. to 6 in. and irom 16 in. to 4 in.

We can send you a lot of interesting information if you would
like to have it.

If you want any machinery for your mill this winter don't
forget that we build it. You will be interested in our prices.

B. C. Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver, B. C.

WILLIAM HAMILTON C
PETERBORO ONTARIO
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General View of Logs and Saw Mill

"Quality" is our Watchword
The finest Pine Timber in Northern Ontario and Mills equipped in the most
modern way possible enable our highly skilled workmen to perform their re-

spective tasks to the best advantage. Every board is properly sawn, edged
and trimmed. Try us when in the market for

Rough or Dressed Norway and White Pine Lumber
Railroad and Structural Timbers

Flooring, Ceiling, Moulding, Siding, Cross Arms, etc.

With a daily capacity of 190,000 feet of lumber, 65,000 pieces of lath, besides box
boards, pickets, etc., we are in a position to fill orders of any size without delay.

George Gordon & Company, Limited
Cache Bay - - Ontario
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Mills at FRENCH RIVER, ONT. Rail or Water Shipments. Yards at POINT EDWARD, ONT.

The Ontario Lumber Co., Limited
Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Band and Gang Sawn White Pine, Norway
Spruce and Hemlock Lumber, Lath, etc.
The quality of our lumber is unsurpassed. We have a complete stock on hand at
Point Edward, Ont., and can make prompt shipments. Write us for prices.

Head Offices, 35 and 36 Home Life Building - TORONTO, ONT.

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Our Hardwood
Flooring is a

Great Seller
because of its perfect manufacture and select

material and because we have given our careful

attention to the requirements of particular buyers.

We Also Manufacture :

SASHES BUILDING TIMBER
DOORS BOX SHOOKING
FRAMES GRATINGS
MOULDINGS TIES, LATH
TURNED GOODS CASINGS

Milling- in transit a specialty

John Carew
Lindsay, Ontario

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Manufacturers of I^j^Jj^ T^th QJld SMUgleS

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lvimber and Le^th

Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO, ONT.

Manufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT.
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Well Sawn, Well Seasoned White Pine

Special Offering : 500 M 1 x 4 to 9 Common Sidings
dressed or rough

Write for price on 2 x 6— 10/16 Red Pine

W hen you want stock resawed, dressed or matched try us We guarantee satisfaction

Saw Mills, Planing Mill, Woodenware Factory, Box Factory : Penetangllishene, Can.
Box Factory: Foot of Parliament Street, Toronto, Canada

J. B. MILLER, President

The
W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Pine, Hemlock and Hardwood Lumber

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

Traders Bank Building, HEAD OFFICE:

Phone Main ,o,6 TORONTO, ONT.
Telegraph Codes :

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.

and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Room 4, r\ \_ r\
Hochelaga Bank Buildin? QliebeC, V£Ue.

Correspondence Solicited.

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN I)ONO(;iI,
President,

JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM.
Vice-Prrsidrnt.

Wholesale Dealers Only

A. U. MACAUii,
Secretary.

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang Limited

SPECIAL DRIVE

Red Pine Flooring Strips -Dressed or Rough

WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1204-5 Traders Bank Chambers - TORONTO
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

J L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON I>. E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,

B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,

Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Limited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, TriDrkMTn fMVTT
(Telephone Main 6244). * 1 KJ, VjfN I .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT,
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty
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CAMERON & CO., Limited

LUMBER

LATH

SHINGLES

MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

ASH
BASSWOOD

TIMBER

POLES

POSTS

MILL AND YARD : 0 PEON CO. 0 NT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, OUT.

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

WESTER N

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

WANTED -Three or four carloads of 3* x 7* and up x 12/16' Sound
Red Oak, hearts accepted if free from rot.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Sellers of

White Pine, Red
Pine and Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Selling Agents fob Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath

ROUGH OR DRESSED
We have a nice lot of 4, 5, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-

ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West - - - MONTREAL

SPRUCE
A large and assorted stock of

jj in., 1 in., \\ in., 2 and 3 in.,

in millrun or cull, well manu-
factured and dry, also a large
line of

Kiln-Dried Flooring, Sheeting, etc.

in ,
:

in., | in., £ in., 1£ in. or 1£ in., full thickness
all planed 2 sides, polished, bundled and in widths
and lengths to suit your trade. Let me quote you
on above or on your requirements in

Pine, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch, etc.

C. A. SPENCER
Wholesale Lumber

Telephone Main 5554 55 St. Francois Xavier St., Montreal

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard:
Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Buyers

Send me your enquiries.

I have a large stock to

ship from.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Wholesale Lumber Dealer

MONTREAL
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W. E. LOUNT
34 Rose Ave, TORONTO

Lumber Salesman, Inspector

and Arbitrator

Pine, Hemlock, Bardwoods, Lath
and Shingles.

Lists and consignments solicited.
Will sell on salaryor commission.
Inspection contracts wanted

—

charges moderate. Fifteen years
experience as salesman a n d
inspector. Satisfaction guar-
anteed.

Muir & Terry
Wholesale Lumber

White and Red
Pine, Spruce,
Shingles, and
Lath

408 Confederation Life Bldg.

TORONTO

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y. ' Bill Sttfff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, B. C.

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & CO,

Wholesale Lumber
Philadelphia

Quartered White Oak
Nice Flaky Stuff

W. J. ANDERSON
Canadian Representative, LONDON, ONT.

'G3UHT HOUSE & ~ --^^j™.. .

JnJC STORE FITTINCS. &^^fcSEND FOR

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawn Lumber, Lath, Sash,

Doors and Factory Material

Dimension Bill Stuff in

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

Birch for Sale
3x6
3x8
4x4
4x6

No. 1 Birch Hearts, Largely 3x6

There is only one car of this altogether, and we
are prepared to name a close price

for prompt shipment.

Long Lumber Company
HAMILTON, ONT.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

>arnia

Buffalo

Ferguson Lumber Co.
London. Ont.

CHINGLES^ | UMBER
ATH

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipments.

LEAK & CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St • TORONTO

Get our prices before ordering on

2x10 and 3x10-10 to 18 ft. Norway

2x12 and 3x12-10 to 18ft.
"

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill

Stuft. We have also stocks of Ash, Elm,
Birch, Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX, XXX, XXXX,
16 and 18 inches.

HEAD OFFICE:

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

'phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Ch eese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc. . .

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched
or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box
Shooks, Hardwood Flooring bought and
sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184
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The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Let us quote you on S", 1",

anil 2 Spruce ; §", 1", lj",

I|* and 2" Pine ;
1" and 2"

Hemlock, also posts and

lath. :: :: :: ::

A. W. EYER & CO.

WE ar« in the market and pay
the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor
this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A. W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street E««t

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVELAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

^'X8 T'we '
Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock°a

J?,.
M °uldln 8Ts, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.

Clement A. Foster
Manlfactlrer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock.
On Temiskaming Railway, 103

miles north of Nortn Bay

HAILEYBVRY, ONT.

s

iaJph Loveland, Pres.
K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.

C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Thessalon, Ont.

SAGINAW - . MICH.

" Well bought is half sold
"

We are

Long !

If you are

Short
on

2 in. No. 2 Hemlock

you'd better write us

Better write anyhow !

Piled in Separate Widths

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

1006-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
iVIerciants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in slock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds
» » ot Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bracebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINGLES
A fully equipped Planing Factory in connec-
tion. Dressed Lumber, Flooring in Pine,
Hardwood or Hemlock, }» Ceilings, Sash
and Doors, Mouldings, Wood Turning, etc.

Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-
ty at current prices.

Reliable
Veterinary
Remedies
No logging outfit is complete without a

supply of reliable veterinary remedies.
Getting the wrong kind means the loss
of the use of your horses when time is
valuable.

Johnson's Veterinary Remedies
are guaranteed never to fail when used
as directed. You get your money back if
they ever do.

They are
Johnson's Horse Liniment No. 1.

A penetrating Alcoholic I,iniment.
Put up in one gallon jugs, with full
directions, per imperial gal. $4.50

Johnson's Horse Liniment No. a.
A combination of the best oils used
as liniments, imp. gallon . $3.00

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy.
A sure and speedy cure for colic
Imperial gallon S5.00

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Oint-
ment.
Positively the best all-round healing
ointment made. In use by the larg-
est owners of horse flesh in Canada.
Put up in 2 lb tins, each . . $a.as
or in lb tins, per dozen . . $3.50

Johnson's Condition Powders. (Con-
centrated).
Put up in bulk, per lb ... . 30c.

These goods being put up in bulk are
more economical than others, as cost of
bottling, etc., is saved.

CAMP REMEDIES.
In addition to our Veterinary Reme-

dies we make a line of medicines for lum-
bermen, including a strong, penetrating
liniment, healing ointment, cholera cure,
liver pills, cough syrup, in fact anything
in the form of Camp Drug Supplies. We
know that there are no better remedies
made than those we offer. There may be
others nearly as good, but they lack our
guarantee. Satisfaction or money bac*
A trade discount of 10% allowed off ali
orders amounting to Jioo.

Send postalfor printed matter.

A. H. JOHNSON
Wholesale Druggist

Colllngwood, - Ont.
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Mason,Gordon& Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or 'Phone for Prices Western Office: — 615 Hastings Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

The Golden Lake Lumber Co,
Limited

• Manufacturers of

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
We have a well assorted stock of 1 in. and 2 in. Hem-
lock well manufactured and strictly No. 1 lumber.
We can also cut dimension in Hemlock and Norway
Pine. Prompt shipment and rock bottom prices.

^ ^ ^€ Send us your inquiries ^ ^

Mills at Golden Lake and Barry's Bay, Ont.

Head Office: Eganville, Ont.

Milling in Transit
We have recently built railway sidings to our
factory which enables us to do this work to better

advantage than ever. We do planing, matching,
resawing, etc. and look after the work promptly.
Our prices are the lowest possible consistent with
good workmanship. Orillia is a good stop over
point for this work as we are at the junction
of the Midland and Northern lines of the G.T.R.

J. R. Eaton & Sons, SEX
Montreal Agent : C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St.

ESTABLISHED .88y

Booth ©.
Shannon

Biscotasing, Ont.
manufacturers of

Norway and White Pine

Lumber, Lath and Timber
Your Enquiries Solicited

Mills on Main Line of C.P.R. at Bisco Station, 90 miles west Sudbury.

For Sale

A Quantity of No. 2 Pine Culls

Huntsville Lumber Co.
Huntsville, Ontario

JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

Mills <& Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Ye^rd <SL Office CAPACITY 40.000.000
MOR.R.ISTOWN. N. Y.

New York City

Guy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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Pine and Hemlock Lumber,

Lath, Shingles and Cedar Posts

Car and Cargo lots only. When in need of

stock write or cal) up Long Distance Phone.

Specialty: 16 and 18 in. Ontario White Cedar Shingles

Office and Yards : South of Elevator, S&rnift., Ont.

Very Best

Yellow Pine

WE are iu a positioD to supply you with

the very finest Long Leaf Yellow Pine

Lumber made. We want your enquiries for

Flooring, Finishing

Ceiling, Etc.

and will win your trade if quality and value

count. We can also quote on strictly Long

Leaf Yellow Pine Timber dressed on four

sides or in the rough.

We handle genuine Louisiana Red Cypress

from one of the best shippers in the South.

Frank A. Arend & Co.
65-66 Equitable Building-, Boston, Mass.

Savoie (Si Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Spruce, Hemlock and Birch

\% in. Spruce Lath

Cedar Shingles - R. R. Ties

8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts

Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood
Dressed Lumber a Specialty

Correspondence Solicited M4NSEAU, QUE.
on l.C Ry. no miles east of Montreal

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield. Man.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADB "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln

Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

ddrees all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRAMKFURD STORY,
96 ns-" MONTREAL, P.Q.

Shreveport Louisiana
TRADE MARK

Long and Short Leaf

Yellow Pine
Lumber

Mills in Arkinsaw, Louisiana and Texas
Capacity : 500,000 feet per day

Long Leaf Joist and Timbers, rough or dressed, up
to 40 feet in length and can dress 4 sides up to 14 x 30" if

desired.

Railroad Construction and Car Material and Factory
Stock of all kinds a specialty,

also

Rough Steam dried and Smoke dried finish.

Send us your inquiries and our prices will get the

business.

Chas. R. Ball Lumber Co.
c»
g
u«„u,.

Mbis Shreveport, La., U.S.A.

Do Not Hesitate!

There is one firm with special facilities for hand-

ling Canadian orders of

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
We are backed by modern equipment and an ad-

equate supply of pine timber for supplying orders

of any size. We can satisfy you. Timbers up to

36 feet in length and 6 x 12 surfaces.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO.,
Hull, Alabama,

U. S. A.
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, B. C E. H. HEAPS <fc CO., Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

VANCOUVER., B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish
Specialties: AAl HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER-Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed
special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER, B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, CEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HICH CRADE RED CEDAR SHINCLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY

unnuno ..('prcsciitative.
TORONTO

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
Wholesale

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber. Lath, Shingles,
Logs. Piles. Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street.

VANCOUVER. B.C.
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Rat Portage Lumber Co. Limited
WITH MILLS AT WINNIPEG. VANCOUVER.. HARRISON R.IVER. KENORA. RAINY RIVER AND BANNING.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shooks and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple Flooring,

Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac Piling, etc.

Our Vancouver Mill cuts High-Grade Cedar, Fir and Spruce Lumber and Red Cedar Shingles. Winnipeg Mills cut Pine, Tamarac and Spruce Lumber.

head
d
o
r
ffice RAT PORTAGE LUMBER. COMPANY, Limited. WINNIPEG. MAN.

D. C CAMERON. PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER.

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Bldg.,
Cor. Hastings and Abbot Sts.,

Head_Office: 205-206 Loo Bldg.,
VailCOUVer, B.C.

Correspondence

Solicited
Shingles Prompt

Shipments

Lumber and Lath

Tl T • " . We have Several Large Blocks for Sale
lmDer .LimiLS with Mill SiteS) near Vancouver.

Bowman Lumber Co.
LIMITED

REVELSTOKE, B. C.
Manufacturers of

Ceda^r, White
Pirxe a^rvd

Fir Prod\icts
Shiplap, Boards, Dimension Siding, Finish,

Lath, Shingles

Annual Capacity, 50,000,000 feet

Mills at

Revelstoke. B. C. Comaplix, B. C.

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch

Rough and Dressed Lumber
Dimension and Bridge Timber

a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE - - B.C.

The

East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine, Larch,
and Fir

Lumber, Timbers, Mouldings, Etc.

Saw Mills at JAFFRAY, Ryan, Cranbrook.
Planing Mill at Jafkray, B. C.

Head Office Jaffray, B. C.
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address : "Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N.S. Office:

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Pickford & Black's Wharf

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
Heading

JAMES WEBSTER- & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office :

Gloucester H.iuse, 2 Bishopsgate St. Wt„ E.C.

fiant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers i i

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwood End Matched>

rVi JTl VU Bored, Polished

rloonno a,,d Bund,ed

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bide., Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS, CO,

aa St. John Street, Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,

434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prloaa will Interest you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

E. J. Cham BERLIN, J, W. Smith, R. w. G(
President. Vice- Pres.

IRDON,

See.-Treas.

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited

Pembroke, Ontario

• MANUFACTURES

Lumber Dimension
Timber Joists, Lath
Shingles and Pickets

Write for Copy of Stock List

Enquiries Solicited

We have in Stock and Can
Ship out Promptly

1,000,000 ft. Merchantable Spruce, 2x4, 5, 6 and 7
3,000,000 ft. " < side boardSf l X4 and
4,000.000 ft. 1 in.

, 2 in. and 3 in. Spruce and Pine Culls
500,000 ft. 3 x6 and up, mill run White Pine (culls out)
500,000 ft. 2 x6 " " " « « u «, ,,

25,000,000 Spruce Slab Lath, 4 ft. x 1 y8 x

Ask Us fob Quotaions

The Thomas Nagle Lumber Co.
Main Officb

Globe Atlantic Building

St. John, N.B.

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

p

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few
years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

Branch Office Limited

180 St. James Street

Montreal. Que.

There is un-

doubtedlya big
market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let
us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. W e

please others,

we can please

you.

Western

Lumberman
Crowe & Wilson Chambers,

VANCOUVER, B. C
Branch at Winnipeg

WESTERN
iB to <• I v « i 1 , t

LUMBER

SHINGLE

1 C°"

VANCOUVER

iB.C.ll
VI f

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

n SEND \}SM
!

I your:

INQUIRIES

OR WATER
SHIPMENTS
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T5/>e

Yale-Columbia Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office : Nelson, B. C.

Mills al Ntkusp. Westly, Cascade and Nelson B.C.
We use American Lumberman Telecode.

MANUFACTURERS OF

All Kinds Rough and Dressed Lumber,

Mouldings, Lath, Etc.

DEALERS IN

Cedar and Fir Piles, Telephone and Telegraph

Poles, Fence Posts, Etc.

BANNER
BRAND

CONDENSED
MILK.
Our Banner and Princess brands

of condensed milk, and our two

brands of powdered milk are

SPECIALLY SUITABLE
FOR LUMBER CAMPS

They can be used for every pur-

pose with as much satisfaction as

fresh milk.

We manufacture under favorable

conditions and guarantee absolute

purity and cleanliness. Our products

are the best that skill and science can

produce.

Write for full particulars about

our various brands.

Prompt shipments and satisfac-

tory prices.

John Malcolm & Son
St. George, Ontario

Red and White Pine

LUMBER and LATHS
Car Flooring, in Required Lengths

Our Red Pine, put up Box ani Better, is nice stock. Pake a Sample Car, and we are assured of
further pa ronage.

The Mill Culls, though a little narrow are otherwise "Choice," being culled tor little red streak

and little wane They are splendid for Box Manufacture, and the Dead Culls too, with little waste,

can be used for same purpose.
Try us, we will endeavor to satisfy you. We have our whole season's Cut to dispose of.

We Stand Behind

Every Garment Sold!

The fact that " Carss brand
"

is the only strictly waterproof

Mackinaw sold is well-known

to the lumber trade.

We stand behind every gar-

ment to which we affix our

brand, and guarantee its genu-

ineness. You are sure of honest

value for your honest money.

" Carss Mackinaw " is the

standard by which all others

are judged. Then why experi-

ment with other brands when

you can have the standard

itself for the asking.

Mackinaw Pants
Long and Short, 35 oz.

The Carss Mackinaw Clothing Co.
Orillia, Ont.

The Robt. Bell Engine & Thresher Co., Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

Light Portable Mills Edgers and Trimmers
Light Portable Engines Shingle and Lath Machines

Heavy Engines and Mills

Our saw mills will do just as accurate and perfect work as any mills made.

There are no kinks or twists in the lumber sawed by our mills, and it sells

at good prices. Write for catalogue and quotations

Head Office and Works SEAFORTH, ONTARIO
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"DEFIANCE" HIGH-GRADE WOODWORKING MACHINERY
a i ... „_ , ,

FOB MAKING Snd for CmfiavuiAutomobile Wheels and Bodies, Hubs SDokea Wheels u,.,,,.,. n

|-lMrf— — y

-

m Bobbins, I .i 1,1. Legs, Hal'gS
uslers. Oval Wood Dishes
and for General Wood
work.

Invented an<H>uilt bv

'D" Shovel Handle Lathe No. o Automatic Copying Lath

The Defiance

Machine Works
^3^^^jfc3fcC Defiance, Ohio

Write us lor prices

32 inch Patent Variety Lathe No. 9 36 inch Band Re-Saw

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Manufacturers
of Sawmill, Shingle, Lath and Transmission Machinery

The Improved Hot Blast Grate

develops more heat from green, wet or frozen sawdust or mill refuse
than an ordinary draft grate develops from wood or coal.

The most modern and economical grate on the market. Increases steamintrpow er of boiler 50 per cent.

We are the sole manufacturers for Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime
Provinces, for this grate. It will save you money, regardless of the kind of
fuel used. We have many testimonials bearing out this statement.

Here is one :

—

Berriedale, Ont., June 28/09.
The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited, Orillia.
Dear Sirs,

With reference to Hot Blast Grate purchased from vouon trial about six weeks ago, we have found it to be one of themost profitable things we ever put in any of our saw-mills
It is much cheaper and more convenient than anv sort ofDutch Oven. W e placed it under two 6 foot boilers where wesaw Spruce and Balsam logs, the sawdust of which makes poor
fire. Before we began using the Hot Blast Grates we burnedfrom 3 to 4 cords of dry slabs daily, and even then had adeficiency of steam, but now we have all the steam we desireand the only fuel used is sawdust.

Style " B " for Mill Furnace - m(Signed) The Highland Lumber Co.

Full Particulars on Application

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited Represented in the Province of Quebec by
Orillia, Ontario Williams & Wilson, Montreal

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY

The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-
creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 months
and is giving splendid satisfaction to all our
customers. Burning all grades of fuel with the
very best results. All live Mill Managers and
Lngiueers would do well to consult us when re-

<
1
uinng new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-

ranted not to be an infringement on any prior
patents. We stand behind our customers and

&gOi guarantee them in the unmolested use of ourown invention.
We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and

repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert
workmen.

A post card oi' personal enquiry will bring a prompt

Branch Office
: 1 19 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.

Telephone Mam 134*.

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.

reply.
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The Lidgerwood Patent

Hauling Loaded Sleds over a Ridge

SLEIGH HOIST
A machine designed to hoist or lower sleighs loaded with logs, pulpwood, bark or

other forest products, in mountain logging.

It handles steadily and under perfect control the largest sleigh loads, on any hill, no

matter how steep, and up to 3,500 ft. in distance.

Saves horses when used with them. Maiming and killing of horses on steep hills is

eliminated; saves the horses from the hardest work, that of taking the empty sleighs up the hills.

Does what horses cannot do. The hardest uphill haul costs no more than hauling on the

level with horses. Enables bringing timber over heights of land, thus frequently saving

long hauls ; the improving~of small streams ; or the absolute loss of stumpage.

It pulls itself about in the woods ; uses wood for fuel ; and is simple to operate

We now have a representative in Canada, who will examine your conditions and tell

you what can be done, free of charge of any nature.

WRITE US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co.
Originators and Builders of High Grade Steam Logging Machinery

96 Liberty Street ... New York
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The Original Dunbar Shingle Machine

is a Splendid Investment

It will pay for itself by reducing to a minimum your repairs and waste in sawdust, etc.

Being automatic requires but little attention.

With our ring oilers hot boxes are avoided.

Many of the large lumber concerns are using the Original Dunbar. Here is what some of
them have to say about it :

Nepisiguit Lumber Co.: "We have been using your shingle machines for the past Twenty
Years and we consider them the best on the market."

Shives Lumber Co.: "We have thirteen of your machines in our two mills which have been
running continually for several years, and they have always given every satisfaction."

J. B. Snowball Co., Ltd.: "We have two of your machines running in our mill which have
given every satisfaction."

The Original Dunbar is

DURABLE RELIABLE AND COMPACT

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson Mfg. Co
Fredericton, N. B.
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C ^ p j The Famous

OnOW rlOWS Brazel Patent
Known in every Camp from the Atlantic to the Pacific, as the most satisfactory Snow Plow made.

COMBINATION MODEL, LUMBERMAN'S SNOW PLOW, CAN BE USED
EITHER WITH OB WITHOl'UT BUT CUTTER.

One man to operate. Adjusting wheels close together make change for light or heavy work in an instant. Wings placed to
throw snow 9" wider than sleigh track or narrower if desired. Height of Mouldboards prevent snow falling hack on track.

Brazel Plows cut 6" wider than logging sleighs, roll snow outside track and away from roadway. Cut off knolls, fill up holes
and leave a perfectly level road. Cut oft* dirt and manure from an ice road leaving a clean roadbed. Roll up and push entirely

away from the road, 12' of loose snow each time the plough passes over.

Sold on their merits. Strongly built and of first class material. Well finished and fully guaranteed.

Illustrated Catalogue and Prices on application.

SOLE RIGHT OF MANUFACTURE AND SALE IN CANADA CONTROLLED BY

The Wilkinson Plough Company
Limited

Toronto - Canada

Lumber Shippers Save Money
by using our

Car Door Lumber Rollers
Will fit any car door. The best and cheapest device on the market for loading and unloading lumber. The

cost of a roller is often saved in a single shipment of lumber.

Wood Side Roller

Length of wood 4^ ft., length of screw 16 inches; entire length 5 ft. 10 inches. Roller is about 15 inches wide.

No. 438, price each $5-4°

Order one or more, on two months' trial, (we'll pay freight on sample order anywhere in Canada between Winnipeg

and Halifax.) If they are not all we claim, after you have tried them, ship them back at our expense.

Canadian Logging Tool Company,
Sault Ste. Marie, Canada
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SIMONDS
Inserted
Point
SQlWS

Made
in

Montreal
Are you buying a new saw this winter? Then listen towhat some other mill men say about the Simonds Saw \\Y

quote from their letters. "As near perfection as one could be

Km?!1
"ft"

"Miles ahead of any other-would nottake $100 in gold for it." " Our favorite saw in the mil] "

* irst class, works fine." " Runs equally well winter or sum-mer. " \ our saws have proved the best I ever used "
"It'sthe only saw I can get to stand up in frozen timber "

Some of our friends may be over enthusiastic, but there
you have their own words. Isn't it enough to cause you to
hesitate and learn more about the Simonds before buying any
ot her make ? Really he who uses this saw profits much more
by it than do we in selling it. You have more to gain than we.

An attractive little .booklet fullydescribing these saws can
be obtained by addressing our nearest office.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.St. John, N. B.

Vancouver, B. C.

WIRE ROPE
Why experiment continually with wire rope you know is not up
to " Dominion^" quality—quality that means better material,
better construction and better service ?

MATERIAL — All our ropes are made from the best quality of
imported wire, specially drawn to our own specifi-
cation. Each coil is carefully tested for its tensile
strength, torsion, rtaxion and elastic limit.

CONSTRUCTION Every step in the construction of our wire ropes is
carefully watched over by experts. Our many
years experience in manufacturing wire ropes
enables us to offer the best to be had anywhere.
Every length of "Dominion Rope" gives satis-
faction, because it is serviceable and dependable.

All lengths and sizes carried in stock for immediate shipment

The Dominion Wire Rope Co., Limited.
Montreal

SERVICE

MERSHON
Horizontal Saw Mill Resaw

Improved 1910 Model for 10 inch Saws.

Wm. B. Mershon & Co.
Saginaw, Mich.,, U.S.A.
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A National Journal

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH C. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MaeLEAX, Winnipeg, President

TIIOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, Business Manager

JAMES FISHER. Toronto, Advertising Manager

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:

VANCOUVER Telephone 2010. 26 Crowe & Wilson Chambers
J. V. MiNAUTY. Representative

TORONTO Telephone Main 2362. Confederation Life Building

f. W. SCHBRBAjRTH, A. M. FISHER, Representatives

MONTREAL Telephone Main 2299. B34 Board of Trade
D. BURNSIDE, Representative

WINNIPEG Telephone 224. Commermial Travellers' Building

ROLAND F. HILL, J. R. HOOPER. Representatives

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per year, in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3.00.

The Canada Limberman and Woodworker is published in the interest
of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and
allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely
information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites, free discussion

by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-

worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade at

home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For manu
facturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of
owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworkking factories, pulp
mills, etc., The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker is undoubtedly the most
direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed to the
"Wanted" and "For Sale'' advertisments.
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Good Outlook for Georgian Bay Trade
The conslusion of the sawing season in the Georgian Bay district of

Ontario finds the manufacturers in much better condition than they were

a year ago. Last winter, the manufacturers forseeing a dull summer sea-

son of trade, reduced the amount of their winter's cut. Some manufact-

urers were forced by forest fires to take out fallen timber which would

otherwise have decayed, but taking things all round the woods operations

were materially curtailed. Probably this was an important factor in

enabling manufacturers to take early advantage of the improved demand

for lumber which made itself manifest in the latter part of the summer.

A6 a result, although there is a large amount of stock in the yards at

Georgian Bay points, it is not sufficient to cause concern to manufac-

turers. In fact in many instances much of the stock is already sold and

will be moved out during the winter, so that when the sawing seascn

of 1910 opens the mills should be in good condition for disposing of the

new stock.

A visit to a number of the yards at Geogian Bay points reveals the

fact that the difficulty in disposing of the low grades is still serious. It

is by no means so serious as it was during the early part of the summer

of 1909 and for a year previous, but in the yards one sees to-day large

quantities of low grade and comparatively little of the good stuff. Dur-

ing the latter half of the manufacturing season good stuff was shipped

practically as fast as it could be produced. Prices improved and the

demand was wide spread. The improvement naturally found its way

into the lower grades, but there is still room for much more improvement

iu this regard.

Georgian Bay manufacturers of lumber, have pretty generally con-

eluded that the business improvement is permanent. It is as yet too

early to foresee what conditions will prevail next summer but they are

looking forward confidently to a much better season than those of the

last two years. The woods operations this winter will be larger than

last winter. Some operators state that they will take out a full quant-

ity of timber. This will be considerably in excess of the quantity which

was taken out last winter. It is reported from all the camps in this

district that labor is extremely scarce. Good men are difficult to obtain

and wages are exceptionally high. With the advanced cost of securing

logs it is natural to expect that the manufacturers will look for increased

prices, and unless something unforeseen occurs to bring about a setback

it is altogether probable that next summer will see better prices than

we have had for two seasons past.

One of the largest manufacturers in the district looks for higher

prices early in December or at least by the first of January, and reports

that middlemen are buying up stocks extensively in the belief that such

an advance is sure to materialize. The same manufacturer reports that

the activity in the building trade in Ontario is largely responsible for the

betterment. His firm had more enquiries originating from this source

of demand during the last six weeks or two months than during all the

previouis part of the summer. A still more significant indication of pre-

vailing conditions is afforded by a recent purchase by a customer from

the United States, who took 500,000 cull shingles and shortly after sent

an order for 500,000 more. This, with the increased duty on shingles in-

dicates a vigorous demand.

What with stocks fairly well reduced, high cost of labor, improved

demand and a good winter's cut, the indications are that the Georgian

Bay manufacturers will have a much better season's business in 1910

than they have had for some time.

Manufacturers Fear a Car Shortage
Owing to the remarkable buoyancy of commercial conditions, which

has become manifest throughout Canada and the. resultant expansion of

trade, a serious car shortage is feared by the Canadian Manufacturers'

Association. The executive of the association have been giving the sub-

ject careful attention for some time and, anticipating that their members
may be adversely affected, have issued an official statement and a warn-

ing to all members through their transportation department. The state-

ment was contained in a circular, and reads in part as follows

:

"It may not be generally known, but there is every indication that

at a very early date a severe shortage of cars will develop in Canada. In

fact, it is safe to say that there is a scarcity of cars at the present time,

and as one manufacturer said : 'We haven't even begun to ship yet—what

are we to do in the future ?' Enquiries made of the railways disclose a

grave apprehension on their part as to their ability to meet the wants of

shippers as desired, and they are putting forth every effort to obtain the

greatest efficiency possible from the available equipment. Circulars have

been issued to agents and yardmen to the effect that it will be necessary

during the balance of the present season to place, load, or unload and

lift cars with all possible dispatch. Agents and yardmen are asked to

enter heartily into the spirit of the thing and to be active and tactful so

that the demands of the shippers can be satisfied and the car performance

of the carriers considerably improved.

"Besides these emergency instructions, special agents have been

sent to all terminals, large and small, to post the army of railway em-

ployees as to the gravity of the situation and to keep every empty car

moving to the spot where it is wanted. Daily telegraphic reports of

the movements and location of cars, and whether loaded or empty, are

received. At stations where there is no telegraph service freight con-

ductors have instructions to take the numbers of the cars which they

find there and report whether loaded, empty, or partly loaded and di-

rection going, so that the railway officials are in close touch with the

movement of every car on their system. In addition to this, new cars

are being built as fast as the capacity of all car shops will permit, so

that it will be seen that the carriers fully recognize the seriousness of

the situation and are doing everything within their power to relieve it."

The opinion is expressed that, up to the present time this fall, the

railways in Canada have met the demand for cars. "It is evident, how-

ever, that a considerable percentage of grain is being held back by the

farmers in the West. This, undoubtedly, will have a serious effect on

the situation. The manufacturers can assist very materially in overcom-
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ing the car shortage by keeping the equipment in their possession for
the shortest possible period."

Here are a few "don'te" for the manufacturer:

"Don't pay demurrage. It doesn't pay you or the railways. Each
and every car is worth from $2 to $2.00 per day to the railways. It
should be worth considerably more to you.

"Don't allow the shippers from whom you buy raw material to send
you more than you can take care of without delay.

"Don't allow cars to stand under load until the free time allowed
by the demurrage rules has about expired.

"Don't allow empty cars to stand on your Biding after they are un-
loaded. Notify the agent to have them taken away."

The exact situation in regard to the car supply, however, is some-
what difficult to learn. Reports from different sections of the country
are rather conflicting. Winnipeg reports state that no appreciative
shortage is yet felt. A record amount of grain has been shipped and

with the grain rush over, a great quantity of rolling stock LB released The
G.T.P. is reported to have handled all shipments offering with creditable
despatch for a pioneer road. The C.N.R. is said to be in splendid con-
dition so far as motive power and cars are concerned, and an annOUOOi
ment is made that the C.P.R. have constructed 370 miles of railway in
the three prairie provinces this year, the bulk of it being in Alberto.

In Ontario, although large quantities of freight are now offering, the
railways are handling it with more speed than was expected. At' im-
portant shipping points cars are being supplied without much delay.
Lumbermen at manufacturing points, such-as those on the Georgian Bay,
where heavy grain traffic also offers, report that they are not seriously
handicapped by lack of care. There is what one might call a pinch in
all directions, but if it becomes no worse no great objections will be
made. The situation, however, is doubtless one which renders care and
despatch necessary on the part of all, particularly shippers and con-
signees, and the warning of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association
is timely.

Lumber Insurance Risks The Position of the Policy Holder
"Insurance companies in principle do no more than re-distribute

the dollars the lumbermen themselves have paid in premiums " This
principle is the text of a timely article in "Lumber Insurance," and is
the introduction to a series of articles which are to be published, "ivin-
advxce regarding precautions to prevent the origin of fires. Canadian
manufacturers and dealers in lumber have had a great many large fires
this year, and are probably more ready than ever to listen to the gospel
of insurance. Not that they have been delinquent in this regard in the
past, but like everyone else they must be educated ceaselessly

In the introductory article referred to above" Lumber Insurance"
says in part

:

"The extent to which the occurrence of lumber fires is brought to
the attention of the general public may be directly measured by the
amount of space given to such happenings in the daily press. When fire
destroys a hotel known throughout the country, or a mercantile house
with a business of national scope, the fact is heralded under headlines
in a prominent position, while the destruction of a yard full of hardwood
lumber of perhaps five times the value, is editorially considered of so
little importance as to gain only a few lines on an inside page.

"The day will surely come in America, as it already has in Europe,
when lumber will be looked upon as a commodity of such value, that

the public will evince a real feeling of condemnation for the wastefulness
which characterizes present day methods of handling. This sentiment
may become so strong as to put a ban upon the present universal idea
of accumulating in one spot such great quantities of inflammable pro-
perty, if better methods are not found and applied for, surely protecting
any considerable quantity from destruction by' a single tire.

"A very considerable number of the great lumber fires of the past
year have been traced to gross carelessness of management. At this
writing the embers have scarcely cooled at a fire where a half million
dollars of cut lumber was burned as a direct result of failure to keep
properly closed the hood of the refuse burner. Yet the incident is passed
over as of little importance, and because each of the several owners
whose stock was destroyed was 'fully insured.' While these individual
owners were fully insured and reimbursed by the insurance companies
for their individual losses, the country as a whole is half a million dollars
poorer, and the bit of carelessness which made the loss possible is a
crying shame which should receive the lumber trade's stamp of disap-
proval in emphatic terms. As piled lumber is peculiarly a substance
which feeds the flames rapidly, and is subject to the large probability of
being a total less when a fire once gains headway, it is particularly to
prevent the origin of fire that the owner's efforts should be directed."

British Columbia Shingles Overcome U. S. Tariff Wall
Even the framers of the new United States tariff, could not foresee

what the exact effect of the proposed changes would be. The case of
shingles, for instance, provides an interesting example of the reversal of
the effect desired. It was hoped to keep British Columbia shingles out
of United States markets by increasing the import duty. Some funda-
mental economic laws, however, were overlooked, and the result is

peculiar. British Columbia shingles had a strong hold on U. S. markets,
and after a short interruption the trade is again flowing into its old chan-
nels. The popularity of British Columbia shingles is a factor in this
result, and the natural ambition of U. S. workmen and others to share
in the benefits of increased protection has assisted in preserving the mar-
ket for the Canadian product. Canadians expected that B. C.
trade would not be affected materially as regards the markets on the
United States side of the line, and that ultimately the consumers in the
United States would be compelled to pay the advance price necessitated
by the increase of the tariff for British Columbia shingles, for the reason
that the manufacturer of shingles in Puget Sound would, on the
strength of the new tariff, bring the price of the United States shingles
again up to the level of the British Columbia shingles. This, in fact, is

what has happened, for the United States tariff has acted as a boomer-
ang, according to the opinion of more than one manufacturer of Cana-
dian shingles. In the recent tariff increases an advance of 20 cents per
thousand was made on shingles imported into the United States. This
was intended to stop the entry of shingles from Canada, and it did for

a few weeks. As soon as the shingle manufacturers in the United States
saw this, they increased their price 20 cents per thousand, and began to
congratulate themselves upon their finesse in having the tariff adjusted
to their advantage. They did not anticipate what was to follow'.

The loggers in the United States since the manufacturers got more
for their product, concluded that they themselves were also entitled to
more, so they added $2 per thousand to the cost of the logs. Then the
shingle weavers wanted a slice of the melon, and they struck for higher
wages, asking a straight day wage instead of piecework. As a result
of the latter request, many shingle plants are now idle, the weavers be-
ing on strike.

With all this increase, a reaction has set in. Of late the shingle
manufacturers of Vancouver, who ship to the United States, have again
been receiving orders, and the trade is now about equal to what it was
before the tariff was altered.

"If the Government here stands firm in its refusal to allow the
export of cedar logs, the American shingle manufacturers may call
peccavi," said a prominent shingle man. "They cannot make shingles
nearly as good as ours, because they have not got the cedar. The high
grade cedar is obtainable in British Columbia, so with matters as they
now stand we have control and can keep it. The result of the tariff has
been that the consumer in the United States pays 20 cents more a thous-
and, for we had to add the amount of duty to our selling price, and
even at that the orders are coming in."
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Importance of a Knowledge of Carpentry for the Retailer

'"A little knowledge is a dangerous thing," as some one said a long

time ago. vet there are instances innumerable where a little knowledge

has carried a man a long way on the road to success. One of the com-

monest methods of securing the goodwill of a prospective customer in

any line of business is to equip oneself with information regarding his

particular need and a little knowledge of personal interest to him, which

if judiciously used at the proper time clears the way for business.

A little knowledge of carpentry or of architecture is of inestimable

benefit to retail lumber dealeis. The dealer who interests himself solely

in the buying and selling of lumber without studying the uses to which

the wood is put, is of no assistance to his contractor customer, beyond

being a cog in the general business wheel, and a poor class of cog at that.

He cannot be expected to establish a large or successful business. A

dealer who considers the uses to which the lumber is to be put and under-

stands something of carpentry, on the other hand, is of the greatest as-

sistance to the contractor and quickly finds that a little knowledge of

his customers' needs is a business asset of much importance. Know-

ledge of this sort makes the contractor a dealer's personal friend and

induces him to bring all his business to that dealer's yard.

With a little knowledge of architecture the yard man can assist the

contractor in determining the most suitable class of lumber for use in

the various parts of a building. By intelligent use of knowledge of this

class considerable sums of money may be saved which will often result

in the securing of a contract or in the prevention of a serious loss.

How to obtain knowledge of this nature is a problem. The man with

natural business ability will perhaps pick it up from time to time. The

logical conclusion of these statements, however, is that retail dealers,

unless they have this knowledge, should look for it in the men whom
they employ. The carpenter who has graduated from the bench to the

lumber yard is the best class of employee a dealer can find. Someone in

the retail establishment must have knowledge of carpentry and be in-

timate with architectural matters if the yard is to grow. A little know-

ledge of this sort is a business asset, only exceeded in value by more

knowledge of the same sort.

Economy Among the Low Grades—Utilizing the Edgings
The attention devoted to economy in the production of lumber is

one of the most encouraging signs of the times in connection with the

lumbering industry. We read and hear a great deal regarding conserva-

tion as applied in the woods. Reducing the waste in the lumber camps

is one of the most effective methods of saving the country's resources, yet

there are other methods, though not so generally known to the public,

which are assisting in the work of preserving the forests and are exer-

cising important influences upon the lumbering industry. The working

up of lumber into finished products has advanced with rapid strides of

recent years, until to-day practically everything which is of value in a

log is converted into a saleable product. There are degrees of economy,

however, even in the grading of lumber as it comes from the saw, which

may have an important bearing upon the profits of a sawmill. The ten-

dency of the day is toward an ever increasing use of materials which

formerly were considered of no value and found their way into the burner.

Sawdust i6 successfully used as fuel and experiments are said to have

reached the stage now which make it practical to consider sawdust a a

commercial source of supply for alcohol.

Among the most important employees in a sawmill are the men

who sort the lumber as it comes from the saw carriage and decide in

what manner it shall be further cut up. A capable employee on this

work is a source of much comfort to the mill owner, as the ripping and

cutting up of the boards is a process in which economy can be exercised

to great advantage. Realizing this, a new grade among low grades was

recently introduced by Graves, Bigwood & Company, whose mill is at

Byng Inlet, Ont., on the Georgian Bay. The innovation was made last

spring and has worked out satisfactorily. The company operate an exten-

sive box making plant at Buffalo, N.Y., and have use for a large quan-

tity of box lumber. They have introduced a grade, therefore, which is

called "Flitch" lumber, by means of which they effect a considerable

saving. After the first strip has been taken off a log the next strip fre-

quently comes with one end much wider than the other. The usual

practice is to rip this strip up and the result is a very narrow piece of

lumber, the width being governed by the narrow end of the strip. At

the wide end a large amount of edgings have to be cut off. These strips

are now piled as flitch without being ripped. They are shipped direct to

the box factory, where the box making machinery can take out of them

a much larger percentage of lumber than can be secured by the rip saw

in the mill. The edgings are saved and the cost of box lumber to the box

factory is considerably reduced.

Elements Which Lead to Trouble—Failure to Figure Exact Costs
In eastern Canada, particularly in the maritime provinces, the lum-

ber manufacturing industry, and especially that part of it which is con-

nected with the manufacturing of building material, has difficulties to

meet which are peculiar to the east and are the result largely of the busi-

ness being of many years standing. In the west these difficulties have

not arisen to so great an extent, though other troubles somewhat similar

in result take their place. Diversity of prices is a common evil in all

parts of the country. In the West it has many causes, being affected by

freight rates, cost of labor, cost of raw material, competition from the

United States, money stringency, or cheapness, etc.

In the East, one of the most serious difficulties with which the lum-

ber industries have to contend is that caused by failure to appreciate the

precise cost of production. The conditions prevailing to-day have grown

up during a long period of years, and many concerns give far too little

attention to the increasing costs of the articles and labor which go into

the manufacture of their products. Lumber is rapidly becoming scarcer

and consequently much higher in price. Labor also is a great deal more

expensive than it was a few years ago. Both of these enter into the

manufacture of all kinds of finished building material and make the pro-

duct much more expensive than it was a few years ago. Numerous

planing mills and woodworking factories in the East have not figured

upon these increased costs. Some, in fact, are virtually adhering, in

part, to old price lists of ten or more years ago. Some manufacturers

being only partly alive to the situation, have advanced prices on certain

lines and others on other lines, so that the prices of different manufac-

turers are conflicting and seldom uniform. Among the smaller concerns,

not only is the increased cost of production not included, but far too

little allowance is made for fixed costs, including interest, insurance and

depreciation, consequently while they think they are making money, they

are not, and in many cases they realize this only when it is too late,

probably after a loss by fire or otherwise. Many of the larger concerns

realize that the prices of the smaller ones are much too low, but they

feel that they must also sell at or about the same price or lose their

business.

This unsatisfactory situation is always most aggravating when business

conditions are dull. In more prosperous times when everybody can ob-

tain orders at fairly profitable prices it is apt to be overlooked. It

is nevertheless very real and should be studied carefully by every one.

It applies practically to all forms of manufacturing. The only remedy
which seems available is in stirring up public opinion. Legislation or

tiade arrangements are not feasible where the difficulty is largely one

of individual bookkeeping. Individual effort alone can be looked to. In

the struggle for the survival of the fittest, the small firms who adopt

these unbusinesslike principles will go to the wall, but in doing so they

involve others in difficulties which they did not deserve. These views

are not inspired by any western conception of eastern methods. They
are the ideas of manufacturers in the maritime provinces, who, from

time to time, voice them forcibly
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A Shingle Problem—Product of 1,000 feet of
Logs—Diversion of St. John River Waters

Correspondence From Our Readers r
11

;

steps to do away with the provisions which have been made for
the diverting: of the waters of this very important river into a river in
the State of Ma.ne and allowing it to flow again in its natural channel."

That does not sound as if it was beyond the scope of the Commis-
sion s inquiry. It was the only issue mentioned on the floor of the House
in connection with the appointment of the Commission.

The speech of Hon. James Conmee showed what the United Stateshad done in other cases exactly similar, quoting decisions of Mr Evarts
Secretary of State of the United States, bearing out in full the Can-
adian position.

But I am making my letter too long. I want to add that the de-
velopment of our province through the new power at Grand Falls will be
mightily hampered for lack of that water. It is not in the spring floodsa is missed; it is in the season of drought and low water. Then the
steady flow from the great reserve storage will increase the advantages
the utility and the value of that great power a hundred per cent The
province through all its sections, cannot afford to lie supine while it is
despoiled of its natural resources. Don t overlook the immense area
of the drainage basin of whose benefits we are despoiled. In addition to
its hundreds of square miles of lake surface, it extends over 1,500 square
miles of land, all forest covered. If the whole State of Rhode Island
were laid down in it there would still be a good sizel border left around
Again thanking you, I am, yours truly,

D. O. Bourgoin

Vancouver, B.C., Nov. 15th, 1909.

Editor "Canada Lumberman":

—

In your issue of October 15th you ask how many shingles can bemade from 1,000 feet of logs.

In order that we might answer this query intelligently, there are
a number of things which one would naturally require to know, such for
instance, as the kind of shingles being considered ; the kind and size of
the timber out of which they are to be made ; the scale used to designate
what 1,000 feet of logs is, etc.

I may say, however, that the following figures, which represent
seven different kind of shingles (these being only some of which we make)
can be accepted as being as nearly correct as it is possible to get them
under the varying conditions of so many things which have to do with
the case: 6,820; 6,300; 6,245; 5,925; 4,910; 2,060; and 2,425. These
figures, be it understood, are based on British Columbia shingles made
from B. C cedar, scaled by the B. C. rule, and manufactured in some of
the reputable B. C. mills. I have already named three things which have
to be considered in making this calculation, and now I am going to name
another one, and one which the buyer should memorize if he can If
he cannot, then he should paste this information in his hat: there are
mills, and I do not think it would be necessary to go out of this province
to find them, on whose shingles one-eighth, or even one-sixth, might be
added to the above figures. There are mills in Washington making
shingles and, of course, selling fchem too, where it would be probably
quite safe to add one-quarter, or even one-third to the above figures for
they pack in all their miscuts and edgings with the shingles, and if
there happens to be too many clippings, as there sometimes are theymake up the thickness of the centre of the bunch with sawdust

Take cedar logs, Mr. Editor, at from $10 to $13 per 1 000 feet
which is the price at which they are being sold here, and apply the above
figures, and then tell me if you can, how any mutton-headed shingle
manufacturer can claim to be able to make an honest shingle and sell
them m even any one of the first four kinds above named, at $1 50 per
thousand? Yet we have men who claim they can do it. Would you
want then- shingles on your buildings, reader?

The above interesting letter was received from a prominent British Col-umbia manufacturer who prefers to have his identity unpublished. The editorwould be pleased to hear from others who are interested.

The St. John River Difficulties

St. Leonards, N.B., Nov. 15th, 1909.

Editor "Canada Lumberman" :

—

A copy of the "Canada Lumberman" of November 1st has been sent
to me and I wish to thank you for the notice taken of my letter to the
^'t John "Telegraph." You are certainly right in saying that the difficulty
between the operators of the upper and those of the lower St, John is
due solely to the lack of the waters now diverted from their natural
channel. That the difficulty lay just there was appreciated by the
Cabinet Ministers when, in their speeches in the House concerning the
appointment of the Commission, Hon. Dr. Pugsley, Minister of Public
Works, and others, spoke of this and nothing else as the question to be
considered by the Commission. Influences have been brought to bear
on the Commission to cause them to take up valuable time with other
things having no bearing whatever on the issue.

_

In view of the statement of the counsel for the United States com-
missioners that the question of the stolen waters cannot be considered
by the Commission, being beyond the scope of their authority Dr Pul-
ley s words in Parliament, March 22, 1909, expressing our Government's
view of the matter, have special significance. He said: "This diversion
of the waters of the Allegash from the River St. John into the Penobscot
as my right honourable friend has said, has been the cause of a great
deal of dissatisfaction on the part of the people living on the St. John
river, and it has led to very serious difficulty on several occasions ; and I
think I am safe in saying that on more than one occasion it has almost
led to bloodshed." He goes on to mention the diplomatic communica-
tions m which he had been a factor, and the difficulty caused by the State
of Maine legalizing the theft by legislative act. Note these sentences
which give the key-note to all the speeches in the House: "It is a very
important fact that in the Waterways Treaty which has been submitted
to Parliament it is expressly provided that there is reserved to each coun-
try the right to insist upon the necessity of navigation being preserved

;

and that neither country shall have the right to divert any waters flow-
ing into boundary waters or boundary rivers which would in any way
materially lower the level of the water or interfere with navigation. If
this treaty should become law we shall have in it a recognition of that
principle and that right, and the logical consequence which I hope will
follow at no distant date will be that the United States Government

Meeting of Supreme Nine and House of Ancients
A joint meeting of the Supreme Nine and the House of Ancients

of the Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo was held at Chicago during Nov.
17, 18 and 19. The attendance numbered about 60, and many matters
of much interest to the Order were discussed. Mr. B. A. Johnston, Seer
of the House of Ancients, called the meeting to order, and it was pre-
sided over jointly by Mr. Johnson and Mr. W. A. Hadlev, of Chatham,
Ont., Supreme Snark of the Universe. This was the fourth joint ses-
sion of the two bodies, and those present included delegates from the
House of Ancients, the Supreme Nine and lay delegates.

Important addresses were delivered by the Supreme Snark of the
Universe and the Seer of the House of Ancients, both of whom presented
practical suggestions for the benefit of the Order.

A great number and variety of suggestions were received and dis-
cussed during the second day of the meeting. Among the proceedings
were the following:

Voted a contribution of $250 to the Cherry mine disaster relief fund.
Authorized the House of Ancients and Supreme Nine to employ

a high class travelling representative, to be known as the "Supreme
Representative."

Gifford Pinchot, Chief Forester of the United States, elected an hon-
orary life member of the Order, exempt from initiation fees or dues, and
he and his policies were endorsed in a strong resolution in part saying :

"We endorse the stand Mr. Pinchot has taken in all these matters; and
be it further resolved, that this especially has reference to the attitude
he has taken for the benefit of the whole people as opposed to the poli-
cies of the Secretary of the Interior."

Instructed Scrivenoter to report to annual meeting relative to the
work of securing positions for members.

Hoo-Hoo territory of United States, British North America and
Mexico divided into nine jurisdictions, each jurisdiction to be repre-
sented on the Supreme Nine.

Recommended to the Vicegerents that a Hoo-Hoo banquet or "On-
the Roof," is held to better advantage usually in the afternoon or even-
ing between 6 and 8 o'clock than a smaller lunch, poorlv attended, late m
the night.

Changes were made in the constitution and by-laws relative to limi-
tation of membership, eligibility and election of candidates.

Authorization of a plan to provide for a death benefit fund, the plan
to be drafted in every detail by a committee alreadv appointed, to be
submitted for approval to the House of Ancients and Supreme Nine, and
then put into effect.

Rescinded action at Hot Springs regarding changing the Hoo-Hoo
button, and authorized the use of the old, or large, button.

Number of handbooks to be issued for 1910 to be restricted.
Method of nominating place of holding annual meeting changed.
Time and manner of holding concatenations changed. Programme

to be prepared covering them.
Scrivenoter authorized to inaugurate a special campaign to get back

desirable people who have resigned. Also to go after delinquents in a
special way.

Vicegerents to be instructed by Scrivenoter to hold concatenations
in accordance with the ritualistic ruling, referring especially to the regu-
lation hall.

No member eligible to office in the Order whose dues are not paid
in advance covering his period of office.

Vicegerents will be automatically suspended if they do not return
ritual within specified time after expiration of term of office.
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C.P.R. Increases Freight Rates on Pacific Coast Shipments

The C.P.R. will put into effect on December 6th a new tariff on

Pacific coast products. There is a general advance to points in Ontario

west of Toronto. Sarnia and Windsor are advanced 4 cents to 75 cents.

Niagara Falls, St. Catharines, Hamilton, London, etc., are advanced

2 x/0 cents to 75 cents. The Toronto rate on shingles remains the same

but on lumber there is an advance of 2 cents to 67 cents. Information

reaches us that the Mountain Lumbermen's Association and the British

Columbia Lumbermen's Association have waived all objections to the

advances. This is not understood very thoroughly by the dealers in

Ontario, who usually put up a strenuous fight when alvances on rates

are proposed. Outside of the Toronto market for fir lumber there is very

little of it sold throughout the rest of the province. The advance amounts

to about 65 cents a thousand feet on British Columbia fir, and as it is

sold somewhat cheaper than southern pine—mostly 32 feet and up in

large dimensions—the railway company will probably be able to reap the

fulT advantage of the advance without assisting southern pine competition.

Personal Items of Interest to Lumbermen

Mr. John Ostrom, lumber merchant of Pembroke, Ont., has opened

some nickel mines near Fort Coulonge.

Mr. A. E. Kaiser has been recently appointed auditor and cashier

of the Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Company, Limited, with office at

Sarnia, Ont.

John McEwan, of Dolson & McEwan. who have been operating a

sawmill near Blind River, Ont., has bought a residence in Bay City,

Michigan.

Mr D L. Davidson, of Chew Brothers, Midland, who for some time

has occupied the. position of bookkeeper, will sever his connection with

the company this fall. He intends to take a course at a business college.

W. A. Hadley, of Chatham, Ont., and T. Patterson, of Hamilton.

Ont., attended the joint meeting of the Supreme Nine and the House of

Ancients of the Concatenated Order of Hoo-Hoo at Chicago on Nov. 17.

18, and 19.

Prof. E. J. Zavitz, of the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ont.,

has returned from Rondeau Park, Ont., where he was engaged in marking

the trees which, owing to maturity or decay, should be removed in the

interests of forestry.

Mr. Jas. H. Lavallee, of the Orillia Export Lumber Company,

Orillia, Ont., is on a business trip to Slocan and Vancouver, B.C., in the

interests of the Ontario Slocan Lumber Company, of which he is sec-

retary-treasurer. He expects to return from the West about the begin-

ning of December.

Mr. William Hunter, the Conservative member-elect in Slocan, B.C..

is well known among the lumber fraternity. He has been a resident of

British Columbia almost continuously for the past 25 years and of the

Nelson and Slocan districts for 20 years. In 1891 in located the town

of Silverton, where he at present lives. Mr. Hunter is interested in lum-

bering, mining and mercantile business.

Mr. E. N. Lewis, M P. (West Huron), will again introduce in Par-

liament this session the question of an export duty on pulp and pulpwood.

His resolution this year will provide for the imposition of an export duty

on pulp and pulpwood, with the proviso, however, that if the United

States will admit Canadian paper free, the export duty on the raw ma-

terial will not apply.

Mr. Martin Burton, the well known lumberman of Barrie, Ont.,

sustained a serious loss during the fire which occurred on Nov. 17th at

Barrie. The block which was destroyed included Mr. Burton's offices.

He lost all his office furniture and fixtures, valued at about $500 and

fully insured. The most serious part of his loss, however, was the de-

struction of many of his business and personal papers, which were in his

desk. Mr. Burton has taken new offices in the Bank of Commerce block

and is already carrying on his business as usual.

Mr. J. S. Willison, editor of the Toronto "Evening News," in an

address before the Wholesalers' and Manufacturers' Association of De-

troit, delivered an address upon the subject of promoting better trade

relations between Canada and the United States. In the course of his

remarks Mr. Willison made the following reference to the lumber situa-

tion : "Canadian restrictions upon the export of pulpwood and sawlogs

cannot be properly described as discriminatory (although they do chiefly

affect the United States), because they apply alike to all countries. And

I am bound to say that the provinces are unlikely to consider any re-

versal of policy, and there is no doubt that the movement for a Federal

export duty will become more formidable."

E. Lacasse, Hemmingford Que., sawmill proprietors, held a meet-

ing of their creditors on Nov. 26th. The Beaudry Woodenware Manu-

facturing Company, of Montreal, Que., held a meeting of their creditors

on November 27th.

Business Reports Indicate Expanding Trade

The Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Company, Limited, have built an

addition to their mill No. 1, at Sarnia, Ont., and in the near future they

will erect a planing mill. The addition to the mill enables them to in-

crease their output, anil when the planing mill is built they will be in a

position to furnish mixed cars of all kinds of lumber to the trade.

The company have also enlarged the supply of their raw material, by

the recent purchase of the south-east quarter of Foster township. They

have erected a set of camps on the new limits, and expect to cut about

70,000 sawlogs thereon this winter. Their camps are well filled up with

men of the old time class. The sawlogs are being skidded at a lively

rate and the company expect to put in the largest crop they have ever

lumbered in Canada.
Referring to trade conditions, the company report a strong demand

for lumber. Their travellers find the demand increasing and report that

trade in general is good. The demand for lumber, they say, is greater

to-day than at the corresponding period in 1906. Prices are stiffening

and the concensus of opinion is that by spring there will be no question

of price, but one of whether the goods can be obtained. The box busi-

ness all over the country, they find has improved greatly and buyers

are plentiful for that class of lumber. In conclusion, they say, "the lum-

ber business never looked better and the prospects were never brighter

than to-day."

Mr. J. A. Letherby, wholesale lumber dealer, of Midland, Ont., re-

ports that he finds business conditions materially improved. In the

cities of western Ontario particularly. There is a noticeable stir among
the retail yards, as a result of the great building activity. Hemlock and

birch, he reports, are not so active as other lines, and hardwood dealers

are not buying quite so much as they were a short time ago. The mar-

ket for pine, however, is a great deal better. Contrary to reports from a

number of the northern lumber manufacturers, Mr. Letherby states that

he finds it difficult to buy low grade lumber in large quantities, although

the price for these classes is a trifle lower than it recently was. Mill

culls and mill cull sidings are not quite so firm as other low grades, but

dead culls are quite firm and hemlock, he reports, is looking up. Mr.

Letherby has recently branched out in the building line and is erecting

quite a number of small frame houses, costing from $550 to $900, for

which he states there is a growing demand in his district. In this way
he finds a profitable use for a large quantity of stock.

The Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Company, of Orillia, Ont., re-

port that business is extremely good. They are in close touch with the

conditions prevailing in the lumber markets and find a good demand for

the various kinds of lumber conveyances which they manufacture. So

large has the demand been during the latter half of the summer that

they have been obliged to increase their capacity. They have made
more room in their factory by means of erecting a storage house for the

finished products on an adjoining lot. The new building is 100 by 32

feet. They have also nearly completed a building for the accommoda-

tion of their iron before it is worked up into various products. This

building when completed will be 32 by 50 feet. By this means the

company will be able to handle their business much more conveniently.

A Dominion Government report on slides and booms has been is-

sued, showing a big decline in the number of logs that came down the

Ottawa river in the summer of 1908, compared with the summer be-

fore. The number was 4,000,000, or a drop of 500,000. Low water in

1908, causing the logs to be stranded along the stream, is the official

reason for the falling off. In the summer of 1908, 3,296 pieces of square

timber came down, and 500,000 railway ties, as against no square tim-

ber the season before, and 386,000 railway ties. Cedars increased from

32,000 in 1907 to 90,000 in 1908. The number of pieces for the last

summer, though not recorded officially, is understood to be more than

in 1908, especially in sawlogs.

Throughout Ontario there is a universal report that good men for

the camps are scarce. In some of the Georgian Bay and Ottawa valley

camps wages are as high as $35, and good men are scree at that figure.

Operators are figuring on an increased cut and the shortage of men will

be somewhat of a handicap. The low wages of last year and the induce-

ments of western Canada have drawn off large numbers of the old time

camp hands.

A despatch from Hull, Que., states that with the approach of winter

hundreds of men have left for the shanties. Most of the big concerns

have already got their gangs up north. R. & T. Ritchie, lumber people

of Aylmer, sent up 85 recently ; Fraser & Deschenes sent up almost 200

men. J. R. Booth has stopped the night shift in the mills and the men
thus disengaged have been sent up north.

Attention is directed to the card in this issue relating to timber maps.

Mr. J. H. Patterson, formerly with the Ontario Survey Branch, is pre-

pared to furnish to order timber and township maps in anv section of

New Ontario.
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Conveyor Plant for a Pulpwood Mill

Among the most enterprising lumbering firms in Canada, the E. BEddy Company, of Hull, Que., hold a prominent place. They are al-ways on the watch for modern methods of operation, and one of their
latest moves was the installation of a wood conveyor, for carrying woodfrom the company s pulpwood sawmill to the end of the Aylmer roadj.ulpwood yard, where storage is provided for. The accompanying il-
lustrations give a good idea of the construction of the conveyor

&

The conveyor is all steel 500 feet long, and it will pile from seven
to eight thousand cords of pulpwood for this winter's use. The conveyor
which is 65 feet high, is operated by a cable and clutches travelling about
125 feet per minute, as the capacity of the sawmill is seven or ei*ht 10-
foot lengths, of from 6 to 24 -inch in diameter per minute, and the con-veyor has to keep the mill clear.

Before putting this conveyor in, the Eddy Company drew theirwood by team and piled by hand, which was a hard, wet and expensive
job

;
now the conveyor drops the wood in big piles at different points' thussaving a ] handling, hauhng and piling. The conveyor was built anderected by the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, of Columbus Ohiowhose Canadian office and works are located at Montreal.

Ihe general layout of the plant includes a Jeffrey cable flight con-veyor of approximately 500 feet centres, receiving the material, which
pulpwood, from the saw-house and delivering the same to thewood yard at an elevation of 05 feet above the wood yard level The en-

tire supporting framework of this installation is made of structural steel
involving about 00 tons in its construction. The conveyor has a capacity
for handling about 500 cords of wood per day, and delivering the same towood yard through valves spaced at intervals in the discharge or cann-ing side of the conveyor. These valves, fourteen in number, can beopened or closed by a toggle joint operated valve in order to distributethe pulpwood uniformly over the yard. The cable used is 5X-inch
Dragon ' brand, non-stretchable, upon which are mounted at intervals

of three feet 0-inch conveying clamps. The conveyor is driven from thehead or delivery end by a 3-phase, 25 h.p. motor, and it was proven bv
tests that less than 20 h.p was required to operate this conveyor at full

The special feature of this conveyor consists of a Jeffrey flexible tooth
expansion r,m cab e sheave, which has several features 'to recommend
it, the first of which consists of a flexible tooth which backs up the cable

Sectional View of E. B Eddy Company's New Pulpwood Conveyor and Details of Conveyor Flight

1 Driving End Plan View.
2 Driving End Sectional View.

3 Conveyor Trough Sectional View.
4— Details of Discharge Gates.

and prevents the same from snapping off the sheave as the cable and
flights are delivered from the sheave. The expansible rim feature allows
of an adjustment m the pitch to compensate for the wear of sheave and
flights and, furthermore, for replacements or sheave renewals it is
possible to replace portions of the expansible rim without going to theexpense necessary to replace the entire sheave. This sheave has ren-
dered it possible to make a successful cable conveyor of the scraper type.

The installation of this cable conveyor in connection with the con-veyors used in the saw-house of the E. B. Eddy Company renders it
possible to take the pulpwood from the river, pass it through the sawsand deliver to the wood yard without any manual handling whatever

'

Mr. L. J Labelle, of Lakefield, Ont., local manager of the Caven-
dish Lumber Company, has returned from a trip of inspection of thecompany s lumber camps in the Cavendish township. Thev have a
large number of men at work, and expect, under favorable weather con-
ditions, to make a big cut of logs.

The rafting operations at the Penobscot boom in the State of Maine
have been completed and the work is about through for the season at
the great distributing point for the logs which are cut on the east and
pest branches of the Penobscot river and its tributaries. The reports
from the boom show that nearly 120,000,000 feet of logs have been
rafted there and it is expected that work that has not been reported
will bring the amount up to 131,000,000 feet when all the reports are
in. I here were more new logs handled at the booms this year than in

rnn^TU
! F^SPM miUi°n feet

"
In 1908 ther« were 113,-

500 000 feet handled, but there were about 9,000,000 feet wintered in
the booms which were received in 1908 and not rafted till this season
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Close of Navigation at Montreal

Quieter Market Follows Cessation of

Shipments— Lath Scarce—Shingles Firm

Office of the "Canada Lumberman."
Montreal, Nov. 27th, 1909.

A quieter market, the inevitable result of the close of navigation, is

the outstanding feature of the Montreal lumber trade. Upper grades

of lumber still continue in good demand and common stocks are showing

signs of rallying in the near future. A feeling of optimism for the spring

trade is generally prevalent and from the present outlook there is every

reason to hope for a splendid season next year.

Upper grades of spruce and hemlock are quoted firmly. In the

merchantable grades there is already considerable scarcity of certain

sizes of scantlings, with prices gradually advancing, causing a naturally

increased value for random stocks.

Spruce and hemiock culls are in better demand at the present time,

and there is also considerable trading in "O" cull pine, in wholesale

quantities. Dealers as a result are inclined to feel that prices for these

lines have at last reached their lowest figure.

Lath continue to hold their value on the market, and are reported

very scarce in some circles. Several of the local men, however, are in-

clined to view the advance in lath as rather speculative and state that

middlemen are well supplied with stocks.

Upper grades of white pine are in good demand and prices continue

to range firm. The European an 1 American markets have been pur-

chasing our white pine extensively, and these markets should still pro-

vide an outlet for any surplus stocks.

All upper grade hardwoods are quoted firmly, with an excellent de-

mand. Quartered white oak is perhaps the feature and shows no ten-

dency to fall off from the high figures quoted.

Shingles. Price quotations on shingles remain firm and the demand
is quite brisk, with the mills realizing the prices that they have been

holding out for. Better grades of shingles are moving more freely to

the American market, while the Quebec trade in second clears is reported

verv active at the present time The Ontario trade has assumed a

quieter character.

Following are revised current wholesale lumber prices for Montreal

:

1-in., 2-in. and 3-in. pine log run mill culls out ... $27.00 to $30.00

1- in., 2-in. and 3-in. pine log run dead culls out ... 24.00 to 26.00

Pine "0" culls 13.00 to 14.00

Pine mill culls 17.00 to 19.00

Spruce flooring, sheeting, etc., No. 1 24.00 to 26.00

Spruce flooring, sheeting, etc.. No. 2 19.00 to 21.00

Merchantable spruce boards 16.50 to 18.00

2-inch merchantable spruce 16.50 to 18.00

Cull spruce boards 14 00 to 15.00

2-inch spruce culls 14.00 to 15.00

l>i-inch spruce mill culls 15.00 to 16.00

Spruce scantling, 3x 3, 12 and 13 feet 16.00 to 17.00

Spruce scantling, 2x 3, 12 and 13 feet 16.00 to 17.00

Spruce scantling, 3s. 4, 12 and 13 feet 10.00 to 17.00

Spruce scantling, 2x10,12 to 16 feet 19.50 to 21.50

2-inch (scant.) x 9, fifth quality, N. Y "outs" 16.50 to 18.00

Oak, lsts and 2nds, quarter white 87.00 to 90 00

Chestnut, lsts and 2nds, 1 inch : 50.00 to 52.00

Birch, 1-inch log run, mill culls out 18.00 to 20.00

Maple, 1-inch log run, mill culls out 18.00 to 20.00

Basswood log run. mill culls out, 1x4 and up, winter sawn 24.00 to 26.00

Basswood loc run, dead culls out. 1x4 and up, winter sawn .... 20.00 to 24.00

Laths, mill run, spruce, 1%-inch x %-inch, 4 feet 3.00 to 3.25

Laths, pine, No. 1 4.00 to 4.25

Laths, pine, No. 2 3.25 to 3.50

Laths, pine, No. 3 2.o0 to 2.7o

Shingles, clear a'ok
Shingles, 2nd clear

i kr
Shingles, extras, l's ,7"S* icm
Merchantable hemlock board - If§0 to 16.50

2-inch merchantable hemlock ,5™
Cull hemlock boards 12.00*° }%-™
2-inch hemlock culls 12.00 to 13.50

Some interest is being taken in the probable outcome of the tariff

question. Whether a minimum or maximum tariff is to be enforced will

not be known till March, but close inspection reveals no probability of

the United States imposing maximum tariff rates on this country. Trade

under the new tariff, between both countries, has increased largely and

it is generally believed that the present rates will not be disturbed.

It is anticipated that the cut of pulpwood in the coming season will

be the largest in years, since this is the last season that the United

States market can receive pulpwood from the public lands in the Province

of Quebec.

The pulp and paper outlook in this district is decidedly better. The

demand for all grades of paper is splendid and the good grain crop in the.

West this vear has placed next season's trade in a very satisfactory posi-

tion. Unbounded confidence is expressed throughout the West in what

1910 will do for business.

The demand for newspaper in the United States has helped Can-

adian mills wonderfully and they are all operating to full capacity at the

present time, with their output practically sold up.

A peculiar feature of the past season's trade was the excellent

water power con'litions existing in Canada, while our neighbors to the

south had such small rainfall, that water power streams there were

lower than ever before. As a result the American production of ground

wood, wood pulp and newspaper was verv much diminished. Prices on

the various pulp productions may, therefore, be expected to range higher

from now until the spring freshets occur. A slight advantage may be

gained through the January thaws, but this will be only a temporary

help.

Personal and Business News from Montreal
Mr. Geo. C. Goodfellow has returned from a trip through western

Ontario and reports satisfactorily on the trade conditions in that section.

Mr. 0. A. Spencer reports the closing of a contract with an eastern

mill, for the delivery of a very large line of kiln dried spruce, during the

coming winter and spring.

Messrs. G. A. Grier & Sons report that they expect to cut in the

neighborhood of six million feet of spruce and hemlock at their Lachute,

Que., mills, while approximately two and a half million feet will be

manufactured at the Mount Tremblant, Que., mlils of the company.

It is encouraging to note thai the outlook for the spring trade with

the New York market is exceedingly bright. Mr. Arthur H. Campbell,

of the Campbell, McLaurin Lumber Company, has just returned from a

trip to New York, and from the extensive building operations under way
and those planned for next season, Mr. Campbell predicts a good de-

mand from that direction in the spring for our lumber.

The Western Lumber Company, of Montreal, are preparing for their

spring trade in spruce, and by January expect to have closed contracts

for a cut of several million feet with various mills. Mr. Leon Gagne,

Jr., manager for this company, has just returned from a monthly trip

to New York, and states that the market conditions there show a gradu-

ally improving tone.

Mr. W. K. Grafftey, manager of the Montreal Lumber Company,
Limited, is back from an extended business trip through the Georgian

Bay districts. On the whole, Mr. Grafftey found that the outlook in the

different lumber centres is apparently satisfactory. The demand for

better grade of good lumber is good, and would seem to warrant a good

winter's cut unless a shortage in shipping culls and better grades is to

be faced in the spring.

The J. &. W. Duncan Lumber Company are shantying this season

on the Canadian Northern in the vicinity of St. Jerome, and state that

they are experiencing the best season in the woods that they have en-

countered in the past ten years. Their cut of spruce this year will be

well over three million feet The company have, during the past sea-

son, raised the water in Sixteen Island lake, where their mill is located,

by three feet, and have thereby obtained a more efficient power.

The James Maclaren Company, of Buckingham, Que., have had an

electric log piler in operation since the middle of November, and have
found it to be a very serviceable method of handling logs. The installa-

tion is rather unique, in that the electric motor is located on a float in

the eddy. The Iocs are hoisted to the railways by means of an endless

chain, and the outfit is driven by an electric motor.

The Hilder Daw Construction Company, of Montreal, have recently

completed a store building at 74 St. Peter street, for the John W. Peck
Comnany, in which birch flooring; and sheeting was used entirely. The
excellent effect that is obtained here by the use of the varnished birch

furnishes a concrete example of the possibilities of this, at present little

used, hardwood. In the opinion of many, birch could often be used to

advantage in place of some of the higher valued woods. Chestnut, for

instance, produces a particularly striking effect with its elaborate grain-

ing, but the lighter colored and quieter birch should, on its merits,

rapidlv find popularity in the eyes of the best architects, and it is most
frequently with the men of this profession that the decision of the wood
to be used rests.

The departure of the C.P.R. liner "Montreal." on Nov. 19th, well

laden with lumber, practically brought navigation to a close in the port

of Montreal. The last week around the harbor front everything was
bustling activity, and lumber exporters in many instances were forced

to work their men day and night in order to place their shipments of

lumber safely on board the outgoing vessels.

The congestion on the docks and in the sheds, due to the heavy in-

coming cargoes, was the chief cause of the trouble, and the inadequacy

of the Harbor Commissioners' sheds for handling the present traffic was
never more realized. To determine how conditions could be remedied

is a difficult matter, but in the opinion of a prominent lumber exnorter.

separate outgoing and incoming sheds will inevitably have to be adopted

Methods of transshipping from dock to vessel and vice versa are

comparatively slow here, when systems such as those in vogue in Liver-

pool are taken into consideration.
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Lumber Matters 111 the Law CourtS h^!}eennJ ^ oieitherQaspe or oedar laying; former in fairly
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With 19 000 bundles Portland, half cargo to selves, which had been con-
tracted tor some time ago, and another cargo is now about due. TheKorona brought 001 bundles molasses hogshead shooks, which con.
s.gnees have not yet offered. Wood hoops-No receipts, but aupplietare expected. 1

'

Since the above was compiled the bgtne. "Mary Barry" has ar-
rived from Portland, Me., will, a cargo of 11,021 bundles shooks, which
are also to fill previous contracts.

Important Test Case on Insurance Ontario
Government Takes Control of Log Canal

Unlicensed Insurance Companies A test case of much interesl to
lumbermen on account of its bearing upon fche insurance of lumber
plants and yards, m unlicensed companies has been decided in the case
of the King v. Willis Faber & Company, Limited, at Montreal. JudgeLeet held that the Lloyds, of Kngland, and other similar concerns mightdo business m this country without obtaining a Dominion license. JudgeLeet declared that it was ultra vires of the Federal Government to force
the Lloyds or any other unlicensed companies to take out Federal li-
censes or make annual returns to the Government, or to make the de-
posits which the law demands. Three grounds of defence were raisedby Wilis

.

Faber & Company; first, that they represented the insuredand not the insurer; second, that Lloyds is not a company within themeaning of the Insurance Act; and, thirdly, that (he Federal InsuranceAct was ultra V1 res. Judge Leet maintained the claims of ih» prosecu-
tion on the two first points, and decided as above stated on the consti-
tutional question.

Diversion of Waters for Log Driving-The Ontario Government has
expropriate the log canal at Lake Metagamasing under fcheTubhc Works Act. The property is at present owned by Messrs PatrickShannon, Pembroke, and Louis Simpson, Valleyfield, Que., and notice

of the impending action is given by Hon. Dr. Reaume, Minister of PublicWorks, m the Gazette. Some years ago, with the view of aiding thelumbermen of the Sturgeon river watershed, Mr. Charles Beck of Penetang made a small canal through the divide between Lake Mstagamasinsand Lake Wahnapitae for the purpose of carrying logs from the Sturgeonnver route to Lake Wahnapitae. The divide between the waters at thispomt is very narrow (less than half a mile), with a considerable fallbetween the lakes. By making this cut, logs could be taken from Stur-geon nver into Wahnapitae and landed in Lake Huron the same seasonwhereas if they were floated round by Sturgeon river it would require two

The institution of court proceedings prevented Mr. Beck and his
colleagues from continuing to divert the waters from one watershed tohe other. Owing, however, to the fact that valuable timber limits are
located in the upper valley of the Sturgeon and that a large amount of
pine is yet to be taken out, and that a season in floating timber can besaved by the cut-off, the Government has taken steps to assume and
operate the canal under prescribed restrictions as to the use of the water
1 ho. Government, it is understood, has taken this action as a result ofan intimation by the courts that while private parties cannot divert a
natural waterway, it is within the province of the Crown to do so in such
a case as the present, when the commercial results warrant the action.

The preliminary examination into the charges against John Hintz
a Eosthern, Sask.. farmer, has been completed and J. H Youncr J p

'

has dismissed the case. The charges were laid bv A C Fraser°'repre'
sentmg the Edmonton Lumber Company, the D. e'. Fraser Company, and
the John Walter Company, all of Edmonton, and were to the effect that
Hintz had appropriated to his own use a number of logs which had float-
ed down the river from Edmonton.

v J*- ^Se °f Williams v
- Michigan -Pacific Lumber Company at

Victoria, B.C., application has been made to Mr. Justice Irving to ap-
point an arbitrator, and Judge Lampman has been appointed for that
purpose.

Mr. Justice Clement has given directions that the Great Northern
Kailway Company give adequate crossing facilities to the British Col-
umbia Mills, Timber & Trading Company at White Eock, near Blaine,

Trade Report from West Indies
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Son & ComPany, Barbados, report under date of

Nov. 6th as follows: Lumberstuffs, W. pine—Arrivals during the fort-
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which had been sold to arrive at $29.50 and $21.50 for mer-

chantable and second quality respectively; the schr. "Eussell H Pentz"
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for wnich consignees obtained

$30 and $22.25; and 89,000 feet ex fcrn. schr. "Ponhook," which was
sold at same price as the "Inga's" cargo. The inboard cargo of the trn
schr. Evelyn ' mentioned in our last consisting of 150.000 feet, has also
been sold here at $30.06 and $22.25. These cargoes have about filled
present requirements, and we know of another lot of 150,000 feet now
on the way, which will keep the market supplied. Spruce—The only
arrival in this class of lumber has been the trn. schr. "Ponhook " from
Port Med way N.S with 190,000 feet, which consignees had previously
sold at $24.75, and $20.75, but there is another cargo of 200 000 feet
now due. Previous to the arrival of the "Ponhook" the market was
quite bare and further shipments would probably realize good prices
Pitch pine—No arrivals, but as mentioned in our last, the "Mizpah"
with 400,000 feet second quality is now about due. Shingles—There

Obituary
Mr. James E. Defebaugh, editor and proprietor of the •'American

lumberman ' of Chicago, died in that city early on the morning of
Nov. 21st. The news of Mr. Defebaugh 's death will be received with
sincere regret by the lumber world. He was well known to Canadians
and was highly respected for his manliness and integrity. Mr Defe-
bough was a man of many parts. Although closely identified with fche
active editing and managing of the "American Lumberman," he found
time to travel all over the country and abroad. He was a close student
of business conditions. As an authority upon lumber matters, he under-
took to direct the recent campaign in the United States against the re-
duction of the tariff on lumber entering the United States. While his
work in this direction was not entirely successful, it was partially so
inasmuch as the campaign resulted in the proposed reduced duty being
considerably increased. As an authority on lumber trade matters Mr
Defebaugh's opinion was continually in demand. The great strain of the
tariff campaign undermined his health and he was obliged to take a lorn*
rest. Death was due to a cancerous growth, which with an impaired
constitution, he was unable to fight. Mr. Defebaugh was active in civil
religious and philanthropic movements. He was a frequent visitor to
( anada, where he had made many warm friends. He was born in 1854
and leaves a widow and one son.

George A. Hunt, of Eutherglen, Ont., died in the Mafctawa hospital
on Nov. 1st, as a result of injuries received in a runaway accident He
was driving homeward, when the horse became unmanageable and Mr.
Hunt was thrown out with great violence, receiving fatal injuries.

.r-^
11"' Hunt Wae a comparatively young man, having been born at

Middleport, Ont., in 1861. He followed the lumbering business all his
life, and entered business on his own account at Buscomb, Ont about
ten years ago, having been employed previouslv as foreman by various
lumber firms. About two years ago, Mr. Hunt moved to Eutherglen,
and took a two-thirds interest in the Glenn Lumber Company, of which
he was manager at the time of his death. Mr. Hunt was a man of power-
ful physique and an energetic worker, a member of the Methodist church
and an Oddfellow. The remains were taken to South Woodslee Ont
for interment in the family plot. His death came as a great shock to
his family and friends, as he was widely known and a universal favorite
He is survived by his widow and four daughters.

It is said that misfortunes never come singly, and eleven days after
Mx. Hunt s demise, his sawmill was burned to the ground, being a total
loss. The mill was well equipped with saw, planing and shingle ma-
chinery. Fortunately, the stock of lumber, about 700,000 feet as well
as the shingles, was saved.

Mr. Herbert H. Gunter, of Frederictou, one of the best known
himbermen m New Brunswick, and president of William Eichards &
Company Limited, was instantly killed by an I.C.E. shunting engine atMowats Crossing, near Campbellton, N.B., on Nov. 12. Mr. Gunter
was 47 years of age and leaves a widow and two sons, William in the
employ of the William Eichards Company at Campbellton, and' Ealph
cf jHredencton. r

Mr. Gunter attempted to cross in front of the shunting engine which
was slowly pulling a train of passenger cars, when he slipped and fell
directly under the wheels of the tender, which, with one of the drivin-
wheels of the engine, passed over the body.

Mr. Gunter was a native of Nashwaak'. being a son of the late Ben-
jamin Gunter. He married a daughter of the late William Eichards and
was for years associated with his father-in-law in the management of
the great lumbering industry which he carried on at Boiestown Three
years ago, after the propertv had been sold to the Miramichi Lumber
Company, he removed to Fredericton. and had since made his home
there.

Seattle, Wash., reports state that chartering in the lumber trade has
not been brisk, but all rates are holding strong. It will take some time
to work off the orders already under war, but with nearlv 25 sailing craft
loading at sound ports, in addition to three or four large steamers'' a re-
vival of chartering is expected before long. The inbound fleet of lumber
carriers is a large one, but at the same time business is so good to Austra-
lia and the West Coast that there will be no shortage of cargoes Coast-
wise the lumber trade is brisk and more steam tonnage is coming into
sound ports to load.
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Amendments Proposed to U.S. Pulpwood Tariff

A partial revision of the Aldrich-Payue Tariff Act is to be attempted
in a series of resolutions to be introduced by Representative Mann, of
Illinois, one of the chief lieutenants of Speaker Joseph G. Cannon in the
United States House of Representatives. Mr. Mann's bill and resolu-
tions are designed in part to avert a tariff war with Canada. In a state-
ment issued to the press, Mr Mann declares that "the country may well
be alarmed at the danger of a tariff war with Canada growing out of the
rates on wood pulp and print paper imposed by the terms of the Aid-
rich-Payne Act."

Included in the series of measures to be introduced by Representa-
tive Mann is a joint resolution postponing the application of the maxi-
mum tariff from April 1, 1910, to Jan. 1, 1911. Another resolution
provides that the maximum tariff of the United States shall be held
not to apply to wood pulp and printing paper imported from Canada.

"A bill to encourage and promote commerce between the United
States and the Dominion of Canada," which will be introduced by Mr.
Mann, provides that Canadian wood pulp and print paper shall be ad-
mitted free of duty "on the condition precedent that Canada or the pro-
vinces in which wood pulp or printing paper is manufactured shall not
forbid or restrict or impose any import duty or export license fee on
printing paper, mechanically ground wood pulp or wood used in the
manufacture of wood pulp." The subject of the commercial relations of
the United States with Canada is now under serious consideration by the
Tariff Board, which is acting under the instructions of the President.

Kobb Engineering Company's New Quebec Manager
Mr. R. W. Robb, of the Robb Engineering Company, of Amherst,

N.S., has been appointed manager of the company's interests in the
Province of Quebec, with headquarters in the Canadian Express Build-

Mr. R. W. Robb.

ing, Montreal. Mr. Robb will control the sale for this district of the well

known Robb-Arm strong engines and Robb-Mumford boilers, including

water tube,, internally fired, and other standard types of boilers.

Hon. W. C. H. Grimmer, Surveyor-General of New Brunswick, has
given out an official statement of the receipts of the Provincial Treasury
from territorial revenue during the fiscal year which closed on October
31st. The statements show that the promise made for an increased

revenue from this important source have been more than fulfilled. Mr.
Grimmer said

:

"The total receipts from territorial revenue for the last fiscal year

will amount to about $395,000, and of that amount $245,000 is in stump-
age receipts. The previous year the total receipts from territorial revenue
were $343,292.77, or more than $50,000 less than the receipts for last-

year. The estimate for territorial revenue for the past year was $380,-

000, and it will be seen that we have exceeded that amount by $15,000."

Continuing, the Surveyor-General drew attention to the increase of about

$55,000 in the stumpage collections, which were about $245,000, as com-
pared with $191,414.63 for the previous year. In the payments for

stumpage the Shives Lumber Company, or Restigouche, are credited with

the largest amount, the collections from that firm alone amounting to up-

wards of $20,000.

Keenan Bros., Owen Sound, Ont., report that hardwood is strong

in price and the supply is small. Hemlock they find is quiet.

Miscellaneous News from the West
A number of lumbermen waited on Premier McBride when at Revel-

stoke recently, with reference to perpetuity of timber licenses, and he
advised them that he would accede to their request.

Statistics of the lumber industry in British Columbia show that the
total number of sawmills is 204 ; capacity, approximate average, 8,080,000
feet a day; shingle mills, 45, with a capacity of 2,250,000,000 yearly;
l°gg»ng camps, 2G5; donkey engines and logging locomotives, 267; horses
employed, 1,500; men employed, 17,000; number of mills closed, 17.

The B. C. Gazette gives notice of the incorporation of the following
companies: Christie & Company, Limited, capital $40,000, incorporated
to construct, build and operate sawmills, shingle mills, sash, door and
box factories and operate the same; J. A. Dewar Company, Limited/
c apital $250,000, incorporated to carry on the business of timber mer-
chants, sawmill proprietors, shingle mill proprietors, lumbermen, manu-
facturers of woodenware in all or any of its branches, pulp or paper
manufacturers, etc. ; Sechelt Logging Company, Limited, capital, $5,000.

A Seattle, Wash., despatch says that since the new tariff law went
into effect there have developed no evidences, according to the monthly
reports of imports and exports, that the reduction of duty on lumber
has any tendency to induce imports from British Columbia or other parts
of Canada to the Puget Sound Customs district. On the other hand,
the export of lumber has increased, the August report showing a total
of 17,710,000 feet, and that for September 19,048,000 feet, Lumber
manufacturers all say that not enough time has elapsed since the passage
of the new tariff law to prove with any certainty what effect the reduction
nf the duty on lumber will have in this Customs district. C. E. Patten,
manager of the Atlas Lumber Company, in an interview said: "The
first effects of the new law will most probably be felt, if felt at all, in
the middle west and Mississippi valley. Then, too, dealers in the United
States may discover an advantage in dealing with Canadian manufac-
turers and have hardly had sufficient time to readjust their business
relations. In the matter of shingles, it seems to be the general opinion
that the increase of duty from 30 to 50 cts. per thousand will result in the
entire exclusion of British Columbia shingles,"

Another Large Newfoundland Company
The Labrador Pulp & Lumber Company, a British-American con-

cern of which Messrs. R, H. Reid and D. Eord are vice-president and
secretary-treasurer respectively, have taken over large tracts of land on
the Labrador, where they will engage in the manufacture of pulp and
lumber on a large scale. The areas concerned are situated at Sandwich
Bay and Hamilton Inlet, the latter taking in some of the Alfred Dickie
property and comprise some 2,000 square miles of well timbered lands,
which have been purchased from their Newfoundland and Canadian own-
ers, Messrs. W. C. and R. B. Job and J. W. Grant being amongst the
former.

It is the intention of the company to have two manufacturing plants
at Sandwich Bay and Hamilton Inlet, which will have a combined output
of 140,000 tons of pulp and 30,000,000 feet of lumber. The mills will be
of the most up-to-date kind and their construction is already contracted
for. The contract calls for the completion of the work within two years
from the spring of 1910, and operations will be commenced as soon as
navigation opens next year. A number of engineers have been over the
property during; the summer and 5,000 logs have been cut and a quan-
tity of stores of various kinds are now on the grounds in preparation for

any work which may be done this winter.

Contracts for the disposal of the pulp to be manufactured are al-

ready made, and one with an Italian concern provides for the sale of

50,000 tons of pulp annually for seven years. The balance of the output
will be disposed of in England. The lumber will be sold all over the
world. The supply of timber is said to be inexhaustible and the water
power is unsurpassed. At the completion of construction work it is ex-

pected to give employment to 2,000 men. The president of the company
is Mr. John McMartin.

A St. John. N.B., report says that William E. Burton, manager of

the American Dye Works, is at present engaged in the development of

a scheme to make out of birch wood a sulphite equal to that which is

obtained from spruce. The difficulty attached to the successful manu-
facture of birch wood into paper pulp lies is its color, which is a dark
yellow not suited to the demands of commerce.

Early in the new year the British Columbia Railway Commission
will hold a special sitting in Vancouver to take up the question of freight

rates. The Railway Commission at its special sitting will also hear fur-

ther complaints against railways not having proper guards to prevent the

escape of sparks from locomotives, thereby causing fires in timber.



The Retail Dealer and His Problems
Questions of Interest to the Trade- -A Well Known Ontario Company

R. E. Butler, Woodstock, Ont.
Successful Retailer.

A Successful Ontario Retailer

A business man who has
"made good" solely upon his

own merits and by persistent

application is Mr. li. E. Butler,
of the E. E. Butler Lumber
Company, Woodstock, Ont. A
comparatively young man as yet,

Mr. Butler has accomplished
much both in business and in

public life and with the vigor-

ous mind and body which are
his, many further successes are

likely to came his way. R. E.
Butler was born in 1863 in

Brighton, Ont. His education
was obtained at the Brighton
Public School and at the Forest
City Business College, London,
Ont.

Mr. Butler's business experi-

ence was commenced in the of-

fice of the Leishman Maundrell
Lumber Company, of Wood-
stock, Ont,, where he applied
himself with such diligence to
the work that one year later,

when the firm opened a new
branch yard in Stratford, he
was appointed to the position of

manager. Mr. Butler took to the lumber business so naturally that he
quickly became acquainted with its details. After a year in the position
of manager of the Stratford yard, the firm was made a joint stock com-
pany, and Mr. Butler became a shareholder and was appointed to the
board of directors.

In 1896, Mr. Butler retired from the Leishman Maundrell Lumber
company and started a wholesale and retail coal and lumber business in

Woodstock in partnership with his brother, John Butler, under the name
ol Butler Brothers. The new business was successful from its inception.
The business of Butler Brothers grew to such proportions that in 1902
they disposed of the coal business and devoted all their attention to
wholesale and retail lumber. In 1906 Mr. John Butler retired from the
firm, and from that date the business has been carried on by Mr. R. E
Butler alone, under the name of the B. E. Butler Lumber Company.
Under Mr. Butler's care the operations of the firm have expanded con-
tinually until to-day they occupy an exceedingly enviable place among
the industries of the city of Woodstock and vicinity. The company has a
branch yard in Mitchell, Ont., where Mr. Graydonll. Butler is in charge

Mr. Butler has now been in the lumber business for twenty years,
fifteen of which have been spent in Woodstock. He has, during this
time, become thoroughly in touch with all the details of the trade and
the success he has had is due to this experience and to his deter-
mination to extend fair and honest treatment to every customer.

Mr. Butler's activities have not been confined to his business alone.
He has always taken an active interest in the welfare of the city of Wood-
stock. His abilities have been recognized by his fellow citizens, whom he
he has served in the capacity of alderman. In connection with other
public spirited citizens he has been instrumental and has assisted finan-
cially in bringing several industries to the city. Mr. Butler's services
are sought after by various interests. He is president of the Alt adore
Club, Woodstock, and president of the Woodstock Agricultural Society.
He has taken an active part also in the public life of the province, having
contested the riding of North Oxford for the Ontario Legislature in the
interest of the Conservative party.

It will be seen from the above that Mr. Butler is one of that excellent
type of citizens which the lumber industry in its various branches has
produced in such liberal numbers. His success he makes a stepping; stone
to further progress and to enlarging; his usefulness as a citizen.

A writer on a retailer's equipment says: "If I ever build another
large lumber shed, I will construct the foundation not only of lasting
material, but in a way that will be strong enough to hold up all that can
be piled on it without any settling. If there is anything I dislike to see
about a lumber yard it is foundations that have settled, caused by their
not hem? strong enough to bear the load that is put on them. If any
other part of the shed or building gives way it can be repaired without
anv trouble,

Questionable Retail Methods
By J. Oi Frank

Much has been said and written in regard to the ideals of retail
lumbermen, but nothing more concise and at the same time comprehen-
sive has been set forth, than that we become "merchants." How much
this term includes and how much it excludes would certainly define its
real meaning, but if we approach the task thoughtlessly and with narrow
minds, it will mean simply a tradesman. If, with as much smallness
of soul—as of mind—it will not exclude all manner of craftiness and
trickery

;
in short, you at once emphasize the ugly character passing as

a "retail lumberman," who has called forth the discussion for higher
ideals and better standards among retailers. First of all, then, let us
learn that the world has lost patience with the selfish idiot. It will not
tolerate dishonest business methods any more than it will the daring of
the highwayman, so if we are not actuated by higher motives in life,
business policy suggests that we use intelligence enough to win trade upon
an enduring basis. Tnie, among retailers, there is often "a tempest in
the teapot" that tempts us to do most anything to hold our own, but
amid such trials we should bid Satan to get behind us. A great and good
man has well said, "See a merchant in a storm at sea, and what he
values most he will be sure to throw overboard last," so when our business
craft is tempest tossed, even as a last resort, never throw overboard prin-
ciple—rather let the old ship go to the bottom with colors flving. Then
when we choose the term merchant to dignify our calling, whatever the
term lacks in strict meaning, we must associate with it such prin-
ciples and customs as will imply respectability and usefulness, and we
will purchase to ourselves the confidence of our customers and of the
commercial world. I do not plead for assumed dignity, but for real dig-
nity.

Study to constantly improve the neatness, convenience and economy
of your yard plant. This at once suggests how handy a little architec-
tural ability is with us for personal use, and as further light breaks in on
our stupid brains, we see how essential that we be able at least in minor
construction to be, at least minor architects. Such knowledge will also
enable us to understand somewhat the dialect of the professional archi-
tect, when we have business with him, as well as to enable us often to
substitute other material than that called for both to our customer's plea-
sure and real advantage. Build up your stocks with such material as can
be most reasonably secured and best adapted to your territory. We can-
not afford to become specialists along any definite line, but we ought to
be ambitious to know more about any and all articles and materials we
offer for sale than our average customer does, and freely give him the
benefit of our knowledge for his good, and our good will take care of it-

self. Establish your prices, terms and manner of treatment upon a rea-
sonable basis. Be content with your calling, or get out of it—yes. more,
take both an interest and pleasure in your business. Thus equipped you
mav be excused for having much pardonable pride in your business and
yourself—in fact, you may safely swell up and congratulate vourself that
you are running your business upon a high, intelligent plane, from whi^h
no manner of competition, either foul or fair, can dislodge ^ou—in brief,
you are now a "merchant."

How^ childish it seems, and is, for a retail dealer to never trim his
sails until he either sees or else imagines, the policy some supposed
competitor pursues, and then resnrt to some questionable methods,
either to harass, even up with, or overcome his self-established enemv,
who if he be a merchant, may receive his first intimation that his would-be
assailant was an inhabitant of this earth. What a contrast to a manly,
self-defined business policy, which courts investigation, and has only
time, usually scant time, to attend to his onlv business. The dealer in
"questionable methods" has but little use for the pleasure and benefits
of associating with his fellow dealers in an organized effort to protect
common interests, to acquire helpful information and to accomplish
generaHegitimate purposes. His blinded vision sees no good in an or-
ganization unless it helps him to accomplish a selfish end or to punish
a personal enemy. Patriotism is sometimes wanting from other sources
and all business associations are looked upon with more or less distrust,
so it behooves us to avoid questionable methods and aims as a losing
proposition, anvwhere and everywhere they may be found.

General allusions to, and denunciation of evils, ought to be sufficient

to cause each thoughtful dealer to reflect upon his methods and make
whatever adjustments may be needed, but others might profit more by
a more definite, plain English shop talk, so I want to mention a few
methods which, depending upon the uses made of them, may become
intolerable as dishonest, questionable as suspicious, or useless as unpro-
fitable. Brother, do you or have you been seeking a co-partnership with
contractors, carpenters and other workmen, paying them commissions to
"leg for you ?•" Have these partners of vours. who have their skill and
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labor for sale, sold to you their influence only, or does the method you
employ require them to treat lightly their sense of honor in helping you
"to do" your common customer, who buys of them their skill and labor?
I hope not. The dealer who resorts to such a method, either must have
booty at the end of the conspiracy or else he must acknowledge he is no
equal of his competitor as a salesman. He who re-grades his lumber,
making two grades of one grade, either puts in his time to keep out of
mischief or else his custom will most likely end in deception. He who
drives into territory not tributary to his place of business to make a sale
lacks dignity and in his over-anxious method is apt to forget and misre
present near-by fellow dealers, and is most sure, if he makes his sale, to
sell to him, a stranger, cheaper than he does his home trade, among
whom he numbers his friends. It i6 not necessary to multiply queer
practices. Any and all of them are mischief makers—undignified, and
usually more or less dishonest. Let the time consumed in scheming be
spent in an intelligent effort to become a respectable merchant, with an
established reputation for fair and square dealing upon a reasonable
basis. Any other course is folly. You may be cute and play your game
for a time, but all you need to do is to persist. You will finally find an-
other equally as cute and who plays his game equally as well. You will

both be actuated by selfish and vicious motives. You will both imagine
all things fair in war, so you will both stoop to all manner of dishonest
practices and methods. It will be a long, severe struggle. Your youth
will have been tinged with the silver of age and when you should be
recognized as a respectable retired merchant you will be a bankrupt at
the bottom of the ladder. Such folly!

Building- a Satisfactory Yard Shed
In building a lumber shed there are several things to be taken into

consideration, says a correspondent of the "Wood-worker. " A j-ard shed
may be constructed quickly and cheaply by digging holes in the ground in

A Satisfactory Lumber Shed

. J

which to set the posts, but after some years the posts will rot off at the
surface of the ground. Brick foundations are expensive. Again, it is

often desirable to not pile the lumber on the foundation of the shed, but
to lay sills for the purpose, entirely independent of the shed itself, so

that the weight of the lumber will not rest on the shed foundation and
possibly sag down the shed.

The accompanying sketch will give a pretty good idea of the con-
struction of a very satisfactory shed. Of course, the size may be altered

to suit the case. In the first place, we dug some holes in the ground
down to clay, and about 20 inches square. Then some wooden box forms
were nailed together, to set over these holes, so as to bring the concrete

up about 8 inches above the ground. Concrete was made up of about
one-third Portland cement and two-thirds sand, and the holes and boxes
filled to the top. These cement pillars were about 8-foot centres, and
after the cement was set we knocked away the wooden forms. The front

and rear posts of the shed, 4x6 inches, are carried all the way up to the
top plate, and against them we set a 6x6 to carry the weight of the second
floor. On top of each 6x6 rests a girder built up of three pieces of 2x12,
well spiked together, and to further keep it from possibly wringing apart,

a bolt was put through over each post.

For a second floor, instead of the conventional joists and bridging,

with floor on top, we laid down IxlO's, surfaced to thickness and well

spiked to the girders, three nails in each bearing. This 2xl0-inch floor

also projects out 3 feet on the front, to form a walkway, and pieces of 2x3
are nailed along the ends to keep them from springing up or down, and

also to act as a guard for one's feet, to brace the foot against when
taking up or running down lumber.

The upper floor is entirely free from posts from front to rear, and no
obstructions for piling. The concrete pillars will never rot, and in piling
on the ground floor, sills can be laid in between the pillars, or, better
still, a concrete sill can be laid at small additional cost. This shed is

boarded up and down with lxl2-inch box boards and the front left open,
but sliding doors or canvas doors could be added if wanted.

A Retail Lumber Yard
By L. S. Heywood

In this paper I shall speak in relation to a yard in a country town.
One harving a yearly sale of from $40,000 to $75,000 and carrying a stock
of $10,000 to $25,000 or $30,000. We first must consider before locating
a yard : Is there a demand for a yard that deals wholly in lumber and
other kinds of building materials? In determining this we must take
into consideration several things. First, Is the surrounding country tri-

butary to the proposed location growing in the matter of new buildings?
Are the large farms being cut up into smaller tracts, sold to new settlers
who must have homes, barns, sheds, fences and the thousand and one
things that consume lumber ? Are the wealthy class building better
houses and stables, and do the people as a whole take on the thrifty, neat
appearance of prosperity ? If so, the indications point to a demand that
only a regular lumber dealer can supply. If, however, the farming dis-

trict is limited and the small village or town in which you propose to
locate is composed of retired farmers, who are living on the interest of
money loaned to the surrounding community and who are satisfied to live

in the same old comfortable house from year to year and to bring their
water from the spring under the hill in a tin water bucket, instead of

pumping it into a tank with a gasoline engine or electric motor, and who
tear their hair and scold every time an automobile sends their hens and
geese cackling over their front fences, then think several- times before
investing your money in that place.

The location being favorable and prospects good, the next thing is,

where does the lumber supply come from ? Is there another yard at the
place, or does the general store take orders, for prospective sheds, barns
and houses and order the lumber as soon as the larger part of the car
yard as stock ? If it is another yard perhaps you can buy it. If not, per-
has been received, putting the unsold part of the car out in the back
haps enough trade will develop to make two yards pay. Only the condi-
tion and size of the surrounding country can decide this. However, the
interests of your competitor are the same as yours, and if you are friendly
with him you can both- get a profit on what you sell. And I say "I find

that it pays to be friendly with a competitor in business. Always call

on him when you pass, never mind if he is rather cross with you. Per-
haps he thinks you cut the price on that bill you sold to Jones yesterday,
and perhaps you did. So if that is the case you owe him a cigar and can
put in thirty minutes of your tima to cheer him up a bit, and when you
go away he will think better of you for your friendly call."

If, after all, two yards don't pay you can sell or buy and get rid of

one yard. On the other hand, if it is a store hanrling lumber you are up
against it. A bad condition. Ten to one they are using their lumber line

to sweeten their general trade, and are not trying to make that part of

their business pay any profit. You can't buy them out, for they won't
sell to you. You can't meet their price on the little lumber they have
on hand, for they are selling at about the cost point. So you have got
to keep a better stock than they do, give better service to your cus-
tomers, hustle for business and wait patiently for an act of Providence to
relieve your troubles.

Never ask a customer for pay, or rather don't dun him at your place
of business. If he is behind in his payments go and see him at his home
or write him. Give him fits, if necessary, but when he comes in your
yard greet him with your best smile. But collect! This word should
be printed in capital letters and pasted in your hat. I never lost a cus-

tomer that I forced to pay me. Use judgment ; give him a chance to pay
and then push him until he does pay. He will think more of you than
he will if you allow the old account to stay on your books year after year.

And as long as it stays there he is afraid to do business with you and you
have lost his trade. Just who to give credit to I cannot say, that part
is up to you. You must use your own individual judgment, and upon
the correctness of your estimate of human nature depends your success.

All men pay some one. If you can win their favor, all well and good.
They will pay you. If you take no chances and only sell to gilt edge
customers, you won't do much business. Always try to look at the
matter as if you were loaning money. Don't leave any uncertainty as to

the agreement for payment, and inquire into the purchaser's prospects
and how he expects to get the money to pay you. Tf you find that his

expectations will probably be realized you will likely set your pay about
as he thinks he can pay. If, however, you find too much doubt regarding
his expectations you had better not take the chance.

Give as much personal attention to the selling as possible. Every
one who buys wants to get as close to the owner or "boss" of the yard as

he can, and the more cranky the purchaser is the more necessary for the

boss to get hold of him. Twenty-five per cent, of the nurchasers don't
know what thev want when thev come for lumber. Thev onlv know
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what they are going to build, and much depends upon the salesman in
getting them supplied with proper material. I never quote a customer
on grades. I show him the lumber and when he has seen the different
grades and gets the prices of each, he then can tell what is suitable for
his purpose, and the price is usually satisfactory. If, however, as some-
times happens, the customer is a chronic fault-finder, don't Jose your
temper. Tell him the knots were in the tree when it was cut. That no
one is to blame, as trees always grow that way, and, if after all you can
say, he still is sour and continues to wish he had "gone to the other
yard," why emile and let him go. Pray that he may never come back
again, as I have some occasional customers like this, that I always am
sorry to see coming into my yard and glad to see going to my friend's
yard across the way.

I believe that it pays to deliver lumber. You are able to work off

lumber that the customer would refuse to take if he hauls it himself.
Now, I don't propose to deliver anything that is not fully up to grade,
but in a bill of say 50 pieces 2x6 : 16, several pieces can go that are rather
poor, as they will do to cut up for braces or trimmers, and as you get
quite a per cent, of such lumber in every car you have got to get rid of it

some how, and you will have quite a time convincing most men who haul
their own lumber that they should take anything not strictly first-class.

I don't see how a small yard can keep house without a rip saw, using
electric motor where you can and gasoline engine if electricity is not to
be had. I have even used one with a horse power, until my temper was
spoiled and my language addressed to the horse somewhat shocking. We
use the saw for ripping anything we may be out of, also for making bat-
ten, cutting bridging, etc., and if you run a carpenter shop with your
yard the rip saw will be of much use to your carpenter who works in the
shop.

Every small yard must have connection with a jobbing yard to buy
sash, doors and many such things, that the small yard does not and is

not able to buy direct from the manufacturers, as it would not pay to
load up with a carload at one time. I have bought from several yards
during the sixteen years I have been running a retail yard. Most of them,
after you had phoned your order to them at an expense of 25 cents,
would say, "We are just out." I am pleased to say now that when T
send to the yard to buy the most of my special material from, I know
that I will get it if it is to be found in that city. If they have not got
it in stock they go after it and hunt it up. In so doing they serve me
well and are enlarging their trade with many other small yards where I
am acquainted.—Wood and Iron.

West African Mahogany Camps
The working of a West African mahogany concession is generally

attended with great expense and many difficulties. In addition to the
expense of operation, a heavy royalty has to be paid to the Government
for every tree cut. Much depends upon the physical features of the
timber area to be worked and the initial expense of the venture. In some
cases swamps have to be bridged over and channels cut to float the logs
to some waterway, and some areas are located at considerable distances
from a shipping port. Native laborers are paid from $4 to $5 per month
and about six cents per day for food. While the cost of labor is small
from a money standpoint, as compared with a like cost in logging opera-
tions in the United States, the results derived from a system of hand
labor alone are much less than are secured from the modern methods
employed in this country.

_

The difficult process of preparing the timber for shipment is also
an important factor. After the tree has been felled it is squared and cut
into logs (usually two to three in each tree), and then hauled to the
shallow streams. From 150 to 200 "boys" (natives) are required for
each haul, according to the size or the log and the physical condition of
the area worked. If the road be through a hilly country, a greater num-
ber of "boys" are necessary, with a corresponding increase in cost and
length of time consumed. Special "boys" are hired to work the logs
from the small creeks to the deep water, which often entails much pioneer
work, even to constructing small canals. After reaching deep water the
logs are rafted down the rivers to a shipping point, where they may be
loaded on ships, Koko Beach being the port for the Benin district. Dur-
ing the rainy season, which lasts from June to November in the Benin
country, a raft may be taken to the shipping port in a week or ten days,
while in the dry season it often requires three to four weeks. It is only
possible to float the logs from the shallow creeks to the deep water during
the short rainy period, and frequently it is necessary to build dams in
order to float the logs from point to point in the shallower streams. Very
often logs have to be redressed when they arrive at the sea coast, as
they damage and weather considerably in being transported from the con-
cessions. Large numbers of natives are employed in rafting these logs
from deep water to the shipping points, and they usually erect small
huts on the rafts, for shelter during the journey. The cross-cutting of
logs is accomplished in the same way as in America, while expert native
workmen dress and square the logs by hand.

The mahogany tree grows with a trunk often fifty feet in length and
up to twelve or fifteen feet in diameter. The exact period required for
its growth is not accurately known, but as a large tree changes little in
the ordinary lifetime of a man, it is assumed that the tree does not at-

tain maturity under 200 years. The prices obtained for mahogany vary
greatly according to the quahty of the wood shipped. In a number of
instances nine or ten large logs of high grade mahogany have brought the
shippers $2,000 after all expenses were paid.

More care has been taken of late in the cutting and shipping of West
African mahogany, as the merchants have found where the cutting was
left in the hands of native contractors, trees of all sizes and quality were
cut, and as the expense attached to the preparing and shipping of logs
obtained from inferior trees were fully as high as for high grade logs, the
net market value of a shipment would be materially lowered.

An Interesting Automobile Spoke Lathe
The accompanying illustration represents one of the excellent pro-

ductions of the Defiance Machine Works, of Defiance, Ohio, U.S.A. It
is their 24-inch patent automobile spoke turning lathe, which is especially
designed for rapidly producing automobile spokes. It receives the rough
stock, either split or square, after it has been equalized to length, and
performs the turning of the barrel, squaring of the head, and throating
the spoke complete, performing the three operations at one and the same
iime, at the rate of about 2,500 spokes in ten hours.

By this process of turning, throating an:] squaring the spoke at one
operation the work is uniform, and the squaring and throating are true
with the barrel of the spoke, consequently the tenoning can be per-
formed with the same degree of accuracy, and the spokes always register
alike when placed into the hub, which is an exceedingly important feature
:n good wheel making.

This autmalic machine, the company claim, can be handled by an in-

expensive operator and absolutely correct work secured. It performs the
turning smooth and true, and free from knife marks, so that only a small
amount of finishing is necessary on a fine polishing belt. It will pro-
duce spokes from the very smalest sizes up to. 5-inch diameter and in the

different lengths up to 24-inch long. The frame
of this machine is a massive casting with cored
centre and a broad floor base to stand firm.

-The cutter heads each contain three cut-
ters, and a sufficient number are used to cover
the entire length of the longest spoke turned.
All cutters have straight cutting edges except-
ing thoso; which have curved faces for doing the
throating, and turning the lug. They can all

be easily removed from the heads, reground and
replaced when sharpening is necessary by
simply placing a wooden templet, furnished for

that purpose, between the centres of the ma-
chine, and each cutter accuratelv set to it. By
using so many cutters, regrinding is seldom
necessary.

The swinging cutter head for squaring the
head of the spoke is automatic in its movement, and, bv the adjustment
of a single screw, it will make the square of the spoke large or small,
parallel or tapering. A shield surrounds the cutters and thoroughly pro-
tects the operator.

_
The spoke blank is placed between the centres in the usual wav.

and, when the table is moved up to where the turning begins, the blank
slowly rotates against the cutters and turns its full length at one time.
At the same time, the swinging cutter head goes down and squares the
head of the spoke. When the table is moved back to remove the finished
spoke, the swinging head is automatically lifted out of the way, and the
rotation of the spoke is also automatically arrested.

The counter is furnished as follows : shaft, 2 3-16- inch x 72-inch ; two
No. 2 ball and socket adjustable drop hangers fitted with improved' belt
shipping apparatus

: one driving pulley, 30-inch x 6-inch
; tight and loose

pulleys, 14-inch x 6-inch, with the loose pulley fitted with bronze bear-
ings

;
speed, 600 turns per minute. Three and a half horse power is used

to drive the machine, and the floor space occupied is 36-inch x 48-inch.

Defiance 24" Patent Automobile
Spoke Lathe

The Shepard & Morse Lumber Company, of Boston, Mass., report
under date of Nov. 22nd as follows: High grade lumber here in white
pine seems to be rather stiff and advancing, although there is not a large
market for it about Boston. There is undoubtedly quite a shortage of
high grade pine. Cedar shingles seem to be very weak and there is
not very much encouragement, at present, at any rate.

Spruce timber for the present is scarce and frames have decidedlv
advanced. Of course, this is just the time of year when many of the
winter mills have not started up, so it may not show a very strong mar-
ket trend, simply because it has advanced. Just now spruce boards
seem to be about stationary and are so much affected by North Carolina
and southern pine, which are selling far below the price of spruce, that
it is not very easy to sell spruce boards in any quantity at the present
time. Unless the price of southern pine advances we do not see how
either spruce boards or white pine boards of the lower grades can show
any material improvement. In fact, it would take a good deal of ad-
vance in southern lumber to help these items out very much, as it is
now selling so far below both spruce and white pine box.
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Burns
A Lumberman from Ottawa
Valley writes us as follows

:

Dkak Sirs :

The Solid Tooth Saws I pur-
chased from you last spring have
been doing first class work ever
since. I have never had any trouble
with them. The Burns Saws are
the best, as they are evenly tem-
pered and will keep an edge longer
than any other make of saw used
here. Yours truly.

Saws
Such letters as this prove

that

Burns Solid Tooth Saws
are as famous as their In-

serted Tooth Saw, contain-

ing genuine Hoe Fittings.

Get a Burns Saw and
forget your Saw Troubles

RUBBER BELTING

for Transmitting,

Elevating and

Conveying.

Rubber

Hose

for Water, Steam,

Air Suction, and

Fire Protection.

The

Gutta Percha © Rubber Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, Limited

Head Offices : 47 Yonge Street, TORONTO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver

For Log Loading, operating a Derrick,

pulling and placing cars and general

hoisting purposes

The "MIDLAND"
Hoisting

Engine

is unsur-

passed.

Catalogue

• on

request

The Canada Iron Corporation Ltd.
Successors to

Georgian Bay Engineering Works
MIDLAND p o: box 425 ONTARIO

KELLEY ROUTER

"The Kelley Router"
Electrically - driven and operated

o n the bench by hand

Stair Routing and Interior Trim
Column and Pilaster Fluting

Cabinet and Furniture Work
Its accurate work and Time Saving

qualities will surprise you

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

Kelley Electric Machine Co.
36-38 West Seneca Street,

BUFFALO, N. Y. STAIR FRAMING PLATE



WANTEDI FOR SALE DEPARTMENT
I

. . .

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than ''Employment Wan-
ted" will be inserted in this department at the
rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the
basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements ot " Employment Wanted

"

will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than
the toth and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

Hard Maple Wanted
LARGE QUANTITY HARD MAPLE SAWN

to order tor delivery as soon as dry. Box 869
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 4

Hemlock
SEVERAL STOCKS OF HEMLOCK FOR

prompt shipment Name lowest cash price.

Box 8S7 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 23

Hard Maple
PANTED—80,000 FEET OF NO. 1 COMMON

and better inches Hard Maple. Apply,
Box 855, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 24

Logs Wanted
BIRCH AND MAPLE LOGS DELIVERED

at railroad or convenient for water shipment.
Highest price f >r right quality. Box 850, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 24

Soft Elm and Birch

WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR A FEW
cars of the following: dry lumber:—2" soft elm

No. 1 common or common and better, 6/4 and 8/4
birch. No. 1 common or common and better.

Address, London Lumber Company,
London, Ont. 24

WANTED - TEN THOUSAND CORDS
Hard and Soft Wood ; also same quantity of

Slabs. Simcoe Wood and Lumber Company, 24
Adelaide Street West, Toronto. tt

Wanted
DRY HEMLOCK. PINE AND SPRUCE.

Will also contract for stocks cut or to be cut.
Box 846, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 23

Lath Wanted
WANTED % x 1% x 4' HEMLOCK AND

White Pine lath. Describe fully and quote
lowest wholesale price on car, naming- shipping
point. C. A. Larned, Phoenix, N.Y. 24

Birch, Basswood and Brown Ash
WE ARE IN WANT OF THE ABOVE

stock, and will inspect and pay cash at the
mill when quantities are large enough State what
you have of each kind, when sawn, thickness,
length and lowest price. Box 865 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 2

Lumber Wanted
SOFT ELM, ASH, BASSWOOD, OAK,

Beech, Soft Maple, Cherry, Chestnut, Hard
Maple, and Birch, 1" to 3". Can use log run, dead
culls out. State what you have of each kind, when
sawn and lowest price. Box 793 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. tf

Soft Elm Wanted
WE REQUIRE ONE MILLION FEET OF

Soft Elm sawn to our sizes for delivery as
soon as shipping dry; will pay good price for
choice stock. Parties in a position to supply some
of this please apply for further particulars to Box
849 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. tf

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
40,000 to 50,000 Tamarac and Jack Pine Cull Ties,

from 4" to 6" face, t>" thick and 8' long. Address.
Thos. Crockett, Fort William, Ont. tf

Ash and Elm

A QUANTITY OF ASH AND ELM LUM-
ber and car of 12' cedar posts 4% to 6" top.

Address Box 866 Canada LUMBERMAN, Toronto. 23

5/8 > Red and White Pine
60 M ft. ya s/c White "inc
50 M. ft. % log run, Red Pine.

Box 864 Canada LUMBERMAN, Toronto. 2

FOR SALE
OCflfl CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLESMVU suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to
50 ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont. tf

Red Pine
HAVE QUANTITY OF RED PINE SUIT-

able for square timber, good lengths. Will
cut to order. Write if interested Black & Wa<;ar,
Temagami, New Ontario. 2

For Sale
1 Car % B Ash, C and B

1500 Telegraph Poles, 25 to 50 feet
5 Cars Extras M. B.Shingles

10 " Clears " " "

3 " 2nd Clears "

" Geo. C. Goodfellow, Montreal.

For Sale
'PHREE CARS OF SHORT PINE BOX
I and better, 2%" and wider x 14". Six cars of

short Pine Box and better, 2%" and wider x 20".
Two cars of short Pine Box and better, 2%" and
wider x 24". Address Charlton Sawmill Co.,
Ltd., Collingwood, Ontario. 25

For Sale at our Canada Storage
Yard

CC M. FT 3x612' NO. 1 CLEAR LONG LEAF
Straight Grained Yellow Pine Pole Stock,

BONE DRY. Will quote a special price to move
quick. Amhrican Lumber & Mfg. Co., Pitts-
burg, Pa. 24

Basswood Ash and Maple
4 cars 4/4" winter cut Basswood
4 cars 4/4 Brown Ash
6 cars 4/4 Soft Maple
2 cars 1 y2 and 2" Soft Maple.

To be graded good, mill run or common and bett-
er to suit purchaser. Address box 863 Canaia
Lumberman, Toronto. tt

For Sale
gnn M, HEMLOCK, CUT 2/3 TWO INCH,w

1/3 one inch. About 150 M. Pine cut one
car good 6/4. One car common and dressed 8/4,
balance intoone inch. About 50 M. ft., No. 2 and
3 common and cull 4/4 Birch. From 5 to 6 hundred
cord, 4 ft slabs. Kaufman Lumber Co.,
Shawanaga, Ont. 23

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

Machinery for Sale
Cf| H. P. MONARCH PORTABLE BOILER
OXJ and 40 h.p. Engine, refitted, ready for work.
One 30 h.p., Bell portable Engine and Boiler on
wheels refitted One No o lieht portable 3 block
Saw Mill complete. The ROBT. BELL ENGINE
& THRESHER CO., Ltd., Seaforth, Ont. tt

Machinery for Sale
One MacGregor Gourley Co., 15" Q. Y. Matcher.
One MacGregor Gourley End Matcher.
One Cowan & Co. 13" Four Sid Moulder.
One Cowan & Co. Heavy Door Clamp.
One 24" Revolving Bed Surfacer.
One combination rip and cross-cut Saw with iron

frame.
These machines are all practically new and are

being disposed of as the owners are going out of
that line of business. Any of these machines can be
seenrunnirg in our factory. Address in first in-
stance to Box 848, Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

23

Machinery for Sale
n^IIE MACHINERY USED IN A WATER-
1 power mill, the business of which is ound up,

consisting of one rip-saw frame ; one lath mill

;

shingle mill (Butter fi -Id)
; clipper machine, 48 inch

solid tooth saw
; single hand edger with 16 inch

saw; saw-frame hasher and carriage; two block
carriage 14 inches long ; feed works; rope feed spool
and rigging; bull-wheel and chain; also bolting
apparatus for grist-mill, and one hasher, small, in
good order For further particulars apply to J. DMcKinley Ardoch, Ont., or to Macdonnhli. &
Earrf.ll, Kingston. 2 .

For Sale
SECOND-HAND BOILER s8 IN. x .4 FT.

carriage and loghaul chain. Pink Lumber
Co., Pine, Ont. 2

FOR SALE
SAW, SHINCLE AND LATH MILLS

2 refitted No. 1 Lane, L.H. three block sawmills
1 refitted K.H. three block sawmill complete
1 nearly new 16' carriage for No. 2 sawmill
1 refitted American automatic sawing machine
• refitted i2"x 16" twin engine steam feed
2 new double edgers, 16" saws
1 new horizontal shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted upright swing shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted Boss automatic shingle machine, 40" saw
1 refitted automatic shingle machine, 36" saw
1 refitted Canada Favorite shingle machine, 35" saw
1 refitted Smallwood automatic shingle maihinc
1 refitted tour knife shingle jointer, 42" wheel
1 new shingle jointer, 40" saw
1 nearly new shingle jointer, 40'' saw
1 refitted six knite shingle jointer, 34" wheel
1 refitted four knife shingle jointer, 34" wheel
5 nearly new adjustable hingle packers
1 new No. 2 lath machine and bolter
1 nearly new No. 2 la h machine and bolter
1 new wood frame lath machine and bolter
1 refitted self-feed lath machine
1 nearly new No. 2 lath bolter, 24" saw
1 refitted wood frame lath bolter, 20" saw
1 nearly new lath trimmer, 26" saws

SAWMILL ENCINES

i2'
/X3o //

R. or L.H. Corliss automatic engine
|2

//
X28'

/ R. or L.H. Corliss automatic engine
io

//X24
//
K« or L. H. Corliss automatic engine

a"x24" K.H. Wheelock automaticengine
8"x24" K.H. Brown automaticengine
8"x24" L.H. Wheelock automaticengine
i6"xi8" C. C. horizontal slide valve engine
>2"xis" C.C. horizontal slide valve engine
12 Xxa" C.C. horizontal slide valve engine
Il» R14 L.H. horizontal slide valve engine

"n"' 5" horizontal slide valveengine
10 xi5"C.C. horizontal slide valve engine

SAWMILL BOILERS

1 48"x2o| semiportable fire box boiler
J 36"xi3'3" semiportable fire box boiler
1 36' " >3 semiportable fire box boiler
1 48"x 1 1'6" semiportable return tube boiler
1 60 xi6" horizontal tubular boiler
1 e°"„ * ' 3 ' 8 " norizontal tubular boiler
1 6c/xi 3|6" horizontal tubular boiler
1 54"xi4' horizontal tubular boiler
2 50^x14' horizontal tubular boilers
1 48 X15' horizontal tubular boiler

HOISTING ENCINES

1 >o"xi2" double cylinder, single drum reversible
foisting engine with or without boiler

1 8 X12 double cylinder double drum steam hoist
with boiler

1 6K'x8" double cylinder, single drum hoisting
engine without boiler

2 6%"x8" double cylinder, single drum hoisting
engines without boilers

2 5"x:" double cylinder, single drum steam hoists
with boilers

A copy of our supply catalogue or machinery stock
1st tor the asking.

H. W. PETRIE, Ltd.
Toronto Montreal Vancouver

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

Wanted
POSITION AS LUMBER SALESMAN, PINE
1 or hemlock. Would handle stock on salarv
or commission. References furnished Box 8zi
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 23

Pulp Wood Saleman
DESIRES POSITION WITH FIRM TO

represent it in the States. Has large acquaint-
ances among paper mills and understands the
business thoroughly. Guarantees to sell 25.000
cords or better the first year. Apply to Pulp Sales-
man, Box 8.56 Canada Lumberman, Toronto tf

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Accountant Wanted
WANTED: A HIGH GRADE ACCOUNT-

ant and office man lor lumber company. Pre-
fer a man who is now employed but who wishes 10
better himself. Apply stating experience, and giv
,ng references to P.O. Box 916, Revelstoke, B.C. 23

B
Saw Mill For Sale

ARGAIN IF SOLD AT ONCE. SAW
Apply F. Holt,Mill, capacity 10,000

Torrance, Ont.

Saw Mill
CAW MILL BUSINESS FOR SALE ATO Rutheglen, Ont. For particulars Apply to
P.O., Box 09, Noith Bay, Ont. 23

For Sale
TN PARRY SOUND DISTRICT, SAWMILL.
1 capacity 20M, al-o one timber limit, 8.000 acres.
Snap for quick buyer. Box 851, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 2a

Saw Mill for Sale
RAPACITY 25,000 AND LIMITS. WATER

and rail communication unexcelled. Business
paying 3.s% net profits. Snap for cash. Box 868
Canada Lumberman, Toionto. 2j

Veneer or Package Business
T7OR SALE, WHOLE OR HALF INTEREST
1 in Yeneer or Package business in desirable
location, where timber can be had at low cost, also
comfortable dwelling included. Good reasons for
selling address. Box 8.57 Canada Lmmberman
Toronto.

23
'

For Sale

A FACTORY WELL EQUIPPED FOR THE
manufacture of Furniture and similar lines

I lenty of water and electric power at very lowett
rates. There is a splendid bargain in this and the
council will deal liberally wilh any responsible per-
son or firm. Parn'culars on application W. H
Cross, Gravenhurst, Ont.

2J

MacDonald & McNaughton
Lumber Co.
Cremona, Alta.

Saw-mill and Timber Limits

52 HORSE POWER WATEROUS ENGINE
.

on 62 horse power boiler, 3 saw edger,
24 in. Cowan & Co. planer, Waterous cut off
15 million ft. standing timber, 10,000 logs skidded
in woods, 200 thousand ft. lumber in yards at
mill, 7 head horses, 4 sets logging sleighs 3waggons- 2 buggies. Mills located in centre
ot timber, longest haul 2% miles, shortest V.
ot a mile. Amount sold in one week was $1,800.00
Business for sale as a going concern, every thing
complete, a good deal for the right parties.

STEWART MacDONALD,
*3 Carstairs, Alta.

How $5,000 will net you
$3,000 to $5,000 a

year for life

READ CAREFULLY

MILL SUPERINTENDENT. WE OWN IN
Nova Scotia new small complete mill, capac-

ity 15.0C0 to 20,000, lath mill 30,000, located mouth of
river, tide water, that will fur/ ish spruce and white
pine for 2$ years guaranteed. Cheap rates Boston
and New York. Help—Scotch descent, plentiful.
Absolutely no other industry near. 8o;c wages paid
through commissary, wh ch will net $1000 vear
profit. Owners live a thousand miles away, not
practical mill men, but will market all mate'rial at
$3 to $4 per thousand, net profit to you. To one or
more thrifty economical practical men, this is a
chance of a lifetime.

Full particulars post office box 285, Geneva, N.Y

MISCELLANEOUS

Valuable Timber and Pulpwood Limit
i;OR SALE, WITH SAW MILL AND PULP-
... ,

v ?od Rossl"S Machines in full operation.
Well situated on the North Const of >he St.
Lawrence River and having great facilities for
shipments. For particulars apply to Box 64,
Ville St. Laurent, near Montreal, Que. 23
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Hay for Sale

FOR HAY (TIMOTHY AND CLOVER
mixed) apply to E. Simard & Co., 103 St.

Francois Xa\ icr street. Montreal. 5

Timber for Sale

QO ACRES LARGE VIRGIN TIMBERfO Uemlocfc anJ riardwoods, on C. P. R. near
smart mill, land level Parti, ulars by addressing
Bo.\8jS, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 24

Small Timber Limit for Sale

FORTY - TWO ACRES VIRGIN FOREST;
fitty miles from Toronto : 1 ^ miles from rail-

road station ; comprising- maple, elm, beech, hem-
lock, basswood, cedai. Apply Box 834. Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. tt

Partnership Dissolved

THE PARTNERSHIP OF THE FIRM OF
Craig & Austin of the village of Kinmount,

Lumucrmen, has been dissolved by mutual consent.
The business will be carried on as usual by J.
Austin Si Sons. 24

Timber for Sale
UOR SALE. a6oo ACRES, HEAVILY TIM
A bered with spruce, fir birch easily lumbered
driving stream runs through limit, fives miles rc-m
railway and shore, situated at St. (iodftroi. Township
of Hope. County ot Bonaventure, P. Que. Price
reasonable. Apply, P. Naldealt & Sons, Grand
Cascapedia, P. Que. H|

Investment Opportunity
INTEREST IN SECURING GOOD HOLD-
A ings of timber tributary to Lake Temiskanvng
is growing. Ofcourvc the reas n is obvious— trans-
portation facilities are got d and the minesand towns
ot T miskaming are growing apace, produt ing a
market on the ground. We can bhow you wh\ you
will make money buying timber tributary to Hatle)-
bury and manufac turing it there. Write us. CYRIL
T. YOUNG. Chairman Publicity Department.
Haileybury, Board ot Trade. 6

Timber Lands and Saw

Mills for Sale

The UNDERSIGNED Offers;—
Parcel i. Ste Anne des Monts property situated

on the South Shore of the St Lawrence Rivrr,
Gaspe County. Quebec, about 1000 acres ot Seign-
iory or Fee Simple lands— at the mouth ot the Ste
Anne de- Monts upon which is located a well
equipped Inmber and shingle Mill with ample steam
power, electric lighting, with a capacity ot 25.000
feet of Lumber and 125000 to 150.000 pieces of
Shingles each ten hours— also Dwellings t r work-
men. Stable. Store houses. Repair Shops and Mill
Pond and storage facilities tor logs.

About 300 square miles of licensed timber lands
upon which disinterested Explorers make a minimum
estimate of over ;w Million feet of saw logs,
principally spruce, fir and cedar, and 595,000 cords
of Spoolwood, and Pulpivood.

All on drivable streams an average of not over 30
miles to Mill Pond.

And all shanty plant tools and equipment on the
property.

Parcel 2. What logs are now in the river esti-
mated $ Million feet board measure.

Parcel 3. Grande Vallee property situated about
sixty miles east of Ste Anne des Monts on the South
Shore of the St. Lawrence River in the County of
Gaspe. Quebec.

About 54 square miles of Seigniory or Fee Simple
lands and 100 square miles of Licensed lands.

A new Mill consisting of 2 steam teed Circular
saws— 1 Mershon Horizontal resaw—with all sub-
sidiary M^chiney and ample steam power and
eleclric lighting.

Capacity 50,000 to 75.000 feet of Lumber each ten
hours—A practically new Mill for sawing shingles
and railway ties.

With ample steam power and electric lighting to
produce 125 000 to 150,000 shingles each ten hours.

All the shanty plants, tools and equipment on the
property.

On the timber lands, disinterested Explorers
minimum reports are 100 Million fret saw logs,
principally spruce, fir and cedar and two hundred
and fortv five thousand cords Pulp and Spool
Wood.

For further particulars, address,
C A. MILLINER,

Deseronto.
24 Ont.

Redwood's Reproductive Power.

Experience with redwood shows
that it will reproduce in 25 yearn
large enough for piling. This is en-

couraging news to those who have
believed that only one crop of red-

wood was possible. Some of the
owners of denuded redwood lands
are taking up the question of grow-

ing eucalyptus. Some experiments
along this line have shown that the
eucalyptus is an ideal tree for refor-

estation purposes in that climate.
Already its planting has become
quite a commercial industry, al-

though yet in its incipiency. While
the planters of eucalyptus may
never realize the handsome finan-

cial fortunes outlined in the pros-
pectuses of promotion companies,
still the covering of the virgin land,

as well as that which has been de-
nuded of its forest covering, will

have a very salutary effect upon
climatic conditions, at the same
time furnishing a supply of timber
for wood. The Santa Fe has al-

ready undertaken the planting of

quite a large tract of eucalyptus for
the purpose of growing timber for
ties. An effort will be made to in

troduce the use of redwood paving
blocks in street construction. These
blocks will be 4x4 and 4x6, and,
when laid on a concrete base, it is

expected, will give efficient service.

Bedwool is practically impervious
to rot and for this reason, for light

traffic, especially in residential sec
tions. should be of considerable
value.

Sawmills of Dutch Guiana.

There are five sawmills in Dutch
Guiana, South America, the capi-
tal of which is Paramibo. These
mills are managed by the Dutch,
and the trade is limited to small
local demands. Only one firm has
a timber grant of importance.
Messrs. Ter Lang & Company, and
this firm ship all of their timber to
JMirope. squared. The timber is

similar to that of British Guiana,
with the addition of brown-heart.
This timber is similar to greenheart,
but of course brown in color. There
is only one sawmill owned in

French Guiana, the capital of which
is Cayenne, and it is operated by
Mr. Chebance. The timbers are
similar to those of British Guiana.
The forest owners or those ownino-
concessions or grants are Mr. Che°-
bance. Mr. Brothier and Mr. Cas-
tex.

Find Imperishable Wood
A curious source of wealth vest-

ed in wood mines is reported by the
French consul at Mongtze, in Up-
per Tonkin, China. The wood was
originally a pine forest which the
earth swallowed up. The trees lie

in a slanting direction, covered by
24 or 30 feet of sandy soil, and
some of them are three feet in dia-
meter. The perfect preservation of
the tops indicates that the trees
were buried at a comparatively re-

cent period. The timber seems to
be imperishable and is especiallv
prized by the Chinese as coffiii

making material.

TIMBER MAPS
The undersigned can furnish to order timber
and township maps of any section of New
Ontario. Specialty of Abitibi timber maps.
The advertiser was first in the Ontario
Survey Branch and knows the country
thoroughly.

J. H. PATTERSON,
Phone Beach 315. 37 Lee Avenue, Tcronro

Gill& Fortune

S0

Re
s

taii Lumber
Trenton, Ont., Canada

Letterheads Printed from Steel

II you are thinking ot improving your letter-
head, and purchase in quantities of 5,000, I

will submit a sketch that is artistic and with
a business getting: arrangement. Address
PENN DE BARTHE, 929 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A. 24

Sell Your Timber Limits by

Public Auction at Ottawa
I have had an extensive experience in

conducting successful timber limit sales.
I conducted the last timber limit sale here
tor the Dominion Government. Ottawa
is the best place in America to sell timber
lands.

Wm. A. Cole, Auctioneer
163 Sparks St.,

Phone 163 Ottawa, Ont.

References:—Bradstreets, R. G. Dun
& Co., The Bank of Nova Scotia.

Apple Butter
for lumber camps

I am manufacturing and have
for sale a high grade of apple
butter which I guarantee to give
sat isfaction. It has aire a d y
gained a wide reputation among
all users.
Telephone in connection.

Thos. Chambers,
Dunedin Ontario

Lumbermen, Attention

!

10 Square Miles Timber

St. Ignace Island
Near Port Arthur, Ontario

Two miles Lake Frontage.

Will be sold at a bargain for

prompt cash.

Robert C. Wilkins Co., Limited

Montreal

JEFFREY
CONVEYERS

are the Best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Refuse, etc.

Catalog: T 57 B

Reliance Saw
Mill Chains

made in all standard sizes. Write for

Price List.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
Canadian Office and Works

Toronto Office

Main Office and Works

MONTREAL.
8 Temperance Street

COLUMBUS, OHIO, U.S.A.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario.

The lumber trade throughout Ontario is at present rather quiet and
no increase in activity is looked for before the beginning of the new
year. The most active market so far as Ontario is concerned is in the
United States. At Buffalo there is a splendid demand for all good grades
of white pine. Uppers and selects and 4-4 white pine are selling at an
advance of $2 per thousand, as follows : Uppers, 4-4 to 8-4, $90- 10-4 to
12-4, $97; Selects, 4-4 to 8-4, $80; 10-4 to 12-4, $92; Pine Com., 4-4,
$58. White pine prices are unchanged but the movement is good,' par-
ticularly among the upper grades. Some dealers are anticipating a much
improved market early in the new year, and, accordingly, middlemen
are buying quite a large amount of stock in anticipation of higher prices.
1 x 10 common hemlock stock boards are selling well, but 1 x 12 are a
little slow. The building trade in Ontario seems to be picking up, and
during the past fortnight inquiries have been very numerous originating
from this source. British Columbia cedar shingles have declined 20
cents for the 3X, 4X, and 5X grades.

In the Ottawa valley there is a very marked strength in the demand
for the upper grades of white pine, but for box and mill culls the demand
has declined during the past fortnight. Pine good sidings, 1x8 and up,
are selling in Ottawa at $43 to $46, an advance of about $1 during the
last two weeks, and 2x7 and up are selling at $52 to $58, which is°also
$1 higher. Pine box boards are bringing $15 to $19, a drop of about $1,
and mill culls are selling at $15 to $18, also a drop of $1. Pine 0. culls
are bringing $10 to $12, which is a decline of $1. The weakness in box
lumber and mill culls is rather curious in view of the high price of the
good grades. The prices of high grade pine are higher now than even
during the best period in 1906. The English deal market is also strong
as compared with a year ago. The preparations which have been made
for the winter's cut of logs in the Ottawa valley show that manufacturers
are confident of a good season in 1910. Most of the operators will take
out a large cut. Several new mills are reported to be in course of erec-
tion, so that he total output of the Ottawa valley next season will prob-
ably be materially increased In western Ontario prices generally are
steady. The demand for lumber is very strong and there is an upward
tendency to prices. No advance in prices, however, is expected before
February.

Eastern Canada
The closing of the manufacturing season at St. John will leave only

two mills running, so that the output will be comparatively small. Stocks
on the wharves are fairly heavy for long and short lumber and "English"
deals are more numerous than at the same time in 1908, being estimated
at from five and one-half to six and one-half million feet. Prices are
stationary at about $14.25 to $14.75 per thousand feet, f.o.b. steamer for
specifications containing about 50 per cent, sevens and eights, 35 per
cent, nine, and 15 per cent, wides. Spruce lath are extremely firm. The
closing of the mills will find about four and one-half to five millions at
the local wharves and yards, about three-quarters of which will be duti-
able. Inquiries are reported for dutiable lath at figures as high as $3.25
per thousand, f.o.b. schooner St. John. Cedar shingles are in rather an
uncertain condition. No extensive shipments are expected until early
in the spring. The demand from New England markets is dull. Prices
are ranging from $2.70 to $2.80 on dutiable "extras" and $2.20 to $2.30
on dutiable clears, f.o.b. schooner St. John. St. John stocks amount to
five or five and one-half millions of high grade cedar shingles. Of this
quantity about three and one-half millions are "extras" and the balance
"clears."

LATH
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

LIMITED

Board of Tr«.de Building. MontreB.1

A firmer tone and higher prices are noticeable at Boston in the spruce
market as a result partly of the conclusion of the summer season of pro-
duction. With the opening of the winter mills it is expected, however,
that prices will be easier again. Manufacturers, on the other hand, are
of the opinion that the better prices are permanent. The general price
for frames is about 50 cents higher than it was a fortnight ago. Manu-
facturers, as a rule, are asking $24, although some business is being
done at $23.50.

Lath at Boston are higher, at $4.35 to $4.50 for 1%-inch spruce,
and $3.75 to $3.80 for 1%-inch spruce. New Brunswick cedar shingles
are a shade easier, selling at $3.60 to $3.85 for extras and $3.10 to $3.25
for clears. Second clears are bringing $2.50 to $2.60.

Great Britain

Latest advices from Liverpool are to the effect that the two or three
cargoes of spruce remaining to be sold were offered at £8 5s. With
liner service about to commence it was expected that these prices would
bfl obtained. It was expected, however, that a slight concession would
be obtained on these prices for liner lots. Everything would depend upon
the quantities shipped by liners. Parcels of the usual average of 60 to
65 per cent., 7 and 8-inch, which were sent over on consignment, have
sold at 5s. below the cargo price These, however, were Halifax deals
of more or less inferior quality.

Spruce stocks at Liverpool are slightly lower than at this time last
year. The demand for Quebec spruce is in a very satisfactory condition.
Scantlings are exceptionally scarce at Liverpool, especially 3x6, and at
j\lanchester there is a shortage of 2^x7. At the channel ports 12-inch
and up deals are not too plentiful and the same applies to 2%-inch
scantlings, especially those 6 inches in width.

The market for Quebec pine and red pine at Liverpool has improved
greatly, partly as a result of the demand for yellow pine in the United
States. In many cases Quebec red pine is being used where formerly
yellow pine only was used. Further advances are expected before the
opening of next season. Those who are in close touch with English con-
ditions state that dealers who buy now will get better prices than those
who hold out.

The London market is in a very sensitive condition at present.
Prices at recent auction sales have been irregular. In some cases deals
have shown a declining tendency. Churchill & Sim at their recent
auction sale disposed of prime unsorted Oregon at from Is. 5%d. to Is.

7d. At Manchester, trade is quite steady and is expected to remain so
for a few weeks.

United States

Something of a lull in business activity is reported by many of the
Chicago lumbermen. A good business on the whole, however, i6 being
carried on by the wholesale yards, although the country trade is quiet.
White pine prices are still firai as the result of a strong and widespread
demand. Manufacturers are able to obtain their prices for anything in
the upper grades. Box lumber and box shooks are reported to be in
better demand at Chicago. No. 3 is even too high in price for general
box making, and Ncs. 4 and 5 are coming into more general use.

Hemlock piece stuff is also m better demand at Chicago and prices
are fairly good. The improvement since the early fall is quite marked.
The small price concessions which were made have induced a good de-
mand, and since this occurred prices have been stiffening a bit without
any serious effect upon the demand. So soon as yellow pine prices im-
prove it is expected that hemlock prices will show further advance. At

R. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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Cleveland - Sarnia
Saw Mills Co.. Limited

Bird's Eye View of Our Plant on Sarnia Bay.

Prompt Shipments and Uniform Grades

are two of the features which we started out to ac-

complish} and how well we have succeeded can

be easily determined by placing a trial order with us.

Special bills to order in White Pine, Norway and Fir

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO
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Buffalo the demand for white pine is fair, especially for the high grades,
while the low grades are improving. There is also a noticeable better-
ment in the box market. The continued fine weather helped hemlock
to maintain its position and if is still selling quite well. Prices are good
without any tendency to decline. Long lengths are scarce and 2x4's of
any length are also hard to find. Fir prices at Chicago are improving
slowly and higher quotations arc expected. There is a good demand tor
timbers but tank stock is not much sought after. Spruce at Chicago is

steady with a shortage in the supply.
The red cedar market at Chicago is steady. Clears arc bringing from

$3.17 to $3.22 and stars $2.01). White cedars are a little dull but prices
are steady. There is a good trade in lath and prices are firm. At Buffalo,
prices for shingle and lath have not changed of late. The incoming sup-
plies are large, but a steady market is looked for during the winter.
Cooperage conditions at Chicago have improved somewhat owing to the
demand for provision stuff.

Market Correspondence

Ottawa Valley News—White Pine Continues Strong-
Ottawa, Nov. 23.—The buoyant market for upper grades of white

pine continues to be the characteristic feature of the Ottawa lumber trade.
Box lumber and mill culls are scarcely in so great demand as they were
a fortnight ago. Dealers regard the unremitting demand for the better
classes of pine as very striking in view of the comparative quietness in
lower grades. In fact, the highest priced pine is selling this month in
Ottawa far above what it commanded at the best time in 190G, giving it

a record position in the lumber trade. The advance on deal contracts
for the British market compared with last year is stated by a large buyer
to amount to 3 per cent. This is a conservative estimate, some of the
manufacturers assert, but the actual figures are not obtainable.

The brisk demand for upper grades of white pine is especially felt

in the town of Pembroke. The good stock is practically all sold up and
the prices for box lumber and mill culls are firmer even than in Ottawa.
A representative of the Pembroke Lumber Company told the "Canada
Lumberman" that this season he sold good sidings and strips at a $10
advance over last year. This company take so optimistic a view of the
lumber trade that they are planning to cut 25,000,000 logs the coming
winter. When the company's mill closes at the end of November the
season's production of lumber will amount to 15,000,000 feet. This is a
drop of 2,000,000 from last year owing to the fact that the season was
spent with a view to "cleaning up" more than anything else. The mill
ran only in daytime and had a splendid supply of logs and other condi-
tions were favorable, else there would have been a far greater drop than
the year before.

The Colonial Lumber Company, of Pembroke, stopped operations on
Nov. 16th, having cut 20,000,000 feet. This is the same as last year.
The company will carry on operations in the woods similar to last winter.
A new mill, with a capacity of 10,000,000 feet per season, will be erected
this winter near the site of the Colonial Company plant. A. & F. Fraser,
relatives of the well known Fraser Company, of Ottawa, are the build-
ers. The Pembroke Lumber Company has supplied the material for
this structure. The mill will produce lumber for the market next sum-
mer. McFadden & Lover, owners of considerable limits on the Jocko
river, are also building a new mill at Pembroke which will cut about 10
or 15 million feet per year, and will probably start operations next
summer.

McLachlin Bros., of Arnprior, ceased operations on Nov. 5th, and
Fraser & Company, at Deschenes, closed down on Nov. 12th. Both firms
sent away large gangs to the shanties as soon as they were available
from the mills. J. R. Booth has stopped night operations and the men
thus employed have been sent to the shanties. Navigation closed in
the Rideau canal Nov. 20th The Ottawa lock master reports that the
lumber traffic for the season was heavier than in 1908.

Lumbermen are beginning to feel the bad results of the extremely
low water of 1908. Logs which were stranded then are blocking the
streams, and it is difficult for mill owners to get down supplies. The E.
B. Eddy Company's spruce mill has been thrown idle for want of logs
and its wood carriers have nothing to do. If an improvement does not
come scon the company will be obliged to bring in pulpwood by train,
which is a very expensive operation. The Eddy Company's consumption
of spruce lumber is on the increase, as indicated by the opening this
month of a new distributing centre for paper products at the twin cities
of Port Arthur and Fort William. Congestion is on the upper reaches
of the rivers, and all the lumbermen are affected more or less. One
man's timber is blocking the other. The rapid progress being made on
conservation dams on the upper Ottawa is assurance enough to lumber-
men that a repetition of this occurrence will not trouble them again.

The resolution introduced in the House of Commons by E. N. Lewis,
M. P. for West Huron, on Nov. 19th, relating to pulpwood, has a fea-
ture of much interest to J. R. Booth, the lumber and paper manufac-

turer. Mr. Lewis' resolution differs from those' which he introduced
at two former sessions. These declared absolutely against export of un-
manufactured pulpwood. The new one- provides that whenever a foreign
nation admits free of duty paper manufactured in Canada, then in such
cases no export duty shall be charged on pulpwood exported to such for-
eign country from Canada. Otherwise the duty sufficient to prohibit the
export of pulp and pulpwood is called for. Mr. Lewis told the "Canada
Lumberman" that his aim was to bring the American paper mills across
the border. He wants to keep in Canada the millions of dollars which
are spent in the making of paper If this resolution is well received by
Canadian legislators, the Americans will have an opportunity to decide
between doing without Canadian spruce or opening the way to the pro-
duct of Canadian paper mills. J. R. Booth at present sells to the United
States the bulk of his large paper mill output, with a capacity of 100 tons
per day. At present the duty is less than $G per ton, as he is not obliged
to pay the extra levy against paper originating on Crown lands. But
if the maximum tariff clause in the Payne Bill is levied next April the
tax against Canadian paper would be $14 per ton. This would practi-
cally exclude all Mr. Booth's paper from the American market.

New Brunswick News—A Small Winter Output
St. John, N.B., Nov. 28th.—As the manufacturing season at the

local mills draws near its end it is possible to make a fairly definite fore-
cast of the winter's business in long and short lumber in the way of
shipments from this port, sales and actual manufacture.

The actual output of the mills at this port will be, comparatively
speaking, unimportant. There will be not more than two mills running
and the weekly output after the closing of navigation in the river will
be, compared with that, way of the present week, small and unimportant.
The total would be something very like 000,000 feet of long lumber, 500,-
000 spruce lath and perhaps 200.000 cedar shingles.

The mills are closing with fairly heavy stocks on the wharves, both
in long and short lumber. "English" deals are more plentiful than at
the same time in 1908. Of this line there are in sight quantities which
are variously estimated at from five and one-half to six and one-half
millions of superficial feet. An important quantity of these are already
in the hands of the dealers. All of it will be shipped in parcels by the
winter liners and probably the greater part will have gone forward by the
end of January.

Of such quantities as are still in the hands of the manufacturers it
might be said that they will bring prices uniform with those which have
ruled the local market during the past month on purchases of "English"
spruce deals for delivery to the liners during the winter. It is now ap-
parent that those who hell their deals in the hope of better prices made
no material gains by that proceeding, although indications throughout
the season pointed continually to a higher level in values in this line of
goods. At present writing an enquirer for "English" deals would be
quoted from $14.25 to $14.75 per thousand superficial feet, f.o.b. steam-
er St. John, in a specification containing say, 50 per cent, sevens and
eights, 35 per cent, nines, and balance wides."

The short lumber trade continues to provide the chief feature of in-
terest. Especially is this true of spruce lath. Values in this line have
been stiffening steadily for some weeks past and have now reached a
point where they might well be described as remarkable, considering the
fact that this line of goods stands alone so far as any boosting of price
is concerned.

While there is considerable talk of a lath famine, and of a high-
water mark in lath prices, it is scarcely probable that any phenomenal
figures or prices will develop, although there is at the present more indi-
cation of a further advance than of any weakening.

After the first week in December the local offerings of spruce lath
will be limited to the output of two mills (as described above) and the
quantities then in stock at the local wharves and yards. These latter
quantities would make a total of from four and one-half to five millions,
of which 75 per cent, are dutiable goods.

The local feeling in regard to lath is of a decidedly optimistic na-
ture. It is stated that enquiries have been received by local firms which
named prices for dutiable lath as high $3.25 per thousand, f.o.b.
schooner St. John. This figure would correctly indicate the ideas of
local interested parties and an enquirer would, no doubt, be quoted some-
thing very similar.

The local market for cedar shingles is somewhat problematical at
present writing. There is little business moving and from all indica-
tions it is safe to say that there will be few, if any, shipments of im-
portance from this port until early spring, local people having, appar-
ently, little confidence in the markets of the New England States. While
the shrinkage in values of cedar shingles is perhaps too much empha-
sized, there is no doubt that the demand is light and that the volume
of shingles offering are being marketed, in some cases, at the cost of a
concession in prices. The present local value of cedar shingles ranges
from $2.70 to $2.80 on dutiable "extras," and $2.20 to $2.30 on dutiable
"clears," f.o.b. schooner St John.

Local stocks of the high grades of cedar shingles would total to from
five millions to five and one-half millions. Of this quantity three and
one-half millions are "extras," the balance "clears."
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Lumber Insurance Co. ofNewYork
Special Rates

to

Lumbermen

Only Lumber Specializing Company regularly

licensed by the Dominion Government.

Deposit at Ottawa $100,000 in Ontario Government Bonds

Write for Rates
on

Your Lumber

Canadian Branch: 42 Central Chambers, Ottawa, Ont.

Agents for Manitoba Saskatchewan and Alberta

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man.

General Agent, E. D. HARDY
Ontario and Quebec

LET US QUOTE YOU RATES
Agent for Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland

J. G. RAINNIE, Halifax, N. S.

The

Lombard Steam Log Hauler
Canadian Patent No. 108676

When roads are well graded and iced these engines will handle from 7 to 15 heavy

logging sleighs with 5,000 ft. to 7,000 ft. of logs to the sled.

Several Engines are now making 50 miles per day and doing the work of

anywhere from 12 to iX four-horse teams.

Engines will run night and day by changing crews. Only three men to the

crew, engineer, fireman and pilot.

Catalog is yours for the asking

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited

Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Montreal

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Gait Machine Knife Works

Machinery Knives
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

WOODWORKING MACHINES
Send for Price List

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited - Gait, Ont.

The

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY Limited

Manufacturers of

Larrigans
Lumberman's and Prospector's Boots

Sporting Boots

Lumberman's Aprons
and Tanners of the Celebrated

English Oak Harness Leather
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LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock
Lumber and Dimension

Timber

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint
|

Roofing
Sheeting)

Write for Prices

Sash Doors,

Blinds and
Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

Mew Edinburgh Mills Ottawa, Ontario

The

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
Makes TWO Boilers do
the Work of THREE

SAMPLE TESTIMONIAL

:

I had THREE 300 H.P. boilers in use in my saw
mill, burning mostly wet fuel, and WAS NOT ABLE TO
RAISE STEAM ENOUGH TO KEEP RUNNING.
Since installing your hollow blast grate I have been
using only TWO of the boilers, and have STEAM TO
SPARE. Theo. Kuiidtz, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Gordon Hollow Blast Grate not only greatly
increases the efficiency of a boiler and burns wet, green
or frozen sawdust, slabs, etc., readily, either separately
or together, but

IT MARKS FIRING EASY and is PRACTICALLY
INDESTRUCTIBLE

Let us ship you an outfit ON APPROVAL. We
will give you thirty days in which to test it, and will

pay the freight BOTH WAYS if it proves unsatisfactory.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co,
Established 1889

Greenville - Michigan
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The Rat Portage Lumber Company, of Rainy River, are putting in a storeat Grassy River. A stock of goods to the value of $7,000 has already beentowed around the lake to that place.
y

The Canadian Lumber Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont., has been in-corporated capital $60,000 Incorporators: H. S. Brennen, A. S. Brennen and
\j. ti. laylor, all of Hamilton, and others.

The sawmill of the Glen Lumber Company, at Rutherglcn, Ont , has beenburned to the ground, together with a small quantity of timber The mill wasinsured for $5,000, which will about cover the loss." The lumber was fully in-

Messrs. Grigg Brothers are operating in MacMabon township, Ont., thiswinter, taking out logs for the Bruce Mines Sawmill Company. They report
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Plant Wallaceburg, Ont., have been destroyed by fire. The adjoining mills weresaved through the efforts of the fire department. The heading mill is a com-
plete loss, but will be rebuilt.

The Bruce Mines Sawmills Company, Limited. Bruce Mines, Ont , have
just completed a new plant which includes band and gang mills. The companyexpect to take out about four million feet of spruce from their own limits thiswinter. Ihey have four small camps in operation at present.

Norman Playfair, of Midland, will not operate any camps during the comingwinter Mr. Playfair recently installed a new Corliss engine of the automaticcut-on type in the place of the sliding valve engine which he formerly had in
his mill. He reports that this type of engine gives splendid service.

Mr. S. Dyment, of Mickle, Dyment & Sons, Barrie, Ont., is president of acompany which has just been formed in Barrie for the purpose of manufactur-
ing in Canada the gas producer engine known in the United States as theWeber engine. The company have obtained the Canadian rights for the manu-
facture of this engine.

The Lumber Vulcanizing Corporation of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Out
with capital of $1,000,000, has been incorporated to vulcanize, marbleize creo-
sote and fireproof all kinds of timber, and to do a general foundry and machine
business The incorporators are: F. W. Griffiths, H. M. Sinclair and F FWood, all of Niagara Falls, Ont.

Roger Stewart, jr., of the firm of Robert Stewart Company, of Guelph,
Ont makers of sash doors, has, together with a number of men from the
United States, formed a new company to locate at Welland. Ont ' A site of
hve acres has been purchased. Eighty hands will be employed. The Welland
factory hopes to supply the Northwest markets.

Railway construction work along the route of the Canadian Northern On-
tario Railway to Gowganda Junction -has already attracted the attention of
several lumber concerns, and it is understood that a prominent company is now
busily engaged upon a scheme calling for the erection of a large sawmill at
Sellwood to saw the logs now being cut in the woods

„ .„
J

- R - Eaton & Sons, wholesale dealers in lumber, lath and shingles, etc , at
Orilha, Ont., have removed their office from the factory building to an ad-
joining building. They found it necessary to take this"" step in order to obtain
increased accommodation in the factory. They state that business is extremely
brisk, being limited only by the capacity of: the company te fill orders.

Chew Brothers, lumber manufacturers, of Midland, Ont., have purchased
berths number 3 and 5 in the Dokis Indian reserve from P. Shannon & Com-
pany, of Renfrew, who secured these berths in the recent sale by the Govern-
ment. Mr. E. Letherby recently visited these- limits, attending "to the estab-
lishment of camps for the winter's operations. There are about 100 men in
these camps and the logs which thev take out this winter will be sawn at the
company's mill at Midland. The berths are stated to contain a large quantity
of excellent white pine. The company expect to take out 16,000,000 feet of
pine. There is also a small percentage of red pine and only a verv inconsider-
able quantity of spruce.

The Siemon Company, Limited, with a capital of $1,000,000, which has
recently been formed, will take over the business of three lumber manufac-
turers, and acquire a number of timber limits. The businesses and plants re-
ferred to are the Lillicrap-Tate Lumber Company, with mills at Lakefield ; the
Geo. E. Niebergall mills at Wiarton, the Geo. E. Niebergall <v Son mill and
veneer plant at Parry Sound, a timber limit of 3,538 acres in British Columbia,
and a block of $100,000 preference shares of Siemon Bros., Limited, manufac-
turers of hardwood flooring, at Wiarton. The new company propose to erect
a large factory at Lakefield, Ont., in connection with the Lillicrap-Tate Com-

'

pany's sawmill for the purpose of manufacturing hardwood flooring, furniture,
etc., for the eastern market. Large tracts of hardwood timber have been se-
cured. J. C. Siemon, of Toronto, is president, and W. R. Tudhope. of Toronto,
is vice-president of the new company.
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Eastern Provinces
Levi H. Minard, lumber merchant, of Milton, Que., is stated to have as-

signed.

The News Pulp & Paper Company, Limited, of Montreal, Que., has been
incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000. The incorporators are: G. C. Foster,
J. T. Hackott, T. P. Coonan, all of Montreal.

The shingle mill owned by Herbert Blair, located at Dalhousie Junction,
N.B.. has been totally destroyed by tire. The loss is about $4,000; insurance.
$2,000. This mill worked all summer sawing shingles for the Chaleur Bay mills.

Mr. Michael Welch, the well known Miramichi lumber operator, when in

Fredericton recently predicted a smaller cut of logs on the Miramichi this
winter. He will probably confine his own operations mostly to getting out
railway ties for the G. T. P.

One of the largest cargoes of lumber ever taken across the Atlantic will

be shipped by the Norwegian steamer "Ocland" shortly. The "Ocland," which
is one of the cantilever steamers running in the St. Lawrence coal trade, will

t;.ke over three million feet of ileal.

The public school commission of Hull , Que., have refused to renew the
exemption of the E. B. Eddy Company, Limitel. from paying school taxes. As
a result the school board will be a gainer by about $11,999 annually. For 20
y«ars back the E. B. Eddy Company has only paid $1,300 a year school tax.

The Canada Woodenwarc Company, whose plant at Ossekeag, X.B., was
burned in June, 1907, is being reorganized, and sufficient capital is being se-
cured to build an up-to-date plant at South Bay, X.B. George C. Weldon, presi-
dent of the S. Hayward Company, is president of the company, and William
Brown, of Hampton, will be in charge of the business.

Martin Freres & Cic, Montreal, Que., have been incorporated with a
capital of $100,000, to carry on business as manufacturers and dealers in tim-
ber, lumber, logs, sashes, blinds, boxes and woodwork generally ; to own and
operate timber limits, sawmills, sash and door factories and planing mills. In-
corporators: T. B. Martin, F. Martin and others, all of Montreal.

The Silsby Lumber Company, at St. George. Beauce, Que., have lost their
mills and plant by fire. Only a small amount of lumber was destroved. The
loss is estimated at from $50,000 to $00,000, covered by an insurance of $20,000.
The Silsby Company ; s comprised largely of St. Johnsburv, Vt., capitalists.
They purchased limits from B. C. Howard & Company, and erected a modern
plant.

Another large deal in Newfoundland lumber has been closed by American
capitalists. Canadians are also interested. The National Vulcanization Cor-
poration, of the United States, and the I,umber Securities Corporation, are as-
sociated with the purchasing interests, and pulp and saw mills and vulcanizing
plants will be put into operation as soon as possible. Some of the principals
of these companies were in Toronto recently to consider the establishing of
Canadian plants controlled by a Canadian company, which is now in process of
formation. The Newfoundland operations would have in view only the market
of the Atlantic seaboard. Other plants may be erected in Ontario and British
Columbia. The Newfoundland undertaking is capitalized at $5,000,000, and
the Canadian company, with head offices in Toronto, at $1,000,000.

Western Canada
Partridge A Gilrov, lumber merchants. Govan, Sask., have sold their stock

to the Beaver Lumber Company, Limited.

The Thomas Nelson Lumber Company, of Killarney. Man., have given
notice of application to change their name to the Piper Lumber Company.

Duncan McGregor and Francis Williamson, of Strathclair. Man., recently
purchased a lumber interest west of Foam Lake, Sask., paying $10,000 for it.

The Royal City Shingle .Mills. New Westminster, B.C., have been tempor-
arily closed down while the machinery is receiving its annual overhauling. New-
boilers and smokestacks are being installed.

The Matthews ct Smith Lumber Company, of Twin Island, Lake Winni-
p.-'gosis, have moved their plant to Oak Point. Operations will commence next
spring at the opening of navigation on the lake.

The B. C. Gazette <*ivos notice of the incorporation of the following com-
panies: Powell River Paper Company. Limited, capital. $1,000,000; New Col-
umbia River Lumber Company. Limited, capital $o.000,000 ; the Crown Shingle

Mill Company. Limited, capital $25,000.

The Canadian Northern Railway have opened a new townsite at Kindersley,
126 miles southwest of Saskatoon, on the new Calgary line. The place is a
divisional point and will be the centre of the C.N.R. immigration activity next
year. Although the townsite has only been opened two weeks, four lumber yards
and three elevators have secured sites.

It is stated that a creosoting plant will be erected on Burrard Inlet at a
cost of several hundred thousand dollars. In association with several Van-
couver capitalists, Mr. H. R. Rood, head of the Pacific Creosoting Company, of

Seattle, will be in charge of the undertaking. The site secured will permit
the company's tank steamer to pump creosote direct to tankage. This tankage
will have a capacity of half a million gallons.

Upon the reopening of traffic in the North Arm, which is now blocked by
the construction of the new bridge, the Westminster shingle mill on Lulu is-

land will commence operations. The mill will have a daily capacity of 150,000
shingles. Six shingle machines are included in the plant. It is the intention

of the company to erect a large lumber mill shortly, to which the shingle mill

will be an auxiliary. Construction will probably be started in the spring.

The North Pacific Lumber Company, of Barnet. B.C., who were burned out
recently, are rebuilding their plant and are expected to use electric drive. They
have placed their order with the Vancouver office of the Allis-Chalmers-Bullock,

Limited, for one 600 fc.w., 3-phase, 60-cycle, 2.200-volt standard engine type
alternating current generator, one engine type direct current exciter generator,
and a three-panel switchboard for the control of generator, exciter and power
circuits.

Several large steamers have been chartered by the Fraser River sawmills,
of New Westminster, B.C., to carry heavy cargoes of lumber to Australian
and other foreign markets during December, one of which will carry the largest

cargo ever taken from the mills. The steamer which will take this excep-
tional shipment is the "Sandow," which is chartered to take nearly 3.000,000
feet of lumber. She will arrive during the early part of the month, and owing
to the great capacity of the big mills it is expected that she will be loaded and
leave port before the end of the month. The steamer "Camphill," which has
loaded a cargo of nearly 2,000,000 feet of lumber at the mills recently, left

for Sidney, Australia.

Ask us about our Long run

Bass
W'e have 4 cars each 4 4 and 8 4

—

mill culls out— running from 50 ,„

to 60';; No. 1 Common a"d Better.

Another chance on Heart Rived

Cypress Shingles
300 M each 6 x 20 and 7 x 24. Can
ship immediately.

You can get a good price on this
Common and Better

Ash
2 cars each. 4

(
4, 5 4 6 4 8,4. 10,4, 13/4

and 16 4, also 1 car 5/4 No. 1 and
No. 2 white, containing about 20 or
more 12" and over w ide—good tough
stock.

Get an order in early tor quartered

White Oak
We only have 2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com-
mon anH better

Red Oak
\Ve have about 6 cars each (> 4 and
X 4 No. 1 Common and Better and
i.h> M leet 8 4 No. j Common and
h.ttcr—all dry and good lengths and
width*.

If you are in the market for

Chestnut
get prices on 400 M feet each 4/4
and 6/4 Sound Wormy and No. 2

Common, 200 M feet each 6/4 and 8/4
No 2 Common and Better; we aho
have 2 cars Common and Belter.

The re is a lot of

Yellow Poplar
at one ol our outside points

—

5 to 6 cars 5/8 No. 1 Common
-' to 3 cars 58 No. 1 and No. z.

2 cars H, <8" and over
1 car s

8 . No. 1 Common and Better
i-k> M f,- t 4 ',, No a Common

If you arc in the market for

Cherry
get prices on 2 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com-
mon and 1 car 4 '4 Common and Bet-
ti r

We can make prompt shipment of
the following. This lumber is cut at
mills located in the Adirondacks and
Canada. It is thoroughly dry ; and
the Birch is very choice, running
largely to Red.

Birch
175.000 f ct 4/4. 45 to 50%. i s and
i's ; largely 12 feet.

30,000 feet 5/4. Good clean stock,
good widths; 50% 10" and up.
30,000 teet 6/4. Wide lumber. 65 to

TSX ' s and 2's.

io.ooo to 12,000 leet 12/4 and 8,000 to
10,000 teet 16/4. No hearts, 6" and
up.

6,153 'set 4"; 22,360 leet 2"
; 18,700

feet 3"; and 14,000 feet 3^ inch.

Brown Ash
Two to three cars 4/4 Log Run, mill
culls out.

Dry White Ash
200,000 feet 2 to 3" Log Run.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices: Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St.

, , n
Yards : Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.

The Alligator

Steam Warping Tug'
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with

flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST & PEACHEY
SIMCOE - - . ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals
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Pulleys for Saw Mills
Every pulley is thoroughly nailed

Every pulley is guaranteed for

heaviest Double Belts.

Our Arms and Hubs are made of

Hard Maple. Rims Soft Maple

If for very damp place we bolt the

Rims.

Strongest pulley on the market-

no Slip.

Send for Catalogue.

We make and sell more pulleys

than all other makes put together.

We have the largest and only com-

plete Pulley Works in Canada.

Might as well have the best.

Cheapest in the end !

We also manufacture

Shafting, Hangers, Pillow Blocks,

Friction Clutches, etc., etc.

Dodge Manufacturing Co., Toronto, Montreal

Eclipse Clapboard Sawing Machine
If you are a stranger to them and they to you. Get acquainted.

" This is One of Three in the Family and Every One a Wonder "

Said the head of one of the leading Clapboard Manufacturers
the other day. He based his opinion on a "working
acquaintance ' gained in their own mill. On the start
he was against us but is now another one added to the hun-
dreds won over and convinced—as we want to convince you.

SLEEPER & AKHURST - Coaticook, Que.

Saw Mill Machinery

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, INCLUDING :

Trimmers, Lath Mill and

Bolter, Gang Bolters, Edgers,

Saw Gummers, Picket Head-

ers, Tram Cars, Logging and

Yard Locomotives, Shaking

Grates

and all other Saw Mill Equipment. We can
make prompt shipment. Write and get our
prices and circulars.

Rothfuss-Howard Iron Works
Williamsport, Pa.
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Eventually

Why not Now?
SALES OFFICES AND REPRESENTATIVES :

REGINA, Medical Hall Building - C. BRUCE
WINNIPEG, Canadian Northern Building - - - . F. A. SHORE
TORONTO, Canadian Northern Building - - - - - H. A. ROSE
CALGARY, 633 15th Avenue West - - - - . A. CLUTTERBUCK
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CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORK KH

CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE

48 00

White Pine :

1 inch No. 1 cuts
& better $44

1 % inch No. 1

cuts and better. 58 00 60 00
a" No. 1 Cuts and

Better 60 00 65 00
No. 2 C & B 46 00 48 00

2" No. 2 Cuts and
Better. ... 50 00 54 00

1 %" No 1 ,2 & 3 Cuts 38 00 40 00
2" No. i,2&3 Cuts 44 00 48 00
1 in Pine Dressing 34 00 27 00
and better shorts

1 x 4 and 5 common
and dressing-

.. 24 00 25 00
1x6 common and

dressing 26 00 28 00
1 x 8 common and

dressing 26 00 27 00
1 x 10 com & dr's'g 29 00 31 o
1 X 12 com &dr's'n 33 00 35 00
t x loand 12 mill cull

stocks 18 00 20 00
2x10 common .... j6 00 27 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 2600 2800
1x8 1 ox & common 23 00 24 00
1 x 10 inch box and

common.. 24 00 25 00
1X12 box & common 27 00 28 00
l* mill run siding*. 23 00 35 co

1 x loand 1a mill

culls siding.... 17 00 18 00
t" dead cullsidings 12 50
r

'

3 inch flooring 25 00
1" mill run Norway

TORONTO, ONT.
CAR OR CARGO LOTS

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat lbr 55 00 58 00

Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 icet:
8x8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12

1x14, 12 x 12,12 x,

014,14x14,14x16.
.

6x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x
12,10x16,12x16, 16
x 16, 14x18, i6x 18,

18x18 & 20x20. .

.

6x14,8x14, 12x18, 18

xao
6x16, 8x16, 10x18,

12x20, 14x20 & 16

32 80

33 80

34 30
34 80

35 30
36 30

Spruce mill run ... . 1900
Spruce mill culls.. 13 00
Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 14 00
2x4 to 8in

.
, 10 to i6tt . to 00

2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 19 00
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried 53 00

13 00
27 0°
20 00
22 00
20 00
14 00
15 00
16 50
20 00

60 o o

10x20 . .

6x18, 8x18
6x20, 8x20
Lengths over 32 It. take the fol

lowing advances : 33 to 35 ft.,

50c.; 36 to 40 It., $i;*4> toVs It.,

$3; 46 to 50 ft., $.5.

Fir flooring, edge
grain 45 00

iK N0.1 4 ft. Pine
Lath 42s

t'A" No. 2 4ft. lath 3 So
l%" 3*" pine 1 60
'A" No. » 4ft.

hemlock lath. .

mill run hem-
lock lath

X Pine Shingles
.

.

XXPine Shingles
XX

_
B.C. Cedar

Shingles
XXX 6 butts to 2''

XXXX 6 to 23-16"
XXXXX 5 to 2". .

.

Red pine, c & c f 1" 30
'* iA" 31 00

.
" 2" 32 00

Red Pine, common 18 00 22 00

3 75

3 25

2 45
2 80

3 IS

3 85

HARDWOODS PER M. FEET, CAR LOTS.

55 00

45 00

Ash white, ists and 2nds,
1 % and 2"

Ash, white, No. 1. com.
Ash, brown, ists and
2nds, 4/4 40 00
Ash, brown, No. 1, com. 27 co
Ash, brown, ists and
2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 45 00
Birch, ists and 2nds. 4/4 32 00
Birch, common and bet-

ter, 4/4 26 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 6/4
and 8/4 32 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 12/4

and 16/4 35 00
Basswood, ists and 2ids,

4/4 32 00
Basswood, No. 1, com-
mon and better, 4/4 26 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3.

common 15 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4,

ists and 2nds 42 00
Soft Elm, tsts and 2nds,

4/4 30 00

S ,ft Elm, No. 1 common
and better, 4/4 26 00
Soft Elm, No. 2 and 3,

common 15 00
Soft Elm 6/4 and 8/4....
Rock Elm, ists and 2nds

4/4
Rock Elm, No. 1. com-
mon and better, 4/4 ....

Rock Elm ists and 2nds,

6/4 and 8/4 45

33 "°

35 00

Soft Maple, 1 ts and
2nds, 4/4 23
Soft Maple, common and
belter. 4/4 ,„ ,
Soft Maple, 6/4 and 8/4
ists and ands 2- oc
Hard Maple, ists and
fi
lds

' 4/4.... 2800
Hard Maple, common
?,
nd b

i
ei}f • 4/* 22 or,

Hard Maple, 4x4-10 to

Hard Mapie, 12/4 and ^ °°

16/4, tsts and ands 40 00
Red Oak, plain, ists and
2nds, 4/4 <o
Red Oak, plain, ists and

p^r87!' 'v. 55oo
Ked Oak, plain, ists and
2nds, 12/4 and 16/4 ... 6c 00
White Oak, plain, ists

5

White Oak. plain, ists
and 2nds, 1 1< an(j 2»

White Oak, plain, ists
and 2nds, 12/4 and 16/4
White Oak, VA cut ists
and 2nds, 4/4.
White Oak, 5/4 and 6/4,
ists and 2nds .

.

White Oak 12/4 and ',6/4
ists and 2nds
Hickory, ists and znds,
4/4
Hickory, 6/4 and 8/4, ists
and 2nds

56 00

65 00

83 00

60 00

Pine good sidings

:

iin. x 7in andup 43 00 46 00
tX"andtK x

8" and up 5° 00 56 00
2" x 7" and up 32 00 58 00
No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up 34 00 36 00

Pine good strips :

1'' 38 00 42-00
llA" and i%r . 42 00 46 00
a ' 44 00 47 00

Pine good shorts :

1
' x 7" and up . . 36 00 38 00

1 x 4" and up. 28 oc 30 00
1 and \%" ... 40 00 43 00
a" 4a 00 45 00
7" to 9"A Sidings 35 00 37 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
sidings J3 00 35 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips 26 00 31 00

Pine. No. 1 dressing
Bhorts 22 00 26 00

Pine, 8 ». c. and bet-
ter 12' to 16'

. . . 33 00 35 00
Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings 1" ai 50 35 00
Pine s.c. Sidings 1%

& 2" 37 00 30 00
Pine, a. c. strips. . . 19 00 21 00
Pine, s. c. shorts. . . 17 00 19 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1X4 20 OO 31 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

_
1x3 at 00 aa 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

OTTAWA, ONT.
MANUFACTURER'S PRICES

,' Pine O. culls JO oo
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out 17 00
Spruce, t"x 4"& up ,5 00
Spruce, 1' stocks,

7, 8. 9 and 10"
. . 17 00

Spruce 1 " clear (fine
dressing and B) 23 50

Hemlock 1" 13 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8

10, 13/16' i 4 00
lamarac

, 4 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out..
Basswood log run

mill culls out.
Birch ....

Sott Elm, common,
and better 1, 1^,3" 20 00
Ash, black common
and betten" to 2" 35 00

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
1 3/8" x 4'.

. ... 37S
IN". 2 white pine
Lath, mill run
white pine. . . .

Spruce, mill run
Red pine mill run
No. 1 white pine

1 x 4 2 00
No. 2 white pine

13 00

19 00
17 00

19 00

25 00
14 00

16 00
15 00

18 00 20 00

1x6.
Pine, s.c. and better

1x7.
Pine, s.c. and better

1x8.
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9.

23 00 25 00

22 00 24 00

23 00 35 00

33 00 24 00
Pine, s.c. and better

tx 10 36 00 28 00
Pine, box boards.. 15 00 19 00

Nr

22 00
18 00

3 00

2 75
2 25
2 75

Spruce mill run

id

Red Pine mill
run 1"

Tamarac mill run
Has c wood "

Hemlock "
32" Lath
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18"..

Clear Butt
xx, 18"

White Cedar Shingles
xxxx, 18'' ...... 4

Clear Butt. 18" 1

1 75

' 75

75
1 75
2 00
1 75

t 00

3 So
2 75

50

26 00
20 00

24 00

28 00

4 00

3 25

3 00
2 50
3 00

3 OO

a 00
a 00
a 35
a 35
1 5o

4 00
3 5o
1 75

1 x 8 & 9 No. 3

Pine mill culls

Pine Shorts 6'

2,5 feet long, 6

30

35
40

45
5°

SS
"

60

20 00 aa 00
J

Railway ties o 4a o 50
.... 15 00 18 00

I

to 11' I No. 2 Railway Tics 00 20 <o 35
21 00 23 00 I Spruce legs (pulp) 13 to 14 to

Tklf<;rapii Poi.fs
' to 8" top

1

00 1 5°
"

14"

3 *S
44 44

a 35 4 00
7" "

4

»S 4 75
"

4

75 S 7S
!

44

7

so 10 50
" " 1 1 00 13 .50
" " 16 so

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PIN K— IN THF RAFT. cts.

Square white pint-, measured off, 30 to 40 foet average 40
First class Ottawa waney, 18 ' average, according to lineal.. 70

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the dram, according to average and quality bo

ELM.
By the dram, accordin to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 65

30 to 35 feet. 50

ASH.
10 inches and up, according to axerage and quality 25
Average 16 inch 35

<>s

14 inch .

'5
"

: 7
"

18 "
27

32

24
3°

35

gCEHEC SPRUCE DIALS
13 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 17 00 pc-r ft.

Oddments 1500
Boards, 1 and 3 in 15 00

KIRCH PLANKS.
1 to 4 in 18 00

SARNIA, ONT.
FINE, COM. AND BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" 50 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00
1

l
/i and i%" 44 63 00

a" 41 64 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4 /4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 4s 00
6/4 x8 & up No. 1 & better 54 00

57 00

47 00
49 00
42 00
46 00

1" x 13 and up
1% and 2".

8/4

6/4 x 6 & up No. 2

8/4

6/4x 6 & up No. 3
8/4

NO. I CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 44 00

X in. 51 00
1 54 in. 53 00
2in. 56 00
2% and 3' " 75 00
4 in. 80 00

K' lH an<^ 2" •

2% and 3"

28 00

30 00

31 00

30 00

42 00

34 00

37 00
43 00

NO. 3. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 29
iH" .... 39
• A"

2%, 3 and 4" "

00

39 00
41 00

45 00
60 00 65 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
1 % and 1 A" " 31 00
a" 31 00
x%, 3 and 4" " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
1" X 4" 24 OO
l";X 5" 26 OO
1" x 6 and 8" 36 00

NO. a BARN.

in 29 00
'%* 'A and 2"

2)4 and 3"

33 00
30 00
30 00

NO. 3 BARN.

1%. iA and 2"
23 00
24 00

No. i, 1, \M, iA, 2" 30 00 27 00
No. 1 mill culls, 1,

J^. 'A and 2" 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1" 15 00
'A and 2" 15 00

14 00 is 00

LATH.

No
.

• 32 1 35
No. a, 48" 3S

*

No. 1, 48" pine 4 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. PINE. SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. 1 S. AND 1 E.

a x 10.

a x 13.

6 ft 8 It 10 ft 4 x 16 It

14 00 17 00 18 ^o 18 go
650 17 00 • 1850 18 50
17 00 17 5° 30 50 19 00
7 5° 7 5° 21 JO 2 1 00

PINE. SPRUCE. TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

2 x 4-ia .$21 00
2 x 4-8-14-16 21 00
a x 4-10-18-30 33 00
3 x 6

*

21 OO8 to 16.

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
6 44

31 50

Flooring
4 or 6 .inch No. 1 $33 00

" 11
a 30 00
3 22 so

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch
6 44

8, 10, 12 inch

19 00
ai 50
22 50

6 inch No. 1

.

Siding

No.
No.

31 00o aa so
10

44
aa 50

13 44
23 50

Lath
No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 4 75
No. a

44 4 4 " 3 as
PINE—ROUGH TIMBER

1 a It.

3x6 and 3x8 31 00
3 X 10 ai so
3 x la 33 00
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 ai 00
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 23 00
8 x 8 33 00
6 x 14 up to 33 It

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

a x 4 , a x b, a x 8, 8 to 16 ft
4 4 4 4 4 4 18 to 3a ft 24

a x 10, 3 x is, 8 to 16 It aa so
18, ao, a 3 It as 50
a4 , a6, 38, 30, 33 27 50
3 x 14 up to 33 ft : 37 50
3 x 4 to 4 by 13, 8 to 16 ft 24 00
3 x 4 to 4 x 1 3, 18 to 3a ft 37 00
6 x 6 to 6 x la up to 3a ft 36 30

2 29 00
3 22 OO

i 4 and 16 It

21 00
2 1 so
32 OO
21 OO
22 OO
2 2 OO
2y 80

$21 50

8x 8
up to 32

10 x 20
8 x 20 .

.

B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.
10 x 10, 10 X 13, 10 x 14, 13 X la, 13 X 1 4 , i 4 x 14, l 4 1 16,

• $ 2 5 80
3780

All Common Cedar $3.00 per M. leu tnan Fir.
^

FLOORING.
No 1 & 3 Red Pine, 4 in .

.

E. G. No. 1 and 3 Fir Flooring. . . . SfZ
B. C. Fir E. G. No. . and 3 Flooring 52
F. G. No. , and 3 Flooring * ' * 2
E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring '

'

alJ

SHIPLAP.
Pine or Spruce
8 to 16 It. , 6 in. . .

B. C Fir 8", 10" and 13" Shiplap 10/16'
B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16'

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. . S.
No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch

3
4

" 3

XXX B. C. Cedar
XX B. C. Cedar .

XXX Dimension.

mixed w dthi

31 00
• 8 50
aa 00
20 00

$27 00
a 1 00
18 .50

5 SO
1 1 00

SHINGLES
'2.80

a.00

»S5

No.
No.

LATH.
1 Mixed \V & R Pine -
1 B. C. Fir *» So

4 50

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.
wmn pine

(Wholesale selling price.

Uppers 4/4 to 8/4 $90 00
0/4 to ia/4 97 00

Selects 4
'

4 to 8/4 80 00
4

io/4 to ia/4 9j 00
fine I ominon 4/4 58 00

I)
5/4 62 00
6/4 62 00

.
' _ 8/4 64 00

No. Cuts 4/4 4H 00

Dressing 5/4 4600
s/4 * 'o Jl co

„ 5/4 * 'a S3 00
Moulding 5/4 58 00

6/4 58 00
8/4 58 00

Moulding s/4 47 00

No.

No

5/4
44

6/4
' *' 8/4

No. 2 Cuts 4/4
" " 5/4

44
6/4
8/4

3 Cuts s/4 35

55 <x,

57 00
60 00
33 00

43 on

45 00
49 o>

6/4
8/4

oa

35 or.

No. 1

No. a

No. 3

Box

47 00
47 00
46 00
35 00

6/4

8/4..
Barn 1x13....

1 x 6 & 8
"

1 x 10
Barn 1 x 6 & 8 33 00

1 x 10 35 00
Barn 1 x 6 & 8 37 00

i x 10 29 oo
1 x 6 & up 34 00
x IO 24 00

' x 12 26 00
1 x 13 & up ** 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the iobberbuying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:

1st & 2nd, 1 inch..

1
J4" to 2 inch . . . .

''A to 4 inch . .

.

1st & 2nd 6 inch up

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up

Common and culls.

white ash.

40 00 42 00 I

44 00 46 00 I Strips aa 00 34 00
48 00 54 on

I
Com. and culls i 4 00 aa 00

black and brown
.40 00 4 3 no

I

Com. good culls 14 no ao 00

BIRCH

40 00 43 OO

ELM.

1st & and, white, 6
inch and up 30 00 32 00

Common and good
cu"s 16 00 18 Oo

1st and 2nd hand
Common and culls

J

1 st and 2nd, soft, 6
32 oo 35 oo inch and up .... 26 oo 38 00
15 00 17 00 [ Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE
30 00 33 00 I 1st and 3nd. soft. . 30 00 33 00
14 00 is 00

I
Common and culls, is 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS.
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to a inch $q2 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch " . . 83 00
Fine Common, 1 inch 61 00

„ ^ . «K to a inch 66 00
No. 1 Cyts 1 inch

iji to 2 inch.

.

No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch

'H to 3 inch
Barn Boards, No.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No
No.
No.

Spruce, 10 and 13 in

1, 1 x ia . .

1, 1 x 10 ..

.

1. 1 x 8 ...

2,1X12....
a, i x 10 ... .

a, 1 x 8

3. » 12

3. 1 x 10

3. 1 x 8
dimension

.

45 00
5° 00

35 00

43 00
50 00

37 00
36 00
41 00

35 00

34 00

33 00
3° °o
28 00

10 ft. and up ....

and 3 x 4 random

24 00
23 50

9 in. and under ....
10 and 12 in. random lengths
2X2. 2X4, 2X5 2X6, 2X'

lengths, 10 ft. and up
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, to It ..

andup ....
S in. and up merchantable boards, 8 It. & up p. is 19
Canadian Spruce boards 23 00
Vermont Spruce boards, matched .. . . . . . . . . 2300
V,,

2
^nd 1 " 1 'urrin& P. 1 s clipped and bundied 20 00

in Spruce laths* 3

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES

Clear'
"

Second clears , .„
Clear Whites ,
Extra is (Clear whites out)
Extra is (Clear whites in)

21 so

50

4 35

5

a 30

45
50

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES.
Red Cedar Extra, 16" 5 butts to a" ,00" Eureka*, 18" 4 4 44 ... • •• 3 90

$94 00
84 00
62 00
68 00

60 00

37 00
46 00
51 00
38 00

37 00
43 00
36 00

35 00

34 00
29 00
29 00
37 00
25 00
24 5°

23 00
20 00
24 00
31 5O

22 OO

4 5°

3 80

$3 85

3 as
a 60
2 45
a 25
t 60

3 8S
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINGLES

STANDING
PAT

White Cedar

Shingles

If you deal "in" and deal "out" Fenderson's

Lumber and Shingles both you and your

customers will always stand pat. They are

money and trade makers. :: :: :: ::

Nn *? Quebec
1 lvl. Spruce

Lumber, Furring, etc.

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Saw & Shingle Mills:

Sayabec, P.O. St. Moise, P. Q.

Salmon Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P. Q.

Sayabec, P. Q. Sales Office:

Springfield, Mass.,

U. S. A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,
Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY
"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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S. A. Woods
Machine
Company

The
Planer
Specialists

High quality as well as large quantity are distinguishing features of the output of Woods
machines ^ the result of concentration upon a single idea, the perfection of the planer

The No. 24 Special Fast Feed Planer and Matcher has six feed rolls and works six inches thick by 9, 15, 18, 24 or 30 inches wide.

S. A. Woods Machine Company - Boston
Chicago New Orleans Atlanta Seattle

Not the Price, but the

Service of a Tool

Determines its Value

Especially is this true about Cutter Heads. They
are little things compared with the size of a machine on
which they are used, but are a very important part thereof,

if your mill is to be a paying one.

The Shimer Cutter Heads are built for hard service.

They are made honest and true from start to fini-h. The
billets of steel are forged under a powerful steam hammer
refining the grain which is very dense and capable of stand-

ing the hardest strains. They are then bored out and
turned into shape. This process gives the purchaser a

Cutter Head which will stand up to the work on the hardest
of woods and fast feeds. Even if the belts to the Cutter
Heads break while the lumber is being fed into the
machine (which sometimes happens) the extra strength of

the steel forged head prevents the bit seats from being
forced out of line.

These tools will bear the strictest investigation. They
have the "make-ready" built into them to save time,

save lumber, save annoyance, and turn out a finished pro-
duct equal, if not superior, to any on the market.

SEE THAT YOU GET THE GENUINE
Look for the Name and

!

Trade Mark "The Shimer Cutter Head " stamped on every Head we turn out. A dealer who wouid sell vonan imitation means to deceive you-send them back and demand the genuine article with our guarantee for your protection.

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons
Branch of Milton, Pennsylvania Gait, Ontario, Canada
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Operating with Horses is Expensive

!

Patented in Canada and U.S.A. Dunbar Logging Engine.

Dunbar Logging Engines will haul upwards of 150,000

feet of lumber, depending on the condition of the road

which only requires to be made as for horses' operations

except that they should be nine feet wide.

In every case there is a large saving over the use of

horses. The results to be obtained are not based on

theory but have been actually obtained and in some

cases the saving has been 75%.

Our descriptive circulars and photos will be gladly sent

upon request. They will certainly interest every lum-

berman who recognizes the importance of economical

log hauling.

We also manufacture Shingle Machines, Rotarys, Stock

Gangs, Planers and all Saw Mill Machinery.

The Alex. Dunbar & Sons Co., Limited
Woodstock, N. B.

LOGGING TOOLS
Our Catalogues will Interest You

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

Skidders - Loaders
Powerful, Strong and
Economical in Operation

Our Skidders and Loaders are in successful operation

under almost every condition met by loggers to-day.

Russel

Logging Cars
Strength Capacity

Durability

The Standard among Progressive Loggers
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Save Time in the Giving

and Receiving of Orders

Northern Electric

Intercommunicating

Telephones

will do this for you because

You get instant communication be-
tween departments.

You have provision for emergencies

You can be everywhere at once

You have complete control of your
entire plant.

Northern Electric Intercommunicating
Telephones are simple in operation
reliable in service and inexpensive of
installation.

Backed by our 30 years' experience
and the most liberal guarantee.

Our experts are at your service don't
put up any longer with unhealthy
speaking tubes.

Write for Bulletin 813

NORTHERN ELECTRIC
AMD ..MANUFACTURING CO. LIMITLD

iUi ;W Manufacturer, and Suppliers of all apparatus and
<Mttmi\$T4L.„ equipment u.ed in ^construction, operation and
^15 AND MFG.COffl Ma.ntenance of Telephone and Power Plants

-w, Montreal WinningCor. Notre Dame and Guy Streets u PrS_ _ ' clB
599 Henry Avenue

Toronto Regrina v««
60 Front Street West VanCOUVer

9'« Pender St. West

Don't you think it is a good plan for
Canadians to help one another? If we
want to buy anything in your line, we do
not peddle our orders all over the Continent,
but find out Canadian Firms that can sup-
ply us with the right kind of goods, and we
always give them the preference. We make

Fans, Blowers, Heaters, Shaving

Exhaust Systems, Dry Kilns, all

kinds of Lumber Trucks

in fact everything required for drying and
handling lumber and we have filled some of
the largest and best contracts in the
Dominion of Canada. We should be glad
to have an opportunity of figuring on your
wants and can assure you prompt attention,
reasonable prices and good goods. We
shall appreciate your inquiries.

Dominion Heating & Ventilating Co.
HESPELER, ONTARIO

The cheapestway to skid and load logs is by steam power. The

Universal Logger
is a combined two line skidder' and loader withseparate engine for loading with steel skiddhSboom and steel swinging loading boom g
It is self-propelling, spots its own cars and movesrapidly from point to point, saving time and theusual switching expense.

the

Ample water tank capacity is located between thetrucks, and the frame is constructed to perroitempty cars to pass through the machine for loading by means of its own power.
This machine is especially adapted for lieht steelor wooden rails. s swsei

May We Send Catalogue?

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Sole Manufacturers of the McGIFFERT and DECKER Patent quo

Steam Logging Machinery. ^It-Propelling-

Duluth, Minn.
... C-iog
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It isn't what you pay for a Disston Saw
(The Saw you See from Sea to Sea)

but the service it gives which counts

"TVISSTON Saws are in use to-day which were

bought ten, twenty, thirty — even forty and

fifty years ago.

If you wish to look at it from the matter of price,

the number of years the saw lasts makes the price of a

DISSTON per year lower than a saw not DISSTON
made.

The length of time a saw gives first-class service

—"The Test of Time The Test of Wear " there

you have the real way of finding out a first-

class saw.

DISSTON Saws have withstood such tests for

almost seventy years, for very good reasons.

DISSTON investigation of methods and processes

never ceases. There is a constant effort to make
DISSTON Saws even better. This policy has kept

them the Standard Saws of the world.

DISSTON STEEL, DISSTON TREATMENTS,
and DISSTON Inspection to make sure that every

product of the DISSTON WORKS is flawless and

strictly up to the DISSTON Standard—all these are

responsible for the DISSTON Saw.

FREE There are important details about the making and using of saws found in the

DISSTON handbook. This book of some 200 pages will be sent for your name on a postalcard.

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.
(Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works)

Philadelphia, U. S. A.
Canadian Works: 112 Adelaide St. East. Toronto, Canada

New No. 10

Heavy Open Side Molder
This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete

catalog of wood-work-

ing machinery, just

from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may he instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
GALT ONTARIO CANADA

Western Branch: Quebec Agents : B- C. Selling Agents:

248 McDermott Ave., WINNIPEG, MAN. Rots & Creig, MONTREAL, QUE. Robert Hamilton & Co., VANCOUVER, B. C.

\KT^p IVT A Wheelock Engines, Corliss Engines, Ideal Engines, Piston Valve Saw Mill Engines, Boilers, Heaters, Tanks, Steam and Power
V » —'

I'lAXVJJi Pumps, Condensers, Flour Mill Machinery, Oatmeal Mill Machinery, Wood-Working Machinery, Transmission and Elevating
Machinery, Safes, Vaults and Vault Doors.

ASK FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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Beardmore Leather Beltine
72 inch 3 ply 175 feet long O

Made only of Extra Selected No. i Packer Steer
Hides, Oak Tanned

er
Beardmore Extra Waterproof Cement Leath

Belting for the Wet Places in Pulp, Paper and Saw
Mills, Etc.

The Maximum of Stretch is taken out of Beardmore
Belting by improved appliances, without impairing its life.

Every belt guaranteed as to quality of material and
workmanship.

The Largest Leather Belt ever made _
in Canada Large Stocks Carried at all Branches

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank St., Ottawa, Ont. Woods Western Building, Cor. Market and Louise Sts., Winnipeg, Man.

FLECK BROS., Limited, 443 Pender Street West, Vancouver, B.C.

M o w r y
& Sons

Gravenhurst - Ont.

Manufacturers of

Saw Mill Machinery
Lath and Shingle Mill Machinery

Carnages, N.ggers, Kickers, Loaders, Edgers, Trimmers, Transfers, anything that you want for an up-to-date cim 11. L,ve Rolls with Connected Stands, Chilled Too.h Rolls, Concave Rolls for your Log Deck, Screwed RoSharp Thread, any length or diameter that you want. AUo Friction Roll Drives, Cant Flips, BoardCatchers etc
Let us know your wants. Write to us for prices and cuts. Large orders or small ones will have

rcular

s with

our prompt attention.

MOWRY
€> SONS
Gravenhurst,

Ont.
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Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
Our Specialty

A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

Reference*: Dominion Bank, Toronto

Herbert Smith, Manager

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

$20 a Day Profit orv

$100 Investment

The DeLoach "Mustang" Shingle Mill

will cut 10,000 Shingles per day with 4 H. P. and 20,000 with 8 H. P.

and give you as smooth shingle as turned out by any machine on

eaith that costs $300.

It is all steel and durable for a lifetime. The Carriage has ball-

bearings, and a coil spring at each end, insuring a Quick and

Easy Stroke.

Write for catalog of 254 pages describing Saw Mills, Shingle

Mills Planers, Gang Edgers, Trimmers, Lath Mills, Corn Mills,

Flour Mills, Corn Crushers, Water Wheels, Engines, Boilers and

Gasoline Engines.

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Bridget/Ala.

ATKINS
s
ffi

s
cuf

L SAWS
_

'

:

ATKINS' ' • .

• ljjiCE^ootH

are in active demand wherever the finest saws are appreciated. They're

just as perfect as money and brains can make them.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

A PERFECT SAW FOR EVERY PURPOSE.

E. C. ATKINS & CO. INC.
HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY: — INDIANAPOLIS, IND

Canaoian Works — HAMILTON. ONT.

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of

Iron, are stronger, longer lived,

lower in price and lighter for

their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

D A 1 1 C For Tramways, Sidings, Etc.

nftlLO New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

The

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO., Limited

Head Office: TORONTO

Maple Leaf
Stitched Cotton Duck

Belting
Dominion Belting Co.Ltd.

Hamilton Canada

HIGHEST GRADES OF

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

ANO ALL

PRETROLEUM PRODUCTS

1909 Model

Improved Lumberman's Snow Plow

Seat for driver not shown in cut. Extension Wings also

width of Plow made to any width to suit Sleighs.

The Steel Mould Boards also V Plow

for centre are raised and lowered

with levers as shown by cut.

Phelps Machine Co.
Eastman, Que.

All snow that is taken

from centre and from

runner beds carried to

outer ends of

Extension
Wings.

SIDE VIEW.
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Saw Machinery
We manufacture under our Own Patents the

most Complete Line of

Automatic Saw Sharpeners
Saw Stretchers - Retoothers
Shears Swages
and all necesary appliances for the Filing Room

The Corel No. po for Heavy Band Saws

Covel Manufacturing Company
Benton Harbor, Mich.

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Limited, BrantfordAGENTS FOR CANADA «««MWIU, Ont.

Detachable Lumber Trucks
• with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

For Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

I" H, X and
, Cord Capacity-Extra Strong of Thor-

oughly Seasoned Hardwood and Bolted Throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in Trains or Singly for Platform Work.

Dominion Wrought Iron Wheel Co.
Limited

ORILLIA - . ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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Wire Rope
Special Alligator Ropes
any lengths fitted with
proper attachments.

Saw Carriage Ropes

Haulage Ropes.

Smoke Stack Stays, etc.

Standard and Lang's
Patent Lav.

Hope Fitting Rope Grease

The B. Greening Wire Company
HAMILTON, ONT. Limited MONTREAL. QUE.

H V T H E R. BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw Patent Groover or Dado Head

11

For either Kip or Cross Cutting

Will cut equally as smooth in either Ripping Cross-

cutting or cutting at an angle of 45 degrees, with

grain of wood

Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandrel

For cutting any width groove from i!S"

to a" wide. Will cut either with or across
the grain (Sent on approval).

Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do

HUTHER BROS. SAW MFG CO.. Inc.. ROCHESTER. N. Y.

THE DEWEY DOOR

Cranbrook Sash and

Door Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

DOWELL DOORS, INTERIOR FINISH

WINDOWS, TURNINGS, BRACKETS

DETAIL WORK A SPECIALTY

Lumber Shingles

Lath
Shipments in Straight or Mixed

Carloads.

Address Cranbrook, B.C.

SAW
GUMMING
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian I SUicate

Hart

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranteed the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

We Make All Kinds of

Machinery and Tools

for the Care of Saws

The sectional view of our swage shows our new spring

bracket which permits the swage to tip forward during the

operation of swaging. In this bracket we have preserved

our compact construction features. It is practically as strong

as a solid bracket, is impossible to get out of order, and is

easily adjusted to give any amount of spring desired, or to

be rigid and allow no spring.

This new feature of Hanchett Swages still further in-

creases the efficiency of a swage which without this improve-

ment has for a number of years been quite generally con-

ceded to have the lead over any other swage manufactured.

The spring bracket, in conjunction with the action of Han-

chett dies, proves unusually effective in bending the tooth

forward so that it may be faced perfectly with little grinding.

Sectional View of Hanchett Band Saw Swage.

(Patented January 5, 1909.)

With this spring bracket with its perfect adjustments, added

to the unusually wide range of adjustment of Hanchett

swages, the filer can swage his saws to a nicety, and adjust

his swage to place the points just where he wants them, and

get any amount of hook wanted.

These brackets will fit all the old Hanchett Swages, so

that our old customers can avail themselves of this improve-

ment by purchasing from us the new spring bracket.

We absolutely guarantee our swages and all swage

parts, and any part furnished by us which fails to be per-

fect in every respect, both in workmanship and material,

will be promptly replaced by us without charge.

Let us send you our New 1909 Catalog No. 18. It is the

most comprehensive and up-to-date Filing Room Catalog

in existence. It will interest you. : : : : :

Hanchett Swage Works
BIG RAPIDS, MICH., U.S.A.

Hanchett Swages Do Good Work
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The

Maple Leaf Saw Works
Shurly <fc Dietrich

GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular Saws

Gang Saws

Mill Saws

Band Saws

Cross-Cut Saws

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hand Saws

Buck Saws

Plastering Trowels

Butcher Saws

Straw Knives

Maple Leaf Saw Set
MANUFACTURED BY

SHURLY & DIETRICH, Gait, Ont

Directions.—Place the set on the point of tooth, as shown in the accom-
panying cut, and strike a very light blow with a tack hammer. If
you require more set, file the tooth with more bevel.

If you follow directions you cannot make a mistake. Be sure and not
strike too hard a blow, and it will set the hardest saw. On receipt
of 40 cents we will send one by mail.

We are the only manufacturers in the world who
export Saws in large quantities to the

United States.

GROUND THIN ON BACK
Save Labor Save Gumming

Save Time Save Files

Tbis Saw Stands Without a Rival
AND IS THE

FASTEST GUTTING SAW IN THE WORLD!

Its Superiority consists in its Excellent Temper. It
is made of " Razor Steel," which is the finest ever used in
the manufacture of Saws. We have the sole control of
this steel. It is tempered by our secret process, which
process gives a keener cutting edge and a toughness to
the steel which no other process can approach.

Tempered by our Secret Process. Made
of Refined Razor Steel. We have the Sole
Right for the Dominion of Canada.

We Manufacture

HIGH GRADE BAND SAWS
Of All Widths and Lengths.

These Saws are made of Refined Razor Steel, and tempered by our Secret
Process

;
for Fine Finish and Temper are not excelled.
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Steam Actuated
Single and Double

Log Deck Machinery
Our Stationary Niggers are

built single and double cyl-

inder, in sizes to fill the re-

quirements of any mill.

The Cylinders are provided

with steam ports instead of

outside pipes, thereby

avoiding leaky joints and
loss of steam. They are

made 8 in. and 10 in. in

diameter, cast especially

strong where necessary.

Valve Gearing and Valves of

a newer and stronger de-

sign. Steam is admitted
through a check valve,

which regulates the exhaust
to provide a steam cushion

to the piston at both ends
of the cylinder. This elim-

inates any danger of the

cylinder heads being forced

out by the piston. The
valves operate easily and
quickly by one lever only.

Valve travel is short and
the same distance in each
cylinder.

NOTE : The accompanying cut has been used merely to show
general arrangement of our Stationary Nigger, as the cuts for

new Nigger, described above, are still at the Engravers.

Guide Rods of forged steel

shafting", same diameter as

piston rods, are carried with

one end attached to the

upper cylinder head to make
the machine more rigid and
self contained.

Cross Heads, extra heavy,

bored to fit piston rods and
guide bars, and provided

with patent improved oiling

arrangement.

Nigger Bars of cast and
wrought steel, wider and
stronger than the old style

bars, fitted with forged steel

teeth, hinged to drop back
out of the way as the bar
recedes.

New Spring Cushion Floor
Plate, extra heavy, con-
structed to take up shock of
the bar on the spring cush-
ioned end pieces. All Cyl-
inders and Valves are thor-
oughly tested before ship-

ment.

the

our

We Manufacture a Complete Line of

Niggers Log Turners
Kicker Cant Flippers

Log Stops Board Lifters
Log Loaders

Write Us for any Information desired Catalogues and Prices sent on request

Waterous Engine Works Co.
BRANCH ^ _ .....

Waterous Engine Works Co.,

Winnipeg, Man. Brantford, Canada
Limited

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE :

H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B.C.



FOR LUMBERMEN WE BELIEVE
BY LUMBERMEN

YOU WILL READ THIS ADVERTISEMENT.
It has then served its purpose. We want to ask you a question and will confidently leave the answer to you.

DO YOU THINK YOUR INSURANCE RATES TOO HIGH ?
We have a plan that will reduce your rates and invite you to correspond with us, we will he glad to explain.

ASK FOR OUR ADDITIONAL LINE PROPOSITION.
Would you not feel safer with from $1,000 to $10,000 additional protection:'' Suppose you have a fire to-night,
would your present insurance put you on a sound husiness basis again P Write us to-day, now that you

have read this advertisement before you forget.
A

Lumber Underwriters
FIRE INSURANCE 66 Bo adway, NEW YORK, N.Y. REDUCED RATES

Veneered

Doors
Bach door we manufacture is made from kiln and
air dried stock, carefully machined and finished

and represents the best value on the market.

We stock in a variety of woods and designs,

ensuring prompt and satisfactory service. :: :;

Newel Posts - Staved Columns
In our Staved Colonial Columns a "V" Locked
Joint is employed, giving a larger gluing sur-

face and preventing all possibility of shrinkage
or checking :: :: ::

All Orders to

Batts Limited
48 Pacific Avenue - West Toronto

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWN

OUR

EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

44Trident" Steel Loading Chains
These Chains are made with extra long lapped, self locking, swelled welds.
The very best Chains for log conveyors, decking, log haul ups, hoisting, loading, etc.

PINK'S PEAVEY HANDLES in select split Rock Maple are the Standard everywhere.

SEAL'S PATENT TONGS for handling pulpwood, ties, or light logs of any kind.

THOMAS PINK, Pembroke, Ont.
Manufactuer of Logging Tools
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

i

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

We Cannot Compel You
to Come in—But

your decision after full investigation

will be correct and satisfactory to us.

The

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
of Boston, Mass.

40% of the premium now paid back to Policy Holders.

Nine - tenths of the manufacturers of Wood-Working
Machinery, in Canada, stake their reputation on \

ARCTIC METAL
It is Reliable It Satisfies

We Guarantee every pound of ARCTIC METAL
Try it

Tallman Brass & Metal Co.
**fflETfit HAMILTON, ONT.

FOR COOL BEARINGS

For Exposed Situations, Laundries, etc.

use

Balata Belting

Every Belt Guaranteed.

Made endless to order in Two
Days in our own factory.

Mill Supplies of every descrip-

tion.

D. K. McLaren, Limited
Stock Depots :

Montreal Toronto Quebec
309 Craig St. West 200 King St. West 11 St. Peter St.

St. John, N.B. Vancouver, B.C.
64 Prince William St. 418 Abbott St.

WOODS LIMITED
Wholesale Manufacturers of

Lumbermen's and Contractors'

Supplies
Including

—

Tents, Flags, Awnings, Tarpaulins, Clothing,

Overalls, Shirts, Mitts, Underwear, Blankets,

Axes, Moccasins, Woods' Celebrated Eider Down
Sleeping Bags.

Woods Building, OTTAWA, CAN.

J. J. TURNER. (SJL SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
' Canada in

LUMBERMEN'S, CONTRACTORS' and
SURVEYORS' SUPPLIES

Tents,Awnings, Flags, Sails,WaterproofCovers, Oiled Clothing,

Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags, Coal
Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snowshoe*,
Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the Walsh
Window Tent for Consumptive*.

J. J. TURNER ® SONS
Cor. George. King & Water St. , Peterborough, Ont . Can

iiTHE GREAT BELT
BEATS ALL RIVALS EVERY TIME

STRENGTH
TTNIFORMITY

Test it

Try it

Take it

ONCE. AND YOU WILL
NEVER USE ANY OTHER

FOR WET or DRY WORK.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENT

J. S, YOUNG, 14 Hospital Street. MONTREAL.
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A Slabbing Machine of Real Merit

irTirrr-rrr iiT'nrrm!

i

Our No. 1 Twin Circular

Slabs both sides of the log at once

It is the very best machine now made for slabbing for a stock

gang or a machine such as our "Kendall" Patent Circular Gang.

It can be driven by a steam feed as shown or with a rope feed,

and it is also made with a continuous chain feed.

Extremely simple and economical to operate.

It will add greatly to the capacity of a mill where such a machine

can be used—and the repair bills are practically nothing at all.

Built in two sizes to slab logs of any length into cants from

24 in. to 6 in. and Irom 16 in. to 4 in.

We can send you a lot of interesting information if you would

like to have it.

If you want any machinery for your mill this winter, don't

forget that we build it. You will be interested in our prices.

B. C. Agents: A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Vancouver, B. C.

WILLIAM HAMILTON Co LIMITED
PETERBORO ONTARIO
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General View of Logs and Saw Mill

The Finest Pine Timber in Northern Ontario

You cannot make good lumber without timber of real merit,

and it is because our limits are furnishing us with the best

that we are able to give you such satisfactory service. Our

stocks are well assorted and in good shipping condition.

try us FOR

Rough or Dressed Norway and White Pine Lumber
Railroad and Structural Timbers

Flooring, Ceiling, Moulding, Siding, Cross Arms, etc.

With a daily capacity of 190,000 feet of lumber, 65,000 pieces of lath, besides box
boards, pickets, etc., we are in a position to fill orders of any size without delay.

George Gordon & Company, Limited
* Cache Bay - - Ontario
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Mills at FRENCH RIVliR, ONT. Rail ok WATER SHIPMENTS. Yards at POINT EDWARD, ONT.

The Ontario Lumber Co., Limited
Manufacturers and Wholesalers ok

Band and Gang Sawn White Pine, Norway
Spruce and Hemlock Lumber, Lath, etc.
The quality of our lumber is unsurpassed. We have a complete stock on hand at

Point Edward, Ont., and can make prompt shipments. Write us for prices.

Head Offices, 35 and 36 Home Life Building .... TORONTO, ONT.

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Wauhaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Our Hardwood
Flooring is a

Great Seller
because of its perfect manufacture and select

material and because we have given our careful

attention to the requirements of particular buyers.

We Also Manufacture :

SASHES BUILDING TIMBER
DOORS BOX SHOOKING
FRAMES GRATINGS
MOULDINGS TIES, LATH
TURNED GOODS CASINGS

Milling" in transit a specialty

John Carew
Lindsay, Onta.rio

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Mwacure^or Lumkei% Lath and Shingles Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Manufacturers of Lvimber and La.tK

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington St. East, TORONTO, ONT.
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Well Sawn, Well Seasoned White Pine

Special Offering : 500 M 1 x 4 to 9 Common Sidings
dressed or rough

Write for price on 2 x 6— 10/16 Red Pine

When you want stock resawed, dressed or matched try us We guarantee satisfaction

Saw Mills, Planing Mill, Woodenware Factory, Box Factory : Penetanguishene, Can.
Box Factory: Foot of Parliament Street, Toronto, Canada

J. B. MILLER, President

The
W. B. TINDALL, Secretary-Treasurer

Parry Sound Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of Rough and Dressed

Pine, Hemlock and Hardwood Lumber

Lath, Shingles, Box Shooks
Cedar Telegraph Poles, etc.

Our policy of high grade lumber at the right prices will build up your business as it has done ours.

Saw Mill, Planing Mill and Box Factory at Parry Sound, Ont.

Address all communications to the

HEAD OFFICE
Traders Bank Building, _ ^ _

Phone Main ,0 6 TORONTO, ONT.
Telegraph Codes :

Lumberman's Standard
Anglo American
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Oyamel Company
B. A. Scott, Vice-President and General Manager.

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Pulp Wood,

Railway Ties, Telephone Poles

Mills at

Roberval, Lake St. John
Head Office:

Hochelaga Bank Bldg., Quebec

James J. Murphy
85 St. Peter Street, Quebec

About 2,000 pieces Spruce and Hemlock Piles,
25 to 45 ft. long, 6 in. and up at small end. A
particularly nice parcel.

50,000 cubic feet Spruce Timber 18 ft. and up,
10 in. x 10 in. and up.

Cedar Culvert Timber 8 in. x 8 in., 10 in. x 10 in.
and 12 in. x 12 in. Spruce and Pine boards
and deals, Railway Ties, Telegraph Poles, etc.

Branch Office:

Room 207 Coristine Building MONTREAL

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, ^ , _

Hochelag-a Bank Building QlieDeC, QlIC

QUEBEC SPRUCE
is recognized as the

BEST
that can be obtained anywhere

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

H. R. GOODDAY & CO.
Quebec

JOHN DONOCH,
President.

JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM,
Vice-President.

Wholesale Dealers Only

A. H. MACABE,
Secretary.

John Donogh Lumber Co.
Stocks at Latchford and Penetang

SPECIAL DRIVE

Limited

Red Pine Flooring Strips-Dressed or Rough
WHITE PINE - RED PINE - HEMLOCK
SPRUCE - LATH - SHINGLES

Office: — 1204-5 Traders Bank Chambers - TORONTO
Phones : Main 7733 - Main 4896

J. L. CAMPBELL
J. P. JOHNSON D. E. CARMAN

Campbell & Carman
Wholesale Dealers

White and Red Pine, Hemlock,
New Brunswick Spruce Flooring,
B. C. Shingles and Fir Timber,
Boat and Car Builders' Material,
Cedar Fence Posts, Spiles. . .

1523-4 Traders Bank Building TORONTO

The Turner Lumber Co., Llimited

National Life Chambers, 25 Toronto Street, tadamta
(Telephone Main 6z44 ). I OKONTO, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lumber and Lath
Rail or Lake Shipment
in car lots or cargoes.

Lumber Manufactured at Midland and South River, Ont.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber - Lath Shingles

Contractors for Railway Supplies
BILL TIMBER a Specialty

MIDLAND, ONT,
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CAMERON & CO., Limited

LUMBER

LATH

SHINGLES

MANUFACTURERS

PINE

SPRUCE
HEMLOCK
CEDAR
BIRCH

ASH
BASSWOOD

TIMBER

POLES

POSTS

MILL AND YARD: 0PE0NC0 ONT. HEAD OFFICE : OTTAWA, ONT.

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA

EASTERN

Limited

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

WESTERN
British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

WANTED—Three or four carloads of 3* x 7* and up x 12/16' Sound
Red Oak, hearts accepted it' free from rot.

Fraser, Bryson Lumber Co., Limited
Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Sellers of

White Pine, Red
Pine and Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Selling Agents fob Fraser & Company, Lumber Manufacturers

74 Nepean Street OTTAWA

WILLIAMS, EDWARDS & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath

ROUGH OR DRESSED
We have a nice lot of 4, 6, 6, and 8/4 x 12/18 good fine dress-

ing strips and sidings, also a nice line of 1 x 6

and 8 x 12/16 foot mill run.

WRITE US.

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything
in Lumber

Rough and Dressed
We are open to buy Basswood and Birch

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

MONTREAL
Wholesale and Retail

21 Dorchester Street West

Lumber and Timber
Let me quote on your requirements in

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Birch,

B. C. Fir and Cedar, and Yellow Pine, Lath,

Shingles, Lumber—Rough or Dressed

C. A. SPENCER
Wholesale Lumber

Telephone Main 5554 55 St. Francois Xavier St., Montreal

Spruce

Rough or Dressed N.B. Cedar

Shingles

Cedar, Pine and Spruce

Lath

We ship by Car or Cargo.

Mail orders receive our

prompt attention.

Wilfrid Talbot
Office and Yard

:

Outremont and Wiseman

Montreal, P.Q.

Spruce and Birch
To Sellers

Send me your list, there
is probably something I

can use.

WRITE ME

£. M. Nicholson
202 Board of Trade

Wholesale Lumber Dealer

MONTREAL
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W. E. LOUNT
34 Rose Ave., TORONTO

Lumber Salesman, Inspector

and Arbitrator

Pine, Hemlock, Hardwoods, Lath
and (Shingles.

List s and consignments solicited.
Will sell on salary or commission.
Inspection contracts wanted

—

charges moderate. Fifteen years
experience as salesman and
inspector. Satisfaction guar-
anteed.

Muir & Terry
Wholesale Lttmbeb

White and Red
Pine, Spruce,
Shingles, and
Lath

408 Confederation Life Bldg.
TORONTO

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stuff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

British Columbia Timber
is the best investment to-day. List of timber
and pulp limits, reports and blue prints supplied
on application to

E. A. Haggen
REVELSTOKE, B. C.

Use

Nearwhite Yellow Pine
It is soft and almost as light

in weight as White Pine.

C. A. SPALDING & CO.
HAMMOND BLD. DETROIT, MICH.

\\TE Buy. Sell and deal in all kinds

^ * of Lumber and Timber in Can-
ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,

Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leal Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, fcMaple and Oak Floor-

ing', Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER & SON
QUEBEC

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawn Lumber, Lath, Sash,

Doors and Factory Material

Dimension Bill Stuff in

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

LET US KNOW
your requirements in

Hemlock
We have a large stock on hand and
are now offering" special inducements

to the retail trade. We ship absolutely

up to grade and when you want it.

Long Lumber Co.
Hamilton, Ont.

R. Laidlaw

Lumber
Company

Limited

Ferguson Lumber Co
London. Ont.

SHINGLES
¥ UMBER
Lath

B.C. Red Cedar and Ontario Cedar Shingles
Telegraph Poles, Piling and Cedar Timber

Let us know your requirements.

Prompt Shipmenti.

LEAK & CO.
18 Aberdeen Chambers,

35 Victoria St. - TORONTO

Get our prices before ordering on

2x10 and 3x10-10 to 18 ft. Norway

2x12 and 3x12-10 to 18ft.
"

Spears & Lauder
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hemlock, Pine and
Hardwood Lumber
Lath and Shingles

Quotations solicited for Hemlock Bill

Stuff. We have also storks of Ash, Elm,
Birch. Spruce and Basswood now cut-
ting. Try a car of our specially graded
Cedar Shingles X, XX. XXX.'XXXX,
16 and iS inches.

HEAD OFFICE:

22 Toronto Street, TORONTO

"phe Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring,
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia. Ont.

AMOS J. COLSTON
Hochelaga Bank Building

QUEBEC
Pine and Spruce Lumber, Dressed, Matched

or Rough. Pulpwood, Railway Ties, Box

Shocks, Hardwood Flooring bought and

sold. Accountant, Auditor, Liquidator,

General and Real Estate Agent.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

P. 0. BOX 78 PHONE 1184

LOG STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

SUPERIOR MFC. C0.LT?
RUBBER & STEEL STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT
SfNO fOH CATALOGUE
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The
Elgie & Jarvis

Lumber Co., Limited

18 Toronto St., TORONTO

Let us quote you on jj", 1",

anil 2" Spruce : g", 1
", li",

1J" and 2" Pine ;
1" and 2"

Hemlock, also posts and

lath. :: :: :: ::

A. W. EYER & CO.

\A/E Hie in the market and pay
™ ™ the highest cash prices for

all kinds of lumber, will contract tor

this season's cut or buy what you
now have to sell. Correspondence
with mills solicited.

A W. EYER & CO.
43 Adelaide Street East

TORONTO, ONT.

RALPH LOVRLAND E. A. STONE

LOVELAND & STONE

Lumber

Manufacturers

CUTLER, ONT.

Dimension Timber a Specialty

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.

LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

Clement A. Foster
Manufacturer of

WHITE PINE
AND

SPRUCE LUMBER.
Dimension Timbers and Plank,

also Lath. Circular and Gang.
Have fully equipped Planing Mill and can

supply any grade Dressed Stock

On Temiskaming Railway, 103
miles north of Nortn Bay

HAILEYE VRY, ONT.

s

lalph Loveland, Pres.
L*. K. Loveland, Vice.-Pres.

C. A. Kent, Sec. and Treas.

aginaw Lumber &
Salt Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

LUMBER AND SALT
Mills at Thessalon, Ont.

SAGINAW - - MICH.

"Well bought is half sold"

We are

Long !

If you are

Short
on

2 in. No. 2 Hemlock

you'd better write us

Better write anyhow

!

Piled in Separate Widths

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

1006-8 Traders Bank Building, Toronto, Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Rhodes, Curry & Co.
Limited

Lumber
Merchants

Yards at Amherst, Little Forks,
Sydney and Halifax

Building Material of all kinds
carried in stock. We are buyers
of Ontario Basswood, Elm and
Pine

AMHERST, N.S.

J. D. SHIER LUMBER CO., Ltd.
Bkacebridge, Ont.

Manufacturers of

LUMBER LATH AND SHINCLES
A fully equipped Planing Factory in connec-
tion. Dressed Lumber, Flooring- in Pine,
Hardwood or Hemlock, % Ceilings, Sash
and Doors, Mouldings, Wood Turning, etc.

Dressing in transit and Re-sawing a special-
ty at current prices.

For
Immediate Shipment

1250 tons prime 56 lbs. relaying

rails with fastenings.

25 Steel Plat Cars 5 to 7 tons
capacity.

Full particulars on application.

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,
lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.

The M. Brennen

& Sons Mfg. Co.

Limited

Hamilton - Canada

Saw Mill at

Rainy Lake, Ont

Yard, and Planing Mill at

Hamilton, Ont..
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Mason,Gordon& Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak
Write, W ire or 'Phone for Prices Western Office: 615 Hastings Street, VANCOUVER, B.C.

TheGolden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers op-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
We have a well assorted stock of 1 in. and 2 in. Hem-
lock well manufactured and strictly No. 1 lumber.
We can also cut dimension in Hemlock and Norway
Pine. Prompt shipment and rock bottom prices.

^ ^ ^ Send us your inquiries ^

Mills at Golden Lake and Barry's Bay, Ont.

Head Office: Eganville, Ont.

ESTABLISHED 1889

Booth ®.
Shannon

Biscotasing, Ont.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine

Lumber, Lath and Timber
Your Enquiries Solicited

Mills on Main Line of C.P.R. at Bisco Station, 90 miles west Sudbury"

Milling in Transit
We are doing this work at the lowest possible
price consistent with good workmanship. The
railway sidings which we have recently had laid
to our factory afford the best facility for the
handling of lumber.

PLANING MOULDING
MATCHING RE-SAWING

Done promptly and properly

J. R. Eaton & Sons,
Phone 54—after business hours 205 and 220

Montreal Agent : C. A. Spencer, 55 St. Francois Xavier St.

For Sale

A Quantity of No. 2 Pine Culls

Huntsville Lumber Co.
Huntsville, Ontario

JOHN GILLIES
President

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

Established

1873 GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE
RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas.

Mills <a Hea.d Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and
Railway Ties

Planing Mill. Y^rd ©. Office

MOR.RISTOWN. N. Y.

CAPACITY 40.000.000

New York City

G\iy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway
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1

EA T />R/>1 Wholesale

• ill LCDCl Dealer in

Pine and Hemlock Lumber,
Lath, Shingles and Cedar Posts

Car and Cargo lots only. When in need of

stock write or cal? up Long Distance Phone.

Specialty: 16 and 18 in. Ontario White Cedar Shingles

Office and Yards : South of Elevator, Samla, Oflt

Very Best

Yellow Pine

flTK are in a position to supply you with
»» the very fiLnesI Long Leaf Yellow Pine
Lumber made. We waul your enquiries for

Flooring, Finishing

Ceiling, Etc.

and will win your trade if quality and value

count. We can also emote on strictly Long
Leaf Yellow Pine Timber dressed on four
sides or in the rough.

We handle genuine Louisiana Red Cypress
from one of the best shippers in the South.

Frank A. Arend & Co.
65-66 Equitable Building1

, Boston, Mass.

Savoie ©. Co.
Wholesale Lumber
Sprvice, Hemlock and Birch

1% in. Spruce Lath

Cedar Shingles - R. R. Ties
8 ft. and 9 ft. Cedar Fence Posts
Tamarack and Birch Cord Wood

Dressed Lumber a Specialty

Correspondence Solicited M4NSEAU, QUE.
on I.C.Ry. no miles east of Montreal

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
(Head Office. Springfield, Mass.)

WHOLESALE LUMBER
" HIGH CLASS STOCK FOR HIGH CLASS TRADE "

Louisiana Red Cypress, Long Leaf Hard Pine Timbers and Kiln
Dried Stock, Whitewood, Cottonwood, White Ash,

Plain and Quartered Red and White Oak,
Pine, Spruce, Hemlock.

Kiln Dried Hardwood Flooring
New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Spruce, Lath

Address all correspondence to our Canadian Representative,

T. FRANKFURD STORY,
96 r „

s^TET
MONTREAL, P.Q.

LONO DIST.ANCR TELEPHONE

Shreveport
TRADE MARK

Louisiana

Long and Short Leaf

Yellow Pine
Lumber

Mills in Arkinsaw, Louisiana and Texas
Capacity : 500,000 feet per day

Long Leaf Joist and Timbers, rough or dressed, up
to 40 feet in length and can dress 4 sides up to 14 x 30" if
desired.

Railroad Construction and Car Material and Factory
Stock of all kinds a specialty,

also

Rough Steam dried and Smoke dried finish.

Send us your inquiries and our prices will get the
business.

Chas. R. Ball Lumber Co.
^sTAtm,, Shreveport, La., U.S.A

Do Not Hesitate!
There is one firm with special facilities for hand-
ling Canadian orders of

Long Leaf Yellow Pine
We are backed by modern equipment and an ad-
equate supply of pine timber for supplying orders
of any size. We can satisfy you. Timbers up to
36 feet in length and 6 x 12 surfaces.

BIG SANDY LUMBER CO.,
Hull, Alabama,

U. S. A.
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Cedar Cove Mills,

Vancouver, B. C. E. H. HEAPS & CO., Ruskin Mill,

Ruskin, B. C.

VANCOUVER, B.C. LIMITED

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, and Finish

Specialties: AA1 HIGH GRADE SHINGLES and TIMBER

BORED FIR. TIMBER— Recognizing the superiority of timber with hole bored in centre, we have installed

special machinery for this purpose, and can bore timbers up to 32 ft. with 3-in. hole.

Pacific Coast Lumber Mills, Limited
VANCOUVER. B.C.

Manufacturers of

FIR, GEDAR AND SPRUCE LUMBER, LATH, MOULDINGS, TURNED WORK, ETC.

HIGH GRADE RED CEDAR SHINGLES

HEAVY DIMENSION TIMBER. A SPECIALTY
THOS. GIBSON, 414 Ashdown Block, WINNIPEG, J. T. MacLAREN, W. J. LOVERING, 1312-13 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO
Representative for Saskatchewan, Manitoba. Representative for Alberta. Ontario Representative.

Export Lumber & Shingle Co., Limited
===== Wholesale =====

Lumber and Shingles
We are the oldest established strictly wholesale dealers in British Columbia

FLACK BUILDING, VANCOUVER, B.C.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles,
Logs, Piles, Shingle Bolts and Timber Lands

541 Hastings Street,

VANCOUVER, B. C.
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The

East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Limited

M VXCF.UTCRERS OF

Pine, Larch,
and Fir

Lumber, Timbers, Mouldings, Etc.

Saw .Mills at J affray, Kyax, Cranbrook.
PI ining Mill at Jaffray, B. C.

Head Office Jaffray, B. C.

The Pacific Woods Co.
Limited

Head Office: 205-206 Loo Bldg., IJT D C
Cor. Hastings and Abbot Sts., V anCOUVcF, D.C

Correspondence

Solicited
Shingles
Lumber and Lath

Prompt

Shipments

T • 1 T ' "i We have Several Large Blocks for Sale
lmDer LimitS with Mm gites> near Vancouver.

M anufacturers of

Red and White Pine

LUMBER and LATHS
Car Flooring, in Required Lengths

Our Red Pine, put up Box and Better, is nice stock. Take a Sample Car, and we are assured of

further pa'ronage.
The Mill Culls, though a little narrow, are otherwise "Choice," being culled tor little red streak

and little wane They are splendid for Box Manufacture, and the Dead Culls too, with little waste,

can be used for same purpose.
Trv us, we will endeavor to satisfy you We have our whole season's Cut to dispose of.

President and General Manager Assistant General Manager

I). ('. CAMERON, Winnipeg Wm. Robertson, Vancouver

Secretary-Treasurer, Wilson Bell, Winnipeg

The Rat Portage

Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Manufacturers of-

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
Cedar Shingles, Fir and Cedar Lath

Car Sills and Sheathing, Cedar Siding

Large and Long- Timbers

for heavy construction work

Vancouver, B.C., and Harrison River, B.C.

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

v i ce. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg
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SMITH & TYRER
14 Tithebarn Street

LIVERPOOL

WOOD AGENTS
Cable Address : "Walmer," Liverpool

HALIFAX, N.S. Office:

Smith, Tyrer & Co.,

Pickford & Black's Wharf

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves, Hoops
Heading

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office :

Gloucester House, 2 Bishopsgate St. Wt., E.C.

Qant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

McLennan Timber Lands
and Lumber Co., Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers i 1

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St

Hardwood
End Matched -

I IUI U II UUU Bored, Polished

rloonno andbm
Siemon Bros., Ltd.

W1ARTON, Ont.
Office : 309 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto

EAD1E DOUGLAS, CO,
2a St. John Street, Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
434 Shaw Street, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Ir\tere»t you

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth, Liverpool

England

K. J. Chamberlin, J. \V. Smith, |{. w. (Jokdox,
President. Vice-Preg. Sec.-Treas.

The Colonial
Lumber Co.

Limited

Pembroke, Ontario

• MAN U FACTU K ERS

Lumber Dimension

Timber Joists, Lath

Shingles and Pickets

Write for Copy of Stock List

Enquiries Solicited

We have in Stock and Can
Ship out Promptly

1,000,000 ft. Merchantable Spruce, 2x4, 5, 6 and 7
3,000,000ft. " " sideboards, 1x4 and up
4,000,000 ft. 1 in., 2 in. and 3 in. Spruce and Pine Culls
500,000 ft. 3x6 and up, mill run While Pine (culls out)
500,000 ft. 2 x 6 " " " '• " «< " 11

25,000,000 Spruce Slab Lath, 4 ft. x 1 ^ x ^.
Ask Us for Quotations

The Thomas Nagle Lumber Co.
Main Office

Globe Atlantic Building

St. John, N.B.

Branch Office Limited

180 St. James Street

Montreal. Que.

Wistar, Underhill & Co.
Wholesale Lumber - Philadelphia

Quartered White Oak
Nice Flaky Stuff

W. J. ANDERSON, Representative, LonfJoM, Ont.

WESTERN

LUMBER

I
\

(

,

j

SHINGLE

Z
Vancouver;

PACIFIC

COAST
LUMBER

AND
SHINGLES
WHOLESALE

SEND US

[your!

iin0u1r1esi

RAIL OR WATER
SHIPMENTS
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"DEFIANCE" MODERN WOODWORKING machinery
FOR MAKING

Automobile Wheels and Bodies, Hubs, Spokes, Wheels, Wagons, Carriages, Rims,
Shafts. Poles, Neck-Yokes, Single Trees, Bairel Hoops, Handles of all kinds, Insulator

Pins, Spools, Bobbins,
Table Legs, Balusters, Oval
Wood Dishes and for
General Woodwork.

Invented and built by

The Defiance

Machine Works
Defiance, Ohio

Write for Catalogue

12 in. Rim, Hound and Bow Bender Combined Spoke & Handle Lathe 48-Neck-yoke and Single Tree Lathe No. 1 Hollow Chisel Mortiser

FLO P E DRIVING

We design, manufacture and install

R.ope Drives
Any horse-power, any reasonable distance, any angle.

Our 25 years' experience is at your service.

Don't install a Rope Drive without seeing our proposal.

Dodge Manufacturing CO. Toronto - Montreal

New Model Diamond Shaking and Dumping Grate Bar

We handle Boiler Flues, both new and welded; at lowest prices.

The demand for the Diamond Grate has in-
creased by 50 per cent, during the last 2 months
and is giving splendid satisfaction to all our
customers. Burning all grades of fuel with the
very best results. All live Mill Managers and
Engineers would do well to consult us when re-
quiring new Bars. These Grate Bars are war-
ranted not to be an infringement on any prior
patents. We stand behind our customers and
guarantee them in the unmolested use of our
own invention.

We make a specialty of Boiler Setting and
repairs to Boilers, employing none but expert
workmen.

A post card or personal enquiry will bring a prompt reply.

DIAMOND GRATE BAR COMPANY Branch Office : 1 1 9 St. James Chambers, TORONTO.
Telephone Main 1342.

Head Office and Factory: BERLIN, ONT.
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Snow Plows Brazel Patent
Known in every Camp from the Atlantic to the Pacific, as the most satisfactory Snow Plow made.

COMBINATION MODEL, LUMBERMAN'S SNOW PLOW, CAN BE USED
EITHER WITH OR WTTHOUUT BUT CUTTER.

away from the road, 12" of loose snow eacli time the plough passes over
Jill!- rely

Sold on their merits. Strongly built and of first class material. Well finished and fully guaranteed.

Illustrated Catalogue and Prices on' application.

SOLE RIGHT OF MANUFACTURE AND SALE IN CANADA CONTROLLED BY

The Wilkinson Plough Company
Limited

Toronto - Canada

Operating with Horses is Expensive

!

Patented in Canada and U.S.A. Dunbar Logging Engine.

Dunbar Logging Engines will haul upwards of 150,000

feet of lumber, depending on the condition of the road

which only requires to be made as for horses' operations

except that they should be nine feet wide.

In every case there is a large saving over the use of

horses. The results to be obtained are not based on

theory but have been actually obtained and in some
cases the saving has been 75%.

Our descriptive circulars and photos will be gladly sent

upon request. They will certainly interest every lum-

berman who recognizes the importance of economical

log hauling.

We also manufacture Shingle Machines, Rotarys, Stock

Gangs, Planers and all Saw Mill Machinery.

The Alex. Dunbar & Sons Co., Limited
Woodstock, N. B.
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LIDGERWOOD LOGGING ENGINES
All Important Features Patented (52 Logging Machine Pate

These exits show two of ovir latest
improved types for

PACIFIC COAST LOGGING
NOTE THEIR FEATURES
For Further Particulars Address

LIDGERWOOD MFG. CO.
Originators and Manufacturers of High Grade Logging Machinery

96 Liberty Street, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Udgerwood Tandem Yarding Engine. Alaska Building
OR

SEATTLE, WASH. Udgerwood C-D Type Road Engine

VI-BALATA

B
E

L

T
I

N

A GIGANTIC ORDER
13.108 F£ET x 24" WIDE

7.000 FEET x 36" WIDE

1.944 FEET * 42 WIDE

This series of BELTING was

supplied in one order by

The Southwark Manufacturing Co.Lt
1>

zsjouihwurk Bridge Road

LONDON

England

G
sol.l-: CANADIAN

AGENTS

:

The General Supply Company of Canada, Limited
219-221 Bank St., Ottawa, Ont. Woods Western Building, Cor. Market and Louise Sts., Winnipeg, Man.

FLECK BROS., Limited, 443 Pender Street West, Vancouver, B.C.

Established 1878

Hanson's Woolen Mitts
Hull, Que.

Manufacturers of The " Hanson " Sock and Mitt

Nothing in the Market

to equal them for Lum-
bermen.

ALL MY SOCKS BEAR THIS STAMP MARK

My Socks are sold Direct only through Travellers of My Own

Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
Our Specialty

A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

References: Dominion Bank, Toronto

Herbert Smith, Manager
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SIMONDS
Inserted
Point

Made
in

Montreal

Are you buying a new saw this winter? Then listen to
what some other mill men say about the Simonds Saw. We
quote from their letters. "As near perfection as one could be
made for our mill." " Miles ahead of any other—would not
take $100 in gold for it." "Our favorite saw in the mill."
" First class, works fine." " Runs equally well winter or sum-
mer." " Your saws have proved the best I ever used." "It's
the only saw I can get to stand up in frozen timber."

Some of our friends may be over enthusiastic, but there
you have their own words. Isn't it enough to cause you to
hesitate and learn more about the Simonds before buying any
other make ? Really he who uses this saw profits much more
by it than do we in selling it. You have more to gain than we.

An attractive little booklet fully describing these saws can
be obtained by addressing our nearest office.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.St. John, N. B. Vancouver, B. C.

Lumber Shippers Save Money
by using* our

Car Door Lumber Rollers
Will fit any car door. The best and cheapest device on the market for loading and unloading lumber. The
cost of a roller is often saved in a single shipment of lumber.

No broken lumber when this device is used

Wood Side Roller

Length of wood ft., length of screw 16 inches; entire length 5 ft. 10 inches, Roller is about 15 inches wide.
No. 438, price each

$5 40
Order one or more, on two months' trial, (we'll pay freight on sample order anywhere in Canada between Winnipeg
and Halifax.) If they are not all we claim, after you have tried them, ship them back at our expense.

"Soo Line" Tools are the lightest, strongest and best

Canadian Logging Tool Company, Limited

Sault Ste. Marie, Canada
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A National Journal

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH C. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MaeLKAX. Winnipeg, President

THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, Business Manager

JAMES FISHER, Toronto, Advertising Manager

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:

VANCOUVER Telephone 2010. 26 Crowe & Wilson Chambers
J. V. McNAUTY, Representative

TORONTO - - - - Telephone Main 2362. Confederation Life Building

F. W. SC'HERBARTH, A. M. FISHER, Representatives

MONTREAL Telephone Main 2299. B34 Board of Trade
D. BURNSIDE, Representative

WINNIPEG Telephone 224. Commermial Travellers' Building
ROLAND F. HILL, J. R. HOOPER, Representatives

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per year, in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3.00.

The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker is published in the interest

of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and
allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely
information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion
by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-

worthy market quotations throughout t lie world, so as to afford to the trade at

home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For manu
facturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of
owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworkking factories, pulp
mills, etc., The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker is undoubtedly the most
direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed to the
"Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisments.

Vol. 29 Toronto, December 15, 1909 No. 24

The annual meeting and banquet of the Canadian Lumbermen's

Association will be held in Ottawa on Tuesday, February 1st.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
The arrival of Christmas finds the lumber trade of Canada in an

enviable condition and the lumbermen themselves in harmony with the

spirit of the season After weathering the commercial gales of 1907

and 1908, they reached fair weather in the summer of 1909, and are

sailing away now before a fair wind with the harbor of profit straight

ahead of them. The "Canada Lumberman" wishes a Merry Christmas

and a Happy New Year to all its friends, and hopes that 1910 will be

an even more prosperous and enjoyable year for them than was the year

which has just passed.

Lumber Trade Improving Steadily
"The situation, practically speaking, is stronger than we have had

ac any time in the past two years." These are the words of one of the

most prominent manufacturers of the Georgian Bay district of Ontario

who recently discussed the situation with the "Canada Lumberman."

During the course of the conversation this manufacturer expressed him-

self freely upon the situation in general and the following, which is a

summary of his views, will probably be accepted as a conservative out-

line of business conditions in Ontario to-day.

We are now entering the usual quiet period before the holiday sea-

son after having had a very good fall trade. White pine in particular

has sold very well. The prices and demand for Norway and spruce

have advanced appreciably over what they were last summer. When

the fall stocktaking is over there should be a manifest scarcity in cer-

tain grades of white pine, everything, for instance, in the way of dressing

and better. Travellers report that while trade is quiet in the country

there is a general expectation of good business during the coming season

and that most of the dealers are feeling very complacent regarding the

prospects. Hemlock occupies a better position, but the course of the

hemlock market is not so clear as that of the other woods. It has not

taken on a specific demand nor does it show the same evidence of

strength as the other woods. We do find, however, that there is not

the amount of good cheap hemlock offered that there was a while ago

and that hemlock stocks are rather broken. Some items in hemlock are

difficult to secure, 18-foot lengths, for instance, and some of the more

desirable of the short lengths. There is no doubt that we will see hem-

lock stiffen up quite perceptibly between now and the beginning of the

sawing season.

The recovery in red pine has been more pronounced than in any

other wood. This wood was in the doldrums last spring and summer,

it goes into structural work and also finds a large outlet in car building.

The increased activities of the car shops in the United States have in-

troduced quite a demand for this wood.

The southern pine market is still very unsatisfactory, but some of

the very low prices which existed in the summer are not in effect to-day.

Practically speaking, the southern pine situation is the most unsatis-

factory that exists to-day in the general lumber situation. Unques-

tionably, however, it partakes of the improved tone that exists every-

where in the lumber market and is not by any means in the depressed

condition which it was in last spring. But the improvement is due to

the demand, not to any reduction in the supply.

The box lumber situation is also improved along with that of. the

other grades of white pine. Box stocks are much smaller than they were

a while ago. Prices of all white pine are largely influenced by the con-

tions existing in the United States. All through the summer the large

purchasers of box lumber on the other side refrained from making pur-

chases, but in September they began to buy, and the result has been

that stocks of box and No. 2 culls have been very much lowered by the

removal of this lumber to the other side. Dealers, of course, want to

get in stocks during the fall so as to be prepared for the winter business.

The demand for boxes in Ontario has been quite active this fall, and it

is probably a fact to-day that desirable blocks of box lumber are more

difficult to secure than they have been at any time during the past year,

so that there is, and probably will be, good competition to purchase

desirable box lumber.

There is no necessity to-day for a psychological treatment of the

subject. People are too busily engaged in the very interesting and diffi-

cult problems of filling their orders and preparing for next year's stock,

to have any resort to lifting themselves up by their boot straps. Condi-

tions are entirely different from any time in the past and the only thing

that is not as it should be, is that the small yard man in the country

does not quite appreciate the fundamentally improved conditions which

exist. He has been harassed by salesmen for the past eighteen months

until he has got into the attitude of feeling that the market is his and

that he does not have to buy until he wants to. He is a wise man to-day

who prepares for his future necessities. This is not by way of prophesy-

ing any unusual advance, but simply stating that the business-like view

to take of affairs to-day should lead a dealer to secure adequate supplies

at the reasonable prices which exist, which in the very nature of things

will stiffen as time goes on.

Statistics of U. S. Lumber Output
A recent Government report gives the total valuation of the lumber,

lath, and shingle production in the United States for the past year at

$541,545,6404. This amount represents a decrease of 23 per cent, under

the previous year's output. The number of mills reporting was 31,231,

and these • manufactured 33,224,369,000 board feet of lumber, valued

at $510,575,822, and 2,986,684,000 lath, valued at $6,791,328; while the

shingle makers turned out 12,106,483,000 shingles, valued at $24,178,-

490. The average value of lumber at the point of manufacture was

$15.37 a thousand feet, $2.27 a thousand for lath, and $2 a thousand

for shingles.

Yellow pine of the south, which has been far in the lead in the

lumber production for more than a decade, more than maintained its

supremacy last year, contributing slightly more than 33 per cent, of the
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total cut from all kinds. Douglas fir of the northwest ranked second,
and white pine third. Practically all kinds showed a marked decreased
cut, and for the first three kinds of timber there was a falling off of
15, 22, and 20 per cent., respectively. Oak and hemlock maintained
their relative ranks, but showed decreases of 25 per cent, each in amount
produced, and spruce dropped 18 per cent.

Louisiana was the heaviest producer of yellow pine lumber, supply-
ing nearly one-fifth of the total production. Texas, Mississippi, Arkan-
sas and Alabama followed in the order named. The State of Washing-
ton alone supplied more than three-fifths of the Douglas fir cut, while
the bulk of the remainder came from Oregon. Minnesota produced about
a third of the white pine, followed by Wisconsin, with about 15 per cent.,
and New Hampshire, with 10 per cent. An interesting feature of the

report is that two New England Stales, Maine and Massur-lmsetts pro-
duced more white pine than Michigan, which for many yearn led the
country in producing this valuable timber.

Oak lumber manufacture now centres in Kentucky, West Virginia
and Tennessee. Wisconsin comes first in the production of hemlock
taking the position held by Pennsylvania for so many years.

Washington, Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, and Wisconsin in
the order named, constitute the big five in producing the country's lum-
ber supply whose valuation for last year runs far above the haif billion
dollar mark. Texas, Michigan, Oregon, Minnesota, and Pennsylvania
came after the first five States, and others followed in decreasing amounts
down to Utah, the lowest on the list, with Nevada and North Dakota,
having little timbered area, not rated at all.

Tariff War Bugbear Settled by President Taft
Not since the inauguration of the tariff campaign in the United

States over a year ago has so reassuring a public utterance been made
by any politician as that contained in President Taft's message to Con-
gress, in which he sets at rest much of the doubt regarding the tariff

situation. The framers of the United States Tariff Act of August 5th,
1909, succeeded in couching it in such language that ever since its pas-
sage grave doubt has existed whether the last state of the country would
not be worse than the first. The press found a fruitful source of profit
m the conflicting views of prominent men as to the possibility of the
maximum tariff being placed in force against foreign countries, particu-
larly against Casada. From the wording of the Act, it seemed as though
those who prophesied a maximum tariff had a strong case, and serious
fears arose among business men regarding the results if Canada recipro-
cated by protecting her raw materials against foreign exploitation. As
the maximum tariff could not be put into effect until March 31st, 1910,
the issue would have been left in doubt during the long interval.' Presi-
dent Taft has been feeling the pulse of the country ever since his elec-
tion and has come to the conclusion that the course of wisdom is to
allay all doubt on this point as soon as possible. He did so in the first
message to Congress, which was presented on December 7th.

Regarding the application of the maximum and minimum clauses
m the Tariff Act, which has been causing some anxiety to Canada, the
President made this statement"

"Two features of the new Tariff Act call for special reference. By
virtue of the clause known as the 'maximum and minimum' clause, it is
the duty of the Executive to consider the laws and practices of other
countries with reference to the importation into those countries of the

products and merchandise of the United States, and if the Executive
finds such laws and practices not to be unduly discriminatory against
the United States, the minimum duties provided in the bill are to go
into force. Unless the President makes such a finding, then the maxi-
mum duties provided in the bill, that is, an increase of 25 per cent, ad
valorem over the minimum duties, are to be in force. Fear has been
expressed that this power conferred and duty imposed on the Executive
is likely to lead to a tariff war. I beg to express the hope and belief
that no such result need be anticipated.

"The discretion granted to the Executive by the terms 'unduly dis-
criminator* is wide. In order that the maximum duty shall be charged
against the imports from a country, it is necessary that he shall find on
the part of that country not only discriminations in its laws or the prac-
tice under them against the trade of the United States, but that the dis-
criminations found shall be undue; that is, without good and fair rea-
son. I conceive that this power was reposed in the President with the
hope that the maximum duties might never be applied in any case, but
that the power to apply them would enable the President and the State
Department through friendly negotiations to secure the elimination from
the laws and the practice under them of any foreign country of that
which is unduly discriminatory. No one is seeking a tariff war or a con-
dition in which the spirit of retaliation shall be aroused."

This assurance should set at rest much of the talk about tariff war
which has prevailed of late. In the face of such a declaration of peaceful
intentions, combined with an almost similar public utterance by Sir
Wilfrid Laurier in the House of Commons, none but confirmed belliger-
ents are justified in continuing to talk of fight.

Proposed Insurance Bill Unjust to Canadian Industries
The insurance bill which passed the House of Commons last session

has been brought up in the Senate this session and will be taken up by
that body shortly after re-assembling on January 12th. The objections
from a policyholder's point of view, are very serious, and the matter is

worthy of the consideration of every lumberman in Canada. The bill

permits a policyholder to insure with companies or Lloyds not regis-
tering in Canada, providing he gives notice in writing to the superin-
tendent of his having effected the insurance and briefly describes the
property, naming the insurer. In addition to this, the policyholder is

required to make returns to the Superintendent of Insurance of all trans-
actions of this nature during the year. He must further pay to the
Minister a sum equal to 15 per cent, of the total cost, but in any case
not to exceed 15 cents per $100 of insurance. Failure to comply with
these conditions renders the policyholder liable to fine and imprisonment.

The "All Canada Fire Insurance Federation," which consists of
companies connected with the Canadian Fire Underwriters' Association,
seek to incorporate in the law conditions which would practically mean
the absolute exclusion of all non-registered companies or underwriters.
If the Insurance Act is amended in accordance with the proposals of
the "All Canada Fire Insurance Federation" it will remove entirely the
competition in rates of premium which policyholders now enjoy. The
proposed law confers privileges and exemptions on the fire insurance

companies, many of which are alien companies, which it denies to the
Canadian citizen.

It would have a most detrimental effect upon the interests of Can-
adian business men seeking to insure their properties to the best advan-
tage if the bill, as now before the Senate, should be allowed to become
law. The measure is one of the most daring efforts to advance the in-
terests of a favored few to the disadvantage of the many, that has yet
come before the Parliament of Canada. Its ostensible aim has a patri-
otic appearance, but its actual effect is the reverse. Instead of fostering
Canadian insurance companies, it will render all the more secure in their
present lucrative monopoly those companies now in the field, many of
which are of foreign origin, whose profits go to fatten foreign purses.

Aside altogether from the patriotic side of the question, there is a
practical business side to it which is sufficient to determine the issue and
to persuade the Government to alter the bill. Canada to-day is not a
large enough country to support large specializing companies such as the
lumber mutual companies which exist in the United States. These com-
panies perform an indispensible service to Canadians who wish to se-
cure the advantages of insurance at the cheapest possible rate consistent
with safety. By a long continued campaign in the direction of educating
their policyholders, these companies have succeeded in introducing a
new era in insurance. They have proved that the great losses of former
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days are not only unnecessary, but are wasteful. By a study of the

problems of fire prevention tney have reduced the annual loss to a won-

derful extent and the benefits resulting have come back to policyholders

in the form of reduced premiums. In no line of insurance has greater

success been accomplished than in this particular direction. Lumber, a

few years ago, was one of the most dangerous risks. The cost of lumber

insurance was prohibitive. To-day lumber risks are among the safest in

the land, and lumber owners have learned to take care of their proper-

ties better than almost any other class of business men. It is due to the

efforts of the mutual companies that this has come about. Their rates

have become so much lower than the rates formerly existing that the

general insurance companies have had to reduce their rates in proportion

and the lumber business has felt the benefit all around.

If the bill now before the Senate is enacted into law, it will handi-

cap insurers who use the mutual companies and will make it extremely

irksome for them to hold this class of policy. The general companies

would benefit by this and gather in whatever business was prevented from

going to the mutuals. When freed from the competition of the mutual

companies there would be a strong temptation for them to increase

their rates.

At present Canadian lumbermen use these mutual companies ex-

tensively and save many thousands of dollars annually. With a 15 per

cent, tax upon premiums the case would be altered. Take, for instance,

a company with policies on Canadian property on which the premiums
amount to $15,000 a year, which is by no means rare, the tax upon such

a company would amount to $2,250, enough to make one think more than

twice before taking out a policy. Other disabilities are also so irksome

that, taken altogether, they constitute a serious drawback to such

business.

Is it just that. 6uch a drawback should be imposed ? The question

resolves itself largely into one of the bona fides of the "All Canadian

Fire Insurance Federation" which is promoting the legislation. If this

federation is seeking only to foster the interests to the policyholders of

Canada it is taking a peculiar manner to do so. Policyholders will be

convinced rather that the federation wishes to increase its protection and

render its monopoly all the more valuable. If there were specialising

companies in Canada similar to those in the United States and offering

similarly advantageous rates, the situation would be different. The

United States is a large country with many times the population of

Canada, and specialising companies, such as the lumber mutuals, can

secure enough business to make their operations profitable. In Canada
the population is too small at present, or at least has been so until the

present, to permit of such companies being established. The day may
come soon when this will be no longer the case. But when specialising

companies seek to establish themselves in Canada, it will be time

enough to consider preventing Canadians from securing the benefits of

this class of insurance in foreign companies.

The question arises, why do not the foreign companies secure li-

censes to operate in Canada and so eliminate all trouble. They do not,

for the same reason that Canadians do not seek to organize such com-

panies themselves—because the field so far has not been considered

worth cultivating in such an expensive manner. Foreign companies have

to pay a deposit of $100,000 to the Government when they become li-

censed and are obliged to comply with other troublesome regulations,

which deter them from taking out the licenses, as the amount of special

business to be obtained is not considered enough to warrent such an

outlay. Those of our readers who maintain that they should be per-

mitted to buy their insurance wherever they can obtain it cheapest, would

do well to communicate their views to the secretary of the Canadian

Lumbermen's Association, 5 and G Carleton Chambers, Ottawa, who is

gathering all the information available on the subject for presentation

to Parliament.

Campaign for Odd Lengths Gaining Headway in the West
The movement in favor of the manufacture of odd lengths of lumber

in addition to even lengths, has gained sufficient headway in the Pacific

coast States to justify those who have remained aloof from the movement
in considering it an established influence in the future conduct of the

business of lumbering. There is no gainsaying the fundamental advan-

tage and economy of manufacturing both odd and even lengths. The
wonder is that it was not commenced many years ago. Yet there are

two sides to the situation, and it may be many years before odd lengths

of lumber are to be 6een in the retail yards in quantities sufficient to

share the general retail trade, with the even lengths. Long established

custom is not to be destroyed in a day. Retailers would willingly pur-

chase odd lengths if they could sell them readily, but the consumer has

been in the habit of using even lengths and will have to be educated to

the odd. The burden of education will fall pretty heavily upon the re-

tailer, who will, first of all, have to persuade his contractor customers

that odd lengths can be used with greater economy than even lengths.

The education will have to be passed on by the contractor to the archi-

tect. The actual owner of a building to be constructed will need little

or no education, as the drag on his puree will be all in the direction of

greater diversity in the lengths of lumber. Many an owner has looked

on with chagrin while street urchins carted away loads of kindling from
his building, and has wondered why he should be called upon to foot

the bill for all this material. In this interest of the consumer there might
be found a hopeful factor in favor of the new movement, were it not

that there is no co-operation among consumers, and they will have to

be educated individually, a task which may occupy many years.

Practically all of the large manufacturers of lumber in the States of

Oregon and Washington have now entered into an agreement to manu-
facture odd, as well as even lengths in flooring, finish, and similar plan-

ing mill products. Heretofore, it has been customary to manufacture
these products in even lengths only. Now, it is proposed to trim the

manufactured lumber to lengths of odd numbers as well as even num-
bers of feet. Under the old system, a considerable portion of the lumber
which came to the shaping machine was wasted, and this action has been
taken in order to save the waste. In a recent bulletin issued by the

United States Forest Service, the subject is discussed in a practical

fashion. Considerable opposition, the bulletin says, has arisen to this

innovation among retailers and consumers. The retailer contends that

it is impossible for him to dispose of odd length material because of the

common practice in the construction of wooden buildings, claiming that

the initial saving of the manufacturer is transferred to the consumer.
This is denied, however, because of the proportionately small amount of

odd length material which will occur under the new system, and because

of the latter day practice of laying sub-floors of rough lumber and sheath-

ing on the sides of the house before putting the finishing material in place.

The Portland, Ore., office of the service has recently made an in-

vestigation of the actual amount of unnecessary waste incident to the

manufacture of even lengths only, and these figures show that under the

old system the refuse burner consumed about two per cent, of the total

amount of the important forms of planing mill products which are manu-
factured from Douglas fir and other important forest species, in the

States of Oregon and Washington. When it is considered that about

750,000,000 feet of planing mill products are manufactured annually in

the two States mentioned above, this two per cent, assumes important

proportions. Fifteen million board feet of high priced lumber, it is

claimed, can be saved annually in Oregon and Washington by the manu-
facture of planing mill products into lengths of odd feet as well as even.

It would requre the yearly growth of timber on approximately 30,000

acres of average timber land to produce the amount of lumber which this

annual waste represents.

The energetic manner in which this question has been taken up by
the manufacturers of the Pacific coast States leads to a conviction that

the movement will surely spread to the east and into Canada. Canadian

lumber manufacturers are not, as yet, in the serious condition of those

in the United States, through depletion of the forests, but scarcity of

timber resources is already an important factor in Canada and the odd
lengths movement would probably be received by manufacturers here

with approvel. The Canadian Lumberman's Association is the logical

body to discuss the question, and although it is a young institution with

a great deal of organization work still to undertake, the Association

could take the subject up probably at its annual meeting, which is to

be held on Feb. 1.

f



Wild Bill of the Restigouche
By Wabd Fisheh

AT a burn in the river, where it entered a narrow channel cut by the
freshets, the old settlers had built a dam fco harness the waters for

the operation of a small .saw and grist mill. As the market price of lum-
ber increased, capitalists took up the vast tracts of Government timber
limits and built a large mill. About the site of the dam, company houses
had been erected for the workmen, and a large cookhouse, with its two
upper floors arranged with long rows of narrow beds for the accommoda-
tion of themill-gang, river-drivers, lumber-jacks, pilers, teamsters, and
the odds and ends of help of a great lumber company.
By a natural local vernacular, the

"natives" gave the settlement the
name of Damsite, and Damsite it

continued to be for years.

The men were a motley crowd,
rough, brawny man from the country
roundabout ; small, wiry Frenchmen,
demons of the "peavies"; heavy-
bearded Germans, the "steadies" of

river-driving. And then there were the
"natives" who made up the mill-

gang. Quick-witted and nimble-hand-
ed, they turned out 100,000 feet a

day to a shift.

At first sight, every man seemed
like his neighbor. And his neighbor
was a tough customer. The song, the
cunse, the roar, the laugh, the bang
and rush, made all seem alike. Ac-
quaintance showed a clearly-defined

difference. The mill-gang were the
aristocrats of the camp, and took
readily to store clothes. Hard drink-
ing and fighting was banned, as it

would endanger the perfect adjust-

ment of men and machinery. The
mill-men chummed about the com-
pany store. For amusement they
took to quoits and penny-pitching.
The others, freed from the steady-

ing effect of machine routine, were
known as "The Devil's Own." Tin-

cook-house and the river-bank were
their stamping grounds, and many a
wild evening was spent in reckless

daredevilism.

"The Devil's Own" were a godless
• lot, and were led in their gcdlessness
by giant Dan McCormack, the crack
fighter and drinker of the river, and
a little wiry Frenchman. Dominic Le-
gere, whom the river failed a hundred
times to kill as he faced it with
defiant yell in the mad rush of river-

driving.

Big Dan was the river-boss—cool

and steady, except when in drink or

getting over a bout with the bottle

Then he was a fearsome creature,
hurling himself with curses against
the platoons of logs, as they jumped,
dashed, and jammed down the waters.
Always at his heels was Dominic,

like an imp from the pit trailing his
master, the point of danger and reck-
lessness, either in fight or work, could always be told by his shout and
laugh, which grew to a shriek of insanity as the excitement possessed
him.

"Dan and Diminic." They were always together. Named as one
by the whole river, they were the pride and fear of both camp and set-
tlement.

Six hundred men left to their own devices, with a free rein to their
passions, made a community of hard reputation. Sundays and holidays
wer<r! rimes of high carnival.

The settlers round about, on their little clearings, gave them a wide
berth. There were grave shakings of the head by the older men as some
new-born piece of deviltry became known. They remembered the day.;
of the little meeting-house, when prayer and praise ascended to heaven
They talked of the "seasons of refreshing" which accompanied the meet-
ings held by the peripatetic preacher.

Big Dan MacCormack

The meeting-house was closed. The last service had been held two
years before—rather, an attempt had been made to hold service. Bur
like many another before it, the beginning-and-end was deplorable.
Something, apparently an accident, ofttimes ludicrous, frequently dan
gerous, would happen. The wild laughter and cheer of the crowd gave
cause for suspicion that the "accident" was caivfulh planned.

Two years had passed by. Big Dan and Dominic reigned supreme
No more was a "long-coat" seen about the place.

Death came in due course. Deacon Jones held religious services
over the dead. Funeral services were
always unusually quiet. The dead
were respected. None were more
grave nor reverent in the presence of
death than "The Devil's Own."

At the close of an early summer
day the whistle sounded for day's
work done. The men came flocking
from the mill. The teamsters were
coming with their horses from all di-

rections towards the barn, and the
crews from the near-by camps came
singing down the road.
From out the cook-house came a

"long-coat." In one hand he carried
a large sheet of wrapping paper, and
in the other a hammer. With long
strides he crossed the road to the bul-
letin board on the corner of the com-
pany store, and .taking some tacks out
of his mouth, he fastened the paper
to the board.

Big Dan and Dominic turned the
bend in the road. Suddenly Dominic-
shouted : "By tarn, a 'long-coat'!"
And running to the corner he ex-
citedly watched the tacking of the
paper. He was quickly followed by
all in sight, and "long-coat" soon
was surrounded by a curious and sur-
prised crowd.
The placing of the notice being

done, the stranger turned his tall

form with a "How do, men?" only
to be greeted with uproarious laugh-
ter. He seemed astonished and
apparently somewhat embarrassed.
The crowd looked from him to the

board, and again and again changed
the object of their attention. Both
were apparently well worth looking at.

The stranger was tall, lean, and an-
gular. It could easily be seen he was
taller than Big Dan, who measured
six feet, two inches. He was dark,
with prominent features, and of most
ungainly appearance. His straight
hair was crowned by a slouch hat. The
coat was evidently not made for him,
nor in his day. It was unbuttoned,
for the good reason that the buttons
were gone. The sleeves were short,
and showed the wrist-bands of a rough
blue shirt. The waistcoat was of the
old-fashioned, open-front style, and

around the neck was a white collar and a black string tie. The trousers
were black and a good match for the coat. The suit looked as if it had
come from the wardrobe of a superannuated minister.

The notice, roughly drawn in black ink with a small brush, read:

Preaching Notice

PUBLIC PREACHING SERVICE
Conducted by William Alden, Licentiate, will be held in

The Meeting House

ON SUNDAY — MORNING, AFTERNOON AND EVENING
Come One Damsite Men Specially Invited Come All

The crowd looked for Big Dan, to see how he was taking it. He had
Dominic in his arm6, and was kissing him in unholy glee. When he saw
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all eyes were turned on him, he dropped Dominic and strode forward,

accosting the stranger

:

'

' Say ! Are you the preacher ? '

'

"Yes, my friend," the stranger said, very cordially, in slow and
drawling tone, "I am proud to be sent to preach the Gospel in this

place."

"What in hell kind of preacher are you ? William Alden, Lickennty-

ate ? What are you givin' us?"
"I am William Alden, licentiate, my friend. That means, I'm only

student for the ministry."

"You don't say 60! You are a student, are you. Well, I reckon

you'll be full-fledged before you are here long. Who sent you here?"
"Our superintendent. He told me 1 could .come and try it, if 1

really wanted to. Guess it's supper time," and turning toward the

cook-house, he slowly walked away, followed by the crowd.

. Big Dan, "I want

you to know we don't allow any
preaching here!"

"Oh! But the preaching will be

done in the meeting-house over yon-

der," was the reply, made very in-

nocently, while the men laughed.

"You'll come, wont you, my
friend?" he said, as Big Dan stood

glowering at the crowd.

"You bet ! I'll be there good and
early

!"

The crowd made their way to sup-

per, nudging each other, and shouting

sarcastically: "You bet ' We'll be

there, preacher!"
After a hasty wash-up, they piled

in noisily an und the long supper

tables, and proceeded to pour the tea

from the granite pitchers, and to

reach for food, when the preacher

quietly took his seat at one of the

ends reserved for stranger.; and visi-

tors. With bis iron knife handle he

rapped sharply on the table. All

movement was stopped, and in open-

eyed wonderment, and with pitchers

suspended, and food half-way to

mouth, they beard:

"Let us pray. O Lord, thou Gcd cf

all the earth, bless this fool, and

cause us to give thee glory for thy

bounty. Amen."
The first blessing ever offered at the

place was invoked, and amid con-

sternation, amazement and snickering,

the meal proceeded, with only two
audible exclamations. One was from

Dominic, who put down the big tea

pitcher with a bang and a "By tarn!"

The other came from Big Dan, and
was a volcanic "Hell!"

After supper the preacher took a

tin of bait from beneath the platform

at the back of the house, and one of

the poles lying on the grass, and
going to the bank of the river be

gingerly made his way to the clear

water at the end of one of the logs.

Carefully placing a cracker box on the

log he sat down, and, drawing in his

lap the long tails of his coat, he cast

his line.

A crowd had gathered, for the

curious stranger was a strong attrac-

tion. Several, with poles and bait, also made their way to points of

vantage.

Dominic, watching the awkward figure, slyly moved the log until a

space of clear water separated it from the other logs, and with all eyes

watching in delightful expectation, suddenly jumped down on it, and

with a burl started the log revolving so as to throw the preacher into

the water.

The tall figure arose, and wildly clutching in one hand the box, and
with the other hand swinging the pole, he sharply brought the log to a

contrary burl, and Dominic went into the water. As the Frenchman
came up sputtering, the preacher gave his line a cast, and hooked Dom-
inic in the neck of his sweater. With a drawling "You seem to have
fallen in, my friend," be pulled till bis catch was able to scramble on
the logs, where he stood, dripping and crestfallen, and greeted with

jeering laughter.

1

Soon the laughter was turned to questionings.

"How the devil did he do it?"

Dominic was known as one of the best log-rollers on the river. The
preacher was taken at a disadvantage, and yet held his place. No,

movement of bis feet had been seen. How did he do it?

The preacher turned to his fishing, and, again carefully pulling his

coat-tails about him, was taking his seat on the box, when he was hailed

by Big Dan, who had not opened his mouth until moved at the discomfi-

ture of Dominic

:

"Say! See who'll go down this time, damn you!"
With several leaps, be sprang over the intervening logs, and came

down with great force on the other end of the log upon which the

preacher sat, throwing him several feet in the air. But instead of falling

with a splash into the water, the preacher came down with his feet fair

on the log and still grasping the box and pole.

Then began the most exciting com-
bat ever witnessed in Damsite. Big-

Dan was a most experienced river-

man, and was never known to be

beaten in a contest of the kind.

Though heavy of body, he was amaz-
ingly quick on his feet. The preacher

was awkward in every part of his

make-up, and seemed utterly inex-

perienced. Yet, somehow, he kept
his balance.

Big Dan began to burl, and, getting

the log revolving rapidly, with a

powerful twist of tiis foot, caused it

to buck, but the preacher still held

his place. Again aird again Big Dan
tried, but without effect. The un-

gainly figure of the preacher, with
arms swinging frantically, and coat-

tails flying, seemed gluel to the log.

The crowd on the bank became
motionless. Dripping Dominic, with
open mouth and eyes popping out of

his head, watched for tiie outcome.
Big Dan settled down to work.

With set teeth gripping his mou-
stache, he tried all the tricks of the
experienced river-man. Setting the

log revolving rapidly, he woull sud-
denly buck, and, with a jump, come
down with great force. That any-
one could hold his place seemed im-
possible, and yet there was the
preacher, without any apparent ef-

fort, holding on.

Faster and faster Big Dan kept at

it. The leaping and churning of the
log made the water white. The
preacher was continually about to be
thrown into the water, but be didn't
fall. It was plainly seen that Big
Dan was losing his temper and work-
ing himself into a great rage.

At last, stung by his failure, with
an oath he made a leap for the
preacher. As quick as the first mo-
tion was made, the flying form of the
preacher changed. He stiffened up,
and with an almost imperceptible
movement of his feet he brought the
whirling log to a sudden stop. The
motion was so unexpected that Big-

Dan was unable to balance, and fell

with a great splash full length into

the water.
Turning, with the remark, "'Tain't a good evening for fish, too

much splashing," the victor carefully made his way over the logs to the
bank, and quietly went to the cook-house, leaving Big Dan and the
crowd to follow.

Long and loud was the argument over the downfall of Big Dan and
Dominic. Many theories were stoutly held, but none any more satis-

factory than Dominic's

:

"By tarn, he's the devil!"

The next day, Saturday, the preacher visited around the mill in the
morning, and in the afternoon called on Deacon Jones for the key of the
meeting-house. With the assistance of several of the children he gave
the house a cleaning up.

Long before the hour set for service Sunday morning, there was an
unusual stir. Notice of the meetings and all kinds of rumors had pene-
trated to the farthest camp, and Jersey-shirted, lannigan-shod men came

"Say ! are you the Preacher?"
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from all directions, Joining with those in store clothes, and with the
more venturesome women, they made their way to the meeting-house.

The house was soon filled, leaving about two hundred outside, among
them being the more timid ones, who were filled with uneasy expecta-
tions as they remembered past experiences. This, with the exaggerated
accounts of the preacher, and the singular events which marked hits

unheralded arrival, gave a more than worshipful interest to the whole
gathering.

The preacher's arrival was greeted with great quietness. Going to
the door, and looking over the crowded house, and the numbers unable
to gain admittance, he made his way to the desk and announced :

"The service will be held outdoors. Leave the house and take the
bide benches across the way."

Quickly the change was made. Across from the house was a clear-
ing surrounded on three sides by a heavy spruce growth, and used for the
piling of logs sledded from the woods during the winter. These logs

were piled about twelve feet deep, making quite comfortable seats for

the accommodation of a large number. On the grass were placed the
benches, and in the centre, near the road, by the use of boards placed
across a few logs, a platform was hastily made. On this was placed a
chair and a small table. On this table the old deacon put a large ac-

cordeon and the meeting-house Bible.

Without any announcement, the preacher took the accordeon, and
with a swinging motion he played through the first verse, and then in a
strong, pure, musical voice sang "'Our God Our Help in Ages Past."

"Now, let us all join in singing 'Jesus, Lover of My Soul'." Great
stillness had come over the people while the preacher had been singing.

Only a few joined with him at first in singing Wesley's grand old hymn.
But before the first verse was sung, tier after tier had taken up the
song. Many of the men were expert singers in their own uncultivated
way, and it was an inspiring volume of song that filled the air of that
Sabbath morning.

Seeing the crowd was in the spirit of song, a number of familiar
hymns were sung, and then the old story of the Prodigal Son was read,

and prayer offered.

While singing another hymn an uneasy restlessness was observed,
and many voices were hushed", as the eyes of those seated at places of

vantage were turned down the road.

Coming into view, with long strides, was Big Dan, followed at
almost a dog-trot by Dominic.

Looking straight ahead, the two made their way to the vacant circle

in front of the platform. The preacher seemed not to have noticed the
confusion during the singing, nor the appearance of the two men. Quietly
taking up the Bible, he said:

"My friends, I will speak to you this morning from the words found
in the fifteenth chapter of Luke's Gospel, at the thirteenth verse

—
'And

he took his journey into a far country, and there wasted his substance
in riotous living."

By this time Big Dan was facing the preacher. With clenched fists,

he broke in :

"Say, didn't I tell you we wasn't gom' to have any preachin' here ?"

Slowly the book was shut, and, walking to the edge of the platform,

looking Big Dan in the face, the preacher said in steady, even voice :

"My friend, we are going to have the Word preached this morning, this

afternoon, and this evening, and three times every Sunday, and Tuesdays
and Thursdays through the week, without fail."

Opening the book, and looking around at the crowd, he continued :

"To again call your attention to the text, my friends
"

"Damn your text! Get to hell out of here!" Big Dan shouted,

amazed at the coolness of the preacher, and the apparent contempt with
which he was treated.

By this time many in the crowd were shouting. Some, exulting in

hope of a free scrimmage, began to crowd down from the seats on the

logs, crying, "Down him, Dan!" "Close up the show!" Others, evi-

dently in sympathy with the preacher, among them being many of the

"store-clothes" men, cried, "Sit down, Dan!" "Give the preacher a

chance I"

Seeing the crowd was getting into confusion, the preacher held up
his hand for quietness, and turning to Big Dan, he said:

"Will you allow this service to go on in peace ?"

"I won't allow it to go on at all. The quicker you get out of here

the better for your health. See!"
"My friend, this service is going to proceed. Be seated, or leave us

in peace."

"If there is any service going to be held to-day, it will be a funera:

service, and you won't be the preacher," said Big Dan, evidently in good
humor. Turning to the crowd, he shouted: "Get out of here. This

meeting is adjourned!"
Many rose to their feet, thinking that any further service was impos-

sible, when the preacher in a loud voice cried:

"Keep your seats."

Then turning to Big Dan, he said in dangerously even tones: "This

is going to be settled right now. My friend, will you make a bargain

with me ?"

"What are you drivin' at?"

"If you give me a whipping here and now, 1 will promiae to leave
it I whip you, will you promise to listen to the sermon V"

With a laugh, Big Dan answered, "Sure, preacher, sure!" Then
with a curse, "Why, you damn scarecrow, I'll break every bone in your
body."

The crowd listened in astonished bewilderment at the proposals of
the preacher. With a strong voice he spoke: "Men, I have come here to
preach the Gospel, and the Gospel is going to be preached. Keep your
seats. Big Dan and 1 will settle this matter ourselves, it will be on
the square. We will keep our bargain!"

The crowd sank back in their seats with flushed cheeks and eyes
ablaze with excitement, while Dominic, standing by the side of Big Dan,
gazed blankly around, uttering in a helpless sort of way: "By tarn, he's
the devil

!"

Slowly taking off his coat, the preacher laid it carefully on the table,
and unbuttoning the wrist-bands of his shirt, he turned with: "Now, Big
Dan, are you ready?"

Big Dan watched the preparations unmoved, with only the lifting of
his eyes as the preacher took off his coat.

Then they faced each other. With a gasp, the crowd suddenly rea-
lized how evenly matched were the two men.

Big Dan seemed much the heavier, and of splendid physical pro-
portions. He showed to great advantage, with his close-fitting Jersey
and trousers caught in light ' 'lannigans. " As a wrestler, he was without
his match. When aroused, he was a terror, and the equal of any three
men in the camp.

The preacher was taller by two inches, and of ususual length in the
arm. While thinner in the chest, now that his badly fitting coat was
removed, he was fully as broad as Big Dan. His awkward build and
heavy shoes would be against him.

Big Dan wanted to have the contest over as quickly as possible, as it

would not add to his reputation to fight a mere preacher. Going up
close, he suddenly lifted his left foot to trip his opponent, who stood
awkwardly with hands by his side; and, raising his mighty right hand
to strike as the preacher would fall, he made the strock, only to find
that by a sudden movement his own right foot left the ground, and to
be met by a resounding slap on the cheek with the open palm of the
preacher.

Jumping from the ground, with a roar of rage he leaped at his foe.

Quickly side-stepping, the preacher warded off the heavy strokes, and.
without any apparent effort, he caught Big Dan's foot in one of his own
and again down Dan went, accompanied by a slap first on one cheek and
then on the other.

Getting up, considerably sobered, Dan approached more cautiously,
and, feinting, he tried by lightning blows to land, but was warded off

without doing any damage.
Suddenly changing his tactics, which had been, seemingly, only on

the defensive, the preacher straightened up, and, wading in, he played
sad havoc all over Big Dan Breaking down his guard, with open hands
he slapped him over and over again until Big Dan, unable to keep hi6

feet, fell to the earth.

By this time Dominic was fearfully excited, and with a 6creech he
jumped for the back of the preacher, only to be met by a sudden turn
that lifted him clean over the benches. Rising with a curse, he made
for the enemy, with an ugly looking knife in his hands. With a roar
Big Dan shouted: "Drop that, you damned mosquito, or I'll 6tep on
you!" Dominic dropped to the grass, weeping from sheer rage.

Big Dan, realizing that he was outclassed at boxing, sought by a

series of rushes, to close on the preacher.

With cries of "Don't let him clinch!" a number sought to warn
the preacher. Never heeding the blows that were rained on him as he
tried for a body hold. Big Dan made rush after rush.

All at once the preacher jumped back, and with arms widespread,

he openly invited the clinch. Quick as a flash, Big Dan dashed for the

unguarded body. The preacher threw himself forward, and before Big
Dan could prepare for the unexpected move he was struck with the whole
force of the preacher's body, which sent him flying to the earth with

his feet in the air.

Slowly rising, and manoeuvring till he got his breath, he accepted the

open invitation for another body hold. Soon they were gripped in a

tight embrace. Now began the greatest and fairest contest any in the

crowd had witnessed.

Locked tightly, they swayed, each trying for the advantage. Some-
times almost on the ground, they strained with crackling joints. The
crowd, unable to sit still, were standing on the logs and benches, watch-

ing intently the battle of the giants.

At times, cheek to cheek, with ever twisting feet, they struggled

over the open space. Again, almost back to back, lifting each other clear

from the ground, but unable to loose the hold, they exhibited amazing
power.

Suddenly with a cry of satisfaction, Big Dan slipped the long arm

of the preacher from about his waist, and with a quick turn he brought

him face to face. Then forcing his head under his arm, and gripping
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him about the small of the back, he held the preacher at the mercy of

his most famous trick.

Many in the crowd gave a sigh of pity. Big Dan could not be

hindered from giving that terrible throw overhead—a throw which often

ended with serious results.

With every eye glued on him, he set his feet, and tightening his

hold, he raised the helpless preacher, and with a giant throw he tossed

him over his head.

But with a gasp, the crowd saw the preacher as he was raised from

the ground, shift his hold to Big Dan's aim pits, and as he went over

his head the weight of his body pressed Dan downward. Holding his

grip, the preacher's feet touched the ground, and then with a throw of

marvellous power and quickness. Big Dan's body rose in the air, and

fell heavily some ten feet away, where it lay bruised and stunned.

"By tam, he is the devil," came from the dry lips of Dominic, as

the crowd moved pell-mell to the front.

"Keep your seats," the preacher thundered, "the service will be con-

tinued." Slowly they sank into their seats, as Big Dan rose, half-dazed,

from the ground.

"Remember your bargain! Take a seat," was the command to Big

Dan, who. with exhausted body, dropped on the nearest bench.

Then going to the platform the preacher was putting on his coat as

a carriage drove up, and the mill owner, accompanied by a visiting lum-

ber magnate, got out and came toward the centre.

As the preacher turned to face his audience, the visitor, with an

exclamation of surprise, made for the platform, and. grasping him by

the hand, said: "William, when did you come here?"

With face lighted by the pleasure of the greeting, the preacher re-

turned the grip, and replied: "T got here Friday. We are about to

hold service."

"Do the men know you ?"

"No, I guess not. But we are getting acquainted."

Facing the congregation the visitor said :

"Men, I am rejoiced to again meet the best man who ever worked

on the Restisouehe. Let me introduce Wild Bill as the preacher of the

day
"

"Wild Bill of the Restigouche !" was echoed by the crowd. Agape

with astonished interest, they looked one to the other, and with grow-

ing admiration and wonder they followed every move of the preacher.

"Wild Bill of the Restigouche" a preacher of the Gospel! They

had heard that name many a time. It was the most famous in the

recent annals of river histoiy. Tales of his reckless daring and great

strength had electrified many a lumber camp. Wild Bill a preacher!

"By tam." said Dominic, slapping Bi? Dan on the knee. The cloud

of chagrin was clean sjone from his face. "By gar, Dan, what you tink!"

What Big Dan thous;ht was known to no one but himself, as he sat,

impassive, apparently paying no attention to what was going on.—Can-

adian Magazine.

Trade Enquiries

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain

the following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman"

may obtain the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped en-

velope and stating number of enqury

:

1499. Birch boards and scantlings—A Manchester firm asks for prices

and dimensions of birch boards and scantlings from Canadian exporters.

1500. Mica—A Manchester firm wishes to correspond with Canadian

exporters of mica.

1501. Ash logs and squares—A Manchester firm asks for prices and

dimensions of ash logs and squares from Canadian exporters.

1519. Wa^on wood stock—A London firm is desirous of securing

for clients in South Africa, Canadian carriage and wagon wood stock for

coach builders (principally hickory and elm hubs, spokes, rims, shafts,

etc.)

1537. Timber—A large South African firm of general merchants^ de-

sires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers of timber. Quotations

to be c.i.f. Delagoa Bay.

1538. Flooring and shelving—A large South African firm of general

merchants desires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers of floor-

ing and shelving. Quotations to be c.i.f. Delagoa Bay.

1539. Doors and windows—A largo South African firm of general

merchants desires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers of doors

and windows. Quotations to be c.i.f. Delagoa Bay

1559. Flooring and ceiling boards—A large South African firm of

general merchants desires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers

of flooring and ceiling boards. Quotations to be c.i.f. East London.

1560. Doors and windows—A large South African firm of general

merchants desires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers of doors

and windows. The doors must have four panels instead of two long ones,

and the panels must have play, to allow for the movement produced by

a very dry atmosphere. Pins must not be driven into the panels. Quo-

tations to be c.i.f. East London.

1563. Spruce lumber—A large South African firm of general mer-

chants desires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers of spruce

lumber. Quotations to be c.i.f. East London.

1579. Mining timber—A South African firm of furinture dealers de-

sires to be placed in touch with Canadian shippers of mining timber.

Quotations to be c.i.f. East London.

1789. Maple blocks—A London firm would like quotations and

samples of maple blocks for wood flooring.

1821. Agency abroad—A Liverpool correspondent wishes to get into

touch with Canadian exporters of lumber (pine, spruce, birch, hemlock,

in logs, deak, planks, etc.), who may require an agent in Great Britain.

1827. Agency abroad—A correspondent- at Paris, France, wishes to

obtain the agency for that country of Canadian wood-pulp manufacturers.

1844. Machinery—A Queensland firm desires to be put in communi-
action with Canadian manufacturers of saw-milling and wood-working

machinery, also machinery for pulp paper making, etc.

1845. Broom handles—A South African firm of wholesale merchants

desires to be put in touch with manufacturers and exporters of broom

handles, quoting prices f.o.b. at port of shipment.

1846. Wooden boxes—A South Wales firm is open to buy certain

classes of wooden boxes, and asks to be placed in touch with Canadian

exporters.

1847. Wooden boxes, box shooks, etc.—A Liverpool firm wishes to

get into touch with Canadian shippers of wooden boxes, box shooks, etc.

Personal News of Interest to Lumbermen
Mr. Hugh A. Rose, Toronto, representative of the Fraser River

Lumber Company, Fraser Mills, B.C., is in British Columbia on a visit

to the head office.

B. L. Tucker, of Parrsboro, who has large lumber interests in Nova
Scotia, and E. R. Reid, contractor, of St. John, N.B., are on a trip to

Ottawa and Winnipeg.

Mr. W. J. Williams, manager of the Woodstock Lumber Company,
has returned from a five weeks, trip to the Pacific coast and through the

West, in the interests of the company.

Mr. W. J. Pulling, the well known lumberman of Windsor, Ont.,

bought a tract of pine in southern Carolina last January for $45,000,

and on Dec. 4th resold it to the original holders for $100,000.

Mr. G. F. Upham, a well known lumberman of Vancouver, has been

appointed manager of the mill of the Red Cedar Lumber Company, Van-
couver, which has been sold to the Canadian Cedar Lumber Company.

.Mr. W. J. McBeth, of the Parry Sound Lumber Company, Toronto,

will attend the annual meeting of the Retail Lumbermen's Association

of the State of New York, to be held at Rochester on Jan. 16, 17 and 18.

James White, who has occupied the position of Dominion Geographer

since 1884, has been appointed secretary of the commission on the con-

servation of natural resources, recently organized by the Dominion
Government.

Mr. James Lawler, secretary of the Canadian Forestry Association,

recently made a successful tour in eastern Ontario delivering illustrated

lectures on the protection of Canadian forests. He visited Peterborough,

Belleville, Kingston, Trenton, Ottawa and a number of other places.

Mr. T. W. Paterson, of Victoria, B.C., has been appointed Lieuten-

ant-Governor of British Columbia to succeed Hon. James Dunsmuir.
Mr. Paterson is a well known contractor and has also been considerably

interested in lumber. He was a shareholder in the Canadian Pacific

Lumber Company until a few years ago, when he sold his interests.

G. D. Jackson, of the Little Current Lumber Company, has returned

to Bay City, Mich., from Little Current, Ont. Mr. Jackson and W. H.
Sharp, of Bay City, bought the plant of the W. & A. McArthur Com
pany a year ago and have operated the mill steadily. It has manufac-
tured about 30,000,000 feet of lumber this season.

Mr. T. J. McClennan, formerly of the Charlton Sawmill Company,
Collingwood, Ont., is severing his connection with the company to join

the Hope Lumber Company, of Bay City, Mich., which will have its plant

at Thessalon, Ont. Mr. McClennan will be manager of the mill, and has

already entered upon his new position. He has had a long experience

in the lumber business and is recognized as one of the most practical

of sawmill managers.

Hon. F. J. Fulton and Mr A. S. Goodeve, representing the British

Columbia Forestry Commission, visited Toronto recently in order to se-

cure information regarding Ontario's timber regulations and forestry

plans. They conferred with Mr Aubrey White, Deputy Minister of

Lands and Forests; Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean of the Faculty of Forestry

in the University of Toronto, and Mr. James Lawler, secretary of the

Canadian Forestry Association. They also visited Ottawa on a similar

mission, and were joined there by Mr. A. C. Flummerfelt, the third

member of the commission. The commissioners also intended to visit

Washington, D.C., and confer with Mr. Gifford Pinchot, chief forester

of the United States.
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Cooperage Markets Unsatisfactory

Light Demand for Stocks—Manufac-
turers at Loggerheads- Stocks Heavy

The Sutherland-lanes Company, Limited, Chatham, Ont., report
upon the condition of the cooperage market as follows:-

The demand for cooperage stock at the present time is compara-
tively light in some lines, the fall rush being over, and as stocktaking
of most concerns takes place at the end of the year, consumers are not
laying in any more stock than they have to, at the present time.

The demand for flour barrel stock still continues good, and is likely
to continue fairly good throughout the winter, as the barrel is again
taking its rightful place with the consumer, in a great many places, dis-
placing the sacks.

The apple crop this fall was disappointing, and not half the barrels
w ere used which was anticipated earlier in the season. This was caused
by the hot, dry weather, causing the apples to fall to a great extent, and
even reducing the size of the apples which matured, to such an extent
that more apples went in a barrel, and consequently reduced the number
of barrels used.

The general demand for cooperage stock throughout Canada has not
been as brisk this fall as usual, partly owing to the poor apple crop, and
also owing to a great extent to business not yet having revived to the
extent that the newspapers would have us believe. There is no doubt
there has been a considerable improvement in the general business, but
it has not yet reached the cooperage stock manufacturers.

The stocks at the mills are a little heavier than usual at this season
of the year

;
it would not, however, take very much of a revival of trade

to clean everything up, and the manufacturers feel that the stocks on
hand will be required for consumption before the new stocks come in.

Prices have not been satisfactory to the manufacturer this year.
This has partly been caused by some of the manufacturers getting at
loggerheads and cutting prices, and partly by new parties who know
nothing of the cooperate business, and who made a failure of their for-
mer busines's, making prices at which stock could not be manufactured,
and show a reasonable return to the manufacturer. There is no doubt,
however, this will right itself at some time. As soon as these manufac-
turers drop what money they have to waste, the legitimate manufacturers
will get a chance to market their goods at remunerative prices.

This cutting of prices has been very injurious to the cooper, as
coopers buy in good faith at one time, but find their competitors very
shortly afterwards buying stock much cheaper, and consequently cutting
the price of barrels. In addition to this, some of the manufacturers
actually compete with the coopers, selling barrels in the same towns in
which they sold cooperage stock to the coopers, and at a less price than
the coopers could possibly make the barrels and make a living. In fact,
the trade has been demoralized to a great extent this year, but it is not
likely that the coopers will again be caught by the same people, but will
stand by the manufacturers who have protected their interests in the
past and refused to sell barrels, except through them.

So far the winter has been an open one, and no timber has been
put in at the mills, so that unless there is a change in the weather very
shortly, stocks will be very light this winter, and the production for next
season will be limited.

some, and, in addition to this, they have the barrel, which is a valuable
empty package and can be used for a great many purposes.

On account of the use of spring wheat to a greater extent than ever
by the millers, a higher class barrel is now used, and the millers who
buy high tfrade material and kiln dry their staves, find that their package*
arrive m good condition without loss of flour or the expense of re-
coopering. Unfortunately, all of the millers do not use good elm stock
for their barrels, and others do not kiln dry their staves, even when fchev
buy good stock.

Some of the millers who want a cheap package, use gum, which
the Minneapolis millers will not use, nor other material, instead of elm.

Commenting on the condition of flour packages arriving in New-
foundland, J. E. Ray, Esq., Canadian Government agent, St. John's
under date of Nov. 30th, says

:

Flour barrels have greatly improved during the last year or two.
They ought always to have double bilge hoops ; if single hoops are used
and they break, there is nothing to support the staves in holding the
weight of freight necessarily stowed on them. Wire hoops are unsatis-
factory

;
they make the barrels hard to cooper, and if thev are exposed

to the rain in transit, the staves swell, and as the wire cannot stretch,
one or more of the staves are split down the middle and forced inwards
by the pressure. Flour shipped from inland points in barrels made of
unseasoned wood, arrive sifting badly, the heads do not contract in pro-
portion to the staves, consequently if the hoops are tightened up the
staves come together at the bilge, but are held apart at the ends by the
heads, causing a large waste of flour."

I interviewed four of the largest millers in Canada recently , to
ascertain if thev had any complaints oif their packages, and while four
years ago their loss used to ran from $000 to $1,000 per venr for leaking
packages and re-coopering, they assured me that for three years they
had no loss or claim on this account. These millers are all using choice
elm staves, No. 1 kiln dried heading, and No. 1 coiled elm hoops, and
are all kiln drying their staves when they make their barrels.

Another miller with whom we do business, and who is probably the
largest miller in Canada, told me they had decided to discard the wire
hoops and use the wooden hoops exclusively. They are doing so this
year.

(

In talking the matter over with the manufacturers, they assure me
their customers now prefer barrels to sacks, for the reasons above stated.
The salt trade throughout the year has been good, and nearly all of the
salt manufactured in Canada goes into barrels, onlv very little of it be-
ing put into cartons, and then packed in boxes. The lime trade is also
using a considerable quantity of barrels, while the apple trade have al-
most entirely discarded boxes, as far as Ontario is concerned, and are
packing their apples almost entirely in barrels.

After interviewing the millers, the cereal manufacturers, salt manu-
facturers and others manufacturing foodstuffs, it seems to be the general
concensus of opinion that, provided the barrel does not go too high in
price, the consumption of barrels will increase, and they will be the
standard package for food products for some time to come.

The sugar refiners are divided on this, to some extent. Thev all

acknowledge that there is no better package than the barrel, but some
of them contend that it is too expensive a package, while one prominent
refiner is doing everything he can to induce his customers to take their
sugar in barrels on account of it arriving at destination in such excellent
condition.

Yours tralv.

J. INNES.

Consumption of Barrels Likely to Increase

Chatham, Ont., Dec. 6th, 1909.

Editor, "Canada Lumberman":—

-

Dear Sir,—The question has come up as to whether the use of bar-
rels was increasing or decreasing, more especially for foodstuffs.

There is no doubt that at the present time there are more barrels
used in Canada than were ever used before, but the question is, has the
growth in the use of barrels kept pace with the increase in the produc-
tion of foodstuffs, and other articles for which barrels are used ?

The sugar trade, which formerly used to put almost all of their pro-
duction in barrels, now put the bulk of their goods into sacks. This was
caused principally by the saving which could be effected by the refiners
in sacks as against barrels, and not because the sack was a more de-
sirable package. The sack is not a desirable package for sugar, it is

ansanitary, and no matter how carefully the transportation companies
handle the sugar in sacks, it is bound to be more or less contaminated
by adjacent goods, canines and dirty cars. Some of the refiners and a
great many of the consumers realize this, and to a considerable extent
ari goiri'4 back to the barrel.

The flour and oatmeal millers are using more barrels than they have
recently done, in proportion to their output, as the consumers find that
their flour when delivered to them in barrels is clean, sweet and whole-

The Norwegian managers of cellulose mills, knowing the cost of pulp,
have done their utmost, since the lockout commenced in Swedish cellu-
lose trade, to get an advance, but only with ind :fferent results. There
was a loss on the Swedish production between Julv 7 and September 21
of no less than 93,000 tons ,and the United States demand is consider-
ably stronger. Nothing could better demonstrate the great over-produc-
tion prior to this Swedish labor war. Mechanical is quiet. Partially
misled by one or two sales at unnecessarily low prices, buyers are at-
tempting to force prices down to a new and somewhat reduced level,
which sellers resist. Business is, therefore, very hard to negotiate.—Can-
ad ;an Trade and Commerce Report.

Viceroy Chan Jen Chun, a progressive Chinaman, recently visited
at Hong Kong the Taikoo dock and shipbuilding yard, where a modern
woodworking plant is operated. In China, he said, there is widespread
and general prejudice against the circular saw. There are few in the en-
tire empire, the bulk of timber being cut by manual labor. The viceroy
said it is proposed to hold an exposition next year in the province over
which he has control and he hopes to be able to see there various types
of labor saving devices from America and elsewhere.

Mr. John Kernaghan who recently lost his sawmill at Salmon Arm.
B.C., through fire, has purchased a complete sawmill outfit from the F.
Long Manufacturing Company, of Orillia, Ont. The machinerv has just
been shipped.



The Retail Dealer and His Problems
The Value of a Good Foreman—Handling the Contractor

An Enterprising1 Bridgeburg Dealer

Mr. John T. James, of

Bridgeburg, Ont., is the type of

man who succeeds in whatever
he undertakes. Perhaps it is a
natural gift that enables him to

prosper, but if so, the gift is that

of ability to make the most of

every circumstance which arises.

Mr. James was born and edu-

cated in Cheltenham, Glouces-

tershire, Eng., and came with
his parents to Canada in 1871.

Like so many of his fellow coun-
trymen, he immediately com-

^ menced to prove that Canada
JM 'V^K^^^ land of great opportunity

^fl for thf persevering business man.

B^^^^^l H made his first

HnHB^^^^Hj 1881. In the

\T-JWRBH|HH|^^f which he still occupies. Since

^jfy 1886 Mr. James has interested

himself considerably and with

gratifying success in real estate

and building. His interests, in

addition to those connected with

the lumber business, have in-

deed been widespread. From
1897 to 1900 he owned, published and edited the "Bridgeburg Review."
In 1904 he launched into the lumber business by purchasing, in company
with Mr. Byron Disher and Mr. E. W, Near, the Crystal Beach planing
mill and lumber business at Bidgeway, Ont. A year later he enlarged
his lumber interests by taking over the interests of both his partners.
He continued the business in conjunction with his store business. He
maintains a lumber yard also at Bridgeburg and has been successful as

a building contractor.

Mr. James has been active a* a public man, having been first reeve
of the village after its incorporation in 1895. From 1898 to 1906 he was
police magistrate of the village.

From this outline of his career it will be seen that Mr. James is one
of those excellent citizens for the production of which tre lumber busi-

ness is noted. He is a factor in his country's growth, a man of wide
interests and of successful application to business detail. He is widely
known in the trade and respected by all with whom he has dealings.

John T. James Enterprising Lumbtr
Dealer of Bridgeburg, Ont.

The Foreman of the Yard
Who can estimate the value of a good yard foreman to his em-

ployer? Certainly no one is likely to overestimate it, yet if any diver-

gence from the facts is necessary, overestimation is safer than the re-

verse. The proprietor of a retail yard ought to be something more than
his own foreman, and the real foreman ought to be only a little less than
the proprietor. Every proprietor's ideal should be a business which
enables him whenever necessary to leave the office entirely and devote
his time to outside problems or business matters which turn up. With-
out a capable foreman ''",is is only possible at a loss or a risk.

A yard proprietc who has made his business a success, recently
estimated that he wt> . away from his office and yard 60 per cent, of the
actual business tim Taking an average, it is probable that proprietors

have to leave fchei'. yards in charge of employees for about 25 per cent,
of the time. The nportance of having a good foreman is therefore clear.

The best equiprr" it and stock may not produce a profit under poor man-
agement, yet he / many apparently one-horse yards have been developed
into splendid business concerns by a capable foreman.

The routine duties of a foreman are well understood by everyone.
The other duties are the ones which call for qualifications none too com-
mon. After learning all about the business, he should learn all he can
about business manners. In intercourse with customers, every variety
of tact and foresight is called into play. Good judgment, pleasant man-
ners and undoubted honesty are first aid to the salesman. Without them
he will be a drag upon business. The foreman must know how to deal
with customers and with the rest of the staff. In short, he must be two
persons in one, viz., himself and his employer, and the more he can
bury himself and his own interests in those of his employer the more
will he prosper and promote the business of the yard.

The Retailer and the Contractor
"Co-operation with the Contractor," is the subject of an article by

F. W. Bagan, secretary-treasurer of the Vigars-Shear Lumber Company,
Limited, which won third honors in a competition recently held by the
"American Lumberman." Mr. Bagan 's article, which is both brief and
businesslike, is as follows:

The aim of every retailer, whether it be in lumber, dry goods or
what not, is to sell the highest possible amount of merchandise with the
lowest possible margin of loss. And, in the manner in which you handle
the contractor and jobber problem, depends whether you succeed in
either one or both of these desirable ends.

We find in our business that this class naturally divides itself under
three headings: Those of unquestioned reliability, who secure the larger
contracts, and who myou would as soon sell as the railroads. Those
whom you consider good as long as they are making money, but whom
you take no chances with, insisting that they clean up their account on
each building as the architect's estimates are given. Those of no moral
or financial account whatever, hut who still manage to secure a job now
and then.

These three classes, especially in a manufacturing or rapidly growing
centre, are responsible, directly or indirectly, for perhaps 50 to 75 per
< enfc. of your business, and considering this percentage it is indeed a
highly important question and very often a ticklish one.

The first thing to know in dealing with these, is to know, and know
thoroughly, your position, just where you come off at in case certain
things that may happen do happen. That is, to post yourself so fully
on the mechanics' lien law of your respective province or state that you
may occasionally be able to give your solicitor a pointer on that law. On
how far that law gives you protection (which law differs materially in
different provinces or states), depends the business you take, the chances
you pass up. In this connection it may be well to add that it is neces-
sary that you have some system which automatically brings to your at-

tention expiring lien dates a week or so before they run out, and of each
and even- account on your books.

Concerning the first class. You sell these more as an ordinary com-
mercial account, generally waiving your lien privileges if they might
take a little more than the thirty days' time occasionally. And if you
take ordinary precautions with this class, observe their manner of life,

associations, etc., so that the few times they ask for favors you shall not
get caught. The second class is more difficult, more numerous and bear
everlasting watching. You must follow each building in course of erec-
tion closely. As the architect's estimates are given you insist on the
value you have thus far in the building being paid; if you let it go until
the wind-up you may get caught in the peculiarity of the lien law of that
province. If an expiring lien time stares you in the face, you do some
good, hard thinking before you allow the security to expire. If you do,
it is then a question, "Was my judgment in this instance right?" You
advance, you retreat, you are firm, you are courteous, you are every-
thing; you want their business, but, not less important, their money.
But never for an instant should you lose your patience or appear sus-
picious, for that might lose you business, sometimes the money, too.

As to the third class: You do not allow their names on vour books:
any business they 'bring is in the name of the owner of the property. They
understand that—it has been intimated or told them in a nice way. No
hard feelings, just a matter of business. They know they would "do"
you if they got a chance ; so do you. Still, there is no reason why you
can not be friendly, as undoubtedly it will pay both of you.

In the general way, you endeavor to give all of them the highest
posible value for their dollars. You give them the grades they buy, you
give them prompt delivery. Prompt delivery, say, to a contractor with
a dozen men working for him, will be appreciated by him. If he can
phone for 50 lineal feet of quarter round and feel sure as pop it will be
delivered in a hour, he will say. "Them there people's alright" And be
sure to get it there, supposing it does cost 25 cents to do it.

Notwithstanding all your efforts and all your resolutions, you do not
always say the right thing at the right time. Maybe you say "No" and
it should have been "Yes" or maybe you did not say "Yes" quick enough.
You lose a little business or you lose a little money, and then you feel

like kicking yourself. Still, if you do not make mistakes, you will never
learn.

It is understood that the computations now being made by the St.

John Biver Log Driving Corporation as to the cost of operation will not
show any reduction in the rate. In fact, an increase is expected, as the
size of logs is growing less, the number required to make a thousand is

greater, and the cost of operation consequently greater.
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Export of Lumber from Montreal
An Increase of Almost Seven
Million Feet - Market Quieter

Montreal Office of the "Canada Lumberman."
December 11th, 1900.

The annual statement of shipments of wood goods to the Unite I

Kingdom and the Continent, from the port of Montreal for the season
1909, shows an increase of 0,938,792 feet over the -preceding year's
figures. The past season is generally regarded as satisfactory, for, while
the continental markets were dull during the summer months, trade re-

vived rapidly with the approach of fall and was especially brisk in the
last month, due to the foreign dealers realizing the necessarity for replen-
ishing their stocks before the close of navigation.

The class of lumber now exported from Canada differs from that sent
out a few years ago. The higher prices asked for our better grades of lum-
ber have forced the European customer to content himself with the cor-
respondingly lower grades.

Baltic competition is a factor that our Canadian shippers have now
to contend with. Lumber is manufactured in Baltic centres with equalh
as gool milling facilities as we possess and shippers from these points
have the advantage in the freight rates.

Just what the outlook is for next season's trade is hard to discern
at this early date. The present political situation in England will mala
business slow and difficult and the future is exceedingly hard to gauge

Amongst Canadians generally there seems to be a feeling that next
season will be a good year in the lumber business of the Canadian West
and should this prophesy prove correct and the eastern markets be affect-
ed, quiet export season may be looked for.

In the appended list it is interesting to note that the leading shippers.
Messrs. Watson & Todd, Limited, have increased their shipments this
season by an amount approximately equal to the total increase for the
port of Montreal, while Mr. E. M. Nicholson has practically trebled his
shipments made in 1908. The following is the list of shippers, with the
various amounts exported by each.

Feet b.m.
Watson & Todd 35,542,107
R Cox & Company 18,804,04")
E. H. Lemay 11,442.989
J. Burstall & Company 10,573,598
W. & J. Sharpies 9,655,700
E. M. Nicholson 6,594.970
Dobell Beckett & Company 5,157,003
The McArthur Export Company, Limited 3,143,311
Cox, Long & Company 914,432
Graddon & Owens 671,716
Railway's, Steamship Lines and small shippers 12,372,966

United Kingdom and Continent, 1909 114,872.849
United Kingdom and Continent, 1908 107,934,057

Increase, U K. and Continent, 1909 6,938.792

Total United Kingdom and Continent 114,872,849
Total South America 3,074.010

Grand Total 1909 117,946,859

The Montreal lumber market has assumed a quiet even tone, quite in
keeping with the season of the year. The situation generally is quiet and
dealers are busy invoicing and cleaning up their stocks. November has
been an excellent business month on the whole, and collections are re-
ceiving better attention than has been the case heretofore.

December is essentially the month in the year when merchants make
up their statements, review their past season's trade and do their figur-
ing on the next year's business.

1909 has undoubtedly shown vast improvement over the previous
year's figures, and with the extensive building season that is booked for
both Canada and the United States, with the coming of spring, there is

no reason to doubt that 1910 will be at least equally as good as the pres-
ent year.

. It is generally felt that stocks to be wintered will be light. It is

significant that the American buyers are in quite a few instances willing
to close contracts for the next season's cuts, but Canadian manufacturers
are not yet ready to sell their stoeks.

On the market very little spruce is offering. Sales are not numerous
either, but what little is handled is sold at better figures than have been
obtainable. This would seem to point to a scarcity in the spring. The
demand for dressed spruce required for flooring is also very good°

Laths remain stationary in price and are reported fairly scarce.
White pine seems to be in active demand in some quaters. The

American market is rallying and advances as high as $5 have been noted

of late, in the New York prices. The firmer quotations are for the better
grades but culls and common stocks are also stronger.

Shingles are very quiet. The American market ranges very low at
the present time and a rather remarkable condition exists, in that deal-
ens can do better in the Boston markets than in New York. Montreal
l.o.b. prices are $2.15 to $2.25 for 2nd clear, and $1.35 to $1.50 for
extras, l's.

All classes of hardwoods continue firm with the upper grades most
actively in demand. Basswoo-1 is perhaps more frequent lv called for and
is steady at the figures quoted.

With the exception of shingles, prices generally are unchanged

Lumber Thefts from Canal Boats
Capt. John Hinerth, of the canal boats "M. V. Buell" and "Edward

Annam," was recently arrested at Fort Edward, New York, and arranged
before Mr. Justice liichardson on a charge of grand larceny. This case
was preferred against Hinerth on the grounds that he had disposed of a
quantity of lumber in Whitehall, N.Y. the property of the Charlemagne
Lumber Company, of Montreal, while this lumber was in transit on the
above mentioned boats, between the company's Canadian mills and New
York. The losses of lumber shippers and owners had grown so extensive
that it was decided to investigate the shortages, and it developed that for
some time past it had been the custom of several boat captains to dispose
o* a portion of their cargo while en route between canals and the lakes.

No action was taken against Hinerth in this case, with the except-
tion that restitution was demanded of him. In future, however, stringent
measures will be adopted to prevent a recurrence of these steals. Lum-
ber dealers in Whitehall and other centres have been warned that canal
boat captains have no right to dispose of their cargoes, and that lumber
purchased from them is at their own risk and leaves them liable to pro-
secution.

Miscellaneous News from Montreal
Mr. Mason, of Messrs. Mason, Gordon & Company, has just return-

ed from a trip to Winnipeg. At the latter place Mr. Mason closed a con-
tract for a million and a half feet of hemlock, for 1910 delivery.

The Eagle Lumber Company, 97 St. James Street, has taken over
the agency for the sale of red cedar shingles, manufactured by the Jos.
Chew Lumber & Shingle Company, Ltd., of Vancouver, B. C.

Mr. Gordon, of Messrs. Mason, Gordon & Company, who returned
recently from an extensive trip to southern Mississippi points, states that
the lumber trade generally, in the south, is passing through a most pros-
perous season, due largely to the existing high prices of cotton. While
in Savannah, Mr. Gordon noted two steamers loaded with one million
feet of yellow pine for delivery at Gaspe, P.Q. This pine is being largely
used for railway purposes

A large boom is being constructed on the Lievre Biver, by the Eagle
Lumber Company, to contain logs for their Bapide de L'Original, P.Q.
mill. The boom is approximately one mile in extent and will be pile driv-
en around the entire length. The company are constructing this boom
in order that the loss of sinking logs may be avoided. Last season a well
known Quebec firm lost 50 per cent, of their logs due to sinking. Balsam
logs, on account of their porous nature, show the greatest tendency to dis-
appear in this way.

A Prediction which did not Materialize
Mr. E. A. McCurdy, manager of the Newcastle, N.B., branch of

the Royal Bank of Canada, who has been in touch with the shipping
ports of Newcastle and Bathurst for 13 years as a banker and business
man, in a recent interview spoke optimistically of the financial and com-
mercial status of that part of New Brunswick. Thirty years ago, he
said, pessimists were predicting the depletion of the great" forests tribu-
tary to the Miramichi and the St. John rivers, and the consequent decline
of the lumber business of the province. To-day that lucrative industry
was as much on its feet as it was a quarter of a "century ago. The report
from the Miramichi this year would be in the vicinitv of 90.000.000 feet,
from the St. John, 190,000,000, and from Campbellton. 110,000.000: or
a total of almost 400,000,000 feet, which at $10 per 1.000 gives a value
of $4,000,000. From 3,500 to 4,000 men are employed in the woods in
this business, one firm alone having no fewer than 2,000 men on their
pay roll.

Speaking of alleged depletion of the New Brunswick forests, Mr.
McCurdy said that lumbermen were quite as anxious as the Govern-
ment that the greatest care possible should be taken in the cutting of
the trees; consequently no undue depletion was taking place from year
to year in the great forests of northern New Brunswick.

Mr. Aubrey White, Deputy Minister of Lands and Forests, states
that from reports received from the rangers the output of logs durin?
the past season has been the greatest yet.
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Death Summons Leading Lumbermen
Ex-Mayor Daniel W ilson of Collingwood Sud-
denly Called—H. H. Strathy Succumbs to Typhoid

Daniel Wilson, ex-mayor of Collingwood, one of the meet prominent

and highly esteemed lumbermen of the Georgian Bay district, died

suddenly in Toronto on Thursday, Dec. 2nd, having been seized with

apoplexy. He was staying at the Iroquois hotel, an 1 had been complain-

ing for several days of a headache. On Wednesday night he retired in

apparently good health, but about noon he was heard to be breathing

heavily in his room and was found to be in a vers7 critical condition. The
physician decide ! to send him to a hospital, but Mr. Wilson expired

before he could be taken to the ambulance. The body was removed by
relatives to the home in Collingwood.

Mr. Wilson, as head of the firm of Wilson Brothers, of Collingwood,

Out., commenced business in a modest manner and continued so suc-

cessfully that at the time of his death he had developed the company
until it possessed one of the most complete and up-to-date planing mills

and woodworking plants in Canada. He was born in Collingwood in

1861 and received a common school education. He began work at the

age of 14 in the shingle, heading and stave factory of George Buck &

Company. At 17 he went to learn lumber graling at Christie, Kerr &
Company's mill, where he remained for three years, working in the mill

in summer and in the woods in winter. Then he spent two years with

Peck & Son, of Duluth. sorting and piling lumber and working in the

The Late Ex-Mayor Daniel Wilson of Cohiugwood.

woods, river driving and rafting. For the next three years Mr. Wilson

was with Geo. Buck & Company, grading in summer and scaling in win-

ter. Next he spent a year with George Gall, of Toronto, as lumber in-

spector.

In 1887, towards the end of the year, Mr. Wilson and his brother

ventured into business on their own account. They leased a small plan-

ing mill in Collingwood and began to manufacture builders' supplies,

and to do contracting under the name of Wilson Brothers. Their trade

grew rapidly and in 1902 Mr Wilson's brother retired, to practice archi-

tecture. The business prospered from the outset, until the company's

product was shipped from coast to coast.

In public life Mr. Wilson was first elected to the town council of

Collingwood in 1896, serving for seven consecutive years. He was elect-

ed mayor in 1904 by a good majority, and was re-elected for three suc-

cessive years, occupying the chair during 1904-5-6-7. He then retired

voluntarily. He was Liberal candidate for North Simcoe in 1908.

Mr. Wilson was a well known Hoo-Hoo and a prominent member
of the Masonic Order and of the Oddfellows, occupying the highest local

offices in each of the latter two orders. He was also an active member
of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association and one of its executive

officers. As a member of the association's special insurance committee

he gave valuable assistance in working out its plans.

Henry H. Strathy, K.C., of Barrie, Ont. , died after a brief illness

from typhoid fever, on Nov. 30th. Mr. Strathy was largely interested in

British Columbia timber limits Mr. Strathy was president of the

Benchers of the Provincial Law Society of Upper Canada for several

years, and also president of the Simcoe Law Association. He was born

in Barrie in 1847, called to the bar in 1871, and created a Q.C. in 1885.

For some years Mr. Strathy identified himself with industrial concerns

and helped materially to promote the business welfare of Barrie. At

the time of his death he was president of the Royal Victoria Hospital,

and of the Children's Aid Society, and an executive officer of the Barrie

Bible Society. He is survived by his widow and son, Gerrard B. Strathy,

of Toronto. J. R. Strathy and A. G. Strathy, of Toronto, are brothers.

Captain Daniel F. Tapley, the only surviving member of the firm of

Tapley Bros., log freighters and tugboat owners on the River St. John,

died recently, aged 78 years. He was prominently identified with the

lumber business all his life.

Walter I. Reid, lumber merchant and manufacturer of coopers'

supplies, while attending to his business duties at the factory at Ayr,

Ont., recently suffered a paralytic stroke, dying from the effects. Mr.

Reid leaves three 60ns and two daughters.

Miscellaneous News from New^Brunswick
Mr. W. S. Kennedy, of Debec Junction, N.B., expects to operate

the sawmill at that place this winter.

The sawmill at Richmond Corner, N.B., owned by McElhinney
Bros., will probably remain idle the greater portion of this winter.

Messrs. Flemming & Neal, who were so successful in their lumber
business last year at Oak Siding, N.B., will this year move to Scott Sid-

ing. They have again secured the services of Messrs. White & Patterson to

manufacture their cut.

Mr. Albert Hayden, of Woodstock, N.B., who has a well equipped

sawmill, has associated with him Rev. R. G. Fulton, recently of British

Columbia, and former pastor of the Woodstock Methodist church. These

gentlemen are at present constructing the necessary boarding houses

and laying the foundation for a portable sawmill at Dibblee's siding,

about four miles below the town. A considerable timber district near

there was damaged by fire last spring, and this firm should have a suc-

cessful season's work.

Billings & Flemming, of Elmwood, N.B., are enlarging their mill

considerably to make room for more machinery, consisting of a planer

and matcher, a band-saw ordered from the Goldie & McCulloch Com-
pany, of Gait, Ont. ; also a complete line of stave sawing and barrel

heading machinery. They purpose manufacturing barrels for the potato

trade in the Cuban market, and expect to ship a considerable quantity

of potatoes to Havana during the winter months. This firm also expect

to lumber quite extensively on their own timber lands if the season

proves favorable.

The Nepisiguit Lumber Company, of Bathurst, N.B., have let the

following contracts for their new mill : Boiler, E. Leonard & Sons, Lon
don, Ont. ; mill equipment, Clark Brothers Company, Belmont, N.Y.

Several other contracts have yet to be placed for engines, belting, saws

and other miscellaneous equipment. The company are pushing the work

on their mill as rapidly as possible. The concrete foundations of the

mill, the engine house, the boiler house and the burner are all in and

the framework of the mill is completed up to the roof. Work will be

continued all winter so as to have the mill in readiness by the 1st of May.

Attention is called to the advertisement in this issue, of the Canadian

Logging Tool Company, Limited, of Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., who are

bringing before our readers their car door roller, a device that is said to be

of great advantage in loading cars. This roller has been on the market

only a few years and the manufacturers inform us that wherever it

has been used it has given great satisfaction, there being a marked saving

in time in loading or unloading ears of lumber. The roller illustrated

in the advertisement (on page 18) is for side door of car, but rollers are

also furnished for end doors and at a lower price. The roller is adjustable

by means of a screw in the end so it will fit any car door. Then the roller

part upon which the door is rolled is on a pivot, so that lumber can be

rolled in almost any direction. It looks like a device that should be sold

readily to firms shipping a dozen or more cars of lumber in a year. One

of the inportant points of merits claimed on behalf of it is that there is

no broken lumber.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio, manufactur-

ers of conveying machinery, have issued an attractive general chain

catalogue, No. 81, which will be found interesting by all who use or

need conveying machinery. The catalogue, which is profusely illustrat-

ed with excellent half tone engravings, contains also general price lists

and descriptions of the company's elevating, conveying and power trans-

mitting machinery and chains, The great variety of chains represent-

ed and their peculiar adaptability for their particular work will at once

impress the reader. More complete information can be had from the

company, who have already published a wide range of books relating to

the application of their methods to special lines of work. We are also

in receipt of a useful bulletin, No. 18, from the Jeffrey Manufacturing

Company, which describes in the same thorough manner this company's

electric and air power coal cutters.
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Lumber Matters in the Law Courts
Important Decision in English Court Regard-
ing Breach of Contract—Writ to Restrain Sale

Alleged Breach of Contract—A decision of importance to Canadian
manufacturers of lumber has just been given in London, Eng., by Mr
Justice Hamilton, in the Commercial Court of the King's Bench Divi-
sion, the case being that of Howard Brothers & Company, timber mer-
chants, against the Imperial Timber & Trading Company, Limited The
action was brought by a firm of large timber merchants of London against
a Canadian company to recover damages for alleged breach of contract
in connection with the shipment of a quantity of Douglas fir from Van-
couver. The defendant company denied the alleged breach The
question of the amount of dameges was allowed to stand over. Counsel
tor the plaintiff presented his case as follows: In 1908 the plaintiffs
wanted a quantity of Douglas fir and communicated with Tagart Beaton
ft Company, of Fenchurch street, London, agents in England for the
defendants. Defendants entered a contract to deliver 198,000 superficial
teet on board ship at Vancouver, B.C., by October 31st, 1908 The de-mand made on the defendants proved to be beyond their capacity to
perform. Plaintiffs alleged that the best offer defendants could then
make was one involving a delay of three or four months—namely to
deliver about half the cargo in February, 1909. The plaintiffs finally
gave up the contract and were obliged to get the lumber in London
1 hey gave notice in December that they must treat the contract as
ended and that they would hold the defendants liable.

Defendants claimed that there was a printed clause in the contraH
providing that if there was any dispute as to delav it should be the sub-
ject matter of an allowance to be decided by arbitration. The contract
had been entered into on September 19th, at 65s. per 1,000 superficial

5? 'i

Defendants wrote aski»g for an alteration in the lengths required
(33 feet to 40 feet), as they had difficulty in getting logs of the required-
length. I he plaintiffs chartered a vessel to carrv the lumber which
sailed on Nov. 10th. Finally, on Dec. 28th, the defendants wrote a let-
ter which plaintiffs accepted as a clear admission of inabilitv to per-
form the contract. Defendants said that though they had scoured the
whole coast they had been unable to get logs of the required length

?«
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dl8Putes among the loggers and scarcity of such timber. Plain-
tiffs held that the clause relied on by the defendants did not apply to
shpiments on f.o.b. terms.

The defendants held that the plaintiffs were not entitled to repudiate
the contract under the circumstances and because they could onlv <ret
half the quantity in February instead of by October 31st, It might' have
been an inconvenience to the plaintiffs to get only half in Februarv
but that was no ground for repudiating the whole contract.

The clause in dispute was, from the point of view of the seller an
important one. From that of the buyer it might be inconvenient 'but
that did not matter if the buyer had reallv accepted it, He could not
send a ship if there was nothing for it. The delav, thev claimed, was
not so unreasonable as to amount to a repudiation of the whole contract

His Lordship, in giving his decision, said he believed the clause in
question was meant to apply to a c.i.f. contract. He did not think that
if it was contemplated to enter into a f.o.b. contract it would have been
inserted. But they could not deny that the words could be used as ap-
plicable to a f.o.b. transaction, which form the transaction afterwards
took. The part refernng to immediate payment also referred to freight
and insurance. The words to the effect that should the shipment be
delayed beyond the time mentioned in the contract, the buyer should not
reject the goods, but pay the charges and refer the matter "to arbitration
could not be read except as referring to a f.o.b. transaction. He did
not think there could be any distinction between shipment on board and
alongside or confined to the delay in brining the goods alongside as
distinguished from a shipment

; these were the seller's obligations The
word 'delay" in its ordinary meaning did not apply to such a case as
the present, where it appeared that the defendants were unable to *et
the goods according to their own showing until some nine months after
the contract was entered into, and seven months after the time fixed
for putting on board. After the time for delivery had passed, and when-
the arrangements for transporting the ship had been made by the buyers
the sellers discovered that the logs mentioned in contract' were unpro-
curable. The buyers were then applying for them, and, being anxious
to mitigate their damages and get some goods, thev suggested that the
goods might be forwarded by instalments, although thev should have
been forwarded m one shipment. But no definite answer was -iven to
their-inquiry until December, when the sellers suggested shipping about
one-half in Februarv. When the residue was to be ready they were not
prepared to say. Plaintiffs would not accept that, and it would in any
case have been a substitution for the original contract, No more washeard m definite terms from the sellers, who, he was satisfied had no
oesire to give any definite information, until the 27th Mav when a letter
arrived at the agents, in which the sellers said : "We have not cancelled
the order, and ,f Messrs. Howard wish us to ship we will do so " men
or how they did not say. That was a delav which he thought was un

reasonable. Furthermore, it appeared (hat the sellers, having discoveredthat they could not get wood of the length of 33 feet to 40 feet, had
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8 of the contract,and reserved their claim for compensation, and endeavored to mitigatehe damages by obtaining the wood elsewhere. The defendants brokethe contract, intimated that they could not perform it, and i n factannounced repudiation, which was accepted by the buyers. 'Thereforethe buyers were entitled to claim damages, and judgment must be forthem for an amount to be ascertained
Mr. Atkin for the defendants, said they hoped to be able to arriveat an agreement, but he asked for liberty to apply in any case, wh, n hedamages were fixed, for the taxation of costs ami damages. His Lord!ship granted leave to apply.
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R ^
mber-The ^™ Bank has issued a writagainst the Sovereign Bank to restrain the latter from selling to E R CClarkson or anyone else the jack pine and spruce wood now on the pre-mises 0f th e DnperfaJ Paper Mills of Canada. Limited, at Sturgeon F I s

( larkson is receiver and liquidator of the paper mills. The Quebec Bankclaims damages, too, for the wood already disposed of

New PnT I?? *, ^ A
2eci8ion °* mtere6t tf) lumbermen in

hSL Aim r ^7 d«misBing Petition of the PortageLake M,l Company, o Bangor, Maine, which complained that theumber rate charged by the Bangor 4 Aroostook Railroad Company, fromPortage lake to the harbor at Cape Jellison, is unreasonably high Thedecision was rendered by the Maine State Board of Railroad Commis-
sioners who decided that the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad Company ha,a right to meet the conditions of competition at Van Buren, whetherfrom another railroad or other sources within the State, or whether itcomes from the St John river and railroads on the other side of thenver in Canada. Speaking of the extensions and branches of the Ban-gor & Aroostook now being built at a cost of at least $1,500 000 thecommiss.oners said: 'These four additional lines will naturally bringabout a readjustment of zones and rates in the country along 'the St

t fi
" thT ^ ^ !n °Perflti™< however' we are unable

to find that the present rates are either unreasonable or discriminatory."

Important Feature of a Popular Grate
The Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Company, of Greenville, Mich whoare manufacturers of the Gordon hollow blast grate, draw attention tothe distinguishing feature of this grate which has assisted materially inbuilding up its reputation. The tuyere of the Gordon hollow blast grate

is seven inches m diameter, and there are from four to seven to the baraccording to the ength of the latter. No bolt is used, the tuyere beingheld in place solely by its own weight, which is ten pounds. In the edge
cl he tuyere are the b ast outlets, which are long and narrow, so as toexclude sawdust and ashes as much as possible. The shoulder on which

the bar
1
"

6 & ***** t0 prGVent matter from enterm?

As the tuyeres are removable and interchangeable, thev afford ae-cess to the chamber of the bar, make it easy to remove rust, scale, etcfrom the outlets and permit tuyeres with larger or smaller outlets to besubstituted. This last feature is especially important, as the size of the

The Gordon Hollow Blast Grate.

outlets is naturally determined by the kind of fuel used, and must, there-
fore to give the best results, be changed when the fuel is changed.

The upper surface of the tuyeres is slightly below the general level
of the grate, so that the scraper passes over them without touching.
I hey have wings to prevent their canting, and cannot be removed unless
lifted vertically. Thus it is impossible for them to become accidentally
displaced. The tuyeres flare slightly, and hence discharge the blast atan angle. This, it is claimed, gives an ideal distribution of the air

I here is no forwardly directed blast at or near the bridge wall as
the rear end of the grate is quite likely to be bare, or at best but poorlycovered and the inevitable tendency of such a blast would be to drivethe smoke out of the feed doors and to overheat the front. The GordonHollow Blast Grate Company state that their grate is the heaviest andmost durable blast on the market. There are many outfits in use to-daywhich have been in constant service since early in the 90's It has been
kept thoroughly up to date, by practical men. "

The company are also the
manufacturers of the well known Tower line of edgers and trimmers



CAMP DEPARTMENT
Increasing- Use of Machinery in Logging Operations

The increasing use of machinery in logging operations makes the

subject of the care of machinery all important to the lumberman. Mr.
Pi. T. Earle, at the recent Logging Congress in Seattle, delivered an in-

structive address upon the subject. Mr. Earle's remarks were as follows:

l"p-to-date loggers are paying considerable attention to the machinery
that is used in bringing their logs from the place where they are cut

down to the dump. Yarding donkeys haul to the roads, and road don-

keys haul to cam. Owing to the distance that logs have to be hauled to

water or mill, transportation, either by donkeys or cars, or both, has
forced itself on to the minds of those interested. There are several build-

ers on tins coast who are putting on the market first class donkeys, either

for yarding or for road work. The maintenance of these machines falls

upon the logger. Tn many instances they are neglected by those handling

them for the reason that they are expected to keep them running, and
have the logs coming in, and start engines when the signal is given. Often

these engines are run up to their limit with bolts working loose in rods

or journal box, and later on a bad break happens that could have been

prevented if the engineer had been allowed to stop and tighten up the

holts. The first loose bolt causes a rattle or jar that soon loosens other

bolts, and the bearing that should run smooth soon becomes a steam
hammer or pile driver, not only destroying the bearing itself, but loos-

ening and eventually breaking other parts. The time and expense of

tightening the first bolt are nothing when compared to the time and ex-

pense in making repairs on a bod break.

Care of Machinery

To keep machinery in good shape we should not rely on the engineer

to do all repairs. Tn most camps it pays to have a good mechanic inspect

and repair all machinery at night. The engineer should report all defects

that he has found during the day, and the machinist can do this work
and as much more as he can find Every point should be inspected and

defects repaired. In this way you will have but few delays during the

day. when you have a large gang of men at work. Boilers should be in-

spected often, gauges tested with a dead weight gauge tester, as the

average reference or test gauge is in danger of being damaged in moving
from place to place, and you have no way of knowing it until you have

an explosion. Safety pops should be locked. Many a good engineer has

screwed down his pops to get in a larger load than the other fellow. This

is dangerous and expensive. Frictions should be washed out with hot

water and dried with steam through a hole in the brake band or flange

over the friction.

Engines should be set about V4 or 2 inches high on gear side so

that the oil will not work out of drum into the friction. Keep the engine

in good order, then make it do all that it is built for. and as much more

as you can get out of it. By many, oil is considered the best fuel for

donkeys in the woods. It can be used satisfactorily and is cheaper than

wood in many instances. The burners may be installed in many ways.

The dimensions of the boiler, the manner in which it is fastened to don-

key frame, and the style of ash pan govern the manner of installation.

Fuel oil can be used in donkey boilers without injury to tubes or tube

sheet, if properly installed

Railway Equipment

The next important factors in getting the logs to the dump are the

locomotives and the cars, the locomotive being the prime mover. Rod
engines of the styles known as switchers, consolidated moguls or 10-

wheelers will do good work on grades under 5 per cent. ; over that we
have what is known as the geared engine. Rod engines for logging work

should have large boilers, heavy frames, large axles, rods and pins, and

small drivers, and all the weight on drivers that your roadbed and bridges

will stand ; also equipped with oil burning apparatus where conditions will

permit. It must be of good material ; well designed for the purpose, and

well put together, as locomotives for logging purposes should be much
stronger in proportion to their steam pressure and cylinder area than

those on standard trunk lines, on account of sharp curves, which rack

the frames, and rough track and light rail, which injure springs, spring

rigging, axles and pins. The boilers should be from 10 per cent, to 20

per cent, larger for logging than for any other purpose, as it is necessary

to carry steam full stroke on grades, and in many cases have to run for

the hills with the lever down among the oil cans, and keep it there for

miles. In using a large boiler there is not only a surplus of water and

steam but there is weight which will increase your adhesion to the rail.

The most important point to consider after purchasing locomotives

is to see that they are kept- in good condition for work. Lost motion on

an engine working hard will pull the dollars out of your pockets quicker

than the engine can earn them. A locomotive in good shape will puv

2r, per cent, more logs than it will if allowed to rattle itself loose. Eveu.y

dollar spent to keep your machinery in repair will pay 25 per cent, on the

investment, if properly expended When other loggers are held up on

account of engine failures you will be hauling logs to the dump. A large

amount of power is lost through steam leaking under valves and through
cylinder packing and out through the exhaust that should be exerting
power on the pistons. Also watch wheels closely for flats and sharp
flanges. Flat spots will loosen bolts, break wheels, axles and rails. Sharp
flanges are dangerous to life, and expensive, as they cause many wrecks.
They cut the rails, and it takes power to pull them around curves.

The geared engine is indispensable on steep grades and sharp carves
and requires all the attention that should be given the rod engine. To
get results all machinery must be kept in good repair. The man that
keeps your machinery so that it will do all that it is built to do can save
you lots of money and needs encouragement, as his lot is a hard one.

In the matter of cars, conditions govern the style used. I prefer
the 41-foot flat 70,000-pound capacity; weight of car, 28,000 pounds ; low
deck; axles, 4^x8, 33 inches; 600-pound cast wheels; they are strong,
safe and will bring in large loads. They can also be used for other freight
and for road building. These cars should be equipped with air and auto-
matic couplers, and should have the same care as to wheels and truck
repairs as your locomotive.

Dr. B. E. Fernow's Views on the Management of
Timber Limits

In a recent address before the Canadian Club at Guelph, Ont., Dr.
Fernow dealt at some length with Canadian forestry problems. He
sketched the regulations under which timber limits had been leased, show-
ing how conditions resulted in rapid cutting and depletion of the superior
stock. He complained also of indifference on the part of the various
Governments. The Dominion Government had established a Forestry
branch to look after such matters. This department received $100,000
a year to look after 5,000,000 square miles of territory. In Quebec ten-
tative and struggling efforts were being made. In Ontario, a branch
had existed, but when a good man was secured to take charge, who
showed an interest and a tendency to make changes, the department
was abolished. He had heard much about the ranging system in On-
tario, but in reality a great deal of money was being paid out with no
returns.

"I could formulate a policy,'' he said, "and it would be along the
lines followed in Prussia, wher the Government owns, manages and cuts
her own timber limits, logs the timber and sells it to whoever cares to
buy. I see no reason why it could not be followed out here." Briefly, his
idea would be to have a Royal Commission established to control the
whole problem of forestry which might be worked out as a natural se-
quence to the establishment of the Conservation Commission.

The annual migration of the lumber jacks from Edmonton to the
lumber camps up the river has begun. The lumber to be cut is again
being curtailed this year in fear of the spring floods, and because it is

not expected that the Dominion Government will have completed their
storage booms on the river.

Tallman Brass & Metal Company Now in their New
Quarters

The Tallman Brass & Metal Company, of Hamilton, Ont., which
occupied quarters on Wellington street north for 13 years, have opened
up their large new factorv and foundry on Wilson street, east of San-
ford avenue, and are already hard at work filling the many orders they
have, on hund for the winter trade. The Tallman Brass & Metal Com-
pany manufacture the well known Arctic metal, and in their new es-

tablishment have more than doubled every branch of their business. The
Arctic metal department has been increased to four times its previous
capacity. The metals used by this enterprising firm are imported direct,

and the company does a large jobbing business in tin and lead, copper
and aluminum ingots and antimony. Brass castings are a specialty and
the installation of new and up-to-date machinery and equipment enables
the company to turn out orders in quick time in the best of style.

The very latest machinery, including an ore crusher, which effects a
great saving in metal, has been brought from different parts of the coun-
try, and the brass furnaces are of the latest pattern. All gases and
fumes are carried outside of the building by special blowers.

Type metals, all grades of solder and ingot metals are manufactured
in the new plant, and the company have facilities' for turning out the
largest brass castings used in the country. A fireproof pattern storage
vault has been built and the whole place is practically fireproof and
equipped with fire and burglar alarms. The new vault is a great pro-

tection to customers' patterns and will be greatly appreciated by the
many patrons of the up-to-date firm. The new plant has temporary ends
in all the buildings to facilitate expansion when necessary.



WANTED* FOR SALE DEPARTMENT
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than ''Employment Wan-
ted" will be inserted in this department at the
rate of 15 cents per line each insertion, on the
basis of 14 lines to an inch, payable in advance.
When four or more consecutive insertions are
ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.

Advertisements of "Employment Wanted"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order.

Advertisements must be received not later than
the 10th and 26th of each month to insure insertion
in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

Hard Maple Wanted
LARGE QUANTITY HARD MAPLE SAWN

to order tor delivery as soon as dry. Box 869
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 4

Hard Maple
RANTED—80,000 FEET OF NO. 1 COMMON

and better i}4 inches Hard Maple. Apply,
Box 855, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 24

White Pine C. & B.

FROM 1 TO 5 CARS OF 1% AND 2 INCH
White Pine, Common and Better. M. Mc-

Kinnon, Box 337, Cobalt, Ont. t
f

Basswood and Ash Wanted
. " WINTER SAWN BASSWOOD, i%" ASH.
1 Will pay good price for good stock. Cash less

2% on cars inspection at mill. Box 873, Canada
Lumberman. 3

Logs Wanted
BIRCH AND MAPLE LOGS DELIVERED

at railroad or convenient for water shipment.
Highest price f>r right quality. Box 850, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. 24

Lath Wanted
WANTED H x i'A * 4' HEMLOCK AND

White Pine lath. Describe fully and quote
lowest wholesale price on car, naming shipping
point. C. A. Larned, Phoenix, N.Y. 24

Birch

WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR 300,000 to
400,000 ft. dry Birch of all thicknesses for this

winter's shipment. State lowest prices with full
particulars re quality, etc. Address The London
Lumber Co., London, Ont. ,

Soft Elm and Birch

WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR A FEW
cars of the following dry lumber:—2" soft elm

No. 1 common or common and better, 6/4 and 8/4
birch, No. 1 common or common and better.

Address, London Lumber Company,
London, Ont. 24

Birch, Basswood and Brown Ash
WE ARE IN WANT OF THE ABOVE

stock, and will inspect and pay cash at the
mill when quantities are large enough State what
you have of each kind, when sawn, thickness,
length and lowest price. Box 865 Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. ,

Soft Elm Wanted
WE REQUIRE ONE MILLION FEET OF

Soft Elm sawn to our sizes for delivery as
soon as shipping dry; will pay good price for
choice stock. Parties in a position to supply some
of this, please apply for further particulars to Box
819 Canada Lu 3 berman, Toronto. tf

Cedar Wanted
VK7E WANT TO PURCHASE FOR QUICK
* * shipment Square Cedar of merchantable qual-

ity, sizes 8 x io, 10x10 and 10x12. Lengths to feet
and up. We also want to contract for a consider-
able quantity for early spring shipment.
Write giving quantity you haveand prices F.O.B.

cars, to

MASON GORDON & CO,
1 80 St. Francois Xavier St., Montreal, Que.

HAVE YOU ANY STOCK WHICH YOU
wish to sell? If so, make the fact known to

probable buyers by placing an advertisement in
the Wanted and For Sale Department. Address,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto.

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
r4o,ooo to 50,000 Tamarac and Jack Pine Cull Ties,

from 4" to 6" face. 6" thick and 8' long. Address.
Thos. Crockett, Fort William, Ont. tf

5/8" j Red and White Pine
60 M. ft. ya s/c White Pine
50 M. ft. % log run, Red Pine.

Box 864 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 2

FOR SALE
9Cflfl CEDAR AND TAMARACK POLES*"tVV suitable for Piles and Telegraph Poles, 25 to
50 ft. long, and 6 inches and up at top end. The
Muskoka Wood Mfg. Coy., Huntsville, Ont tf

Red Pine
HAVE QUANTITY OF RED PINE SUIT-

able for square timber, good lengths. Will
cut to order. Write if interested Black & Wagar,
Temagami, New Ontario. 2

For Sale
i Car ye B Ash, C and B

1500 Telegraph Poles, 25 to 50 feet

5 Cars Extras M. B, Shingles
10 ** Clears 11 " "

3 " 2nd Clears "

Geo. C. Goodfellow, Montreal.

Cherry, Sycamore, Chestnut, Etc.

50,000 ft. dry Cherry C. and B.
1 car 4/4 Sycamore C. and B.
1 car 6/4 Chestnut 1st and 2nd
2 cars 8/4 and 1 2/4 com. w. Oak
1 car 8/4 com. beech and H. Maple.

R. W. BAXTER. Chatham, Ont.

For Sale
'pHREE CARS OF SHORT PINE BOX
I and better, and wider x 14". Six cars of

short Pine Box and better, 2^" and wider x 20".
Two cars of short Pine Box and better, and
wider x 24". Address Charlton Sawmill Co.,
Ltd., Collingwood. Ontario. 15

Quartersawed White Oak
FOR SALE:—Quartersawed WhiteOak. 57,000

ft. ix 10 to 14" Indiana Quarter sawn White
Oak, high grade ones and twos National Rules of
Inspection, band sawn and trin"T>«'d, bone dry, and
every piece showing a flashy figure entire length.
American Lumber & Mfg. Co , Pittsburg, Pa. 1

For Sale at our Canada Storage
Yard

M. FT 3 x6t2'NO. 1 CLEAR LONG LEAF
Straight Grained Yellow Pine Pole Stock,

BONE DRY. Will quote a special price to move
quick. American Lumber & Mfg. Co., Pitts-
burg, Pa. 24

Basswood Ash and Maple
4 cars 4/4" winter cut Basswood
4 car. 4/4 Brown Ash
6 cars 4/4 Soft Maple
2 cars 1 and 2" Soft Maple.

To be graded good, mill run or common and bett-
er to suit purchaser. Address box 863 Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. tf

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
CECOND - HAND BOILER 58 IN x 14 FT.O carnage and loghaul chain. Pine Lumber
Co., Pine, Ont ,

Machinery for Sale
"THE MACHINERY USED IN A WATER-
1 power mill, the business of which is •> ound up,

consisting of one rip-saw frame ; one lath mill-
shingle mill (Butterfield)

; clipper machine, 48 inch
solid tooth saw

; single hand edger with 16 inch
saw; saw-frame hasher and carriae e; two block
carriage 14 inches long ; feed works

; rope feed spool
and rigging; bull-wheel and chain; also bolting
apparatus to' grist-mill, and one hasher, small, in
good order. For further particulars apply to J. DMcKinley Ardoch, Ont., or to Macdonnell &
Farrell, Kingston. a4

Engine and Boiler
poR sale-one;fifty :horse power
1 Corliss engin-, and one sixty five horse power
boiler, nrst-c!a«s condition, for $800.00. Write for
particulars, L. A DbLaplante, Limited. »o8 Main
St.. Toronto. ,.^4

Machinery for Sale
5Q H. P. MONARCH PORTABLE BOILER
J?

and 40 h.p. Engine, refitted, ready for work.
One 30 h.p., Bell portable Engine and Boiler on
wheels refitted One No o lipht portable 3 block
Saw Mill complete. The ROBT. BELL ENGINE
& THRESHER CO., Ltd.. Seaforth. Ont. tf

Heavy Saw Carriages
Rebuilt and Refitted

For Sale
1 Sawmill Carriage, left hand, W.E.W.Co. make.

Reliance style, "three heavy ca»t iron logsrats, 40"
opening, knees 28" high, boss dogs, Waterous
double acting set works, double axles, 14" sleel
wheels, 50 ft. heavy track, heavy wood frame, in
good condition.

1 Sawmill Carriage, left hand, Hamilton make,
three heavy cast iron log»eats, 46" opening, knees
26" high, boss dogs, double acting Waterous set
works, four axles. 13" wheels. 50 ft. heavy track,
heavy wood frame in good condition.

These Carriages are in stock and have been re-
built, in first class shape.

THE WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO.
Brantford, Ont. tf

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT
Advertisements under this heading ont cent a

word per nsertion.

\JUANTED — POSITION BY COMPETENTVV young man, as travelling salesman with
White Pine or Hemlock manufacturer in territory
tributary to Toronto. Box 877, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. x .

Wanted
Position With good live lumber

firm, by a party thoroughly experienced in
lumber business from office to stump. Eighteen
years experience. At present manager of a plant
with a capacity of ioo.o"o per day. Apply to Box
875, Canada Lumberman. Toronto. tf

Experienced Lumber Accountant
WANTS POSITION FOR MAY ist. ,9 ,o.

Seven years experience in charge of large
manufacturing offices. Now employed in that
capacity. Conversant with French and English
languages. Can supply best of references. Apply
to box 872 Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 3

Pulp Wood Saleman
DESIRES POSITION WITH FIRM TO

represent it in the States. Has large acquaint-
ances among paper mills and understands the
business thoroughly. Guarantees to sell 25,000
cords or better the first year. Apply to Pulp Sales-
man, Box 856 Canada Lumberman, Toronto tf

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Partner Wanted

WA
£

J

EI
? \?£RT?EDR WITH F°R A

Shingle Mill and Broom Handle Factory
abundance of timber and good mill and shipping
facilities. Box 70, Thessalon, Ont. ,

150 Acres Standing Virgin Timber
ABOUT ,50 ACRES OF STANDING VIRGIN

Timber—Maple, Elm, Hemlock and Cedar—
on Lot ,0, Con. 6, Reach (about two miles from
Port Perry). Apply to Peter Christie, Manches-
ter. Ont.
.

1

Saw Mill and Chopping Mill
CAWM1LL AND CHOPPING MILL FOR

sale in gori<3 locality, no opposition, good reas-
ons tor selling, good eat nings, everything A. 1. run-
ning every day. For further particulars apply Box
195 Jordan, Ont. yy 1

tj

Saw Mill

A T NEW SAW MILL. 50 H. P., 7 MILES
*1 • « from Powassan. Apply Box 876, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto.

B
Saw Mill For Sale

ARGAIN IF SOLD AT ONCE. SAW
Mill, capacity 10,000. Apply F. Holt,

Torrance, Ont.

For Sale
TN PARRY SOUND DISTRICT, SAWMILL
1 capacity 20M, al o one timber limit, 8.000 acres
Snap for quick buyer. Box 851, Canada Lumber
man, Toronto. ».

African Mahogany
BRITISH FIRM WHO MAKE A SPECIALTY

of Mahogany and hold stocks of various
kinds suitable for the Canadian market, want to get
in touch with firms who would act as their pgents in
Canada. Box 871, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 3

Sale of

Valuable Timber Limits
In the Lake Temiscamingue District

T^HE UNDERSIGNED OFFER FOR SALE
1 by tender. Berths Number 1 in the Second
Range and No. 1 in the Third Range, Block A.
in the Province of Quebec.
These births lie immediately east of the iaierpro-

vincial boundary line, for a distance of twenty miles,
measuring north from the tenth mile post north of
Lake Temiscamingue
They have an area, as described by the current

licenses, of ninety and one-halfsquare miles, a- d the
timber growth is mostly spruce of a superior quality.
Tenders will be received up to twelve o'clock noon

of the FIRST DAY OF MARCH NEXT. The
highest nor any tender not necessarily accepted.
Any further information as to terms and condi-

tions of sale, or other particulars, can be had bv
inquiry from the owners.

THE BRONSON COMPANY.
Ottawa, ist December, 1909.

How $5,000 will net you
$3,000 to $5,000 a

year for life

READ CAREFULLY

MILL SUPERINTENDENT. WE OWN IN
Nova Scotia new small complete mill, capac-

ity 15,000 to 20,000, lath mill 30.000, located mouth of
river tide water, that will fur, ish spruce and white
pine for 25 years guaranteed. Cheap rates Boston
and New York. Help-Scotch des-ent, plentiful.
Absolutely no other industry near. 80% wages paid
through commissary, wh ch will net $1000 vear
profit. Owners live a thousand miles away. 'not
practical mill men, but will market all material at
$3 to $4 per thousand, net profit to you. To one ormore thrifty economical practical men, this is a
chance of a lifetime.

Full particulars post office box 285, Geneva, N.Y.

MISCELLANEOUS

Timber for Sale
ACRES LARGE VIRGIN TIMBER
Hemlock and Hardwoods, on C. P. R near

smart mill, land level Particulars by addressing
Box 838, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 24

98

Small Timber Limit for Sale
T7ORTY-TWO ACRES VIRGIN FOREST-
*

,
fi"y m,les '""on Toronto; \% miles from rail-

road station
; comprising maple, elm, beech, hem-

lock, basswood, cedai. Apply Box 834, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto.

tf

Partnership Dissolved
T^HE PARTNERSHIP OF THE FIRM OFX Craig & Austin of the village of Kinmount,
Lumbermen, has been dissolved by mutual consent,
lne business will be carried on as usual by T.
Austin & Sons. ,4
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Lath Twine
1C BUNDLES LATH TWINE. 500 LBS.

Cheap. Make offer. Box 874. Canada Lum-
berman. Toronto. 14

Timber for Sale

FOR SALE. 3600 ACRES. HEAVILY TIM
bered with spruce, fir birch easily lumbered

driving stream runs through limit, fives miles rom
railway and shore, situated at St. Godfroi. Township
of Hope. County ot Bonaventure, P. Que. Price
reasonable. Apply. P. Nalheai' & Sons, Grand
Cascapedia. P. Que. 14

Pulpwood Propositions

\ MERICAN PAPER MILL OWNERS ARE
2\ inquiring tor Quebec holdings because they
simply must have the raw material in spite ot

tariffs or anything else. To those interested we
say, let ui show you the wealth ot pulp tributary
to our town as a manufacturing point and coming
either trom Ontario or Quebec waters to Lake
Temiskaming. Cyril T. \oi'NG. Chairman, Pub-
licity Dept , Board of Trade, Haileybury. 5

Sale of Timber at

Rondeau Park

A QUANTITY OF STANDING TIMBER ON
Rondeau Provincial Park. County of Kent.

Ontario, is offered for sale bv public tender on
MONDAY. 3RD JANUARY, igio. consisting of
basswood, ash. elm. beet h. maple, oak. hi. kt ry and
other kinds of mature timber, or timber requiring to

be cut and removed in the proper management of
the forest.

For particulars and conditions of sale apply to

F. COCHRANE.
Minister of Lands. Forests and Mines.

Toronto, 29th November, 1909. 1

Timber Lands and Saw

Mills for Sale

The UNDERSIGNED Offers:-

Parcel 1. Ste Anne des Monts property situated

on the South Shore of the St Lawrence River,

Gaspe County, Quebec, about 1000 acres ot Seign-
iory or Fee Simple lands—at the mouth of the Ste
Anne des Monts upon which is located a well

equipped lnmber and shingle Mill with ample steam
power, electric lighting, with a capacity ot 25.000

feet of Lumber and 125000 to 150.000 pieces of
Shingles each ten hours— also Dwellings tor work-
men. Stable, Store houses. Repair Shops and Mill

Pond and storage facilities tor logs.

About 300 square miles of licensed timber lands
upon which disinterested Explorers make a minimum
estimate of over 350 Million feet of saw logs,

principally spruce, fir and cedar, and 595,000 cords

of Spoolwood, and Pulpwood.

All on drivable streams an average of not over 30
miles to Mill Pond.

And all shanty plant tools and equipment on the

property.

Parcel 2. What logs are now in the river esti-

mated 3 Million feet board measure.

Parcel 3. Grande Vallee property situated about
sixty miles east of Ste Anne des Monts on the South
Shore of the St. Lawrence River in the County of

Gaspe, Quebec.

About 54 square mile* of Seigniory or Fee Simple
lands and 100 square miles of Licensed lands.

A new Mill consisting ot 2 steam teed Circular

saws— 1 Mershon Horizontal resaw—with all sub-

sidiary Machiney and ample steam power and
electric lighting.

Capacity 50,000 to 75,000 feet of Lumber each ten

hours—A practically new Mill for sawing shingles

and railway ties.

With ample steam power and electric lighting to

produce 125 000 to 150,000 shingles each ten hours.

All the shanty plants, tools and equipment on tbe

property.

On the timber lands, disinterested Explorers
minimum reports are 100 Million feet saw logs,

principally spruce, fir and cedar and two hundred
and forty five thousand cords Pulp and Spool
Wood.

For further particulars, address,

C. A. MILLINER,
Deseronto,

Ont.

TIMBER MAPS
The undersigned can furnish to order timber
and township maps of any section of New
Ontario. Specialty of Abitibi timber maps.
The advertiser was five years in the Ontario
Survey Branch and knows the country
thoroughly.

J. H. PATTERSON,
Phone Beach 315. 37 Lee Avenue. Tcronto

British Columbia Timber Limits

Gill& Fortune
Wholesale V .. , \ ,_.

and Retail LUmDer
Trenton, Ont., Canada

Letterheads Printed from Steel

If you are thinking ot improving your letter-

head, and purchase in quantities of j.ooo, I

will submit a skrtch that is artistic and with

a business getting arrangement. Address
PENN DE BARTHE. qjo Chestnut St..

Philadelphia, Pa., I'. S. A. 24

Apple Butter
for lumber camps

I am manufacturing and have
for sale a high grade of apple
butter which I guarantee to give
satisfaction. It has already
gained a wide reputation among
all users.
Telephone in connection.

Thos. Chambers,
Dunedin Ontario

Sell Your Timber Limits by

Public Auction at Ottawa

1 have had an extensive experience in

conducting successful timber limit sales.

I conducted the last timber limit sale here
tor the Dominion (Jovernment. Ottawa
is the best place in America to sell timber
lands.

Wm. A. Cole, Auctioneer
163 Sparks St.,

Phone 163 Ottawa, Ont.

References:—Bradstreets, R. G. Dun
& Co., The Bank of Nova Scotia.

Ruthlessly Destroying the Timber

There is no more striking ex-

ample on the Pacific coast of the

ruthless destruction of timber than

that which follows the gathering of

oak tan bark. In the counties of

Humboldt and Mendocino in Cali-

fornia, the industry of securing oak

tan bark has attained considerable

proportions. Oak trees 18 inches to

3% feet in diameter, up to 40 feet

to the limbs, are not unommocn.
To secure this bark the trees are

felled and the bark stripped. The
timber is left untouched on the

ground to rot. Until railroad trans-

portation can be furnished, this

waste will probably continue. The
bark, in many instances, is se-

cured from individual claims, taken

up by homesteaders, the timber
growth being practically all oak,

which is sacrificed in order to eke
out a precarious livelihood. From
400 to 600 cords of bark can be
obtained from a claim. Thousands
of feet of good oak timber are sac-

rificed each year to the bark ga-

therer.

and

Going Sawmill Concerns

To close an estate the Advertiser offers for sale

39,800 Acres of Selected Timber Lands

in the interior of British Columbia, very accessible, and

reported upon by Government Cruisers to carry over

600,000,000 ft. B.M. of High Class Timber

together with two first-class sawmills, now operating, which have been

erected and equipped at a cost of over $200,000, and which have a combined

capacity of over twenty million feet B.M. per annum, and are now
doing a very profitable business. Also logging plant, horses, buildings,

franchises, charters, steamers and all operating equipment, for the sum
of $600,000.

This price is considerably less than the present value of the

standing timber alone, which in six years will undoubtedly have a

stumpage value of over $5.00 per thousand, or over $3,000,000. Over

$100,000 profit per annum can be realized from operating under present

conditions. This otters

the best operating and timber holding

investment in Western America

and will bear the most stringent investigation. Terms of payment ex-

tending over a number of years will be given to responsible parties.

Only those in position to handle need apply. Write in first instance to

21 Box 858, CANADA LUMBERMAN, Toronto

When Renewing Your

Tram Car Wheels
for the coming season

Secure Our Prices

Old shafts straightened and new wheels

fitted on. Our special grade of Char-

coal Chilled Iron Wheels, our method of

treating them after casting, makes a wheel

that will outlast anything on the market.

Further information on request. :: ::

The

Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office : Mark Fisher Building, Montreal, P.Q.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

The holiday season has already commenced to affect business, u is
usual at this tune of year. But, comparatively speaking, the effect is
only slight. A slight dulness prevails, but orders are fairly numerous
and prices are well maintained. The demand from the northern States
is brisk for all grades but mill culls, and people who are in touch with
the situation believe that they will improve by spring. Hemlock can be
marketed across the border at prices 75 cents to $1.50 above Ontario
prices. Lath are m good demand and are expected to become quite
scarce, lhe shingle situation gives occasional signs of improving.

At Ottawa the movement of lumber since November 15th when
the navigation closed, has been quiet, orders being only for the purpose
of tilling stocks. Prices, however, are quite (inn in the upper grades of
pine lhe best sidings and strips are to-day selling at about $8 a thou-
sand more than they were this time last year. In fact, they were never
higher in the history of the lumber trade. There is a strong demand also
for good shorts, the 2-inch variety selling at $42 to $45, which is almosl

f^eL S6 current Price fOT 2-inch good si rips, which bring from $45

«J? V 18 \firm demand for 2-inch good sidings a t from $55 to
fcbU Middlemen who are in possession of the greater part of the good
white pine stock are very optimistic and are holding for higher pricesm i dressing sidings, strips and shorts are all firmer, especially for the
thicker varieties. Large deliveries of box lumber before the 'close of
navigation assisted in stiffening the price for this grade. Shipping culls
are rather plentiful and dead culls are scarce, (he latter selling hrmly at
$12 per thousand. There has been an increase in the price of railway
ties of about three cents each, and the indications are that thev will go
still higher on account of the difficulty in obtaining good material in the
woods The best quality 6-inch are bringing 45 to 50 cents each and for
special orders of 7-inch, 53 to 58 cents is being paid. 50-foot lengths of
telegraph poles are scarce and are selling at from $10 to $17.

Eastern Canada

Much interest is being taken at St. John in the situation regarding
spruce lath. It is stated that as high as $3.10 for dutiable dath f o b

\ ™ ng paid. In reality, however, the highest current price
is from $2.90 to *3 per thousand. The price of spruce lath has fluc-
tuated extensively during the last two months. St. John dealers are
showing quite an interest in the estimated arrivals from portable mills and
mland points during the winter. It is thought that the receipts from
this source will be much smaller than thev were in previous winters
because of the unfavorable weather which has prevailed so far It is
generally thought that the price of spruce lath has reached the highest
point, so far as St. John is concerned, as thev have shown no tendency
to increase for several weeks past. It is quite possible, however, that
Still further advances may occur.

''American" spruce deal have shown considerable signs of stiffeningw price during the last few weeks, although for months previous to that
time they had been very steady. The output of American deals at St
John has been only moderate. There has also been only a moderate cut
of clapboards and stocks at present are practically nil. "Stocks of spruce
boards have been increasing rapidly in the past month until at present
they amount to some eight or nine hundred thousand feet. The market
for this line is unchanged, the dutiable article selling at St John at
present for $12.25 to $12.50 per thousand.

The market for spruce at Boston has been rather quiet Some
dealers look for higher prices, but this would need a more vigorous de-

mand Frames 9-inch and under are selling at $23.50 to $25 VYr\
few sales, however, can be made above $24. Random is quiet with the
price steady. Boards are showing no change.

At New York, although the prices asked for spruce are higher the
competition from mill points is keeping prices down. Local stocks are
ample. Building conditions are promising in the outlying districts and
higher price tendencies are expected. The demand for shingles at Boston
is rather dull Buyers are still out of the market. The best cedar extras
are held at 75, some even asking more. Even at $3.50 sales are
scarce. Lath continue firm. Prices range from $4.25 to $4 40 for IV-
inch. /fe

Western Canada

The only unpromising condition in connection with the lumber busi-
ness in the West is the situation in connection with shingles With
shingles at $1.50 to $1.00, and bolts costing from $4.50 to $5 25 con
<l it ions are even more unsatisfactory than they were some four 'years
ago when the price of shingles fell to $1.30. Over-production is blamed
almost entirely for this situation and the high duty on shingles goratf
into the United States is akso a factor. The situation in regard to lumber
generally is extremely satisfactory. Prices have recently been advanced
*1 a thousand and the demand for all good grades of 'lumber has been
so strong (bat many of the large mills have been obliged to call in their
travellers as they could not handle all the business thev were obtaining
J he price to-day is only $1 lower than the price obtained in 1900 \vail-
able stocks are low. In fact it is estimated that lumber holdings to-dav
total only about 40 per cent, of the usual quantity at this time of year
Inquiries among retailers upon the prairies also indicate that yard stocks
are very low.

Good fir logs are selling at $7 to $9 delivered, and there is a pros-
pect of an advance of $1 to $1.50 during the next two months Cedar
logs from private limits are in poor demand. Those taken from Crown
granted lands for export, are selling at from $8 to $9. Fir lo«s on the
Puget Sound are scarce, selling at $8.25 to $9.25 delivered at the mills
It is expected that the price will advance to $11 before long.

Great Britain

The political situation is having the effect which was expected upon
trade in Great Britain. No decided improvement is looked for until the
elections are over. The import season from most of the centres of pro-
duction is almost over. The receipt of the last shipments of pine deals
from Canada finds prices very much better all around, especially for the
upper qualities. The improvement, however, is not caused bv the de-mand in Great Britain, but by that in the United States and Canada It
is expected that the opening of the next season will show an even greater
advance in prices. Stocks in Great Britain are heavy but are being held
firmly. At Liverpool there is no improvement in values of birch lo«s as
the demand is only moderate and the stocks are ample This applies
particularly to St, John and Halifax logs. The supply of Quebec
is not too heavy for the demand. The demand for planks has eased off
a good deal but stocks are not too heavy. Prices, however, are a shade
easier. The price of pitch pine c.i.f. is unchanged. At Manchester the
trade has declined somewhat. The depression in the cotton industry is
growing worse and is affecting every other trade, that of lumber included
Prices generally are steady but good inquiries and sales are so few that
the outlook is unpromising.

Importations at Glasgow are very restricted and there has been quite
a satisfactory turnover of stocks. Buyers are finding that the talk of

LATH
Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co.

LIMITED

Board of Tre.de Building. Montreal

R. Laidlaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Traders Bank Building

65 Yonge Street - TORONTO

PHONE

Large Stocks Complete Assortment
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A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. The
J. M. Diver, Gen'l. Mgr.

E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.

CIeveian1 d- arnia

Saw Mills Co., Limited

View Showing Lumber Piling Facilities

What Do You Need?
We cut special bills to order in a hurry in White Pine, Norway and
Fir—any length from ten feet to sixty feet.

Always ready to quote on heavy construction timber, bridge timber,

ship timber, etc.

None better at filling your requirements in yard stock.

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co., Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO
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higher values is well founded and they are now replenishing stocks at
the current low prices. It is confidently expected that values generally
w ill be very much higher before they show a downward tendency. There
is an apparent disinclination at most of the shipping points to consign
U> the Glasgow market until higher rates are assured. Quotations are
being quietly marked up as a result of the great reduction of stocks. Pine
sidings continue in good demand with low stocks. Deals have been
moving more freely. Spruce has been rather quiet. Good square deals
are rather scarce and better prices are looked for.

United States

The periodical decrease in the movement of lumber which is notice-
able in the United States at this season of the year, is not by any means
so extensive as it was last year. This is accounted for largely by the
great activity in building in the large cities. So much building is planned
and under way that city dealers are experiencing a pretty active trade
which promises to continue throughout the winter. Improvement in the
tone of general business is also an important factor and the demand for
lumber from large consuming industries is very brisk. A strong fea-
ture of the situation is the continued demand for car material, which has
recently been on the increase, and has caused a good demand for southern
pine, Pacific coast lumber and northern pine. At Chicago the demand for
white pine is quite firm and prices are stiff, with a tendency to advancem the upper grades. There is a marked scarcity of 6-inch, 10-iuch and
12-inch, both in 1 and 2-inch There is a fairly good demand also at
Chicago for common lumber, while doors, ceiling, siding flooring etc
are also selling well. For coarse lumber there is a poor 'demand,' espe-
cially No. 4 and No. 5. Piece stuff is the main feature of the hemlock
market in Chicago, and in spite of the lateness of the season the demand
continues fairly good. Higher prices are looked for in western fir, spruce
and cedar. Yellow pine has apparently gained in strength. There is
something of a scarcity in No. 2 dimension and some other lines of yard
stock, and orders are expected to turn up in considerable numbers. Car
lactones and railway companies are still placing substantial orders. There
ls still, however, a great deal of improvement possible in this class of
lumber. Red cedar shingles are somewhat firmer at Chicago as a result
of the shutdown of the Washington mills. Sales of red cedar are being
made at $3.17 for clears and $2.59 for stars. White cedars are steady
but the demand is dull. Lath are firm with good demand.

At Buffalo the demand for northern pine is still strong in the upper
grades and there is considerable improvement in the lower grades as a
result of the improved demand for boxes. No. 3 barn and lower trades
are rather too plentiful, but prices are being held without any sacrifice
Ihe trade in hemlock at Buffalo is good, as lake dealers are selling at
prices which demand a large portion of the trade. The strength in yellow
pine has assisted hemlock. The Pacific coast products are attracting
more attention at Buffalo, particularly fir. Spruce also is selling well
and red cedar shingles are in fair demand. Red cedar siding is also im-
proved Prices are all about steady. The shingle trade is active at
Buffalo and prices are steady. Red cedar clears are the only variety in
large demand. Stocks are plentiful for the winter and although the
periodical price cutting is about due there is none at present in sight

At New York there is a better tone to the market for northern pine
The high grades, as usual, are in better demand than the low. Prices are
higher and wholesalers are expecting an improvement in trade The
demand for hemlock at New York is somewhat limited but supplies at
mill points are not heavy and stocks in New York are light. Higher
prices are looked for in the spring.

The hardwood situation at Chicago is favorable, though there is a
scarcity of dry lumber and cars are difficult to secure. The demand from
the interior finish factories, implement and wagon industries, is not com-

'

mensurate with the great activity displayed. Apparently these indus-
tries are fairly well supplied with reserve stocks. Plain dry oak is stillm good demand with the price hardening. Quartered white and red oak
are strong. White ash is selling fairly well but brown ash is a trifle
slow. The upper grades of basswood are in good demand and birch is
still the feature of the northern woods. Rock and soft elm lumber have
been a trifle heavy.

Market Correspondence

New Brunswick News Spruce Lath are High
St. John, N.B., Dec. 7.—The week in the lumber industry in tins

section has been marked by several events of more than ordinary inter-
est ihe first of December marked what is generally considered the end
Of the manufacturing season at the local mills. While several of the
larger plants are still running, it is regarded as only a matter of a fewdays until all save two will be closed down for the winter. Mr. Charles
Millers mill closed down on November 27th, and Mr. Harry Miller's aweek earlier, it is expected that Messrs. John E. Moore & Company's
p ant at Pleasant Point, Meagre. J. R. Warner & Company's, and Messrs.Huyard Bros, will be finished about Dec. 10th. The other local plants—with the two exceptions noted—will, no doubt, continue sawing aslong as the mild weather continues.

The conditions governing the getting out of logs in the woods
throughout this province and in that portion of Quebec situated at thehead ol the St. John nver-where a number of local mill owners have
large operations—have been remarkably unfavorable up till present wri-
ting, ihe weather has continued uniformly warm, the ground has been
very soft, and such small quantities of snow as have fallen, being of aslushy nature, have served to retard rather than aid the work, which
has moved very slowly. Most operations are already far behind in quan-
tity what was figured on for this date. The work has been, so far very
expensive and has been carried on under great difficulties.

Of the different lines in which local people are interested, that which
i bemg most closely watched is spruce lath, not because it is the most
important but because of the fluctuations in price which have occurredm the lath trade during the last two months. While manufacturers are
interested only to the extent of such as they have on their wharves, local
dealers have in mmd such lots as may come in from the portable mills
at inland points during the winter months. Receipts from this latter
source promise to be far less in quantity than has been the case for
several winters, owing to the unseasonable weather which is delaying
operations Generally speaking, it would seem as if spruce lath had
touched the highest point so far as local prices are concerned. This con-
elusion is due to the fact that the figures mentioned in buying negotia-
tions seem to be no higher, as far as can be learned, than has been the
case for several weeks past. At the same time it is regarded as within
the probabilities that lath may go higher than the present remarkably
high figures It has been stated that as high as $3.10 has been paid
for dutiable lath f.o.b. St. John, but the highest figure which could be
called current, it from $2.90 to $3 per thousand.

The local market for "American" spruce deal has shown a lack of
fluctuation or change for several months past until the past few weekswhen values m this line have shown considerable signs of stiffening al-
though it is difficult to say whether or not such indications are important
just at this particular season.

The season's output of "American" deals at local mills has been
only moderate in quantity, as at least two of the "American" plants
have sawn little, if any, logs cut on the American side. At present
writing the total local holdings of "American" spruce deals would not

fidaT feet°
**** ^ t0 °n6 and & <Juarter mi"i°ns of super-

Another line in which the season's output has been very light is
clapboards. It is doubtful if the weekly output has been more than
twenty-five thousand. Stock in this line have at no time been import-
ant, and at present there are practically none to be had.

Spruce boards have multiplied in quantity considerably during the
past month, and at present the local holdings amount to between eight
hundred and nine hundred thousand superficial feet. Trading in this
line has shown no important developments and the local value of the
dutiable article at present writing ranges from $12.25 to $12 50 per
thousand superficial feet.

The Pacific coast mills have advanced the price of rough lumber
$1 per thousand, and it is reported that there will be another advance
within a few months. Mill men state that for some time the price of
lumber has not been commensurate with the price of logs, and they in
fact, have been selling for less than the cost of production. The in-
crease is effective now anl some mills are refusing to book orders for
the new year in anticipation of another advance. Several mills have
called in their travellers as their hands are filled until the new year.

The Rat Portage Lumber Company, Limited, Winnipeg, referring
to the recent advance of $1 in the price of lumber, report' that while
there has been no particular rush during the fall trade, still there has
been a steady demand. Owing to the fact that stocks in the retail yards
are becoming pretty light they expect a rush demand of sorting-up orders
after the first of. the year, with a consequent advance in price over that
which is now being quoted.

Ottawa Valley News—Trade Quiet
Ottawa, Dec. 10.—The lumber mills of the Ottawa valley have con-

tinued operations farther into the winter than for manv years past but
few of them were able to make up entirely for the set back given to' pro-
duction in the early summer when the floods cut off some six weeks
from the manufacturing season. J. R, Booth's mill closed on December
4th, but for the last month had been running only day shift The Booth
mill cut will be between 75 and 80 million feet, or about 12 million feet
less than m 1908. The firm's salesman states that the late summer was
far better than the year before for manufacturing on account of good
water conditions, but no circumstance could possibly counteract the fact
that the mill was idle six weeks at the beginning of the summer TheMay cut is always ready for shipment in August, and when the trade
cannot draw on the early output of the .mill, shipping sustains a severe
drawback. So urgent is the demand for all pine better than shippina
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Going Some!
Over 300 Carloads Shipped Last Month

Attest the Popularity of our Stocks—

and Demonstrates ourAbility to Deliver

Fraser River Lumber Company, Limited, Fraser Mills, B. C.

SALES OFFICES AND REPRESENTATIVES :

REGINA, Medical Hall Building - C. BRUCE
WINNIPEG, Canadian Northern Building - - - _ F. A. SHORE
TORONTO, Canadian Northern Building - - - - - H. A. ROSE
CALGARY, 633 15th Avenue West ----- A. CLUTTERBUCK
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JEFFREY
Conveyers

are the best for handling

Logs, Lumber, Ties,

Pulpwood, Refuse, etc.

See Catalog No. T 57 B.

1 he Irkt-f*>s\*r 1V/I£^ ~~ » ~~ Canadian Office and Works :

Jeffrey Mtg. Company, Montreal
Main Office and Works : Columbus, Ohio Toronto Office: 8 Temperance St-

that Kome is being loaded green. The Shepard &
ruber Company had a very good season, cutting 88 million feet,

15 million were sawn for it by Fraser k Company* mill at

New Machinery
in stock for immediate sale

P. Payette's Patent Mill Dog, the only safe

Dog- for winter sawing-

One No. 2 Heavy Carriage, for large mills

Two Four Saw, Iron Frame Bolters

Two Three Saw, Iron Frame Bolters

Four, Five Saw Lath Machines

One Picket and Lath Machine

One Portable Three Saw Edger

One, Medium sized, Three Saw Edger

One Double Action, Geared, Boiler Feed
Pump

One Brick Machine, for cement-sand bricks

If you are interested, write us

P. Payette & Company
Penetanguishene, Ont.

SAW
GUMMING;]
WHEELS

made by 3 processes

VITRIFIED - ELASTIC
Canadian

I c-i-
Hart

I

S '»'<=»*e

Try our Vitrified Wheel.
Guaranteed the best wheel
on the market.

Have you got our Catalogue?

Saw Filers
ROGERS - HART

Canadian & Hart
Knife Grinders

Grinding Machinery

Canadian
Hart Wheels

Limited
446 Barton Street East

HAMILTON

culls now, however,
Morse Lumbal
of winch 15 million were sawn lor it hy Fraser & Comp_.
Deschencs. Ritchifi Bros., at Aylmer, who cut a lot of the Sin-par I A
Morse logs in 1'tOH, did not eu1 ior thai firm flic past season.

Juet now the orders noming in to ioeal lumbermen are chiefly to fill

.11 stocks. Since Novemher 15, when navigation closed, the general move-
ment of lumber has been quiet, hut still prices are exceedingly firm for
upper grades of pine. One of the largest lumber manufacturers iii the
Ottawa valley told the "Canada Lumberman" that the l>est sidings and
strips, taken all round, commanded figures $8 per thousand ahead of
last year. They never were higher in the history of the trade. Good
shorts are also in active demand and the two-inch variety k sold hy
J. R. Booth at the same price as two-inch good strips. Two-inch good
sidings, seven and up, are firm at from $55 to $60 per thousand, and
two-inch good strips bring from $45 to $50 per thousand. Most of this
and similar good white pine stock is m the hands of middlemen, who are
so optimistic of the future of the market that they are holding out for
steep prices. It is learned that only the fourth class of deal for the
British market went as low as last year's rates. The third quality
brought an advance of three per cent, and the first and second qualities
brought an advance of ten per cent. The average increase on the stock
sold to the British buyers was at least 5 per cent.

Advances have also taken place in No. 1 dressing, sidings, strips and
shorts, the thick sorts in all cases being the firmer. Williams, Edwards
& Company, large wholesale dealers in white and red pine spruce lath,
etc., state that there is a decidedly better tone to the lumber market
than earlier in the season. They confirm the reports as to all the high
grades of pine being picked up ,and they find box lumber getting scarce
as a result of large deliveries before water shipping ceased.

It is noticed that while box lumber and shipping culls are plentiful
dead culls are pretty well thinned out. This is partly due to the ex-
tensive building operations in the vicinity of Ottawa. The value of
building permits is $5,000,000 in Ottawa this year, or twice that of the
year before. Hemlock, at $14 per thousand for one-inch stock and $10
for two-inch, often replaces dead culls on account of the guaranteed
soundness of hemlock. But many builders prefer the pine stock of
poorer grade, as it is so much easier worked by the carpentens. Dead
culls are now fairly firm at $12 per thousand. Railway ties have ad-
vanced two or three cents apiece, and the prospects are for further rises.

The quantity being taken out in the woods is not at all commensurate
with next summer's prospective demand. Owing to the difficulty of
finding the material for keeping up the increasing supplies needed by
the railways, dealers are looking for marked advances next summer.
The G. T. R. were obliged this season to draw on the eastern market
and had many ties shipped from the district served by the Intercolonial
Railway. The tie output of Booth's mill was disposed of among the
G.T.R., C.P.R. and C.N.R. Six-inch railway ties of best quality run
firm from 45 to 50 cents each, and the C.P.R. pays one-fifth more for

special orders of seven-inch ties. One large mill which used to turn out
many cedar ties and telegraph poles, finds that the timber yields a far

larger return when made into shingles, the best brand of which is worth
$4,50 per thousand. J. R. Booth has practically abandoned the making
of cedar telegraph poles on account of the better return from the cedar
when made into either ties or shingles. Any of the lumbermen with
forests containing wood for long telegraph poles, find it to their advan-
tage to cater for this business. Lengths of 50 feet are extremely difficult

to get ,and command from $10 up to $17.

The following comparative statement of timber measured and culled

is issued by the Supervisor of Cullers' Office, Quebec, under date of

December 7th

:

1907 1908 1909

Waney white pine cubic feet 1,139,960 990,640 738,840

White pine " 136,200 132,560 57,520

Red pine " 8,400 8,200 8.680

Oak " 404,160 527,000 568,960

Eim " 212,360 87,640 108,080

Ash " 25,880 8,040 520

Birch and maple " 82,200 86,920 60,840

The situation in the yellow pine markets has been depressed re-

cently by the large amount of timber which has been blown down by

storm and will have to be manufactured at once if it is to be saved. A
tornado which recently swept through the southern pine country felled

great quantities of valuable timber, variously estimated as amounting

to from twelve to sixteen billion feet. This difficulty, added to the vari-

ous other tribulations of the southern pine manufacturers, has given

rise to increased anxiety in the South.

The mill of the Bay Shore Lumber Company at Great Salmon river,

N.B., has suspended operations until spring, after a very successful sea-

son. This winter the company expects to get out 5,000,000 feet of logs

at Great Salmon river. At St. Martins, Tynemouth creek and Black

river they will cut about 10,000 cords of pulp wood.
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Burns
A Lumberman from Ottawa
Valley writes us as follows

:

Dear Sirs :

The Solid Tooth Saws I pur-
chased from you last spring have
been doing first class work ever
since. I have never had any trouble
with them. The Burns Saws are
the best, as they are evenly tem-
pered and will keep an edge longer
than any other make of saw used
here. Yours truly.

Saws
Such letters as this prove

that

Burns Solid Tooth Saws
are as famous as their In-

serted Tooth Saw, contain-

ing genuine Hoe Fittings.

Get a Burns Saw and
forget your Saw Troubles

The

Lombard Steam Log Hauler

\\j<MAk A Uu.x ioa coo \fa

SAiUsvto
. 55 oco

What Users Say

Our Engine has worked steadily this

winter. It has been out all day, and

sometimes all night, in a temperature vary-

ing from 30 below to 55 below zero. We
are at present hauling loads of 80,000 ft.

of green rough lumber a distance of 60

miles per day. There are some heavy

grades upon the road which we find the

Engine climbs well.

Dominion of Canada Patent No. 108676.

The Jenckes Machine Company, Limited
Sherbrooke - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Vancouver - Montreal

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Rossland

The Robt. Bell Engine & Thresher Co., Limited

MANUFACTURERS OF

Light Portable Mills Edgers and Trimmers
Light Portable Engines Shingle and Lath Machines

Heavy Engines and Mills

Our saw mills will do just as accurate and perfect work as any mills made.
There are no kinks or twists in the lumber sawed by our mills, and it sells

at good prices. Write for catalogue and quotations

SEAFORTH, ONTARIOHead Office and Works
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LUMBER
Pine, Spruce and Hemlock

Lumber and Dimension
Timber

Lath and Shingles

V. Joint \

Roofing
Sheeting;

Write for Prices

i

Sash, Doors,

Blinds and
Factory Material

W. C. Edwards & Co.
Limited

New Edinburgh Mills Ottawa, Ontario

Robb Power Plants

Engines
Corliss

Slide Valve

Horizontal

Vertical

Boilers

Return Tubular

Water Tube

Internally Fired

Portable

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST, N. S.

ff507 Canadian Express Bldg., Montreal, R.W. Robb, Manager
DISTRICT (Traders Bank Building, Toronto, William McKay, Manager
OFFICES Union Bank Building, Winnipeg, W. F. Porter, Manager

'.Calgary Block, Calgary, J. V. Porter, Manager

Ontario
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GoldeB Lakfi L,,mb(>r Company's mills at GoldenI.ake and Barry s Bay, Ont., have ceased for the season.

The Canadian Cooperage Company, which has had its plant at Galetta,Unt., for some seven years, will move the mills next year.
A large quantity of black walnut timber is being hewed in the 0 T Byards at Glencoo, Ont., for shipment to England, by Shields Bros.
A scowload of lumber containing 75,000 feet, belonging to Seamen, Kent

ft Company, was washed ashore near Meaford, Ont., in a recent heavy gale

flunnS? ?
oward L." mhor * Trading Company, Limited, Melissa, Ont., capital

^40,000, has been incorporated. The incorporators are N. H. Howard, Melissaand J. W. Staples, Novar, Ont
Chew Brothers Midland, Ont., have closed their mill for the seasontrrn

u
d t0

J
1 '™0 000 feet Of lumber, 4,394,000 pieces of lath, 8,000ties and 80,000 broom handles.

^nnnifnnT* estimate of the season's cut on the Georgian bay places it at
«W,UUSJ,OUU wet, a considerable increase over the season of 1908. Nearly allthe stock held by the mills ha? been sold.

The Mershon, Eddy, Parker Company, of Bay City, Mich., will take overnext season the cut of Eddy Bros. & Company at Blind River, Ont who
manufacture about 30,000,000 feet annually. '

*

The J. R. Booth mills at Ottawa closed on Dec. 2nd. Several hundred of
the emp oyees have been sent to the woods and some of the others are beint;
employed in other departments of the business.

The Kent-Cooper Lumber Company, Limited, Collin^wood, Ont., has been
nicorporated with capital of $40,000. The incorporators are F. Kent, Meaford
Unt.; D. G. Cooper and K. N. Cooper, Collingwood, and R. Harmer and W.
B. Seaman, both of Toronto.

The Standard Chemical Company, of Toronto, are considering establishing
a refinery at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., at a cost of $200,000. They expect to
renne the product of six factories in Ontario and Quebec. The plant when
complete will carbonize 424 cords daily.

]

C
!
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u
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Hmvson, who recent jv pUrchased the Dodd's sawmill property, at

Godench, Ont., has moved the machinery to the village and has erected a
building near the station. Mr Howson has purchased a large quantity of tim-
ber and will manufacture rollers and spindles for the British market.'

The Krug Bros. Company, Limited, Chcsley, Ont., has been incorporated
to take over the business, plant, lands, etc., of the firm of Krug Bros & Com-
pany and the Chesley Rake & Novelty Company, Limited, and to buy and
operate sawmills. The incorporators are J. Krug, C. Krug and H Anker-
man, all of Chesley.

Fire destroyed the sash and door factory owned by C. E. Naylor, at Essex.
Out., on Dec. 5. The flames also devoured the village's electric' lighting plant
and a flour mill owned by Mr. Naylor. The damage is estimated at $50 000
ivnd insurance was only $10,000. About $3,000 worth of stock in the sash and
door factory was also destroyed.

The Hope Lumber Company have purchased the Geo. T. Burtis sawmill
at Thessalon, Ont. The mill will be overhauled during the winter and it is
reported that the improvements contemplated will cost from $10,000 to $15,000.
Next season the mill will be operated to its full capacity and it is stated that
the company have 125,000.000 feet to cut. E. B. Fos's & Company, of Bav
City. Mich., are largely interested in the company.

W. P. Gillespie and 1'. H. Cronin, of Toronto, are provisional directors of
the Lumber Vulcanizing Corporation of Canada, in addition to those mentioned
in a previous report. The company control a process of treating pine and soft
tum woods which will seal the pores and harden the wood and prevent decay.
It is expected to be especially valuable for railway ties and it is stated also that
wood so treated can be polished and made to resemble mahogany closely.

The Cutler Bay Lumber Company, Limited. Cutler. Ont., has been incor-
porated with a capita] of $300,000; the incorporators are C. McCrea, G. J.
Valin, and A. J. Manley, all of Sudbury, Ont. Trott Brothers, Limited, Oii
City, Ont., capital $50,000, have been incorporated to carry on business as
timber merchants, saw and planing mill proprietors, timber growers, etc. ; the
incorporators are E. Trott, W. J. Trott and B. G. Trott, all of Oil City.

The Ogdensburg Soda Pulp Company proposes to build in Prescott, Ont.,
early next year, with a weekly payroll of $1,500 and about 75 to 80 hands. The
company has secured an option on the buildings of the Prescott Starch Com-
pany. It was the intention of the company to locate in Ogdensburg, N.Y.,
but the recent tariff measure has so changed things that the saving by locat-
ing in Prescott would be considerable. The company has secured a large area
of sunken pine and pine slabs, as well as many acres of poplar timber for the
making of soda pulp, and proposes to build a 50-ton plant.

It is estimated that the Canadian Northern Railroad next year will need
2,000,000 ties. A certain percentage of these will be used for repair work, but
the majority will be for new lines. The company have already contracted with
the Northern Construction Company to take out one million in the vicinity of
Fort Frances, and other contracts will be made with the mountain mill men
for those lines to be built in British Columbia and western Alberta. The Grand
Trunk Pacific will require a million or more for its new lines, while the Can-
adian Pacific can utilize another million for new lines and repairs. The Hill
lines will also require a large number, so it is conservatively estimated by lum-
bermen that five million will be used during 1910.

The season on the Erie canal, which closed recently, showed an increase of
nearly 6,000,000 feet in the shipment of lumber from the Tonawandas as against
last year, but it was the second smallest season since 1873. For 1909 a total
of 66,875,194 feet was forwarded. With the exception of last year no season
since 1873 has shown the shipment of less than 100,000,000 feet. During the
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interim it was a froquent occurrence for the season's record to go considerably
above '200.000,000 feet. Several years were recorded where the shipments ex-
ceeded 3-50,000,000 feet. In 1884 the highest point in the shipment of lumber
from the Tonawandas was reached, when a total of 380,000,000 feet left the
Tonawandas over the canal. The second largest year in the history of the port
was in 1890, when more than 363,000,000 feet were forwarded.

Eastern Provinces
The prolonged mild and wet weather have seriously retarded lumber opera-

tions on the Restigouche river in New Brunswick.

The Creek sawmill in Dalhousie, N.B., formerly owned by Mr. Chris. Don-
aldson, has been bought by Mr. John Playfair. The new owner has moved out
the machinery, so that the hum of the saw will no more be heard in that
quarter.

In order to supply the Canadian market more cheaply the Escanaba Manu-
facturing Company, of Escanaba. Mich., is arranging to erect a factory near
Montreal. Que. Wooden butter dishes, pie plates and probably clothes pins, will

be turned out.

The electric log piler recently installed by the Maclaren Lumber Company
at Buckingham. Que., has proved a success. The logs are hoisted to the railways

by means of an endless chain which is ruu by an electric motor installed on a

flcat placed in the eddy.

A merger of various timber limits in the Murray Bay district of Quebec is

understood to be in progress, aggregating in all something like a million dol-

lars in value. The largest holders are Americans, believed to be chiefly inter-

ested in the Baie St. Paul Lumber Company.

The News Pulp <k Paper Company, Limited, of Canada, have been incor-

porated with a capital stock of one million dollars and head office at Montreal.
The incorporators are: G G. Foster, K.C. ; J. T. Hackett, T. J. Coonan, sec-

retary; K. Archibald and T. B Gould, all of Montreal.

It is reported that Donald Fraser <fc Sons will erect another mill at Fred-
iiicton, N.B., to take the place of the Aberdeen mill, destroyed some years
ago bv fire. It is also stated that the Odell estate have sold their property at

Fredericton to Donald Fraser & Sons for about $35,000.

United States capitalists have just closed another large Newfoundland pulp

deal. They will operate under the title of the West Coast Pulp & Lumber
Company, with a capital, it is reported1

, of $4,500,000. The property consists

of 305 square miles of timber lands in the vicinity of Robinson river.

F. E. Neale, of Cainpbellton, N.B., has shipped during the present year
l.'0,000,000 feet from Miramichi; 19,000.000 feet from Campbellton and Dal-

housie ; 7,000,000 feet from Capo Tormentine : 3,500,000 feet from Gaspe coast

:

?.500.000 from Richibucto and Rcxton. and 2,000,000 from Bathurst. a total of

60.000,000, valued at $800,000.

The Petite Riviere Lumber Company, Limited, Quebec, Que., has been
incorporated with capital of $50,000; the incorporators are C. Koenig, G.
Parent and L. Letourneau, all of Quebec. The Automatic Wood Box it Turning
Company, Quebec, Que , has been incorporated with capital of $10,000; the in-

corporators are L. Letourneau, N. Boivin, E. Lamontagne and J. Samson, all

of Quebec.

Messrs. K. & V. Nordin's new long lumber mill at Head of Tide, N.B.,
has commenced sawing. This firm recently purchased a block of land near the
river at Head of Tide and erected a factory for the manufacture of all kinds of

finished lumber. The factory was in operation all last summer. New plant

and buildings have been added until the plant is one of the most up-to-date

factories in a small way, in th« province. By the addition of a rotary mill to

cut the long lumber this firm can now manufacture lumber from the round log

to the finished product.

The old mill belonging to Adams & Burns, at Bathurst, N.B., which was
purchased recently by the Nepisiguit Lumber Company, has been entirely torn

down and a new mill is being erected on the site. The new mill is of the two-
sided variety. It is 64 feet by 192 feet. The machinery will be all new and
contracts have been closed for its erection. The entire equipment, including

band saws, circular saws, etc., will be supplied by the Clarke Brothers Com-
pany, of Belmont. N.V. The burner for the disposal of the mill refuse, which
will measure 25 feet by 100 feet, will b.? supplied by the Waterman Engine
Works, Brantford, Ont., while the contract for six 130 horse power boilers went
to E. Leonard & Sons, London, Ont., through George H. Evans, of St. John.
N.B. This winter the company will get out about 8.000,000 feet of logs. In

their shingle mill, which will not be started till next spring, they have on hand
about 3.000.000 feet of cedar logs and in addition thev expect to cut this winter

1,500.000 feet.

Western Canada
northThe Cowan Lumber Company will erect this winter at Cowan,

of Prince Albert, Sask., a mill costing a million and a half dollars.

The Battle River Land & Investment Company, Limited, lumber merchants,
Sedgewick, Alta., have been succeeded by the Battle River Lumber Company,
Limited.

It is reported that electricity will be utilized by the Brooks-Scanlon-

O'Brien Lumber Company, in their logging operations at the Gordon Pasha
lakes, just north of Jervis Inlet, B.C. The electrical energy for the operation

of the motor driving cable drums in the woods will be secured from the power
house to be erected by the company on Powell river in connection with its

projected pulp and paper industry. With the displacing of the steam engine in

the woods will disappear the cause of 95 per cent, of the bush fires which have
wrought so much damage to the standing timber of the coast region of British

Coiumbia. This is the opinion of practical loggers who know the ever present

danger of the energetic little spark vomitting iipright boiler in the woods.

Manitoba timber land sales aggregating more than $15,000 were negotiated

by E. F. Stephenson for the Dominion Government on Dec. 1. The sales were
the first in Winnipeg under the provisions of the Dominion Lands Act passed

at the session of Parliament of 1907-1908. Previous sales were made at Ed-
monton, Calgary and New Westminster. The new sales comprised two berths of

6.68 square miles and 24.11 square miles. An upset or reserve price of $1,312

was set on the 24 miles property and $5,552 on the smaller acreage. The larger

privilege for 24 miles, situate on the west shore of Lake Washaw bay, was sold

after lively bidding for $10,010. The purchasers were the J. D. McArthur
Company, Limited, of Winnipeg, and the deal was negotiated by W. P. Mac-
Dougall. John Gunn, of Winnipeg, bid in 6.68 square miles on the Winnipeg
river, in the vicinity of Point du Bois, for $5,000-

Ask us about our Log: <" lln

Bass
We have 4 cars each 4/4 and 8/4—
mill culls out— running" trom 50%
to 60% No. 1 Common and Better.

Another chance on Heart Rived

Cypress Shingles
300 M each 6 x 20 and 7 x 24. Can
ship immediately.

You can get a good price on this
Common and Better

Ash
a cars each, 4/4, 5/4. 6/4. 8/4, 10/4, 12/4
and 16/4, also 1 car 5/4 No. 1 and
No. 2 white, containing 2bout 20% or
more 12" and over wide—good tough
stock.

Get an order in early tor quartered

White Oak
We only have 2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com-
mon and better

How are you fixed on

Red Oak
We have about 6 cars each 6/4 and
8/4 No. . Common and Better and
100 M feet 8 4 No. 2 Common and
better—all dry and good lengths and
widths.

If you are in the market for

Chestnut
get prices on 400 M feet each 4/4
and 6/4 Sound Wormy and No. 2

Common, 200 M feet each 6/4 and 8/4

No 2 Common and Better; we also
have 2 cars Common and Better.

There is a lot of

Yellow Poplar
at one of our outside points

—

5 to 6 cars 5/8 No. 1 Common
2 to 3 cars 5/8 No. 1 and No. 2.

2 cars ¥St t8" and over
1 car 5

s. No. 1 Common and Better
100 M feet 4/4, No. 2 Common

If you are in the market tor

Cherry
get prices on 2 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com-
mon and 1 car 4/4 Common and Bet-
ter.

We can make prompt shipment of
the following. This lumber is cut at
mills located in the Adirondacks and
Canada. It is thoroughly dry; and
the Birch is very choice, running
largely to Red.

Birch
175,000 f et 4/4. 45 to 50%. i's and
2's ; largely 12 feet.

30,000 feet 5/4. Good clean stock,
good widths; 50% xo" and up.

30,000 feet 6/4. Wide lumber. 65 to

75% l S anu* 2 s *

10,000 to 12,000 feet 12/4 and 8,000 to

10,000 feet 16/4. No hearts, 6" and
up-

6,153 feet 4 ; 22,360 feet 2 ; 18,700
feet 3"; and 14,000 feet inch.

Brown Ash
Two to three cars 4/4 Log Run, mill

culls out.

Dry White Ash
200,000 feet 2 to 3" Log Run.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
Offices: Crozer Bldg., 1420 Chestnut St. p.., , , D
Yards : Fifty-eight and Woodland Ave. * hlladelphia, ra.

The Alligator

Steam Warping' Tug
SIDE WHEELS OR TWIN SCREWS

The Twin Screws are arranged with

flexible joint to raise up in crossing portage

MANUFACTURED BY

WEST & PEACHEY
SIMCOE - - - ONTARIO

Cables Carried in Stock for Renewals
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE

48 00

60 00

65 00
48 00

54 00

40 00

White Pine:
1 inch No. j cuts
& better $44 GO

1 % inch No. 1

cuts and better. 58 00
No. 1 Cuts and
Better. . .

, 60 00
i%" No. 2 C & B 46 00
2" No. 2 Cuts and

Better 50 00
1 %" No 1,2 & 3 Cuts 38 00
2" No. i,2&3 Cuts 44 00 48 00
1 in Pine Dressing a4 00 27 00
and better shorts

1x4 and 5 common
and dressing:.. 24 00 25 00

1x6 common and
dressing- 26 00 28 00

1x8 common and
dressing- 26 00 27 00

1 X 10 com & dr's'g* 29 00 31 o
1 X 12 com & dr's'g 33 00 35 00
x xioand 12 mill cull

stocks 18 00 20 00
2 x 10 common 26 00 27 00
2 and 3 x 1 2 common 26 00 28 00
1x8 I ox&common 23 00 24 00
1 x 10 inch box and
common . 24 00 25 00

1X12 box & common 27 00 28 00
1" mill run sidings 23 00 25 co

1 x loand ia mill

culls siding.... 1700
1" dead cullsidings 12 50
1% inch flooring 25 00
1" mill run Norway
2" " *;

Spruce mill run ... 19 00
Spruce mill culls.. 13 00
Hemlock 1x4 to 8in. 14 00
2x4 to8in., 10 to 16ft. 16 00
2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 19 00
Clear inch B.C.

cedar, kiln dried 53 00

TORONTO, ONT.
CAR OR CARGO LOTS

Clear in. B.C. cedar
air dried boat lbr 55 00 58 00

Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet
8\8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12 :

1x14, 12 x 12,12 x,

014, 14x14, 14x16.

.

6x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x
12,10x16,12x16, 16
xi6, 14x18, 16x18,
18x18 & 20x20. .

.

6x14,8x14, 12x18, 18

X20
6x16, 8xi6, 10x18,

1 2x20, 14x20 & 16

32 80

.13 3°

33 8°

34 30

34 **°

35 30
3° 3°

18 00
13 00
27 00
20 00
22 00
20 00
14 00
15 00
16 50
20 00

60 0.0

10x20 ....
6x18, 8x18
6x20, 8x20.
Length! over 32 It. take the fol-
lowing advances : 33 to 35 ft

50c; 36 to 40ft., $i;"4'i toVs It

$3; 46 to 50 ft., $5.
Fir flooring, edge

grain
'
lA No. 1 4 ft. Pine
Lath

1%" No. 2 4ft. lath
x%" 32" pine
iK" No. 1 4ft.

hemlock lath. .

\
XA" mill run hem-
lock lath

X Pine Shingles..
XXPine Shingles
XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles 2 45XXX 6 butts to 2" 2 80

XXXX 6 to 23-16" 3 15XXXXX 5 to 2"... 385
Red pine, c & c f 1" 30 00

"1 %" 31 00
'

.

" 2" 32 00
Red Pine, common 18 00 22 00

45 00

4 »5

3 50
1 60

3 25
1 10

HARDWOODS—PER M. FEET, CAR LOTS.
Ash white, istsand2nds,
i]4 and 2" 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1. com. 45 00
Ash, brown, ists and
2nds, 4/4 40 00
Ash, brown, No. 1, com. 37 00
Ash, brown, ists and
2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 45 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 4/4 32 00
Birch, common and bet-
ter, 4/4 26 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 6/4
and 8/4. 32 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 35 00
Basswood, ists and 2nds,

4/4 32 00
Basswood. No. i, com-
mon and better, 4/4 26 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3,

common 15 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4,

ists and 2nds 42 00
Soft Elm, ists and 2nds,

4/4 30 co
Soft Elm, No. 1 common
and better, 4/4 26 00
Soft Elm, No. 2 and 3,

common
Soft Elm 6/4 and 8/4....
Rock Elm, ists and 2nds.

4/4
Rock Elm, No. 1. com-
mon and better, 4/4 ....

Rock Elm. ists and 2nds,

6/4 and 8/4 45

15 00

33 00

40 00

35 00

Soft Maple, ists and
2nds, 4/4 23
Soft Maple, common and
better. 4/4 ,„ 0
Soft Maple, 6/4 and 8/4
ists and 2nds 2-00
Hard Maple, ists and
J ',dM/4.... 2800
Hard Maple, common
?"d better, 4/4 22 OG
Hard Maple, 4x4-10 to

Hard Maple, 12/4 and '

°°

16/4, ists and 2nd. 40 00
Red Oak, plain, ists and
2iids, 4/4 52 co
Red Oak, plain, ists and
.Ml. Is, 8/4
Red Oak, plain, ists and
2nd s, 12/4 and 16/4 ' 65White Oak, plain, ,sts
and 2nds, 4/4 - 2 ,

White Oak. plain! Vsts
and 2nds, \% and 2"

White Oak, plain, ists
and 2nds, i 2 /4 and ,6/4.
White Oak, % cut ,sts
and 2nds, 4/4
White Oak, 5/4'and 6/4",

ists and 2nds ...
White Oak 12/4 and 16/4
ists and 2nds
Hickory, ists and 2nds,
4/4
Hickory, 6/4 and 8/4, ists
and 2nds

55 00

56 00

65 00

83 00

60 00

75 00

OTTAWA, ONT
manufacturfr's PRICES

Pine good sidings

:

lin. x 7in andup 45 00 48 00
andiK X

8' and up 52 00 58 00
2" x 7" and up 55 00 60 00
No. 2 cuts 2x8"
and up 34 00

Pine good strips :

1'' 38 00
and i%" . . 42 00

a ' 45 00
Pine good shorts :

1' x 7" and up . . 38 00 40 00
1 " x 4" and up. . 30 00 32 00
tJT'and *%"

36 00

42 00
46 00
50 00

41 00
2" 45 00
7" to g"A Sidings 25 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
sidings 33 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing
strips 26 00

Pine. No. 1 dressing
shorts 22 00

Pine, 8 s. c. and bet-
ter ia' to 16' .... 23 00

Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ings 1" 21 50
Pine s.c. Sidings \

& 2" 27 00
Pine, s. c. strips. . . 19 00
Pine, s. c. shorts. . . 17 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x6 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x7 22 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better,

1x9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better

ix 10 26 00
Pine, box boards.. 15 00
1 x 1 o No t ba rn . . 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 " 23 00
1 x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn 25 00 28 00

43 00
50 00
27 00

35 <x>

31 00

26 00

25 00

35 co

30 00
21 00
19 00

21 00

22 00

25 00

24 00

25 00

24 00

28 00
19 00
33 Oc-

26

Pine O. culls IO qq
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out 17 00
Spruce, i"x 4"&up 15 00
Spruce, 1' stocks,

7- 8, 9 and 10"
. . 17 00

Spruce 1" clear (fine
dressing and B) 22 SoHemlock 1" 12 00

Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8
10. 12/167 , 4 00

Tamarac I4 QO
Basswood log run,

dead culls out.. 18 00
Basswood log run

mill culls out. . 22 co
"irch ,8 oo
Soft Elm, common,
and better 1, 1^,2" 20 00
Ash, black common
and betteri" to 2" 25 00

Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine
«3»***'.. ..... 375

IN \ 2 white pine
Lath, mill run
white pine.
Spruce, mill run
Red pine mill run
No 1 white pine
'^""4'

No. 2 white pine

Spruce mill run
'K"
Red Pine mill
run 1%" 1 yj
Tamarac mill run 1 75
Bas«wood " 2 00
Hemlock " 1 75

32" Lath 1 00
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18" 3 50
Clear Butt 18" 2 75
xx, 18" 1 50

White Cedar Shingles :'

xxxx, 18" 4 00
Clear Butt, 18" 3 00
x, ix 8" 1 jo

3 00

2 75
1 25
! 75

75

19 00
17 00

19 00

25 00
14 00

16 00
15 00

26 00
22 00

24 00

28 00

4 00

3 25

3 00
* 5°
3 00

2 50

2 00

2 00
2 00
2 25
2 25
' 5o

4 00
3 5o

75

4 5-

3 2

- 7

.X8&9N0.2 " 2000 32 00 I Railway tie. 6".... o 4S 0,0Pine mill culls.... 15 00 18 00 |

S

Pine Shorts 6' tow'
. No. 2 Railway Tie. 00 3. 003,

10 " 00 »3oo| Spruce logs (pulp) 1200 1410
Telegraph Poles

25 feet long, 6" to 8" top
, 00

30 *• " J

„ .. .. ,. 1 4o 3 25

7, 7. ,.

4

25 4 75
— .. .. .,

4

75 5 75

„ ,. ,,
• 7 5° »o 50

60 " " !I
00 '3 So

10 5»

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE pine— IN THE RAFT. cts

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet arerage 40' co
First class Ottawa waney, 18" average, according to lineal.! 72 74

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.
By the drain, according to average and quality 60

ELM.
By the dram.aocording to average and quality, 40 to 45 feet. 70

30 to 35 feet. 50
ASH.

10 inches and up, according to average and quality 2 <
Average 16 inch " '

^
BIRCH.

'4 inch
l6

:i
:: «

6S

73

24

30
35

gt'EBEC SPRUCE DEALS

mf
f~ "P * 3 * 9 and "p per M -'7 00 '7 W>

" 1450 15 00
" '4 50 ijoo

BIRCH PLANKS.
1 to 4 in l8 QO

Oddments
Hoards, 1 and 2 in

SARNIA, ONT.
COM. AND BETTER.

i x 6 and 8" jo 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 55 00
|W and i%" " 6» 00
2" 11 64 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 45 00
6/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & better 54 00
8/4 ,. ,. ,• 57 00
6/4 x 6 & up No. 2 47 00
8/4 » ., ., 49 00
6/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,, 42 00
8/4 >, ,, ,, 46 00

NO. 1 CUTS.
8" and up wide 44 00

1 x 10
" x 13"

1" x 13 and^up
<X, -«and 2

S
.

Xin.
i^in.
sin.

2% and 3'

4 in.

51 00

53 co
56 00

75 00
80 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 29 00
i&" 39 00
XW • • • 41 00
a"

, " 45 00
2^4, 3 and 4' 60 00 65 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 21 00
ij^ and t%" " 31 00
*' " 3 1 00
2%, 3 and 4 " 40 00 45 00

MILL RUN.
l" X 4" 24 00
i"<x 5" 26 CO
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

1%, 1% and 2"

2^ and 3"

NO. I BARN.

3 1 CO

28 00

30 00

31 00

30 00

1%, 1% and ;

2% and 3"

42 00

34 00
37 00
42 00

33 co
30 00
30 00

NO. 3 BARN.

1 23 OO
1 54, 1% and 2" 24 00

No. ,, .V,
,J4, a: TO „„

No. 1 mill culls, 1,

'X. >% and 2" .... ,6 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1".

27 00
28 CO

27 00

19 CO

•i '/i
-

. >X and 3".

No. 2

LATH.
No. 1, 32" .

No. a, 48" \\\
No. 1, 48" pine

.

15 00
15 00
15 co

1 25
3 So
4 CO

NO.
DIMENSIONS

2x4
2x6 and 2x8
2 x 10
2 x 12

WINNIPEG, MAN.
PINE. SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

ROUGH OR S.

6 ft

... 1450

18 00

1 S. AND I E.

8 ft 10 ft 14 x 16 ft
17 50 21 OO 19 OO
17 50 21 OO 19 OO
850 2T 5° 20 00
9 00 22 50 21 50

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions

2 x 4-13. .

.

x 4-8-14- 22 go
2 x 4-10-18-20 24 00

2 x 8 }
8 to 16 22 So

Flooring
4 or 6.inch No. 1 $32 oo

((
a 30 OO
3 22 50

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch
6 "
8, 10, 12 inch

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
* " »' 5°
8 22 50 6 inch No.
10 11

23 50 " No.
13 " 23 50

Lath
No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce
No. a " " " "

!

PINE-ROUGH TIMBER
ia ft.

3x6 and 3x8 21 50
3 " "O 22 00
3 x 12 23 50
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 21 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 23 30
8 x 8 23 50
6 x 14 up to 32 ft

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR
DIMENSIONS. S. I S. AND E.

3 X 4, 3 X b, 3 X 8, 8 to 16 ft J2a 5<3
" 18 to 33 ft 2+

3 X IO| 2 X 13, 8 tO l6 ft 23 CO
l8,20,22 ft 2 ,

",0
24,26,28,30,32 ,0
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 28 50
3 x 4 to 4 by 12, 8 to 16 ft a5co
3 X 4 to 4 X 13, 18 to 33 ft 3800
6 x 6 to 6 x 13 up to 3. ft 35 00
53X 14. 4 * >4 .6 00

19 00
21 50
22 50

Siding

32 00
. 30 00
No. 3 xs o0

4 75
3 »S

14 and 16 ft

21 50
22 00
22 50
21 So
22 SO
22 50

•- 30 OO

, „
B. C. FIR TIMBER—ROUGH.

.o"5»
3
':::;:::;;:.::.::::;;;;;;:;;;:;:;;;

"

8x30 *8 8o

All Common Cedar $3.00 per M. lea* than Fir.
30 30

. „ FLOORING.
No 1 &2 Red Pine, 4 in .

.

E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring ^ 40
B- C. Fir E. G. No. , and 3 Flooring .

"
'. 3i°°

F. G. No. , and 3 Flooring
.... 38 00

E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring 17 00
27 00

p . _ SHIPLAP.
fine or Spruce
8 to .6 ft., 6 in "°°
B. C. Fir 8". .0" and 13" Shiplap 10/16'.'.'..

B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap .0/16'
*3 00

r r
' 21 OO

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. . S.
INo. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch . * o

•• , •• .. *.» oa
• •

3
II 11 32 oe

XXX B.C. Cedar ..

SHING^S
XX B. C. Cedar • »-6°

XXX Dimension....
»SS

LATH
No. , Mixed Wtt R Pine ' .
No. 1 B. C. Fir

4So

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.
WHITE PINE

(Wholesale selling price
Uppers 4/4 $94 00

5/4 to 8/4 92 00
0/4 to 12/4 97 00

Selects 4/4 84 00
S/4 to 8/4 ... 82 00

' _ '°/4 to 12/4 92 00
Fine Common 4/4 61 00

S/4 6j 00
6/4 65 00

v r- \ ,

8/4

6

" 00
•No. 1 Cuts 4/4 s , 00

5/4
" 6/4

x," ^" 8/4
No. 2 Cuts 4/4
" S/4

" 6/4
" 8/4....

No. a Cuts 5/4 37
!,' "

f(4 37 00
8/4 37 00

57 00
59 00
61 00
35 00
45 00
47 00
5' 00

No

Dressing 5/4 46 00
'

u s/4 x 'o 51 00

XI ». Sfi
*™ S2 OO

No. 1 Moulding s/4 j8 oo
6/4 58 00
8/4 s8 00

2 Moulding s/4 47 00

Jj/
4

„ 8/4 47 00
1 Barn 1 x 13 46 00

1 x 6 & 8 35 00
> * «o. 37 00

2 Barn 1 x 6 Be 8 33 00
1 x 10 3s 00

No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8 37 00

No

1 x 10.
Box 1 x 6 & up. .

.

"
1 x 10

" 1 x ia
" I x 13 & up. . .

39 OO
24 00
24 00
26 OO

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jobberbuying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda: J

1 st & 2nd, 1 inch.

•Jf to a inch

2'A to 4 inch .

.

1 st & 2nd 6 inch up

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red

WHITE ASH.

40 00 42 00 I

44 00 46 00 I Strips 33 00 ,4 00
48 00 54 00

I
Com. and cull. .... 14 00 33 00

BLACK AND BROWN
.40 00 43 00

1
Com. good culls 14 00 20 00

BIRCH

1st & 2nd, white, 6
inch and up 30 00 32 00

Common and good
cul's 16 00 18 o„

40 00 42 00

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up

Common and culls.

1st and 2nd hand
Common and culls

1st and 2nd, soft, 6
32 00 35 00 inch and up .... 36 00 38 00
15 00 17 00

I Common and culls. 10 00 17 00

MAPLE
20 00 23 00 I 1st and 2nd, soft. . 20 00 23 00
14 00 15 00 ] Common and culls. 12 00 13 00

BOSTON, MASS
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to 2 inch
Selects, 1 to 2 inch
Fine Common, 1 inch

1^ to 3 inch
No. 1 Cuts 1 inch

ij^ to 3 inch . .

."

"

No. 2 Cuts, 1 inch

1% to a inch
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12

No. 1, 1 x 10
No. 1, 1 x 8
No. 2, 1 x 12
No. 2, 1 x 10
No. 2, 1 x 8
No 3, 1 x 12
No. 3, 1 x 10
No. 3, 1 x 8

Spruce, 10 and 12 in dimension
9 in. and under

10 and 12 in. random lenglhs, 10 ft. and up
2 x 3. a x 4, 2x5 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths. 10 ft. and up... .

All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft...
andup

5 in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up, p, is
Canadian Spruce boards
Vermont Spruce boards, matched .. . . . . . . . .

' x 2 and 1 x 3 furring p, 1 . clipped and bundled
i?t Spruce laths
>k"

$92 00
. 83 00
. 61 00
66 00

45 00

S6 00
35 00

43 00
50 00

37 00
36 00

. 41 00
• 35 00
34 00
33 00
3° 00
28 00

24 00

23 5°

31 SO

21 50
19 OO
23 OO
22 OO
20 OO

4 35
3 75

NEW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES

£ 1

Xtra,
... $360

Clears
* 10

Second clears ... , .„
Clear Whites. . \

S°

Extra is (Clear whites out) , j.
Extra is (Clear whites in) ... ...V.'.'.'.'."".'."*!J! 150

BRITISH COLUMBIA SHINGLES,
Red Cedar Extra, 16" c. butts to 2"
" " Eurekas, 18" " "
' '

' Perfection., s.butt. to m^m
.. .. .. ..

3 90

$94 00
84 00
62 00
68 00

60 00

37 00
46 00

5 1 00
38 00
37 00
42 00
36 00
35 00
34 00
29 00
29 00
37 00
25 00
24 SO

22 00

23 00
20 00
24 00
21 5°
22 00

4 50
3 80

$3 85

3 25
a 60
2 45
2 25
1 6.

3 8,
4 »H
4 1S
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY LUMBER AND SHINGLES

There's no room for argument.

Fenderson "Quality" products have developed business

wherever introduced. Most dealers know this, do you?

our Quebec Spruce
and old growth White Pine
are of excellent character because they grow that way.

Our grades are tip-top because we make them that way.

Our dressing is of the finest because we dress that way.

We can supply Spruce, Pine, Shingles and Lath in the

same car.

John Fenderson & Co., Inc.
Saw & Shingle Mills:

^L»x7-»h<»/» P O Salcs 0ffice:

Sayabec, P.Q St. Moise, P. Q. UttyaDcC, 1 • V£« Springfield, Mass.,
Salmon -Lake, P. Q. Cedar Hall, P. Q. U. S. A.

OUR QUALITY STOCKS: Flooring, Ceiling, Partition, Novelty Siding,

Bevel Siding, Moulding, New Brunswick Cedar Shingles, Lath, etc.

" QUALITY IS THE BEST POLICY

"

Largest and Best Assorted Stock of Dry Spruce in Canada
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Your Good Money
can easily go to waste through a little mistake in buying machinery

Profit by the mistakes of others who have tried various shingle machines and have
finally purchased an Original " Dunbar".

This machine has turned out as high as 21,000 shingles in one day in Eastern Canada
where the timber is of medium growth. In British Coumbia, where the lumber is

of great size it has been known to turn out as high as 36,000 shingles in a day. It
is the machine with the best reputation and the best reasons for having that reputation.

What more do you want than a shingle machine that will turn out

Shingles Shingles Shingles

as long as you supply the lumber? No repairing, no delays and no saw
hammering

;
nothing but high class shingles and a minimum amount of sawdust, etc.

Equipped with ''Ring Oilers," the only successful remedy for hot boxes.

Why Don't You Get One ?

Write Us To-Day

McFarlane, Thompson & Anderson Mfg. Co
Patentees and Sole Manufacturers

Fredericton, N. B.
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The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawmill, Shingle, Lath and
Transmission Machinery

r -

No. 3 Steel Carriage Built to open any required distance from saw line,

team actuated machinery, including Steam Feeds, Kickers, Log Stops, Loaders, Niggers,We build a full line of

Cant Flippers, etc. We build a very complete line of modern Lath Machinery, also Shingle Machinery

quote prices before ordering.

Let us send you cuts and

The Improved Hot Blast Grate
develops more heat from green, wet or frozen sawdust or mill refuse, than an ordinary draft grate develops from wood or coal.

The most modern and .economical grate on the market. Increases steaming power of boiler 50 per cent.

We are the sole manufacturers for Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime Provinces, for this

grate. It will save you money, regardless of the kind of fuel used. We have many testimonials

bearing out this statement.

Here is one : Berriedale, Ont., June 28/09.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited, Orillia.

Dear Sirs,

With reference to Hot Blast Grate purchased from you on trial about six weeks ago,

we have found it to be one of the most profitable things we ever put in any of our saw-

mills. It is much cheaper and more convenient than any sort of Dutch Oven. We
placed it under two 6 foot boilers where we saw Spruce and Balsam logs, the sawdust of

which makes poor fire. Before we began using the Hot Blast Grates we burned from 3

to 4 cords of dry slabs daily, and even then had a deficiency of steam, but now we have

all the steam we desire, and the only fuel used is sawdust.
- - (Signed) The Highland Lumber Co.

Style "B" for Mill Furnace

We will ship our Hot Blast Grates to any reliable person or firm on 30 days' trial, to be

returned at our expense it not as represented.

Catalogues sent and full information cheerfully given on application.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited, Orillia, Ont.

Maritime Provinces

Geo. H. Evans,
St. John, N. B.

Province of Quebec
Williams & Wilson,

Montreal, Que.

Represented as follows :

Manitoba and Western Provinces

Stuart Machinery Co.,

Winnipeg, Man.

British Columbia

H. W. Petrie, Limited,
Vancouver, B. C.
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We received the Highest Awards Grand Prix and
Gold Medals -at Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition,
Seattle, Washington, 1909.

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc.
(Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works)

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Canadian Works: 112 Adelaide Street East, Toronto, Canada

New No. 10
Heavy Open Side Molder

This machine is of the

most modern and im-

proved type.

It is designed to turn

out heavy or light

Moldings, all kinds of

Flooring and Matching.

Our new Illustrated

Bulletin describing this

Machine will be mailed

to persons interested

upon request.

Ask for our complete
catalog of wood-work-
ing machinery, just
from the press.

This Machine has three variations of feed, which may be instantly changed to suit conditions.

The Goldie & McCulloch Company, Limited
Western Branch: ONTARIO - CANADA

ASK FOR CATALOGUES. PRICES AND ALL INFORMATION
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Berlin Quality Counts
94X Fast Feed Planer and Matcher

Six Bitted Round

Cylinders, Twelve

Bitted Round
Side-Heads. :: ::

Side-Head Jointer.

Set - Grind - Joint

Device. :: :: ::

Perfect Work at 150 to 200 Feet per Minute
The 94X is not the highest priced matcher on the market. It has features

which can not be found elsewhere, yet we are not asking as much as you can
pay for other machines on the market to-day.

You are offered a machine of proven capacity, that will turn out a higher grade of

flooring at ioo to 200 feet per minute than the ordinary matcher will at 50 feet per
minute.

You are offered, in the 94X, a matcher whose features of construction are such as to

prevent the tearing out of knotty or cross grained places, thereby raising the grades.

You are offered a machine with cylinder and side-head construction of proven
capacity and we furnish eight or twelve bitted side heads designed by ourselves.

You are offered, in the side-head mechanism, a construction which can not be
choked down at 200 feet per minute.

And notwithstanding that you are offered the above as a fair representation of

what you purchase, the actual cost in dollars and cents is less than some other
machines offered you.

One 94X will actually turn out more well finished lumber than three ordinary

matchers because it runs steadily hour after hour and not several hours with tie-

ups for break downs or time losses for sharpening knives.

A short time ago a firm put in one 94X to do the work of four light machines.
Consider the saving in labor. The expense of maintaining the 94 x is also less

because there are fewer parts to give trouble.

We would like to show you where the 94X machines are going in. A circular

of the machine will give you all the details and show why the machine is

making such a success.

Berlin Machine Works, Ltd.
Hamilton - Canada

Builders of Berlin

Sanders, Sizers, Matchers, Moulders, Surfacers, Planers, Jointers,
Edgers, Rip-Saws. Re-Saws.
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Th,

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate
The Heaviest, Most Durable and Most Efficient Blast Grate on the Market

Pays for Itself in One Week
"The Gordon Hollow Blast Grate saved us enough

on FUEL the FIRST WEEK to PAY FOR ITSELF,
BESIDES increasing the cut of our mill by ONE-
HALF."—Kinsbury <fe Henshaw, Antigo, Wis.

Adds from 25 to 50% to the Efficiency of a Boiler

"We installed your Hollow Blast Grate System in

connection with our saw mill boilers several months
ago. We were VERY SHORT OF STEAM at that
time, and were undertaking to burn considerable
WET CYPRESS DUST from our shingle mill. After
installing the Hollow Ulast Grate Svstem we HAD
NO FURTHER TROUBLE with our boilers steaming.
We are getting AT LEAST 20% MORE STEAM and could
possibly push them to 25% MORE. We consider the Gordon
Hollow Blast Grate one of the BEST INVESTMENTS
we ever made."—Aycook Lumber Co., Aycock, Fla.

"The blast grates you sold me at Svlvania, O.,
INCREASED OUR STEAMING CAPACITY 50%, and
enabled us to make plenty of steam in the winter time
from FROZEN SAWDUST." R. C. Gillett, Waverly, Va.

Gives as good results with wet, green or frozen saw-

dust as a Draft Grate gives with dry wood.
"We have used your Hollow Blast Grates CON-

TINUOUSLY since they were installed, which we
believe was about FIFTEEN YEARS AGO (The actual
period was 16 YRS. 8 MOS. G. H. B. G. Co.) Prior to
that time we were compelled to SEASON our fuel—the
best of WOOD—to have a grade that would make us

sufficient steam to keep our plant running, and EVEN
THEN were compelled to stop at times during work-
ing hours to raise steam. After putting in your grates
we make a sufficient amount of steam WITHOUT
TROUBLE, using GREEN ELM DUST. The grates are
apparently in AS GOOD SHAPE AS WHEN IN-
STALLED, and we consider them A WONDERFUL IN-
VENTION." G. V. Grifiith A: Son, Albany, Ind.

Saves Labor in Firing

" Your grates have effected a saving of about ONE-
HALF in LABOR in the fire-room, and while using
nothing but SAWDUST and GREEN MILL CLIPP-
INGS, have given us FULLY 33| PER CENT HOTTER
FIRES."—The Ohio Wheel Co.. Delphos. O.

Is Practically Indestructible

"I used your Hollow Blast Grates at stave mills
at different points for some TWENTY YEARS, and
they are JUST AS GOOD AS WHEN PUT In' and
I can burn any WET BARK AND REFUSE that
otherwise COULDN'T BE USED AT ALL. They are
the cheapest grate one can use, for thev NEVER BURN
OUT."—S. P. Shelly, Holgate, O.

The men who have made the Gordon Hollow
Blast Grate what it is—our president, our secretary
and treasurer, our superintendent, our foreman and
our designer—have all been identified with the busi-
ness since the company was organized, while our vice-
president has been with us for fifteen years.

Our services are, therefore, those of experts.

Gordon Hollow Blast Grate Co
Greenville, Michigan

Also Manufacturers of The Celebrated "Tower" Line of Edgers and Trimmers
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Madison Williams' Edgers
will all do perfect work

We build a complete line of edgers for

large or small mills.

The cut represents our No. 2 edger,

which carries two or three saws, and
has a capacity of 15,000 to 20,000 feet

per day. The feed rolls are more efficient

than those usually found on edgers of

this type, and they do not mark the

lumber. We sell this edger at a price

which makes it easily available for any

kind of mill.

Full particulars and prices on appli-

cation. We also design and build a

complete line of saw mill machinery in-

cluding saw carriages, edgers, trimmers,

slab slashers, swing saws, live rolls,

gunshot steam feeds, steam niggers,

kickers and loaders, shingle machines,

lath mills, bolters, etc.

Also

Triumph Turbine Water Wheels

Eastern Representative :

H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James St., Montreal, Que.

Western Representative

:

The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Vancouver, B.C.

The MadisOn WilliamS Mfg. CO., Limited Lindsay, Ontario, Canada

LOGGING TOOLS
Our Catalogues will Interest You

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

Skidders - Loaders
Powerful, Strong and
Economical in Operation

Our Skidders and Loaders are in successful operation

under almost every condition met by loggers to-day.

Russel

Logging Cars
Strength Capacity

Durability

The Standard among Progressive Loggers
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"Trident" Steel Loading Chains
These Chains are made with extra long lapped, self locking, swelled welds.The very best Chains for log conveyors, decking, log haul ups, hoisting, loading, etc.

PINK'S PEAVEY HANDLES in select split Rock Maple are the Standard everywhere.
REAL'S PATENT TONGS for handling pulpwood, ties, or light logs of any kind.

THOMAS PINK, - Pembroke, Ont.
Manufactuer of Logging Tools

Eclipse Clapboard Sawing Machine
If you are a stranger to them and they to you. Get acquainted.

"This is One of Three in the Family and Every One a Wonder"

?he
d
o?w

e
Hl°

f ° w °f
u
the lading Clapboard Manufacturersthe other day. He

. based his opinion on a " workingacquaintance gained in their own mill. On the starthe was agamst us but is now another one added to the hun-dreds won over and convinced-as we want to convince you.

SLEEPER & AKHURST - Coaticook, Que.

HUIHER. BR.OS. PATENT GR.OOVER. OR DADO HEADFor cutfng any width groove from one quarter inch to .inches wo^er
AD

T«. is rorfy^H^Tonthe^AI^l iff*?* f
with °r * ^-in.

Circular Sa»., Mor^a^Lo^AeV Bo* cS£2tf&Z£§SSES: ™°°S«*™">

Everything
for a Sawmill

knmmers
ram Cars

ath Mill and Bolter

'ogging and Yard Locomotives

•aw Gummers
'hairing Grates

Picket Headers, Gang Bolters, Edgers

Prompt shipments on all orders.

Prices and circulars upon request.

Rothfuss-Howard Iron Works
Williamsport, Pa.

Siding

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock Red Cedar Shingles White Pine Lath Bass and Poplar

JAMES GILLESPIE

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH ana SHINGLESNorth Tonawand a, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED 189a.

V OILLE 65: MgKEEIN v
Wholesale Lumber

NOR.TH TONAWANDA, - N. Y.TRA-DB WIT FT. SOLICITED.
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"The Kelley Router"
Electrically - driven and operatedon the bench by hand

Stair Routing and Interior Trim
Column and Pilaster Fluting

Cabinet and Furniture Work
Its accurate work and Time Saving

qualities will surprise you

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

Kelley Electric Machine Co.
36-38 West Seneca Street,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

51

STAIR FRAMING PLATE

CLEAN L
PURE g

'II

Iuuumui imiini
lilii'uliiiiunuvu'

BANNER
BRAND

CONDENSED
MILK
Our Banner and Princess brands

of condensed milk, and our two
brands of powdered milk are

SPECIALLY SUITABLE
FOR LUMBER CAMPS
They can be used for every pur-

pose with as much satisfaction as
fresh milk.

We manufacture under favorable
conditions and guarantee absolute
purity and cleanliness. Our products
are the best that skill and science can
produce.

Write for full particulars about
our various brands.

Prompt shipments and satisfac-
tory prices.

John Malcolm & Son
St. George, Ontario

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

$20 a Day Profit on
^ $100 Investment

The DeLoach "Mustang" Shingle Millwin cut 10,000 Shingles per day with 4 H. P. and 20,000 with 8H P

e^th^thanosrsS°th ShiDgle aS tUrned oufc b7 *"7 -achine on

^nU^nd0""? »r£S
&
J»

GtCe
-

J*1* Carria^e has b^-
Easy Stroke P Dg at each end

'
'nsuring a Quick and

MmtpZe^QLfmJr^T de9Cr
'

lbin
r
8 ^ Mills

'
Shingle

DeLoach Mill Mfg. Co. Box 509
Bridgeport, Ala.

1909 Model
Improved Lumberman's Snow Plow

Seat for driver not shown in cut. Extension Wings also
w.dth of Plow made to any width to suit Sleighs

The Steel Mould Boards also V Plow
for centre are raised and lowered
with levers as shown by cut.

Phelps Machine Co.
Eastman, Que.

All snow that is taken

from cent'e and from

runner beds carried to

outer ends of

Extension
Wings.

SIDE VIEW.
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Sheldon Slow Speed

Exhaust Fans

The fans that are revolutionizing the shaving exhaust business
They will handle wet or dry long or short shavings and saw-S^11^ ^./?11 With a guaranteed reduction in

of tZL 'Ti
25 t0Jl%

,

leSS
'
a
.
nd with a P°wer consumption

of from 20 to 35% less than any other exhaust fan.

Descriptive circulars sent on request.

(gluiixms, pmiteb - §alt, (Mario

You'll Draw Some Extra
Shingle Dividends

if you make your shingles on this machine, because

The Columbia
will produce more and better shingles from the
same stock in less time and with less labor, than
any other shingle machine made.
Let us prove this to your own satisfaction. Write

PERKINS & CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Waterou. Entfne Work. Company, Brantford. Winnipeg. Man..St. faul, Minn, and Vancouver. B. C. Agents.

With your increasing business now that the dull times are
over, you cannot afford to carry shavings to the furnace room
in the old way. Progressive managers are just realizing the
great saving effected where shavings are handled by the fan
system. All the operator has to do is to open a damper in a pipe
and the fan does the rest. Floors and machines are kept clean,
and space formerly taken up by shavings is kept clean for stock.
We would like to tell you what it would cost to install a system
in your factory, mill or shop.

The

Dominion Heating & Ventilating Co.
HESPELER, ONTARIO

Umi"d

The cheapest way to skid and load logs is by steam power. The

Universal Logger
is a combined two line skidder and loader with
separate engine for loading with steel skidding
boom and steel swinging loading boom.
It is self-propelling, spots its own cars and moves
rapidly from point to point, saving time and the
usual switching expense.
Ample water tank capacity is located between the
trucks, and the frame is constructed to permit
empty cars to pass through the machine for load-
ing by means of its own power.
This machine is especially adapted for light steel
or wooden rails.

May We Send Catalogue?

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Sole Manufacturers of the McGIFFERT and DECKER Patent Selt-Propellinir

Steam Logging; Machinery.

Duluth, Minn. r

(
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R. H. SMITH CO., Limited
St. Catharines, Ont.

We are the Sole Manufac- C"ii J '— in the Dominion
turers of Sa.ws under the Simonds Process of C a.

n

There is no process its equal for tempering circular saws. Other makers recognize this fact, as some

of them, in order to sell their goods, claim to have the same process. All such Claims are FALSE,

as the patentee in the U. S. and ourselves are the only firms in the world who use it.

INSERTED TOOTH SAWS
Notice the improved shank. We call particular

attention to the swell which strengthens it at the weakest

part and which gives it more wear than the old style.

Shanks made in usual gauges and to fit your saws

perfectly.

SHINGLE SAWS
The quality of the " Simonds " Shingle Saws is

proven by the fact that the largest shingle and machine

manufacturers in Canada are using them.

Run a " Simonds" and you will increase your

output.

The Simonds Temper

and style of tooth make

the "Leader" the fast-

est and easiest cutting

saw manufactured.

Write for prices.

R. H. SMITH CO. Limited St. Catharines, Ont.
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S. A. Woods
Machine
Company

The
Planer
Specialists

*" - - ^s. . -
.i-

The No. 24 Special Fast Feed Planer and Matcher has six feed rolls and works six inches thick by 9. 15, 18, 24 or 30 inches wide.

S# A
c^°°ds Machine Company - BostonChicago New Orleans Atlanta -

-DOSIi0n

Value, not Venture
It is important that you make no mis-
take in the selection of Cutter Heads.
The thorough symmetrical design-
ee marked mechanical advance-
the unusual durability of

The Shimcr Cutter Head
is gaining favor daily in the mills

of the country

S-ng^none^^^ the world,

ZZ^T heBt ar™S^aasa:
,

Se^a^f^^^ vice versa, to accomodate
saving the time usuaTlyConsumed nvTh™^ may be working,
the cutters separately.

consumed by the old way of adjusting

F^^!^*^^^?*** Bi<* on the Shimer

We
,

JaWt SyC anyTnTenS^ ?
f theSe

, ,
sending them on 30 davVt,;!. ? S purchaser to do this, bv

^ dealer who accepts your order for the ,V
7 a1

'
returnabl« ^ not satisfactory.'

7

upiuvuneni. it costs no more.

object of making"^ey^'KIT the co*»nendable
surer way, of adding to you Si"s J™3eve

'-
S no bette^ no

profits and building up aZl ffi!
rePu

,

tatl0
,

n
.
increasing your

machines with tblS&^SffS^ by eaui^l your

-^7^^ 'ast long and cost
work.ng order, and you h^Tm]intr ^

a,^la'hoTto keeP in
on your machine. ° 1,Lfcle material by having them

By turning the Expansion Ring one stop the cut of the

Branch of Milton, Pennsylvania

* e improvement. It a

r*muel J- Shimer & Sons
Gait. Ontario. Canada
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Steam Actuated
Single and Double

LogDeck Machinery
Our Stationary Niggers are

built single and double cyl-
inder, in sizes to fill the re-
quirements of any mill.

The Cylinders are provided
with steam ports instead of
outside pipes, thereby
avoiding leaky joints and
loss of steam. They are
made 8 in. and 10 in. in

diameter, cast especially
strong where necessary.

Valve Gearing and Valves of
a newer and stronger de-
sign. Steam is admitted
through a check valve,

which regulates the exhaust
to provide a steam cushion
to the piston at both ends
of the cylinder. This elim-
inates any danger of the
cylinder heads being forced
out by the piston. The
valves operate easily and
quickly by one lever only.

Valve travel is short and
the same distance in each
cylinder.

Guide Rods of forged steel

shafting, same diameter as
piston rods, are carried with
one end attached to the
upper cylinder head to make
the machine more rigid and
self contained.

Cross Heads, extra heavy,
bored to fit piston rods and
guide bars, and provided
with patent improved oiling
arrangement.

Nigger Bars of cast and
wrought steel, wider and
stronger than the old style

bars, fitted with forged steel

teeth, hinged to drop back
out of the way as the bar
recedes.

New Spring Cushion Floor
Plate, extra heavy, con-
structed to take up shock of
the bar on the spring cush-
ioned end pieces.- All Cyl-
inders and Valves are thor-
oughly tested before ship-
ment.

NOTE : The accompanying cut has been used merely to show the
general arrangement of our Stationary Nigger, as the cuts for our
new Nigger, described above, are still at the Engravers. •

Wc Manufacture a Complete Line of

Ni&£rs Log Turners
Klck

t
er _ Cant Flippers
Log Stops Board Lifters

Log Loaders

Write Us for any Information desired Catalogues and Prices sent on request

Waterous Engine Works CoBRANCH •BRANCH
Waterous Engine Works Co.,

Winnipeg, Man. Brantford, Canada Limited
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE •

H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B.C



FOR LUMBERMEN

FIRE INSURANCE

WE BELIEVE
YOU WILL READ THIS ADVERTISEMENT.

It has then served its purpose. We want to ask you a question and will confidently leave the answer to you.

DO YOU THINK YOUR INSURANCE RATES TOO HIGH ?
We have a plan that will reduce your rates and invite you to correspond with u.s, we will l><- glad to explain.

ASK FOR OUR ADDITIONAL LINE PROPOSITION.
Would you not feel safer with from $1,000 to $10,000 additional protection ? Suppose you have a fire to-night,
would your present insurance put you on a sound business basis again? Write u.s to-day, now that you

have read this advertisement before, you forget.

Lumber Underwriters
66 *ay, NEW YORK, N.Y.

BY LUMBERMEN

REDUCED RATES

Veneered

Doors
Each door we manufacture is made from kiln and
air dried stock, carefully machined and finished
and represents the best value on the market.

We stock in a variety of woods and designs,
ensuring prompt and satisfactory service. :: :;

Newel Posts - Staved Columns
In our Staved Colonial Columns a "V" Locked
Joint is employed, giving a larger gluing sur-
face and preventing all possibility of shrinkage
or checking :: ::

All Orders to

Batts Limited
48 Pacific Avenue West Toronto

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
..... KNOWN
OUR
rf_
EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

H. WALTERS & SON. HULL, CANADA
VANCOUVER BRANCJH^ Corner^ Powell and McLean Streets.

AXES, ALL KINDS AXE HANDLES, MACHINE IknIveI^AlT KINDS LUMBERING & LOCCINC TOOLS
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We supply the Largest Lumbermen in Canada.
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